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Preface 

ABOUT INSIDE MACINTOSH 

Inside Macintosh is a six-volume set of books that describes how to write an application for 
the Apple® Macintosh® family of computers. Inside Macintosh is the definitive guide and 
reference for anyone writing software for the Macintosh computer. The first two volumes 
describe the routines in the Macintosh User Interface Toolbox and the Macintosh Operating 
System. The third volume is a summary of the Pascal interfaces for all routines described in 
Volumes I and II. The fourth and fifth volumes describe features and routines introduced 
with the Macintosh Plus, Macintosh SE, and Macintosh II computers. Volume VI describes 
the managers and features available in system software version 7.0. 

Volume I contains the original user interface guidelines for Macintosh applications and an 
introduction to memory management and assembly language. It also describes QuickDrawTM, 
the Resource Manager, the Event Manager, the Font Manager, the Window Manager, the 
Menu Manager, the Dialog Manager, TextEdit, and other routines relating to the user interface 
that you can use in your application. 

Volume II describes the Macintosh Operating System, including the routines that perform 
file I/O, device I/O, memory management, and interrupt handling. It covers the File Manager, 
the Device Manager, the Printing Manager, the AppleTalk® Manager, and various drivers 
and utilities. 

Volume ill describes the FinderTM interface, provides an overview of the hardware of the 
Macintosh 128K and Macintosh 5 l 2K computers, and contains summaries of the Pascal 
interfaces for all routines described in Volumes I and II. 

Volume IV describes routines introduced with the Macintosh Plus and Macintosh 5 I 2K 
enhanced computers. It introduces the Hierarchical File System, the SCSI Manager, the 
Time Manager, and the List Manager. The volume also describes changes to various 
managers and drivers and presents an overview of the Macintosh Plus hardware. 

Volume V describes routines introduced with the Macintosh SE and Macintosh II computers. 
It describes Color QuickDraw, the Palette Manager, the Script Manager, the Sound Manager, 
the Slot Manager, the Apple Desktop Bus TM' and changes made to various managers to support 
color. The volume also includes additional user interface guidelines and compatibility guide
lines. It explains how to add color to menus, windows, and dialog boxes. It also discusses 
hierarchical, scrolling, and pop-up menus. 

This volume, Volume VI, describes the system software version 7 .0 environment, new 
managers available with version 7.0, new routines and data structures, new user interface 
guidelines, and how to take advantage of the version 7.0 environment. 

Inside Macintosh, Volume VI, is also available in an on-line edition. The on-line edition 
provides a navigational model that lets you browse through information and it provides a 
search capability to quickly locate routines, data structures, and other text. 

The Inside Macintosh X-Ref provides a comprehensive, integrated index for Volumes I 
through VI of Inside Macintosh, as well as Programmer's Introduction to the Macintosh 
Family; Technical Introduction to the Macintosh Family; Designing Cards and Drivers for 
the Macintosh Family, second edition; and Guide to the Macintosh Family Hardware, second 
edition. All these books are available from Addison-Wesley. 
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The Development Environment 

The User Interface Toolbox and Macintosh Operating System routines are available using 
Pascal, C, or assembly-language interfaces. How you access these routines depends on the 
development environment you are using. This volume shows all routines in their Pascal 
interface using the Macintosh Programmer's Workshop (MPW®). All sample code listings 
are shown in MPW Pascal, with a few examples shown in assembly language. 

The MPW development environment includes these books: Macintosh Programmer's 
Workshop Development Environment, Volume 1; Macintosh Programmer's Workshop 
Development Environment, Volume 2; MPW Pascal: Macintosh Programmer's Workshop 
Pascal; MPW C: Macintosh Programmer's Workshop C; and MPW Assembler: Macintosh 
Programmer's Workshop Assembler. These books are available from APDA® (Apple 
Programmers and Developers Association). 

The code listings and other code in this volume were developed using MPW 3.0. They show 
methods of using various routines and illustrate techniques for accomplishing particular tasks. 
All code listings have been compiled and, in many cases, tested. However, Apple does not 
intend that you use these code samples in your application. 

If you are programming in assembly language, pay attention to the assembly-language notes 
and trap macro notes. These notes provide information about saving and restoring registers, 
details of what each register must contain on entry to Operating System routines, what the 
routines return in the registers, and other information you might find helpful. 

If you are programming in Pascal or Conly, you can skip over the assembly-language 
information. 

This volume occasionally uses SurjWriter, WipeOut, store data, display data, send and 
receive, make memo, and spell quick as names of sample programs for illustrative purposes; 
these are not actual products of Apple Computer, Inc. 

APDA offers worldwide access to a broad range of programming products, resources, and 
information for anyone developing on Apple platforms. You' II find the most current versions 
of Apple and third-party development tools, debuggers, compilers, languages, and technical 
references for all Apple platforms. To establish an APDA account, obtain additional ordering 
information, or find out about site licensing and developer training programs, contact 

APDA 
Apple Computer, Inc. 
20525 Mariani A venue, M/S 33-G 
Cupertino, CA 95014-6299 

Telephone: 800-282-2732 (United States) 

Fax: 
Telex: 

800-637-0029 (Canada) 
408-562-3910 (elsewhere in the world) 
408-562-3971 
171-576 

If you provide commercial products and services, call 408-974-4897 for information on the 
developer support programs available from Apple. 
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For information on registering signatures, file types, Apple events, and other technical 
information, contact 

Macintosh Developer Technical Support 
Apple Computer, Inc. 
20525 Mariani A ve1, MIS 75-3T 
Cupertino, CA 95014-6299 

The System Software Environment 

Preface 

Inside Macintosh Volume VI focuses orl system software version 7.0; however, many of 
the chapters in this volume contain information that is also relevant to system software 
versi~:m 6.0 and later. See the Compatibility Guidelines chapter for information on 
developing applications that can run in both system software version 6.0 and system 
software version 7 .0. 

If the Gestalt function is available, you should use it instead of the SysEnvirons and Environs 
routines. You can use the Gestalt function to determine whether all the features your applica
tion requires are present on a particular Macintosh computer. You should not rely on the 
ROM version, since later system software versiorts tan override routines in ROM. See the 
Compatibility Guidelines chapter for details on how to use the Gestalt function. 

The Format of a Typical Chapter 

Almost all chapters in Volume Vl have a standard structure. For example, the Edition 
Manager chapter contains these sections: 

• " About This Chapter" This section describes the information you can fihd in the chapter 
and includes references to related chapters. 

• "About the Edition Manager" This section provides an overview of the features provided 
by the Edition Manager. 

• Additional sections describe concepts related to the Edition Manager. 

• " Using the Edition Manager" This section describes the tasks you can accomplish using 
the routines provided by the Edition Manager. It describes how to use the most common 
routines, gives related user interface information, provides code samples, and supplies 
additional information. 

• "Edition Manager Routines" This section lists Edition Manager routines in 
version 7.0, with routine declarations and descriptions of every parameter for 
each routine. 

• "Summary of the Edition Manager" This section provides the Edition Manager's Pascal 
interface for version 7 .0 constants, data structures, routines, and result codes, as well as 
relevant assembly-language information. 
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The Conventions Used in This Volume 

Thi s volume uses elements such as assembly- language notes, trap macro notes. note boxes, 
and warning boxes to set off important information. Trap macro notes and assembly
language notes are useful only if you are programming in assembly language. 

All routines (with a few exceptions) have both a Pascal and assembly-language fonn. T he 
summary at the end of each chapter first li sts the constants, data structures, and routi nes 
provided with the MPW Pascal interface files, and then lists equi valent assembly-language 
information for data structures and routines for use with the MPW Assembler interface files. 
The constants for the MPW Assembler interface files are the same as their Pascal equivalents, 
so the constant hames are shown only in the Pascal section of the summary. (The constants, 
data structure names, and routine names in the MPW C interface files are also the same as 
their Pascal equi valents.) 

When appropriate, the declaration for a procedure or function includes relevant assembly
language information in the fo1m of a trap macro note that immediately follows the declaration. 
The trap macro that corresponds to a Pascal interface routine begins with an underscore 
character (_) fol lowed by the Pascal routine name. Trap macro notes appear in this form: 

Trap macro For register-based routines, thi s shows the trap macro 
name and desc1ibes the parameters that must be in the 
registers on entry to the routine and describes the values 
returned in the registers. 

For stack-based routines, this shows the name of the trap 
macro if it is different from the Pascal interface name. 

Assembly-language notes appear in th is form: 

Assembly-language note: This gives information of interest only if yo u 
are programming in assembl y language. 

If you are programming in Pascal or Conly, you can skip over the information in trap macro 
notes and assembly-language notes. 

Important information is often called out in a note bux: 

Note: Text set off in this way presents reminders or notes related Lo the topic. 

Information that you need to pay special attention to is shown in a warning box: 

.A. Warning: Warnings like this alert you to situations in which you could damage 
software or lose data. ... 

Words that appear in boldface are key terms or concepts and are defined in the G lossary 
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All code listings use the Courier font (this is Courier) to indicate code from a sample 
program that can be compiled. The summary listings and set-off code in text also use Courier 
for the actual data structure names, fi eld names, constant names, and routine names that 
match the names used in the MPW Pascal interface files. 

Many Toolbox and Operating System routines accept a pointer to a parameter block as 
a parameter. For these routines, the routine description includes a list of the fields in the 
parameter block that are used by the routine. 

A typical parameter block description looks like this: 

Parameter block 

[in/out] [offsetJ [field name] lsize l [description] 

---7 0 inputl long This is an input parameter 

f-- 4 ouput I word This is an output parameter 

H 6 inAndOut long This is an input/output parameter 

---7 10 reqCount long Requested number of files to send 

---7 14 buffer long Pointer to data buffer 

f-- 18 accCount long Actual number of fi les sent 

The arrow in the first column indicates whether the field is an input parameter, output 
parameter, or both. You must supply values for all input parameters and input/output 
parameters. The routine relUrns values in output parameters and input/output parameters. 

The second column indicates the offset and is usefu l only if you are programming in 
assembly language or debugging your code. The offset value is the offset in bytes from 
the beginning of the parameter block for each field within the structure. 

The th ird column shows the field name as defined in the MPW Pascal interfaces, and the 
fourth column shows the size of that fi eld. The size is given in bytes or indicated as word or 
long (for long word). Long indicates a field that occupies 4 bytes; word indicates a field 
that occupies 2 bytes. The size is provided for your information and is more useful if you 
are programming in assembly language. The final column provides a short description 
of the field. 

Other Documentation 

For specific hardware in formation about the Mac intosh family, see Guide to the Macintosh 
Family Hardware, second edition, and Designing Cards and Drivers for the Macintosh 
Family, second edition; for additional software information, see previous volumes of i nside 
Macintosh. Also see Macintosh Worldwide Developme/l/: Guide to System Software for a 
complete description of all components of the worldwide system software. See Human 
lnte1face Guidelines: The Apple Desktop lnte1:face fo r a complete description of the Apple 
human interface. 
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE CHAPTERS IN VOLUME VI 

The following sections describe the content of each chapter in th is volume and tell where to 
find additional information in previous volumes. Figure P- 1 (at the end of the Preface) lists 
the chapters in Volume VI and shows which other volumes cover those topics. 

Introduction to the System Software Version 7.0 Environment 

The fi rst chapter in this volume provides an overview of the features of system software 
version 7.0. It describes the operating environment for applications that run in version 7.0. 

User Interface Guidelines 

The User Interface Guidelines chapter in Volume VI reviews the user interface design prin
ciples and gives new guideJ ines for system software version 7.0. The chapter discusses 
windows, dialog boxes and movable modal dialog boxes, additions to the standard menus, 
terminology, and user feedback. It also gives gu idelines for developing worldwide software 
and for designing color icons and windows. 

The Finder Inte1face chapter in this volume provides related information on the user interface 
presented by the Finder. Individual chapters address specific issues related to the user 
interface features provided by a particular manager. 

The User Interface Guidelines chapter in Volume I describes the various components of a 
Macintosh application and discusses the use of menus, windows, dialog boxes, scroll bars 
and other control s. 

The User Interface Guidelines chapter in Volume rv discusses use of the arrow keys, 
reserved keyboard equivalents, window zooming, and the standard close box. 

The User Interface Guidelines chapter in Volume V briefly discusses the use of color in your 
application. The chapter describes features of the standard and extended keyboards, and 
discusses using sound, hierarchicaJ menus, and scrolling menus in your application. 

For more info1mation on the Apple human interface, see the Human lnte1face Guidelines: 
The Apple Desktop Inte1face. 

Compatibility Guidelines 

The Compatibility Guidelines chapter describes issues relating to compatibility for various 
managers in system software version 7.0. It also includes details on pop-up menus, movable 
modal dialog boxes, new routines for mani pulating diaJog items in a dialog box, and 
discusses menu access when an application displays a modal dialog box. 

The chapter also shows you how to call Gestalt, the new function fo r determin ing various 
attributes. versions, and features of the system software. 
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The chapter gives guidelines you should follow to help ensure that your application is com
patible across the Macintosh family of computers. It also provides information on how 
to make your application compatible with A!UX® (Apple' s version of the UNIX® operating 
system) and presents a brief overview of how to write software that can be easily localized 
for use in other regions. 

The Edition Manager 

The Edition Manager chapter describes how you can let users publish and subscribe data 
among many documents. The Edition Manager is part of the interapplication communications 
(IAC) architecture in version 7 .0. See the Edition Manager chapter for sample code that 
shows how to add publish and subscribe capabilities to your application. 

The Event Manager 

The Event Manager chapter in Volume VI includes information on all events, including 
suspend and resume events. The chapter incorporates information from Programmer's Guide 
to MultiFinder and replaces the information found there. The Event Manager chapter in this 
volume also describes how to send and receive high-level events. 

For specific information on keyboard events, the modifier flags field of the event record, 
reading the keyboard and keypad, and responding to mouse events or disk-inserted events, 
see the Toolbox Event Manager chapter in Volume I. 

You also may want to read about the Operating System Event Manager, described in 
Volume II. The Operating System Event Manager handles low- level, hardware-related 
events. The Operating System Event Manager chapter also describes how your application 
can post its own events in the event queue. You usually use the Event Manager to send 
and retrieve events. For information on the PPostEvent function, see the Operating System 
Event Manager chapter in Volume IV. 

For information on standard keyboards, an addition to the modifier flags field in the event 
record, and the KeyTrans fu nction, see the Toolbox Event Manager chapter in Volume Y. 

The Apple Event Manager 

The Apple Event Manager chapter describes Apple events and how your application can 
receive and process the required set of Apple events. It also describes how to create and 
send Apple events. 

The Program-to-Program Communications Toolbox 

The Program-to-Program Communications (PPC) Toolbox chapter describes how your appli
cation can exchange message blocks with other applications. The PPC Toolbox provides 
low-level control of communication and is generally more sui table for code that is not event
based or desk accessories or applications that are closely integrated. 
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The Data Access Manager 

The Data Access Manager chapter describes how your application can communicate with a 
database application or other data source running on a remote computer. The chapter 
describes how your application can use high-level or low-level routines to initiate communi
cation with a remote data server, send commands or data to the server, and, after the server 
executes the commands, retrieve any requested data from the server. 

The Finder Interface 

The Finder Interface chapter in this volume describes how to create bundles, fi le references, 
and icons, includ ing small icons and color icons. Code listings show how to set up the 
resources the Finder needs to start up your application and display your application's icons 
on the desktop. 

The chapter also describes changes to the Finder interface-for example, the new aliases and 
stationery documents. It shows how to find special fo lders, such as the Preferences folder 
and Temporary Items folder. ln addition, the chapter describes how fonts and sounds are 
visible on the desktop and how the user install s fonts and sounds by moving their icons to the 
System Folder icon. 

The Finder Interface chapter describes the Desktop Manager, a new manager that lets your 
application add or remove information from the desktop database. 

The Finder Interface chapter in this volume replaces the Finder Interface chapters in 
Volumes ITT and IV. 

Control Panels 

The Control Panels chapter in this volume describes the new behavior of control panels in 
system software version 7 .0. l f you develop video cards, you can also use the information 
in the chapter to create an Options dialog box for the Monitors control panel. 

The Control Panel chapter in Volume V describes how to write a control panel. Read the 
information in the Control Panels chapter in this volume for additional infom1ation on writing 
a control panel in system software version 7.0. Control panels written for earl ier versions of 
system software are compatible with version 7.0. 

The Help Manager 

The Help Manager chapter discusses how you can provide help balloons that supply your 
users with info rmation that describes the actions, behaviors, or properties of elements of 
your application. The chapter ex plains how to create help balloons for menus, windows, 
icons, controls, and other elements of the user interface of your application. 
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The Font Manager 

The Font Manager chapter in Volume VI describes how your application can take advantage 
of TrueTypeTM fonts. 

The Font Manager chapter in Volume 1 describes how the Font Manager works with 
QuickDraw to draw characters. It discusses font numbers, character styles, font size, 
scaling factors, the ascent line, the base line, the descent line, and leading. The chapter 
also describes the format of a bitmapped font. 

The Font Manager chapter in Volume IV discusses bitmapped fonts (of resource type 'FONT' 
or 'NFNT') and font families (of resource type 'FOND'). It describes a few data structures, 
like the font family record. 

The Font Manager chapter in Volume V includes information on fractional character widths, 
the font search algorithm (how the Font Manager looks for a particular font), and how to 
specify colors for a font. 

The Resource Manager 

The Resource Manager chapter in Volume YI lists the standard resource types in version 7.0. 
The chapter also describes routines that you can use to read or write part of a resource. 

The Resource Manager chapter in Volume I describes how you can store menus, fonts, 
icons, and other data as resources. It gives definitions and descriptions of resource fi les, 
resource forks, and data forks. It describes how to create and open resource fi les, how to 
read resources from a resource file, and how to add, remove, update, and write resources 
to a resource file. 

The Resource Manager chapter in Volume IV describes a few routines that search only the 
current resource file (these routines have the numeral l in their routine name). It also 
describes two advanced functions, RsrcMapEntry and OpenRFPerm. 

The Resource Manager chapter in Volume V describes the RGetResource function and lists 
resource types, ROM resources, and resources in the System file. 

Worldwide Software Overview 

The Worldwide Software Overview chapter provides an introduction to scripts and script 
systems. It can help you design your application so that it is compatible with Macintosh 
computers throughout the world. 

See the Worldwide Software Overview chapter for an introduction to worldwide issues, and 
see the User Interface Guidelines chapter for guidelines about developing your application for 
use around the world. See the International Utilities Package chapter in Volume I for 
information on displaying numbers, currency, time, and dates in the correct format for 
various countries around the world . Macintosh Worldwide Development: Guide to System 
Software (available from APDA) replaces the Script Manager chapter in Volume V and 
provides a more complete description of all components of the worldwide system software. 
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TextEdit 

The TextEdit chapter in this volume describes how TextEdit provides support for working 
with different script systems. It describes how you can use TextEdit to let the user edit and 
display text in multiple scripts and styles when a non-Roman script system is in use. TextEdit 
automatically handles text that uses more than one script, style, or direction. 

The TextEdit chapter in Volume I introduces TextEdit and explains how your application 
can use TextEdit routines for basic text formatting and editing. 

The TextEdit chapter in Volume IV describes how TextEdit supports automatic scrolling 
of text. 

The TextEdit chapter in Volume V explains how TextEdit lets you vary text attributes such as 
size, style, and font. It also describes the style record that stores the style information. 

Graphics Overview 

The Graphics Overview chapter provides an introduction to graphics on the Macintosh 
computer. The system software provides a rich set of routines that support quick drawing 
of objects such as circles, rectangles, and text. The Graphics Overview chapter introduces 
many of the concepts and data st:rucmres explained in greater detail in the chapters on Color 
QuickDraw, the Picture Utilities Package, the Color Picker Package, the Palette Manager, 
and the Graphics Devices Manager. 

Color QuickDraw 

The Color QuickDraw chapter in Volume VI describes how version 7.0 supports both 
indexed and direct specificati on of color. It also describes changes to the pixel map record 
and the PICT2 file format, and it describes a routine that lets you convert a bitmap record into 
a region. The in formation in the Color QuickDraw chapter in this volume supplements the 
QuickDraw chapter in Volume I and the Color QuickDraw chapter in Volume V. 

The QuickDraw chapter in Volume I introduces the basic concepts of QuickDraw, including 
descriptions of the mathematical foundation of QuickDraw and the graphics environment that 
QuickDraw provides. It also describes QuickDraw routines. 

The Color QuickDraw chapter in Volume V describes how Color QuickDraw provides 
support for drawing objects using a large number of different colors. 

The Picture Utilities Package 

The Picture Utilities Package chapter describes routines you can use to examine the contents 
of pictures and pixel maps. 
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The Color Picker Package 

The Color Picker Package chapter in this volume describes how to present users with a 
standard user interface for selecting a color. This chapter replaces the Color Picker Package 
chapter in Volume V. 

The Palette Manager 

The Palette Manager chapter in this volume describes palettes, the default color tables, and 
how to create and use a palette to control the color environment. This chapter replaces the 
Palette Manager chapter in Volume V. 

The Graphics Devices Manager 

The Graphics Devices Manager chapter describes how you can prepare offscreen graphics 
and move them quickly into view. It also provides useful information if you are developing 
a graphics-intensive application. This chapter replaces the Graphics Devices chapter in 
Volume V. 

The Sound Manager 

The Sound Manager chapter in this volume completely replaces any previous information in 
Inside Macintosh regarding the Sound Manager. The Sound Manager chapter in Volume VI 
is the complete reference and guide for the use of sound. It provides an introduction to sound 
and describes sound synthes izers, sound channels, sound commands, sound resources, and 
sound files. 

The chapter also describes how your application can use the Sound Manager to create and 
play sounds, mix and synchronize multiple channels of sound, expand and compress sound 
data, and play sounds continuously from disk. 

See the Sound Manager chapter in this volu~e if you want to use any kind of sound in your 
application, even if you only want to use the SysBeep procedure. 

The Time Manager 

The Time Manager chapter in this volume describes the original Time Manager, the revised 
Time Manager (available in system software version 6.0.3 and later), and the extended Time 
Manager (avai lable in system software version 7.0). It completely replaces the Time Manager 
chapter in Volume IV. 

The chapter describes how to schedule a routine for later execution, how to schedule a routine 
to execute at periodic intervals, and how to compute elapsed time. It also describes other 
time-related services, such as those provided by the TickCount and Delay functions, and the 
Ve1tical Retrace Manager. 
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The Notification Manager 

The Notification Manager chapter describes how to noti fy users of signi ficant occurrences 
relating to your application when your application is running in the background. Device 
drivers, VBL tasks, Time Manager tasks, completion routines, startup code, desk acces
sories, and applications can use the Notification Manager. 

The Notification Manager chapter in this volume replaces the information in Appendix D of 
the Programmer's Guide to Multi Finder. 

The File Manager 

The File Manager chapter in thi s volume describes how to create a fi le specification to identify 
a file, folder, or volume. It also describes how you can use the File Manager to search for 
and quickly find fil es. 

The File Manager chapter in Volume IV describes the fil e system, including the Macintosh 
File System (MFS) and Hierarchical File System (HFS). The chapter provides descriptions 
of File Manager data structures and routines . 

The chapter on File Manager Extensions in a Shared Environment in Volume V presents 
routines that allow your app lication to more easily execute in a shared environment. 

The Standard File Package 

The Standard File Package chapter in this volume describes the StandardGetFile and 
StandardPutFile procedures avail able in version 7.0 . You can use these two procedures 
to present the standard user interface when a user opens or saves a fi le. The chapter also 
describes the two new procedures CustomGetFile and CustomPutFile, which let your 
application exercise more control over the user interface when opening and saving files. 

The Standard File Package chapter in Volume I describes the original procedures that 
present the standard user interface for opening and saving fi les in earl ier system software. 
The Standard File Package chapter in Volume IV desc1ibes modifications to the original 
procedures for use with the Hierarchical F ile System. 

The Alias Manager 

The Alias Manager chapter describes how to create and reso lve alias records-a new data 
structure that describes a fil e, fo lder, or volume. 

You can use alias records instead of conventional fi le specifications to store fi le or directory 
information. If you create an alias record, your application can use the Alias Manager to 
locate the file or directory when needed-even if the user has renamed it, copied it, restored 
it from backup, or moved it. The chapter desc1ibes the routines you can use to manage the 
information in alias records. 
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Memory Management 

The Memory Management chapter in Volume VI describes 32-bit addressing, virt ual memory, 
and routines that let your application use available temporary memory. T he chapter replaces the 
di scussion of temporary memory in Chapter 3 of the Programmer's Guide to Multi Finder. 

The Memory Manager chapter in Volume 11 describes the system heap zone and application 

dh~ap zoned, howf to al~ocate1 medml or1~ blocks, an
1 
d how to davoid memo

1
ry fraghmentati ~n . I~ alsof 1· 

1scusses ere ·erencmg a ian e, 1sts genera -purpose ata types, s 1ows t e organi zation o 
me mory, and gives an overview of the stack an·d the heap. The routine descriptions di&cuss 
how to set the heap zone size, create randies and pointers, allocate re~ocatab le and" . 
nonrelocatable blocks, and how to free memory in the heap. 

T he Memory Manager chapter in Volume IV descri bes improvements to Memory Manager 
routines that are largely transparent to your application. It also describes routines that let your 
application set or clear flags that the Memory Manager associates with each relocatable block. 

Process Management 

The Process Management chapter describes how the Process Manager schedules applica
tions for execution and manages access to shared resources. It describes routines that let 
your application get information about any or all ru nn ing applications. The chapter replaces 
the discussion of launching applications found in the Programmer's Guide to MultiFinder. 

The Slot Manager 

The S lot Manager chapter in this volume describes how vers ion 7.0 supports 32-bit 
addressing of NuBusTM cards. The Slot Manager chapter in Volume V gives an overview 
of the firmware of a slot card, explains the slot parameter block, and describes S lot 
Manager routines. 

The Power Manager 

The Power Manager chapter describes a manager used only with the Macintosh Portable in 
system software version 6.0.4 and later. This in formation is useful only if you are writing a 
device driver or application that might b~ affected when power for the various subsystems of 
the Macintosh Portable is shut off. 

The AppleTalk Manager 

The AppleTalk Manager chapter in this volume descri bes how version 7.0 supports various 
li nk access protocols (for example, the LocalTalk® Link Access Protocol and the EtherTalk® 
Link Access Protocol) that can be used for AppleTalk communication. It describes the 
AppleTalk Data Stream Protocol (ADSP), a new protocol your application can use to 
exchange information between two equal entities. 
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The chapter explains how you can request that your program receive notification each time 
another routine opens or closes the .MPP driver or whenever another routine is about to 
close the .MPP driver. 

The chapter also discusses how the LAP Manager lets your application control communica
tion over non-LocalTalk networks, such as Ethernet. In addition, it provides information 
you can use to write your own protocol handler for Ethernet or 802.3. 

The AppleTalk Manager chapters in Volumes ll, IV, and V provide additional information on 
the device drivers and protocols associated with AppleTalk. 

A ROAD MAP TO VOLUME VI 

Figure P-1 shows each chapter in this volume. If you need to read related chapters in earlier 
volumes of Inside Macintosh for additional information, those other volumes are also shown. 
For each chapter, the volumes are shown in the order in which you should read them; the 
volumes shown are the only ones you need to read for information on that topic. 
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Volume VI Chapter Volume Priority Volume VI Chapter Volume Priority 

Introduction to the System Software 8 Color QuickDraw m Version 7.0 Environment 

User Interface Guidelines [ffE Picture Utilities Package fJ 
Compatibility Guidelines fJ Color Picker Package 8 I Edition Manager 8 Palette Manager fJ 
~ Graphics Devices Manager fJ Event Manager 

Apple Event Manager fJ Sound Manager fJ 
Program-to-Program 8 Time Manager fJ Communications Toolbox 

Data Access Manager fJ Notification Manager 8 
Finder Interface ~ File Manager fIEI8 
Control Panels m Standard File Package ffl8 
Help Manager 8 Alias Manager fJ 
Font Manager [ffE Memory Management EIEI8 

Resource Manager [ffE Process Management 8 
Worldwide Software Overview fJ Slot Manager ffi 

TextEdit [ffE Power Manager fJ 
Graphics Overview 8 AppleTalk Manager ~ 

Figure P-1. A road map to Volume VI 
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ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

This chapter describes the operating environment for applications that run in system software 
version 7 .0. It also provides general information about the features available to you when you 
design an application to run in the system software version 7.0 environment. 

Read this chapter for an overview of how your application can use the Macintosh® 
User Interface Toolbox and Macintosh Operating System routines in system software 
version 7 .0 to 

• share data with other applications using the Edition Manager 

• communicate with other applications using the Event Manager, Apple® Event Manager, 
or the Program-to-Program Communications (PPC) Toolbox 

• access data from other sources, including remote databases, using the Data Access 
Manager 

• play sounds using the Sound Manager 

• keep track of specific files using the Alias Manager 

• perform quick searches for specific files using the File Manager 

• provide on-line assistance for users with the Help Manager 

• draw TrueTypeTM fonts using the Font Manager 

• use direct devices for graphics applications using Color QuickDrawTM 

• function in worldwide markets using the Script Manager, International Utili ties 
Package, and TextEdit 

This chapter discusses the features and managers new to version 7 .0. In addition, see 
the Preface, where "A Road Map to Volume VI" shows each manager discussed in thi s 
volume and illustrates a pathway through related information in previous volumes of 
Inside Macintosh. 

Although Volume VI focuses on system software version 7.0, many of its chapters contain 
information that is also relevant to system software version 6.0 and later. See the 
Compatibility Guidelines chapter in this volume for information on developing applications 
that can run in both system software version 6.0 and system software version 7 .0. 
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ABOUT THE SYSTEM SOFTWARE 
VERSION 7.0 ENVIRONMENT 

System software version 7.0 extends the environment of the Macintosh computer by 
providing even greater support for cooperation between applications. The user interface 
continues to build on solid design principles and provides additional benefits; for example, 
in version 7.0 users can more directly manipulate icons on the desktop and users can 
customize the Apple menu. The Finder™, the Macintosh Operating System, and the User 
Interface Toolbox provide and maintain this environment. 

The Finder is the system application that lets users organize and manage applications, docu
ments, folders, and disks on the desktop. Users can choose commands from the Finder menu 
bar or use the mouse to pe1form various tasks. Because the Finder presents the standard 
interface that the user becomes familiar with , you need to make sure that your application 
performs in an expected manner in the Finder environment. 

Macintosh users also expect certain standard behavior from Macintosh applications; for 
example, all applications should provide Fi le and Edit menus. Macintosh applications that 
follow the user inte1face guidelines provide consistency and let users determine what action 
to take to pe1form a pa1ticular task. 

In earlier Macintosh computers a user ran one application at a time. Today 's Macintosh 
model recognizes that a user often wants to run many applications at once. System software 
version 7 .0 provides this cooperative environment. 

In system software versions 5.0 and 6.0, the MultiFinder® option provided a cooperative 
multitasking environment. In system software version 7.0, the features of MultiFinder are 
integrated into the Macintosh Operating System. 

The Macintosh Operating System lets the user have several applications open at the same time 
and lets the user switch between them. The Operating System also gives the user constant 
access to the Finder. This lets a user move among open documents and applications wi thout 
having to save or quit the previous document or application. This environment also allows 
applications to run in the background. For example, the Finder can copy files while the user 
is working on another task in the foreground. 

The cooperative environment of the Macintosh allows multiple applications to share the CPU 
and other resources. You need to understand how this environment can affect your application. 
The next section, "The Cooperative Multitasking Environment," explains this in more detail. 

An important aspect of system software version 7 .0 is interapplication communication 
(IAC), a new collection of features that help applications work together. 

Copy and paste is a simple way in which Mac intosh applications work together by sharing 
data. In system software version 7 .0, applications can provide automated copy and paste 
features (that is, your application can automatically update the data that the user pastes into a 
document when the original source of information changes). Applications can extend this 
concept by using high-level events to request that other applications pe1form a paiticular task 
or return requested information. Applications and drivers that require close integration with 
each other can also extend this concept by reading and writing low-level message blocks. 
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Apple Computer, Inc. has defined a protocol for high-level events called the Apple Event 
Interprocess Messaging Protocol. High-level events that adhere to this protocol are called 
Apple events. You can help ensure effecti ve conununication with other applications by using 
this protocol. 

Maci ntosh applications in system softw~u-e version 7.0 can respond to incoming high-level 
events from other applications as well as events generated by the user, and they can also send 
high-level events to other applications. Better cooperation and communication between 
applications help users to get the most out of any one appli cation or to use the best features 
from many applications-in effect, combining the features of many appl ications to achieve 
the desired result. 

By including the features provided by IAC in your application, you give the users of your 
application even greater power, ease of use, and flexibility in accomplishi ng their tasks. 

Figure 1- 1 highlights the general areas for which system software version 7.0 provides 
routines. The next sections describe these topics in greater detail. 

Sharing dynamic data 
Communicating between 
applications 

Playing sound continuously from disk 
Sound• Compressing & expanding sound data 

Recordin sound 

.. lnterapplication 
communication 
(IAC) 

Supporting di rect devices 

Sharing files across a network • N t k. 
. e wor mg 

Accessing remote databases 

Graphics.. Examining picture 
information 

TrueType .. Drawing fonts in 
fonts any size 

Keeping track of 
specific files 

•File 
management 

Localizing applications 
Supporting multiple scripts 
Formatting dates & numbers 
Sorting strings 

Virtual memory 
24-bit & 32-bit addressing 

Temporary memory 

Color windows & icons 
. User .... Balloon Help 

• Worldwide interface Movable modal dialog boxes 

Cooperative .. Cooperating with other 
multitasking applications 
environment Performing tasks in the 

•Memory 
Management 

D 
Version 7.0 

environment 

back round 

Figure 1-1. Features of the system software version 7.0 environment 
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The Cooperative Multitasking Environment 

The cooperative multitasking environment is a standard part of system software version 7.0. 
The Macintosh Operating System and the Finder work together to provide this environment. 
MultiFinder is now transparent to the user; the user always has the capabil ity to run more than 
one application at a time. Because the user may choose to run other applications in addition to 
your application, your application needs to be capable of existing in a shared environment. 

The Operating System schedules the processing of all applications and desk accessories. 
When a user opens a document or application, the Operating System loads the application 
code into memory and schedules the application to run. The application runs at the next 
available opportunity. The next avai lable opportunity usually means when the current process 
or application gives up the CPU. In most cases, the application runs immediately (or appears 
to the user to run immediately). 

Once an application is executing, the CPU is available only to that application. The appli ca
tion can only be interrupted by hardware interrupts, and these are transparent to the 
application. However, to allow the user to interact with your applicati on and others, you 
must periodically relinquish the CPU using the WaitNextEvent or EventA vai l function. 
Using these event routines in your application lets the user interact with your application 
and also with other applications. 

Although the user can have a number of open documents and applications, only one 
application is the active application. The active application is the application currently 
interacting with the user; its icon appears in the right side of the menu bar. The active 
application displays its menu bar and is responsible for highlighting the controls of its 
frontmost window. 

When your application is the active application and the user switches to another application 
(by clicking in the window of a document belonging to another application, for example), the 
Operating System sends your applicatiO!l a suspend event. When your application receives a 
suspend event, it should prepare to suspend processing, allowing the user to switch to the 
other application. For example, in response to a suspend event, your application should 
remove the highlighting from the controls of its frontmost window and take any other 
necessary actions. The suspension actually occurs the next time your application calls 
WaitNextEvent or EventAvail. 

Your application also needs to be able to resume processing when the user chooses to work 
with your application again. Your application receives a resume event when the user switches 
back to your application. In response to a resume event, your application should update the 
contents of its windows a11d highlight the controls of its frontmost wi ndow. 

The Operating System preserves the environment of your application when it is suspended 
and restores that environment before sending it a resume event. Your application does 
not need to preserve or restore the operating environment in response to suspend or 
resume events. 

When you perform user testing of your application, you might want to observe people using 
other applications as well as your applicati on, to make sure that your application works well 
in a cooperative environment. 

See the Compatibility Guidelines and the Event Manager chapters in this vol ume for specific 
information on how your application can handle suspend and resume events and how you r 
application can take advantage of the cooperative multitasking environment. 
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lnterapplication Communication 

The interapplication communications architecture provides support for 

• automated copy and paste between applications 

• sending and receiving events between applications 

• reading and writing blocks of data between applications 

The Edition Manager, Apple Event Manager, Event Manager, and PPC Toolbox provide 
these features, and Figure 1-2 shows their relationships. 

Macintosh OS & Toolbox 

C:::I Edition Mana;;--J 

c:J Apple Event Man:;; J 

C:::1 Event Manager J 

PPC Toolbox J 

Figure 1-2. The managers constituting the interapplication communications architecture 

The IAC architecture is built on communication and cooperation between applications. Apple 
has defined important standards to help ensure that communication between applications is 
effective. Using the Clipboard, applications can share static data by allowing the user to copy 
and paste data between documents. Using the Edition Manager, applications can support 
dynamic data sharing and allow users to perform automatic copy and paste between docu
ments. Applications that support dynamic data sharing allow users to copy data from one 
document to another and receive automatic updating of the information when the data in the 
original document changes. The verbs publish and subscribe describe this form of dynamic 
data sharing. 

You can let users publish and subscribe among many documents by using the Edition 
Manager and implementing the Create Publisher and Subscribe To menu commands. This 
is a form of high-level communication between applications; actually, the communication 
is indirect, as the Edition Manager provides the interface that allows applications to share 
dynamic data. 

Your application can publish and subscribe with applications and documents on a local disk 
or across a network. In general, anything that you allow the user to copy or paste you should 
also allow the user to publish or subscribe to. See "Sharing Data Among Applications" later 
in this chapter for more information on using the publish and subscribe features in your 
application. 
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Using the Apple Event Manager, applications can send Apple events Lo each other to request 
serv ices or information. These types of events are often the result of a user request, or they 
can be specific events that your application sends to another application. Apple events provide 
a standard way in which your application can communicate with many other applications. 
Other high-level events are for applications that choose to use a protocol other than the Apple 
Event Interprocess Messaging Protocol (AEIMP). Applications can use the Event Manager to 
send high-level events that follow their own protocol. 

The Program-to-Program Communications (PPC) Toolbox is a set of low-level routines that 
allow applications to communicate on the local computer or over a network. Using the PPC 
Toolbox, applications can exchange blocks of data with each other by reading and writing 
low-level message blocks. The PPC Toolbox provides a method of communication between 
applications that is more useful for applications that are closely integrated, specifically 
designed to work together, or dependent on each other for information. The PPC Toolbox 
is typically more useful for code that is not event-based. 

Your application can use the PPCBrowser function to allow the user to choose another appli
cation to which to send high-level events or low-level message blocks. The PPCBrowser 
function provides a standard user interface for choosing an application to communicate with, 
much like the Standard File Package provides a standard user interface for opening a file. 

All these forms of interapplication communication are based on the premise that applications 
cooperate with each other. Both the application sending the high-level event or low-level 
message block and the application receiving it must agree on the protocol of communication. 

Figure 1-3 shows that your application can use the Edition Manager to publish and subscribe 
data. Your application can use the Apple Event Manager to send and process Apple events 
and the Event Manager to send and receive high-level events. Your appl ication can use the 
PPC Toolbox to read and write low-level message blocks. Your application can use any of 
these methods to communicate with other applications located on the same computer or across 
a network. 

As Figure 1-3 shows, managers in the IAC architecture can use the services of other 
managers. For example, the Apple Event Manager uses the communication services 
of the Event Manager. The Event Manager in turn uses the PPC Toolbox on behalf 
of applications. 

Figure 1-4 shows how two different applications can use the Edition Manager to publish and 
subscribe, and how they can use the routines provided by the Apple Event Manager, the 
Event Manager, or the PPC Toolbox to communicate with each other. 

The next sections describe the three parts of the IAC architecture: the Edition Manager, the 
Apple Event Manager and Event Manager, and the PPC Toolbox. 
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Sharing Data Among Applications 

The Edition Manager lets applications share dynamic data at the user ' s request. (The Clipboard 
lets applications share static data.) You build publish and subscribe capabilities into your 
application in much the same way that you build copy and paste into your application. 

Using the Edition Manager, you can let a user publish data by selecting a portion of text, 
graphics, or other data within a document and choosing Create Publisher from the Edit 
menu. When the user performs this action, your application saves the selected information 
in a separate file. The information that is stored in a separate file is referred to as an edition. 
You can also let a user subscribe to data in an edition by choosing Subscribe To from the 
Edit menu; when the user chooses an edition, your application includes the information 
from the edition in the current document. The information in an edition can be shared by 
many documents. 

A publisher is a portion of a document that is made available to other documents through an 
edition. A subscriber is a portion of a document that receives the information from an edition. 

Figure 1-5 shows a document containing a publisher, a file containing an edition, and a 
document containing a subscriber. The bottom fish in the Fishes of the World document is a 
publisher. The information from this publisher is made available to other documents through 
the Illustration edition. The Aquarium poster document contains a subscriber that gets its 
information from the Illustration edition. Note that when a user selects a publisher or 
subscriber within a document, your application should display a border surrounding the 
publisher or subscriber. 

In general, when a user modifies the contents of a publisher and saves the document, your 
application should wri te the new data to the edition. The Edition Manager then informs all 
open applications with documents that subscribe to the edition that the edition contains 
updated infom1ation. These applications can then automatically update the subscribers in 
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Figure 1-5. A publisher, an edition, and a subscriber 
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the documents. For example, in Figure 1-5, if the user changes the color of the fish in the 
Fishes of the World document and then saves the document, the change can be automatically 
made in the Illustration edition and the Aquarium poster document. 

Figure 1-6 shows how a user might create a poster by using information from other docu
ments. For example, the user could subscribe to separate editions containing an illustration 
created by a graphics designer, text created by a wri ter, and a headline created by an editor. 
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Figure 1-6. Sharing dynamic data with other applications 

Your application should save Lhe new information in the edition whenever the user edits the 
publisher and saves the document that contains the publisher-unless the user has indicated 
that the information should be saved in the edition on request only. Saving new information 
in an edition replaces the previous contents of the edition. 

When the information in an edition changes, the Edition Manager informs your application. 
Your application should then update any subscribers with the new information from the 
edition (unless the user has indicated that updates should be incorporated on request only). 

For example, a user might open a word-processing document called My Stocks that accesses 
information from an edition called Stock Report. The Stock Report edition might be updated 
twice a day by an on-line database. As the information in the edition changes, the My Stocks 
document can receive automatic updates with the latest information. 

You can implement publish and subscribe capabilities in your application by using the 
routines provided by the Edition Manager and supporting the required set of Apple events. 
See the Edition Manager chapter for sample code that shows how to add these features to 
your application. 
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Sending Events Between Applications 

The Macintosh Operating System provides routines that allow your application to send and 
receive events using the Apple Event Manager and Event Manager. The Event Manager 
provides a general method for communication between applications. The Apple Event 
Manager provides a standard method of communication between applications using the 
Apple Event Interprocess Messaging Protocol. (The PPC Toolbox can be used to read 
and write low-level message blocks and is more useful for applications that are closely 
integrated or perform coordinated tasks.) 

Using the Apple Event Manager or Event Manager, applications can send events to other 
applications to request services or information. You can send these events between applica
tions on the same computer or between applications located on different computers on a 
network. The Apple Event Manager uses the services of the Event Manager to send and 
receive Apple events. The Event Manager uses the communication services of the PPC 
Toolbox on behalf of your application to send and receive events. 

For high-level events and Apple events, the applications involved must agree on what 
they can ask each other and on the action that should be taken in each situation. Both the 
application sending the event and the application receiving the event must agree on the 
protocol of communication. 

Your application should support at least the required set of Apple events sent by the Operating 
System. If you plan to implement publish and subscri be capabi lities, your application should 
al so support the Apple events sent by the Edition Manager. You can also implement other 
common Apple events or design your own customized Apple events. In addition, sets of 
Apple events exist for many specific categories of appl ications (for example, word processors 
or ~preadsheets). 

If your application acts on an Apple event, it should perfo rm the standard action requested by 
that event. This helps ensure that other applications (and eventually users) can send an event 
to a particular type of application and expect the other application to understand and act on the 
event in a standard way. 

In most cases, you should use Apple events to communicate with other applications. 
However, if necessary, you can implement your own protocol for high-level events. 
Figure 1-7 shows how two applications might use high-level events. For example, a 
user might need to update the telephone numbers of everyone in the marketing department. 
To accomplish this, the user might use a word-processing appl ication to send a high-
level event with the new telephone numbers across a network to a directory application 
running on a Macintosh computer at the company's headquarters. When the telephone 
directory application receives the high-level event, it updates its directory with the new 
telephone numbers. 

See the Event Manager chapter in this volume for information on how to send and receive 
high-level events. See the Apple Event Manager chapter for infom1ation on the Apple Event 
Interprocess Messaging Protocol. 
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Exchanging Message Blocks Between Programs 

Using the Evcnl Manager or Apple Event Manager to send events should meel the needs of 
most applications for program-to-program communication. However, for low-level control or 
to get services not provided by the Event Manager or Apple Evenl Manager, you can use the 
PPC Toolbox. The PPC Toolbox lets you send larger amounts of data to other applications 
located on the same computer or across a network. T he PPC Toolbox can also be used by 
pieces of code that are not event-driven. The PPC Toolbox is usuall y called by the Operating 
System; dev ice dri vers, desk accessories, or other code modules can also use it. 

Using the PPC Toolbox to send data between programs requires thal both your program and 
the program you' re communicating with are open at the same lime. To initiate communica
tion, one program opens a port and requests a session with another program. The target 
program must also open a port and accept the request. Once a session is established, the two 
programs can read and write low-level message blocks. 

See the Program-to-Program Communications Toolbox chapter in this vol ume for informa
tion on reading and writing low-level message blocks between programs. 
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Remote Data Access 

Using the Data Access Manager, your application can communicate with databases or other 
data sources running on a Macintosh computer or on a remote host computer. For example, 
your application can use high-level routines to open a document containing commands to be 
sent to a remote data server; initiate communication with the remote data server; send the 
commands to the server; and (after the server executes the commands) retrieve the requested 
data from the server. You can also use the Data Access Manager to send data to a remote 
database or other data source. 

If your application knows how to create commands for a remote data server, then your appli
cation can use low-level routines to send these commands and data directly to the data server. 

Figure 1-8 shows how a user in San Francisco might use a spreadsheet application to request 
data from a company database in New York. The spreadsheet application can use the Data 
Access Manager to request the data from the database. The database application in New York 
sends back the requested data, and the spreadsheet application can use this data to generate a 
graph of the information. 
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Figure 1-8. Requesting data from a remote database 

See the Data Access Manager chapter for information on sending and retrieving information 
from a remote database or other data source. 
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Enhanced User Interface 

The user interface for system software version 7 .0 contains noticeable improvements, such as 
support for movable modal dialog boxes, and several new features. The Apple menu can now 
contain applications, documents, folders, or other Finder objects. You can supply small icons 
that the Finder displays in the Apple menu for your application and documents created by 
your application. Names of open applications now appear in the Application menu, a new 
menu to the right of all other menus. The Finder displays the small icon for your application 
in the right side of the menu bar whenever your application is active. 

The structure of the System Folder has changed, including the addition of new folders that 
reside inside the System Folder. You can now store preference files in the Preferences folder 
and temporary files in the Temporary Items folder. 

The Control Panels folder, which is inside the System Folder, replaces the Control Panel desk 
accessory. Control panels now appear as individual documents in the Control Panels folder. 
The user can open the Control Panels folder from the Finder or the Apple menu. In addition, if 
you develop video cards, you can create an Options dialog box that is used with the Monitors 
control panel. 

In version 7.0, fonts, desk accessories, keyboards, international resource collections, and 
sounds are represented as icons on the desktop. The user installs fonts and sounds by 
dragging their icons to the System Folder icon. The user can store desk accessories in the 
Apple Menu Items folder within the System Folder or anywhere in the volume. You can 
now distribute fonts and desk accessories as movable resource files with separate icons. 

The Finder now lets you create one or more icons for a single document or other desktop 
object; one of the icons represents the real object, and the others are aliases that point to 
the object. Aliases can give convenient access to documents that are nested within many 
folders or that reside on a file server. 

The Finder can display help balloons with descriptive text when the user moves the cursor to 
certain elements of the Finder user interface while help is activated. In addition, if you use 
standard windows in your application, the Help Manager automatically displays help balloons 
for standard elements of the window, like the title bar and close box. You can use the features 
of the Help Manager to display help balloons for other elements of the user interface of your 
application. For example, you can create help balloons for menus, dialog boxes, and controls 
used by your application. 

See the Control Panels, Finder Interface, Help Manager, and User Interface Guidelines 
chapters in this volume for information on these user interface features . 
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Sound 

Your application can create and play sounds, mix and synchronize multiple channels of sound, 
expand and compress sound data, record sound, and play sounds continuously from disk 
using the Sound Manager. 

The Sound Manager provides a rich set of routines for producing sounds, from playing a single 
sound to playing a set of digitally recorded sounds. You can also compress sound data for 
efficient storage of sound data on disk, and expand compressed sound data in real time. 

See the Sound Manager chapter in this volume for complete information on using sound in 
your application. 

TrueType Fonts 

System software version 7 .0 provides support for TrueType fonts. The Font Manager uses 
equations (instead of bitmaps) to define the appearance of glyphs in TrueType fonts. After 
using the equation to define a specific glyph in a particular font, the Font Manager translates 
the outline to a bitmap for di splay on the screen. 

The advantage of True Type fonts is that a single True Type font can be used to generate 
glyphs at any size. The TrueType font includes instructions that fine-tune the image of the 
font at different sizes. TrueType fonts are also resolution independent; the same TrueType 
font can generate glyphs on a 72 dpi device or a 300 dpi device. 

Your application can immediately take advantage of TrueType fonts if they are supported by 
the user' s system software. However, the Font Manager still supports bitmapped fonts, and 
gives preference to bitmapped fonts over TrueType fonts if both are available for a specific 
typeface at a particular size. 

To offer full support for TrueType fonts, your application can provide a menu command 
(such as Size or Other) to let the user choose any size of a TrueType font. Your application 
can also request that the Font Manager always choose TrueType fonts over bitmapped fonts. 

Figure 1-9 shows an example of on-screen glyphs generated using a TrueType font and a 
bitmapped font. The left side of the figure shows glyphs in a TrueType font that is rendered 
at 12, 16, 19, 24, 31, 37, and 45 points. The right side of the figure shows glyphs in a 
bitrnapped font scaled at the same sizes. 

See the Font Manager chapter for an introduction to TrueType fonts and for information on 
using TrueType fonts in your application. 

Graphics 

The Macintosh User Interface Toolbox provides a rich set of routines that support graphics. 
Using the Toolbox routines, your application can provide fast and high-quality graphics and 
visual display to the user. 
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Figure 1-9. Comparison of TrueType and bitmapped fonts 

You can use the routines provided by Quick.Draw to draw text, straight lines, ovals, 
rectangles, or any variety of shapes. Quick.Draw lets you define multiple drawing environ
ments (ports)-each with its own coordinate system, location on the screen, and other 
characteristics. QuickDraw also performs automatic clipping of drawing environments
preventing another application from drawing in the drawing environment used by your 
application . Quick.Draw manages all drawing to the screen and provides a flexible set of 
routines your application can use to perform most graphics operations. 

Color QuickDraw provides support for gray-scale and color devices. In addition, users can 
connect multiple monitors of different sizes, depths, and color capabilities. Color Quick.Draw 
automatically draws to the appropriate screen and takes advantage of the special 
characteristics of that device. 

Color Quick.Draw in version 7.0 supports both indexed and direct devices. Indexed devices 
typically have a color look-up table with 256 entries, meaning that up to 256 different colors 
can be displayed at once on the screen. The user's video card and monitor determine the 
number of bits per pixel and the number of colors that can be displayed on the screen. For 
indexed devices, Color Quick.Draw supports 1, 2, 4, or 8 bits of information per pixel. 

Direct devices do not use a color look-up table; instead, the video card contains enough RAM 
to directly store color information for each pixel. This allows direct devices to display up to 
16 million colors. For direct devices, Color Quick.Draw supports 32 bits of info1mation per 
pixel (although only 24 are actually used). See the Graphics Overview chapter in this volume 
for a comparison of indexed and direct devices. 
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Using the Palette Manager, you can create palettes for your application. A palette is a 
convenient way to group collections of colors. You can also use palettes if your application 
makes special uses of color-for example, if your application needs color table animation. 
See the Palette Manager chapter in this volume for information on the default color tables 
supplied with version 7.0 and for information on how to set up and maintain palettes. 

You can use the Color Picker Package to offer users a standard dialog box for choosing a 
color. The user can choose any color from the entire range the available device can display. 
See the Color Picker Package chapter in this volume for information on how to display the 
Color Picker dialog box and for a description of the various color models used by the Color 
Picker Package. 

You can examine the contents of pictures and pixel maps using the Picture Utilities Package. 
See the Picture Utilities Package chapter in this volume for more information. 

You can use offscreen graphics to prepare images in a graphics environment you create and 
then move the images quickly into view. The Graphics Devices Manager lets your application 
get information about particular graphics devices and provides routines your application can 
use if it needs exacting control of the graphics environment. 

For an introduction to graphics on the Macintosh computer, see the Graphics Overview 
chapter in this volume. If you're developing a graphics-intensive application, see the Color 
QuickDraw, Palette Manager, and Graphics Devices Manager chapters in this volume for 
information on routines that provide advanced graphics features. 

System software version 7 .0 also provides support for color icons. See the Finder Interface 
chapter in this volume for information on how you can create color icons for your application 
and the documents it creates. 

File Management 

Your application can easily locate the files it needs by using alias records. An alias record is a 
data structure that identifies a file, folder, or volume. Whenever your application needs to 
store the location of a file or directory that it might need later, you can record the location and 
other identifying information in an alias record. The next time your application needs the file 
or directory, you can use the alias record to locate it, even if the user has renamed it, copied 
it, restored it from backup, or moved it. You can also use alias records to identify objects on 
other volumes, including AppleShare® volumes. The Alias Manager provides routines for 
managing the information in alias records. 

Note that the Finder creates alias objects that are visible to the user, while your application 
usually creates alias records when it needs to store identifying information about a file or 
directory that it uses internally. 

You can also quickly search a disk for particular fi les using File Manager routines. You can 
search for one or more files that match certain criteria that your application specifies. For 
example, your application can search for all files that have a modification date later than 
June 15, 1991 , and the File Manager returns to your application a list of all files that match 
this specification. 

In version 7.0, individuals can share files with other users. A user can make all files within 
one or more of the folders on a local disk available over a network. This increases the chance 
that documents created by your application are used in a shared environment. 
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The File Manager provides a new standard format for identifying files. You can use this 
standard format in File Manager routines, and other managers also accept files specified 
in the new format. 

The user interface for opening and saving a file is enhanced in version 7.0. The Standard File 
Package provides two new procedures, StandardGetFi le and StandardPutFile, that your 
application can use to display the standard user interface for choosing a file. To customize the 
user interface for choosing a file, you can use the new CustomGetFile and CustomPutFile 
procedures. 

See the File Manager chapter in this volume for information on identifying and locating files 
on a vo lume, see the Standard File Package chapter for information on letting the user choose 
a fil e, and see the Alias Manager chapter for information on using alias records. 

Memory Management 

The Macintosh Operating System manages the loading of applications, desk accessories, and 
other code into and out of memory. Applications must share the amount of memory available. 
Without virtual memory, if an application needs a greater amount of memory than is currently 
free for application use in the user's system, the user must free up some memory. With 
virtual memory, the Operating System can store elsewhere the contents of memory in use 
by other applications in order to make room for the active application. 

Virtual memory extends the avail able memory beyond the limits of physical RAM by using 
part of the avai lable secondary storage (such as a hard disk) to hold portions of programs and 
data not currently in use. When an application needs portions of memory stored on disk, the 
Operating System brings those portions back into physical memory by swapping them with 
other unused portions of memory. 

The operation of virtual memory is mostly transparent to your application. The user sets 
options in the Memory control panel to control various features of viltual memory. The 
user chooses whether virtual memory is turned on and, if so, how much virtual memory 
is available. The main benefit of virtual memory is that it allows users to run more applica
tions at once and work with larger amounts of data. 

See the Memory Management chapter in this volume for further info1mation on using 
virtual memory. 

Temporary Memory 

Your application can allocate temporary memory if it needs additional memory for short-term 
purposes. Your application is not always guaranteed the desired amount of memory, so it 
should work correctly even if it does not get the requested memory. For example, you might 
allocate a small buffer in your application heap to copy data, and request additional temporary 
memory. If the temporary memory is available, your application can use it to copy large 
amounts of data more quickly. ff the temporary memory is not available, your application 
should still be able to perform the copy, although it mjght take a little longer. As soon as your 
application finishes using the temporary memory, you should release it so that the memory 
can be made avai lable to other applications. 

See the Memory Management chapter for fu rther in formation on using temporary memory. 
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24-Bit and 32-Bit Addressing 

For Macintosh computers that support 32-bit addressing, the Memory Manager in version 7.0 
uses all 32 bits of a memory address when the 32-bit addressing setting in the Memory 
control panel is on. Earlier versions of system software use 24-bit addressing, in which on ly 
the first 24 bits of a memory address are significant, and the upper 8 bits are ignored. For 
compatibi li ty, all machines that support 32-bit addressing also support 24-bit addressing. 

Macintosh computers that support 32-bit addressing can run with either 32-bi t address ing or 
24-bit addressing, but not both at the same rime. The user chooses 32-bit addressing or 24-bit 
addressing by changing the setting in the Memory control panel and restarting the computer. 

Applications that use the upper 8 bits of a memory address do not work correctly in 32-bi t 
addressing mode. Applications that strip the upper 8 bits of a memory address or rely on the 
structure of the Memory Manager heap also do not work correctly in 32-bit addressing mode. 
Therefore, your application should not directly manipulate the bits in a memory address. Ir 
your application can operate correctly in 32-bit addressing mode, you can indicate this to the 
Operating System by setting a flag in your application's 'SIZE' resource. See the Event 
Manager chapter for a discussion of the 'SIZE' resource. 

If you use your own customized window definition functions or customized control 
definition functions, see the Memory Management chapter for guidelines on avoiding 
memory address violations. The Memory Management chapter also provide further 
guidelines on how to write an application that works with 32-bit addressing. 

Process Management 

System software version 7.0 provides support for process management. Your application can 
get information about any currently running process, including your own. For example, for a 
specified process, you can find the application's name, type and signature; the nlllnber of 
bytes in the process partition, the number of free bytes in the application heap, the application 
that launched the process, and other information. Your application can also launch other 
applications and desk accessories. 

When a user opens a desk accessory in version 7.0, the Operating System launches the desk 
accessory in its own paltition. When a desk accessory is open, the Finder puts the name of 
the desk accessory in the list of open applications in the Application menu, and also gives the 
active desk accessory its own About command in the Apple menu that includes the name of 
the desk accessory. This makes the user interface for desk accessories more consistent with 
the user interface of small applications. 

You can achieve greater control over other applications using the Process Manager routines. 
You can bring an application to the front, get information about other applications. and launch 
other applications without terminating your own application. Your appl ication can also 
receive notification if any application that it has launched terminates. 

System software version 7.0 provides greater support for launching applications and docu
ments at starn1p. All desktop objects in the Startup Items folder are automatica ll y opened at 
startup. All background app lications in the Extensions fo lder are launched earl y in the sta rtup 
sequence before the Finder is started. Background applications generally perform a specific 
task and are invisible to the user. The Startup Items fo lder and Extensions folder are located 
inside the System Folder. 
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See the Process Management chapter in this volume for information on launching other 
appli cations and getting information on currently runnjng processes. 

Timing Services 

You can schedule routines to execute at a later time using the Time Manager. The Time 
Manager provides a hardware-independent method of perfonning time-related tasks. 

You can schedule routines to run periodically or after a specified delay. Time delays can be 
specified in mi lliseconds or microseconds in version 7.0. You can achieve a maximum 
resolution of 20 microseconds. This gives you greater accuracy in coordinating sound, 
multimedia, and other events that require precise ti1rung. 

See the Time Manager chapter in this volume for information on how to schedule a routine 
for later execution and how to compute elapsed time. 

Compatibility 

You can determine what features are available on a Macintosh computer using the Gestalt 
function. The Gestal t fu nction provides information about various attributes, versions, and 
features of particul ar software and hardware available on the currently running system. 

The Compatibility Guidelines chapter in this vol ume discusses guidelines you should follow 
to ensure that your application is compatible with previous versions of Macintosh system 
software as well as with new releases of Macintosh system software. 

These guide lines can help you develop your application so that it is compatible across the 
Macintosh family of computers. The guidelines also provide information on how to make 
your application compati ble with A/UX® and how to design your application so that it can 
be easily localized for use in other regions. 

Worldwide Development 

As you develop applications for worldwide markets, you need to consider differences in 
sc1ipts, languages, and regions. The Macintosh system software presents one of the most 
fl exible architectures for developing applications that can support more than one script. 

A script, such as Roman, Kanji , or Arabic, is a writing system for a human language such as 
English, Japanese or Arabic. Scripts have different characteristi cs; for example, they can 
differ in the direction in which their characters and lines run and in the number of characters 
in their character sets. The way in which you need to input, display , render, and edit text may 
change depending on the script in use. 

A script system is a collection of software facilities that provides for basic differences between 
writing systems. Scri pt systems include character sets, fonts, keyboards, and routines for text 
collati on and word breaks. Examples of script systems are Roman, Japanese, Ar~bic, Hebrew, 
Thai, Devanagari , and Korean. A script system can also be localized for a particular language, 
region, or country. For example, the Roman script system has been locali zed for French, 
Briti sh, Italian, and U.S. users (among others). The system software of all Macintosh 
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computers includes the Roman script system. If another script system is required, it is also 
customized for the particular language or region. You can use the Script Management System 
to help you display text in the correct format for various scripts. 

Worldwide system software consists of the Macintosh Script Management System (that is, 
the Script Manager and one or more Macintosh script systems) and related components 
(including the International Utilities Package, the international resources, and keyboard 
resources). 

Measurement systems often differ from country to country, as do currency, sorting order, 
word boundaries, and the formatting of dates and times. The International Uti lities Package 
handles formats for the presentation of numbers, currency, time, and dates in countries 
around the world. The international resources and several of the keyboard resources also 
contain region-specific or language-specific information, such as date and time formats. 

TextEdit also provides support for working wi th different script systems. You can use 
TextEdit to le t the user edit and display text in multiple scripts and styles when a non-Roman 
script system is in use. TextEdit automatically handles text with more than one script, style, 
and direction. For example, TextEdit suppmts mixing English text (a left-to-right directional 
script) with Arabic text (a right-to-left di rectional script) in the same line. 

You should use resources to store text for menus, dialog boxes, and other parts of the user 
interface of your application. T his lets a translator localize your application for a particular 
language, region, or country without requiring modification of your code. In additi on, by 
using routines provided by the Macintosh Script Management System, you can write your 
application so that it works independently of the particular script in use. 

Figure 1- 10 shows a document created by an appli cation that uses the Macintosh Script 
Management System to support more than one script system. 

D Te Ht t!J 
~ 

The Macintosh (.):.~lo) provides several 

writing systems (bJ~ ~~ ~). 

fQJ 
Q] 

Figure 1-10. Us ing multi ple scripts in a s ingle document 

See the Worldwide Software Overview chapter for an introduction to designing your applica
tion for worldwide markets, and see the User Jnte1face Guidelines chapter for guidelines 
related to developing your application for use around the world . See the TextEdit chapter for 
information on using TextEdit when a non-Roman script system is in use. Macintosh 
Worldwide Development: Guide to System Software (avai lable from APDA®) provides a 
complete description of all components of the worldwide system software, including routi nes 
in the Script Manager. 
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Communication Over a Network 

The Macintosh Operating System provides many routines to support applications communi
cating and shari ng data across a network. You can send events between applications located 
on different computers using the Event Manager or Apple Event Manager, and read and write 
low-level message blocks using the PPC Toolbox. You can send and retrieve information 
from a remote database or other data sources using the Data Access Manager. You can share 
data and fi les between applications on different computers using file sharing, the Edition 
Manager, and the Alias Manager. 

In addition, you can use the network and communication services provided by the AppleTalk® 
Manager or Communications Toolbox. The AppleTalk Manager provides routines your 
application can use to send and receive information over an AppleTalk network. 

The AppleTalk Manager in version 7.0 supports various link access protocols (for example, 
the LocalTalk® Link Access Protocol and the EtherTalk® Link Access Protocol) that can be 
used for AppleTalk communication. Your application can also use a new protocol, the 
AppleTalk Data Stream Protocol (ADSP), to exchange information between two equal 
entities. Either end of an ADSP connection can send data at any time. You can use ADSP 
to establish two-way communication between computers-for example, for use in office 
conferencing. See the AppleTalk Manager chapter for information on the device drivers and 
protocols associated with AppleTalk. 

The Communications Toolbox provides your application with a standard interface for various 
communication services (such as data connections, file transfer, and terminal emulation) that 
are often used with a modem, other serial connections, or over an AppleTalk network. See 
Macintosh Communications Toolbox Reference Guide (avai lable from APDA) for add itional 
information on the routines provided by the Communicati ons Toolbox. 

Hardware Interfaces 

The Macintosh fami ly of computers supports many different types of hardware, including 
mouse devices, keyboards, display devices, hard disks, floppy disks, CD-ROM discs, and 
other devices. These dev ices are supported through various hardware interfaces, including 
SCSI (Small Computer System Interface), ADB (Apple Desktop Bus TM), and SCC (Serial 
Communications Chip). In addition, a number of different dev ices can be supported through 
the expansion interfaces (the NuBusTM and processor-direct slots). 

You can design expansion cards and dri vers for the NuBus and processor-direct slots. For 
specific hardware information for the Macintosh family, see the Guide to the Macintosh 
Family Hardware, second edition. For information on writing a driver for the Macintosh 
family, see Designing Cards and Drivers for the Macintosh Family, second edition, and for 
system software information, see Inside Macintosh, Volumes I- VT. 

Volume VI (this volume) contains information on the new Power Manager and additional 
in formation on the Slot Manager. The Power Manager is a new manager used with the 
Macintosh Portable. The Slot Manager in version 7.0 supports 32-bit addressing of NuBus 
cards. See the Power Manager chapter and Slot Manager chapter in this volume for specific 
information on these managers. 
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OVERVIEW OF CHAPTERS IN THIS VOLUME 

The User Interface Guidelines chapter and Compatibility Guidelines chapter provide 
impo1tant information about designing your application to take advantage of the 
Macintosh user interface and to ensure compatibility across the Macintosh family 
of computers. 

The rest of the chapters in thi s volume show how to use the new features of version 7.0 
in your application. Each chapter gives detai led descriptions of each manager, including 
routines , parameters, and data structures. 

Figure 1-11 shows where you can find a detailed description of how to use each feature 
of the system software version 7.0 environme nt. 
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ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

This chapter provides recommendations about how to adapt your appl icati on' s interface to the 
Apple® Desktop Interface provided with system software version 7.0. It describes new user 
inte1face guidelines and clarifies existing guidelines. It also introduces several user interface 
topics that you need to consider when you design or redesign an app lication. Throughout the 
chapter are references to places where you can fi nd more information about technical 
implementation issues. 

Your application should maintain the spirit of the Apple Desktop Interface and remain consis
tent with the guidelines presented earlier in Inside Macintosh, Human lnte1face Notes, and 
Human lnteiface Guidelines: The Apple Desktop lnte1face-which present a complete 
description of the Apple Desktop Interface. 

USER INTERFACE DESIGN PRINCIPLES 

This section describes the fu ndamental principles of the Apple Desktop 1nterface. It 's a brief 
reminder of the basic premises that you should consider when you design your application 
for the Macintosh® computer. 

• Metaphors from the real world. Concrete, s imple metaphors provide people with 
a set of expectations to apply to computer environments. Whenever appropriate, audio 
and visual effects can support the metaphors. 

• Direct manipula tion. Each user action has a perceptible response and the Operating 
System provides feedback to verify the effect of the action. For example, icons move 
when users drag them. In the Macintosh interface, people don' t have to trust that 
abstract commands entered in a text-based interface do what they prornise. Th is means 
that when users choose the Bold command, a word changes immediately to boldface
in comparison to ot11er operating systems in which users type in commands and wait to 
see the results when the document is printed. · 

~ See-a nd-point (not r em ember-a nd-type). Users re ly on recognition , not recall , 
so entities are visible when possible . People don' t have to remember anyth ing the 
computer already knows, such as which commands are available. 

• Consistency. Effecti ve applications are interna lly consistent and consistent with 
other applications. 

• WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) . There is no significant difference 
between what users see on the screen and what eventually is printed. 

• User con trol. Users, not the computer or the application, in itiate and control all acti ons. 

• Feedback a nd dialog. Users get feedback about all interactions with the computer, 
and it is immediate feedback when possible. Th is communication should be brief, 
direct, and expressed in the users' vocabulary rather than the programmer's. 
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• Forgiveness. As users explore the interface, their actions should generally be revers
ible so that people explore and learn by doing. Users should be able to identify in 
advance any actions that aren't reversible. 

• Perceived stability. Users feel comfortable in a computer environment that re mains 
understandable and familiar rather than one that changes randomly. 

• Aesthetic integrity. Visually confusing or unattracti ve displays detract from the 
effecti veness of human-computer interactions. Therefore different things, like fo lders 
and documents, should look different on the screen. Also, users should be able to 
control the superficial appearance of their computer workplaces to display their own 
style and individuality. Messes are only acceptable if users make them. Applications 
aren' t allowed this freedom. 

For further explanation of these design principles, see Human Inter.face Guidelines: The 
Apple Desktop lnte1face. 

WORLDWIDE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 

Macintosh worldwide system software is designed to address the complex problems you' II 
encounter when you design your applications to be compatible with regional. linguistic, and 
script differences around the globe. Worldwide system software consists of the Macin tosh 
Script Management System (which is one or more script systems and the Script Manager) 
and related components that include the International Utili ties Package. the international 
resources, and keyboard resources. 

The Macintosh computer has always presented one of the most flexible archi tectures for 
developing worldwide software. Because of the enhanced support for scri pt systems in 
version 7.0, it 's eas ier for users to add one or more non-Roman script systems to the ir 
Macintosh computers. With version 7.0, software can be locali zed wi th greater ease. Now 
it's even more advantageous for you to create applications that can be used worldwide. 

It's much easier to design software with worldwide support fro m the beg inning of your 
development process. This may mean that you create your application so that it is easy to 
localize, or that you adapt it for use in a specific area. Localizing software involves trans
lating an application's menus, dialog boxes, alert boxes, and content areas into a language 
or regional dialect. · 

You can also make your application Script Manager-compatible. The Script Manager 
routines and the International Utilities Package handle text issues for all script syste ms. 
If your application is not text-oriented but does simple text processing, using TextEdit 
provides adequate support. 

If your application does moderate text processing, such as that accomplished by a simple 
word processor, you probably want to incorporate Script Manager capabiliti es. If it does 
intensive text processing, such as page layout, you can build in support beyond the Script 
Manager routines to handle text for a specific script system. 

The following secti ons outline the major issues you need to consider when you develop soft
ware for local or worldwide use. For a complete description of the issues and a discussion of 
technical implementation, see the TextEdit and Worldwide Software Overview chapters later in 
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this volume. These chapters di scuss the routines that assist you in developing your application 
for worldwide use. See Macintosh Worldwide Development: Guide to System Software for a 
complete discussion of developing worldwide software. This book is available from APDA®. 

Cultural Values 

Whenever you design a user interface, consider that differences exist in the use of color, 
graphics, calendars, text, and the representation of time in various regions around the world. 
It's important that you be able to localize your user interface elements with ease. As an 
example, consider how different cultures assign different meanings to colors. The color 
white represents purity in one culture and death in another. Therefore you may want to 
localize elements of the user interface, such as the colors of text or graphics, in versions of 
your application designed for different regions. 

Graphics have the potential to enhance your application, but they can also be offensive. In 
addition to colors, many cultures assign varying values and characteristics to living creatures, 
plants, and inanimate objects. In the United States the owl is a symbol of wisdom and knowl
edge, whereas in Central America the owl represents witchcraft and black magic. Some 
cultures forbid the depiction of uncovered bodies and body pa11s, while other cultures 
enhance marketing materials with pictures of scantily clad people. It's a good idea to avoid 
the use of seasons, holidays, or calendar events in software that you expect to di sn·ibute 
worldwide. Also avoid using graphics that represent holidays or seasons, such as Christmas 
trees, pumpkins, or snow-or be sure that the symbols can be localized. You can influence 
your audience in simple but profound ways by carefully selecting elements of your applica
tion's interface. Make sure that visible interface elements can be localized for other regions 
around the world. 

Different calendars are used to mark time around the world. The United States and most of 
Europe observe time according to the Gregorian calendar. The traditional Arabic calendar, 
the Jewish calendar, and the Chinese calendar are lunar rather than solar. Often time is marked 
one way for business and government purposes while religious events are dated according to 
a different calendar. Therefore your application should be flexible in handl ing dates, and you 
may want to provide the user with a way to change the representation of time. Use the 
International Utilities Package to handle numbers, dates, and sorting. 

Resources 

It's essential to store region-dependent information in resources so that text the user sees can 
be translated (during localization) without modifying your application's code. When you 
create resources, consider text size, location, and direction. Remember that text size varies in 
di fferent languages. Also, depending on the script system, the direction of text may change. 
Most Middle Eastern languages read from right to left instead of left to right, the direction of 
Roman script. Text location within a wi ndow should be easy to change. 

Use the Macintosh Script Management System to handle these situations. See the Worldwide 
Software Overview, Compatibility Guidelines, and Resource Manager chapters in this 
volume for more information on using resources to store data the user sees. Also consult 
Macintosh Worldwide Development: Guide to System Software for more information. 
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Language Differences 

Language differ in grammar, structure, meaning, and nuance. Translating languages is a 
delicate task and often can cause confusion, so be wary of using colloquial phrases or 
nonstandard usage and syntax. Choose your words carefully for command names in menus 
and for messages in dialog boxes, alert boxes, and help balloons. When translated, text can 
become up to 50 percent larger than U.S . English cext, so you can ·t rely on string length. 
Text needs room to grow up, down, and sideways. 

Potential grammar problems may arise with error messages and the so-called user program
ming structure of languages li ke HyperTalk®. The word order of messages may be completely 
different in translation, thus rendering a message nonsense when translated. Simple concate
nation of strings generally doesn' t work when an application is translated. For example, word 
order in German usually places the verb at the end of a sentence. Suppose a German devel
oper built an application that concatenated two strings to create an error message. When 
locali zed for the United States, the application might produce a sentence like "The file with 
the long name move:· Instead of concatenating strings, use the ReplaceText function, which 
correctly assists with the syntactic ordering of elements. See the Worldwide Software 
Overview chapter for information on technical implementation. 

Text Display and Text Editing 

System software version 7.0 allows users to display different scripts at the same time. A 
script is a writing system for a human language. Scripts may differ in the direction in which 
their characters and lines run, the size of the character set used to represent the script, and 
context dependence. Whenever a user installs a non-Roman script system, at least two scripts 
are available, the Roman script that is present on all Macintosh computers and the non-Roman 
script. If you use the TextEdit and Dialog Manager routines, you can correctl y handle most 
text in different scripts. For moderate text processing, the routines provided by the Script 
Manager can assist you in implementing these guidelines. The TextEdit and Worldwide 
Software Overview chapters in this volume discuss all of these issues thoroughly. 

No matter what level of worldwide support you prov ide, it 's important to avoid two common 
assumptions. Characters aren' t necessari ly I byte; they can be 2 bytes. You also shouldn't 
assume that tex t is always left-aligned and read from left to right. 

Remember that the meaning of a character code depends on the font, and character codes may 
be I or 2 bytes long. The cursor should move between characters, not bytes, and the Delete 
key should erase characters, not bytes. Inserted characters should appear between other 
characters, not between bytes of a 2-byte character. Also be aware of the impact of 2-byte 
characters on data transmission. 

Use the language-specific routines in the Macintosh Script Management System for breaking 
and wrapping words and for string comparison and sorting. Consider word boundaries and 
their impact on word wrapping, selection, search, and cut and paste. 

Some scripts include multiple sets of numerals. For example, international business in Japan 
and the Middle East requires the use of Western digits as well as the digi ts from a Japanese 
script or an Arabic script. Applications that handle numbers should accept all the numerals in 
each set as valid. Use the International Utilities Package to handle numbers. 
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You need to provide metric and English measurements. Use nume1ic routines for international 
number formatting and interpretation. 

Your application should appropriately position the cursor when the user cl icks in text. The 
cursor, or caret, should appear where the next character will appear when typed. If this is 
ambiguous because of multidirectional text, use dual carets, as shown in Figure 2-1 . For a 
detailed discussion of using dual carets, see the TextEdit chapter in this volume. 

Roman keyboard icon 

I 
• file Edit Font Style Format l?J • 1ID_ 

,. ...... ,_ ..,.,.,. ' ·"" -. .,., v_o,•_v , " ,,, _ ... .... , w . "'' .............. ' 

=o Styled TeHt t!]:'. 

Avant Garde (- . )' New York Garamond Palatino Times ~ ./>~ QJ 
I '2J 

I 
Secondary caret Primary caret 

Figure 2-1. Dual carets in mixed-directional text 

Highlighting should apply to a contiguous set of characters in memory, even though the 
glyphs may not appear contiguous on the screen. In other words, you should high light 
characters in phonetic order (the order in which the user speaks, reads, or writes) rather 
than the order in which characters appear on screen. However, the arrow keys should move 
the cursor in the direction that the arrow points, regardless of text direction. This guideUne 
applies across script boundaries when the user displays multiple scripts. In Figure 2-2 the 
multidirectional text appears correctly highlighted for editing; the words are highlighted in the 
order that the user reads, from right to left. The translation of the mixed-directional Hebrew 
and English sentence is in the window labeled "unidi rectional highlighting." The corre
sponding English words, flowing from left to right, are highlighted for editing. 

-o multidirectiona l highlighting er 
Q 
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The management of Apple ComputerlU!ii@(.[4jhll!t1 
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Figure 2-2. Multidirectional text correctly highlighted 

Note: If your application uses TextEdit routines, most worldwide text issues are 
handled for you. If your application needs more sophisticated text handling, you 
should also consult the Worldwide Software Overview chapter in this volume. 
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Applications that work with tokens (abstractions that have multiple representations) or use 
characters that vary from script system to script system should work correctly in all scripts. 
For example, a token that represents the concept of " less than or equal to" might have two 
representations on a U.S. system, the 2-byte sequence<= or the I-byte character :::;. If you 
use the lntlTokenize function to handle these details, your application doesn' t have to be 
aware of the character codes. 

Default Alignment of Interface Elements 

When dialog boxes are localized for use with worldwide versions of system software, the text 
in the dialog box may become longer or shorter. Also, the ali gnment of controls in the dialog 
box may vary with localization. Arabic and Hebrew are written right to left, so the alignment 
of items in an Arabic or a Hebrew dialog box is generally right to left, just as dialog box items 
in English or Russian are generally left to right. The low-memory global variable TESysJust 
controls the alignment of interface elements. 

When TESysJust is -1, the Control Manager reverses the alignment of check boxes and radio 
buttons, the Menu Manager reverses the alignment of menu items to be ordered and aligned 
on the right, and TextEdit aligns text by default on the right. Create your application so that it 
suppo11s both left alignment and right alignment of controls and adjust the alignment as 
appropriate. Provide a way for the user to change the default line direction of text. Use the 
SetSysJust procedure to set the value of the global vari able TESysJust. 

When the alignment of items is reversed, it 's important that the elements appear symmetrical. 
Therefore when you create dialog box items, try to make sure that their di splay rectangles are 
the same size. Figure 2-3 shows a typical dialog box and the same dialog box with the align
ment of its elements reversed. You can see why it's important to create display rectangles of 
the same size. 

Keyboards 

As stated previously, in version 7.0 users can install multiple script systems. If the Operating 
System or an application determines that all conditions are met, it enables the sc1ipt system, 
making it available to users. A script system can contain more than one keyboard layout that 
maps character codes to keys on a physical keyboard, and it can support more than one 
attached physical keyboard. All keyboards do not have the same set or number of keys and 
users may have more than one keyboard attached to their computer. See the Worldwide 
Software Overview chapter in this volume for information on installing and enabling script 
systems and keyboard resources. 

Version 7.0 adds a new Keyboard menu when more than one script system is present or a 
localizable resource fl ag is set. This menu simplifies the user's access to scripts and key
boards. The icon for the Keyboard menu appears between the icons for the Help menu and 
the Application menu. A keyboard icon appears next to each keyboard name, and the icon 
of the active keyboard appears in the menu bar. As Figure 2-4 shows, the Keyboard menu 
displays a list of installed keyboard layouts for each enabled script system. 
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Figure 2-3. Reversing the alignment of dialog box items 

The Keyboard menu groups the keyboard layouts by script system, which are separated by 
dotted or gray lines. In Figure 2-4, there are two Roman keyhoard layouts (Spanish and 
United States); a single Hebrew keyboard layout; and two Japanese keyboard layouts. Only 
one keyboard layout and one physical keyboard are active at a time; the active condition is 
indicated by a checkrnark in the menu. 

=Espanol 
• us 

Figure 2-4. The Keyboard menu 
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Users can change keyboard layouts by using this menu or by using a keyboard equi valent, 
Command-Space bar, to cycle through the keyboard layouts. Don ' t use the keyboard 
equivalents Command- Space bar and Command-modifier key-Space bar in your application, 
since they are reserved for use by the Script Manager. See ·' Keyboard Equivalents" later in 
this chapter for a complete li sting of reserved keyboard equi valents. 

Table 2-1 shows some new black-and-white versions of keyboard icons for localized ver
sions of Macintosh system software. They are shown in co lor on Color Plate I, "Examples 
of Keyboard Icons," at the beginning of this volume. A keyboard icon represents a localized 
keyboard layout. If you develop key-boards or keyboard resources, you must provide 
customized icons like these. You create a 16-by- 16 pixel icon in 1-bit, 4-bit. and 8-bit co lor. 
If you use the same colors for the 4-bit and the 8-bit color icons, you only need to provide 
one 4-bit icon. This scheme takes up less space in the System fil e. 

To represent your keyboard layout for version 7.0, replace the black-and-whi te symbol you 
previously used to represent a localized keyboard layout with an icon similar to those shown 
in Table 2- 1 and Color Plate I. 

If you are designing a new keyboard icon, use a solid symbol to represent a keyboard layout 
for a region that is larger or smaller than a country or province. For example, a diamond 
represents the Roman Script System, which is used in the United States, Central America, 
and most of Europe. Use the flag of a country or province if the keyboard layou t is only used 
in that area. For example, the Union Jack represents the keyboard layout local ized for use in 

Table 2-1. Examples of keyboard icons 

Icon Name Icon Name 

(.., c Netherlands, comma Arabic ' 
~ 

decimal separator 
Canada • * 

Roman (U.S .) 
Cyril lic 

== * 
Spain 

Cyri ll ic transliterated D = •• Swiss French 
Denmark 

~ Faeroe Islands 
D Swiss German 

~ Germany D Swiss Ita lian aa 

* Hebrew Bl Turkey 

• Japanese Romaj i 51 Turkish U.S. modified 

G Japanese Katakana ~ United Kingdom 
...:::-.. 

ftJ Korean 
(previously 1.k§~) 

~ Netherlands, period decimal 
Un ited States 

separator (previously @ ) 
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the United Kingdom. Be sure to use the colors that appear on the nation's flag. You can also 
add a visual indicator to the flag to show some modification. Use a superscript diamond to 
indicate a QWERTY transliteration, which is a mapping of sounds from a language to 
the Roman keyboard layout. Use a subscript comma or period lo indicate wh ich decimal 
separator is used. See Table 2- 1 for examples of icons with these symbols. 

When you design the black-and-white version of a fl ag icon, use black and a 50 percent 
gray pattern. These choices provide the best contrast and legibi lity. To avoid confusion 
between flags of similar design, use the pattern substitutions fo r colors shown in Table 2-2. 
See Table 2-1 to see flags that use the correct pattern substitutions. 

Table 2-2. Pattern substitutions for colors in keyboard icons 

Pattern Color 

• Black Black or blue 

• SO percent gray Red 

[] 25 percent gray Light blue 

~ Diagonal stiipes Green 

D White White or yellow 

When the user changes the keyboard layout, you should synchronize the font to that keyboard 
layout. You can use the FontScript function to periodically poll the Operating System to fi nd 
out if the user has changed the keyboard layout. Choosing a font should set the keyboard 
layout to the script of that font. For example, if a user chooses a Japanese fo nt such as 
Osaka, your application should change the keyboard script to Japanese. When a user cl icks in 
text, your application should set the keyboard layout to correspond to the font of that text. 
For a well-designed application, the keyboard icon in the menu bar should always indicate 
the status of the font script. The TextEdit chapter in this volume provides an example of auto
matically synchronizing the font and the keyboard layout. 

See the Worldwide Software Overview chapter in this volume for more information on the 
Keyboard menu. 

Fonts 

When you write software that supports non-Roman scripts, don't make assumptions abou t 
font sizes; let the user choose them. For example, system or appl ication fonts may be preset 
to 12 or 18 points and a fon t with a resource ID of 0 is not always set to Chicago. Pay atten
tion to the use of system and application fonts when the user cannot choose the font. If you 
must assign font sizes, use the Script Manager to find appropriate fonts and sizes. Use the 
proper font names as defined by worldwide system software. Whenever possible, display 
font names in the proper script and font in your Font menu. 
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Diacritical marks may extend beyond the ascent line. Some fonts, such as Japanese fonts, 
contain glyphs that extend to the boundaries of the enclosing rectangle of the fo nt, or to both 
minimum-y and max imum-y lines. You should leave room for space between lines of text 
and between the top and bottom lines of any enclosing rectangle. See the Font Manager 
chapter in this volume for more information. Figure 2-5 shows some glyphs that demonstrate 
the boundaries you need to allow for lines of text. 

Maximum y-value ------ - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Ascent line - -- -- ______ Q_ -----------

Base line 

Descent line - - - - - - ------- - - - - - - -- - - - -

Minimum y-value - - - - - - ------- - - - -- - - - - - - - -

Figure 2-5. The boundaries of a font 

USER DOCUMENTATION 

Documentation for users is an essential part of the user interface that you provide. It should 
be as well considered and developed as your application's user interface. Consider the 
audience that you address with your product and tailor the documentati on to its needs. It' s 
often useful to provide alternate types of documentation for the differing types of users who 
make up your audience. Beginners have different needs than expert users. 

People have distinct learning styles. Some users learn by seeing, some learn by doing, some 
learn by hearing, and some learn through a combination of these styles. It's best to provide for 
the broadest possible range of learning styles. For example, including a wrirten tutorial, a 
written reference manual, an on-line tutorial with visµal and auditory feedback, and an on-line 
help system should meet the needs of nearly everyone who wants to learn to use your product. 
As an example of an on-line help system, you can look at Balloon Helpm in the Finderm in 
version 7.0. For information on including your help system in the Help menu or implementing 
Balloon Help for you applicati on, see the Help Manager chapter in this volume. 

Develop task-oriented documentati on that teaches users how to accomplish the tasks that you 
designed your application to perform. A void system-oriented documentation that describes 
everything that your application can do rather than teaching practical skills. 
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It' s important to use standard terminology and nontechnical language in user documentation. 
Don't pass on technical jargon to users and expect them to understand or like it. When you 
must use technical terms, be sure to define them at first occurrence, and include a glossary if 
your document has many specialized terms. Be consistent in your use of terminology. Make 
sure that messages and terms that users see on the screen match what appears in the 
documentation. 

Apple Computer, Inc., publishes the Apple Publications Style Guide, which codifies the way 
in which Apple documentation uses language. It's a guide to writing about the Apple Desktop 
Interface. You can obtain this publication through APDA. 

It 's very important to translate all user documentation, including tutorials, on-line help, and 
books, when you localize your software product. Making your documentation available in a 
user's native language greatly enhances the usability and marketability of your product. 

TERMINOLOGY 

Use regular language in your applications as well as your documentation. Don' t use technical 
jargon or computer science terminology. The majority of users aren't programmers. It's 
especially important not to use programming terms in menus, dialog boxes, or user books. 

In particular, don ' t use file type names to refer to Finder documents that users see. Call 
documents by the terms that appear in the Kind column in Finder windows. Use the terms in 
Table 2-3 in place of the four-letter type names. 

Table 2-3. Translation chart for user documentation 

Previously 
used term 

cdev 

RDEV 

INIT 

adev 

ddev 

DA 

FKEY 

standard file dialog box 

MultiFinder® icon 

Suggested 
terminology 

control panel 

Chooser extension 

system extension 
(not startup document) 

network extension 

database extension 

desk accessory 

function key 

directory dialog box 

active-application icon 

Examples 

Mouse control panel 

LaserWriter® Chooser extension, 
AppleShare® Chooser extension 

File Sharing Extension 

EtherTalk® network extension 

Data Access Language (DAL) 
database extension 

Calculator desk accessory 

3€-Shift-3 screen-dump utility 

SFGetFile dialog box 

TeachText application icon 
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In version 7.0 a cooperative multitasking operating environment is always available to users. 
Therefore it 's no longer appropriate to use the term Multi Finder to distinguish this environ
ment from the Finder environment. When you update or revise written material that relates to 
version 7.0, replace the tenn Multi Finder with the term Finder. 

THE VERSION 7.0 ENVIRONMENT 

This section briefly describes the general user interface recommendations that affect your 
application when it runs in the version 7.0 environment. The changes to system software 
and the operating environment are described in the Introduction to the System Software 
Version 7.0 Environment chapter and in the Compatibility Guidelines chapter in 
this volume. 

In previous versions of system software, a cooperative multitasking environment was avail
able to users with MultiFinder. Users could turn on MultiFinder so that they could open 
multiple applications at one time; however, most people didn ' t use MultiFinder regularly. 
In version 7.0 the cooperative multitasking environment is standard. Now all users can open 
as many applications and desk accessories as their computer's memory can support. The 
Macintosh computer manages applications in much the same way that each application 
handles its own windows. 

As in previous versions of system software, only one application can be active at a time. The 
frontmost application, the one interacting with the user, is the active application. Its small icon 
represents the Application menu in the menu bar and appears next to the application's name in 
the Application menu. Your application should update the controls in the frontmost window 
whenever the user switches to your application. If you previously didn't update your applica
tion to be compatible with MultiFinder, you now need to modify your application's event loop 
to accommodate a cooperative environment. For more information on the operating envi ron
ment in version 7.0, see the Compatibility Guidelines chapter. 

User Feedback 

When your application is the active application, you need to provide feedback to the user to 
indicate what's happening. A user learns to predict how long certain operations last. In the 
version 7.0 environment, multitasking, virtual memory, and network connectivity cause task 
length to become more variable. A user won' t always be able to predict the length of time per 
task. Therefore it becomes more essential to display feedback about what is taking place. If 
you don' t, the user may think that the Operating System stopped running and may attempt to 
correct a perceived eJTor condition, perhaps by manually restarting the machine. At least use 
the spinning beach ball or animated watch cursor to indicate an operation in process. If you 
can approximately determine the amount of time a task will last, it's even better to use a 
progress indicator so that a user knows that the Operating System is still running and that an 
operation is occurring. Figure 2-6 shows an example of a progress indicator. 
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Inserting the file "Really long document" 
into "Wombat data" ... 

Figure 2-6. A progress indicator 

Background Notification 

User Interface Guidelines 

When your application runs in the background, you may need to get the user's attention to 
respond to a task completion or a request for input. The Notification Manager provides 
several ways for your application to alert the user. When a background task is running and 
you need to notify the user, use the Notification Manager to alternate an icon in the menu bar 
with the icon for the Application menu or Apple menu as appropriate. In general, you should 
display an icon that corresponds to your application or system extension, so that the user gets 
a visual clue about which application is requesting attention. In addition, you should display a 
diamond-shaped mark next to your application's name in the Application menu. You can also 
play a sound. Figure 2-7 shows an example of a notification symbol. 

Hide My App 
Hide Others 
Show Hll 

!GJ Finder 
Notification symbol + ~Sample 

Active application symbol --+v~ My App 

Figure 2-7. The Application menu with a notification symbol 

Nothing more should happen until the user chooses to activate your application, at which time 
you can clisplay a modal dialog box. Your dialog box or message must inform the user about 
what needs attention, why attention is needed, and what to do. For example, a dialog box 
might say "Transmission of the file My Phone List to 415-555- 1212 could not be completed 
because the phone line went dead," and it might present the user with two buttons, Try Again 
and Cancel. 

A background application should not take control from the user by placing an alert box on 
the screen when the user hasn' t activated the application. If an immediate response is crucial 
and the user doesn't respond to the notification request, your application needs to handle the 
situation gracefully. 

See the Notification Manager chapter in this volume for information about implementing 
these techniques. 
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COLOR DESIGN FOR VERSION 7.0 

The appearance of system software version 7.0 is enhanced by using the color capabilities of 
the Macintosh. The use of color makes the interface more visually pleasing. The color also 
distinguishes the active window from other windows and enhances user controls on the 
window frame. It's important to recognize that color in the interface is applied to help users 
focus their attention on their work and not to draw attention to the interface itself. This section 
describes the use of color in the Macintosh interface and provides recommendations about 
how you can add color to your icons and applications. Color Plate II, "A Colorized Window," 
shown at the beginning of this volume, demonstrates the new appearance of colorized 
windows in version 7.0. 

Note: The figures that demonstrate the guidelines in this section appear on the color 
plates found at the beginning of this volume. The printed colors may vary slightly 
from the colors that you see on your screen. 

The windows and dialog boxes in version 7.0 are designed for aesthetic consistency across all 
monitors from black-and-white displays to 8-bit color displays. For display on color monitors, 
color and shades of gray have been added to the frames of windows and to user controls. The 
window background remains white on all systems and the window contents remain black and 
white. For an example see Color Plate Ill, "A Colorized Movable Modal Dialog Box," which 
shows a colored frame, but black radio buttons and text. This updated design takes advantage 
of the color capabilities of the Macintosh but maintains the consistency of the Macintosh 
interface. On color screens, the racing stripes in the title bar and the scroll bars are gray. The 
user controls, close box, size box, zoom box, and scroll box are colored to make them more 
apparent. The borders of inactive windows are gray and recede into the background so that the 
active window's black frame emphasizes its position in front of the other windows. 

For version 7.0 the standard window definition functions have been changed to display color 
windows and dialog boxes. Some control definition functions have been updated to display 
in color the window's scroll bars, scroll arrows, scroll box, close box, size box, and zoom 
box. If you use the standard window definition functions and standard control definition 
functions, your application's windows will match the appearance of version 7.0 system 
windows. If you create your own windows, be compatible with version 7.0 by using the 
standard window color table and the guidelines described in this section. Be aware that users 
can change the colors of windows and dialog boxes by using the Colors control panel. If you 
use the default window color table, you can be sure that the colors you use are consistent 
with any color that the user has access to with the Colors control panel. You can use the 
Palette Manager to associate a color palette with a window definition. See the Palette Manager 
chapter in this volume for more information. 

General Color Design Guidelines 

Always design for black and white first and then colorize that design. This method ensures that 
your design looks good on all Macintosh computers. One example of why this is important is 
the text selection mechanism. On a color monitor you might be tempted to change the color 
of text to indicate its selection; however, this technique wouldn' t translate to a black-and-white 
monitor. In addition, a significant percentage of the population (up to 10 percent of the male 
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population) has color deficiencies and wou ldn ' t recogni ze the use of color to indicate selec
tion. Therefore, you should never use color as the only means or communicating important 
information. Color should always be used redundantly. Color Plate IV, "Design for Black
and-White Monitors First," shows the correct process of designing for black-and-white 
monitors and then adding color to those designs. It demonstrates the consistency of the 
appearance of the icons and how the aesthetic integrity is maintained across the designs. 

Keep black-and-white designs two-dimens ional. It's important to maintain the visual consis
tency of the Macintosh interface across app lications and computer systems. Don ' t cause 
unnecessary visual clutter by trying to mimic color e ffec ts, such as shadows, in black-and
white designs. Color Plate V, "Don ' t Mimic Color Effects in Black-and-White Designs," 
shows icons that were designed in color first and then adapted to a black-and-white design. It 
demonstrates the difficulty of trying to mimic color e ffects. This color plate shows how using 
~:m ly black pixels and white pixels limits your ability to re-create the appearance of color 
icons. 

Note: This guide line doesn' t apply to keyboard icons discussed earlier in the 
"Worldwide Software Development" section. In that section. specific patterns 
represent colors for black-and-white versions of the keyboard icons. 

Maintain a close visual relationship between a black-and-white design and its colorized version. 
Users should be able to easily recognize standard interface elements and icons across all moni
tor types. Users can have several monitors connected to a computer and several computers on 
which they use your appli cations. Your application should look consistent when a user changes 
the bit-depth of a monitor or when the user moves your icon or window from a color monitor 
to a monochrome monitor. 

Use as few colors as possible in your designs. The fewer colors you use, the less flashing 
occurs when the screen ' s color table updates during screen redrawi ng. Using fewer colors 
also results in less visual clutter on the screen. If you use a graphics application to do design 
work. make sure that the colors you use are available in the defau lt color tables. For more 
information abou t color palettes and color tables, see the Palette Manager chapter later in 
this volume. 

Use light or subtle colors for large areas. Also use subtle colors to avoid visual clutter on the 
screen. To extend the range of light or subtle colors avai lable, you can create colors that are 
lighter than those in the default color tables by using a 50 percent pattern of the color and 
white. Color Plate VI, "Use L ight Colors for Large Areas," shows some icons that appropri
ately use colors. Color Plate VII, "Don' t Use Bright Colors for Large Areas," shows how 
too many bright colors can be visually di su·acting. 

Use bright colors sparingly and only in small areas. Bright colors attract the eye and can 
distract the user from the information that you' re trying to convey. Bright colors can be 
effective in the contents of a window, such as in a chart. However, if bright colors appear all 
over the screen, it becomes difficult for the user to focus attention. You can use bright colors 
for small details. An example of this technique is the version 7.0 hardware icons (such as the 
hard disk icon) that use red and green pixels to represent the Apple logo. For an example of 
this guideline, see Color Plate VIII, "Use Bright Colors for Details." 

For display on color screens in version 7 .0 use true gray wherever you prev iously used a 
50 percent gray pattern. Use true gray in menus for the dotted separator lines between groups 
of items and for dimmed menu items. 
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Use a consistent light source. On the Macintosh screen the light source always comes from 
the upper-left corner of the screen. Therefore windows and other elements have drop 
shadows on the lower-right side. Use the light source consistentl y, so that shading is consis
tent throughout the interface. Color Plate IX, "A Consistent Light Source." at the beginning 
of this volume, shows three desktop objects that have drop shadows consistent with a light 
source at the upper-left corner of the screen. Color Plate X, "Inconsistent Light Sources," 
shows three desktop objects that have different light sources and inconsistent drop shadows. 

The Icon Family 

In previous versions of system software, you provided a black-and-white 32-by-32 pixel 
icon for your application that was automatically reduced to 16-by-L6 pixels when necessary. 
In system software version 7.0, you can provide multiple versions of an icon in black and 
white and in color. You can provide a fa mily of icons that includes a 32-by-32 pixel and a 
I 6-by- 16 pixel icon, in I-bit color (black and white), 4-bit color, and 8-bit color. The 
32-by-32 pixel icons appear on the desktop and, if the user chooses by Icon from the View 
menu, these icons also appear in Finder windows. The I 6-by- 16 pixel icons appear in the 
menu as the Application menu 's title when your appl ication is acti ve. They also appear next 
to your application's name in the Application menu and in Finder windows when the user 
chooses by Small Icon from the View menu. The user can also set the icon size to 16-by-
l 6 pixels or 32-by-32 pixels in other views. For locali zed keyboards and keyboard layouts, 
you provide a 16-by-1 6 pixel icon only, in I-bit, 4-bit, and 8-bit color. Figure 2-8, shown on 
this page in black and white, and Color Plate XI, "An Icon Fami ly," show a fami ly of icons 
for version 7 .0. 

ICN# icl4 icl8 Mask 
ics# ics4 ics8 Mask 

~ 
~ 

111 . 191 ~-.~ II lt01 I <= .lf~~; .iii! 
.. E!!!!!l!:!llll 

Figure 2-8. An icon family 

See the Finder Interface chapter in this volume for information about which icons you need to 
provide and how to create a bundle resource for your application. 

The monitor displays the highest-quality icon that its screen allows. That is. if you provide an 
8-bit color icon, a 4-bit color icon, and a black-and-white icon, the user sees the 8-bit color 
icon on the monitor that supports 8-bit color. If you provide an 8-bit icon but not a 4-bit icon, 
the black-and-white icon is di played on the 4-bit monitor. If you provide a 4-bit icon but not 
an 8-bit icon, then the 4-bit icon is di splayed on both 4-bit and 8-bit monitors. Tf you don' t 
provide a color icon, then the Finder displays the black-and-white version of the 32-by-32 pixel 
icon on all types of monitors. 

Black-and-White Icons 

As stated previously, you should begin by designing a black-and-white icon. In general , 
you should use an outline of one black pixel to create the icon border. Use a mjnirnal 
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number of black pixels in the icon so Lhat the icon's appearance is noticeably different when 
selected. Figure 2-9 shows an example of a well-des igned icon that changes significantly 
during selection. 

Figure 2-9. A well -des igned icon and its selected version 

lf you use too much black or 50 percent gray in your icon, the icon doesn' t appear signifi 
cantly different when the pixels are reversed for selection. Figure 2- 10 shows an example 
of an icon with too much black and 50 percent gray. 

Figure 2-10. A poorly designed icon and its selected version 

Small Icons 

In version 7.0 you can provide a I 6-by- 16 pixel icon that you scale to size rather than relying 
on the Operating System to algorithmicall y reduce your 32-by-32 pixel icon. If you do not 
provide a small icon, the Finder reduces the larger icon based on an algorithmic formula thal 
makes the icon look rough and creates less pleas ing visual results. 

You should provide a small version of your 32-by-32 pixel icon that you scale. Preserve 
as many graphical elements of Lhe icon as possible. In essence you provide the same icon 
in a smaller scale. You can fine-tune the small icon by adding and removing pixels. Don' t 
eliminate signi ficant elements, or the smaller version of the icon may look di fferent from the 
larger version. See Color Plate XrI, "Consistently Designed Small Icons," which shows 
icons that a des igner carefully scaled and tuned to preserve key elements of the icons' 
designs. Also see Color Plate Xlll , "Tnconsistently Designed Small Icons," to see small 
icons that don' t match their corresponding 32-by-32 pixel versions. If you have di fficulty 
distinguishing the consistency or inconsistency, it's a good idea to consult with a graphic 
designer to design or rev iew your icons. 

Color Icons 

Version 7.0 ships with ful l-color icons that appear on color monitors. Your application can 
also provide color icons. 

Don' t design a color icon that's substantially different from your black-and-white icon. When 
you add color to an icon. it 's best to leave the one-pixel black outl ine and fi ll the icon in with 
color. Coloring or graying the icon's outline makes the icon appear less di stinct on tl1e desk
top. Remember that the user can change the background color of the desktop as well as its 
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pattern, so your icon may not be di splayed against the background on which you des igned it. 
If you use ResEditni 2. 1 to create your icons, it provides a way to look at your icon against 
different backgrounds to see whether your design is effecti ve in various environments such 
as black-and-white di splays or color displays of different bit depths. Color Plate XIV, "Icons 
With a Black Outline," and Color Plate XV, "Icons Without a Black Outline," demonstrate 
the importance of the black outline of an icon. 

Color Plate XVI, "Apple Icon Colors," identifies the 34 colors used for icon design in 
version 7.0 in a palette with the standard 256 colors. If you use ResEdit 2.1 to design and 
create your icons, the Finder icon famil y ed itor provides easy access to these colors. Choose 
Apple Icon Colors from the Color menu. This command sets the palette in the editor (which 
is similar to the palette in most graphics applications) to conta in the 34 colors used for F inder 
icons. See ResEdit Reference for information on using ResEdit 2.1. 

If the default color table colors aren't avail able, the system software gracefully degrades lo 
black and white, starting with comparable 8-bit colors, then using 4-bit colors if possible, 
and finally displaying the element in black and white if no other choice ex ists. The system 
software won' t substitute colors that aren' t visuall y close to colors that you assigned. Tf you 
choose colors other than the 34 marked in Color Plate XVI, use them for detail and not for 
essenti al parts of your windows or icons. The selection mechanism for color icons lowers 
the brightness of colors to indicate selection. This means that the colors appear darker when 
selected. On a color monitor, a black-and-white icon turns gray when selected. On a mono
chrome monitor, a black-and-white icon uses reverse video to show selection. In order for 
selected items to appear distinct from unselected ones, use light colors for large areas. 

One technique for enhancing the appearance of your icons is lo smooth angular or curved 
lines by coloring pixels on jagged edges. Designers refer to this technique as anti-aliasing. 
Change the pixel color where you can see a visual break in the outline of a black-and-white 
icon. Color Plate XVII, "Correct Anti-Aliasing," shows an icon in its normal state and then 
w ith anti-aliasi ng that changes the pixels on the outline of the icon. Color Plate XVlII, 
" Incorrect Anti-Aliasing," shows a different icon in its normal state and then with anti
aliasing that replaces internal pixels to improve the appearance of the icon. You can find these 
figures on the color plates at the beginning of this volume. 

The Finder uses only one mask for each size in the icon fam il y, so make sure that all your 
icons have the same outline shape. Don ' t add pixels or shadows to the outline shape of 
color icons. The Finder uses the icon mask for alignment and transformation effects, so 
make sure that the mask and all your icons are appropriate for each other. 

Consistent Use of Icons 

Use icons consistently throughout your designs. For example, if you reuse icon e le me nts when 
you modify the generic document icon to represent your own application's fil es, make sure that 
they match. For example, the Macintosh computer inside the System Folder icon is the same 
as the Macintosh that appears as the Finder icon and as part of the Installer icon. The file server 
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icon contains the same gray document icon and the same purple folder icon that appear on 
the desktop. Color Plate XIX, "Consistent Use of Icon Elements," and Color Plate XX, 
"Inconsistent Use of Icon Elements," at the beginning of this volume, demonstrate this guide
line. Don't invent new icons to represent known entities such as folders and documents. 

Customized Icons 

You can provide the following customized icons if you support the associated features. You can 
customize these icons to represent your application, just as you can customize document icons. 

• Document icon. This icon represents a document created with your application. You 
can customize this icon so that it relates to your application icon by adding graphics to it. 
Be sure to maintain the outline of the document. See the Finder Interface chapter in this 
volume for more information about displaying customized icons. 

• Stationery icon. This icon represents a stationery pad that the user creates from a 
document. You can customize the stationery icon for each document icon by adding 
graphic elements to the stationery document page. See the Finder Interface chapter in 
this volume for more information about stationery. 

• Query document icon. This icon represents a file that contains information that the 
Data Access Manager uses to transmit a query to a database. You can customize this 
icon by adding graphics to the document page. Be sure to maintain the outline of the 
icon and the volume symbol that represents the database. See the Data Access Manager 
chapter in this volume for more infonnation on using the Data Access Manager. 

• Edition icon. This icon represents an edition file that is created when a user chooses 
Create Publisher from the Edit menu. You can customize this icon by putting a different 
graphic inside the rectangle. Maintain the horizontal orientation and the double-dotted 
line of the icon that identify it as an edition icon. See the Edition Manager chapter in 
this volume for more information on implementing the Edition Manager. 

• Extension icon. This icon represents a system extension. You can customize 
this icon by adding a graphic to the puzzle piece. You can display the puzzle piece in 
a h01izontal or vertical orientation with the protruding part facing any direction. See 
the Finder Interface chapter in this volume for more information on displaying 
customized icons. 

If you support these features but don ' t provide customized icons, the Finder displays default 
icons for these objects, depicted here in Figure 2-11 and in Color Plate XXI, "Default System 
Icon Families," at the beginning of this volume. See the Finder Interface chapter in this volume 
for information on how to use the bundle resource to associate these icons with your application. 

D D 
Document Stationery Query 

document 
Edition 

Figure 2-11. Default system icons in black and white 

oD 
Extension 
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If you develop control panels, you must provide an icon fam il y for each control panel. The 
control panel icon is a square panel with an indicator on it to identify it. The indicator also 
appears on the Control Panels folder. You can add a graphic to the square to customjze the 
icon. You can di splay the icon in either a ho1izontal or vertical orientation. Figure 2-12 shows 
some examples of control panel icons in both orientations. The examples are shown in color 
in Color Plate XXII, "Examples of Control Panel Icons," at the beginning of this volume. 

Control Panels 
folder 

WINDOWS 

Color Portable User Setup 

Figure 2-12. Examples o f control pane l icons 

File Sharing 
Monitor 

This section provides information about window placement and behavior. It also presents 
general guidelines about windows and related dialog boxes and alert boxes. 

Window Positions 

To determine where to place a window, consider what kind of window your appl ication is 
opening, what other windows are open and where, and the relationship between the content 
of a window and other windows or dialog boxes. Respect the user's control of the window 
and maintain the user' s prefen-ed size, state, and location for the window. 

When your application opens a new document window, center it on the desktop. Open each 
additional window below and to the right of its predecessor. Before closing a window, check 
to see if the user has changed its size, state, or position. Save window positions, then reopen 
windows in the size, state, and location in which the user left them. 

Before reopening a window, check to make sure that the size and state are reasonable for the 
user's current monitor or monitors, wruch may not be the same as the monitor on which the 
document was last open. For example, if a user is working on a word-processing document 
on a full-page display and then takes the document home and uses another computer to finish 
working, the second computer may have a 13-inch monitor. Then your application should 
open the document in a window sized appropriately for the smaller monitor and not 
necessarily in the saved size. 

If the user hasn't changed a window's position, place windows in a pos ition appropriate to 
the monitor type. If a user opens, moves, and closes a document wi ndow without making 
any changes, save the new window position but don ' t modify the date stamp. 

When you open several windows on multiple screens, place the windows on the screen where 
the user is working. If a user drags a window from a Macintosh lI monitor to a portrait 
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display monitor, open subsequent windows on the portrait display monitor. The default 
position of a window must always be contained on a single screen. 

Open dialog boxes and alert boxes on the screen where the user is working. For example, if a 
user has two monitors with a text document on the second monitor, open a find-and-replace 
dialog box on the screen where the related text document appears, not necessarily on the 
monitor where the menu bar is. 

The Zoom Box and Window Behavior 

A click in the zoom box toggles a window between two states, the user state and the standard 
state. The user state, as its name implies, is set by the user. In Human lnte1face Guidelines: 
The Apple Desktop lntetface, a window's standard state definition is described as generally 
the full screen, or close to it, with the size and location that are best suited to working on 
the document. 

But Macintosh monitors now come in all shapes, sizes, and configurations, so applications 
should never simply assume that the standard state should be as large as the screen. Frequently 
the monitor is larger, sometimes much larger, than the most useful size for a window. Screen 
real estate is valuable, so use screen-sized windows only when they make sense. 

For example, a document for a word processor has a well-defined most-useful width (the 
width of a page) and a variable most-usefu l height (depending on the number of pages). 
Therefore the width of the standard state should be the width of a page or the width of the 
screen, whichever is smaller, and the height of the standard state should be the height of 
the document or the height of the screen, whichever is smaller. 

When a user clicks the zoom box to change a window from the user state to the standard 
state, first determine the appropriate size of the standard state. If this size would fit com
pletely on the screen without moving the upper- left corner of the window, keep this comer 
anchored. Otherwise, move the window to an appropriate default locati on. 

Zooming behavior in multiscreen environments should not violate any of the gu idelines 
described in this chapter, but it does introduce a single additional rule. The standard state 
should be on the monitor containing the largest portion of the window, not necessarily on 
the monitor with the menu bar. This means the standard state for a single window may be 
on different monitors at different times if the user moves the window around. In any case, 
the standard state for any window must always be full y contained on a single screen. 

DIALOG BOXES 

This section presents revised guide lines for design and layout of effective dialog boxes. 
The guidelines rely on the principles of feedback and dialog, forgiveness, and consistency 
as described in Human Inte1face Guidelines: The Apple Desktop /12te1jace. These guide
lines supersede previous guide lines about dialog boxes published in prior versions of 
Inside Macintosh. 
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Modal Dialog Box Behaviors 

In version 7.0 the Dialog Manager has been updated to provide additional support for feedback 
mechanisms and menu bar access. When you display a modal dialog box, the Dialog Manager 
disables the Application menu, the About Balloon Help command in the Help menu, and the 
About Keyboards command in the Keyboard menu. It then checks to see if you are handling 
menus during a modal dialog box. These conditions are explained in detail in the Compatibility 
Guidelines chapter in this volume. 

If the Dialog Manager determines that you are not handling your own menus, it disables the 
rest of the menu bar except for the Help menu. The Dialog Manager then determines whether 
the dialog box contains an acti ve editable text box and if you have the standard keyboard 
equivalents for the Cut, Copy, and Paste commands. If both of these conditions are met, then 
the Dialog Manager enables the Edit menu and those commands in the Edit menu. 

If the Dialog Manager detects that you are handling menus in your application, it only disables 
the Application menu. You must provide access to the Help and Edit menus. To support the 
Cut, Copy, and Paste commands you need to convert the Clipboard before and after you 
display a modal dialog box. You can also provide menu bar access in your application by 
enabling menus and commands in those menus that make sense in the context of the current 
task. See the Compatibi lity Guidelines chapter in this volume for information on enabling 
menus when you display a modal dialog box. 

Movable Modal Dialog Boxes 

Version 7 .0 introduces a new window class, the movable modal dialog box. The user some
times needs to see document contents that a modal dialog box obscures. To allow the user to 
move a dialog box in this case, you can use a movable modal dialog box rather than a modal 
dialog box. The movable modal dialog box has a title bar as part of its standard window so 
that the user can move the dialog box by dragging the title bar . 

The design of the movable modal dialog box combines the standard modal window with a 
title bar with racing stripes, but no close box or zoom box. This design gives the user visual 
feedback that the dialog box is modal, and must be responded to before completing any other 
action in the active application, but the user can move it. Figure 2-1 3 shows a movable modal 
dialog box with attribute options that affect an area a user would want to see, such as the text 
that a border would surround. 
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Figure 2-13. A movable modal dialog box 
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To create a movable modal di alog box, use the window definition TD of the movable modal 
di alog box in the standard resource type 'WDEF'. As with al l movable w indows, be sure to 
save the position of the movable modal dialog box window for the next time it's used . See 
"Creating Movable Modal Dialog Boxes" in the Compatibility Guidelines chapter in thi s 
volume for details on creating movable modal dialog boxes. 

Movable modal dialog boxes should respond like modal dialog boxes in most ways. When 
you display a movable modal dialog box, however, there are some additional behaviors you 
need to support. You must make certain that the di alog box is modal within your application. 
That is, the user should not be able to switch to another of your application's windows while 
the dialog box is active. Allow your applicati on to run in the background when you display a 
movable modal dialog box. For example, system software version 7.0 uses movable modal 
dialog boxes to show that an appl ication is busy with a ti me-consuming operation, yet a user 
can still switch the application to the background. Figure 2- 14 shows a movable modal dialog 
box di splayed by the Finder when it is copying riles. 
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Figure 2-14. A Finder movable moda l d ialog box 

You need to prov ide access to the menu bar when you display a movable modal dialog box. 
Provide access to the Help menu, the Edit menu, the Keyboard menu when appropriate, and 
any context-appropriate commands. Also enable the Application menu so the user can switch 
to another application. 

It's important to consider whether you can use a modeless dialog box instead of a movable 
modal dialog box-to preserve the user's abil ity to perfonn any task in any order. See the 
Compatibility Guidelines chapter in this volume for information on implementing movable 
modal dialog boxes. 

Keyboard Navigation in Dialog Boxes 

In previous versions of system software you could select an itetn in the scrolling list in the 
standard fi le dialog box for opening files by using the keyboard. The ability to select an item 
from a set of items by typing the beginning character or characters of its hame is called type 
selection. The user can also use the arrow keys to move the selection by one item in the 
direction of the arrow. Type selection has been extended to work in other lists, such as the 
list of files in a Finder window and the list of available dev ices in the Chooser. 

Some di alog boxes have several elements, such as tex t boxes and scrolling lists, that can 
accept input fro m the keyboard. It 's necessary to visuall y indicate wh ich element is cuJTently 
accepting input from the keyboard in order to let users know which of the possible elements 
is active. Each element has its own distinct indicator. As in the past, a text box di splays a 
blinking insertion point or selected text range to indicate that it is accepting keyboard input. 
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When a scrolling li st is the active element in a dialog box, its visual indicator is a rectangular 
border of two black pixels, which is separated from the list by one pixel or white space. 
Figure 2- 15 shows the AppleTalk® Zones list in the Chooser as an acti ve scrolling list area. 
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Figure 2-15. A selected scrolling list 

7.0 

When a user activates a scrolling list, using the following QuickDrawn1 routine outlines the 
scrolling li st in the standard way: 

PenSize(2 , 2) ; 
InsetRect(scrollRect ,- 3 ,- 3) ; 
FrameRect(scrollRect) ; 

Since all typing goes to the acti ve window, there should be onl y one active area and only one 
indicator at any time. If a dialog box has only one element that can accept keyboard input (and 
that element is a scrolling list), it's not necessary to outline a scrolling li st. ln the standard file 
dialog box the user can use type selection to identify the desired fil e in the list or fil es, but, 
since there's no other list or text box, the selected list doesn ' t have a border. 

In a dialog box the user can move the active area to any interface element that accepts keyboard 
input, such as a text box, by clicking the desired element or by pressing the Tab key to cycle 
tlu-ough the available elements. 

Button Labels 

Whenever possible, label a button with a verb that describes the action that it performs. Use 
book-title capitali zation for button labels. In general, this means that you capital ize one-word 
titles and, in multiple-word titles, capitali ze words of four or more letters. Usuall y you don't 
capitalize words li ke in, an, or and. The specific rules for this type of capitalization appear in 
detail in the Apple Publications Style Guide. 

Provide a Cancel button whenever you can, and always map Command-period and the 
Esc (Escape) key to the Cancel button. Map the Return key and the Enter key to the default 
button, which is usually the button wi th the safest result or the most likely response. Don't 
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display a defau lt border a.round any button if you use the Return key in ed itable text boxes. 
Having two behaviors for one key confuses users and makes the interface less predictable. 

In all dialog boxes, any buttons that are activated by key sequences must invert to give visual 
feedback that indicates which item has been chosen. A good rule of thumb is to invert the 
button for 8 ticks of the clock, which is long enough to be visible, but sho1t enough that it's not 
annoying. All alert boxes and modal dialog boxes that use the ModalDialog procedure exhibit 
this behav ior. If you implement your own dialog boxes or alert boxes, be sure to include this 
behavior. See the Compatibili ty Guidelines chapter in this volume for more information on the 
ModalDialog procedure. 

A user typicall y reads the text in a dialog box until it becomes familiar and then rel ies on 
visual cues, such as button names or positions, to respond. Names such as Save, Quit, or 
Erase Disk allow users to identify and click the correct button quickly. These words are often 
more clear and precise than words like OK, Yes, and No. If the action can't be condensed 
into a word or two, OK and Cancel or Yes and No may serve the purpose. If you use these 
generic words, be sure to phrase the wording in the dialog box so that the action the button 
initiates is clear. Figure 2-16 shows a dialog box with appropriate OK and Cancel buttons. 
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Figure 2-16. A dialog box with O K and Cancel buttons 

Use Cancel for the button that closes the alett or di alog box and returns the computer to the state 
it was in before the alert or dialog box appeared. Cancel means "dismiss this operation, with no 
side effects." It does not mean "I've read this dialog box" or "stop what you're doing regardless." 

When it is impossible to return to the state that ex isted before an operation began, don' t use the 
word Cancel. You can use OK or Stop, which are useful in different situations. Use OK for 
the name of a button that closes the alert or dialog box and accepts any changes made while the 
dialog box was di splayed. Figure 2-17 shows a dialog box that illustrates this guideline. 
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Figure 2-17. A dialog box with OK instead of a Cancel bu tton 
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This dialog box uses OK because clicking the button maintai ns any changes that were made 
subsequent to the display of the dialog box. If the button were named Cancel, clicking it 
should remove any formats created, removed, or changed since the dialog box appeared. and 
it should return the computer to the state it was in before the dialog box appeared. 

Use Stop for a button that halts an operation midstream while accepting the possible side 
effects. Stop may leave the results of a partially complete task intact, whereas Cancel always 
returns the computer to its previous state. It's appropriate to change the button name in the 
middle of the operation from Cancel to Stop if you can determine when it's no longer poss ible 
to cancel. Figure 2- 18 shows a dialog box that illustrates this guide line. 

Inserting the fil e " Really long document" 
into " Wombat data" ... 

Figure 2-18. A progress indicator that uses a Stop button 

T he dialog box in Figure 2-18 uses Stop because clicking the button maintains the text that is 
already in erred whi le preventing completion of the insert operation. 

In an alert box that requires confirmation, use a word that describes the result of accepting the 
message in the dialog box. For example, if a dialog box says "Revert to the last saved version 
of this document," label the button Revert rather than OK. Figure 2- 19 shows a dialog box 
with appropriately labeled buttons. 

Reuert to the last sa ued uersion 
of " The Big Red Book "? 

([ Cancel J) ( Reuert ) 

Figure 2-19. A confirmation alert box 

If there is a most li kely action, use a default button. T his button usually completes the action 
that the user initiated to bring up the dialog box. The default button is outlined with an 
additional border of three black pixels, separated by a border of one white pixel, and its 
action is performed when the user cl icks the button or presses the Return or Enter key. 

Don't use a default button if the most likely action is dangerous-for example, if it causes a 
loss of user data. When there is no default button, pressing Return or Enter has no effect; the 
user must explicitl y click a button. This guideline protects users from accidentally damaging 
their work by pressing Return or E nter out of habit. You can consider using a safe default 
button, such as Cancel. 

A modal dialog box usually cuts the user off from the task. That is, he or she can't see 
the area of the document that changes when choices are made in the dialog box until 
di smissing the dialog box. Once the area becomes visible by dismissing the dialog box, the 
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user sees whether the changes are the desired ones. If the changes aren't appropriate, then 
the user has to repeat the entire operation. To provide better feedback to the user, you need to 
provide a way for the user to see what the changes will be. Therefore, any selection made in a 
modal dialog box should immediately update the document contents, or you should provide a 
sample area in the dialog box that reflects the changes that the user's choices will make. In 
the case of immediate document updating, the OK button means "accept this change" and the 
Cancel button means "undo all changes done by this dialog box." 

Some applications use an Apply button to approximate this behavior. This method confuses 
the meaning of OK and Cancel and is not recommended. If you must implement modal dialog 
boxes with an Apply button, you need to include a Cancel button and a Revert button in the 
dialog box. Otherwise the Cancel button becomes confusing to the user. When there is an 
Apply button, the Cancel button undoes the results of the Apply operation and dismisses the 
dialog box. The OK button dismisses the dialog box. The Revert button returns the document 
to the state it was in before the dialog box was displayed. The user must always be able to 
undo any actions caused by the dialog box. 

Dialog Box Layout 

In most simple dialog boxes, such as alert boxes, you should place buttons in functional and 
consistent locations, both within your application and across all applications that you develop. 
Place the action button in the lower-right corner with the Cancel button to its left. Figure 2-20 
shows the recommended location for buttons and text. The default button can be any button; 
its assignment is secondary to the consistent placement of buttons. This rule keeps the action 
button and the Cancel button consistently placed. Otherwise, the buttons would keep changing 
location depending on the default choice for the dialog box. 
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Figure 2-20. The recommended spacing of buttons and text in a dialog box 

Use a consistent amount of white space between the border of the dialog box and its elements. 
This creates a balanced appearance in the dialog box. Otherwise the user might perceive a 
lopsidedness or other visual imbalance in your dialog box. 

The Western reader's eye tends to move from the upper-left area of the dialog box to the 
lower-right area. Put the initial impression that you want to convey in the upper-left area 
(like the alert icon that appears in alert boxes), and place the buttons that a user clicks in the 
lower-right area. Following this guideline makes it easier for users to identify what' s 
important in a dialog box. 
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When dialoo boxes are locali zed for worldwide versions of' system software, the text in the 
dialog box ~ay become longer or sho1ter. The alignment of' the items in the dialog box may 
vary with localization. Arabic and Hebrew are written right lo lef'l, so al ignment of the items 
in an Arabic or Hebrew dialog box should be right to left. The Control Manager, Menu 
Manager, and TextEdit routines handle the alignment of dialog box components. For more 
information, see the chapters that describe those managers in thi s volume and previous 
volumes. Be sure to create dialog items of the same size, o that they al ign properly when a 
user has a script that reads from right to left. This gu ideline is di scussed earlier in the 
"Worldwide Software Development" section of thi s chapter. 

Dialog Box Messages 

Write messages in dialog boxes and alert boxes that make sense to the user. Use simple, 
nontechnical language and don ' t provide system-oriented information that the user can ' t 
respond to. When possible, give the user information that helps explain how to correct the 
problem. Figure 2-2 1 shows an example of a well-written dialog box message that replaces 
the message users used to see, "The application is busy or miss ing." 

The application that created the document 
"Progress" could not be found. Do you 
want to open the do cument using the 
application "TeachTeHt"? 

(Cancel ) ([ Open ll 

Figure 2-21. A well-written dialog box message 

Use the name or the document or application in a dialog box when the text refers to it. For 
example, a dialog box that appears when a user chooses Shut Down after working on the 
company's annual report using the TeachText application should say "Save changes to the 
TeachText document "Annual Report" before quitting?" rather than simply "Save changes 
before quitting?" This kind of labeling helps users who are working with several documents 
or applications at once to make decisions about each one individually. 

Standard File Dialog Boxes 

The version 7.0 standard file dialog boxes present some new information to the user. They 
show a file's position in relation to the disk it's stored on. Instead of showing the root level 
of a hard di sk as the highest level of the directory strucLUre, the desktop now appears as the 
Lop level of the Hierarchical File System. The Drive button has been replaced with the Desktop 
button. A user can view and select disk drives from the standard fil e dialog box and can see 
other desktop entities such as the Trash fo lder. The dialog box that appears when the user 
chooses Save As includes a New Folder button that allows the user to create a fo lder in which 
to store the doc ument. The pop-up menu in this dialog box now includes the downward
pointing triangle for additional visual feedback. 
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If you interact with the fil e system directly and use a dialog box similar to the standard fil e 
dialog boxes, you should replicate the organization and appearance of the standard file dialocr 
boxes. Figure 2-22 shows an example of the new standard fil e dialog box for opening fi les.

0 

For more information, see the Standard File Package chapter in this volume. 
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Figure 2-22. The new standard fil e di alog box fo r openi ng fi les 

Save Changes Dialog Box 

This section describes the new standm·d dialog box for saving al l changes to a document 
before a user quits an applicati on. The design presented in Volume IV of Inside Macintosh 
created some situations in which users, especially inexperienced users, could experience a 
loss of data. The new design addresses those concerns and standard izes the appearance of the 
dialog box so that users can quickly identify potential ly dangerous actions. 

Place the standard warning icon in the upper-left corner of the dialog box. This icon indicates 
to users that they need to carefull y consider the dialog box message before cl icking the default 
button or the Return key. The warning icon should always be in the same, predictable location 
so that users easily recognize it as a warning and respect its meaning. 

Previously the buttons in the save changes dialog box were labeled Yes, No, and Cancel. The 
save changes dialog box changes the names of the buttons to correlate to the action users 
perform by pressing the button. The buttons should now read Save, Don' t Save, and Cancel. 
Using these verbs reinforces the identity of each possible action to the user so that the experi
ence is more intuitive. In other words, the Don't Save label provides much more context for 
the user than the word No does. 

The new design provides a safeguard for the user by standardizing the location of buttons in 
a safe configuration. In order to prevent accidental clicks of the wrong button, you should 
always keep safe buttons apart from buttons that could cause data los . Place the Save button 
in the lower-right corner with the Cancel button to its left. Place the Don' t Save button on 
the left and le ft-aligned with the message text. This way, the user must explicitly move the 
pointer and cl ick the button that could cause irretrievable loss of data. Figure 2-23 shows an 
example of a standard save changes dialog box. 
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Figure 2-23. The save changes dialog box 

Include the name of your application and the name of the document in the dialog box message, 
as shown in Figure 2-23. When a user shuts down the computer, several save changes dialog 
boxes may appear if there are several open documents on the desktop. This addition of infor
mation to the standard message helps the user by identify ing to which application and 
document the message refers. 

MENUS 

This section describes changes to applications' menu style and contents in system software 
version 7.0. Applications can include several standard menu items that relate to new features 
of system software vers ion 7.0. This section also presents the reserved list of keyboard 
equivalents for menu commands. 

File Menu 

Applications that support high-level database access, as described in the Data Access Manager 
chapter later in thi s volume, need to include the Open Query command in the File menu. This 
command opens a query document that establishes communication with a target database. 

Edit Menu 

If your application implements the capabilities of the Edition Manager, include its commands 
in the Edit menu, separated from the standard commands by a gray line. The commands are 

• Create Publisher ... 

• Subscribe To ... 

• Publi sher/Sub c1iber Options .. . (context-sensitive toggle command) 

• Show/Hide Borders (optional context-sensitive toggle command) 

• Stop All Editions (optional command) 
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Figure 2-24 shows a sample Edit menu that includes the required commands. 

3€2 

Cut 3€H 
Copy 3€C 
Paste 3€U 
Select All 3€R 

Create Publisher ... 
Subscribe To ... 
Publisher Options ... 

Show Clipboard 

Figure 2-24. A sample Edit menu 

If you find thal you need all of the available space in the Edit menu for your application 's 
commands, another way to accommodate the Edition Manager commands is by implementing 
a hierarchical menu. Include a Publishing command in the Edit menu as the title of the sub
menu. Use the standard indicalor for a hierarchical menu, as shown in Figure 2-25, which 
also shows the submenu with lhe Edition Manager commands. Because hierarchical menus 
increase the complexity of your application, it 's best to only use thi s approach when you have 
no other alternative. 

Undo 3€ 2 

Cut :JSH 
Copy ~c 

Paste ~u 
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Create Publisher ... 
Subscribe To ... 
Publisher Options ... 

Figure 2-25. A sample hierarchical menu with Edition Manager commands 

The user interface issues, as well as the technical implementation information related to 
the Edition Manager capabilities, are described in the Edition Manager chapter later in 
this volume. 

Font Menu 

System soft\.\ are version 7.0 includes TrueTypew fonts. If you decide to incorporate basic 
support for TrueType fonts into your application, remove the 127-point size limit for bitmapped 
fonts. Provide support for all font sizes in your application. Continue to outline font sizes in the 
menu for those sizes that appear in the user's System fil e. Use plain type for font sizes that 
aren ' t in the System file. If a TrueType font is present, outline all sizes of that font that you 
display in the menu. Provide a way for users to choose whatever font size they desire. When 
the user chooses a font size, place a checkmark next to the active font size. 
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One method that you can use to support TrueType fonts is to add an Other command to the end 
of the Size menu (or the end of the Font menu, if that' s where your application allows users to 
choose font sizes). When the user chooses Other, display a dialog box that allows the user 
to choose any available font size. You can include a text box in which users can type the font 
size they want. If the user enters a font size that's not cuITently on the menu, add it to the list 
of choices. If the user is add ing a T rueType fon t size, outli ne the size when you add it to the 
menu. If the user is working with a bitmapped font, show the new size in plain type. Provide 
a real-time display area to update the font size as the user changes it. Figure 2-26 displays a 
sample pull-down Size menu and font size dialog box. See the Font Manager chapter in this 
volume for more information on TrueType fonts. 
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Figure 2-26. A sample pull-down Size menu and font size dialog box 

Help Menu 

System software version 7.0 includes on-line help for system software. The user can access 
Apple's Balloon Help from the Help menu. If you provide help information for you r appli
cation, move the help commands that you provide to the Help menu. It's a good idea to 
include the name of your application next to your help command so that the user can easi ly 
distinguish the type of help to choose. For example, you might include a command called 
TeachText Help in the Help menu. Figure 2-27 shows the Help menu. 

? 

About Ba lloon Help ... 

Show Balloons 

Figure 2-27. The Help menu 

You can also use the Help Manager to implement Balloon Help for your application. See the 
Help Manager chapter for more information and implementation details. 

Keyboard Equivalents 

In the past, several keyboard equivalents were reserved by Apple for common commands. 
Table 2-4 and Table 2-5 show the standard Macintosh keyboard equivalents. 
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Table 2-4. Apple reserved keyboard equivalents for all systems 

Menu Keys Command Menu Keys Command 

File ~: -N New Edit :~-Z Undo 
File OC-0 Open .. . Edit 00 -X Cut 
Fi le OC-W Close Edit 00-C Copy 
Fi le :~ -S Save Edit 00-V Paste 
Fi le 00-P Print. .. Edit 00-A Select AJ1 
Fi le 00-Q Quit 

Table 2-5 shows severa1 keyboard equivalents that are reserved for use with worldwide 
versions of system software, localized keyboards, and keyboard layouts. These keyboard 
equivalents have actions that don' t correspond directly to menu commands, so there is no 
menu column with co1ru11and names in Table 2-5. 

Table 2-5. Additional reserved keyboard equivalents for worldwide systems 

Ke ys Action 

00-Space bar 
00-0ption-Space bar 
00-modifier key- Space bar 

Rotate through enabled script systems 
Rotate ttu·ough keyboard layouts within a sc1ipt 
Apple reserved 

See the section on keyboard equi valents in the Worldwide Software Overview chapter in this 
volume for more discussion of handling keyboard equivalents in other script systems. 

These key combinations are reserved across all applications. Even if your application doesn't 
support one of these menu commands, it shouldn' t use these keyboard equivalents for 
another function. This guideline is for the user's benefit. Reserving these key combinations 
provides guaranteed, predictable behav ior across all applications. 

Creating a situation where Command-0 means open 99 percent of the time and ostracize 
I percent of the time would do two things. First, users wouldn ' t consider using Command-0 
for the latter function because it is used by all other applications to mean open . Second, 
changing the meaning of Command-0 in your application would weaken the user's percep
tion of the consistency of the interface. 

Some applications use other common keyboard equivalen ts, as shown in Table 2-6. 

These keyboard equi valents are secondary to the standard keyboard equivalents listed in 
Table 2-4 and Table 2-5. Tf your product doesn' t support one of these functions, then use 
these equivalents as you wish. 

Table 2-6. Other common keyboard equivalents 

Menu Keys Command Menu Keys Command 

Fi le OC-F Find Style 00-B Bold 
Fi le OC-G Find Again Style 00-T Italic 
Style OC-T Plain Text Style ~:-u Underline 
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You shouldn ' t assign keyboard equivalents for infrequently used menu commands. Doing so 
only burdens your users and constrains your application. Only add keyboard equi valents for 
the commands your users employ most frequently. 

Pop-Up Menus 

In previous versions of system software, pop-up menus did not look sufficiently different 
from other Macintosh inte1face elements. The I-pixel drop shadow that differenti ated pop-up 
menus from editable text boxes wasn' t a strong visual cue that indicated a menu ex isted. This 
section presents the new standard appearance for pop-up menus that includes additional 
graphical feedback. It also describes how the new appearance enables some uses that were 
previously impossible. 

Standard Pop-Up Menus 

The new standard pop-up menu adds a downward-pointing triangle identical to the triangle 
used to indicate that a menu is too long to fi t on the screen and must scroll. All pop-up menus 
should add this triangle . Figure 2-28 shows a simple pop-up menu in the new style. 

I 1:=1 Loma Prieta ....-1 

Figure 2-28. The appearance of a vers ion 7.0 pop-up menu 

When the user presses the mouse button while the pointer is over the pop-up menu or its label 
text, the tr iangle disappears. When the mouse button is released, the triangle reappears. 
F igure 2-29 shows thi s behavior. 

4800 
9600 

Figure 2-29. An open vers ion 7 .0 pop-up me nu 

See the Compati biljty Guidelines chapter in this volume for information on implementing the 
standard pop-up menu in your application. 

Type-In Pop-Up Menus 

Sometimes it is useful to display a list of choices but still allow the user to type in a choice 
that the application didn' t know in advance. Keep in mind that users should be able to see 
and point; they should never have to remember and type. The type-in option should be an 
additional choice when appropriate, not a requirement. If the user types in an item that is 
already in the menu, place a checkmark next to the menu item. The menu always highlights 
the item that coITesponds to the value in the text box. Your application also needs to highlight 
the value in the text box. This behavior prevents a quick click in the menu from accidentally 
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wiping out the previous value. It also reinforces the idea that choosing a different value in 
the menu changes the value in the text box. You don ' t need to invert the menu 's label in 
this situation. The new standard pop-up menu lends itself readily to thi s use, as shown in 
Figure 2-30. 

Size:[]]~ Size: IM!ll 

Figure 2-30. A type-in pop-up menu 

If the value typed into the text box does not match any of the items in the pop-up menu, 
the menu should add the type-in value as the first item and separate it from the rest of the 
standard values by a gray line, as shown in Figure 2-3 1. This appearance makes a clean 
distinction between common items that are always available and the typed-in value, which 
is only temporary. 

Size: o:IJ~ Size: o:IJ 

Figure 2-31. A type- in pop-up menu with user's choice added 

See the Compatibility Guidelines chapter in this volume for more information about using the 
new standard pop-up menu in your application. 

MORE USER INTERFACE INFORMATION 

This chapter has presented the basic ideas you need to consider for supporting the new 
interface features of version 7 .0. You ' 11 find more interface information about using the 
new managers in the chapters that describe them. You can also get additional information 
from the following sources: 

• Human lnteiface Guidelines: The Apple Desktop lnte1face. Reading, Mass.: Addison
Wesley, 1987. 

• Apple Publications Style Guide. Apple Computer, Inc. , J 990. 

• ResEdit Reference. Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 199 l. 
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• Apple Direct. This is a technical j ournal that presents various articles and a monthly 
column on human interface design. 

• T he AppleLink Developer Technical Services bulletin board. This bulletin board 
maintains a Human Interface Discussion folder that presents Human l11te1face Notes 
and provides answers for questions submitted by developers. 
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ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

This chapter describes how you can write applications that have the greatest chance of operat
ing on any Macintosh® computer, regardless of its hardware components or available system 
software, managers, and device drivers. It also addresses how you can take advantage of 
features that are new to system software version 7.0 in ways that are least likely to cause 
problems for users who are not running version 7.0. In a word, this chapter provides as much 
advice as possible to help you achieve maximum compatibility for your applications on all 
Macintosh computers, including those running version 7.0. 

System software vers ion 7.0 provides the most important test of software compatibility since 
the introduction of the Macintosh 11, and you must understand how you may need to revise 
your cuITent applications so that they operate correctl y with this new system software. 
Fortunately, if you have followed the guidelines given in previous volumes of Inside 
Macintosh, your applications stand a very good chance of working cotTectly in version 7.0 
without any modification whatsoever. However, version 7.0 introduces many new features 
and capabilities that you may wish to use in your applications. This chapter provides a 
number of additional guidelines to help you take advantage of those features while retaining 
compatibility with previous system software. 

This chapter discusses several aspects of writing software that is compatible with all 
Macintosh computers: 

• what can cause compatibility problems and how in general to avoid those problems 

• how to update your application to take maximum advantage of new features of system 
software version 7 .0 

• how to write software that can be easily modified for use in other regions 

• how to write applications that execute under A/UX®, Apple Computer, lnc.'s version of 
the UNIX® operating system 

• how to determine what software and hardware features are available on a particular 
machine 

The di scussion of revising applications to take advantage of the new capabilities of system 
software version 7.0 also includes details about several new features of the Dialog and Menu 
Managers, including 

• the new pop-up menu control definition 

• the system menus 

• movable modal dialog boxes 

• new Dialog Manager routines to count and manipulate items in dialog boxes 
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This chapter also describes the Gestalt Manager, a set of three new Operati ng System func
tions that provide applications with a simple and efficient method for determining what 
software and hardware features are available on a given machine. You need to use the Gestalt 
Manager if your application takes advantage of particular hardware components (such as a 
floating-point unit) or software modules (such as Color QuickDrawrM) that are not available 
on all Macintosh computers. Your software can also use the Gestalt Manager to inform the 
Operating System (and hence other applications) that it is present in the current environment. 

The Gestalt Manager is available in system software vers ions 6.0.4 and later. Your develop
ment system may supply code that allows you to call Gestalt on earl ier system software 
versions; check the documentation provided with your development system to see if th is is 
possible. Of course, because you cannot use Gestalt to determine if the Gestalt Manager 
itself is present, you must do that in some other way; one such method is illustrated in 
"Determining Whether Gestalt Is Available" later in this chapter. 

You need to read this chapter if you are interested in writing applications that execute on as 
many Macintosh computers as possible or under alternate operating systems such as A/UX. 
In particular, if you wish to enhance an existing product so that it supports new features of 
system software version 7.0 but also executes correctly in earlier versions of system soft
w~re, or if you wish to write a new product that executes only in version 7.0, you should 
look at "Running in System Software Version 7.0" later in this chapter. Read the sections on 
the Gestalt Manager later in this chapter if you need to take advantage of specific software or 
hardware features that may not be present on all versions of the Macintosh, or if you wish to 
inform other applications of the presence of your application in the operating environment. 

If you want your applications to run in system software versions earlier than 6.0.4 (where the 
Gestalt function is not available), you should be familiar with the Environs procedure, 
discussed in the Operating System Utili ties chapters of Volumes 11 and IV, and the 
SysEnvirons function, discussed in the Compatibi lity Guideli nes chapter of Volume V. Both 
Environs and SysEnvirons pe1form the ki nd of function that Gestalt performs-they allow you 
to determine what features are available on a specific machine. For reasons outl ined later, 
however, you should not use e ither of these routines if the Gestalt fu nction is available. 

Unfortunately, no single chapter can provide all the in formation you need to achieve the 
greatest possible compatibility for your applications. Most of the subsequent chapters in this 
volume (and indeed all previous volumes of inside Macintosh) contain numerous warni ngs 
and guidelines that you should heed if you wish to increase the likelihood that your applica
tions will execute correctly on all members of the Macintosh famil y and under alternate 
operating systems such as A/UX. The Memory Management chapter in this volume, for 
example, contains a fuller account of 32-bit clean programming than is given here and is 
essential reading for all developers. 

The Worldwide Software Overview chapter in this volume gives complete detai ls on the 
Script Manager, which can help you write applications that are compatible worldwide. 
Similarly, the guidelines given in thi s chapter on w1iting A/DX-compatible Macintosh 
programs summarize and complement, but do not replace, the di scuss ion in the separate 
publication AJUX Toolbox: Macintosh ROM lnte1face. So the complete story on Macintosh 
software compatibility does not end with this chapter, but it does begin here. 
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ABOUT COMPATIBILITY 

Compatibility is the abil ity of a program to execute properly in different operating environ
ments. Compatibility is important if you want to write software that runs, with little or no 
modification, on all members of the Macintosh family and in all system software versions. 
If you want to take advantage o f particular software or hardware features that may not be 
present on all Macintosh computers, you need to know how to determjne when those features 
are available. 

To appreciate why compatibil ity is a real concern, imagine that from all the Macintosh com
puters cun-ently in operation in the world, you were to choose two at random. You would 
quite likely find a number of differences in the hardware and software configurations of those 
two machines . You might find different CPUs, different memory management units (MMUs), 
differe nt amounts of RAM, different shapes and sizes of monitors, and so forth. You are 
also likely to find differenl versions of system software, different ROM versions, different 
AppleTalk® dri vers, different versions of managers, different printer interfaces, and so forth. 
Ideally, you want your product to run on both of those machines, regardless of the many 
significant differences between them. If you succeed in wri ting your application so that it does 
operate on both of those machines, you have succeeded in writing compatible software. 

Fortunately, it is possible to write software that is compatible across the entire Macintosh line 
of computers. This section provides a number of guidelines that you should follow if you 
want your applications to run on the greatest number o f Macintosh computers. Some of these 
guidelines are quite general and apply to all programs; some apply only if you are 
programming in assembly language. 

One key to achieving compatibi li ty is not to depend on things that may change. Inside 
Macintosh contains numerous warnings about which informati on is likely to change. As 
the Operating System and User Interface Toolbox evolve to acconm1odate the needs of 
developers and users, many or the ir elements will vary. Whenever possible, Apple strives 
to add features without altering ex isting interfaces. In general, you can assume that Operating 
System and Toolbox routines are less li kely to change than data structures. Therefore, you 
should never directly manipul ate data structures that are internal to a manager or system 
software routine, even i r their structure is documented. Instead, you should manipulate those 
structures onl y indirectly, by calling Operating System and Toolbox routines that achieve the 
desired effect In particular, you should never alter any portion of a data structure marked as 
unused or reserved . 

Another key to w1iting compatible code is to code defensively. Do not assume that users 
perform actions in a part icular order. and do not assume that function and procedure calls 
always succeed. You shoul d always test the return values of routines for errors, as illustrated 
in most of the code samples presented in this volume. 
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Using Memory Wisely 

A major cause of compatibility problems, especially in connection with applications running 
in the A/UX operating system, is misuse of the Memory Manager. Here are some important 
points to keep in mind: 

• Do not set or clear bits in master pointers directly. Use Memory Manager traps (for 
example, HLock) instead. 

• Always check the handle or pointer returned by a routine to make certain that it is not 
Nil...,. A NIL handle may indicate that a memory allocation fai led or that a requested 
resource could not be found. 

• Always check that a handle marked as purgeable has not been purged before using that 
handle. You can check for a purged handle like this: 

IF myHandle~ <> NIL THEN {handle no t purged} 

• Do not create your own handles; instead, use the Memory Manager function 
New Handle. 

• Never make assumptions about the contents of Memory Manager data structures. 

If you have followed all these guidelines, it is likely that your application is 32-bi t clean; that 
is, it operates con-ectly in an environment where all 32 bits of handles and pointers are used 
to store memory addresses. When running with 32-bit addressing in system software 
version 7.0 and A/UX, your applications must be 32-bit clean or they may not operate 
con-ectly. See the Memory Management chapter in this volume for more information about 
these issues. 

Using Assembly Language 

In general, your software should not include 68000 instructions that require the processor 
to be in supervisor mode; these include instructions that modify the contents of the Status 
Register (SR). Do not modify the SR as a means of changing the Condition Code Register 
(CCR) half of the SR; instead, use an instruction that addresses the CCR directly. Do not use 
the User Stack Pointer or turn interrupts on and off. 

If you wish to handle your own exceptioµs (thereby relying on the position or data in 
the exception 's local stack frame) , be aware that exception stack frames vary within the 
68000 family. 

In particular, don ' t use the TRAP instruction. Also, tne Macintosh SE and Macintosh II 
hardware does not support the TAS instruction, which uses a special read-modify-write 
memory cycle. 

Some Macintosh computers use memory protection and may prevent code from writing to 
addresses within code segments. Also, the 68020 and 68030 cache code as it is encountered. 
You should allocate data blocks on the stack or in heap blocks separate from the code, and 
your code should not modify itself. 
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Accessing Hardware 

You should never address hardware directly; whenever possible, use the routines provided 
by the various device drivers and managers to send data to the available hardware. The 
addresses of memory-mapped hardware (like the VIAl , VIA2, SCC, and so forth) are 
always subject to change, as is the hardware itself. More important, direct access to such 
hardware is not possible in every operating environment. In multi-user systems like NUX, 
for instance, the operating system manipulates all hardware; applications simply cannot write 
directly to hardware addresses. 

You should also avoid writing directly to the screen. Use QuickDraw routines whenever 
possible to draw on the screen. If you absolutely must write directly to the screen, do not 
assume that the screen is a fixed size or that it is in a fixed location. The location, size, and bit 
depth of the screen differ in various machines. On machines without Color QuickDraw, you 
can use the QuickDraw global variables screenBits.bounds to determine the size of the main 
screen, screenBits.baseAddr to determine the start of the main screen, and screenBits.rowBytes 
to determine the offset between rows. On machines with Color QuickDraw, the device list 
(described in the Graphics Devices chapter in this volume) tells the location, size, and bit depth 
of each screen; screenBits contains the location and size of the main device; and the global 
variable GrayRgn contains a region describing the shape and size of the desktop. 

Using Low-Memory Global Variables 

Don' t rely on low-memory global variables. Many of these variables have been previously 
documented in Inside Macintosh, but many have not. In particular, you must avoid undocu
mented low-memory global variables because they are most likely to change. But you should 
try to avoid even well-known global variables because they may not be available in all envi
ronments or in the future. In general, you can avoid using low-memory global variables by 
using available routines that return the same information. (For example, the TickCount 
function returns the same value that is contained in the low-memory global variable Ticks.) 

Determining Whether a Trap Is Available 

One important way that the Operating System and Toolbox have changed through successive 
versions of the ROM and system software is by the addition of numerous new traps. For 
example, the Time Manager released with system software version 7.0 includes a new trap, 
InsXTime, that provides certain improvements over the existing trap, InsTime. By using 
InsXTime instead of InsTime, your application can ensure that the periodic actions it requests 
execute at a fixed frequency that does not drift over time. Before using a trap that is not 
available on all machines, however, you need to determine whether it is available; if you call 
lnsXTirne on a machine that does not implement it, your program will crash. 

There are several ways your application can check the availability of a particular trap. First, 
you can call the Gestalt function that is discussed later in this chapter to see if the appropriate 
version of the corresponding driver or manager is available. For example, the trap InsXTime 
is included in the extended Time Manager but not in earlier versions of the Time Manager. So 
you could use Gestalt to determine which version of the Time Manager is available in the 
current operating environment. If Gestalt reports that the extended Time Manager is present, 
you can safely call InsXTime to queue your request. 
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There are several cases, however, in which you cannot use Gestalt to determine whether 
a specific trap is implemented. You cannot, for instance, use Gestalt to determine whether the 
Gestalt trap itself is available . In addition, the trap whose ex istence you wish to test might not 
be included in any manager or, if it is, there might not be a Gestalt selector code for that 
manager. The WaitNextEvent trap is a good example of this: there is no way , using Gestalt, 
to determine whether WaitNextEvent is available. 

A second way to determine the avail ability of a particular Operating System or Toolbox trap is 
by testing directly for the existence of the trap, using the technique illustrated in Listing 3-1. 
You should use this method to test whether Gestalt is available before call ing Gestalt. You 
should also use it to test for the existence of traps not included in managers or drivers about 
which Gestalt can report. This listing illustrates how to test the availability of WaitNextEvent. 

Listing 3-1. Determining whether a trap is available 

FUNCTION NumTool boxTraps : Integer ; 
BEGIN 

IF NGetTrapAddress( _ InitGraf , ToolTr ap) 
NGetTrapAddress($AA6E , ToolTrap) THEN 

NumToolboxTraps . - $200 
ELSE 

Nu~ToolboxTraps . - 5400 ; 
END ; 

FUNCTION GetTrapType (theTrap : Integer) 
CONST 

TrapMask = $0800 ; 
BEGIN 

IF BAND(theTrap , TrapMask) > 0 THEN 
GetTrapType . - Tool~rap 

ELSE 
GetTrapTyp e . - OSTrap ; 

END ; 

FUNCTION TrapAvailable ( theTrap : I nteger) 
VAR 

tType : TrapType ; 
BEGIN 

tType : = GetTrapType(theTrap) ; 
IF tType ToolTrap THEN 
BEGIN 

theTrap . - BAND(theTrap , $07FF ); 
IF theTrap >= NumToolboxTraps THEN 

theTrap := _ Unimplemented ; 
END ; 

TrapType ; 

Boolean ; 

TrapAvailable : = NGetTrapAddress(theTrap , tType) <> 
NGetTrapAddress( _ Unimplemented , ToolTrap) ; 

END ; 

FUNCTION WNEAvailable : Boolean ; 
CONST 

_WaitNextEvent 
BEGIN 

$A860 ; {crap number of WaitNextEvent} 

WNEAvailable . - TrapAvailable(_WaicNextEvent); 
END ; 
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The NumToolboxTraps function relies on the fact that the lnitGraf trap (trap number $A86E) 
is always implemented. If the trap dispatch table is lar ge enough (that is, has more than $200 
entries), then $AA6E always points to either Unimplemented or somethjng e lse, but never to 
InitGraf. As a result, you can check the size of the trap di spatch table by checking to see if the 
address of trap $A86E is the same as $AA6E. 

After receiving the information about the size of the dispatch table, the TrapAvailable function 
first checks to see if the trap to be tested has a trap number greater than the total number of 
traps available on the machine. If so, it sets the theTrap variable to Unimplemented before 
testing it against the Unimple mented trap. 

Note: The technique presented in Listing 3-1 fo r determi ning whether a particular 
trap is available differs from techniques formerly supported by Apple . The previous 
method deterrruned the size of the trap dispatch table by checking the machine type. 
This type of check should not be used for any purposes other than simpl y di splay ing 
the information, as explained in "Using the Gestalt Manager" later in this chapter. 

RUNNING IN SYSTEM SOFTWARE VERSION 7.0 

The guidelines given in the previous sections apply to all Macintosh applications, regardless 
o f the version of system software available . If you heed those guidelines, you are likely to 
produce applications that run reasonably well in all environments, including system software 
version 7.0. Those guidelines define a minimal level of conformance necessary for your 
applications to run in version 7.0. Applicati ons that conform to the programmi ng interfaces 
documented in Inside Macintosh and violate none of the guidelines presented earlier in this 
chapter are called 7.0-compatible because they run in version 7.0 without problems. 

An application can be 7.0-compatible, however, without taking advantage of the many new 
features avajlable in system software version 7.0 and without exhibiting an awareness that 
o ther applications may be present and may wish to use processor time that would otherwise 
go unused. Among applications that do take advantage of new features, there are at least two 
levels of involvement with version 7.0. 

An application is 7.0-friendly if it takes advantage of some of the special features of 
version 7.0 when executing in that environment, but is still able lo perform all its principal 
functions when executing in version 6.0. An applicati on is 7.0-dependent if it requires the 
existence of features that are available only in version 7.0; it might not even run in version 
6.0. Even if 7.0-dependent applicati ons do execute in version 6.0, they are virtually 
guaranteed to offer far fewer features there than in version 7 .0. 

The situation is similar to deciding whether your applications should use Color Quick.Draw. 
If you revise ex isting black-and-white drawing programs to incorporate color, your applica
tions operate either with or without Color Quick.Draw. If you introduce new applications that 
require Color Quick.Draw, they simply won' t run on machi nes that don't support color. 
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The rest of this section gives guidelines on what you can do to existing applications to make 
them 7.0-friendly and not simply 7.0-compatible. The following pages describe in overview 
how to 

• be aware that the user may have launched multiple applications 

• support the required set of required Apple® events 

• remove font size restrictions to support outline fonts 

• make sure that your application operates correctly with virtual memory 

Each of these items is discussed more completely elsewhere in this volume. For example, to 
learn what you need to do to support outline fonts in your application, see the Font Manager 
chapter. For information about cooperating with other open applications, see the Event 
Manager chapter and the Process Management chapter. 

This section also discusses features of system software version 7.0 that simplify the creation 
and manipulation of several new or existing user-interface elements. These new capabilities 
allow you to 

• get user menu selections while a modal dialog box is displayed 

• coexist with system menus 

• create movable modal dialog boxes 

• create pop-up menus 

• count and manipulate items in dialog boxes 

Most of these features are not available on system software versions earlier than 7.0. The 
routines that allow you to count the number of items in a dialog item list and add or remove 
items from a dialog box have previously been available as part of the Communications 
Toolbox. You can determine whether those routines are available by using the Gestalt func
tion to test for the Dialog Manager extensions. You can use the gestaltPopupAttr selector 
with Gestalt to determine if the new pop-up control definition function is available. 

Note: The four Dialog Manager procedures CouldDialog, CouldAlert, FreeDialog, 
and FreeAlert are no longer supported. 

Allowing Multiple Applications 

System software version 7.0 continues the development of the Macintosh Operating System 
into a multitasking environment in which multiple applications can be active and must share 
the avai lable system resources. The faci lities provided with earlier versions of system 
software by the optional MultiFinder® package are now an integral part of system software 
version 7 .0. This means that your application must display a certain awareness that other 
applications might be open at the same time and competing with it for processing time, 
memory, control of communications ports, and so forth. 

Although most operating systems regulate the sharing of available resources by having the 
system parcel them out, the Macintosh Operating System relies on the willingness of fore-
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ground and background applications to share those resources among themselves. For example, 
you can indicate your application's memory requ irements by specifying a minimum memory 
partition size (below which that application does not execute) and a prefe1Ted partition size (at 
which the application executes best). The Operating System itself has very little control over 
the partition size allotted to your application, other than by limiting that size to the available 
memory. Similarly, the Operating System has very little control over which applications 
receive processing time because the user ul timately decides when to bring a background appli
cation into the foreground. If your application holds onto the microprocessor for too long 
while bein~ switched into the background, other applications may appear sluggish and 
unresponsive. 

The lesson to be learned from all thi s is that in system software version 7.0 your appl ication 
must be a good neighbor. You cannot expect the Operating System to force responsible 
behavior on your application; rather, you must ensure that your appl ication can happi ly 
coexist with other open applications by following these gu idelines: 

• Include a 'SIZE' resource (with resource 10 - I ) that specifies reasonable min imum and 
prefeJTed memory paitition sizes; if you occasionally need larger amounts of memory, 
use the temporary memory routines desc1ibed in the Memory Management chapter in 
this volume. 

• Use the WaitNextEvenl function instead of the GetNextEvent function in your main 
event loop to obtain events from the Toolbox Event Manager; th is allows other 
applications to use processor ti me your application doesn' t need and allows your 
appl ication to pe1form operations while it is in the background. 

• Modify your main event loop to process suspend and resume events; thi s reduces the 
ti me it takes to switch your application into the foreground or background. 

For a more complete discussion of using WaitNextEvent and processing suspend and resume 
events, see the Event Manager chapter in this volume. That chapter also includes a description 
of the multitasking environment that is standard in system software version 7.0. 

Supporting Required Apple Events 

Possibly the most significant new feature in system software version 7.0 is interapplication 
conm1unication (!AC), which will play an increasingly impo1tant role in futu re versions of 
the Macintosh Operating System. One central part of !AC is the addition of high-level events 
to those events that the Event Manager receives and conveys Lo appl ications. High-level 
events allow applications to communicate with one another by putting events in each other's 
event queues. 

Apple Computer, Inc. has defined a protocol for high-level events called the Apple Event 
Interprocess Messaging Protocol. High-level events that adhere to this protocol are called 
Apple events. Some Apple events must be supported by an application that supports any 
Apple events; these are known as required Apple events. With a minimal amount of work, 
you can modify your main event loop so it supports the required Apple events. In doing so, 
you increase the level of compatibility of your application and ease the transition to the day 
when applications wi ll expect other applications to support Apple events. 

For information on how to support the requi red Apple events, see the Apple Event Manager 
chapter in this volume. 
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Removing Font Size Restrictions 

System software version 7.0 introduces outline fo nts, known as TrueType,." fonts. An 
outline fo nt can be printed or displayed at any point size without the jagged appearance of 
some bitmapped fonts. A 7.0-friendly application should allow its users to take advantage of 
this improvement. Minimally, thi s means that users should be able to ask for any point size 
up to 32,768. Many applications now let users specify font sizes up to 127 points, but you 
should remove even this limitation when running in version 7.0. In addition, your application 
should allow users to increase or decrease the font size by I point. 

You can u e the IsOutline routine, documented in the Font Manager chapter in this volume, to 
see if a particular font is an outline font. If it is, you might wish to indicate that fact in your 
font size menu. For example, suppose that your Size menu for a particular bitmapped font 
looks like the one in Figure 3-1. 

@ !PmOmU 
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Other ... 

Figure 3-1. The size menu fo r a bitmapped font 

To provide a visual indication that the selected font is an outline fon t that looks good at any 
size, you might change the menu to look like the one in Figure 3-2. One way to do this is 
by outlining all li sted sizes, as well as the Other item. 
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Figure 3-2. The size menu for an outline font 

The User Interface Guidelines chapter in this volume contains additional suggestions on 
incorporating outline fonts into your application. 
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Operating With Virtual Memory 

System software version 7.0 supports vi rtual memory, a memory management scheme that 
extends the logical address space of the machine by using part of the available secondary 
storage (usuall y, a hard disk) to store parts of memory that are not currently in use. When 
vinual memory is present, the perceived amount of RAM can extend up to 14 megabytes on 
systems with 24-bit ROMs and up to 4 gigabytes on systems with 32-bit clean ROMs. 
Because the Operating System has more addressable memory, your applications can ask for 
and receive larger blocks of memory than they would if virtual memory were not available. 

Virtual memory is avai lable onl y on machines equipped with a memory management unit 
(MMU). Currently, these machines include 68030-based machines (where the MMU is built 
into the CPU) as well as 68020-based machines that contain the 68851 Paged Memory 
Management Unit. You can use the Gestalt function to determine whether virtual memory is 
installed. If it is, you may need to exercise caution to ensure that the normally invisible 
operation of virtual memory does not adversely affect the execution of your application. 
Applications that might need to be concerned with virtual memory include those that have 
critical timing requirements, execute code at interrupt time, or pe1form debugging operations. 

Note: The vast majority of applications do not need to know whether virtual 
memory is installed. 

One type of application that might need to know if virtual memory is operating is a multi
media application that manages very large images or incorporates many sounds into its 
presentations. Imagine that such an application wants to display a large number of int1icate 
color images in rapid succession, and that some of those images are as large as a megabyte 
each. If virtual memory is operating, it is very likely that parts of those images are on disk 
when they need to be displayed. This means that in the middle of drawing a picture, the 
system has to stop long enough to read those parts of the picture off the disk. The result is 
that a noticeable delay may occur, which may be unacceptable. 

In a case like this. you can use routines that lock the appropriate data into RAM so that 
displaying the image requires no disk access. These routines are fully documented in the 
Memory Management chapter later in thi s volume. Other software that may need to know 
about those routines includes drivers, interrupt code, and debugging applications. 

Enabling Menus During a Modal Dialog 

The Dialog Manager in system software version 7.0 has been modified to make it easier for 
your application to allow access to the menu bar during a modal dialog. Sometimes it is 
useful (or even necessary) for users to be able to make menu selections while your 
application is di splaying a modal dialog box. For example, a user might want to turn on 
Balloon Help during a modal dialog. Similarly, if the modal dialog box contains several 
editable text fields, the user might find it simpler to copy text from one text field and paste 
it into another. 
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In previous system software versions, user access to menus in the menu bar was prohibited 
during a modal dialog unless your application specifically allowed it. Moreover, keyboard 
equivalents of the standard Edit menu commands did not operate correctly in a modal dialog 
box unless your application provided a filter procedure to replace the standard filter procedure. 

In system software version 7.0, the user can access selected menus in the menu bar during a 
modal dialog. When your application displays a modal dialog window (of type dBoxProc), 
these actions occur: 

l. All menu items in the Help menu are disabled, except the Show Balloons (or Hide 
Balloons) command, which is enabled. 

2. All menu items in the Application menu are disabled. 

3. If the Keyboard menu appears in the menu bar (that is, if there is more than one script 
system insta11ed in the system or if the smfShowlcon bit is set in the Script Manager 
flags long word), that menu is enabled, but the About Keyboards command is disabled. 

In addition, if your application then calls the ModalDialog procedure, several other 
actions occur: 

4. All your application's menus are disabled. 

S. If the modal dialog box contains a visible and active editable text field and if the menu 
bar contains a menu having commands with the standard keyboard equivalents 
Conunand-X, Command-C, and Command-V, then those three commands are enabled. 
The user can then use either the menu commands or their keyboard equivalents to cut, 
copy, and paste text. (The menu item having keyboard equivalent Command-X must be 
one of the first five mertu items.) 

When the user dismisses the dialog box, all menus are restored to the state they were in prior 
to the appearance of the dialog box. 

There are some cases in which actions 4 and S do not occur when you call ModalDialog. 
The enabling and disabling described in steps 4 and 5 does not occur if any of these 
conditions happen: 

• Your application does not have an Apple menu. 

• Your application has an Apple menu, but the menu is disabled when the dialog box 
is displayed. 

• Youi· application has an Apple menu, but the first item in that menu is disabled when 
the dialog box is displayed. 

Note: If your application already handles access to the menu bar during a modal 
dialog and you do not want the automatic menu enabling and disabling provided by 
system software version 7 .0 to occur, you should ensure that one or more of those 
conditions is true when you display a modal dialog box. 
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Coexisting With the System Menus 

In system software version 7.0, the menu bar may contain as many as four system menus, 
which are menus that provide access to system features such as application switching, 
Balloon Help, and keyboard scripts. The four system menus are the Apple menu, the 
Application menu, the Help menu, and the Keyboard menu. All four of these menus have 
icons as titles. The Apple menu icon is located in its usual location at the left side of the 
menu bar, but the three other menu icons are positioned at the right side of the menu bar. 

The system menu icons are drawn automatically in the menu bar of any application that 
supports an Apple menu and that uses the default system menu bar definition procedure 
(that is, resource of type 'MBDF' having ID 0). The Application menu icon is always 
drawn. The Help menu icon is drawn if space is available, and the Keyboard menu icon 
is drawn if space is available and if more than one script system is available in the system. 

Both the Help menu icon and the Keyboard menu icon disappear from the menu bar if your 
application installs a menu whose title has a right side that extends into the space occupied 
by one or both of those icons. This allows your application to reclaim any space in the 
menu bar that would have been occupied by one or both of those two menu icons, if 
necessary. However, the Application menu icon is always displayed in the menu bar. If 
your application installs a menu whose title is long enough to overlap space occupied by 
the Application menu icon, the overlapping portion of that title is placed behind the 
Application menu icon. 

The system menus are installed into your application's menu list, so you should not make 
any assumptions about the last item (or items) in your menu list. Your application receives 
notice of mouse-down events in the menu bar, even when those events concern system 
menus. You can still call MenuSelect in response to a mouse-down event in the menu bar, 
however, because MenuSelect returns either 0 in the high word when the Apple, Application, 
or Keyboard menu is selected, or the HelpMgrID constant when the Help menu is selected. 

Creating Movable Modal Dialog Boxes 

The Window Manager in system software version 7 .0 allows you to create a new type of 
window, called a movable modal dialog box, by specifying the following constant as the 
window definition ID when you call NewWindow: 

CONST movableDBoxProc = 5 ; {movable moda l d i a l og box} 

The User Interface Guidelines chapter in this volume contains illustrations of movable modal 
dialog boxes and recommendations for their use. Note carefully that it is your application's 
responsibility to ensure that any movable modal dialog boxes you create display the behavior 
described there. In particular, you must provide the code that prevents the user from bringing 
another window in your application forward while a movable modal dialog box is displayed. 

Note: The term movable modal dialog box is likely to cause confusion because 
windows you create with the movableDBoxProc window defi nition ID cannot, in 
general, be manipulated like other (nonmovable) modal dialog boxes. For example, 
you should not call the ModalDialog procedure when the frontmost window is a 
movable modal dialog box. 
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Creating Pop-Up Menus 

The Control Manager in system software version 7.0 makes it much ea ·ier for you to create 
pop-up menus. Pop-up menus provide the user with a simple way to select from among a list 
of choices w ithout having to move up to the menu bar. They are particularly useful in a dialog 
box that requires the user to specify a number of settings or values. Figure 3-3 shows a pop
up menu in both its inactive and active states. 

Inactive state Active state 

Baud Rate: I 300 ~ 
\ tf ) 

Baud Rate: ~300 

600~ 
1200 
2400 
4800 
9600 

--~-~ I 
Pop-up title Pop-up box 

Figure 3-3. A pop-up menu in its inacti ve and active states 

Prior to system software version 7.0 (or on earlier systems running without the 
Communications Toolbox installed), the easiest way to create pop-up menus was to create the 
pop-up title as a staticText item in a dialog item li st and the pop-up box as a user item. Your 
application then needed to draw a box around that user item, draw the drop shadow, and 
insert text into the box. Then you could call the PopUpMenuSelect function to draw the pop
up menu and track the cursor within the menu, making sure to invert the pop-up title while 
the menu is active (to duplicate the behavior of menu titles in the menu bar). 

The Control Manager in system software version 7.0 allows you to create a pop-up menu as 
a new type of control by using the following constant when you call NewControl: 

CONST popupMenuCDEFProc = 1008 ; {pop-up menu} 

If you specify popupMenuCDEFProc (plus any appropriate variation code) as the procID 
parameter in NewControl (or specify it as the proclD of a control that you open with 
GetNewControl), the Control Manager creates a pop-up menu control, which includes 
the pop-up title and the pop-up box with a one-pixel drop shadow. The appearance of the 
pop-up title and the values in the menu are controlled by other parameters passed to 
NewControl (or stored in a resource), as described later in th is chapter. · 

In system software version 7.0, the control definition function spec ified by the constant 
popupMenuCDEFProc also draws the downward-pointing triangle in the pop-up menu. Note 
that the triangle is not drawn automaticall y in earlier system software versions. 

To create a pop-up menu, call NewControl and specify popupMenuCDEFProc (plus any 
appropriate variation code) as the procID parameter. 
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FUNCTION KewCon trol (t heWindow : WindowPtr ; boundsRect : Rect ; 
title : Str255 ; visible : Boolean ; value : Integer ; 
min : Integer ; max : Integer ; procID : Integer ; 
r efCon : Longint) : ControlHandle ; 

The value, min, and max parameters behave differently with pop-up menus than with other 
controls created with NewControl. You can specify constants listed below to control the 
appearance and location of text in the control. If NewControl returns successfully (that is, if 
the returned ControlHandle is not NIL), the control minimum and maximum values contain 
information about the new pop-up menu, as described later in this section. In addition, 
NewControl may modify the boundsRect parameter to reflect the actual width of the pop-up 
menu box that is created. 

When you call NewControl, the value parameter specifies the manner in which the title of the 
pop-up menu is to be aligned and drawn. The value parameter should be some combination 
of the following constants: 

CONST popupTitleLe f tJust = $0000 ; {left a lignment} 
popupTi tleCenterJust $0001 ; {center alignment} 
popupTitleRightJust $00FF ; {right alignment} 
popupTitleBold $0100 ; {bold text} 
popupTitleitalic = $0 2 00 ; {italic text} 
popupTitleUnderline $0400 ; {underlined tex:} 
popupTitleOutline $0800 ; {our_l inP.d text} 
popupTitleShadow $1000 ; {shadow texc} 
popupTitleCondense = $2000 ; {condensed text} 
popupTitleExtend $4000 ; {extended text} 
popupTitleNoStyle = $8000 ; {unstyled text} 

Figure 3-4 illustrates the appearance of the pop-up control if you pass the popupTitleRightJust 
constant. Note that the position of the pop-up box and the pop-up title are reversed from their 
default (left-aligned) positions. 

1200 
2400 
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9600 

Figure 3-4. A pop-up control that is right-aligned 

You can also pass a sum of constants in the value parameter to draw the pop-up title with 
more than one of these characteristics. If NewControl completes successfu lly, the value 
parameter contains the cun-ent minimum value of the menu. Your application can then use 
the value of the control to deteffnine the cun-ently selected item. 
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The min parameter specifies the resource ID of the menu in the pop-up control when the 
control is being created. After the control has been created, the pop-up menu control 
definition sets the minimum value of the control to 1. 

The max parameter specifies the width of the pop-up title area when the control is being 
created. After the control has been created, the pop-up menu control definition sets the 
maximum value of the control to the number of items in the pop-up menu. 

The procID parameter should contain the value popupMenuCDEFProc plus any desired 
varialion code. Currently recognized variation codes are defined by constants: 

CONST popupFixedWidth 
popupUseAddResMen~ 

popupUseWFont 

$0001 ; 
$0004 ; 
$0008 ; 

{use fi x ed-width control} 
{use resource for menu} 
{use window font} 

Constant 

popupFixedWidth 

popupUseAddResMenu 

popupU se WFont 

Description 

Uses a constant control width. If your application specifies this 
value, the pop-up menu control definition function does not 
resize the control horizontally to fit long menu items. The width 
of the pop-up box is set to the width of the control, minus the 
width of the pop-up title your application specifies when it 
creates the control. If the contents of the pop-up box do not fit 
into the space provided, the text is truncated to fit and ellipses 
( .. . ) are appended to its end. If you do not specify this variation 
code, the contents of the pop-up box are guaranteed to fit 
because the pop-up menu control definition function resizes 
the control horizontally (up to the size of the control 's bounding 
rectangle). 

Gets menu items from a resource. If your application specifies 
this value, the pop-up menu control definition function 
interprets the refCon parameter passed to NewControl as a 
value of type ResType that specifies the resource type to load 
into the menu (using the AddResMenu procedure). 

Uses the font of the specified window. If your application 
specifies this value, the pop-up menu control definition 
function draws the pop-up menu title using the font and size 
of the grafP01t that owns the control. In addition , the pop-up 
menu, when acti ve, is to use the font and size of that grafPort 
instead of the standard system font. 

The refCon parameter is a long integer that is available for your application 's use. However, 
if you spec ify popupUseAddResMenu as a variation code, the value in the refCon parameter 
is typecast to the type ResType and is used by AddResMenu to add items to the pop-up 
menu. For example, if the value in the refCon parameter is Longlnt('FONT'), the pop-up 
menu control definition function appends a list of the fonts installed in the system to the menu 
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associated with the pop-up menu control. After the control has been created, your application 
can use the control handle' s refCon field for whatever use it requires. You can determine 
which menu item is currently selected by calling GetCtlValue. 

Whenever the pop-up control is redrawn, the control defi nition function calls the CalcMenuSize 
procedure. This procedure recalculates the size of the menu associated with the control (to 
allow for the addition or deletion of items in the menu). The control definition fu nction may 
also update the width of the pop-up menu control to the sum of the width of the pop-up title, 
the width of the longest item in the menu, the width of the downward arrow, and a small 
amount of white space. As previously described, your application can override this behavior 
by using the variation code popupFixedWidth. 

You can obtain the menu handle and the menu ID of the menu associated with the pop-up 
control by dereferencing the contrlData field of the control record. The contrlData field is a 
handle to a block of private in formation. For pop-up menu controls, this field is a handle to 
a popupPrivateData structure: 

TYPE popupPrivateData = 
RECORD 

mHandle : MenuHandle ; {handle to menu} 
mID : Integer ; {menu ID} 
mPrivate : ARRAY[O . . OJ OF SignedByte {reserved } 

END ; 

The mHandle field contains a handle to the menu. The m.ID field is the ID of the menu. The 
mPrivate field is reserved. 

Manipulating Dialog Item Lists 

The Dialog Manager in system software version 7.0 includes several new routi nes that 
make it easier for you to manipulate dialog item lists. You can count the number of items 
in a dialog list by using the CountDITL function. You can add items to an item list by using 
the AppendDITL procedure and remove items from the end of an item list by caJiing the 
ShortenDITL procedure. 

These Dialog Manager extensions are available in system software version 7.0 and also on 
a·ny earlier system that has the Communications Toolbox installed. Before calling these 
routines, you should make sure that they are available by calling the Gestalt function with 
the gestaltDITLExtAttr selector. 

Counting Items in a Dialog Item List 

You can call the CountDITL function to count the items in a dialog item list. 

FUNCTION CountDITL (theDialog : DialogPtr) : Integer ; 

CountDITL returns the number of items in the dialog item list associated with the dialog box 
pointed to by the parameter theDialog. 
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Appending Items to a Dialog Item List 

You can call the AppendDITL procedure to append items to the end of a dialog item list. 

PROCEDURE AppendDITL (theDial og : DialogPtr ; theDITL : Handle ; method : 
DITLMethod ) ; 

The parameter theDialog specifies the dialog box to whose item list you want to append 
items. The parameter theDTTT, is a handle to the item list you want to append to that dialog 
box's existing item list. The method parameter specifies the manner in which you want the 
new item list to be appended. The available methods are defined by constants of type 
DITLMethod: 

TYPE DITLMethod Integer ; 

CONST ove rlayDITL 
appendDITLRight 
appendDITLBottom 

0 ; 
1; 
2; 

{overlay e xist i ng ite ms} 
{appe nd at r i ght} 
{appena at bottom} 

Consider the initial dialog box and list of items to be appended that are illustrated in 
Figure 3-5. 

(0 ,0) - r.===========::;;;;;i 

[ Item I ) 

[ Item 2] 

Initial dialog box 

(0,0)-

(Item 3) 

(Item 4 ) 

Items to be appended 

Figure 3-5. An initial dialog box and a list of items to append 

If the method parameter is overlayDITL, the items to be appended are superimposed on any 
existing items in the dialog box. Figure 3-6 shows the result of overlaying new dialog items. 

(0,0) -

( Item 3 ) ( Item I ) 

[ I tern 4 ) [ I tern 2) 

Figure 3-6. The dialog box after items are overlaid 
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The positions of the new items are determined by the coordinate system of the initial 
dialog box. 

If the method parameter is appendDITLRight, the new items are appended to the right of the 
dialog box, as illustrated in Figure 3-7. 

(0,0) - r.================;i 

[ Item 1 J 

[ 1tem 2] 

(Item 3) 

(Item 4 ) 

Figure 3-7. The dialog box after items are appended to the right 

The positions of the new items are offset by the upper-right coordinate of the port rectangle 
of theDialog. AppendDITL automatically expands the dialog box to accommodate the new 
dialog items. If you know that your application will need to restore a dialog box to the size 
it was before you called AppendDITL, you should save the original size before calling 
AppendDITL. 

If the method parameter is appendDITLBottom, the new items are appended to the bottom of 
the dialog box, as illustrated in Figure 3-8. 
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Figure 3-8. The dialog box after items are appended to the bottom 

The positions of the new items are offset by the lower-left coordinate of the original dialog 
box. AppendDITL automatically expands the dialog box to accommodate the new dialog 
items. If you know that your application will need to restore a dialog box to the size it was 
before you called AppendDITL, you should save the original size before calling AppendDITL. 
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You can append a list of dialog items relative to existing items in the dialog box by passing a 
negative number in the method parameter. The absolute value of this number is interpreted as 
the item in the dialog box relative to which the new items are to be positioned. For example, 
if the method parameter is -2, the items to be appended are offset from the upper-left corner 
of item number 2, as illustrated in Figure 3-9. 

(0,0) - ==========;i 
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Figure 3-9. The dialog box after items are appended relati ve to Item 2 

Because Item 3 was appended relative to the top-left corner of Item 2, it appears on top 
of Item 2. 

Because AppendDITL modifies the contents of the parameter theDITL, your application must 
get rid of the dialog item list after calling AppendDTTL. Here is a typical calling sequence: 

rnyNewiterns : = GetResource( ' DITL ', rnyID) ; 
Appe ndDI1'L(rnyDialog , rnyNewiterns , appendDITLBottorn) ; 
ReleaseResource(myNewitems) ; 

Shortening a Dialog Item List 

You can call the ShortenDITL procedure to remove items from the end of a dialog item list. 

PROC EDURE ShortenDITL (theDialog : DialogPtr ; nurnberitems : Integer) ; 

The parameter theDialog specifies the dialog box from whose item list you want to remove 
items. The numberltems parameter specifies how many items to remove from the end of 
the item list. Note that Shorten.DITL does not automatically resize the dialog box. 

LOCALIZING MACINTOSH PROGRAMS 

Localization is the process of adapting an application to a specific language, culture, and 
region. By planning ahead and making localization relati vely painless, you' ll ensure that your 
product is ready for international markets in the future. This section provides a brief overview 
of what you need to do to make it easy to localize your application. For the complete account 
of writing software that is compatible with Mac intosh computers throughout the world, you 
should read the TextEdit chapter and the Worldwide Software Overview later in this volume. 
You should also consult the "Worldwide Software Development" section in the User 
Interface Guidelines chapter of this volume. 
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General Guidelines 

The key to easy localization is to store region-dependent information used by your application 
as resources (rather than within the application's code). Text seen by the user can then be 
translated without modifying the code. In addition, storing such information in resources 
means that your application can be adapted for a different area of the world simply by substi
tuting the appropriate resources. Make sure that at least the following kinds of information are 
stored in resources: 

• all text, including special characters and delimiters 

• menus and keyboard equivalents for menu commands (if available) 

• character, word, phrase, and text translation tables 

• address formats, including zip codes and telephone numbers 

When you create resources for your applications, remember the following key points: 

• text needs room to grow (up, down, and sideways) 

o translated text is often 50 percent larger than the U.S. English text 

o diacritical marks, widely used outside the United States, may extend up to the 
ascent line 

o some system fonts contain characters that extend to both the ascent and descent lines 

• potential grammatical problems may arise from error messages, "natural" programming 
language structures, and so forth 

• text location within a window should be easy to change 

Localizing With the Toolbox 

In addition to these general guidelines, you need to be aware of a host of other localization 
issues, such as differences in script systems and measurement systems. The User Interface 
Toolbox in system software version 7.0 contains updated versions of several packages and 
managers that you can use to facilitate localization of your applications-TextEdit, the 
International Utilities Package, and the Script Manager. 

Perhaps the most impo1tant localization tool is the Script Manager, which contains routines 
that allow your application to function correctly with non-Roman scripts (writing systems). 
The Script Manager furnishes a standard interface that allows installation of different script 
systems, maintains global data structures, supports switching keyboards between different 
scripts, and provides a central dispatcher that gives your application access to script systems. 
It also contains utilities for text processing and parsing, which are useful for applications that 
do a lot of text manipulation. The Script Manager provides easy ways to translate your appli
cation into another writing system and to coordinate with the International Utilities Package. 

The International Utilities Package provides routines for dealing with sorting, cmTency, 
measurement systems, and date and time formatting. These tend to vary in some degree from 
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script to script, language to language, and region to region, and your application should take 
advantage of the Macintosh Operating System's ability to present this information in the 
correct format based on the current sctipl. It is important that you use the routines in this 
package rather than the Operating System Utility routines such as UprString (documented in 
Volume 11); the Operating System Utility routines do not handle diacritical marks and 
(because they are used by the File Manager) cannot be localized for different countries. 

TextEdit provides routines that handle basic text formatting and editing capabi lities, such as 
inserting new text or scrolling text within a window. The versions of TextEdit included in 
system software versions 6.0.4 and later contain new features that allow them to work with 
different scripts. For example, TextEdit takes advantage of the Script Manager's handling 
of double-byte characters to display scripts (such as Kanji) with improved accuracy and 
consistency. 

For more information about the enhanced versions of TextEdit, see the TextEdit chapter in 
this volume. For complete information on both the International Utilities Package and the 
Script Manager, see the Worldwide Software Overview chapter. 

RUNNING MACINTOSH PROGRAMS UNDER A/UX 

A/UX is Apple's version of the UNIX operating system, which provides a multitasking 
and multi-user environment in which users can run applications. One of the most di stinctive 
features of A/UX in comparison with other implementations of the UNIX operating system 
is its ability to run conforming Macintosh applications. Within limits described later in this 
section, applications developed for the Macintosh Operating System using the standard 
Macintosh User Interface Toolbox routines will execute under A/UX. 

The ability to run Macintosh applications under NUX is provided by enhancements to the 
A/UX kernel and by a library of functions known as the A/UX Toolbox. The A/UX 
Toolbox is a library of routines that enables a program running under A/UX to call 
Macintosh Toolbox routines and native Macintosh Operating System routines. The A/UX 
Toolbox provides a bridge between the Macintosh and A/UX environments, giving you 
two kinds of code compatibi lity: 

• You can execute Macintosh binary code (applications compiled in the Macintosh 
environment) under A/UX, within the current limitations of the A/UX Toolbox. 

• You can write common source code that can be separately bui lt (that is, compiled and 
linked) into executable code for both environments. 

The A/UX Toolbox operates transparently to the user and to applications. This means that 
(subject once again to qualifications detailed later) your applications developed for the 
Macintosh Operating System should execute under the NUX operating system. 

This section briefly explains how the A/UX Toolbox works and then provides details on 
writing Macintosh applications that execute under the A/UX operating system. NUX 
provides such a high level of compatibility wi th Macintosh applications that your existing 
application may very well run under A/UX with no changes whatsoever. In general, if 
your application conforms to the interfaces documented in Inside Macintosh, is MultiFinder
aware, does not rely on low-memory global variables, and heeds the various guidelines 
presented in "About Compatibi lity" earl ier in this chapter, it should operate under A/UX. 
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How the A/UX Toolbox Works 

The primary function of the A/UX Toolbox is to make available to programs running under 
A/UX the standard Macintosh support code described in Inside Macintosh. Most of the 
support code consists of routines built into the Macintosh ROM. 

The ROM routines fall into two categories, User Interface Toolbox routines and Macintosh 
Operating System routines. The A/UX Toolbox uses one of two strategies for supporting a 
call to a Macintosh ROM routine, depending on whether the call is to the User Tnte1face 
Toolbox or to the native Macintosh Operating System. 

When an A/UX Toolbox application calls one of the Macintosh User Interface Toolbox 
routines, the A/UX Toolbox intercepts the call and, if necessary, translates the parameters 
into a form usable by the ROM. After the AIUX Toolbox performs the translation, it 
invokes the ROM code that would be used in the nati ve Macintosh env ironment. 

When an A/UX Toolbox application call s one of the Mac intosh Operating System routines, 
the A/UX Toolbox di verts the call to a substitute routine in its own library. The AIUX 
Toolbox Operating System routines call the standard A/UX libraries to perform the A/UX 
equivalents of the Macintosh Operating System functions. The Macintosh Operating System 
ROM code is never used under AIUX. Note that some of the buil t- in User Interface Toolbox 
routines generate calls to the Macintosh Operating System routi nes; these calls are also 
intercepted by the A/UX Toolbox and diverted to routines in its own library. 

Figure 3-10 illustrates how the two elements of the A/UX Toolbox library interact with the 
application and the ROM code. 

Application running 
under A/UX 

~ 
· Macintosh A/UX Toolbox 

Standard 
A/UX ¢:::=l Macintosh User ROM interface 

OS subset ' Interface routines 
Toolbox libraries 

Macintosh ROM D D 
Macintosh 

Macintosh User 
OS Interface 

Toolbox 

Figure 3-10. Interactions among an applicati on, the A/UX Toolbox, and ROM code 
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Using the A/UX Toolbox 

The primary limitation on Macintosh applications running under NUX is that the A/UX 
Toolbox does not currently support all managers and dri vers. Table 3-1 summarizes the status 
of various ROM libraries in A/UX Release 2.0. Note that "Full" support for a manager or 
dri ver means that the version of that manager released with system software 6.0.5 is available. 
In particular, there is currently no support under A/UX for any of the new features introduced 
in system software version 7.0. 

Table 3-1. Status of User Inte1face Toolbox and Macintosh Operating System libraries in 
the NUX Toolbox 

ROM library Implementation 

Alias Manager 
Apple Desktop Bus TM 

AppleTalk Manager 
Binary-Decimal Conversion Package 
Color Manager 
Color Picker Package 
Color QuickDraw 
Control Manager 
Data Access Manager 
Deferred Task Manager 
Desk Manager 
Device Manager 
Dialog Manager 
Disk Driver 
Disk Initialization Package 
Edition Manager 
Event Manager, Operating System 
Event Manager, Toolbox 
File Manager 
Floating-Point Arithmetic and 

Transcendental Functions Packages 
Font Manager 
Gestalt Manager 
Help Manager 
International Utilities Package 
List Manager 
Memory Manager 
Menu Manager 
Notification Manager 
Package Manager 
Palette Manager 
Power Manager 
PPC Toolbox 
Printing Manager 
QuickDraw 
Resource Manager 
Scrap Manager 
Script Manager 
SCSI Manager 

None 
None 
Full 
Full 
Full 
Full 
Full 
Full 
None 
None 
Full 
Full 
Full 
Full 
Full 
None 
Paitial 
Full* 
Full 

Full* 
Full 
Full 
None 
Full 
Full 
Full 
Full 
Full 
Full 
Full 
None 
None 
Full 
Full 
Full 
Full 
Full 
None 
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Table 3-1. Status of User Interface Toolbox and Macintosh Operating System libraries in 
the A/UX Toolbox (Continued) 

ROM library Implementation 

Segment Loader 
Serial Driver 
Shutdown Manager 
Slot Manager 
Sound Manager 
Standard File Package 
Startup Manager 
System EITor Handler 
TextEdit 
Time Manager 
Utilities, Operating System 
Utilities, Toolbox 
Vertical Retrace Manager 
Window Manager 

Prutial 
Full 
Full* 
Full 
Fu ll 
Full 
Fu ll 
Full"' 
Full 
Fu ll* 
Partial 
Full 
Partial 
Full 

Note: When A/UX implements a particular manager or driver, the version of that 
manager or dri ver may not be the same as the version available in the Macintosh 
Operating System. This means that, whenever possible, you should use Gestalt to 
check for the existence of the pmticular features your application needs. In managers 
or drivers marked with an asterisk (*), all routines are implemented under A/UX, 
but the behavior is not identical to that in the Macintosh Operating System. See the 
publication AIUX Toolbox: Macintosh ROM lnte1jace for complete details on the 
implementation of these managers and drivers. 

A/UX Compatibility Guidelines 

The A/UX Toolbox has been designed to allow as many Macintosh applications as possible 
to execute under the A/UX operating system. Because of profound differences between the 
two environments, however, it is possible that some applications may not execute correctly 
under A/UX. By fo llowing these guidelines, you can help ensure that your Macintosh 
applications run under A/UX. 

• Make certain that your application is MultiFinder-friendly. MultiF inder is a standard part 
of A/UX, just as it is in system software version 7.0 (where the FinderTM and the 
Process Manager provide the cooperati ve multitasking environment). Your application 
should include a 'SIZE' resource and call the WaitNextEvent function in its main event 
loop. Note that the version of MultiFinder included with A/UX Release 2.0 is 
functionally equivalent to the version of MultiFinder released with system software 
version 6.0.5, but it has been customized for use under A/UX. 

• Always use the avajlable managers and dri vers to manipulate hardware devices. fn the 
Macintosh Operating System, individual processes and the various libraries can have 
much more control over the system than under A/UX, where the kernel manages all 
interaction between processes and the underlying hardware. In particular, do not attempt 
to read data from or write data to any of the memory-mapped hardware available on a 
Macintosh computer. 
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• Avoid relying on the low-memory global variables. Not all of them are available 
under A/UX. 

• Make certain that your application is 32-bit clean (that is. it operates in an environ
ment where all 32 bits of a handle or pointer are significant in determining memory 
addresses). 

• Use the Gestalt Manager to detem1ine which versions of managers and drivers are 
present in the current operating environment before relying on features that are not 
common to all released versions. Generally, the versions of managers available under 
A/UX Release 2.0 are the same as those versions included in Macintosh system 
software version 6.0.5. 

Finally, your application should conform to the programming interfaces described in Inside 
Macintosh and should follow the basic compatibility guidelines presented in "About 
Compatibility" earlier in this chapter. For further detai ls on running Macintosh applications 
under A/UX, see A/UX Toolbox: Macintosh ROM Interface. 

ABOUT THE GESTALT MANAGER 

The Macintosh fam ily of computers includes many models of computers, and it is likely to 
grow in the future. Macintosh software runs on a number of different processor , some of 
which are accompanied by Ooating-point coprocessors or memory management units. In 
addition, the installed versions of the system software, drivers, and QuickDraw routines may 
vary from machine to machine. To ensure that your applications arc maximally compatible 
with existing and future versions of the Macintosh, you should keep references to specific 
software and hardware features to a minimum. 

In general, applications should communicate with the system soft ware and hardware through 
the avai lable managers and device drivers. If, however, it is necessary or usefu l for your 
applications to take advantage of software or hardware components that may not be present 
on all Macintosh computers, then you need some method of determining whether those 
components are avai lable. The Gestalt Manager serves this need by al lowing you to get 
information about the operating environment in a simple and efficient manner. 

System software version 7.0 introduces several new managers and makes sign ificant changes 
lo many existi ng managers. To take advantage of new version 7.0 features, and to run on as 
many machines as possible, it is more important than ever before that your application deter
mine the software and hardware components available in a particular operating environment. 
To help you develop software for the entire line of Macintosh computers, system software 
version 7.0 includes the Gestalt Manager. This manager includes the Gestalt function, which 
is a replacement for both the Environs procedure and the SysEnvirons function. The Gestalt 
function gives your application the ability to determine information about a large number of 
machine-dependent features. You can use the Gestalt function to fi nd the following sorts of 
information about the hardware configuration and operating environment of the machine your 
appl ication is executing on: 

• the type of machine 

• the version or the System file cunently running 
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• the type of CPU 

• the type of keyboard attached to the machine 

• the type of floating-point processing unit (FPU), if any 

• the type of MMU, if any 

• the size of available RAM 

• the amount of available virtual memory 

• the versions of various drivers and managers 

• the features of various drivers and managers 

• the version of QuickDraw currently present 

• whether the A/UX operating system is running or not 

How your application uses the resulting information depends on what your application needs 
to accomplish. For example, in a case where critical hardware features are not available, your 
application might display an alert box to notify the user that the requ ired hardware is missing 
and then termjnate. Or if your application has determined that Color QuickDraw is available, 
it could execute alternate code to take advantage of the expanded capabilities or that software. 

Associated wi th the Gestalt function are two other functions-one that allows an application 
to register new features with Gestalt and another that allows an application to change the 
function used by Gestalt to retrieve a particular piece of information. These two functions 
make it easy for your applicati on to announce its presence to other applications, in case they 
wish to alter their actions in view of the presence of your application. For example, a macro 
utili ty that intercepts sequences of keyboard presses and translates them into o ther sequences 
can register itself with Gestalt at system initialization ti me; afterward, other applications can 
call Gestalt to determine if that utility is present. In thi s way, Gestalt can act as a central 
clea1inghouse for information on the available hardware and software features of the 
operating environment, including any third-party applications that register themselves with 
Gestalt. Gestalt therefore provides a further means of cooperation and awareness among 
applications executing in the version 7.0 environment. 

Although the Gestalt function can provide your application with most of the basic information 
it needs about particular software or hardware features, you may still need to call other routines 
to determine more specific features. For example, if you need to determine the resolution of 
the main Macintosh screen, you can use the Toolbox Uti li ty procedure ScreenRes. (See the 
Toolbox Utilities chapter of Inside Macintosh, Volume I, for a description of this procedure.) 

The Gestalt function replaces both the Environs procedure and the cun ent implementation 
or the SysEnvirons function as the standard means of determjning specific aspects of the 
operating envi ronment. The Gestalt function is simpler to use and provides more information 
than either of those routines. Applications that use SysEnvirons still execute correctly in 
system software version 7.0 (the SysEnvirons functi on calls the Gestalt fu ncti on). 
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Use of the Environs procedure is no longer recommended because it encourages you to think 
in terms of ROM versions, not in term of features that may be avai lable. The Gestalt Manager 
can also provide information such as ROM vers ion and size, but you should not write appli
cations that infer the presence of particular software or hardware features on the basis of that 
information. When you need to know whether a particular feature is present, you should 
request information about it directly, using the appropriate Gestalt selector. 

Although you can still call the SysEnvirons functi on, the Gestalt Manager is simpler and 
more efficient, and is the recommended way to get information about the operating environ
ment. SysEnvirons returns a system environment record containing nine different pieces of 
information. Gestalt returns only the information requested by use of a specific selector code 
parameter. Jn most cases, your application reall y needs only a pait of what is contained in the 
system environment record. With Gestalt, your application can request onl y the in formation 
it needs. 

USING THE GESTALT MANAGER 

The Gestalt Manager includes three functions-Gestalt, NewGestalt, and ReplaceGestalt. 
You can use the Gestalt function to obtain in formation about software or hardware compo
nents avail able on the cmTent mach ine. You can use NewGestalt to register new software 
modules (such as drivers and patches) with the Operating System. Use ReplaceGcstalt to 
replace the function associated with a particular selector code by some other function. 

Note: Most applications do not need to use ei ther NewGestalt or ReplaceGestalt. 

Determining Features of the Operating Environment 

When your application needs information about a specific software or hardware feature that 
can be provided by the Gestalt function, your application can pass Gestalt a selector code 
(or selector) as one of the parameters. The selector code is simply an indication or what 
information your application currently needs. There are two types of selector codes
predefined selector codes that are always recognized by Gestalt, and application-defined 
selector codes that applications may register with Gestalt by calling the NewGestalt function. 

If Gestalt can determjne the requested informati on, it returns that information in its second 
parameter, known as the response parameter. lf Gestalt cannot obtain the desired informa
tion, it returns a result code indicating the cause of the error; in that case, the value of the 
response parameter is undefined. You should always check the resu lt code returned by 
Gestalt to make sure that the response pai·ameter contains meaningful in formation. 

Note: When pa sed one of the predefined selector codes, Gestalt does not move 
or purge memory and therefore may be ca lled at any time, even at interrupt time. 
However, selector functions associated with application-defined selector codes may 
move or purge memory, and applications can alter Gestalt's predefined selector 
functions. As a result, it is safest to assume that Gestalt might always move or purge 
memory. The NewGestalt function may move memory and should not be called at 
interrupt time. 
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There are two types of predefined selector codes: codes that return information that your 
application can use to guide its actions (known as environmental selectors), and codes 
that provide information only and should never be used as an indication of some featu re's 
existence (known as informational selectors). 

It is particularly impo1tant that you understand the difference between environmental and 
informational selectors. The response returned by Gestalt when it is passed an informational 
selector is for your (or the user's) edification only and should never be used by your application 
as a means of determinjng whether some specific software or hardware feature is available. 
For example, you can use Gestalt to test for the version of the ROM installed on a particular 
machine, but you should never use thls informatjon to guide any of your application ' s actjons. 
Routines you expect to be in ROM may actually be in RAM; hence, you cannot determine that 
some routine usually found in ROM is not present simply by looking at the ROM version. Also, 
routines contained in ROM may have been patched by the system at strutup time, in which case 
the system might not have the features that you think it has on the basis of the reported ROM 
version. Similar remarks apply to other informational selectors such as ROM size, machjne 
type, and System file version. 

You can use the following environmental selectors to determjne information about the 
operating environment. 

CONST 
g estaltAddressingModeAttr 
gestaltAliasMgrAttr 
gestaltAppleEventsAttr 
gestaltAppleTalkVersion 
gestaltAUXVersion 
gestaltConnMgrAttr 
gestaltCRMAttr 
gestaltCTBVersion 
gestaltDBAccessMgrAttr 
g estaltDITLExcAttr 
gestaltEasyAccessAttr 
gestaltEditionMgrAttr 
gestaltExtToolboxTable 
gestaltFindFolderAttr 
gestaltFontMgrAttr 
gestaltFPUType 
g estaltFSAttr 
gestaltFXfrMgrAttr 
g estaltHardwareAttr 
gestaltHelpMgrAt t r 
g estaltKeyboardType 
gestaltLogicalPageSize 
gestaltLogicalRAMSize 
gesta l tLowMemorySize 
g estaltMi scAttr 
ges taltMMUType 

= ' addr ' ; {addressing mode attributes} 
= ' al is ' ; {Alias Mgr attributes} 
= ' evnt ' ; {Apple events attributes} 
= ' atlk ' ; {AppleTalk version} 
= ' a/ux '; {A/ UX version if present} 
= ' conn ' ; {Connection Mgr attributes} 

' crm ' ; {Comm Resource Mgr attrs} 
' ctbv ' ; {Comm Toolbox version} 

= ' dbac ' ; {Data Access Mgr attrs} 
= ' ditl ' ; {Dialog Mgr extensions} 
= ' easy ' ; {Easy Access attribut:es} 

' edtn ' ; {Edition Mgr attributes} 
= ' xttt ' ; {Ext Toolbox trap table base} 
= ' fold ' ; { FindFolder attributes} 

' font ' ; {Font Mgr attributes} 
= ' fpu '; {FPU type} 
= ' fs '; {file-system attributes} 
= ' fxfr '; {File Transfer Mgr attrs} 
= ' hdwr ' ; {hardware attributes} 
= ' help ' ; {Help Mgr attributes} 
= ' kbd ' ; {keyboard type} 

' pgsz ' ; {logical page size} 
= ' lram '; {logical RAM size} 
= ' l mem ' ; {low-memory area size} 
= ' misc '; {miscellaneous attribu t es} 
= ' mmu '; {MMU type} 

gestaltNotificationMgrAttr = ' nmgr '; 
= ' sltc '; 

{Notification Mgr actrs} 
gestaltNuBusConnectors 
gestaltOSAttr 
gestaltOSTable 

' OS 

{NuBus connector bicmap} 
' ; {O/S attributes} 

' ostt '; {O/S trap table base} 
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gestalt?arityAttr 
gestaltPhysicalRAMSize 
gestaltPopupAttr 
gestaltPowerMgrAttr 
gestaltPPCToolboxActr 
gestaltProcessorType 
gestaltQuickdrawVersion 
gestaltResourceMgrAttr 
gestaltScriptCount 
qestaltScriptMgrVersion 
gestaltSerialAttr 
gestaltSoundAttr 
gestaltStandardFileAttr 
gestaltStdNBPAttr 
gestaltTermMgrAttr 
gestaltTextEditVersion 
gestaltTimeMgrVersion 
gestalt~oolboxTable 

gestalt Version 
gestaltVMAttr 

' prty '; {parity attributes} 
' ram '; {physical RAM size} 
' pop! '; {pop-up CDEF attributes} 
' powr '; {Power ~gr attributes} 
' ppc '; {PPC Toolbox attributes} 
' proc '; {processor type} 
' qd '; {QuickDraw version} 
' rsrc '; {Resource Mgr attributes} 

= ' scr# '; {# of active script systems} 
' scri '; {Script Mgr version) 

= ' ser '; {serial hardware attributes} 
' snd '; {sound attributes } 
' stdf ' ; {Standard Fi l e attributes} 
' nlup '; {Standa~dNBP attributes} 
' term' ; {Terminal Mgr attributes} 
' te '; {Tex tEdit version} 

= ' tmgr '; {Time Mgr version} 
' tbtt ' ; {Toolbox trap table base} 
' vers '; {Gestalt version} 
' vm '; {virtual memory attributes} 

The fo llowing informational selectors are provided for informational purposes only. You can 
di splay the in formation returned when using these selectors, but you should never use this 
informati on as an indication of what software features or hardware may be available. 

CONST gestaltMachineicon ' mien '; {machine ICON/cicn res ID} 
gestaltMachineType = •mach '; {machine type} 
gestaltROMSize ' rom ' . {ROM size} ' 
gestaltROMVersion ' romv '; {ROM version} 
gestaltSystemVersion ' sysv '; {System file version} 

" Interpreting Gestalt Responses" later in thi s chapter explains the exact meaning of each of 
these selectors and of the values returned by Gestalt in each case. 

Determining Whether Gestalt Is Available 

Because the Gestalt Manager currently ex ists only in system software versions 6.0.4 and later 
(and in ROM on the Macintosh Ilc i, the Macintosh Portable, and later machines), you should 
make certain that it is actually available before attempting to call it. You can do this by using 
the TrapAvailable function defined prev iously in "Determining Whether a Trap ls Available." 
Listing 3-2 uses that fu nction to determine whether the Gestalt Manager is available. 

Listing 3-2. Determining whether Gestalt is available 

FUNCTION GestaltAvailable : Boolean; 
CONST 

_Gestalt = $A1AD ; 
BEGIN 

Gesta:tAvailable 
END ; 

TrapAvailable(_Gestalt) ; 
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Note: If you are using the MPW® development system version 3.2 or later, then 
you do not need to perform this check because that version provides glue routines that 
allow you to call Gestalt even if it is not in ROM or in the System file. However, if 
you are programming in assembly language, this glue is not provided (and you still 
need to check that Gestalt is available before calling it). 

If you need to know at several different places in your application whether Gestalt is 
available, it may be more efficient to define a global Boolean variable that you can test 
before calling Gestalt. Listing 3-3 illustrates how to do this. Once again , this code 
uses the TrapAvailable function defined earlier. 

Listing 3-3. Using Gestalt to determine the Time Manager version 

VAR 
gHasGestalt : Boolean ; {true if Gestalt is implemented) 

g HasGestalt . - TrapAvailable(_Gestalt) ; 

IF gHasGestalt THEN BEGIN 
myErr : = Gestalt(gestaltTimeMgrVersion , myFeature) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN 

DoErro r (myErr) ; 
END ; 

This sample code returns (in the my Feature parameter) the version of the Time Manager 
available on the current machine. Before using that in formation, however, you should test 
the result code to make sure that Gestalt was able to determine the requested information. 

Interpreting Gestalt Responses 

When your application caJls Gestalt to get in formation about the operating environment, the 
meaning of the value that Gestalt returns in the response parameter depends on the selector code 
with which it was called. For example, if you call Gestalt using the gestaltTimeMgrVersion 
selector, it returns a version code in the low-order byte of the response parameter. In this case, 
a returned value of 3 indicates that the extended Time Manager is available. 

In almost all cases, the last few characters in the selector' s symbolic name form a suffix that 
indicates what type of value you can expect Gestalt to return in the response parameter. For 
example, if the final characters in a Gestalt selector are Size, then Gestalt returns a size in the 
response parameter. The following list shows the meaningfu l suffixes. 

Suffix 

Attr 

Meaning 

The returned value is a range of 32 bits, the meaning of which must be 
determined by comparison with a li st of constants. Note that bit 0 is the 
least significant bit of the long word. 
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Suffix Meaning 

Count The returned value is a number indicating how many of the indicated type 
of item exist. 

Size The returned value is a size. Sizes reported by Gestalt are usually in bytes. 

Table The returned value is the base address of a table. 

Type The returned value is an index describing a particular type of feature. 

Version The returned value is a version number. Implied decimal points may 
separate digits of the returned value. For example, a value of $0605 
returned in response to the gestaltSystem Version selector indicates that 
system software version 6.0.5 is present. 

Selectors that have the suffix Attr deserve special attention; they cause Gestalt to return a bit 
field that your application must interpret in order to determine whether a desired feature is 
present. For example, the gestaltOSAttr selector requests information about a number of 
Operating System features. To determine whether a particular Operating System feature is 
available, you need to read the appropriate bit in the response parameter, as Listing 3-4 
illustrates. 

VAR 

Listing 3-4. Interpreting a bit field response 

myBit : Inc.eger ; 
myFeature : Longint ; 
myErr : Integer ; 

IF ghasGestalt THEN BEGIN 
myErr : = Gestalt(gestaltOSAttr , myFeature) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN 

DoError(myErr) 
ELSE BEGIN 

myBit : = gestaltTempMemSupport; 
IF BitTst(@myFeature, 31-myBit) =TRUE THEN 

WriteLn( ' temporary memory support a vailable ' ) 
ELSE 

END ; 
END ; 

WriteLn( ' temporary memory support not available ' ) ; 

This code uses the Toolbox utility function BitTst to determine whether the appropriate bit in 
Gestalt's response is set to I. Notice that because bit numbering with BitTst is the opposite of 
the usual MC680x0 numbering scheme used by Gestalt, the bit to be tested must be subtracted 
from 31. Also, the first parameter to BitTst is a pointer to a byte; hence the use of the @ 
operator. Your development system may have other ways of testing the appropri ate bit. For 
example, if you are using MPW, you could write the test like this: 

IF BTst(myFeature , myBit) =TRUE T~EN 
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Interpreting Responses to Environmental Selectors 

Gestalt returns one of the following responses when passed a predefined environmental 
selector. 

Selector Meaning 

gestaltAddressingModeAttr Returns information about the current addressi ng mode. 

gestaltAliasMgrAttr 

gestaltAppleEventsAttr 

gestaltAppleTalkVersion 

gestaltAUXVersion 

gcstaltConnMgrAttr 

CONST gestalt32BitAddressing O; 
gestal t3 2BitSysZone l ; 
gestal t 32BitCapable 2 ; 

The gestalt32BitAddressing attribute indicates that the machine 
started up with 32-bit addressing. The gestalt32B itSysZone 
attribute indicates that the system heap has 32-bit clean block 
headers (regardless of the type of addressing the machine 
started up in). See the Memory Management chapter for more 
information about 32-bit addressing. 

Returns infonnation about the Alias Manager. 

CONST g estaltAliasMgrPresent 0 ; 

Returns information about Apple events. 

CONST gestaltAppleEventsPresent = O; 

Returns the version number of the AppleTalk d1iver cuJTently 
installed. In particular, it returns the version number of the 
.MPP driver. The version number is placed into the low
order byte of the resu lt, so you should ignore the three 
high-order bytes of the resu lt. If an AppleTalk driver is 
not currently open, the response parameter is 0. The driver 
does not open until the user requests a network service (for 
example, by running the Chooser). 

Returns the version of NUX if it is cuJTently executing. 
The result is placed into the lower word of the response 
parameter. If NUX is not executing, Gestalt returns 
gestal tU nknownEn-. 

Returns information about the Connection Manager. 

CONST gestaltConnMgrP~esent O; 
gestaltConnMgrCMSearchFix = l ; 

The gestaltConnMgrCMSearchFix bit flag indicates whether a 
fix is present that allows the CMAddSearch routine to work 
over the mAttn channel. 
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Selector 

gestaltCRMAttr 

gestaltCTBVersion 

gestaltD BAccessMgr Attr 

gestaltDITLExtAttr 

gestal tEasy AccessAttr 

gestaltEditionMgr Attr 

gestaltExtToolboxTable 

gestaltFindFolderAttr 

gestaltFontMgrAttr 

gestaltFPUType 

gestaltFSAttr 

Meaning 

Returns information about the Communications Resource 
Manager. 

CONST gestaltCRMPresent = O; 

Returns the version number of the Communications Toolbox. 

Returns inf01mation about the Data Access Manager. 

CONST gestaltDBAccessMgrPresent = O; 

Returns information about d1e Dialog Manager. 

CONST gestaltDITLExtPresent = 0 ; 

If this flag bit is TRUE, then the Dialog Manager extensions are 
available. See "Manipulating Dialog Item Lists" earlier in this 
chapter for details about the Dialog Manager extensions 
included in system software vers ion 7 .0. 

Returns information about the status of Easy Access. 

CONST gestaltEasyAccessOff O; 
gestaltEasyAccessOn l ; 
gescaltEasyAccessScicky 2 ; 
gescaltEasyAccessLocked 3 ; 

Returns information about the Edition Manager. 

CONST gestaltEditionMgrPresent = O; 

Returns the base address of the extended Toolbox trap table. 

Returns information about the FindFolder function. 

CONST gestaltFindFolderPresent = 0 ; 

Returns information about the Font Manager. 

CONST gestaltOutli~eFonts = O; 

Returns a value that indicates the type of floating-point 
coprocessor currently installed, if any. 

CONST gestaltNoFPU 
gestalt68881 
gestalt68882 

= 
= 
= 

0 ; 
1 ; 
2 ; 

Returns information about the file system. 

CONST gestaltFullExtFSDispatching = 0 ; 
gestaltHasFSSpecCalls l ; 

The bit gestaltFullExtFSDispatch indicates that all the routines 
selected through the _HFSDispatch macro are avialable to 
external fil e systems. 
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Selector 

gestaltFXfrMgrAttr 

gestaltHardwareAttr 

gestaltHelpMgrAttr 

gestaltKeyboardType 

gestaltLogicalPageSize 

gestaltLogjcalRAMSize 

gestal tLow MemoryS i ze 

Compatibility Guidelines 

Meaning 

Returns information about the File Transfer Manager. 

CONST gestaltFXfrMgrPresent = O; 

Returns informatjon about the hardware configuratjon of 
the machine. 

CONST gestaltHasVIAl 0 ; 
gestaltHasVIA2 1 ; 
gestaltHasASC 3 ; 
gestaltHasSCC 4 ; 
gestaltJiasSCSI 7 . 

' 

Returns information about the Help Manager. 

CONST ges t alcHelpMgrPresent = O; 

Returns a value that indicates the type of keyboard that is 
currently attached to the system. 

CONST ges:al tMacKbd l ; 
ges:al tMacAndPad = 2 ; 
gescaltMacPlusKbd = 3 ; 
gestaltExtADBKbd 4 ; 
gestal t S tdADBKbd = 5 ; 
gestaltPrtblADBKbd = 6 ; 
gestaltPrtblISOKbd = 7 ; 
gestaltStdISOADBKbd 8 ; 
gestal tEx tISOADBKbd = 9 ; 
gestaltADBKbdII = 10 ; 
gestaltADBISOKbdII = 11; 

If the Apple Desktop Bus is in use, there may be multiple 
keyboards or other ADB devices attached to the machine. 
Gestalt returns the type of the keyboard on which the last 
keystroke occurred. 

Returns the logical page size. This value is an unknown on 
68000-based machines because such machines do not have 
logical pages. On those machines, Gestalt returns an error. 

Returns the amount of logical memory available. This value 
is the same as that returned by gestaltPhysicalRAMSize 
when virtual memory is not installed. On some machines, 
however, this value might be less than the value returned by 
gestaltPhysicalRAMSize because some RAM may be used 
by the video display and the Operating System. 

Returns the size (i n bytes) of the low-memory area. The low
memory area is used for vectors, global variables, and 
dispatch tables. 
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Selector 

gestaltMiscAttr 

gestaltMMUType 

Meaning 

Returns information about miscellaneous pieces of the 
Operating System or hardware configuration. 

CONST gestaltScroll i ngThrott l e = 0 ; 
gestaltSquareMenuBar = 2 ; 

Returns a value that indicates the type of MMU currently 
installed, if any. 

CONST gestaltNoMMU = 0 ; 
gestaltAMU l ; 
gestalt68851 2 ; 
gestalt68030MMU 3 ; 

gestaltNotificationMgrAttr Returns information about the Notification Manager. 

gestal tN u B usConnectors 

gestaltOSAttr 

gestaltOSTable 

gestaltParity Attr 

CONST gestaltNotificationPresent = O; 

Returns information about the NuBusTM slot connector loca
tions. The v~lue returned is a bitmap. For example, the value 
returned on a·Macintosh II would have bits 9 through E set, 
indicating that 6 NuBus slots are present (having locations 
9 through E). 

Returns general information about the Operating System, 
such as whether temporary memory handles are real handles. 
The low-qrqer bits of the response parameter are interpreted 
as bit flags'. A flag is set to I to indicate that the correspond
ing feature is available. Currently, the following bits are 
significant: 

CONST gestaltSysZoneGrowable 0 ; 
gestaltLaunchCanReturn = l ; 
gestaltLaunchFullFileSpec 2 ; 
gestaltLaunchControl 3 ; 
gestaltTempMemSupport 4 ; 
gestaltRealTempMemory 5 ; 
gestaltTempMemTracked 6 ; 
gestaltIPCSupport 7 . 

' 
gestaltSysDebuggerSupport 8 ; 

See the Memory Management chapter in this volume for a full 
explanation of the temporary memory featpres, and see the 
Process Management chapter for a full explanation of the 
launch control features. 

Returns the base address of the Operating System trap table. 

Returns information about the parity-checking abilities of 
the machine. 

CONST gestaltHasParityCapabil i ty = O; 
gestaltParityEnabled = l ; 

Note that parity is not considered to be enabled unless all 
installed memory is parity RAM. 
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Selector 

gestaltPhysicalRAMSize 

gestaltPopupAttr 

gestaltPowerMgr Attr 

gestaltPPCToolboxAttr 

gestal tProcessorType 

gestaltQuickdraw Version 

Compatibility Guidelines 

Meaning 

Returns the number of bytes of physical RAM currently 
installed. 

Returns information about the pop-up control definition. 

CONST gestaltPopupPresent = O; 

If the gestaltPopupPresent bit is set, the version 7.0 pop-up 
control definition procedure is present. See "Creating Pop-Up 
Menus" earlier in this chapter for details about creating pop
up menus. 

Returns information about the Power Manager, if present. 

CONST gestaltPMgrExists 
gestaltPMgrCPUidle 
gestaltPMgrSCC 
gestaltPMgrSound 

= 

O; 
1 i 
2 ; 
3 i 

Returns information about the capabilities of the PPC 
Toolbox. 

CONST gestaltPPCToolboxPresent = O; 

Returns a value that indicates the type of processor that is 
currently running. 

CONST gestalt68000 = l ; 
gestalt68010 2 ; 
gestalt68020 3 ; 
gestalt68030 4 ; 

Returns a 2-byte value indicating the version of QuickDraw 
currently present. The high-order byte of that number repre
sents the major revision number, and the low-order byte 
represents the minor revision number. For example, the 
Macintosh Ilci contains QuickDraw version 2.01 in ROM; 
on that machine, Gestalt returns the value $0201. 

CONST gestaltOriginalQD = $000 ; 
gestaltOriginalQDl $001 ; 
gestalt8BitQD $100 ; 
gestalt32BitQD $200 ; 
gestalt32BitQD11 = $210 ; 
gestalt32BitQD12 = $220 ; 
gestalt32BitQD13 = $230 ; 

Values having a major revision number of 1 or 2 indicate that 
Color QuickDraw is available, in either the 8-bit or 32-bit 
version. These results do not, however, indicate whether a 
color monitor is attached to the system. You need to use high
level QuickDraw routines to obtain that information. 
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Selector 

gestaltResourceMgrAttr 

gestaltScriptCount 

gestaltScriptMgrYersion 

gestaltSerialAttr 

gestaltSoundAttr 

gestaltStandardFileAttr 

gestaltStdNBPAttr 

gestaltTennMgr Attr 

Meaning 

Returns information about the capabilities of the Resource 
Manager. 

CONST gestaltPartialRsrcs = O; 

Returns the number of script systems currently active. 

Returns the version number of the Script Manager. 

Returns information about the serial hardware of the machine 
(such as whether or not the GPla line is connected and can be 
used for external clocking). 

CONST gestaltGPiaToDCDa O; 
gestaltGPia~oRTxCa l ; 
gestaltGPiaToDCDb 2 ; 

Returns information about the sound capabilities of the 
machine. 

CONST gestaltStereoCapability = 0 ; 
gestaltStereoMixing = 1 ; 
gestaltSoundIOMgrPresen t = 3 ; 
gestaltBuiltinSoundinpu t = 4 ; 
gestaltHasSoundinputDevi c e 5 ; 

[f the bit gestaltStereoCapability is TRUE, the available 
hardware can play stereo sounds. The bit gestaltStereoMixing 
indicates that the sound hardware of the machine mixes both 
left and right channels of stereo sound into a single audio signal 
for the internal speaker. The gestaltSoundIOMgrPresent bit 
indicates that the new sound input routines are available, and 
the gestaltBuiltinSoundlnput bit indicates that a built-in sound 
input device is available. The gestaltHasSoundlnputDevice bit 
indicates that some sound input device is available. 

Returns information about the Standard File Package. 

CONST gestaltS t andardFile58 = 0 ; 

If this flag bit is set to 1, you can call the four new 
procedures StandardPutFile, StandardGetFile, 
CustomPutFile, and CustomGetFile. (The name of 
the constant reflects the enabling of selectors 5-8 on 
the trap macro that handles the Standard File Package.) 

Returns information about the call StandardNBP (Name
Binding Protocol). 

CONST gesta l tSt dNBPPresent = O; 

Returns information about the Terminal Manager. 

CONST gestaltTermMgrPresent = O; 
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Selector 

gestaltTextEditVersion 

gestaltTimeMgrVersion 

gestaltToolboxTable 

gestalt Version 

gestalt VMAttr 

Compatibility Guidelines 

Meaning 

Returns a value that indicates which version of TextEdit is 
present. 

CONST gesta l tTEl 1 · 
' 

gestaltTE2 2 ; 
gestaltTE3 = 3 ; 
gestaltTE4 = 4 ; 
gestalt TES 5 ; 

See the TextEdit chapter in this volume for further infor
mation on the capabilities of the enhanced versions of 
TextEdit. 

Returns a value that indicates the version of the Time 
Manager that is present. 

CONST gestaltStandardTimeMgr l ; 
gestaltRevisedTimeMgr 2 ; 
gestaltEx tendedTimeMgr 3 ; 

See the Time Manager chapter in this volume for a complete 
explanation of the capabilities of each of these three versions. 

Returns the base address of the Toolbox trap table. 

Returns the version of Gestalt. The current version is 1, 
corresponding to a returned value of $0001. 

Returns information about virtual memory. 

CONST gestaltVMPresent = O; 

Interpreting Responses to Informational Selectors 

Gestalt returns the following responses when passed a predefined informational selector. 

.A Warning: Never infer the existence of certain hardware or software features 
from the responses that Gestalt returns to your application when you pass it 
these selectors. ... 

Selector 

gestal tMachi nelcon 

gestaltMachineType 

Meaning 

Returns an icon family resource ID for the current type of 
Macintosh. 

Returns one of the following values, indicating the type of 
machine on which the application is currently running. 

CONST gestaltClassic 
gestaltMacXL 
gestaltMac512KE 
gestaltMacPl us 

l ; 
2 ; 
3 ; 

= 4 ; 

{Macintosh 128K} 
{Macintosh XL} 
{Macintosh 512KE} 
{Macintosh Plus} 
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Selector Meaning 

gestaltMachineType (continued) 

gestaltMacSE = 5 ; {Macintosh SE} 
ges taltMac II 6 ; {Macintosh II} 
gestaltMacIIx 7 ; {Macintosh IIx} 
gestaltMacIIcx 8 ; {Macintosh IIcx} 
gestaltMacSE03 0 = 9 ; {Macintosh SE/30} 
gestal t Portable 10; {Macintosh Portable} 
gestaltMacIIc i = 11 ; {Macintosh IIci} 
gestaltMacI I fx = 13 ; {Macintosh IIfx} 
gestaltMacClassic = 17 ; {Macintosh Classic} 
gestaltMacIIsi 18 ; {Macintosh IIsi} 
gestaltMacLC = 19 ; {Macintosh LC} 

To obtain a string containing the machine's name, you can pass the 
returned value to GetlndString as an index into the resource of 
type 'STR#' in the System file having resource ID defined by the 
constant kMachineNameStrID. 

CONST kMachineNarneStrID = -16395; 

gestaltROMSize Returns the size of the installed ROM. The value is returned in 
a word. 

gestaltROMVersion Returns the version number of the installed ROM. 

gestaltSystemVersion Returns the version number of the currently active System file. 
This number is represented as two byte-long numbers. For 
example, if your application is running in version 6.0.4, then 
Gestalt returns the value $0604. You should ignore the high-order 
word of the returned value. 

Adding Gestalt Selectors 

You can add a new selector code to those already understood by Gestalt by calling the 
NewGestalt function. The NewGestalt function requires two parameters. The first parameter 
is the new selector to be registered. The second parameter is the address of a selector 
function. Gestalt executes the selector function when it needs to determine what value to 
pass back when it is called after the new selector code. 

The selector code is a four-character sequence of type OSType. For example, Carl's Object
Oriented Linker might register itself using the selector code 'COOL'. If you have registered 
a creator string with Apple, you are strongly encouraged to use that sequence as your 
selector code. 

Note: Apple reserves for its own use all four-character sequences consisting solely 
of lowercase letters and nonalphabetic ASCII characters. 

The selector function whose address you specify when registering a new Gestalt selector 
code can be any function that resides in the system heap and whose calling syntax conforms 
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to that defined in "Specifying Gestalt Selector Functions" later in thjs chapter. Listing 3-5 
illustrates how to install a simple function into the system heap and pass its address to 
NewGestalt. 

Listing 3-5. Installing a selector function into the system heap 

PROGRAM NewGestaltSample ; 
USES 

Memtypes , OSintf, Toolintf , 
PasLibint f , 
GestaltEqu , 
Traps ; 

CONST 
my Selector 

VAR 

gstFuncRsrcType 
gstFuncRsrcID 

gestaltErr : 
gstFuncHandle : 
oldGestaltFunc : 

BEGIN 

= ' COOL '; 
'GDEF ' ; 
1 28 ; 

OSErr ; 
Handle ; 
ProcPtr ; 

{standard includes} 
{for standard I /0 , etc . } 
{for Gestalt} 
{for trap numbers } 

{Gestalt function selector} 
{Gestalt function resource type} 
{Gestalt func t ion resource ID} 

{error returned by Gestalt} 
{handle to Gestalt function} 
{pointer to old function} 

{first make sure that Gestalt is available} 
IF NOT TrapAvailable(_Gestalt) THEN 

BEGIN 
WriteLn( ' Gestalt is not implemented .' ) ; 
IEexit(l) 

END ; 
{load Gestalt function resource into system heap} 
gstFuncHandle : = GetResource(gstFuncRsrcType , gstFuncRsrcID) ; 
IF gstFuncHandle = NIL THEN 

BEGIN 
WriteLn( ' Could not load Gestalt function resource .' ) ; 
IEexit(l) 

END ; 
{detach it from the resource map so it stays around} 
DetachResource(gstFuncHandle) ; 
{add the new selector ; firs t assume that it doesn't already exist} 
gestaltErr := NewGestalt(mySelector , ProcPtr(gstFuncHandleA)) ; 
IF gestaltErr <> noErr THEN 

BEGIN 
WriteLn( ' Could not add as a new selector . ' ) ; 
{try to replace existing selector} 
gestaltErr : = Rep laceGestalt (mySelector, 

ProcPtr(gstFuncHandleA) , oldGestaltFunc) ; 
IF gestaltErr <> noErr THEN 
BEGIN 

WriteLn( ' Could not replace selector either . '); 
IEexit(l) ; 

END ; 
END ; 

WriteLn( ' Selector installed .' ) ; 
DisposHandle(gstFuncHandle) ; 

END . 
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You can ensure that the new Gestalt selector function is installed into the system heap by 
de fining it as a resource (in this case, of type 'GDEF') whose resource att1ibutes are 
resSysHeap and resLocked (in other words, lock the resource into the system heap). The 
fo llowing linking instructions illustrate one way to accomplish thi s: 

Link GestaltFunc . p . o -rn -ra =resSysHeap , resLocked -rt GDEF=128 
-o NewGestaltSample 

If you are not using MPW, you can set the resource attributes by using ResEdit. 

Listing 3-6 shows the actual function de finition, contained in the file GestaltFunc.p. 

Listing 3-6. Defining a new Gestalt function 

UNIT GestaltFunc ; 
INTERFACE 

USES 
GestaltEqu ; 

CONST 
myResult = $87654321 ; 

{fo:::- Gestalt} 

{Gestalt function response} 
FUNCTION gestaltCool (gestaltSelector : OSType ; 

IMPLEMENTATION 
FUNCTION gestaltCool ; 

BEGIN 

VAR gestaltResponse : Longint) : OSErr ; 

gestaltResponse : = myResult ; {return response} 
gestaltCool . - noErr ; ~return no error} 

END ; 
END . 

Because the new selector function resides in the system heap, Gestalt recognizes and 
responds to the new selector until the machines re tarts, even if your application terminates 
before that time. As a result, you might want your selector functi on to determine whether 
your application is still running before returning a value to Gestalt. If your application has 
terminated, the selector function should return an error. 

Note that if you try to register a selector that has already been registered with Gestalt, an 
error results. 

Modifying Gestalt Selectors 

You can use the ReplaceGestalt function to modify the function that Gestalt executes when 
passed a particular selector code. As with the function whose address is passed to NewGestalt, 
the new function must reside in the system heap and have a calling syntax that conforms to 
that defined in the following section, "Specifying Gestalt Selector Functions." Listing 3-5 
illustrates how to replace a Gestalt selector function. 
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To allow the new function to call the function previously assoc iated with the selector in 
question, the ReplaceGestalt function returns the address of the previous function. 

If you attempt to redefine a selector that is not yet defined, an erTor is returned; in that case, 
the address of the previous function is undefined. Accordingly, you should always test the 
result code of ReplaceGestalt before calling Gestalt with the selector in question. 

Note: If you modify the functio n associated with a predefined Gestalt selector, do 
not use any bits in the response parameter that are not documented in thi s chapter. 
Apple reserves all undocumented bits in the response parameter returned by prede
fined Gestalt selectors. 

Specifying Gestalt Selector Functions 

When you call the NewGestalt and ReplaceGestalt functions, you need to supply the address 
of a selector function that is called when some application passes the specified new or 
replacement selector to Gestalt. This selector function should have the fo llowing syntax and 
must reside in the system heap. 

FUNCTION rnySelectorFunction (selector : OSType ; VAR response : Longint) 
OSErr ; 

When you pass the new or replacement selector to Gestalt, Gestalt caJls the specified selector 
function to determine the information that Gestalt should pass back to the calling software. 
Your function should place the result into the long integer pointed to by the response 
parameter and should return the result code that Gestalt will return. This function should be 
as simple as possible and cannot use global variables in the AS world unless AS is set up 
explicitly and then restored upon exit. (See the Memory Management chapter in this volume 
for an explanation of setting up and restoring the AS world.) 

Your selector function can, if necessary, call Gestalt and pass it other selector codes. Note 
that the response variable parameter is the address into which your function should place the 
information requested . You cannot depend on that address containing useful information 
when your selector function is called. 

GESTALT MANAGER ROUTINES 

This section desc1ibes the three functions in the Gestalt Manager-Gestalt, NewGestalt, and 
ReplaceGestalt. They allow you, respectively, to determine what hardware and software 
features are present in the operating environment, to add new selectors to those understood 
by the Gestalt function , and to replace the functions associated with known selectors. 
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Getting Information About the Operating Environment 

Use the Gestalt function to obtain information about the operating environment. The infor
mation you need is indicated by the selector parameter, which Gestalt must already recognize. 

FUNCTION Gestalt (selector : OSType ; VAR response : Longint) : OSErr ; 

Trap macro 
On entry 
On exit 

_Gestalt 
DO: selector code 
AO: response 
DO: result code 

Upon successful completion of the function, the response parameter contains the information 
requested. Note that Gestalt returns the response from all function selectors in a long integer, 
occupyi ng 4 bytes. In some cases, not all 4 bytes are needed to hold the returned information, 
in which case Gestalt places the information in the low-order bytes of the response parameter. 

Note: Although the response parameter is declared as a variable parameter, you 
cannot use it to pass information to Gestalt or to a Gestalt selector function. Gestalt 
interprets the response parameter as an address into which it is to place the result 
returned by the selector function specified by the selector parameter. Gestalt ignores 
any information already located at that address. 

Result codes 
no Err 
gestalt U nknownErr 
gestaltUndefSelectorErr 

0 
-5550 
-5551 

Adding Selector Codes 

No error 
Could not obtain the response 
Undefined selector 

Use the NewGestalt function to add selector codes to those already recognized by Gestalt. 

FUNCTION NewGestalt (selector : OSType ; se l ec torFunction : ProcPtr) : 

Trap macro 
On entry 

On exit 

OSErr ; 

_NewGestalt 
AO: address of new selector function 
DO: selector code 
DO: result code 
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NewGestalt takes as parameters the selector to be registered and the function that Gestalt calls 
when it receives this selector. The interface for the selectorFunction function is defined in 
"Specifying Gestalt Selector Functions" earlier in this chapter. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFullErr 
gestaltDupSelectorErr 
gestaltLocationErr 

0 
-108 

-5552 
-5553 

Modifying Selector Codes 

No error 
Ran out of memory 
Selector already exists 
Function not in system heap 

The ReplaceGestalt function allows an application to replace the function that is currently 
associated with a selector. 

FUNCTION ReplaceGestalt (selector : OSType ; selectorFunction : ProcPtr; 
VAR oldGestaltFunction : ProcPtr) : OSErr; 

Trap macro 
On entry 

On exit 

_ReplaceGestalt 
AO: address of new selector function 
DO: selector code 
AO: address of old selector function 
DO: result code 

The interface for the selectorFunction function is defined in "Specifying Gestalt Selector 
Functions" earlier in this chapter. The new function must reside in the system heap and may 
want to call the function previously associated with the named selector. It may do so by using 
the address returned in the parameter oldGestaltFunction. If ReplaceGestalt returns an error 
of any type, then the value of oldGestaltFunction is undefined. 

Result codes 
noErr 
gestaltU ndefSelectorErr 
gestaltLocationErr 

0 
-5551 
-5553 

No error 
Undefined selector 
Function not in system heap 
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SUMMARY OF THE GESTALT MANAGER 

Constants 

CONST {environmental selec tor codes} 
gesta l tAddress ingModeAttr = ' addr ' ; {addressing mode attributes} 
gestaltAliasMgrAttr = ' alis '; {Alias Mgr attributes} 
gestaltAppleEventsAttr = ' evnt ' ; {Apple events attributes} 
gestaltAppleTalkVersion ' atlk '; {AppleTal k version} 
gestaltAUXVersion = ' a/ux '; {A/UX version if present} 
gestaltConnMgrAttr ' conn '; {Connection Mgr attributes} 
gestaltCRMAttr ' crm '; {Comm Resource Mgr attrs} 
gestaltCTBVersion ' ctbv '; {Comm Toolbox version} 
gestaltDBAccessMgrAttr = ' dbac ' ; {Data Access Mgr attrs} 
gestaltDITLExtAttr = ' ditl'; {Dialog Mgr e xtensions} 
gestaltEasyAccessAttr = ' easy '; {Easy Access attributes} 
gestaltEditionMgrAttr = ' edtn '; {Edi tion Mgr attributes} 
gestaltExtToolboxTaole 'xttt '; {Ext Toolbox trap table base} 
gestaltFindFolderAttr = ' fold '; {FindFolder attributes} 
gestaltFontMgrAttr ' font ' ; {Font Mgr at tributes} 
gestaltFPUType = ' fpu '; {FPU type} 
gestaltFSAttr = ' fs '; {file-system attributes} 
g estaltFXfrMgrAttr = ' fxfr '; {F i le Transfer Mgr attrs} 
gestaltHardwareAttr 'hdwr' ; {hardware attributes} 
gestaltHelpMgrAttr = 'help '; {Help Mgr attr i butes} 
gestaltKeyboardType = ' kbd ' ; {keyboard type} 
gestaltLogicalPageSize ' pgsz '; {logical page size} 
gestaltLogicalRAMSize = ' lram' ; {logical RAM size} 
gestaltLowMemorySize 
gestaltMiscAtt r 
gesta ltMMUType 
gestaltNotificationMgrAttr 
g estaltNuBusConnectors 
gestaltOSAttr 
g estaltOSTable 
g estaltParityAttr 
gestal tPhysicalRAMSize 
gestaltPopupAttr 
gestaltPowerMgrAttr 
gestaltPPCToolboxAttr 
gestaltProcessorType 
gestaltQuickdrawVersion 
gestaltResourceMgrAttr 
gestaltScriptCount 
gestaltScriptMgrVersion 
gestaltSerialAttr 
gestaltSoundAttr 
gestaltStandardFileAttr 
gestaltStdNBPAttr 
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= 'lmem' ; {low-memory area size} 
= 'misc ' ; {miscellaneous attributes} 
= ' mmu '; {MMU type} 
= ' nmgr '; {Notification ~gr attrs } 

' sltc '; {NuBus connector bitmap} 
= ' o s ' ; { 0 I S at t ributes } 

' ostt '; {O/S t rap tabl e base} 
= ' prty ' ; {parity attributes} 
= ' ram '; {physi cal RAM size} 

'pop!' ; {popup CDEF attributes} 
= ' powr '; {Power Mgr attributes} 

' ppc '; {PPC Too lbox attributes} 
' proc '; {processor type} 

= ' qd '; { Quick~raw version} 
' rsrc '; {Resource Mgr attributes} 

= ' scr# '; {#of active script systems} 
= ' scri' ; {ScripL Mgr version} 
= ' ser '; {serial hardware attributes} 
= ' snd '; {sound attributes} 
= ' stdf '; {Standard File attributes} 
= ' nlup'; {StandardNBP attributes} 
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gestaltTermMgrAttr = ' term ' ; {Terminal Mgr attributes} 
gestaltTextEditVersion ' te '. {TextEdit version} I 

gestaltTimeMgrVersion = ' tmgr ' ; {Time Mgr version} 
gestaltToolboxTable = ' tbtt ' ; {Toolbox trap table base} 
gestalt Version = 'vers' ; {Gestalt version} 
gestaltVMAttr = ' vm ' . {virtual memory attributes} I 

{informational selector codes} 
gestaltMachineicon 
gestaltMachineType 
gestaltROMSize 
gestaltROMVersion 
gestaltSystemVersion 

= ' mien ' ; 
' mach ' ; 
' rom '; 
' romv ' ; 
' sysv' ; 

{machine ICON/cicn res ID} 
{machine type} 
{ROM size} 
{ROM version} 
{System file version} 

{gestaltAddressingModeAttr response values} 
gestalt32BitAddressing = O; {TRUE if booted in 32-bit mode} 
gestalt32BitSysZone l ; {32 - bit compatible system zone} 
gestalt32BitCapable 2 ; {machine is 32-bit capable} 

{gestaltAliasMgrAttr response values} 
gestaltAliasMgrPresent = O; {TRUE if Alias Mgr is present} 

{gestaltAppleEventsAttr response values} 
gestaltAppleEventsPresent = O; {TRUE if Apple events present} 

{gestaltConnMgrAttr response values} 
gestaltConnMgrPresent O; {TRUE if Connection Mgr present} 
gestaltConnMgrCMSearchFix 1; {TRUE if CMAddSearch fix present} 

{gestaltCRMAttr response values} 
gestaltCRMPresent = O; {TRUE if Comm Resource Mgr present} 

{gestaltDBAccessMgrAttr response values} 
gestaltDBAccessMgrPresent = O; {TRUE if Data Access Mgr present} 

{gestaltDITLExtAttr response values} 
gestaltDITLExtPresent = O; {TRUE if Dialog Mgr extensions present} 

{gestaltEasyAccessAttr response values} 
gestaltEasyAccessOf f 0 ; {Easy Access present but off} 
gestaltEasyAccessOn l ; {Easy Access on} 
gestaltEasyAccessSticky 2 ; {Easy Access sticky} 
gestaltEasyAccessLocked 3 ; {Easy Access locked} 

{gestaltEditionMgrAttr response values} 
gestaltEditionMgrPresent = 0 ; {TRUE if Edition Mgr present} 
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{gestaltFindFolderAttr response values} 
gestaltFindFolderPresent = O; {TRUE if FindFolder present} 

{ges taltFontMgrAttr response values} 
gestaltOutlineFonts = O; {TRUE if outline fonts present} 

{gestaltFPUType response values } 
gestaltNoFPU O; {no FPU present} 
gestalt68881 = l ; {Motorola 68881 present} 
gestalt68882 2 ; {Motorola 68882 present} 

{gestaltFSAttr response values} 
gestaltFullExtFSDispatching = O; {TRUE if new HFSDispatch present} 
gestaltHasFSSpecCalls = l; {TRUE if FSSpec calls present} 

{gesta ltFXfrMgrAttr response v a lues} 
gestaltFXfrMgrPresent = O; {TRUE if File Transfer Mgr present } 

{gestaltHardwareAttr response values} 
gestaltHasVIAl 0; {has a VIAl} 
gestaltHasVIA2 1 ; {has a VI A2} 
gestaltHasASC = 3 ; {has an ASC} 
gestaltHasSCC = 4; {has an SCC} 
gestaltHasSCSI = 7 · 

' 
{has SCSI} 

{gestaltHelpMgrAttr response value s} 
gestaltHelpMgrPresent = O; {true if Help Mgr present} 

{gestaltKeyboardType response values} 
gestaltMacKbd = 1; {Macintosh keyboard} 
gestaltMacAndPad 2; {Mac intosh keyboard and keypad} 
gestaltMacPlusKbd 3 ; {Macintosh Plus keyboard} 
gestaltExtADBKbd 4; {Extended ADB keyboard} 
gestaltStdADBKbd 5; {Standard ADB keyboard} 
gestaltPrtblADBKbd 6 ; {Portable Std ADB keyboard} 
gestaltPrtblISOKbd 7; {Portable ISO ADB keyboard} 
gestaltStdISOADBKbd 8 ; {ISO Std ADB keyboard} 
gestaltExtISOADBKbd 9 ; {ISO Ext ADB keyboard} 
gestaltADBKbdII 10 ; {ADB Keyboard II} 
gestaltADBISOKbdII 11; {ISO ADB Keyboard II} 

{gestaltMiscAttr response values} 
gestaltScrollingThrottle O; {TRUE if scrolling throttle on} 
gestaltSquareMenuBar = 2; {TRUE if menu bar is square} 

{gestaltMMUType response values} 
gestaltNoMMU O; {no MMU present} 
ges t altAMU = l; {Mac II addr management unit} 
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gestalt68851 
gestalt68030MMU 

2 ; 
3 ; 

Compatibility Guidelines 

{Motorola 68851 PMMU} 
{Motorola 68030 built-in MMU} 

{gestaltNotificationMgrAttr response values} 
gestaltNotificationPresent = O; {Notification Mgr present} 

{gestaltOSAttr response values} 
gestaltSysZoneGrowable = O; {system heap can grow} 
gestaltLaunchCanReturn 1 ; {can return from launch} 
gestaltLaunchFullFileSpec = 2 ; {LaunchApplication is available} 
gestaltLaunchControl 3 ; {Process Manager is availabl e} 
gestaltTempMemSupport = 4 ; {temp memory support prese n t } 
gestaltRealTempMemory = 5; {temp memory handles are r eal} 
gestaltTempMemTracked 6 ; {temp memory handles tracked} 
gestaltIPCSupport 7 ; {IPC support is present} 
gestaltSysDebuggerSupport = 8 ; {system debugger support} 

{gestaltParityAttr response values} 
gestaltHasParityCapability = O; {machine can check parity } 
gestaltParityEnable d = l ; {parity RAM is installed} 

{gestaltPopupAttr response values} 
gesta l tPopupPresent = O; {pop-up CDEF is present} 

{gestaltPowerMgrAttr response 
gestaltPMgrExists 0 ; 
gestaltPMgrCPUidle = 1 ; 
gestaltPMgrSCC = 2 ; 
gestaltPMgrSound 3 ; 

values} 
{Power Manager is present} 
{CPU can idle} 
{can stop sec clock} 
{can turn off sound power} 

{gestaltPPCToolboxAttr response values} 
gestaltPPCToolboxPresent = O; {TRUE if PPC Toolbox present} 

{gestaltProcessorType response values} 
gestalt68000 l ; {68000 p rocessor} 
gestalt68010 2 i {68010 processor} 
gestalt68020 3 i {68020 processor} 
gestalL68030 4 ; {68030 processor} 

{gestaltQuickdrawVersion response values } 
gestaltOriginalQD $000 ; {original QuickDraw} 
gestaltOriginalQDl $001 ; {original QuickDraw in System 7 . 0} 
gestalt8BitQD = $100 ; {8 - bit Color QuickDraw} 
gestalt32BitQD $200 ; {32-Bit Color QuickDraw} 
gestalt32BitQDll $210 ; {32-Bit Color QuickDraw vers . 1 . 1} 
gestalt32BitQD12 $220 ; {32 - Bit Color QuickDraw vers . 1 . 2} 
gestalt32BitQD13 $230 ; {32-Bi t Color QuickDraw vers. 1 . 3 } 
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{gestalcResourceMgrActr response values} 
gestaltPartialRsrcs = O; {partial resource functions exist} 

~esponse values} {gestaltSerialAttr 
gestaltGPiaToDCDa 
gestaltGPiaToRTxCa 
gestaltGPiaToDCDb 

O; {GPI 
l ; {GPI 
2 ; {GPI 

connected to DCD on port A} 
connected to RTxC on port A} 
connected to DCD on port B} 

{gestaltSoundAttr response values} 
gestaltStereoCapability O; {stereo capability present} 
gestaltStereoMixing 
gestaltSoundIOMgrPrese nt 
gestaltBuiltinSoundinput 
gestaltHasSoundinput Device 

l ; {stereo mixing on internal speaker} 
3 ; {sound input routines available} 
4 ; {built-in input device available} 
5 ; {sound input device available} 

{gestaltStandardFileAttr response values} 
gestaltStandardFile58 = O; {new Std File routines available} 

{gestaltStdNBPAttr response values} 
gestaltStdNBPPresenc = 0 ; {TRUE if ScandardNBP present} 

{gestaltTermMgrAttr response values} 
gestaltTermMgrPresent = O; {TRUE if Terminal Mgr present} 

{gestaltTextEditVersion response values} 
gestaltTEl = l ; {in MacIIci ROM} 
gestaltTE2 = 2 ; {with 6 . 0 . 4 scripts on Mac IIci} 
gestaltTE3 = 3 ; {with 6 . 0 . 4 scripts on other machines} 
gestaltTE4 = 4 ; {in 6 . 0 . 5 and 7 . 0} 
gestaltTE5 5 ; {TextWidthHook available in TextEdit} 

{gestaltTimeMgrVersion response values } 
gestaltStandardTimeMgr l ; {standard Time Manager} 
gestaltRevisedTimeMgr = 2 ; {revised Time Manager} 
gestaltExtendedTime~gr 3 ; {extended Time Manager} 

{gestaltVMAttr response values} 
gestaltVMPresent = O; {virtual memory present} 

{gestaltMachineType response values} 
gestaltClassic 1; {Maci:1tosh 128K} 
gestaltMacx:.. 2 · 

' {Macintosh XL} 
gestaltMac512KE 3 ; {Macintosh 512K enhanced} 
gestaltMacPlus 4 ; {Macintosh Plus} 
gestaltMacSE 5 ; {Macintosh SE} 
gestaltMacII 6 ; {Macintosh II} 

gestaltMacIIx 7 · 
' {Macintosh Ilx} 
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gestalc:MacIIcx 8 ; {Macintosh IIcx} 
gestaltMacSE030 9 ; {Macintosh SE/30} 
gestalt Portable 10 ; {Macintosh Portable} 
gestaltMacIIci 11 ; {Macintosh IIci } 
gestaltMacIIfx 13 ; {Macintosh IIfx} 
gestaltMacClassic 17 ; {Macintosh Classic} 
gestaltMacIIsi = 18 ; {Macintosh IIsi} 
gestaltMacLC 19 ; {Macintosh LC } 

kMachineNameStrID = -16395 ; { ' STR# ' resource that } 

Routines 

FUNCTION Gestalt 

FUNCTION NewGes t alt 

FUNCTION ReplaceGestalt 

( contains machine names} 

(selector : OSType ; VAR r e sponse : Longint) : 
OSErr ; 

(selector : OSType ; selectorfunction : ProcPtr) 
: OSErr ; 

(selector : OSType ; selectorFunction : ProcPtr ; 
VAR o l dGestaltFunct ion : ProcPtr) : OSErr ; 

Application-Defined Routines 

FUNCTION mySelectorFunction (selector : OSType ; VAR response : Longint) 
OSErr ; 

Resu It Codes 

noErT 
gestaltUnknownErr 
gestal tU ndefSelectorErr 
gestal tDu pSelectorErr 
gestal tLocationErr 

0 
- 5550 
- 555 1 
-5552 
-5553 

No error 
Could not obtain the response 
Undefined selector 
Selector already exists 
Function not in system heap 
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SUMMARY OF THE WINDOW MANAGER 

Constants 

CONST {window defini t ion ID} 
movableDBoxProc 5 ; {movable modal dialog box } 

SUMMARY OF THE CONTROL MANAGER 

Constants 

CONST {pop-up menu control definition} 
popupMenuCDEFProc = 1008 ; {pop-up menu} 

characteristics} {pop-up me~u t i tle 
popupTitleLeftJust 
popupTitleCenterJust 
popupTitleRightJust 
popupTitleBold 
popupTitleitalic 
popupTitleUnderline 
popupTitleOutline 
popupTitleShadow 
popupTitleCondense 
popupTitleExtend 
popupTitleNoStyle 

{pop- up menu variation codes} 
popupFixedWidth $0001 ; 
popupUseAddResMenu $0004 ; 
popupUseWFont $0008 ; 

Data Type 

TYPE popupPrivateData = 
RECORD 

mHandl e : MenuHandle ; 

$0000 ; 
$0001 ; 
$00FF ; 
$0100 ; 
$0200 ; 
$0400 ; 
$0800 ; 
$1000 ; 
$2000 ; 
$4000 ; 
$8000 ; 

{left alignment} 
{center alignment} 
{right alignment} 
{bold text} 
{ital i c text } 
{underlined text } 
{outlined text} 
{shadow text} 
{condensed text} 
{extended text; 
{unstyled text:· 

{use fixed - width control} 
{use resource for menu} 
{use window font } 

{handle to menu} 
mID : Integer ; {menu ID} 
mPrivate : ARRAY[O .. OJ OF SignedByte {reserved} 

END ; 
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SUMMARY OF THE DIALOG MANAGER 

Constants 

CONST {DITLMethod constants} 
overlayDITL 
appendDITLRight 
appendDITLBottom 

Data Type 

TYPE DITLMethod = Integer ; 

Routines 

FUNCTION CountDITL 

PROCEDURE AppendDITL 

PROCEDURE ShortenDITL 

= O; 
1 ; 

= 2 ; 

{overlay existing items} 
{append at right} 
{append at bottom} 

(theDialog : DialogPtr) : I nteger; 

(theDialog : DialogP~r; theDITL : Handle ; 
method : DITLMethod); 

(theDialog : DialogPtr; numberitems : Integer ) ; 
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ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

This chapter describes how you can use the Edition Manager to allow your users to share and 
automatically update data from numerous documents and applications. 

The Edition Manager is ava ilable only in system software version 7.0. It can be used by 
many different applicati ons located on a single disk or throughout a network of Macintosh® 
computers. To test for the existence of the Edition Manager, use the Gestalt function, 
described in the Compatibility Guidel ines chapter of this volume. 

Read the information in this chapter if you want your application's documents to share and 
automatically update data, or if you want to share and automatically update data with docu
ments created by other applications that support the Edition Manager. 

For example, a user might want to capture sales figures and totals from within a spreadsheet 
and then include this informat ion in a word-processing document that summarizes sales for 
a given month. The Edition Manager establishes a connection between these two documents. 
When a user modifies the spreadsheet, the information in the word-processing document 
can be automatically updated to contain the latest changes. To accomplish this, both the 
spreadsheet application and the word-processing application must support the features of 
the Edition Manager. 

To use thi s chapter, you should be familiar with sending and receiving high-level events, 
described in the Events Manager chapter of this volume. Your application must also support 
Apple® events lo receive Apple events from the Edition Manager. See the Apple Event 
Manager chapter in this volume for detai led information. 

ABOUT THE EDITION MANAGER 

The Edition Manager provides you with the ability to 

• capture data within a document and integrate it into another document 

• modify in formation in a document and automatically update any document that shares 
its data 

• share information between applications on the same computer or across a network of 
Macintosh computers 

Building the capabilities of the Edition Manager into your program is similar to building cut
and-paste features into your program. Text, graphics, spreadsheet cells, database reports
any data that you can e lect. you can make accessible to other applications that support the 
Edition Manager. 
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This chapter first defines the main elemenls of the Edition Manager and then discusses how to 
save, open, read, and write a document that shares data. In addition, this chapter describes 
how to 

• make data accessible to olher applications 

• integrate data into numerous documents 

• set update options 

• implement borders 

• modify shared data 

• customize dialog boxes 

This chapter also describes an advanced feature that allows applications to share data directly 
from a file. 

PUBLISHERS, SUBSCRIBERS, AND EDITIONS 

A section is a portion of a document that shares its contents with other documents. The 
Edition Manager supports two types of sections: publishers and subscribers. A publisher is 
a section within a document that makes its data available to other documents or applications. 
A subscriber is a section within a document that obtains its data from other documents or 
applications. 

Your application writes a copy of the data in each publisher to a separate file called an 
edition container. The actual data that is written to the edition container is referred to 
as the edition. Your application obtains the data for each subscriber by reading data 
from the edition container. Note that throughout this chapter, the term edition refers to 
the edition container and the dala it contains. 

You publish data when you want to make it available to other documents and applications. 
When data is published, it is sLored in an edition container. You subscribe to data that a 
publisher makes avai lable by reading an edition from ils container. 

Note: Section and edition container are programmatic terms. You should not use 
them in your application or your documentation. Use publishers, subscribers, and 
editions. You should also refrain from using other terms such as publication or 
subscription to describe the dynamic sharing of information provided by the Edition 
Manager. Use the terms publish and subscribe to describe the Edition Manager 
features. 

Each edition has an icon that is visible from the Finder. Figure 4-1 shows the default 
edition icon. 

sample 

Figure 4-1. The default edition icon 
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The name that the user specifies for the edition is located beneath the edition icon. To create 
customized edition icons, see the Finder Interface chapter in this volume for detailed 
information. Figure 4-2 illustrates a document containing a single publisher, its correspond
ing edition, and a subscriber to the edition in another document. 
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Figure 4-2. A publisher, an edition, and a subscriber 

Subscriber 

Note that the publisher and subscriber borders illustrated in Figure 4-2 may appear slightly 
different from the borders you see on screen. Figure 4-6 shows a screen-captured image of 
the publisher and subscriber borders that appear on screen. 

Data always nows in one direction , from publisher to edition to subscriber. Documents that 
contain publishers and subscribers do not have to be open at the same time to share data. 
Whenever the user saves a document that contains a publisher, the edition changes to reflect 
the current data from the publisher. All subscribers update their contents from the edition. 
Any number of subscribers can subscribe to a single edition. 

To create a publisher within a document, a user selects an area of the document to share and 
chooses Create Publisher from the Edit menu (illustrated later in this chapter). Figure 4-3 
shows the dialog box that your appl ication should display when the user chooses Create 
Publisher. 

Preuiew I e Editions ...- 1 = Loma Prieta 

J J 
CJ sales data ~ [jf~C1 

J ol'J ..!' 0 Sdl<~~ n~por t 
ol' Desktop 

4 : New LJ l 
tzy -----·-·-··-·············· 

Name of new edition: [ Cancel l 
I Grand piano ([ Publish l) 

Figure 4-3. The publisher dialog box 
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Your application provides a thumbnail sketch of the edition data that the Edition Manager 
di splays in the preview area of the publi sher dialog box. Your preview of the edition in this 
dialog box should provide a visual cue about the type of information that the user has selected 
to publish. 

A preview area also appears in the subscriber dialog box (see Figure 4-4). Your preview for 
an edition in this dialog box should provide a visual cue about the type of in formation the 
edition contains. For example, it should allow users to distinguish between text in formation 
and spreadsheet arrays. 

The publisher dialog box uses the extended interface of the standard fi le dialog box that 
accompanies system software version 7 .0. The user navigates through the contents of the 
disk using the mouse or keyboard. 

A user can modi fy a publisher with in a document just like any other portion of a document. 
As a default, each time a user saves a document containing a publisher, your applicati.on 
should automatically write the publisher's data to the edition. You also need to provide the 
user with the choice of sending new publ isher data to an edition manually (that is, only at the 
user's specific request). You can provide these options by using the publisher options dialog 
box described later in " Using Publisher and Subscriber Options." 

For example, one user may choose to automatically update an edition each time a document is 
saved . This update mode is useful for a user who creates a publisher within a spreadsheet 
application that records stock informati on. Each time the user updates the stock information 
and saves the spreadsheet, a new edition automatically becomes available to subscribers. 

Another user may choose to update an edition only upon request. This update mode might be 
useful for a user who creates a publisher within a word-processi ng application for a quarterly 
sales repo1t . The user incrementally updates the sales report throughout the entire quarter, but 
does not want this information to be available to subscribers until the end of the quarter. Only 
at the end of each quarter does the user specificall y request to update the edi tion and make it 
available to any subscribers. 

To create a subscriber within a document, the user places the insertion point and chooses 
Subscribe To from the Edit menu. Figure 4-4 shows the dialog box that your application 
should display when the user chooses Subscribe To. 

Preuiew I a Editions ... I 
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Figure 4-4. The subscriber dialog box 
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The subscriber dialog box also uses the extended interface of the standard file dialog box 
introduced with system software version 7.0. Initially, the dialog box should highlight the 
name of the last edition published or subscribed to. This allows a user to create a publisher 
and immediately subscribe to its edition. 

A subscriber receives its data from a single edition. By default, your application should 
automatically update a document containing a subscriber whenever a new edition is available. 
You also need to provide the user with the choice of receiving the latest edition manually (that 
is, only when the user specifically requests it) . You can provide these options by using the 
subscriber options dialog box described later in "Using Publisher and Subscriber Options." 

For example, one user may choose to automatically receive new editions as they become 
available. This update mode is useful for a user who subscribes to information from an 
edition that consists of daily sales figures. This user automatically acquires each version 
of the sales information as it becomes available. 

Another user may choose to receive a new edition only upon request. This update mode is 
useful for a user who creates a subscriber to an edition that consists of graphics data (such 
as a company logo). The user may require only periodic versions of the logo and not need 
frequent updates. In this case, your application should onl y update the subscriber with a 
new edition when the user specifically requests it. 

A user can select, cut, copy, or paste an entire subscriber. Although the contents of the sub
scriber as a whole can be modified, a user cannot edit portions of a subscriber. For example, 
a user can underline or italicize the entire subscriber text, but cannot delete a sentence or rotate 
a single graphical object. This restriction protects the user from losing changes to a subscriber 
when a new edition arrives. Remember that, as a default, new editions should automatically 
update a subscriber. Any changes that a user made to the subscriber text would have to be 
reapplied when the new edition arrives. See "Modifying a Subscriber" later in this chapter for 
further information. 

A single document can contain any number or combination of publishers and subscribers. 
Figure 4-5 shows an example of a document that contains two publi shers and one subscriber 
(and their corresponding editions). Remember that data al ways flows in one direction, from 
publisher to edition to subscriber. The "Concert flyer" document contains a publisher that is 
subscribed to by the "Benefit concert" document. The "Concert flyer" document also 
subscribes to a portion of the "Pianos & palm trees" document. In addition, the "Concert 
flyer" document as a whole is subscribed to by the "Sample flyer" document. 

You should distinguish each selected publisher and subscriber within a document with a 
border. Display a publisher border as 3 pixels wide with 50 percent gray lines, and display 
a subscriber border as 3 pixels wide with 75 percent gray lines. A rectangle of one white 
pixel should separate the data from the border itself. Borders should be drawn outside the 
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Figure 4-5. A document and its corresponding editions 

Subscriber 

Publisher 

Subscriber 

contents of publishers and subscribers so that data is not obscured. See Figure 4-6 for an 
illustration of the borders as they appear on screen. See "Displaying Publisher and Subscriber 
Borders" later in this chapter for detailed information on how to implement borders for 
specific applications. 

Figure 4-6 shows a document containing a publisher and a document containing a subscriber, 
with borders displayed for each. 

Borders for publishers and subscribers should behave like the borders of 'PICT' graphics 
within a word-processing document. Your application should display a border whenever the 
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Figure 4-6. Publisher and subscriber borders 

The Edition Manager 

user clicks within the content area of a publisher or a subscriber. Your application should 
hide the border whenever the user clicks outside the content area. See "Displaying Publisher 
and Subscriber Borders" later in this chapter for detailed information on how to implement 
borders for specific applications. 

You also need to support the standard Edition Manager menu commands in the Edit menu. 
These menu items include 

• Create Publisher. .. 

• Subscribe To ... 

• Publisher/Subscriber Options .. . 

• Show/Hide Borders (optional) 

• Stop All Editions (optional) 
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Use a dotted line to separate the Edition Manager menu commands from the standard 
Edit menu commands Cut, Copy, and Paste. Figure 4-7 shows the standard Edition 
Manager menu commands. 

3€2 

Cut XH 
Copy XC 
Paste XU 
Clear 
Select Rll XR 

Create Publisher •.. 
Subscribe To ... 
Subscriber Options ••• 

Show Clipboard 

Figure 4-7. Edition Manager commands in the Edit menu 

The Publisher Options menu command should toggle with Subscriber Options when a user 
selects either a publisher or a subscriber within a document. In addition, you may support a 
Show Borders menu command that toggles with Hide Borders to display or hide all publishers 
and subscriber borders within documents. You may also support a Stop All Editions menu 
command to provide a method for temporarily suspending all update activity in a document. 
When the user chooses this command, you should place a checkmark next to it. You should 
also stop all publishers from sending data to editions and all subscribers from receiving new 
editions. When the user chooses this command again, remove the checkmark and update any 
subscribers that are set up to receive new editions automatically. 

If you find that you need all of the available space in the Edit menu for your application's 
commands, you may create a hierarchical menu for the Edition Manager menu commands. If 
you choose to implement this structure, you should allow users to access the Edition Manager 
menu commands through a Publishing menu command in the Edit menu. Because this menu 
structure is not as accessible to users, you should implement it only if you have no other 
alternative. 

Figure 4-8 shows the Edition Manager menu commands in a hierarchical menu structure. 

Undo 3€2 

Cut X H 
Copy X C 
Paste X U 
Select Rll X R 

Show Clipboard 

Create Publisher ... 
Subscribe To ... 
Publisher Options ... 

Figure 4-8. Edition Manager commands under the Publishing menu command 
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For each publisher or subscriber within an open document, you must have a section record and 
an alias record. The section record contains a time stamp that records the version of the data 
that resides in the section. The section record also identifies the section as either a publisher or 
subscriber, and it establishes a unique identity for each publisher or subscriber. The section 
record does not contain the data within the section. The alias record is a reference to the edition 
container from the document that contains the corresponding publisher or subscriber section. 

There are special options associated with publishers and subscribers wi thin documents. Your 
application can use the publisher and subscriber options dialog boxes provided by the Edi tion 
Manager to make these choices available to the user. For example, a user can select OP,en 
Publisher within the subscriber options dialog box to access the document containing the 
publisher. Your application can also allow a user to cancel subscribers or publishers within 
documents, specify when to update an edition from a publisher, or specify when to update a 
subscriber with a new edition. These options are described later in this chapter. 

USING THE EDITION MANAGER 

This section describes how your application can 

• receive Apple events from the Edition Manager 

• set up a section record and alias record for open documents containing sections 

• save a document that contains sections 

• open a document that contains sections 

• read and write sections 

• create a publisher within a document, create its edition container, and write data to it 

• create a subscriber within a document and read its data from an edition 

To begin, you must determine whether the Edition Manager is available on your system 
by using the Gestalt function. The Gestalt selector is gestaltEditionMgrAttr ('edtn'). If the 
response parameter returns 1 in the bit defined by the gestaltEditionMgrPresent constant 
(bit 0), the Edition Manager is present. 

If the Edition Manager is present, load it into memory using the lnitEditionPack function. 
This function determines whether your machine has enough space in the system heap for 
the Edition Manager to operate. 

err : = InitEditionPack ; 

If the InitEditionPack function returns noErr, you have enough space to load the package. If 
you do not have enough space, the application can either terminate itself or continue with the 
Edition Manager functionality disabled. 
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Receiving Apple J:vents From the Edition Manager 

Applications that use the Edition Manager must suppott Apple events. This requires thatyour 
application suppo1t the required Open Document~ ev~nt and Apple ~vents s~nt by the Ed1t1on 
Manager. See the Apple Event Manager chapter m this volume for mformat1on on Apple events. 

Apple events sent by the Edition Manager arrive as high-level events. The EventRecord data 
type defines the event record. 

TYPE EventRecord 
RECORD 

what : 
message : 
whe n : 
where : 

modifiers : 
END ; 

Integer ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Point ; 

Inte ger 

{kHighLevelEvent} 
{ ' sect ' } 

{ ' read ', ' writ ', ' encl ' , } 
{ ' scrl ' } 

The Edition Manager can send the following Apple events: 

• Section Read events ('sect' 'read') 

• Section Write events ('sect' 'writ') 

• Section Cancel events ('sect' 'encl') 

• Section Scroll events ('sect' 'scrl') 
. ' 

Each time your application creates a publisher or a subscriber, the Edition Manager registers 
its section. When an edition is updated, the Edition Manager scans its list to locate registered 
subscribers. For each registered subscriber that is set up to receive updated editions auto
matically, your application receives a Section Read event. 

If the Edition Manager discovers that an edition file is missing while registering a publisher, it 
creates a new edition fil e and sends the publisher a Section Write event. 

When you receive a Section Cancel event, you need to cancel the specified section. Note that 
the current Edition Manager does not send you Section Cancel events, but you do need to 
provide a handler for future expansion. 

If the user selects a subscriber within a document and then se lects Open Publisher in the 
subscriber options dialog box, the publishing application receives the Open Documents event 
and opens the document containing the publ isher. The publishing application also receives a 
Section Scroll event. Scroll to the location of the publisher, display this section on the user's 
screen, and turn on its border. 

See "Opening and Closing a Document Containing Sections" later in this chapter for detailed 
information on registering and unregistering a section and writing data to an edition. See 
"Using Publisher and Subscriber Options" later in this chapter for information on publisher 
and subscriber options. 
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After receiving an Apple event sent by the Edition Manager, use the Apple Event Manager to 
extract the section handle. In addition, you must also call the IsRegisteredSection function 
to determine whether the section is registered. It is possible (due to a race condition) to receive 
an event for a section that you recently disposed of or unregistered. One way to ensure that an 
event corresponds to a valid section is to call the IsRegisteredSection function after you receive 
an event. The Apple Event Manager chapter in this volume provides detailed information on 
Apple Event Manager routines. 

err := IsRegisteredSection (sectionH) ; 

Listing 4-1 illustrates how to use the Apple Event Manager and install an event handler to 
handle Section Read events. You can write similar code for Section Write events, Section 
Scroll events, and Section Cancel events. 

Listing 4-1. Accepting Section Read events and verifying if a section is registered 

{The following goes in your initial i zation code . } 
MyErr : = AEinstallEventHandle r(sectionEventMsgClass { ' sect ' } , 

sectionReadMsgID ( ' read ' } , 
@MyHandleSectionReadEvent , 0 , FALSE) ; 

{This is the rout i ne the Apple Event Manager calls when a Section Read 
(event arrives . } 

FUNCTION MyHandleSectionReadEvent(theAppleEvent, reply : AppleEvent ; 
refCon : Longint) : OSErr ; 

VAR 
getErr : 
sectionH : 

OSErr ; 
SectionHandle ; 

BEGIN 
(Get section handle out of Apple event message buffer . } 
getErr : = GetSectionHandleFromEvent(theAppleEvent , sectionH) ; 

IF getErr = noErr THEN 
BEGI N 

{Do nothing if section is not registered . } 
IF IsRegisteredSection(sectionH) = noErr 

THEN MyHandleSectionReadEvent : = DoSectionRead(sectionH) ; 
END ELSE 
BEGIN 

MyHandleSectionReadEvent . - getErr ; 
END ; 

END ; {MyHandleSectionReadEvent} 

{The following routine should read in subscriber data and update its } 
{ display . } 
FUNCTION DoSectionRead(subscriber : SectionHandle) : OSErr ; 
BEGIN 

{Your code here . } 
END ; {DoSectionRead} 

(Continued) 
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Listing 4-1. Accepting Section Read events and verifying if a section 
is registered (Continued) 

{This is part of your Apple event-handling code . } 
FUNCT I ON GetSectionHandleFromEvent(theAppleEvent : AppleEvent ; VAR 

sectionH : Sect i onHandl e) : OSErr ; 
VAR 

ignoreType : DescType ; 
ignoreSize : Size ; 

BEGIN 
{Parse section handle out of message buffer . } 
GetSectionHandleFromEvent 

. - AEGetParamPtr ( theAppleEvent , {event to parse} 
keyDirectObject , {Look for direct object . } 
typeSectionH, {Want a SectionHandle type . } 
ignoreType , {Ignore type it could get . } 
@sectionH , {Put SectionHandle here . } 
SizeOf (sectionH), {size o f storage for } 

ignoreSize) ; 
END ; {GetSectionHandleFromEvent} 

{ SectionHandle} 
{Ignore storage it used . } 

Creating the Section Record and Alias Record 

Your application is responsible for creating a section record apc.l an alias record for each 
publisher and subscriber section within an open document. 

The section record identifies each section as a publ isher or subscriber and provides identifi
cation for each section. The section record does not contain the data within the section; it 
describes the attributes of the section. Your application must provide its own method for 
associating the data within a section with its section record. Your application is also respon
sible for saving the data in the section. 

The alias field of the section record contains a handle to its alias record. The alias record is 
a reference to the edition container from the document which contains the publisher or sub
scriber section. You should be fami liar with the Alias Manager's conventions for creating 
alias records and identifying files, folders, and volumes to locate files that have been moved, 
copied, or restored from backup. 

When a user saves a document, your application should store all section records and alias 
records in the resource fork. Corresponding section records and alias records should have 
the same resource ID. This allows compatibility for future changes. 

Figure 4-9 shows a document containing a publisher and subscriber, and the corresponding 
section records and alias records. 

The SectionRecord data type defines the section record. A section record contains information 
to identify the data contained within a section as a publisher or a subscriber, a time stamp to 
record the last modification of the section, and unique identification for each section. 
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nextSection: 
controlBlock: 
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Figure 4-9. A document with a publisher and subscriber and its resource fork 

TYPE SectionRecord = 
RECORD 

version : 
kind : 
mode : 
mdDate : 
sectionID : 

re f Con : 
alias : 

SignedByte ; 
SectionType ; 
UpdateMode ; 
Times tamp; 
Longint ; 

Longint ; 
AliasHandle ; 

{always 1 in 7 . 0} 
{p~blisher or subscriber} 
{a~tomatic or manual} 
{last change in document} 
{appl ication- spec i fic, } 
{ unique per document} 
{application- specific} 
{handle to alias record} 

{The following fields are private and are set up by the } 
RegisterSection function described l ater wi thin this } 

{ chapter . Do not modify the private fields . } 

subPart: 
nextSection : 

controlBlock : 

refNum : 
END ; 

Longint ; 
SectionHandle ; 

Handle ; 

EditionRefNum 

{private} 
{private , do not use as a } 
{ linked list } 
{may be used for comparison 
{ only } 
{private} 
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Field descriptions 

version 

kind 

mode 

mdDate 

section.ID 

ref Con 

alias 

Indicates the version of the section record, currently $0 1. 

Defines the section type as either publisher or subscriber with the stPublisher or 
stSubscriber constant. 

Indicates if editions are updated automatically or manually. 

Indicates which version (modification date) of the section's contents is con
tained within the publisher or subscriber. The mdDate is set to 0 when you 
create a new subscriber section, and is set to the current time when you create a 
new publisher. Be sure to update this field each time publisher data is modified. 
The section's modification date is compared to the edition's modification date to 
determine whether the section and the edition contain the same data. The section 
modification date is displayed in the publisher and subscriber options dialog 
boxes. See "Closing an Edition" later in this chapter for detailed information. 

Provides a unique number for each section within a document. A simple way to 
implement this is to create a counter for each document that is saved to disk 
with the document. The counter should start at 1. The section ID is currently 
used as a tie breaker in the GoToPublisher function when there are multiple 
publishers to the same edition in a single document. The section ID should not 
be 0 or - 1. See " Duplicating Publishers and Subscribers" later in this chapter 
for information on multiple publishers. 

Available for application-specific use. 

Contains a handle to the alias record for a particular section within a document. 

Whenever the user creates a publisher or subscriber, call the NewSection fu nction to create 
the section record and the alias record. 

err : = NewSection (container , sectionDocument , kind , sectionID , 
initialMode, sectionH); 

The NewSection function creates a new section record (either publisher or subscriber), 
indicates whether editions are updated automatically or manually, sets the modification date, 
and creates an alias record from the document containing the section to the edition container. 

The sectionDocument parameter can be NIL if your current document has never been saved. 
Use the AssociateSection function to update the alias record of a registered section when the 
user names or renames a document by choosing Save As from the File menu. If you are 
creating a subscriber with the initialMode parameter set to receive new editions automatically, 
your application receives a Section Read event each time a new edition becomes available for 
this subscriber. 

If an error is encountered, the sectionH parameter is set to NIL. If not, sectionH contains the 
handle to the allocated section record. 
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Set the initialMode parameter to the update mode for each subscriber and publisher created. 
You can specify the update mode using these constants: 

CONST sumAutomatic = 

sumManual = 

pumOnSave 

pumManual 

O; 

1 ; 

O; 

l ; 

{subscriber receives new } 
{ editions automatically} 
{subscriber receives new } 
{ editions manually} 
{publisher sends new 
{ editions on save} 
{publisher does not send 
{ new editions until user } 
{ request} 

See "Using Publisher and Subscriber Options" later in this chapter for detailed information on 
update modes for publishers and subscribers. 

Saving a Document Containing Sections 

When saving a document that contains sections, you should wri te out each section record 
as a resource of type 'sect' and write out each alias record as a resource of type 'alis' with 
the same ID as the section record. See the Resource Manager chapters in Volume I and this 
volume for detailed information on resources. 

If a user closes a document that contains newly created publishers without attempting to save 
its contents, you should display an alert box similar to the one shown in Figure 4-10. 

This do cument contains new Publishers. You 
must saue this do cument to keep them. 

Saue changes to the TeachTeHt document 
"untitled" before closing? 

[ Don' t Saue J Cancel J n Saue J) 

Figure 4-10. The new publi sher alert box 

If you keep the section records and alias records for each publisher and subscriber as 
resources, you can use the ChangedResource or WriteResource function. If you detach 
the section records and alias records from each section, you need to clone the handles and 
use the AddResource function. See the Resource Manager chapter in Volume V for detailed 
information on the ChangedResource, WriteResource, and AddResource functions. 

Use the PBExchangeFiles function to ensure that each time you save a document that contains 
sections, the file ID remains the same. Saving a fil e typically involves creating a new file 
(with a temporary name), writing data to it, closing it, and then deleting the original file that 
you are replacing. You rename the temporary file with the original filename, which leads to a 
new file ID. The PBExchangeFi les function swaps the contents of the two files (even if they 
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are open) by getting both catalog entries and swapping the allocation pointers. If the files are 
open, the file control block (PCB) is updated so that the reference numbers still access the 
same contents (under a new name). See the File Manager chapter in this volume for detailed 
information on the PBExchangeFiles function. 

Listing 4-2 illustrates how to save a file that contains sections. As described earlier, you 
should write out the eligible section records and alias records as resources to allow for 
future compatibility. There are several different techniques for saving or adding resources; 
this listing illustrates one technique. The section handles are still valid after using the 
AddResource function because this listing illustrates just saving, not closing, the file. 

Before you write out sections, you need to see if any publisher sections share the same 
control block. Publishers that share the same control block share the same edition. 

If a user creates an identical copy of a file by choosing Save As from the File menu and 
does not make any changes to this new file, you simply use the AssociateSection function 
to indicate to the Edition Manager which document a section is located in. 

Listing 4-2. Saving a document containing sections 

PROCEDURE SaveDocument(thisDocument : MyDocumentin foPt r ; 
numberOfSection s : I n teger) ; 

VAR 
a SectionH : 
c opiedSectionH : 
copi edAliasH : 
re s ID: 
thison e : 

BEGIN 

SectionHandle ; 
Handle ; 
Handle ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 

{Wri te c ontents of publishers t hat need to be wri t t en during sav e . } 
{ The GetSect i onAliasPair f unc t i on return s a handle and } 
{ resID to a section . The Che ckFo rDataChange d func t ion } 
{ retur ns TRUE if the data in t h e section has chang ed . } 
FOR thisone : = 1 TO numberOfSections DO 
BEGIN 

aSec tio nH : = GetSectionAl i a s Pair(thisDocument , t h isone , resID) ; 
IF (aSectionHAA . kind = stPublisher) & 

(aSectionHAA . mode = p umOnSav e ) & 
(CheckForDa taChanged( aSectionH)) 

THEN DoWriteEd i tion(aSectio nH , thi s Document) ; 
END ; {for} 

{Set the curResFi l e to be the resource fork of thisDocument. } 
Us eResF i le(thisDocument A. resForkRe f Num) ; 

{Write all section and alias records to the document . } 
FOR thisone : = 1 TO numberOfSection s DO 
BEGIN 

{Given an index , get the next section handle and resID } 
{ from your internal list of sections for this file . } 
aSect ionH : = GetSec t ionAliasPair(thisDocument , t h isone , resID) ; 
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CheckForDupes(thisDocumen t , numberOfSections) ; 

{Save section record to d isk . } 
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copiedSectionH : = Handle(aSectionH ) ; 
HandToHand(copiedSectionH ) ; 
AddResource(copiedSectionH , rSectionType , resID , '' ) ; 

{Save alias record to d isk . } 
copiedAliasH : = Handle(aSectionHAA . alias) ; 
HandToHand(copiedAliasH) ; 
AddResource(copiedSectionH , rAliasType , resID , '' ) ; 

END ; {for} 

{Wr ite rest of document to d i s k . } 
END; {SaveDocument} 

Opening and Closing a Document Containing Sections 

When opening a document that contains sections, your application should use the GetResource 
function to get the section record and the alias record for each publisher and subscriber. Set the 
alias field of the section record to be the handle to the alias. See the Resource Manager chapter 
in Volume I for detailed information on the GetResource function. 

You also need to register each section using the RegisterSection function. The RegisterSection 
function info1ms the Edition Manager that a section exists. 

err : = RegisterSection (sectionDocument , sectionH , aliasWasUpdated) ; 

The RegisterSection function adds the section record to the Edition Manager's list of regis
tered sections. This function assumes that the alias field of each section record is a handle 
to the alias record. The alias record is a reference to the edition container from the section' s 
document. If the RegisterSection function successfully locates the edition container for a 
particular section, the section is registered through a shared cont.fol block. The control block 
is a private field in the section record. 

If the RegisterSection function cannot find the edition container for a pa11icular subscriber, 
RegisterSection returns the containerNotFoundWrn result code. If the RegisterSection 
function cannot find the edition container for a pa11icular publisher, RegisterSection creates 
an empty edition container for the publisher in the Inst place the edition was located. The 
Edition Manager sends your application a Section Write event for that section. 

When a user attempts to open a document that contains multiple publishers to the same 
edition, you should warn the user by displaying an alert box (see "Duplicating Publishers 
and Subscribers" later in this chapter). 

When a user opens a document that contains a subscriber (with an update mode set to 
automatic), receives a new edition, and then closes the document without making any 
changes to the fi le, you should update the document and simply allow the user to close 
it. You do not need to prompt the user to save changes to the file. 
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When closing a document that contains sections, you must unregister each section (using 
the UnRegisterSection function) and dispose of each corresponding section record and 
alias record. 

err : = UnRegi sterSection (sectionH) ; 

The UnRegisterSection function removes the section record from the list of registered 
sections and unlinks itself from the shared control block. 

Listing 4-3 illustrates how to open an existing file that contains sections. As described earlier, 
you should retrieve the section and alias resources, connect the pair through the alias field 
of the section record, and register the section with the Edition Manager. There are many 
different techniques for retrieving resources; this listing shows one technique. If an alias was 
out of date and was updated by the Alias Manager during the resolve, the Edition Manager 
sets the alias Was Updated parameter of the RegisterSection function to TRUE. This means 
that you should save the document. Additionally, your application must maintain its own list 
of registered sections for each open document that contains sections. 

Listing 4-3. Opening a document containing sections 

PROCEDURE OpenExistingDocument(thisDocument : MyDocurnentinfoPtr) ; 

VAR 
sectionH : 
a liasH : 
aliasWasUpdated : 
registerErr : 
res I D: 

Sect:..onHandle ; 
Al i asHundle ; 
Boolean ; 
OSErr ; 
Integer ; 

thisone : Integer ; 
numberOfSections : Integer ; 
aName : Str255 ; 

BEGIN 
{Set the curResFile to be the resource fork of thisDocument . } 
Use ResFile(thisDocumentA. resForkRefNum) ; 

{Find out the number of section resources . } 
numberOfSections : = CountlResources (rSectionType) ; 

{In determining the number of section/alias resource pairs to 
{ get, this code only loops for as many sections it finds . 
{ It is unusual to have more section resources than alias } 
{ resources . Your code may want to check this and handle it } 
{ appropriately . You now have a count of the number of section/alias 
{ resource pairs to get . Loop to get them , connect them , and register } 
{ the section . } 
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sectionH . - SectionHandle(GetlindResource(rSectionType, 
thisone)) ; 

{If sectionH i s NIL , something could be wrong with the file . 
{Be sure to check for this . } 

{Get the resource ID of the section and use this to get the 
{alias with the same resource ID . } 
GetResinfo(Handle(sectionH) , resID , rSectionType, aName) ; 
DetachResource(Handle(sectionH)) ; 
{Detaching is not necessary , but it is convenient . } 

aliasH : = AliasHandle(GetlResource(rAliasType , resID)) ; 
{If aliasH is KIL , then there could be somethi ng wrong } 
{with the file . Be sure to check for this . } 

DetachResource(Handle(aliasH)) ; 
{Detaching is not necessary , but it is convenient . } 

{Connect section and alias together . } 
sectionHAA . alias : = aliasH ; 

{Register the section . } 
registerErr : = RegisterSection(thisDocument A. fileSpec, 

sectionH, al iasWasUpdated) ; 

{The RegisterSection function may return an error if a sect i on 
( is not registered . This is not a fatal error . Continue looping 
( to register remaining sections . } 

(Add this section/ alias pair co your interna l boo~keeping . } 
{The AddSectionAliasPair is a routine to accomplish this . } 
MyAddSectionAliasPair(thisDocument , sectionH , resID) ; 

(If the alias has changed , make note of this . It is } 
{ important to know this when you save . Al iasHasChanged is a } 
{routine that wil l do this . } 
IF aliasWasUpdated THEN AliasHasChanged(sec t ionH) ; 

END ; (for} 
END ; (OpenExistingDocument} 

Reading and Writing a Section 

Your application writes publisher data to an edjtion. New publisher data replaces the previous 
contents of the edition, making the previous edition information irretrievable. Your applica
tion reads data from an edition for each subscriber within a document. 
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The following sections describe how to 

• use different formats to write to or read from an edition 

• open an edition to initiate writing or reading 

• set a format mark 

• write to or read from an edition 

• close an edition after successfully writing or reading data 

Formats in an Edition 

You can write data to an edition in several different formats. These formats are the same as 
Clipboard formats. Clipboard formats are indicated by a four-character tag. 

Typically , when a user copies data, you identify the Clipboard fo1mats and then write the data 
to scrap. With the Edition Manager, when a user decides to publish data, you identify the 
Clipboard formats and then write the data to an ed ition. You can write multiple formats of the 
same data. 

For an edition, you should write your preferred formats first. In general, to write data to an 
edition, your application should use either 'TEXT format or 'PICT format. This allows 
your application to share data with most other applications. To subscribe to an edition, your 
application should be able to read both 'TEXT' and 'PICT' files. In addition, your applica
tion can write any other private formats that you want to support. 

Clipboard formats are described in the Scrap Manager chapter in Volume I. 

A few special formats are defined as constants. 

CONST kPublisherDocAliasFormat 

kPreviewFormat 
kFormat ListFormat 

' al is '; 

' prvw '; 
= ' f mts ' ; 

{alias r e cord from the } 
{ edition to publisher} 
{ ' PICT ' thumbnail sketch} 
{lists all available } 
{ formats} 

The kPubli sherDocAliasFormat ('alis') format is written by the Edition Manager. It is an alias 
record from the edition to the publisher's document. Appended to the end of the alias is the 
section JD of the publisher, which the Edition Manager uses to di stinguish between multiple 
publishers to a single edition. You should discourage users from making multiple copies of 
the same publisher. See "Duplicating Publishers and Subscribers" later in thi s chapter for 
detailed information. 

The kPreviewFormat ('prvw') format should be written by any application that publishes 
large amounts of data that may be slow to draw a preview. This format holds a preview of 
the edition data that is displayed in the preview area of the subscriber dialog box. This format 
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is actually a 'PICT' file that is generated by the publishing application and displays well in a 
rectangle of 120 by 120 pixels. You can also use this 'PICT' file to display subscriber data 
within a document (to save space). 

To draw a preview in the 'prvw' format, the Edition Manager calls Draw Picture with a 120 
by 120 rectangle. To draw a preview in the 'PICT' format, the Edition Manager examines the 
picture's bounding rectangle and calls DrawPicture with a rectangle that scales the picture 
proportionally and centers it in a 120 by 120 area. 

The kFormatListFormat ('fmts') format is a virtual format that is read but never written. It is 
a list of all the formats and their lengths. Applications can use this format in place of the 
EditionHasFormat function (described in "Choosing Which Edition Format to Read" later in 
this chapter), which provides a procedural interface to determine which formats are available. 

If your application can read two or more of the available formats, use 'fmts' to determine the 
priority of these formats for a particular edition. The order of 'frnts' reflects the order in 
which the formats were written. 

The FormatsA vailable data type defines a record for the 'fmts' format. 

TYPE FormatsAvailabl e = ARRAY[O .. 0 ) OF 
RECORD 

theType : 
theLength : 

END ; 

Format Type ; 
Long Int 

{format type for an edition} 
{length of edition format } 
{ type} 

For example, an edition container may have a format type 'TEXT' of length 100, and 
a format type 'sty!' of length 32. A subscriber to this edition can open it and then read 
the format type 'fmts' to list all available formats. In this example, it returns 16 bytes: 
'TEXT' $00000064 'sty!' $00000020. 

Opening an Edition 

For a publisher, use the OpenNewEdition function to initiate the writing of data to an edition. 

err : = OpenNewEdition (publisherSectionH, fdCreator, 
publisherSectionDocument , refNum); 

The publisherSectionH parameter is the publisher section that you are writing to the edition. 
The fdCreator parameter is the Finder™ creator type of the new edition icon. 

The publisherSectionDocurnent parameter is the document that contains the publisher. This 
parameter is used to create an alias from the edition to the publisher's document. If you pass 
NIL for publisherSectionDocument, an alias is not made in the edition file. The refNum 
parameter returns the reference number for the edition. 

For a subscriber, use the OpenEdition function to initiate the reading of data from an edition. 

err : = OpenEdition (subscriberSectionH , refNum); 
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The subscriberSectionH parameter is a handle to the section record for a given section. The 
refNum parameter returns the reference number for the edition. 

The user may rename or move the edition in the Finder. Before writing to or reading data 
from an edition, the Edition Manager verifies the name of the edition. This process is 
referred to as synching or synchronization. Synching ensures that the Edition Manager's 
existing edition names correspond to the Finder's existing edition names by updating the 
control block. 

Format Marks 

Each format has its own mark. The mark indicates the next position of a read or write opera
tion. Initially, a mark automatically defau lts to 0. After reading or writing data, the format 
mark is set past the last position written to or read from. The mark is similar to the File 
Manager' s current read or write position marker for a data fork. Any time that an edition is 
open (after calling the OpenEdition or the OpenNewEdition function), any of the marks for 
each format can be queried or set. 

To set the current mark for a section format to a new location, use the SetEditionFormatMark 
function. 

err : = SetEditionFormatMark (whichEdition , whichForrnat , 
setMarkTo) ; 

To find where a current mark is for a format in an edition fil e, use the GetEditionFormatMark 
function. 

err : = GetEditionForrnatMark (whichEdition, whichFormat , 
currentMark) ; 

Reading and Writing Edition Data 

With the Edition Manager, you can read or write data a few bytes at a time instead of putting 
data into one block as the Scrap Manager does. This model is similar to the data fork of a 
Macintosh file. You can read sequentially by setting the mark to 0 and repeatedly call ing read, 
or you can jump to a specific offset by setting the mark there. The Edition Manager also adds 
the capability to stream multiple formats by keeping a separate mark for each format. This 
allows you to write a few bytes of one fom1at and then write a few bytes of another format, 
and so forth. 

Once you have opened the edition container for a particular publisher, you can begin writing 
data to the edition. Use the WriteEdition function to write publisher data to an edition. 

err : = WriteEdition (whichEdition , whichFormat , buffPtr , buffLen) ; 

The WriteEdition function writes the specified fon11at (beginning at the current mark for that 
format type) from the buffer pointed to by the buftPtr parameter up to buffLen bytes. 

After you open the edition container for a subscriber and determine which formats to read, 
use the ReadEdition function to read edition data. 
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err : = ReadEdition (whichEdition , whichFormat , buffPtr , buffLen) ; 

The ReadEdition function reads the data with the specified format (whichFormat) from the 
edition into the buffer. The ReadEdition function begins reading at the current mark for that 
format and continues to read up to buffLen bytes. The actual number of bytes read is returned 
in the buftLen parameter. Once the buffLen parameter returns a value smaller than the value 
you have specified, there is no additional data to read, and the ReadEdition function returns a 
noErr result code. 

Closing an Edition 

When you are done writing to or reading data from an edition, call the CloseEdition function. 

err : = Cl oseEdition (whichEd i tion, successful); 

Each time a user edits a publisher within a document, you must update the modification date 
in the section record (even if the data is not yet written). When the update mode is set to 
Manually, the user can compare the modification dates for a publisher and its edition in the 
publisher options dialog box. One modification date indicates when the publisher last wrote 
data to the edition, and the other modification date indicates when the publisher section was 
last edited. 

If the successful parameter for a publisher is TRUE, the CloseEdition function makes the 
newly written data available to subscribers and sets the modification date in the mdDate field 
of the edition to correspond to the modification date of the publisher's section record. If the 
two dates differ, the Edition Manager sends a Section Read event to all current subscribers. 

lf the successful parameter for a subscriber is TRUE, the CloseEdition function sets the 
modification date of the subscriber's section record to correspond to the modification date of 
the edition. 

If you cannot successfully read from or write data to an edition, set the successful parameter 
to FALSE. For a publisher, data is not written to the edition, but it should still be saved with 
the document that contains the section. When the document is next saved, data can then be 
written to the edition. See "Closing an Edition After Reading or Writing" later in this chapter 
for additional information on the CloseEdition function. 

Creating a Publisher 

You need to support a Create Publisher menu command in the Edit menu. When a user selects 
a portion of a document and chooses Create Publisher from this menu, you should display the 
publisher dialog box on the user's screen. The Create Publisher menu command should 
remain dimmed until the user selects a portion of a document. 

Use the NewPublisherDialog function to display the publisher dialog box on the user's 
screen. This function is similar to the CustomPutFile procedure described in the Standard 
File Package chapter in this volume. 

err : = NewPublisherDialog (reply) ; 
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The dialog box contains space for a preview (a thumbnail sketch) of the edition and a 
space for the user to type in the name of the edition in which to write the publisher data. 
Figure 4-11 illustrates a sample publisher dialog box. 
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Figure 4-11. A sample publisher dialog box 

The NewPublisherDialog function displays the preview (provided by your application), a text 
box with the default name of the edition (provided by your application), and handles all user 
input until the user clicks Publish or Cancel. 

You pass a new publisher reply record as a parameter to the NewPublisherDialog function. 

TYPE NewPublisherReply 
RECORD 

canceled : 
replacing : 

usePart : 
preview : 

previewForrnat : 
container : 

END; 

Boolean ; {user canceled dialog box } 
Boolean; {user chose existing } 

{ filename for an edition} 
Boolean; {always FALSE in vers i on 7 . 0 } 
Handle ; {handle to ' prvw' , 'PICT' , } 

{ ' TEXT', or 'snd ' data} 
ForrnatType ; {type of preview} 
EditionContainerSpec {edition chosen} 

You fill in the usePart, preview, preview Format, and container fields of the new publisher 
reply record. 

Always set the usePart field to FALSE. The preview field contains either NIL or the data to 
display in the preview. The previewFormat field should contain 'PICT', 'TEXT', or 'prvw'. 

Set the container field to be the default name and folder for the edition. The default name 
should reflect the data contained in the publisher. For example, if a user publishes a bar chart 
of sales information entitled "sales data," then the default name for the edition could also 
be "sales data." Otherwise, you should use the document name followed by a hyphen (-) 
and a number to establish uniqueness. For example, your default name could be "January 
Totals - 3." 

If the document has not been saved, the default name should be "untitled edition <n>" where 
n is a number to establi sh uniqueness. The default folder should be the same as the edition for 
the last publisher created in the same document. If this is the first publisher in the document, 
the default folder should be the same folder that the document is in . 
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The canceled field of the new publisher reply record indicates whether the user canceled from 
the dialog bo~. The replacing field indicates that the user chose to replace an existing edition 
file. If replacing returns FALSE, call the CreateEditionContainerFile function to create an 
edition file. 

The container field is of data type EditionContainerSpec. 

TYPE EditionContainerSpec = 
RECORD 

theFile : 

theFileScript : 
thePart : 

thePartName : 
thePartScript : 

END ; 

FSSpec ; 

ScriptCode ; 
:...ongint ; 

Str31 ; 
ScriptCode 

{file containing edicion } 
{ data} 
{script code of filename} 
{which part of file , } 
{ always kPartsNotUsed} 
{not used in version 7 . 0} 
{not used in version 7 . 0} 

The field theFile is of type FSSpec. See the File Manager chapter in this volume for further 
information on file system specification records. 

You identify the edition using a volume reference number, directory ID, and filename. When 
specifying an edition, follow the standard conventions described in the File Manager chapter 
of this volume. 

After filling in the fi elds of the new publisher reply record, pass it as a parameter to the 
NewPublisherDialog function , which displays the publisher dialog box. 

err : = NewPublisherDialog (reply) ; 

After displaying the publisher dialog box, use the CreateEditionContainerFile function to create 
the edition container, and then use NewSection function to create the section record and the 
alias record. See "Creating the Section Record and Alias Record" earlier in this chapter for 
detailed information. 

In response to the user selecting the Create Publisher menu item, this code illustrates how 
your application might set up the preview for the edition, set the default name for the edition 
container, and call an application-defined function (DoNewPublisher function) to display the 
publisher dialog box on the user' s screen. An application might call the DoNewPublisher 
function as a result of the user making a menu selection to create a publisher or in response to 
handling the Create Publisher event. See the Apple Event Manager chapter in this volume for 
an example handler that handles the Create Publisher event. 

VAR 
thisDocument : 
promptForDialog : 
preview : 
previewFormat : 
defaultLocation : 

BEGIN 

MyDocument infoPtr ; 
Boolean ; 
Handle ; 
FormatType ; 
EditionContainerSpec ; 

{Get a preview to show the user . The MyGetPreviewForSelection 
{ function returns a handle to the preview . } 
preview : = MyGetPreviewForSelection(thisDocument) ; 
previewFormat : = ' TEXT '; 
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defaultLocation := MyGetDefaultEditionSpec(thisDocurnent) ; 
prornptForDialog : = TRUE ; 
rnyErr . - DoNewPublisher(thisDocurnent , prornptForDialog , preview , 

previewForrnat , defaultLocation) ; 
END ; 

Creating the Edition Container 

Use the CreateEditionContainerFile function to create an edition container to hold the 
publisher data. 

err : = CreateEditionContainerFile (editionFile , fdCreator , 
editionFileNarneScript) ; 

This function creates an edition container. The edition container is empty (that is, it does not 
contain any formats) at this time. 

To create a customized icon for the edition container, put the creator signature of your appli
cation with the icon in your application's bundle. See the Finder Interface chapter in this 
volume for additional information . Depending on the contents of the edition, the file type wi ll 
be 'edtp' (for graphics), 'edtt' (for text), or 'edts' (for sound). 

After creating the edition container, use the NewSection function to create the section record 
and alias record for the section. 

Listing 4-4 illustrates how to create a publisher. The DoNewPublisher function shown in the 
listing is a function provided by an application. Note that an application might call the 
DoNewPublisher function as a result of the user making a menu selection to create a publisher 
or in response to handling the Create Publisher event. See the Apple Event Manager chapter in 
this volume for an example handler that handles the Create Publisher event. 

The parameters to the DoNewPublisher function include a pointer to information about the 
document, a Boolean value that indicates if the function should display the new publisher 
dialog box, the preview for the edition, the preview format, and an edition container. 

The function di splays the publisher dialog box if requested, letting the user accept or 
change the name of the edition and the location where the edition should reside. Use the 
CreateEditionContainerFile function to create the edition with the given name and location. 
Use the NewSection fu nction to create a new section for the publisher. 

After the section is created, you must write out the edition data. Be sure to add the newly 
created section to your list of sections for this document. There are several different 
techniques for creating publishers and unique IDs; this listing displays one technique. 

Listing 4-4. Creating a publisher 

FUNCTION DoNewPublisher(thisDocurnent : MyDocumentinfoPtr ; 
promptForDialog : Boolean ; preview : Handle; 
previewFormat : FormatType ; 

VAR 
editionSpec : EditionContainerSpec) : OSErr ; 

getLastErr , dialogErr : OSErr ; 
createErr , sectionErr : OSErr ; 
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resID : 
thisSectionH : 
reply : 

BEGIN 

Integer ; 
SectionHandle ; 
NewPublisherReply ; 

{Set up info for new publisher reply record} 
reply . replacing : = FALSE ; 
reply . usePart : = FALSE ; 
reply . preview : = preview ; 
reply . previewFormat : = previewFormat ; 
reply . container : = editionSpec ; 

IF promptForDialog THEN 
BEGIN {user interaction is allowed} 

{Di splay dialog box and let user select . } 
d i alogErr . - NewPublisherDialog(reply) ; 
{Dispose of preview data handle . } 
DisposHandle(reply . prev~ew) ; 

{There ' s usually no error returned here , but if there is , } 
{ then it makes no sense to continue witt this operation . } 
IF dialogErr < > noErr THEN MyErrHandler(dialogErr ) ; 
{Do nothing if user canceled . } 
IF reply . canceled THEN 
BEGIN 

DoNewPublister : = use rCanceledErr ; 
EXIT(DoNewPublisher) ; 

END ; 
END ; 
{If user wants to replace an existing file, don ' t create one . } 
IF NOT reply . replacing THEN 
BEGIN 

createErr : = 
CreateEditionContainerFile(reply . container . theFile , 

kAppSignature, 
reply . containe r . theFileScript) ; 

{If the create failed , then this operation can ' t be completed} 
IF createErr < > noErr THEN 
BEGIN 

DoNewPublisher : = errAEPermissionDenied ; 
EXIT(DoNewPublisher) ; 

END ; 
::::ND ; 
{Advance counter to make a new unique sectionID for this } 
{ document . It is not required that you equate section IDs with 
{resources . } 
thisDocumentA . nextSectionID : = thisDocumentA . nextSectionID + 1 ; 

{Create a publisher sectjon . } 
sectionErr : = NewSection(reply . container , 

thisDocument A. fileSpecPcr , 
stPublisher, thisDocument A. nextSectionID, 
pumOnSave , thisSectionH) ; 

IF (sectionErr <> noErr) & (sectionErr <> multipl ePublisherWrn) & 
(sectionErr < > notThePublisherWrn) THEN 
{I f a new section could not be created , don ' t continue with this 
{operation . } 
MyErrHandler(sectionErr) ; 

resID : = thisDocument A. nextSectionID ; 
(Continued) 
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Listing 4-4. Creating a publisher (Cont inued) 

{Add this sec:ion/ alias pair to my internal bookkeeping . 
{The AddSectionAliasPair is a routine to accomplish this . } 
AddSectionAliasPair(thisDocument , thisSectionH , resID) ; 

{Write out first edition . } 
DoWriteEdition(thisSectionH , thisDocume~t) ; 

{Remember that the section and alia s records need to be 
{saved as resources when the user saves the document . } 

{Set the func:ion result appropriately } 
DoNewPublisher : = MyGetLastError ; 

END ; {DoNewPublisher} 

Opening an Edition Container to Write Data 

Several routines are required to write (publish) data from a publisher to an edition container. 
Before writing data to an edition, you must use the OpenNewEdition function. This function 
should be used only for a publisher within a document. Use this function to initiate the 
writing of data to an edition . 

err : = OpenNewEdition (publi sherSectionH , fdCreator , 
publisherSectionDocument , refNum) ; 

A user may try to save a document contai ning a publisher that is unable to write its data to an 
edition- because another publisher (that shares the same edition) is writing, another subscriber 
(that shares the same edition) is reading, or a publisher located on another computer is regis
tered to the section. In such a case, you may decide to refrain from writing to the edition so 
that the user does not have to wait. You should also refrain from displaying an error to the 
user. The contents of the publisher are saved to disk with the document. The nex t time that the 
user saves, you can write the publisher data to the edition. You should discourage users from 
making multiple copies of the same publisher and pasting them in the same or other documents 
by display ing an ale1t box (see "Duplicating Publishers and Subscribers" later in this chapter). 

If a user clicks Send Edition Now within the publisher options dialog box (to write publisher 
data to an edition manually), and the publisher is unable to write its data to its edition (for any 
of the reasons outlined above), you should display an error message. 

After you are fini shed writing data to an edition, use the C loseEdition function to close 
the edition. 

Listing 4-5 illustrates how to write data to an edition. As described earlier, you must open the 
edition, write each format using the WriteEdition function, and close the edition using the 
CloseEdition function. This listing shows how to wri te text only. If the edition is written 
successfull y, subscribers receive Section Read events. 

Listing 4-5. Writing data to an ed ition 

PROCEDURE DoWriteEdition(thePublisher : SectionHandle) ; 

VAR 
eRefNum : 
openErr : 

EditionRefNum; 
OSErr ; 
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writeErr : 
closeErr : 
thisDocument : 
textHandle : 

BEGIN 

OSErr ; 
OSErr ; 
MyDocumentinfoPtr; 
Handle ; 

{Find out which document this section belongs t o . 
{ The FindDocument function accomplishes this . } 
thisDocument : = F i ndDocument(thePublisher) ; 

{Open edition for writing . } 

The Edition Manager 

openErr := OpenNewEdition(thePublisher, kAppSignature, 
thisDocume ntA . fileSpecPtr, eRefNum) ; 

I F op enErr <> noErr THEN 
{If the open failed , then you can ' t write , 
{so don ' t continue with this operat ion . } 
MyErrHandler(openErr) ; 

{Get the text data to write . The GetTextinSec t ion 
{ function accompli s hes this . } 
textHandle : = GetTex tinSection(thePublisher , thisDocument); 

{Wr i te out tex t data . } 
HLock(textHandle) ; 
writeErr : = WriteEdition(eRefNum, ' TEXT ' , textHandleA, 

GetHandleSize(tex tHandle ) ); 
HUnLock(tex tHandle) ; 
IF writeErr <> noErr THEN 
BEGIN 

{There were proble ms writing ; simply close the e dition . } 
When suc cess f ul = FALSE , the edition data <> section data . 
Note : this isn ' t fatal or bad ; it just means that the } 
data wasn ' t written and no Section Read events will be } 
generated . } 

closeErr . - CloseEdition(eRefNum, FALSE) ; 
END ELSE 
BEGIN 

{The write was successful ; now close the edi tion . } 
When successful = TRUE , the edition data = section data . } 

{ This edi tion is now ava i lable to any subscibers . } 
{ Section Read events will be sent to current subscribers . } 
closeErr : = CloseEdition(eRefNum, TRUE) ; 

END ; 
END ; {DoWriteEdition} 

Creating a Subscriber 

You need to create a Subscribe To menu command in the Edit menu. When a user chooses 
Subscribe To from this menu, your application should display the subscriber dialog box on 
the user's screen. 

Use the NewSubscriberDialog function to display the subscriber dialog box on the user' s 
screen. This function is similar to the CustomGetFile procedure described in the Standard 
File Package chapter in this volume. 

To create a subscriber, you must get information from the user, such as the name of the 
edition being subscribed to. The dialog box displays a listing of all available editions and 
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allows the user to see a preview (thumbnail sketch) of the edition selected. Figure 4- 12 
shows a sample subscriber dialog box. 
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Figure 4-12. A sample subscriber dialog box 

The subscriber dialog box allows the user to choose an edition to subscri be to. The 
NewSubscriberDialog function hand les all user interaction until a user cli cks Subscribe 
or Cancel. When a user selects an edition container, the Edition Manager accesses the 
prev iew for the edition container (if it is available) and displays it. 

You pass a new subscriber reply record as a parameter to the NewSubscriberDialog function. 

TYPE NewSubscriberReply = 
RECORD 

canceled : 
formatsMask : 
container : 

END ; 

Boolean ; {user canceled dialog box} 
SignedByte ; {formats required} 
EditionConta i nerSpec {edition selected } 

The canceled field returns a Boolean value of TRUE if the user clicked Cancel. To indicate 
which edition format types (text, graphics, or sound) your application can read, you set the 
formatsMask field to one or more of these constants: 

CONST kPICTformatMask 
kTEXTformatMask 
ksndFormatMask 

1 ; 
2 ; 
4 ; 

{Can subscribe to ' PICT ' , } 
{ ' TEXT ' , and } 
{ ' snd ' . } 

To support a combination of formats, add the constants together. For example, a formatsMask 
of 3 d isplays both graphics and texl edition format types in the subscriber dialog box. 

The container field is of data type EditionContainerSpec. You must initialize the container 
field with the default edition volume reference number, directory ID, filename, and part. To 
do so, use the GetLastEditionContainerUsed fu nction to obtain the name of the last edition 
displayed in the dialog box. 

err : = Ge t LastEditionContainerUsed (conta i~er) ; 

This function returns the last edition conta iner for which a new subscriber was created 
using the NewSection function. If there is no last edition, or if the edition was deleted, 
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GetLastEditionContainerUsed still returns the cotTect volume reference number and 
directory ID to use, but leaves the filename blank and returns the fnfErr result code. 

The container field is of data type EditionContainerSpec. 

TYPE EditionContainerSpec 
RECORD 

theFile : 

theFileScript : 
thePart : 

thePartName : 
thePartScript : 

END ; 

?SSpec ; 

ScriptCode ; 
Longint ; 

Str31 ; 
ScriptCode 

{file containing edicion } 
{ data } 
{script code of file~ame} 
{which part of file , } 
{ always kPart sNotUsed} 
{not used in version 7 . 0} 
{not used in version 7 . 0} 

The field theFile is of type FSSpec. See the File Manager chapter in this volume for further 
information on file system specification records. 

After filling in the fields of the new subscriber reply record, pass it as a parameter to the 
NewSubscriberDialog function, which displays the subscriber dialog box. 

err : = NewSubscriberDialog (reply) ; 

After displaying the subscriber dialog box, call the NewSection function to create the section 
record and the alias record. See "Creating the Section Record and Alias Record" earlier in this 
chapter for detailed information. 

If the subscriber is set up to receive new editions automatically (not manually), the Edition 
Manager sends your application a Section Read event. Whenever your application receives a 
Section Read event, it should read the contents of the edition into the subscriber. 

Listing 4-6 illustrates how to create a subscriber. As described earlier, you must set up and 
display the subscriber dialog box to allow the user to subscribe to all available editions. After 
your application creates a subscriber, your application receives a Section Read event to read in 
the data being subscribed to. Be sure to add the newly created section to your list of sections 
for this file. There are many different techniques for creating subscribers and unique IDs; this 
listing displays one technique. 

Listing 4-6. Creating a subscriber 

PROCEDURE DoNewSubscriber(thisDocument : MyDocumentinfoPtr) ; 

VAR 
getLastErr : 
dia logErr : 
s ectionErr : 
resID : 
thisSectionH : 
reply : 

OSErr; 
OSErr ; 
OSErr ; 
Integer ; 
SectionHandle ; 
NewSubscriberReply ; 

(Continued) 
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Listing 4-6. Creating a subscriber (Continued) 

BEGIN 
{Put default edition name into reply record . ) 
getLastErr : = GetLastEditionContainerUsed(reply . container) ; 

{Can subscribe to pictures or text . ) 
reply .formatsMask : = kPICTformatsMask + kTEXTformatsMask; 

{Display dialog box and leL user 8elect . } 
dialogErr : = NewSubscriberDialog(reply); 
{There ' s usually no error returned here , but if chere is, 
{ then it makes no sense to continue with this operation . 
{ Pass control to MyErrHandler . ) 
IF dialogErr <> noErr THEN MyErrHandler(dialogErr) ; 

{Do nothing if user canceled . ) 
IF reply . canceled THEN EXIT(DoNewSubscriber); 

{Advance counter to maKe a new unique sectionID for this } 
{ document . It is not necessary to equate section IDs with 
{ resources . ) 
thisDocumentA . nextSectionID : = thisDocumentA . nextSectionID + 1 ; 

{Create a subscriber section . ) 
sectionErr : = NewSection(reply . container, 

thisDocument A. fileSpecPtr , 
stSubscriber , 
thisDocument A. nex tSectionID , 
sumAutomat i c , thi s SectionH) ; 

IF sectionErr <> noErr THEN 
{Same reasoning as above . If a new section could not be 
{ created , don ' t continue with this operation. Pass ) 
{ control to MyErrHandler . ) 
MyErrHandler(sectionErr) ; 

resID : = thisDocumentA . nextSectionID ; 

{Add this section/alias pair to your internal bookkeeping . 
{ AddSectionAliasPair is a routine to accomplish this . ) 
AddSectionAliasPair(thisDocument, thisSectionH , resID) ; 

{Remember that you will receive a Section Read event to read ) 
{ in the edition that you just subscribed to because the initial 
{mode is set to sumAutomatic . } 

{Remember that the section and alias records need to be saved } 
{as resources when the user saves the document . } 

END; {DoNewSubscriber} 
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Opening an Edition Container to Read Data 

Before reading data from an edition, you must use the OpenEdition function. Your applica
tion should onl y use this function for a subscriber. Use this function to initiate the reading of 
data from an edition. 

err : = OpenEdition (subscriberSectionH , refNum) ; 

As a precaution, you should retain the old data until the user can no longer undo. This allows 
you to undo changes if the user requests it. 

Your application can supply a procedure such as DoReadEdition to read in data from the 
edition to a subscriber. When your application opens a document containing a subscriber 
that is set up to receive new editions automatically, the Edition Manager sends you a Section 
Read event if the edition has been updated. The Section Read event supplies the handle to 
the section that requires updating. Listing 4-7 provides an example of reading data from 
an edition. 

Choosing Which Edition Format to Read 

After your application opens the edition container for a subscriber, it can look in the edition 
for formats that it understands. To accomplish this, use the EditionHasFormat function. 

err : = EditionHasFormat (whichEdition , whichFormat , formatSize ) ; 

The EditionHasFormat function returns the noTypeErr result code if a requested format 
is not available. If the requested format is available, th is function returns the noErr result 
code, and the formatSize parameter contains the size of the data in the specified format or 
kFormatLength Unknown (-1 ), which signifies that the size is unknown. 

After your application opens the edition container and determines which formats it wants to 
read, call the ReadEdition function to read in the edition data. See "Reading and Writing 
Edition Data" earlier in thi s chapter for detailed information. 

After you have completed writing the edition data into the subscriber section, call the 
CloseEdition fu nction to close the edition. See "Closing an Edition" earlier in this chapter 
for detailed information. 

Listing 4-7 illusu·ates how to read data from an ed ition. As described earlier, you must open 
the edition, determine which formats to read, use the ReadEdition function to read in data, 
and then use the CloseEdition function to close the edition. This li sting shows how to read 
only text. 
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Listing 4-7. Reading in edition data 

PROCEDURE DoReadEdition(theSubscriber : SectionHandle ) ; 

VAR 
eRefNum : 
openErr : 
readErr : 
closeErr : 
thisDocumc nt : 
textHand l e : 
formatLen : 

EditionRefNum ; 
OSErr ; 
OSErr ; 
OSEr r ; 
MyDocumc n tinfoPtr ; 
Handle ; 
Si ze ; 

BEGIN 
{Find out which document this section belongs to . 
{The FindDocument function accomplishes this . } 
thisDocument := FindDocument(theSubscriber) ; 

{Open the e di tion for reading.} 
openErr : = OpenEdition(theSubscriber , eRefNum) ; 
IF openErr <> noErr THEN 
{If the open failed , then most likely you can ' t read , } 
{ so don ' t cont i nue with this operation . } 

MyErrHandler(openErr) ; 

{Look for ' TEXT ' format . } 
IF EditionHasFormat(eRefNum , ' TEXT ' , formatLen) 
BEGIN 

{Get the handl e of location to read to . } 

noErr THEN 

{The GetTextinSection function accomplishes this . } 
textHandle : = GetTextinSection(theSubscriber , thisDocument) ; 
SetHandleSize(tex tHandle , formatLen) ; 
HLock(textHandle) ; 
readErr : = ReadEdition(eRefNum , ' TEXT ' , textHandleA, 

formatLen) ; 
HUnLock(tex tHandle) ; 

IF readErr = noErr THEN 
BEGIN 

{The read was successful ; now close the edition . } 
{When successful= TRUE, the section data= edition data . } 
closeErr : = CloseEdition(eRefNum, TRUE) ; 
EXIT(DoReadEdi tion) ; 

END ; 
END; 
{ ' TEXT ' format wasn ' t found or read error ; just close } 
{ the edition . FALSE tells the Edition Manager that your app l ication } 
{did not get the latest edition . } 
closeErr : = CloseEdition(eRefNum , FALSE) ; 

END ; {DoReadEdition} 
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Using Publisher and Subscriber Options 

There are special options assoc iated with publishers and subscribers within documents. Your 
application can use the publisher and subscriber options dialog boxes provided by the Edition 
Manager to make these choices available to the user. You should make these dialog boxes 
available to the user by creating a menu command in the Edit menu that toggles between 
Publisher Options (when the user has selected a publisher within a document) and Subscriber 
Options (when a user has selected a subscriber within a document). · 

When a user chooses these menu commands, you need to display the corresponding publisher 
or subscriber options dialog box. Use the SectionOptionsDialog function to display the appro
priate dialog box on the user's screen. 

err : = SectionOptionsDialog (reply) ; 

Each dialog box contains information regarding the section and its edition. Figure 4- J 3 
shows the publisher options dialog box with the update mode set to On Save. 

Publisher to: I a Simple graphic ..... 1 

Ca ncel Publisher 
,..send Editions; .................................................................................................. , 

i @ On Saue ' 

I 0 Manually [ Send Edition Now J 

1 ... ~:.:.~~.: .. ~.~:.:.:~."..: ................. ~~.~~.~:.~.~ .. :~:.°.~.~~···1·~·: .. ~ .. :.:.: .. ~.::: .. :: .. ~.: . ...J [ Cancel J ([ OK l) 

Figure 4-13. The publisher options dialog box with update mode set to On Save 

Figure 4-14 shows the publisher options dialog box with the update mode set to Manually. 

Publisher to: I a Simple graphic ..... 1 

,·· Send Editions: ..................................................................................... . 

! 0 On Saue 

I @Manually 
; 

( Send Edition Now 

! LatestEdition : Monday , June 18 , 1 990 4 :21 :39 PM 
! Last Change : Monday , June 18 , I 990 4 :21 :39 PM , 
L_ ................................................................................................................................................. l 

Cancel Publisher 

[ Cancel ) n OK I) 

Figure 4-14. The publisher options dialog box with update mode set to Manually 

As a shortcut for the user, you should display the publisher options dialog box when the user 
double-clicks on a publisher section within a document. 
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Figure 4-15 shows the subscriber options dialog box with the update mode set to 
Automatically. 

Subscriber to: I D Simple graphic ..-1 
r Get Editions: .......... __ ......................................................... - ........................ ] 

I ® Automatically ! 
i 0 Manually ( Get Edition Now J ! 
I 
j Latest Edition : Tuesday , October 17, 1989 5 :04 :00 PM 

l 
!.. ..................................................................................................................... .................. - ........ , 

[ Cancel Subscriber ) 

[ Open Publisher ] 

( Cancel ) ([ OK n 

Figure 4-15. The subscriber options dialog box with update mode set to Automaticall y 

Figure 4-16 shows the subscriber options dialog box with the update mode set to Manually. 

Subscriber to: ID Simple graphic ..-1 
r .. Get Editions: ..................................................................................................... 1 

i 0 Automatically 
1 

i @ Manually [ Get Edition Now 
! 

! Latest Edition : Monday , June 18, 1990 4 : 17 :33 PM 
j Last Received : Monday , June 18, 1990 4 : 17 :33 PM 
! . 
1 ............. -···-······························ ·--·--······ ········-······························ ·"'·············- ·········· .. ··· ········: 

( Cancel Subscriber ) 

[ Open Publisher ) 

( Cancel ) ([ OK B 

Figure 4-16. The subscriber options dialog box with update mode set to Manually 

As a shortcut for the user, you should display the subscriber options dialog box when the 
user double-clicks on a subscriber section within a document. 

You pass a section options reply record as a parameter to the SectionOptionsDialog function. 

TYPE SectionOptionsRep l y 
RECORD 

canceled : 
changed : 
sectionH : 

action : 
END ; 

Boolean ; {user canceled dialog box} 
Boolean ; {changed section record} 
SectionHandle ; {handle to the specified 

{ section record} 
Res Type {action codes} 

Set the sectionH parameter to the handle to the section record for the section the user selected. 

Upon return of the SectionOptionsDialog function , the canceled and changed fields are set. If 
the canceled parameter is set to TRUE, the user canceled the dialog box. Otherwise, this 
parameter is FALSE. If the changed parameter is TRUE, the section record is changed. For 
example, the user may have changed the update mode. 
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The action parameter contains the code for one of five user actions. All action codes dismiss 
the publisher and subscriber options dialog boxes when complete. 

• action code is 'read' for user selection of the Get Edition Now button 

• action code is 'writ' for user selection of the Send Edition Now button 

• action code is 'goto' for user selection of the Open Publisher button 

• action code is 'encl' for user selection of the Cancel Publisher or Cancel Subscriber button 

• action code is ' ' ($20202020) for user selection of the OK button 

Listing 4-8 shows an example of how your application can respond to the action codes 
received from the section options reply record. There are several different techniques that 
your application can use to accomplish this-this listing shows one technique. 

Listing 4-8. Responding to action codes 

PROCEDURE DoOptionsDialog(theSection : SectionHandle) ; 

VAR 
reply : 
theEditioninfo : 
action : 
sodErr : 
geiErr : 
gpiErr : 

SectionOptionReply ; 
EditioninfoRecord; 
ResType ; 
OSErr ; 
OSErr ; 
OSErr ; 

BEGIN 
reply . sectionH : = theSect i on ; 
sodErr : = SectionOptionsDialog( reply) ; 

{Determine what the user did and handle appropriately . } 
IF reply . canceled THEN 

{The user changed his/he r mind ; simply return . } 
EXIT(DoOptionsDialog) ; 

I F reply . changed THEN 
{The sect ion record has changed ; make note of this . } 
{ SectionHasChanged i s a rou:ine t o accomplish t hi s . } 
SectionHasChanged(theSection) ; 
{If you customize , you ma y want co do some post-processing now . } 

action : = reply .action ; {Get the action code . } 

IF (action= ' read ' ) THEN 
BEGIN {User selected Get Edition Now button . } 

DoReadEdition(theSection) ; 
EXIT(DoOptionsDialog) ; 

END ; 

(Continued) 
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Listing 4-8. Responding to action codes (Continued) 

I F (action= ' writ ' ) THEN 
BEGIN {User selected Send Edition Now button . } 

DoWriteEdition(theSection) ; 
EXIT(DoOptionsDialog) ; 

END ; 

I F (ac tion= ' goto ' ) THEN 
BEGIN {User selected Open Publisher button . } 

geiErr : = GetEditioninfo(theSect ion , theEditioni nfo) ; 
{There ' s usually no error returned here , but if } 
{ there is, then don ' t continue with this operation . } 
IF geiErr <> noErr THEN MyErrHandler(geiErr) ; 

gpsErr : = GotoPublisherSection(theEditioninfo . container) ; 
{Same comment as above . Pass control to MyErrHandler } 
{ if there ' s an error . } 
IF gpsErr <> noErr THEN MyErrHandler(gpsErr) ; 
EXIT{DoOptionsDialog) ; 

END ; 

IF (action= ' encl ' ) THEN 
BEGIN {User selected Cancel Publisher or Cancel Subscriber button . } 

{Call t he UnRegisterSection function and dispose of the } 
{section record and the alias record . } 
EXIT(DoOptionsDialog) ; 

END; 
END; {DoOptionsDialog} 

The following sections describe the features of the publisher and subscriber options 
dialog boxes. 

Publishing a New Edition While Saving or Manually 

By default, your application should write publisher data to an edition each time the user 
saves the document and the contents of the publisher differ from the latest edition. In the 
publisher options dialog box, the user can choose to write new data to an edition each time 
the document is saved (by clicking On Save) or on ly when the user specifically requests it 
(by clicking Manually). 

When the update mode is set to manual , a user must click the Send Edition Now button 
within the publisher options dialog box to write publisher data to an edition. When a user 
clicks Send Edition Now, the section options reply record contains the action code 'writ'. 
Write out the new edition beginning with the OpenNewEdition function. Writing to an edition 
manually is usefu l when a user tends to save a document numerous times while revising it. 
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Each time the user saves the document, check the update mode of the publisher section. If the 
publisher section sends its data to an edition on save, check to see whether the publisher data 
has changed since it was last written out to the edition. If so, write out the new edition. 

In addition, you may also support a Stop Al l Editions menu command to provide a method 
for temporari ly suspending all update activity. See "Publishers, Subscribers, and Editions" 
earlier in this chapter for additional information. 

Subscribing to an Edition Automatically or Manually 

By default, your application should subscribe to an edition each time new edition data becomes 
avai lable. In the subscriber options dialog box, the user can choose to read new data from an 
edition as the data is available (by clicking Automatically) or only when the user specifically 
requests it (by clicking Manually). 

When the update mode is set to manual , the user must click the Get Edition Now button 
wi thin the subscriber options dialog box to receive new editions. When a user clicks this 
button, the section options reply record contains the action code 'read'. Read in the new 
edition beginning with the OpenEdition function. See "Opening an Edition Container to 
Read Data" earlier in this chapter for detailed information. 

When the update mode is set to automatic, your application receives a Section Read event 
each time a new edition becomes available. In response, you should read the new edition 
data beginning with the OpenNewEdition function. 

Your application does not receive Section Read events for subscribers that receive new 
editions manually. 

You may also support a Stop All Editions menu command to provide a method for 
temporarily suspending all update activity. See "Publishers, Subscribers, and Editions" 
earlier in this chapter for additional information. 

Canceling Sections Within Documents 

The option of canceling publishers and subscribers is available to the user through the Cancel 
Publisher and Cancel Subscriber buttons in the coJTesponding options dialog boxes. When 
the user wants to cancel the publisher or cancel the subscriber within a document, the action 
code of the section options reply record is 'encl'. See "Relocating an Edition" later in this 
chapter for additional information on canceling a section. 

When a user cancels a section (either a publisher or subscriber) and then saves the document, 
or when a user closes an untitled document (which contains newly created sections) without 
saving, you must unregister each corresponding section record and alias record using the 
UnRegisterSection function. In addition , you should also delete the section record and alias 
record using the DisposHandle procedure. See the Memory Manager chapter in Volume I for 
additional information on the DisposHandle procedure. 
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When a user cancels a publisher section and then saves the document, or when a user closes 
an untitled document (which contains newly created publishers) without saving, you must 
also delete any corresponding edition containers (in addition to deleting section records and 
alias records). 

Do not delete an edition container file, section record, or alias record until the user saves the 
document-the user may decide to undo changes before saving the document. 

To locate the appropriate edition container to be deleted (before you use the UnRegisterSection 
function), use the GetEditionlnfo function. 

err : = GetEditioninfo (sectionH, editioninfo) ; 

The editionlnfo parameter is a record of data type EditionlnfoRecord. 

TYPE EditioninfoRecord 
RECORD 

crDate : 

mdDate : 
fdCreator : 
fdType : 
container : 

END; 

TimeStamp ; {date edition container 
{ was created} 

TimeStamp ; {date o f last change} 
OSType ; {file creator} 
OSType ; {file type } 
Edit ionContainerSpec {the edition} 

The GetEditionlnfo function returns the edition container as part of the edition information. 

The crDate field contains the creation date of the edition. The mdDate field contains the modi
fication date of the edition. 

The fdType and the fdCreator fields are the type and creator of the edition file. The container 
field includes a volume reference number, directory ID, filename, script, and part number for 
the edition. 

To remove the edition container, use the DeleteEditionContainerFile function. 

err : = De l eteEditionContainerFile (editionFi le) ; 

Locating a Publisher Through a Subscriber 

The user can locate a publisher from a subscriber within a document by clicking the Open 
Publisher button in the subscriber options dialog box. As a shortcut, Apple suggests that you 
also allow the user to locate a publisher when the user selects a subscriber within a document 
and presses Option-double-click. 
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When the action code of the SectionOptionsReply record is 'goto', use the 
GoToPublisherSection function. 

err : = GoToPubl i sherSection (container) ; 

The GoToPublisherSection function locates the correct document by resolving the alias in the 
edition, and it launches the document's application if necessary (the Edition Manager sends an 
Open Documents event). The Edition Manager then sends the publishing application a Section 
Scroll event. If the document containing the requested publisher is located on the same com
puter as its subscriber, the document opens and scrolls to the location of the publisher. If the 
document containing the requested publisher is located on a shared volume (using file sharing), 
the document opens and scrolls to the location of the publisher only if the user has privileges 
to open the document from the Finder. 

You need to provide the GoToPublisherSection function with the edition container. To 
accomplish this, use the GetEditionlnfo function. See the previous section, "Canceling 
Sections Within Documents," for in formation on the GetEditionlnfo function. 

Renaming a Document Containing Sections 

If a user renames a document that contains sections by choosing Save As from the File menu, 
or if a user pastes a portion of a document that contajns a section into another document, use 
the AssociateSection function. 

Use the AssociateSection function to update the alias record of a registered section. 

err : = AssociateSection (sectionH , newSectionDocument) ; 

The AssociateSection function internally calls the UpdateAlias function. It is also possible to 
update the alias record using the Alias Manager (see the Alias Manager chapter in this volume 
for additional information). 

Displaying Publisher and Subscriber Borders 

Each publisher and subscriber within a document should have a border that appears when a 
user selects the contents of these sections. You should display a publisher border as 3 pixels 
wide with 50 percent gray lines and a subscriber border as 3 pixels wide with 75 percent gray 
lines. Separate the contents of the section from the border itself with one pixel of white space. 
To create your borders, you should use patterns-not colors. Depending on the user's 
monitor type, colors may not be distinguishable. 
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In general, borders for publishers and subscribers should behave like the borders of 'P~CT' 
graphics within a word-processing document. A border sh?uld appear when the use!· cl icks 
within the content area of a publisher or a subscriber and disappear when the user clicks 
outside the content area of a section. You can also make all publisher and subscriber borders 
appear or disappear by implementing an optional Show/Hide Borders menu command. 
Figure 4-17 displays the Edition Manager Show/Hide Borders menu command in the 
Edit menu. 

Undo 3&2 

Cut :!CH 
Copy :ICC 
Paste :ICU 
Select All 3C A 

Create Publisher ... 
Subscribe To ... 
Subscriber Options ... 
Show Borders 

Show Clipboard 

Figure 4-17. Edit menu with Show/Hide Borders menu command 

Depending on your application, you may choose to include resize handles or similar compo
nents in your borders. See "Object-Oriented Graphics Borders" later in this chapter for an 
example of resize handles. 

Whenever a user selects a portion of a publisher or inserts a cursor into the publisher, you 
should di splay the border as 50 percent gray. A user can copy the contents of a publisher or 
subscriber without copying the section itself by selecting the data, copying, and then pasting 
the data in a new location. A user can cut and paste a selection that contains an entire publisher 
or subscriber, but you should discourage users from making multiple copies of a publisher. 
See "Duplicatjng Publishers and Subscribers" later in this chapter for detailed information. 

When the user modifies a publisher, your application should grow or shrink its border to 
accommodate the new dimension of the section. 

You should display only one publisher border within a document at a time. If a cursor is 
inserted within a publisher that is contained within a larger publisher, you should display 
only the smaller, internal publisher border. If it is absolutely necessary to display all section 
borders with in a document at the same time, you can create a Show/Hide Borders menu item. 

You do not need to provide support for publishers contained within other publishers. If 
you do not, you should dim the Create Publisher menu command (to indicate that it is not 
selectable) when a user attempts to create a publisher within an existing publisher. 
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Figure 4-1 8 shows the recommended border behavior for publishers when borders are 
shown, when a user selects the contents of a section, and when a user selects data within 
a document that includes a publisher section. 
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Figu:re 4-18. Publisher borders 

Figure 4- 19 shows the recommended border behavior for subscribers when borders are 
shown, when a user selects the content~ of a section, and when a user selects data within 
a document that includes a subscriber section. 
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Figure 4-19. Subscriber borders 

If a user tries to select only a portion of a subscriber, you should highlight the entire contents 
of the subscriber. A user capnot edit the data contained within a subscriber. See "Modifying a 
Subscriber" later in this chapter for detailed information. 

If a user cancels a section using the publisher or subscriber options dialog box, your applica
tion should leave the contents of the section within the document, but you should be sure to 
remove the borders from this data, as it is no longer considered a section. 

Generally, the appearance and fu nction of publisher and subscriber borders should be the 
same across different applications. See the following sections entitled "Text Borders," 
"Spreadsheet Borders," "Object-Oriented Graphics Borders," and "Bitmapped Graphics 
Borders" for descriptions of specialized features for publisher and subscriber borders in word 
processing, spreadsheet, or graphics applications. 
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Text Borders 

In word-processing documents, a publisher may contain other publishers. However, one 
publisher should not overlap another publisher. You should display only one publisher 
border at a time. If an insertion point is placed within a publisher that is encompassed by 
another larger publisher, you should display only the smaller internal publisher border. 

In exceptional cases, it may be necessary to display more than one publisher or subscriber 
border at a time. For example, a publisher may consist of a paragraph that includes a marker 
for a footnote. The data contained within the footnote should also be considered part of the 
publisher. When a user selects the paragraph, you should simultaneously display a border 
around the footnote. 

The border of a publisher that contains text should be located between characters within the 
text. The insertion point, when placed on such a boundary, should gravitate toward the 
publisher. That is, a click in front (to the left) of a publisher border should place the cursor 
inside the publisher, so that subsequent typing goes inside the publisher. Clicking at the end 
(to the right) of a publisher border should also place the cursor inside the publisher. 

Whenever two separate borders are adjacent to one another (side by side), the boundary click 
should go in between them. This is also true for a border that is next to other nontextual 
aspects of a document, such as 'PICT' graphics or page breaks. 

When a user removes information from a publisher that contains text data, the border should 
become smaller to accommodate the new text. When a user adds information to the publisher, 
the border should grow to show the enlarged area of the publisher. The insertion point should 
remain within the publisher. 

If a user highlights the entire contents of a publisher and then chooses Cut from the Edit 
menu, you should not delete the publisher border within the document. The user may intend 
to delete the existing publisher data and replace it with new data, or the user may want to 
move the entire publisher and its data to a new location. Figure 4-20 shows this state. 

The first quarter summary of our regional sales shows the 
effectiveness of our new training program. It is clear that 
we need tq_}:apture the remaining sales potential. 

Figure 4-20. A publisher with contents removed 

You should leave the cursor inside the small publisher border for further typing. If the user 
inserts the cursor in a new location (instead of typing data inside the existing border), you 
need to remove the empty publisher border from the document to allow the user to move the 
publisher. This effectively deletes the publisher from the document. If the user pastes the 
publisher that is currently held in the Clipboard, you should recreate its border. If the user 
cuts or copies other data from the document before pasting the publisher from the Clipboard, 
the publisher should be removed from the Clipboard. 
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Spreadsheet Borders 

Borders around spreadsheet data or other data in arrays should look and behave very much 
like text borders. Figure 4-21 shows a typical border within a spreadsheet document. 
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Figure 4-21. A publisher border within a spreadsheet document 

Note that the border goes below the column headers (A, B, C, D) and to the right of the row 
labels (1, 2, 3, 4)-it should not overlap these cell boundaries. The border at the bottom and 
the border on the right side can be placed within the adjacent cells (outside of the cells that 
constitute the publisher). 

In contrast to word-processing applications, borders in spreadsheet documents (or other 
documents with array data) can overlap. That is, a user can select a row of cells to be a 
publisher and an overlapping column of those cells to be another publisher. You should 
never display more than one publisher border at a time. When a user selects a spreadsheet 
cell that is part of more than one publisher, you should display only the border of the 
publisher that was last edited. (This can be accomplished by comparing the modification 
dates of the publishers.) 

If it is absolutely necessary to display all section borders within a document at the same 
time, you can create a Show/Hide Borders command in the Edit menu to toggle all borders 
on and off. 

When data is added to or deleted from a publisher that consists of a spreadsheet cell or other 
array, its border should grow or shrink to accommodate the addition or deletion of data. A 
publisher should behave like a named range in a spreadsheet. For example, if a user cuts a 
row within a publisher that consists of a named range in a spreadsheet, you should shrink the 
publisher data and its border correspondingly. 

When a user cuts a publisher and its entire contents within a spreadsheet document, the entire 
section should be held in the Clipboard. Do not leave an empty publisher border in a spread
sheet (as recommended for text borders). lf a user attempts to paste a copy of an existing 
publisher, you should warn the user by displaying an alert box (see "Duplicating Publishers 
and Subscribers" later in this chapter). 
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Object-Oriented Graphics Borders 

In an object-oriented drawing application, the publisher border should fit just around the 
selected objects. 

You can provide resize handles that appear with all drawing objects to allow the user to resize 
the border of a publisher. Figure 4-22 shows a publ.isher border with resize handles. 

Sample Graphics 

Figure 4-22. A publisher border with resize hand les 

A user can create freeform graphics within drawing applications that cause publisher borders 
to seemingly float over the area the user publishes. The border acts like a clipping rectangle
anything within the border becomes the publisher. Figure 4-23 shows a publisher that 
contains clipped graphics and its subscriber in another application. 

A user can create publishers and subscribers that overlap each other. Thus, borders may 
overlap and it may no longer be possible to turn on a particular border when the user clicks 
within a publisher. Drawing app lications should provide a menu corrunand, Show Borders, 
that toggles to Hide Borders. This command should allow users to turn all publisher and 
subscriber borders on or off. 
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Figure 4-23. A publisher and subscriber with clipped graphics 

Bitmapped Graphics Borders 

Creating a border around bitmapped graphics in applications is similar to doing so in object
oriented drawing applications. The border appears around the selected area. The user can 
create overlapping publishers and subscribers in bitmapped graphics applications. You need 
to provide a Show/Hide Borders command to allow users to tum all borders on and off. 

Duplicating Publishers and Subscribers 

Whenever a user clicks a publisher or subscriber border, you should change the contents of 
the section to a selected state. You should discourage users from making multiple copies of a 
publisher and pasting them in the same or other documents, because the contents of the 
edition would be difficult or impossible to predict. Multiple copies of the same publisher also 
contain the same control block value. See "Creating and Registering a Section" later in this 
chapter for detailed information on control blocks. 
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When a user attempts to create a co~y o! a publisher that already exists, you should display 
an alert box such as the one shown 111 Figure 4-24. 

There is another Publisher open to th e 
Edition "January Sales." 

If there is more than one Publisher to an 
Edit i on , the Edition's contents aren' t 
predictable. 

([ OK J) 

Figure 4-24. Creating multiple publishers alert box 

When a user attempts to save a document that contains multiple copies of the same publisher, 
display an alert box such as the one shown in Figure 4-25. 

" Year end report " contains two 
Publishers to the Edition " January Sales." 

If there is more than on e Publisher to an 
Edition , t he Edition's conten ts aren' t 
predictable. 

(( OK J) 

Figure 4-25. Savi ng multiple publi shers alert box 

If a user decides to ignore your alert box, your application should still save the document, but 
you should continue to display th is error message evet)I time the user saves this document. 

A user can modify the contents of any duplicate publisher, but the contents of the edition will 
be whichever publi sher was the last to write. 

When a user chooses to copy and paste or duplicate a section, use the HandToHand function 
(described in the Operating System Utilities chapter in Volume II) to duplicate the section 
record and alias record. Put the alias field of the cloned section record with the handle to the 
cloned alias record and generate a unique section identification number for it. When exporting 
your Clipboard to the scrap, you should also place the section data, section record, and alias 
record in the scrap. 

Use the RegisterSection function (described earlier in "Opening and Closing a Document 
Containing Sections") to register the cloned section's section record. 

A user can select the contents of a publisher without selecting the border and copy just the 
data to a new location . In this case, the user has simply copied data (and not the publisher). 
Do not create a border for this data in the new location. 
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Modifying a Subscriber 

When the user selects data or clicks in the data area of a subscriber, you should highlight the 
entire contents of the subscriber using reverse video. You can allow users to globally adorn 
subscribers. For example, a user might select a subscriber within a document and change 
all text from plain to bold. However, you should discourage users from modifying the 
individual elements contained within a subscriber-for example, by editing a sentence or 
rotating an individual graphical object. 

Remember that each time a new edition arri ves for a subscriber, any modifications that the 
user has introduced are overwritten. Global adornment of a subscriber is much easier for 
your application to regenerate. 

If you do allow a user to edit a subscriber section, provide an enable/disable editing option 
within the subscriber options dialog box using the SectionOptionsExpDialog function, 
described later in "Customizing Dialog Boxes." When you allow a user to edit a subscriber, 
you should change the subscriber from a selected state to editable data. 

In addition to global adornment, your application may also need to suppo1t partial selecti on 
of subscribers to enable spell checking and search operations. 

Because a user can modify a publisher just like any other portion of a document, its sub
scriber may change in size as well as content. For example, a user may modify a publisher 
by adding two additional columns to a spreadsheet. 

Relocating an Edition 

In the Finder, users cannot move an edition across volumes. To relocate an edition, the user 
must first select its publi sher and cancel the section (remember to remove the border). The user 
needs to republish and then select a new volume location for the edition. As a convenience for 
the user, you should retain the selection of all the publisher data after the user cancels the 
section to make it easy to republish the section. 

Customizing Dialog Boxes 

The expandable dialog box functions allow you to add items to the bottom of the dialog boxes, 
apply alternate mapping of events to item hits, apply alternate meanings to the item hits, and 
choose the location of the dialog boxes. See the Dialog Manager chapter in Volume I and the 
Standard File Package chapters in Volumes I and VI for additional information. 

The expandable versions of these dialog boxes require five additional parameters. Use the 
NewPublisherExpDialog function to expand the publisher dialog box. 

e r r : = NewPub l isherExpDialog (reply , where , expansionDITLresID , 
dlgHook , filterProc , yourDataPtr) ; 
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Use the NewSubscriberExpDialog function to expand the subscriber di alog box. 

err : = NewSubscriberExpDialog (reply , where , expansionD:TLresID , 
dlgHook , filterProc, you~DataPtr) ; 

Use the SectionOptionsExpDialog function to expand the publisher options and the 
subscriber options dialog boxes. 

err : = SectionOptionsExpDialog (reply , where , expansionDITLresID , 
dlgHook , filterProc , yourDacaPtr) ; 

The reply parameter is a pointer to a NewPublisherReply, NewSubscriberReply, or 
SectionOptionsReply record, respectively. 

You can automatically center the dialog box by passing (-1, - I ) in the where parameter. 

The expansionDTTLresID parameter should be 0 or a valid dialog item list ('DITL') resource 
ID. This integer is the ID of a dialog item list whose items are appended to the end of the 
standard dialog item list. The dialog items keep their relative positions, but they are moved as 
a group to the bottom of the dialog box. See the Dialog Manager chapter in Volume I for 
additional information on dialog item lists. 

The filterProc parameter should be a valid, expandable modal filter procedure pointer oi- NIL. 
This procedure is called by the ModaJDialog function. The filterProc function enables you to 
map real events (such as a mouse-down event) to an item hit (such as clicking the Cancel 
button). For instance, you may want to map a keyboard equi valent to an item hit. See the 
Dialog Manager chapter in Volume I for information on the ModalDialog function. 

The dlgHook parameter should be a valid, expandable dialog hook procedure pointer or NIL. 
This procedure is called after each call to the ModalDialog filter function. The dlgHook param
eter takes the appropriate action, such as filling in a check box. The itemOffset parameter to 
the procedure is the number of items in the dialog item list before the expansion d ialog items. 
You need to subtract the item offset from the item hit to get the relative item number in the 
expansion dialog item list. The return value from the dlgHook parameter is the absolute 
item number. 

When the Edition Manager displays subsidiary dialog boxes in front of another dialog box on 
the user 's screen, your dlgHook and filterProc parameters should check the refCon field in 
the WindowRecord data type (from the window field in the DialogRecord) to determine which 
wi ndow is currently in the foreground. The main dialog box for the NewPublisherExpDialog 
and the NewSubscriberExpDialog functions contains the following constant: 

CONST sfMainDialogRefCon = ' stdf '; {new publisher and 
{ new subscriber} 
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The main dialog box for the SectionOptionsE xpDiaJog function contains the following constant: 

CONST e rnOptionsDialogRefCo n = ' optn '; {options dialog} 

See "Summary of the Edition Manager" later in this chapter for additional constants. 

The yourDataPtr parameter is reserved for your use. It is passed back to your hook and 
modal filter procedure. This parameter does not have to be of type Ptr- it can be any 32-bit 
quantity that you want. In Pascal, you can pass in register A6 for yourDataPtr, and make 
dlgHook and filterProc local functions without the last parameter. The stack frame is set up 
properly for these functions to access their parent local variables. See the Standard File 
Package chapter in thi s volume for detailed information. 

For the NewPublisherExpDialog and NewSubscriberExpDialog functions , all the pseudo
items for the Standard File Package-such as sfHookFirstCall(-l), sfHookNullEvent(lOO), 
sfHookRebuildList(lOl), and sfHookLastCall(-2)-can be used, as well as 
emHookRedrawPreview( 150). 

For the SectionOptionsExpDialog function , the only valid pseudo-items are sfHookFirstCaJI(-1), 
sfHookN ullEvent( 100), sfHookLastCall(-2), emHookRedraw Preview( 150), 
emi-IookCancelSection( 160), emHookGoToPubl is her( 161 ), emHookGetEditionNow( 162), 
emHookSendEditionNow(l 62), emHookManualUpdateMode( 163), and 
emHookAutoUpdateMode(164). See the Standard Fi le Package chapter in this volume for 
information on pseudo-items. 

SUBSCRIBING TO NON-EDITION FILES 

Using the Edition Manager, a subscriber can read data directly from another document, such 
as an entire 'PICT' file, instead of subscribing to an edition. This feature is for advanced 
applications that can set up bottleneck procedures for reading. Figure 4-26 shows a document 
that is subscribing directly to a 'PICT' file. 

For each application, the Edition Manager keeps a pointer to a bottleneck function. The 
Edition Manager never opens or closes an edition container directly. Instead, the Edition 
Manager calls the current edition opener. The InitEditionPack function (described later 
in "Initializing the Edition Manager") sets up the current system opener function. 

To ovenide the standard opener function , create an opener function that contains the 
following parameters. 

FUNCTION MyOpe ner (selector : Edit~onOpenerVerb ; 

VAR PB : EditionOpenerPararnBlock) OSErr ; 
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Figure 4-26. Subscribing directly to a 'PICT' file 

Your opener needs to know which formats the file contains and how the data is supposed to 
be read or written. 

The opener can allocate a handle or pointer to contain information such as file reference 
numbers. This value is passed as ioRefNurn to the 1/0 procedures. 

The eoOpen and eoOpenNew edition opener verbs (described later in "Calling an Edition 
Opener Procedure") return a pointer to a function to do the actual reading and writing. 

The following sections describe 

• how to get the current edition opener procedure 

• how to set your own edition opener procedure 

• how to call an edition opener procedure 

• the edition opener parameters 

Getting the Current Edition Opener 

When you want to get the current edition opener procedure, use the GetEditionOpenerProc 
function. 

err : = GetEditionOpenerProc (opener ); 

The opener parameter returns the pointer to the current edition opener procedure. A different 
current opener is kept for each application. One application's opener is never called by 
another application. 
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Setting an Edition Opener 

You can provide your own edition opener procedure. To do so, use the SetEditionOpenerProc 
function. 

err : = SetEditionOpenerProc (@MyOpener) ; 

The @MyOpener parameter is a pointer to the edition opener procedure that you are pro-
viding. If you set the cmTent opener to be a routine in your own code, be sure to call the 
GetEditionOpenerProc function first so that you can save the previous opener. If your opener 
is passed a selector that it does not understand, use the previous opener provided by the Edition 
Manager to handle it. See the next section for a list of selectors. 

Calling an Edition Opener Procedure 

You use the CallEditionOpenerProc function to call an edition opener procedure. Since 
the Edition Manager is a package that may move, a real pointer cannot be safely rentrned 
for the standard opener and l/O procedures. The system opener and the l/O routines are 
returned as a value that is not a valid address to a procedure. The CallEditionOpenerProc 
and CallFormatIOProc functions check for these values and call the system procedures. 

You should never assume that a value for a system procedure is a fixed constant. 

err : = CallEditionOpenerProc (selector , PB , routine) ; 

Set the selector parameter to one of the edition opener verbs. The edition opener verbs include 

• eoCanSubscribe 

• eoOpen 

• eoClose 

• eoOpenNew 

• eoCloseNew 

The PB parameter of the CallEditionOpenerProc function is an edition opener param
eter block. 

TYPE EditionOpenerParamBlock = 
RECORD 

info : 

sectionH : 

document : 
fdCreator : 
ioRefNum : 

EditioninfoRecord ; 

SectionHandle ; 

FSSpecPtr ; 
OSType ; 
Longint ; 
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{edition container to 
{ be subscribed to} 
{publisher or } 
{ subscriber } 
{ requesting open} 
{document passed} 
{Finder creator type} 
{reference number} 



ioPr oc : FormatIOProcPtr ; 

success : Boolean ; 

formatsMask : SignedBy te 

END ; 
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{routine to read } 
{ formats} 
{reading or writing 
{ was successful} 
{formats required to } 
{ subscribe} 

The routine parameter of the CallEditionOpenerProc function is a pointer to an edition opener 
procedure. 

The following list shows which fields of the edition opener parameter block are used by the 
edition opener verbs. 

Opener 
verb Field Description Called by 

eoCanSubscribe ~ info Edition container to subscribe to. NewSubscriberDialog 
~ formatsMask Formats required to subscribe. function for a 
f- Return value A noErr code indicates that an edition subscriber 

container can be subscribed to. A 
noTypeErr code indicates that an edition 
container cannot be subscribed to. 

eoOpen ~ info Edition container to open for reading. OpenEdition and 
~ sectionH Subscriber section requesting GetStandardFonnats 

open or NTL. func tions for a 
f- ioRefNum Reference number for use by 1/0 subscriber 

routine. Not the same as EditionRefNum. 
f- ioProc 1/0 routine Lo call to read formats. 
f- Return value A noErr code or appropriate error code. 

eoClose ~ info Edition container to be closed for CloseEdition and 
reading. GetStandardFormats 

~ sectionH Subscriber section requesting close functions for a 
or NIL. subscriber 

~ ioRelNum Value returned by eoOpen. 
~ ioProc Value returned by eoOpen. 
~ success Success value passed to the 

CloseEdition function. 
f- Return value A noErr code or appropriate error code. 

eoOpenNew ~ in fo Edition container to open for writing. OpenNewEdition 
~ sectionH Publisher section requesting function for a 

open or NIL. publisher 
~ document Document pointer passed into the 

OpenNewEdition func tion. 
~ fdCreator The fdCreator passed into the 

OpenNewEdition function. 
f- ioRefNum Reference number for use by UO 

routine. Not the same as 
EditionRelNum. 

f- ioProc UO routine to call to write formats. 
f- Return value A noErr code or appropriate error code. 
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Opener 
Description Called by verb Field 

eoCloseNew ~ info Edition container to be closed after CloseEdition function 

writing. for a publisher 

~ sectionH Publisher section requesting close 
or NIL. 

~ ioRefNum Value returned by eoOpenNew. 
~ ioProc Value returned by eoOpenNew. 
~ success Success value passed to the 

CloseEdition function. 
~ Return value A noErr code or appropriate error code. 

The sample code in Listing 4-9 demonstrates how to install your own edition opener function. 

Listing 4-9. Using your own edition opener function 

VAR 
gOriginalOpener : EditionOpenerProcPtr ; {g l obal variable } 

{Install your edition opener by saving off cur rent op ener 
{and then set the opener to point to your opener . } 

PROCEDURE InstallMyOpener ; 
BEGIN 

FailOSErr(GetEditionOpenerProc(gOriginalOpener)) ; 
FailOSErr(SetEditionOpene rProc(@MyEditionOpener)) ; 

END ; {Instal l MyOpener} 

{This opener calls the original edition opener if it is passed } 
{a selector verb it d oes not understand . } 

FUNCTION MyEditionOpe ner (selector : EditionOpenerVerb ; 
VAR PB : Edit i onOpene rParamBlock) 

BEGIN 
WITH PB DO 
BEGIN 

CASE selector OF 
eoCanSubscribe : 

MyEditionOpener . - MyCanSubs cribe (PB) ; 
eoOpen : 

MyEditionOpener . - MyEditionOpen(PB) ; 
eoClose : 

MyEditionOpener . - MyEditionClose(PB) ; 
OTHERWISE 

MyEditionOpener . - CallEditionOpenerProc 
(selector , PB, gOriginalOpener); 

END ; {case } 
END ; {with} 

END ; {MyEditionOpener} 
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{This function returns noErr if i t can subscribe to the request } 
{ file . It is called by the Edition Manager to bui ld the list of } 
{ files in NewSubscriberDialog . Notice that it calls the original } 
{ opener for files it does not understand . } 

FUNCTION MyCanSub scribe (VAR PB : EditionOpenerParamBlock) : OSErr; 
BEGIN 

{Check file type to see if it is a file you can emulate as an } 
{edi tion . } 
IF PB . info . fdType = {[or example} ' PICT ' 

THEN MyCanSubscribe : = noErr 
{Otherwise , let the saved o f f edition opener decide . } 
ELSE MyCanSubscribe . - CallEditionOpenerProc(eoCanSubscribe, 

PB , gOriginalOpener) ; 
END ; {MyCanSubscribe} 

Opening and Closing Editions 

Each time the Edition Manager opens or closes an edition container, it calls the current edition 
opener procedure and passes it an opener verb and a parameter block. 

Your opener must be careful when closing documents since a document may already have 
been opened by another application. Be sure to use the Open/Deny modes whenever possible. 
Do not close a document if it was already open when your application opened it. 

Listing Files That Can Be Subscribed To 

The NewSubscriberDialog function calls the eoCanSubscribe opener verb to build the list of 
files that can be subscribed to. The preview in the subscriber dialog box is generated by 
calling the GetStandardFormats function (described in "Edition Container Formats" later in 
this chapter), which calls the format l/O verbs eoOpen, ioHasFormat, ioRead, and then 
eoClose. See "Calling a Format l/O Procedure" later in this chapter for detailed information 
on format l/O verbs. 

Reading From and Writing to Files 

The J/O procedure is a routine that actually reads and writes the data. It too has an interface of 
a selector and a parameter block. 

To override the standard reading and writing functions, create an l/O function. Note that you 
also need to prov ide your own opener function to call your I/O function. See "Calling an 
Edition Opener Procedure" earlier in this chapter. 

FUNCTION MyIO (selector : FormatIOVerb ; VAR PB : FormatIOParamBlock) 
OSErr ; 
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Call ing a Format 1/0 Procedure 

To indicate to the Edition Manager which format I/O procedure to use, use the 
CallFormatIOProc function. 

err : = CallFormatIOProc (selector , PB , routine} ; 

Set the selector parameter to one of the format 1/0 verbs. The format 1/0 verbs include 

• ioHasFormat 

• ioReadFormat 

• ioNewFormat 

• ioWriteFormat 

The PB parameter of the CallFormatIOProc function contains a format I/O parameter block. 

TYPE FormatIOParamBlock 
RECORD 

ioRefNum : 
format : 
formatindex : 

offset : 
buffPtr : 
buffLen : 

END ; 

Longint ; 
FormatType ; 
Longint ; 

Longint ; 
Ptr ; 
Long Int 

{reference number} 
{edition format type} 
{opener-specific enumeration 
{ of formats} 
{offset into fo r mat} 
{data starts here} 
{length of data} 

The routine parameter of the CallFormatIOProc function is a pointer to a format 1/0 procedure. 

The following list shows which fie lds of FormatIOParamBlock are used by the format 
IIO verbs. 

Opener 
verb 

ioHasFormat 

ioReadFormat 

~ 

~ 

f-

f-

f-

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

Parameter 

ioRefNum 

format 
fonnatlndex 

buffLen 

Return value 

ioRefNum 

format 
formatlndex 
off et 
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Description Called by 

1/0 reference number returned EditionHasFormat, 
by opener. GetS tandardFormats, 
Check for this format. and ReadEdition 
An optional enumeration of the functions 
supplied format. 
l f found, return the length size or - I 
if size is unknown. 
A noErr or noTypeErr code. 

1/0 reference number returned by ReadEdition and 
opener. GetStandardFormats 
Get this format. functions 
Value returned by ioHasFormat. 
Read format beginning from this offset. 
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Opener 
verb 

ioNewFormat 

ioWriteFormat 

~ 

H 

f-

~ 

~ 

f-

f-

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

H 

f-

Parameter Description Called by 

buffPtr Put data beginning here. 
buffLen Specify buffer length to read, and return 

actual amount received. 
Return value A noErr code, or appropriate error code. 

ioRefNum I/O reference number returned by SetEditionForrnatMark 
opener. and WriteEdition 

format Create this format. functions 
fonnatlndex An optional enumeration of the 

supplied format. 
Return value A noErr code, or appropriate error code. 

ioRetNum l/O reference number returned by WriteEdition function 
opener. 

format Get th is format. 
formatlndex Value returned by ioNcwFormat. 
offset Write format beginn ing from this offset. 
buffPtr Get data beginning here. 
buffLen Specify buffer length Lo write. 
Return value A noErr code or appropriate error code. 

The marks for each format are kept by the Edition Manager. The format I/O procedure only 
needs to be able to read or write, beginning at any offset. If you know that your application 
always reads an entire format sequentially, you can ignore the offset. 

EDITION MANAGER ROUTINES 

This section describes the routines for 

• initializing the Edition Manager 

• creating and registering a section 

• creating and deleting an edition container 

• setting and locating a format mark 

• reading in ectition data 

• writing out edition data 

• closing an edition after reading or writing 

• displaying dialog boxes 

• localing a publisher and edition from a subscriber 

• reading edition container formats 

• reading and writing non-edition files 
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Result codes appear at the end of each function where applica~le. In addition ~o the specific 
result codes listed, you may receive errors generated by the Alias Manager, File Manager, 
and Memory Manager. 

Initializing the Edition Manager 

You use the InitEditionPack fu nction to initialize the Edition Manager. Note that you should 
only call this function once. Before calling thi s function , be sure to determine whether the 
Edition Manager is available on your system by using the Gestalt fu nction. The Gestalt 
selector is gestaltEditionMgrAttr ('edtn'). 

FUNCTION InitEditionPack : OSErr ; 

The lnitEditionPack function returns an error if the package could not be loaded into the 
system heap and properly initial ized. In addition, you may also receive resource errors. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFu I IErr 

0 
- 108 

No error 
Could not load package 

Creating and Registering a Section 

You use the NewSecti on function to create a new section (either pub I isher or subscriber) and 
alias record (which is a reference to the edition container from the document containing the 
publisher or subscriber section). The NewSection function allocates two handles in the 
current zone: one handle for the section record and another handle for the alias record. Note 
that you are responsible for unregistering handles created by the Edition Manager. 

FUNCT I ON NewSection (container : EditionContainerSpec ; sec t ionDocument : 
FSSpecPtr ; kind : SectionType ; sectionID : 
Longint ; initialMode : UpdateMode; VAR sectionH : 
SectionHandle) : OSErr ; 

The container parameter specifies the edition you want to publish or subscribe to. The 
sectionDocument parameter contains the volume reference number, di rectory ID, and 
filename of the document that contains a section. The sectionDocument parameter can 
be NIL if your cun-ent document has never been saved. If so, when the user fi nally 
saves the document, remember to call the AssociateSection function on each section 
to update its alias record. 

The kind parameter designates the type of section (publisher or subscriber) being created. 

A section ID is a unique number for a section within a document. The sectionID parameter 
initiali zes the section ID field within the new section record . Do not use 0 or - 1 for an ID 
number; these numbers are reserved. If your application copies a section, you need to specify 
a unique number for the copied section. 
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1:J1e initialMode parameter contains the update mode for the section. For publishers this is 
either the pumOnSave or pumManual constant, and for subscribers it is either sumAutomatic 
or sumManual. A subscriber created with sumAutomatic mode automatically receives a 
Section Read event. To prevent this initial Section Read event, you should set the initialMode 
parameter to sumManual and then, when NewSection returns, set the mode field of the 
section record to sumAutomatic. 

If the NewSection function fai ls, the sectionH parameter is set to NIL. If the function is 
successful, sectionH contains the handle to the allocated section record. 

Your application receives the multiplePublisherWm result code if there is another registered 
publisher to the same edition. Your application receives the notThePublisherWrn result code 
if another publisher (to the same edition) was the last section to write to the edition. The 
multiplePublisherWm result code takes priority over the notThePubJisherWm result code. 

In addition, you may also receive memory and file opening errors. 

Result codes 
no Err 
editionMgrlnitErr 
badSectionErr 
badSubPartErr 
multiplePublisherW m 
notThePublisherW m 

0 
-450 
-451 
-454 
-460 
-463 

No error 
Manager not initialized 
Not a valid section type 
Bad edition container spec 
Already is a publisher 
Not the publisher 

The NewSection function registers a section similar to the way that the RegisterSection 
function informs the Edition Manager about a section (except that the NewSection fu nction 
does not resolve an alias to find the edition container). 

FUNCTION RegisterSection (sectionDocument : FSSpec ; sectionH : 
SectionHandle ; VAR aliasWasUpdated : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

The sectionDocument parameter contains the volume reference number, directory ID, and 
filename of the document that contains a section. The sectionH parameter is a handle to the 
section record for a given section. 

The alias Was Updated parameter returns TRUE if the alias for the edition container subscribed 
to was out of date and was updated. This may occur if the edition file was moved to a new 
location or was renamed. 

The RegisterSection function adds the section record to the Edition Manager's list of 
registered sections and tries to allocate a control block. After calling the RegisterSection 
function, the controlBlock field of the section record is either NIL or a valid control block. 

For a subscriber, the control block is NIL if the RegisterSection function could not locate 
the edition container being subscribed to. The RegisterSection function then returns either 
the containerNotFoundWm or the userCanceledErr result code. For a publisher, if the 
RegisterSection function could not locate its corresponding edition container, the Edition 
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Manager creates an edition container in the last place the edition was located and creates a 
control block for it. If the RegisterSection fu nction could not locate a publisher's corre
sponding edition container or its volume, the control block is NIL. You should never 
re-register a section that is already registered. 

Note that you can compare control blocks for individual sections. If two sections contain the 
same control block value, these sections publish or subscribe to the same edition (unless the 
control block is NIL). The Edition Manager keeps track of how many sections are referencing 
a control block to know when it can be deallocated. The control block maintains a count of 
how many sections are referencing it. Each time you use the UnRegisterSection function, the 
control block subtracts one from the number of sections. When the number of sections 
reaches 0, the control block is deallocated. 

Your application receives the multiplePublisherWrn result code if there is another registered 
publisher to the same edition. Your application receives the notThePublisherWrn result code 
if another publisher (to the same edition) was the last section to write to the edition. The 
multiplePublisherWrn result code takes priori ty over the notThePublisherWrn result code. 

In addition, you may also receive memory and file opening errors. 

Result codes 
no Err 
userCanceledErr 
editionMgrlnitErr 
badSecti onErr 
multiplePublisherW rn 
containerNotFoundW rn 
notThePublisherWrn 

0 
- 128 
-450 
-451 
-460 
-461 
-463 

No error 
User chose Cancel fro m a mount server dialog box 
Manager not initialized 
Not val id section type 
Already is a publisher 
Alias was not resolved 
Not the publisher 

When a section needs to be di sposed of because the document containing the section is closing, 
or the user has canceled the section, you need to call the UnRegisterSection function before 
disposi ng of the section. 

FUNCTION UnRegisterSection (sectionH : SectionHandle) : OSErr ; 

The sectionH parameter is a handle to the section record for a given section. 

The UnRegisterSection function removes the section from the Edition Manager's list o f 
registered sections. You can then dispose of the section record and alias record with standard 
Memory and Resource Manager calls. Once unregistered, a section does not receive any 
events and cannot read or write any data. Depending on your Clipboard strategy, you may 
want to unregister sections that have been cut into the C lipboard. 

Result codes 
no Err 
fBsyErr 
editionMgrlnitErr 
notRegisteredSectionE rr 

0 
-47 

-450 
-452 
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Using the IsRegisteredSection function, your application must veri fy that each event received 
is for a registered section. This is necessary because your application may have just called 
UnRegisterSection while the event was already being held in the event queue. 

FUNCTION IsRegi s teredSection (sectionH: SectionHandle) : OSErr ; 

The sectionH parameter is a handle to the section record for a given section. The 
IsRegisteredSection function does not return a Boolean-a noErr result code indicates 
that a section is registered. 

Resu lt codes 
no Err 
notRegisteredSectionErr 

0 
-452 

No error 
Not registered 

If a user saves a document that contains sections under another name (using Save As) or 
pastes a portion of a document that contains a section into another document, use the 
AssociateSection function to update the section 's alias record. 

FUNCTION AssociateSection (sectionH : SectionHandle ; newSectionDocume nt : 
FSSpecPtr) : OSErr ; 

The sectionH parameter is a handle to the section record for a given section . The 
newSectionDocument parameter contains the volume reference number, directory ID, 
and filename of the new document. The AssociateSection function calls UpdateAlias 
on the section 's alias record. 

In addition, you may also receive update alias errors. 

Result code 
noEn- 0 No error 

Creating and Deleting an Edition Container 

Each time a user creates a new publisher section within a document to an edition that does 
not already exist, you use the CreateEditionContainerFile function to create an empty 
edition container. 

FUNCTION CreateEditionContainerFile (editionFile : FSSpec ; 
fdCreator : OSType ; 
editionFileNameScript : ScriptCode) 
OSErr ; 

The editionFile parameter contai ns the volume reference number, directory ID, and filename 
for the edition container being created. The fdCreator parameter contains the creator type for 
the edition. 
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The editionFileNameSc1ipt parameter is the script of the filename. It is returned in the 
theFileScript fi eld of the edition container specification record. (The new publisher reply 
record includes a container field for an edition container specification record.) 

The CreateEditionContainerFile function creates an empty edition container file (it does not 
contain any formats). This function creates a fi le type 'edtu'. As soon as you write data to the 
edition , the type is updated (to 'edtp' for graphics, 'edtt' for text, or 'edts' for sound). If both 
text and pict are written, the type that was written first determines the file type. If your appli
cation has a bundle, you should designate an icon for the appropriate edition types that you 
can write. 

In addition, you may also receive fil e creating errors. 

Result codes 
no Err 
editionMgrlnitEJT 

0 
-450 

No error 
Manager not initialized 

If a user cancels a publisher section with in a document or closes a document containing a 
newly created publisher without saving, you need to remove the edition container. 

To locate the appropriate edition container to be deleted, use the GetEditionlnfo function. 
You use the UnRegisterSection function (only after using the GetEditionlnfo function) to 
unregister the section record and alias record of the publisher being canceled. See "Locating 
a Publisher and Edition From a Subscriber" later in this chapter for detailed information on 
the GetEditionlnfo function . See "Creating and Registering a Section" earlier in thi s chapter 
for detailed in formation on the UnRegisterSection function. 

To remove the edition container, use the DeleteEditionContainerFile function. 

FUNCTI ON DeleteEdit ionContainerFile (editionFile : FSSpec ) : OSErr ; 

If the user cancels a publisher, do not call the DeleteEditionContainerFile function until 
the user saves the document. This allows the user to undo changes and revert to the last 
saved version of the document. 

The DeleteEditionContainerFile function only deletes the edition container if there is no 
registered publisher. You need to unregister a publisher before you can delete its corre
sponding edition container. 

The editionFile parameter contains the volume reference number, directory ID, and filename 
for the edition container being deleted. 

You should use the DeleteEditionContainerFile function even if there are subscribers to the 
edition. When a subscriber section tries to read in data, it receives an error. 

In addition, you may also receive fil e deleting errors. 

Result codes 
no Err 
editionMgrlnitEJT 

0 
-450 
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Setting and Locating a Format Mark 

Use the SetEclitionFormatMark function to set the current mark for a section format. The mark 
indicates the next position of a read or write operation. Initially, a mark defaults to 0. After 
reading or writing data, the format mark is set past the last position written to or read from. 

FUNCTION SetEditionFormatMark (whichEdition : EditionRef~um ; whichFormat : 
FormatType ; setMarkTo : Longint) : OSErr ; 

The whichEdition parameter is the reference number for the edition. The whichFormat param
eter indicates the format type for the edition, and the setMarkTo parameter is the offset for the 
next read or write for this format. 

Result codes 
no Err 
rfNurnErr 
noTypeErr 
editionMgrlnitEIT 

0 
-5 1 

-102 
-450 

No error 
Bad edition reference number 
Unknown format (subscriber only) 
Manager not initialized 

Use the GetEditionFormatMark function to locate the current marker for a particular format. 

FUNCTION GetEditionFormatMark (whichEdition : EditionRefNum ; whichFormat : 
FormatType ; VAR currentMark : Longint) : 
OSErr ; 

The whichEdition parameter is the reference number for the edition. The whichFormat param
eter indicates the format type for the edition, and the currentMark parameter is the mark for 
the format. 

If the edition does not support the format specified in the whichFormat parameter, you receive 
a noTypeErr result code. 

Result codes 
no Err 
rfNumErr 
noTypeErr 
editionMgrlnitErr 

0 
-5 1 

- 102 
-450 

Reading in Edition Data 

No error 
Bad edition reference number 
Unknown format 
Manager not initiali zed 

To initiate the reading of data from an edition (for a subscriber), use the OpenEdition function. 

FUNCTION OpenEdition (subscriberSectionH : SectionHandle ; VAR refNum : 
EditionRefNum) : OSErr ; 

The subscriberSectionH parameter is a handle to the section record for a given section. The 
refNum parameter returns the reference number for the edition. 
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Multiple subscribers can each call the OpenEdition function simultaneously (each call returns 
a different reference number) and read data from a single edition. If a publisher (located on a 
different machine) is wri ting to an edition when you use the OpenEdition function, you 
receive an flLckedErr result code. 

In addition, you may also receive memory, file opening, and file reading errors. 

Result codes 
no Err 
flLckedErr 
permErr 
editionMgrlnitErr 

0 
-45 
- 54 

-450 

No error 
Publisher writing to an edition 
Not a subscriber 
Manager not initialized 

Use the EditionHasFormat function to learn in which formats the edition data is available. 

FUNCTION EditionHasFormat (whichEdition : EditionRefNum; whichFor~at : 

FormatType ; VAR formatSize : Size) : OSErr ; 

The whichEdition parameter is the reference number for the edition. The whichFormat param
eter indicates the format type that you are requesting. For the whichFormat parameter, you 
should decide which formats to read in the same way that you do when using paste from the 
Scrap Manager. You can also get a list of all the available formats and their respective lengths 
by reading the kFormatListFormat ('fmts') format. The formatS ize parameter specifies the 
format length. 

If the requested format is available, this function returns noErr, and the formatSize parameter 
returns the size of the data in the spec ified format or kFormatLengthUnknown (- 1), which 
signifies that the size is unknown. You should therefore continue to read the format until 
there is no more data. 

Be aware that the EditionHasFormat function may return kFormatLengthUnknown for the 
length of the format. 

Result codes 
no Err 
rfNumErr 
noTypeErr 
edi tionMgrlni tErr 

0 
- 51 

-102 
-450 

No error 
Bad edition reference number 
Format not available 
Manager not initialized 

Use the ReadEdition function to read data from an edition. This function reads from the 
current mark for the specified format. 

FUNCTION ReadEd~tion (whichEdition : EditionRefNum ; whichFormat : 
FormacType ; buff Ptr : UNIV Ptr ; VAR buffLen : Size) 
OSE:cr ; 

The whichEdition parameter is the reference number for the edition. The whichFom1at 
parameter indicates the format type that you want to read. 
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The buffPtr parameter is a pointer to the buffer into which you want to read the data. The 
buffLen parameter is the number of bytes that you want to read into the buffer. The buftLen 
parameter is also a return value that returns the total number of bytes read into the buffer. If 
the buffLen parameter returns a value small er than the value you have specified, there is no 
additional data to read, and the ReadEdition function returns a noErr result code. If you use 
the ReadEdition function after all data is read in, the ReadEdition function returns an eoffirr 
resu lt code. 

You can read data from an edition while a publi sher on the same machine is writing data 
to the same edition. The data that you are reading is the old edition (not the data that the 
publisher is writing). If the publisher finishes writing data before you are through reading 
the old edition data, the ReadEdition function returns an abortErr result code. If the 
ReadEdition function returns an abortErr result code, you should stop trying to read data 
and use the CloseEdition function with the successful parameter set to FALSE. 

In addition, you may also receive fi le reading errors. 

Result codes 
no Err 
abortErr 
eofErr 
rfNumErr 
noTypeErr 
editionMgrinitErr 

0 
-27 
-39 
- 51 

-102 
-450 

No error 
Publisher has written a new edition 
No more data of that format 
Bad edition reference number 
Format not available 
Manager not initialized 

Writing out Edition Data 

To initiate the writing of data from a publisher to its edition container, use the OpenNewEdition 
function. 

FUNCTION OpenNewEdition (publisherSectionH : SectionHandle ; fdCreator : 
OSType ; publish erSectionDocument : FSSpecPtr ; VAR 
refNum: EditionRefNum) : OSErr ; 

The publisherSectionH parameter is the publisher section that is writing to the edition. The 
fdCreator parameter is the Finder creator type of the new edition icon. 

The publi sherSectionDocument parameter is the document that contains the publisher. This 
parameter is used to create an alias from the edition to the publi her's document. If you pass 
NIL for publisherSectionDocument, an alias is not made in the edition fil e. 

The refNum parameter returns the reference number for the edition. This parameter is 
necessary for subsequent calls to WriteEdition, SetEditionFormatMark, and CloseEdition to 
specify which publisher is writing its data to an edition. If the edition cannot be opened for 
writing because there is another publisher w1iting to it, or because the fi le system does not 
allow writing, an error is returned and refNum is set to NIL. 

The OpenNewEdition function returns an flLckdErr result code if there is a subscriber on 
another machine reading data from the same edition. The OpenNewEdition function returns a 
permE1T result code if there is a registered publisher to that edition on another machine. 
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The Edition Manaoer allows two reoistered publishers that are located on the same machine to 
write to the same ;dition. Note that ';;,uJtiple publishers cannot write to the same edition 
simultaneously-only one publisher can write to an edition at a given time. 

In addition, you may also receive file creating, file opening, file reading, resolve alias, and 
memory errors. 

Resul t codes 
no Err 
flLckdErr 
perrnErr 
wrPermErr 
editionMgrlnitErr 

0 
-45 
- 54 
-61 

-450 

No error 
Edition in use by another section 
Registered publisher on another machine 
Not a publisher 
Manager not initialized 

Use the WriteEdition function to write data to an edition. This function begins writing at the 
current mark for the specified format. 

FUNCTION WriteEdition (wh~chEdition : EdicionRefNum ; whichFormat : 
FormatType ; buffPtr : UNIV Ptr ; buffLen : Size) 

T he whichEdition parameter is the reference number for the edition. The whichFormat 
parameter indicates the format type that you want to write. 

OSErr ; 

The buffPtr parameter is a pointer to the buffer that you are writing into the edition. T he 
buftLen parameter is the number of bytes that you want to write. If the data cannot be entirely 
written to the edition, the WriteEdition function returns an error. 

In addition, you may also receive file writing and memory errors. 

Result codes 
no Err 
rfNurnErr 
editionMgrlnitErr 

0 
- 51 

-450 

No error 
Bad edition reference number 
Manager not initialized 

Closing an Edition After Reading or Writing 

After fini shing reading from or writing to an edition, use the CloseEdition function to close 
the edition. 

FUNCTION CloseEdition (whi chEdition : EditionRefNum ; successful : 3oolean) 
: OSErr ; 

The whichEdition parameter is the reference number for the edition. The successful parameter 
indicates whether your application was successful in readi ng or writing data to the ed ition. 

When a subscriber successfu lly finishes reading data from the edition, the CloseEdition 
function takes the modification date of the edition fi le that you have read and puts it in the 
mdDate field of the subscriber's section record. This indicates that the data contained in the 
edition and the subscriber section within the document are the same. 
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When a subscriber is unsuccessful in reading data from an edition (because there is not 
enough memory, or you didn't find a f01mat that you can read), set the successful parameter 
to FALSE. The CloseEdition function then closes the edition, but does not set the mdDate 
field. This implies that the subscriber is not updated w ith the latest edition. 

When a publisher successfully fini shes writing data to an edition, the CloseEdition function 
makes the data that the publisher has written to the edition available to any subscribers and 
sets the corresponding edition file's modification date (ioFIMdDat) to the mdDate field of the 
publisher's section record. The Edition Manager then sends a Section Read event to all 
current subscribers set to automatic update mode. At this point, the file type of the edition file 
is set based on the first known format that the publisher wrote. 

When a publisher is unsuccessful in writing data to an edition, the CloseEdition function 
discards what the publisher has written to the edition. The data contained in the edition prior 
to writing remains unchanged, and Section Read events are not sent to subscribers. 

In addition, you may also receive file closing errors. 

Result codes 
no Err 
rtNumErr 
edi tionMgrlnitErr 

0 
-5 1 

-450 

Displaying Dialog Boxes 

No error 
Bad edition reference number 
Manager not initialized 

Use the GetLastEditionContainerUsed function to get the default edition to display. This 
function allows a user to easily subscribe to the data recently published. 

FUNCTION GetLastEditionContainerUsed (VAR conta i ner : 
Edit ionContainerSpec ) : OSErr ; 

If the GetLastEditionContainer function locates the last edition for which a section was created, 
the container parameter contains its volume reference number, directory ID, filename, and part, 
and returns a noErr result code. (The last edition created is associated with the last time that 
your application or another application located on the same machine used the NewSection 
function.) If the last edition used is missing, the GetLastEditionContainerUsed function returns 
an fnfErr result code, but still returns the correct volume reference number and directory ID 
that you should use for the NewS ubscriberDialog function. 

Pass the information from the GetLastEditionContainerUsed function to the 
NewSubscriberDialog function . 

Resu lt codes 
no Err 
fnfErr 
editionMgrlnitErr 

0 
-43 

-450 

No error 
Edition container not fou nd 
Manager not initialized 
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The Ed ition Manager supports three dialog boxes: publisher, subscriber, and options dialog 
boxes. Your application can display simple dialog boxes that appear centered on the user's 
screen, or you can customize your dialog boxes. 

Unlike the Standard File routines, the NewPublisherDialog and the NewSubscriberDialog 
functions allow you to specify the initial volume reference number and directory ID so 
that there can be one default location for editions for all applications. 

Use the NewSubscriberDialog function to display the subscriber di alog box on the 
user's screen. 

FUNCTION NewSubscriberDialog (VAR reply : NewSubscriberReplyl OSErr ; 

The reply parameter contains the new subscriber reply record . 

TYPE NewSubscriberReply 
RECORD 

canceled : 

formatsMask : 
container : 

END ; 

Boolean ; 

SignedByte ; 
EditionContainerSpec 

{user canceled } 
{ dialog box } 
{formats req uired} 
{edition selected} 

The NewSubscriberDialog function (which is based on the CustomGetFile procedure 
described in the Standard File Package chapter in this volume) switches to the volume refer
ence number and directory ID and selects the filename of the edition container that you 
passed in. Use the GetLastEditionContainerUsed function to set the edition container to the 
last edition that was either published or subscribed to. This allows the user Lo publish and 
then easily subscribe. 

The formatsMask fi eld indicates which edition format Lype (text, graphics, and sound) to 
di splay within the subscriber dialog box. You can set the formatsMask field to the following 
constants: kTEXTformatMask (1), kPICTformatMask (2) , or ksndFormatMask (4). To 
support a combination of formats, add the constants together. For example, a formatsMask 
of 3 di splays both graphics and text edition format types in the subscriber dialog box. 

Note that if an edition does not contain either 'PICT', 'TEXT', or 'snd ' data, it will not be 
seen by the NewSubscriberDialog fu nction (unless you install an opener that adds it using 
eoCanSubscribe). 

If the NewSubscriberDialog !"uncti on returns with the canceled fi eld set to TRUE, the user 
canceled the dialog box. Otherwise, this field is FALSE and the container field holds the 
edition container for the new subscriber. 

Resu It codes 
no Err 
editionMgrlni tErr 
badSubPartErr 

0 
-450 
-454 
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Use the NewPublisherDialog function to display the publisher dialog box on the user' s screen. 

FUNCTION NewPublisherDialog (VAR reply : NewPublisherReply) : OSErr ; 

The reply parameter contains a new publisher reply record. 

TYPE New Pub l isherReply 
RECORD 

canceled : 
replac ing : 

usePart : 
preview : 

= 

Boolean ; 
Boolean ; 

Boolean ; 
Handle ; 

{user canceled dialog box) 
{user chose existing } 

previewFormat : FormatType ; 

{ filename for an edition} 
{always false in version 7 . 0} 
{handle to ' prvw' , ' PICT ' , } 
{ ' TEXT' , or ' snd ' data} 
{type of preview} 

container : EditionContainerSpec {edition chosen} 
END ; 

The NewPublisherDialog function (which is based on the CustomPutFile procedure described 
in the Standard File Package chapter) switches to the volume reference number and directory 
ID and sets the text edit fie ld to the fil ename of the edition container that you passed in. Set the 
fileName field of the fil e system specification record to be the default name of the edition file. 
(The new publisher reply record includes a container fi eld for an edition container specification 
record, and the edition container speci fi cation record includes a field [theFile] for a file system 
specification record.) See "Creating a Publisher" earlier in this chapter for information on the 
default file specification. 

The usePart fi eld must be set to FALSE before call ing the NewPublisherDialog function. 

Set the preview field to be a handle to 'prvw', 'PICT', 'TEXT', or 'snd ' data. Set the 
previewFormat field to indicate which type of data the handle references. 

Upon return of the NewPubl isherDialog fu nction, the canceled and replacing fields are set. If 
the canceled field is set to TRUE, the user canceled the dialog box. If the replacing field is 
TRUE, the user chose an existing filename from the list of available editions and confomed 
this replacement. If the replacing field is TRUE, do not call the CreateEditionContainerFile 
function, which creates a new edition container. The container field contains the volume 
reference number, directory ID, and filename for the edition that the user selected. 

You should deallocate the handle referenced by the prev iew field lo free up memory. 

Result codes 
no Err 
editionMgrlnitErr 
badSubPartErr 

0 
-450 
-454 

No error 
Package not initialized 
Bad edition container spec 
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Use the SectionOptionsDialog function to display the publisher options and subscriber 
options dialog boxes on the user' s screen. 

FUNCTION SectionOptionsDialog (VAR reply : SectionOptionsReply) OSErr ; 

The reply parameter contains a section options reply record. 

TYPE SectionOptionsReply 
RECORD 

canceled : 
changed : 
sectionH : 

Boolean ; 
Boolean ; 
SectionHandle ; 

{user canceled dialog box} 
{changed the section record} 
{handle to the spec ified } 
{ section record} 

action : Res Type {action codes} 
END ; 

Set the sectionH parameter to the handle to the section record for the section the user selected. 

Upon return of the SectionOptionsDialog function, the canceled and changed fields are set. If 
the canceled parameter is set to TRUE, the user canceled the dialog box. Otherwise, this 
parameter is FALSE. If the changed parameter is TRUE, the user changed the section record . 
For example, the update mode may have changed. 

The action field contains the code for one of fi ve user actions. 

• action code is 'read' for user selection of the Get Edition Now button 

• action code is 'writ' for user selection of the Send Edition Now button 

• action code is 'goto' for user selection of the Open Publisher button 

• action code is 'encl' for user selection of the Cancel Publisher or Cancel Subscriber 
button 

• action code is ' ' ($20202020) for user selection of the OK button 

Note that you may receive memory errors. 

The NewSubscriberExpDialog, NewPublisherExpDialog, and SectionOptionsExpDialog 
functions are the same as the simple dialog fu nctions but have five additional parameters. 
These additional parameters allow you to add items to the bottom of the dialog boxes, 
apply alternate mapping of events to item hits, apply alternate meanings to the item hits, 
and choose the location of the dialog boxes. 

FUNCTION NewSubscriberExpDialog (VAR reply : NewSubscriberReply ; where : 
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FUNCTION NewPublisherEx pDialog (VAR reply : NewPublisherReply ; where : 
Point ; e xpansionDITLresID : :nteger ; 
dlgHook : ExpDlgHookProcPtr ; filterProc : 
ExpModalFilterProcPtr ; yourDataPtr : UNIV 
Ptr) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION SectionOptionsExpDialog (VAR reply : SectionOptionsReply ; where : 
Point ; expansionDITLresID : ~nteger ; 
dlgHook : ExpDlgHookProcPtr ; 
filterProc : ExpModalFilterProcPtr ; 
yourDataPtr : UNIV Ptr) : OSErr ; 

The reply parameter contains a pointer from the new subscriber reply, new publisher reply, 
or the section options reply records. 

You can automatically center the dialog box by pass ing (-1, - 1) in the where parameter. 

The expansionDITLreslD parameter should be 0 or a valid dialog item list ('DITL') resource 
ID. This integer is the ID of a dialog item list whose items are appended to the end of the 
standard dialog item list. The dialog items keep their re lative positions, but they are moved as 
a group to the bottom of the dialog box. See the Dialog Manager chapter in Volume I for 
additional information on dialog item lists. 

The fi lterProc parameter should be a valid expandable modal filter procedure pointer or NIL. 
This procedure is called by the ModalDialog procedure. This fu nction allows you to map real 
events (such as a mouse-down event) to an item hit (such as cl icking a Cancel button). For 
instance, you may want to map a keyboard equivalent to an item hit. 

The dlgHook parameter should be a valid expandable dialog hook procedure pointer or NIL. 
This procedure is called after each call to the Moda!Dialog procedure. The dialog hook 
procedure takes the appropriate action , such as filling in a check box. The itemOffset 
parameter to the procedure is the number of items in the dialog item list before your 
expansion dialog items. You need to subtract the item offset from the item hit to get the 
relative item number in the expansion dialog item list. The return value from the dialog hook 
procedure is the absolute item number. 

The yourDataPtr parameter is reserved for your use. It is passed back to your hook and 
modal-dialog fi lter function. This parameter does not have to be of type Pt:r-it can be any 
32-bit quantity that you want. In Pascal, you can pass in register A6 for yourDataPtr, and 
make dialog hook and filter procedure local functions without the last parameter. The stack 
frame is set up properly for these functions to access their parent loca l variables. See the 
Standard File Package chapter in this volume for detailed information. 

For the NewPublisherExpDialog and NewSubscriberExpDialog functions, all the pseudo
items for the Standard File Package such as hookFirstCall (-1), hookNullEvent(lOO), 
hookRebuildList( IOl ), and hookLastCall(- 2) can be used, as well as 
hookRedrawPreview( 150). 
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For the SectionOptionsExpDialog funclion, the only vaHd pseudo-items are hookFirstCall(-1), 
hookN ullEvent( 100), hookLastCall(-2), emHookRedrawPreview( 150), 
emHookCance!Section( 160), emHookGoToPubl isher( 161 ), emHookGetEditionNow( 162), 
emHookSendEditionNow( 162), emHookManual UpdateMode( 163), and 
emHookAutoUpdateMode( 164 ). 

If you have an expandable dialog hook function , it must contain the following parameters. 

FUNCTION MyExpDlgHook (itemOffset : Integer ; itemHit : Integer ; theDialog : 
DialogPtr ; yourDataPtr : Ptr) : Integer ; 

If you have an expandable modal-dialog filter function, it must contain the following 
parameters. 

FUNCTION MyExpModalFilter (theDialog : DialogPtr ; VAA theEvent : 
EventRecord ; itemOffset : Integer ; VAR ite~Hit : 

Integer ; yourDataPtr : Ptr) : Boo~ean; 

Locating a Publisher and Edition From a Subscriber 

The GetEditionlnfo function returns information about a section' s edition such as its location, 
last modification date, creator, and type. 

FUNCTION GetEditioninfo (sectionH : SectionHandle ; VAR editioninfo : 
EditioninfoRecord) : OSErr ; 

The sectionH parameter is a handle to the section record for a given section. The editionlnfo 
parameter contains an edition information record. The GetEditionlnfo function returns the 
public information contained in the section's control block. 

The Edition Manager synchronizes to ensure that the existing edition name corresponds to the 
Finder's existing edition name. If the control block field of the section record is NIL, or the 
edition cannot be located, the GetEditionlnfo function returns an fnfErr result code. 

TYPE Edi tioninfoRecord = 
RECORD 

crDate : 

mdDate : 
fdCreator : 
fdType : 
container : 

END ; 

TimeStamp ; 

TimeStamp ; 
OSType ; 
OSType ; 
EditionContainerSpec 

{date edition container 
{ was created} 
{date of last change} 
{file creator} 
{fi l e type } 
{th e edition} 

The crDate field contains the creation date of the edition. The mdDate field contains the 
modification date of the edition. 
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The fdCreator and fdType fields are the creator and type of the edition file. The container 
fi eld includes a volume reference number, directory ID, filename, script, and part number 
for the edition. 

Result codes 
no Err 
fnfErr 
editionMgrlnitErr 

0 
-43 

-450 

No error 
Not registered or file moved 
Manager not initialized 

When the user wants to locate the publisher for a particular subscriber (by choosing Open 
Publisher in the subscriber options di alog box), the action code 'goto' is returned to you. 

Use the GetEditioninfo function to fi nd the edition container. You should next use the 
GoToPublisherSection function to open the document contain ing the publisher. 

Use the GoToPublisherSection function to resolve the alias in the edition to fi nd the document 
containing its publisher. In general, this function internally uses the GetStandardFormats 
function to get the alias to the publisher document and then resolves the alias. It next sends the 
Finder an Apple event to open the document (which launches its application if necessary) and, 
after the publisher is registered, sends a Section Scroll event to the publisher. 

As an optimization, if there is a registered publisher, the GoToPublisherSection fu nction 
simply sends a Section Scroll event to the publisher. 

If the edition does not contain an alias and there are no registered publishers, then the 
GoToPublisherSection function sends an Open Documents event to open the edition to 
the creating application. 

If the edition container is not an edition file (such as when you are using bottlenecks to 
subscribe to non-edition fi les), the GoToPublisherSection function sends the Finder an 
Apple event to open that file. 

FUNCTION GoToPublisherSection (container : EditionCont ainerSpec) : OSErr ; 

The container parameter includes the edition volume reference number, directory ID, and 
filename. You obtain the edition container by calling the GetEditionlnfo function. 

In addition, you may also receive resolve alias errors. 

Result codes 
no Err 
editionMgrinitErr 
badS u bPartErr 

0 
-450 
-454 

No error 
Manager not initialized 
invalid edition container 
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Edition Container Formats 

The Edition Manager calls the GetStandardFormats function to get the alias used in the 
GoToPublisherSection function and to get the preview shown in the subscriber dialog 
box. You probably do not need to call this function directly. 

FUNCTION GetStandardFormats (container : EditionContainerSpec ; VAR 
previewFormat : FormatType ; preview , 
publisherAlias , formats : Handle) 
: OSErr ; 

The container parameter is a pointer to the edition volume reference number, directory ID, 
filename, and part. 

You should pass in valid handles for the formats that you want and NIL for the formats that 
you don' t want. The handles are res ized to the size of the data. 

The preview parameter tries to find one of four formats: 'prvw', 'PICT', 'TEXT', or 'snd '. 
The publisher Alias parameter reads the format kPublisherDocAliasFormat ('ali s'), and the 
formats parameter reads the virtual format kFormatListFormat ('fmts') . The first format that 
was written ren1rns in the preview handle and the previewFormat parameter is set to its type. 
If one of the requested formats cannot be found, GetStandardFormats returns a noTypeEn
result code. 

Result codes 
no Err 
noTypeErr 
editionMgrlnitErr 

0 
- 102 
-450 

No e1Tor 
Edition container not found 
Manager not initialized 

Reading and Writing Non-Edition Files 

The Edition Manager never opens or closes an edition container directly-it calls the cu1Tent 
edition opener. See "Subscribing to Non-Edition Files" earlier in this chapter for additional 
information. 

To override the standard opener function, you should create an opener function that contains 
the following parameters. 

FUNCTION MyOpener (selector : EditionOpenerVerb; VAR PB : 
EditionOpenerParamBlock) : OSErr ; 

When this function is called by the Edition Manager, the selector parameter is set to one of the 
edition opener verbs (eoOpen, eoClose, eoOpenNew, eoCloseNew, eoCanSubscribe). The 
PB parameter contains an edition opener parameter block record. 

Use the GetEditionOpenerProc function to locate the current edition opener procedure. 

FUNCTION GetEditionOpenerProc (VAR opener : EditionOpenerProcPt r) : OSErr ; 

The opener procedure returns the pointer to the current edition opener procedure. 
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Use the SetEditionOpenProc function to provide your own edition opener procedure. 

FUNCTION SetEditionOpenerProc (opener : EditionOpenerProcPtr ) : OSErr; 

The opener parameter is a pointer to the edition opener procedure that you are providing. 

Use the CallEditionOpenerProc function to call an edition opener procedure pointer. 

FUNCTION CallEditionOpenerProc (selector : EditionOpenerVerb; VAR PB : 
EditionOpenerParamBlock ; routine : 
EditionOpenerProcPtr) : OSEr r ; 

When this function is called by the Edition Manager, the selector parameter is set to one of the 
edition opener verbs (eoOpen, eoClose, eoOpenNew, eoCloseNew, eoCanSubscribe). The 
PB parameter contains an edition opener parameter block record. 

TYPE Edit ionOpenerParamBlock = 
RECORD 

info : EditioninEoRecord ; {edition container to 
{ be subscribed to } 
{publisher or } sectionH : 

document : 
fdCreator : 
ioRefNum : 
ioProc : 

success : 

forma tsMask : 

END ; 

SectionHandle ; 

FSSpecPtr; 
OSType ; 
Longint; 
Format I OProcPtr ; 

Boolean ; 

SignedByte 

{ subscriber } 
{ requesting open} 
{document passed} 
{Finder creator type} 
{reference number } 
{routine to read } 
{ formats} 
{reading or writing 
{ was successful} 
{formats required to } 
{ subscribe} 

The routine parameter is a pointer to an edition opener procedure. 

To override the standard reading and writing functions, you should create an IO function that 
contains the following parameters. 

FUNCTION MyIO (selector : FormatIOVerb; VAR PB : FormatIOParamBlock) 
OSErr; 

Set the selector parameter to one of the format 110 verbs (ioHasFormat, ioReadFormat, 
ioNewFormat, ioWriteFormat). The PB parameter contains a format 1/0 parameter 
block record. 
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Use the CallFormatIOProc function to call a format IO procedure. 

FUNCTION CallFormatIOProc (selector : FormatIOVerb; VAR PB : 
FormatIOParamBlock ; routine : FornatIOProcPtr) 
: OSErr ; 

Set the selector parameter to one of the format 110 verbs (ioHasFormat, ioReadFormat, 
ioNewFormat, ioWriteFormat). The PB parameter contains a format 110 parameter 
block record. 

TYPE FormatIOParamBlock 
RECORD 

ioRefNum : 
format : 
formatindex : 

offset : 
buffPtr : 
buffLen : 

END ; 

Longint ; 
Format Type ; 
Longint ; 

Longint; 
Ptr ; 
Long Int 

{reference number} 
{edition format type} 
{opener-specific enumeration 
{ of formats} 
{offset into format} 
{data starts here} 
{length of data} 

The routine parameter is a pointer to a format 110 procedure. 
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SUMMARY OF THE EDITION MANAGER 

Constants 

CONST {resource t ypes} 
rSectionType 

{section types} 
st Subscriber 
st Publisher 

{update modes} 
sumAutomatic 

sumManual 

pumOnSave 

pumManual 

= ' sect ' ; 

= $01; 

= $0A ; 

= O; 

1 ; 

= O; 

= 1 ; 

{edition container subpart number} 
k PartsNotUsed O; 
kPartNumberUnknown 

{preview size} 
kPreviewWidth 
kPreviewHeight 

{special formats} 
kPublisherDocAliasFormat 

kPreviewFormat 
kFormatListFormat 

{bits for formatMask} 
kPICTformatMask 
kTEXTformatMask 
ksndFormatMask 

= - 1 ; 

= 120 ; 
120 ; 

'alis ' ; 

= ' prvw ' ; 
'fmts ' ; 

1 ; 
2 · 

' 
4; 

{Finder types for edition files} 
kPICTEditionFileType = 'edtp' ; 
kTEXTEditionFileType = 'edtt ' ; 
ksndEditionFileType 'edts ' ; 
kUnknownEditionFileType = ' edt~ · ; 

{resource type for a sect i on} 

{subscriber s e ction type} 
{publisher s e ction type} 

{subscriber receives new } 

{ editions automatically} 
{subscriber receives new } 

{ editions manually} 
{publisher s ends new 
{ edi tions o n save} 
{publisher does not send 
{ new editions until user } 

{ request} 

{edi tion is the whole file} 
{not used in version 7.0} 

{preview width} 
{preview height} 

{alias record from the } 

{ edition to publisher} 
{ ' PICT' thumbnail sketch} 
{list of all avai l able } 

{ formats and their 

{graphics format} 
{text format} 
{sound format} 

{contains ' PICT ' , } 
{ ' TEXT ' , and } 
{ ' snd ' file types} 
{unknown fil e type} 

sizes} 
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{miscellaneous} 
kFormatLengthUnknown -1; {length of format unknown} 

{message IDs for Apple even ts sent by the Edition Manage r} 
sectionEventMsgClass ' sect '; {Apple events sent by the} 

sectionReadMsgID 
sectionWriteMsgID 
sectionScrollMsgID 
sectionCancelMsgID 

{ Edition Manager} 
= ' read '; {Section Read events } 
= ' writ ' ; {Section Write events} 
= ' scrl ' ; {Sect ion Scroll e vents} 
= ' encl ' ; {Section Cancel events } 

{refCon field when displaying stacked dialog boxes } 
sfMainDialogRefCon = ' stdf ' ; {new publisher and 

sfNewFolderDialogRefCon = ' nfdr ' ; 
sfReplaceDialogRefCon ' rplc'; 
sfStatWarnDialogRefCon = ' stat '; 
sfErrorDialogRefCon ' err '; 
emOptionsDialogRefCon ' o p t n ' ; 
emCancelSectionDialogRefCon = ' encl ' ; 
emGotoPubErrDialogRefCon ' gerr '; 

{pseudo-~tem hits for 
emHookRedrawPreview 

emHookCancelSection 
emHookGoToPublisher 
emHookGetEdit ionNow 
emHookSendEdit i onNow 
emHookManualUpdateMode 
emHookAutoUpdateMode 

Data Types 

TYPE TimeStamp 
EditionRefNum 
UpdateMode 

dialogHooks} 

= 150 ; 

= 160 ; 
= 161 ; 

162 ; 
= 162 ; 

= 163 ; 
164 ; 

Longint ; 
Handle; 

= Integer ; 

{ new s ubscriber} 
{new folder} 
{replace dialog} 
{warning dialog} 
{error dialog} 
{options dialog} 
{cancel section} 
{locate publisher} 

{for NewPublisher or } 

{ NewSubscriber dialogs} 
{for SectionOptions dial og} 
{for SectionOptions dial og } 
{for SectionOptions dial og} 
{for SectionOptions dialog} 
{for SectionOptions dia l og} 
{for SectionOptions dial og} 

{seconds since 1904} 
{for use in Edition I / 0} 
{sumAutomatic, } 
{ sumManual , } 

SectionType 
Format Type 

{ pumonsave, pumManual} 
SignedByte ; {stSubscriber or stPublisher} 

= PACKED ARRAY[l .. 4] OF CHAR ; 

Sectionliandle 
SectionPtr 
SectionRecord 
RECORD 

vers i on : 

{similar to ResType used 
{ by the Scrap Manager} 

"SectionPtr ; 
"SectionRecord ; 

SignedByte ; {always 1 in version 7 . 0 } 
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kind : 
mode : 
mdDate : 
sectionID : 

refCon : 
alias 

SectionType ; 
UpdateMode ; 
TimeStamp ; 
Longint ; 

Longint ; 
AliasHandle ; 

The Edition Manager 

{publisher or subscriber} 
{automatic or manual} 
{last change to section} 
{application-specific, } 
{ unique per document} 
{application-specific} 
{handle to alias record} 

{The f ollowing f i elds are p r ivate and are set up by t he } 
{ RegisterSection function . } 

subPart : 
nextSection : 
controlBlock : 
refNum : 

END ; 

Longint ; 
SectionHandle ; 
Handle ; 
EditionRefNum 

{private} 
{private} 
{private} 
{private} 

EditionContainerSpecPtr =AEditionContainerSpec ; 
EditionContainerSpec = 
RECORD 

theFile : 

theFileScript : 
thePart : 

thePartName : 
thePartScript : 

END ; 

FormatsAvailable 
RECORD 

theType : 
theLength : 

END ; 

Editionin foRecord = 
RECORD 

crDate : 

mdDate : 
fdCreator : 
fdType : 
container : 

END ; 

FSSpec ; 

ScriptCode ; 
Long i nt ; 

Str31 ; 
ScriptCode 

ARRAY [ 0 .. 0 ] OF 

FormatType ; 
:..ongint 

TimeStamp ; 

TimeStamp ; 
OSType ; 
OSType ; 

{file containing edition } 
{ data} 
{script code of filename} 
{wh ich part of fi le, } 
{ always kPartsNot Used} 
{not used in version 7 . 0} 
{not used in version 7 . 0} 

{format type for an edition} 
{length of edition format } 
{ type} 

{date edition container 
{ was created} 
{date of last change } 
{file creator} 
{file type} 

EditionContainerSpec 
{the edition} 
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NewPublisherReply 
RECORD 

canceled : 
replacing : 

useParc. : 
preview : 

previewFormat : 
conldiner : 

END ; 

NewSubscriberReply 
RECORD 

canceled : 
formatsMask : 
container : 

END ; 

SectionOptionsReply 
RECORD 

canceled : 
changed : 
sectionH : 

action : 
END ; 

EditionOpenerVerb 

Boolean ; 
Boolean ; 

Boolean ; 
Handle ; 

Format Type ; 

{user canceled dialog box } 
{user chose existing } 
{ filena me for an edition} 
{always FALSE in version 7 . 0} 
{handle to 'prvw', ' PICT', } 
{ ' TEXT ', or ' snd ' data} 
{type of preview} 

Edic.ionContai~erSpec 

{editio~ chosen } 

Boolean ; {user canceled dialog box} 
SignedByte ; {formats required} 
EditionContainerSpec 

{edition selected} 

Boolean ; {user canceled dialog box} 
Boolean ; {changed the section record} 
SectionHandle ; {handle to the specified } 

{ section record} 
Res Type {action codes} 

= (eoOpen , eoClose , eoOpenNew , eoCloseNew 
eoCanSubscribe) ; 

EditionOpenerParamBlock = 
RECORD 

info : 

sectionH : 

document : 
fdCreator : 
ioRefNum : 
ioProc : 

success : 

formatsMask : 

END ; 

EditioninfoRecord ; 

SectionHandle ; 

FSSpecPtr ; 
OSType ; 
Longint ; 

{edition container to 
{ be subscribed to} 

{publ isher or subscriber} 
{ requesting open} 
{document passed} 
{Finder creator type } 
{reference number } 

FormatIOProcPtr ; 

Boolean ; 

SignedByte 

{routine to read formats} 
{reading or writing was } 
{ successful } 
{formats required to } 
{ subscribe} 
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FormatIOVerb 

FormatIOParamBlock 
RECORD 

ioRefNum : 
format : 
format Index : 

offset : 
buttPtr : 
buffLen : 

END ; 

Routines 

The Edition Manager 

(ioHasFormat , ioReadFormat , ioNewFormat, 
ioWriteFormat) ; 

LongI:-it ; 
Format Type ; 
Longint ; 

Longint ; 
Ptr ; 
Long Int 

{reference number} 
{edition format type} 
{opener-specific enumeration 
{ of formats} 
{offset into format} 
{data starts here} 
{length of data} 

Initializing the Edition Manager 

FUNCTION InitEditionPack OSErr ; 

Creating and Registering a Section 

FUNCTION NewSection 

FUNCTION Registe rSection 

FUNCTION UnRegisterSection 

FUNCTION IsRegisteredSection 

FUNCTION AssociateSection 

(container : EditionContainerSpec ; 
sectionDocument : FSSpecPtr ; kind : 
SectionType ; sectionID : Longint ; 
initialMode : UpdateMode ; VAR sectionH : 
SectionHandle) : OSErr ; 

(sectionDocument : FSSpec ; sectionH : 
SectionHa:-idle ; VAR aliasWasUpdated : 
Boolean) : OSErr ; 

(sectionH : SectionHandle) OSErr ; 

(sectionH : SectionHandle) OSErr ; 

(sectionH : SectionEandle ; 
newSectionDocument : FSSpecPtr) 
OSErr ; 

Creating and Deleting an Edition Container 

FUNCTION CreateEditionContainerFile (editionFile : FSSpec ; fdCreator : OSType ; 
editionFileNameScript : ScriptCode) : 
OSErr ; 

FUNCTION DeleteEditionContainerFile (editionFile : FSSpec) OSErr ; 
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Setting and Locating a Format Mark 

FUNCTIOK SetEditionFormatMark (whichEdition : EditionRefNum; whichFormat : 
Format~ype; setMarkTo : Longint) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION GetEditionFormat~ark (whichEdition : EditionRefNum; whichFormat : 
FormatType ; VAR currentMark : Longint) : 
OSErr ; 

Reading in Edition Data 

FUNCTION OpenEdition (subscriberSectionH : SectionHandle ; VAR refNum : 
EditionRefNum) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION EditionHasFormat {whichEdition : EditionRefNum ; whichFormat : 
FormatType ; VAR formatSi ze : Size) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION ReadEdition {whichEdition : EditionRefNum; whichFormat : 
FormatType ; buffPtr : UNIV Ptr ; VAR buffLen : 
Size) : OSErr ; 

Writing out Edition Data 

FUNCTION OpenNewEdition 

FUNCTION WriteEdition 

(publisherSectionH : SectionHandle ; fdCreator : 
OSType ; publisherSectionDocument : FSSpec?tr ; 
VAR refNum : EditionRefNum) : OSErr ; 

{whichEdition : EditionRefNum ; whichFormat : 
FormatType ; bu:fPtr : UNIV Ptr ; buffLen : Size) 
: OSErr ; 

Closing an Edition After Reading or Writing 

FUNCTION CloseEdition {whichEdition : Edi tionRefNum ; successful : 
Boolean) : OSErr ; 

Displaying Dialog Boxes 

FUNCTION GetLastEditionContainerUsed {VAR container : EditionContainerSpec) 
OSErr ; 

FUNCTION NewSubscriberDialog 

FUNCTION NewPublisherDialog 
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(VAR reply : NewSubscriberReply) 
OSErr ; 

{VAR reply : NewPublisherReply) 
OSErr ; 



FUNCTION SectionOptionsDialog 

The Edition Manager 

(VAR reply: SectionOptionsReply) 
OSErr; 

FUNCTION NewSubscriberExpDialog (VAR reply: NewSubscriberReply ; 
where : Point; expansionDITLresID: 

FUNCTION NewPublisherExpDialog 

Integer; dlgHook: 
ExpDlgHookProcPtr; filterProc: 
ExpModalFilterProcPtr; yourDataPtr: 
UNIV Ptr) : OSErr ; 

(VAR reply : NewPublisherReply; 
where: Point ; expansionDITLresID: 
Integer; dlgHook : 
ExpDlgHookProcPtr ; filterProc : 
ExpModalFilterProcPtr; yourDataPtr : 
UNIV Ptr ) : OSErr; 

FUNCTION SectionOptionsExpDialog (VAR reply: SectionOptionsReply; 
where : Point ; expansionDITLresID: 
Integer; dlgHook : 
ExpDlgHookProcPtr; filterProc : 
ExpModalFilterProcPtr; yourDataPtr: 
UNIV Ptr) : OSErr; 

Locating a Publisher and Edition From a Subscriber 

FUNCTION GetEditioninfo (sectionH: SectionHandle; VAR editioninfo : 
EditioninfoRecord) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION GoToPublisherSection (container : Edit ionContainerSpec) OSErr; 

Edition Container Formats 
FUNCTION GetStandardFormats (container : EditionContainerSpec; VAR 

previewFormat: FormatType; preview, 
publisherAlias, formats : Handle) : OSErr ; 

Reading and Writing Non-Edition files 
FUNCTION GetEditionOpenerProc (VAR opener: EditionOpenerProcPtr) : OSErr; 

FUNCTION SetEditionOpenerProc (opener : EditionOpenerProcPtr) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION CallEditionOpenerProc (selector : EditionOpenerVerb; VAR PB : 
EditionOpenerParamBlock ; routine : 
EditionOpenerProcPtr) : OSErr; 

FUNCTION CallFormatIOProc (selector : FormatIOVerb; VAR PB: 
For matIOParamBlock ; routine: 
FormatIOProcPtr) : OSErr ; 
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Application-Defined Routines 

FUNCTION MyExpDlgHook (itemOffset : Integer ; itemHit : Integer ; 
theDialog : DialogPtr ; yourDataPtr : Ptr) 
Integ e r; 

FUNCTION MyExpModalFilter (theDialog : DialogPtr ; VAR theEvent : 

FUNCTION MyOpener 

FUNCTION MyIO 

Result Codes 

no Err 
abortErr 
eotErr 
fnffirr 
flLckedErr 
fBsyErr 
rfNumErr 
pennErr 
wrPermErr 
noTypeErr 
memFullErr 
userCanceledErr 
editionMgrinitErr 
badSectionErr 
notRegisteredSectionErr 
badSubPartErr 
multiplePublisherWrn 
containerNotFoundW m 
notThePublisherWrn 

0 
-27 
- 39 
-43 
-45 
-47 
- 5 L 
-54 
- 61 

- 102 
- 108 
- 128 
-450 
-45 1 
-452 
-454 
-460 
-461 
-463 

EventRecord ; itemOffset : Integer ; VAR 
itemHit : Integer ; yourDataPtr : Ptrl : 
Boolean ; 

(selector : EditionOpenerVerb ; VAR PB : 
EditionOpenerParamBlock) : OSErr; 

(selector: FormatIOVerb; VAR PB : 
FormatIOParamBlock) : OSErr; 

No error 
Publisher has written a new edition 
No additional data in the format 
Edition container not found 
Publisher writing to an edition 
Section doing I/O 
Bad edition reference number 
Not a subscriber 
Not a publisher 
Format not available 
Could not load package 
User chose Cancel from dialog box 
Manager not initialized or could not load package 
Not a valid section type 
Not registered 
Bad edition container spec or invalid edition container 
Already is a publisher 
Alias was not resolved 
Not the publisher 
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ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

This chapter describes how your application can use the Toolbox Event Manager to send events 
to other applications and to receive events from other applications. The Toolbox Event Manao-er 
in system software version 7.0 provides routines for sending and receivi ng a new type of ev~nt, 
a high-level event. In addition, Apple Computer, Inc. has defined a protocol for high-level 
events called the Apple® Event Interprocess Messaging Protocol. High-level events that adhere 
to this protocol are called Apple events. Your application can also define other types of high
level events and send them to applications, either locally or across a network. 

This chapter also describes the operation of the multitasking environment formerly known as 
MultiFinder®, which is now an integral part of the Macintosh® Operating System in system 
software version 7.0. In thi s environment, numerous applications can be open simultaneously, 
cooperatively sharing the available system resources. The Macintosh Operating System coordi
nates the execution of multiple applications by sending another type of event, an operating
system event, to applications whenever their execution status changes or whenever processor 
time is available for background processing. Your application takes advantage of this multi
tasking capability primarily by receiving operating-system events that guide its execution. 

The Event Manager routines that let your application communicate with other applications 
depend on the services of the Program-to-Program Communications (PPC) Toolbox and are 
available in system software version 7.0. Before using any of the routines that handle high
level events, you should first use the Gestalt function to detennine that the PPC Toolbox is 
present. You can also use Gestalt to determine which multitasking features of the Operating 
System are present. See the Compatibility Guidelines chapter in this volume for a full account 
of using Gestalt. 

The ability to have multiple applications open at once is available when running system soft
ware version 7.0 or when running MultiFinder in system software versions 5.0 and 6.0. Any 
significant di fferences between the multitasking environment of version 7 .0 and that provided 
by MultiFinder in earlier system versions are noted at the appropriate locations in this chapter. 
In system software earlier than version 7 .0, there is no recommended way to determine 
whether MultiFinder is running or whether other applications are open if it is running. When 
running in system software version 7.0, applications that need to know what other applications 
are open (for example, to send high-level events to them) can get that information by calling 
one of three functions: the PPCBrowser function or the IPCListPorts function (both docu
mented in the Program-to-Program Communications Toolbox chapter in this volume) or the 
GetNexlProcess function (documented in the Process Management chapter in this volume). 

The information in thi s chapter supplements the information in the Toolbox Event Manager 
chapter of Inside Macintosh, Volume I and Volume V. (In this chapter, the term Event 
Manager refers to the Toolbox Event Manager, not the Operating System Event Manager.) 
In addition, the sections on cooperative multitasking supersede the information in the 
Programmer's Guide to Multi Finder. 

To use thi s chapter, you should be familiar with the way in which the Macintosh Operating 
System manages processes. See "About Process Management" in the Process Management 
chapter in this volume for a detailed description of how the Operating System schedules 
processes, performs context switches, and launches applications. If you want to communi
cate with applications across a network, then you should be familiar with the discussion of 
authentication in the Program-to-Program Communications Toolbox chapter in this volume. 
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ABOUT THE EVENT MANAGER 

Most Macintosh programs are event-driven: they decide what to do from moment to moment 
by asking the Event Manager for events and responding to them one by one in whatever way 
is appropriate. The Event Manager is your application's primary link to the user, to other 
applications that are running at the same time as your application, to the various managers that 
are controlling operations in the Macintosh, and to the Operating System itself. Events sent to 
your application from these various sources can communicate important in formation to it and 
help ensure its smooth operation. 

You can use the Event Manager to 

• receive key presses and mouse clicks as input for your application 

• receive indication that your application 's windows need to be activated or updated 

• allow other applications to use the available system resources when no events are 
pending for your application 

• send events to other applications 

• receive events from other applications 

• respond to events received from other applications 

• search for a specific event from another application 

This chapter provides a brief introduction to events and then discusses a number of particular 
topics that are related to high-level events and the multitasking environment that is standard in 
system software version 7.0. It explains 

• how to structure your main event loop to receive and process events 

• how to create a 'SIZE' resource to specify your application 's memory requirements and 
scheduling options 

• how to receive and process high-level events 

• how to send high-level events to other applications 

This chapter also prov ides some information about Apple events, Apple ' s new protocol 
governing a class of high-level events. Additional information about Apple events, including 
descriptions of how to process the required Apple events, is provided in the Apple Event 
Manager chapter in this volume. 
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INTRODUCTION TO EVENTS 

Events are of various types, distinguished according to their orig in and meaning. On the most 
basic level, events are created every time a user presses a key on the keyboard, presses the 
mouse button, releases the mouse button, or inserts a disk. 

Still other events can ari se from changes in the processing status of an application. For 
example, if a user brings an application to the foreground, the Operating System sends a 
resume event to that application. Some of the work of reacti vating the application is done 
automatically, both by the Operating System and by the Window Manager; the resume 
event is an indication for your application to take care of any further processing needed 
as a result of the application being reactivated. 

In system software version 7.0, the Event Manager recognizes a new type of event-the 
high-level event- that allows communication and information transfer between cooperating 
applications. For example, a spreadsheet application may want to obtain some information 
from a database application. The spreadsheet can send a high-level event to the database 
requesting the information; the database can then reply with the requested information by 
sending another high-level event back to the spreadsheet. 

Low-Level Events 

Events that report actions by the user (such as pressing Lhe mouse button, typing on the 
keyboard, or inserting a disk) and events that report that the Event Manager has no other 
events to report (null events) are called low-level events because they report very low-level 
hardware and software occurrences. Figure 5- I depicts the relationships among the 
Operating System Event Manager, the Toolbox Event Manager, the Window Manager, 
and a single application. 

The Operating System Event Manager detects and reports very low-level events such as 
changes in the attached hardware. Hardware-related events are mouse clicks, key presses, 
disk insertions, and so fo rth . 

Other low-level events can arise from changes in windows on the screen. For example, if 
a user has several documents open while running an application, the user can switch from 
one document to another by clicking in the appropriate window. Before your application is 
sent such an event, the Window Manager does some work for you, such as highlighting 
the newly activated window and unhighlighting the deactivated window. As illustrated in 
Figure 5-1, activate and update events are not placed into the event queue but are sent directly 
to the Toolbox Event Manager. 

Applications can generate events themselves and send them (using the PostEvent function) to 
the Operating System Event Manager for processing. These types of events are application
specific. In an environment where only one application can execute at a time, application
defined events allow your application to send events to itself. You should be careful not to 
post events that are not normally placed in the event queue (such as activate events). 

Note: In system software version 7.0, the work done by applicati on-defined events 
must be accomplished using Apple events or other high-level events. 
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Figure 5-1. Events in a single application environment 

Operating-System Events 

The cooperative multitasking environment introduces a new type of event to allow the Operating 
System to communicate information to an application about changes in the operating status of 
that application. For example, when your application is switched into the background, the 
Operating System sends it a suspend event. Then, when your application is switched back into 
the foreground, it receives a resume event. These types of events are known as operating
syslem events. 

Figure 5-2 illustrates how the Event Manager helps provide this cooperati ve multitasking envi
ronment. The main new source of events is the Macintosh Operating System itself, which sends 
suspend, resume, and mouse-moved events to applications through the Toolbox Event Manager. 
(In system software versions earlier than 7.0, these events are sent by MultiF inder.) In addition 
to the event queue created by the Operating System Event Manager, the Toolbox Event Manager 
maintains a separate event queue for each open application. The events in the Operating System 
Event Manager queue are always sent to the foreground application. but other events (for 
example, update events from the Window Manager) can be sent to background applications. 
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Figure 5-2. Events in a multi-application environment 

Because your application might need to execute differently depending on whether it is 
running in the foreground or in the background, you can inspect the low bit of the message 
field of an operating-system event to determine whether the event is a suspend or a resume 
event. For example, if you need to notify the user of some special occurrence whi le your 
application is executing in the background, you cannot simply put up an alert box. Instead, 
you should use the Notification Manager to queue a notification request that will be presented 
to the user at the appropriate moment. 

When your application receives a suspend event, it does not actually become inactive until it 
makes its next request to receive events from the Event Manager. At the time that it receives 
the suspend event, your application can inspect the convertClipboard fl ag in the message field 
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of the event record to see whether it should convert any local scrap into the global scrap. 
Your application should also hide any floating windows, selections, and so on. Then you 
should call WaitNextEvent to relinquish the processor and allow the Operating System to 
schedule other processes for execution. It is important to minimize the processing you do in 
response to a suspend event because otherwise the machine may appear sluggish. 

When control returns to your application, the fi rst event it receives is a resume event. Your 
application may now convert the global scrap back to its private scrap, if necessary. As part 
of the resume or suspend event, the Operating System informs your application if the 
C lipboard has changed by setting bi t l of the message field of the event record. 

There are two other kinds of operating-system events, mouse-moved events and 
application-died events. A mouse-moved event is sent to an application to indicate 
that the user has moved the mouse outside of the region spec ified to the WaitNextEvent 
routine. The application-died event is sent whenever an applicati on launched by your 
application terminates or crashes. 

Note: Some early vers ions of MultiFinder do not send application-died events, and 
your application should not depend on receiving them. These events are provided 
primari ly for use by debuggers. In system software version 7.0, application-died 
events are now sent as Apple events. 

High-Level Events 

In system software version 7.0, the Event Manager introduces a new type of event, the high
level event, along with a number of new Event Manager routines that let applications commu
nicate with each other by exchanging high- leve l events. A high-level event is an event that 
your application can send to another application to send it some informat ion, to receive from 
it some informati on, or to have it perform some action. For example, your application can 
send an event to another application instructing that application to perform a specific action, 
such as adding a row to a spreadsheet or changi ng the font size of a paragraph. Your appli
cation can also send an event to another application requesting information from that 
application-for example, requesting a dictionary application to return the definition of a 
particular word. When you send a high-level event to another application, you can also 
include additional information or commands in an optional data buffer. For exan1ple, your 
application can use a high-level event to send a list of new words and defi nitions to a 
dictionary application. 

Figure 5-3 shows the general event-handling mechanism in system software version 7.0. 
Three different applications are communicating with one another by sending and receiving 
high-level events. High-level events are placed in a separate event queue maintained by the 
Operating System. The Operating System maintai ns a high-level event queue for each 
application that has announced itself as capable of receiving high-level events. The high-level 
event queues are limited in size only by avail able memory. 

Note: Because high-level events are not stored in the Operating System event queue, 
you cannot flush high-level events by calling the FlushEvents procedure. 
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Figure 5-3. Events in system software version 7 .0 

For effecti ve communication between applications, your application must defi ne the set of 
high-level events it responds to and let other applications know the events it accepts. By 
implementing the capabilities to send events to and receive events from other applications, 
you allow other applications to interact with your application and provide enhanced 
capabilities to your users. 
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Generall y, there is no restriction on the type of processing that one application can request 
from another by sending it a high-level event. For a high-level event sent by one application 
to be understood by another application, however, the sender and receiver must agree on a 
protocol , that is, on the way the event is to be interpreted. Apple events are high-level eve~ts 
whose stmcture and interpretation are determined by the Apple Event interprocess Messagmg 
Protocol. 

To make your application 7.0-friendly, you should support the required Apple events, as 
described in the Apple Event Manager chapter in this volume. In addition, you may want 
your application to support other common Apple events. For example, the Edition Manager 
uses Apple events to communicate information about document sections among the various 
applications that may publish sections or subscribe to them. The Edition Manager sends the 
appropriate Apple events to applications that want to maintain up-to-date subscriber sections 
within their documents. If a user alters a section of a document that has previously been 
published and updates the edition, the Edition Manager might post an Apple event to the 
application indicating that a new edition is avail able. The application receiving the Apple 
event can then update the subsc1iber or ignore the information, as the user dictates. For 
complete in formation on responding to Apple events sent by the Edition Manager, see the 
Edition Manager chapter in thi s volume. 

To ensure compatibi lity and smooth interaction with other Macintosh applications, you 
should use the Apple event protocol for high-level events whenever possible. You should 
de fine new protocols onl y if your application must communicate with applications on other 
computers that use different protocols or if your application has other special needs. For 
complete information about Apple events and on implementing the required set of Apple 
events, see the Apple Event Manager chapter in this volume. 

Note: All Macintosh system software that sends or receives high-level events uses 
the Apple events protocol. 

EVENT PROCESSING 

In system software version 7.0, the cooperati ve multitaski ng capabilities previously available 
through MultiFinder are an integral part of the Operating System. As a result, applications . 
running under version 7.0 must process events and reserve memory in ways that contribute 
to the smooth operation of all applications that are open. In practice, th is means that you 
should retrieve events from the Event Manager by using the WaitNextEvent function and that 
you should include a 'SIZE' resource that specifies a reasonable memory partition size. This 
section shows how to retrieve events from the Event Manager, how to mask out unwanted 
events, and how to specify memory and scheduling options for your application. 

The Event Loop 

In applications that are event-dri ven (that is, which decide what to do at any time by receiving 
and responding to events), you can obtain in formation about ennts that are pending by 
calling Event Manager routines. Since you call these routines repeatedl y, the section of code 
in which you request events from the Event Manager usually takes the form of a loop; this 
secti on of code is the event loop. 
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A simple event loop might look something like the one given in Listing 5-1. It consists of an 
endless loop that retrieves an event and decides whether it is a null event. If the event is not a 
null event, the event loop calls DoEvent, an application-defined procedure, to process the 
event. Otherwise, the procedure call s an application-defined idling procedure, Doldle. 

PROCEDURE EventLoop ; 
VAR 

Listing 5-1. A simple event loop 

cursorRgn : RgnHandle ; 
gotEvent : Boolean ; 
event : EventRecord ; 

BEGIN 
cursorRgn : = NewRgn ; {pass an empty region the first time thru} 
REPEAT 

gotEvent : = WaitNextEvent( e veryEvent, event, GetSleep , cursorRgn) ; 
Ad j ustCursor(event . where , cursorRgn) ; 
IF gotEvent THEN 

DoEvent(event) 
ELSE 

Doidle ; 
UNTIL FALSE ; 

END ; 
{loop forever} 

The DoEvent procedure must detennine what kind of event the call to WaitNextEvent retrieved 
and act accordingly. Notice that the parameter passed to DoEvent is the event record received 
by WaitNextEvent. Essentially, the procedure is just a large conditional statement that branches 
according to the value of the what field of the event record. Listing 5-2 defines a simple 
DoEvent procedure. 

Listing 5-2. Processing events 

PROCEDURE DoEvent(event : EventRecord) ; 
BEGIN 

CASE event . what OF 
mouseDown : 

DoMouseDown(event) ; 
mouseUp : 

DoMouseUp(event) ; 
keyDown , autoKey : 

DoKeyDown(event) ; 
activateEvt : 

DoActivate(event) ; 
updateSvt : 

DoUpdate(event) ; 
osEvt : 

DoOSEvent( event) ; 
kHighLevelEvent : 

DoHighLevelEvent(event) ; 
END ; 

END ; { DoEvent} 
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The main addition to your application 's event loop in system software version 7.0 is the 
recoo-nition of hi oh-level events (using the constant kHighLevelEvent) and the appropriate 
proc~ssing of tha°se events. The procedure defined in Listing 5-2 calls DoHighLevelEvent, 
an application-defined routine, to interpret the high-level event further. 

Event Masks 

Several of the Event Manager routines can be restricted to operate on a specific event type or 
group of types. You do this by disabling (or "masking out") the events you are not interested 
in receiving. To specify which event types an Event Manager routine governs, supply a 
parameter known as an event mask. Masks for each individual event type are available as 
predefined constants: 

CONST every Event - 1 ; {every event} 
mDownMask = 2 ; {mouse-down} 
mUpMask = L;, ; {mouse-up} 
keyDownMask = 8 ; {key-down} 
keyUpMask = 16 ; {key-up} 
autoKeyMask 32 ; {auto-key} 
updateMask 64 i {update} 
diskMask = 128 ; {disk-ir.serc.ed} 
activMask = 256 ; {activate} 
highLevelEventMask 1024 ; {high-level} 
osMask -= -32768 ; {operating-system} 

You can form any particular mask you need by adding or subtracting mask constants. 
For example, to request the next avai lable event that is not a mouse-up event, you 
can use the code 

myErr : = WaitNextEvent(everyEvent-mUpMask , my Event , mySleep , myMRgnHnd) ; 

Note that masking out types of events does not remove those events from the Operating 
System event queue. If a type of event is masked out, it is simply ignored by the Toolbox 
Event Manager when it reads the event queue. Note also that you cannot ma k out nu ll 
events. Even if every other kind of event is di sabled, the Event Manager reports a nu ll event. 

In system software version 7.0, you can mask out high- level events by subtracting the 
constant highLevelEventMask from your event mask. (This constant has the same value 
as the defunct constant networkMask.) 

Switching Contexts 

Applications running in the background receive processing time when the front application 
makes an event call (that is, calls WaitNextEvent, GetNextEvent, or EventAvail) and there 
are no events pending for that front application. An application running in the background 
should relinquish the CPU regularly to ensure a timely return to the foreground application 
when necessary. 
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In system software version 7.0 (or under MultiFinder in earlier versions), the avai lable 
processing ti me is distributed among multiple applications through a procedure known as 
context switching (or just switching) . When a context switch occurs, the Process Manacrer 
allocates processing time to a process that is different from the one that had been receivi~cr 
processing time. Two types of context switching may occur: major and minor. All swi tching 
occurs at a well-defined time, namely, when an application call s WaitNextEvent. 

A major switch is a complete contex t switch: an application's windows are moved from the 
background to the foreground, or vice versa. In a major switch, Lwo applications are 
involved, the one being switched to the foreground and the one being switched to the 
background. The A5 worlds of both applications are switched, as well as the relevant low
memory environment. If those applications receive suspend and resume events, they are so 
notified at the time that a major switch occurs. 

Major switching does not occur when a modal dialog box is the frontmost window, although 
minor switching (discussed next) can still occur. To determine whether major switching can 
occur, the Operating System checks (among other things) to see if the wi ndow defin ition 
procedure of the frontmost window is dBoxProc because the type dBoxProc is specifically 
reserved for modal dialog boxes. (Major switching can still occur when a movable modal 
dialog box is the frontmost window.) 

A minor switch occurs when an application is switched out to give time to background 
processes. A minor switch always involves two applications, a background application and 
the application yielding time to it (which may be some other background application). Tn a 
minor switch, the AS worlds of those two applications are switched, as are the low-memory 
environments. However, the layers of windows are not switched, and neither application 
receives either suspend or resume events. 

Note: Your application can also get switched out if it calls a Toolbox routine that 
makes an event call. For example, your application may get switched out when calling 
ModalDialog. 

Specifying Memory Requirements and Scheduling Options 

Every application execut ing under system software version 7.0, as well as every application 
executing under MultiFinder, should contain a 'SIZE' resource. One of the principal func
tions of the 'SIZE' resource is to inform the Operating System about the memory size 
requirements for the application (hence the name 'SIZE') so that the Operating System can 
set up an appropriately sized partition for the application. The 'SIZE' resource is also used 
to indicate certain scheduling options to the Operating System, such as whether the applica
tion can run in the background, whether it can accept suspend and resume events, and so 
forth. The 'SIZE' resource in system software version 7.0 contains additional information 
indicating whether the application is 32-bit clean, whether the application wishe to receive 
notification of the tennination of any applications it has launched, and whether the application 
wishes to receive high-level events. 

This section explains the structure of a 'SIZE' resource and the meaning of each of its fields. 
It also shows how to specify the Rez input for a 'SIZE' resource. You are responsible for 
creating the information in this resource. 
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The Structure of a 'SIZE' Resource 

A 'SIZE' resource consists of a 16-bit flags field, followed by two 32-bit size fields. The 
flags field specifies operating characteristics of the application, and the size fields indicate the 
minimum and preferred partition sizes for the application. The minimum partition size 
is the actual limit below which your application will not run. The preferred partition size 
is the memory size at which your application can run most effectively and which the Operating 
System attempts to secure upon launch of the application. If that amount of memory is 
unavailable, the application is placed into the largest contiguous block available, provided that 
it is larger than the specified minimum size. 

Note: If the amount of available memory is between the minimum and the preferred 
sizes, the FinderrM displays a dialog box asking if the user wants to run the applica
tion using the amount of memory available. If your application does not have a 
'SIZE' resource, it is assigned a default partition size of 512 KB. 

When you define a 'SIZE' resource, you should give it a resource ID of-I. A user can 
modify the preferred size in the Finder's information window for your application. If the user 
does alter the partition size, the Operating System creates a new 'SIZE' resource having 
resource ID 0. At application launch time, the Launch function looks for a 'SIZE' resource 
with ID O; if this resource is not found, it uses your original 'SIZE' resource with ID -1. 
This new 'SIZE' resource is also created when the user modifies any of the other settings in 
the resource. 

Listing 5-3 shows the structure of the 'SIZE' resource. 

Listing 5-3. A template for a 'SIZE' resource 

type ' SIZE ' 
boolean reserved ; /*reserved*/ 
boolean ignoreSuspendResumeEvents , / *ignores suspend- resume even:s*/ 

acceptSuspendResumeEvents ; / *accepts suspend-resume evencs */ 
boolean reserved ; 
boolean cannotBackground , 

canBackground ; 
boolean needsActivateOnFGSwitch , 

doesActivateOnFGSwitch ; 
boolean backgroundAndForeground , 

onlyBackground ; 
boolean dontGetFrontClicks , 

getFrontClicks ; 
boolean ignoreAppDiedEvents , 

acceptAppDiedEvents ; 
boolean not32BitCompatible , 

i s32BitCompatible ; 
boolean notHighLevelEventAware, 

isHighLevelEventAware ; 
boolean onlyLocalHLEvents , 

localAndRemoteHLEvents ; 

5-14 Event Processing 

/ *reserved* / 
/ *does no background processi~g*/ 
/ *can use background null eve~ts*/ 
/ *needs activate event */ 
/*needs no activate event*/ 
/ *app has a user interface*/ 
/ *app has no user interface* / 
/ *no mouse events on resume*/ 
/ *get mouse events on resume*/ 
/ *applications use this*/ 
/ *app launchers use this*/ 
/ *works wi th 24-bit addr*/ 
/ *wor ks wit h 24- or 32-bit addr*/ 
/ *can ' t use high-level events* / 
/ *can use high- level events*/ 
/ *only local high-level events* / 
/ *also remote high-level events*/ 
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boolean notStationeryAware , 
i sStationeryAware ; 

boole an dontUseTextEditServices , 

/ *can ' t use stacionery documents*/ 
/ *can use stationery documents*/ 
/ *can't use inline services*/ 
/*can use inline services* / 
/ *reserved*/ 

useTex tEditServices ; 
boolean rese rved ; 

} ; 

boolean reserve d ; 
boo l ean reserved ; 

unsig ned l ongi nt ; 
uns i g ned longint ; 

/ *reserved*/ 
/ *reserved*/ 
/*memory sizes are in bytes*/ 
/ *pre ferred memory size*/ 
/ *minimum memory size*/ 

The nonreserved bits in the flags field have the following meanings. 

Flag descriptions 

acceptSuspendResumeEvents 

canBackground 

doesActivateOnFGSwitch 

only Background 

When set, indicates that your application can process suspend 
and resume events (which the Operating System sends to 
your application before sending it into the back-ground or 
when bring ing it into the foregrou nd). In this way, your 
application knows when to process the global scrap. 

When set, indicates that your application wants to receive 
null event processing time while in the background. If your 
application has nothing to do in the background, you 
should not set this fl ag. 

When set, indicates that your application takes responsibility 
for activating and deactivating any windows in response to a 
suspend or resume event. If the acceptSuspendResumeEvents 
flag is set, if the doesActi vateOnFGSwitch flag is not set, 
and if the application is suspended, then the appl ication 
receives an activate event. However, if you set the 
doesActi vateOnFGSwitch flag, then your application won't 
receive acti vate events, and you must take care of activation 
and deactivation when it receives the corresponding suspend 
or resume event. This means that if the application's window 
is frontmost, the suspend event should be treated as though a 
deactivate event were recei ved as well (assuming that both the 
doesActi vateOnFGSwitch and acceptS uspendResumeEvents 
flags are set). For example, scroll bars should be deactivated, 
blinking insertion points should be hidden, and selected text 
should be deselected if your application moves to the back
ground. If you do not set th is flag, then a window must be 
created to force the activate and deacti vate events to occur. 

When set, indicates that your application runs only in the 
background . Usually this is because it does not have a user 
interface and cannot run in the foreground. 
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getFrontC licks 

acceptAppDiedEvents 

is32BitCompatible 

isHighLevelEventA ware 

localAndRemoteHLEvents 

isStationery Aware 

useTextEditServices 

When set, indicates that your application is to receive the 
mouse-down and mouse-up events that are used to bring 
your application into the foreground when the user clicks in 
your application's frontmost window. Typically, the user 
s imply wants to bring your application into the foreground , 
so it is usually not desirable to receive the mouse events 
(which would probably move the insertion point or start 
drawing immediately, depending on the application). The 
Finder is one application, however, that has the 
getFrontClicks flag set. 

When set, indicates that your application is to be notified 
that an application launched by this application has tenni
nated or crashed. See the Process Management chapter in 
this volume for more information about launching applica
tions and receiving Application Died events. 

When set, indicates that your application can be run with 
the 32-bit Memory Manager. You should not set thi s fl ag 
unless you have thoroughly tested your application on a 
32-bit system (such as a Macintosh Ilci running system 
software version 7.0 in 32-bit mode, or under A/UX®). 

When set, indicates that your application can send and 
receive high-level events. If this flag is not set, the Event 
Manager does not give your application high-level events 
when you call WaitNexlEvent. There is no way to mask out 
types of high-level events; if this fl ag is set, you will receive 
all types of high-level events sent to your application. 

When set, indicates that your application is to be visible to 
applications running on other computers on a network (in 
addition to appl ications running on the loca l machine). If 
this flag is not set, your application does not receive high
level events across a network. 

When set, indicates that your appl ication can recognize 
stationery documents. If this fl ag is not set and the user 
opens a stationery document, the Finder duplicates the 
document and prompts the user for a name for the 
duplicate document. 

When set, indicates that your appl ication can use the inline 
text services provided by TextEdit. See the TextEdit chapter 
in this volume for information about the inline input 
capabi lities of TextEdit. 

Note: If you set the acceptSuspendResumeEvents fl ag, you should also set the 
doesActivateOnFGSwitch fl ag. 

The modifiers fi eld in the event record now contains add itional in formation about a mouse
down event. In system software version 7.0, the acti veFlag modifier fl ag in the modifiers 
field of a mouse-down event record is set to indicate that the mouse-down event caused a 
foreground switch. Your application can use this fl ag to determine whether to process the 
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mouse-down event (probably depending on whether the cl icked item was visible before the 
foreground switch). This modifi er is set for all mouse-down events that cause a foreoround 
switch, regardless of whether your application's gelFrontC licks flag is set or whethe7" the 
mouse click was in your application's front window. In system software vers ions prior to 
7.0, this flag is never set for mouse-down events, and your application cannot tell if the 
mouse click caused a foreground switch. As a result, your application should always process 
a mouse-down event if its getFrontC licks fl ag is set. 

Listing 5-4 shows the input for a sample 'SIZE' resource. 

Listing 5-4. The Rez input for a sample 'SIZE' resource 

resource ' SIZE ' ( - 1) { 

) ; 

reserved , / *reserved* / 
acceptSuspendRe sumeEvents, / *accepts suspend-resume events*/ 
reserved , 
canBackground , 
doesActivateOnFGSwitch , 
backgroundAndForeground , 
dontGetFrontClicks , 
ignoreAppDiedEve nts , 
is32BitCompatible , 
isHighLevelEventAware , 
localAndRemote HLEvents , 
isStationeryAware , 
dontUseTextEditServiccs , 
reserved , 
reserved , 
reserved , 
kPrefSize * 1024 , 
kMinSize * 1024 

/ *reserved* / 
/ *can use background null events*/ 
/ *needs no accivace even t * / 
/ *app has a user interface*/ 
/ *no mouse events on resume*/ 
/ *appl ications use this* / 
/ *works with 24- or 32-bit addr* / 
/ *can use high-level events * / 
/ *a lso remote hig~-level events* / 
/*can use stat i onery documents*/ 
/*can ' t use inline i nput services* / 
/ *reserved* / 
/ *reserved* / 
/ *reserved*/ 
/ *preferred memory size*/ 
/ *minimum memory size*/ 

This resource specification indicates, among other things, that the application is 32-bit clean, 
can handle stationery documents, and accepts both local and network high-level events. You 
are responsible for defining the constants kPrefSize and kMinSize; for example, if you set 
kPrefSi ze to 50, the preferred partition size will be 50 KB. 

Creating a 1SIZE 1 Resource 

When creating a 'SIZE' resource, you first need to determine the various operating charac
teristics of your application. For example, if your application has nothing useful to do when 
it is in the background, then you should not set the canBackground fl ag. Similarly, if you 
have not tested your application in an environment that uses all 32 bits of a handle or pointer 
for memory addresses, then you should not set the is32Bi tCompatible flag. 

Next, you need to determine what your application' s memory requirements are likely to be. 
There is no simple forrnula for determining the appropriate partition size requirements for all 
applications because so many factors affect memory requirements. An application's memory 
requirements depend on the static heap size, the dynamic heap, the A5 world, and the stack. 
The static heap size includes objects that are always present during the execution of the 
application-for example, code segments, Toolbox data structures for window records, and 
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so on. Dynamic heap requirements come fro m various objects created on a per-document basis 
(which may vary in size proportionally with the document itself) and objects that are required 
for specific commands or functions. The size of the AS world depends on the amount of global 
data and the number of intersegment jumps the application contains. Finally, the stack contains 
variables, return addresses, and temporary information. The application stack size varies 
among computers, so you should base your values for the stack size according to the stack size 
required on a Macintosh Plus (8 KB). The Process Manager automaticall y adjusts your 
requested amount of memory to compensate for the different stack sizes on different machines. 
For example, if you request 5 12 KB, more stack space (approximately 16 KB) will be 
allocated on machines with larger default stack sizes. 

Unfortunately, it is simply impossible to forecast all of these conditions with any great degree 
of reliability. You should be able to detemline reasonably accurate estimates for the stack 
size, static heap size, AS world, and jump table. In addition, you can use tools such as 
MacsBug's heap-exploring commands to help you empirically determine your application's 
dynamic memory requirements. 

USING THE EVENT MANAGER 

You can use the Toolbox Event Manager to receive in formation about hardware-related 
events, about changes in the appearance of your application's windows, or about changes 
in the operating status of your application. You can also use the Event Manager to communi 
cate directly with other applications. This communication can include sending events to other 
applications, receiving events fro m other applications. and searching for specific events from 
other applications. 

The events that your application can send to and receive from other applications are called 
high-level events. Your appl'cation can both send and receive high-level events, but it 
generally only receives low-level events and should not send them. Your application receives 
both low-level and high-level events in the same way, wllich is by asking the Event Manager 
for the next avai lable event. If the event your application receives is a high-level event, your 
application might need to use another Event Manager routine to retrieve an optional data 
buffer accompanyi ng that event. 

Receiving Low-Level Events 

Applications receive events one at a Lime by asking the Event Manager for the next available 
event. You use Event Manager routines to receive (or in the case of EventAvail, simply to 
look at) the next available event that is pending for your application. The Event Manager 
returns to your application an event record, which includes the relevant information about 
that event. 

Your application can use the WaitNextEvent, GetNexLEvent, and EventAvail functions to 
retiieve events from the Event Manager. GetNextEvent returns the next available event of 
a specified type. Further, if the event returned is in the event queue, GetNextEvent removes 
it from the queue. EventA vail is just like GetNextEvent, except that if the event reported 
is in the event queue, it is left there. EventA vail thus allows your application to look at the 
next event in the event queue without actually processing the event. 
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You should use the WaitNextEvent function to retrieve an event from the Event Manager. 
WaitNextEvent requires four parameters: an event mask, an event record, a sleep value, 
and a mouse region. If WaitNextEvent returns successfull y, the event record contains 
information about the retrieved event. The sleep parameter specifies the amount of ti me (in 
ticks) that your application agrees to relinquish the processor if no events are pending for 
it. When that time expires or when an event becomes available for your application, the 
Process Manager schedules your application for execution. In general, you should specify 
a value greater than 0 in the sleep parameter so that other applications can receive processing 
time if they need it. Your application should not sleep more than 15 ticks if you use TextEdit 
because the fastest cursor blink occurs every 15 ticks. 

The mouseRgn parameter to WaitNextEvent specifies a screen region that lets you determine 
the conditions when your application is to receive notice of mouse-moved events. Your 
application receives mouse-moved events only when the mouse is outside of the specified 
region and your application is the foreground process. You can use the mouseRgn parameter 
as a convenient way to change the shape of the cursor-for example, when the mouse moves 
from the content area of a window to the scroll bar. . 

Note: If your application calls WaitNextEvent, it should not call the SystemTask 
procedure. 

For low-level events, the event record fi lled in by WaitNextEvent has the following structure: 

TYPE EventRe cord 
RECORD 

what : 
messag e : 
when : 
where : 
modi fiers : 

END ; 

Integ e r ; 
Longin t ; 
Longint ; 
Point ; 
Integer 

{event code} 
{event message} 
{ticks since startup } 
{mouse location} 
{modifier flags} 

For high-level events, however, several of the fi elds of the event record have different 
meanings. See "Receiving High-Level Events" later in this chapter. 

Responding to Operating-System Events 

Operating-system events are of type osEvt and are assigned the event code previously 
ass igned to app4Evts (type 4 application events). 

CONST osEvt 15 ; 

If your application does not handle suspend and resume events (as indicated by a flag in its 
'SIZE' resource), then the Operating System has to trick your application into performi ng 
scrap coercion to ensure that the contents of the Clipboard can be transferred from one 
application to another. This process adds to the time it takes to move the foreground 
application to the background and vice versa and thereby makes the user interface look 
cumbersome. 
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Your application should respond to a suspend event by moving its private scrap into the 
Clipboard and then returning to the main event loop. Also, your application can do anything 
else necessary to get ready for a major switch. When your application receives a resume event 
and if the Clipboard has been altered, your application should copy the contents of the 
Clipboard, convert them back to its private scrap, and do anything else required for a fore
ground switch. After processing the scrap in this way, your application resumes executing. 

Note: When switched into the background, an application should hide its 
Clipboard window. The contents of the Clipboard are not valid unless the 
application is frontmost. 

In an osEvt event record, the message field contains informati on indicating whether the event 
is a mouse-moved, suspend, or resume event and whether C lipboard conversion is required 
when the appl ication resumes execution. The message fi eld has the following structure : 

Bit 

0 

2-23 

24-31 

Meaning 

0 if a suspend event 
1 if a resume event 

0 if Cli pboard conversion not required 
I if Clipboard conversion required 

Reserved 

suspendResumeMessage if a suspend or resume event 
mouseMovedMessage if a mouse-moved event 

Note that you need to examine the low byte of the message field to determine what kind of 
operating-system event you have received. The messages passed in bits 24-31 are defined 
by constants: 

CONST suspendResumeMessage $01 ; {suspend or resume event} 
{mouse-moved event} mouseMovedMessage $FA ; 

I~ the event is a suspend or resume event, you need to examine the first bit of the high byte to 
figure out whether that event is a suspend or resume event. Bits 0 and 1 are meanin crfu l only 
if bits 24-3 l indicate that the event is a suspend or resume event. You can use the c~nstants 
rcsumeFlag and convertC iipboardFlag to determine whether the event is a resume event, and 
whether Clipboard conversion is required: 

CONST resumeFlag l ; {resume event} 
convertCl ipboardFlag 2 ; {Clipboard conversion required} 
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Receiving High-Level Events 

In system software version 7.0, your application can receive a high-level event when it 
retrieves an event from the Event Manager. As always, your application determines what kind 
of event it has received by looking at the what field of the event record returned by the Event 
Manager. The event code for high-level events is defined by a constant name. 

CONST kHighLevelEvent = 23 ; 

For high-level events, two fields of the event record have special meanings. The message 
field and the where field of the event record together define the specific type of high-level 
event and are interpreted as type OSType, not Longlnt or Point. The message field contains 
the event class of this high-level event. For example, Apple events sent by the Edition 
Manager have the event class 'sect'. You can define your own class of events that are specific 
to your application. If you have registered your application signature, then you can use your 
signature to define the class of events that belong to your application. Note, however, that 
Apple reserves all lowercase letters and nonalphabetic characters for the classes of events 
defined by Apple. 

For high-level events, the where field in the event record contains a second message 
specifier, called the event ID. The event ID defines the particular type of event (or message) 
within the class of events defined by the event class. For example, the Section Read Apple 
event sent by the Edition Manager has event class 'sect' and event TD 'read'. The Open 
Documents Apple event sent by the Finder has event class 'aevt' and event ID 'odoc'. You 
can define your own set of event IDs, corresponding to your own event class. For example, 
if the message field contains 'biff and the where field contains 'cmd l ', then the high-level 
event indicates the type of event defined by 'cmd l' within the class of events defined by the 
application with the signature 'biff. 

Unlike low-level events and operating-system events, high-level events may not be completely 
determined by the event record returned to your application when it calls WaitNextEvent. For 
example, you might still need to know which other application sent you the high-level event 
or what additional data that application wants to send you. This further info1m~tion about the 
high-level event is avai lable to your application by calling the AcceptHighLevelEvent function. 
The additional information associated with a high-level event includes 

• the identity of the sender of the event 

• a unique number that identifies this particular event 

• the address and length of a data buffer that can contain optional data 

To obtain this additional information, your application must call AcceptHighLevelEvent 
before call ing WaitNextEvent again. By convention, calling AcceptHighLeveJEvent 
indicates that your application intends to process the high-level event. 

Note: Because the where fi eld of an event record for a high-level event is used to 
select a specific kind of event (within the class determined by the message field), 
high-level event records do not contain the mouse position at the time of the event. 
Moreover, it is dangerous to interpret the where field before interpreting the what 
field because different event classes can contain overlapping sets of event IDs. 
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The section "Responding to Events From Other Applications" later in thjs chapter describes 
how to use the AcceptHighLevelEvent function. 

Identifying High-Level Event Senders and Receivers 

When you receive a hjgh-level event, part of the information returned by AcceptHighLevelEvent 
is the sender of the event. You can use that information to respond selectively to requests made 
by other applications or to know which application to send any replies to. The information about 
the sender is provided in the form of a target ID record, defined as fo llows: 

TYPE TargetID = 
RECORD 

sessionID : 
name : 
location : 
recvrName : 

END ; 

Longint ; 
PPCPortRec ; 
LocationNameRec ; 
PPCPortRec 

{session reference number } 
{sender's port name} 
{sender ' s port location} 
{reserved } 

The sessionlD field corresponds to the session reference number created by the PPC 
Toolbox. Tills is a 32-bit number that uniquely identifies a PPC Toolbox session (or 
connection) with another application. The name and location fields contain the sender's 
port name and port location (and have no meaning when posting an event). If the 
sending application is on the same machine as the receiving application, you can 
determine the sending application's process serial number by calling the 
GetProcessSerialNumberFrornPortName function. 

When you post a high-level event, you can specify its recipient in one of four ways: 

• by port name and port location (specified in a target ID record) 

• by a session ID 

• by the application's creator signature 

• by a process serial number 

Note that to specify the recipient of a high-level event sent to an application across a network, 
you can use only its target ID or its session ID. You can use any of the four ways when 
sending high-level events to applications on the local machlne. 

When you are replying to a high-level event, it is easy to identify the recipient because you 
can use the target ID record that you receive from AcceptHighLevelEvent, the session ID 
contained in that target ID record, or the process serial number (if the receiving process 
is local). Note that replying by session ID is always the fastest way to respond to a high
level event. 

When you are not replying to a previous event, you need to detennine the identity of the 
target application yourself. You can use one of several methods to do this. If the target 
application is on the local machine, you can search for that application 's creator signature 
or its process serial numper by calling the GetProcesslnformation function. See "Getting 
Information About Other Processes" in the Process Management chapter of this volume 
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for a detailed explanation of GetProcesslnforrnation and for examples of using it to generate 
a list of process serial numbers of all open processes on the local machine. 

If the application to which you want to send a high-level event is located on a remote machine, 
you need to identify it either by its session ID or by its target ID. You can call the PPCBrowser 
function to let the user browse for a specific port. You can call the IPCListPorts function to 
obtain a list of all ports registered with the target PPC Toolbox. See the Program-to-Program 
Communications Toolbox chapter in this volume for an explanation of both of these functions. 

Sending High-Level Events 

You use the PostHighLevelEvent routine to send a high-level event to another application. 
When doing so, you need to provide six pieces of information: 

• an event record with the event class and event ID assigned appropriately 

• the identity of the recipient of the event 

• a unique number that identifies this particular event 

• a data buffer that can contain optional data 

• the length of the data buffer 

• options determining how the event is posted 

Note: To send an Apple event, use the Apple Event Manager function AESend. The 
Apple Event Manager uses the Event Manager to post Apple events. For information 
on posting Apple events, see the Apple Event Manager chapter in this volume. 

As indicated in the previous section, you can identify the recipient of the high-level event in 
one of four ways. Listing 5-5 illustrates how to send a high-level event to an application on 
the local machine. In this example, an application is sending an event to an application whose 
signature is 'boff. 

Listing 5-5. Posting a high-level event by application signature 

PROCEDURE PostTest ; 
VAR 

rnyEvent : 
myRecvID : 
myOpts : 
my Err : 

BEGIN 

EventRecord ; 
OSType ; 
Longint ; 
OSErr ; 

{an event record } 
{receiver ID} 
{posting options} 

rnyEvent. what : = kHighLevelEvent ; 
rnyEvent .message : = Longint('boff ' ) ; 
rnyEvent .where : = Point(Longint('crndl ' )) ; 
rnyOpts : = receiverIDisSignature + nReturnReceipt ; 
rnyRecvID : = ' boff'; 
rnyErr : = PostHighLevelEvent(rnyEvent , @myRecvID, 0, NIL, 0, rnyOpts); 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN 

DoError(rnyErr) ; 
END ; 
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In this example, there is no additional data to transmit, so the sending applicati or~ pro.vides ~IL 
as the pointer to the data buffer and sets the buffer length to 0. Note that the receiver is speci
fied by its creator signature and that the sender requests a return receipt. The myOpts parameter 
specifies posting options, which are of two types: delivery options and options associated with 
the receiverlD parameter. You can specify one or more delivery options to indicate if you want 
the other application to receive the event at the next opportunity and to indicate if you want 
acknowledgment that the other application received the event. You use the options associated 
with the receiverID parameter to indicate how you are specifying the recipient of the event. To 
set the various posting options, use constants. 

CONST nAttnMsg $00000001 ; {give this message priority} 
priorityMask $000000FF ; 
nReturnReceipt = $00000200 ; {return receipt requested} 
systemOptionsMask = $00000FOO ; 
receiverIDisTargetID = $00005000 ; {ID is target ID} 

receiverIDisSessionID = $00006000 ; { ID is PPC session ID} 

receiverIDisSignature = $00007000 ; {ID is creator signature} 
receiverIDisPSN $00008000 ; {ID is process serial num} 
receiverIDMask $0000FOOO ; 

When you specify the receiving application in the receiverlD parameter, you can use these 
constants to specify the receiver of the event by session ID, process serial number, signature, 
or target ID. Any of these specifications allows you to send an event to another application or. 
the local machine. To send events to an application on a remote machine, you can specify the 
recipient only by the session ID or target ID. 

When you specify the receiver of the event by target ID, use the constant receiverIDisTargetID 
in the postingOptions parameter and specify a pointer to a target ID record for the receiverID 
parameter. 

TYPE TargetID 
RECORD 

sessionID : 
name: 
location : 
r e cvr Name : 

END ; 

Longint ; 
PPCPortRec ; 
LocationNameRec; 
PPCPortRec {unused for posting} 

When you pass a target ID record, you need to specify only the name and location fields. You 
can use the IPCListPorts function to list all of the existing port names along with information 
on whether the port will accept authenticated service on the machine specified by the po1t 
location name. For information on how to use the IPCListPorts function, see the PPC 
Toolbox chapter in this volume. 

You can also use the PPCBrowser function to fill in a target ID record. Listing 5-6 illustrates 
how to use the PPCBrowser function to post a high-level event. In this example, the sending 
application wants to locate a dictionary application and have the dictionary return the 
definition of a word to it. 
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Listing 5-6. Using the PPCBrowser function to post a high-level event 

FUNCTION PostWithPPCBrowser (aTex tPtr : Ptr ; textlength : Longint ) : OSErr ; 
VAR 

myHLEvent : EventRecord ; 
myErr : OSErr ; 
myNumTries : Integer ; 
myPortinfo : Port i nfoRec ; 
myTarget : Ta r getID; 

BEGIN 
{use PPCBrowser to get the target} 
myErr : = PPCBrowser( ' Select an Application ' , ' Applica t ion ' , FALSE, 

myTarget . location , myPortinfo , NI L , • ' ) ; 
I F myEr r = NoErr THEN 
BEGIN 

{copy portname into myTarge t . name } 
myTarget . name : = myPo rtinfo . name ; 

myHLEvent . what : = kHighLevelEvent ; 
myHLEvent . message := Longint( ' Dict ' ) ; 
myHLEvent . where : = Po int(Longint( ' Defn ' )) ; 

{if a connection is broken , then sessClosedErr is returned t o } 
{ PostHighLevelEven t ; to rees t ablish the conn ection , just post } 
{ the even t one mo r e time} 
myNumTries : = 0 ; 
REPEAT 

myErr : = PostHighLevelEvent (myHLEvent , @myTarget , 0 , aTex tPtr , 
textleng th , receiverIDisTargetID); 

myNumTries : = myNumTries + 1 ; 
UNTIL (myErr <> sessClosedErr ) OK (myNumTries > 1) ; 

END ; 

PostWi thP PCBrowser . - myErr ; 
END ; 

{return a ny error} 

This example puts up a dialog box asking the user to select a dictionary. When one is selected, 
this code posts a high-level event to that dictionary application asking for the definition of the 
selected text. Note that the sending application and the receiving application must both agree 
that definition queries are to be of event class 'Diet' and event ID 'Defn'. It is necessary to 
define a private protocol only in cases where no suitable Apple event exists. 

Note: You should avoid passing handles to the receiving application in an attempt to 
share a block of data. It is better to put the relevant data into a buffer (as illustrated in 
Listing 5-6) and pass the address of the buffer. If you absolutely must share data by 
passing a handle, make sure that the block of data is located in the system heap. 

If a high-level event is posted successfully, PostHighLevelEvent returns the result code 
noErr, which indicates only that the event was successfully passed to the PPC Toolbox. 
Your application needs to call another Event Manager routine (EventA vail, GetNextEvent, 
or WaitNextEvent) to give the other application an opportunity to receive the event. 
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The event you send may require the other application to return some information to your 
application by sending a high-level event back to your appli~ati~n. You can ~can for_ the 
response by using GetSpecificHighLevelEvent. If your ap_Phcat1on mus~ wait for this ev~nt, 
you might want to display a watch cursor ~r take other act~on ~s appropnate to you! applica
tion. You also might want to implement a timeout mechanism m case your apphcauon never 
receives a response to the event. 

Requesting Return Receipts 

When you post a high-level event, you can request a return receipt by including the constant 
nReturnReceipt as one of the posting options. This requests that the Event Manager send 
your application a high-level event that tells you whether the other application accepted your 
event. Note that this does not necessarily mean that the other application performed any action 
you might have requested from it. 

A return receipt is a high-level event having an event class and an event ID indicated by the 
two constants: 

CONST HighLevelEventMsgClass 
rtrnReceiptMsgID 

' j ayra ' ; 
' rtrn '; 

Return receipts are posted by the Event Manager on the machine of the receiving application 
(and not by the receiving application itself). No data buffer is associated with a return receipt. 
However, the posting Event Manager sets the modifiers field of the high-level event record to 
one of the following values: 

CONST rnsgWasNotAccepted O; 
rnsgWasFullyAccepted 1 ; 
msgWasPartiallyAccepted 2 ; 

The constant msgWasNotAccepted indicates that your event was not accepted by the 
receiving application. This means that the receiving application was notified of the arrival 
of your event (through WaitNextEvent) but did not call AcceptHighLevelEvent to accept 
the event. The constant msgWasFullyAccepted indicates that the receiving application 
did call AcceptHighLevelEvent and retrieved all the data in the optional data buffer. 
The constant msgWasPartiallyAccepted indicates that the receiving application called 
AcceptHighLevelEvent, but that the application 's data buffer was too small to hold the 
data sent with your app]jcation and that the receiving application called WaitNextEvent 
before retrieving the rest of the buffer. 

Note that a return receipt does not indicate the identity of the receiving application. To deter
mine on whose behalf the Event Manager has sent you a particular return receipt, you need to 
call AcceptHighLevelEvent. When AcceptHighLeve!Event returns successfully, the sender 
parameter contains a target ID record with the fields filled in for the receiving application. 
With return receipts, the msgLen parameter is 0, the msgBuff parameter is NIL, and the 
msgRefCon field contains the unique number of the refCon parameter of the original high
level event sender (that is, your application). 
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Responding to Events From Other Applications 

You can identify high-level events by the value in the what field of the event record. The 
message and where fi elds further classify the type of high-level event. Your application can 
choose to recognize as many events as are appropriate. Some high-level events may be fully 
specified by their event record only, while others may include additional information in an 
optional buffer. To get that additional information or to find the sender of the event, use the 
AcceptHighLevelEvent function. 

Note: To respond to an Apple event, use the Apple Event Manager, as described in 
the Apple Event Manager chapter in this volume. 

Listing 5-7 illustrates how to call AcceptHighLevelEvent. In general, you cannot know in 
advance how big the optional data buffer is, so you can allocate a zero-length buffer and then 
resize it if the call to AcceptHighLevelEvent returns the error bufferlsSmall. 

VAR 
myTarg : 
myRefCon : 
myBuff : 
myLen : 
myErr : 

Listing 5-7. Accepting a high-level event 

Target ID ; 
Longint ; 
Ptr ; 
Longint ; 
OSErr ; 

{targe t ID record} 

BEGIN 
my Len : = 0 ; 
myBuff : =NIL ; 

{start with a 0-byte buffer} 

myErr : = AcceptHighLevelEvent(myTarg , myRefCon , myBuff , myLen) ; 

IF myErr = buffer i sSmall THEN 
BEGIN 

myBuff : = NewPtr(myLen) ; {get new pointer} 
myErr . - AcceptHighLevelEvent(myTarg , myRefCon , myBuff , myLen) ; 

END ; 

IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoError(myErr) ; 
END ; 

The ID of the sender of the event is returned in the first parameter, which is a target ID record. 
You can inspect the fields of that record to determine which appl ication sent the event. That 
record also contains the session reference number that identifies this communication as well 
as the port name and port location of the sender. If the high-level event requires that you 
return information, you can use the value returned in the sender parameter to send an event 
back to the requesting application. 

The buffer parameter points to any additional data associated with the event. Any data in the 
additional buffer is defined by the particular high-level event. On input, the length parameter 
contains the size of the buffer. If no error occurs, on output the length parameter contains the 
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size of the message accepted. lf the error bufferlsSmall occurs, the length parameter contains 
the size of the message yet to be received. The reference constant parameter is a unique 
number your application can use to identify communication associated with this event. 

Searching for a Specific High-Level Event 

Sometimes you do not want to accept the next avai lable high-level event pending for your 
application. Instead, you might want to select one such event from among all the hi gh-level 
events in your application's high-level event queue. For example, you might want to look 
for a return receipt for a high-level event you previously posted before processing other high
level events. 

You can select a specific high-l evel event by calling the GetSpecificHighLevelEvent function. 
One of the parameters you pass to thi s function is a filter function that you provide. Your filter 
function should examine an event in your application's high-level event queue and deten11ine 
if that message is the kind of event you wish to receive. If it is, your filter function returns 
TRUE. This indicates that your filter function does not want to inspect any more events. If 
the filter function finds an event of the desired type, it should call AcceptHighLevelEvent to 
retrieve it. When your function returns TRUE, the GetSpecificHighLevclEvent function itself 
returns TRUE. 

If your filter function returns FALSE for an event in the high-level event queue, 
then GetSpecificHighLevelEvent looks at the next event in the high-level event queue 
and executes your fi lter function. lf the filter function returns FALSE for all the high-level 
events in the queue, then GetSpecificHighLevelEvent itself returns FALSE to your 
application. 

Here's how you declare the fi lter function whose address you pass to 
GetSpecificHighLevelEvent: 

FUNCTION aFilter (yourDataPtr : Ptr ; msgBuff : HighLevelEventMsgPtr ; 
sender : TargetID) : Boolean ; 

The yourDataPtr parameter indicates the criteria your function should use to search for a 
specific event. The msgBuff parameter contains a pointer to a high-level event message 
record that has this structure: 

TYPE HighLevelEventMsg = 
RECORD 

HighLevelEventMsgHeaderLength : 
version : 
reservedl : 
theMsgEvent : 
userRefCon : 
postingOptions : 
msgLeng th : 

END ; 
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When you call GetSpecificHighLevelEvent and it executes your filter function for a hio-h-Ievel 
event waitjng in the high-level event queue, the fields of HighLevelEventMsg are filled in by 
the E.vent Manager. You can then compare the fields of this record to the information you 
pass m the yourDataPtr parameter to determine if that event suits your needs. For example, 
the yourDataPtr parameter might contain the signature of a return receipt. You can test its 
value against the event class contained jn the theMsgEvent field of the high-level event 
message record. 

EVENT MANAGER ROUTINES 

In system software version 7.0, the Event Manager includes routines for receiving events, 
sending high-level events, receiving high-level events, and search ing for specific high
level events. 

Receiving Events 

You can use the WaitNexlEvent function to receive events one al a time from the Event 
Manager. 

FUNCTION Wa i tNextEvent (eventMask : Integer ; VAR theEvent : EventRecord ; 
sleep : Longint ; mouseRgn : RgnHandle) : Boolean ; 

The WaitNextEvent function returns in the theEvent parameter the next available event of a 
specified type or types and, if the event is in the event queue, removes it from the queue. If no 
events are pending for your application, WaitNextEvent waits for a specified amount of time 
for an event. (During this time, process ing lime may be allocated to background processes.) If 
an event occurs, it is returned as the value of the parameter theEvent. If no event occurs (and 
the queue is empty), WaitNextEvent returns a null event in theEvent. WaitNextEvent returns 
FALSE if the event being returned is a null event; otherwise, WaitNextEvent returns TRUE. 

The eventMask parameter specifies which kinds of events are lo be returned ; this parameter is 
interpreted as a sum of event mask constants (listed earlier in "Event Masks"). If no event of 
any of the designated types is available, WaiLNextEvent returns a null event. 

The sleep parameter specifies the number of ticks (sixtieths of a second) that your application 
agrees to relinquish the processor if no events are pending for it. 

The mouseRgn parameter spec ifies a region inside of which mouse movement does not 
cause mouse-moved events. In other words, your application receives mouse-moved events 
on ly when the cursor is outside of the specified reg ion. The region is specified in global 
coordinates . If you pass an empty region or a NIL region handle, mouse-moved events are 
not generated. Note that your application should recalculate the mouseRgn parameter when it 
receives a mouse-moved event or it wi ll continue to receive mouse-moved events as long as 
the cursor position is outside the original mouseRgn. 
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Some hi crh-level events may be fully specified by their event record onl y, while others may 
include ;dditional information in an optional buffer. To get any additional in formation and 
to find the sender of the event, use the AcceptHighLevelEvent function. 

FUNCTION AcceptHighLevelEvent (VAR sender : TargetID ; VAR msgRefcon : 
Longint ; ms gBuff : Ptr ; VAR msgLen : 
Longint) : OSErr ; 

The sender of the event is specified in the sender parameter, which is a target ID record. The 
sender parameter contains the session reference number that identifies this communication 
and the port name and port location of the sender. 

The msgRefcon parameter is a unique number that is used to identify this event. If you send a 
response to this event, you should specify the same value of msgRefcon so that the sender of 
the event can associate the reply with the original request. 

The msgBuff parameter points to any additional data associated with the event. The msgLen 
parameter contains the size of the buffer. Your application is responsible for allocating the 
memory for the additional data pointed to by the msgBuff parameter. If the msgBuff parameter 
points to an area in memory that is not large enough to hold all the data associated with the 
event, AcceptHighLevelEvent returns the result code bufferlsSmall. If AcceptHighLevelEvent 
returns the resu lt code bufferlsSmall, the msgLen parameter contains the number of bytes 
remaining. You can call AcceptHighLeveIEvent again to receive the rest of the data. 

Result codes 
no Err 
bufferlsSmall 
noOutstandingHLE 

Sending Events 

0 
- 607 
- 608 

No error 
Buffer is too small 
No outstanding high-level event 

You can use the PostHighLevelEvent routine to send a high-level event to another application. 

FUNCTION PostHigh LevelEven t (theEvent : Even tRecord ; receiverID : Ptr {UNIV 
Longint} ; rnsgRefcon : Longint ; msgBuff : Ptr ; 
msgLen : LongI~t ; postingOptions : Longint) : 
OSErr ; 

You specify the event to send in the parameter theEvent and include any additional data for 
the event by providing a pointer to a data buffer in the msgBuff parameter. The msgLen 
parameter specifies the size of the data buffer. The receiverID parameter specifies the recipient 
of the event. The msgRefcon parameter specifies a unique number associated with this event. 
Your application can set this field to any value it chooses. 

You can specify the receiver of the event by session ID, process serial number, signature, or 
port name and port location. You can use any of these specifications to send an event to 
another application on the local machine. You can use only the session ID or port name and 
port location to send an event to an application on a remote machine. 
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You use the postingOptions parameter to specify delivery options and options associated with 
the receiverID parameter. You can specify one or more delivery options to indicate whether 
you want the other application to receive the event at the next opportunity and to indicate 
whether you want acknowledgment that the event was received by the other application. You 
use the options associated with the receiverID parameter to indicate how you are specifying 
the recipient of the event. 

If the application to which you are sending a high-level event terminates, you will receive 
sessionClosedErr when you next call PostHighLevelEvent. If you do not care about any state 
information about that session, you can just resend your event. Otherwise, you must restart 
another session and resend your event. 

If your application is running in the background and posts a high-level event that requires 
the network authentication dialog box to be displayed, your application will receive a 
noUserlnteractionAllowed result code. This prevents a background application from 
displaying a modal dialog. Instead, you can use the Notification Manager to inform the 
user that your application needs attention. When the user brings your application to the 
foreground, you can repost the event. If the reposting is successful, your application can 
return to the background and continue to post high-level events without further user 
interaction. Note that the error noUserlnteractionAllowed is returned only on the first 
posting of a high-level event to a remote target. 

Result codes 
no Err 
connectionln val id 
no U serlnteractionAllowed 
sessionClosedErr 

0 
-609 
-610 
-917 

No error 
Connection is invalid 
Cannot interact directly with user 
Session closed 

Receiving a Specific High-Level Event 

You can use the GetSpecificHighLevelEvent function to select and optionally retrieve a 
specific high-level event from the high-level event queue. 

FUNCTION GetSpecificHighLevelEvent (aFilter : GetSpecificFilterProcPtr ; 
yourDataPt r : UNIV Ptr ; VAR err : 
OSErr) : Boolean ; 

You specify your filter function in the aFilter parameter. GetSpecificHighLevelEvent calls your 
filter function once for each event in the high-level event queue until your filter function returns 
TRUE or the end of the queue is reached. You use the yourDataPtr parameter to specify the 
criteria your filter function should use to select a specific event. For example, you can specify 
the yourDataPtr parameter as a msgRefcon value to search for a particular event or as a pointer 
to a target ID record to search for a specific sender of an event. Or you can search for a specific 
class of event. 

Result codes 
no Err 
noOutstandingHLE 

0 
-608 

No error 
No outstanding high-level event 
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Here's how you declare the filter function aFilter: 

FUNCTION aFilter (yourOataPtr : Ptr ; msgBuff : HighLevelEventMsgPtr ; 
sender : TargetID) : Boolean; 

The yourOataPtr parameter indicates the criteria your filter function should use to search 
for a specific event. The msgBuff parameter contains a pointer to a record of type 
HighLevelEventMsg, which provides information about the event: the event record for 
the high-level event, the posting options of the event, and so forth. The sender parameter 
contains the target ID of the application that sent the event. 

Your filter function can compare the contents of the yourDataPtr parameter with the contents 
of the msgBuff or senderID parameters. If your filter function finds a match, it should return 
TRUE. If your filter function does not find a match, it should return FALSE. Your filter 
procedure can call AcceptHighLevelEvent, if necessary. 

Converting Process Serial Numbers and Port Names 

The Event Manager provides two utility functions to convert between process serial numbers 
and port names. Both functions are intended to map serial numbers to port names (or vice 
versa) for applications open on the local machine. They do not return useful results for 
applications open on remote machines. 

Use GetProcessSerialNumberFromPortName to get the serial number of the process 
registered at a specific port. 

FUNCTION GetProcessSerialNumberFromPortName (portName : PPCPortRec ; VAR 
PSN : ProcessSerialKumber) 
OSErr ; 

The portName parameter specifies the port name registered to a process whose serial number 
you want. The process serial number is returned in the PSN parameter. You can use the 
returned process serial number to send a high-level event to that process. Do not interpret the 
value of the serial number. 

Result codes 
noEIT 
noPortEIT 

0 
-903 

No error 
Invalid port name 

Use GetPortNameFromProcessSerialNumber to get the port name registered to a process 
having a specific process serial number. 

FUNCTION GetPortNameFromProcessSeria lNumber (VAR portName : PPCPortRec ; 
PSN : ProcessSerial Number) 
OSErr ; 

The PSN parameter specifies the process serial number that you want to map to a port name. 
The port name is returned in the portName parameter. 

Result codes 
no Err 
procNotFound 

0 
-600 
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SUMMARY OF THE EVENT MANAGER 

Constants 

CONST {event masks} 
everyEvent 
mDownMask 
mUpMask 
keyDownMask 
keyUpMask 
autoKeyMask 
updateMask 
diskMask 
activMask 
highLevelEventMask 
osMask 

= 

= 

= 

-1 ; 
2 · , 
4 . , 
8 . , 
16 ; 
32 ; 
64 ; 
128 ; 
256 ; 
1024 ; 

-32768 ; 

{flags for suspend and resume events} 
resumeFlag l ; 
convertClipboardFlag = 2 ; 

{every event} 
{mouse-down} 
{mouse-up} 
{key-down} 
{key-up} 
{auto-key} 
{update} 
{disk-inserted} 
{activate} 
{high-level} 
{operating-system} 

{resume event} 
{Clipboard conversion required} 

{message codes for operating-system events} 
suspendResumeMessage $01 ; {suspend or resume event} 
mouseMovedMessage = $FA ; {mouse-moved event} 

{event codes for operating-system and high-level events} 
osEvt = 15 ; 
kHighLevelEvent = 23 ; 

posting options} 
$00000001 ; 

= $000000FF; 
$00000200 ; 

{high- level event 
nAttnMsg 
priorityMask 
nReturnReceipt 
systemOptionsMask 
receiverIDisTargetID 
receiverIDisSessionID 
receiverIDisSignature 
receiverIDisPSN 
receiverIDMask 

= $00000FOO ; 
$00 005000 ; 
$0 0006000 ; 
$00007000 ; 
$00008000 ; 
$0000FOOO ; 

{give this message priority} 

{return receipt requested} 

{I D is target I D} 
{ID is PPC session ID} 
{ID is creator signature} 
{ID is process serial num} 

{class and ID values for return receipt} 
HighLevelEventMsgClass ' jaym '; 
rtrnReceiptMsgID = ' rtrn '; 

{modifiers values in return receipt} 
msgWasNotAccepted O; 
msgWasFullyAccepted l ; 
msgWasPartiallyAccepted 2 ; 
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Data Types 

TYPE TargetID = 
RECORD 

sessionID : 
name : 
location : 
recvrName : 

END; 

TargetIDPtr 

HighLevelEventMsg = 

Longint; 
PPCPortRec; 
LocationNameRec; 
PPCPortRec 

= "TargetID; 

{session reference number} 
{sender ' s port name} 
{sender ' s port location} 
{reserved} 

RECORD 
HighLevelEventMsgHeaderLength : 
version : 

Integer; 
Integer ; 
Longint ; 
Event Record ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Long Int 

reservedl : 
t h eMsgEvent : 
userRefCon : 
postingOptions: 
msgLength : 

END; 

HighLevelEventMsgPtr " HighLevelEventMsg; 

GetSpecificFilterProcPtr ProcPtr ; 

Routines 

Receiving Events 

FUNCTION WaitNextEvent 

FUNCTION AcceptHighLevelEvent 

Sending Events 

FUNCTION PostHighLevelEve~t 
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(eventMask : Integer ; VAR theEvent : 
EventRecord; sleep : Longint ; mouseRgn : 
RgnHandle) : Boolean ; 

(VAR sender : TargetID ; VAR msgRefcon : 
Longint ; msgBuff : Ptr ; VAR msgLe n : 
Longint) : OSErr ; 

(theEvent: EventRecord ; receiverID : Ptr 
{UNIV Longint}; msgRefcon: Longint ; 
msgBuff : Ptr; msgLen : Longint; 
pos t ingOpt i ons: Longint) : OSErr; 
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Receiving a Specific High-Level Event 

FUNCTION GetSpecificHighLevelEvent (aFilter : GetSpecificFilterProcPtr ; 
yourDataPtr : UNIV Ptr ; VAR err : OSErr) 
: Boolean ; 

Converting Process Serial Numbers and Port Names 

FUNCTION GetProcessSeria lNumberFromPortName (portName : PPCPort Rec ; VAR PSN : 
ProcessSerialNumber) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION GetPortNameFromProcessSerialNumber (VAR portName : PPCPortRec; PSN: 
ProcessSerialNumber) : OSErr; 

Application-Defined Routines 

{filter function for GetSpecificHighLevelEvent} 

FUNCTION aFilter 

Result Codes 

no Err 
procNotFound 
bufferlsSmall 
noOutstandingHLE 
connectionlnvalid 
noUserlnteractionAllowed 

0 
-600 
-607 
- 608 
- 609 
- 610 

(yourDataPtr : Ptr ; msgBuff : 
HighLevelEventMsgPtr; sender : 
TargetID) : Boolean ; 

No error 
No eligible process with specified process serial number 
Buffer is too small 
No outstanding high-level event 
Connection is invalid 
Cannot interact directly with user 
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ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

This chapter describes Apple® events and how your application can use the Apple Event 
Manager to receive and process the required set of Apple events sent by the Finde1:rM. This 
chapter also describes how to use the Apple Event Manager to send Apple events to other 
applications and how to process Apple events received from other applications. 

As explained in the Event Manager chapter in this volume, the Event Manager in system 
software version 7.0 introduces high-level events, along with a number of new Event 
Manager routines that let applications communicate with each other by sending high-level 
events. Using Event Manager routines, your application can create and process its own 
high-level events. 

However, effective interapplication communication requires that applications agree on a stan
dard set of conventions-a common vocabulary. To provide such a standard, Apple Computer, 
Inc. , has defined a protocol called the Apple Event Interprocess Messaging Protocol 
(AEIMP). High-level events that adhere to this protocol are called Apple events. You can 
help ensure effective communication with other applications by using this protocol. 

System software uses Apple events to communicate information to your application; you 
should support the required set of Apple events sent by the Finder to your application. In 
addition, you can support Apple events that are common to many applications. Using the 
routines of the Apple Event Manager, you can use Apple events to communicate with other 
applications in a standard way. Using Apple events to ensure better cooperation between 
your application and other applications helps users to get the most out of any one application 
or to use the best features from many applications- in effect, combining the features of 
many applications to achieve the desired result. 

By following the standards specified by AElMP, you can also define your own Apple events. 
You can choose to publish these so that other applications can use them, or you may choose 
to keep them unpublished for exclusive use by your own applications. 

The Apple Event Manager is available only in system software version 7.0. To determine 
whether the Apple Event Manager is available, use the Gestalt functi on described in the 
Compatibility Guidelines chapter of thi s volume. 

The interapplication communications arch itecture of system software version 7.0 consists 
of three main components: the Apple Event Manager, the Event Manager, and the Program
to-Program Communications (PPC) Toolbox. See the Introduction to the System Software 
Version 7.0 Environment chapter in this volume for an overview of the relationships among 
these components. If you intend to use high-level events that do not rely on AEIMP, read 
the Event Manager chapter of this volume. This chapter describes the info1mation you need 
to know to support Apple events in your application. To allow your appl ication to send 
Apple events to applications on remote computers, you may wish to use the PPCBrowser 
function, which is described in the Program-to-Program Communications Toolbox chapter 
of this volume. 

While the Apple events used by the Edition Manager a.re discussed in this chapter, you must 
refer to the Edition Manager chapter of this volume for a full discuss ion of how to implement 
the Edition Manager's publish and subscribe features. 

For descriptions of all publicly available Apple events, see the Apple Event Registt)', 
available from Macintosh® Developer Technical Support. 
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ABOUT THE APPLE EVENT MANAGER 

Apple events provide your application with a standard mechanism for communicating with 
other applications. You can use Apple events and the Apple Event Manager to 

• respond to the required Apple events (Open Application, Open Documents, Print 
Documents, and Quit Application) that are sent by the Finder 

• respond to the Apple events sent by the Edition Manager and allow users to share 
data among documents created by multiple applications 

• provide services to other applications 

• request services from other applications 

By supporting the required Apple events, your application can take advantage of the more 
reliable launch and tennination mechanisms built into system software version 7.0. You can 
al so take advantage of the services provided by the Edition Manager by responding to the 
Apple events sent by the Edition Manager. These and additional core Apple events can be used 
by nearly all applications to communicate with system software or with other applications. 

You can also support functional-area Apple events related to your application in order to 
provide services to other appl ications or to request services from other applications. Finally, 
if your applicati on defines Apple events for all the actions that a user can perform, you can 
record user actions by generating the corresponding Apple event for each action, saving a 
copy of the Apple event, and then sending the Apple event to your own application for 
handling. Apple events that are recorded in this way can later be played back to automate 
tasks previously performed by the user. 

To support Apple events in your application, you must 

• decide which Apple events (in addition to the required ones) to support 

• set bits in the 'SIZE' resource to indicate that you r application supports 
high-level events 

• create an Apple event dispatch table 

• include code to handle high-level events in your mai n event loop 

• handle the Apple events your application receives and wishes to support 

• create the Apple events you wish your application to generate 

This chapter begins wi th an introduction to Apple events and then describes 

• the required Apple events that your application must support to be 7.0-friendly 

• how to use the Apple Event Manager to send and process Apple events 
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INTRODUCTION TO APPLE EVENTS 

Applicati ons typically use Apple events to request services from and provide services to 
other applications. For example, the Open Documents event, sent by the Finder, requests 
that your application open specified documents. When your application supports thi s Apple 
event, it should respond by opening those documents in the manner that your application 
normally opens documents. 

A transaction involving Apple events is initiated by a client application, which sends an 
Apple event to request a service (for example, printing a list of fil es, spell-checking a Ust of 
words, or performing a numerical calculation). The appli cation providing the service is called 
a server application. These applications can reside on the same local computer or on 
remote computers connected to a network. 

Figure 6- 1 shows a common Apple event, the Open Documents event. You see that the 
Finder application is the client; it requests that the SurfWriter application open the documents 
named Dec. Invoice and Nov. Invoice. The SurfWriter application responds to the Finder' s 
request by opening windows containing the specified documents. 

Apple event 
__ ..,,. Open Documents 

Client 
application 

[!] . 

r 

Dec. Invoice 
Nov. Invoice 

Server 
application 

SurfWriter 

Dec. Invoice 

lil:G Nov Invoice ~ 
B<Jlto: 
My Company 
San Francisco. ca 

Oes.gn 5200 
An 5500 
film S200 
TOTAL 5900 R> 

:go 

Figure 6-1. An Open Docume nts event 

The Finder is also the source application of the Open Documents event. A source application 
is one that sends an Apple event to another application or to itself. In Figure 6- 1, the SurfWriter 
applicati on is the target application of the event. The target application is the one addressed 
to receive the Apple event. The terms client application and source application are not always 
synonymous, nor are the terms server application and target application. Typically, an Apple 
event client sends an Apple event requesting a service from an Apple event server; in this case, 
the server is the target application of the Apple event. The Apple event server may send back a 
different Apple event as a response-in which case, the client becomes the target of the 
responding Apple event. 
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Types of Apple Events 

Apple events fall into one of several broad categories. 

• Required Apple events consist of four core Apple events that the Finder sends 
to applications. These events are called Open Documents, Open Application, Print 
Documents, and Quit Application. They are a subset of the core Apple events and are 
described in detail later in thi s chapter. 

• Core Apple events are used by nearly all applications tu communicate. The suite of 
core Apple events is described in the Apple Event Regist1y ; Apple recommends that all 
applications support the core Apple events. 

• Functional-area Apple events are supported by applications with related features. 
Apple events related to text manipulation for word-processing applications and Apple 
events related to graphics manipulation for drawing applications are examples of 
functional-area Apple events. Functional-area Apple events are defined by Apple in 
consultation with interested developers and are published in the Apple Event Regislly. 
Apple recommends that all developers support functional-area Apple events appropriate 
for their types of applications. 

• Custom Apple events are defined by a developer for use by the developer's own 
applications. You should register all of your custom Apple events with Macintosh 
Developer Technical Support. You can choose to publish your Apple events in the 
Apple Event Regist1y so that other applications can share them, or you may choose to 
keep them unpubli shed for exclusive use by your own applications. 

Components of Apple Events 

An Apple event consists of attributes (which identify the Apple event and denote its task) and, 
often, parameters (which contai n data to be used by the target application). An application uses 
the Apple Event Manager to create an Apple event. Using arguments you pass to the 
AECreateAppleEvent functi on and to other Apple Event Manager routines, the Apple Event 
Manager constructs the necessary data su·uctures containing attributes and parameters and 
converts these structures into an Apple event. Applications must use the Apple Event 
Manager's AESend function to transmit the Apple event. After receiving an Apple event, 
applications must use Apple Event Manager routines to extract the attributes and parameters of 
the event. 

Attributes are a fundamental component of Apple events. Apple event attributes are 
records that identify the event class, event ID, target applicati on, and other characteristics 
of an Apple event. Taken together, the attributes of an Apple event denote the task to be 
performed on any data specified in the Apple event's parameters. You do not have any 
direct way to access the data stored in these records. You must use Apple Event Manager 
routines to extract or spec ify the attributes. 

An Apple event parameter is a record containing data that the target application uses . 
Unlike Apple event attributes (which contain in formation that can be used by both the Apple 
Event Manager and the target application), Apple event parameters contain data used only by 
the target application. For example, an atu-i bute like the event ID is used by the Apple Event 
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M~nager to call a handler from the server application's dispatch table, and the server appli
cat1~n must have a handler.to p~ocess the event identified by that attribute. By comparison, 
the ltst of documents contamed 111 a parameter to an Open Documents event is used only by 
the server application . As with attributes, you do not have any d irect way to access the data 
structure of a parameter. You have to use Apple Event Manager functions to extract data 
from or put data into parameters. 

Note that Apple event parameters are different from the parameters of Apple Event Manager 
functions. Apple event parameters are records private to the Apple Event Manager; function 
parameters are arguments you pass to the function or that the function returns to you. You 
typically specify the Apple event parameters (as well as the attributes) in parameters to Apple 
Event Manager functions. For example, the AEGetParamPtr function uses a buffer to return 
the data contained in an Apple event parameter. You specify which Apple event parameter in 
one of the parameters of the AEGetParamPtr function. 

Apple events are identified by their event class and event ID attributes. The event class is 
the attribute that identifies a group of related Apple events. The event class appears in the 
message field of the event record for an Apple event. For example, the four required Apple 
events (in fact, all core Apple events) have the value 'aevt' in the message fields of their event 
records. The value 'aevt' can also be represented by the kCoreEventClass constant. Several 
event classes are shown here. 

Event class 

kCoreEventClass 
kAEFinderEvents 
kSectionEventMsgClass 

Value 

'aevt' 
'FNDR' 
'sec t' 

Description 

A core Apple event 
An event that the Finder accepts 
An event sent by the Edition Manager 

The event ID is the attribute that identifies the particular Apple event within its event class. In 
conjunction with the event class, the event ID uniquely identifies the Apple event and commu
nicates what action the Apple event should perform. (The event IDs appear in the where field 
of the event record for an Apple event.) For example, the event ID of an Open Documents event 
has the value 'odoc' (which can also be represented by the kAEOpenDocuments constant). The 
kCoreEventClas constant in combination with the kAEOpenDocuments constant identifies the 
Open Documents event to the Apple Event Manager. 

Shown here are the event IDs for the four required Apple events. 

Event ID 

kAEOpenApplication 
kAEOpenDocuments 
kAEPrintDocuments 
kAEQuitApplication 

Value 

'oapp' 
'odoc ' 
'pdoc' 
'quit' 

Description 

Open your application 
Open documents 
Print documents 
Quit your application 

The target application 's address is another required attribute. As previously described, the 
target application is the one addressed to receive the Apple event. Your application can send 
an Apple event to itself or to another application (on the same computer or on a remote 
computer connected to the network). 
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As with attributes, there are various types of Apple event parameters. A direct parameter 
contains the data to be acted upon by the server application. For example, a list of documents 
is contained in the direct parameter of the Print Documents event. Direct parameters are 
usually required parameters- parameters that the server application needs in order to 
carry out the task denoted by the Apple event. Some Apple events also take additional 
parameters, which the server application uses in addition to the data specified in the 
direct parameter. For example, an Apple event for arithmetic operations may include 
addjtional parameters that specify operands in an equation. Additional parameters may be 
required or optional. 

A n optional parameter is a supplemental parameter that also can be used to specify data 
to the server application. Optional parameters need not be included in an Apple event; default 
values for optional parameters are part of the event defin ition. The server application that 
handles the event must supply defau lt values if the opti onal parameters are omitted. 

Figure 6-2 shows in greater detail the components of the Open Documents event that was 
introduced in Figure 6- 1. 

Open Document event 

__ ....,, Event class attribute: ll 
kCoreEventClass 
t------------11 

Event ID attribute: 
kAEOpenDocument 

Client 
application 

[!] . 

r 

Target address attribute: 
application with the 
signature 'WAVE' 

Direct parameter: 
list of files 
(Dec.Invoice 
Nov. Invoice) 

Server 
application 

SurfWriter 

Dec. Invoice 

~ l'!Qy In~~ 
B1ll10: ~ My Company 
San Francisco. Ca 

Oosogn S200 
An $500 
E1!m $20Q_ 
TOTAL S900 lo 

]o 

Figure 6-2. Major components of an Open Docume nts event 

~o process the information contained in the Open Documents event, the SurfWriter applica
tion uses the AEProcessAppleEvent function. The AEProcessAppleEvent function provides 
an easy way for your application to identify the event class and event ID of the Apple event 
and to direct the Apple Event Manager to call the code in your program that handles the 
Apple event. 

Data Structures Within Apple Events 

Applications must use Apple Event Manager functions to create and send an Apple event. The 
Apple Event Manager constructs its own internal data structures to contain the in formation in 
an Apple event. To gain access to this data, the target application also must use Apple Event 
Manager functions. Neither the sender nor the receiver of an Apple event can directly manip
ulate the data inside an Apple event; each must rely on Apple Event Manager functions to do 
so. This section describes the data structures that the Apple Event Manager uses to create and 
to process Apple events. 
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Descriptor records are the fundamental structures from which Apple events are constructed . 
A descriptor record is a data structure of type AEDesc; it consists of a handle to data and a 
desc1iptor type that identifies the type of the data referred to by the handle. 

TYPE AEDesc = 
RECORD 

descriptorType : 
dataHandle : 

END ; 

DescType ; 
Handle 

{descriptor record} 
{type of data being passe d} 
{ha~dle to data being passed} 

The data referred to by the dataHandle field in the descriptor record is private to the Apple Event 
Manager. You can supply or extract this data only by using Apple Event Manager routines. 

The descriptor type is a structure of type DescType, which in turn is of data type ResType
that is, a four-character string. Constants are usually used in place of these four-character 
strings when refe1Ting to descriptor types. Descriptor types represent various data types. Here 
is a list of descri ptor type constants, their values, and the types of data they represent. 

Descriptor type 

typeBoolean 
typeChar 
typeSMlnt 
typelnteger 
typeSMFloat 
typeFloat 
typeLonglnteger 
typeS hort1 n teger 
typeLongFloat 
typeShortFloat 
t ypeEx tended 
typeComp 
typeMagn i tu de 
typeAELisL 
typeAERecord 
typeAppleEvent 
typeTrue 
typeFalse 
typeAlias 
typeEnumerated 
type Type 
typeAppParameters 
typeProperty 
typeFSS 
typeKeyword 
typeSecti on H 
typeWildCard 
typeApplSignature 
typeSessionID 
typeTargetlD 
typeProcessSe1i al Number 
typeNu ll 

Value 

'boo l' 
'TEXT' 
'sho r' 
'long ' 
's ing' 
'daub' 
' lo ng' 
'sho r' 
'daub ' 
's in g' 
'ex te' 
'com p' 
'magn' 
' Ii st' 
' reco' 
'aevt' 
' true ' 
'fal s' 
'ali s' 
'en um' 
' type' 
'appa' 
'prop' 
If SS I 
'keyw' 
'sect' 
'****' 
's ign' 
'ss id ' 
'targ' 
' p s n ' 
'n ull ' 

Description 

Boolean value 
Unterminated string 
16-bit integer 
32-bit integer 
SANE® single 
SANE double 
32-bit integer 
16-bit integer 
SANE double 
SANE single 
SANE extended 
SANE comp 
Unsigned 32-bit integer 
List of descriptor records 
List of keyword-specified descriptor records 
Apple event record 
TRUE Boolean value 
FALSE Boolean value 
Alias record 
Enumerated data 
Four-character code for event class or event ID 
Process Manager launch parameters 
Apple event prope11y 
File system specification 
Apple event keyword 
Handle to a secti on record 
Matches any type 
Application signature 
Session ID 
Target ID record 
Process serial number 
NULL or nonexisten t data 
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• 
Figure 6-3 illustrates a descriptor record with a descriptor type of typeType, which specifies that 
the data in the descriptor record must consist of a four-character code. The data in this particular 
descriptor record is specified by the constant kCoreEventClass, whose value is 'acvt'. 

Data type AEDesc 

Descriptor type : 

Data: 

type Type 

Event class 
(kCoreEventClass) 

Figure 6-3. A descriptor record with event class data 

A descriptor record that contains the address of the target or source of an Apple event is called 
an address descriptor record. 

TYPE AEAddressDesc = AEDesc ; {address descriptor record} 

As you will see later, the address can be specified as an application signature, a process serial 
number, a session ID, a target ID record, or a data type that you define. 

Data for attributes and parameters is contained in descriptor records. The attributes and 
parameters themselves are identified by keywords. The AEKeyword data type is defined 
as a four-character code. 

TYPE AEKeyword =PACKED ARRAY[l .. 4 ] OF Char ; 
{keyword for a descriptor } 
{ record} 

Constants are typically used for keywords. Shown here is a list of these keyword constants, 
their four-character codes, and the attributes and parameters they represent. 

Attribute keyword Value 

key AddressAttr 'addr' 
keyEventClassAm 'evcl' 
keyEventIDAttr 'ev id ' 
keyEventSourceAtlr 'esrc' 
key InteractLevelAttr ' inte' 

key MissedKeywordAttr 'mi ss ' 

keyOptionalKeywordAttr 'optk' 
keyReturnIDAttr ' rtid' 
keyTimeoutAttr ' ti mo' 

keyTransactionIDAttr ' tra n' 
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Description 

Address of target application 
Event class of Apple event 
Event ID of Apple event 
Source of the Apple event 
Settings for allowing the Apple Event Manager 
to bring a server application to the foreground 
First required parameter remaining in an 
Apple event 
List of optional parameters for the Apple event 
Return ID for reply Apple event 
Length of time in ticks that the client will 
wait for a reply or a result from the server 
Transaction ID identifying a series of 
Apple events 
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Parameter keyword Value Description 

key DirectObject 
keyErrorNumber 
keyErrorString 
key ProcessSerialN umber 

'e rrn ' 
'e rrs ' 
' p s n ' 

Direct parameter 
Error number parameter 
Error string parameter 
Process serial nu mber parameter 

A data structure of type AEKeyDesc consists of a keyword and a descriptor record . This data 
structure, called a keyword-specified descriptor record, is used by the Apple Event 
Manager to full y identi fy and describe an attribute or a parameler of an Apple event. 

TYPE AEKeyDesc = 
RECORD 

descKey : 
descContent : 

END ; 

{keyword-specifiec descriptor record} 

AEKeyword ; 
AEDesc 

{keyword} 
{descriptor record} 

Figure 6-4 illustrates a keyword-specified descriptor record fo r the event class attribute of an 
Open Documents event. The keyEventClassAttr keyword identifies its descriptor record as 
containing event class data. The data is of the typeType descriptor type, and the data identifies 
the event class as kCoreEventClass. 

Data type AEKeyDesc 

Keyword: keyEventClassA ttr 

Descriptor record : 

Descriptor type: type Type 

Data: Event class 
(kCoreEventClass) 

Figure 6-4. A keyword-specified descriptor record fo r the eve nt c lass attribute of 
an Open Documents event 

When extracting data from an Apple event, you use Apple Event Manager functions to return 
data in a buffer specified by a pointer, or to return descriptor records containing the data, or 
to return lists of descriptor records (called descriptor lists) containing the data. As prev iously 
noted, the descriptor record (of data type AEDesc) is the fundamental structure in Apple events, 
and it contains a handle to data. A descriptor list is a data structure of type AEDescList 
defined by the data type AEDesc- that is, a descriptor list is a descriptor record that contains a 
list of other descriptor records. 

TYPE AEDescList = AEDesc ; {list of descriptor records} 

An example of a descriptor list that you will be using is the direct parameter for the Open 
Documents event. As illustrated in Figure 6-5, thi s descriptor list is a list of descriptor 
records that contain alias records to filenames. (The Alias Manager chapter of this volume 
describes alias records in detail.) 
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Data type AEDescList 

Descriptor type: typeAEList 

' 

Data: ' List of descriptor records: ' 

' 

Descriptor type: type Alias 

Data: Alias record for filename 
(Nov. Invoice) 

Descriptor type: typeAlias 

Data: Alias record for filename 
(Dec. Invoice) 

Figure 6-5. A descriptor list for a li st o f aliases 

Closely related to a descriptor list is a structure of data type AERecord; in fact, it is defined by 
the data type AEDescList. 

TYPE AERecord = AEDescList ; {list of keyword- specified } 
{ descriptor records} 

Whi le a descriptor list is a descri ptor record that contains a list of other descriptor records, 
an AE record of data type AERecord contains a list of keyword-specified descriptor records 
describing parameters. A descriptor list of data type AERecord contains no attributes, only 
parameters . 

There is one final data structu re to consider: the Apple event record. An Apple event 
record is a structure of data type AppleEvent defined as an AE record. It is used for 
describing a fu ll-fledged Apple event. 

TYPE AppleEvent = AERecord ; {list of attributes and pa~ameters 
{ necessary for an Apple event} 

An Apple event record is basicall y a descriptor record (of descriptor type typeAppleEvent) with 
a handle to a list of keyword-specified descriptor records. These descriptor records desc1ibe 
the attributes and parameters for an Apple event. When you use the AECreateAppleEvent 
function, the Apple Event Manager creates an Apple event record contain ing the atu·ibutes for 
an Apple event's event class, event ID , target address, return ID. and transaction ID. You then 
use Apple Event Manager functions such as AEPutParamDesc to add parameters to the Apple 
event. Figure 6-6 shows an example of an Apple event- a structure containing a list of 
keyword-specified descriptor records that name the attributes and parameters of an Open 
Documents event. 
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Data type AppleEvent 

Descriptor type: typeAppleEvent 

Data: List of attributes and parameters 
------ --

Event class attribute 

Keyword: keyEventClassAttr 

Descriptor record: Descriptor type: type Type 

Data: Event class 
( kCore EventClass) 

Event ID attribute 

Keyword: keyEventlDAttr 

Descriptor record: Descriptor type: type Type 

Data: Event ID 
(kAEOpenDocuments) 

Target application attribute 

Keyword: keyAddressAttr 

Descriptor record: 
Descriptor type: typeApplSignature 

Data: Target application's 
address ('WAVE') 

• Direct parameter 

Keyword: keyDirectObject 

Descriptor record: 
Descriptor type: typeAEList 

Data: List of descriptor 
records: 

Descriptor type: typeAlias 

Data: Alias record for filename 
(Nov. Invoice) 

Descriptor type: typeAlias 

Data: Alias record for filename 
(Dec. Invoice) 

Figure 6-6. Data structures w ithin an Open Documents event 
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The internal structure of an Apple event record is nearly identical to an AE record. They differ 
in the content referred to by the data handles that they contain: the former has a list of attributes 
and, possibly, parameters referred by its handle; the latter contains onl y parameters. However, 
you can pass an Apple event record to any Apple Event Manager function that expects an AE 
record. Since both are structures of data type AEDescList, which is derived from the data type 
AEDesc, you can pass Apple event records, AE records, descriptor lists, and descriptor 
records to any Apple Event Manager functions that expect records of data type AEDesc. 

The data in Apple event records, AE records, and descriptor lists-all of which are descriptor 
records-is pri vate to the Apple Event Manager. The Apple Event Manager maintains these 
d ifferent data structures because it stores different kinds of in formation in their handles. 
Although all the info1mation you need is available by calling the appropriate Apple Event 
Manager function , the Apple Event Manager needs a way to tell these different descriptor 
records apart. It does th is by looking at their data types. 

Responding to Apple Events 

A client application uses the Apple Event Manager to create and send an Apple event requesting 
a service. A server application responds by using the Apple Event Manager to process the 
Apple event, to extract data from the attributes and parameters of the Apple event, and to return 
a result to the client application. The server provides its own routines for performing the action 
requested by the client's Apple event. 

As its first step in supporting Apple events, your application must be able to respond to the 
required Apple events sent by the Finder. If you plan to implement publish and subscribe 
capabilities, your application must respond to the Apple events sent by the Edition Manager. 
You can also respond to Apple events sent by your own application or by other applica-
tions. This secti on provides a quick overview of the steps your application takes in responding 
to Apple events. 

To respond to Apple events, your application must 

• test for high-level events in its event loop 

• use the AEProcessAppleEvent function to process Apple events 

• provide handler routines for the Apple events it supports 

• use Apple Event Manager functions to extract the parameters and attributes from 
Apple events 

• use the AElnteractWithUser function-if your application requires input from the user 
when your application is responding to an Apple event- to bring your application to the 
foreground to interact with the user 

• return a result for the client 

Note that in order for your application to respond to Apple events sent from remote computers, 
the user of your application must allow network users to link to your application. The user 
does this by selecting your application from the Finder and choosing Sharing from the File 
menu and then cl icking the Allow Remote Program Linking check box. If the user has not yet 
started program linking, the Sharing command offers to display the Sharing Setup control 
panel so that the user can start program linking. The user must also authorize remote users for 
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program linking by using the Users and Groups control panel. Program linking and setting up 
authenticated sessions are described in the Program-to-Program Communications Toolbox 
chapter in this volume. 

An Apple event (like all high-level events) is identified by a message class of kHighLevelEvent 
in the what field of the event record . You test the what field of the event record to determine 
whether an event is a high-level event. If the what fi eld contains the kHighLevelEvent constant 
and your application defines any high-level events other than Apple events, test the message 
field of the event record to determine whether the high-level event is something other than an 
Apple event. If the high-level event is not one that you' ve defined for your application, assume 
that it is an Apple event. (Note that you are encouraged to use Apple events instead of defining 
your own high-level events whenever possible.) 

After determining that an event is an Apple event, use the AEProcessAppleEvent function to 
let the Apple Event Manager identify the event. Figure 6-7 shows how the SurfWriter 
application accepts and begins to process an Apple event sent by the Finder. 

Apple event 

r Open Documents 

Dec. Invoice 
Nov. Invoice 

Client 
application 

[iJ 
Server 

application 

Event loop 

CASE event.what OF 
kHighlevelEvent: 

SurfWriter 

DoHighlevelEvent(event) 

DoHighlevelEvent(event) 

CASE event.message OF 
myHighlevelEvent1 : .. . 
myHighlevelEvent2: .. . 

OTHERWISE 
AEProcessAppleEvent( event) Apple Event Manager 

Figure 6-7. Accepting and processing an Open Documents event 

The AEProcessAppleEvent function begins processing the Apple event. The 
AEProcessAppleEvent functi on identifies the Apple event by examining the data in the 
event class and event ID attr ibutes. The AEProcessAppleEvent fu nction in tum uses that 
data to call the Apple event handler that your application prov ides for that event. An Apple 
event handler is a function that extracts the pertinent data from the Apple event, 
performs the action requested by the Apple event, and returns a result. For example, if the 
event has an event class of kCoreEventClass and an event ID of kAEOpenDocuments, the 
AEProcessAppleEvent function calls your application's routine for handling the Open 
Documents event. 
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You install Apple event handlers by using the AEinstallEventHandler function. This function 
creates an Apple event dispatch table that the Apple Event Manager uses to map Apple 
events to handlers in-your application. After being called by the AEProcessAppleEvent 
function to process an Apple event, the Apple Event Manager reads the Apple event dispatch 
table and, if your application has install ed a handler for that Apple event, calls your handler to 
finish responding to the event. Figure 6-8 shows how the flow of control passes fro m your 
application to the Apple Event Manager and back to your application. 

I 

Server 
application 

~ 
SurfWriter 

==::::J 

r== I _Apple Event Manager 
-= 

AE ProcessAppleEvent( event)hr Apple event dispatch table 
Event Handler 

0....Q.en Documents @M_y_HandleODoc 

Print Documents @MyHandlePDoc 

11 
Call MyHandleODocj 

Jj 
MyHandleODoc(anAppleEvent) 

• extract list of documents 
from direct parameter 

• open each document in a 
window 

• return function result and, 
if appropriate, error string 

-....... 

I 

Figure 6-8. The Apple Event Manager calling the hand ler for an Open Documents event 

Your Apple event handlers must generally perform the following tasks: 

• extract the parameters and attributes for the Apple event 

• check that all the required parameters have been extracted 

• set user interaction level preferences if necessary and, if your application needs to interact 
with the user, use the AEinteractWithUser function to bring it to the foreground 

• perform the action requested by Lhe Apple event 

• dispose of any copies of descriptor records that have been created 

• return a result for the client 
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You must use Apple Event Manager functions to extract the data from Apple events. You can 
also use Apple Event Manager functions to get data out of descriptor records, descriptor lists, 
and AE records. Most of these routines are available in two forms: one that uses a buffer to 
return a copy of the desi red data, and one that returns a copy of the descriptor record contain
ing the data. The following list shows the main functions you can use to access the data of an 
Apple event. 

Function 

AEGetParamPtr 

AEGetParamDesc 

AEGetAttri butePtr 

AEGetAttri buteDesc 

AECountltems 

AEGetNthPtr 

AEGetN thDesc 

Description 

Uses a buffer to return the data contained in a parameter; used, 
for example, to extract the result code from the keyErrorNumber 
parameter of a reply Apple event. 

Returns the descriptor record or descriptor list for a parameter; 
used, for example, to extract the descriptor li st for a list of alias 
records specified in the direct parameter of the Open Documents 
event. 

Uses a buffer to return the data contained in an attribute; used, for 
example, to determine the source of an Apple event by extracting 
the data from the keyEventSourceAttr attribute. 

Returns the descriptor record for a parameter; used, for example, 
to make a copy of a descriptor record containing the address of 
an application. 

Returns the number of descriptor records in a descriptor li st; 
used, for example, to determine the number of alias records for 
documents specified in the direct parameter of the Open 
Documents event. 

Uses a buffer to return the data for a descriptor record that is 
contained in a descriptor list; used, for example, to extract a 
document's alias record from the descriptor list specified in the 
direct parameter of the Open Documents event. 

Returns a descriptor record from a descriptor list; used, for 
example, to get the descriptor record containing an alias record 
from the list specified in the direct parameter of the Open 
Documents event. 

You can specify the desc1i ptor type of the resulting data for these functions; if this is different 
from the descriptor type of the attribute or parameter, the Apple Event Manager attempts to 
coerce it to the specified type. In the direct parameter of the Open Documents event, for 
example, each descriptor record in the descriptor list is an alias record; each alias record 
specifies a document to be opened. As explai ned in the File Manager chapter of this volume, 
all your application usually needs is the file system speci fication (FSSpec) record of the 
document. When you extract the descriptor from the descriptor list, you can request that the 
Apple Event Manager return the data to your application as a file system specification record 
instead of as an alias record. 
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After extractinu all known parameters, your handler should check that it retrieved all the 
required para~eters by checkjng whether the key.MissedKeyword~ttr attribute ex ists. I~ 
the attribute exists, then your handler has not retneved all the required parameters, and 1t 
should return an error. 

In some cases, the server may need to interact with the user when it handles an Apple event. 
For example, your handler for the Print Documents event may need to display a print options 
dialog box and get settings from the user before printing. Your handler should always use the 
AElnteractWithUser function before displaying a dialog box or alert box or otherwise inter
acting with the user. By specifying one of these flags to the AESetlnteractionAllowed function, 
you can set your application 's user interaction level preferences. 

Flag Description 

kAEinteractWithSelf User interaction with your server application in response to an 
Apple event may be allowed only when the client application is 
your own application-that is, only when your application is 
sending the Apple event to itself. 

kAEinteractWithLocal User interaction with your server application in response to an 
Apple event may be allowed only if the client application is on 
the same computer as your application; this is the default if the 
AESetlnteractionAllowed function is not used. 

kAEinteractWithAll User interaction with your server application in response to 
an Apple event may be allowed for any client application on 
any computer. 

For a server application to allow user interaction in response to the client's Apple event, 
two conditions must be met. First, the client application must request that your server appli
cation allow user interaction. Second, your server application must allow user interaction 
in response to the Apple event sent from that client app!ication as described in the previous 
list. If these conditions are met and your application needs to interact willi the user, the 
AEinteractWithUser function brings your application to the foreground if it isn' t already in 
the foregrou nd. Your application can then display its dialog box or alert box or otherwise 
interact with the user. AEinteractWithUser brings your server application to the front either 
directly or after the user responds to a notification request. 

When your application acts on an Apple event, it should perform the standard action requested 
by that event. For example, if the Apple event is the Open Documents event, your application 
should open the specified documents in titled windows just as if the user had selected each 
document from the Finder and then chosen Open from the File menu. You should sn·ive to 
create routines that can be called in response to both user events and Apple events. To do this, 
you need to isolate code for interacting with the user from the code that performs the requested 
action-such as opening a document. You then call the code that performs the requested action 
from your Apple event handler. 

When you extract a descriptor record by using the AEGetParamDesc, AEGetAttributeDesc, 
AEGetNthDesc, or AEGetKeyDesc function, the Apple Event Manager creates a copy of the 
descriptor record for you to use. When your handler'is fin ished using a copy of a descriptor 
record, you should dispose of it- and thereby deallocate the memory it uses-by calli ng the 
AEDisposeDesc function. 
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The required Apple events ask your application to perform tasks-open your application, 
open or print documents, or quit your application. Other Apple events may ask your 
application to return data. For example, if your application is a spelling checker, the client 
probably expects data in the form of a list of misspelled words to be returned from your 
application. If a reply is requested, the Apple Event Manager prepares a reply Apple event 
for the client by passing a default reply Apple event to your handler. The default reply 
Apple event has no parameters when it is passed to your handler. Your handler can add any 
parameters to the reply Apple event. If your application is a spelling checker, for example, 
you can return a list of misspelled words in a parameter. 

Your handler routine should always set its function result either to noErr if it successfully 
handles the Apple event or to a nonzero result code if an error occurs. If an error occurs, the 
Apple Event Manager adds a keyErrorNumber parameter to the reply Apple event; this 
parameter contains the result code that your handler returns. The client should check whether 
the keyErrorNumber parameter exists to determine whether your handler performed the 
requested action. In addition to returning a result code, your handler can also return an error 
string in the keyErrorString parameter of the reply Apple event. The client can use this string 
in an error message to the user. 

If the source requested a reply, the Apple Event Manager returns the reply Apple event to the 
source. The reply Apple event is identified by the event class kCoreEventClass and by the event 
ID kAEAnswer. When you have finished using the reply Apple event, you should dispose of 
it-and thereby deallocate the memory it uses-by caJling the AEDisposeDesc function. 

When your handler returns a result code to the Apple Event Manager, you have finished your 
response to the client's Apple event. Figure 6-9 shows the entire process of responding to an 
Apple event. The next section describes how to send an Apple event. 

Requesting Services Through Apple Events 

Your application can use Apple events to request services from other applications. By using 
Finder events, for example, your application can simulate the behavior of the Finder by 
requesting that the Finder perform such operations as launching an application on your 
behalf. By using functional-area Apple events, your application can request services from 
applications related to your own-for example, asking a spelling checker application to check 
the text in a document created by your application. All publicly available Apple events are 
defined and pubhshed in the Apple Event Registty. Consult the Apple Event Regist1y for the 
format and function of Apple events that your application may wish to send. 

The previous section describes how a server application responds to a client application's 
request for services. This section briefly describes the steps your application must take to act 
as a client application and request such services. To request a service through an Apple event, 
your application must 

• create an Apple event by calling the AECreateAppleEvent function 

• use Apple Event Manager functions to add parameters and any other necessary attributes 
to the Apple event 

• call the AESend function to send the Apple event 

• dispose of any copies of descriptor records that you have created 

• process the reply Apple event (optional) 
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Apple event 

r Open Documents 

Dec. Invoice 
Nov. Invoice 

Client 
application 

[I] 
.!"~ 

Dec. Invoice 

iiLS Nov. Invoice ~ 
Bi• to: ~ 
My Company f-"--1 '--' 
San Fronclsoo. C. l"""'I 

Design $200 
An $500 

_fJ\m____ $ZOQ_ 
TOTAL SOOO io-1 

Ill 

Event loop 

Server 
application 

~Writer 

CASE event.what OF 
kHighlevelEvent: 

DoHighlevel Event( event) 
.--------~J L'------~ 
DoHighlevelEvent(event) 

CASE event.message OF 
myHighlevelEvent1: ... I I 
myHighlevelEvent2: ... . Apple Event Manager . 

OTHERWISE .A.__ __________ _, 

AEProcessAppleEvent( event)1---y1 
Apple event dispatch table 

Event Handler 

O_Q_en Documents @MyHandleODoc 

Print Documents @MyHandlePDoc 

TI 
Call MyHandleODocJ 

MyHandleODoc(anAppleEvent)1l<"..__ __ _.J] 
• extract list of documents 

from direct parameter 
• open each document in a 

window 
• return function result and, rr--------~ 

if appropriate, error string:91 Return reply Apple event! 
-

Apple event 

Reply 

noErr function result 

Figure 6-9. Responding to an Open Documents event 
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Use the AECreateAppleEvent function to create an Apple event record. Using the arguments 
you pass to the AECreateAppleEvent function , the Apple Event Manao-er constructs the data 
structures describing the event class, the event ID, and the target addr;ss attributes of an Apple 
event. The event class and event ID, of course, identify the particular event you wish to send. 
The target address identifies the application to which you wish to send the Apple event. 

To act as a server application fo r your application, the target must support high-level events 
and must be open. The server can be your own application, another application running on 
the user's computer, or an application running on another user's computer connected to the 
network. Your application should offer some facility to launch a server application if it is not 
already running. It is recommended that you use the Open Selection event (identi fied by the 
event class kAEFinderEvents and the event ID kAEOpenSelection) to request that the Finder 
launch applications; however, the Process Manager also provides a means for your applica
tion to launch other applications. See the Apple Event Regist1)1 for in fo rmation on Finder 
events, and see the Process Management chapter in this volume for information on using the 
Process Manager. 

Your application should also offer a faci li ty to allow the user to choose among the various 
applications available as servers. The PPCBrowser function allows users to select target appli
cations on the user's computer as well as those available on computers connected to the 
network. The PPCBrowser functi on presents a standard user interface for choosing a target 
application, much as the Standard File Package provides a standard user interface for opening 
and saving files. See the Program-to-Program Communications Toolbox chapter of this volume 
for details on using the PPCBrowser functi on. 

If the server application is on a remote computer on a network, the user of that computer must 
allow program linking to the server application. The user of the server application does this 
by selecting the application from the Finder and choosing Sharing from the File menu and 
then clicking the Allow Remote Program Linking check box. If the user has not yet started 
program linking, the Sharing command offers to display the Sharing Setup control panel so 
that the user can start program linking. The user must also autho1ize remote users fo r pro
gram linking by using the Users and Groups control panel. Program linking and setting up 
authenticated sessions are described in the Program-to-Program Communications Toolbox 
chapter in this volume. 

There are two other attributes you specify in the AECreateAppleEvent function: the reply ID and 
the transaction ID. For the reply ID attribute, you' ll usually specify the kAutoGenerateReturnID 
constant to the AECreateAppleEvent function. Thi s constant ensures that the Apple Event 
Manager generates a unique return ID for the reply Apple event returned from the server. For 
the transaction ID attribute. you ' 11 usually specify the kAnyTransactionID constant, which 
indicates that this Apple event is not one of a series of interdependent Apple events. 

The Apple event record created with the AECreateAppleEvent function serves as a template for 
the Apple event you want to send. To add the remaining attributes and parameters necessary 
for your Apple event, you must use these additional Apple Event Manager functions. 

Function 

AEPutParamPtr 

Description 

Takes a keyword, descriptor type, and pointer to data, converts 
them into a parameter, and adds the parameter to or replaces it in 
an Apple event record; used, for example, to place numbers into 
the parameters of an Apple event requesting that the server 
pe1form a calculation. 
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Function 

AEPutParamDesc 

AEPutAttiibutePtr 

AEPutAttributeDesc 

Description 

Takes a keyword and a descriptor record, converts them into a 
parameter, and adds the parameter to or replaces it in an Apple 
event record; used, for example, to place a descriptor list 
containing alias records into the direct parameter of an Apple 
event that requests a server to manipulate files. 

Takes a keyword, descriptor type, and pointer to data, converts 
them into an attiibute, and adds the attribute to or replaces it in an 
Apple event record; used, for example, to change the event ID of 
an Apple event record that is waiting to be sent. 

Takes a keyword and a descriptor record, converts them into an 
attribute, and adds the attiibute to or replaces it in an Apple event 
record; used, for example, to replace the descriptor record used 
for the target address attribute in an Apple event record waiting to 
be sent. 

Descriptor records and descriptor lists are the basic components from which an Apple event 
record is constructed; these are passed to the AEPutParamDesc and AEPutAttiibuteDesc 
functions. Use the following functions to create descriptor records and descriptor lists. 

Function 

AECreateDesc 

AEPutPtr 

AEPutDesc 

Description 

Takes a descriptor type and a pointer to data and converts them 
into a descriptor record; used, for example, to create a descriptor 
record that is used as an attribute or a parameter in an Apple 
event record. 

Takes a descriptor type and a pointer to data, converts them into a 
descriptor record, and adds the record to a descriptor list; used, 
for example, to place into a descriptor list a number that is used 
as the parameter of an Apple event requesting a calculation. 

Adds a descriptor record to a descriptor list; used, for example, to 
add into the descriptor list an alias record that is used as the dii-ect 
parameter of an Apple event requesting file manipulation. 

After you add all the attributes and parameters required for the Apple event, use the AESend 
function to send the Apple event. The Apple Event Manager uses the Event Manager to 
a·ansmit the Apple event to the server application. 

The AESend function requires that you specify whether and how your application should 
wait for a reply from the server. When the server receives your Apple event, the Apple Event 
Manager prepares a reply Apple event for your application by passing a default reply Apple 
event to the server. The Apple Event Manager returns any nonzero result code from the 
server' s handler in the keyErrorNumber parameter of the reply Apple event. If your applica
tion wants to return an error stiing, add it to the reply Apple event in the keyErrorStiing 
parameter. The server can also use this reply Apple event to return any data you requested
for example, the results of a numerical calculation or a list of misspelled words. 
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You specify how your application should wait for a reply by using one of these flags in the 
sendMode parameter of the AESend function. 

Flag 

kAENoReply 

kAEQueueReply 

kAEWaitReply 

Description 

Your application does not want a reply Apple event; the server 
processes your Apple event as soon as it has the opportunity. 

Your application wants a reply Apple event; the reply appears in 
your event queue as soon as the server has the opportuni ty to 
process and respond to your Apple event. 

Your application wants a reply Apple event and is will ing to give 
up the processor while waiting for the repl y; for example, if the 
server application is on the same computer as your application, 
your application yields the processor to allow the server to 
respond to your Apple event. 

If you specify the kAEWaitReply flag, you may provide an idle function. This function should 
process any events that occur while your application is waiting for a reply. You supply a 
pointer to your idle function as a parameter to the AESend function. So that your application 
can process other Apple events while it is waiting for a reply, you can also specify an optional 
filter function to the AESend function that filters Apple events. 

If your Apple event may require the user to interact wi th the server application (for example, 
to specify print or fil e options), you can communicate your user-interaction preferences 
to the server by specifying one of the following fl ags in the sendMode parameter of the 
AESend function. 

Flag 

kAENeverinteract 

kAECanlnteract 

kAEAlwayslnteract 

Description 

The server application should never interact with the user in 
response to this Apple event. If this flag is set, AEinteractWithUser 
does not bring the server application to the foreground (this is the 
default when an Apple event is sent to a remote application). 

The server application can interact with the user in response to 
this Apple event- by convention, if the user needs to supply 
information to the server. If thi s flag is set and the server allows 
interaction, AElnteractWithUser brings the server application to 
the foreground (this is the default when an Apple event is sent to 
a local application). 

The server application can interact with the user in response to 
this Apple event-by convention, even if no in formation is 
needed from the user. If thi s flag is set and the server allows 
interaction, AElnteractWithUser brings the server application to 
the foreground. The Apple Event Manager does not distinguish 
between this fl ag and the kAECanlnteract flag-distinguishing 
between them is the responsibility of the server application. 
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Flag 

k.AECanSwitchLayer 

Description 

If both the client and server a llow interaction and this nag is set, 
AEinteractWithUser brings the server directly to the foreground 
if adherence to the princ iple of user control a llows. ff the action 
would be contrary to thi s principle, AETnteractWithUser uses 
the Notification Manager to request that the user bring the server 
application to the foregrou nd. If both the cl ient and server aJlow 
interaction and this fl ag is not set, AEinteractWithUser always 
uses the Notification Manager to request that the user bring the 
server application to the foreground. 

The server can set its own interaction preferences. The interaction of your c lient 's preferences 
and the server's is explained in ' 'Interacting With the User" later in thi s chapte r. 

After you send an Apple event, your application is responsible for d isposing of the Apple 
event record-and thereby deallocating the memory it uses- by calling the AEDisposeDesc 
function . If you create one descriptor record and add it to ano ther, the Apple Event Manager 
creates a copy of the newly created one and adds that copy to the existing one. For example, 
you might use the AECreateDesc function to create a descriptor record that you wish to add to 
an Apple event. When you use the AEPutParamDesc function, it creates a copy of your 
newly created descriptor record and adds that copy as a parameter to an existing Apple event. 

Your application shou ld dispose of a ll the descriptor records that are created in order to add 
parameters and attributes to an Apple event. You normally dispose or your Apple event and 
its reply after you receive a result from the AESend function . You should dispose of these 
even if AESend returns an error result. If your application requests a reply Apple event, your 
application must a lso dispose of the reply Apple event when fini shed processing it. 

Your application can request a reply Apple event. If you specify the k.AEWaitReply flag, the 
reply Apple event is returned in a parameter you pass to the AESend function . If you specify 
the kAEQueueReply flag to the AESend function, the reply Apple event is returned in the 
event queue . In this case, the reply is identified by the event class kCoreEventClass and the 
event ID kAEAnswer; your application processes reply events that it receives in its event 
queue in the same manner that server applications process Apple events, as described earlie r 
in "Responding to Apple Events." 

Your application should check for the keyErrorN umber parameter of the reply Apple event to 
ensure that the server performed the requested action. Any error messages that the server 
returns for you to display to your user will appear in the keyErrorString parameter. 

When your handler is fi nished using a copy of a descriptor record used in the reply Apple 
event, you should dispose of them both-and thereby deallocate the memory they use-by 
calling the AEDisposeDesc function. 

The next section, "Using the Apple Event Manager," describes in greater detail the routines 
necessary for sending and responding to Apple events. 
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USING THE APPLE EVENT MANAGER 

The following sections ex plain in more detail how to u e the Apple Event Manager to receive, 
accept, and send Apple events. The first two sections describe how to accept and process 
Apple events and how to install entries into the Apple event dispatch table. The following 
section fu ll y explains how your application should handle the required Apple events, and it 
provides code that shows sample handlers for the required Apple events. 

Additional sections describe how to 

• handle events that support publish and subscribe features 

• get data out of an Apple event 

• write handlers that perform the action requested by an Apple event 

• reply to an Apple event 

• dispose of Apple event data structures 

• interact with the user when processing an Apple event 

• create an Apple event 

• send an Apple event 

• w1ite an idle function 

• write a reply filter function 

• write and install coercion handlers 

• use the Application Died event to ascertain the termination of an application that has been 
launched by your appl ication 

The Apple Event Manager is avail able only in system software version 7.0. Use the Gestalt 
function with the gestaltAppleEventsAttr selector to determine whether the Apple Event 
Manager is available. In the response parameter, the bit defined by the constant 
gestaltAppleEventsPresent is set if the Apple Event Manager is available. 

CONST gestaltAppleEventsAttr 
gestaltAppleEventsPresent 

' evnt ' ; {Gestalt selector} 
O; {if this bit is set , then} 

{ Apple Evenc Mgr ' s available} 
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Accepting an Apple Event 

To accept Apple events (or any other high-level events), you must set the appropriate nags 
in your application 's 'SIZE' resource and include code to handle high-level events in your 
application 's main event loop. 

Two flags in the 'SIZE' resource determine whether an application receives high-level events: 

• The isHighLevelEventAware flag must be set for your application to receive any high
level events. 

• The localAndRemoteHLEvents flag must be set for your application to receive high
level events sent from another computer on the network. 

Note that in order for your application to respond to Apple events sent from remote computers, 
the user of your application must also allow network users to link to your application. The user 
does this by selecting your appl ication from the Finder and choosing Sharing from the File 
menu and then clicking the Allow Remote Program Linking check box. If the user has not yet 
started program linking, the Sharing command offers to display the Sharing Setup control 
panel so that the user can start program linking. The user must also authorize remote users for 
program linking by using the Users and Groups control panel. Program linking and setting up 
authenticated sessions are described in the Program-to-Program Communications Toolbox 
chapter in this volume. 

For a complete description of the 'SIZE' resource, see the Event Manager chapter in this 
volume. 

Apple events (and other high-level events) are identified by a message class of kHighLevelEvent 
in the what field of the event record. You can test the what fi eld of the event record to determine 
whether the event is a high-level event. 

Listing 6-1 is an example of a procedure called from an appl ication' s main event loop that 
handles events, including high-level events. The procedure determines the type of event 
received and then calls another routine to take the appropriate action . 

Listing 6-1. A DoEvent procedure 

PROCEDURE DoEvent (event : EventRecord) ; 

BEGIN 
CASE event . what OF 

mouse Down : 
{determine che type of evenc} 

DoMouseDown (event) ; 

{handle other kinds of events} 

{handle high-level events , including Apple events} 
kHighLevelEvent : 

END; 
END ; 

DoHi ghLevelEvent (event ) ; 
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Listing 6-2 is an example of a DoHighLevelEvent procedure that handles Apple events and also 
handles the high-level event identified by the event class mySpecialHLEventClass and the event 
ID mySpecialHLEventlD. Note that, in most cases, you should use Apple events to communi
cate with other applications. 

Listing 6-2. A DoHighLevelEvent procedure for handling Apple events and 
other high-level events 

PROCEDURE DoHighLevelEvent (event : EventRecord); 

VAR 
myErr : OSErr ; 

BEGIN 
IF (event . message= Longint(mySpecialHLEventClass)) AND 

(Longint(event . where) = Longint(mySpecialHLEventID)) THEN 
BEGIN 
{it ' s a high-level event that doesn ' t use AEIMP} 

myErr : = HandleMySpecialHLEvent(event) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN 

DoError(myErr) ; {perform the necessary error handling} 
END 
ELSE {otherwise , assume that the event is an Apple event } 
BEGIN 

myErr := AEProcessAppleEvent(event) ; 
IF myErr <> noEr r THEN 

DoError(myErr) ; 
END ; 

END ; 

If your application accepts high-level events that do not follow the Apple Event Interprocess 
Messaging Protocol (AEIMP), you must dispatch these high-level events before calling 
AEProcessAppleEvent. To dispatch a high-level event that does not follow AEIMP, for each 
event you should check the event class, the event ID, or both to see if the event is one that 
your application can handle. 

After receiving a high-level event (and, if appropriate, checking whether it is a type of high
level event other than an Apple event), your application typically calls the AEProcessAppleEvent 
function. The AEProcessAppleEvent function determines the type of Apple event received, gets 
the event buffer that contains the parameters and attributes of the Apple event, and calls the 
corresponding Apple event handler routine in your application. 

You should provide a handler routine for each Apple event that your application supports. 
Your handler routine for a particular Apple event is responsible for performing the action 
requested by the Apple event, and your handler can optionally return data in the reply 
Apple event. 

After your handler finishes processing the Apple event and adds any parameters to the default 
reply, it should return a result code to AEProcessAppleEvent. If the client application is waiting 
for a reply, the Apple Event Manager returns the reply Apple event to the client. 
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Installing Entries Into the Apple Event Dispatch Tables 

When your application receives an Apple event, use the AEProcessAppleEvent function to 
retrieve the data buffer of the event and to route the Apple event to the appropriate Apple 
event handler in your application . Your application supplies an Apple event dispatch table to 
provide a mapping between the Apple events your application suppo1ts and the Apple event 
handlers provided by your application. 

To install entries into your application 's Apple event di spatch table, use the 
AEinstallEventHandler function. You usually install entries for all of the Apple events 
that your application accepts into your application' s Apple event dispatch table. 

For each Apple event your application supports, you should install entries in your Apple 
event dispatch table that specify 

• the event class of the Apple event 

• the event ID of the Apple event 

• the address of the Apple event handler for the Apple event 

• a reference constant 

You provide this information to the AEinstall EventHandler function. In addition, you indicate 
to the AEinstallEventHandler function whether the entry should be added to your application' s 
Apple event dispatch table or the system Apple event dispatch table. 

The system Apple event dispatch table is a table in the system heap that contains 
hand lers that are avai lable to all applications and processes running on the same computer. 
The handlers in your application' s Apple event dispatch table are avai lable only to your applica
tion. If AEProcessAppleEvent cannot find a handler for the Apple event in your application's 
Apple event dispatch table, it looks in the system Apple event dispatch table for a handler. If it 
doesn' t find a handler there either, it returns the errAEEventNotHandled result code. 

Listing 6-3 illustrates how to add entries for the required Apple events to your application ' s 
Apple event dispatch table. 

Listing 6-3. Inserting entries for required Apple events into an app lication's 
Apple event dispatch table 

myErr : = AEinstallEventHandler {kCoreEventClass , kAEOpenApplication , 
@MyHandleOAPP , 0, FALSE) ; 

IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoError(myErr) ; 
myErr : = AEinsta:lEvencHandler {kCoreEventClass, kAEOpenDocLments , 

@MyHandleODOC , 0 , FALSE) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoError(myErr) ; 
myErr : = AEinstallEventHandler (kCoreEventClass, kAEPrintDocuments , 

@MyHandlePDOC , 0 , FALSE) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoError(myErr) ; 
myErr : = AEinstallEventHandler (kCoreEventClass, kAEQuitApplication, 

@MyHandleQUIT, 0 , FALSE) ; 
I F myErr <> noErr THEN DoError(myErr) ; 
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The code in Listing 6-3 creates an entry for all required Apple events in the Apple event 
dispatch table. The first entry creates an entry for the Open Application event. The entry 
indicates the event class and event ID of the Open Application event and the address of the 
handler for that event and specifies 0 as the reference constant. This entry is installed into 
the application 's Apple event dispatch table. 

The reference constant is passed to your handler by the Apple Event Manager each time your 
handler is called. Your application can use this reference constant for any purpose. If your 
application doesn' t use the reference constant, use 0 as the value. 

The last parameter to the AEinstallEventHandler function is a Boolean value that determines 
whether the entry is added to the system Apple event dispatch table or to your application' s 
Apple event dispatch table. To add the entry to your application's dispatch table, use FALSE 
as the value of this parameter. If you specify TRUE, the entry is added to the system's Apple 
event dispatch table. 

If you add a handler to the system Apple event dispatch table, the handler that you specify 
must reside in the system heap. If there was already an entry in the system Apple event 
dispatch table for the same event class and event ID, it is replaced. Therefore, if there is an 
entry in the system Apple event dispatch table for the same event class and event ID, you 
should chain it to your system handler as explained in "Creati ng and Managing the Apple 
Event Dispatch Tables" later in this chapter. 

Note: When an application calls a system Apple event handler, the AS register is 
set up for the calling application. For this reason, if you provide a system Apple 
event handler, it should never use AS global variables or anything that depends on a 
particular context; otherwise, the application that calls the system handler may crash. 

For any entry in your Apple event dispatch table, you can specify a wildcard value for the 
event class, event ID, or both. You specify a wildcard by supplying the typeWildCard 
constant when installing an entry into the Apple event dispatch table. A wildcard value 
matches all possible values. 

For example, if you specify an entry with the typeWildCard event class and the 
kAEOpenDocuments event ID, the Apple Event Manager dispatches Apple events of 
any event class and an event ID of kAEOpenDocuments to the handler for that entry. 

lf you specify an entry with the kCoreEventClass event class and the typeWildCard event ID, 
the Apple Event Manager dispatches Apple events of the kCoreEventClass event class and 
any event ID to the hand ler for that entry. 

If you specify an entry with the typeWildCard event class and the typeWildCard event ID, the 
Apple Event Manager dispatches all Apple events of any event class and any event ID to the 
handler for that entry. 

If the AEProcessAppleEvent function cannot find a handler for an Apple event in either the 
application 's Apple event dispatch table or the system Apple event dispatch table, it returns 
the result code eITAEEventNotHandled to the Apple event server. If the client is waiting for a 
reply, AESend also returns this result code as its function result. 
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If your application supports the Edition Manager, you should also add entries to your appli
cation's Apple event dispatch table for the Apple events that your application receives from 
the Edition Manager. Listing 6-4 shows how to add entries for these Apple events to your 
application's Apple event dispatch table. 

Listing 6-4. Inserting entries for Apple events sent by the Edition Manager into an 
application's Apple event dispatch table 

myErr : = AEinstallEve ntHandler(sectionEventMsgClass, sectionReadMsgID, 
@MyHandleSectionReadEvent , 0 , FALSE) ; 

IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoError(myErr) ; 
myErr : = AEinstallEventHandler(sectionEventMsgClass , 

sectionWriteMsgID , 
@MyHandleSectionWriteEvent , 0 , FALSE) ; 

IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoError(myErr) ; 
myErr : = AEinstallEventHandler(sectionEven tMsgClas s , 

sectionScrollMsgID , 
@MyHandleSectionScrollEvent , 0 , FALSE) ; 

IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoError (myErr) ; 

See "Handling Apple Events Sent by the Edition Manager" later in this chapter for the 
parameters associated with these events. See the Edition Manager chapter in this volume 
for information on how your application should respond to the Apple events sent by the 
Edition Manager. 

Handling the Required Apple Events 

This section describes the required Apple events-the Apple events your application must 
support to be 7 .0-friendly-and the descriptor types for all parameters of the required 
Apple events. It also describes how to write the handlers for these events, and it provides 
sample code. 

To support the required Apple events, you must set the necessary flags in the 'SIZE' resource 
of your application, install entries into your application ' s Apple event dispatch table, add 
code to the event loop of your application to recognize high-level events, and call the 
AEProcessAppleEvent function, as described in the preceding two sections. You must also 
write handlers to handle each Apple event; this section desc1ibes how to write these handlers. 

Required Apple Events 

When a user opens or prints a file from the Finder, the Finder sets up the information your 
application can use to determine which files to open or print. In version 7.0, if your applica
tion supports high-level events, the Finder communicates this information to your application 
through the required Apple events. 

The Finder sends one of the required Apple events to your application to request that it open 
or p1int a li st of documents, inform it that the Finder has just opened your application, or 
inform it that the Finder is about to terminate your application. 
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These are the required Apple events. 

Apple event 

Open Application 

Open Documents 

Print Documents 

Quit Application 

Requested action 

Perform tasks associated with opening your application 

Open the specified documents 

Print the specified documents 

Perform tasks-such as releasing memory, requesting the user to 
save documents, and so on-associated with quitting; when appro
priate, the Finder sends this event to an application immediately 
after sending it a Print Documents event or if the user chooses 
Restart or Shut Down from the Finder's Special menu 

The Finder uses the required Apple events as part of the new mechanisms in system software 
version 7.0 for launching and terminating applications. This new method of communicating 
Finder information to your application replaces the mechanisms used in earlier versions of 
system software. 

Applications that do not support high-level events can sti ll use the CountAppFiles, GetAppFiles, 
and ClrAppFiles procedures (or the GetAppParms procedure) to get the Finder information. See 
the Segment Loader chapter of Volume II for information on these routines. To make your 
application 7.0-friendly and compatible with earlier versions of system software, it must support 
both the old and new mechanisms. 

Use the Gestalt function to determine whether the Apple Event Manager is present. If it is and 
the isHighLevelEventAware flag is set in your application's 'SIZE' resource, your applica
tion receives the Finder in fo1mation through the required Apple events. 

If your application accepts high-level events, the Finder sends it an Open Application, Open 
Documents, or Print Documents event immediately after launching your application. Upon 
receiving any of these events, your appbcation should perform the action requested by 
the event. 

Note: This section descri bes the required Apple events as they are sent by the 
Finder. When sent by other applications or processes, these same Apple events
which are among the core Apple events described in the Apple Event Registry-can 
incl ude optional parameters not listed here. To be 7.0-friendly, your application only 
needs to handle the required parameters that are described in this section. 

Open Application-perform tasks a ssociated with opening an application 

Event class 

Event ID 

Parameters 

Requested action 

kCoreEventClass 

k.AEOpenA pplication 

None 

Perform any tasks-such as opening an untitled document window
that you would normally perform when a user opens your application. 
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Open Documents-open the specified documents 

Event class 

Event ID 

Required parameter 
Keyword: 
Descriptor type: 
Data: 

Requested action 

kCoreEventClass 

kAEOpenDocuments 

key DirectObject 
typeAEList 
A list of alias records for the documents to be opened 

Open the documents specified in the keyDirectObject parameter. 

Print Documents-print the specified documents 

Event class 

Event ID 

Required parameter 
Keyword: 
Descriptor type: 
Data: 

Requested action 

kCoreEventClass 

kAEPrintDocuments 

keyDirectObject 
typeAEList 
A list of alias records for the documents to be printed 

Print the documents specified in the keyDirectObject parameter without 
opening windows for the documents. 

Quit Application-perform tasks associated with quitting 

Event class 

Event ID 

Parameters 

Requested action 

k CoreE ven tClass 

kAEQuitApplication 

None 

Perform any tasks that your application would normally perform when 
the user chooses Quit. Such tasks typically include asking the user if 
he or she wants to save documents that have been changed. When 
appropriate, the Finder sends this event to an appl ication immediately 
after sending it a Print Documents event or if the user chooses Restart 
or Shut Down from the Finder's Special menu. 

Your application needs to recognize only two descriptor types to handle the required Apple 
events: descriptor lists and alias records. The Open Documents event and Print Documents 
event use descriptor li sts to store a list of documents to open. Each document is specified as 
an al ias record in the descriptor lis t. 

You can retrieve the data that specifies the document to open as an alias record, or you can 
request that the Apple Event Manager coerce the a lias record to a file system specification 
(FSSpec) record. The file system specification record provides a standard method of 
identifying files in version 7.0. See the File Manager chapter in this volume for a complete 
description of how to specify files using file system specification records. 
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Handling the Open Application Event 

When the user opens your application, the Finder uses the Process Manager to launch your 
application. On startup, your application typically performs any needed initialization, and then 
begins to process events. If your appl ication supports high-level events, your application 
receives the Open Application event. 

To handle the Open Application event, your application should do just what the user expects 
it to do when your application is opened. For example, your application might open a new 
untitled window in response to an Open Application event. 

Listing 6-5 shows a handler that processes the Open Application event. The Open Application 
event does not have any required parameters. This handler first calls an application-defined 
function called MyGotRequiredParams. Th is function checks to see if the Apple event con
tains any required parameters. By definition , the Open Application event should not contain 
any required parameters so, if the Apple event does contain any, the handler returns an en-or. 
Otherwise the handler opens a new document window. 

Listing 6-5. A handler for the Open Application event 

FUNCTION MyHandleOApp ( theAppleEvent , reply : AppleEvent ; 
handlerRefcon : Longint) : OSErr ; 

VAR 
myErr : OSErr ; 

BEGIN 
nyErr : = MyGotRequiredParams ( theAppleEvent) ; 
:F myErr <> noErr THEN 

MyHandleOApp . - myErr 
ELSE 
BEGIN 

DoNew ; 
MyHandleOApp . - noErr ; 

END ; 
END ; 

The MyGotRcquiredPa.rams function checks that all required parameters have been extracted 
from the Apple event. See Listing 6- 11 in "Writing Apple Event Handlers" later in this chapter 
for a description of the MyGotRequiredParams function. 

Handling the Open Documents Event 

To handle the Open Documents event, your application should open the documents specified 
in the Apple event. The Open Documents event contains a li st of documents to open in its 
direct parameter. Your application extracts this information and then opens the specified 
documents. 

Listing 6-6 shows a handler for the Open Documents event. The handler illustrates how to 
open the documents referred to in the direct parameter. 
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Listing 6-6. A handler for the Open Documents event 

FUNCTION MyHandleODoc (theAppleEvent , reply : App l eEvent ; 
handlerRefcon : Longint) : OSErr ; 

VAR 
myFSS : 
docList : 
myErr : 
index , ite msinList : 
a ctualSize : 
keywd : 
ret:urnedType : 

FSSpec ; 
AEDescList ; 
OSErr ; 
Longint ; 
Size ; 
AEKeyword ; 
DescType ; 

BEGIN 
{get the direct parameter--a descriptor list- - and put i t into docList} 
myErr : = AEGetParamDesc(theAppleEvent , keyDirectObject, typeAEList, 

docList) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoError(myErr) ; 
{check for missing required parame ters} 
myErr : = MyGotRequiredParams(theAppleEvent) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN {an e rror occurred} 

BEGIN {do the necessary error handling} 
MyHandleODoc : = myErr ; 
Exit (MyHandleODoc) ; 

END ; 
{c ount the number of descriptor records in the list } 
myErr : = AECountitems (docList , itemsinList) ; 
{now get each descriptor record from the list , coerce the returned } 
{ data to an FSSpec record , and open the associated f ile} 
FOR index : = 1 TO icemsinList DO 

BEGIN 
myErr : = AEGetNthPtr(docList , index, typeFSS , keywd , 

returnedType , @myFSS , Sizeof(myFSS) , 
actualSize) ; 

IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoError(myErr) ; 
myErr : = MyOpenFile(@myFSS) ; 
IF myEr= <> noErr THEN DoError(mySrr) ; 

END ; 
myErr : = AEDisposeDesc(docList) ; 
MyHandleODoc . - noErr ; 

END ; 

The handler in Listing 6-6 first uses the AEGetParamDesc function to get the direct parameter 
(specified by the keyDirectObject keyword) out of the Apple event. The handler requests 
that AEGetParamDesc return a descriptor list in the docList variable. The handler then 
checks to make sure that it has retrieved all of the required parameters by calling the 
MyGotRequiredParams function (see Listing 6-1 1 for a description of this routine). 

Once the handler has retrieved the descriptor list from the Apple even t, it uses AECountltems 
to count the number of descriptors in the list. Using the returned number as an index, the 
handler can get the data of each descriptor record in the list. This handler requests that the 
AEGetNthPtr function coerce the data in the descriptor record to a fil e system specification 
record. The handler can then use the fi le system specification record as a parameter to its 
own routine for opening fil es. 

For more in formation on the AEGetParamDesc function, see "Getting Data out of a Parameter" 
later in this chapter. Also see "Getting Data out of a Descriptor List" for further information on 
the AEGetNthPtr and AECountltems functions. 
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After extracting the file system specification record that describes the document to open, your 
application can use this record to open the file. For example, in Listing 6-6, the code passes 
the file system specification record to its routine for opening files, the MyOpenFile function. 

The MyOpenFile function is designed so that it can be caUed both in response to the Open 
Documents event and to events generated by the user. For example, when the user chooses 
Open from the File menu, the code that handles the mouse-down event uses the StandardGetFile 
procedure to let the user choose a file; it then calls MyOpenFile, passing the file system speci
fication record returned by StandardGetFile. By isolating code that performs a requested action 
from code that interacts with the user, you can easi ly adapt your application to handle Apple 
events that request the same action. 

Note that your handler should use the AEDisposeDesc function to dispose of the descriptor 
list when your handler no longer requires the data in it. Your handler should also return a 
result code . 

Handling the Print Documents Event 

To handle the Print Documents event, your application should print the documents specified 
in the Apple event. The Print Documents event contains a list of documents to print in its 
direct parameter. Your application extracts this information and then prints the specified 
documents. Your application should not open any windows for the documents. Also note 
that your application should remain open after processing the Print Documents event; when 
appropriate, the Finder sends your application a Quit Application event immediately after 
sending it a Print Documents event. 

Listing 6-7 shows a handler for the Print Documents event. This handler is similar to the 
handler for the Open Documents event. The code illustrates how to print the documents 
referred to in the direct parameter. 

Listing 6-7. A handler for the Print Documents event 

FUNCTION MyHandlePDoc (theAppleEvent , reply : AppleEvent ; 
handlerRefcon : Longint) : OSErr ; 

VAR 
myFSS : 
docList : 
myErr : 
index, itemsinList : 
actualSize : 
keywd : 
returnedType : 

BEGIN 

FSSpec ; 
AEDescList ; 
OSErr ; 
Longint ; 
Size ; 
AEKeyword ; 
DescType ; 

{get the direct parameter--a descriptor list--and put it into docList} 
myErr : = AEGecParamDesc(theAppleEvenc , keyDirectObject , typeAEList , 

docLi st ); 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoError (myErr) ; 
{check for missing required parameters} 
myErr : = MyGotRequiredParams(theAppleEvent) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN {an error occurred} 

BEGIN 
{do the necessary error handling} 
MyHandlePDoc : = myErr ; 
Exic(MyHandlePDoc) ; 

END ; (Continued) 
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Listing 6-7. A handler for the Print Documents event (Continued) 

{count the number of descriptor records in the list} 
myErr : = AECountitems (docList , itemsinList) ; 
{now get each descriptor record from the list , coerce the returned 
{ data to an FSSpec record , and print the associated file} 
FOR i ndex : = 1 TO itemsinList DO 

BEGIN 
myErr : = AEGetNthPtr(docList , index , typeFSS , keywd , returnedType, 

@myFSS , Sizeof(nyFSS) , ac t ualSize) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr T~EN DoError(myErr) ; 
myErr : = MyPrintFile(@myFSS) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoErro r(myErr) ; 
END ; 

myErr : = AEDisposeDesc(docList) ; 
MyHandlePDoc . - noErr ; 

END ; 

Handling the Quit Application Event 

To handle the Quit Application event, your application should take any actions that are 
necessary before it is terminated (such as saving any open documents) . L isting 6-8 shows 
an example of a handler for the Quit Application event. 

When appropriate, the Finder sends your application a Quit Application event immediately 
after a Print Documents event. The Finder also sends your application a Quit Application 
event if the user chooses Restart or Shut Down from the Finder's Special menu. 

Listing 6-8. A handler fo r the Quit Application event 

FUNCTION MyHandleQuit (theAppleEvent , reply : AppleEven t ; 
handlerRefcon : Longint) : OSErr ; 

VAR 
userCanceled : Boolean ; 
myErr : OSErr ; 

BEGIN 
{check for missing required parameters} 
myErr : = MyGotRequiredParams(the AppleEvent) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN {an error occurred} 

BEGIN 
{do the necessary error ha ndling} 
MyHandleQuit : = myErr ; 
Exit (MyHandleQuit) ; 

END ; 
userCanceled : = MyPrepareToTerminate ; 
IF userCanceled THEN 

MyHandleQuit . - userCanceledErr 
ELSE 

MyHandleQuit noErr ; 
END ; 

The handler in Listing 6-8 calls another function supplied by the application, the 
MyPrepareToTerminate function. Th is fu nction saves the documents for any open w indows 
and returns a Boolean value that indicates whether the Quit request was canceled by the user. 
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This is another example of isolating code for interacting with the user from the code that 
performs the requested action. Structuring your application in this way allows your applica
tion to use the same routine when responding to a user event (such as choosing the Quit 
command from the F ile menu) or to the co1Tesponding Apple event. (For a description of the 
MyGotRequiredParams function, see "Writing Apple Event Handlers" later in this chapter.) 

Note that your hand ler must not call the ExitToShell procedure. In Listing 6-8, the application 
calls the ExitToShell procedure only if the handler returns noErr as its function result. 

Handling Apple Events Sent by the Edition Manager 

If your application provides publish and subscribe capabilities, it should handle the Apple 
events sent by the Edition Manager in addition to the required Apple events. Your application 
should also handle the Create Publisher event. The Create Publisher event is described in the 
next section. 

The Edition Manager sends your application Apple events to communicate information about 
the publishers and subscribers in your application 's documents. Specifically, the Edition 
Manager uses Apple events to notify your application 

• when the information in an edition is updated 

• when your application needs to write the data from a publisher to an edition 

• when your application should locate a particular publisher and scroll the document to 
that location 

The Apple events sent by the Edition Manager to your application are the Section Read event, 
Section Write event, and Section Scroll event. 

Section Read-read information into the specified section 

Event class 

Event ID 

Required parameter 
Keyword: 
Descriptor type: 
Data: 

Requested action 

SectionEventMsgClass 

SectionReadMsgID 

keyDirectObject 
typeSectionH 
A handle to the section record of the subscriber whose edition 
contains updated information 

Update the subscriber with the new information from the edition. 

Section Write-write the specified section to an edition 

Event class 

Event ID 

Required parameter 
Keyword: 
Desc1iptor type: 
Data: 

Requested action 

SectionEventMsgClass 

Section W ri teMsgID 

keyDirectObject 
typeSectionH 
A handle to the section record of the publisher 

Write the publisher 's data to its edition. 
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Section Scroll-scroll the document to the specified section 

Event class 

Event ID 

Required parameter 
Keyword: 
Descriptor type: 
Data: 

Requested action 

SectionEventMsgClass 

SectionScrollMsgID 

keyDirectObject 
typeSectionH 
A handle to the section record of the publisher to scroll to 

Scroll the document to the publ isher identified by the specified 
section record. 

See the Edition Manager chapter in this volume for details on how your application should 
respond to these events. 

Handling the Create Publisher Event 

If your application supports publish and subscribe capabilities, it should also handle the 
Create Publisher event. 

Create Publisher-create a publisher 

Event class 

Event ID 

Required parameter 

Optional parameter 
Keyword: 
Descriptor type: 
Data: 

Optional parameter 
Keyword: 
Descriptor type: 
Data: 

Requested action 

kAEMiscStdSuite 

kAECreatePu bl is her 

None 

keyDirectObject 
typeObjectSpecifier 
The part of the document to publish. lf thi s parameter is omitted, 
publish the current selection. 

key AEEditionFi leLoc 
typeAlias 
An alias record that contains the location of the edition container to 
create. If this parameter is omitted, use the default edition container. 

Create a publisher for the specified data using the spec ified location 
for the edition container. If the data isn' t specified, publi sh the 
current selection. If the location of the edition isn' t specified, use 
the default location. 

When your application receives the Create Publisher event, it should create a publisher by 
writing the publi sher's data to an edi tion. The data of the publisher, and the location and 
name of the ed ition, are defined by the Apple event. If the Create Publisher event includes a 
keyDirectObject parameter, then your application should publish the data contained in the 
parameter. If the keyDirectObject parameter is missing, then your application should publish 
the current selecti on. If the document doesn' t have a current selection, your handler for the 
event should return a nonzero result code. 
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If the Create Publisher event includes a keyAEEditionFileLoc parameter, then your applica
tion should use the location and name contained in the parameter as the defaul t location and 
name of the edition. If the key AEEditionFileLoc parameter is missing, then your application 
should use the default locati on and name your application normally uses to specify the 
edi tion container. 

Listing 6-9 shows a handler for the Create Publisher event. This handler checks for the 
keyDirectObject parameter and the key AEEditionFileLoc parameter. If either of these is not 
specified, the handler uses defaul t values. The handler uses the DoNewPubl isher function, an 
application-defined function, to create the publisher and its ed ition, create a section record, 
and update other data structures associated with the document. See Listing 4-4 in the Edition 
Manager chapter for an example of the DoNewPublisher function. 

Note that the handler uses the AEinteractWithUser function to determine whether user inter
action is allowed. If user interaction is allowed, the handler sets the promptForDialog variable 
to TRUE, indicating that the DoNewPublisher function should display the publisher di alog 
box. If user interaction is not allowed, the handler sets the promptForDialog variable to 
FALSE, and the DoNewPublisher function does not prompt the user for the location or name 
of the edition. 

Listing 6-9. A handler for the Create Publi sher event 

FUNCTION MyHandleCreatePublisherEv ent ( theAppl eEvent , reply : AppleEvent ; 
handlerRefcon : Longint) : OSErr ; 

VAR 
myErr : 
returnedType : 
thePublisherDataDesc : 
actualSize : 
promptForDialog : 
thisDocument : 
preview : 
prev iewFormat : 
defaultLocation : 

OSErr ; 
DescType ; 
AEDesc ; 
Longint ; 
Boolean ; 
MyDocumentinfoPtr ; 
Handle ; 
FormatType ; 
EditionContainerSpec; 

BEGIN 
MyGetDocumentPtr(thisDocument) ; 
myErr : = AEGetPararnDesc(theAppleEvent , keyDirectObject , 

typeOb j ectSpecifier , thePublisherDataDe sc) ; 

CASE rnyErr OF 
errAEDescNotFound : 
BEGIN 

{use the current select i on as the publisher and } 
{ set up info for later when DoNewPublisher displays preview} 
preview : = MyGetPreviewForSelection(thisDocument) ; 
prev iewFormat . - ' TEXT ' ; 

END ; 
noErr : 

{use the data in keyDirectObject parameter as the publ i sher } 
{ (which is returned in the the PublisherDataDesc variable ) , and} 
{ set up info for later when DoNewPublisher displays preview} 

(Continued) 
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Listing 6-9. A hand ler for the Create Publisher event (Continued) 

MySetinfoForPreview(thePublisherDataDesc , thisDocument , 
preview , previewFormat ) ; 

OTHERWISE 
DoError (myErr) ; 

END ; 
myErr . - AEGetParamPtr(theAppleEvent , keyAEEditionFileLoc , 

typeFSS , returnedTy pe , 
@defaultLocation . theFile , 
SizeOf(FSSp ec) , a c tualSize) ; 

CASE myErr OF 
errAEDescNotFound : 

{use the default location as the edi t ion container} 
myErr . - MyGetDefaultEditionSpec(thisDocument , 

defaultLocation) ; 
noErr : 
BEGIN {the keyAEEditionFileLoc parameter 

{ contained a default l oca t ion} 
defaultLocation . thePart : = kPar t s NotUsed ; 
defaultLocation . theFileScr i p t . - s mSystemScript ; 

END ; 
OTHERWISE 

DoErro r (my Err) ; 
END ; 

myEr~ : = MyGotRequiredParams(theAppleEvent) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN 

BEGIN 
{handle the error appropriately} 
MyHandleCreatePublisherEven~ : = myErr ; 
END ; 

promptForDialog : = (AEinteractWithUser (kAEDefaultTimeout , NI L, 
@MyidleFunccion) = noErr) ; 

myErr : = DoNewPublisher(thisDocument , promptForDialog , 
preview , previewFormat , defaultLocation) ; 

{add keyErrorNumber and keyErrorString parameters if desired} 
MyHandleCreatePublisherEvent . - myErr ; 

END ; 

Getting Data out of an Apple Event 

The Apple Event Manager stores the parameters and attributes of an Apple event in a format 
that is internal to the Apple Event Manager. You use Apple Event Manager functions to 
retrieve the data from an Apple event and return it to your applicatjon in a format your appli
cation can use. 

The Apple Event Manager provides fu nctions that retJieve data from parameters and attributes. 
Most of these functions are available in two forms: one that returns the desired data in a 
specified buffer and one that returns a descriptor record containing the same data. For 
example, the AEGetParamPtr function returns the data of a specified parameter, and the 
AEGetParamDesc function returns the descriptor record of a specified parameter. 
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You can also use Apple Event Manager functions to get data out of descriptor records, 
descriptor lists, and AE records. You use similar functions to put data into descriptor 
records, descriptor lists, and AE records. 

When your handler rece ives an Apple event, you' ll typically use the AEGetParamPtr, 
AEGetAttribu tePtr, AEGetParamDesc, or AEGetAttributeDesc fu nction to get the data 
out of the Apple event. 

Some Apple Event Manager functions let your application request that the data be returned 
using any descriptor type, even if it is different from the ori ginal descriptor type. If the 
original data is of a different descriptor type, the Apple Event Manager attempts to coerce the 
data to the requested descriptor type. 

For example, the AEGetParamPtr fu nction lets you specify the desired descriptor type of the 
resulting data. 

VAR 
t heAppleEven t : AppleEvent ; 
returnedType : DescType ; 
multResult : Longint ; 
actualSize : Size ; 
myErr : OSErr ; 

my Err : = AEGe t ParamPtr(theApple Event , keyMultResult , cypeLongi nteger , 
returnedType , @mul tResulc , SizeOf(mul t Re sult) , 
actualSize) ; 

In this example, the desired type is specified in the third parameter by the typeLonginteger 
descriptor type. This requests that the Apple Event Manager coerce the data to the type 
defined by thi s descriptor type (a long integer) if it is not already of th is type. 

To ensure that no coercion is performed and that the descriptor type of the result is of the 
same type as the original, you can specify typeWi ldCard for the desired descriptor type. 

The Apple Event Manager returns the desc1i ptor type of the resulting data in the fourth 
parameter. This is useful information when you specify typeWildCard as the desired 
descriptor type; you can determine the descriptor type of the resulting data by exam.ining 
the fou rth parameter. 

The Apple Event Manager can coerce many different types of data into another. For 
example, the Apple Event Manager can convert alias records to file system specification 
records, integers to Boolean data types, and characters to numeric data types, in addition 
to other data type conversions. 

You can also provide your own coercion handlers to coerce other data types . See "Writing 
and Instal ling Coercion Handlers" later in this chapter for in formation on the coercionJ 
provided by the Apple Event Manager and how to provide your own coercion handlers. 

Parameters are keyword-specified descriptor records. You can use AEGetParamDesc to get 
the descriptor record of a parameter, or you can use AEGetParamPtr to get the data out of the 
descriptor record of a parameter. Attributes r.re also keyword-specified descriptor records, 
and you can use similar routines to get the descriptor record of an attribute or to get the data 
out of an attribute. 
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The followi ng sections show examples of how to use the AEGetParamPtr, AEGetAttributePtr, 
AEGetParamDesc, or AEGetAttributeDesc function to get the data out of an Apple event. 

Getting Data out of a Parameter 

You can use the AEGetPararnPtr or AEGetParamDesc function to get the data out of a param
eter. Use the AEGetParamPtr function to return the data contained in a parameter. Use the 
AEGetParamDesc function when you need to get the descriptor record of a parameter. You 
often use the AEGetParamDesc function to extract the descriptor list from a parameter. 

You can also use the AEGetKeyPtr function to return the data contained in a parameter. The 
AEGetKeyPtr fu nction provides an additional feature-you can use this function to get data 
out of an AE record. See "Getting Data and Keyword-Specified Descriptor Records From AE 
Records" later in this chapter for information on thi s function. 

For example, you use an Apple Event Manager function to get the data out of a Section Read 
event. The Edition Manager sends your application a Section Read event to tell your applica
tion to read updated information from an edition into the specified subscriber. The direct 
parameter of the Apple event contains a handle to the section record of the subscriber. You 
can use the AEGetParamPtr function to get the data out of the Apple event. 

You specify the Apple event that contains the desi red parameter, the keyword of the desired 
parameter, the descriptor type the function should use to return the data, a buffer to store 
the data, and the size of this buffer as parameters to the AEGetParamPtr function. The 
AEGetParamPtr function returns the descriptor type of the resulting data and the actual size 
of the data, and it places the requested data in the specified buffer. 

VAR 
sectionH : Sectior.Handle ; 
theAppleEvent : AppleEvent ; 
returnedType : De scType ; 
actualSize : 
my Err : 

Size ; 
OSErr ; 

rnyErr : = AEGetPararnPtr(theAppleEvent , keyDirectObject , typeSectionH , 
returnedType , @sectionH , SizeOf(sectionH) , 
actualSize) ; 

In this example, the keyDirectObject keyword specifies that the AEGetParamPtr function 
should extract information from the direct parameter; AEGetParamPtr returns the data in the 
buffer specified by the sectionH variable. 

You can request that the Apple Event Manager return the data using the descriptor type of the 
original data or you can request that the Apple Event Manager coerce the data into a descriptor 
type that is different from the original. You can specify the desired descriptor type as 
typeWildCard if you don't want any coercion performed-in which case, the AEGetParamPtr 
function returns the original descriptor type of the parameter. 

The typeSectionH descriptor type specifies that the returned data should be coerced to a 
hand le to a section record. You can use the information returned in the sectionH variable to 
identify the subscriber and read in the information from the edition. 
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In this example, the AEGetParamPtr function returns in the returnedType variable the descrip
tor type of the resulting data. In most cases, the descriptor type of the resulting data matches 
the requested desc1iptor type, unless the Apple Event Manager wasn't able to coerce the data 
to the specified descriptor type. If the coercion fai ls, the Apple Event Manager returns the 
errAECoercionFail result code. 

The AEGetParamPtr function returns the actual size of the data in the actualSize variable. 
If the value returned in the actua!Size variable is greater than the amount your application 
allocated for the buffer to hold the returned data, your application can increase the size 
of its buffer to this amount, and get the data again. You can al so choose to use the 
AEGetParamDesc function when your application doesn' t know the size of the data. 

You can use the AEGetParamDesc function to return the descriptor record of a parameter. 
This function is useful, for example, when extracting descriptor lists from a parameter. 

You specify the Apple event that contains the desired parameter, the keyword of the desired 
parameter, the descriptor type the function should use to return the descriptor record, and a 
buffer to store the returned descriptor record as parameters to the AEGetParamDesc function. 
The AEGetParamDesc function returns the descriptor record using the specified descriptor type. 

For example, the direct parameter of the Open Documents event contains a descriptor list that 
specifies the documents to open. You can use the AEGetParamDesc function to get the 
descriptor list out of the direct parameter. 

VAR 
docLis t: AEDescList ; 
theApp leEvent : AppleEvent ; 
my Err : OSErr ; 

myErr : = AEGetParamDesc(theAppleEvent , keyDirectObject , typeAEList , 
docList) ; 

In this example, the Apple event specified by the variable theAppleEvenl contains the desired 
parameter. The keyDirectObject keyword specifies that the AEGetParamDesc fu nction 
should get the descriptor record of the direct parameter. The typeAEList descriptor type 
specifies that the descriptor record should be returned as a descriptor Ii t. In this example, 
the AEGetParamDesc function returns a descriptor list in the docList variable. 

The descriptor list contains a list of descriptor records. To get the descriptor records and their 
data out of a descriptor list, use the AECountltems function to find the number or descriptor 
records in the list, and then make repetitive calls to the AEGetNthPtr function to get the data 
out of each descriptor record. See "Getting Data out of a Descriptor List" later in this chapter 
for more information. 

Note that the AEGetParamDesc function copies the descriptor record from the parameter. 
When you' re done with a descriptor record that you obtained from AEGetParamDesc, you 
must dispose of it by calling the AEDisposeDesc function. 
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Getting Data out of an Attribute 

You can use the AEGetAttributePtr or AEGetAtt1ibuteDesc funct ion to get the data out of the 
attributes of an Apple event. 

You can get the data out of an attribute using the AEGetAttributePtr fu nction. You specify the 
Apple event that contains the desired attribute, the keyword of the desired attribute, the 
descriptor type the function should use to return the data, a buffer to store the data, and the 
size of thi s buffer as parameters to the AEGetAttributePtr function. The AEGetAttributePtr 
function returns the descriptor type of the returned data and the actual size of the data, and it 
places the requested data in the specified buffer. 

For example, this code gets the data out of the keyEventSourceAttr attribute of an Apple event. 

VAR 
theAppleEvent : AppleEvent ; 
returnedType : DescType ; 
sourceOfAE : 
actualSize : 
my Err : 

Integer ; 
Size ; 
OSErr ; 

my Err : = AEGetAttributePtr(theAppleEvent , key EventSourceAttr , 
typeShortinteger , returnedType , @sourceOfAE , 
SizeOf(sourceOfAE) , actualSize) ; 

The keyEventSourceAttr keyword specifies the attribute to get the data from. The 
typeShortlnteger descriptor type specifies that the data should be returned as a short 
integer; the returnedType variable contains the actual descriptor type that is returned. You 
also must specify a buffer to hold the returned data and specify the size of this buffer. 
The AEGetAttributePn· function returns the actual size of the data returned in the actualSize 
variable. You can check thi s value to make sure you got all the data. 

As with the AEGetParamPtr function, you can request that AEGetAttributePtr return the data 
using the descriptor type of the original data, or you can request that the Apple Event Manager 
coerce the data into a descriptor type that is different from the original. 

In thi s example, the AEGetAttri butePtr function returns the requested data in the sourceOfAE 
variable, and you can determine the source of the Apple event by examining thi s value. 

The next example shows how to use the AEGetAttributePtr function to get data out of the 
keyMissedKeywordAttr attribute. After your handler extracts all known parameters from an 
Apple event, it should check whether the keyMissedKeywordAttr attribute exists. If it does, 
then your handler did not get all of the required parameters. 

Note that if AEGetAttributePn· returns the eITAEDescNotFound result code, then the 
keyMissedKeywordAttribute does not ex ist-which indicates that your application has 
extracted all of the required parameters. If AEGetAttributePtr returns noElT, then the 
keyMissedKeywordAttribute does ex ist-which indicates that your handler did not get 
all of the required parameters. 
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myErr . - AEGetAttributePtr(theAppleEvent , keyMissedKeywordAttr , 
typeWi l dCard , returnedType , NIL , 0 , 
actualSize) ; 

The data in the keyMissedKeywordAttr attribute contains the first required parameter, if any, 
that your handler didn ' t retrieve. If you want this data returned, specify a buffer to hold the 
data and specify the size of the buffer. Otherwise, as in this example, specify NIL as the 
buffer and 0 as the size of the buffer. 

Getting Data out of a Descriptor List 

You can use the AECountltems function to count the number of items in a descriptor list, and 
you can use AEGetNthDesc or AEGetNthPtr to get a descriptor record or its data out of a 
descriptor list. 

The Open Documents event contains a direct parameter that specifies the list of documents to 
open. The list of documents is contained in a descriptor list. After extracting the descriptor li st 
from the parameter, you can determine the number of items in the list and then extract each 
descriptor record from the descriptor list. See Figure 6-6 in "Data Structures Within Apple 
Events" earlier in this chapter for a depiction of the Open Documents event. 

For example, when your handler receives an Open Documents event, you can use the 
AEGetParamDesc function to return the direct parameter as a descriptor list. You can then 
use AECountltems to return the number of descriptor records in the li st. 

VAR 
theAppleEvent : AppleEvent ; 
docList : AEDescList ; 
itemsinList : 
myErr : 

Longint ; 
OSErr ; 

myErr . - AEGetParamDesc(theAppleEvent , keyDirectObject , typeAEList , 
docList) ; 

myErr . - AECountitems(docList , itemsinList) ; 

The AEGetParamDesc function returns in the docList variable the descriptor list from 
the direct parameter of the Open Documents event. You specify thi s list to the 
AECountltems function. 

You specify the descriptor list whose items you want to count in the first parameter to 
AECountltems. The Apple Event Manager returns the number of items in the list in the second 
parameter. When extracting the descriptor records from a li st, you often use the number of 
items as a loop index. Here's an example: 

FOR i ndex : = 1 TO itemsinLi st DO 
BEGIN 
{for each descriptor record in the list , get its data} 
END ; 
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The format of the descriptor records in a descriptor list is private to the Apple Event Manager. 
You must use the AEGetNthPtr or AEGetNthDesc function to extract descriptor records from 
a descriptor li st. 

You specify the descriptor list that contains the desired descriptor records and an index as 
parameters to the AEGetNthPtr function. The index represents a specific descriptor record 
in the descriptor list. AEGetNthPtr returns the data from the descriptor record represented 
by the specified index. 

You also specify the descriptor type the function should use to return the data, a buffer to 
store the data, and the size of this buffer. The AEGetNthPtr function returns the keyword of 
the parameter, the descriptor type of the returned data, and the actual size of the data, and it 
places the requested data in the specified buffer. 

Here 's an example that uses the AEGetNthPtr function to extract an item from the descriptor 
list in the direct parameter of the Open Documents event. 

myErr : = AEGetNthPtr(docList , index, typeFSS , keywd, returnedType , 
@myFSS , Sizeof(myFSS) , actualSize ) ; 

The docList variable specifies the descriptor list from the direct parameter of the Open 
Documents event. The index variable specifies the index of the descriptor record to extract. 
You can use the typeFSS descriptor type, as in this example, to specify that the data be returned 
as a fi le system specifi cation record. The Apple Event Manager automatically coerces the 
original data type of the descriptor record from an alias record to a fi le system specification 
record. The AEGetNthPtr function returns the keyword of the parameter in the keywd variable. 
The function returns in the returnedType variable the descriptor type of the resulting data. 

You specify a buffer to hold the desired data and the size (in bytes) of the buffer as param
eters to the AEGetNthPtr function. In this example, the myFSS variable specifies the buffer. 
The function returns the actual size of the data in the actualSize variable. If this size is larger 
than the size of the buffer you provided, you know that you didn ' t get all of the data for the 
descriptor record. 

Listing 6-10 shows a more complete example of extracting the items from a descriptor list in 
the Open Documents event. 

Listing 6-10. Extracting items from a descriptor list 

VAR 
index : 
itemsinList : 
docList : 
keywc : 
returnedType : 
myFSS : 
actualSize : 
myErr : 

Longint ; 
Longint ; 
AEDescList ; 
AEKeyword ; 
DescType ; 
FSSpec ; 
Size ; 
OSErr ; 

FOR index : = 1 TO itemsinList DO 
BEGIN 

myErr : = AEGetNthPtr(docList , index , typeFSS , keywd , returnedType , 
@myFSS , Sizeof(myFSS) , actualSize) ; 
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IF rnyErr <> noErr THEN DoError(rnyErr) ; 
rnyErr : = MyOpenFile(@rnyFSS) ; 
IF rnyErr <> noErr THEN DoError(rnyErr) ; 

END ; 
rnyErr : = AEDisposeDesc(docList) ; 

Writing Apple Event Handlers 

For each Apple event your application supports, you must provide a function called an Apple 
event handler. The AEProcessAppleEvent function calls one of your Apple event handlers 
when it processes an Apple event. Your Apple event handlers should pedorm any action 
requested by the Apple event, add parameters to the reply Apple event if approp1iate, and 
return a result code. 

The Apple Event Manager uses di spatch tables to route Apple events to the appropriate Apple 
event handler. You must supply an Apple event handler for each entry in your application's 
Apple event dispatch table. Each handler must be a function that uses this syntax: 

FUNCTION MyEventHandler (theAppleEvent : AppleEvent ; reply : AppleEvent ; 
handlerRefcon : Longinc) : OSErr ; 

The parameter theAppleEvent is the Apple event to handle. Your handler uses Apple Event 
Manager functions to extract any parameters and attributes from the Apple event and then 
performs the necessary processing. The reply parameter is the default reply provided by the 
Apple Event Manager. ("Replying to an Apple Event" later in this chapter describes how to 
add parameters to the default reply.) The handlerRefcon parameter is the reference constant 
stored in the Apple event dispatch table entry for the Apple event. Your handler can ignore 
this parameter if your application does not use the reference constant. 

After extracting all known parameters from the Apple event, every handler should determine 
whether the Apple event contains any further required parameters. Your handler can check 
that it retrieved all the required parameters by checking to see if the keyMissedKeywordAttr 
attribute exists. If the attribute exists, then your handler has not ren·ieved all the required 
parameters. If additional required parameters exist, then your handler should immediately 
return an error. If the attribute does not exist, then the Apple event does not contain any more 
required parameters. 

Listing 6- 11 shows a function that checks for a keyMissedKeywordAttr attribute. A handler 
calls this function after getting all the parameters it knows about from an Apple event. 

Listing 6-11. A function that checks for a keyMissedKeywordAtn· attribute 

FUNCTION MyGotRequiredPararns (theAppleEvent : AppleEvent) : OSErr ; 
VAR 

returnedType : DescType ; 
actualSize : Size ; 
myErr : OSErr ; 

BEGIN 
myErr : = AEGetAttributePtr (theAppleEvent , keyMissedKeywordAttr , 

typeWildCard , returnedType , NIL , 0 , 
actualSize) ; 

(Continued) 
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Listing 6-11. A function that checks for a keyMissedKcywordAttr attribute (Continued) 

IF myErr = errAEDescNotFound THEN 

MyGotRequiredParams : = noErr 

{yo~ got all ch e required } 
{ parameters } 

ELSE IF myErr = noErr THEN {you missed a r equ ired parameter} 
MyGotRequiredParams . - errAEEventNotHandled 

ELSE {the call to AEGetAttributePtr } 
{ failed} 

MyGotRequiredParams . - myErr ; 
END; 

The code in Listing 6-1 l uses Lhe AEGetAttributePtr function to get the keyMissedKeywordAttr 
attribute. This attribute contains the first required parameter, if any, that your handler didn't 
retrieve. If AEGetAttributePtr returns the e1TAEDescNotFound result code, the Apple event 
doesn't contain a keyMissedKeywordAttr attribute. If the Apple event doesn't contain this 
attribute, then your handler has extracted all of the required parameters. 

If the AEGetAttributePtr function returns noErr as the resu lt code, then the attribute does 
exist, meaning that your handler has not extracted all of the required parameters. In this case, 
your handler should return an error and not process the Apple event. 

The first remaining required parameter is specified by the data of the keyMissedKeywordAttr 
attribute. If you want this data returned, specify a buffer to hold the data. Otherwise, spec ify 
NIL as the buffer and 0 as the size of the buffer. l f you specify a buffer to hold the data, 
you can check the value of the actualSize parameter to see if the data is larger than the buffer 
you allocated. 

Replying to an Apple Event 

Your handler routine for a particular Apple event is responsible for performing the action 
requested by the Apple event, and can optionally return data in a reply Apple event. The 
Apple Event Manager passes a default reply Apple event to your handler. The default repl y 
Apple event has no parameters when it is passed to your handler. Your hand ler can add 
parameters to the reply Apple event. If the client application requested a reply, the Apple 
Event Manager returns the reply Apple event to the client. 

The reply Apple event is identified by the kCoreEventClass event class and by the 
kAEAnswer event ID. 

When your pandler finishes processing an Apple event, it returns a result code to 
AEProcessAppleEvent. The AEProcessAppleEvent function returns thi s result code as its 
function result. If your handler returns a nonzero result code, the Apple Event Manager 
also returns this result code to the client application by putting the resu lt code into a 
keyErrorNumber parameter for the reply Apple event. The c lient can check for the existence 
of this parameter to determine whether the handler performed the requested action. 

The client application specifies whether it wants a reply Apple event or not by specifying 
flags (represented by constants) in the sendMode parameter of the AESend function. 
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If the client specifies the kAEWaitReply flag in the sendMode parameter, the AESend 
function does not return until the timeout expires or the server returns a reply. When the 
server returns a reply, the reply parameter to AESend contains the reply Apple event that 
your handler returned to the AEProcessAppleEvent function. 

If the client specified the kAEQueueReply flag, the client receives the reply event in its normal 
processing of other events. 

If the client specified the kAENoReply flag, your handler may return a reply Apple event to 
AEProcessAppleEvent, but this reply is not returned to the client. 

Your handler routine should always set its function result to noErr if it successfully handles 
the Apple event or to a nonzero result code if an error occurs. The Apple F'.vent Manager auto
matically adds any nonzero result code that your handler returns to a keyErrorNumber 
parameter in the reply Apple event. In addition to returning a result code, your handler can 
also return an error string in the keyErrorString parameter of the reply Apple event. Your 
handler should provide meaningful text in the keyErrorString parameter, so that the client 
can display this string to the user if desired . 

Listing 6-12 shows how to add the keyErrorString parameter to the reply Apple event. See 
"Adding Parameters to an Apple Event" later in this chapter for a description of the 
AEPutParamPtr function. 

Listing 6-12. Adding the keyErrorString parameter to the repl y Apple event 

FUNCTION MyHandler (theAppleEvent : AppleEvent ; reply : AppleEvent ; 
handlerRefcon : Longint) : OSErr ; 

VAR 
rr.yErr : OS Err ; 
errStr : Str255 ; 

BEGIN 
{if an error occurs when handling an Apple event , set the } 
{ function result and error string accordingly} 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN 
BEGIN 
MyHandler : = myErr ; {result code to be returned - - the Apple Event } 

{ Manager adds this resu l t code to the reply } 
{ Apple event as the keyErrorNumber parame ter} 

{add error string parameter to the default reply } 
errStr : = ' Reason why error occurred' ; 
myErr : = AEPutParamPtr(reply , keyErrorString , typeChar , 

@errStr(l] , length(errStr ) ) ; 
Exit(MyHandler) ; 
END ; 

END ; 

If your handler needs to return data to the client, it can add parameters to the reply Apple 
event. For example, Listing 6-1 3 shows how a handler for the Multiply event (an imaginary 
Apple event that asks the server to multiply two numbers) might return the results of the 
multiplication to the client. 
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Listing 6-13. Adding parameters to the reply Apple event 

FUNCTION MyMultHandl er (theAppleEvent : AppleEvent ; reply : AppleEvent ; 
handlerRefcon : Longint) : OSErr ; 

VAR 
myErr : 
numberl , number2 : 
rep lyResult : 
ac t u alSize : 
r e turnedType : 

BEGIN 

OSErr ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Size ; 
DescType ; 

{get the numbers to multiply from the parameters of the Apple event ; } 
{ put the numbers in t~e numberl and number2 variabl es and } 
{ then perform the req~ested multiplication} 

myErr : = MyDoMultiply(theAppleEvent , numberl , number2 , replyResult) ; 

{return the resu l t of the multiplication i n the reply Apple event} 
IF myErr = noErr THEN 

BEGIN 
my Err : = AEPutParamPtr(reply , keyDirectObject , typeLonginteger, 

@replyResult , SizeOf(replyResult)) ; 
MyMultHandler : = myErr ; 
END ; 

{if a n error occurs , set the function result and error string } 
{ a ccordingly , as shown in Listing 6- 12} 
END ; 

Disposing of Apple Event Data Structures 

Whenever you use Apple Event Manager functions to create a descriptor record, descriptor 
list, or Apple event record, the Apple Event Manager allocates memory for these data 
structures. Likewise, when you extract a descriptor record by using Apple Event Manager 
functions , the Apple Event Manager creates a copy of the descriptor record for you to use. 

Whenever you are done using a descriptor record or descriptor list that you have created or 
extracted from an Apple event, you must dispose of the descriptor record-and thereby 
deallocate the memory it uses-by calling the AEDisposeDesc function. 

Also, when you are done using the Apple event specified in the AESend fu nction and 
finished with the reply Apple event, you should dispose of their descriptor records using the 
AEDisposeDesc function. You should dispose of them even if AESend returns a nonzero 
result code. 

Once you are done using them, you should dispose of any Apple event data structures created 
or returned by these functions: 

AECoerceDesc 
AECoercePtr 
AECreateAppleEvent 
AECreateDesc 
AECreateList 

AEDuplicateDesc 
AEGetAtt:ributeDesc 
AEGetKey Desc 
AEGetNthDesc 
AEGetParamDesc 
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Even if you add a descriptor record to an Apple event (for example, when you create a 
descriptor record by calling AECreateDesc and then put a copy of it into a parameter of an 
Apple event by calling AEPutParamDesc), you ' re still responsible for disposing of the 
original descriptor record. 

In one case, the Apple Event Manager does take care of di sposing of the Apple event data 
structures for you: when your handler returns to AEProcessAppleEvent, the Apple Event 
Manager disposes of the Apple event and the reply Apple event. Note that your handler is still 
responsible for disposing of any Apple event data structures created when extracting data 
from the Apple event. The Apple event and reply Apple event that your handler receives are 
only copies of the originals. The client application is responsible for disposing of the original 
data structures. 

Interacting With the User 

When your application receives an Apple event, it may need to interact with the user. For 
example, your application may need to display a dialog box asking for additional input or 
confirmation from the user. You must make sure that your application is in the foreground 
before interacting with the user. To do this, use the AEinteractWithUser function before 
actually interacting with the user. The AEinteractWithUser function checks the user interac
tion preferences set by the client application and the server application and, if user interaction 
is allowed, brings your application to the front (either directly or by posting a notification 
request) if it is not already in the front. 

If both the client and server applications allow user interaction, AElnteractWithUser usually 
posts a notification request; AElnteractWithUser brings the server to the front after the user 
responds to the notification request. The AElnteractWithUser function can also bring the 
server application directly to the front-but only when doing so is in accordance with the 
principle of user control and if the client allows it. 

Both the client and server specify their preferences for user interaction: the client specifies 
whether the server should be allowed to interact with the user, and the server specifies when 
it will allow user interaction while processing an Apple event. 

An application that sends an Apple event indicates its preferences for how the server applica
tion should interact with the user by setting various fl ags in the sendMode parameter to 
AESend. The Apple Event Manager translates these fl ags into the corresponding flags in the 
keylnteractLevelAttr attribute of the Apple event, and sets them. 

The server application sets its preferences by using the AESetlnteractionAllowed function. 
This function lets your application specify whether it allows interaction with the user as 
a result of receiving an Apple event from itself; from itself and other processes on the 
local machine; or from itself, local processes, and processes from another computer on 
the network. 

Your application calls the AElnteractWithUser function before interacting with the user. If 
AEinteractWithUser returns the noErr result code, then your application is currently in the 
front and your application is free to interact with the user. If AEinteractWithUser returns the 
errAENoUserinteraction result code, then the conditions didn' t allow user interaction and 
your application should not interact with the user. 
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The client application sets user interaction preferences by setting flags .in the sendMode ... 
parameter to the AESend function. The Apple Event Manager automaticall y adds the specified 
flags to the keylnteractLevelAttr attribute of the Apple event. These flags are represented by 
constants and are described here. 

Flag 

kAENeverlnteract 

kAECanlnteract 

kAEAlwayslnteract 

Description 

The server application should never interact with the user in 
response to this Apple event. If this flag is set, AElnteractWithUser 
does not bring the server application to the foreground (this is the 
default when an Apple event is sent to a remote application). 

The server application can interact with the user in response to 
this Apple event-by convention, if the user needs to supply 
information to the server. If this flag is set and the server allows 
interaction, AElnteractWithUser brings the server application to 
the foreground (this is the default when an Apple event is sent to 
a local application). 

The server application can interact with the user in response to 
this Apple event-by convention, even if no information is 
needed from the user. If this flag is set and the server allows 
interaction, AEinteractWithUser brings the server application to 
the fo reground. The Apple Event Manager does not distinguish 
between this flag and the kAECanlnteract fl ag-distinguish
ing between them is the responsibility of the server application. 

If the client application doesn' t specify any of the user interface flags, the Apple Event 
Manager sets either the kAENeverlnteract or the kAECanlnteract flag in the 
keylnteractLevelAttr attribute of the Apple event, depending on the location of the server 
application. If the server application is on a remote computer, the Apple Event Manager 
sets the kAENeverlnteract flag as the default. If the server application is on the local computer, 
the Apple Event Manager sets the kAECanlnteract flag as the default. 

In addition, the client application can set another fl ag in the sendMode parameter to AESend 
to request that the Apple Event Manager immediately bring the server application to the front 
(i nstead of posting a notification request)-if user interaction is allowed and if the user 
interface guidelines permit. 

Flag 

kAECanSwitchLayer 

Description 

If both the client and server allow interaction and th is flag is set, 
AElnteractWithUser brings the server directly to the foreground 
if adherence to the principle of user control allows. If the action 
would be contrary to this principle, AEinteractWithUser uses 
the Notification Manager to request that the user bring the server 
application to the foreground. If both the client and server allow 
interaction and this flag is not set, AElnteractWithUser always 
uses the Notification Manager to request that the user bring the 
server application to the foreground. 
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When a server application calls AEinteractWithUser, the function first checks to see if the 
kAENeverlnteract flag in the keylnteractLeve!Attr attribute of the Apple event is set. (The 
Apple Event Manager sets this attribute accord ing to the flags specified in the sendMode 
parameter of AESend.) If the kAENeverlnteract flag is set, AEinteractWithUser immediately 
returns the errAENoUserinteraction result code. If the client specified kAECaninteract or 
kAEAlwayslnteract, AEinteractWithUser checks the server's preferences for user interaction. 

The server sets its user interaction preferences by using the AESetinteractionAllowed 
function. You use this function to tell the Apple Event Manager the processes for which your 
application is willing to interact with the user. 

myErr : = AESetinteractionAllowed ( l eve l); 

The level parameter is of type AEinteractAllowed. 

TYPE AEinteractAllowed = (kAEinteractWithSelf , kAEinteractWithLoca l , 
kAEinteractWithAll) ; 

You can specify one of these values for the interaction level. 

Flag Description 

kAEinteractWithSelf User interaction with your server application in response to an 
Apple event may be allowed only when the client application is 
your own application-that is, only when your application is 
sending the Apple event to itself. 

kAEinteractWithLocal User interaction with your server appl ication in response to an 
Apple event may be allowed only if the client application is on 
the same computer as your application; thjs is the default if the 
AESetlnteractionAllowed function is not used. 

kAEinteractWithAli User interaction with your server application in response to 
an Apple event may be allowed for any client application on 
any computer. 

If the server application does not set the user interaction level, AElnteractWithUser uses 
kAElnteractWithLocal as the value. 

If the application sent itself an Apple event (that is, the application is both the client and the 
server), AEinteractWithUser always allows user interaction. If the client application is a pro
cess on the local machjne, and the server set the interaction level to the kAEinteractWithLocal 
or kAEinteractWithAll flag, then AEinteractWithUser allows user interaction. If the client is a 
process on a remote computer on the network, AElnteractWithUser allows user interaction 
only if the server specified the kAEinteractWithAIJ flag for the interaction level. In all other 
cases, AEinteractWithUser does not allow user interaction. 
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When AElnteractWithUser allows user interaction (based on the client's and server's prefer
ences), AEinteractWithUser brings the server application to the front-either directly or after 
the user responds to a notification request-and then returns a noErr result code. 

If AEinteractWithUser cannot bring the server application to the front within the specified 
timeout value, AEinteractWithUser returns the errAETimeout result code. 

Your application may want to provide the user with a method of setting the interaction level. 
For example, some users may not want to be interrupted while background processing of an 
Apple event occurs, or they may not want to respond to dialog boxes when your application 
is handling Apple events sent from another computer. 

Listing 6-14 illustrates the use of the AElnteractWithUser function. You call this function 
before your application displays a dialog box or otherwise interacts with the user when 
processing an Apple event. You specify a timeout value, a pointer to a Notification Manager 
record, and the address of an idle function as parameters to AEinteractWithUser. 

Listing 6-14. Using the AEinteractWithUser function 

myErr : = AEinteractWithUser (kAEDefau l tT i meOut , NIL, @MyidleFunction) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN 

{the attempt to interact failed , do any err or ha~dling} 
DoError(myErr) 

ELSE 
{interact with the user by displaying a dialog box } 
{ or by interacting in any other way that is necessary} 
DisplayMyDialogBox ; 

You can set a timeout value, in ticks, in the first parameter to AEinteractWithUser. Use the 
k.AEDefaultTimeout constant if you want the Apple Event Manager to use a default value for 
the timeout value. The Apple Event Manager uses a timeout value of about one minute if you 
specify this constant. You can also specify the kNoTimeOut constant if your application is 
willing to wait an indefinite amount of time for a response from the user. Usually you should 
provide a timeout value, so that your application can complete processing of the Apple event 
in a reasonable amount of time. 

You can provide a pointer to a Notification Manager record in the second parameter, or 
you can specify NIL to use the default record provided by AEinteractWithUser. The 
AEinteractWithUser function only uses a Notification Manager record when user interaction 
is allowed and the kAECanSwitchLayer flag in the keylnteractLevelAttr attribute is not set. 

The last parameter to AEinteractWithUser specifies an idle function provided by your applica
tion. Your idle function should handle any update events, null events, operating-system 
events, or activate events while your application is waiting to be brought to the front. See 
"Writing an Idle Function" later in this chapter for more information. 

Creating an Apple Event 

You create an Apple event by using the AECreateAppleEvent function. You specify the event 
class and event ID, the target address, the return ID, and the transaction ID to the function. The 
AECreateAppleEvent function creates and returns an Apple event with the attributes set as your 
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application requested. You should not directly manipulate the contents of the Apple event; 
rather, use Apple Event Manager functions to add additional attributes or parameters to it. 

This example creates a Multiply event using the AECreateAppleEvent function. You specify 
the event class, the event ID, the address of the server application, a return ID, a transaction 
ID, and a buffer to store the returned Apple event as parameters to AECreateAppleEvent. 

myErr : = AECreateAppleEvenc(kArithmeticClass , kMu l tEventID, 
targetAddress , kAutoGenerateReturnID, 
kAnyTransactionID, theAppleEvent) ; 

The event class here is identified by the kArithmeticClass constant and specifies that this event 
belongs to a specific class of Apple events for a1ithmetic operations. The event ID specifies the 
particular Apple event within the class-in this case, an Apple event to perform multiplication. 

You specify the target of the Apple event in the third parameter to AECreateAppleEvent. The 
target address can identify an application on the local computer or another computer on the 
network. You can specify the address using a target ID record or session ID. For processes on 
the local computer, you can also use a process serial number or application signature to specify 
the address. See "Specifying a Target Address" later in this chapter for more information. 

You specify the return ID of the Apple event in the fom1h parameter. The return ID provides a 
way to associate this Apple event with the server' s reply. The AECreateAppleEvent function 
assigns the specified return ID value to the keyReturnIDAttr attribute of the Apple event. If 
a server returns an Apple event in response to this event, the server should use the same 
return ID. When you receive an Apple event, you can check the keyRetumIDAttr attribute 
to determine whether the event is a response to an outstanding Apple event. You can use the 
kAutoGenerateReturnID constant to request that the Apple Event Manager generate a return 
ID that is unique to this session for the Apple event. 

The fifth parameter specifies the transaction ID attribute of the Apple event. A transaction 
refers to a sequence of Apple events that are sent back and forth between the client and server 
applications, beginning with the client's initial request for a service. All Apple events that are 
pa11 of one transaction must have the same transaction ID. 

You can use a transaction ID to indicate that an Apple event is one of a sequence of Apple 
events related to a single transaction. The kAnyTransactionID constant indicates that the 
Apple event is not part of a transaction. 

The AECreateAppleEvent function creates an Apple event with only the specified attlibutes 
and no parameters. To add parameters or additional attributes, use other Apple Event 
Manager functions. 

Adding Parameters to an Apple Event 

You can use the AEPutParamPtr or AEPutParamDesc function to add parameters to an Apple 
event. When you use e ither of these functions, the Apple Event Manager adds the specified 
parameter to the Apple event. 

Use the AEPuLParamPtr function when you want to add data specified in a buffer as the 
parameter of an Apple event. You specify the Apple event, the keyword of the parameter to 
add, the descriptor type, a buffer that contains the data, and the size of this buffer as param-
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eters to the AEPutParamPtr function. The AEPutParamPtr function creates the descriptor 
record and adds the parameter to the Apple event. 

For example, this code adds a parameter to the Multiply event using the AEPutParamPtr 
function. 

CONST keyOperandl = ' OPNl ' ; 
VAR 

numberl : Longint ; 
theAppleEvent : AppleEvent ; 
myErr : OSErr ; 

numberl : = 10 ; 
myErr : = AEPutParamPtr(theAppleEve~t , keyOperandl, typeLongI~teger, 

@numberl , SizeOf(numberl)) ; 

In this example, the Apple Event Manager adds the parameter containing the first number to 
the specified Apple event. 

Use the AEPutParamDesc function to add data specified in a descriptor record to an Apple 
event. The descriptor record you spec ify must have been prev iously created using the 
AECreateDesc or AEDuplicateDesc function. 

You specify the descriptor type, a buffer that contains the data, and the size of thi s buffer as 
parameters to the AECreateDesc function. The AECreateDesc function returns the descriptor 
record that describes the data. 

This example creates a descriptor record for the second parameter of the Multiply event: 

VAR 
number2 : 
multParam2Desc : 
myErr : 

number2 : = 8 ; 

Longint ; 
AEDesc ; 
OSErr ; 

myErr : = AECreateDesc(typeLongi nteger , @number2 , Size0f (number2) , 
multParam2Desc) ; 

In this example, the AECreateDesc function creates a descriptor record with the typeLonglnteger 
descriptor type and the data identified in the number2 variable. 

Once you have created a descriptor record, you can use AEPutParamDesc to add the data to 
a parameter of an Apple event. You specify the Apple event to add the parameter to, the 
keyword of the parameter, and the descriptor record of the parameter as parameters to the 
AEPutParamDesc function. 

This example adds a second parameter to the Multiply event using the AEPutParamDesc 
function. 

CONST key0perand2 = ' OPN2' ; 

myErr . - AEPutParamDesc(theAppleEvent , key0perand2 , multParam2Desc) ; 
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This.example adds the key0perand2 keyword and the descriptor record created in the 
previous example as the second parameter to the specified Apple event. 

The. previous examples showed how to add parameters to the imaginary Multiply event. After 
adding parameters to an Apple event, you can send the Apple event using the AESend function. 
See "Sending an Apple Event" later in this chapter for information on using this function. 

Specifying a Target Address 

When you create an Apple event, you must specify the address of the target. The target 
address identifies the particular application or process that you want to send the Apple event 
to. You can send Apple events to applications on the local machine or on remote computers 
on the network. 

These are the descriptor types that identify the four methods of addressing an Apple event. 

typeApplSignature 
typeSessionlD 
typeTargetID 
typeProcessSerialN umber 

The application signature of the target 
The session ID of the target 
The target ID record of the target 
The process serial number of the target 

To address an Apple event to a target on a remote computer on the network, you must use 
either the typeSessionID or typeTargetID descriptor type. 

If your application sends an Apple event to itself, it should address the Apple event using a. 
process serial number. Use the kCurrentProcess constant to specify the process serial number 
of your application. This is the fastest way for your application to send an Apple event to itself. 

You can use any of the four address types when sending an Apple event to another applica
tion on the local computer. To allow the user to choose the target of an Apple event, use the 
PPCBrowser function. The PPCBrowser function presents a standard user interface for 
choosing a target application, much as the Standard File Package provides a standard user 
interface for opening and saving fil es. 

The PPCBrowser function returns information about the application the user chose in a target 
ID record. (Listing 6-16 later in this section shows how to use the PPCBrowser function to 
let the user choose a target.) 

The Event Manager chapter in this volume describes all four types of addresses. Your appli
cation can also use another address type, if it also provides a coercion handler that coerces the 
address type into one of the four address types that the Apple Event Manager recognizes. See 
"Writing and Installing Coercion Handlers" later in thi s chapter for more informati on. 

You specify the address using an address descriptor record (a descriptor record of data type 
AEAddressDesc) . You must create a descriptor record of this type and then supply the 
address descriptor record as a parameter to the AECreateAppleEvent function. 

You can use the AECreateDesc function to add any of the four target addresses to an address 
descri ptor record. Listing 6-15 shows four possible ways to create an address, each using a 
different address type. 
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Listing 6-15. Creating a target address 

PROCEDURE SetTargetAddresses(VAR targetAddressl , targetAddress2 , 
targetAddress3, targetAddress4 : 

VAR 

AEAddressDesc ; toTargetID : TargetID ; 
thePSN : ProcessSerialNumber ; 
theS i gnatur e : OSType ; 
theSessionID : PPCSessRefNum) ; 

myErr : OSErr; 

BEGIN 
my Err . - AECr eateDesc(typeTargetID , @toTarget I D, SizeOf(toTargetI D) , 

targetAddre ssl) ; 
my Err . - AECreateDesc(typeProcessSerialNumber, @thePSN , SizeOf(thePSN) , 

targetAddress2 ) ; 
my Err . - AECreateDesc(typeApplSignature , @t heSignature , 

SizeOf(theSignature) , targetAddress3) ; 
AECreateDesc(typeSessionID , @theSe ssionID , SizeOf (theSess i onID) , 

targetAddre ss4) ; 
my Err . -

END; 

You specify the descriptor type for the address, a pointer to the buffer containing the address, 
and the size of the buffer to the AECreateDesc function to create an address descriptor record . 
The AECreateDesc function returns an address descriptor record with the specified 
characteristics. 

After creating an address, you can specify the address in the AECreateAppleEvent function. 
See "Creating an Apple Event" earlier in this chapter for an example using the 
AECreateAppleEvent function. 

When you specify an address to the AECreateAppleEvent function, the Apple Event Manager 
stores the address in the keyAddressAttr attribute of the Apple event. 

You can use the PPCBrowser function to create a target ID record . Listing 6- 16 shows how 
to use the information returned from the PPCBrowser function to create a target ID record. 
You can then use AECreateDesc to create the address descriptor record for an Apple event. 

Listing 6-16. Specifying a target address in an Apple event 

FUNCTION GetTargetAddress(myPrompt : St r 255 ; myAppStr : Str255 ; 
VAR myPortinfo : PortinfoRec ; 

VAR 
myErr : OSErr ; 

VAR targetAddress : AEAddressDesc ; 
VAR toTargetID : targetID) : OSErr ; 

BEGIN {use PPCBrowser to let user choose the target} 
myErr : = PPCBrowser(myPrompt , myAppStr, FALSE , toTargecID . location , 

myPortinfo , NIL , '' ) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN 

DoError(myErr) 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
toTargetID . name . - myPortinfo . name ; 
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{create the descr iptor record for the target address} 
myErr : = AECreateDesc(typeTargetID , @toTarget ID , 

SizeOf(toTarge tID), t argetAddress); 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN 

DoError (myErr) ; 
END ; 
GetTargetAddress . - myErr ; 

END; 

See the Program-to-Program Communications Toolbox chapter in this volume for more 
information on using the PPCBrowser function. 

Sending an Apple Event 

To send an Apple event, you first create an Apple event, add parameters and attributes to the 
Apple event, and then use the AESend function to send it. 

When you send an Apple event, you specify various options to indicate how the server should 
handle the Apple event. You request a user interaction level from the server and specify 
whether the server can directly switch to the foreground if user interaction is needed, whether 
your application is willing to wait for a reply Apple event, whether reconnection is allowed, 
and whether your application wants a return receipt for the Apple event. 

You specify these options in the sendMode parameter to AESend. Here are the constants that 
represent these options. 

CONST kAENoReply 
kAEQueueReply 

kAEWaitReply 

kAENeverinteract 

kAECaninteract 

= $00000001 ; 
$00 00 0002 ; 

= $00000003 ; 

= $00000010 ; 

= $00000020 ; 

kAEAlwaysinteract = $00000030 ; 

kAECanSwitchLayer = $00000040 ; 

kAEDon tReconnect = $00000080 ; 

{client doesn ' t want reply} 
{cli ent wants server to } 
{ reply in event queue} 
{client wants a reply and 
{ will give up processor} 
{server application should 
{ not interact with user } 
{ for t his Apple event} 
{server may interact with } 
{ user for this Apple event 
{ to supply information} 
{server may interact with } 
{ user for this Apple event 
{ even if no information } 
{ is required} 
{server should come directly 
{ to foreground when } 
{ appropriate} 
{don ' t reconnect if there 

kAEWantReceipt = nReturnReceipt ; 
{ is a PPC sessClosedErr} 
{client wants return receipt } 

If your application wants a reply Apple event, specify the kAEQueueReply or kAEWaitReply 
flag. If your application wants to receive the reply Apple event in its event queue, use 
kAEQueueReply. If your application wants to receive the reply Apple event in the reply param
eter of AESend and is wi lling to give up the processor while waiting for the reply, use 
kAEWaitReply. If your application does not want a reply Apple event and does not need to 
wait for the server to handle the Apple event, specify k.NoReply. 
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In most cases, your application should use kAEWaitReply or kAENoReply. You should not 
use kAEQueueReply if your application is sending an Apple event to itself. 

If your application specifies kAENoReply or kAEQueueReply, the AESend function returns 
immediately after using the Event Manager to send the event. In thi s case, a noErr result code 
from AESend indicates that the Apple event was successfu lly sent by the Event Manager; it 
does not mean that the server accepted or handled the Apple event. 

Also, the reply parameter to AESend does not contain valid data on return from AESend if 
your application specifies kAENoReply or kAEQueueReply. The kAENoReply flag indicates 
that the Apple Event Manager will not ren1m the repl y Apple event to your application. The 
kAEQueueReply flag inclicates that your application wants to receive the reply in its event 
queue rather than through the reply parameter of AESend. 

If your application specifies kAEWaitReply, the Apple Event Manager uses the Event 
Manager to send the event. The Apple Event Manager then calls the WaitNextEvent function 
on behalf of your application, causing your application to yield the processor. This gives the 
server application a chance to receive and handle the Apple event. Your application continues 
to yield the processor until the server handles the Apple event or the request times out. 

You use one of the three flags-kAENeverlnteract, kAECaninteract, and kAEAlwayslnteract
to specify whether the server should interact with the user when handling the Apple event. 
Specify kAENeverlnteract if the server should not interact with the user when handling the 
Apple event. You might specify this constant if you don ' t want the user to be interrupted while 
the server is handling the Apple event. 

Use the kAECanlnteract flag if the server should interact with the user when necessary-for 
example, if the user needs to supply information to the server. Use the kAEAlwaysinteract 
flag if the server should interact with the user even when no information is needed from the 
user. Note that it is the responsibility of the server and client applications to agree on how to 
interpret the kAEAlwayslnteract flag. 

If the client application does not set any one of the user interaction flags, the Apple Event 
Manager sets a default, depending on the location of the target of the Apple event. If the server 
application is on a remote computer, the Apple Event Manager sets the kAENeverTnteract flag 
as the default. If the target of the Apple event is on the local computer, the Apple Event 
Manager sets the kAECanlnteract flag as the default. 

The server application should call AEinteractWithUser if it needs to interact with the user. If 
user interaction is allowed, the Apple Event Manager brings the server to the front if it is not 
already the foreground process. If the kAECanSwitchLayer flag is set and the principle of 
user control permits, the Apple Event Manager directly brings the server application to the 
front. If the action is contrary to the principle of user control, the Apple Event Manager posts 
a notification request to inform the user to bring the server application to the front. 

You should specify the kAECanSwitchLayer flag only when the client and server applications 
reside on the same computer. In general, you should not set this fl ag if" it wou ld be confusing 
or inconvenient to the user for the server application to unexpectedly come to the front. 

Specify the kAEDontReconnect flag if the Apple Event Manager should not reconnect if it 
receives a session closed error from the PPC Toolbox. If you don ' t set this flag, the Apple 
Event Manager automatically attempts to reconnect and reestablish the session. 
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Specify the kAEWantReceipt flag if your application wants notification that the server did 
not accept the Apple event. If you specify this flag, the AESend fu nction returns the 
errAEEventNotHandled result code if the server did not accept the Apple event. 

Listing 6-17 illustrates how to send a Multiply event (an imaginary Apple event for multi
plying two long integers). It first creates an Apple event, adds parameters containing the 
numbers to multiply, then sends it, specifying various options. It also illustrates how to 
handle the reply Apple event that contains the result. 

Note: If you want to send Apple events, your application must also handle the 
required Apple events. See "Handling the Required Apple Events" earlier in this 
chapter for information on how to support the required Apple events. 

Listing 6-17. Sending an Apple event 

FUNCTION MySendMultiplyEvent (serverAddress : AEAddressDesc ; 
firstOperand : Longint ; secondOperand : 
Longint ; replyResultLongint : Longint) 

OSErr; 
CONST 

kArithmeticClass 
kMultiplyEventID 
keyMultOperandl 
keyMult0perand2 

' ARTH '; 
' MULT '; 
' OPNl '; 
'OPN2 '; 

{event class for arithmetic Apple events} 
{event ID for Multiply event} 

VAR 
cheAppleEvent : 
reply : 
returnedType : 
actual Size : 
myErr : 
errStr : 
errNumber : 

BEGIN 

AppleEvent ; 
AppleEvent ; 
DescType ; 
Longint ; 
OSErr; 
Str255 ; 
Longint; 

{keyword for first parameter} 
{keyword for second parameter} 

myErr : = AECreateAppleEvent(kArithmeticClass, kMultiplyEventID, 
serverAddress, kAutoGenerateReturnID, 
kAnyTransactionID , theAppleEvent) ; 

IF myErr <> noErr THEN 
DoError(myErr) ; {failed to create the event} 

{add the first operand} 
myErr : = AEPut ParamPtr(theAppleEvent , keyMultOperandl , 

typeLonginteger , @firstOperand, 
SizeOf(firstOperand)); 

IF myErr <> noErr THEN 
DoError (myErr) ; {failed to add first parameter--be sure to} 

{ dispose of the event before leaving routine} 
{add the second operand with the proper keyword} 
myErr : = AEPutParamPtr(theAppleEvent , keyMultOperand2, 

typeLonginteger , @secondOperand, 
SizeOf(secondOperand)); 

IF myErr <> noErr THEN 
DoError(myErr); {be sure to dispose of the event and first } 

{ parameter before leaving routine) 
myErr : = AESend(theAppleEvent , reply , kAEWaitReply + kAENeverinteract , 

kAENormalPriority, 120, @myidleFunction, NIL); 
(Continued) 
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IF myErr 
BEGIN 

my Err 

Listing 6-17. Sending an Apple event (Continued) 

noErr THEN {Apple event successful l y sent } 
{check if it was successfully handled-- } 
{ get result code returned by the server's handler} 

. - AEGetParamPtr(reply , keyErrorNumber , typeLonginteger , 
returnedType, @errNumber, 
Sizeof(errNumber) , actualSize ) ; 

IF (myErr = errAEDescNotFound) I (errNumber = noErr) THEN 
{if keyErrorNumber doesn ' t exist or server returned noErr 

BEGIN { then the Apple event was successfully handl ed-
{ the reply Apple event contains the result in } 
{ the direct parameter} 

myErr . - AEGetParamPtr(reply , keyDirectObject, typeinteger, 
returnedType , @replyResultLongint, 
SizeOf(replyResultLongint), actualSize) ; 

MySendMultiplyEvent : = noErr ; 
Exit(MySendMultiplyEvent ) ; 

END 
ELSE 
BEGIN {server returned an error , so get error string} 

myErr . - AEGetParamPtr(reply , keyErrorString, typeChar, 
retu rnedType , @errStr, 
Sizeof(errStr) , actualSize) ; 

IF myErr = noErr THEN 
MyDisplayError(errStr) ; 

END ; 
END 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
{the Apple event wasn ' t successfully dispatched , } 
{ t he request timed out, the user canceled , or other error } 
END ; 

MySendMultiplyEvent . - myErr ; 
END ; 

The code in Listing 6-17 first creates an Apple event with kArithmeticClass as the event class 
and kMultiplyEventID as the event 10. It also specifies the server of the Apple event. See 
"Specifying a Target Address" earlier in this chapter for information on various ways to 
specify a target address. See "Creating an Apple Event" earlier in this chapter for more infor
mation on how to create an Apple event. 

The Multiply event shown in Listing 6-17 contains two parameters, each of which specifies a 
number to multiply. See "Adding Parameters to an Apple Event" earlier in this chapter for 
examples of how to specify the parameters for the AEPutParamPtr function. 

After adding the parameters to the event, the code uses AESend to send the event. The first 
parameter to AESend specifies the Apple event to send-in this example, the Multiply event. 
The next parameter specifies the reply Apple event. 

This example specifies kAEWaitReply in the thfrd parameter, indicating that the client is 
willing to yield the processor for the specified timeout value ( 120 ticks, or 2 seconds). The 
kAENeverlnteract flag indicates that the server should not interact with the user when 
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processing the Apple event. The Multiply event is sent using normal priority, meaning it 
is placed at the end of the event queue. You can specify the kAEHighPriority fl ag to place 
the event in the front of the event queue. 

The next to last parameter specifies the address of an idle function. If you specify 
kAEWaitReply you should provide an idle function. This function should process any 
update events, null events operating-system events, or activate events that occur while 
your application is waiting for a reply. See "Writing an Idle Function" later in this chapter 
for sample code that shows an idle function. 

The last parameter to AESend specifies a filter function. You can supply a filter function 
to filter high-level events that your application might receive while waiting for a reply Apple 
event. You can specify NIL for this parameter if you do not need to filter high-level events 
while waiting for a reply. See "Writing a Reply Filter Function" later in this chapter for 
more information. 

If AESend returns a noErr result code and your application specified kAEWaitReply, you 
should first see whether a result code was returned from the handler routine by checking the 
reply Apple event for the existence of the parameter whose keyword is keyErrorNumber. If 
the keyEITorNumber parameter does not exist or contains the noErr result code, you can use 
AEGetParamPtr to get the parameter you're interested in from the reply Apple event. 

The code in Listing 6-17 checks the function result of AESend. If AESend returns noErr, the 
code then checks the replyErrorNumber parameter of the reply Apple event to determine 
whether the server successfully handled the Apple event. If this parameter exists and indicates 
that an error occurred, then the code gets the error string out of the keyErrorString parameter. 
Otherwise, the server performed the request, and the reply Apple event contains the answer to 
the multiplication request. 

When you are done using the Apple evellt specified in the AESend function and finished 
with the reply Apple event, you must dispose of their descriptor records using the 
AEDisposeDesc function. 

Dealing With Timeouts 

When your application calls AESend and chooses to wait for the server to handle the Apple 
event, it can also specify the maximum amount of time that it is willing to wait for a response. 
You can specify a timeout value in the tlmeOutlnTicks parameter to AESend. You can either 
specify a particular length of time, in ticks, that your application is willing to wait, or you can 
specify the kNoTimeOut constant or the kAEDefaultTimeout constant. 

Use the kNoTimeOut constant to indicate that your application is willing to wait forever 
for a response from the server. You should use this value only if your application is 
guaranteed that the server will respond in a reasonable amount of time. You should also 
implement a method of checking if the user wants to cancel. The idle function that you 
specify as a parameter to AESend should check the event queue for any instances of 
Command-period and immediately return TRUE as its function result if it finds a request 
to cancel in the event queue. 

Use the kAEDefaultTimeout constant if you want the Apple Event Manager to use a default 
value for the timeout value. The Apple Event Manager uses a timeout value of about one 
minute if you specify this constant. 
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Note that if you set the kAEWaitReply flag and the server doesn' t have a handler for the 
Apple event, AESend returns immediately with the errAEEventNotHandled result code. 

If the server doesn' t respond within the length of time specified by lhe timeout value, AESend 
returns the errAETimeout result code. This result code does not necessarily mean that the 
server failed to perform the requested action; it only means that the server did not complete 
processing within the specified time. The server might still be processing the Apple event, and 
it might still send a reply. 

If the server fin ishes processing the Apple event sometime after the time specified in the 
timeout parameler has expired, it returns a reply Apple event to AEProcessAppleEvent. The 
Apple Event Manager then returns the reply to the client in the reply parameter that the client 
originally passed to the AESend function. 

This means your application can continue to check the reply Apple event to see if the server 
has responded, even after the time expires. If the server has not yet sent the reply when the 
client attempts to extract data from the reply Apple event, the Apple Event Manager functions 
return the en-AEReplyNotArrived result code. Once the reply Apple event ren1rns from the 
server, the client can extract the data in the reply. 

Additionally, the server can determine the timeout value specified by the client by examining 
the keyTimeoutAttr attribute in the Apple evenl. You can use the value of this attribute as a 
rough estimate of how much time your handler has to respond. You can assume that your 
handler has less time to respond than the timeout value, because transmitting the Apple event 
uses some of the available time, as does transmitting the reply Apple event back to the client. 

If your handler needs more time than is specified in th~ keyTimeoulAttr attribute, you can 
reset the timer by using the AEResetTimer functi on. This function resets the timeout value of 
an Apple event to its starting value. 

Writing an Idle Function 

This section describes how to write an idle function when using the AESend or 
AEinteractWith User function. 

When your application sends an Apple event, you can wait for the server application to receive 
and finish handling the Apple event, or you can continue processing. If your application 
chooses to continue processing, the AESend function ren1rns immediately after using the Event 
Manager to send the event. If your application chooses to wait for the server to handle the 
event, the AESend function does not return until either the server application finishes handling 
the Apple event or a specified amount of time expires. 

Your application specifies its preferences by setting flags in the sendMode parameter to 
AESend. Your application can specify kAENoReply if it does not want to receive a reply, 
kAEQueueReply if it wants to receive the reply in its event queue, or kAEWaitReply if it 
wants the reply returned in the reply parameter of AESend and is will ing to give up the 
processor wh ile waiting for the reply. 

If your application specifies the kAEWaitReply flag, the AESend function calls WaitNextEvent 
on behalf of your application. This yie lds the processor to other processes, so that the server 
has an opportunity to receive and process the Apple event sent by your application. While your 
application is waiting for a reply, it cannot receive events unless it prov ides an idle fu nction. 
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If yo~1r application provides a pointer to an idle function as a parameter to the AESend 
function , AESend calls your idle function whenever an update event, null event, operatino-
s~stem event, or activate event is received for your application. Your application can proc~ss 
high-level events that it receives while waiting for a reply by providing a reply filter function. 
See the next section , "Writing a Reply Filter Function," for more information. 

In a similar manner, when your application calls the AElnteractWithUser function, your 
application can also yield the processor. If AEinteractWithUser needs to post a notification 
request to bring your application to the front, your application yields the processor until the 
user brings your application to the front. To receive events while waiting for the user to bring 
your application to the front, you must provide an idle function. 

If your application provides a pointer to an idle function as a parameter to the 
AEinteractWithUser function, AEinteractWithUser calls your idle function whenever 
an update event, null event, operating-system event, or activate event is received for 
your application. 

An idle function must use this syntax: 

FUNCTION MyidleFunction (VAR theEventRecord : EventRecorc; 
VAR sle epTi me : Longint ; 
VAR mouseRgn : RgnHandle) : Boo lean ; 

The parameter theEventRecord is the event record of the event to process . The sleepTime 
parameter and mouseRgn parameter are values that your idle function sets the first time it is 
called; thereafter they contain the values your function set. Your idle function should return a 
Boolean value that indicates whether your application wishes to continue waiting. Set the 
function result to TRUE if your application is no longer willing to wait for a reply from the 
server or for the user to bring the application to the front. Set the function result to FALSE if 
your application is still will ing to wait. 

The first time your idle function is called, it receives a null event. At this time, you should set 
the values for the sleepT ime and mouseRgn parameters. These parameters are used in the 
same way as the sleep and mouseRgn parameters of the WaitNextEvent function. Specify in 
the sleepTime parameter the amount of time (in ticks) during which your application agrees to 
relinquish the processor if no events are pending for it. 

In the mouseRgn parameter, you specify a screen region that determines the conditions in 
which your application is to receive notice of mouse-moved events. Your idle function 
receives mouse-moved events only if your application is the front application and the mouse 
strays outside the region you specify. 

Your idle function receives only update events, null events, operating-system events, and 
acti vate events. When your idle function receives a null event, it can use the idle time to update 
status repo11s, animate cursors, or perform similar tasks. If your idle function receives any of 
the other events, it should handle the event as it normally would if received in its event loop. 

Listing 6- J 8 shows an example of an idle function that can be used as an idle function 
for AESend or AEinteractWithUser. The idle function processes update events, null events, 
operating-system events, and activate events. The first time the function is called it receives a 
null event. At this time, it sets the sleepTime and mouseRgn parameters. The function 
continues to process events until the server finishes handling the Apple event or the user 
brings the application to the front. 
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Your application should implement a method of checking to see if the user want~ to cancel. 
The MyCancellnQueue function in Listing 6-1 8 chec~s the e~ent queu~ f?r any 111stances of 
Command-period and immediately returns TRUE as Its function result 1f it fi nds a request to 
cancel in the event queue. 

Listing 6-18. A n idle function 

FUNCTIOK MyidleFunction (VAR event : EventRecord ; 
VAR sleeptime : Longint ; 
VAR mouseRgn : RgnHandle) 

VAR 
hiByte : CHAR ; 
myErr : OSErr ; 

BEGIN 
MyidleFunction : = FALSE ; 

Boolean ; 

{the MyCancelI~Queue function checks the event queue for Command-period} 
IF MyCancelinQueue THEN 

BEGIN 
MyidleFunction : = TRUE ; 
Ex it(MyidleFunction) ; 

END ; 
CASE event . what OF 

END ; 

updat:eEvt , 
activate:Svt: , 
kOSEvent : 

BEGIN 

{every idle function should handle the se kinds } 
{ of events} 

Ad justCursor(event . where , gCursorRgn) ; 
DoEvent (event) ; 

END ; 
nullEvent : 

BEGIN 

END 

{set the sleepTime and mouseRgn parameters} 
mouseRgn : = gCursorRgn ; 
sleept:ime . - 10 ; {use the correct value for your app} 
Doidle ; {the application ' s iale handling} 

END ; {CASE} 

Writing a Reply Filter Function 

If your applicati on calls AESend and chooses to yield the processor to other processes while 
waiting for a reply, you can prov ide an idle function to process update, null, operating-system, 
and activate events and, additionally, you can provide a reply filter functi on to process high
level events. The previous section describes how an idle fu nction processes events. 

Your reply fil ter function can process any high-level events that it is wi lli ng to handle while 
waiting for a reply Apple event. For example, your application can choose to handle Apple 
events from other processes while wai ting. Note, however, that your applicati on must 
maintain any necessary state information. Your reply filter function must not accept any 
Apple events that can change the state of your application and make it impossible to return 
to its previous state. 
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A reply filter function must use this syntax: 

FUNCTION MyWait ReplyFilter (VAR theEventRecord : EventRecord; 
return ID : Longint ; transactionID : Longint ; 
sender : AEAddressDesc) : Boolean ; 

The parameter theEventRecord is the event record for a high-level event. The next three param
eters contain valid information only if the event is an Apple event. The transactionID parameter 
is the transaction ID for the Apple event. The retumID parameter is the return ID for the Apple 
event. The sender parameter contains the address of the application or process that sent the 
Apple event. 

Your reply filter function should return TRUE as the function result if you want to accept 
the Apple event; otherwise it should return FALSE. If your filter function returns TRUE, the 
Apple Event Manager calls the AEProcessAppleEvent function on behalf of your application, 
and your handler routine is called to process the Apple event. 

Writing and Installing Coercion Handlers 

When your application extracts data from a parameter, it can request that the Apple Event 
Manager return the data using a descriptor type that is different from the original descriptor 
type. For example, when extracting data from the direct parameter of the Open Documents 
event, you can request that the alias records be returned as file system specification records. 
The Apple Event Manager can automatically coerce many different types of data from one to 
another. Table 6-1 later in this section shows descriptor types and the sorts of coercion that 
the Apple Event Manager can perform. 

You can also provide your own routines, referred to as coercion handlers, to coerce other 
descriptor types. To install your own coercion handlers, use the AEinstallCoercionHandler 
function. You specify as parameters to this function 

• the descriptor type of the data coerced by the handler 

• the descriptor type of the resulting data 

• the address of the coercion handler for this desc1iptor type 

• a reference constant 

• a Boolean value that indicates whether your coercion handler expects the data to be 
specified as a descriptor record or as a pointer to the actual data 

• a Boolean value that indicates whether your coercion handler should be added to your 
application ' s coercion table or the system coercion table 

The system coercion table is a table in the system heap that contains handlers that are avail
able to all applications and processes running on the same computer. The handlers in your 
application 's coercion table are available only to your application. When the Apple Event 
Manager is attempting to coerce data, .it first looks for a coercion handler in your application 's 
coercion table. If it cannot find a handler for the descriptor type, it looks in the system coercion 
table for a handler. If it doesn' t find a handler there either, it returns the errAEHandlerNotFound 
result code. 
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If you add a handler to the system coercion table, the handler that you specify must reside in 
the system heap. If there was already an entry in the system coercion table for the same 
descriptor type, it is replaced. Therefore, if there is an entry in the system coercion table for 
the same descriptor type, you should chain it to your system handler as explained in "Creating 
and Managing the Coercion Handler Tables" later in this chapter. 

Note: When an application calls a system coercion handler, the AS register is set up 
for the calling application. For thi s reason, if you provide a system coercion handler, 
it should never use AS global variables or anything that depends on a particular 
context; otherwise, the application that calls the system coercion handler may crash. 

You can provide a coercion handler that expects to receive the data in a descriptor record or a 
buffer referred to by a pointer. When you install your coercion handler, you specify how 
your handler wishes to recei ve the data. It's more efficient for the Apple Event Manager to 
provide your coercion handler with a pointer to the data so, whenever possible, you should 
write your coercion handler so that it can accept a pointer to the data. 

A coercion handler that accepts a pointer to data must be a function with the following syntax: 

FUNCTION MyCoercePtr (typeCode : DescType ; dataPtr : Ptr ; dataSize : Size ; 
toType : DescType ; handlerRefcon : Longint ; 
VAR result : AEDesc) : OSErr ; 

The typeCode parameter is the descriptor type of the original data. The dataPtr parameter is a 
pointer to the data to coerce; the dataSize parameter is the length, in bytes, of the data. The 
to Type parameter is the desired descriptor type of the resulting data. The handlerRefcon 
parameter is a reference constant that is stored in the coercion table entry for the handler and 
passed to the handler by the Apple Event Manager whenever the handler is called. The result 
parameter is the resulting descriptor record returned by your coercion handler. 

Your coercion hand ler should coerce the data to the desired descriptor type and return the 
resulting data in the descriptor record specified by the result parameter. Your handler should 
return the noErr result code if your handler successfully performs the coercion, and a nonzero 
result code otherwise. 

A coercion handler that accepts a descriptor record must be a function with the following syntax: 

FUNCTION MyCoe~ceDesc (theAEDesc : AEDesc ; toType : DescType ; 
handlerRefcon : Longint ; 
VAR result : AEDesc) : OSErr ; 

The parameter theAEDesc is the descriptor record that contains the data to be coerced. The 
to Type parameter is the descriptor type of the resulting data. The handlerRefcon parameter is 
a reference constant that is stored in the coercion table entry for the handler and passed to the 
handler by the Apple Event Manager whenever the handler is called. The result parameter is 
the resulting descriptor record. 

Your coercion handler should coerce the data in the descriptor record to the desired descriptor 
type and return the resulting data in the descriptor record specified by the result parameter. 
Your handler should return an appropriate result code. 
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Table 6- 1 li sts the descriptor types that the Apple Event Manager provides coercion for. The 
first column shows the descriptor type of the data to be coerced, and the second column 
shows the descriptor types that the Apple Event Manager can coerce it to. 

Note: For many Apple Event Manager functions, the Apple Event Manager attempts 
to coerce data to the descriptor type you specify even if the result is no longer 
meaningful. To ensure that no coercion is performed and that the descriptor type of 
the result is of the same descriptor type as the original, specify typeWildCard for the 
desired type. 

Table 6-1. Coercion handling provided by the Apple Event Manager 

Original 
descriptor type 

typeChar 

typelnteger 
typeLonglnteger 
typeSMJnt 
typeSMFloat 
typeShortlnteger 
typeLongFloat 
typeShortFloat 
typeExtended 
typeComp 
typeMagni tu de 

typelnteger 
typeLonglnteger 
typeSMlnt 
typeSMFloat 
typeShortlnteger 
typeLongFloat 
typeShortFloat 
typeExtended 
typeComp 
typeMagn i tu de 

type True 

typeFalse 

Desired 
descriptor type 

typelnteger 
typeLonglnteger 
typeSMlnt 
typeSMFloat 
LypeShortlnteger 
typeLongFloat 
typeShortFloat 
typeExtended 
typeComp 
typeMagnitude 

typeChar 

Lypelnteger 
typeLonglnteger 
typeSMlnt 
typeSMFloat 
typeShortlnteger 
L ypeLongFloat 
typeShortFloat 
typeExtended 
LypeComp 
typeMagnitude 

typeBoolean 

typeBoolean 

Description 

Any string that is a valid 
representation of a number 
can be coerced into an 
equi valent numeric value. 

Any numeric descriptor type 
can be coerced into 
the equivalent text string. 

Any numeric descriptor type 
can be coerced into any other 
numeric desc1iptor type. 

The result is the Boolean value 
TRUE. 

The result is the Boolean value 
FALSE. 

(Continued) 
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Table 6-1. Coercion handling provided by the Apple Event Manager (Continued) 

Original 
descriptor type 

typeEnumerated 

typeBoolean 

typeShortlnteger 

typeBoolean 

typeAlias 

typeAppleEvent 

any descriptor type 

typeAEList 

Desired 
descriptor type 

typeBoolean 

typeEn u merated 

typeBoolean 

typeShortlnteger 

typeFSS 

typeAppParameters 

typeAEList 

type of list item 

The Application Died Event 

Description 

The enumerated value 'true' 
becomes the Boolean value 
TRUE. The enumerated value 
'fals' becomes the Boolean 
value FALSE. 

The Boolean value FALSE 
becomes the enumerated value 
'fals'. The Boolean value 
TRUE becomes the enumerated 
value 'true'. 

A value of 1 becomes the 
Boolean value TRUE. A value 
of 0 becomes the Boolean 
value FALSE. 

A value of FALSE becomes 0. 
A value of TRUE becomes I. 

An alias record is coerced into a 
file system specification record. 

An Apple event is coerced into a 
list of appl ication parameters for 
the LaunchParamBlockRec 
parameter block. 

A descriptor record is coerced 
into a descriptor list containing a 
single item. 

A descriptor list containing a 
single descriptor record is 
coerced into a descriptor record. 

If an application launched by your application terminates, either nomial ly or as the result of 
an en-or, the Process Manager can notify your application by sending it an Apple event-the 
Application Died event. To receive this notification, you must set the acceptAppDied fl ag in 
your application's 'SIZE' resource. (For a complete description of the 'SIZE' resource, see 
the Event Manager chapter in this volume.) See the Process Management chapter in this 
volume for information on how your application can launch other applications. 
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Application Died- inform that an application has terminated 

Event class 

Event ID 

Required parameters 
Keyword: 
Descriptor type: 
Data: 

Keyword: 
Desc1iptor type: 
Data: 

Requested action 

kCoreEventClass 

kAEApplicationDied 

keyErrorN umber 
typeLongI nteger 
A sign-extended OSErr value. A value of noErr indicates normal 
termination; any other value indicates that the application terminated 
due to an eITor. 

keyProcessSerialNumber 
typeProcessSeri al Number 
The process serial number of the application that terminated. 

None. This Apple event is sent only to provide information. 

The Process Manager gets the value of the keyErrorNumber parameter from the system global 
variable DSErrCode. This value can be set either by the application before it terminates or by 
the Operating System (which can occur as the result of a hardware exception or other problem). 

APPLE EVENT MANAGER ROUTINES 

This section describes the routines you use to manage Apple event dispatch tables, process 
Apple events, get parameters and attributes from Apple events, get data from Apple event data 
structures, create Apple event data structures, add parameters and attributes to Apple events, 
send Apple events, get information about and delete descriptor records, and coerce descriptor 
types. Result codes appear at the end of each function as applicable. 

Creating and Managing the Apple Event Dispatch Tables 

An Apple event dispatch table contains entries that specify the event class and event ID that 
refer to one or more Apple events, the address of the handler routine that handles those Apple 
events, and a reference constant. You use the AEinstallEventHandler function to add entries 
to the Apple event dispatch table. Using this function sets up the initial mapping between the 
handlers in your application and the Apple events that they handle. 

If you need to remove any of your Apple event handlers after thi s mapping is established, 
you can use the AERemoveEventHandler function. To get the address of a handler currently 
in the Apple event dispatch table, use the AEGetEventHandler function. 

You use the AElnstallEventHandler function to add an entry to either the application or the 
system Apple event dispatch table. 

To create an entry in the Apple event dispatch table, supply the event class, event ID, and 
address of the handler routine that handles Apple events of the specified event class and event 
TD. You also specify a reference constant that the Apple Event Manager passes to your 
handler routine whenever your handler processes an Apple event. 
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FUNCTION AEins tallEventHandler (theAEEventClass : AEEventClass ; 
theAEEventID : AEEventID ; handler : 
EventHandler ProcPtr; handlerRefcon : 
Longint ; isSysHandler : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

The parameters theAEEventClass and theAEEvenUD specify the event class and event ID of 
the Apple events to be handled by the handler for thi s dispatch table entry. For these 
parameters, you must provide one of the following combinations: 

• the event class and event ID of a single Apple event to be dispatched to the handler for 
thi s dispatch table entry 

• the typeWi ldCard constant for theAEEventClass and an event ID for theAEEventlD, 
which indicates that Apple events from all event classes whose event IDs match 
theAEEventID should be dispatched to the handler for this dispatch table entry 

• an event class for theAEEventClass and the typeWildCard constant for theAEEventlD, 
which indicates that all events from the event class theAEEventClass should be 
dispatched to the handler for thi s dispatch table entry 

• the typeWildCard constant for both the parameters theAEEventClass and theAEEventID, 
which specifies that all Apple events should be dispatched to the handler for this 
dispatch table entry 

The handler parameter is a pointer to an Apple event handler for this dispatch table entry. 
Note that a handler in the system dispatch table must reside in the system heap; thi s means 
that if the value of the isSysHandler parameter is TRUE, the handler parameter should point 
to a location in the system heap. Otherwise, if you put your system handler code in your 
appl ication heap, you must remove the handler when your application qu its by using the 
AERemoveEventHandler function. 

The handlerRefcon parameter is a reference constant that is passed by the Apple Event 
Manager to the handler each time the handler is called. If your handler doesn't use a reference 
constant, use 0 as the value of thi s parameter. 

The isSysHandler parameter specifies the Apple event dispatch table to which you want to 
add the handler. If the value o f isSysHandler is TRUE, the Apple Event Manager adds the 
handler to the system Apple event di spatch table. Enaies in the system Apple event dispatch 
table are available to all applications. If the value o f isSysHandler is FALSE, the Apple Event 
Manager adds the handler to your appl ication's Apple event dispatch table. The application 
Apple event dispatch table is searched first; the system Apple event dispatch table is searched 
only if the necessary handler is not found in your application 's Apple event dispatch table. 

lf there was already an entry in the specified event handler table for the same event class and 
event ID, it is replaced. Therefore, before installing a handler for a particular Apple event 
into the system dispatch table, use the AEGetEventHandler function to determine whether the 
table already contains a handler for that event. If an entry exists, AEGetEventHand ler returns 
a reference constant and a pointer to that event handler. Chain these to your event handler by 
providing pointers to the previous handler and its reference constant in the handlerRefcon 
parameter of AEinstallEventHandler. When your handler is fini shed, use these pointers 
to call the previous handler. ff you remove your system handler, be sure to reinstall the 
chained handlers. 
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Note: When an application calls a system Apple event handler, the AS register is 
set up for the calling application. For this reason, if you provide a system Apple 
event handler, it should never use AS global variables or anything that depends on a 
particular context; otherwise, the application that calls the system handler may crash. 

Result codes 
no Err 
paramErr 
memFulLErr 

0 
- SO 

-108 

No error 
Parameter error (handler pointer is NIL or odd) 
Not enough room in heap zone 

The AEGetEventHandler function gets an entry from an Apple event dispatch table. 

FUNCTION AEGetEventHandler (theAEEventClass : AEEventClass ; theAEEventID : 
AEEventID ; VAR handler : EventHandlerProcPtr ; 
VAR handlerRefcon : Longint ; isSysHandler : 
Boolean) : OSErr ; 

The parameter theAEEventClass is the value of the event class field of the dispatch table entry 
for the desired Apple event handler, and the parameter theAEEventID is the value of the event 
ID field of the dispatch table entry for the desired Apple event handler. You can use the 
typeWildCard constant for either or both of these parameters. (For an explanation of wi ldcard 
values, see the earlier description of the AElnstallEventHandler function .) 

In the handler parameter, the AEGetEventHandler function returns a pointer to the Apple 
event handler. 

In the handlerRefcon parameter, the AEGetEventHandler function returns the reference 
constant that is passed by the Apple Event Manager to the Apple event handler each time the 
handler is called. 

The isSysHandler parameter specifies the Apple event dispatch table from which to gel the 
handler. If isSysHandler is TRUE, the AEGetEventHandler function returns the handler from 
the system dispatch table. If isSysHandler is FALSE, AEGetEventHandler returns the handler 
from your application's dispatch table. 

Result codes 
no Err 0 
errAEHandlerNotFound - 1717 

No error 
No handler found for an Apple event 

The AERemoveEventHandler function removes an entry from an Apple event dispatch table. 

FUNCTION AERemoveEventHandler (theAEEventClass : AEEventClass ; 
theAEEventID : AEEvent:D ; iandler : 
EventHandlerProc Ptr ; isSysHandler : 
Boolean) : OSErr ; 

The parameter theAEEventClass is the event class for the handler to be removed. The parameter 
theAEEventID is the event ID for the handler to be removed. You can use the typeWildCard 
constant for either or both of these parameters. (For an explanation of wildcard values, see the 
earlier description of the AEinstallEventHandler function. ) 
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The handler parameter is a pointer to the Apple event handler to ~e rem~ved .. Although the 
parameters theAEEventClass and theAEEventTD would be sufficient to 1dent1fy the handler_ to 
be removed, providing the handler parameter is a safeguard that ensures that you' re removing 
the correct handler. 

The isSy Handler parameter specifies the Apple event dispatch table from which to remove 
the handler. If isSysHandler is TRUE, AERemoveEventHandler removes the handler from 
the system dispatch table. If isSysHandler is FALSE, AERemoveEventHandler removes the 
handler from your application 's d ispatch table. 

Result codes 
no Err 0 
errAEHandlerNotFound - 1717 

Dispatching Apple Events 

No error 
No hand ler found for an Apple event 

After receiving a high-level event (and optionally checking whether it is a type of high-level 
event other than an Apple event that your application might support), your application 
typically calls the AEProcessAppleEvent function to determine the type of Apple event 
received and to call the corresponding handler routine. 

The AEProcessAppleEvent function looks first in the application Apple event dispatch table 
and then in the system Apple event dispatch table for an entry that matches the event class 
and event ID of the specified Apple event. lf AEProcessAppleEvent finds a matching entry, 
it calls the handler for that Apple event. 

FUNCTION AEProcessAppleEvent (theEven t Record : EventRecord) OSErr ; 

The parameter theEventRecord is the event record for the Apple event. 

If the AEProcessAppleEvent fu nction cannot find a handler for an Apple event in either 
the application or system Apple event dispatch table, the Apple Event Manager returns 
the result code errAEEventNotHandled to the server application (as the result of the 
AEProcessAppleEvent function). The Apple Event Manager also returns this result code 
to the client application if the client is waiting for a reply. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFullErr 
bufferlsSmall 
noOutstandingHLE 
errAECoITuptData 
errAENewerYersion 
eITAENotAppleEvent 
err AEEventNotHandled 

0 
- 108 
- 607 
- 608 

- 1702 
- 1706 
- 1707 
- 1708 
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Getting Parameters and Attributes From Apple Events 

You use the AEGetParamPtr and AEGetParamDesc functions to gain access to the parameters 
of an Apple event. You use the AEGetAttributePtr and AEGetAtt1ibuteDesc functions to gain 
access to the attJibutes of an Apple event. 

The AEGetParamPtr function uses a buffer to return the data contained in a specified 
parameter of an Apple event. 

FUNCTION AEGetParamPtr (theAppleEvent : AppleEve::i.t ; theAEKeyword : 
AEKeyword ; desi redType : DescType ; VAR typeCode : 
DescType ; dataPtr : Ptr ; maximumSize : Size ; 
VAR actualSize : Size) : OSErr ; 

The parameter theAppleEvent is the Apple event containing the desired parameter. 

The parameter theAEKeyword is the keyword that specifies the desired parameter. 

The desiredType parameter specifies the descriptor type of the resulting data; if the desired 
parameter is not of thi s type, the Apple Event Manager attempts to coerce it into this type. If 
the value of desiredType is typeWildCard, no coercion is performed, and the descriptor type 
of the returned data is the same as the descriptor type of the parameter. The returned data's 
descriptor type is returned in the typeCode parameter. 

The dataPtr parameter is a pointer to the buffer for storing the returned data. 

The maximumSize parameter is the max imum length, in bytes, of the data to be returned. You 
must allocate at least this amount of storage for the buffer specified by the dataPtr parameter. 

The AEGetParamPtr function returns in the actual Size parameter the actual length, in bytes, 
of the data for the Apple event parameter. lf this value is larger than the value of 
maximumSize, not all of the data for the Apple event parameter was returned. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFullErr 
errAECoercionFail 

err AEDescN otFound 
err AEW rongDataType 
err AENotAEDesc 
errAEReplyNotArrived 

0 
-108 

-1700 

- 1701 
-1703 
-1 704 
- 1718 

No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 
Data could not be coerced to the requested 
descriptor type 
Descriptor record was not found 
Wrong descriptor type 
Not a val id descriptor record 
Reply has not yet arrived 

The AEGetParamDesc function returns Lhe descriptor record for an Apple event parameter. 

FUNCTION AEGetParamDesc (theAppleEvent : AppleEvent ; theAEKeyword : 
AEKeyword ; desiredType : DescType ; 
VAR resul t : AEDesc) : OSErr ; 

The parameter theAppleEvent is the Apple event containing the desired parameter. 
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The parameter theAEKeyword is the keyword that specifies the desired parameter. 

The desiredType parameter specifies the descriptor type of the resulting descrip~01: recor?; 
if the parameter is not of this type, the Apple Event Manager attempts to coerce 1t rnto this . 
type. If the value of desiredType is typeWildCard, no coercion is performed, and the descnp
tor type of the resulting descriptor record is the same as the descriptor type of the Apple 
event's parameter. 

The AEGetParamDesc function returns in the result parameter the resulting descriptor record. 
This function creates a new descriptor record by copying the descriptor record from the 
parameter. Your appl ication is responsible for using the AEDisposeDesc function to dispose 
of the resulting descriptor record once you are fini shed using it. 

If the function returns a nonzero result code, a descriptor record with the typeNull descriptor 
type is returned . A descriptor record of this type does not contain any data. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFullErr 
errAECoercionFail 

0 
- 108 

-1 700 

erTAEDescNotFound - 170 1 
errAENotAEDesc - 1704 
errAERepl y NotArri ved - 17 18 

No eJTor 
Not enough room in heap zone 
Data could not be coerced to the requested 
descriptor type 
Descriptor type was not found 
Not a valid descriptor record 
Reply has not yet arrived 

The AEGetAttributePtr function uses a buffer to return the data contained in an Apple 
event attribute. 

FUNCTION AEGetAttributePtr (theAppleEvent : AppleEvent ; theAEKeyword : 
AEKeyword ; desiredType : DescType ; 
VAR typeCode : DescType ; dataPtr : Ptr ; 
max i mumSize : Size ; VAR actualSize : 
Size) : OSErr ; 

The parameter theAppleEvent is the Apple event containing the desired attribute. 

The parameter theAEKeyword is the keyword that specifies the desired attribute. 

The desiredType parameter is the descriptor type of the data to be renirned; if the desired 
attribute is not of this type, the Apple Event Manager attempts to coerce it into this type. If the 
value of desiredType is typeWildCard, no coercion is performed, and the descriptor type of 
the returned data is the same as the descriptor type of the attribute. The returned data' s 
descri ptor type is returned in the typeCode parameter. 

The dataPtr parameter is a pointer to the buffer for storing the data that is returned. 

The maximumSize parameter is the maxim um length, in bytes, of the data to be returned. 

The AEGetAttributePtr function returns in the actualSize parameter the actual length, in bytes, 
of the data for the allribute. If this value is larger than the value of maximumSize, not all of 
the data for the attribute was returned. 
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no Err 
memFullErr 
err AECoercionFai I 

0 
-108 

- 1700 

errAEDescNotFound - 170 I 
errAENotAEDesc -1704 
errAEReplyNotAtTived - 17 J 8 
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No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 
Data could not be coerced to the requested 
descriptor type 
Descriptor type was not found 
Not a valid descriptor record 
Reply has not yet arrived 

The AEGetAttributeDesc function returns the descriptor record for an Apple event attribute. 

FUNCTION AEGetAttributeDesc (theAppleEvent : App:eEvent ; theAEKeyword : 
AEKeyword ; desiredType : DescType ; 
VAR resul t : AEDesc) : OSErr ; 

The parameter theAppleEvent is the Apple event containing the desired attribute. 

The parameter theAEKeyword is the keyword that specifies the desired attribute. 

The desiredType parameter is the descriptor type of the descriptor record to be returned; if the 
desired attribute is not of this type, the Apple Event Manager attempts to coerce it into this 
type. If the value of desiredType is typeWildCard, no coercion is performed, and the descrip
tor type of the resulting descriptor record is the same as the descriptor type of the attribute. 

The AEGetAtt:ributeDesc function returns in the result parameter the resulting descriptor 
record. This function creates a new descriptor record by copying the descriptor record from 
the parameter. Your application is responsible for using the AEDisposeDesc function to 
di spose of the resulting descriptor record once you are fini shed using it. 

If the function returns a nonzero resu lt code, a descriptor record with the typeNull descriptor 
type is returned. A descriptor record of this type does not contain any data. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFullEIT 
err AECoercionFai 1 

0 
-108 

- 1700 

errAEDescNotFound -1701 
eITAENotAEDesc - 1704 
eITAEReplyNotAnived -171 8 

No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 
Data could not be coerced to the requested 
descriptor type 
Descriptor record was not found 
Not a valid descriptor record 
Reply has not yet aiTived 

Counting the Items in Descriptor Lists 

The AECountltems function counts the number of descriptor records in a descriptor list. 

FUNCTION AECountitems (theAEDescList : AEDescList ; VAR theCount : 
Longint) : OSErr ; 

The parameter theAEDescList is the descriptor list to be counted. 
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The AECountltems function returns the number of descriptor records in the list in the 
parameter theCount. 

Result codes 
no Err 
errAENolAEDesc 

0 
- 1704 

No error 
Not a valid descriptor record 

Getting Items From Descriptor Lists 

You can use the AEGetNthPtr and AEGetNthDesc functions to gain access to the data in a 
descriptor list. You can use the AEGetArray function to get data from an array contained in 
a descriptor list. 

The AEGetNthPtr function uses a buffer to return the data for a descriptor record in a 
descriptor list. 

FUNCTION AEGetNthPtr (theAEDescList : AEDescList ; index : Longint ; 
desiredType : DescType ; VAR theAEKeyword : 
AEKeyword ; VAR typeCode : DescType; dataPtr : 
Ptr ; maximunSize : Size ; VAR actualSize : Size) 
OSErr ; 

The parameter theAEDescList is the descriptor list containing the desired descriptor record. 

The index parameter specifies the position of the desired descriptor record in the list (for 
example, 2 specifies the second descriptor record). 

The desiredType parameter is the descriptor type of the resulting data; if the descriptor record 
is not of this type, the Apple Event Manager attempts to coerce it into this type. If the value of 
desiredType is typeWildCard, no coerc ion is performed, and the descriptor type of the 
resulting data is the same as the descriptor type of the original descriptor record. 

If you are getting data from a list of keyword-specified descriptor records, the keyword of the 
specified descriptor record is returned in the parameter theAEKeyword; otherwise, the value 
typeWildCard is returned. 

The returned data 's descriptor type is returned in the typeCode parameter. 

The data.Ptr parameter is the pointer to the buffer for storing the data. 

The maxirnumSize parameter is the maximum length, in bytes, of the data to be returned. 

The AEGetNthPtr function returns in the actualSize parameter the actual length, in bytes, of 
the data for the descriptor record. If this value is larger than the value of maximurnSize, not 
all of the data for the descriptor record was returned. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFullErr 
errAECoercionFail 

0 
- 108 

- 1700 
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enAEDescNotFound 
err AEW rongDataType 
errAENotAEDesc 
errAEReplyNotArrived 

- 1701 
- 1703 
- 1704 
- 1718 

Descriptor record was not found 
Wrong descriptor type 
Not a valid descriptor record 
Reply has not yet arri ved 

The AEGetNthDesc function returns a descriptor record from a descriptor list. 

FUNCTI ON AEGetNthDesc (theAEDes cList : AEDescList ; index : Longint ; 
desiredType : DescType ; VAR theAEKeyword : 
AEKeyword ; VAR r e s u lt : AEDesc ) : OSEr r ; 

I 

The parameter theAEDescList is the descriptor list from which to get the descriptor record. 

The index parameter is the position of the descriptor record to get (for example, 2 specifies 
the second descriptor record in the list). 

The desiredType parameter is the descriptor type of the resulting data; if the descriptor record 
is not of this type, the Apple Event Manager attempts to coerce it into this type. If the value 
of desiredType is typeWildCard, no coercion is performed, and the descriptor type of the 
resulti ng descriptor record is the same as the descriptor type of the original descriptor record. 

If you are getting data from a list of keyword-specified descriptor records, the AEGetNthDesc 
function returns the keyword of the specified descriptor record in the parameter theAEKeyword; 
otherwise, AEGetNthDesc returns the typeWildCard constant. 

The AEGetNthDesc function returns in the result parameter the resulting descriptor record. 
This fu nction creates a new descriptor record by copying the descriptor record from the 
parameter. Your application is responsible for using the AEDisposeDesc function to dispose 
of the resulting descriptor record once you are fini shed using it. 

If the function returns a nonzero result code, a descriptor record with the typeNull descriptor 
type is returned. A descriptor record of thi s type does not contain any data. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFullErr 
err AECoercionFail 

0 
- 108 

- 1700 

e1TAEDescNotFound - 1701 
errAENotAEDesc - 1704 
errAEReplyNotArrived - 1718 

No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 
Data could not be coerced to the requested 
descriptor type 
Descriptor record was not found 
Not a valid descriptor record 
Reply has not yet arrived 

The AEGetArray function converts an Apple event array (an array created with the AEPutArray 
function and stored in a descriptor list) into the corresponding Pascal or C array. 

FUNCTION AEGetArray ( theAEDescList : AEDescList ; arrayType : AEArrayType ; 
arrayPcr : AEArrayDataPointer ; maximumSize : Size ; 
VAR itemType : DescType ; VAR itemSize : Size ; 
VAR itemCount : Longint) : CSErr ; 

The parameter theAEDescList is the descriptor list from which to get the array. 
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The arrayType parameter is the Apple event array type to be converted. This is specified by 
one of the following constants: kAEDataArray, kAEPackedArray , kAEHandleArray, 
kAEDescArray, or kAEKeyDescArray. 

The arrayPtr parameter is a pointer to the buffer for storing the aiTay. 

The maximumSize parameter is the maximum length. in bytes, of the data to be returned. 

For packed, data, and handle arrays, the itemType parameter returns the descriptor type of the 
array elements that are returned. 

For packed and data arrays, the itemSize parameter returns the size, in bytes, of the array 
elements that are returned. 

The itemCount parameter returns the number of items in the resul ting array. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFullErr 
errAEW rongDataType 
err AENotAEDesc 
errAEReplyNotArrived 

0 
- 108 

- 1703 
- 1704 
-1 718 

No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 
Wrong descriptor type 
Not a valid descriptor record 
Reply has not yet arrived 

Getting Data and Keyword-Specified Descriptor Records 

From AE Records 

You can use the AEGetKeyPtr and AEGetKeyDesc functions to get data and keyword
specified descriptor records out of an AE record or an Apple event. 

The AEGet.{<eyPtr function uses a buffer to return the data contained in a keyword-specified 
descriptor record. You can use this function to get data out of an AE record or an Apple 
event record. 

FUNCTION AEGetKeyPtr (theAERecord : AERecord ; theAEKeyword : AEKeyword ; 
desiredType : DescType ; VAR typeCode : DescType ; 
dataPtr : Ptr ; max imumSize : S ize ; VAR actualSize : 
Size) : OSErr ; 

The parameter lheAERecord is the AE record from which to get data. 

The parameter theAEKeyword is the keyword that specifies the desired descriptor record. 

The desiredType parameter specifies the descriptor type of the resulti ng data; if the desired 
data is not of this type, the Apple Event Manager attempts to coerce it into this type. If the 
value of desiredType is typeWi ldCard, no coercion is perfo rmed, and the descriptor type of 
resulting data is the same as the descriptor type of the original data. The returned data's 
descriptor type is returned in the typeCode parameter. 

The dataPtr parameter is a pointer to the buffer for storing the data. 
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The maximumSize parameter is the maximum length, in bytes, of the data to be returned. 

The AEGetKeyPtr function returns in the actualSize parameter the actual length, in bytes, of 
the data for the keyword-specified descriptor record. If this value is larger than the value of 
max imumSize, not all of the data for the keyword-specified descriptor record was returned. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFullErr 
errAECoercionFail 

errAEDescNotFound 
err AEW rongDataType 
errAENotAEDesc 
errAEReplyNotAlTived 

0 
- 108 

- 1700 

- 1701 
- 1703 
- 1704 
- 171 8 

No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 
Data could not be coerced to the requested 
descriptor type 
Descriptor record was not found 
Wrong descriptor type 
Not a valid descriptor record 
Reply has not yet arrived 

The AEGetKeyDesc function returns the descriptor record for a keyword-specified descrip
tor record. You can use this function to get a descriptor record out of an AE record or an 
Apple event. 

FUNCTION AEGetKeyDesc (theAERecord : AERecor d ; theAEKeyword : AEKeywor d ; 
desiredType : De scTyp e ; VAR result : AEDesc) : 
OSErr ; 

The parameter theAERecord is the AE record from which to get the descriptor record. 

The parameter theAEKeyword is the keyword that specifies the descriptor record to 
be returned. 

The desiredType parameter specifies the descriptor type of the resulting descriptor record; if 
the original descriptor record is not of this type, the Apple Event Manager attempts to coerce 
it into this type. If the value of desiredType ts typeWildCard, no coercion is performed, and 
the descriptor type of the resulting descriptor record is the same as the descriptor type of the 
original descriptor record. 

The AEGetKeyDesc function returns in the result parameter the resulting descriptor record. 
This function creates a new descriptor record by copying the descriptor record from the AE 
record. Your application is responsible for using the AEDisposeDesc function to dispose of 
the resulting descriptor record once you are finished using it. 

If the function returns a nonzero result code, a descriptor record with the typeNull descriptor 
type is returned. A descriptor record of this type does not conta in any data. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFullErr 
errAECoercionFail 

0 
- 108 

- 1700 

errAEDescNotFound - 170 I 
errAENotAEDesc - 1704 
errAEReplyNotAlTived -1 7 18 

No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 
Data could not be coerced to the requested 
descriptor type 
Descriptor record was not found 
Not a valid descriptor record 
Reply has not yet arri ved 
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Requesting User Interaction 

Your server application may need to interact with the user while processing an Apple event. 
Your application should use the AEinteractWithUser function before actually interacting with 
the user in response to an Apple event. Your application can also specify its user interaction 
preferences by using the AESetlnteractionAllowed and AEGetlnteractionAllowed functions. 

A server application uses the AESetlnteractionAllowed function to specify user interaction 
preferences for responding to Apple events. 

FUNCTION AESetinte ractionAllowed (level : AEinter actAllowed) : OSErr ; 

The level parameter must be one of three flags: kAEinteractWithSelf, kAEinteractWithLocal , 
or k.AEinteractWithAll. 

Specifying the kAElnteractWithSelf flag allows the server application to interact with the user 
in response to an Apple event only when the client application and server application are the 
same-that is, only when the application is sending the Apple event to itself. 

Specifying the k.AEinteractWithLocal flag allows the server application to interact with the 
user in response to an Apple event only if the client application is on the same computer as the 
server application; this is the default if the AESetlnteractionAllowed function is not used. 

Specifying the kAEinteractWithAll flag allows the server application to interact with the user 
in response to an Apple event sent from any client application on any compuler. 

Result code 
no Err 0 No error 

The AEGetlnteractionAllowed function returns a value that indicates the user interaction 
preferences for responding to an Apple event. The value returned is the interaction level set 
by a previous call to AESetlnteractionAllowed. The default value of kAEinteractWithLocal is 
returned if your application has not used AESetlnteractionAllowed to explicitly set the 
interaction level. 

FUNCT I ON AEGetinteractionAllowed (VAR level : AEinteractAl lowed ) 
OSErr ; 

The level parameter returns one of the following fl ags: k.AEinteractWithSelf, 
kAEinteractWithLocal, or k.AEinteractWithAll. 

The kAEinteractWithSelf flag indicates that the server application may interact with the user 
in response to an Apple event only when the client application and server application are the 
same-that is, only when the applica~ion is sending the Apple event to itself. 

The k.AEinteractWithLocal flag indicales thal Lhe server application may interact with the user in 
response to an Apple event only if the client application is on the same computer as the server 
application. This is the default if your application has not used the AESetlnteractionAllowed 
function to explicitly set the interaction level. 
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The kAElnteractWithAll flag indicates that the server application may interact with the user in 
response to an Apple event sent from any client application on any computer. 

Result code 
no Err 0 No error 

A server application calls the AEinteractWithUser function before displaying a dialog box or 
alert box or otherwise interacting with the user. If the user-interaction preference settings 
permit the application to come to the foreground, this function brings your application to the 
front, either directly or by posting a notification request. 

FUNCTION AEinteractWithUser (timeOutinTicks : Longint ; nmReqPtr : 
NMRec Pt r; i dl e Proc : IdleProcPtr ) : OSErr ; 

The timeOutlnTicks parameter is the amount of time (in ticks) that your handler is willing to 
wait for a response from the user. 

The nrnReqPtr parameter is a pointer to a Notification Manager record provided by your 
application. You can specify NIL for this parameter to get the default notification handling 
provided by the Apple Event Manager. 

The idleProc parameter is a pointer to your application 's idle function , which handles events 
while waiting for the Apple Event Manager to return control. For a description of how to 
write this function, see "Writing an Idle Function" earlier in thi s chapter. 

The AEinteractWithUser function checks to see if the client application set the kAENeverlnteract 
flag for the Apple event and, if so, returns an error. If not, then the AEinteractWithUser func
tion checks the server application's preference set by the AESetlnteractionAllowed function and 
compares it against the source of the Apple event-that is, whether it came from the same 
application, another application or process on the same computer, or an application or process 
running on another computer. AEinteractWithUser returns the errAENoUserlnteraction result 
code if the user-interaction preferences don ' t allow user interaction. If user interaction is 
allowed, the Apple Event Manager brings your application to the front, either directly or by 
posting a notification request. If AEinteractWithUser returns the noErr result code, then your 
application is in the foreground and is free to interact with the user. 

Result codes 
no Err 
errAETimeout 
errAENoUserlnteraction 

0 
-1712 
-171 3 

No error 
Apple event timed out 
No user interaction allowed 

Requesting More Time to Respond to Apple Events 

The AEResetTimer function resets the timeout value for an Apple event to its starting value. A 
server application can call this function when it knows it cannot fulfill a client application' s 
request (either by returning a result or by sending back a reply Apple event) before the client 
application is due to time out. 

FUNCTION AEResetTimer (reply : AppleEvent) : OSErr ; 
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The reply parameter is the default reply for an Apple event and is provided by the Apple 
Event Manager. When AEResetTimer is called, the Apple Event Manager uses the default 
reply to send a Reset Timer event to the client application; the Apple Event Manager for the 
client application intercepts thi s Apple event and resets the client application's timer for the 
Apple event. (The Reset Timer event is never dispatched to a handler, and the client appli
cation does not need a handler for it.) 

Result codes 
no Err 0 
errAEReplyNotYalid - 1709 

No elTor 
AEResetTimer was passed an invalid reply 

Suspending and Resuming Apple Event Handling 

The AESuspendTheCurrentEvent function suspends the processing of the Apple event that is 
currently being handled. 

FUNCTION AESuspendTheCurrentEvent (theAppleEvent : AppleEvent) : OSErr ; 

The parameter theAppleEvent is the Apple event whose handling is to be suspended. Although 
the Apple Event Manager doesn' t need the parameter theAppleEvent to identify the Apple 
event currently being handled, providing this parameter is a safeguard that ensures that you 
are suspending the correct Apple event. 

After a server application makes a successful call to the AESuspendTheCurrentEvent function, 
it is no longer required to return a result or a reply for the Apple event that was being handled. 
It can, however, return a result if it later calls the AEResumeTheCurrentEvent function to 
resume event processing. 

The Apple Event Manager does not automatically dispose of Apple events that have been 
suspended or of their default replies. (The Apple Event Manager does, however, automati
cally dispose of a previously suspended Apple event and its default reply if the server later 
resumes processing of the Apple event by calling the AEResumeTheCurrentEvent function.) 
If your server application does not resume processing of a suspended Apple event, it is 
responsible for using the AEDisposeDesc function to dispose of both the Apple event and its 
default reply when you are fini shed with them. 

Result code 
noEIT 0 No error 

The AEResumeTheCurrentEvent fu nction informs the Apple Event Manager that your appli
cation wants to resume the handling of a previously suspended Apple event or that it has 
completed the handling of the Apple event. 

FUNCTION AEResumeTheCurrentEvent ( theAppleEvent , reply : AppleEvent ; 
dispatcher : EventHandlerProcPtr ; 
handlerRefcon : Longint) : OSErr ; 

The parameter theAppleEvent is the Apple event whose processing is to be resumed. 
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The reply parameter is the default reply that is automatically provided by the Apple Event 
Manager for the Apple event. 

The di spatcher parameter is one of the following: 

• a pointer to a routine for handling the event 

• the kAEUseStandardDispatch constant, which causes the Apple event to be dispatched 
in the way it was when it was first received 

• the kAENoDispatch constant, which tells the Apple Event Manager that the processing 
of the Apple event is complete and that it does not need to be dispatched 

If the value of the di spatcher parameter is not kAEUseStandardDispatch, the handlerRefcon 
parameter is a reference constant that is passed to the handler when the handler is called. If 
the value of the dispatcher parameter is kAEUseStandardDispatch, the Apple Event Manager 
ignores the handlerRefcon parameter and instead passes the reference constant that is stored 
in the Apple event dispatch table entry for the Apple event. (If you want to pass the same 
reference constant that is stored in the Apple event dispatch table, your application can obtain 
the reference constant by calling the AEGetEventHandler function.) 

Result code 
no Err 0 No eJTor 

The AESetTheCuJTentEvent function specifies the Apple event to be handled. There is 
generaJly no reason for your application to use this function. Instead of calling this function, 
your application should let the Apple Event Manager go through the dispatch tables to set 
the current Apple event. 

FUNCTION AESetTheCu rrentEvent ( theAppleEvent : AppleEvent) OSErr ; 

The parameter theAppleEvent is the Apple event that is to be handled. 

The AESetTheCurrentEvent function is used only to avoid going through the dispatch tables, 
and is used only in the following way: 

1 . An application suspends handling of an Apple event by calling the 
AESuspendTheCurrentEvent function. 

2. The application calls the AESetTheCurrentEvent function to inform the Apple Event 
Manager that it is handling the Apple event that was previously suspended. It thereby 
makes the identity of the Apple event currently being handled available to routines 
that call the AEGetTheCuJTentEvent function. 

3. The application handles the Apple event. When it is finished, it calls the 
AEResumeTheCurrentEvent function with the value kAENoDispatch to tell the 
Apple Event Manager that the processing of the event is complete and that the 
Apple event does not need to be di spatched. 

Result code 
no Err 0 No error 
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The AEGetTheCurrentEvent function returns the Apple event that is currently being handled. 
In many applications, the handling of an Apple event involves one or more long chains of 
calls to routines within the application. The AEGetTheCurrentEvent function makes it 
unnecessary for these calls to include the current Apple event as a parameter; the routines can 
simply call AEGetTheCurrentEvent to get the current Apple event when it is needed. 

FUNCTION AEGetTheCurrentEvent (VAR theAppleEvent : AppleEvent ) : 
OSErr ; 

This function returns the Apple event that is currently being handled in the parameter 
theAppleEvent. 

Result code 
no Err 0 

Creating Apple Events 

No error 

The AECreateAppleEvent function creates an Apple event with several important attributes 
but no parameters. 

FUNCTION AECreateAppleEvent (theAEEventClass : AEEventClass ; 
theAEEven tID : AEEven tID ; target : 
AEAddressDesc ; returnID : Integer ; 
transactionID : Longint; 
VAR result : AppleEvent) : OSErr ; 

The parameter theAEEventClass is the event class of the Apple event to be created. 

The parameter theAEEventID is the event ID of the Apple event to be created. 

The target parameter is the address of the server application. See "Specifying a Target 
Address" earlier in this chapter for information on how to address an Apple event. 

The retumID parameter is the return ID assigned to this Apple event; if the 
kAutoGenerateReturnID constant is used as the value, the Apple Event Manager 
assigns a return ID that is unique to the current session. 

The transactionID parameter is the transaction ID for this Apple event. A transaction refers to 
a sequence of Apple events that are sent back and forth between the client and server applica
tions, beginning with the client's initial request for a service. All Apple events that are part of 
a transaction must have the same transaction ID. 

The AECreateAppleEvent function returns in the result parameter the resulting Apple event. 
Your application is responsible for using the AEDisposeDesc function to dispose of the 
resulting Apple event once you are fini shed using it. 

If the function returns a nonzero result code, a descriptor record with the typeNull descriptor 
type is returned. A descriptor record of this type does not contain any data. 
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noErr 0 
memFullEn- - I 08 

No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 

Creating and Duplicating Descriptor Records 

The Apple Event Manager 

The AECreateDesc function takes data and converts it into a descriptor record. 

FUNCTION AECreateDesc (typeCode : DescType ; dataPtr : Ptr ; da taSize : 
Size ; VAR result : AEDesc) : OSErr ; 

The typeCode parameter is the descriptor type for the resulting descriptor record. 

The dataPtr parameter is a pointer to the data for the descriptor record. 

The dataS ize parameter is the length, in bytes, of the data for the descriptor record. 

The AECreateDesc function returns in the result parameter the resulting descriptor record. 
This function creates a new descriptor record by copying the descriptor record from the 
parameter. Your application is responsible for using the AEDisposeDesc function to dispose 
of the resulting descriptor record once you are fini shed using it. You normally do this after 
receiving a result from the AEScnd function. 

If the function returns a nonzero result code, a descriptor record with the typeNull descriptor 
type is returned. A descriptor record of this type does not contain any data. 

Result codes 
no Err 0 
memFul1En- - I 08 

No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 

The AEDuplicateDesc function makes a copy of a descriptor record . 

FUNCTION AEDuplicateDesc (theAEDesc : AEDesc ; VAR result : AEDesc) 
OSErr ; 

The parameter theAEDesc is the descriptor record to be copied. 

The AEDuplicateDesc function returns in the result parameter the resulting descriptor record. 
This function creates a new descriptor record by copying the descriptor record from the 
parameter. Your application is responsible for using the AEDisposeDesc function to dispose 
of the resulting descriptor record once you are finished using it. You normally do this after 
receiving a result from the AESend function. 

If the function returns a nonzero result code, a descriptor record with the typeNull desc1iptor 
type is returned. A descriptor record of this type does not contain any data. 

It's common for appl ications to send Apple events that have one or more attributes or param
eters in common. For example, if you' re sending a series of Apple events to the same appli
cation , the address attribute is the same. In these cases, the most effi cient way to create the 
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necessary Apple events is to make a template Apple event that you can then copy- by calling 
the AEDuplicateDesc function-as needed. You then fi ll in or change the remaining param
eters and attributes of the copy, send the copy by calling AESend, and then dispose of the 
copy-by calling AEDisposeDesc-after AESend returns a result. 

Result codes 
no Err 0 
memFullErr -108 

No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 

Creating Descriptor Lists and AE Records 

The AECreateList function creates an empty descriptor list or AE record. 

FUNCTIOK AECrea t eList (factoringPcr : Ptr ; : actoredSize : Size ; isRecord : 
Boo l ean ; VAR result~isc : AEDescList) : OSErr ; 

You can compress descriptor lists-thereby saving both space and, in some cases, trans
mission time-by isolating data at the beginning of each descriptor record that is the same for 
all descriptor records in the list. This common data is sent only once for all the descriptor 
records in the list. When an application gets descriptor records from a compressed descriptor 
li st, the Apple Event Manager automatically decompresses them. 

The factoringPtr parameter is a pointer to the data at the beginning of each descriptor that is 
the same for all descr!ptor records in the list. (The method for compressing descriptor li sts 
is analogous to extracting the common factor from two or more numbers.) If there is no 
common data, or if you decide not to isolate the common data, provide NIL as the value of 
the factoringPtr parameter. 

The factoredSize parameter is the size of the common data. If there is no common data, or if 
you decide not to isolate the common data, the value of factoredSize must be 0. 

The isRecord parameter is a Boolean value that specifies the kind of list to create. If you set 
its value to TRUE, the Apple Event Manager creates an AE record. If you set its value to 
FALSE, the Apple Event Manager creates a descriptor list. 

The AECreateList function returns in the resultList parameter the resulting descriptor list or 
AE record . This function creates a new descriptor record by copying the descriptor record 
from the parameter. Your application is responsible for using the AEDisposeDesc funct ion to 
dispose of the resulting descriptor record once you are finished using it. You normally do th is 
after receiving a result from the AESend function. 

If the function returns a nonzero result code, a descriptor record with the typeNull descriptor 
type is returned. A descriptor record of this type does not contain any data. 

Result codes 
no Err 
paramErr 
memFullErr 

0 
-50 

-108 

No e1Tor 
Parameter error (handler pointer is NIL or odd) 
Not enough room in heap zone 
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Adding Items to Descriptor Lists 

The AEPutPtr fu nction takes data specified in a buffer and converts it to a descriptor record 
that it adds to a descriptor li st. 

FUNCTION AEPucPtr (theAEDescList : AEDescList ; index : Longint ; typeCode : 
DescType ; dataPtr : Ptr ; dataSize : Size) : OSErr ; 

The parameter theAEDescList is the descriptor list to which to add a descriptor record. 

The index parameter is the posi tion in the list for the descriptor record (for example, 
2 specifies that it must be the second descriptor record). If there was already a descriptor 
record at that position, it is replaced. If the value of index is 0, the descriptor record is 
added at the end of the li st. 

The typeCode parameter is the descriptor type for the resulting descriptor record. 

The dataPtr parameter is a pointer to the data for the descriptor record. 

The dataSize parameter is the length, in bytes, of the data for the descriptor record. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFullEIT 
e1T AEW rongDataType 
err AENotAEDesc 
errAEBadListltem 
errAEil legallndex 

0 
-108 

-1 703 
- 1704 
- 1705 
- 1719 

No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 
Wrong descriptor type 
Not a valid descriptor record 
Operation involving a list item fai led 
Not a valid list index 

The AEPutDesc function adds a descriptor record to a descriptor list. 

FUNCTION AEPutDesc (theAEDescList : AEDescList ; index : Longint ; 
theAEDesc : AEDesc) : OSErr ; 

The parameter theAEDescList is the descriptor list to which you are adding a descriptor record. 

The index parameter is the position in the li st for the descriptor record (for example, 
2 specifies that it must be the second descriptor record). If there was already a descriptor 
record at that position, it is replaced. If the value of index is 0, the descriptor record is 
added Lu the end of the li st. 

The parameter theAEDesc is the descriptor record to be added to the list. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFul!Err 
errAEW rongDataType 
errAENotAEDesc 
err AEBadListltem 
errAEillegalindex 

0 
- 108 

- 1703 
- 1704 
- 1705 
- 171 9 

No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 
Wrong descriptor type 
Not a valid descriptor record 
Operation involving a list item failed 
Not a valid list index 
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The AEPutArray fu nction puts the data for an Apple event array into a descriptor list. 

FUNCTIOK AEPutArray (theAEDescList : AEDescList ; arrayType : AEArrayType ; 
arrayPtr : AEArrayDataPointer ; itemType : DescType ; 
itemSize : Si ze ; itemCount : Longint) : OSErr ; 

The parameter theAEDescList is the desc1iptor list into which to put the Apple event array. If 
there are any items already in the descriptor list, they are replaced. 

The amiyType parameter is the Apple event array type to be created. This is specified by 
one of the following constants: kAEDataArray, kAEPackedArray, kAEHandleArray, 
kAEDescArray, or kAEKeyDescArray. The kAEDataArray constant refers to an array of 
integers; kAEPackedArray refers to an array of characters; kAEHandleArray refers to an 
array of handles; kAEDescArray refers to an array of descriptor records; and 
kAEKeyDescArray refers to an array of keyword-specified descriptor records. 

If you are putting an array into a compressed descriptor list (see the description of the 
AECreateList function for informati on about compressing descriptor lists), the data for each 
array e lement must include the data that is common to all the descriptor records in the list. The 
Apple Event Manager automatically isolates the data you specified in the call to AECreateList 
that is common to all the elements of the array. 

The aJTayPtr parameter is a pointer to the buffer containing the array. 

For packed, data, and handle arrays, the itemType parameter specifies the descriptor type of 
array items to be created. 

For packed and data arrays, the itemSize parameter specifies the size, in bytes, of the array 
items to be created. 

The itemCount parameter is the number of elements in the array. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFullErr 
err AEWrongDataType 
erT AENotAEDesc 

0 
- 108 

- 1703 
- 1704 

No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 
Wrong descriptor type 
Not a val id descriptor record 

Adding Data and Keyword-Specified Descriptor Records 
to AE Records 

The AEPutKeyPtr function takes a pointer to data, a descriptor type, and a keyword and 
converts them into a keyword-specified descriptor record that it adds to an AE record . 

FUNCTION AEPutKeyPtr (theAERecord : AERecord ; theAEKeyword : AEKeyword ; 
typeCode : DescType ; dataPtr : Ptr ; dataSize : 
Size) : OSErr ; 

The parameter theAERecord is the AE record to which to add a keyword-specified 
descriptor record. 
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The parameter theAEKeyword is the keyword specifying the descriptor record. If there was 
already a descriptor record with this keyword, it is replaced. 

The typeCode parameter is the descriptor type for the keyword-specified descriptor record. 

The dataPtr parameter is a pointer to the data for the keyword-specified descriptor record. 

The dataSize parameter is the length, in bytes, of the data for the keyword-specified 
descriptor record. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFullErr 
err AEWrongDataType 
errAENotAEDesc 
errAEBadListltem 

0 
- 108 

- 1703 
-1704 
- 1705 

No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 
Wrong descriptor type 
Not a valid descriptor record 
Operation involving a list item fai led 

The AEPutKeyDesc function takes a descriptor record and a keyword and converts them into 
a keyword-specified descriptor record that it adds to an AE record. 

FUNCTION AEPutKeyDesc (theAERecord : AERecord ; theAEKeyword : AEKeyword ; 
theAEDesc : AEDesc) : OSErr ; 

The parameter theAERecord is the AE record to which to add the keyword-specified 
descriptor record. 

The parameter theAEKeyword is the keyword specifying the descriptor record. If there 
was already a keyword-specified descriptor record with this keyword, it is replaced. 

The parameter theAEDesc is the descriptor record for the keyword-specified 
descriptor record. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFullErr 
err AEWrongDataType 
errAENotAEDesc 
errAEBadListltem 

0 
- 108 

- 1703 
- 1704 
- 1705 

No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 
Wrong descriptor type 
Not a valid descriptor record 
Operation involving a list item fai led 

Adding Parameters and Attributes to Apple Events 

The AEPutParamPtr function takes a pointer to data, a descriptor type, and a keyword and 
converts them into a parameter that it adds to an Apple event. 

FUNCTION AEPutParamPtr (theAppleEvent : AppleEvent; theAEKeyword : 
AEKeyword ; typeCode : DescType; dataPtr : Ptr; 
dataSize : Size) : OSErr ; 
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The parameter theAppleEvent is the Apple event to which you are adding a parameter. 

The parameter theAEKeyword is the keyword for the parameter. If there was already a 
parameter with this keyword in the Apple event, it is replaced. 

The typeCode parameter is the descriptor type for the parameter. 

The dataPtr parameter is a pointer to the data for the parameter. 

The dataSize parameter is the length, in bytes, of the data for the parameter. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFullErr 
errAEWrongDataType 
errAENotAEDesc 
err AEBadListltem 

0 
-108 

-1703 
-1704 
- 1705 

No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 
Wrong descriptor type 
Not a valid descriptor record 
Operation involving a list item failed 

The AEPutParamDesc function takes a descriptor record and a keyword and converts them 
into a parameter that it adds to an Apple event. 

FUNCTION AEPutParamDesc (theAppleEvent : Ap~leEvent ; theAEKeyword : 
AEKeyword ; theAEDesc : AEDesc) : OSErr ; 

The parameter theAppleEvent is the Apple event to which you are adding a parameter. 

The parameter theAEKeyword is the keyword for the parameter. If there was already a 
parameter with this keyword in the Apple event, it is replaced. 

The parameter theAEDesc is the descriptor record for the parameter. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFullErr 
err AEW rongDataType 
errAENotAEDesc 
errAEBadListltem 

0 
-108 

- 1703 
- 1704 
- 1705 

No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 
Wrong descriptor type 
Not a valid descriptor record 
Operation involving a list item fai led 

The AEPutAttributePtr function takes a pointer to data, a descriptor type, and a keyword and 
converts them into an attribute that it adds to an Apple event. 

FUNCTION AEPutAttributePtr (theAppleEvent : AppleEvent ; theAEKeyword : 
AEKeyword ; typeCode : DescType ; dataPtr : 
Ptr ; dataSize : Size) : OSErr ; 

The parameter theAppleEvent is the Apple event to which you are adding an attribute. 

The parameter theAEKeyword is the keyword of the attribute. If there was already an 
attribute with this keyword in the Apple event, it is replaced. 
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The typeCode parameter is the descriptor type for the attribute. 

The dataPtr parameter is a pointer to the buffer containing the data to be assigned to the attribute. 

The dataSize parameter is the length, in bytes, of the data to be assigned to the attribute. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFuUErr 
errAECoercionFail 

err AENotAEDesc 

0 
-108 

-1700 

-1704 

No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 
Data could not be coerced to the requested 
descriptor type 
Not a valid descriptor record 

The AEPutAttributeDesc function takes a descriptor record and a keyword and converts them 
into an attribute that it adds to an Apple event. 

FUNCTION AEP~tAttributeDesc (theAppleEvent : AppleEvent ; theAEKeyword : 
AEKeyword ; theAEDesc : AEDesc) : OSErr ; 

The parameter theAppleEvent is the Apple event to which you are adding an attribute. 

The parameter theAEKeyword is the keyword of the attribute. If there was already an 
attribute with this keyword in the Apple event, it is replaced. 

The parameter theAEDesc is the descriptor record to be assigned to the attribute. The 
descriptor type of the specified descriptor record should match the defined descriptor type 
for that attribute. For example, the keyEventSourceAttr attribute has the typeShortlnteger 
descriptor type. 

If the descriptor type required for the attribute is different from the descriptor type of the 
descriptor record, the Apple Event Manager attempts to coerce the descriptor record into the 
required type, with one exception: the Apple Event Manager does not attempt to coerce the 
data for an address attribute, thereby allowing applications to use their own address types. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFuUErr 
errAECoercionFail 

errAENotAEDesc 

0 
- 108 

-1 700 

- 1704 

Sending Apple Events 

No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 
Data could not be coerced to the requested 
descriptor type 
Not a valid descriptor record 

The AESend function sends an Apple event. 

FUNCTION AESend (theAppleEvent : AppleEvent ; VAR reply : AppleEvent ; 
sendMode : AESendMode ; sendPriority : AESendPriority ; 
timeOutinTicks : Longint ; idleProc : IdleProcPtr ; 
filterProc : EventFilterProcPtr) : OSErr; 
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The parameter theAppleEvent specifies the Apple event to be sent. 

The reply parameter specifies the reply Apple event that is re~urned if you specify the . 
kAEWaitReply flag in the sendMode parameter. (If you specify the kAEQueueReply flag m 
the sendMode parameter, you receive the reply Apple event in your event queue.) If you 
specify either the kAEQueueReply flag or the kAENoReply flag, the data in the reply Apple 
event returned by this function is not valid. If this function returns a nonzero result, it also 
returns in the reply parameter a descriptor record whose descriptor type is typeNull-that is, 
one that does not contain data. If you specify kAEWaitReply, your application is responsible 
for using the AEDisposeDesc function to dispose of the resulting descriptor record . 

The sendMode parameter allows you to specify the following: the reply mode for the Apple 
event (set with one of the constants kAENoReply, kAEQueueReply, or kAEWaitReply); 
the interaction mode (set with one of the constants kAENeverlnteract, kAECanlnteract, or 
kAEAlwayslnteract); the layer switch mode (set with the kAECanSwitchLayer constant); the 
reconnection mode (set with the kAEDontReconnect constant); and the return receipt mode 
(set with the kAEWantReceipt constant). You obtain the value for this parameter by adding the 
appropriate constants. These flags are stored in the interaction level attribute, whose keyword 
is keylnteractLevelAttr. The sendMode flags are described in a later part of this section. 

In the sendPriority parameter, you specify flags that determine whether the Apple event is put 
at the back of the event queue (the kAENormalPriority flag) or at the front of the queue (the 
kAEHighPriority fl ag). 

If the reply mode specified in the sendMode parameter is kAEWaitReply, or if a return receipt 
is requested, the timeOutlnTicks parameter specifies the length of time (in ticks) that the client 
application is willing to wait for the reply or return receipt from the server application before 
timing out. Most applications should use the kAEDefaultTimeout constant, which tells the 
Apple Event Manager to provide an appropriate timeout duration. If the value of this param
eter is kNoTimeOut, the Apple event never times out. 

The idleProc parameter specifies a pointer to a function for any tasks (such as displaying a 
wristwatch or spinning beach ball cursor) that the application performs while waiting for a 
reply or a return receipt (see "Writing an Idle Function" earlier in this chapter). 

The filterProc parameter specifies a pointer to a routine that accepts certain incoming Apple 
events that are received while the handler waits for a reply or a return receipt and filters out 
the rest (see "Writing a Reply Filter Function" earlier in this chapter). 

You can use one of the following flags in the sendMode parameter to specify the reply mode 
for an Apple event. Only one of these flags may be set. 

Flag 

kAENoReply 

kAEQueueRepl y 

Description 

Your application does not want a reply Apple event; the server 
processes your Apple event as soon as it has the opportunity. 

Your application wants a reply Apple event; the reply appears in 
your event queue as soon as the server has the opportunity to 
process and respond to your Apple event. 
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kAEWaitReply 
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Description 

Your application wants a reply Apple event and is willing to give 
up the processor while waiting for the reply; for example, if the 
server application is on the same computer as your application, 
your application yields the processor to allow the server to 
respond to your Apple event. 

You can communicate your user-interaction preferences to the server by specifying one of 
these flags in the sendMode parameter of the AESend function. Only one of these flags may 
be set. 

Flag 

kAENeverlnteract 

kAECanlnteract 

kAEAlwayslnteract 

Description 

The server application ~hould never interact with the user 
in response to this Apple event. If this flag is set, 
AEinteractWithUser does not bring the server application to 
the foreground (this is the default when an Apple event is 
sent to a remote application). 

The server application can interact with the user in response to 
this Apple event- by convention, if the user needs to supply 
information to the server. If this fl ag is set and the server allows 
interaction, AEinteractWithUser brings the server application to 
the foreground (this is the default when an Apple event is sent to 
a local application). 

The server application can interact with the user in response to 
this Apple event-by convention, even if no information is 
needed from the user. If this flag is set and the server allows 
interaction, AEinteractWithUser brings the server application to 
the foreground. The Apple Event Manager does not distinguish 
between this flag and the kAECanlnteract flag-distinguish
ing between them is the responsibility of the server application. 

The flags in the following list specify the layer switch mode, the reconnection mode, and the 
return receipt mode. Any of these flags tnay be set. 

Flag 

kAECanSwitchLayer 

Description 

If both the client and server allow interaction and this flag is set, 
AElnteractWithUser brirtgs the server directly to the foreground 
if adherence to the principle of user control allows. If the action 
would be contrary to thi s principle, AEJnteractWithUser uses the 
Notification Manager to request that the user bring the server 
applicati on to the foreground. If both the cl ient and server allow 
interaction and this flag is not set, AEinteractWithUser always 
uses the Notification Manager to request that the user bring the 
server application to the foreground. 
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Flag 

kAEDontReconnect 

kAEW antReceipt 

Description 

Specifies that the Apple Event Manager must not automatically 
try to reconnect if it receives a sessClosedErr result code from 
the PPC Toolbox. 

The sender wants to receive a return receipt for this Apple event 
from the Event Manager. (Getting a return receipt means only 
that the receiving application accepted the Apple event; the 
Apple event may or may not be handled successfully after it is 
accepted.) If the receiving application does not send a return 
receipt before the request times out, AESend returns 
errAETimeout as its function result. 

1f the Apple Event Manager cannot find a handler for an Apple event in either the application 
or system Apple event dispatch table, it returns the result code errAEEventNotHandled to the 
server application (as the result of the AEProcessAppleEvent function). If the client is waiting 
for a reply, the Apple Event Manager also returns thi s resul t code to the client. 

AESend returns noErr as the function result if the Apple event was successfully sent by the 
Event Manager. A noErr resul t from AESend does not indicate that the Apple event was 
handled successfully ; it only indicates that the Apple event was successfully sent by the Event 
Manager. If a result code other than noEIT is returned by the handler, and if the client is 
waiting for a reply, it is returned in the keyEITorNumber parameter of the reply Apple event. 

Result codes 
noEIT 
memFullEIT 
connectionlnvalid 
eITAEEventNotHandled 

errAEU nknownSendMode 
err AEW aitCanceled 

0 
- 108 
-609 

- 1708 

-1 710 
-1711 

elTAETimeout - 1712 
eITAEUnknownAddressType -1716 

No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 
Connection is invalid 
Event wasn't handled by an Apple event 
handler 
Invalid sending mode was passed 
User canceled out of wait loop for reply 
or receipt 
Apple event timed out 
Unknown Apple event address type 

Getting the Sizes and Descriptor Types of Descriptor Records 

The AESizeOfNthltem function returns the size and descriptor type of a descriptor record in a 
descriptor list. 

FUNCTION AESizeOfNthitem (theAEDescList : AEDescList ; index : Longint ; 
VAR typeCode : DescType ; VAR dataSize : Size) 
: OSErr ; 

The parameter theAEDescList is the descriptor list containing the descriptor record. 

The index parameter is the position of the descriptor record in the list (for example, 2 spec ifies 
the second descriptor record). 
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The AESizeOfNthitem function returns Lhe descriptor type of the descriptor record in the 
typeCode parameter. 

This function returns the length , in bytes, of the data contained in the descriptor record in the 
dataS ize parameter. 

Result codes 
no Err 
err AEDescN otFound 
errAEReplyNolAnived 

0 
- 1701 
- 1718 

No error 
Descriptor record was not found 
Reply has not yet arTived 

The AESizeOfK.eyDesc function returns the size and descriptor type of a keyword-specified 
descriptor record in an AE record. 

FUNCTION A~SizeOfKeyDesc (theAERecord : AERecord ; theAEKeyword : 
AEKeywor d ; VAR typeCode : DescType ; 
VAR dataSize : Size) : OSErr ; 

The parameter theAERecord is the AE record containing the desired keyword-specified 
descriptor record. 

The parameter theAEKeyword is the keyword that specifies the desired descriptor record. 

This function returns the descriptor type of the desired keyword-specified descriptor record in 
the typeCode parameter. 

This function returns the length, in bytes, of the data contained in the keyword-specified 
descriptor record in the dataSize parameter. 

Result codes 
no Err 
errAEDescN otFound 
errAENotAEDesc 
errAEReplyNotAnived 

0 
- 1701 
- 1704 
- 171 8 

No error . 
Descriptor record was not found 
Not a valid descriptor record 
Reply has not yet arrived 

The AESizeOfParam function returns the size and descriptor type of an Apple event parameter. 

FUNCTION AESizeOfParam (theAppleEvent : AppleEvent ; theAEKeyword : 
AEKeyword ; VAR t ypeCode : DescType ; 
VAR dataSize : Size) : OSErr ; 

The parameter theAppleEvent is the Apple event containing the parameter. 

The parameter theAEKeyword is the keyword that specifies the desired parameter. 

The function returns the descriptor type of the parameter in the typeCode parameter. 

The function returns the length, in bytes, of the data contained in the desired parameter in the 
dataSize parameter. 
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Result codes 
no Err 
errAEDescNotFound 
errAENotAEDesc 
errAEReplyNotArrived 

0 
-1701 
-1704 
-17 18 

No error 
Descriptor record was not found 
Not a valid descriptor record 
Reply has not yet arrived 

The AESizeOfAttribute function returns the size and descriptor type of an Apple event 
attribute. 

FUNCTION AESizeOfAttribute (theAppleEvent : AppleEvent ; theAEKeyword : 
AEKeyword ; VAR typeCode : DescType ; 
VAR dataSize : Size) : OSErr ; 

The parameter theAppleEvent is the Apple event containing the attribute. 

The parameter theAEKeyword is the keyword that specifies the attribute. 

The function returns the descriptor type of the attribute in the typeCode parameter. 

The function returns the length, in bytes, of the data contained in the attribute in the 
data.Size parameter. 

Result codes 
no Err 
errAEDescNotFound 
errAENotAEDesc 
errAEReplyNotAITived 

0 
-1 70 1 
- 1704 
-1718 

No error 
Descriptor record was not fou nd 
Not a valid descriptor record 
Reply has not yet arrived 

Deleting Descriptor Records 

The AEDeleteltem function deletes a descriptor record from a descriptor list. 

FUNCTION AEDeleteitem (theAEDescList : AEDescList ; index : Longint) 
OSErr ; 

The parameter theAEDescList is the descriptor list containing the descriptor record to 
be deleted. 

The index parameter is the position of the descriptor record to delete (for example, 2 specifies 
the second item). 

Result codes 
no Err 
errAEDescNotFound 
errAENotAEDesc 
errAEBadListltem 

0 
-1701 
-1704 
-1705 
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The AEDeleteKeyDesc function deletes a keyword-specified descriptor record from an 
AE record. 

FUNCTION AEDeleteKeyDesc (theAERecord : AERecord ; theAEKeyword : 
AEKeyword) : OSErr ; 

The parameter theAERecord is the AE record containing the keyword-specified descriptor 
record to be deleted. 

The parameter theAEKeyword is the keyword that specifies the descriptor record to 
be deleted. 

Result codes 
no Err 
errAEDescNotFound 
errAENotAEDesc 
badListltem 

0 
- 1701 
-1704 
- 1705 

No error 
Descriptor record was not found 
Not a valid descriptor record 
Operation involving a list item failed 

The AEDeleteParam function deletes an Apple event parameter. 

FUNCTION AEDeleteParam (theAppleEvent : AppleEvent; theAEKeyword : 
AEKeyword) : OSErr ; 

The parameter theAppleEvent is the Apple event containing the parameter to be deleted. 

The parameter theAEKeyword is the keyword that specifies the parameter to be deleted. 

Result codes 
no Err 
err AEDescNotFound 
err AENotAEDesc 
err AEBadListltem 

0 
-1701 
- 1704 
- 1705 

No error 
Descriptor record was not found 
Not a valid descriptor record 
Operation involving a list item failed 

Deallocating Memory for Descriptor Records 

The AEDisposeDesc function deallocates the memory used by a descriptor record. Because 
all Apple event structures (except for keyword-specified descriptor records) are descriptor 
records, you can use AEDisposeDesc for any of them. 

FUNCTION AEDisposeDesc (VAR theAEDesc : AEDesc) : OSErr ; 

The parameter theAEDesc is the descriptor record to deallocate. 

Result code 
no Err 0 No error 
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Coercing Descriptor Types 

The AECoercePtr function takes a pointer to data and a desired descriptor type and attempts to 
coerce the data into the desired descriptor type. If successful, it creates a descriptor record 
containing the newly coerced data. 

FUNCTION AECoercePtr (typeCode : DescType ; dataPtr : Ptr ; dataSize : Size ; 
toType : DescType ; VAR result : AEDesc) : OSErr ; 

The typeCode parameter is the descriptor type of the source data. 

The dataPtr parameter is a pointer to the data to be coerced. 

The dataSize parameter is the length, in bytes, of the data to be coerced. 

The toType parameter is the desired descriptor type of the resu lting descriptor record. 

The AECoercePtr function returns in the result parameter the resulting descriptor record. This 
function creates a new descriptor record by copying the descriptor record from the parameter. 
Your application is responsible for using the AEDisposeDesc function to dispose of the 
resulting descriptor record once you are fini shed using it. 

If the function returns a nonzero result code, a descriptor record with the typeNull descriptor 
type is returned. A descriptor record of this type does not contain any data. 

Note: To avoid infinite recursion, AECoercePtr must never be called by an 
application-supplied coercion routine. 

Result codes 
noEn
memFullE1T 
en-AECoercionFai I 

0 
- 108 

- 1700 

No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 
Data could not be coerced to the requested 
descriptor type 

The AECoerceDesc function coerces the data in a descriptor record to another descriptor type. 

FUNCTION AECoerceDesc (theAEDesc : AEDesc ; toType : DescType ; VAR resul t: 
AEDesc) : OSErr ; 

The parameter theAEDesc is the descriptor record whose data is to be coerced. 

The toType parameter is the desired desc1iptor type of the resulting descriptor record. 

The AECoerceDesc function returns in the result parameter the resulting descriptor record. 
This function creates a new descriptor record by copying the descriptor record from the 
parameter. Your application is responsible for using the AEDisposeDesc function to dispose 
of the resulting descriptor record once you are finished using it. 

If the function returns a nonzero result code, a descriptor record with the typeN ull descriptor 
type is returned. A descriptor record of this type does not contain any data. 
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Note: To avoid infinite recursion, AECoerceDesc must never be called by an 
application-supplied coercion routine. 

Result codes 
noEn-
memFullErr 
errAECoercionFail 

0 
- 108 

- 1700 

No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 
Data could not be coerced to the requested 
descriptor type 

Creating and Managing the Coercion Handler Tables 

The AEinstallCoercionHandler function install s a coercion handler routine in either the 
application or system coercion table. 

FUNCTION AEinstallCoercionHandler (fromType : DescType ; coType : DescType ; 
har.dler : ProcPtr ; handlerRefcon : 
Lor.gint ; fromTypeisDesc : Boolean ; 
isSysHandler : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

The fromType parameter is the descriptor type of the data coerced by the handler, and the 
toType parameter is the descriptor type of the resulting data. If there was already an entry in 
the specified coercion handler table for the same source descriptor type and result descriptor 
type, it is replaced. 

Therefore, before installi ng a handler for a particular descriptor type into the system coercion 
table, use the AEGetCoercionHandler function to determine whether the table already contains 
a handler for that descriptor type. If an entry exists, AEGetCoercionHandler returns a reference 
constant and a pointer to that handler. Chain these to your coercion handler by providing 
pointers to the previous handler and its reference constant in the handlerRefcon parameter of 
AEinstallCoercionHandler. When your handler is fini shed, use these pointers to call the 
previous handler. If you remove your system handler, be sure to reinstall the chained handlers. 

The handler parameter is a pointer to the coercion handler routine. Note that a handler in the 
system coercion table must reside in the system heap; this means that if the value of the 
isSysHandler parameter is TRUE, the handler parameter should point to a location in the 
system heap. Otherwise, if you put your system handler code in your application heap, you 
must remove the handler when your application quits by using the AERemoveCoercionHandler 
functi on. 

The handlerRefcon parameter is a reference constant that is passed by the Apple Event Manager 
to the handler each time the handler is called. If your handler doesn' t expect a reference con
stant, use 0 as the value of this parameter. 

The fromTypelsDesc parameter specifies the form of the data to be coerced. If its value is 
TRUE, the coercion handler expects the data to be passed as a descriptor record. If its value 
is FALSE, the coercion handler expects a pointer to the data to be coerced. Because it is more 
efficient for the Apple Event Manager to provide a pointer to data than to a descriptor record, 
all coercion routines should accept a pointer to data if possible. 
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The isSysHandler parameter specifies the coercion tabl~ to which to add the ha_ndler. If its 
value is TRUE, the handler is added to the system coercion table and made available to all 
applications. If its value is FALSE, the handler is added ~o t~e application coercio~ table. 
Note that a handler in the system coercion table must reside m the system heap; this me~ns 
that if the value of the isSysHandler parameter is TRUE, the handler parameter must pomt to 
a location in the system heap. 

Note: When an application calls a system Apple event handler, the AS register is set 
up for the calling application. For this reason, if you provide a system Apple event 
handler, it should never use AS global variables or anything that depends on a 
particular context; otherwise, the application that calls the system handler may crash. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFullErr 

0 
- 108 

No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 

The AEGetCoercionHandler function returns the handler for a specified descriptor 
type coercion. 

FUNCTION AEGetCoercionHandler (fromType : DescType ; toType : DescType ; 
VAR handler : ProcPtr ; VAR handlerRefcon : 
Longint; VAR f r omTypeisDesc : Boolean ; 
isSysHandler : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

The fromType parameter is the descriptor type of the data coerced by the handler, while the 
parameter toType is the descriptor type of the resulting data. 

The function returns a pointer to the coercion handler routine in the handler parameter. 

The function returns a reference constant in the handlerRefcon parameter. The Apple Event 
Manager passes this reference constant to the handler each time the handler is called. 

If the function returns TRUE in the fromTypelsDesc parameter, the coercion handler expects 
the data to be passed as a descriptor record. If the function returns FALSE, the coercion 
handler expects a pointer to the data. 

The isSysHandler parameter specifies the coercion table from which to get the handler. If its 
value is TRUE, the handler is taken from the system coercion table. If its value is FALSE, 
the handler is taken from the application coercion table. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFullErr 
err AEHandlerNotFound 

0 
- 108 

- 1717 

No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 
No coercion handler found 

The AERemoveCoercionHandler function removes a coercion handler routine from either the 
application or system coercion table. 

FUNCTION AERemoveCoercion~andler (fromType : DescType ; toType : DescType ; 
handler : ProcPtr ; isSysHandler : 
Boolean) : OSErr ; 
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The fromType parameter is the descriptor type of the data coerced by the handler. 

The toType parameter is the descriptor type of the resulting data. 

The handler parameter is a pointer to the coercion handler routine. Although the fromType and 
toType parameters would be sufficient to identify the handler to be removed, providing the 
handler parameter is a safeguard to ensure that you remove the correct handler. 

The isSysHandler parameter specifies the coercion table from which to remove the handler. 
If its value is TRUE, the handler is removed from the system coercion table. If its value is 
FALSE, the hand ler is removed from the appl ication coercion table. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFullE1T 
errAEHandlerNotFound 

0 No error 
- I 08 Not enough room in heap zone 

- 17 17 No coercion handler found 

Creating and Managing the Special Handler Tables 

The AEinstallSpecialHandler function installs a handler in a special handler table. 

FUNCTION AEinstallSpecialHandler (func~ionClass : AEKeyword ; handler : 
ProcPtr ; isSysHandler : Boolean) : 
OSErr ; 

The functionClass parameter is the keyword for the special handler that's installed. T here is 
currently only one value allowed for this parameter: the keyPreDispatch constant, which 
identifies a handler routine that is called immediately before the Apple Event Manager 
dispatches an Apple event. If there was already an entry in the specified special handler table 
for the same value of fu nctionClass, it is replaced. 

The handler parameter is a pointer to the special handler. Note that a handler in the system 
handler table must reside in the system heap; this means that if the value of the isSysHandler 
parameter is T RUE, the hand ler parameter should point to a location in the system heap. 
Otherwise, if you put your system handler code in your application heap, you must remove 
the handler when your application quits by using the AERemoveSpecialHandler function. 

The isSysHandler parameter specifies the special handler table to which to add the hand ler. If 
its value is TRUE, the handler is added to the system handler table and made available to all 
appl ications. If its value is FALSE, the handler is added to the application handler table. 

Note: When an app lication calls a system Apple event handler, the AS register is set 
up for the cal ling appl ication. For this reason, if you provide a system Apple event 
handler, it should never use AS global variables or anything that depends on a 
particular context; otherwise, the application that calls the system handler may crash. 

Result codes 
No error no Err 

paramErr 
mernFullEIT 

0 
-SO 

- 108 
Parameter error (handler pointer is NIL or odd) 
Not enough room in heap zone 

errAEN otAS pecialFu nction - 17 14 Wrong keyword for a special function 
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The AEGetSpecialHandler function returns a specified spec ial handler. 

FUNCTIOK AEGetSpecialHandler (funccionClass : AEKeyword ; VAR handler : 
Pr ocPtr ; isSysHandler : Boo l ean ) : 
OSErr ; 

The functionClass parameter is the keyword that specifies the desired special handler. There 
is cuITently only one value allowed for this parameter: the keyPreDispatch constant, which 
identifies a handler routine that is called immediately before the Apple Event Manager 
dispatches an Apple event. 

The function returns a pointer to the spec ial handler in the handler parameter. 

The isSysHandler parameter specifies the special handler table from which to get the handler. 
If its value is TRUE, the handler is taken from the system handler table. If its value is FALSE, 
the handler is taken from the application handler table. 

Result codes 
noEIT 
memFullErT 
errAENotASpecialFunction 

0 No error 
- 108 Not enough room in heap zone 

- 1714 Wrong keyword for a spec ial function 

The AERemoveSpecialHand ler function removes a handler from a special handler table. 

FUNCTION AERemoveSpecialHandler (functionClass : AEKeyword ; handler : ProcPtr ; 
isSysHandler : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

The functionClass parameter is the keyword for the special handler to be removed. T here is 
currently only one value allowed for the functionClass parameter: the keyPreDispatch 
constant, which identifi es a handler routine that is called immediately before the Apple Event 
Manager dispatches an Apple event. 

The handler parameter is a pointer to the special handler to be removed. Although the 
functionClass parameter would be sufficient to identify the handler to be removed, providing 
the handler parameter is a safeguard to ensure that you remove the correct handler. 

The isSysHandler parameter specifies the special handler table from which to remove the 
handler. If its value is TRUE, the handler is taken from the system handler table. If its value 
is FALSE, the handler is removed from the application handler table. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFullErr 
err AEN otAS pecialFu nction 

0 No error 
- 108 Not enough room in heap zone 

- 1714 Wrong keyword for a special function 
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SUMMARY OF THE APPLE EVENT MANAGER 

Constants 

CONST gestaltApp leEventsAttr = ' evnt ' ; 
gestaltAppleEventsPrcsent 

= O; 

{Apple eve nt descriptor types} 
typeBoolean 
typeChar 
typeSMint 
typeintege r 
typeSMFloat: 
typeFloat 
typeLonginteger 
typeShortinteger 
typeLongFloat 
typeShortFloat 
typeExtended 
typeComp 
typeMagni t ude 
typeAEList 
typeAERecord 

typeAppleEvent 
typeTrue 
typeFalse 
typeAlias 
typeEnumerated 
typeType 

typeAppParameters 

type Propert y 
typeFSS 
typeKeyword 
typeSection H 
typeWildCard 
typeApplSignature 
typeSessionID 
typeTargetID 

= 'bool '; 
= ' TEXT '; 
= ' shor ' ; 
= ' long '; 
= 'sing ' ; 
= ' doub '; 
= ' long ' ; 
= ' shor '; 
= ' doub '; 
= ' sing '; 
= ' exte '; 
= ' comp ' ; 
= ' magn ' ; 

' list ' ; 
= ' reco' ; 

= ' aevt '; 
= ' true '; 

' fals ' ; 
= ' al is' ; 
= ' enum '; 

' type ' ; 

= ' appa '; 

= ' prop '; 
' fss '; 
' keyw '; 

= ' sect ' ; 
I *** * I • ' 
' sign '; 
'ssid '; 

= 'targ '; 
typeProcessSerialNumber 

typeNu::.l 

'psn '; 
= ' null '; 

{selector for Apple events} 

{if this bit: set , then } 
{ Apple Event Mgr ' s available} 

{Boolean value} 
{unterminated string } 
{16-bit integer} 
{32-bit integer} 
{Sk\IE single} 
{SANE double} 
{32-bit integer} 
{16-bit integer} 
{SANE double} 
{SANE single} 
{ SA..\IE ext ended} 
{ SA..\IE comp} 
{unsigned 32-bit integer} 
{l i st of descriptor records} 
{list of keyword- specified } 
{ descriptor records } 
{Appl e event record} 
{TRJE Boolean value} 
{FALSE Boolean value ~ 

{alias record } 
{enumerated data} 
{Four-character code for } 
{ event class or event ID} 
{Process Manager launch } 
{ p arameters} 
{Apple event property} 
{fi l e system specification} 
{Apple event keyword} 
{handle to a section record} 
{matches any type} 
{applicat:ior. signature} 
{session ID} 
{target ID record} 

{process serial number} 
{NULL or nonexistent data} 
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{keywords for Apple event parameters] 
keyDirectObject = ' - - -- '; 
keyErrorNumber = ' errn '; 
keyErrorString 'errs '; 
keyProcessSerialNumber = ' psn '; 

{keywords for Apple event attributes} 
keyTransactionIDAttr 
keyReturnIDAttr 
keyEventClassAtt r 
keyEventIDAttr 
keyAddressAttr 
keyOptionalKeywordAttr 

keyTimeoutAttr 

keyinteractLevelAttr 

keyEventSourceAttr 
keyMissedKeywordAttr 

= ' tran' ; 
= ' rtid '; 

' evcl ' ; 
= ' evid '; 
= ' addr '; 
= ' optk '; 

= • timo '; 

= ' inte '; 

' esrc ' ; 
= ' miss ' ; 

{keywords :or special handlers} 
keyPreDi s patch = ' phac '; 

keySelectProc 

{e vent class} 
kCoreEventClass 

{event IDs} 
kAEOpenApplication 

kAEOpenDocuments 

kJl.EPrintDocuments 

kAEQuitApplication 

kAEAnswer 

kAEApplicationDied 

= ' selh '; 

' aevt ' ; 

= ' oapp '; 

' odoc '; 

= ' pdoc '; 

' quit '; 

= ' ansr' ; 

= ' obit '; 
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{direct parameter} 
{error number parameter } 
{error string parameter} 
{process serial number param} 

{transaction ID} 
{return ID } 
{event class} 
{event ID} 
{target application } 
{list of optional } 
{ parameters for the 
{ Apple event} 
{number of ticks the client 
{ will wait} 
{settings to allow Apple 
{ Event Mgr to bring } 
{ server to foreground} 
{source application} 
{first required parameter 
{ remaining in an Apple } 
{ event} 

{identifies a handler } 
{ routine that is called 
{ immediately before the 
{ Apple Event Manager } 
{ dispatches an Apple event} 
{another selector} 

{event class for core } 
{ Appl e events} 

{even t ID for Open } 
{ Application event } 
{event I D for Open } 
{ Documents ever.t} 
{event ID for Print } 
{ Documents ever.t} 
{event ID for Quit } 
{ Application event } 
{event ID for Apple event 
{ replies} 
{event ID for Application 
{ Died event} 
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{constants for setting the sendMode parameter of AESend and for } 
{ the keyinteractLevelAttr attribute} 
kAENoReply $00000001 ; 
kAEQueueReply $00000002 ; 

kAEWaitReply $00000003 ; 

kAENeverinteract $00000010 ; 

kAECaninteract $00000020 ; 

kAEAlway sinteract = $0000 00 30 ; 

kAECanSwitchLayer $00000040 ; 

kAEDontReconnect = $00000080 ; 

{client doesn ' t want reply} 
{client wants server to } 
{ reply in event queue} 
{client wants a reply and 
{ will give up processor} 
{server application should 
{ not interact with user } 
{ for this Apple event} 
{se=ver may interact with } 
{ user for this Apple event 
{ to supply information} 
{server may interact with } 
{ user for this Apple event 
{ even if no information } 
{ is required} 
{server should come } 
{ directly to foreground 
{ when appropri ate} 
{don ' t reconne ct if there 
{ is a PPC sessClosedErr} 

kAEWantReceipt = nReturnReceipt ; 
{client wants return receipt} 

{constants for the sendPriority parameter of AESend} 
kAENormalPriority = $00000000 ; {put event at the back of } 

{ event queue} 
kAEHighPriority nAttnMsg ; {put event at the front of } 

{ the event queue} 

{constant for the returnID parameter of AECreateAppleEvent} 
kAutoGenerateReturnID = -1 ; {tells Apple Event Manager 

{ to generate a unique } 

{constant for transaction IDs} 
kAnyTransaction ID = O; 

{ return ID} 

{the Apple event is not } 
{ part of a transaction} 

{constants for timeout durations} 
kAEDefaultTimeout -1; 
kNoTimeOut = -2 ; 

{constants for the dispatcher 
kAENoDispatch O; 

kAEUseStandardDispatch -1 ; 

{use default timeout value} 
{never time out} 

parameter of AEResumeTheCurrentEvent} 
{don ' t redispatch the } 
{ Apple event} 
{redispatch the Apple event 
{ by using its entry in the 
{ Apple event dispatch table} 
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Data Types 

TYPE 
AEEventClass = 

PACKED ARRAY[l .. 4] OF Char ; {event class for a } 
{ high- level event} 

AEEventID = 
PACKED ARRAY[l . . 4) OF Char ; {event ID for a high-level 

{ event} 
AEKeyword = 

PACKED ARRAY[l .. 4] OF Char ; {keyword for a descriptor } 
{ record} 

DescType 

AEDesc = 
RECORD 

descriptorType : 
dataHandle : 

END; 

AEKeyDesc 

RECORD 
descKey : 
descContent : 

END ; 

AEAddressDesc 

AEDescList 

AERecord 

AppleEvent 

AESendMode 

AESendPriority 

AEinteractAllowed 

ResType ; 

DescType ; 
Handle 

{descriptor type} 

{descriptor r ecord } 
{type of data being passed} 
{handle to data being passed} 

{keyword-specified } 
{ descriptor record} 

AEKeyword ; {keyword} 
AEDesc {descriptor record} 

= AEDesc ; {address descriptor record} 

AEDesc ; {list of descriptor records} 

AEDescList ; {list of keyword-specified 
{ descriptor records} 

= AERecord ; {list of attributes and 
{ parameters necessary for 
{ an Apple event} 

= Longint ; {flags that determine how 
{ an Apple event is sent} 

Integer ; {send priority of an Apple 
{ event} 

(kAEinteractWithSelf , kAEinteractWithLocal , 
kAEinteractWithAll) ; 

{what p~ocesses may 
{ interact with the user} 
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AEEventSource (kAEUnknownSource , kAEDirectCall , kAESameProcess , 
kAELocalProcess , kAERemoteProcess) ; 

{the source of an Apple } 
{ event.} 

AEArrayType (kAEDataArray , kAEPackedArray, kAEHandleArray , 
kAEDescArray, kAEKeyDescArray) ; 

{type of an Apple event 
{ array} 

AEArrayData = 
RECORD {data fo r an Apple event } 

{ array} 
case AEArrayType OF 
kAEDataArray : 

(AEDataArray : ARRAY[O .. OJ OF Integer) ; 
kAEPackedArray : 

(AEPackedArray : PACKED ARRAY[O .. OJ OF Char) ; 
kAEHandleArray : 

(AEHandleArray : ARRAY:O . . OJ OF Handle) ; 
kAEDescArray : 

(AEDescArray : ARRAY[O .. OJ OF AEDesc); 
kAEKeyDescArray : 

(AEKeyDescArray : ARRAY[O .. OJ OF AEKeyDesc) ; 
END ; 

AEArrayDataPointer = AAEArrayData ; 

EventHandlerProcPtr = ProcPtr ; {pointer to an Apple event } 
{ handler routine} 

IdleProcPtr = ProcPtr ; {po:nter to an app ' s 
{ idle function} 

EventFilterProcPtr = ProcPtr ; {po~nter to an app ' s filter } 
{ procedure} 

Routines 

Creating and Managing the Apple Event Dispatch Tables 

FUNCTION AEinstallEventHandler (theAEEventClass : AEEventClass; 
theAEEventID : AEEventID ; handler : 

FUNCTION AEGetEventHandler 

Event.HandlerProcPtr ; handlerRefcon : 
Longint ; isSysHandler : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

(theAEEventClass : AEEventClass ; 
theAEEventID : AEEventID; VAR handler : 
EventHandlerProcPtr ; VAR handlerRefcon : 
Longint ; isSysHandler : Boolean) : OSErr; 
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FUNCTION AERemoveEventHandler (theAEEventClass : A~EventClass ; 

theAEEventID : AEEventID ; handler : 
EventHandlerProcPtr ; isSysHandler : 
Boolea~) : OSErr ; 

Dispatching Apple Events 

FUNCTION AEProcessAppleEvent (theEventRecord : EventRecord) OSErr ; 

Getting Parameters and Attributes From Apple Events 

FUNCTION AEGetParamPtr 

FUNCTION AEGetParamDe sc 

FUNCTION AEGetAttributePtr 

FUNCTION AEGetAttributeDesc 

(theAppleEvent : AppleEvent ; theAEKeyword : 
AEKeywo rd ; desiredType : DescType ; 
VAR typeCode : DescType ; dataPtr : Ptr ; 
maximumSi ze : Size ; VAR actualSize : Si ze) 
: OSEr:!'." ; 

(theAppleEvent : AppleEvent ; theAEKeyword : 
AEKeyword ; desiredType : DescType; 
VAR result : AEDesc) : OSErr ; 

(theAppleEvent : AppleEvent ; theAEKeyword : 
AEKeyword ; desiredType : DescType ; 
VAR t ypeCode : DescType ; dataPtr : Ptr ; 
maximunSize : Size ; VAR actualSize : Size) 
: OSErr ; 

(theAppleEvent : AppleEvent ; theAEKeyword : 
AEKeyword ; desiredType : DescType ; 
VAR result : AEDesc) : OSErr ; 

Counting the Items in Descriptor Lists 

FUNCTION AECountitems (theAEDescList : AEDescList ; VAR theCount : 
Longint) : OSErr ; 

Getting Items From Descriptor Lists 

FUNCTION AEGetNthPtr 

FUNCTION AEGetNthDesc 

(theAEDescList : AEDescList ; index : Longint ; 
desiredType : DescType ; VAR theAEKeyword : 
AEKeyword ; VAR typeCode : DescType ; dataPtr : 
Ptr ; maximumSize : Size ; VAR a ctualSize : Size) 
OSErr ; 

(theAEDescList : AEDescList ; index : Longint ; 
desiredType : DescType ; VAR theAEKeyword : 
AEKeyword ; VAR result : AEDesc) : OSErr ; 
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(theAEDescLisc : AEDescList ; arrayType : 
AEArrayType ; arrayPtr : AEArrayDataPointer ; 
maximumSize : Size ; VAR i temType : DescType ; 
VAR itemSize : Size ; VAR iteMCount : Longint) 
OSErr ; 

Getting Data and Keyword-Specified Descriptor Records 
From AE Records 

FUNCTION AEGetKeyPtr (theAERecord : AERecord ; t h eAEKeyword : AEKeyword ; 
desiredType : DescType ; VAR typeCode : DescType ; 
dataPtr : Ptr ; maximumSize : Size ; 
VAR actualSize : Size) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION AEGetKeyDesc (theAERecord : AERecord ; theAEKeyword : 
AEKeyword ; desiredType : DescType ; VAR result : 
AEDesc) : OSErr ; 

Requesting User Interaction 

FUNCTION AESetinteractionAllowed (level : AEinteractAllowed) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION AEGetin teractionAllowP.rl (VAR level : AEinteractAllowed) 
OSErr ; 

FUNCTION AEinteractWithUser (timeOutinTicks : Longint ; nmReqPtr : 
NMRecPtr ; idleProc : IdleProcPtr) : 
OSErr ; 

Requesting More Time to Respond to Apple Events 

FUNCTION AEResetTimer ( reply : Apple Event) : OSErr ; 

Suspending and Resuming Apple Event Handling 

FUNCTION AESuspendTheCurrentEvent (theAppleEvent : AppleEvent) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION AEResumeTheCurrentEvent (theAppleEvent,reply : AppleEvent ; 
dispatcher : EventHandlerProcPtr ; 
handlerRefcon : Longint) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION AESetTheCurrentEvent (theAppleEvent : AppleEvent) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION AEGetTheCurrentEvent (VAR theAppleEvent : AppleEver:t) : 
OSErr ; 
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Creating Apple Events 

FUNCTION AECreateAppleEvent (theAEEventClass : AEEventClass ; 
theAEEventID : AEEventID ; target : 
AEAddressDesc ; returnID : Integer ; 
transactionID : Longint ; VAR result : 
AppleEvent) : OSErr ; 

Creating and Duplicating Descriptor Records 

FUNCTION AECreateDesc 

FUNCTION AEDuplicateDesc 

(typeCode : DescType ; dataPtr : Ptr ; dataSize : 
Size ; VAR result : AEDesc) : OSErr ; 

(theAEDesc : AEDesc ; VAR result : AEDesc) 
OSErr ; 

Creating Descriptor Lists and AE Records 

FUNCTION AECreateList (factoringPtr : Ptr ; factoredSize : Size ; 
isRecord : Boolean ; VAR resultList : AEDescList) 
: OSErr ; 

Adding Items to Descriptor Lists 

FUNCTION AEPutPtr 

FUNCTION AEPutDesc 

FUNCTION AEPutArray 

(theAE~escList: AEDescList ; index : Longint ; 
typeCode : DescType ; dataPtr : Ptr ; dataSize : 
Size) : OSErr ; 

(theAEDescList : AEDescList ; index : Longint ; 
theAEDesc : AEDesc) : OSErr ; 

(theAEDescList : AEDescList ; arrayType : 
AEArrayType ; arrayPtr : AEArrayDataPointer ; 
itemType : DescType ; itemSize : Size ; 
i temCount : Long Int) : OS Err ; 

Adding Data and Keyword-Specified Descriptor Records 
to AE Records 

FUNCTION AEPutKeyPtr 

FUNCTION AEPutKeyDesc 

(theAERecord : AERecord ; t heAEKeyword : AEKeyword ; 
typeCode : DescType ; data?tr : Ptr ; dataSize : 
Size) : OSErr ; 

(theAERecord : AERecord ; theAEKeyword : 
AEKeyword ; theAEDesc : AEDesc) : OSErr ; 
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Adding Parameters and Attributes to Apple Events 

FUNCTION AEPutParamPtr (theAppleEvent : AppleEvent ; theAEKeyword : 
AEKeyword ; typeCode : DescType ; dataPtr : Ptr ; 
dataSize : Size) : OSErr ; 

FUNC':'ION AEPutParamDesc (theAppleEvent : AppleEvent ; theAEKeyword : 
AEKeyword ; theAEDesc : AEDesc) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION AEPutAttributePtr (theAppleEvent : AppleEvent ; theAEKeyword : 
AEKeyword ; typeCode : DescType ; dataPtr : Ptr ; 
oataSize : Size) : OSErr ; 

FUNC':'ION AEPutAt t ributeDesc (theAppleEvent : AppleEvent ; theAEKeyword : 

Sending Apple Events 

FUNC':'ION AESend 

AEKeyword ; theAEDesc : AEDesc) : OSErr ; 

(theAppleEvent : Appl eEvent ; VAR reply : 
AppleEvent ; sendMode : AESendMode ; sendPriority : 
AESendPriority ; t i meOutinTicks : Long i nt ; 
idleProc : IdleProcPcr ; filterProc : 
Even tFilter ProcPtr) : OSErr ; 

Getting the Sizes and Descrip~or Types of Descriptor Records 

FUNCTION AESizeOfNthitem (theAEDescLi st : AEDescList ; index : Longint ; 
VAR typeCo de : DescType ; VAR dataSize : Size) 
OSErr ; 

FUNCTION AESizeOfKeyDesc (theAERecord : AEReco~d ; theAEKeyword : 
AEKeywo rd ; VAR typeCode : DescType ; 
VAR dataSize : Size ) : OSEr r ; 

FUNCTION AESizeOfParam (theAppleEvent : AppleEvent ; theAEKeyword : 
AEKeyword ; VAR typeCode : DescType ; 
VAR dataSize : Size) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION AESizeOfAttribute (theAppleEvent : AppleEvent ; theAEKeyword : 
AEKeyword ; VAR typeCode : DescType ; 
VAR dataSize : Size) : OSErr ; 

Deleting D~scriptor Records 

FUNCTION AEDeleteitem (theAEDescList : AEDescList ; index : Longint) 
OSErr ; 

FUNCTION AEDeleteKeyDesc (theAERecord : AERecord ; theAEKeyword : 
AEKeyword) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION AEDeleteParam (theAppleEvent : AppleEvent ; theAEKeyword : 
AEKeyword) : OSErr ; 
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Deallocating Memory for Descriptor Records 

FUNCTION AEDisposeDesc (VAR theAEDesc : AEDesc) OSErr; 

Coercing Descriptor Types 

FUNCTION AECoercePtr (typeCode : DescType ; dataPtr : Ptr ; dataSize : 
Size ; toType : DescType ; VAR result : AEDesc) 
OSErr ; 

FUNCTION AECoerceDesc (theAEDesc : AEDesc ; toType : DescType ; VAR 
result : AEDesc) : OSErr ; 

Creating and Managing the Coercion Handler Tables 

FUNCTION AEinstallCoe rcionHandler (fromType : DescType ; toType : DescType ; 
handler : ProcPtr ; handlerRefcon : 

FUNCTION AEGetCoercionHandler 

FUNCTION AERempveCoercionHandler 

Longint ; fromTypeisDesc : Boolean ; 
isSysHandler : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

(fromType : DescType; toType : DescType ; 
VAR handler : ProcPtr ; 
VAR handlerRefcon : Longinl ; 
VAR fromTypeisDesc : Boolean ; 
isSysHandler : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

( fromType : DescType ; toType : DescType ; 
handler : ProcPtr ; isSysHandler : 
Boolean) : OSErr; 

Creating and Managing the Special Handler Tables 

FUNCTION AEinstallSpecialHandler 

FUNCTION AEGetSpecialHandler 

FUNCTION AERemoveSpecialHandler 

(functionClass : AEKeyword; handler : 
ProcPtr ; isSys~andler : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

(functionClass : AEKeyword ; 
VAR handl er : ProcPtr ; isSysHandler : 
Boolean) : OSErr ; 

(functionClass : AEKeyword ; handler : 
ProcPtr ; isSysHandler : Boolean) : 
OSErr ; 
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Application-Defined Routines 

FUNCTION MyEventHandler (theAppleEvent : AppleEvent: reply : AppleEvent ; 
handlerRefcon : Longint) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION MyidleFunction (VAR theEvent Record : EventRecord ; 
VAR sleepTime : Longint ; VAR mouseRgn : 
RgnHandle) : Boolean ; 

FUNCTION MyWaitReplyFiltcr (V~R theEventRecord : EventRecord ; 
returnID : Longint ; transactionID : Longint ; 
sender : AEAddressDesc) : Boole an ; 

FUNCTION MyCoercePtr (typeCode : DescType ; dataPtr : Ptr ; dataSize : 
Size ; toType: DescType ; 

0

handlerRefcon : 
Longint ; VAR result : AEDesc) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION MyCoerceDesc (theAEDesc : AEDesc ; toType : DescType ; 
handlerRefco n : Longint ; VAR result : AEDesc) 
OSErr ; 

Result Codes 

no Err 
pararnErr 
memFullEIT 
bufferlsSmall 
noOutstandingHLE 
connectionlnvalid 
err AECoercionFail 

0 
-50 

- 108 
-607 
-608 
- 609 

-1700 

errAEDescNotFound - 1701 
errAECorruptData - L 702 
errAEWrongDataType - 1703 
erTAENotAEDesc -1704 
err AEBadListltem - 1705 
errAENewerVersion - 1706 
eITAENotAppleEvent - 1707 
errAEEventNotHandled - 1708 
errAEReplyNotValid - 1709 
errAEUnknownSendMode - 1710 
eITAEWaitCanceled - 1711 
errAETimeout - 17 12 
errAENoUserlnteraction - 1713 
errAENotASpecialFunction - 1714 
eITAEParamMissed - 17 15 
err AEU nknownAddressType -1 716 
eITAEHandlerNotFound - 1717 
eITAEReplyNotArrived - 17 18 
enAEillegallndex - 1719 

No error 
Parameter error (handler pointer is NIL or odd) 
Not enough room in heap zone 
Buffer is too small 
No outstanding high-level event 
Connection is invalid 
Data could not be coerced to the requested 
descriptor type 
Descriptor record was not found 
Data in an Apple event could not be read 
Wrong descriptor type 
Not a valid descriptor record 
Operation involving a list item failed 
Need a newer version of the Apple Event Manager 
Event is not an Apple event 
Event wasn' t handled by an Apple event handler 
AEResetTimer was passed an invalid reply 
Invalid sending mode was passed 
User canceled out of wait loop for reply or receipt 
Apple event timed out 
No user interaction allowed 
Wrong keyword for a special function 
Handler did not get all required parameters 
Unknown Apple event address type 
No handler found for an Apple event or a coercion 
Reply has not yet arrived 
Not a valid list index 
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Assembly-Language Information 

Trap Macros Requiring Routine Selectors 

_Pack8 

Selector 

$01 lE 
$0204 
$02 19 
$021A 
$02 1B 
$0210 
$022B 
$022C 
$0405 
$0407 
$040E 
$0413 
$04 13 
$0500 
$0501 
$0520 
$0603 
$0609 
$06 10 
$0610 
$061C 
$0627 
$0706 
$0720 
$0723 
$08 12 
$08 12 
$08 18 
$0825 
$0826 
$0828 
$0829 
$0829 
$082A 
$091F 
$0921 
$0A02 
$0A08 
$0A l6 
$0A22 
$0AOB 
$0AOF 
$0AOF 
$0BOO 
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Routine 

AESetlnteractionAllowed 
AEOisposeOesc 
AEResetTimer 
AEGetTheCurrentEvent 
AEProcessAppleE vent 
AEGetlnteractionA I lowed 
AESuspendTheCurrentEvent 
AESetTheCurrentEvent 
AEDuplicateOesc 
AECountltems 
AEOeleteitem 
AEOeleteKeyOesc 
AEOeleteParam 
AEinstaJ ISpeciaJHandler 
AERemoveSpecialHandler 
AEGetSpeciaJHandler 
AECoerceDesc 
AEPutDesc 
AEPutKeyOesc 
AEPutPararnDesc 
AElnteractWith User 
AEPutAttributeDesc 
AECreateList 
AERemoveEventHandler 
AERemoveCoercionHandler 
AEGetKeyDesc 
AEGetParamDesc 
AEResumeTheCurrentEvent 
AECreateOesc 
AEGetAttributeDesc 
AESizeOf Attribute 
AESizeOfKeyDesc 
AESizeOfParam 
AESizeOfNthltem 
AEinstaJ IE ventHandler 
AEGetEventHandler 
AECoercePtr 
AEPutPtr 
AEPutAttributePtr 
AEinstallCoercionHandler 
AEGetNthDesc 
AEPutKeyPtr 
AEPutParamPtr 
AEPutArray 
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$0Bl4 
$0B24 
$0DOC 
$0D l7 
$0El L 
$0Ell 
$0E15 
$100A 

Routine 

AECreateAppleEvent 
AEGetCoercion Handler 
AEGetAITay 
AESend 
AEGetKey Ptr 
AEGetParamPtr 
AEGetAttributePtr 
AEGetNthPtr 

The Apple Event Manager 
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ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

This chapter describes how you can use the Program-to-Program Communications (PPC) 
Toolbox to send and receive low-level message blocks between applications. 

The PPC Toolbox can be used by different applications located on the same computer or 
across a network <?f Macintosh® computers. The PPC Toolbox is available o~ly in system 
software version 7.0. To test for the existence of the PPC Toolbox, use the Gestalt function , 
described in the Compatibili ty Guidelines chapter of this volume. 

Read this chapter if you want your application to transmit and receive data from other applica
tions that support the PPC Toolbox. Applications that utilize the PPC Toolbox must be open 
and connected to each other to exchange data. The PPC Toolbox allows you to send large 
amounts of data to other applications; it is typically useful for code that is not event-based. 
The PPC Toolbox is called by the Macintosh Operating System and can also be called by 
applications, device dri vers, desk accessories, or other programs. 

The PPC Toolbox provides a method of communication that is particularly useful for applica
tions that are specifically designed to work together and are dependent on each other for 
information. For example, suppose one user organizes large amounts of data using a database 
application and another user filters and plots the same data using a plotting application. If 
both applications use the PPC Toolbox, these two applications can directly transmit data to 
each other when both applications are open and connected to each other. 

You can also use the PPC Toolbox if your application communicates with other applications 
using high-level events or Apple® events, and your application allows the user to choose 
another application to communicate with. You can use a PPC Toolbox routine that provides a 
standard user interface to display a dialog box on the user's screen that lists other applications 
that are available to exchange information. See "Browsing for Ports Using the Program 
Linking Dialog Box" later in this chapter for detailed information. Elsewhere in this volume, 
see the Events Manager chapter for information on high-level events, and see the Apple Event 
Manager chapter for information on Apple events. 

The PPC Toolbox uses the AppleTalk® Data Stream Protocol (ADSP) and the Name-Binding 
Protocol (NBP). For detailed infonnation on ADSP, see the AppleTalk Manager chapter in 
thi s volume. For further information on NBP, see the AppleTalk Manager chapters in 
Volume II, Volume V, and this volume. 

Note: The sample applications "store data," "display data," "send and receive," 
"make memo," and "spell quick" used in this chapter are not actual products of Apple 
Computer, Inc. They are used for illustrative purposes only. 
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ABOUT THE PPC TOOLBOX 

The PPC Toolbox provides you with the ability to 

• exchange data with other open applications on the same computer or across a network of 
Macintosh computers 

• browse through a listing of applications that are available to exchange data 

• verify user identities for communication across a network 

To utilize the PPC Toolbox to exchange data between open applications, each application 
involved must support the PPC Toolbox. 

This chapter first defines the main elements of the PPC Toolbox and then discusses how to 

• set up your application for communication 

• use security features prior to establishing communication 

• locate other applications that can exchange data 

• initiate communication between applications 

• accept or reject incoming communications requests 

• transmit and receive data between applications 

• terminate communication between applications 

PORTS, SESSIONS, AND MESSAGE BLOCKS 

To initiate communication between applications, you must first open a port. A port is a portal 
through which your application can exchange information with another application. A port is 
designated by a port name and a location name. 

A port name is a unique identifier for a particul ar application on a computer. The port name 
contains a name string, a type string, and a script code for localization. The location name 
identifies the location of the computer on the network. The location name contains an object 
string, a type string, and a zone. An application can specify an alias location name by 
modifying its type string. 

Your application can open as many ports as it requires as long as each port name is unique 
within a particular computer. See "Specifying Port Names and Location Names" later in this 
chapter for detailed information on port names and location names. 
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Through its port, an open application can communicate with another open application during a 
session. One port can support any number of communication sessions. During a session, an 
application sends and receives data in the form of a message block. The PPC Toolbox treats 
each block of data as a byte stream and delivers it in the same sequence in which it was sent. 

The words port name, location name, session, and message block are programmatic terms. 
You should not use them in the user interface of your application or in your user documen
tation. Instead, refer to a file that contains executable code as an application program. An 
application program that opens and uses PPC ports supports program Linking. When you Link 
two application programs together, you are forming a program link. A link allows two appli
cation programs to communicate with each other-you unlink two application programs 
when you break the link between them. You can compare the link between two application 
programs to the communication established using telephones. For example, a program link is 
similar to a telephone connection that enables various forms of communication such as 
human-to-human, modem-to-modem, and facsimile machine-to-facsimile machine. 

Figure 7-1 shows a database application on one computer that has initiated a session with a 
spreadsheet application located on another computer on the network. 

PPC Toolbox 

D 

Port name 

store data, 
database 

Session . .... 

PPCToolbox 

: 

D 

Location name Location name 

Port name 

display data, 
spreadsheet 

Jane Doe's Macintosh:PPCToolBox@twilight Joe Smith's Macintosh:PPCToolBox@loading 

Figure 7-1. A PPC Toolbox session between two applications 

The database application's port name consists of "store data" (the name string) and "database" 
(the type string). Its location name consists of "Jane Doe's Macintosh" (the object string), 
"PPCToolBox" (the type string), and "twilight" (the AppleTalk zone). 

The spreadsheet application's port name consists of "display data" (the name string) and 
"spreadsheet" (the type string). Its location name consists of "Joe Smith's Macintosh" 
(the object string), "PPCToolBox" (the type string), and "loading" (the AppleTalk zone). 
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SETTING UP AUTHENTICATED SESSIONS 

Network communication must be active to initiate sessions with other computers across a 
network. The user must activate AppleTalk in the Chooser and enable program linking 
using the Sharing Setup icon located in the Control Panels folder inside the System Folder. 
Figure 7-2 displays the Sharing Setup icon. 

Sharing Setup 

Figure 7-2. The Sharing Setup icon 

Figure 7-3 shows the Sharing Setup control panel that the FinderTM displays when the user 
opens the Sharing Setup icon. 

~O Sharing Setup 

[!g) Network Identity 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Owner Name : I J8 ne Doe 
::::::=====:::;-~~~~~~~ 

Owner Password : I•••••••• 
:=======---~~~~~~~ 

Macintosh Name: I J 8ne Doe's Macintosh 

LJ File Sharing 
.~, 

, .... st .. tus ···-·········-·········-···---··········-·····-·-·---·-··--·-·-·····-··---, 
( Stop ) i File sharing is on. Click Stop to prevent other 

L~.s.:.~~ .. ~:..°.~ .. 4.~.~:.s.~.~~.9. .. 5.~.a.:..e.~--~~-1~.e.:..~: ................... .............. J 

~ Program Linking 
,. ... st .. tus ............................................................................................... , 

Stop ! Program linking is on. Click Stop to prev ent other i 
l~.5.:.'.~.-~:..°.~--~;-~~-~~-g--~.°. __ Y_°.~-~.:~.4.:..e.~ .. ~.~~-9.:..~~~.: ............... _i 

Figure 7-3. The Sharing Setup control panel 

To permit other computers to initiate sessions with the owner's computer, the owner of the 
computer must click the Start button underneath Program Linking (Start toggles with Stop). 
The Sharing Setup control panel then indicates "Program linking is on. Click Stop to prevent 
other users from linking to your shared programs." To prevent other computers from 
initiating sessions, an owner simply clicks Stop underneath Program Linking. The Sharing 
Setup control panel then indicates "Program linking is off. Click Start to allow other users to 
link to your shared programs." Clicking the Start or Stop button also enables or disables the 
transmission of incoming Apple events across the network. 

If a user clicks the Stop button while there are active incoming sessions (sessions initiated by 
other users), an alert box (shown in Figure 7-4) appears on the user's screen. 
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There are users currently linked to your 
programs, and the links will be 
immediatel y broken. 

[ Cancel ) (! OK JJ 

Figure 7-4. The session termination alert box 
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If a user clicks OK, all active sessions initiated by other users are immediately terminated. 
Note that it is still possible for the owner of the computer to initiate sessions, even though 
other users may not initiate sessions with the owner's computer. 

The PPC Toolbox establishes the identity of users through the process of authentication. 
The authentication mechanism of the PPC Toolbox identifies each user through an assigned 
name and password. Each session initiated with a port that is located on a remote computer 
requires authentication (unless guest access is enabled) before a session is permitted. 
Sessions between applications located on the same computer never require authentication. 

A computer's owner can establish access for other users and guests by opening the users and 
groups icon located in the Control Panels folder. When an owner opens the users and groups 
icon, the Finder displays the users and groups control panel. The users and groups control 
panel allows an owner to specify the names and passwords of other users whose computers 
can initiate sessions with his or her ports across the network. When the computer's owner 
opens the users and groups control panel, the Guest icon appears. If the owner's name is 
specified in the Sharing Setup control panel, an icon with the owner's name also appears. 

To specify a particular new user, the owner chooses New User from the File menu. The 
owner should type in the user's name. When the owner opens a user icon in the users and 
groups control panel, the Finder displays the users and groups dialog box on the owner's 
screen. Figure 7-5 shows the users and groups dialog box for a particular user. 

~O Jane Doe 

User Pas swor d: r.·~·~-~-~-~~·~·~""] 

LJ File Sharing 
.~, 

181 Allow User to Connect 

181 Allow User to Change Password 

181 Allow User to See Entire Volume 

Groups: 

~ Program Linking 

181 Allow remote users to 
link to programs on this Macintosh 

Figure 7-5. The users and groups dialog box 
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To permit authenticated session requests, the owner can specify a password for each user. 
The owner allows other users to utilize the PPC Toolbox by clicking the check box under 
Program Linking. If the owner clicks the check box again, all active sessions initiated by 
this particular user are immediately terminated. The user termination alert box (shown in 
Figure 7-6) is displayed as a warning. 

"Jane Doe" is currently connected to this 
Macintosh, and will be immediately 
disconnected. 

[ Cancel ) ([ OK JJ 

Figure 7-6. The user termination alert box 

When the owner opens a Guest icon in the users and groups control panel, the Finder 
displays the guest dialog box on the owner's screen. Authentication is not required if the 
owner permits guest access. Figure 7-7 shows the guest dialog box. 

§0 <Guest> 

LJ File Sharing 
'~' 

D Allow guests to connect 

~ Program Linking 

181 Allow guests to link 
to programs on thi s Maci ntosh 

Figure 7-7. The guest dialog box 

By clicking the check box under Program Linking, the owner permits guests to communicate 
using the PPC Toolbox or Apple events. 

As an example of the authentication process, one user might decide to make a dictionary service 
available to other users. Another user may wish to employ this service in a word-processing 
program. Assuming both programs support the PPC Toolbox, the word-processing program 
attempts to gain access to the dictionary service that is open on the other user's computer by 
initiating a session. When the word-processing application requests a session, the PPC Toolbox 
attempts to authenticate the user by requesting a user name and a password (unless guest access 
is enabled). If the authentication process verifies the user' s identity and the dictionary applica
tion accepts the request for a session, a session is established and the user can access the diction
ary's data. 

Figure 7-8 illustrates the authentication process that occurs when a user attempts to initiate 
a session. 
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Macintosh computer 

Word 
processor 

Macintosh computer 

Dictionary 
service 

The PPC Toolbox 

Start 
AccepV 

reject 
Authentication 

PPC Toolbox PPC Toolbox 

Figure 7-8. The PPC Toolbox authentication process 

USING THE PPC TOOLBOX 

This section describes 

• PPC Toolbox calling conventions 

• opening a port 

• listing all available port locations on the network 

• indicating that a port is available to accept session requests 

• initiating a session 

• accepting and rejecting session requests 

• reading and writing data during a session 

• ending a session after data is transmitted and received 

• closing a port when it is no longer needed to ttansmit or receive data 

• invalidating users 

To begin, you must determine whether the PPC Toolbox is available on the user's computer 
system by using the Gestalt function. The Gestalt selector is gestaltPPCToolboxAttr. A noErr 
result code indicates that the PPC Toolbox is present. 
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The Gestalt function returns a combination of the following constants: gestaltPPCToolboxPresent, 
gestaltPPCSupportsRealTime, gestaltPPCSupportsOutGoing, and gestaltPPCSupportslncoming. 

The PPC Toolbox currently supports only sessions in real time. The Gestalt function returns 
gestaltPPCSupportsRealTime by default. If this bit is not set, you need to initialize the PPC 
Toolbox. 

The Gestalt function returns gestaltPPCStipportsOutGoing to indicate support of outgoing 
sessions across a network of Macintosh computers. If this bit is not set, the user hasn't 
enabled AppleTalk in the Chooser. 

The Gestalt function returns gestaltPPCSupportslncoming if the user has enabled program 
linking in the Sharing Setup control panel. If this bit is not set, the user either hasn ' t enabled 
AppleTalk in the Chooser or hasn ' t enabled program linking in the Sharing Setup control panel. 

Use the PPCinit function to initialize the PPC Toolbox. 

err : = PPCinit ; 

Listing 7-1 illustrates how you use the PPCinit function to initialize the PPC Toolbox. 

Listing 7-1. Initializing the PPC Toolbox using the PPCinit function 

FUNCTION MyPPCinit : OSErr ; 

VAR 
PPCAttributes : Longint ; 
err : OSErr ; 

BEGIN {myPPCinit) 
err : = Gestalt(gestaltPPCToolboxAttr , PPCAttributes) ; 
IF err = noErr 

THEN {PPC Toolbox is present} 
BEGIN 

IF BAND(PPCAttributes , gestaltPPCSupportsRealTime) 0 
THEN {PPC Toolbox needs initialization) 

BEGIN 
{initialize the PPC Toolbox and s e t function result) 
err : = PPCinit ; 
{test the a t tributes for the PPC Toolbox) 
err . - Gesta l t(gestaltPPCTool boxAttr , 

PPCAttributes) ; 
END ; 

IF BAND(PPCAttributes , gestaltP?CSupportsOutGoing) <> 0 
THEN 

{ports can be opened to the outside world) 
ELSE ; 

{it's likely that AppleTalk is disabled , so you may ) 
{ want to t ell the user to activate AppleTalk from } 
{ the Chooser) 
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IF BAND(PPCAttributes , gestaltPPCSupportsincoming) <> 0 
THEN 

{pores can be opened with location names that the 
{ outside world can see} 

ELSE ; 
{it ' s likely that program linking is disabl ed , so you} 
{ may want to tell the user to start program linking } 
{ from the Sharing Setup con trol panel} 

END ; 
MyPPCinit : = err ; 

END ; {MyPPCinit} 

Figure 7-9 illustrates a database application (on the left) that has initiated a session with a 
spreadsheet application (on the right) to exchange data using the PPC Toolbox. This figure 
includes an example of the sequence of PPC Toolbox routines executed by these applications. 
Detailed descriptions of the functions appear in the sections that follow. 

~ . -

L· 
lIIIl Oil 

PPCOpen .. 
PPC PPC 

... PPCOpen 
Toolbox Toolbox .. PPClnform 

PPCBrowser .. 
StartSecureSession .. PPCA~pt 

PPCWrite _____. _____. PPCRead 

PPCRead .._ .._ PPCWrlte 

PPCEnd 
_____. .---- PPCEnd 

PPCClose _____. .---- PPCClose 

Figure 7-9. Database and spreadsheet applications using the PPC Toolbox 
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To establish a sess ion, each application must first open a port us ing the PPCOpen function. 
The spreadsheet application prepares to receive session requests by call ing the PPCinform 
function. 

Before initiating a session or opening a port, the database application can let the user browse 
through the list o f available ports (using the PPCBrowser function). If the user decides to 
communicate with the spreadsheet application, the database application in itiates a session with 
the spreadsheet application 's port using the StartSecureSession functi on. After the PPC 
Toolbox authenticates the user name and password of the initiating port, the spreadsheet 
application accepts the session request (using the PPCAccept function). 

Once the session is established, the applications exchange in formation in the form of message 
blocks (using the PPCRead and PPCWrite functions). During a sess ion, an application can 
both read from and write message blocks to another application. After the information 
exchange is done, each application ends the session (PPCEnd) and then closes its port 
(PPCClose) when it quits . 

The PPCOpen function returns a port reference number. The port reference number is a 
reference number for the port through which you are requesting a session. The database 
application uses the port reference number in subsequent calls to the StartSecureSession 
and PPCClose functions. The StartSecureSession function returns a session reference 
number. The session reference number is used to identify the session during the exchange 
of data. It is used in subsequent calls to the PPCWrite, PPCRead, and PPCEnd functions. 

The PPCOpen function returns a port reference number that the spreadsheet uses in 
subsequent calls to the PPCinform and PPCClose functions. The PPC inform function 
returns a session reference number that is used in subsequent calls to the PPCAccept, 
PPCRead, PPCWrite, and PPCEnd functions. 

PPC Toolbox Calling Conventions 

Most PPC Toolbox functions can execute synchronously (meaning that the application cannot 
continue until the function completes execution) or asynchronously (meani ng that the applica
tion is free to perform other tasks while the functi on is executing). The PPC Toolbox fu ncti ons 
that can only be executed synchronously include PPC Tnit, PPCBrowser, StartSecureSession, 
DeleteUserldenti ty, and GetDefaultUser. All o ther PPC Toolbox functions can execute 
asynchronously or synchronously. Here' s an example: 

FUNCTION MyPPCFunction (pb : PPCPararnBlockPtr ; async : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

The pb parameter should point to a PPC parameter block. The async parameter is TRUE if 
the function is to be executed asynchronously. 

Note: The PPCinform, PPCRead, and PPCWrite functions should always be 
executed asynchronously, because they require interaction from the other application 
in the session before they complete execution. 

The PPCParamBlock.Rec data type defines the PPC parameter block. 
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TYPE PPCParamBlockRec = 
RECORD 

CASE Integer OF 
0 : (openParam : 
1 : (informParam : 
2 : (startParam : 
3 : (acceptParam : 
4 : (rejectParam : 
5 : (wri teParam : 
6 : (readParam : 
7 : (endParam : 
8 : (closeParam : 
9 : (listPortsParam: 

END ; 

PPCOpenPBRec) ; 
PPCinformPBRec) ; 
PPCStartPBRec) ; 
PPCAcceptPBRec) ; 
PPCRejectPBRec) ; 
PPCWritePBRec) ; 
PPCRe a dPBRec) ; 
PPCEndPBRec) ; 
PPCC l osePBRec) ; 
IPCL i stPortsPBRec) 

The PPC Toolbox 

{PPCOpen par ams} 
{PPCinform params} 
{PPCStart params} 
{PPCAccept params} 
{PPCReject params} 
{PPCWrite params} 
{PPCRead params} 
{PPCEnd params} 
{PPCClose params} 
{IPCLi stPorts } 
{ params} 

Your application transfers ownership of the PPC parameter block (and any buffers or records 
pointed to by the PPC parameter block) to the PPC Toolbox until a PPC function completes 
execution. Once the function completes, ownership of the parameter block (and any buffers 
or records it points to) is transferred back to your application. If a PPC Toolbox function is 
executed asynchronously, your program cannot alter memory that might be used by the PPC 
Toolbox until that function completes. 

A PPC Toolbox function that is excuted asynchronously must specify NIL or the address of a 
completion routine in the ioCompletion field of the PPC parameter block. You should use the 
ioResult field to determine the actual result code when an asynchronously executed PPC 
Toolbox function completes. 

If you specify NIL in the ioCompletion field, you should poll the ioResult field of the PPC 
parameter block after the function is called in order to determine whether the PPC function 
has completed the requested operation. You should poll the ioResult field within the event 
loop of your application. If the ioResult field contains a value other than l , the function has 
completed execution. Note that you must not poll the ioResult field at interrupt time to 
determine whether the function has completed execution. 

If you specify a completion routine in the ioCompletion field, it is called at interrupt time 
when the PPC Toolbox function completes execution. 

£. Warning: Completion routines execute at the interrupt level and must preserve 
all registers other than AO, Al , and DO-D2. (Note that MPW® C and MPW 
Pascal do this automatically.) Your completion routine must not make any calls to 
the Memory Manager directly or indirectly, and it can' t depend on the validity of 
handles to unlocked blocks. The PPC Toolbox preserves the application global 
regi ster AS . .... 

You can write completion routines in C, Pascal, or assembly language. A completion routine 
declared in Pascal has this format: 

PROCEDURE MyCompletionRoutine (pb : PPCParamBlockPtr); 

The pb parameter points to the PPC parameter block passed to the PPC Toolbox function. 
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You may call another PPC Toolbox function from within a completion routine, but the func
tion called must be executed asynchronously. It is recommended that you allocate parameter 
blocks of data type PPCParamBlockRec so that you may reuse the pb parameter to call 
another PPC Toolbox function from within a completion routine. For example, you should 
call either the PPCAccept function or the PPCReject function asynchronously from within a 
PPCinform completion routine to accept or reject the session request. 

If your application is executing PPC Toolbox functions asynchronously, you may want to 
define your own record type to hold all data associated with a session. You can attach the 
data to the end of the parameter block. Here's an example: 

TYPE 
SessRecHndl = ASessRecPtr ; 
SessRec Ptr = ASessRec ; 
SessRec 
RECORD 

p b : 

thePPCPortRec : 
theLocationNameRec : 
theUserName : 

END ; 

PPCParamBlockRec ; 
{must be first item i~ record} 
PPCPortRec ; 
LocationNameRec ; 
Str32 

The additional data elements in your record can be accessed dming execution of a completion 
routine by coercing the pb parameter to a pointer to your record type. 

Specifying Port Names and Location Names 

Before initiating a session, you must open a port to communicate with other programs. A 
port name and location name identify each port. An application can open as many ports as 
it requires as long as each po1t name is unique within a particular computer. You specify 
both the po1t name and the location name in the PPC parameter block. 

Figure 7-lO illustrates a single Macintosh computer with two applications, and their 
corresponding port names and location names. 

To open a port, you need to specify a port name. A port name consists of a name string, a 
type string, and a script code for localization. For example, you can designate "make memo" 
as the application's name string, "word processor" as its type string, and "smRoman" as its 
script code. 

A port name is defined by a PPC p01t record. The PPC port record contains a sc1ipt code, 
name string, port kind selector, and type st1ing. The scri pt code is an integer script identifier 
used for localization. The name string consists of a 32-byte character string that designates 
the application name. You should keep both the script code and the name string in a resource. 
The port kind selector is an integer that selects the kind of type string. You should make 
it consistent internationally. The type string can be either a 32-byte character string or a 
4-character creator and a 4-character application type. See the Finder Interface chapter for 
in formation on creators and fil e types. See the Worldwide Software Overview chapter 
for information on script codes and localization. 
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Port name 

make memo, 
word processor 

Location name 

The PPC Toolbox 

Port name 

PPC Toolbox 

Jane Doe's Macintosh:PPCToolBox@twilight 

Figure 7-10. Two Macintosh applications and their corresponding ports 

The PPCPortRec data type defines the PPC port record. 

TYPE PPCPortRec = 
RECORD 

nameScript : 
name : 

portKindSelector : 

ScriptCode; 
Str32 ; 

PPCPortKinds ; 

CASE PPCPortKinds OF 
ppcBySt:::-ing : 

{script identifier} 
{port name in program 
{ linking dialog box} 
{general category of } 
{ application} 

(portTypeStr : Str32) ; 
ppcByCreatorAndType: 

END ; 

(portCreator : OSType ; 
portType : OSType) 

The location name identifies the location of the computer on the network. The PPC Toolbox 
provides the location name when the user starts up the computer. The location name is 
specified in the standard Name-Binding Protocol (NBP) fo1111, <object string>:PPCToolBox 
@<.AppleTalk zone>. The object string is the name provided in the Sharing Setup control 
panel in the Control Panels folder. By default, the type string is "PPCToolBox". The 
AppleTalk zone is the zone to which the particular Macintosh computer belongs. For 
example, "Jane Doe's Macintosh:PPCToolBox@twilight" specifies the object string, type 
string, and AppleTalk zone for a particular computer. 
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The LocationNameRec data type defines the location name record. The locationKindSelector 
field can be set to ppcNoLocation, ppcNBPLocation, or ppcNBPTypeLocation. 

TYPE LocationNameRec = 
RECORD 

locationKindSelector : PPCLocationKind ; 
CASE PPCLocationKind OF 

{which varian t} 

END ; 

{ppcNoLocation : 
ppcNBPLocation : 

storage not used by this value} 
(nbpEnt ity : EntityName) ; 
{NBP name entity} 

ppcNBPTypeLocation : (nbpType : Str32) ; 
{just the NBP type string } 
{ for t he PPCOpen function} 

The ppcNoLocation constant is used when the location received frorn or passed to a PPC 
Toolbox function is the location of the local machine. 

The ppcNBPLocation constant is used when a full NBP entity name is received from or 
passed to a PPC Toolbox function. 

Note: You should assign an NBP value directly-do not pack it using 
nbpSetEntity. 

The ppcNBPTypeLocation constant is used only by the PPCOpen function when an alias 
location name is needed. 

T he NBP type to be used for the alias location name is passed in the location name record's 
nbpType field . Alias location names allow you to filter the NBP objects (Macintosh computers) 
displayed by the program linking dialog box (shown in Figure 7- 12) using the PPCBrowser 
function. See "Browsing for Ports Using the Program Linking Dialog Box" later in this chapter 
for information on the PPCBrowser function. 

An alias location name could be used to advertise a service (such as a dictionary service) that 
is available to any application located on the network. For example, "Joe Smith's Macintosh: 
dictionary @ozone" specifies the object string, type string, and AppleTalk zone for a particu
lar dictionary service. 

To search for all dictionary services available within a zone, you use the PPCBrowser 
function and a filter. Figure 7-11 illustrates a Macintosh dictionary service application, 
its corresponding p011 name, and its alias location name. 

Opening a Port 

To open a port and associate a name with it, use the PPCOpen function. Listing 7-2 illustrates 
how you use the PPCOpen function to open a port. In this listing, the name is "Inside 
Macintosh" and the port type string is "Example" . T he location name is <object string>:PPC 
Example@<.AppleTalk zone>. 
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PPC Toolbox 

Port name 

spell quick, 
dictionary 

Location name 

Joe Smith's Macintosh:PPCToolBox@ozone 

Alias location name 

Joe Smith's Macintosh:dictionary@ozone 

Figure 7-11. The PPC Toolbox and a dictionary service application 

Listing 7-2. Opening a PPC port 

FUNCTION MyPPCOpen(VAR thePortRefNum : PPCPortRefNum ; 
VAR nbpRegisteredFlag : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

VAR 
t hePPCOpenPBRec : PPCOpenPBRec ; 
thePPCPortRec : PPCPortRec ; 
theLocctionNameRec : LocationNameRec ; 

BEGIN 
WITH thePPCPortRec DO 

BEGIN 
{nameScript and name shoul d be resou rces to allow easy } 
{ localization} 
nameScript : = smRoman ; {Roman script } 
name : = 'Inside Macintosh '; 
{the port type should always be hard-coded to allow the } 
{ application to find ports of a part i cu l ar type even after 
{ the name is localized} 
portKindSelector : = ppcByString ; 
portTypeStr : = ' Example '; 

END ; 
WITH tteLocationNameRec DO 

BEGIN 
locationKindSelector : = ppcNBPTypeLocation ; 
~bpType ' PPC Example '; 

END ; 

(Continued) 
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Listing 7-2. Opening a PPC port (Continued) 

WITH thePPCOpenPBRec DO 
BEGIN 

service~ype : = ppcServiceRealTime ; 
resFlag : = O; {must be 0 for 7 . 0} 
portName : = @thePPCPortRec ; 
locationName : = @theLocationNameRec ; 
networkVisible . - TRUE ; {make th i s a v i sible } 

{ ent ity on the network} 
END ; 

MyPPCOpen : = PPCOpen (@thePPCOpenPBRec , FALSE) ; {synchronous} 
thePortRefNum : = t hePPCOpenPBRec . portRefNum ; 
nbpRegisteredFlag . - t hePPCOpenPBRec . nbpRegistered ; 

END ; 

The PPCOpen function opens a port with the port name and location name specified in the 
name and location fields of the parameter block. When the PPCOpen function completes 
execution, the portRefNum field returns the port reference number. You can use the port 
reference number in the PPCinform, PPCStart, StartSecureSess ion, and PPCClose functions 
to refer to the port you have opened. 

Browsing for Ports Using the Program Linking Dialog Box 

Before initiating a session, you can use either the PPCBrowser function or the IPCListPorts 
function to locate a po1t to communicate with. 

Use the PPCBrowser function to display the program linking di alog box (shown in 
Figure 7- l 2) on the user's screen. 

Note: Because this function displays a dialog box on the user's screen, you must not 
call the PPCBrowser function from an application that is running in the background. 

Choose a program to link to : 

AppleTalk Zones 

ozone 
lwil iglll 

Cancel J [ OK J) 

Figure 7-12. The program linking dialog box 
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In the program linking dialog box, the user chooses the computer, zone, and application. The 
zone list is not displayed if there is no network connection. Figure 7-13 shows the dialog box 
without the zone list. 

Choose a program to link to: 
Macintoshes 

Jene Doe's Meci ntost1 
I • 

spel l qui ck 

Figure 7-13. The program linking di alog box without a zone li st 

As sho1tcuts for the user, the program linking dialog box supports standard keyboard 
equivalents. Pressing Command-period or the Esc (Escape) key selects Cancel-pressing 
Enter or Return selects the OK button. 

Each list is sorted in alphabetical order. As in the Chooser, the current list is indicated by a 
thick outline around its border. The program linking dialog box supports keyboard navigation 
and use of the arrow keys to select items from the current list. Pressing Tab or clicking the 
rectangle of another list switches the current li st. Pressing Shift-Tab reverses the order in 
which the lists are selected. In addition, double-clicking an application name in the Programs 
list of the program linking dialog box is equivalent to clicking the OK button. 

The PPCBrowser function allows users to browse for PPC ports. 

err : = PPCBrowser (prompt , applListLabel , de f aultSpeci f ied , theLocat ion, 
thePortinfo , p o rtFil t er , theLocNBPType) ; 

If the defaultSpecified parameter is TRUE, the PPCBrowser function tries to select the PPC 
port specified by th~ parameters theLocation and thePortlnfo when the program linking dialog 
box first appears. If the default cannot be found , the PPCBrowser selects the first PPC port 
in the li st. 

An application can open multiple ports as long as each port name is unique within a particular 
computer. Unique ports can have duplicate name fi elds but different types. For example, you 
can designate "make memo" as the application's name string and "word processor" as its type 
string. You can also designate a separate po1t as "make memo" (the application's name string) 
and "text only" (its type string). 
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In such a case, the PPCBrowser function does a secondary sort based on the port type. Ports 
with a type selector of ppcByCreatorAndType are displayed before ppcByString ports, and 
types are sorted alphabetically within each type selector. 

The PPCBrowser function uses the IPCListPorts function to obtain the list of existing ports on 
a particular computer within a particular zone. The portFilter parameter of the PPCBrowser 
function allows you to filter the li st of PPC ports before it displays them in the program linking 
dialog box. If this parameter is NIL, the names of all the existing PPC ports returned by the 
IPCListPorts function are displayed. If the portFilter field is not NIL, it must contain a pointer 
to a port filter function that you create. 

Listing 7-3 illustrates how you use a sample port filter function. In this listing, the 
MyBrowserPortFilter function returns TRUE for ports with the port type string 
"Example". 

Listing 7-3. Using a port filter function 

FUNCTION MyBrowserPortFilter(theLocationNameRec : LocationNameRec ; 
thePortinfoRec : PortinfoRec) : Boolean ; 

BEGIN 
IF thePortinfoRec . name . portKindSelec~or = ppcByString 

THEN 

END ; 

IF thePortinfoRec . name . portTypeStr = ' Example ' 
THEN MyBrowserPortFilter : = TRUE 
ELSE MyBrowserPortFilter : = FALSE 

ELSE MyBrowserPortFilter : = FALSE; 

The PPCBrowser function calls your filter function once for each port on the selected 
computer. Your function should return TRUE for each port you want to display in the 
program linking dialog box, and FALSE for each port that you do not want to display. 
Do not modify the data in the filter function parameters theLocationNameRec and 
thePortlnfoRec. 

The PPCBrowser function returns the selected port name in the parameter thePortlnfo. The 
IPCListPorts function returns the port names in the area of memory pointed to by the 
bufferPtr field of the IPCListPorts parameter block. Both functions specify each port name 
in a port information record. 

TYPE PortinfoRec = 
RECORD 

fillerl : 
authRequired : 
name : 

END ; 

SignedByte ; 
Boolean ; 
PPCPortRec 

{space holder} 
{authentication required} 
{port name} 

If the authRequired field is TRUE, the port requires authentication before a session can 
begin. You should use the StartSecureSession function to initiate a session with this port. If 
this field returns FALSE, you can use either the PPCStart function or the StartSecureSession 
function to initiate a session. See "Initiating a PPC Session" later in this chapter for detailed 
information. The name field of the port information record specifies qn available port name. 
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Listing 7-4 illustrates how you use the PPCBrowser function to display the program linking 
dialog box in order to obtain the location and name of a port chosen by the user. In this 
listing, the PPCBrowser function builds lists of zones (shown in the AppleTalk Zones list of 
the program linking dialog box), objects (shown in the Macintoshes list), and ports (shown 
in the Programs list). In this example, the PPCBrowser function next tries to default to object 
"MoofM" in the "Twilight" zone. If it matches the object and zone, it also tries to default to 
the port "Inside Macintosh" with the port type "Example". 

Note that the data in the records LocationNameRec and PortlnfoRec is used to match the 
names in the program linking dialog box. The data has nothing to do with the NBP type 
used by NBPLookup or the filtered PPC ports that show up in the program linking dialog 
box. NBPLookup uses the NBP type supplied in theLocNBPType. The PPC port names 
are filtered using the MyBrowserPortFilter function shown in the previous listing. 

Listing 7-4. Browsing through dictionary service ports 

FUNCTION MyPPCBrowser(VAR theLocationNameRec : LocationNameRec ; 
VAR thePortinfoRec : PortinfoRec) : OSErr ; 

VAR 
prompt : 
applListLabe l : 
defaultSpeci fied : 
theLocNBPType : 

Str255 ; 
Str255 ; 
Boolean ; 
Str32 ; 

BEGIN 
prompt : = ' Choose an example to link to :'; 
applListLabel : = ' Examples ' ; 
defaultSpecified : = TRUE ; 

WITH theLocationNameRec DO 
BEGIN 

locationKindSelector . - ppcNBPLocation ; 
WITH nbpEntity DO 

END ; 

BEGIN 
objStr : = ' MoofTM • ; 
{typeStr is ignored} 
zoneStr . - ' Twilight '; 

END ; 

WITH thePort i n foRec . name DO 
BEGIN 

{nameScript and name should be resources to allow easy } 
{ localization} 
nameScript : = smRoman ; {Roman script} 
name : = ' Inside Macintosh'; 
{the port type should always be hard-coded to allow the } 
{ application to find ports of a particular type even after 
{ the name is locali zed} 
portKindSelector : = ppcByString ; 
portTypeStr . - ' Example '; 

END ; 
(Continued) 
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Listing 7-4. Browsing through dictionary service ports (Continued) 

{when building the list of objects (Macintoshes) , show only 
{ those with the NBP type " PPC Example " } 

theLocNBPType : = ' PPC Example ' ; {match chis NBP type} 
MyPPCBrowser : = PPCBrowser(prompt , applListLabel , defaultSpecified , 

theLocationNameRec , thePortinfoRec , 
@myBrows e rPorcFilter , theLocNBPType) ; 

END ; 

Obtaining a List of Available Ports 

To generate a list of ports without displaying dialog boxes, you can use the IPCListPorts 
function. The IPCListPorts function allows you to obtain a li st of ports on a particular 
computer within a particular zone. To obtain a list of ports, several steps are required. 
First, use the GetZoneList function to obtain a list of zones. Next, you must use the 
PLookupName function to obtain a list of computers with ports. After establishing the 
zone and the computer, you can use the IPCListPorts function to obtain the li st of available 
ports. See the AppleTalk Manager chapter in thi s volume for infom1ation on the GetZoneList 
function. See the AppleTalk Manager chapters in Volume II and Volume Y for information 
on the PLookupName function. 

Listing 7-5 illustrates how you use the IPCListPorts function to obtain a list of ports on a 
particular computer. This function returns a list of port informati on records in the buffer 
pointed to by the parameter thePortlnfoBufferPtr. The actual number of port in formation 
records is returned in the parameter theActualCount. 

Listing 7-5. Using the IPCListPorts function to obtain a list of ports 

FUNCTION MyIPCListPorts(theStartindex : Integer ; theRequestCount : Integer; 
VAR theActualCount : Integer ; theObjStr : Str32 ; 
theZoneStr : Str~2 ; thePortinfoBufferPtr : 

VAR 
theIPCListPortsPBRec : 
thePPCPortRec : 
theLocationNameRec : 

Port InfoArrayPtr) : OS Err ; 

IPCListPortsPBRec ; 
PPCPortRec ; 
LocationNameRec ; 

BEGIN 
{list all PPC ports at t he specified location} 
WITH thePPCPortRec DO 

BEGIN 
nameScript : = csRoman ; 
name : = ' = '; {match all names} 
portKindSelector : = ppcByString ; 
portTypeStr : = ' = '; {match all types} 

END ; 
{The application must choose and supply the NBP zone string from 
{ the list returned by GetZoneList . Then , the application must } 
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choose and supply the NBP object string from the list returned by } 
NBPLookup . This example looks for NBP type " PPC Example" . If you} 
don ' t supply your own NBP type , you should use " PPCToolBox" for } 
the NBP type string . } 

WITH theLocationNameRec DO 
BEGIN 

locationKindSelector . - ppcNBPLocation ; 
WITH nbpEnt i ty DO 

END ; 

BEGIN 
objStr : = theObjStr ; 
typeStr .- ' PPC Example '; 
zoneStr . - theZoneStr ; 

END ; 

WITH theIPCListPortsPBRec DO 
BEGIN 

startindex : = theStartindex ; 
requestCount : = theRequestCount ; 
portName : = @thePPCPortRec ; 
locationName : = @theLocationNameRec ; 
buf ferPtr : = thePortinfoBufferPtr ; 

END ; 
MyIPCListPorts IPCListPorts(@theIPCListPortsPBRec , FALSE) ; 
theActualCount . - theIPCListPortsPBRec . actualCount ; 

END ; 

The IPCListPorts function returns information about ports that are on the computer specified in 
the location Name field of the list ports parameter block. If the locationName field is NIL or if 
the locationKindSelector field in the location name record is ppcNoLocation, the IPCListPorts 
function returns only the port names for the local computer. 

The bufferPtr field points to an area of memory that contains the requested port names. You 
are responsible for allocating enough memory to hold the requested po1t names. The buffer 
length must be equal to 

sizeof(PortinfoRec) * requestCount 

Preparing for a Session 

To communicate, you can open a port for your application and make it available to receive 
session requests, to initiate sessions, or both. Applications that are able to receive session 
requests can choose to accept or reject incoming session requests. 

Before an application can accept and establish a session with another application, the PPC 
Toolbox authenticates the initiating user (unless guest access is enabled or the applications 
are located on the same computer). Once a session begins, the two applications can exchange 
data with each other. 
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Initiating a PPC Session 

Once you have established the name and the location of the port that you want to communi
cate with, you can initiate a session. You can use ei ther the StartSecureSession function or 
the PPCStart function to initiate a session. The StartSecureSession function displays several 
dialog boxes on the user' s screen to identify each user who requests a sess ion. You may 
prefer to use the PPCStart function for low-level code such as that used for drivers, which 
typically do not provide a user interface. You may also prefer to use PPCStart when the 
application you are initiating a session with does not require authentication. The IPCListPorts 
and PPCBrowser functions return information about whether a particular port requires 
authentication. 

Note: Do not call the StartSecureSession function from an application that is 
running in the background, since it requires that several dialog boxes appear on 
the user's screen. 

The StartSecureSession function provides authentication services to identify each user who 
requests a session. This function combines the processes of prompting for user name and 
password and initiating a session into one synchronous procedure call. If authentication fails, 
the PPC Toolbox rejects the incoming session request. 

err : = StartSecureSession (pb , userName , useDefau lt , allowGuest , 
guestSelected , prompt) ; 

Set the useDefault parameter to TRUE if you want the StartSecureSession function to use the 
default user identity (described later in this section). If the default user identity cannot be 
authenticated, the Sta11SecureSession function di splays a dialog box to allow a user to log on. 
Figure 7-14 shows the user identity dialog box. 

Link to "store data" on 
"Jane Doe's Macintosh" as: 

0 Guest 
@ Registered User 

Name: J Joe Smith 
~==:::::::;-~~~~~~ 

Password: J ••••••• 

Cancel n OK l) 

Figure 7-14. The user identi ty dialog box 

The prompt parameter of the Sta11SecureSession function allows you to specify a line of text 
that the dialog box can display. The allowGuest parameter specifies whether to enable the 
Guest radio button. If a port requires authentication, you should set this parameter to FALSE. 
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The userName parameter specifies the name of the user who is attempting to initiate a 
session. If the user name is not specified, the user identity dialog box appears on the 
user's screen with the owner name provided from the Sharing Setup control panel. 

lf the user enters an invalid password, the StartSecureSession function displays the dialog 
box shown in Figure 7-15. 

Sorry, this password was refused. 
Please try again. 

OK l) 

Figure 7-15. The incorrect password dialog box 

After the user clicks OK, the user identity dialog box reappears in the foreground so that the 
user can enter the password again. 

If the user' s name is invalid, the StartSecureSession function displays the dialog box shown 
in Figure 7-16. 

Sorry, this user name was refused. 
Please try another name. 

n OK l) 

Figure 7-16. The invalid user name dialog box 

After the user clicks OK, the user identity dialog box reappears so that the user can enter a 
new user name. 

The StartSecureSession function remains in this loop until a secure session is initiated or 
the user clicks Cancel in the user identity dialog box. If a secure session is initiated, 
StartSecureSession returns the user reference number in the con-esponding field in the 
PPCStart parameter block. The user reference number represents the user name and 
password. A user reference number of 0 indicates that a session has been initiated with 
guest access. See "Setting Up Authenticated Sessions" earlier in this chapter for detailed 
infonnation. 

Before your application quits, you need to invalidate all user reference numbers obtained with 
the StartSecureSession function except for the default user reference number and the guest 
reference number (0). See "Invalidating Users" later in this chapter for detailed information. 
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Listing 7-6 illustrates how to use the StartSecureSession function to establish an authenticated 
session. This listing shows only one session, although your application may conduct multiple 
sessions at one time. 

Listing 7-6. Using the StartSecureSession function to establish a session 

FUNCTION MyStartSecureSession(thePortinfoPtr : Portinf oPtr ; 
theLocationNamePtr : LocationNamePtr ; 
thePortRefNum : PPCPortRefNum ; 
VAR theSessRefNum : PPCSessRefNum ; 
VAR theUs erRefNum : Longint ; 
VAR theRe jectinfo : Longint ; 
VAR userName : Str32 ; 
VAR guestSe l ected : Boolean) 

VAR 
thePPCStartPBRec : PPCStartPBRec ; 
useDefault : 
allowGuest : 
err : 

BEGIN 

Boolean ; 
Boolean ; 
OSErr ; 

WITH thePPCStartPBRec DO 
BEGIN 

ioCompletion : = NIL ; 

OSErr ; 

portRefNum : = thePortRefNum ; 
serviceType : = ppcServiceRealTime; 
r esFlag : = O; 

{from the PPCOpen function} 

portName : = @thePortinfoPtrA . name ; {from the PPCBrowser 
{ function} 

locatio~Name : = theLocationNamePtr ; {from the PPCBrowser 
{ function} 

userData : = O; {application-specific } 

END ; 

{ data that the PPCinform 
{ function sees} 

{try to connect with default user identity} 
useDefault : = TRUE ; 
{highlight the Gue st button appropriately} 
a l lowGuest : =NOT thePortinfoPt r A. authRequired ; 

err : = StartSecureSession(@thePPCStartPBRec , userName , useDefault , 
allowGuest , guestSelected , stringPtr (NIL) A) ; 

IF err = noErr THEN 
BEGIN 

theSessRefNum . - thePPCStartPBRec . sessRefNum ; 
theUserRefNum . - thePPCStartPBRec . userRefNum ; 

END 
ELSE 

IF err = userRejectErr 
THEN {return rejectinfo from the PPCReject function} 

theRejectinfo : = thePPCStartPBRec . rejectinfo ; 
MyStartSecureSession . - err ; 

END ; 
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For low-level code such as that used for d1ivers (which typically do not provide a user 
interface), you can use the PPCStart function instead of the StartSecureSession function 
to initiate a session. You can also use the IPCListPorts function (instead of displaying 
the program linking dialog box) to obtain a list of ports. 

If the authRequired field of the port information record contains FALSE, the port aJlows 
guest access. [f the authRequired field of the port information record contains TRUE, 
use the PPCStart function and the user reference number obtained previously from the 
StartSecureSession function to reestablish an authenticated session. 

You can also attempt to log on as the default user using the GetDefaultUser function to 
obtain the default user reference number and the default user name. The default user name 
is established after the owner starts up the computer. 

err : = GetDefaultUser (userRef , userName) ; 

The userRef parameter is a reference number that represents the user name and password of 
the default user. The userName parameter contains the owner name that is specified in the 
Sharing Setup control panel. 

The GetDefaultUser function returns an error when the default user identity does not exist (no 
name is specified in the Sharing Setup control panel) or the user is not currently logged on. 

Listing 7-7 illustrates how you use the PPCStart function to initiate a session. The PPCStart 
function uses the p011 information record and the location name record to attempt to open a 
session with the selected PPC port. 

Listing 7-7. Initiating a session using the PPCStart fu nction 

FUNCTION MyPPCStart(thePortinfoPtr : PortinfoPtr; theLocationNamePtr : 
LocationNamePtr ; thePortRefNum : PPCPortRefNum; 
VAR theSessRefNum : PPCSessRefNum ; VAR theUserRefNum : 
Longint ; VAR theRejectinfo : Longint) : OSErr ; 

VAR 
thePPCStartPBRec : PPCStartPBRec ; 
userName : Str32 ; 
err : OSErr ; 

BEGIN 
WITH thePPCStartPBRec DO 

BEGIN 
ioCompletion : = NIL ; 
portRefNum : = thePortRefNum ; 
serviceType : = ppcServiceRealTime ; 
resF l ag : = O; 
portName : = @thePor tinfoPtrA . name ; 
locationName : = theLocationNamePtr ; 
userData . - O; 

END ; 

{from the PPCOpe n function} 

{destination port} 
{destination location} 
{appl i cation-specific } 
{ data for PPCinform} 

(Continued) 
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Listing 7-7. Initiating a session using the PPCStart function (Continued) 

e rr : = GetDefaultUser(thePPCStartPBRec . userRefNum, userName) ; 
IF e rr <> noErr 

THEN 
thePPCStartPBRec . userRefNum : = O; 

I F t hePortinfoPtrA . a u t hRequ ired AND (thePPCStartPBRec . userRefNum = 0) 
THEN {port s e lected does not a l l ow guests and you do not have } 

{ a defau lt user reference number , so y o u cannot log on t o } 
{ this po rt} 

err : = authFai l Err 
ELSE {attempt to log on} 

err : = PPCStart(@thePPCStartPBRec , FALSE) ; 

I F e r r = noErr 
THEN 

BEGIN 
theSessRe fNum . - thePPCS t artPBRec . sessRe fNum ; 
theUserRefNum . - thePPCSta rtPBRec . userRe f Num ; 

END 
ELSE 

IF err = us e r Re j e ctErr 
THEN {retu rn re j ectinfo from the PPCRej ect function} 

theRejectin fo . - t hePPCStartPBRec . rejectinfo ; 
MyPPCStart . - err ; 

END ; 

The port to which you wish to connect must have an outstanding PPCinform function to 
successfully start a session. You cannot initiate a session with a port that is not able to 
receive session requests. 

If the port is open, has an outstanding PPCinform posted, and accepts your session request, 
the PPCStart function returns a noEn- result code and a valid session reference number. This 
session reference number is used to identify the session during the exchange of data. 

Receiving Session Requests 

Your application can open as many ports as it requires as long as each p01t name is unique 
within a particular computer. A single port can support a number of communication sessions. 
To allow a port to receive session requests, use the PPClnform function. (Note that you must 
open a port to obtain a port reference number before calling the PPClnform function.) A port 
may have any number of outstanding PPCinforrn requests. 

Listing 7-8 illustrates how you use the PPClnform function to allow a port to receive session 
requests. In this listing, the parameter thePPCParamBlockPtr points to a PPC parameter block 
record allocated by the application. The portRefNum, autoAccept, portName, locationName, 
userName, and ioCompletion parameters of the PPC parameter block record must be supplied. 
If you want to automatically accept all incoming session requests, you can set the autoAccept 
field in the PPCinform parameter block. 
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Listing 7-8. Using the PPClnform function to enable a port to receive sessions 

FUNCTION MyPPCinform(thePPCParamBlockPtr : PPCParamBlockPtr ; 
thePPCPortPt r : PPCPortPtr ; theLocationNamePtr : 

BEGIN 

LocationNamePtr ; theUserNamePtr : stringPtr ; 
thePortRefNum : PPCPortRefNum) : OSErr ; 

WITH thePPCParamBlockPtrA . informParam DO 
BEGIN 

ioCompletion : = @MyinformCompProc ; 
portRefNum . - thePortRefNum ; 
autoAccept : = FALSE ; 

portName : = thePPCPortPtr ; 
locationName : = theLocationNamePtr ; 
userName . - theUserNamePtr ; 

END ; 

{from the PPCOpen function} 
{t~e completion routine } 
{ ~andles accepting or } 
{ rejecting requests} 

MyPPC i nform . - PPCinform(PPCinformPBPtr(thePPCParamBlockPtr) , 
TRUE) ; {asynchronous} 

END ; 

A PPC parameter block record is used instead of a PPCinform parameter block record so that 
the same parameter block can be reused to make other PPC Toolbox calls from the PPCinform 
completion routine. The parameter block and the records it points to cannot be deallocated until 
all calls that use the parameter block and records have completed. 

You should make the call to PPCinform asynchronously. For each function that you use 
asynchronously, you should provide a completion routine. This procedure gets called at 
interrupt time when the PPCinform function completes. If there are no errors, it sets the 
global variable gSessionOpen to TRUE. The global variable gPBinUse is set to FALSE to 
inform the application that the parameter block and the records it points to are no longer in use. 

Listing 7-9 illustrates a completion routine for a PPCinform function. You can use the data 
passed into your PPCinfo1m completion routine (user name, user data, port name, and 
location name) to determine whether to accept or reject the session request. 

Listing 7-9. Completion routine for a PPCinform function 

PROCEDURE MyinformCompProc(pb : PPCParamBlockPtr) ; 

BEGIN 
IF pbA . informParam . ioResult 

THEN 
BEGIN 

no Err 

{decide if this session shou l d be accepted or rejected } 
{ by l ooking at data suppl i ed by the session requester} 

END 

IF pbA. informParam . userData <> -1 
THEN 

DoPPCAccept(pb) 
ELSE 

DoPPCReject (pb) ; 

(Continued) 
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Listing 7-9. Completion routine for a PPCinform function (Continued) 

ELSE 
{use a global to tell the application that PPCParamBlockRec 
{ and the records it points to can be deallocated} 
gPBinUse : = FALSE ; 

END ; 

Accepting or Rejecting Session Requests 

Use the PPCAccept function or the PPCReject function to accept or reject an incoming 
session request. 

.&. Warning: If the PPCinform function (with the autoAccept parameter set to 
FALSE) returns a noErr result code, you must call either the PPCAccept function 
or the PPCReject function. The computer trying to initiate a session (using the 
StartSecureSession function or the PPCStart function) waits (hangs) until the 
session attempt is either accepted or rejected, or until an error occurs. • 

Listing 7-10 illustrates how you use the PPCAccept fu nction to accept a session request. This 
listing reuses the parameter block used in the PPCinform function, so the sessRefNum field 
already contains the session reference number needed by the PPCAccept function. 

Listing 7-10. Accepting a session request using the PPCAccept fu nction 

PROCEDURE DoPPCAccept(pb : PPCParamBlockPtr) ; 

VAR 
err : OSErr ; 

BEGIN {accept the session} 
pbA . acceptParam . ioCompletion : = @MyAcceptCompProc ; 
{the sessRefNum field is set by the PPCinform function} 
err . - PPCAccept(@pbA . acceptParam , TRUE) ; {asynchronous} 

END ; 

For each function that you use asynchronously, you should provide a completion routine. 
Listing 7-11 illustrates a completion routine for a PPCAccept function. This procedure gets 
called at interrupt time when the PPCAccept function completes. If there are no errors, it 
sets the global variable gSessionOpen to TRUE. The global variable gPBlnUse is set to 
FALSE to inform the application that the parameter block and the records it points to are no 
longer in use. 

You can use the session reference number in subsequent PPCWrite, PPCRead, and PPCEnd 
functions once a session is accepted. 
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Listing 7-11. Completion routine for a PPCAccept function 

PROCEDURE MyAcceptCompProc(pb : PPCParamBlockPtr) ; 

BEGIN 
IF pbA . acceptParam . ioResul t = noErr 

THEN {accept comple t ed so the session is completely open} 
gSessionOpen : = TRUE ; 

{use a global to tell the application that PPCParamBlockRec 
{ and the records it points to can be deallocated} 
gPBinUse . - FALSE ; 

END ; 

Use the PPCReject function to reject an incomjng session request. Listing 7-12 illustrates 
how you use the PPCReject function to reject a session request. 

This listing reuses the parameter block used in the PPCinform function, so the sessRefNum 
field already contains the session reference number needed by the PPCReject function. 

Listing 7-12. Rejecting a session request using the PPCReject function 

PROCEDURE DoPPCReject(pb : PPCParamBlockPtr) ; 

VAR 
err : OSErr ; 

BEGIN {reject the session} 
WITH pbA . rejectParam DO 

BEGIN 
ioCompletion : = @MyRejectCompProc ; 
{the sessRefNum field is set by the PPCinform function} 
rejectinfo : = -1 ; 

END ; 
err . - PPCReject(@pbA . rejectParam, TRUE) ; {asynchronous} 

END ; 

Listing 7-13 illustrates a completion routine for a PPCReject function. This procedure gets 
called at interrupt time when the PPCReject function completes. In this example, the global 
variable gPBinUse is set to FALSE to inform the application that the parameter block and 
the records it points to are no longer in use. 

Listing 7-13. Completion routine for a PPCReject function 

PROCEDURE MyRejectCompProc(pb : PPCParamBlockPtr) ; 

BEGIN 
{use a global to tell the application that PPCParamBlockRec and } 
{ the records it points to can b e deallocated} 
gPBinUse . - FALSE ; 

END ; 
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Exchanging Data During a PPC Session 

After a session begins, each application can send data to and receive data from the other using a 
sequence of message blocks. The PPC Toolbox treats each message block as a byte stream and 
does not interpret the contents of the message block. The size of a message block can be betweoo 
0 and (232-1) bytes. The PPC Toolbox treats the buffer size as an unsigned long integer. 

The PPC Toolbox delivers the message blocks in the same sequence as they are sent and 
without duplicates. In Figure 7-17, an application transmits message blocks during a session. 

Session 

PPG Toolbox -- ...j Block 3 • ...j Block 2 I-...j Block 1 • - • PPG Toolbox 

Figure 7-17. Transmitting message blocks 

For each message block, you specify a block creator, block type, and user data. The first 
PPCWrite function that you use to create a new message block sets the attributes for the 
block. The PPCRead function returns the block creator, block type, and user data attributes 
for the current message block when the call completes. 

Although the PPC Toolbox does not interpret these attributes, they can give the receiving 
application information about how to process the contents of the message block. For 
example, a database application may specify a counter to indicate the block number (block 
number 20 of 30 total blocks) in the block creator field. This application could also specify 
a code, such as 'DREC', in the block type field to indicate that the information it contains 
is a database record. In addition, this application could specify the length of the message 
block in the user data field. 

Reading Data From an Application 

An application can both read from and write data to another application during a session. 
Use the PPCRead function during a session to read incoming blocks of data from another 
application. 

Once a session is initiated, you should have a PPCRead function pending. You can issue a 
PPCRead function from inside a completion routine. This provides you with immediate 
notification if an error condition arises or the session closes. 

The blockCreator, blockType, and userData fields are returned for the block you are reading. 
(These fields are set by the PPCWrite function.) To determine whether there is additional data 
to be read, check the more field. This field is FALSE to indicate the end of a message block. 

Listing 7-14 illustrates how you use the PPCRead function to read data during a session. 
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Listing 7-14. Using the PPCRead function to read data during a session 

FUNCTION MyPPCRead(thePPCReadPBPtr : PPCRead PBPtr ; t heSessRefNum: 
PPCSessRefNum; t heBu fferLength : Size ; theBufferPtr : 
Ptr) : OSErr ; 

BEGIN 
WITH thePPCReadPBPtrA DO 

BEGIN 
ioCompletion : = NIL ; 
sessRefNum : = theSessRefNum; {from t he PPCStart f unction } 

{ or the PPCi n form fun ction } 
bufferLengt h : = theBu f ferLength ; 
bufferPtr : = theBufferPtr ; 

END ; 
MyPPCRead . - PPCRead(thePPCReadPBPtr , TRUE) ; {asynchronous} 

END ; 

You should make any calls to PPCRead asynchronously. You can provide a completion 
routine that will be called when the PPCRead function has completed, or you can poll 
the ioResult field of the PPC parameter block to determine whether the PPCRead function 
has completed. A PPCRead completion routine can issue another asynchronous PPC 
Toolbox call or set global variables. If another PPC Toolbox call is made from a completion 
routine, then the PPCRead function must use a record of data type PPCParamBlockRec 
instead of type PPCReadPBRec. 

Listing 7-15 illustrates a function that can be used to poll the ioResult field of a record of data 
type PPCReadPBRec. The function returns TRUE when the PPCRead function associated 
with PPCReadPBRec has completed. 

Listing 7-15. Polling the ioResult field to determine if a PPCRead function has completed 

FUNCTION MyReadComple~e(thePPCReadPBPtr : PPCReadPBPtr ; VAR err : OSErr) : 
Boolean ; 

BEGIN 
err . - thePPCReadP3PtrA . ioResult ; 
MyReadComplete . - err<> l ; 

END ; 

Sending Data to an Application 

Use the PPCWrite function to send a message block during a session specified by the session 
reference number. 

You should call the PPCWrite function asynchronously. You can provide a completion 
routine that will be called when the PPCWrite function has completed, or you can poll 
the ioResult field of the PPC parameter block to detemine whether the PPCWrite function 
has completed. A PPCWrite completion routine can issue another PPC Toolbox call or set 
global variables. If another PPC Toolbox call is made from a completion routine, then the 
PPCWrite fu nction must use a record of data type PPCParamBlockRec instead of type 
PPCWritePBRec. Note that message blocks are sent in the order in which they are written. 
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Listing 7-1 6 illustrates how you use the PPCWrite function to write data during a session. 

Listing 7-16. Using the PPCWrite fu nction to write data during a session 

FUNCTION MyPPCWrite(thePPCWritePBPtr : PPCWritePBPtr ; theSessRefNum : 
PPCSessRefNum ; theBufferLength : Size ; theBufferPtr : 
Ptr) : OSErr ; 

BEGIN 
WI TH thePPCWritePBPtrA DO 

BEGIN 
ioCompletion : =NIL ; 
sessRefNum := theSessRefNum; {from the PPCStart function or } 

{ the PPCinform function} 
bufferLength : = ~heBufferLength ; 

bufferPtr : = the3ufferPtr ; 
more : = FALSE ; 
userData : = O; 
blockCreator . - ' ???? '; 
blockType : = '? ??? '; 

END ; 

{no more data to read} 
{application- specific data} 
{application- specific data} 
{application-specific data} 

MyPPCWrite . - PPCWrite(thePPCWritePBPtr , TRUE) ; {asynchronous} 
END ; 

The first PPCWrite function that you use to create a new message block sets the block 
creator, block type, and user data attributes for the block. These attributes are returned to 
the application when it reads from the message block. Set the more field to FALSE to 
indicate the end of the message block or set this field to TRUE if you want to append 
additional data to a message block. 

Listing 7-1 7 illustrates a function that can be used to poll the ioResult field of a record of data 
type PPCWritePBRec. The function returns TRUE when the PPCWrite fu nction associated 
with PPCWritePBRec has completed. 

Listing 7-17. Poll ing the ioResul t field to determine if a PPCWrite fu nction has completed 

FUNCTION MyWriteComplete(thePPCWritePBPtr : PPCWritePBPtr; 
VAR err : OSErr) : Boolean ; 

BEGIN 
err . - thePPCWritePBPtrA . ioResult ; 
MyWriteCornplete . - err<> l ; 

END ; 

Ending a Session and Closing a Port 

After data is written and read in , use the PPCEnd function to end the session (identified by 
the session reference number). You may receive an error if you use the PPCEnd fu nction to 
end a session that has already been terminated. 

Listing 7-1 8 illustrates how you use the PPCEnd fu nction lo end a sess ion. 
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Listing 7-18. Ending a PPC session using the PPCEnd function 

FUNCTION MyPPCEnd(theSessRefNum : PPCSessRefNum) : OSErr ; 

VAR 
the PPCEndPBRec : PPCEndPBRec ; 

BEGIN 
thePPCEndPBRec . sessRefNum : = theSe ssRefNum ; 
MyPPCEnd . - PPCEnd(@thePPCEndPBRe c , FALSE) ; {synchronous) 

END ; 

The PPCEnd function causes all calls to the PPCRead and PPCWrite functions to complete 
(with a sessClosedErr result code) and invalidates the session reference number. The 
PPCEnd function also releases any PPC Toolbox resources so that they can be reused. 

Use the PPCClose function to close the po11 specified by the port reference number. When 
you close a port, all sessions associated with a port are ended. Any active asynchronous calls 
associated with a session then call their completion routines (if they have one). 

Listing 7-19 illustrates how you use the PPCClose function to close a port. 

Listing 7-19. Closing a PPC port using the PPCClose function 

FUNCTION MyPPCClose(thePortRefNum : PPCPortRefNum) : OSErr ; 

VAR 
theClosePBRec : PPCClosePBRec ; 

BEGIN 
theClosePBRec . portRefNum : = thePortRefNum ; {from the } 

{ PPCOpen function} 
MyPPCClose . - PPCClose(@theClosePBRec , FALSE) ; {synchronous} 

END ; 

In this example, the call to PPCClose is made synchronously. 

Invalidating Users 

It is your responsibility to invalidate all user reference numbers obtained with the 
StartSecureSession function before your application quits. However, while your appli
cation remains open, you may want to keep track of a user reference number to start a 
session with a po11, end it, and then later start another session with the same port. 

Use the DeleteUseridenti ty function to invalidate the user reference number for a 
particular user. 

err : = DeleteUseridentity (userRef) ; 
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The DeleteUserldentity function removes a user by invalidating the specified user reference 
number. Note that you cannot invalidate the guest re ference number (0) and, in most cases, 
you should not dispose of the default user reference number. 

Listing 7-20 illustrates how you use the DeleteUserldentity function to invalidate a user 
reference number obtained from a StartSecureSession function. The sample code does not 
invalidate the user reference number if it is either the default user reference number or the 
guest reference number (0). 

Listing 7-20. Using the DeleteUserldentity function to invalidate a user identity 

FUNCTION DeleteNewUserRefNum(newUserRef : Longint) : OSErr ; 

VAR 
err : 
defUserRef : 
defUserName : 

OSErr ; 
Longint ; 
Str32 ; 

BEGIN 
I F newUserRef <> 0 THEN 

{~ser reference number passed was not the guest} 
BEGIN 

El\D 

err : = GetDe faultUser (defUserRef , defUserName) ; 
IF err = noErr 

THEN {there is a default user} 
BEGIN 

IF newUserRef <> defUserRef 

END 

THEN {it ' s not the default , so delete it} 
err . - DeleteUseridentity(newUserRef) ; 

ELSE {there is no default , so delete it } 
err : = DeleteUseridentity(newUserRef) ; 

DeleteNewUserRefNum : = err ; 

ELSE {user reference number passed was the guest } 
DeleteNewUserRefNum : = noErr ; 

END ; 

PPC TOOLBOX ROUTINES 

This section describes the routines for 

• initializing the PPC Toolbox 

• listing available ports 

• opening and closing a port 

• starting and ending a session 
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• accepting and rejecting a session 

• reading and writing data 

• obtaining the default user reference number and name 

• invalidating a user reference number 

Also included in this section is the PPC parameter block. Result codes appear after each 
function where applicable. 

The PPC Toolbox Parameter Block and Completion Routine 

PPC Toolbox functions require a pointer to a PPC parameter block. You must fiJl out any 
fields of the parameter block that the specific PPC Toolbox function requires. 

TYPE PPCParamBlockRec = 
RECORD 

CASE Integer OF 
0 : (openParam : 
1 : (informParam: 
2 : (startParam : 
3 : (acceptParam : 
4 : (rejectParam : 
5 : (writeParam : 
6 : ( readParam : 
7 : ( endParam : 
8 : (closeParam: 
9 : (listPortsParam : 

END ; 

PPCOpenPBRec) ; 
PPCinformPBRec) ; 
PPCStartPBRec) ; 
PPCAcceptPBRec) ; 
PPCRejectPBRec) ; 
PPCWritePBRec) ; 
PPCReadPBRec) ; 
PPCEndPBRec); 
PPCClosePBRec) ; 
IPCListPortsPBRec) 

{PPCOpen params} 
{PPCinform params} 
{PPCStart params} 
{PPCAccept params} 
{PPCReject params} 
{PPCWrite params} 
{PPCRead params} 
{PPCEnd params} 
{PPCClose params} 
{IPCListPorts } 
{ params} 

The qLink, csCode, intUse, intUsePtr, and reserved fields are used internally by the PPC 
Toolbox. Your application should not rely on the PPC Toolbox to preserve these fields 
across calls. 

Figure 7-18 shows the PPC Toolbox parameter blocks. Note that the reserved fields are not 
included in the illustration. 

Your application transfers ownership of the PPC Toolbox parameter block (and any buffers 
or records pointed to by the PPC Toolbox parameter block) to the PPC Toolbox until a PPC 
function is complete. Once the function completes, ownership of the parameter block (and 
any buffers or records it points to) is transferred back to your application. If a PPC Toolbox 
function is executed asynchronously, your program cannot alter memory that might be used 
by the PPC Toolbox until that function completes. 

A PPC Toolbox function that is executed asynchronously must specify NIL or the address of 
a completion routine in the ioCompletion field of the PPC parameter block. The ioResult field 
should be used to determine the actual result code when an asynchronously executed PPC 
Toolbox function completes. 
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If you specify a completion routine in the ioCompletion field, it is called at interrupt time 
when the PPC Toolbox fu nction completes execution . 

.A. Warning: Completion routines execute at the interrupt level and must preserve 
all regi sters other than AO, Al , and DO-D2. (Note that MPW C and MPW Pascal 
do this automatically.) Your completion routine must not make any calls to the 
Memory Manager, directly or indirectly, and it can' t depend on the validity of 
handles to unlocked blocks. The PPC Toolbox preserves the application global 
register AS. • 

You can write completion routines in C, Pascal, or assembly language. A completion routine 
declared in Pascal is 

PROCEDURE MyCompletionRoutine (pb : PPCParamBlockPtr) ; 

The pb parameter points to the PPC parameter block passed to the PPC Toolbox function. 

Initializing the PPC Toolbox 

Use the PPClnit function to initialize the PPC Toolbox. 

FUNCTION PPCinit : OSErr ; 

On entry 
On exit 

00: 0 
DO: result code 

After initialization, most PPC Toolbox routines can execute either synchronously or 
asynchronously. 

Result codes 
no Err 
noGlobalsErr 

0 
-904 

No error 
System unable to allocate memory, critical error 

Note that a noGlobaJsErr resu lt code indicates that the PPC Toolbox is not loaded properly. 

Using the Program Linking Dialog Box 

You can use either the PPCBrowser function or the IPCListPorts function to locate a port to 
comm unicate with. 

Use the PPCBrowser function to di splay the program linking dialog box, which allows a 
user to select a port to communicate with. 
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FUNCTION PPCBrowser (prompt : Str255 ; app lListLabel : Str255 ; 
defaultSpe cif i ed : Boolean ; VAR theLocation : 
LocationNameRec ; VAR thePortinfo : PortinfoRec ; 
p ortFilter : PPCFi l terProcPtr ; theLocNBPTy pe : Str32 ) 
: OSErr ; 

The prompt parameter is a line of text that the PPCBrowser function displays as a prompt in 
the program linking dialog box. If you specify NIL or an empty string is passed, the default 
prompt "Choose a program to link to:" is used. 

The applListLabel parameter specifies the title of the list of PPC ports. If you specify NIL or 
an empty string is passed, the default title "Programs" is used. 

If the defaultSpecified parameter is TRUE, the PPCBrowser function tries to select the PPC 
port specified by the parameters theLocation and thePortlnfo when the program linking dialog 
box first appears. The locationKindSelector field in the location name record must be set to the 
ppcNoLocation constant (which specifies the local computer) or the ppcNBPLocation constant 
(which specifies the NBP object and NBP zone). The ppcNBPTypeLocation constant is not 
supported for matching. When matching the location, only the object string and the zone 
string of the entity name are used- the type string is ignored. When matching the port, the 
entire PPC port record (script, name, and port type) is used in the port information record. 
The location name record and the port information record can be left uninitialized if the 
defaultSpecified parameter is FALSE. The authRequired field of the port in formation record 
is ignored. 

The portFilter parameter determines how the list of PPC ports is filtered. If this parameter is 
NIL, the names of all existing PPC ports are displayed. If this parameter isn't NIL, it must 
be a pointer to a port filter function. 

A sample declaration for a port fi lter function named MyPortFilter follows. 

FUNCTION MyPortFilter (theLoc : LocationNamePtr ; the?ortinfo : 
PortinfoPtr) : Boolean ; 

The PPCBrowser function calls your port filter function once for each port before it adds that 
port to the dialog list. This function should return TRUE for each port that should be di splayed 
in the program linking dialog box, and FALSE for each port that shouldn't be displayed. 

The parameter theLocNBPType of the PPCBrowser function specifies the NBP type passed 
to NBPLookup to generate the li st of computers. If you specify NIL or an empty string is 
passed, the default, "PPCToolBox", is used. Note that the current computer is always 
included in the list of computers (even if a location with the specified type does not exist for 
it). If the parameter theLocNBPType contains either of the NBP wi ldcard characters(= or :::::), 
the PPCBrowser function returns a paramErr result code. 

If the PPCBrowser function returns noErr, the parameters theLocation and thePortlnfo 
specify the port chosen by the user. If the PPCBrowser returns a userCanceledErr result 
code, the user clicked the Cancel button, and no port was selected. If the function ren1rns a 
memFullErr result code, there was not enough memory to load the PPCBrowser package, 
and the dialog box did not appear. 
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Note: You must not call the PPCBrowser function from an application that is 
running in the background, since this function displays a dialog box on the user's 
screen. 

Result codes 
noEIT 
mernFullE1T 

userCanceledErr 

0 
- 108 

- 128 

Obtaining a List of Ports 

No error 
Not enough memory to load PPCBrowser 
package 
User decided not to conduct a session 

Use the IPCListPorts function to generate a list of existing ports without displaying a dialog 
box. The IPCLiStPortsPBRec data type defines the parameter block used by the IPCListPorts 
function. 

FUNCTION IPCListPorts (pb : IPCListPort s PBPtr ; async : Bo olean) OSErr ; 

On entry 

On exit 

Parameter block 

~ 12 
f- 16 
~ 40 
~ 42 
f- 44 
~ 46 
~ 50 
~ 54 

AO: pointer to a parameter block 
DO: selector (10) 
DO: result code 

ioCompletion long 

ioResult word 

startlndex word 

requestCount word 

actual Count word 

portName long 

locationName long 

bufferPtr long 

address of a completion routine 

result code 

index to the port entry list 

number of port names requested 

number of port names returned 

pointer to PPCPortRec 

pointer to LocationNameRec 

pointer to array of PortlnfoRec 

If your application calls this function asynchronously, you must specify in the ioCompletion 
field either the address of a completion routine or NIL. If ioCompletion is NIL, you should 
poll the ioResult field of the PPC parameter block (from your application 's main event loop) 
to determine whether the PPC Toolbox has completed the requested operation. A value in the 
ioResult field other than I indicates that the caJI is complete. Note that it is unsafe to poll the 
ioResult field at interrupt time since the PPC Toolbox may be in the process of completing a 
call. See " PPC Toolbox Calling Conventions" earlier in this chapter for detailed information. 
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If you call the IPCListPorts function asynchronously, you must not change any of the fi elds 
in the parameter block until the call completes. The port name, location name, and buffer 
pointed to by IPCListPortsPBRec are owned by the PPC Toolbox until the call completes. 
These objects must not be deallocated or moved in memory while the call is in progress. 

The startlndex field specifies the index to the list of ports on the remote machine from which 
the PPC Toolbox begins to get the list. In most cases, you ' ll want to start at the beginning, 
so set the startlndex field to 0. The requestCount field specifies the maximum number of port 
information records that can fit into your buffer. 

The actual Count field returns the actual number of entries returned. Your program can use the 
IPCListPorts function repeatedly to obtain the entire list of ports. Ports that are not visible to 
the network are not included in the ports listing on a remote machine. (If you specify FALSE 
for the networkVisible field in the PPCOpen function , the port is not included in the listing of 
available ports across a network.) 

The portName field must contain a pointer to a PPC port record that specifies which PPC ports 
to li st. You can specify particul ar values in the PPC port record or you can use an equal sign 
(=) in the name or the portTypeStr fields as a wildcard to match all port names or port types. 

The locationName field should contain a pointer to a location name record that designates the 
computer that contains the PPC ports you want returned. If the locationKindSelector fi eld in 
the location name record is ppcNoLocation or if the location Name pointer is NIL, then the 
location is the local machine. If the locationK.indSelector field in the location name record is 
ppcNBPLocation, then the location is a remote machine designated by the location name 
record's nbpEntity field. 

The IPCListPorts function returns an array (l ist) of port information records in the area of 
memory pointed to by bufferPtr. Make sure that the buffer pointed to by the bufferPtr field is 
at least sizeof(PortlnfoRec) * requestCount. 

Result codes 
no Err 
notlnitErr 
nameTypeErr 

noGlobalsErr 
localOrllyElT 
sessTableE1T 
noResponseErr 
badPortN ameErr 
networkErr 
badLocNameErr 

0 
-900 
-902 

- 904 
- 905 
- 907 
- 915 
-919 
- 925 
-931 

Opening and Closing a Port 

No error 
PPC Toolbox has not been initialized yet 
Invalid or inappropri ate locationK.indSelector in 
location name 
System unable to allocate memory, critical e1rnr 
Network activity is currently disabled 
PPC Toolbox is unable to create a session 
Unable to contact application 
PPC port record is invalid 
An error has occurred in the network 
Location name is invalid 

You open a port using the PPCOpen function and close a port using the PPCClose function. 

FUNCTION PPCOpen (pb : PPCOpenPBPtr ; async : 3oolean) : OSErr ; 
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On entry 

On exit 

Parameter block 

-7 12 

~ 16 
~ 38 

44 

-7 45 
-7 46 
-7 50 
-7 54 
~ 55 

AO: pointer to a parameter block 
DO: selector (1) 
DO: result code 

ioCompletion long 

ioResult word 

portRetNum word 

service Type byte 

resFlag byte 

portName long 

locationName long 

network Visible byte 

n bpRegistered byte 

The PPC Toolbox 

address of a completion routine 

result code 

port reference number of port 
opened 

service type requested-must be 
ppcServiceRealTime 

reserved field-must be 0 
pointer to PPCPortRec 

pointer to LocationNameRec 

make this port network visible 

po1t location was registered on the 
network 

If your application calls this function asynchronously, you must specify in the ioCompletion 
field either the address of a completion routine or NIL. If ioCompletion is NIL, you should 
poll the ioResult field of the PPC parameter block (from your appl ication's main event loop) 
to determine whether the PPC Toolbox has completed the requested operation. A value in the 
ioResult field other than I indicates that the call is complete. Note that it is unsafe to poll the 
ioResult field at inten-upt time since the PPC Toolbox may be in the process of completing a 
call. See "PPC Toolbox Cal Ling Conventions" earlier in this chapter for detailed information. 

If you call the PPCOpen function asynchronously, you must not change any of the fields in 
the parameter block until the call completes. The port name and location name pointed to by 
the PPCOpen parameter block record are owned by the PPC Toolbox until the call completes. 
These objects must not be deallocated or moved in memory while the call is in progress. 

The portRetNum field returns the PPC port identifier. Use this port reference number to 
initiate a session for this particular port. Set the serviceType field to indicate that this port 
accepts sessions in real time. For system software version 7.0, this field must always be 
set to the ppcServiceReaITime constant. You must set the resFlag field to 0. 

The portName field must contain a pointer to a PPC port record that specifies the name of the 
PPC port to be opened. 

The locationName field should contain a pointer to a location name record that designates the 
location of the PPC port to be opened. If the location Name pointer is NIL, then the default 
name PPC Toolbox is used. If a location name record is used, then the locationKindSelector 
field in the location name record must be ppcNBPTypeLocation, and an alias location name 
specified by the location name record's nbpType fi eld is used. 
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The network Visible fi eld indicates whether the port should be made visible (for browsing 
as well as incoming network requests). If you specify FALSE, this port is not visible in 
the listing of available ports across a network (although it is still included within the local 
machine' s listing of available ports). 

The nbpRegistered field returns TRUE if the location name specified was registered on 
the network. 

Result codes 
no Err 
notlnitErr 
nameTypeErr 

noPortErr 
noGJobalsErr 
badReqErr 
portN ameExistsErr 
badPortNameErr 
badServiceMethodErr 

badLocNameErr 
nbpDuplicateName 

0 
- 900 
-902 

- 903 
-904 
-909 
- 9 10 
-919 
-930 

-93 1 
- 1027 

No error 
PPC Toolbox has not been in iti alized yet 
Invalid or inappropriate locationKindSelector in 
location name 
Unable to open port 
System unable to allocate memory, critical error 
Bad parameter or invalid state for thi s operation 
Another port is already open with this name 
PPC port record is invalid 
Service method is other than 
ppcServiceRealTime 
Location name is invalid 
Location name represents a duplicate on this 
computer 

You use the PPCClose function to close the port specified by the port reference number. 

FUNCTION PPCClose (pb : PPCClosePBPtr ; async : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

On entry 

On exit 

Parameter block 

12 

16 

38 

AO: pointer to a parameter block 
DO: selector (9) 
DO: result code 

ioCompletion 

ioResult 

portRefNum 

long 

word 

word 

address of a completion routine 

result code 

port reference number of port to 
close 

If your application calls thi s function asynchronously, you must specify in the ioCompletion 
field e ither the address of a completion routine or NIL. If ioCompletion is NlL, you should 
poll the ioResult field or the PPC parameter block (from your application 's main event loop) 
to determine whether the PPC Toolbox has completed the requested operation. A value in 
the ioResult field other than I indicates that the call is complete. Note that it is un afe to 
poll the ioResult fi eld at interrupt time since the PPC Toolbox may be in the process of 
completing a call. See "PPC Toolbox Calling Conventions" earlier in this chapter for detailed 
information. 
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The portRefNum field specifies the PPC p01t identifier of the port to close. The port reference 
number must be a valid port reference number returned from a previous call to the PPCOpen 
function. 

Result codes 
no Err 
notlnitErr 
noPortEIT 
noGlobalsErr 

0 
-900 
-903 
-904 

No error 
PPC Toolbox has not been initialized yet 
Bad port reference number 
System unable to allocate memory, critical error 

Starting and Ending a Session 

You use the PPCStart or StartSecureSession function to initiate a session with another port, 
and you use the PPCEnd function to end a sess ion. The PPCStart function initiates a session 
with the destination port specified in the name and location fields. 

FUNCTION PPCStar t (pb : PPCStartPBPtr ; async : Boolean) OSErr ; 

On entry 

On ex it 

Parameter block 

~ 12 

f- 16 

~ 38 

f- 40 

~ 44 

~ 45 

~ 46 

~ 50 

f- 54 

~ 58 

~ 62 

AO: pointer to a parameter block 
DO: selector (2) 
DO: result code 

ioCompletion long 

ioResult word 

portRefNum word 

sessRefNum long 

serviceType byte 

address of a completion routine 

result code 

port reference number of this 
session 

session reference number of this 
session 

service type requested-must be 
ppcServiceRealTime 

resFlag byte reserved fi eld- must be 0 

portName long pointer to PPCPortRec 

location Name long pointer to LocationNameRec 

rejectlnfo long value from PPCReject if session 
was rejected 

user Data long application-specific data 

userRefNum long user reference number 
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If your application calls this function asynchronously, you must specify in the ioCompletion 
field either the address of a completion routine or NlL. If ioCompletion is NIL, you should 
poll the ioResult field of the PPC parameter block (from your application's main event loop) 
to determine whether the PPC Toolbox has completed the requested operation. A value in the 
ioResult field other than 1 indicates that the call is complete. Note that it is unsafe to poll the 
ioResult field at interrupt time, since the PPC Toolbox may be in the process of completing a 
call. See "PPC Toolbox Calling Conventions" earlier in thi s chapter for detailed information. 

If you call the PPCStart function asynchronously, you must not change any of the fields in 
the parameter block until the call completes. The port name and location name pointed lo by 
the PPCStart parameter block record are owned by the PPC Toolbox until the call completes. 
These objects must not be deallocated or moved in memory while the call is in progress. 

You specify the PPC port identifier in the portRefNum field. The port reference number is a 
reference number for the port through which you are requesting a session. The value you 
specify must correspond to the port reference number returned from the PPCOpen function. 

The sessRetNum field returns a session identifier. This number, which is provided by the 
PPC Toolbox, is used while data is being exchanged to identify a particular sess ion. You 
must set the serviceType field to ind icate that the session is to be connected in real time. 
For system software version 7.0, this field must always be set to the ppcServiceRealTime 
constant. You must set the resFlag field to 0. 

The portName field must contain a pointer to a PPC port record. The locationName field 
should contain a pointer to a location name record or NIL. The PPC port record and the 
location name record specify the name and location of the PPC port to in itiate a session with, 
and they are usually obtained from the PPCBrowser function. If the locationKindSelector 
field in the location name record is ppcNoLocation or if the locationName pointer is NIL, 
then the location is the local machine. If the locationKindSelector field in the location name 
record is ppcNBPLocation, then the location is a remote machine designated by the location 
name record's nbpEntity field. 

If the ioResult field or the PPC parameter block returns a userRejectEIT result code, the 
rejectlnfo field contains the same value as the rejectlnfo field in the PPCReject parameter 
block. The rejectlnfo field is defined by your application. 

The initiating port can specify any information in the userData field. The PPCinform function 
reports this data to the responding port upon its completion. 

The userRefNum rield specifies an authenticated user. The authentication mechanism of the 
PPC Toolbox identifies each user through an ass igned name and a password. A user reference 
number of 0 indicates that you want to specify a guest. 

Result codes 
no Err 
notlnitErr 
nameTypeE1T 

noPortErr 
noGlobalsErr 
localOnlyErr 
destPortErr 

0 
- 900 
-902 

- 903 
- 904 
- 905 
-906 
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No error 
PPC Toolbox has not been ini tialized yet 
locationKindSelector is not ppcNBPLocation or 
ppcNoLocation 
Bad port reference number 
System unable to allocate memory, critical e1Tor 
Network activity is currently disabled 
Port does not exist at destination 



sessTableErr 
noUserNameErr 
userRejectEIT 
noResponseErr 
portCI osedEtT 
badPortNameErr 
network Err 
nolnformE rr 

authFai !Err 
noUserRecErr 
badServiceMethodErr 

guestNotAI lowedErr 

-907 
-91 1 
-912 
-915 
- 916 
-919 
-925 
-926 

- 927 
-928 
-930 

-932 

The PPC Toolbox 

PPC Toolbox is unab le to create a session 
User name unknown on destination machine 
Destination rejected the session request 
Unable to contact application 
The port was closed 
PPC port record is invalid 
An error has occurred in the network 
PPCStart fa iled because target application did not 
have an in form pending 
User's password is wrong 
Inval id user reference number 
Service method is o ther than 
ppcServiceRealTime 
Destination port requires authenti cation 

The StartSecureSession function prompts for user na me and password and calls PPCStrut
all in one synchronous procedure call. Use the StartSecureSess ion function whenever a port 
destination requ ires authentication. 

FUNCTION StartSec ureSession (pb : PPCStartPBPtr ; VAR userName : Str32 ; 
useDefault : Boolean ; allowGuest : Boolean ; 
VAR guestSelectec : Boolean ; prompt : St r 255) 
: OSErr ; 

On entry 

On exit 

AO: pointer to a StartSecurcParams record 
DO: selector ( 14) 
DO: result code 

Your program fill s out a parameter block just as though it were call ing the PPCStart function. 
You specify all input fields in the parameter block except for the userRefNum field. The 
userRefNum fi eld is returned when the StartSecureSession function successfull y completes. 

The pb pru·ameter is a pointer to the PPCStart parameter block. 

The userName parameter is a pointer to a 32-byte character string to be displayed as the 
user' s name. If the Pascal string length is 0, the de fault user name is used. The default 
user name is the name specified in the Shru"ing Setup control pane l. The default user 
name is returned in the userName buffer. 

Set the useDefault pru·ameter to TRUE if you want the StartSecureSession function to use the 
default user identity (and possibly prevent the user identity dialog box from appearing). The 
allowGuest parameter specifies whether the Guest radio button in the user iden ti ty dialog box 
is active. It is usually set to the inverse of the authRequired fie ld in the port information 
record. For example, if authRequired is TRUE, then allowGuest should be set to FALSE. 

The guestSelected parameter returns TRUE if the user has logged on as a guest. The prompt 
parameter of the Stru·tSecureSession function allows you to specify a line of text that the 
dialog box can display. Specify NIL or an empty string for the prompt parameter to enable 
the PPC Toolbox to use the default prompt. The PPC Toolbox uses the default string "Link 
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to <port name> on <object string> as:" . The port name is obtained from the name string of 
the port name, and the object string is obtained from the object string of the location name. 

Note: Do not call the StartSecureSession function from an application that is running 
in the background, since tills function requires that several dialog boxes appear on the 
user's screen. 

Result codes 
no Err 
userCanceledErT 
notlrutEn
nameTypeE1T 

noPortErr 
noGlobalsErr 
localOnlyErr 
destPortErr 
sessTableErr 
noResponseErr 
portClosedErr 
badPortNameErr 
noUserRetErr 
networkErr 
nolnfonnErr 

badServiceMethodErr 

guestNotAllowedErr 

0 
- 128 
-900 
-902 

-903 
-904 
-905 
-906 
-907 
- 915 
- 916 
-9 19 
-924 
- 925 
- 926 

-930 

- 932 

No error 
User decided not to conduct a session 
PPC Toolbox has not been initiaJjzed yet 
locationKindSelector is not ppcNBPLocation or 
ppcNoLocation 
Bad port reference number 
System unable to allocate memory, critical error 
Network activity is cun-ently disabled 
Port does not exist at destination 
PPC Toolbox is unable to create a session 
Unable to contact application 
The port was closed 
PPC port record is invalid 
Unable to create a new user reference number 
An error has occu1Ted in the network 
PPCStart fai led because application did not have 
an inform pending 
Service method is other than 
ppcServiceRealTime 
Destination port requires authentication 

Use the PPCEnd function to end a session. Trus function completes all outstanding 
asynchronous calls associated with the session reference number. 

FUNCT I ON PPCEnd (pb : PPCEr.dPBPt r ; asy nc : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

On entry 

On exjt 

Parameter block 

~ 12 

~ 16 

40 

AO: pointer to a parameter block 
DO: selector (8) 
DO: result code 

ioCompletion 

ioResult 

sessRetNum 

long 

word 

long 
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lf your application calls th is function asynchronously, you must specify in the ioCompletion 
field either the address of a completion routine or NlL. Tf ioCompletion is NIL, you should 
poll the ioResult field of the PPC parameter block (from your application's main event loop) 
to determine whether the PPC Toolbox has completed the requested operation. A value in the 
ioResult field other than I indicates that the call is complete. Note that it is unsafe to poll the 
ioResult field at interrupt time since the PPC Toolbox may be in the process of completing a 
call. See "PPC Toolbox Calling Conventions" earlier in this chapter for detailed information. 

You provide a session identifier in the sessRefNum fi eld to identi fy the session that you are 
terminating. The PPCStart , StartSecureSession, or PPClnform function returns the session 
reference number. 

Result codes 
no Err 
notlnitErr 
noGlobalsErr 
noSessionErr 

0 
-900 
-904 
-908 

No error 
PPC Toolbox has not been initialized yet 
System unable to allocate memory, cri tical error 
Invalid session reference number 

Receiving, Accepting, and Rejecting a Session 

You use the PPCinform function to receive session requests. After the PPCinform function 
completes (with the autoAccept field set to FALSE), you must accept or reject the session 
request using the PPCAccept and PPCReject functions. 

As long as a port has been opened, you can call the PPCinform function at any time. You can 
have any number of outstanding PPCTnform functions. 

FUNCTION PPCinform (pb : PPCinformPBPtr ; async : Boolean) OSErr ; 

On entry 

On exit 

Parameter block 
-7 

f-

-7 

12 

16 

38 

40 

44 
45 

AO: pointer to a parameter block 
DO: selector (3) 
DO: result code 

ioCompletion long 

ioResult word 

portRetNum word 

sessRetNum long 

service Type byte 

autoAccept byte 

address of a completion routine 

result code 

port reference number of this 
session 
session reference number of this 
session 
service type of this sess ion 

if TRUE, session is accepted 
automatically 

(Continued) 
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46 portName long pointer to PPCPortRec, may be 
NIL 

50 locationName long pointer to LocationNameRec, may 
be NIL 

~ 54 userName long pointer to Str32, may be NIL 

f-- 58 userData long application- pecific data 

f-- 62 requestType byte network or local request 

If your appl ication calls this function asynchronously, you must specify in the ioCompletion 
fi eld either the address of a completion routine or NIL. If ioCompletion is NIL, you should 
poll the ioResult fi eld of the PPC parameter block (from your application's main event loop) 
to determine whether the PPC Toolbox has completed the requested operation. A value in the 
ioResult field other than I indicates that the call is complete. Note that it is unsafe to poll the 
ioResult fi eld at interrupt time since the PPC Toolbox may be in the process of completing a 
call. See "PPC Toolbox Calling Conventions" earl ier in this chapter for detailed information. 

If you call the PPClnform functi on asynchronously, you must not change any of the fi elds in 
the parameter block until the call completes. The port name, location name, user name, and 
buffer pointed to by the record of type PPCinformPBRec are owned by the PPC Toolbox 
until the call completes. These objects must not be deallocated or moved in memory while the 
call is in progress. 

You provide the PPC port identifier in the portRefN um field. A PPCOpen function returns 
the port identifier. The sessRefNum fi eld returns a se sion identifier. 

T he serviceType fi e ld indicates the service type. For system software version 7.0, this field 
always returns the ppcServiceRealT ime constant. 

If you set the autoAccept field to TRUE, session requests are automatically accepted as they 
are received. When the PPClnform function completes execution with a noErr result code 
and you set the autoAccept field to FALSE, you need to accept or reject the session. 

A Warning: If the PPCinforrn function (with the autoAccept parameter seL to 
FALSE) returns a noErr result code, you must call either the PPCAccept function 
or the PPCReject functi on. The computer trying to initiate a session using the 
StartSecureSession function or the PPCStart fu nction waits (hangs) until the 
session attempt is e ither accepted or rejected, or until an e1Tor occurs. • 

T he portName field must contain NIL or a poin ter to a PPC po1t record . If the portName fi eld 
contains NIL, then the name of the PPC port that initiated the session is not returned. If the 
portName field points to a PPC port record , then the PPC port record is fi lled with the name 
of the PPC port that initiated the session when the PPCinform function completes. 

The location Name field must contain NIL or a pointer to a location name record. If the 
locationName field contains NTL, then the locati on of the PPC port that initiated Lhe 
session is not returned. If the locationName field points to a location name record, then 
the location name record is filled with the location of the PPC port that initiated the session 
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when the PPClnform function completes. If the locationKindSelector field of the location 
name record returned is ppcNoLocation, then the location is the local machine. If the 
locationK.indSelector field of the location name record returned is ppcNBPLocation, then 
the location is a remote machine designated by the location name record 's nbpEntity field. 

The userName field must contain NIL or a pointer to a 32-byte character string. lf the 
userName field contains NIL, then the user name string is not returned. If the userName 
fie ld points to a 32-byte character sning, then the 32-byte character string is fi lled with 
the name of the user making the session request (if authenticated) when the PPClnform 
function completes. 

When the PPClnfonn function completes, the userData field contains the user data provided 
by the application making the session request. This fie ld is transparent to the PPC Toolbox. 
The application can send any data in this field. 

When the PPClnform function completes, the requestType field contains either ppcRemoteOrigin 
or ppcLocalOrigin, depending on whether the session request is in itiated by a computer across 
the network or by a port on the same computer. 

You should execute the PPCinform function asynchronously. 

Result codes 
no Err 
notlni tErr 
no Port Err 

noGlobalsErr 
portClosedErr 

0 
-900 
-903 

-904 
-916 

No error 
PPC Toolbox has not been initiali zed yet 
Unable to open port or bad port reference 
number 
System unable to allocate memory. critical error 
The port was closed 

Use the PPCAccept function to indicate that an application is wi lling to accept an incoming 
session request after a PPClnform function completes. 

FUNCTION PPCAccept (pb : PPCAcceptPBPtr ; async : Boolean) OSErr ; 

On entry 

On ex it 

Parameter block 
~ 12 

f- 16 

~ 40 

AO: pointer to a parameter block 
DO: selector ( 4) 
DO: result code 

ioCompletion 

ioRcsult 

sessRetN um 

long 

word 

long 

address or a completion routi ne 

result code 

session reference number of sess ion 
to accept 
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If your application calls this function asynchronously, you must specify in the ioCompletion 
field either the address of a completion routine or NIL. If ioCompletion is NIL, you should 
poll the ioResult field of the PPC parameter block (from your application's main event loop) 
to detennine whether the PPC Toolbox has completed the requested operation. A value in the 
ioResult field other than 1 indicates that the call is complete. Note that it is unsafe to poll the 
ioResult field at inte1rnpt time since the PPC Toolbox may be in the process of completing a 
call. See "PPC Toolbox Calling Conventions" earlier in this chapter for detailed information. 

The sessRefNum field specifies a sess ion identifier. Use the sess ion reference number 
returned from the completed PPCinform parameter block to accept the sess ion request. 

Result codes 
no Err 
notlnitErr 
noGlobalsErr 
noSessionErr 
badReqErr 

0 
-900 
-904 
- 908 
- 909 

No error 
PPC Toolbox has not been initialized yet 
System unable to allocate memory, critical error 
Invalid sess ion reference number 
Invalid state for this operation 

Use the PPCReject function to reject a session request after a PPCinform function completes. 

FUNCTI ON PPCReject (pb : PPCRejectPBPtr ; async : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

On entry 

On exit 

Parameter block 
---7 12 

f- 16 

---7 40 

---7 54 

AO: pointer to a parameter block 
DO: selector (5) 
DO: result code 

ioCompletion long 

ioResult word 

sessRefNum long 

rejectlnfo long 

address of a completion routine 

result code 

session reference number of sess ion 
to reject 
value to return if session is rejected 

lf your application calls this function asynchronously, you must specify in the ioCompletion 
field either the address of a completion routine or NIL. If ioCompletion is NlL, you should 
poll the ioResult field of the PPC parameter block (from your application·s main event loop) 
to determine whether the PPC Toolbox has completed the requested operation. A value in the 
ioResult field other than I indicates that the call is complete. Note that it is unsafe to poll the 
ioResult field at interrupt time since the PPC Toolbox may be in the process of completing a 
call. See "PPC Toolbox Calling Conventions" earlier in this chapter for detai led information. 

The sessRefNum field specifies a session to be rejected. This must be a valid session 
reference number returned from a previous PPCinfo1111 functi on. The rejectlnfo field is 
an optional field. The application receiving a session request may specify any data in this 
field. The initiating application receives this information in the PPCStart parameter block. 
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Result codes 
no Err 
notlnitErr 
noGlobalsErr 
noSessionErr 
badReqErr 

0 
-900 
-904 
- 908 
-909 

The PPC Toolbox 

No error 
PPC Toolbox has not been initialized yet 
System unable to allocate memory, critical error 
Invalid session reference number 
Invalid state for th is operation 

Reading and Writing Data 

The PPCRead function reads incoming data from an application, and the PPCWrite function 
writes data to an application during a session. 

Use the PPCRead function to read message blocks during a session. 

FUNCTION PPCRead (pb : PPCReadPBPtr ; async : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

On entry 

On exit 

Parameter block 

~ 12 

f- 16 
~ 40 
~ 44 
f- 48 
~ 52 
f- 56 

f- 58 
f- 62 
f- 66 

AO: pointer to a parameter block 
DO: selector (7) 
DO: result code 

ioCompletion long 

ioResult word 

sessRef'Num long 

buffe rLength long 

actualLength long 

bufferPlr long 

more byte 

userData long 

block Creator long 

blockType long 

address of a completion routi ne 

result code 

sess ion reference number 

length of data buffer 

actual length of data read 

pointer to data buffer 

TRUE if more data in this block to 
be read 

application-specific data 

creator of block read 

type of block read 

If your application calls this function asynchronously, you must specify in the ioCompletion 
field e ither the address of a completion routine or NIL. If ioCompletion is NIL, you should 
poll the ioResult field of the PPC parameter block (from your application's main event loop) 
to determine whether the PPC Toolbox has completed the requested operation. A value in the 
ioResult field other than I indicates that the call is complete. Note that it is unsafe to poll the 
ioResult field at inten-upt time since the PPC Toolbox may be in the process of completing a 
call. See "PPC Toolbox Calling Conventions" earlier in this chapter for detailed infom1ation. 
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If you call the PPCRead function asynchronously, you must not change any or the fields in 
the parameter block until the call completes. The buff er pointed to by the record of data type 
PPCReadPBRec is owned by the PPC Toolbox until the call completes. These objects must 
not be deallocated or moved in memory while the call is in progress. 

The sessRefNum field specifies a sess ion to read data from. This must be a valid session 
reference number returned from a previous PPCStart, StartSecureSession. or PPCinform 
function. The bufferLength and bufferPtr fi elds speciry the length and location of a buffer 
the message block wi ll be read into. Your application must allocate the storage for the buffer. 
The actualLength field returns the actual size of the data read into your data buffer. 

The more field is TRUE if the provided buffer cannot hold the remainder of the message 
block. Your appl ication may read a message block in several pieces. It is not necessary to 
have a buffer large enough to read in the entire message block, so a message block can span 
multiple calls Lo the PPCRead function. 

Upon completion or the PPCRead function, the userData, blockCreator, and blockType fields 
contain information regarding the contents of the message block. You specify these fields 
using the PPCWrite function. See "Exchanging Data During a PPC Session" earlier in this 
chapter for additional information. 

You should execute the PPCRead function asynchronously. 

Result codes 
no Err 
notlnitErr 
noGJobalsE1T 
noSessionErr 
badReqErr 
sessClosedErr 

0 
-900 
-904 
-908 
-909 
- 917 

No error 
PPC Toolbox has not been initialized yet 
System unable to allocate memory. critical error 
Invalid session reference number 
Invalid state for this operation 
The session has closed 

Use the PPCWrite function to write message blocks during a session. 

?UNCTI ON PPCWrite (pb : PPCWritePBPtr ; async : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

On entry 

On exit 

Parameter block 
~ 12 

f- 16 

~ 40 
~ 44 
f- 48 

AO: pointer to a parameter block 
DO: selector (6) 
DO: result code 

ioCompletion long address of a completion routine 

ioResult word result code 

sessRefNum long ession reference number 

bufferLength long length of data buff er 

actualLength long actual length of data written 
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--? 52 bufferPtr long pointer to data buffer 

--? 56 more byte TRUE if more data in this block to 
be w1itten 

--? 58 user Data long application-specific data 

--? 62 blockCreator long creator of block written 

--? 66 blockType long type of block written 

1f your application call s this function asynchronously, you must specify in the ioCompletion 
field either the address of a completion routine or NIL. If ioCornpletion is NTL, you should 
poll the ioResult field of the PPC parameter block (from your application's main event loop) 
to determine whether the PPC Toolbox has completed the requested operation. A value in the 
ioResult field other than I indicates that the call is complete. Note that it is unsafe to poll the 
ioResult field at interrupt time since the PPC Toolbox may be in the process of completing a 
call. See "PPC Toolbox Calling Conventions" earlier in this chapter for detai led in formation. 

Tf you call the PPCWrite function asynchronously, you must not change any of the fields in 
the parameter block until the call completes. The buffer pointed to by the record of data type 
PPCWritePBRec is owned by the PPC Toolbox until the call completes. These objects must 
not be deallocated or moved in memory while the call is in progress. 

The sessRetNum field specifies a session identifier. This must be a valid session reference 
number returned from a previous PPCStart, StartSecureSession, or PPCinform function. 

The bufferLength and bufferPtr fields specify the length and location of a buffer the message 
block is sent to. If the PPCWrite function returns a noErr result code, the actual Length field 
returns the actual size of the message block that was written. 

Set the more field to TRUE to indicate that you wi ll be using another PPCWrite function to 
append data to this message block. Set the more field to FALSE to indicate that this is the end 
of the data in this message block. 

The initiating port can specify any in formation in the userData field. The PPCRead function 
reports this data to the responding port upon its completion. 

Set the userData, blockCreator, and blockType fields for each message block that you create. 
These fields can give the receiving application information about how to process the contents 
of the message block. They are ignored when you append information to a message block. 
Set the more field to TRUE to append additional data to a message block; otherwise, set this 
field to FALSE. See "Exchanging Data During a PPC Session" earlier in this chapter for 
additional information. 

You should execute the PPCWrite function asynchronously. 

Result codes 
noErT 
notlnitE1T 
noGlobalsEn
noSessionErr 
badReqErr 
sessClosedErr 

0 
- 900 
-904 
-908 
- 909 
-9 17 

No error 
PPC Toolbox has not been initialized yet 
System unable to allocate memory, critical error 
Invalid session reference number 
Invalid state for this operation 
The sess ion has closed 
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Locating a Default User and Invalidating a User 

The GetDefaultUser function returns the user reference number and the name of the default 
user. The default user is specified in the Sharing Setup control panel. This function is useful 
if your application uses the PPCStart function to initiate a session with an application that 
does not support guest access. 

FUNCTION GetDefaultUs er (VAR userRef : Long i nt ; VAR userName : St r 32) 
OSErr ; 

On entry 

On exit 

AO: pointer to a GetDefaultUserParams record 
DO: selector (13) 
DO: result code 

If the GetDefaultUser function completes with no errors, then the userRef parameter returns 
the user reference number that represents the user name and password of the default user. 
The userName parameter must contain NIL or a 32-byte character string. If the userName 
parameter contains NIL, then the user name string is not returned. If the userName parameter 
is a 32-byte character string, the 32-byte character string contains the user name that is 
specified in the Sharing Setup control panel when the GetDefaultUser function completes 
(with no errors) . 

.6. Warning: If you are us ing Pascal, you cannot pass NIL for the userName 
parameter. For example, you cannot pass StringPtr(NIL)" due to Pascal range 
checking of string bounds. • 

Result codes 
no Err 
noDefaultUserErr 

noLoggedlnErr 

0 
- 922 

-923 

No error 
User has not specified owner name in Sharing 
Setup control panel 
Default user reference number does not yet exist 

To invalidate a particular user name and corresponding password, use the DeleteUserldentity 
function. 

FUNCTION DeleteUseride ntity (userRef: Longint) OS Err ; 

Trap macro 
On entry 

On exit 

_Delete User 
AO: pointer to a DeleteUserParams record 
DO: selector ( 12) 
DO: result code 

You specify the reference number representing the user name and password to be deleted. 

Result codes 
no Err 
noUserRecErr 

0 
- 928 
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SUMMARY OF THE PPC TOOLBOX 

Constants 

CONST {service type) 
ppcServiceRealTime = l ; 

= ' ppc , ; 
{gestalt selectors} 
gestalcPPCToolboxAttr 
gestaltPPCToolboxPresent 
gestaltPPCSupportsRealTime = 

gescalcPPCSupportsOutGoing 

gestaltPPCSupportsincom~ng 

{look-up type} 
ppcNoLocation 
ppcNBPLocation 
ppcNBPTypeLocation 

{port type} 
ppcByCreatorAndType 

ppcByString 

= 
= 
= 

$0000 ; 
$1000 ; 

$0002 ; 

$0001 ; 

0 ; 
1 ; 
2 ; 

= l ; 

2 ; 

The PPC Toolbox 

{real time only in system 
{ software version 7 . 0} 

{PPC Toolbox attributes} 
{PPC Toolbox is present} 
{real time on l y in system 
{ software version 7 . 0 } 
{support of outgoing } 
{ sessions across a network} 
{user enabled program } 
{ linking in Sharing Setup } 
{ control panel} 

{there is no PPCLocName use} 
{ AppleTa l k NBP} 
{use just the NBP type , fill} 
{ in the rest with default} 

{port type is specified as 
{ standard Mac creator and 
{ type} 
{port type is in Pascal } 
{ string format} 

{session request type returned in the PPCinform function} 
ppcLocalOrigin l ; {session ini t iated on 

{ loca l computer } 
ppcRemoteOrigin = 2 ; {session ini t iated on 

{ remot e computer} 

Data Types 

TYPE 
PPCServiceType 
PPCLocationKind 
PPCPortKinds 
PPCSessionOrigin 
PPCPortRefNum 
PPCSessRefNum 

SignedByte ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 

= SignedByte ; 
= Integer ; 

Longint ; 

{service type} 
{look-up cype} 
{port type} 
{local or remote} 
{port reference number} 
{session reference number} 
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LocationNamePtr 
Locat ionNameRec 
RECORD 

"LocationNameRec ; 

locationKindSelector : PPCLocationKind ; 
{which variant } 

CASE PPCLocationK:nd OF {ppcNoLocation : storage not } 
{ used by this value} 

ppcNBPLocation : (nbpEntity : EntityName) ; 
{NBP naoe entity } 

ppcNBPTypeLocation : (nbpType : ~tr32) 

{just the NBP type string 
{ for the PPCOpen function} 

END ; 

Port infoPtr 
PortinfoRec 
RECORD 

"PortinfoRec ; 

fillerl : 
authRequired : 
name : 

END; 

SignedByte ; 
Boolean ; 
PPCPortRec 

{space holder} 
{authentication required} 
{port name} 

PPCPortPtr 
PPCPortRec = 
RECORD 

"PPCPortRec ; 

nameScript : 
name : 

portKindSelector : 

CASE PPCPortKinds OF 
ppcByString : 

ScriptCode ; 
Str32 ; 

PPCPortKinds ; 

{script identifier} 
{port name shown in program 
{ linkir.g dialog box} 
{general category of } 
{ application} 

(portTypeStr : Str32) ; 
{32 characters} 

ppcByCreatorAndType : 

END ; 

(portCreator : OSType ; portType : OSType) 
{4 - characcer creator and 
{ type} 

PPCParamBlockPtr 
PPCParamBlockRec 
RECORD 

"PPCParamBlockRec ; 

CASE Integer OF 
0 : (openParam : PPCOpenPBRec) ; {PPCOPen params} 
1 : (informParam : PPCinformPBRec) ; {PPCinform params} 
2 : (startParam : PPCStartPBRec) ; {PPCStart params} 
3 : (acceptParam : PPCAcceptPBRec) ; {PPCAccept params} 
4 : (rejectParam : PPCRejectPBRec) ; {PPCReject par ams} 
5 : (writeParam : PPCWr:tePBRec) ; {PPCWrite params} 
6 : (readParam : PPCReadPBRec) ; {PPCRead params} 
7 : (endParam : PPCEndPBRec) ; {PPCEnd params} 
8 : (closeParam : PPCClosePBRec) ; {PPCClose params} 
9 : (listPortsParam : IPCListPorcsPB~ec) {IPCListPorts params} 

END ; 
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PortinfoArrayPtr 
PortinfoArray 

"PortinfoArray ; 
ARRAY[O .. 0] OF PortinfoRe c ; 

The PPC Toolbox 

PPCOpenPBPtr 
PPCOpenPBRec 
RECORD 

"PPCOpenPB~ec ; 

qLink : 
csCode : 
i n tUse : 
intUsePt r : 
ioCompletion : 

ioResult : 
reserved : 

portRefNum : 
fillerl : 
serviceType : 
resFlag : 
portNarne : 
locationName : 

Ptr ; 
Integer ; 
Integ er ; 
Ptr ; 
PPCCompProcPtr ; 

OSErr ; 
ARRAY[l .. 5] OF 

PPCPortRefNum ; 
Longint ; 
PPCServiceType ; 
SignedByte ; 
PPCPortPtr ; 

{pr:..vate} 
{p riv a t e} 
{pr ivate} 
{priva t e} 
{address of a completion } 
{ routine} 
{completion of operation} 

Longint ; 
{private} 
{PPC port identifier} 
{space holder} 
{real time only} 
{reserved field} 

LocationNamePtr ; 
{name of port to be opened 
{location of port to be } 
{ op ened} 

networkVisible : Boolean ; {port is visible for 
{ brows i ng} 

nbpRegister ed : Boolean {location name registered 
{ on network} 

END ; 

PPCinformPBPtr 
PPCinformPBRec 
RECORD 

qLink : 
csCode : 
intUse : 
intUsePtr : 
ioComplecion : 

ioResult : 
reserved : 

portRefNum : 
sessRefNum : 
serviceType : 
autoAccept : 

portName : 

locationName : 

userName : 

user:::>ata : 
requestType : 

END ; 

"PPCinformPBRec ; 

Ptr ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Ptr ; 
PPCCompProcPtr; 

OSErr ; 

{private} 
{private} 
{pri vate} 
{pri vate} 
{address of a completion } 
{ routine} 
{completion of operation} 

ARRAY [ 1 .. 5] OF Longint ; 
{pr i vate} 

PPCPor tRefNum ; 
PPCSessRefNum ; 
PPCServiceType ; 
Boolean ; 

PPCPortPtr ; 

LocationNamePtr ; 

StringPtr ; 

Longint ; 
PPCSessionOrigin 

{port identifier} 
{session identifier} 
{real time only} 
{automatic session 
{ acceptance} 
{name of port that 
{ initiated a session} 
{location of port that 
{ initiated a session} 
{name of user that } 
{ initiated a session} 
{application-defined} 
{local or remote} 
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PPCStartPBPtr 
PPCStartPBRec 
RECORD 

qLink : 
csCode : 
intUse : 
intUsePtr : 
ioCompletion : 

ioResult : 
reserved : 

portRefNum : 

sessRefNum : 
serviceType : 
r esFlag : 
portName : 
locat ionName : 

rejectinfo : 
userData : 
userRefNum : 

END ; 

PPCAcceptPBPtr 
PPCAcceptPBRec ::: 
RECORD 

qLink : 
csCode : 
intUse : 
intUsePtr : 
ioCompletion : 

ioResult : 
reserved : 

fillerl : 
sessRefNum : 

END ; 

PPCRejec tPBPt:r 
PPCRejec tPBRec 
RECORD 

qLink : 
csCode : 
intUse : 
intUsePtr : 
ioCompletion : 

ioResult : 

"PPCStartPBRec ; 

Ptr ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Ptr ; 
PPCCompProcPtr ; 

OSErr ; 

{private} 
{private } 
{private} 
{private} 
{address of a completion } 
{ routine } 
{completion of operation; 

A~RAY [ 1. . 5] OF Longint ; 

PPCPortRefNum ; 

P?CSessRefNum ; 
PPCServiceType ; 
Signed Byte ; 
PPCPort Ptr ; 
LocationNamePtr ; 

Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Long Int 

"PPCAcceptPBRec ; 

Ptr ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Ptr ; 
PPCCompProcPtr ; 

{priva te} 
{identifier 
{ port } 

for requested 

{session i dentifier} 
{real time only} 
{reserved field} 
{name of port to be opened } 
{location of port to b e } 
{ opened} 
{rejection of session} 
{application-specific } 
{specifies an authenticated 
{ user} 

{private} 
{private} 
{private} 
{private } 
{addre ss of a completion } 
{ rou tine} 
{completion of operation} OSErr ; 

ARRAY[l. . 5) OF Longint ; 

Integer ; 
PPCSessRefNum 

"PPCReject PBRec ; 

Ptr ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Ptr ; 
PPCCompProcPtr ; 

OSErr ; 

{private} 
{space holder} 
{session identifier} 

{private} 
{private } 
{private} 
{private} 
{address of a completion } 
{ routine} 
{completion of operation} 
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reserved : 

fillerl : 
sessRefNum : 
filler2 : 
filler3 : 
filler4 : 
rejectinf o : 

END ; 

PPCWritePBPtr 
PPCWritePBRec 
RECORD 

qLink : 
csCode: 
intUse : 
intUsePtr : 
ioCompletion : 

ioResult : 
reserved : 

fillerl : 
sessRefNum : 
bufferLength : 

actualLength : 
bufferPtr : 

more : 

filler2 : 
userData : 
blockCreator : 

blockType : 
END ; 

The PPC Toolbox 

ARRAY[l .. 5) OF Longint ; 
{private} 

Integer; 
PPCSessRefNum ; 
Integer; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Long Int 

"PPCWritePBRec ; 

Ptr ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Ptr ; 
PPCCompProcPtr ; 

{space holder} 
{session identifier} 
{space holder} 
{space holder} 
{space holder} 
{re j ection of session} 

{private} 
{private} 
{private} 
{private} 
{address of a completion } 
{ routine} 

OSErr ; {completion of operation} 
ARRAY[l . . 5) OF Longint ; 

Integer ; 
PPCSessRefNum ; 
Size ; 

Size; 
Ptr ; 

Boolean; 

SignedByte; 
Longint ; 
OSType ; 

OSType 

{private} 
{space holder} 
{session identifier} 
{le~gth of buffer to be } 
{ written} 
{actual size of data written} 
{location of buffer to be } 
{ written} 
{additional data to be 
{ written} 
{space holder} 
{application-specific} 
{creator of block to be 
{ written} 
{type of block to be written} 

PPCReadPBPtr 
PPCReadPBRec 
RECORD 

"PPCReadPBRec ; 

qLink : 
csCode : 
intUse : 
intUsePtr : 
ioCompletion : 

ioResult : 
reserved : 

fillerl : 
sessRefNum : 
bufferLength : 

Ptr ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Ptr ; 
PPCCompProcPtr ; 

OSErr ; 
ARRAY[l . . 5) OF 

Integer; 
PPCSessRefNum ; 
Size; 

{private} 
{private} 
{private} 
{private} 
{address of a completion } 
{ r outine} 
{comoletion of operation} 

Longint ; 
{private} 
{space holder} 
{sessi on identifier} 
{length of buffer to be read} 
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actual::..ength : 

buffer?tr : 

more : 
filler2 : 
userData : 
blockC::-eator : 
blockType : 

END ; 

Size ; 

Ptr ; 

Boolean ; 
SignedByte ; 
Longint ; 
OSType ; 
OS Type 

PPCEndPBPtr = APPCEndPBRec ; 
PPCEndPBRec = 
RECORD 

qLink : 
csCode : 
intUse : 
intUsePtr : 
ioComp::.etion : 

ioResult : 
reserved : 

fillerl : 
sessRefNum : 

END ; 

P:.r ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Ptr ; 
PPCCompProcPtr ; 

OSErr ; 
ARRAY [ 1 .. 5] OF 

Integer ; 
PPCSessRefNum 

PPCClosePBPtr = APPCClosePBRec ; 
PPCClosePBRec 
RECORD 

qLink : 
csCode : 
intUse : 
intUsePtr : 
ioCompletion : 

Ptr ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Ptr ; 
PPCCompProcPtr ; 

{actual size of the data } 
{ read } 
{location of buffer to be } 
{ read} 
{additional data to be read} 
{space holder } 
{application-specific } 
{creator of block to be read} 
{type of block to be read} 

{privat.e} 
{private} 
{private} 
{private } 
{address of a compl e t ion } 
{ routine} 
{completion of operation} 

Longint ; 
{private} 
{space holder} 
{identi:ier of session to } 
{ be terminated} 

{private} 
{private} 
{private} 
{private} 
{address of a compl etion } 
{ routine} 

ioResult : 
reserved : 

OSErr ; {completion of operation} 
ARRAY[l .. 5] OF Longint ; 

portRefNurn : PPCPortRefNurn 

END ; 

IPCListPortsPBPt.r AIPCListPortsPBRec ; 
IPCListPortsPBRec = 
RECORD 

qLink : 
csCode : 
intUse : 
intUsePtr : 
ioCompletion : 

Ptr ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Ptr ; 
PPCCompProcPtr ; 
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{private} 
{identifier of port to } 
{ be closed} 

{private} 
{private } 
{private } 
{private } 
{address of a completion } 
{ routine} 



ioResult : 
reserved : 

fillerl : 
startindex : 

requestCount : 

actualCount : 
portName : 
locationName : 
bufferPtr : 

END ; 

Routines 

The PPC Toolbox 

OSErr ; {completion of operation} 
ARRAY[l .. 5) OF Longint ; 

Integer ; 
Integer ; 

Integer ; 

Integer ; 
PPCPortPtr ; 
LocationNamePtr ; 
PortinfoArrayPtr 

{private} 
{space holde:c} 
{index to the port entry 
{ list} 
{number of entries to } 
{ be returned} 
{actual number of port names} 
{list of port names} 
{location of port names} 
{pointer to a buffer} 

Initializing the PPC Toolbox 

FUNCTION PPCinit : OSErr ; 

Using the Program Linking Dialog Box 

FUNCTION PPCBrowser (prompt : Str255 ; applListLabel : Str255 ; 
defaultSpecified : Boolean ; VAR theLocation : 
LocationNameRec ; VAR thePortinfo : PortinfoRec ; 
portFilter : PPCFilterProcPcr ; theLocNBPType : 
Str32) : OSErr ; 

Obtaining a List of Ports 

FUNCTION IPCListPorts (pb : IPCListPortsPBPtr ; async : Boolean) OSErr; 

Opening and Closing a Port 

FUNCTION PPCOpen 

FUNCTION PPCClose 

(pb : PPCOpenPBPtr ; async : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

(pb : PPCClosePBPtr ; async : Boolean) : OSErr ; 
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Starting and Ending a Session 

FUNCTION PPCStart (pb : PPCStartPBPtr ; async : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION StartSecureSession (pb : PPCStartPBPtr ; VAR userName : Str32 ; 
useDefault : Boolean ; allowGuest : Boolean ; 
VAR guestSelected : Boolean ; prompt : Str255) 
: OSErr ; 

FUNCTION PPCEnd (pb : PPCEndPBPtr ; async : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

Receiving, Accepting, and Rejecting a Session 

FUNCTION PPCinf orm 

FUNCTION PPCAccept 

FUNCTION PPCReject 

(pb : PPCinformPBPtr ; async : Boolean ) 

(pb : PPCAcceptPBPtr; async : Boolean) 

(pb : PPCRejectPBPtr ; async : Boolean ) 

Reading and Writing Data 

OSErr ; 

OSErr ; 

OSErr ; 

FUNCTION PPCRead (pb : PPCReadPBPtr ; async : Boolean ) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION PPCWrite (pb : PPCWritePBPtr ; async : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

Locating a Default User and Invalidating a User 

FUNCTION GetDefaultUser (VAR userRef : Longint ; VAR userName : Str32) 
OSErr ; 

FUNCTION DeleteUseridentity (userRef : Longin t ) OSErr ; 

Application-Defined Routines 

PROCEDURE MyCorr.pletionRoutine (pb : PPCParamBlockPtr) ; 

FUNCTION MyPortFilter (locationName : LocationNameRec ; 
the Port Info : PortinfoRec) : Boolean ; 
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Resu It Codes 

noEIT 0 
paramEIT -50 
memFullEIT - 108 
userCanceledErr - 128 
notlni tErr -900 
narneTypeErr -902 

noPortErr -903 
noGlobalsErr -904 
localOnlyErr -905 
destPortEIT -906 
sessTableErr -907 
noSess ionErr -908 
badReqErr -909 
po11NameExistsErr -910 
noUserNameErr -9 11 
userRejectEn- -9 12 
noResponseErr -9 15 
portClosedErr -916 
sessClosedErr -917 
badPortN ameErr -919 
noDefaultUserErr -922 

notLoggedinErr -923 
noUserRetErr -924 
networkEn- -925 
noinformEn- -926 

authFailErr -927 
noUserRecErr -928 
badServiceMethodErr -930 

badLocNameErr -931 
guestN otA 11 owedErr -932 
nbpDuplicate - 1027 

The P PC Toolbox 

No error 
Illegal parameter 
Not enough memory to load PPCBrowser package 
User decided not to conduct a session 
PPC Toolbox has not been ini tialized yet 
Invalid or inappropriate locationf(jndSelector in 
location name 
Unable to open port or bad port reference number 
System unable to allocate memory, critical error 
Network activity is currently disabled 
Port does not exist at destination 
PPC Toolbox is unable to create a session 
Invalid session reference number 
Bad parameter or invalid state for this operation 
Another port is already open with this name 
User name unknown on destination machjne 
Destination rejected the session request 
Unable to contact application 
The port was closed 
The session has closed 
PPC port record is invalid 
User has not specified owner name in Sharing Setup 
control panel 
Default user reference number does not yet exist 
Unable to create a new user reference number 
An error has occurred in the network 
PPCStait failed because target application did not 
have an inform pending 
User's password is wrong 
Invalid user reference number 
Service method is other than 
ppcServiceRealTi me 
Location name is invalid 
Destination port requires authentication 
Location name represents a duplicate on this 
computer 
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Assembly-Language Information 

Trap Macros Requi ring Routine Selectors 

$AODD 

Selector 

$0100 
$0206 
$0208 
$0210 
$0224 
$0226 
$022A 
$022C 
$0232 
$0236 
$023A 
$0316 
$040C 
$0412 
$0422 
$050E 
$052E 
$0530 
$0604 
$0618 
$061E 
$0620 
$0814 
$081A 
$081C 
$0A02 
$0A28 
$08 34 
$0838 
$0B3C 

Routine 

InitEditionPack 
U nRegisterSection 
IsRegisteredSection 
DeleteEditionContainerFile 
GoToPublisherSection 
GetLastEditionContainerUsed 
GetEdi tionOpenerProc 
SetEditionOpenerProc 
News u bscriberDialog 
NewPubl isherDialog 
SectionOptionsDialog 
CloseEdition 
AssociateSection 
OpenEdition 
GetEditionlnfo 
CreateEditionContainerFile 
CallEditionOpenerProc 
CaUFormatl 0 Proc 
RegisterSection 
Edition HasFormat 
GetEditionFormatMark 
SetEditionFormatMark 
OpenNewEdition 
ReadEdition 
WriteEdition 
New Section 
Gets tandardFormats 
NewSubscriberExpDialog 
NewPublisherExpDialog 
SectionOptionsEx pD ialog 
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The Data Access Manager 

ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

This chapter describes how your application can use the Data Access Manager to vain access 
to data in another application. It also tells you how to provide templates to be used for data 
transactions. 

The Data Access Manager is available with system software version 7.0. Use the Gestalt 
function described in the Compatibility Guidelines chapter of this volume to determine 
whether the Data Access Manager is present. 

The Data Access Manager allows your application to communicate with a database or other 
data source even if you do not know anything about databases in general or the specific data 
source with which the users of your software will be communicating. All your application 
needs is a few high-level Data Access Manager functions and access to a file calJed a query 
document. The query document, provided by another application, contains commands and 
data in the format appropriate for the database or other data source. The string of commands 
and data sent to the data source are referred to as a query. Note that a query does not 
necessarily extract data from a data source; it might only send data or commands to a database 
or other application. 

The Data Access Manager makes it easy for your application to communicate with data 
sources. You need only add a menu item that opens a query document, using a few standard 
Data Access Manager functions to implement the menu selection. Users of your application 
can then gain access to a database or other data source whenever they have the appropriate 
query documents. A user of a word-processing program might use thi s feature, for example, 
to obtain access to archived material, dictionaries in a variety of languages, or a database of 
famous quotations. A user of a spreadsheet program might use a query document to obtain 
tax records, actuarial tables, or other data. A user of an art or CAD program might down
load archived illustrations or designs. And for the user of a database application for the 
Macintosh® computer, the Data Access Manager can provide the resources and power of a 
mainframe database. 

The Data Access Manager also provides a low-level interface for use by applications that are 
capable of creating their own queries and that therefore do not have to use query documents. 

If your application uses only the high-level interface and relies on query documents created 
by other programs, then all the routines you need to know are described in this chapter. 
However, if you want to create a query document or an application that uses the low-level 
interface, then you must also be familiar with the command language used by the data server. 

You need the information in this chapter if you want your application to be able to gain access 
to data in other applications or if you want to write a query document. 

Note: The Data Access Manager makes it easy for your application to communicate 
with a database running on a remote computer, and this chapter generally assumes 
that you are using it for that purpose. However, there is no reason why the database 
could not be local-that is, running on the same computer as your application. To 
implement such a system, you would have to have a database that runs on a 
Macintosh computer and that has a command-language interface, plus a database 
extension that can use that command language. In most cases, it would be much 
simpler to run the database as a separate application and use the Clipboard to transfer 
data into and out of the database. 
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Note also that the program contai ning the data need not be a database. With the 
appropriate database extension, your application could read data from a spreadsheet, 
for example, or any other program that stores data. 

Apple Computer, Inc. provides a database extension that uses Data Access Language (DAL). 
A database extension prov ides an interface between the Data Access Manager and the 
database or other program that contains the data. If you want to write an application that uses 
the low-level interface to communicate with a Data Access Language server, or if you want to 
create a query document that uses Data Access Language, you must be famjl iar with that 
language. Data Access Language Programmer's Reference, available from APDA®, fu lly 
describes this language. 

ABOUT THE DATA ACCESS MANAGER 

The Data Access Manager constitutes a standard interface that allows Macintosh applications 
to communicate with any number of databases or other data sources through a variety of data 
servers. As used in this chapter, a data server is the application that acts as an interface 
between the database extension on the Macintosh computer and the data source, which can 
be on the Macintosh computer or on a remote host computer. A data server can be a database 
server program, such as a Data Access Language server, which can provide an interface 
to a variety of different databases, or it can be the data source itself, such as a Macintosh 
application. 

The Data Access Manager has two application interfaces: the high-level interface and the 
low-level interface. If the proper database extension and query documents are available in 
the user's system, you can use the high-level interface to communicate with a data source 
without having any knowledge of the command language that the data server uses. Even 
if you use the low-level interface, your application can isolate the user from any specific 
knowledge of the data source or the data server's command language. 

This section presents an overview and description of the Data Access Manager, including 
diagrams and conceptual descriptions of the components and processes involved in using 
the high-level and low-level interfaces. Next, "Using the Data Access Manager" includes 
descriptions, flowcharts, and program fragments that provide a step-by-step guide to the 
use of the hlgh-level and low-level inte1faces. "Creating a Query Document" describes the 
contents and function of a query document. You do not have to read tills section unless you 
are writing an application that creates query documents, although if you are using the high
level interface you rrught be interested to know just how a query document works. 

Figure 8-1 illustrates connections between Macintosh applications and a database on a remote 
computer. The arrows in Figure 8-1 show the flow of informati on, not the paths of com
mands or control signals. See Figures 8-2 and 8-3 for the sequences involved in sending and 
retrieving data. 
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Figure 8-1. A connection with a database 

The High-Level Interface 

As Figure 8- 1 shows, a database-naive application- that is, one that cannot prepare a query 
for a specific data server- uses the Data Access Manager's high-level routines to communicate 
with a data server. Because the application cannot prepare a query, it must use a query docu
ment to provide one. A query document can contain code, called a query definition 
function, that prompts the user for information and modifies the query before the Data 
Access Manager sends it to the data server. The exact format of a query definition function 
is described in "Writing a Query Definition Function" later in this chapter. 
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Note: The term query refers to any string of commands (and associated data) that 
can be executed by a data server. A query can send data to a data source, retrieve data 
from a data source, or reorganize the data in a data source. The Data Access Manager 
does not interpret or execute the query; it only implements the interface (sometimes 
called the application program interface, or API) that allows you to send the query to 
the data server. 

When you want to use the high-level routines to execute a query on a data server, you first 
select a query document or allow the user to select one. You use high-level routines to 

• get the query from the query document 

• execute the query definition function to modify the query 

• send the query to the data server 

• retrieve the results from any query that asks for information from the data source 

• convert to text the results returned by a query 

For example, suppose a company that makes rubber ducks has a database on a minicomputer 
that contains a mailing li st of all its customers. The database has a Data Access Language 
interface and the company's marketing manager has a Macintosh computer with an application 
that uses high-level Data Access Manager routines to communicate with the remote database 
server. As Figure 8-2 illustrates, the marketing manager must also have a query document, 
created by another application, that she can use to get an address from the mailing list on the 
remote minicomputer. The query document can be as complex or as simple as its creator cares 
to make it; in this example, the query document is designed specifically to obtain addresses 
from the rubber duck mailing list. The marketing manager might have several other query 
documents available as well : one to extract a mailing list for a specific zip code, one to list all 
of the customers who have made a purchase within the last year, and so on. 

Notice that once the query document has sent the query to the data server, the Data Access 
Manager handles the data retrieval. Although query documents and high-level Data 
Access Manager routines make it very easy for you to request data from a data source, 
there is no way for a query document to verify that data sent to a data source has been 
successfully received. For that reason, it is recommended that you use the low-level 
interface to send data to a data source or update data in a data source. 

Sending a Query Through the High-Level Interface 

To obtain a list of addresses from the mailing list, the marketing manager chooses the Open 
Query menu command from the File menu in her application. From the list of query docu
ments displayed, she chooses one named Rubber Duck Address List. 

The application calls the Data Access Manager function DBGetNewQuery. This function 
opens the Rubber Duck Address List query document and creates a partial query from the 
information in the query document. The partial query specifies the type of data (character 
strings) and the columns from which the data items should come (the name and address 
columns). The partial query lacks some specific data (the rows that should be searched) 
that is needed to complete the search criteria. 
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Figure 8-2. Using high-level Data Access Manager routines 

Next, the application calls the DBStartQuery function , which in turn calls the query definition 
function in the query document. The query definition function displays a dialog box that asks 
for the purchase dates to search. When the marketing manager types in the requested infor
mation and clicks OK, the query definition function adds the data to the partial query in 
memory. The query is now ready to be executed. 

Next, the DBStartQuery function sends the query to the Data Access Language database 
extension, and the database extension sends the query over a communications network to 
the remote Data Access Language server. Finally, the DBStartQuery function commands 
the Data Access Language server to execute the query. 

Retrieving Data Through the High-Level Interface 

When the application is ready to retrieve the data that it requested from the database, the 
application calls the DBGetQueryResults function. This function determines when the data 
is available, retrieves it from the data server, and places the data in a record in memory. The 
application can then call the DBResultsToText function , which uses routines called result 
handlers to convert each data item to a character string. The DBResultsToText function 
passes to the application a handle to the converted data. The application then displays the list 
of customers for the marketing manager. 

Data items and result handlers are described in "Processing Query Results" later in 
this chapter. 
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The Low-Level Interface 

A database-aware application communicates through the low-level interface of the Data 
Access Manager. You can use the low-level interface to 

• initiate communication with the data server, sending the user name, password, and other 
information to the data server 

• send a query to the data server 

• execute the query that you have sent to the data server 

• halt execution of the query 

• return status and errors from the data server 

• send data to the data source 

• retiieve data from the data source 

For example, suppose once again that a company that makes rubber ducks has a mailing list 
of all of its customers in a database on a minicomputer, and the database has a Data Access 
Language interface. This time, suppose the Macintosh application the marketing manager is 
using calls low-level Data Access Manager routines to communicate with the remote database 
server. Figure 8-3 illustrates the use of the low-level interface. Notice that if you use the 
high-level interface (Figure 8-2), the query document and the Data Access Manager prepare 
the query, send the query, retrieve the query results, and translate the data for you. If you 
use the low-level interface, however, you must perform these functions yourself. 
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Figure 8-3. Using low-leve l Data Access Manager routines 
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Sending a Query Through the Low-Level Interface 

To update the mailing list with a new address for customer Marvin M., the marketing manager 
enters the new address into her application. The application prepares a Data Access Language 
statement (a query) that specifies the type of data (a character string), the column into which 
the data item should go (the address column), the row to be modified (the Marvin M. row), 
plus the actual data the application wishes to send (Marvin M. 's address). The application then 
passes this query to the Data Access Manager using the low-level interface. (The application 
can send the query in several pieces or all at once.) The Data Access Manager sends the query 
to the Data Access Language database extension in the Macintosh computer, and the database 
extension sends the query to the remote Data Access Language server. 

Retrieving Data Through the Low-Level Interface 

Once the query begins executing, the application can periodically check with the data server to 
determine whether the data is ready (Figure 8-3). When the data is avai lable, the application 
must retiieve it one data item at a time. An application that uses the low-level interface must 
determine the data type of each data item, convert the data into a format that is meaningful to 
the user, and store the data in memory allocated by the application. Data types are described 
in "Getting Query Results" later in this chapter. 

Note that neither the Data Access Mahager nor the DAL database extension reads, modifies, 
or acts on the query that an application sends to the data server. The data server does execute 
the query, causing the data source to accept new data or prepare data for the application. To 
use the low-level interface to communicate with a data server, your application must be 
capable of preparing a query that can be executed by the data server. 

Comparison of the High-Level and Low-Level Interfaces 

An application that uses the low- level inte1face to send a query to the data server must prepare 
the query, initiate communication with the data server, send the query to the data server, and 
execute the query. If it requested data to be returned, the application must determine when the 
data is ready, and retrieve the data one item at a time. Each step in this process requires 
calling one or more low-level routines. 

The high-level inte1face between the Data Access Manager and the application, in contrast, 
consists of on ly a few routines, each of which might call several low-level routines to 
accomplish its tasks. For example, a single high-level function can call the query definition 
function, initiate communication with the data server, send the query to the data server, and 
execute the query. 

Because the high-level interface is very easy to use and requires no specific knowledge of the 
data source or database server, you can add high-level data access to your application very 
easily. Then, whenever someone provides a query document for use with a specific data 
server, the user can take advantage of the data access capabili ty included in your application. 
However, because there is no way for a query document to verify that data sent to a data 
source has been successful ly received, it is recommended that you use the low-level inte1face 
to send data to a data source or update data in a data source. 
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Althouoh in concept the low-level routines and high-level routines serve separate purposes, 
there is° nothing to prevent you from using calls to both in a single appl.ication. For c~ample, 
you might use low-level routines to send a query to a data server and high-level routines to 
read the results and convert them to text. 

USING THE DATA ACCESS MANAGER 

There are at least three different ways in which you can use the Data Access Manager to 
communicate with a data source. 

• You can use low-level interface routines to send queries and retrieve data from the data 
source. In thi s case, your app lication must be capable of preparing a query in a language 
appropriate for the data server. 

• You can use high-level interface routines to send queries and retrieve data from the data 
source. In this case, you must have one or more query documents provided by another 
application. 

• You can create your own query documents and use high-level interface routines to send 
queries and retrieve data from the data source. In this case, your app lication must be 
capable of preparing a query, but it can use the same query repeatedly once it has been 
prepared. 

This section describes how to use the high-level and low-level interfaces to the Data Access 
Manager to send queries to a data server. This section also describes how to call Data 
Access Manager functions asynchronously; how to determine the status of the high-level 
functions at various points in thei1· execution (and cancel execution if you so desire); how to 
obtain information about Data Access Manager sessions that are in progress; and how to 
retrieve query results and conve11 them to text. 

Executing Routines Asynchronously 

Al l of the Data Access Manager low-level routines and some of the high-level routines can 
execute asynchronously-that is, the routine returns control to your application before the 
routine has completed execution. Your application must call the WaitNextEvent function 
periodically to allow an asynchronous routine to complete execution. 

Note: The database extension is responsible for implementing asynchronous 
execution of Data Access Manager routines. For example, if you call the DBSend 
function to send a query to a data server, and the database extension call s a device 
driver, the database extension can return control to your application as soon as the 
device driver has placed its routine in the driver VO queue. If you attempt to 
execute a routi ne asynchronously and the database extension that the user has 
selected does not support asynchronous execution, the routine returns a result code 
of rcDBAsyncNotSupp and terminates execution. 
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Al~ Data Access Manager routines that can execute asynchronously take as a parameter a 
pomter to a parameter block known as the asynchronous parameter block. If this pointer is 
NIL, the function is executed synchronously-that is, the routine does not return control to 
your application until execution is complete. 

General Guidelines for the User Interface 

When you use the Data Access Manager to provide data access, you should keep two 
important principles in mind: keep the user in control , and provide feedback to the user. 

Keep the User in Control 

When designing a data access feature or application, keep in mind that the user should have 
as much access to the Macintosh computer 's abilities as possible. Design your application 
so that most of the data access process happens in the background. Call the Data Access 
Manager asynchronously whenever the database extension you are using supports asynchro
nous calls. Because data retrieval queries can take minutes or even hours to complete, they 
should always run in the background. 

After issuing a query, return control of the computer to users so that they may work on other 
tasks or switch to other applications while the query runs. Whenever a background task 
requires the user's attention, follow the suggestions in the User Interface Guidelines chapter 
of this volume regarding user notification. A background task should never take control from 
the user by posting an alert box in front of the active application's windows. Any message 
that you post should identify the query that requires attention. For example, an alert box 
might display the message "The query Get Employee Information was canceled because the 
connection was unexpectedly broken." 

If your application allows more than one simultaneous connection to data sources, or allows 
more than one query document to run, provide a modeless window that lists the open connec
tions and queries, displays the status of each, and allows the user to cancel them if necessary. 

Allow the user to limi t the amount of disk space that must remain free after any transaction. 
For example, a user may wish to specify that I MB of space always be free. Cancel any 
transaction that would exceed the user's limit and notify the user. 

Provide Feedback to the User 

Keep the user informed about status, progress, and error conditions, and allow the user to 
cancel an interaction whenever possible. Inform the user before the application becomes 
modal and the computer becomes unavailable. Use the spinning beach ball cursor or the 
animated wristwatch cursor to indicate a process that takes several seconds to complete. 
Use a dialog box to indicate any process that lasts longer than a few seconds. For example, 
connecting to a remote database could take a couple of minutes. In this case include a Cancel 
button in the dialog box so that the user can cancel the operation. When possible, display a 
progress indicator to show how long a process lasts. Warn the user before doing anything 
potentially dangerous or irTeversible, such as deleting all of a user' s data files to replace them 
with data retrieved from a data source. 
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When a data retrieval query terminates prematurely, make the data that was retrieved available 
to the user with a warning that it is incomplete. This allows the user to evaluate the partial 
data before deciding whether to run the query again. 

Using the High-Level Interface 

Use the high-level intetface to the Data Access Manager if you want to use a query document 
to do the work of communicating with a data source. You can use the high-level interface 
to open a query document, execute the query definition function in the query document, 
establi sh communication (initiate a session) with a data server, send the query to the data 
server, execute the query, retrieve any data requested by the query, and convert the retrieved 
data to text. Although two or three high-level routines accomplish most of these tasks, you 
may need to call a few low- level routines as well to control a session with a data server. 

Applications that implement this type of data access must provide user control and feedback 
as described earlier in "General Guidelines for the User Interface." In addition, you should 
include an Open Query command in the File menu. The Open Query command is equivalent 
to the Open (fi le) command in meaning. When the user chooses this command, display an 
open file dialog box fi ltered to show only query documents (file type 'qery'). The user can 
then choose the desired query document. The query document sends the query to the data 
source. Depending on the type of query, the data source could receive information , send back 
information, report the status of the data source, or perform some other task. 

Figure 8-4 is a flowchart of a typical session using the high-level interface. 

As Figure 8-4 illustrates, you must follow this procedure to use the high-level interface: 

I . Call the InitDBPack function to initialize the Data Access Manager. 

2. Select the query document that you want to use and determine the resource ID of the 
'qrsc' resource in that query document. You can use any method you like to select the 
query document. One possibility is to use the StandardGetFile procedure to let the user 
select the query document. A query document should contain only one 'qrsc' resource; 
you can then use the Resource Manager to determine the resource ID of the 'qrsc' 
resource in the document that the user selected. The StandardGetFile procedure is 
described in the Standard File Manager chapter of thi s volume, and the Resource 
Manager is described in Volume I. 

3 . Call the DBGetNewQuery function. The DBGetNewQuery function creates in memory 
a data structure called a que1y record from the 'qrsc' resource that you specify. 

4. Call the DBStartQuery function specifying the handle to the query record that you 
created with the DBGetNewQuery function (step 3). 

You should also provide the DBStartQuery function with a handle to your status 
routine. A status routine is a routine that you prov ide that can update w indows, 
check the results of the low-level calls made by the DBStartQuery and 
DBGetQueryResults functi ons, and cancel execution of these funct ions when you 
consider it appropriate to do so. 
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The DBStartQuery function call s the query defi nition function referred to by the query 
record (if any). The query definition function can prompt the user for information and 
modify the query record. 

After the query definition fu nction has completed execution, the DBStaitQuery function 
calls your status routine so that you can update your windows if necessary. The 
DBStartQuery function then checks to see if communication has been established with 
the data server. If not, it calls your status routine so that you can put up a status dialog 
box, and then calls the DBinit function to establish communication (initiate a session) 
with the data server. The DBStartQuery function obtains the values it needs for the 
DBinit function parameters from the query record. When the DBinit function completes 
execution, the DBStaitQuery function calls your status routine again. 

The DBlnit function returns an identification number, called a session ID. This 
session ID is unique; no other current session, for any database extension, has the 
same session ID. You must spec ify the session ID any time you want to send data to or 
retrieve data from this session. If you prefer, you can use the DBinit functi on to esta
blish communication before you call the DBStartQuery function. In that case, you 
must specify the session ID as an input parameter to the DBStartQuery function. See 
"Using the Low-Level Interface" later in this chapter for more in formati on on using 
the DBlnit function. 

Once communication has been established, the DBStartQuery function calls the 
DBSend function to send the query specified by the query record to the data server, 
and, when the DBSend fu nction has completed execution, calls your status routine. 
Finally, the DBStartQuery function uses the DBExec fu nction to execute the query. 
The DBStartQuery function call s your status routine after the DBExec function has 
completed execution (that is, the query has started executing and the DBExec function 
has returned control to the DBStartQuery function) and again just before the 
DBStartQuery function completes execution. 

5. If you requested data and want to know when the data is avail able, but do not want to 
retrieve the data immediately, you can call the DBState function. This function tells you 
when the data server has fini shed executing the query, but it does not retrieve the data. 
If you requested data and want to retrieve it as soon as it is available, you do not have to 
call the DBState fu nction; go on to step 6 instead. 

If you did not request data, you can use the DBState fu nction to detem1ine the status of 
the query. When the data server has fin ished executing the query, skip to step 8. 

6. Call the DBGetQueryResults function. If the query has not fini shed executing, this func
tion returns the rcDBExec result code. If the query has fini shed executing, the 
DBGetQueryResults function calls the DBGetltem function repeatedly until the data 
server has returned all of the data available. 

The DBGetQueryResults function puts the returned data into a record that contains 
handles to arrays that contain the data, the type of data in each column, and the length of 
each data item. The Data Access Manager allocates the memory for this data in the 
application heap. 

The DBGetQueryResults function calls your status routine after it retrieves each data 
item. You can use this opportun ity to display the data item for the user and to give the 
user the opportunity to cancel execution of the function. The DBGetQueryResults 
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f~ncti on also calls your status routine just befo re completing execution, so that you can 
dispose of any memory allocated by the status routine, remove any dialog box that you 
displayed, and update your windows if necessary. 

To convert the returned data to text, go on to the next step. If you do not want to 
conve1t the returned data to text, skip to step 9. 

7. O Hi the DBResultsToText function. This function caJls a result handler fu nction for 
each data type. The result handler converts the data to text, places it in a buffer, and 
returns a handle to the buffer. Some resul t handlers are provided with the Data Access 
Manager; you can provide as many with your applicatjon as you wish. Result handlers 
are di scussed in "Converting Query Results to Text" later in this chapter. 

8. If you are fi nished using the query record, call the DBDisposeQuery fu nction to djspose 
of the query record and free all the memory associated with the query record. If you 
want to reuse the same query, return to step 5. You should close the query document 
when you are fini shed using it. 

If you want to use a new query document, return to step 3. 

9. When you are finished using the data source, you must use the DB End function to 
terminate the session. You must call the DBEnd function after the DBinit function has 
returned a nonzero session TD, even if it also returned an error. 

Listing 8-1 illustrates the use of the high-level interface. This code sample initiates a session 
with a remote database, lets the user select a query document to execute, opens the selected 
file, finds a 'qsrc' resource, and creates a query record. Next, it executes the query, checks 
the status of the remote database server, retrieves the data when it's available, and converts 
this data to text. When the query has firushed executing, the code disposes the query record, 
ends the session, and closes the user-selected query document. In general, there's no reason 
why there can' t be multi ple sessions open at once. You can identify each session by its 
session ID. Listing 8- 1 shows just one session. 

Listing 8-1 assumes that you are using a database extension that supports asynchronous 
execution of Data Access Manager routines. This li sting shows just one possible approach to 
sending a query and retrieving data asynchronously. 

Listing 8-1. Us ing the high-level interface 

PROCEDURE MyHiLevel(VAR rr : ResultsRecord ; MyTextHdl : Handle ; 
VAR thisSession : Longint ; VAR sessErr : OSErr) ; 

TYPE 
(Define a record to include space for the current value in 
{ A5 so a completion routine can find it . } 
CRRec = RECORD 

{the parameter block} QPB : DBAsyncParamBlockRec ; 
appsA5 : Longint {append A5 to the parameter block} 

END ; 
CRRecPtr = ACRRec ; 

(Continued) 
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VAR 

Listing 8-1. Using the high-level interface (Continued) 

StartPB, GetQRPB : 
SFR : 

CRRec ; 
StandardFileReply ; 

packErr , startQErr , getQErr , disposeQErr : OSErr ; 
getnewQErr , gStartQErr , gGetQRErr : OSErr ; 
endErr , fsopenErr , fscloseErr , resultsErr : OSErr ; 
gStart , gQueryResults : Boolean ; 
qrsc:-Iandle : 
rsrcid : 
rsrcType : 
rsrc:\!ame : 
MyQHandle : 
SavedResFile : 
TypeList : 
fsRefNum : 

Handle ; 
Integer ; 
ResType ; 
Str255 ; 
QueryHandle ; 
I nteger ; 
SFTypeList ; 
I nteger ; 

FUNCTION GetQPB : CRRecPtr ; 
INLI::-JE $2E88 ; {MOVE . L AO, (S P)} 

BEGIN 
gStart : = FALSE ; 
gQueryResults : = FALSE ; 
sessErr . - noErr ; 
packErr : = InitDBPack ; 

{assume everything went fine} 
{iP-itialize the Data Access Mgr} 

{Display a dialog box to let the u ser pick a query document . } 
TypeList(OJ : = ' qery '; 
StandardGetFile(NIL, ~ ' TypeList , SFR) ; 
IF SFR . sfGood = FALSE THEN 
BEGIN 

EXIT(MyHiLevel) ; 
END ; 
fsopenErr : = FSpOpenRF(SFR . sfFile , fsCurPerm , fsRefNum) ; 

IF fsopenErr <> noErr THEN 
BEGI:\1 

sessErr : = fsopenErr ; 
EXIT(MyHiLevel) ; 

END ; 
SavedResFile : = CurResFile ; 
UseResFile(:sRefNum) ; 

{save current resource file} 
{get query info from here} 

{A query document should have only one ' qrsc ' resource . } 

qrsc:-Iandle : = GetlindResource( ' qrsc ' , 1) ; 

{There shou:dn ' t be an error unless there really isn ' t a } 
{ ' qrsc ' resource in the file the user selected . } 
IF ResError <> noErr THEN 
BEGIN 

sessErr : = ResError ; 
EXIT(MyHiLevel) ; 

END ; 
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{Get the resource ID of the •qrsc ' resource} 
GetResinfo(qrscHandle , rsrcID , rsrcType , rsrcName); 

{Create a query record using the resource ID . } 
getnewQErr : = DBGetNewQuery(rsrcID , MyQHandle) ; 
IF getnewQErr <> noErr THEN 
BEGIN 

sessErr : = getnewQErr ; 
endErr : = DBEnd(thisSession , NIL) ; 
EXIT (MyHiLevel) ; 

END ; 

StartPB . QPB . completionProc : = @My StartCompRoutine ; 
StartPB . appsA5 : = SetCurren=A5 ; {save this for the } 

{ completion routine} 

{MyStartStatus is a status routine that handles messages sent 
{by the DBStart Query function when it calls a low- level function . } 

startQErr : = DBStartQuery(thisSession, MyQHandle, 
@MyStartStatus , @StartPB) ; 

IF startQErr <> noErr THEN 
BEGIN 

sessErr : = startQErr ; 
IF thisSession <> 0 THEN endErr . - DBEnd(thisSession, NIL) ; 
EXIT (MyHiLevel) ; 

END ; 

WHILE NOT gStart DO 
{While waiting for gStart to go TRUE, the routine GoDoSomething 
{calls WaitNextEvent to give other routines a chance to run . } 
BEGIN 

GoDoSomething ; 
END ; {while} 

{The DBStartQuery call has completed . } 
IF gStartQErr <> noErr THEN 
BEGIN 

sessErr : = gStartQErr ; 
IF thisSession <> O THEN endErr . - DBEnd(thisSession , NIL) ; 
EXIT(MyHiLevel) ; 

END ; 

GetQRPB . QPB . completionProc : = @MyGetQRCompRoutine ; 
GetQRPB . appsA5 : = SetCurrentA5 ; {save thi s for the } 

{ completion routine} 
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Listing 8-1. Using the high-level interface (Continued) 

{MyGetQRStatus is a status routine that handles messages sent 
{ by the DBGetQueryResults function when i t calls a l ow-level 
{ function . } 

getQErr : = DBGetQueryResults(thisSession , rr , kDBWaitForever, 
@MyGetQRStatus , @GetQRPB) ; 

IF getQErr <> noErr THEN 
BEGIN 

sessErr . - getQErr ; 
endErr : = DBEnd(thisSession, NIL) ; 
EXIT(MyHiLevel) ; 

END ; 

WHILE NOT gQueryResults DO 
BEGIN 

GoDoSomething ; 
END ; {while} 

{The DBGetQueryResults call has completed . Assuming the call } 
{ completed successfully , you may want to conver~ the retrieved 
{data to text , return memory you have borrowed , and end the session . } 

IF gGetQRErr <> noErr THEN 
BEGIN 

sessErr : = gGetQRErr ; 
endErr : = DBEnd(thisSession , NIL) ; 
EXIT(MyHiLevel) ; 

END ; 

{The daca has been retrieved ; convert it to text . } 
resultsErr : = DBResultsToText(rr , MyTex tHdl) ; 

{The current query is finished . You can elect to execute } 
{ the n e xt ' qrsc ' resource of the file , or selecc another } 
{query document . This example just returns to che caller . } 

disposeQErr : = DBDisposeQuery(MyQHandle) ; 
UseResFi le(SavedResFile) ; {restore current resource file} 

fscloseErr : = FSClose(fsRefNum) ; {close the q uery document} 
IF fsclos eErr <> noErr THEN DoError(fscloseErr) ; 

endErr : = DBEnd(thisSession , NIL) ; 
IF endErr <> noErr THEN DoError(endErr) ; 

END ; 
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{The following two routines illustrate one way to implement a } 
{ completion routine . } 

PROCEDURE MyStartComp~outine(aCRRecPtr : CRRecPtr) ; 

VAR 
curA5 : Longint ; 

BEGIN 
aCRRecPtr . - GetQPD ; 
curA5 : = SetA5(aCRRecPtrA . appsA5) ; 

gStart : = TRUE ; 
gStartQErr : = aCRRecPtrA . QPB . result ; 

{Do whatever e lse you want to do . } 

curA5 : = SetA5(curA5) ; 
END; {MyStartCompRoutine} 

{get the paru~ block} 
{set A5 to the app ' s A5} 

{query has been starte d} 
{send back the resul t code} 

{restore original A5 } 

PROCEDURE MyGetQRCompRoutine(aCRRecPtr : CRRecPtr) ; 

VAR 
curA5 : Longint ; 

BEG IN 
aCRRecPtr : = GetQPB ; 
curAS : = SetA5(aCRRecPtrA . appsA5) ; 

gQueryResu lts : = TRUE ; 
gGetQRErr : = aCRRecPtrA . QPB . resu l t ; 

{Do whatever else you want to do . } 

curA5 : = SetA5 (curA5) ; 
END ; {MyGetQRCompRoutine} 

{get ~he param block} 
{set A5 to the app 's A5} 

{query results are complete} 
{send back the result code} 

{restore original A5} 

Writing a Status Routine for High-Level Functions 

Both of the two main high-level fu nctions, DBStartQuery and DBGetQueryResults, call low
level functions repeatedly. After each time they call a low-level function, these high-level 
functions call a routine that you provide, called a status routine. Your status routine can check 
the result code returned by the low-level function, and can cancel execution of the rugh-level 
function before it calls the next low-level function. Your status routi ne can also update your 
application's windows after the DBStartQuery function has displayed a dialog box. 

You provide a pointer to your status routine in the statusProc parameter to the DBStartQuery 
and DBGetQueryResults functions. 
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Here is a function declaration for a status routine. 

FUNCTION MyStatusFunc (message : Integer ; result : OSErr ; dataLen , 
dataPlaces , dataFlags : Integer ; dataType : DBType ; 
dataPtr : Ptr) : Boolean ; 

Your status routine should return a value of TRUE i f you want the DBStartQuery or 
DBGetQueryResults function to continue execution , or FALSE to cancel execution of the 
function. In the latter case, the high-level function returns the userCanceledErr result code. 

Note: If you call the DBStartQuery or DBGetQueryResults function asynchro
nously, you cannot depend on the AS register containing a pointer to your applica
tion's global variables when the Data Access Manager calls your status routine. 

The message parameter tells your status routine the current status of the high-level function 
that called it. The possible values for the message parameter depend on which function called 
your routine. 

The value of the result parameter depends on the value of the message parameter, as 
summarized in the fo llowing list. 

Message 

k.DBUpdateWind 

kDBAboutTolnit 

kDBinitComplete 

kDBSendComplete 

kDBExecComplete 

kDBStartQueryComplete 

kDBGetltemComplete 

kD BGetQuery Resu 1 tsComplete 

Result 

0 

0 

Result of DBI nit 

Result of DBSend 

Result of DBExec 

Result of DBStartQuery 

Result of DBGetltem 

Result of DBGetQueryResults 

The dataLen , dataPlaces, dataFlags, dataType, and dataPtr parameters are returned only 
by the DBGetQueryResults function, and only when the message parameter equals 
kDBGetltemComplete. When the DBGetQueryResults function calls your status routine 
with this message, the dataLen, dataPlaces, and dataType parameters contain the length, 
decimal places, and type of the data item retrieved, and the dataPtr parameter contains a 
pointer to the data item. 

The least significant bit of the dataFlags parameter is set to 1 if the data item is in the last 
column of the row. The third bit of the dataFlags parameter is 1 if the data item is NULL. 
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You can use this information, for example, to check the data to see if it meets some criteria 
of interest to the user, or to display each data item as the DBGetltem function receives it. 
You can use the constants kDBLastColFlag and kDBNullFlag to test for these flag bits. 

The DBGetQueryResults function returns a results record, which contains a handle to 
the retrieved data. The address in the dataPtr parameter points inside the array specified by 
this handle. Because the dataPtr parameter is not a pointer to a block of memory allocated 
by the Memory Manager, but just a pointer to a location ins ide such a block, you cannot use 
this pointer in any Memory Manager routines (such as the GetPtrSize function). Note also 
that you cannot rely on this pointer remaining valid after you return control to the 
DBGetQueryResults funct ion. 

The fo llowing constants can be sent to your status routine in the message parameter by the 
DBStartQuery function: 

CONST {DBStartQuery s t atus 
kDBUpdateWind 
kDBAboutToinic. 
k DBinitComplet:e 
kDBSendComplece 
kDBExecComple;:.e 
kDBStartQueryComplete 

messages} 
O; {updat:e windows} 
l ; {about to call DBinit} 
2 ; { DBini t has completed} 
3 ; {DBSend has completed} 
4 ; {DBExec has comple t ed} 
5 ; {DBStartQuery is about to complete} 

DBStartQuery 
message constant 

kDBUpdateWind 

kDBAboutTolnit 

kDBinitComplete 

Meaning 

The DBStartQuery function has just called a query definition 
function. Your status routine should process any update events 
that your application has received for its w indows. 

The DBStartQuery function is about to call the DBinit function 
to initiate a session with a data server. Because initiating the 
session might involve establishing communication over a 
network, and because in some circumstances the execution of 
a query can tie up the user' s computer for some length of time, 
you might want to display a dialog box giving the user the 
option of canceling execution at thi s time. 

The DBinit function has completed execution. When the 
DBStartQuery function calls your status routine with thi s 
message, the result parameter contains the result code 
returned by the DBinit function. If the DBlnit function returns 
the noEIT result code, the DBStartQuery function calls the 
DBSend function next. If the DBinit function returns any 
other result code, you can di splay a dialog box informing 
the user of the problem before returning control to the 
DBStartQuery function. The DBStartQuery function then 
returns an error code and stops execution. 
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DBStartQuery 
message constant Meaning 

kDBSendComplete The DBSend function has completed execution. When the 
DBStartQuery function calls your status routine with this 
message, the result parameter contains the result code returned 
by the DB Send function. If the DBSend function returns the 
noErr result code, the DBStartQuery function calls the DB Exec 
function next. If the DBSend function returns any other result 
code, you can di splay a dialog box informing the user of the 
problem before returning control to the DBSta11Query function. 
The DBStartQuery function then returns an e1rnr code and stops 
execution. 

kDBExecComplete The DBExec funct ion has completed execution. When the 
DBStartQuery function calls your status routine with this 
message, the result parameter contains the result code returned 
by the DB Exec function. If the DBExec function returns the 
noEJT result code, the DBStartQuery funct ion returns control to 
your application next. If the DBExec function returns any other 
result code, you can display a dialog box informing the user of 
the problem before returning control to the DBStartQuery 
function. The DBStartQuery function then returns an error code 
and stops execution. 

kDBStartQueryComplete The DBStartQuery function has completed execution and is 
about to return control to your application. The function result is 
in the result parameter passed to your status routine. Your status 
routine can use this opportunity to peform any final tasks, such 
as disposing of memory that it allocated or removing from the 
screen any dialog box that it displayed. 

The following constants can be sent to your status routine in the message parameter by the 
DBGetQueryResults function: 

CONST {DBGetQueryResults status messages} 
kDBGetitemComplete = 6 ; 
kDBGetQueryResultsComplete = 7 ; 

{DBGetitem has comp~eted} 
{DBGetQueryResults has } 
{ completed} 

DBGetQuer yResults 
message constant 

kDBGetltemComplete 

Meaning 

The DBGetltem function has completed execution. When the 
DBGetQueryResu lts function call s your status routine with this 
message, the result parameter contains the result code returned 
by the DBGetltem function. The DBGetQueryResults function 
also returns values for the dataLen, dataPlaces, dataType, 
dataFlags, and dataPtr parameters, as discussed earlier in 
thi s section. 
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DBGetQueryResults 
message constant Meaning 

For each data item that it retrieves, the DBGetQueryResults 
function calls the DBGetltem fu nction twice: once to obtain 
in formation about the next data item and once to retrieve the data 
item. The DBGetQueryResults function caJls your status routine 
only after calling the DBGetltem function to retrieve a data item. 

If your status routine returns a function result of FALSE in 
response to the kDBGetltemComplete message, the results 
record returned by the DBGetQueryResults function to your 
application contains data through the last full row retrieved. 

Data types and results records are described in "Getting Query 
Results" later in thi s chapter. 

kDBGetQueryResultsComplete 
The DBGetQueryResults function has completed execution and 
is about to return control to your application. The function result 
is in the resul t parameter passed to your status routine. Your 
status routi ne can use this opportun ity to peform any fi nal tasks, 
such as disposing of memory that it allocated or removing from 
the screen any dialog box that it displayed. 

Listing 8-2 shows a status routine for the DBStartQuery function. This routine updates the 
application's windows in response to the kDBUpdateWind message, displays a dialog box 
giving the user the option of canceling before the data access is initiated, and checks the 
results of calls to the DBinit, DBSend, and DB Exec functions. If one of these functions 
returns an error, the status routine displays a dialog box describing the error. 

Listing 8-2. A sample status routine 

FUNCTION MyStartStatus(message : Integer ; result : OSErr ; 
dataLen , dataPlaces , dataFlags : Integer ; 
dataType : DBType ; dataPtr : Ptr) : Boolean ; 

VAR 
myString : 
continue : 

BEGIN 

Str255 ; 
Boolean ; 

cont inue : = TRUE ; 
CASE message OF 

{assume user wants to continue with the query} 

kDBUpdateWind : 
BEGIN 

{A qdef function has just been called . Find your } 
{activate and update events and handle accordingly . } 

MyDoActivate ; 
MyDoUpdate ; 

END ; {kDBUpdateWind} 

{find and handle activate events} 
{find and handle update events} 

(Continued) 
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Listing 8-2. A sample status routine (Continued) 

kDBAboutToinit : 
BEGIN 

{about to initiate a session} 

{MyDisplayDialog is a routine that displays a dialog box . } 
{ It takes as input a string you wan t to display } 
{ and returns a Boolean tell i ng DBStartQue~y } 
{whether to continue . } 

rnyString : = ' The Data Access Manager is about to open a 
session . This could take a whi l e . Do you 
want to continue? '; 

MyDisplayDialog(@rnyString , continue) ; 
END ; {kDBAboutToinit} 
kDBinitCornp lete : 
BEGIN 

{The DBinit function has completed execution . If there ' s an } 
{error , let the user know what it is . } 
IF result <> noErr THEN 
BEGIN 

CASE result OF 
rcDBError : 
BEGIN 

rnyString ' The Data Access Manager was unable to 
open the session . Please check your 
connections and try again later .'; 

{DisplayString displays a dialog oox containing } 
{ the string you want to display . } 
DisplayString (@rnyString) ; 

END ; 
rcDBBadDDev : 
BEGIN 

rnyString : = ' The Data Access Manager cannot find 
the database extension fi le it needs 
in order to open a session . Please check 
with your system administrator to obtain 
a copy of this file . ' ; 

DisplayString(@rnyString) ; 
END ; 
ELSE 
BEGIN 

rnyString . - ' The Data Access Manager was unable to 
open the session . T~e error code returned 
was ' 

{DisplayError displays a dialog box containing 
{ the string you want to display plus an error code . } 
DisplayError(@myStri ng , resul t) ; 

END ; 
END ; {CASE result} 

END ; 
END ; {kDBinitComplete} 
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kDBSendComplete : 
BEGIN 

{The DBSend function has comple ted execution . If there ' s an } 
{error , let the user know what it is . } 
IF result <> noErr THEN 
BEGIN 

IF result = rcDBError THEN 
BEGIN 

myString : = ' An error occurred while t he 
Data Access Manager was trying to 
send the query . Please 
try again later . '; 

DisplayString(@myString) ; 
END ; 

ELSE 
BEGIN 

myString . - ' An error occurred while the 
Data Access Manager was trying to 
send the query . The error code returned 
was ' 

END ; 

DisplayError(@myString, result) ; 
END ; 

END ; {kDBSendComplete} 
kDBExecComplete : 
BEGIN 

{The DBExec function has completed execution . If the re ' s an } 
{ error , let the user know what it is . :· 
IF result <> noErr THEN 
BEGIN 

IF result = rcDBError THEN 
BEGIN 

myString : = ' The Data Access Manager was 
unable to e xecute the query . 
There may be a problem with the query 
document or with the database . Check 
with your system administrator .'; 

DisplayString(@myString) ; 
END ; 

ELSE 

END ; 

BEGIN 
myString . - ' An error occurred while the 

Data Access Manager was trying to 
execute the query . The error code 
returned was ' 

DisplayError(@myString , result) ; 
END ; 

END ; {kDBExecComplete} 

(Continued) 
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Listing 8-2. A sample status routine (Continued) 

kDBSta rtQueryCornplete : 
BEGIN 

{The DBStartQuery function is about to return control 
{ to your application . You can clean up memory } 
{ and any dialog boxes you left on the screen . } 
{ MyCleanUpWindows is a routine that does ~hat . } 

MyCleanUpWindows ; 
END ; {kDBStartQueryCornplete} 

END ; {CASE message} 
MyStartStatus . - continue ; 

END ; 

Using the Low-Level Interface 

You can use the low-level interface to establish communication (initiate a sess ion) with a data 
server, send a query to the data server, execute the query, and retrieve any data requested by 
the query. You call one or more low-level routines to accomplish each of these tasks. 

Applications that implement this type of data access must provide user control and feedback, 
as described in "General Guidelines for the User Interface" earlier in this chapter. When the 
data source is ready to return data, you can retrieve it all and then display it lo the user, or you 
can di splay the data as it arrives. If the data arrives slowly, it's best to display it one record at 
a time as it arrives. This way the user can preview the data, decide if it's the desired 
information, and cancel the query if not. 

Figure 8-5 is a flowchart of a typical session using the low-level interface. 

As Figure 8-5 illustrates, you must follow thi s procedure to use the low-level interface: 

l. Call the InitDBPack function to initialize the Data Access Manager. 

2 . Call the DBinit function to establish communication with the data server. The DBinit 
function returns an identification number, called a session ID. This session ID is 
unique; no other current session, for any database extension, has the same session ID. 
You must specify the session ID any time you want to send data to or retrieve data from 
thi s session. 

The DBlnit function requires as input parameters the name of the database extension 
and character strings for the host system, user name, password, and connection string. 
All of these parameters depend on the user and the user's computer system, including 
the specific database extension, host computer, data server, and database management 
software in use. You will not know the user name and password when you are wri ting 
an application, and you might not know the values of any of these parameters. There
fore, you must display a dialog box that prompts the user for the necessary information. 
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Figure 8-5. A flowchart of a session using the low-level interface 
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Depending on the database extension you are using, the DBinit function might return a 
session ID of zero if it fails to initiate a session, or it might return a nonzero session ID 
and a result code other than noErr. In the latter case, you can pass the session ID to the 
DBGetErr function to determine the cause of the error. If the DBinit function returns a 
nonzero session ID and a result code other than noErr, you must call the DBEnd 
function before making another attempt to open the session. 

3. Prepare a query, and send it to the data server by calling the DBSend and DBSenditem 
functions one or more times. 

An application that uses the low-level interface must be capable of creating a query for 
the data server in the language and format required by that data server. 

The DBSend function sends a query or a portion of a query to the data server. The data 
server appends this portion of the query to any portion you sent previously. Because 
the Data Access Manager and data server do not modify the string you send in any way, 
they do not insert any delimiter between fragments of queries that you send to the data 
server. If you want a blank or a semicolon to be included between query fragments, or 
if you want to use return characters to divide the query into lines of text, you must 
include them in the character string that you send with the DBSend function. The data 
string that you send with the DBSend function can be any length up to 64 KB. 

The DBSendltem function sends a single data item to the data server. Use the 
DBSendltem function to send data items to the data source in the same format as they 
are retrieved from the data source by the DBGetltem function. You must specify the 
data type as an input parameter and, for any data type that does not have an implied 
length, you must specify the length as well. The database extension or the data server 
(depending on how the system is implemented) converts the data item to a character 
string and appends it to the query, just as a query program fragment is appended to the 
query by the DBSend function. 

You can call the DBSend and DBSenditem functions as many times as you wish to 
send your query to the data server. 

Listing 8-3 sends the Data Access Language query fragment "print 45 1 +222;" to the 
Data Access Language server. 

4. Use the DBExec function to initiate execution of the query. 

Depending on the way the system you are using is implemented, the DBExec function 
might return control to your application as soon as the query has begun execution. 

5. Use the DBState function to determine the status of the data source. 

The DBState function tell s you when the data server has finished executing the query 
you just sent. If you have requested data, the data server stores the data you requested 
but does not send it to your application until you request it explicitl y. The DBState 
function tells you when the data is available; if data is available, go on to step 6. If you 
wish to send another query, return to step 3. If you are finished using the data source, 
skip to step 7. 
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Listing 8-3. Sending a query frag ment 

VAR 
va luel : 
va l ue2 : 
textl : 
text2 : 
text3 : 
re : 

BEGIN 

Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Strl5 ; 
Strl5 ; 
Str15 ; 
OSErr ; 

textl : = ' print '; 
valuel : = 451 ; 
tex t2 : = ' + '; 

value2 : = 222 ; 
text3 • - I• I • . - , , 

re : = D3Send (sessID , P2CStr(StringPtr(ORD(@textl))) , 
LENGTH(tex tl) , NIL) ; 

IF re = noErr THEN 
re . - DBSenditem (sessID, typeinteger , 0 , 0, 0, 

Ptr(ORD(@valuel)) , NIL) ; 

IF re = noErr THEN 
re . - DBSend (sessID , P2CStr(StringPtr(ORJ(@text2))) , 

LENGTH(text2) , NIL) ; 

IF re = noErr THEN 
re . - DBSenditem (sessID , typeinteger , 0 , 0 , 0 , 

Ptr(ORD(@value2)) , NIL) ; 

IF re = noErr THEN 
re . - DBSend (sessID , P2CStr(StringPtr(ORD(@text3 )) ) , 

LENGTH(text3) , NIL ) ; 

MySendFragment . - re ; 

END ; 

6. Call the DBGetltem function repeatedly to retrieve the data. 

The DBGetltem function retrieves the next data item from the data server. You can also 
use this function to obtain information about the next data item without retrieving the 
data. When you use the DBGetitem function to retrieve a data item, you must specify 
the location and size of the buffer into which the function is to place that item. If you 
know beforehand what kind of data to expect, you can allocate a buffer of the exact 
size you need. If you do not know what type of data to expect, you can first call the 
DBGetltem function with a NIL pointer to the data buffer. The DBGetltem function 
then returns information about the next data item without actually retrieving it. You can 
then allocate the appropriate buffer and call DBGetltem again. 
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Alternatively, to avoid calling DBGetltem twice for each data item, you can allocate a 
buffer that you expect to be of sufficient size for any data item and call the DBGetltem 
function. If the buffer is not large enough for the data item, the DBGetltem function 
returns the rcDBError result code, but still returns information about the data item. You 
can then allocate the necessary buffer, call the DBUnGetitem function to go back one 
data item, and call the DBGetltem function again to retrieve the data item a second time. 

The DBGetltem function includes a timeout parameter that you can use to specify the 
maximum amount of time that the database extension should wait to receive results from 
the data server before canceling the command. If the database extension you are using 
does not support asynchronous execution of routines, you can use the timeout 
parameter to return control to your application while a query is executing. To use the 
timeout parameter in this way, call the DBGetltem function periodically with a short 
value set for the timeout parameter. Your application can then retrieve the next data 
item as soon as execution of the query is complete without having to call the DBState 
function to determine when data is available. The DBGetltem function ignores the 
timeout parameter if you make an asynchronous call to this function. 

7 . When you are finished using the data source, you must use the DBEnd function to 
terminate the session. You must call the DBEnd function after the DBinit function has 
returned a nonzero session ID, even if it also returned an error. 

Listing 8-4 uses the low-level interface to send a Data Access Language routine to the Data 
Access Language server on a remote computer, and retrieves the results. The code initiates a 
session with a remote database and calls the MySendFragment routine (Listing 8-3) to send a 
query. Next, it executes the query, checks the status of the remote database server, and 
retrieves the data when it's available. This example retrieves only one data item. To retrieve 
more than one data item, put the data-retrieval code in a loop. 

Listing 8-4 assumes that the database extension does not support asynchronous execution of 
Data Access Manager routines. For an example of asynchronous execution of routines, see 
Listing 8- I . 

Listing 8-4. Using the low-level interface 

PROCEDURE MyLoLevel(VAR thisSession : Longint ; VAR sessErr : OSErr) ; 

VAR 
theDDevName : 
theHost , theUser : 
thePasswd , theConnStr : 

St r 63 ; 
S t r 255 ; 
S tr255 ; 

packErr , initErr , sendErr , execErr : OSErr ; 
stateErr, getErr , endErr : 

myTimeout : 
myType : 
len, places , flags : 
myBuffer : 
myDatainfo : 
myDataReturned : 
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BEGIN 
sessErr . - noErr ; 
packErr . - InitDBPack ; 

{assume everything went fine} 
{init the Data Access Mgr} 

{Set up values for theDDevName , theHost , theUser , thePasswd, 
{ and theConnStr . You can display a dialog box prompting 
{ the user to supply some of these parameters . } 

theDDevName : = ' DAL '; 
theHost : = ' The Host System Name '; 
theUser : = ' Joe User '; 
thePasswd : = ' secret '; 
theConnStr : = ' extra stuff as needed '; 

initErr : = DBinit(thisSession , theDDevName , theHost , theUser , 
thePasswd, theConnStr , NIL) ; 

IF initErr <> noErr THEN 
BEGIN 

sessErr . - initErr ; 
IF thisSession <> 0 THEN endErr . - DBEnd(thisSession , NIL) ; 
EXIT(MyLoLevel); 

END ; 

{Send a query or query fragment to the remote data server . } 
{ MySendFragment is such a routine . } 

sendErr : = MySendFragment(thisSession) ; 

{If there ' s an error , then probably something went wrong with 
{ DBSend or DBSenditem . Don ' t forget to end the session . } 
IF sendErr <> noErr THEN 
BEGIN 

sessErr .- sendErr ; 
endErr : = DBEnd(thisSession , NIL) ; 
EXIT (MyLoLevel) ; 

END ; 

{The query has been sent . This example assumes that } 
{the query wil l return data . } 

execErr : = DBExec(thisSession, NIL) ; 
IF execErr = noErr THEN 
BEGIN 

{While waiting for stateErr <> rcDBExec you can } 
{ let other apps run by calling WaitNextEvent . } 
{ GoDoSornething does that . } 

stateErr : = rcDBExec ; 
WHILE (stateErr = rcDBExec) DO 
BEGIN 

GoDoSornething ; 
stateErr . - DBState(thisSession , NIL) ; 

END ; 
(Conlinued) 
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Listing 8-4. Using the low-level interface (Continued) 

{DBState returned a result code other than rcJBExec . } 
{ If it ' s rcDBValue , there are results to retrieve . } 
{Otherwise , it ' s probably an error . } 

IF stateErr = rcDBValue THEN 
BEGIN 

{Call DBGetitem once to get i n fo on } 
{ the data i t e m and call DBGetitem a second t i me } 
{to actually gee the data i tem . } 

myTimeout : = 2*68 ; 
myType : = typeAnyType ; 
myDatainfo : = FALSE ; 
WHILE NOT myDatainfo DO 
BEGIN 

{2*60 ticks 2 secs} 

getErr . - DBGetitem(thisSession , myTimeout , myType , 
len , places , flags , NIL , NIL) ; 

{If you timed out , then give up control . When 
{control ret~rns , continue getting the info . } 
IF getErr = rcDBBreak THEN GoDoSomething 
ELSE IF getErr = noErr OR 

getErr = rcDBValue THEN myDatainfo : = TRUE 
ELSE 
BEGIN 

sessErr : = getErr ; 
endErr : = DBEnd(thisSession , NIL) ; 
EXIT(MyLoLevel) ; 

END ; 
END; {while} 

{At this point , you may want to examine the info 
{ about the data item before call~ng DBGetitem a 
{second time to actually retrieve it . } 

{GimmeMySpace returns a pointer to where you want } 
{ the data item to go . } 
myBuffer : = GimmeMySpace(len) ; 

myDataReturned : = FALSE ; 
WHILE NOT myData~eturned DO 
BEGIN 

getErr : = DBGetitem(thisSession , myTimeout , myType , 
l en , places , flags , myBuffer , NIL) ; 

{If you timed out , then give up control . When } 
{control ret~rns , continue getting the data . } 
IF getErr = rcDBBreak THEN GoDoSomething 
ELSE IF getErr = noErr OR 

getErr = rcDBValue THEN myDataReturned . - TRUE 
ELSE 
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END 

BEGIN 
sessErr : = getErr ; 
endErr : = DBEnd(thisSession , NIL) ; 
EXIT(MyLoLevel ) ; 

END ; 
END ; {while) 

ELSE sessErr . - stateErr ; 
END 
ELSE sessErr : = execErr ; 

endErr . - DBEnd(ttisSession , NI L ) ; 
END ; 

The Data Access Manager 

Note that, even if you are using the low-level interface to send queries to the data server, you 
might want to use the high-level functions to retrieve data and convert it to text. 

Getting Information About Sessions in Progress 

If your application is only one of several on a single Mac intosh computer connected to data 
servers, you can use the DBGetConnJnfo and DBGetSessionNum functions to obtain 
information about the sessions in progress. If you know the session ID (which is returned by 
the DBlnit fu nction when you open a session), you can use the DBGetConnlnfo function to 
determine the database extension being used, the name of the host system on which the 
session is running, the user name and connection stri ng that were used to initiate the session, 
the time at which the session started, and the status of the sess ion. The status of the session 
specifies whether the data server is executing a query or waiting for another query fragment, 
whether there is output data available, and whether execution of a query ended in an erTor. 

If you do not know the session ID, or if you want to get informat ion abou t all open sessions, 
you can specify a database extension and a session number when you call the DBGetConnlnfo 
function. Although there can be only one active session with a given session ID, session 
numbers are unique only for a specific database extension. Because the database extension 
assigns session numbers sequentially, starting with I , you can call the DBGetConnln fo 
function repeatedly for a given database extension, incrementing the session number each time, 
to obtain information about all sessions open for that database extension. Your application 
need not have initiated the session to obtain in formation about it in this fash ion. 

The DBGetSessionNum function returns the session number when you specify the session 
ID. You can use this function to determ.ine the session numbers for the sessions opened by 
your own application. You might want thi s information, for example, so you can distinguish 
your own sess ions from those opened by other applications when you use the 
DBGetConnlnfo function to get information about all open sessions. 
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Processing Query Results 

You can use the low- level function DBGetltem to retrieve a single data item returned by a 
query, or you can use the high-level function DBGetQueryResults to retrieve all of the 
query results at once. If you use the DBGetQueryResults function, you can then use the 
DBResultsToTexl function to convert the results to ASCII text. The DBResultsToText 
function calls routi nes called result handlers, which are installed in memory by applicati ons or 
by system ex tensions (fil es containing 'INIT' resources) . Thi s section discusses the use 
of the DBGetltem and DBGetQueryResults functions and desc1ibes how to write and install 
a result handler. 

Getting Query Results 

The DBGetltem function retrieves a single data item that was returned by a data source in 
response to a query . When you call the DBGetitem function, you specify the data type to be 
retrieved. If you do not know what data type to expect, you can specify the typeAnyType 
constant for the dataType parameter, and the data server returns the next data item regardless 
of data type. It also returns information about the data item, including data type and length. 

If you do not know the length of the next data item, you can specify NIL for the buffer 
parameter in the DBGetitem function, and the data server returns the data type, length, 
and number of decimal places without retrieving the data item. The next time you call the 
DBGetltem function with a nonzero value for the buffer parameter, the function retrieves 
the data item. 

If you want to skip a data item, specify the typeDiscard constant for the dataType parameter. 
Then the next time you call the DBGetltem function, it retrieves the fo llowing data item. 

You should use the DBGetltem function if you want complete control over the retrieval of 
each item of data. If you want the Data Access Manager to retrieve the data for you, use the 
DBGetQueryResults function instead. 

Table 8-1 shows the data types recognized by the Data Access Manager. You use a constant 
to specify each data type, as follows: 

CONST {data t ypes} 
typeAnyType = O; {can b e any data type} 
typeNone ' none '; {no more data expected} 
typeBoolean = ' bool '; {Boolean} 
typeSMint ' shor ' ; {short integer} 
type I nteger ' long '; {integer} 
typeSMFloat ' sing ' ; {short float i ng point} 
typeFloat ' doub ' ; {floating poin::} 
typeDate = ' date ' ; {date} 
typeTime ' time ' ; {t ime} 
typeTimeStamp = ' tims ' ; {date and t ime} 
typeChar ' TEXT ' ; {character} 
typeDec imal ' deci '; {decimal numbe:c} 
typeMoney ' mone ' ; {money value} 
typeVChar = ' vcha '; {variable char acter} 
typevs:..n ' vbin '; {variable binary} 
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typeLCha r ' lcha ' ; {long char acter} 
typeLBin ' lbin '; {long binary} 
typeDiscard ' disc '; {discard next data item} 
type Unknown ' unkn '; {result handler for unknown 

{ data type } 
typeColBreak ' colb '; {result handler for column break} 
typeRowBr eak ' rowb ' ; {result handler for end of l ine} 

The writer of a database extension can define other data types to support specific data sources 
or data servers. 

Each data type has a standard definition, shown in Table 8-1. For example, if the DBGetltem 
function returns the typelnteger constant for the dataType parameter, you know that the data 
item represents an integer value and that a 4-byte buffer is necessary to hold it. Similarly, if 
you are using the DBSendltem function to send to the data server a data item that you identify 
as typeFloat, the data server expects to receive an 8-byte floating-point value. 

Notice that some of these data types are defined to have a specific length (referred to as an 
implied length), and some do not. The Jen parameter of the DBSendltem and DBGetltem 
functions indicates the length of an individual data item. The DBGetQueryResults function 
returns a handle to an array of lengths, decimal places, and flags in the collnfo field of the 
results record. The typeAnyType, typeColBreak, and typeRowBreak constants do not refer to 
specific data types, and therefore the length specification is not applicable for these constants. 

Table 8-1. Data types defined by the Data Access Manager 

Constant 

typeAnyType 

typeNone 

typeBoolean 

typeSMint 

typelnteger 

typeSMFloat 

typeFloat 

type Date 

type Time 

Length 

NA 

0 

1 byte 

2 bytes 

4 bytes 

4 bytes 

8 bytes 

4 bytes 

Definition 

Any data type (used as an input parameter to the DBGetltem 
function only; never returned by the function). 

Empty. 

TRUE (1) or FALSE (0) . 

Signed integer value. 

Signed long integer value. 

Signed floating-point value. 

Signed floating-point value. 

Date; a long integer value consisting of a year (most 
significant 16 bits), month (8 bits), and day (least significant 
8 bits). 

4 bytes Time; a long integer value consisting of an hour (0-23; most 
significant 8 bits), minute (8 bits), second (8 bits), and 
hundredths of a second (least significant 8 bits). 

(Continued) 
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Table 8-1. Data types defined by the Data Access Manager (Continued) 

Constant 

typeTimeStamp 

typeChar 

typeDecimal 

typeMoney 

typeVChar 

Length Definition 

8 bytes Date and time. A Jong integer date value followed by a long 
integer time value. 

Any Fixed-length character string, not NULL terminated. The 
length of the string is defined by the specific data source. 

Any Packed decimal string. A contiguous string of 4-bit nibbles, 
each of which contains a decimal number, except for the low 
nibble of the highest-addressed byte (that is, the last nibble in 
the string), which contains a sign. The value of the sign 
nibble can be 10, 12, 14, or 15 for a positive number or 11 or 
13 for a negative number; 12 is recommended for a positive 
number and 13 for a negative number. The most significant 
digit is the high-order nibble of the lowest-addressed byte 
(that is, the first nibble to appear in the string). 

Any 

Any 

The total number of nibbles (including the sign nibble) must 
be even; therefore, the high nibble of the highest-addressed 
byte of a number with an even number of digits must be 0. 

For example, the number+ 123 is represented as $ 123C 

Bits 7 4 3 O Address 

I 
1 

I 
2 

1:+1 3 c 
and the number - 1234 is represented as $0 L234D. 

Bits 7 4 3 O Address 

I 

0 

I 

1 

1 ~+1 2 3 

4 D A+2 

The length of a packed decimal string is defined as the number 
of bytes, including any extra leading 0 and the sign nibble. A 
packed decimal string can have from 0 to 3 1 digits, not 
including the sign nibble. 

In addition to the length of a packed decimal string, each 
data item has an associated value that indicates the number 
of digits that follow the decimal place. The places parameter 
in the DBGetltem and DBSendltem functions ind icates the 
number of decimal places in an individual data item. The 
DBGetQueryResults fu nction returns the number of decimal 
places. 

Same as typeDecimal, but always has two deci mal places. 

Variable-length character string, NULL terminated. 
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Table 8-1. Data types defined by the Data Access Manager (Continued) 

Constant 

type VB in 

typeLChar 

typeLBin 

typeDiscard 

type Unknown 

typeColBreak 

typeRowBreak 

Length 

Any 

Any 

Any 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

Definition 

Not defined. Reserved for future use. 

Not defined. Reserved for future use. 

Not defined. Reserved for future use. 

Do not retrieve the next data item (used as an input parameter 
to the DBGetitem function only; never returned by the 
function). 

A dummy data type for the result handler that processes any 
data type for which no other result handler is available (used 
as an input parameter to the DBinstal!ResultHandler, 
DBRemoveResuJtHandler, and DBGetResultHandler 
functions only; never returned by the DBGetitem function). 

A dummy data type for the result handler that the 
DBGetQueryResults function calls after each item that is 
not the last item in a row (used as an input parameter to the 
DBinstallResultHandler, DBRemoveResultHandler, and 
DBGetResultHandler functions only; never returned by the 
DBGetltem function). 

A dummy data type for the result handler that the 
DBGetQueryResults function call s at the end of each row 
(used as an input parameter to the DBinstal!ResultHandler, 
DBRemoveResultHandler, and DBGetResultHandler 
functions only; never returned by the DBGetltem function) . 

The DBGetQueryResults function retrieves all of the data that was returned by a data source 
in response to a query, unless insuffic ient memory is available to hold the data, in which 
case it retrieves as many complete rows of data as possible. The DBGetQueryResults 
function stores the data in a structure called a results record. You must allocate the results 
record data structure and pass this record to the DBGetQueryResults function. The Data 
Access Manager allocates the handles inside the results record. When your application is 
finished using the results record, you must deallocate both the results record and the handles 
inside the results record. 

The results record is defined by the ResultsRecord data type. 

TYPE ResultsRecord 
RECORD 

numRows : 
numCols : 
colTypes : 
colData : 
colinfo : 

END ; 

Integer ; 
Integer ; 
ColTypesHandle ; 
Handle ; 
ColinfoHandle 

{number of rows retrieved} 
{number of columns per row} 
{type of data in each column} 
{array of data items~ 
{info about each data item} 
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The numRows field in the results record indicates the total number of rows retrieved. If the 
DBGetQueryResults function returns a result code other than rcDBYalue, then not all of the 
data actually returned by the data source was retrieved. This could happen, for in?tance, if the 
user's computer does not have sufficient memory space to hold all the data. In this case, your 
application can make more space available (by writing the data in the data record to disk, for 
example) and then call the DBGetQueryResults function again to complete retrieval of the data. 

Note: The DBGetQueryResults function retrieves whole rows only; if it runs out of 
space in the middle of a row, it stores the partial row in a private buffer so that the 
data in the results record ends with the last complete row. Because the last partial row 
is no longer available from the data server, you cannot start to retrieve data with the 
DBGetQueryResults function and then switch to the DBGetltem function to complete 
the data retrieval. 

The numCols field indicates the number of columns in each row of data. 

The colTypes field is a handle to an array of data types, specifying the type of data in each 
column. The number of elements in the array is equal to the value in the numCols parameter. 
Table 8-1 shows the standard data types. 

The co!Data field is a handle to the data retrieved by the DBGetQueryResults function. 

The col Info field is a handle to an array of records of type DBCollnfoRecord, each of which 
specifies the length, places, and flags for a data item. There are as many records in the array 
as there are data items retrieved by the DBGetQueryResults function. Here is the 
DBCollnfoRecord type definition: 

TYPE DBColinfoRecord = 
RECORD 

len : 
places : 

flags : 
END ; 

Integer; 
Integer ; 

Integer 

{length of data item} 
{places for decimal and 
{ money data items} 
{flags for data ite~} 

Thelen field indicates the length of the data item. The DBGetQueryResults function returns a 
value in this field only for those data types that do not have implied lengths; see Table 8-1. 

The places field indicates the number of decimal places in data items of types typeMoney and 
typeDecirnal. For all other data types, the places field returns 0. 

The least significant bit of the flags field is set to 1 if the data item is in the last column of the 
row. The third bit of the flags field is 1 if the data item is NULL. You can use the constants 
kDBLastCo!Flag and kDBNullFlag to test for these flag bits. 

Converting Query Results to Text 

The DBResultsToText function provided by the high-level interface converts the data retrieved 
by the DBGetQueryResults function into strings of ASCII text. This function makes it easier 
for you to display retrieved data for the user. 
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For the DBResultsToText function to convert data of a specific type to text, either the applica
tion or the system software must have a routine called a result handler. With system software 
version 7.0, Apple Computer, Inc. is providing system result handlers for the data types 
listed here. (These data types are described in Table 8- 1.) 

Data type Constant Data type Constant 

Boolean typeBoolean Time type Time 
Sho1t integer typeSMint Date and time typeTimeStamp 
Integer typelnteger Character typeChar 
Short floating point typeSMFloat Decimal number typeDecimal 
Floating point typeFloat Money value typeMoney 
Date type Date Variable character typeVChar 

Note: Apple' s system result handler for the variable character (typeVChar) data 
type strips trailing spaces from the character string. 

In addition to the result handlers for these standard data types, Apple is providing the 
following three system result handlers that do not correspond to any specific data type: 

Data type 

Unknown 
Column break 
End of line 

Constant 

type Unknown 
typeCo!Break 
typeRowBreak 

The typeUnknown result handler processes any data type for which no other result handler is 
avai lable. The DBResultsToText function calls the typeColBreak resu lt handler after each 
item that is not the last item in a row. This result handler does not correspond to any data 
type, but adds a delimiter character to separate columns of text. The default typeColBreak 
result handler inserts a tab character. Similarly, the DBResultsToText function calls the 
typeRowBreak result handler at the end of each row of data to add a character that separates 
the rows of text. The default typeRowBreak result handler inserts a return character. Your 
application can install your own typeColBreak and typeRowBreak result handlers to insert 
whatever characters you wish-or to insert no character at all, if you prefer. 

You can install result handlers for any data types you know about. When you call the 
DBinstallResultHandler function, you can specify whether the result handler you are install
ing is a system result handler. A system result handler is available to all applications that 
use the system. All other result handlers (called application result handlers) are asso
ciated with a particular application. The DBResultsToText function always uses a result 
handler for the current application in preference to a system result handler for the same data 
type. When you install a system result handler for the same data type as an already installed 
system result handler, the new result handler replaces the old one. Similarly, when you install 
an application result handler for the same data type as a result handler already installed for the 
same application, the new result handler replaces the old one for that application. 
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Result handlers are stored in memory. The Data Access Manager installs its system result 
handlers the first time the Macintosh Operating System loads the Data Access Manager 
into memory. You must reinstall your own application result handlers each time your 
application starts up. You can also install your own system result handlers each time 
your applicati on starts up, or you can provide a system extension (that is, a file with an 
'INJT' resource) that installs system result handlers each time the user starts up the system. 

Here is a function declaration for a result handler function. 

FUNCTION MyResultHandler (dataType : DBType ; theLcn , thePlaces,theFlags : 
Integer ; theData : Ptr ; theText : Handle) : 
OSErr; 

The data Type parameter specifies the data type of the data item that the DBResultsToText 
functi on is passing to the result handler. Table 8-1 describes the standard data types. 

The parameters theLen and thePlaces specify the length and number of decimal places of the 
data item that the DBResultsToText function wants the result handler to convert to text. 

The parameter theFlags is the value returned for the flags parameter by the DBGetltem 
function. If the least significant bit of this parameter is set to 1, the data item is in the 
last column of the row. If the third bit of this parameter is set to 1, the data item is NULL. 
You can use the constants kDBLastColFlag and kD13NullFlag to test for these flag bits. 

The parameter theData is a pointer to the data that the result handler is to convert to text. 

The parameter theText is a handle to the buffer that is to hold the text version of the data. The 
result handler should use the SetHandleSize fu nction to increase the size of the buffer as 
necessary to hold the new text, and append the new text to the end of the text already in the 
buffer. The SetHandleSize function is described in the Memory Manager chapter of 
Volume II. 

If the result handler successfully converts the data to text, it should return a result code 
of 0 (noErr). 

You can use the DBinstallResultHandler function to install a result handler and the 
DBRemoveResultHandler function to remove an application result handler. You can 
install and replace system result handlers, but you cannot remove them. 

The following line of code installs an application result handler. The first parameter 
(typelnteger) specifies the data type that this result handler processes. The second param
eter (MyTypelntegerHandler) is a pointer to the result handler routine. The last parameter 
(FALSE) is a Boolean specify ing that this routine is not a system result handler. 

err : = DBinstallResultHandl er (typeinteger , MyTypeintegerHandler , FALSE) ; 

Listing 8-5 shows a result handler that converts the integer data type to text. 
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Listing 8-5. A result handler 

FUNCTION MyTypeintegerHandler(datatype : DBType ; theLen : Integer ; 
theData : Per ; theText : Handle) : OSErr ; 

VAR theint : Longint ; 
theTextLen : Longint ; 
temp : Str255 ; 
atempl : Ptr ; 
atemp2 : Longint ; 
atemp3 : Longint ; 

BEG:N 
BlockMove(theData , @theint, sizeof(theint)) ; 
NumToString(theint , temp ) ; {convert to tex t} 
theTextLen := GetHandleSize(theText) {get current size of theText} 
SetHandleSize(theText, theTextLen + Longint(LENGTH(temp)) ; 

{grow text handle} 

IF (MemError <> noErr) THEN TypeintegerHandler : = Me~Error 

ELSE 
i3EGIN 

atempl . - Ptr(ORD(@temp)) ; 
atemp2 . - Longint(theTextA) + theTextLen ; 
atemp3 . - Longint(LENGTH(temp)) ; 
{use BlockMove to append text} 
BlockMove(P2CStr(atempl) , Ptr(atemp2) , atemp3) ; 
TypeintegerHandler . - MemError ; 

END ; 
END ; 

CREATING A QUERY DOCUMENT 

A query document is a file of type 'qery' that contains a 'qrsc' resource and one or more 
'wstr' resources, and may conta in a 'qdef resource plus other resources . Query documents 
make it possible for you to write applications that can communicate with data servers without 
requiring fami liarity with the command language used by the data server. Because a query 
document is most useful if it can be used by many different applications, no query document 
should depend on the presence of a particular application in order to function. 

An application can call the DBGetNewQuery function to conve1t a 'qrsc' resource into a 
query record in memory. The query record points to a 'wstr' resource that contains either a 
complete query or a template for a query. If the 'wstr' resource is a template, it contains the 
commands and data necessary to create a query, without any information that the user must 
add just before the query is sent. The 'qdef resource contains a query definition function, 
which can modify the query record and, if necessary, fi ll in the query template to create a 
complete query. The DBStartQuery function sends the query pointed to by a query record to a 
data server. The following sections describe the contents of a query document, describe 
query records, and define the 'qrsc', 'wstr' , and 'qdef resources. 
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User Interface Guidelines for Query Documents 

All query documents should behave in fundamentally the same way. They should be self
explanatory and should never execute a query w ithout an explicit command from the user. 
When your application opens a query document, the query document should display a dialog 
box with enough information about the query so that the user can decide if it's the ri ght query. 
The dialog box should describe the purpose of the query, what kind of data it transfers and in 
which direction, the type of data source it accesses, and any warnings or instructions. The 
dialog box can describe how the user interprets the data, such as the name of each field in a 
record. Figure 8-6 shows an example of a query document d ia log box. 

T his dialog box should allow the user to cancel the request for data. In addition, it may be 
useful to allow the user to set parameters with tex t boxes, check boxes, or radio buttons. 
For example, a query to a database of fi nancial in formation could provide a list of these 
options: a trial ba lance, profit-and-loss statements, or net worth reports. Save the last set 
of user-specified parameters with the query document. This way the user can review the 
parameters used to generate the data or use the same parameters the next time. 

Once a query starts running, it must be able to complete its task without user intervention. If a 
query must run modally (that is, it must run to completion before returning control to the 
user), display a dialog box that shows the query's progress and be sure to return control to 
the user as soon as possible. The phi losophy of this process is similar to that of receiving 
electronic mail- that is, inform the user when the information arrives, but let the user decide 
when to read it. 

Whenever possible, query documents should check data before it is transmitted to a data 
source to be sure it 's compatible. Establ ish a connection with a data source only after you 
have checked the data. 

Contents of a Query Document 

The query document must contain 

• one 'qrsc' resource, as defined in the next section, "Query Records and Query 
Resources" 

• an 'STR#' resource that contains the name of the database extension to be used, plus 
any host, user name, password, and connection string needed fo r the DBinit function 

• one or more 'wstr' resources containing queries-that is, strings or commands and data 
that the DBSend function sends to the data server and that the DB Exec function executes 

A 'wstr' resource consists of a 2-byte length fie ld followed by a character string. (The w in 
'wstr' refers to the length word as opposed to the length byte used in an 'STR ' resource.) 
Each 'wstr' resource contains one query (or one query template, to be modified by the query 
definition function before it is sent to the data server). The 'qrsc' resource includes an array that 
lists the resource ID numbers of all of the 'wstr' resources in the query document and an index 
into the array that specifies wh ich one of the 'wstr' resources should be sent to the data server. 

In addition, the query document may contain 

• a 'qdef resource that contains a query defin ition function 

• any resources needed by the query definition function , such as 'DLOG' and 'DITL' 
resources (which support dialog boxes) 
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Profit and loss 

This query document accesses the accounting 
mainframe and retrieves a corporate prof it and 
loss statement that is current as of the lat est 
postings. 

Your Password: 
~---------~ 

Cancel ([ Start l) 

The Data Access Manager 

Figure 8-6. A query document dialog box 

• resources to support a customized icon (to replace the default icon that the Finder™ uses 
for files of type 'qery'); see the Finder Interface chapter in this volume for more informa
tion on icon resources and the User Inte1face Guidelines chapter for guidelines for 
customized icons. 

Figure 8-7 illustrates the relationship between a query document, the query record, and the 
query definition function. The following sections describe 'qrsc' resources, query records, 
and 'qdef resources in detail. 

User 
supplies q 

info 

Query document 

1

11 
'wstr' resource ~ 

'qrsc' resource I 
'qdef' resource 

LJ = Query definition 
~ function 

Modifies 

> 
Query record 

t--------1 

Current query 

Partial query ry 

Info: 
123 M St., 
Mytown, Mo. 

i Completed 
query 

Info: 

123 M St., 
Mytown, Mo. 

Figure 8-7. Function of a query document 
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Query Records and Query Resources 

The DBGetNewQuery function converts the 'qrsc' resource in the query document into a 
query record in memory. The query definition function can then modify the query record 
before the application sends the query to the data server. This section describes a query 
record, and then defines the fo rmat of a 'qrsc' resource. A laler section, "Writing a Query 
Definition Function," describes 'qdef resources and query definition functions. 

Query Records 

The Query Record data type defines a query record. 

TYPE QueryRecord 
RECORD 

version : 
id : 
queryProc : 
ddevName : 
host : 
user : 
password : 
connStr : 
currQuery : 
numQueries : 
queryList : 
numRes : 
resList : 
dataHandle : 
refCon : 

END ; 

Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Handle ; 
Str63 ; 
Str255 ; 
Str255 ; 
Str255 ; 
Str255 ; 
Integer ; 
Tnteger ; 
QueryList:Handle ; 
Integer ; 
ResListHandle ; 
Handle ; 
Long Int 

{query record format version} 
{resource ID of 'qrsc ' } 
{handle to qdef} 
{name of database extension} 
{name o f host computer} 
{name of user} 
{user ' s password} 
{connection string} 
{current query} 
{number of queries} 
{handles to queries} 
{number of resources} 
{list of resources} 
{handle to memory for qdef} 
{reserved for use by app} 

Field descriptions 

version 

id 

queryProc 

ddevName 

The version number of the query record format. For the Data Access 
Manager released with system software version 7 .0, the version number 
is 0. 

The resource ID of the 'qrsc' resource from which the Data Access 
Manager created thi s query record. 

A handle to the query definition function that the DBStartQuery function 
calls. This handle is NIL if there is no query definition function-that is, 
if the DBStartQuery function should send the query specified by this 
query record to the data server without modifications. 

The database extension name used as a parameter to the DBinit function. 
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host 

user 

password 

connStr 

currQuery 

numQueries 

query List 

numRes 

resList 

dataHandle 

ref Con 
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The name of the host computer system used as a parameter to the 
DBinit function. 

The name of the user, used as a parameter to the DBinit function. 

The user's password, used as a parameter to the DBinit function. 

The connection string used as a parameter to the DBinit function. 

An index value from 1 tJu·ough numQueries, indicating which element in 
the aiTay of query handles represents the current query. The current query 
is the one actually sent to the data server. If the query document contains 
more than one 'wstr' resource, the query definition function can prompt 
t11e user to select a new current query and modify this field in the query 
record appropriately. 

The number of queries referred to by the query List field . 

A handle to an array of handles . Each handle in this array refers to a 
query. Each query is created from a 'wstr' resou rce in the query 
document and is stored in memory as a 2-byte length field followed by 
ASCII text. (The length does not include the 2 bytes of the length field. ) 
The query definitjon function can create a new query. To add a new 
handle to the array of handles, use the Memory Manager's SetHandleSize 
function to increase the size of the array. Don ' t forget to change the value 
of the numQueries field as well. 

The number of resources referred to by the resList field. 

A handle to an array of records of type ResListElem. Each record in the 
array contains the type and ID of a resource that is needed by the query 
definition function. 

TYPE ResListElem = 
RECORD 

theType : 
id : 

END ; 

ResType ; 
Integer 

{resource type} 
{resource ID} 

A handle to memory for use by the query definition function. When the 
Data Access Manager fast creates the query record, this fi eld is NIL. The 
query definition function can allocate memory and place a handle to it in 
this field. The query definition function should dispose of any memory it 
allocates before it returns control to the Data Access Manager. 

The query record's reference value. The application can use this field for 
any purpose. 
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Query Resources 

Each query document should contain a single 'qrsc' resource. Here is the structure of the 
'qrsc' resource, in the fom1at used by the Rez resource compiler supplied with MPW®. 

type •qrsc ' { 

Integer ; / * version */ 

:nteger ; / * ID of ' qde f ' resource * / 

Integer ; / * ID of ' STR# ' resource that contains 
ddevName , host , user , password , 
connect i on s tring * / 

In teger ; / * cur rent query * / 

/ * array of I Ds of ' wstr ' resources that contain queries * / 

Integer= $$Count0f(QueryArray) ; 
wide array QueryArray { 

Integer ; 
} ; 

/ * array size * / 

/* ID of ' wstr ' resource */ 

/ * array of resource types and IDs :or other resources 
i n the que ry document * / 

Integer= $$Count0f(Re sArray) ; 
wide array ResArray{ 

} ; 

} ; 

lite:-al Longint ; 
I nt e ger ; 

/ * array size * / 

/ * reso urce t y pe * / 
/ * reso urce ID * / 

The first fi e ld in the 'qrsc' resource is the version number of the 'qrsc' format. For the Data 
Access Manager released with system software version 7 .0, the version number is 0. 

The second field is the resource ID of the 'qdef resource containing the query definition 
function that the Data Access Manager is to call when it opens this 'qrsc' resource. Use an 
ID of 0 if there is no query definition function for this resource-that is, if the Data Access 
Manager should send the query in this resource to the data server without modi fications. 

The third field is the ID of an 'STR#' resource that contains fi ve Pascal strings corresponding 
to some of the parameters used by the DBinit function. If the query definition function is 
going to prompt the user for the values of these parameters before entering them in the query 
record, they should be zero-length strings in the 'STR#' resource. 

The sixth fie ld in the 'qrsc' resource is an array of ID numbers of the 'wstr' resources in the 
query document. The fifth field is the size of the array of 'wstr' IDs, and the fourth fi eld is an 
index value indicating which element in the array of 'wstr' IDs represents the current query. 
(The array elements are numbered starting with I.) The cmTent query is the one actually sent 
to the data server. If the query document contains more than one 'wstr' resource, the query 
definition function can prompt the user to select the query to use and modify the current query 
field in the query record appropriately. 
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The eighth fie ld in the 'qrsc' resource is an array listing the resource types and fDs of all the 
resources in the query document other than the standard resources included in all query 
documents. The seventh fi eld is the size of this atTay. The resources listed in this final array 
are those used by the query definition function. This list should include resources embedded 
in other resources, such as a 'PICT' resource that is included in a 'DITL' resource. 

Writing a Query Definition Function 

When the Data Access Manager creates a query record , it calls the query definition function 
specified by the queryProc field in the query record. The purpose of the query defini-
tion function is to modify the query and the query record before the query is sent to the data 
server. The query definition function can use dialog boxes to request information from the 
user. Because a query document is most useful if it can be used by many different applica
tions, no query definition function should depend on the presence of a particular application. 

If you want to include a query de finition function, you must make it the first piece of code in 
a resource of type 'qdef in the query document. 

Here is a functi on declaration for a query definition function. 

FUNCTION MyQDef (VAR sessID : Longint ; query : QueryHandle) : OSErr ; 

If the application has already initiated a session with the data server, the DBStartQuery func
tion passes the session ID for that session in the sessID parameter to the query definition 
function. If the query definition function receives a 0 in thi s parameter, then the Data Access 
Manager has not initiated a sess ion. In this case, the query defi ni tion function can return a 0 
in the sesslD parameter, or it can call the DBinit function to initiate a session and then return 
the sess ion ID in this pai·ameter. 

If the query definition function returns a 0 in the sesslD parameter, the DBStaitQuery 
function calls the DBinit function and then calls the DBSend function to send a query to 
the data server. If the query definition function returns a session ID in this parameter, 
the DBStartQuery function calls the DBSend function immediately. 

The query parameter to the query definition function specifies a handle to the query record. 
The query definition function can modify any of the fields in the query record, including the 
currQuery field that specifies which query is to be sent to the data server. In addition, the 
query definition function can modify an existing query or create a new query, adding the 
handle to the new query to the query li st. Note that, because a query in memory consists only 
of a 2-byte length value fo llowed by a chai·acter string, the query definition function has to 
know the exact contents and structure of a query in order to modify it. 

The query definition function must return the noErr result code as the function result if the 
function executed successfull y. Hit returns any other value, the DBStartQuery function does 
not call the DBSend func tion. The query definition function can return any result code, 
including noErr, userCanceledErr. or rcDBError. 

When the DBSta1tQuery function calls the query definition function, the current resource file 
is the ftle that contains the 'qrsc' resource from which the Data Access Manager created the 
query record. When the query definition function returns control to the Data Access Manager, 
the current resource file must be unchanged. 
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The query definition function can allocate memory and use the dataHandle field in the query 
record to store a handle to it. The query definition function must free any memory it allocates 
before terminating. 

Listing 8-6 shows a query definition function that uses a dialog box to prompt the user for a 
user name and password and then modifies the query record accordingly. 

Listing 8-6. A query definition functi on 

FUNCTION MyQDef(VAR sessID : Longint ; query : QueryHandle) 

CONST 
myNameitem 7 ; 
myPassWorditem 8 ; 

VAR 
myNumRes : Integer ; 
myResList : ResListHandle ; 
myResLPtr : ResListPtr ; 
myindex : Integer ; 
myDialog : DialogPtr ; 
myDlogID : Integer ; 
itemType : Integer ; 
ite mHName : Handle ; 
itemHPasswd : Handle ; 
itemBox : Rect ; 
mySTR : Array ( 1. . 2) OF Str255 ; 
ite mHit : Integer ; 
myQErr : OsErr ; 

BEGIN 
{If sessID = 0 , no session has been } 
{ initiated . Your qdef may optionally initiate a } 
{ session , or it can let the DBStartQuery routine take 
{ care of this . I n thi s e xample , the qdef doesn ' t } 
{ che ck the sessID parame ter . } 

HLock(Handle(query)) ; 
myNumRes : = queryAA . numRes ; 
myResList : = queryAA . resList ; 
HLock(Handle(myResList)) ; 
myResLPtr : = myResListA ; 
my I ndex : = 0 ; 

{look for a ' DLOG ' resource} 
WHILE (myindex < myNumRes) AND 

(myResLPtrA[myindex ) . theType <> ' DLOG ' ) DO 
BEGIN 

myindex . - myindex + l ; 
END ; 
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{Was a ' DLOG ' resource found , or did the index run out?} 
IF (myindex < myNumRes) THEN 

myDlogID : = myResLPtrA[myindexJ . id 
{We found t he ' DLOG ' resource . } 

ELSE 
BEGIN 

{The ' DLOG ' wasn ' t found ; exit with no error . This 
{ is probably okay ; it just means that the query } 
{and the query record don ' t get modified . } 
MyQDEF : = noErr ; 
HUnlock(Handle(query)) ; 
HUnlock(Handle(myResList)) ; 
EXIT (MyQDe f ) ; 

END ; 

{Found the ' DLOG ' and its ID; now put up the dialog box . } 
myDialog : = GetNewDialog (myDlogID, Ptr(NIL) , WindowPtr(-1)) ; 
SetPort(GrafPtr(myDialog )) ; 

{Now you can change the query record or the query itself . 
{ What you change is entirely up to you . In this example , 
{ the qdef changes only the user and password fields } 
{of the query record . } 

GetDitem(myDialog , myNameitem , itemType , itemHName , itemBox) ; 
Getitext(itemHName , mySTR[l]) ; 
GetDitem(myDialog , myPassWorditem , itemType , itemHPasswd , itemBox) ; 
Get itext ( itemHPasswd , mySTR [2)) ; 

{Make available to the filter routine the strings 
{we want the user to edit . } 
WindowPeek(myDialog)A . refCon : = Longint(@mySTR ) ; 

{myNamePasswdFltrFunc is a rout ine that allows the user to edit } 
{the name and password fields in the dialog box . } 

~odalDialog(myNamePasswdFltrFunc , itemHit) ; 
IF i temHit = ok THEN 
BEGIN 

{The user clicked the OK button . Update the user and password } 
{ fields of the query record . } 
queryA A. u ser : = mySTR[l) ; 
queryAA . password . - mySTR[2) ; 
MyQDef : = noErr ; 

END 
ELSE MyQDef : = userCanceledErr ; 
HUnlock(Handle(query)J ; 
HUnlock(Handle(myResList)); 
DisposDialog(myDialog) ; 

END ; 
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DATA ACCESS MANAGER ROUTINES 

The Data Access Manager has high-level routines, low-level routines, and routines that 
manipulate result handlers. This section describes all of the Data Access Manager routines. 

All of the low-level routines and some of the high-l evel routines have as a parameter a pointer 
to an asynchronous parameter block. If you spec ify a nonzero value for thi s parameter, the 
database extension executes the function asynchronously-that is, it returns control to the 
Data Access Manager before the routine has completed execution, and the Data Acces 
Manager returns control to your application. If you specify NIL for the pointer to the asyn
chronous parameter block, the database extension does not return control to your application 
until the routine has finished execution.Your application must call the WaitNextEvent func
tion periodically to allow an asynchronous routine to complete execution. The WaitNextEvent 
function is described in the Event Manager chapter of this volume. 

You can tell when an asynchronous routine has completed execution and check the result 
code by looking at values in the asynchronous parameter block. The asynchronous parameter 
block is described in the nex t section, "Asynchronous Execution of Routines." 

Note: A noErr result code returned by a routine that has been called asynchronously 
indicates on ly that Lhe routine began execution successfully. You must check the 
result field of the asynchronous parameter block for the final result of the routine. 

Assembly-language note: You can invoke each of the Data Access 
Manager routines with a macro that has the same name as the routine, but 
preceded with an underscore; for example, the macro for the DBI nit function 
is named _DBinit. Each of these macros places a routine selector in the DO 
register and calls the trap _ Pack 13. The routine selectors are listed in 
"Summary of the Data Access Manager" at the end of this chapter. 

Asynchronous Execution of Routines 

Each Data Access Manager routine that can be called asynchronously (that is, that can return 
control to your application before it has completed execution) takes as a parameter a pointer to 
a parameter block known as the asynchronous parameter block. If this pointer is NIL, the 
routine does not return control to your application until it has completed execution. 

Note: The asynchronous parameter block is passed on to the database extension, 
which is responsible for implementing the asynchronous routine. If the database 
extension does not support asynchronous routines, the Data Access Manager returns 
the rcDBAsyncNotSupp result code and terminates execution of the routine. 

The DBAsyncParamBlockRec data type defi nes the asynchronous parameter block. 
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completionProc : ProcPtr ; {pointer to completion routine} 
result : OSErr ; 
userRef : 
ddevRef : 

reserved : 
END ; 

Longint ; 
Longint ; 

Long Int 

{result of call} 
{reserved for use 
{reserved for use 
{ extension} 
{reserved for use 

DBAsyncParmBlkPtr = ADBAsyncParamBlockRec ; 

by application} 
by database } 

by Data Access Mgr} 

The completionProc field is a pointer to a completion routine that the database extension calls 
when it has completed executing the asynchronous function. Before calling the completion 
routine, the Data Access Manager places a pointer to the asynchronous parameter block in the 
AO register. If you do not want to use a completion routine, set this parameter to NIL. 

The database extension sets the result field to l while the routine is executing, and places the 
result code in it when the routine completes. Your application can poll this field to determine 
when an asynchronous routine has completed execution. 

The userRef field is reserved for the application's use. Because the Data Access Manager 
passes a pointer to the parameter block to the completion routine, you can use this field to 
pass information to the completion routine. 

The ddevRef field is reserved for use by the database extension, and the reserved field is 
reserved for use by the Data Access Manager. 

You can use the DBKill function to cancel an asynchronous routi ne. 

Initializing the Data Access Manager 

You must initialize the Data Access Manager before you can use it. 

FUNCTION InitDBPack : OSErr ; 

The InitDBPack function initializes the Data Access Manager. You must call the InitDBPack 
function before you call any other Data Access Manager routines. lf the Data Access Manager 
has already been initialized, the InitDBPack function returns the noErr resul t code but does 
nothing else. 

The interface routine that implements the InitDBPack function includes a version number for 
the Data Access Manager. If the Data Access Manager is a different version from that speci
fied by the interface routine, then the TnitDBPack function returns the rcDBWrongYersion 
result code. 

Result codes 
no Err 
rcDBWrongYersion 

0 
-812 

No error 
Wrong version number 
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High-Level Interface 

The high-level interface to the Data Access Manager allows applications to manipulate query 
documents and to get the results of the query provided by a query document. The use and 
contents of query documents are discussed in "Creating a Query Document" earlier in 
this chapter. 

Handling Query Documents 

The routines described in this section open query documents, create query records, dispose 
of query records, and use query documents to establish communication with and send queries 
to a data server. 

FUNCTION DBGetNewQuery (queryID : Integer ; VAR query : QueryHandle) 
OSErr ; 

The DBGetNewQuery function creates a query record from the 'qrsc' resource with the 
resource ID you specify in the query ID parameter. The query parameter returns a handle to 
the query record. The resource file that contains the 'qrsc' resource must remain open until 
after the DBStartQuery function has completed execution. If you do not already know the 
resource ID of the 'qrsc' resource (for example, if you call the StandardGetFile procedure to 
let the user select the query document), you can use Resource Manager routines to determine 
the resource ID. The StandardGetFile procedure is described in the Standard File Package 
chapter of this volume, and the Resource Manager is described in Volume I. 

Result codes 
no Err 0 
rcDBPackNotlnited -8 13 

Query record bui lt successfully 
The InitDBPack function has not yet been called 

FUNCTION DBDisposeQuery (query : QueryHandle) : OSErr ; 

The DBDisposeQuery function disposes of a query record and frees all the memory that the 
Data Access Manager allocated when it created the query record. You should call this function 
after you are fi nished using a query record . 

The query parameter is a handle to the query record. 

Result codes 
no Err 0 
rcDBPackNotlnited - 8 13 

Query record disposed of successfully 
The lnitDBPack function has not yet been called 
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FUNCTION DBStartQuery (VAR sessID : Longint ; query : QueryHandle ; 
statusProc : ProcPtr ; asyncPB : DBAsyncParmBlkPtr) 
OSErr ; 

The DBStartQuery function performs the following tasks, in the order specified: 

l . It calls the query definition function (if any) pointed to by the query record. The query 
definition function modifies the query record and the query, usually by asking the user 
for input. The query definition function can display a dialog box that gives the user the 
option of canceling the query; if the user does cancel the query, the DBStartQuery 
function returns the userCanceledErr result code. 

2. If you specify a nonzero value for the statusProc parameter, the DBStartQuery function 
calls your status routine with the kDBUpdateWind constant in the message parameter so 
that your application can update its windows. 

3. If you specify a nonzero value for the statusProc parameter, the DBStartQuery function 
calls your status routine with the k.DBAbouLTolnit constant in the message parameter so 
that your application can di splay a dialog box informing the user that a session is about 
to be initiated with a data server, and giving the user the option of canceling execution 
of the function. 

4. If the sessID parameter is 0, the DBStartQuery function calls the DBinit function to 
initiate a session, and returns a session ID. 

5 . If you specify a nonzero vaJue for the statusProc parameter and the DBStartQuery 
function calls the DBinit function, the DBStartQuery function calls your status routine 
with the kDBinitComplete constant in the message parameter and the result of the 
DBinit function in the function result. 

6 . The DBStartQuery function calls the DBSend function to send the query to the 
data server. 

7 . If you specify a nonzero vaJue for the statusProc parameter, the DBStartQuery function 
calls your status routine with the kDBSendComplete constant in the message parameter 
and the result of the DB Send function in the result parameter. 

8. The DBStartQuery function calls the DB Exec function to execute the query. 

9. If you specify a nonzero value for the statusProc parameter, the DBStartQuery function 
calls your status routine with the kDBExecComplete constant in the message parameter 
and the result of the DB Exec function in the result parameter. 

10. If you specify a nonzero value for the statusProc parameter, the DBStartQuery function 
calls your status routine with the kDBStartQueryComplete constant in the message 
parameter and the result of the DBStartQuery function in the result parameter. 

You can use the sessID parameter to specify a session TD if your application or another 
application has already initiated a session with the data server. If you specify NIL for this 
parameter, then the DBStartQuery function initiates a session and returns the session ID in the 
sessID parameter. 
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You use the query parameter to specify a handle to a query record. 

You can use the statusProc parameter to specify a pointer to a status routine that your applica
tion can use to update its windows after the query definition function has completed execu
tion. (The DBStartQuery function does not attempt to update your application's windows.) 
The DBStartQuery function also calls your status routine before it initiates a session with a 
data server, after it calls the DBlnit function, after it calls the DBSend function, and after it 
calls the DBExec function. Status routines are discussed in "Writing a Status Routine for 
High-Level Functions" earlier in thi s chapter. 

If you specify a pointer to an asynchronous parameter block in the asyncPB parameter, the 
DBStartQuery function calls the DBinit, DBSend, and DBExec functions asynchronously. 
As soon as the DBinit function has started execution, it returns control to your application. 
Your application must then call the WaitNextEvent function periodically to allow these 
asynchronous routines to run, and it must check the result field of the asynchronous 
parameter block to determine when each routine has completed execution. 

Result codes 
no Err 0 
userCanceledErr -128 
rcDBError -802 

rcDBBadSesslD -806 
rcDBBadDDev -808 

rcDBAsyncNotSupp -809 

rcDBPackNotlnited -8 13 

Handling Query Results 

No error 
User canceled the query 
Error initiating session, sending text, or 
executing query 
Session ID is invalid 
Couldn' t find the specified database extension, or 
error occurred in opening database extension 
The database extension does not support 
asynchronous calls 
The InitDBPack function has not yet been called 

The routines in this section retrieve query results and convert them to text. 

FUNCTION DBGetQueryResults (sessID : Longint ; VAR results : ResultsRecord ; 
timeouc : Longint ; statusProc : ProcPtr ; 
asyncPB : DBAsyncParmBlkPtr) : OSErr ; 

The DBGetQueryResults functi on retrieves the results returned by a query and places them in 
memory. If there is sufficient memory available, this functi on retrieves all of the results at 
once. If the DBGetQucryResults function runs out of memory, it places as much data as 
possible in memory, up to the last whole row. You can then make more memory available 
and call the DBGetQueryResults function again to retrieve more data. 

The DBGetQueryResults fu nction can be used to retrieve the results of any query, not only 
queries sent and executed by the DBStartQuery function. 

The sessID parameter specifies the ID of the session from which you wish to retrieve results. 
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The results parameler is the results record, which contains handles Lo the retiieved data. 
Results records are described in "Getting Query Results" earlier in this chapter. You must 
allocate the results record data structure and pass this record to the DBGetQueryResults 
function. The Dala Access Manager allocates the handles inside the results record. When your 
application is finished using the resu lts record, you must deallocale both the results record 
and the handle inside the results record. 

The timeout parameter specifies the value that the DBGetQueryResu lts funclion uses for 
the timeout parameter each time it calls the DBGetltem function. The timeout parameter 
specifies the maximum amount of time thal the database extension should wait to receive 
results from the data server before canceling the DBGetltem function . Specify the timeout 
parameter in sixtieths of a second. To di sable the timeout feanire, set the timeout parameter 
to the kDBWaiLForever constant. Some database extensions ignore the Limeout parameter 
when you specify a nonzero value for the asyncPB parameter. 

You can use the statusProc parameter to specify a pointer to a status routine that you provide. 
The DBGetQueryResults function calls your status routine after it call s the DBGetltem 
function to retrieve a data item. When iL calls the status routine, the DBGetQueryResults 
function provides the result of the DBGelltem functi on, the data type, data length, number 
of decimal places, and fl ags associated with the data item, and a pointer to the data item. 
Status routines are discussed in "Writing a Status Routine for High-Level Functions" earlier 
in this chapter. 

If you specify a pointer to an asynchronous parameter block in the asyncPB parameter, the 
DBGetQueryResults function calls the DBGetitem function asynchronously for each data 
item. As soon as the DBGetltem function has started execution, it returns control to your 
application. Your application must then call the WaitNextEvent function pe1iodically to allow 
Lhis asynchronous routine to run, and it musl check the result fi eld of the asy nchronous 
parameter block to determine when the routine has completed execution. 

Result codes 
no Err 
userCanceledErr 
rcDBValue 
rcDBError 
rcDBBreak 
rcDBExec 
rcDBBadSessID 
rcDBAsyncNotSupp 

rcDBPackNotlnited 

0 
- 128 
-801 
-802 
-804 
-805 
-806 
- 809 

-8 13 

Query execution successful ; no results returned 
Function canceled by status routine 
Data available 
Query execution ended in an error 
Function timed out 
Query cmTently executing 
Session ID is invalid 
The database extension does not support 
asynchronous calls 
The TnitDBPack function has not yet been called 

FUNCTION DBResultsToText (results : ResultsRecord ; VAR theText : 
Handle) : OSErr ; 

The DBResu ltsToText function calls result handlers to convert to tex t the data ren·ieved by the 
DBGetQueryResults function. Result handlers are described in "Converting Query Results to 
Text" earlier in this chapter. 
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The results parameter is the results record returned by the DBGetQueryResults fu nction. The 
parameter theText contains a handle to the converted text. This handle is allocated by the Data 
Access Manager. 

Result codes 
noEIT 0 
rcDBPackNotlnited -813 

Low-Level Interface 

No error 
The lnitDBPack function has not yet been called 

The low-level interface to the Data Access Manager allows applications to open and close 
sessions with a data server, send and execute queries, retrieve query results, and obtain 
information about any current session. 

Controlling the Session 

The functions in this section initiate and close sessions, obtain information about sessions, 
and cancel functions that were called asynchronously. 

FUNCTION DBinit (VAR sessID : Longlnt ; ddevName : Str63 ; host ,user, 
password , connStr : Str255 ; asyncPB : DBAsyncParmBlkPtr) 
OSErr ; 

The DBlnit function initiates a session with a data server. You must initiate a session before 
you call any Data Access Manager function that requires a session ID as an input parameter. 
If the DBinit function returns a nonzero session ID, you must call the DB End function to 
terminate the session, even if the DBinit function also returns a result code other than noErr. 

Because the high-level function DBStaitQuery can call the DBinit fu nction, you do not have 
to call the DBinit function if you have called the DBStartQuery functi on. 

The DBinit function returns the session ID in the sesslD parameter. This session ID is unique; 
no other cun-ent session, for any database extension, has the same session ID. You must 
specify the session ID any time you want to send data to or retrieve data fro m this session. 
Depending on the database extension you are using, the DBinit function might return a 
session ID of zero if it fa ils to initiate a session, or it might return a nonzero session ID and a 
result code other than noEIT. In the latter case, you can pass the session ID to the DBGetEIT 
function to determine the cause of the error. 

The ddevName parameter is a string of no more than 63 characters that spec ifies the name of 
the database extension. The name of the database extension is contained in the database 
extension file in a resource of type 'STR ' with an ID of 128. For the Data Access Language 
database extension prov ided by Apple, for example, this su"ing is "DAL". 

The host parameter specifies the name of the host system on which the data server is located. 
This name depends on the manner in which the database ex tension initiates communication 
with the data server and how the system administrator has set up the computer system. 
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The user parameter specifies the name of the user, and the password parameter specifies the 
password associated with the user name. 

The connStr parameter is a string that is passed to the data server, which might pass it on to 
the database management software on the host computer. This string is necessary in some 
systems to complete log-on procedures. 

The asyncPB parameter is a pointer to the asynchronous parameter block. If you do not want 
to caJI the function asynchronously, set this parameter to NIL. 

Result codes 
noEiT 0 
rcDBError -802 
rcDBBadDDev -808 

rcDBAsyncNotSupp -809 

rcDBPackNotlnited -813 

No error 
Error initiating session 
Couldn't find the specified database extension, or 
error occurred in opening database extension 
The database extension does not support 
asynchronous calls 
The InjtDBPack function has not yet been called 

FUNCTION DBEnd (sess ID : Longi nt ; asyncPB : DBAsyncParrnBlkPtr) : OSErr ; 

The DBEnd function terminates a session with a data server and terminates the network 
connection between the application and the host computer. You must caJI the DB End function 
to terminate a session. 

The sessID parameter is the session ID that was returned by the DBinit function. 

The asyncPB parameter is a pointer to the asynchronous parameter block. If you do not want 
to caJI the function asynchronously, set this parameter to NIL. 

Result codes 
no Err 
rcDBError 
rcDBBadSessID 
rcDBAsyncNotSupp 

rcDBPackNotinjted 

0 
-802 
- 806 
- 809 

-813 

No error 
Errnr ending session 
Session ID is invalid 
The database extension does not support 
asynchronous calls 
The IilltDBPack function has not yet been called 

FUNCTION DBGetConni n fo (ses sID : Longint ; sessNum : Inte ger ; VAR 
' returnedID , version : Lo ngint ; VAR ddevName : 

Str63 ; VAR host , us e r , network , connStr : Str255 ; 
VAR start : Longint ; VAR state : OSErr ; async PB : 
DBAsyncParmBlk Pt r ) : OSErr ; 

The DBGetConnlnfo function returns information about the specified session, including 

• the version of the database extension 

• the name of the host system on which the session is running 
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• the user name 

• the connection string that was used to initiate communication 

• the name of the network 

• the time at which the session started, in ticks 

• the status of the session 

In addition, if you include a nonzero value for the sesslD parameter when you call the 
DBGetConnlnfo function, the function returns the name of the database extension. If 
you use 0 for the sessID parameter and specify the database extension and session 
number instead, the function returns the session ID. 

You can use this function to get information about a particular session, or you can call the 
function repeatedly, incrementing the session number each time, to get information about 
all of the sessions associated with a particular database extension. 

The sessID parameter is the session ID that was returned by the DBlnit function. The 
sessNum parameter is the session number of the session about which you want information. 
You can specify either the session ID or the session number when you call the DBlnit 
function. If you specify the sesslD parameter, use 0 for the sessNum parameter. If you 
specify the sessNum parameter, then use 0 for the sesslD parameter. If you specify the 
sessNum parameter, you must specify a value for the ddevName parameter as well. If you 
specify the session number and the database extension, then the DBGetConnlnfo function 
returns the session ID in the returnedID parameter. 

~he version parameter returns the version number of the database extension that is currently 
muse. 

The ddevName parameter is a string of no more than 63 characters that specifies the name of 
the database extension. If you specify 0 for the session ID, you must include the name of the 
database extension as well as a session number. If you specify a valid sess ion ID, then the 
DBGetConnlnfo function returns the name of the database extension in the ddevName 
parameter. The name of the database extension is contained in the database extension file in a 
resource of type 'STR 'with an ID of 128. For the Data Access Language database extension 
provided by Apple, for example, this string is "DAL". 

The host, user, and connStr parameters are the host, user, and connection strings that were 
used to initiate communication with the data server. 

The network parameter is the name of the network through which the database extension is 
communicating with the data server. This parameter is an empty string if you are not commu
nicating through a network. 

The start parameter is the time, in ticks, at which this session was initiated. 

The state parameter returns one of the following values to provide information about the 
status of the session: 

CONST noErr 
rcDBValue 
rcDBError 
rcDBExec 

0 ; 
- so::. ; 
- 802 ; 
- 805 ; 

{no error ; ready for more text} 
{output data available} 
{execution ended in an error } 
{busy ; curren~ ly execut i ng que ry } 
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The asyncPB parameter is a pointer to the asynchronous parameter block. If you do not want 
to call the function asynchronously, set this parameter to NIL. 

Result codes 
no Err 0 
rcDBBadSessID -806 

rcDBBadSessNum -807 
rcDBBadDDev -808 

rcDBAsyncNotSupp -809 

rcDBPackNotlnited -813 

No error 
Session ID is invalid or database extension name is 
invalid 
Invalid session number 
Couldn't find the specified database extension, or 
error occurred in opening database extension 
The database extension does not support 
asynchronous calls 
The InitDBPack function has not yet been called 

FUNCTION DBGe tSe ssionNum (sessID : Longint ; VAR sessNum : Integer ; 
asyncPB : DBAsyncParmB~kPtr ) : OSErr ; 

The DBGetSessionNum function returns the session number of the session you specify with 
the sessID parameter. The session number is unique for a particular database extension, but 
the same session number might be in use for different database extensions at the same time. 

The asyncPB parameter is a pointer to the asynchronous parameter block. If you do not want 
to call the function asynchronously, set this parameter to NIL. 

Result codes 
no Err 
rcDBBadSessID 
rcDBAsyncNotSupp 

rcDBPackNotlnited 

0 
-806 
-809 

-813 

No error 
Session ID is invalid 
The database extension does not support 
asynchronous calls 
The lnitDBPack function has not yet been called 

FUNCTION DBKill (a s yncPB : DBAsyncPa~mBlkPtr) : OSErr ; 

The DBKill function cancels the execution of the asynchronous call specified by the asyncPB 
parameter. 

The asyncPB parameter is a pointer to the asynchronous parameter block. 

Result codes 
no Err 
rcDBError 
rcDBBadAsynchPB 
rcDBPackNotlnited 

0 
-802 
-810 
-813 

Asynchronous routine canceled successfully 
Error canceling routine 
Invalid parameter block specified 
The InitDBPack function has not yet been called 
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Sending and Executing Queries 

The functions in this section send queries or portions of queries to the data server, execute a 
query that has been sent, return information about queries that have been sent, and halt 
execution of queries that are executing. 

FUNCTION DBSend (sessID : Longlnt ; tex t : Ptr ; len : :nteger ; 
asyncPB : DBAsyncParmBlkPtr) : OSErr ; 

The DBSend function sends a query or a portion of a query to the data server. The data server 
appends this portion of the query to any portion you sent previously. Because the Data 
Access Manager does not modify the string you send in any way, it does not insert any 
delimiter between fragments of queries that you send to the data server. If you want a blank 
or a semicolon to be included between query fragments, or if you want to use return 
characters to divide the query into lines of text, you must include them in the character string 
that you send with this function. 

The data server does not execute the query until you call the DBExec function. 

The sessID parameter is the session ID that was returned by the DBinit function. 

The text parameter is a pointer to the query or query fragment that you want to send to the 
data server. The query or query fragment must be a character string. The Jen parameter 
specifies the length of the character string. If the Jen parameter has a value of - 1, then the 
character string is assumed to be NULL terminated (that is, the string ends with a NULL 
byte); otherwise, the Jen parameter specifies the number of bytes in the string. 

The asyncPB parameter is a pointer to the asynchronous parameter block. If you do not want 
to call the function asynchronously, set this parameter to NIL. 

Result codes 
no Err 
rcDBError 
rcDBBadSessID 
rcDBAsyncNotSupp 

rcDBPack.Notlnited 

0 
-802 
-806 
- 809 

-813 

No error 
Error trying to send text 
Session ID is invalid 
The database extension does not support 
asynchronous calls 
The lnjtDBPack function has not yet been called 

FUNCTION DBSenditem (sessID : Longint ; dataType : DBType; len,places, 
flags : Integer ; buffer : Ptr ; asyncPB : 
DBAsyncParmBlkPtr) : OSErr ; 

The DBSenditem function sends a single data item to the data server. You can use tills 
function to send to the data server the data that you wish to include in a query . The database 
extension or the data server (depending on how the system is implemented) converts the 
data item to a character string and appends it to the query, just as the DB Send function 
appends a query program fragment to the query. The query is not executed until you call 
the DBExec function. 
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The sessID parameter is the session ID that was returned by the DBinit function. 

The dataType, len, and places parameters specify the data type, length, and number of 
decimal places for the data item that you are sending to the data server. The database 
extension and data server ignore the Jen parameter if the data type has an implied length. 
The database extension and data server ignore the places parameter for all values of the 
dataType parameter except typeDecimal and typeMoney. Data types are discussed in 
"Getting Query Results" earlier in this chapter. 

The buffer parameter is a pointer to the memory location of the data item that you want to 
send. When you use the DBSendltem function to send an item of data to a data server, 
the database extension and data server format the data according to the data type, length, 
and decimal places you specify, convert it to a character string, and append the data to 
the query. 

Set the flags parameter to 0. There are no flags cmTently defined for the DBSendltem function. 

The asyncPB parameter is a pointer to the asynchronous parameter block. If you do not want 
to ca11 the function asynchronously, set this parameter to NIL. 

Result codes 
no Err 
rcDBError 
rcDBBadSessID 
rcDBAsyncNotSupp 

rcDBPackNotlnited 

0 
-802 
-806 
-809 

-813 

No error 
Error trying to send item 
Session ID is invalid 
The database extension does not support 
asynchronous calls 
The InitDBPack function has not yet been called 

FUNCTION DBExec (sessID : Longint ; asyncPB : DBAsyncParmBlkPtr) : OSErr; 

The DBExec function initiates execution of a query that you have sent to the data server. Use 
the DBSend and DBSendltem functions to send a query to the data server. Use the DBState 
function to determine the status of a query after you have initiated execution. 

The sessID parameter is the session ID that was returned by the DBinit function. 

The asyncPB parameter is a pointer to the asynchronous parameter block. If you do not want 
to call the function asynchronously, set this parameter to NIL. 

Result codes 
no Err 
rcDBError 
rcDBBadSessID 
rcDBAsyncNotSupp 

rcDBPackNotlnited 

0 
- 802 
-806 
-809 

-813 

Execution has begun 
Error trying to begin execution 
Session ID is invalid 
The database extension does not support 
asynchronous calls 
The InitDBPack function has not yet been called 
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FUNCTION DBState (sessID: Longint ; asyncPB : DBAsyncParrnBlkPtr) : OSErr ; 

The result code returned by the DBState function indicates the status of the data server. You 
can use this function to determine whether the data server has successfully executed a query 
and whether it has data available for you to retrieve. 

The sessID parameter is the session ID that was returned by the DBlnit function. 

The asyncPB parameter is a pointer to the asynchronous parameter block. If you do not want 
to call the function asynchronously, set this parameter to NIL. 

Result codes 
no En 
rcDBValue 
rcDBError 
rcDBExec 
rcDBBadSessID 
rcDBAsyncNotSupp 

rcDBPackNotinited 

0 
-801 
-802 
- 805 
-806 
-809 

-813 

No error; ready for more text 
Output data available 
Error executing function 
Query currently executing 
Session ID is invalid 
The database extension does not support 
asynchronous calls 
The InitDBPack function has not yet been called 

FUNCTION DBGetErr (sessID : Longint ; VAR errl,err2 : Longint ; VAR iternl, 
itern2 ,errorMsg: Str255 ; asyncPB : DBAsyncParrnBlkPtr) 
OSErr; 

The DBGetErr function retrieves error codes and enor messages from a data server. You can 
use this function to obtain information when a low-level function returns the result code 
rcDBError. If the DBState function returns the rcDBError result code, indicating that 
execution of a query ended in an error, the error information can help you debug the query. 
The meaning of each error code and error message returned by this function depends on the 
data server with which you are communicating; see the documentation for that data server for 
more information. 

The sessID parameter is the session ID that was returned by the DBinit function. 

The err 1 and err2 parameters return the primary and secondary error codes. The item 1 and 
item2 parameters return strings that describe the objects of the error message. The errorMsg 
parameter returns the error message. 

The asyncPB parameter is a pointer to the asynchronous parameter block. If you do not want 
to call the function asynchronously, set this parameter to NIL. 

Result codes 
no Err 
rcDBError 
rcDBBadSessID 
rcDBAsyncNotSupp 

rcDBPackNotlnited 

0 
-802 
-806 
-809 

- 813 

No error 
Error retrieving error information 
Session ID is invalid 
The database extension does not support 
asynchronous calls 
The InitDBPack function has not yet been called 
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FUNCTION DBBreak (sessID : Longint ; abort : Boolean ; asyncPB: 
DBAsyncParmBlkPtr) : OSErr; 

The DBBreak function can halt execution of a query and reinitialize the data server, or it can 
unconditionally tenninate a session with a data server. You can use this function to cancel a 
query if you determine that it is taking too long to complete execution, for example. 

The sessID parameter is the session ID that was returned by the DBinit function. 

If the abort parameter is TRUE (nonzero), the data server halts any query that is executina 
and terminates the cutTent session. If the abort parameter is FALSE (0), the data server h~lts 
any query that is executing and reinitializes itself. 

The asyncPB parameter is a pointer to the asynchronous parameter block. If you do not want 
to call the function asynchronously, set this parameter to NIL. 

Result codes 
no Err 
rcDBError 
rcDBBadSessID 
rcDBAsyncNotSupp 

rcD BPack.N otlni ted 

Retrieving Results 

0 
-802 
-806 
-809 

-8 13 

Execution has begun 
Break or abort attempt was unsuccessful 
Session ID is invalid 
The database extension does not support 
asynchronous cal ls 
The InitDBPack function has not yet been called 

The functions in this section allow you to retrieve a data item from the data server, to obtain 
information about the next data item, and to retrieve the same data item more than once. 

FUNCTION DBGetitem (sessID : Lo~gint ; timeout : Longint ; VAR dataType : 
DBType ; VAR len , places , flags : Integer ; buffer : Ptr ; 
asyncPB : DBAsyncParmBlkPtr) : OSErr ; 

The DBGetltem function retrieves the next data item from the data server. You can also use 
this function to obtain information about the next data item without retrieving the data. You 
can use the DBGetltem function after you have executed a query and the DBState function 
has returned the rcDBValue result code, indicating that data is available. You can repeat the 
DBGetltem function as many times as is necessary to retrieve all of the data returned by the 
data source in response to a query. 

The sessID parameter is the session ID that was returned by the DBlnit function. 

You can use the timeout parameter to specify the maximum amount of time that the database 
extension should wait to receive results from the data server before canceling the function. 
Specify the timeout parameter in sixtieths of a second. To disable the timeout feature, set the 
timeout parameter to the kDBWaitForever constant. If the timeout period expires, the 
DBGetltem function returns the rcDBBreak result code. The DBGetltem function ignores the 
timeout parameter if you cal l the function asynchrnnously. 
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One use for the timeout parameter is to call the DBGetltem function periodically with a short 
value set for this parameter in order to return control to your application while a query is 
executino. Your application can then ret1i eve the next data item as soon as execution of 
the query is complete without having to ca.JI the DBState function to determine when data 
is available. 

You can set the data.Type parameter to specify the data type that you expect the next data item 
to be. If the item is not of the expected data type, the database extension returns the 
rcDBBadType result code. If you want to retrieve the next data item regardless of type, set 
the data.Type parameter to the typeAnyType constant. To skip the next data item, set the 
data.Type parameter to the typeDiscard constant. The data server sets the data.Type parameter 
to the actual type of the data item when it retrieves the data item or returns in formation about 
the data item. Data types are discussed in "Getting Query Results" earl ier in this chapter. 

Set the Jen parameter to the length of the data buffer pointed to by the buffer parameter. If you 
use the DBGetltem function to obtain information only (by setting the buffer parameter to 
NIL), then the data server ignores the Jen parameter. The data server sets the len parameter lo 
the actual length of the data item when it retrieves the data item or returns in formation about 
the data item. 

The data server returns in the places parameter the number of decimal places in data items of 
types typeMoney and typeDecimal. For all other data types, the data server returns 0 for the 
places parameter. 

The buffer parameter is a pointer to the location where you want the retrieved data item to be 
stored. You must ensure that the location you specify contains enough space for the data item 
that will be returned. To determine the data type, length, and number of decimal places of the 
next data item without retrieving it, specify NIL for the buffer parameter. 

If the least sign ificant bit of the flags parameter is set to I , the data item is in the last column 
of the row. If the third bit of this parameter is set to I , the data item is NULL. You can use 
the constants kDBLastColFlag and kDBNullFlag to test for these flag bits. 

The asyncPB parameter is a pointer to the asynchronous parameter block. If you do not want 
to call the function asynchronously, set this parameter to NIL. 

Result codes 
no Err 
rcDBNull 
rcDBValue 

rcDBError 
rcDBBadType 
rcDBBreak 
rcDBBadSessID 
rcDBAsyncNotSupp 

rcDBPackNotinited 

0 
-800 
- 801 

-802 
-803 
-804 
-806 
- 809 

-8 13 

No error; no next data item 
The data item was NULL 
A nonzero data item was successfully 
retrieved 
Execution ended in an eJTor 
Next data item not of requested data type 
Function timed out 
Session ID is invalid 
The database extension does not support 
asynchronous calls 
The InitDBPack fu nction has not yet been called 
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FUNCTION DBUnGe titern (sess I D: Longin t ; async PB: DBAsyncParrnB l kPtr) 
OSErr ; 

!he DBUnGetltem function reverses the effect of the last call to the DBGetltem function, 
m the sense that the next time you call the DBGetltem function it retrieves the same item a 
second time. It does not remove the j ust-retrieved data item from the input buffer. The 
DBUnGetlte m function can reverse the effect of only one call to the DBGetltem function; 
you cannot use it to step back through several previously retrieved data items. 

The sessID parameter is the session ID that was returned by the DBI nit function. 

The asyncPB parameter is a pointer to the asynchronous parameter block. If you do not want 
to call the func tion asynchronously, set thi s parameter to NfL. 

Result codes 
no Err 
rcDBError 
rcDBBadSessID 
rcDBAsyncNotSupp 

rcDBPackNotlnited 

0 
-802 
-806 
-809 

- 8 13 

No error 
Error executing fu nction 
Session ID is invalid 
The database extension does not support 
asynchronous calls 
The InitDBPack function has not yet been called 

Installing and Removing Result Handlers 

The functions in this section install, remove, and return pointers to result handlers. Result 
handlers are d iscussed in "Converting Query Results to Text" earlier in this chapter. 

FUNCTION DBinstallResultHandler (dataType : DBType ; theHandler : ProcPtr ; 
isSysHandler : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

The DBinstallResultHandler functi on installs a result handler for the data type specified by 
the dataType parameter. The result handler is then used by the DBResultsToText function to 
convert data of the specified type into a character string. 

The parameter theHandler is a pointer to the result handler. The isSysHandler parameter 
specifies whether the result handler is an application result handler-to be used only when the 
DBResultsToText function is called by the application that installed the resul t handler-
or a system result handler-to be used by every application running on the system. If the 
isSysHandler parameter is TRUE, the result hand ler is a system result handler. 

When you install an application result handler, it replaces any result handler with the same 
name previously installed by that application. Similarly, when you install a system result 
hand ler, it replaces any existing system result handler with the same name. Before you 
temporarily replace an ex isting result handler, use the DBGetResultHandler function to obtain 
a pointer to the present handler, and save the present result handler in your application's 
private storage. Then you can rei nstall the original result handler when you are fi ni shed using 
the temporary one. 
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Because an application result handler is used in preference to a system result handler i r both 
are available, you can temporarily replace a system resu lt handler for purposes of your 
application by installing an application result handler for the same data type. You can then use 
the DBRemoveResultHandler function to remove the application result handler and return to 
using the system result handler whenever you wish . 

Result codes 
no Err 0 
rcDBPackNotlnited -8 13 

No error 
The InitDBPack function has not yet been called 

FUNCTION DBGetResultHandler (dataType : DBType ; VAR theHandl er : ProcPtr ; 
getSysHandler : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

The DBGetResultHandler function returns a pointer to a result handler for the data type 
specified with the dataType parameter. The pointer is returned in the parameter theHandler. 

If you set the getSysHandler parameter to FALSE (0), the function returns a pointer to the 
current application result handler for the specified data type, or it returns NIL if there is no 
application result handler for that data type. If you set the getSysHandler parameter to TRUE 
(nonzero), the function returns a pointer to the cu1Tent system result handler for the specified 
data type, or it returns NIL if there is no system result handler for that data type. 

You can use this function to obtain a pointer to a result handler so that you can use 
it to convert to text an individual data item retrieved by the DBGetilem function. The 
DBGetQueryResults function automatically converts to text all of the data pointed to 
by the results record. 

Result codes 
no Err 0 
rcDBNoHandler -8 11 

rcDBPackNotlnited -8 13 

No error 
There is no handler for this data type installed 
for the current application 
The InitDBPack function has not yet been called 

FUNCTION DBRemoveResultHandler (dataType : DBType) : OSErr ; 

The DBRemoveResultHandler function removes from memory the application resul t handler 
for the data type that you specify with the dataType parameter. This function cannot remove a 
system result handler. 

Result codes 
no Err 0 
rcDBNoHandler -811 

rcDBPackNotlnited -8 13 

No error 
T here is no handler for this data type installed 
for the current application 
T he InitDBPack function has not yet been called 
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SUMMARY OF THE DATA ACCESS MANAGER 

Constants 

CONST {DBStartQuery status 
kDBUpdateWind 
kDBAboutToinit 
kDBinitComplete 
kDBSendComplete 
kDBExecComplete 
kDBStartQueryComplete 

messages } 
O; {update windows} 

= 1 ; {about to call DBinit} 
= 2 ; {DBinit has completed} 

= 3 ; 
4 ; 

= 5 ; 

{DBSend has completed } 
{DBExec has completed} 
{DBStartQuery is about to complete } 

{DBGetQue ryResults status messages} 
kDBGetit e mComplete = 6 ; {DBGetitem has complet ed} 
kDBGetQueryResul tsComplete = 7 ; {DBGetQueryResults has compl eted} 

{data t ypes } 
typeAnyType 
typeNone 
typeBoolean 
typeSMint 
type Integer 
typeSMFloat 
typeFloat 
typeDate 
typeTime 
typeTimeStamp 
typeChar 
typeDecimal 
typeMone y 
typeVChar 
typeVBin 
typeLChar 
typeLBin 
typeDiscard 
type Unknown 
typeColBreak 
typeRowBreak 

kDBWaitForever 
kDBLastColFlag 
kDBNullFlag 

no Err 
rcDBValue 
rcDBError 
rcDBExec 

= O; 
= 'none '; 

' bool '; 
= ' shor '; 
= ' long ' ; 

' sing '; 
= ' doub '; 

'date' ; 
= ' time '; 
= 'tims'; 

' TEXT '; 
= ' deci '; 

'mone '; 
= ' vcha' ; 
= ' vbin '; 

' lcha ' ; 
= ' lbin '; 
= ' disc '; 
= ' unkn '; 
= ' colb '; 
= ' rowb '; 

= -1 ; 
$0001 ; 

= $0004 ; 

O; 
- 801 ; 

= -802 ; 
-805 ; 

{can be any data type} 
{no more data expected} 
{Boolean} 
{short i ntege r} 
{integer} 
{short floating point} 
{floating point} 
{date} 
{time} 
{date and time} 
{character} 
{decimal number } 
{money value } 
{variable character} 
{variable binary } 
{long character } 
{long binary } 
{discard next data item} 
{result handler for unknown data type} 
{result handler for column break} 
{result handler for end of line} 

{infinite timeout value for DBGet i t em} 
{data item is last column of the row} 
{data item is NULL} 

{no error ; ready for more tex t} 
{output data avai l able} 
{execution ended in an error} 
{busy ; current ly executing query} 
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Data Types 

TYPE DBType = OSType ; {data type} 

DBAsyncParamBlockRec = 
RECORD 

completionProc : ProcPtr ; 
result : OSErr ; 

{pointer to completion routine } 
{result of call } 

userRef : 
ddevRef : 
reserved : 

Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Long I nt 

{reserved for use by application} 
{reserved for use by database extension} 
{reserved for use by Data Access Mgr} 

END ; 

DBAsyncParmBlkPtr = ADBAsyncParamBlockRec ; 

QueryArray = ARRAY[O .. 255] OF Handle ; 
QueryListPtr = AQueryArray ; 
QueryListHandle = AQueryListPtr ; 

ResListElem = 
RECORD 

theType : 
id : 

END ; 

ResType; 
Integer 

{resource type} 
{resource ID} 

ResListArray = ARRAY[O .. 255] OF ResLis t Elem; 
ResListPtr = AResListArray ; 
ResListHandle = AResListPtr ; 

QueryPtr = AQueryRecord ; 
QueryHandle = AQueryPtr ; 

QueryRecord 
RECORD 

version : 
id : 
queryProc : 
ddevName : 
hos t : 
user : 
password : 
connStr : 
currQuery : 
numQueries : 
queryList : 
numRes : 
resList : 
dataHandle : 
refCon : 

END ; 

Integer ; 
Integer; 
Handle ; 
Str63 ; 
Str255 ; 
Str255; 
Str255 ; 
Str255 ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
QueryListEandle; 
Integer ; 
ResListHar.dle ; 
Handle; 
Long Int 
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{query record format version} 
{resource ID of 'qrsc '} 
{handle to qdef} 
{name of database extension} 
{name of host computer} 
{name of user} 
{user's password} 
{connection string} 
{current query} 
{number of queries} 
{handles to queries} 
{number of resources} 
{list of resources} 
{handle to memory for qdef} 
{reserved for use by app} 



ResultsRecord = 
RECORD 

numRows : 
numCols : 
colTypes: 
colData : 
colinfo : 

END ; 

Integer ; 
Integer ; 
ColTypesHandle ; 
Handle ; 
ColinfoHandle 

The Data Access Manager 

{number of rows retrieved} 
{number of columns per row} 
{type of data in each column} 
{array of data items} 
{info about each data item} 

ColTypesPtr = AColTypesArray ; 
Co lTypesHandle = AColTypesPtr ; 
Co lTypesArray = ARRAY[O .. 255] OF DBType ; 

DBCol i nfoRecord = 
RECORD 

len: 
p laces : 

flags : 
END; 

Integer ; 
Integer ; 

Integer 

{length of data item) 
{places for decimal and money } 
{ data items} 
{flags for data item} 

ColinfoPtr AColinfoArray ; 
ColinfoHandle = AColinfoPtr ; 
Col infoArray = ARRAY[O . . 255] OF DBColinfoRecord ; 

Routines 

Initializing the Data Access Manager 

FUNCTION I nitDBPack : OSErr ; 

High-Level Interface: Handling Query Documents 

FUNCTION DBGetNewQuery 

FUNCTION DBDisposeQuery 

FUNCTION DBStartQuery 

(queryID : Integer ; VAR query : QueryHandle) 
OSErr; 

(query : QueryHandle) : OSErr ; 

(VAR sessID : Longint; query : QueryHandle ; 
statusProc : ProcPtr ; asyncPB : 
DBAsyncParmBlkPtr) : OSErr ; 
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High-Level Interface: Handling Query Results 

FUNCTION DBGetQueryResults (sessID : Longint; VAR results : ResultsRecord; 
timeout : Longint; statusProc : ProcPtr ; asyncPB : 

FUNCTIO~ DBResultsToText 

DBAsyncParmBlkPtr) : OSErr; 

(results : ResultsRecord ; VAR theText : Handle) 
: OSErr ; 

Low-Level Interface: Controlling the Session 

FUNCTION DBinit 

FUNCTION DBEnd 

FUNCTION DBGetConninfo 

FUNCTION DBGetSessionNum 

FUNCTION DBKill 

(VAR sessID : Longint ; ddevName : Str63; host, 
user , password,connStr : Str2 5 5 ; asyncPB : 
DBAsyncParmBlkPtr) : OSErr; 

(sessID : Longint ; asyncPB : DBAsyncParmBlkPtr) 
: OSErr ; 

(sessID : Longint ; sessNum : Integer ; VAR 
returnedID , version : Longint ; VAR ddevName : 
Str63; VAR host,user,network,connStr : Str255 ; 
VAR start : Longint; VAR state : OSErr ; 
asyncPB : DBAsyncParmBlkPtr) : OSErr ; 

(sessID : Longint ; VAR sessNum: Integer; 
async PB : DBAsyncParmBlkPtr) OSErr ; 

(asyncPB : DBAsyncParmBlkPtr) OSErr; 

Low-Level Interface: Sending and Executing Queries 

FUNCTIO~ DBSend 

FUNCTIO~ DBSenditem 

FUNCTION DBExec 

FUNCTION DBState 

FUNCTION DBGetErr 

FUNCTION DBBreak 

(sessID : Longint ; text : Ptr; len : Integer; 
asyncPB : DBAsyncParmBlkPtr) : OSErr ; 

(sessID : Longint ; dataType : DBType; len, 
places,flags : Integer ; buffer : Ptr ; asyncPB : 
DBAsyncParmBlkPtr) : OSErr ; 

(sessID : Longint; asyncPB : DBAsyncParmBlkPtr) 
: OSErr ; 

(sessID : Longint ; asyncPB : DBAsyncParmBlkPtr) 
: OSErr ; 

(sessID : Longint ; VAR errl,err2 : Longint; VAR 
iteml,item2,errorMsg : Str255; asyncPB : 
DBAsyncParmBlkPtr) : OSErr ; 

(sessID : Longint; abort : Boolean ; asyncPB : 
DBAsyncParmBlkPtr) : OSErr ; 
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Low-Level Interface: Retrieving Results 

FUNCTION DBGetitem 

FUNCTION DBUnGetitem 

(sessID : Longint ; t:meout : Longint ; VAR 
dataType : DBType ; VAR len , places , flags : 
Integer ; buffer : Ptr ; asyncPB : 
DBAsyncParmBlkPtr) : OSErr ; 

(sessID : Longint ; asyncPB : DBAsyncParmBlkPtr) 
: OSErr ; 

Installing and Removing Result Handlers 

FUNCTION DBinstallResultHandler (dataType : DBType ; theHandler : ProcPtr ; 
isSysHandler : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION DBGetRe sul tHandler (dataType : DBType ; VAR theHandler : ProcPtr ; 
getSysHandler : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION DBRemoveResul t Handler (dataType : DBType) : OSErr ; 

Application-Defined Routines 

FUNCTION MyStatusFunc 

FUNCTION MyResultHandler 

FUNCTION MyQDef 

Result Codes 

no Err 
userCancelec!Err 
rcDBNull 
rcDBValue 
rcDBE1rnr 
rcDBBadType 
rcDBBreak 
rcDBExec 
rcDBBadSessID 
rcDBBadSessN um 
rcDBBadDDev 

0 
-128 
-800 
-801 
-802 
-803 
-804 
-805 
-806 
-807 
-808 

(message : Integer ; result : OSErr ; 
dataLen , dat aPlaces , dataFlags : Integer ; 
dataType : DBType ; dataPtr : Ptr) : Boolean ; 

(dataType : DBType ; theLen , thePlaces,theFlags : 
Integer ; theData : Ptr ; theText : Handle) : 
OSErr; 

(VAR sessID : Longint ; query : QueryHandle) : 
OSErr; 

No error 
User canceled the query 
The data item was NULL 
Data available or successfully retrieved 
Error executing function 
Next data item not of requested data type 
Function timed out 
Query currently executing 
Session ID is invalid 
Invalid session number 
Couldn't find the specified database extension, or 
error occurred in opening database extension 
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rcDBAsyncNotSupp -809 

rcDBBadAsynchPB -8 10 
rcDBNoHandler -81 1 

rcDBWrongYersion -8 12 
rcDBPackNotlnited -8 13 

The database extension does not support 
asynchronous calls 
Invalid parameter block specified 
There is no handler for this data type installed 
for the current application 
Wrong version number 
The InitDBPack function has not yet been called 

Assembly-Language Information 

Asynchronous Parameter Block Data Structure 

completionProc 
result 
userRef 
ddevRef 
reserved 

long 
word 
long 
long 
long 

pointer to completion routine 
result of call 
for application's use 
for database extension's use 
for internal use 

Data Structure for Resource List in Query Record 

the Type 
id 

long 
word 

resource type 
resource ID 

Query Record Data Structure 

version 
id 
queryProc 
ddevName 
host 
user 
password 
currQuery 
numQue1ies 
query List 
numRes 
resList 
dataHandle 
ref Con 

word 
word 
long 
64 bytes 
256 bytes 
256 bytes 
256 bytes 
word 
word 
long 
word 
long 
long 
long 

version 
ID of 'qrsc' this came from 
handle to query def proc 
database extension name 
host 
user 
other connection info 
current query 
number of queries in query list 
handle to list of queries 
number of resources in resource list 
handle to list of other resources 
data used by query def proc 
query's reference value 

Results Record Data Structure 

numRows 
numCols 
col Types 
colData 
colLens 

word 
word 
long 
long 
long 

number of rows in result 
number of columns per row 
data type array 
actual results 
length array 
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Trap Macros Requiring Routine Selectors 

_Packl3 

Selector 

$0100 
$020E 
$0210 
$02 15 
$030F 
$0403 
$0408 
$0409 
$040D 
$0413 
$050B 
$0514 
$0516 
$0605 
$0706 
$0811 
$0A12 
$0B07 
$0E02 
$0EOA 
$100C 
$1704 

Routine 

JnitDBPack 
DBKill 
DBDisposeQuery 
DBRemoveResultHandler 
DBGetNewQuery 
DBEnd 
DB Exec 
DB State 
DBUnGetltem 
DBResultsToText 
DB Break 
DBinstaUResultHandler 
DBGetResultHandler 
DBGetSessionNum 
DBSend 
DBStrutQuery 
DBGetQueryResults 
DBSendltem 
DBinit 
DBGetErr 
DBGetltem 
DBGetConnlnfo 
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ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

The Finderw is an application that works with the system software to manage the user's 
desktop display. This chapter describes how your application interacts with the Finder. 
This chapter replaces the Finder Inte1face chapters in Volumes lll and IV. 

Read this chapter to learn how to 

• set up the resources the Finder needs to display and start up your application 

• make your application compatible with the new interface features of the Finder 

• use the new organization of the System Folder and its related directori es 

• check or change Finder-related information stored in a volume's catalog 

• read a volume's database of icons, applications, and comments 

To use this chapter, you should already be familiar with resources. Resources are collections 
of data-such as menus, icons, and dialog box messages-and the code used by an appli
cation or by the system software. The Resource Manager chapter in Volume I introduces 
resources, and the Resource Manager chapters in Volumes IV, V, and VI describe updates to 
the Resource Manager. 

This chapter does not explain how to use Apple® events to communicate with the Finder. 
When a user opens or prints a file from the Finder, the Finder sends your appl ication infor
mation so that your application can open or print the file . In system software version 7.0, 
applications that suppo1t high-level events receive this information through the required 
Apple events. 

Refer to the Apple Event Manager chapter in this volume for instructions on how your applica
tion should respond to the required Apple events: Open Appl ication, Open Documents, Print 
Documents, and Quit Application. By supporting these Apple events, your application can take 
advantage of the more re li able launch and termination mechanisms built into system software 
version 7.0. In addition, your application can use another set of Apple events-called Finder 
events-to request services from the Finder. For example, your application can ask the Finder 
to perfotm such operations as launching another application on your behalf. See the Apple 
Event Regis11y for the definitions of Finder events that your application may wish to support. 

ABOUT THE FINDER INTERFACE 

The Finder is an application that manages the user's desktop interface. It displays icons repre
senting your application and the documents it creates, and it tracks user activity on the desktop. 
When appropriate, the Finder starts up your application and tells it what documents to open or 
print. To perform these tasks, the Finder re li es on information you provide through resources. 
When the user creates or installs a file, the File Manager initially stores some of thi s informa
tion in the volume catalog; the Finder extracts this information from the catalog and builds a 
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desktop database for quick access to your resource information. This chapter des~ribes how to 
create the resources the Finder needs to build its desktop database, and how to gam access to 
relevant data in the catalog and the desktop database. This chapter also discusses other Finder
related information that could be of interest to you. 

Like the rest of the Macintosh® computer's system software, the Finder has become both 
more powerfu l and more complicated since it was first released. The Finder includes a number 
of new user inte1face features that have a small impact on applications. 

The original desktop di splay was designed for a black-and-white monitor. In system soft
ware version 7 .0, you can provide the Finder with color versions of your icons. You can also 
define what the small versions of your icons should look like. (Before version 7.0, the 
Finder scaled icons to half size.) 

If your application supports the new stationery pad, Edition Manager, or Data Access Manager 
features, you can create icons that distinguish the stationery pads, editions, or query documents 
that users create with your application. You might also like your application to take advantage 
of customized document icons. If, instead of producing an application, you produce and 
distribute information documents (such as database files, stationery pads, query documents, 
clip art libraries, or dictionaties) to be used by other applications, you can also provide icons 
that distinguish your documents. 

To take advantage of the new stationery pad feature when opening a document from the 
Standai·d File Package, your application should check a Finder flag for the document to 
determine if the document is stationery. 

If your application bypasses the Finder or the Standard File Package when opening files of 
any type, it should use the ResolveAliasFile function to open the correct fi le. 

Users of system software version 7.0 no longer utilize the Font/DA Mover for installing 
fonts, desk accessories, or other system resources. If you' re thinking about producing desk 
accessories, you should probably create small applications instead because there will be little 
di stinction to users between desk accessories and applications. If you plan to produce fonts, 
sounds, keyboard layouts, or script system resource collections, you need to provide them to 
users as movable resource files; users of version 7.0 can install them by dragging thei r icons 
to the System Folder icon instead of using the Font/DA Mover. 

Users of system software version 7.0 have access to on-line assistance in the form of help 
balloons. You can customize the help balloon that system software displays for your applica
tion icon. 

In version 7.0, the System Folder contains a set of folders for storing re lated files. If your 
application needs to store a fi le in the System Folder, put it in one of the new directories 
described in thi s chapter. The Toolbox provides a new function, FindFolder, to help your 
application utilize this new organization. 

For each volume, the system software has always maintained a central database of informa
tion used by the Finder. In version 7.0, that database is avai lable to your application through 
a set of Desktop Manager routines. 

An important function of the Finder is to start up your application whenever the user opens it 
from the Finder and whenever the user asks to open or print a document that has been created 
by your application. "Messages When the Finder Can ' t Find Your Application" later in 
this chapter describes whc;i.t happens when the Finder can' t find your application. 
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Macintosh system software originally ran only one appl ication at a time. System software 
version 7.0 lets users run multiple applications simultaneously. (In previous versions of 
system software, the MultiFinder® option provided this feature.) Your application is now 
expected to provide the Finder with the information it needs to manage your application in a 
shared-memory environment, as explained in the Compatibility Guidelines and Event Manager 
chapters of this volume. 

To help you make the best use of the Finder, this chapter 

• describes the resources that the Finder uses to extract information about your appljca
tion and documents (Generally, all applications should provide these resources for 
their files.) 

• introduces the new Finder features that might affect your application (Generally, 
most applications should take advantage of some or all of these new features.) 

• details the Finder information structure stored in a volume's catalog (Generally, 
most applications need to determine-and many might wish to set-information in 
the catalog.) 

• describes the new directories typically located in the System Folder and tells you how to 
access them (Generally, many applications will want to access these new folders.) 

• explains how to gain access to a volume's database of icons, applications, and comments 
(Generally, very few appl ications need to access this information because the Finder 
maintains and displays it.) 

FINDER-RELATED RESOURCES 

The Finder needs quick access to some key information about your application, includmg its 
signature and the icon to display for it and for the documents it creates. You supply most of 
this information in the resource fork of your application file. 

The Finder extracts this information and uses it to mai ntain its own central database of the 
resources it needs. The Finder records the location of your application on di sk in this data
base so that it can find your application quickly when the user opens one of your documents. 

For compatibility with the Finder, your application should have 

• a signature resource, so that the Finder can identify and start up your application when a 
user double-clicks documents created by your application 

• a set of icon resources, to visuall y represent for the user your application and any 
documents it creates 

• a set of file reference resources, to link icons with the fil es types they represent and 
to allow users to launch your application by dragging document icons to your applica
tion icon 

• a bundle resource, to group together your application 's signature, icon, and file 
reference resources 
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• a size resource, to tell the Finder how much memory to allocate for your appl ication 
when it starts up and whether your application supports various system software 
features 

• either a name string resource in your application 's documents (to display the name 
of your application if the user tries to open or print a document created by your 
application when your application is missing) or a message string resource in your 
application 's documents (to explain why the user can' t open or print a document used 
by your application) 

Note: Supply a name string resource for documents that you intend for users to 
open with your application; supply a message string resource for documents (such as 
a preferences file) that your application uses but which users shouldn ' t open. You 
supply only one of these resources in a document- never both. 

Your appl ication can also make use of these resources: 

• version resources, so that users can easily find out the version of your application and, 
if applicable, the version of your application's superset of files 

• a help resource, which the Finder uses to display your customized Balloon Help rM 
message for your application, control panel, system extension, or desk accessory icon 

If you sell or distribute data in the form of a document to be used by other applications, you 
can assist users by provid ing 

• an appropriate file type to allow users to open your document from the Finder by 
dragging its icon to an application icon or by choosing the Open command from the 
File menu withjn an application 

• a family of icon resources to represent your document to the user 

• a name string resource or message string resource, so the Finder can assist users who 
try to open or print your documents from the Finder 

• version resources, so that users can eas ily find out the version of your application and, 
if your application file is one of a larger collection of files, the version of the entire 
superset of fi les 

These resources are described in the fo llowing sections. 

Creators, File Types, and the Signature Resource 

The Finder identifies your application through its signature, a unique, fou r-character 
sequence. The signature must not conflict with the signature of any other application. To 
ensure uniqueness, you must register your application's signature with Apple Computer, 
Inc. at Macintosh Developer Technical Support. 

Note: There is no need to register your own resource types because they ' re usually 
used in your own applications or documents only. 
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You must include in your resource file a special resource that has the application's sio-nature 
as its resource type. By convention, the s ignature resource has a resource ID of O. The 
signature resource typicall y contains a string that specifies the name, version number, and 
release date of your application. If you do not provide specific version information throuo-h a 
'vers' 1:esource (d.escribe.d in "Version Resources" later in this chapter), the Finder di splays 
the string stored in the signature resource when the user selects your application and chooses 
Get Info from the File menu. 

The fo llowing sample code illustrates a signature resource in Rez input format. (Rez is the 
resource compiler provided with Apple's Macintosh Programming Workshop [MPW®J, 
available from APDA®.) 

t y pe ' WAVE ' as ' STR '; 
r e source ' WAVE ' (0 , purgeable) 

"MyApp licacion 2 . 0 © 1991 " 

/ * WAVE is the signature * / 
/ * resource ID is 0 * / 
/ * default Get Info string * / 

} ; 

Note: The signature resource alone is not sufficient to fu lly establish your 
application 's signature. You must also supply a bundle resource, described in 
"The Bundle Resource" later in th is chapter. 

Whenever your application creates a document, it assigns the document a creator and a fi le 
type. Typically, as described in "Finder Information in the Volume Catalog" later in thi s 
chapter, your application sets its signature as the document's creator. When a user double
cl icks a document or selects it and chooses Open or Print from the Finder's File menu, the 
Finder reads the creator fi eld of that fi le to find the document's creator. The Finder then 
searches for an application with a signature by that name. When it finds that application, the 
Finder launches that application. 

If the document's creator is your application 's signature, for example, the Finder call s the 
Process Manager to start your application . The Finder sets up the information your applica
tion needs to open or print the document. In vers ion 7.0, applications that support high-level 
events (that is, have the isHighLevelEventAware flag set in the 'SIZE' resource) recei ve the 
Finder information through Apple events. The Apple Event Manager chapter in this volume 
describes how your application processes Apple events to open or print files. 

Applications that do not support high-level events can use the CountAppFiles, GetAppFi les, 
and ClrAppFiles procedures or the GetAppPanns procedure co get the Finder information. 
See the Segment Loader chapter of Volume II for information on these routines. 

As described in "Finder In formation in the Volume Catalog" later in this chapter, your appli
cation typically assigns a file type to a document when it creates one. The fi le type can be a 
type especially defined for your application, or it can be one of the existing general types, 
such as those listed here. 

File 
type 

'APPL' 
'DFIL' 
'DRVR' 

Description 

Launchable application 
File for storing desk accessories 
D1iver 
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File 
type 

'FFIL' 
' !NIT' 
'PICT' 
'PRER' 
'RDEY' 
'TEXT' 
'adev ' 
'appe' 
'cdev' 
'edtp' 
'ed ts' 
'ed tt' 
' ffi I' 
' ifil ' 
'kfil ' 
'p ref' 
'qery' 
'scri ' 
'sfi l I 
'tfi l' 
'ttro' 
'zsys' 

Description 

Fi le for storing fonts 
System extension 
QuickDrawTM picture 
Printer d1i ver 
Chooser extension 
Stream of ASCII characters 
Network extension (l ike EtherTalk® 2.0) 
Background-on I y appli cation 
Control pane l 
Edition for sharing graphics-oriented data 
Edition for sharing sound-oriented data 
Edition for sharing text-oriented data 
Font 
Script system resource collection 
Keyboard layout 
Preferences fi le 
Query document for database access 
System extension for script systems 
Sound 
TrueTypew font 
TeachText read-only fi le 
A system fi le (such as the System file itself) 

Note: Apple reserves the use of all signatures and file types whose names contain 
only lowercase and nonalphabetic characters. Your signature and the file types created 
especially for your application must contain at least one uppercase character. Since 
the system software never displays signatures and file types to users, signatures and 
fi le types can consist of character combinations that are incomprehensible to anyone 
but you. 

Like signatures, fil e types must be registered with Apple. Your application must have a fi le 
type of 'APPL'. T he creator fi eld of your application fi le should contain its own signature. 
Most programming environments provide a simple tool for setting the creator field of your 
application file. 

Your applicati on can create documents of any type, and it can specify any application as 
the creator. You could write a utility application, for example, that creates a new document 
by opening one text fil e and appending onto it another text fil e. The application would 
give the new document the same creator as the first original text file so that the Finder can 
call on that application when the user wants to open or print the new document. 

Assign the standard file type 'TEXT' to files that consist only of text- that is, a stream of 
characters with return characters at the ends of paragraphs. Most word processors allow the 
user to create text-only fi les. A document of file type 'TEXT' can be opened or printed by 
any application that accepts such file types. Your a pp I ication can still assign its own signature 
as the file's creator so that the Finder can call on it to open or print the file when appropri ate. 

Users can also open a document created by your appli cation- as well as a document of a file 
type supported by your application- by selecting its icon and dragging it to your applica
tion 's icon. Because the document's file type is stored in the catalog and the Finder stores a 
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list of your application's supported file types in the desktop database, the Finder can deter
mine whether to launch your application. If the document's file type is supported by your 
application, the Finder launches your application and passes it the name of the document. 
(These topic are detailed in subsequent sections of this chapter.) 

For example, if your application is a page layout program, it might create documents of its own 
file type while also supporting documents of 'TEXT' and 'PICT' file types. A user can launch 
your application by dragging a document of any of these file types to your application icon. 

Your application also relies on file types to determine which files to let the user open when 
your application is running. When your application calls the Standard File Package to open 
a file, your application supplies either a List of the file types that your application can open 
or a filter function for those types. The open file dialog box then displays only files of the 
specified types. (See the Standard File Package chapter in this volume for details.) 

Icon Resources 

The Finder represents your files as icons. To distinguish your product on the desktop, you 
can design your own icons for all the files associated with your application, including 

• your application file itself 

• standard documents created by your application 

• stationery pads that users create from your application's documents 

• data-sharing editions that users create from your application's documents 

• other special documents, such as read-only. graphics, and query documents, which 
are either created by your Macintosh application or provided by you for use by other 
Macintosh applications 

For most effective display, you should create an icon fami ly for each of your files. An icon 
family is the set of icons that represent a single object, such as an application or document, 
on the desktop. An entire icon family consists of 

• a large (32-by-32 pixel) black-and-white icon and mask (resource type 'ICN#') 

• a small ( I 6-by-16 pixel) black-and-white icon and mask (resource type 'ics#') 

• a large (32-by-32 pixel) color icon with 4 bits of color data per pixel 
(resource type 'icl4') 

• a small ( l 6-by-16 pixel) color icon with 4 bits of color data per pixel 
(resource type 'ics4') 

• a large (32-by-32 pixel) color icon with 8 bits of color data per pixel 
(resource type 'icl8') 

• a small ( I 6-by-16 pixel) color icon with 8 bits of color data per pixel 
(resource type 'ics8') 
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If you do not design your own icons, the Finder uses a set of its own default application and 
document icons for display. Figure 9- 1 shows the Finder's default large black-and-white 
icons. Note that the Finder in system software version 7.0 a lso displays desk accessories 
with icons. 

Application 

Query 
document 

D 
Document 

Preference 

Edition 

System 
extension 

D 
Stationery 

pad 

Desk 
accessory 

Figure 9-1. Default large black-and-white icons 

If you don' t want the Finder to display the default icons for your application, desk accessory, 
or documents, you must at least define an 'ICN#' resource (called an icon list) for each icon. 
The two icons defined in the 'ICN#' resource are a 32-by-32 pixel, black-and-white icon and 
its mask. You can also define co lor and 16-by-I 6 pixel icons in other resources described in 
this secti on. (If you don' t define color icons, the Finder displays the black-and-white icon 
defined in your 'ICN#' resource on all displays, and if you don't define I 6-by- 16 pixel icons, 
the Finder algorithmically reduces the 32-by-32 pixel icon to half size when needed.) 

An 'ICN#' resource defines one desktop icon. It contains two icon desc riptions: the actual 
icon for display on the desktop and an all-black mask that shows the area covered by the icon. 
The Finder uses the mask to crop the icon's outline into whatever background color or pattern 
is on the desktop. The Finder then draws the icon into this shape. Therefore, it' s important 
that the mask be exactly the same shape as the icon. The mask aJso defines the area that users 
need to click to select the icon. Therefore, it' s best not to have any holes in the mask; other
wise, users may have trouble selecting your icon. Figure 9-2 shows an application icon and 
its mask. 

Figure 9-2. An application icon and its mask 

An 'ICN#' resource is defined to be an array of String[ l28]. Typicall y, you use a high-level 
tool like the ResEditrn application, which is avai lable through APOA. to create your 'ICN#' 
resources. Figure 9-3 shows how the 'ICN#' resource for the icon and mask in F igure 9-2 
was created using the ResEdit icon editor. 
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128 129 

130 131 

~~ 
Mask 

Figure 9-3. The ResEdit view of an icon and its mask 

When you are satisfied with the appearance of your icons, you typically use the DeRez 
decompiler to convert your 'ICN#' resources into Rez input. Listing 9- 1 is a partial listing 
of the Rez input for the 'ICN#' resources shown in Figure 9-3. This listing and those that 
follow in this chapter use Rez format to help you understand the format of the resources 
and see how they work together. 

Listing 9-1. 'ICN#' resources for an application and its documents 

resource 'ICN# ' (1 28 , purgea b l e) { / *appl i cation icon and mask* / 
/ * array : 2 elements * / 

} ; 

/ * first element : the applicat i on icon * / 
$ " 00 11 E2 00 " / * each line holds 4 bytes (32 bits) * / 

/ * 32 lines tota l for icon * / 

$ "00 00 OF 00 " / * 32nd line o f i con * / 
/ * second element : the mask * / 

$ "00 00 FF 00 
/ * 32 lines tot al for icon • ; 

$ "00 00 OF 00 " / * 32nd line of mask * / 

resource ' ICN# ' (129 , purgeable) { / * tex t document icon and mask * / 
/ * icon data goes here * / 

} ; 

(Continued) 
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Listing 9-1. 'ICN#' resources for an application and its documents (Continued) 

resource ' ICN# ' (130 , p u rgeable) { / * stationery document ico~ and mask * / 

/ * icon data goes here * / 

} i 

resource ' ICN# ' (131 , purgeable) {/ * edition document icon and mask * / 
/ * icon data goes here * / 

} : 

You can also define a small ( 16-by-16 pixel) version of your icon in the 'ics#' resource. The 
Finder displays the small icon in windows when the user chooses by Small Icon from the 
View menu. It also appears in the Application menu after the user launches your application 
and in the Apple menu if the user places your appl ication or an alias to it in the Apple Menu 
Items folder. (Alias files and the Apple Menu Items folder are described, respectively, in 
"Aliases" and "The System Folder and Its Related Directories" later in this chapter.) 

You can define color versions of both large and small icons by using several resource types. 
The resource for each icon variation has the same resource ID as the 'ICN#' resource that 
defines the large black-and-white icon. For example, if the resource ID of your application 
icon' s 'ICN#' resource is 128, its small black-and-white icon resource, 'ics#', should have 
a resource ID of J 28; and the 'icl4', 'ics4', 'icl8', and 'ics8' resources should also have 
resource IDs of 128. 

Don' t define masks for your color icon resources. The 'icl4' and 'icl8' resources use the 
black-and-white icon mask defined in their companion 'ICN#' resource, and the 'ics4' and 
'ics8 ' resources use the black-and-white icon mask defined in their companion 'ics#' resource. 
Because of this, the outline shapes of your color icons should exactly match those defined in 
your 'ICN#' and 'ics#' resources. 

ResEdit 2. 1 includes an icon family editor to help you easily manage the creation of these 
related resources. See the ResEdit Reference for details. 

See the User Interface Guidel ines chapter in this volume for information about the most 
effective use of color and shape for your icons. Choose your colors from the 36 recom
mended icon colors in the system palette. (If you use ResEdit 2. 1, these colors appear in a 
palette when you choose Apple Icon Colors from the Color menu.) Note that you cannot 
specify your own color table for these as you can with the 'cicn' resources described in the 
Color QuickDraw chapter of Volume V. 

For more in formation about color palettes, see the Graphics Overview, Color QuickDraw, 
and Palette Manager chapters later in this volume. While the Palette Manager allows you to 
define a palette for the system to use when it needs to define the color environment, you 
should rely on the system palette colors for your icon family . Remember that users may often 
use the Finder when your application is not running and that the user can swi tch to another 
application when your appl ication is running. Relying on the system palette gives your icons 
a more consistent look in the Finder regardless of what the active application is. And because 
users can change the desktop color and pattern, your application also gives users more 
control over their work environment if your icons rely on the system palette. Users can 
always alter your color definitions by selecting an icon and choosing a color from the Label 
menu. The Finder then blends the chosen color into those of the selected icon. To restore the 
original colors, users must choose None from the Label menu. 
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If your application creates documents, it should also define at least two additional icon 
families: one to be displayed for documents created by your application, and another to be 
displayed when the user creates a stationery pad from one of your application's documents. 
(See "Stationery Pads" later in thi s chapter for a description of stationery pads.) 

Your application might also define icons for other types of documents. [f your application 
suppo1ts data sharing through the Edition Manager, your application should also define an 
icon family for editions. (For a description of edition file types, see "Edition Icons" later in 
this chapter and the Edition Manager chapter of this volume.) If your Macintosh application is 
a database program or serves as a source for data (as a spreadsheet program often does), you 
might wish to create query documents so that other Macintosh applications can gain access to 
that data through the Data Access Manager; in this case, your application should also define 
an icon fami ly for its query documents. (See the Data Access Manager chapter in this volume 
for information on sharing data in this manner.) 

If your application creates other variations of its documents, you can ass ist your users by 
providing different icons for the different documents. For example, TeachText has separate 
icon families to di stinguish its read-only and graphics documents. 

Figure 9-4 shows the large black-and-white icons for the various documents that the sample 
SurfWriter application creates: text, stationery pad, and edition. 

~ ~ r~~w! 
~ J 

Text Stationery Edition 
pad 

Figure 9-4. Examples of document icons 

Defining icon resources is not enough to display your icons. In addition, you must follow 
one of two sets of procedures: 

• If you aJe an applicati on developer, you must define file reference resources and a 
bundle resource for your application as described in the next two sections. 

• If you are an information provider or database developer- that is, you provide docu
ments that are used by other applications- you don' t need to create file reference 
resources or a bundle resource to provide document icons on Macintosh computers 
running system software version 7 .0. You can instead create customized icons for your 
documents as described in "Customized Icons" later in this chapter. (However, if you 
want your document to appear with its own icons on earlier versions of system soft
ware, you must create a fi le reference resource and a bundle resource as described in 
the next two sections.) 

Note: In system software version 7 .0, the Finder no longer uses the Plotlcon and 
PlotCicon procedures (described, respectively, in Volumes I and V) to draw icons. 
If you use these procedures, note that they draw only those icons defined by 'ICN#' 
and 'c icn' resources. These procedures wi ll not draw any icons that are defined by 
the icon resources new to system software version 7.0- namely, the 'ics#', 'icl4' , 
'ics4', 'icl8', and 'ics8' resources. 
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File Reference Resources 

File reference ('FREF') resources perform two main functions. First, they associate icons 
you define with file types used by your application. Second, they allow users to drag 
document icons to your application icon in order to open them from your application. 

Create an 'FREF' resource for your application file itself and create separate 'FREF' resources 
for e(\ch file type that your application can open. Listing 9-2 shows, in Rez input format, the 
file reference resources for the SurfWriter application fi le, text documents, stationery pads, 
and editions, and for TeachText read-only documents. 

Listing 9-2. Using file reference resources 

resource · FREF ' (208 , purgeable) { / * SurfWriter app l ication * I 

} ; 

' APPL ' , 0, / * type ' APPL ' , maps to ' ICN# ' w/ loca l ID 0 in ' BNDL ' * / 
/ * leave emp ty string fo~ name : not implemented * / 

resource ' FREF ' (209 , purgeab l e) { / * SurfWriter document * / 
' TEXT ' , 1 , / *type ' TEXT ', maps to 'ICN#' w/ local ID 1 in ' BNDL ' * / 

} ; 

resource ' FREF ' (210 , purgeabl e) { / * SurfWriter stationery pad * / 
' sEXT ' , 2 , / * type ' sEXT ' , maps to 'ICN# ' w/ local ID 2 in ' BNDL ' * / 

} ; 

resource 'FREF' (211 , purgeable) { / * SurfWriter edition */ 
'edtt ', 3 , / * type ' edtt ' , maps to ' ICN# ' w/ loca l ID 3 in ' BNDL ' * / 

} ; 

resource ' FREF ' (212 , purgeable) { / * TeachText read-only fi l es * / 

} ; 

' ttro ', 4 , / *These documents have TeachText as their creator . * / 
/ * Finder uses TeachText's 'ICNtt ' for these documents . * / 
/ * included here so users can drag these docs to * / 
/ * SurfWri ter's app icon * / 

Each 'FREF' resource specifies a file type and a local ID. The fil e type can be defined for 
fi les created by your application only, for files created by other applications that your 
applic~tion supports, or for files of the existing general types, such as 'TEXT' or 'PICT'. 

As described in the next section, "The Bundle Resource," the local ID maps the file type to an 
'ICN#' resource that is assigned the same local ID in the bundle. If you wanted two file types 
to share the same icon, for example, you could create two separate 'FREF' resources that 
share the same local ID, which the bundle would map to the same 'ICN#' resource. (Creating 
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two file types that share the same icon is not recommended, however, because a shared icon 
would make it very difficult for the user to distinguish between the different fi le types on 
the desktop.) 

If you provide your own icon for the stationery pads that users create from your application's 
documents, create an 'FREF' resource for your stationery pads. Assign thi s 'FREF' resource 
a fi le type in the following manner: use the file type of the document upon which the stationery 
pad is based, but replace the first letter of the original document's fil e type with a lowercases. 
As wi th other 'FREF' resources, you map this to an 'ICN#' resource in the bundle. (This 
convention necessitates that you make the names of your documents' fil e types unique in 
the ir last three letters.) For example, in Listing 9-2, the 'sEXT' fil e type assigned within the 
'FREF' resource is used for stationery pads created from documents of the 'TEXT' file type. 
In th is case, when the isStationery bit (described in " Finder Information in the Volume 
Catalog" later in this chapter) is set on a document of file type 'TEXT', the Finder looks in 
the SurfWriter application's 'BNDL' resource to determine what icon is mapped to documents 
of type 'sEXT'. The Finder then displays the document using the stationery pad icon shown 
in Figure 9-4. 

When the user drags a document icon to your application icon, the Finder checks a list of 
your 'FREF' resources. If the document's fi le type appears in the 'FREF' resource list, 
the Finder launches your application with a request to open that document. 

If your application supports fi le types for which it doesn' t provide icons, you can sti ll 
defi ne 'FREF' resources for the m, and then users can launch your application by dragg ing 
these document icons to your appli cation icon. For example, the 'FREF' resource with 
resource JD 2 12 in Listing 9-2 is created so that the Finder launches d1e SurfWriter applica
tion when users drag TeachText read-on ly documents to the SurfWriter application icon. 
Since these documents have TeachText as their creator, the Finder di splays the icon d1at the 
TeachText application defines for them in its own bundle. 

If your application supports the Open Documents event, you can also spec ify disks, fo lders, 
and a w ildcard file type for a ll possible files in your 'FREF' resources so that users can 
launch your application by dragging their icons to your application icon. As explained in the 
Apple Event Manager chapter, the Open Documents event is one of the four required Apple 
events. After the Finder uses the Process Manager to launch an application that supports 
high-level events, the Finder sends the application an Open Documents event, wh ich includes 
a list of alias recorps for desktop objects that ilie application should open. 

Since alias records can specify volumes and directories as well as files, an Open Documents 
event gives you the opportunity to handle cases where users drag d isk or folder icons to your 
application. Create an 'FREF' resource and specify 'disk' as the file type to allow users to 
drag hard di sk and floppy disk icons to your application icon. Create an 'FREF' resource and 
specify 'fold ' to allow users to drag folder icons to your application icon. C reate an 'FREF' 
resource that specifies'***''' ' as the file type to allow users to drag a ll file types-including 
applicati ons, system extensions, documents, and so on, but not including disks or fo lders
to your application icon. If you create three 'FREF' resources that specify 'disk', 'fold ', and 
'*'''** ' as their fil e types and if your application supports the Open Documents event, you 
effectively allow users to launch your application by dragging any desktop icon to your 
application icon. It is up to your application to open di sks, folders, or al l possible file types in 
a manner appropriate to ilie needs of the user. 
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The Bundle Resource 

A bundle is a resource that associates all of the resources used by the Finder for your appli
cation; in particular, it associates your application and its documents with their icons. The 
bundle resource ('BNDL') contains 

• the application 's signature and the resource ID of its signature resource (which should 
always be 0) 

• the assignment of local IDs to the resource IDs of all 'ICN#' resources defined for 
the application 

• the assignment, for compatibility reasons, of local IDs to 'FREF' resource IDs (For 
consistency, these can be the same local IDs that are assigned inside the 'FREF' 
resources, but they don ' t have to be-they only need to be unique for every 
'FREF' resource.) 

When the Finder first displays your application on the user 's desktop, it checks the catalog 
(as described in "Finder Information in the Volume Catalog" later in this chapter) to see if 
your application has a bundle. If it doesn't, the Finder displays the defau lt icons shown in 
Figure 9-1. If your application has a bundle, the Finder installs the information from the 
'BNDL' resource and all its bundled resources into either the desktop database for a hard 
disk or into the Desktop fi le for a floppy disk and uses thi s information to display icons for 
the file types associated with your application. 

You must assign local IDs to your 'ICN#' resources within your 'BNDL' resource. Make 
sure that for all your file types with icons, these local IDs match the locaJ IDs you assigned 
inside their corresponding 'FREF' resources. In the Desktop file on floppy di sks (and on 
hard disks running earl ier versions of system software), the Finder renumbers the resource 
IDs that you ' ve assigned to your resources to avoid conflicts with the resources of other 
applications. Therefore, the bundle has to rely on these local IDs to map icon list resources 
to their file reference resources; that is, the 'BNDL' resource uses the local ID you assign 
to an 'ICN#' respurce to map it to the 'FREF' resource that has the same local ID assigned 
inside itself. 

For example, the 'FREF' resource with resource ID 208 in Listing 9-2 shows that the file 
type 'APPL' (the Surtwriter application file) is assigned a local ID of 0 . In the 'BNDL' 
resource shown in Listing 9-3, you see that local ID 0 is assigned to the 'ICN#' resource 
with resource ID 128. This maps the icon defined by this resource (see Figure 9-3) to the 
SurfWriter application file. Listing 9-3 shows the bundle resource for the icons and 'FREF' 
resources defined in Listings 9- 1 and 9-2. 

Listing 9-3. Using a bundle resource 

r eso urce ' BNDL ' (128 , purgeable) { / * SurfWriter bundle resource ID * / 
' WAVE ', / * SurfWrite r s ignature */ 
0 , / * resource I D o f signature resource : should be 0 * / 

' I CN# ' , /*mapping local IDs in ' FREF ' s to ' ICN~ ' IDs*/ 

0 , 128 , / * ' FREF ' with local ID 0 maps to ' ICN# ' res ID 128 * / 
1 , 129 , / * ' FREF ' with local ID 1 maps to ' ICN# ' res ID 129 */ 
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2 , 130 , / * 'FREF' with local ID 2 maps to ' ICN;f ' res ID 130 * / 
3 I 131 / * ' FREF ' with local ID 3 maps to ' ICNif' res ID 131 * / 

/ * no ' FREF' with local ID 4 in this list : */ 
/ * TeachTex t ' s icons used for ' ttro' file type * / 

} I 

' FREF ' I /* local resource IDs f or ' FREF's : no duplicates */ 

10 , 208 , / * local ID 10 assigned to ' FREF ' res ID 208 * / 
11 , 209 , / * local ID 11 assigned to ' FREF ' res ID 209 * / 
12, 210 , I * local ID 12 assigned to ' FREF ' res ID 210 * / 
13 , 211, / * local ID 13 assigned to 'FREF ' res ID 211 * / 
14 , 212 / * local ID 14 assigned to ' FREF' res ID 212 * / 

} ; 

In Listing 9-3, notice that you also assign local IDs to 'FREF' resources inside the 'BNDL' 
resource. This assignment is superfluous because the Finder doesn't map these local IDs to 
any other resources. The local ID assignment for 'FREF' resources inside the bundle was 
implemented for the earliest versions of Macintosh system software, and it remains this way 
today to maintain backward compatibility. For compatibility with the format of the 'BNDL' 
resource, assign local IDs to 'FREF' resource IDs. You may number them any way you like, 
except that each local ID in this particular list must be unique. 

Of all the icon resource types that make up an icon family, you need to list only the 'ICN#' 
resource in the 'BNDL' resource. The Finder automatically recognizes and loads all the other 
members of the icon family. 

If the user drags documents created by other applications to your application icon, and if you 
have created 'FREF' resources for these documents' fi le types, the Finder lau nches your 
application and passes it the names of the documents. You should create 'FREF' resources 
for all fi le types that your application supports. Do not provide icon resources for fil e types 
created by other applications because the Finder won' t use them, but will instead use the 
icon resources defmed by the documents' creators. Though the local IDs of such an 'FREF' 
resource are superfluous in the 'FREF' resource and at the bottom of the 'BNDL' resource, 
the resource formats require that you provide local IDs in both. 

For example, notice in Listing 9-2 that the 'FREF' resource with resource ID 212 is assigned 
a local ID of 4 , but that no 'ICN#' resource is assigned to local ID 4 in the 'BNDL' resource 
in Listing 9-3. This 'FREF' resource, which specifies a fi le type of 'ttro', was created in 
Listing 9-2 to make the Finder launch the SurfWriter application when users drag TeachText 
read-only documents to the SurfWriter application icon. No icon mapping is made for this file 
type in the Surtwriter appl ication 's bundle because the Finder displays the icons defi ned for 
it by the TeachText application. The 'FREF' resource with resource ID 212 is assigned to 
local ID 14 in the 'BNDL' resource in Listing 9-3 because the format of the resource requires 
a local ID for all 'FREF' associated resources. 

You alert the Finder that your application has a bundle resource by setting a bit in the 
file's Finder flags field. (Most development environments provide a simple tool for setting 
the bundle bit. "Finder In formation in the Volume Catalog" later in this chapter describes 
Finder flags.) 
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Ficrure 9-5 illustrates how the bundle resource created in Listing 9-3 uses local IDs to map 
b 

icon list resources to file reference resources. 

'BNDL' resource 

'ICN#' resource Application signature 'WAVE' 
'FREF' resource 

~ ~ 
Signature resource ID 0 Resource ID 

208 

'ICN#' (icon resource) File type ~ 'APPL' 
Resource ID Resource ID Local ID Local ID 

128 128 .-o mapping 0 

'ICN#' resource 'FREF' resource 

~ 
Resource ID 

209 
File type 
'TEXT' 

Resource ID Resource ID Local ID Local ID 
129 129 .... 1 mapping 1 

'ICN#' resource 'FREF' resource 

~ 
Resource ID 

210 
File type 
'sEXT' 

Resource ID Resource ID Local ID Local ID 
130 130 .... 2 mapping 2 

'ICN#' resource 
'FREF' resource 

Resource ID 

r~ • 211 
: - File type 
:,. 'edtt' 

Resource ID Resource ID Local ID Local ID 
131 131 .... 3 mapping 3 

Figure 9-5. Linking 'ICN#' and 'FREF' resources in a 'BNDL' resource 

Figure 9-5 illustrates two mai n concepts: first, that one bundle ties together aJI the icon resources 
and fil e reference resources for your application and all of its documents; and second, that the 
icon resources and the ir associated file reference resources are mapped together by local IDs. In 
Figure 9-5, the application file' s 'ICN#' resource has resource ID 128 while its 'FREF' resource 
has resource ID 208. For maintainability, you should probably assign Lhe same resource ID to a 
file 's 'FREF' resource that you assigned to its 'ICN#' resource. However, because the Finder 
renumbers these whenever it adds them to a Desktop file, you must map them by using local 
IDs. In Figure 9-5, the appl ication fi le's 'ICN#' resource is assigned local ID 0. This maps the 
icon to the file type described by the 'FREF' resource with local ID 0- in this case, the 'FREF' 
resource with resource ID 208. 

Figure 9-5 also illustrates the genera l steps you must take to provide icons for applications 
and documents. These steps are enumerated here in more detai l and assume that you are using 
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a tool, such as ResEdit, that allows you to open and edit several resources simultaneously. 
(Remember that these resources must have resource IDs of 128 or greater.) 

To provide your appljcation with icon families for itself and for its documents, follow 
these steps: 

I . Create an icon list ('ICN#') resource for your application file. 

2. Create the other members of the icon family of the appl ication fi le- resources of types 
'ics#', 'ic l8', 'icl4', 'ics8 ', and 'ics4'-and give each of these the same resource ID as 
the 'ICN#' resource. 

3 . Create a bundle ('BNDL') resource. 

4. Within the bundle resource, list the resource ID of the application fi le's 'ICN#' resource 
and assign it a local TD of 0. 

5. Create an 'FREF' resource for the application fi le. 

6. Within the 'FREF' resource, assign the application a file type of 'APPL' and assign it a 
local ID of 0. 

7. Within the bundle resource, list the resource ID of the 'FREF' resource for the applica
tion fil e and assign it a unique local ID-for exam ple, 0 to mai ntain consistency with 
the local ID assigned in the 'FREF' resource. 

8. Create another icon fa mi ly- consisting of resources of types 'ICN#,' ' ics#', ' icl8', 
' icl4', 'ics8', and 'ics4'-to represent one type of document that your application 
creates. 

9 . Within the application's bundle resource, list the resource ID of the document's 'ICN#' 
resource and ass ign it a local ID of 1. 

I 0. Create an 'FREF' resource for the document. 

I 1. Within the 'FREF' resource for the document, ass ign it a file type (for example, 
'TEXT' or 'edtt') and assign it a local ID of I. 

12. Within the bundle resource, list the resource ID of the 'FREF' resource for the docu
ment and assign it a uruque local ID- for example, 1 to maintain consistency with the 
local ID assigned in the 'FREF' resource. 

13 . Assigning unique local IDs for every type of document your application creates, repeat 
steps 8 through 12. 

14 . If your application supports fil e types of other applications, define 'FREF' resources 
for them, but do not create icon resources for them. 

15. Create a signature resource (as prev iously described in "Creators, File Types, and the 
Signature Resource") with resource ID 0; in it, set the creator to your signature. 

16 . Set the file' s hasBundle bit, and clear its hasBeenlnited bit in the file's Finder flags. 
(Finder fl ags are described in "Finder Information in the Volume Catalog" later in 
this chapter.) 

17. Save and close all of the resources. (When your restart your Macintosh, the applica
tion should appear with its own icon. If you later alter any of your icons, clear the 
hasBeeninited bit and rebuild your desktop database by press ing the Command-Option 
keys when restarting.) 
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The Size Resource 

The 'SIZE' resource tells the Finder and the Process Manager which features your application 
supports and how much memory to allocate when it starts up your application. The following 
sample code illustrates a 'SIZE' resource. 

resource ' SIZE ' ( -1 , purgeable l 
reserved, 
acceptSuspendResumeEvents , 
reserved, 
canBackground , 
doesActivateOnFGSwitch , 
backgroundAndForeground , 
dontGetFrontClicks , 
ignoreAppDiedEver-ts , 
is32BitCompatible , 
isHighLevelEventAware , 
localAndRemoteHLEvents , 
isStationeryAware , 
dontUseTextEditServices , 
res erved , 
reserved , 
reserved , 
kPrefSize * 1024 , 
kMinSize * 1024 
} ; 

Set up your application ' s 'SIZE' resource with a resource ID of -1. The user can change the 
preferred memory size requested for your application. If the user does change the memory 
size, the Finder stores the new size in a 'SIZE' resource with a resource ID of 0. When it 
launches your application, the Finder looks first for a 'SIZE' resource with an ID of 0. If it 
finds none, it uses the 'SIZE' resource with an ID of - l. 

Notice that the tenth field, isHighLevelEventAware, tells the Finder that this application 
supports high-level events. The application must then be able to process the four required 
Apple events-Open Application, Open Documents, Print Documents, and Quit Application
that the Finder sends in response to actions that the user performs from the desktop. See the 
Apple Event Manager and Event Manager chapters of this volume for more information about 
handling high-level events. 

Notice that the twelfth field , isStationery Aware, tells the Finder that this application supports 
stationery pads, which are described in "Stationery Pads" later in this chapter. 

For a complete description of the 'SIZE' resource and its fields, see the Event Manager 
chapter in this volume. 

Messages When the Finder Can't Find Your Application 

When the user double-cl icks a file or selects it and chooses either the Open or the Print 
command from the Finder's File menu, the Finder looks for the application whose signature 
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is stored in the file ' s creator field. The Finder starts up that application and tells it which 
documents the user wants to open or print. If the Finder cannot find the creator application, 
it displays an alert box. 

If the document is of either fil e type 'TEXT' or 'PICT' and if the TeachText application is 
available, an alert box asks the user whether the TeachText application should be used to 
open the document. For documents of any other file type, or if the TeachText application is 
not present, the Finder displays an alert box like the one shown in Figure 9-6. 

The document " Instructions" could not be 
opened, because the application program 
that creat ed it could not be round. 

n OK J) 

Figure 9-6. The default application-unavailable alert box 

Your application should store one of two string resources in its documents to make the alert 
box message more useful than the de fault shown in Figure 9-6. 

Before di splay ing the default message shown in Figure 9-6, the Finder looks in the document 
for one of two special 'STR' resources: a message string or a name string. If the Finder can' t 
find the document's creator on any mounted volume, it looks first for the message string 
resource. Provide a message string resource if you do not intend for users to open the file. 
The message should explain why the file can' t be opened. If the Finder does not find a 
message string resource, it looks for the name string resource. Provide a name string resource 
if you intend for users to open the file. The name string should be your application's name; 
the Finder displays it in an alert box to inform the user that your application is needed. 

You supply either the message string resource or the name string resource; don ' t supply both. 
Supply a message string resource for documents (such as a preferences file) that your appli
cation uses but that users should not open; supply a name string resource for documents that 
you intend for users to open with your application. 

)
~name string resource (an 'STR ' resource with a resource ID of - 16396) should contain 
1e name of your application. For example, an application named Surtwriter has a name 
ring resource that looks like this: 

resource 'STR ' (-16396 , purgeable) { / * the application name * / 
"SurfWriter " 

} ; 

Use the AddResource and WriteResource procedures (described in the Resource Manager 
chapter of Volume I) to store this resource in the documents created by your application. 
Then, if the user tries to open or print one of your application 's documents when your 
application is not present, the F inder can specify your application's name in the alert box, as 
illustrated in Figure 9-7. 
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Th e document " Instructions" could no t be 
opened, beca use the application 
" SurfWriter" could not be found. 

([ OK J) 

Figure 9-7. The applicati on-unavailable alert box specify ing an application 's name 

Your message string resource (an 'STR ' resource with a resource ID of - 16397) should 
explain why the user cannot open or print a document. Use this resou rce for files-such as 
your application 's preferences fi le-that are not intended to be opened or printed by the user. 
Register a signature (as explained in "Creators, File Types, and the Signature Resource" 
earlier in thi s chapter) that is different from the signature of your application, and set this 
signature as the creator of fi les that you don ' t want your users to open. This ensures that the 
Finder displays your message instead of launching your application when the user double
clicks these documents. 

The following resource illustrates a customized message explaining why the user cannot open 
a preferences fil e: 

resource ' STR ' (- 16397 , purgeable) { / * the message * / 
"This document describes user preferences for the application " 

"SurfWriter . You cannoc open or print this document . To be effective , " 
"this document must be stored in the Preferences folder in the System " 
"Folder ." 
} ; 

Figure 9-8 shows the alert box generated by thi s resource. 

This document describes user pre f erences 
for the application SurfWriter. You cannot 
open or print thi s document. To be 
effe ctiue, thi s document must be stored in 
the Preferences folder in the Syst em 
Folder. 

([ OK D 

Figure 9-8. The app lication-unavailable alen box with a customized message 

Note that if your applicati on c reates documents of fil e types 'TEXT' or 'PICT', if the 
TeachText application is available, and if your application is missing when the user tries 
to open them from the Finder, the Finder always displays the alert box shown in Figu re 9-9. 
For these fi le types, the Finder displays this alert box even if you provide name or message 
string resources. 
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Figure 9-9. The appli cation-unavailable alert box fo r 'TEXT' and 'PICT' documents 

Version Resources 

You can use 'vers' resources to record version in format ion for your application. If the user 
opens the Views control panel, clicks the Show Version box, and then chooses any command 
from the View menu other than by Icon or by Small Icon, filenames and their version 
numbers from the 'vers' resource appear in the active Finder wi ndow. The Finder also 
di splays version information when the user selects your application and chooses Get Info 
from the File menu. 

The 'vers' resource allows you to store a version number, a version message, and a region 
code. (Because the Get Info command's information window already displays the name of 
your application, the version message should not include the name of your application.) Each 
'vers' resource uses this Rez template: 

type ' vers • 
byte ; 
byte ; 
byte ; 
byte ; 
integer ; 
pstring ; 
pstring ; 

/ * 
/* 
/ * 
/* 
/* 
/ * 
/* 

first part of version number in BCD * / 

second and third parts of version number */ 
development=Ox20 , alpha=Ox40 , beta=O x60, release=Ox80 * / 

stage of prerelease version * / 
region code , as in International Utilities * / 
version number * / 
version message */ 

You can use 'vers' resources to assign version information to an individual file and, if it is a 
part of a larger collection of files, to the entire superset of fil es. The 'vers' resource with a 
resource ID of I specifies the version of the file; the 'vers' resource with a resource ID of 2 
specifies the version of the set of files. 

The following sample code illustrates the 'vers' resources, in Rez input format, for a spelling 
checker application and for the word-processing system of which it is a part. Notice that the 
spelli ng checker is version 1.1 while the set of files that compose the entire word-processing 
system is version 2.0. 

resource ' vers ' ( 1 , purgeable) { 
OxOl , OxOl , release , OxOO , verUS , 
"l . 1 II f 

" l . 1 (US ) , ©My Company , Inc . 1991 " 
} ; 
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resource ' vers ' ( 2 , purgeable) { 
Ox02 , OxOO , release , OxOO , verUS , 
"2 • 0 II' 
" (for SurfWricer 2 . 0) " 

} ; 

Figure 9-10 illustrates how these resources are displayed in the in formation window. 

=[] ~ WipeOut Info 

~ WipeOut 
~(for SurfWriter 2 0) - - - - - - Product name 

Kind : application proQram and version from 
Size : 27K on disk (26 ,6 72 by \es used) 

'\ihere : Loma Prieta : Progr arnming : Y/ipeOut 

Created: Mon, Apr 1, 1991, 7 :04 PM 
Modified : Thu , Sep 5 , 1991, 7 :19 PM 
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Figure 9-10. The version data in the information window 

You can store version resources in any kind of file, not just an application. If your applica
tion does not contain a 'vers' resource with a resource ID of I , the Finder displays the string 
from your signature resource as the version information in the information window for 
your application. 

How and When the Finder Launches Your Application 

The previous sections in this chapter explain the resources that the Finder uses to display and 
launch your application. This section provides a brief summary of how the Finder- using the 
previously described resources-starts up your appl ication whenever the user requests the 
Finder to launch your application or to open or print a document supported by your application. 

The simplest scenarios under which the Finder launches your applicati on occur when the user 
double-clicks your application icon or selects it and chooses Open from the Finder's File menu. 
In these cases, the Finder calls the Process Manager to start your application. The Process 
Manager creates a partition of memory for your application, loads your code into this paitition, 
and sets up the stack, heap, and AS world for your application. The Process Manager returns 
control to the Finder, which then re li nquishes control to your application. (See the Process 
Management chapter in this volume for more information.) Your application then performs the 
tasks necessary to open itself-such as opening an untitled document window. for example. 
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When the user requests the Finder to open or print a document supported by your application, 
the Finder calls the Process Manager and launches your application in the same way, except 
that the Finder also sets up the information your application needs to open or print the docu
ment and passes this information to your application. This information includes a list of files 
to open or print. Applications that do not support high-level events use the CountAppFiles, 
GetAppFiles, and ClrAppFiles procedures or the GetAppParrns procedure to get this infor
mation. In system software version 7.0, applications that support high-level events receive 
this information through Apple events. The Apple Event Manager chapter in this volume 
describes how your application processes Apple events to open or print fi les. 

The user can request the Finder to open documents created by your application by double
clicking one of their icons, and the user can request the Finder to open or print documents by 
selecting one or more icons and choosing Open or Print from the Finder's File menu. The 
Finder reads the creator field of each selected file to find the document's creator. Typically (as 
described in "Finder Information in the Volume Catalog" later in this chapter), your applica
tion sets the four-character string specified in its signature resource as the creator of its docu
ments. The Finder searches for the application whose signature matches each document's 
creator. If the document's creator matches your application's signature, the Finder calls the 
Process Manager, launches your application, and then passes your application the name of 
the selected document or selected multiple documents. Your application should then open the 
documents in titled windows or print them, as appropriate. 

If the user tries to open documents created by your application and your application is missing, 
the Finder displays an alert box telling the user that your application is missing. The Finder 
di splays the name of your application in this alert box if you provide your documents with a 
string resource (of resource ID - I 6396) containing your application's name. 

Sometimes when your application is already running, the user might double-click a document 
created by your application. If your application supports high-level events, the Finder sends 
your application the Open Documents event. If your application does not support high-level 
events, the Process Manager accommodates the user by simulating a mouse-down event that 
calls your application 's menu command for opening files. The Process Manager accomplishes 
this by first looking for a File menu with an item named Open. Since some applications do not 
have a File menu and since others use a command with a different name, the Process Manager 
then looks in the application's resource fork for 'mstr' and 'mst#' resources with resource 
IDs I 02 and 103. An 'mstr' resource has the same format as an 'STR ' resource. An 'mstr' 
resource with resource ID 102 should contain the name of the menu containing the Open 
command. An 'mstr' resource with resource ID 103 should contain the name of the menu 
item containing the Open command. An 'mst#' resource has the same format as an 'STR#' 
resource. An 'mst#' resource with resource ID 102 should contain the name or names of the 
menu or menus containing the Open command. An 'mst#' resource with resource ID 103 
should contain the name or names of the menu item or items containing the Open command. 

The user can also request the Finder to launch your application by dragging one icon or several 
icons to your application's icon. The Finder determines whether to launch your application 
by comparing the document's file type (which is stored in the volume catalog) against the list 
of your application's supported file types. The Finder compiles this list from the 'FREF' 
resources you create for your application; the Finder stores this list in the desktop database. 
If the document's file type appears in the 'FREF' list for your application , the Finder calls 
the Process Manager, launches your application, and passes it the name of the selected docu
ment or selected mul tiple documents. Your application should then open the documents in 
titled windows. 
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If your application supports the Open Documents event, you can also specify disks, folders, 
and a wildcard fil e type for all other fi les in your 'FREF' resources so that users can launch 
your application by dragging their icons to your application icon. After the Finder uses the 
Process Manager to launch an application that supports hjgh- level events, the F inder sends 
the application an Open Documents event, which includes a list of alias records for desktop 
objects that the application should open. It is up to your application to open di sks, folders, or 
all possible file types in a manner appropriate to the needs of the user. 

To support stationery, your application should specify the isStationeryAware constant in 
its 'SIZE' resource and always check the isS tati onery bit of a document passed to it by the 
Finder. If the isStationery bit is set for a file that the user wants to open, your application 
should copy the stationery pad's contents into a new document and open the document in 
an untitled window. (S tationery is described in the next section.) 

System software version 7.0 allows users to create aliases, which are desktop objects that 
represent other files, directories, or volumes. If the user opens an alias that represents a 
document created by your application, the Finder resolves the alias for you; that is, it passes 
your application the name and location of the document itself, not the alias. (A liases are 
described in the next section.) 

FINDER-RELATED CHANGES TO THE USER INTERFACE 

The Finder in system software version 7.0 offers a number of new interface features, most of 
which have no effect on applications. This section summarizes the new features that might 
affect your application. 

Stationery Pads 

System software version 7.0 supports stationery pads, which are special documents used 
as templates. Openjng a stationery pad should not open the document itself; instead, it should 
open a new document with the same contents as the stationery pad. To turn any document 
into a stationery pad, the user selects it, chooses Get In fo from the File menu, and cl icks the 
Stationery pad check box in the information window. The Finder tags a document as being a 
stationery pad by setting the isStationery bit in the file's Finder flags field (see "Finder 
Information in the Volume Catalog" later in this chapter for a description of Finder fl ags). 

When the user opens a stationery pad from the Finder, the Finder first checks your applica
tion's 'SIZE' resource to see if your application supports stationery (see "The Size Resource" 
earlier in this chapter). If the isStationeryAware bit is not set, the Finder creates a new docu
ment from the template and prompts the user for a name. The Finder then starts up your 
application as usual, passing it the name of the new document. 

If the isStationeryAware bit is set, the Finder inforn1s your application that the user has 
opened a document and passes your application the name of the stationery pad. To support 
stationery, your application should 

• specify the isStationeryAware constant in its 'SIZE' resource 

• always check the isStationery bit of a document passed to it by either the Finder or the 
Standard File Package 
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The isStationery bit alone identifies whether a document is stationery. If the isStationery bit is 
set for a file that the user wants to open, your applicati on should copy the template's contents 
into a new document and open the document in an unti tled window. 

As described in the Standard File Package chapter in this volume, your application can check 
the stFlags field of the standard file reply record to determine whether the isStationery bit is 
set. Unlike the Finder, the Standard File Package always passes your application the 
stationery pad itself, not a copy of it, regardless of the setting of the isStationery bit. When 
the user opens a stationery pad from within your appl ication, the Standard File Package 
checks your application 's 'SIZE' resource. If your application does not support stationery, 
the Standard File Package displays an alert box warning the user that the stationery pad itself, 
not a copy of it, is being opened. As you can see, the user can still easily change the template 
and mistakenly write over it by choosing Save without assigning a new name. You can 
prevent this unnecessary user frustration by making your application stationery-aware. 

You can supply the icon to be di splayed for stationery pads created from your application's 
documents by using the resources described in "Finder-Related Resources" earlier in 
this chapter. 

If you do not supply your own stationery pad icon, the Finder uses the default stationery pad 
icon illustrated in Figure 9-1. 

In your documentation, tell users to choose the Get Info command to make stationery pads. 
You may also want to give examples of useful stationery pads created with your application. 
For example, if your application supports text and graphics, you may provide samples of 
stationery pads for business letterheads or billing statements. 

Edition Icons 

New to system software version 7 .0 is the Edition Manager, which enables users to share and 
automatically update data from numerous documents and applications. For example, a user 
might want to capture sales figures and totals from with in a spreadsheet and then include this 
informati on in a word-processing document that summarizes sales for a given month. If both 
the spreadsheet and word-processing applications support the Edition Manager, the user 
begins by selecting data within the spreadsheet document and creating a publisher. The 
spreadsheet application then writes a copy of that data to a separate file, called an edition. The 
edition is represented by an icon; by default, it appears as the icon shown in Figure 9-1. 
If the user opens a word-processing document and creates a subscriber to the spreadsheet 
document's edition, the word-processing application then incorporates the desired sales 
figures and totals from the spreadsheet document's ed ition into the document. 

If you want your application to publish or subscribe to data among its own documents or 
among documents created by other applications that support the Edition Manager, see the 
Edition Manager chapter in this volume. If your application creates editions, consider creating 
an icon that uniquely identifies your editions and that associates them with your application's 
documents. See "Icon Resources" earlier in this chapter for information about creating icon 
resources. The fi le type for your edition containers should be 'edtt' (for text-oriented data), 
'edtp' (for graphics-oriented data), or 'edts' (for sound-oriented data); and the creator, of 
course, should be the signature of your application. 
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Customized Icons 

You can create customized icons for your documents. Users can also create customized 
icons. Customized icons are stored with resource ID -16455 in the resource fork of the file. 
(Compare thi s to the method described in "Finder-Related Resources" earlier in this chapter 
whereby icons are defined through a bundle resource and its associated icon list and file 
reference resources.) 

In system software version 7.0, the user can customize individual icons. By selecting a file 
and choosing Get Info from the File menu, the user sees the information window for that file. 
The user can then select the icon displayed in the upper-left corner of the information window 
and use the Paste command in the Edit menu to replace it with a picture from the Clipboard. 
The Finder creates a family of icons based on the user's customized icon, assigns a resource 
ID of-16455 to each icon resource in the family, stores these resources in the resource fork of 
the file that the icon represents, and sets the hasCustomlcon bit in the file' s Finder flags field. 

Your application can use the same strategy to provide customjzed icons to the documents that 
it creates. For example, a drawing application might create miniature versions of the illustra
tions contained within its documents and use those for the documents' icons. 

If you are a database developer who creates and distributes query documents that support 
the Data Access Manager, you can also use this strategy to create icons that identify your 
database's query documents. Similarly, if instead of producing an application you produce 
and di stribute information (such as database files, stationery pads, clip art libraries, or 
dictionaries) to be used by other applications, you mjght want to provide icons that distin
guish your documents. 

To make the version 7.0 Finder display customized icons for a document, you must create
at least-an 'ICN#' resource with resource ID -16455 and store it in the document's 
resource fork. (To create this while your application is running, your application can call the 
AddResource procedure, described in the Resource Manager chapter in Volu me I.) You can 
use the following constant in place of the ID number. 

CONST kCustomiconResource = - 16455 ; {res ID for custom icon} 

If you provide onl y an 'ICN#' resource, the Finder uses a black-and-white icon on all screen 
displays and automatically reduces it when a small version of the icon is required. To create 
color versions and to define a small version of the icon, create an entire icon family as 
described in "Icon Resources" earlier in this chapter. 

After creating icon resources with the kCustomlconResource constant as their IDs, you must 
set the hasCustomlcon bit in the file' s Finder flags fie ld. To prevent users from changing 
these icons, set the nameLocked bit in the file's Finder flags field. (Most development 
environments for version 7.0 provide tools for setting these bits. "Finder Information in the 
Volume Catalog" later in this chapter describes Finder flags.) 

Note: If you want your document to appear with its own icons on earl ier versions 
of system software, you must create a file reference resource and a bundle resource 
for it as described in "File Reference Resources" and "The Bundle Resource" earlier 
in this chapter. 
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Aliases 

The Finder for system software version 7 .0 allows the user to create multiple desktop icons to 
represent a single document or other desktop object (such as a di sk, a folder, or the Trash). 
One of the icons represents the actual fil e; the others are aliases that point to the file. An alias 
is an object on the desktop that represents some other file, directory, or volume. An alias 
looks like the icon of its target, but its name is displayed in a different style. The style depends 
on the system script; for Roman and most other scripts, alias names are displayed in italic. 

To the user, the icons of the actual file and its aliases are functionally identical. Aliases give 
the user more flexibility in organizing the desktop and offer a convenient way to store a local 
copy of a large or dynamic fil e that resides on a file server. 

As a desktop object, the alias depicts a fil e called the alias file, which contains a record that 
points to the file, directory, or volume represented by the icon. Alias files are created and 
managed by the user through the Finder. 

Although your application shouldn' t create alias fi les or change users' desktop aliases, your 
application can create and use its own ali as records for storing identifying information about 
files or directories. An alias record is a data structure that identifies a file, folder, or volume. 
Whenever your application needs to store file or directory information, you can record the 
location and other identifyi ng information in an alias record. The next time your application 
needs the file or directory, you can use the Alias Manager to locate it, even if the user has 
renamed it, copied it, restored it from backup, or moved it. You can also use alias records to 
identify objects on other volumes, including AppleShare® volumes. See the Alias Manager 
chapter of this volume for details about creating and managing information in alias records. 

Ordinarily, when the user wants to open or print files, your application does not need to 
be concerned with whether they are aliases because both the Finder and the Standard File 
Package resolve aliases before passing them to your application. lf the user opens an alias 
that represents a document created by your application, the Finder passes your application 
the name and location of the document itself, not the alias. Similarly, when the user opens 
an alias from within your application, the Standard File Package passes your application the 
name of the target document. 

If your application bypasses the Finder or the Standard File Package when manipulating 
documents, it should check for and resolve aliases itself by using the ResolveAliasFile 
function. 

Resolving Alias Files 

The ResolveAliasFile function is part of the Alias Manager and is available only in system 
software version 7 .0. Use the Gestalt function with the Gestalt selector gestaltAliasMgrAttr 
to determine whether you can use the ResolveAliasFile function . 

An alias fil e contains an ali as record, stored as a resource of type 'alis', that points to the target 
of the ali as (see the Alias Manager chapter of this volume for a description of alias records).The 
alias fil e might also contain the target object's icon descriptions. The Finder identifies an alias 
file by setting the isAlias bit in the file's Finder fl ags field (see "Finder Information in the 
Volume Catalog" later in this chapter for a description of Finder flags). 
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An alias file that represents a document typically has the same type and creator as the file it 
represents. However, many desktop objects- such as disks, folders, and the Trash- do not 
have file types. Instead, alias fi les for these objects are assigned special file types, called alias 
types. Here are the alias types for those desktop objects for wh ich users can provide aliases: 

Desktop object 

Apple Menu Items fo lder 
AppleShare drop folder 
Application 
Control Panels folder 
Exported AppleShare folder 
Extensions folder 
File server 
Floppy disk 
Folder 
Hard disk 
Mounted AppleShare folder 
Other objects that can contain files 
Preferences folder 
PrintMonitor Documents folder 
Shared AppleShare fo lder 
Startup Items folder 
System Folder 
Trash 

Alias 
type 

'faa m' 
'fadr' 
'adrp' 
'fact' 
'fae t' 
'faex ' 
's rvr ' 
' flp y' 
'fd r p' 
'hd sk' 
'famn' 
'drop' 
'fa pf' 
'fapn ' 
'Fas h' 
'fas t' 
'fasy ' 
'trsh' 

Constant 

kAppleMenuFolderAliasType 
kDropFolderAliasType 
kApplicationA 1 iasType 
kContro!PanelFolderAI iasType 
kExportedFolderAliasType 
kExtensionFolderAliasType 
kContai nerServer AliasType 
kContai nerFloppy A I iasType 
kContainerFolder A I iasType 
kContainerHardDiskAliasType 
kMountedFolderAliasType 
kContainerAliasType 
kPreferencesFolderA 1 iasType 
kPrintMonitorDocsFolderA li asType 
kSharedFolderAliasType 
kStartupFolderAliasType 
kS ystemFolder A 1 i as Type 
kContainerTrashAliasType 

(The Extensions, Pre ferences, Apple Menu Items, Control Panels, Startup Items, and 
PrintMonitor Documents folders are described in "The System Folder and Its Re lated 
Directories" later in this chapter.) 

S ince users of system software version 7.0 can replace fil es with aliases, if your application 
opens a file or a directory without going through the Finder or the Standard File Package (if, for 
example, it uses preference fil es or dictionary fi les), it should always call the ResolveAliasFile 
fu nction just before opening the file. 

FUNCTION ResolveAliasFile (VAR theSpec : FSSpec ; resolveAliasChains : 
Boole an ; VAR targetisFolder : Boolean ; VAR 
wasAliased : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

ResolveAliasFile, like all other Alias Manager routines, accepts and returns fi le specifica
tions only in the form of fi le system specification records defined by the FSSpec data type, 
described in the File Manager chapter of this volume. The fil e system specification record 
represents a simple and complete description of a fil e system object. It contains a volume 
reference number, a parent directory ID, and a name. Use the new Fil e Manager function 
MakeFSSpec to convert other forms of fi le identification, such as fu ll pathnames, into fil e 
system specifications. 

You specify the file or directory you plan to open by passing a file system specification 
record in the parameter theSpcc. ResolveAliasFile returns the name and location of the target 
file in theSpec. 
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ResolveAliasFile can follow a chain of aliases, up to a reasonable maximum defined for the 
system, to the ultimate target. Set the resolveAliasChains parameter to TRUE if you want 
ResolveAliasFile to resolve all aliases in a chain, stopping only when it reaches the target file. 
Set iL to FALSE if you want to resolve only one alias file, even if the target is another alias file. 

The parameters targetisFolder and wasAliased are return parameters only. ResolveAliasFile 
always initializes these parameters to FALSE. It sets targetlsFolder to TRUE if the parameter 
theSpec points to a directory or a volume. It sets wasAliased to TRUE if the file originally 
passed in the parameter theSpec points to an alias fi le. 

ResolveAliasFile first checks the catalog entry for the file or directory specified in theSpec to 
determine whether it is an alias and whether it is a file or a directory. If the object is not an 
alias, ResolveAliasFile leaves theSpec unchanged, sets the targetlsFolder parameter to TRUE 
for a directory or volume and FALSE for a fil e, sets wasAliased to FALSE, and returns 
noErr. If the object is an alias, ResolveAliasFile resolves it, places the target in the parameter 
theSpec, and sets the wasAliased nag to TRUE. 

When ResolveAliasFile finds the specified volume and parent directory but fails to find the 
target file or directory in that location, ResolveAliasFile returns a result code of fnfErr and 
fi lls in the parameter theSpec with a complete file system specification record describing the 
target (that is, the volume reference number, parent directory ID, and filename or folder 
name). The file system specification record is valid, although the object it describes does not 
exist. This information is intended as a "hint" that Jets you explore possible solutions to the 
resolution fa ilure. You can , for example, use the fil e system specification record to create a 
replacement for a missing fil e with the File Manager function FSpCreate. 

If ResolveAliasFile receives an error code while resolving an alias, it leaves the input 
parameters as they are and exits, returning the error code. In addition to any of these result 
codes, ResolveAliasFile can also return any Resource Manager or File Manager errors. 

Result codes 
nsvErr -35 
fnfErr -43 

dirNFErr -120 

Volume not found 
Target not found, but volume and parent directory found, 
and theSpec parameter contains a valid file system 
speci rication record 
Parent directory not found 

When opening a file without going through the Finder or the Standard File Package, you call 
ResolveAliasFile immediately before opening the file. In Listing 9-4, the customized open 
function, MyOpen, ensures that the fil e to be opened is the target file, and then opens the data 
fork with the FSpOpenDF function. 

Listing 9-4. Using the ResolveAliasFile function to open a file 

FUNCTION MyOpen(VAR cheSpec : FSSpec ; perm : SignedByte ; 
VAR fRefNum : Integer ) : OSErr ; 

VAR 
myErr : 
targetisFolder : 
wasAliased : 

OSErr ; 
Boolean ; 
Boolean ; 

(Continued) 
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Listing 9-4. Using the ResolveAliasFile function to open a fi le (Continued) 

BEGIN 
fRefNum : = -1 ; {initialize fRefNum} 

myErr : = ResolveAliasFile(theSpec , TRUE , cargetisFolder , wasAliased) ; 

IF targetisFolder THEN 
myErr : = paramErr 

ELSE IF (myErr <> noErr ) THEN 
myErr : = FSpOpenDF(theSpec , 

MyOpen . - myErr ; 
END ; 

Desk Accessories 

{cannot open a folder} 
{try to open it} 

perm , fRefNum) ; 

System software version 7 .0 no longer employs the Font/DA Mover. Desk accessories 
are now represented by icons, and users install desk accessories by dragging their icons to 
the System Folder icon. The Finder then moves them to the Apple Menu Items folder. 
("The System Folder and Its Related Directories" later in this chapter describes the new 
organization of the System Folder.) From the user's point of view, there is little or no 
di stinction between desk accessories and applications in version 7.0. 

Desk accessories now behave more like applications. When a desk accessory is open, its 
name appears in the Application menu. A desk accessory can have its own About command 
in the Apple menu , and it can be brought to the foreground and sent to background indepen
dently of other desk accessories. 

As described in "Icon Resources" earlier in thi s chapter, you can design a family of icons for 
your desk accessory and include all the icons used by applications: large, small , black-and
white, 4-bit color, and 8-bit color icons. If you don ' t provide icon resources, the Finder 
displays your desk accessory icon by using a min-or image of the default application icon, as 
shown in Figure 9- 1. 

Users don' t even need to store desk accessories in the Apple Menu Items folder. Instead, 
users can store them as they store applications-that is, anywhere in the file system. Users 
can open desk accessories from the Finder in the same way they open applications: by 
double-clicking their icons or by selecting them and choosing Open from the File menu. 

In previous versions of system software, the File menu for desk acce. sories included two 
commands, Close and Quit. The user chose Close to close and qu it the active desk accessory. 
The user chose Quit to quit all desk accessories . ln system software version 7.0, the Close 
command closes the active wi ndow and the desk accessory remains open. The Quit command 
now terminates the active desk accessory only. Close and Quit have keyboard equi valents of 
Command-W and Command-Q. respecti vely. 

Users of previous versions of system software are accustomed to opening their desk acces
sories from the Apple menu. Users of version 7.0 can use this conven ient method to open any 
of their appl ications. Any application or alias to an application that users drag to the Apple 
Menu Items fo lder appears in the Apple menu. Choosing a name from the Apple menu, of 
course, opens the application. 
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These similarities in installation, user access, and capabi lity make desk accessories and appli
cations more consistent in their appearance and behavior. There are no compelling reasons to 
create desk accessories for system software version 7.0. Instead, if you wish to develop a 
desk accessory-like tool, it 's a better idea to write a small application, because desk acces
sories are generally more difficult to write and less powerful than applications. 

You may decide to upgrade your existing desk accessory instead of rewriting it as an applica
tion, or you may wish to write a desk accessory because you want it to run in previous 
versions of system software where MultiFinder is optional. If you create a desk accessory, 
in your documentation you should instruct users of system software version 7.0 that if they 
want the desk accessory to appear in the Apple menu, they should install it by dragging its 
icon to the System Folder icon. A dialog box appears aski ng the user to verify that the desk 
accessory should be installed in the Apple Menu Items fo lder. The user c licks OK to accept 
this installation. The user also has the option to click Cancel to prevent the installation. 

Note: If users drag a desk accessory icon to the open System Folder window 
instead of to the System Folder icon, the Finder copies or moves the desk accessory 
into the System Folder directory instead of installing it in the Apple Menu Items 
directory. 

You can also provide a message for your desk accessory that appears in an alert box when the 
user chooses the About command from the Apple menu in system software version 7.0. To 
provide this message, create a resource called 'dast' as an owned resource with a sub ID of 0. 
For example, the 'dast' resource with a sub ID of 0 for a desk accessory with a 'DRVR' ID 
of 12 (also called the owner ID in ResEdit) gets a resource ID of - 16000. (See the Resource 
Manager chapter in Volume I for a di scussion of owned resources.) Your 'dast' resource 
must contain a Pascal string only. When the user chooses the About command for your desk 
accessory, this string appears in an alert box along with the icon you provide for your 
desk accessory. 

As described in "Balloon Help for Icons" later in thi s chapter, you can also provide a custom 
help balloon message for your desk accessory icon that overrides the Finder's default help 
balloon for desk accessory icons. 

Fonts, Sounds, and Other Movable Resources 

As described in the previous section, the Finder for system software version 7 .0 provides the 
services previously performed by the Font/DA Mover. You can now di stribute fonts, sounds, 
keyboard layouts, and script system resource collections in individual, movable resource fi les. 

Like desk accessori es, movable resources such as fonts, keyboard layouts, and sounds are 
represented on the sc reen by icons. To install these resources, the user drags their icons to 
the System Folder icon, and the Finder puts them in the System file. By double-clicking the 
System Folder to open it and then double-clicking the System file so that it opens like a 
fo lder, the user can see which movable resources are installed. (For a description of the new 
organization of the System Folder, see "The System Folder and Its Related Directories" later 
in this chapter.) 

To make one of these resources visible on the screen, ass ign it one of the special fi le types 
defined by the Finder for movable resources. The fo llowing list shows the resources that can 
be moved, their assigned file types, and their icons. 
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Resource 

Font 

TrueType font 

Sound 

Keyboard layout 

Script system 
resource collection 

File 
type 

'ffil' 

'tfi I' 

'sfil' 

'kfil ' 

'i fi I' 

Large black
and-white icon 

l1 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 

Note: You can ' t provide your own icons for these fil e types. Even if you define 
icons in a movable resource's bundle, the Finder displays the file using one of 
the icons shown above. You or your users can give customized icons to these file 
types (as described in "Customized Icons" earlier in this chapter) as long as the fi les 
are not moved into the System file; but as soon as users install them into the System 
file, the Finder displays them using the icons shown in the previous list. 

The user can sti ll store fonts and desk accessories in files that have suitcase icons, wh ich is 
how they were previously distributed for installation or saved by the user using the Font/DA 
Mover. A suitcase file that holds desk accessories is of type 'DFIL', and a suitcase fil e that 
holds fonts is of type 'FFIL'. All suitcase fil es have a creator of 'DMOY'. 

In your documentation, tell users to install fonts, sounds, or script system resource collections 
by dragging their icons to the System Folder icon. A dialog box appears asking the user to 
verify that the resource should be installed in the System file. The user clicks OK to accept the 
installation. The user also has the option to click Cancel to prevent the installation. 

Note: If users drag icons to the open System Folder window instead of to the 
System Folder icon, the Finder copies or moves the files into the System Folder 
directory instead of installing them into the System fil e. 

Balloon Help for Icons 

The Finder offers Balloon Help on-line ass istance for users. After the user chooses Show 
Balloons from the Help menu, descriptive help balloons appear when the user moves the 
cursor to an area of the screen (such as a menu, a window control , or a dialog box) that has a 
help resource associated with it. 
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The Finder provides default help balloons for application, control panel , system extension , 
and desk accessory icons. You can provide a customized help balloon for your appl ication, 
control panel , system extension, or desk accessory icon by adding an 'hfdr' resource with 
resource ID - 5696 to the resource fork of your appli cation. Figure 9-1 I compares the default 
help balloon with a customized help balloon for the SurfWriter application icon. 

Default help balloon 
for an application icon 

This is an application-a 
program '11ith vlhich 'Jou can 
pet·forrn a task or ct·eate a 
docurnt?nt . Applications 
include \•lord prooessors , 
graphics prngr ams, and 
spreadsheets . 

Surf•,o/riter 

Customized help balloon 
tor an application icon 

Use the Surt"\'iriter v1ord 
processor to create or 
edit t.he most radical 
documents evet· \l't"itten 
on 'J our Macintosh 
computer . 

Surf\1•'riter 

Figure 9-11. Default and customized help balloons for application icons 

Listing 9-5 shows the Finder help override resource and its associated 'STR 'resource that 
are used for the customized he lp balloon in Figure 9- 1 I. 

Listing 9-5. Creating a help balloon resource for an application icon 

resource ' hfdr ' (-5696 , purgeable) { / * help for SurfWri t e r app i con * / 

} ; 

HelpMgrVersion , hmDefaultOptions , 0 , 0 , / * ~eader infor mation * / 
{ 

HMSTRResitem { / * use ' STR ' resour c e 10 01 * / 
1001 
} 

resourc e ' STR ' (1001 , purge able ) { / * help messa g e for a p p i con * / 
"Use the SurfWriter word processor to create or edit the most " 
"rad i cal documents ever written on your Macintosh compute r ." 

} ; 

Note: You cannot override the default help balloon that the Finder uses for 
document icons. 

The Help Manager chapter of this volume describes in detail how to provide Balloon Help for 
your application icon and for other elements of your application. 
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FINDER INFORMATION IN THE VOLUME CATALOG 

A catalog exists on every volume to maintain relationships between the files and directories 
on that volume. (A volume is any storage medium formatted to contain fi les.) Although it's 
used mostly by the File Manager, the catalog also contains information used by the Finder. 
The information for files is listed in data structures defined by the Flnfo and FXlnfo data 
types; the information for directories is listed in data structures defi ned by the Dlnfo and 
DXInfo data types. 

Normally, your application sets the fil e type and the creator in fonnation in fields of the file's 
Flnfo record when your application creates a new file. (For a discussion of the recommended 
new functi ons available for creating fil es, see the File Manager chapter in this volume.) The 
Finder manipulates the other fields in the Flnfo record. 

TYPE :='Info = 
RECORD 

f dTy pe : 
fdC r eator : 
fdFlags : 
fdLocation : 

fdFldr : 

END ; 

OSType ; 
OSType ; 
Integer ; 
Point ; 

Integer 

{file type} 
{file creator} 
{Finder flags} 
{file ' s locacion in 
{ directory} 
{directory that contains 
{ file} 

You typical! y set a file 's type and creator when you create the file; for example, the 
FSpCreate function takes a creator and a fi le type as parameters. After you have created a file, 
you can use the GetFlnfo function to return the Flnfo record, then change the fdType and 
fdCreator fields by using the SetFinfo function. 

You can always check the information in this record by call ing the GetFlnfo or GetCatlnfo 
function. (See the File Manager chapter in Volume IV for information about these functions.) 
Jn pruticular, you may want to check the file type or creator for a file, or you may want to 
check or set one of your document's Finder flags, which are li sted here. 

Flag name 

isAlias 

islnvisible 

has Bundle 

nameLocked 

isStationery 

Bit 
number 

15 

14 

13 

12 

11 

Description 

The file is an al ias file. Reserved for directories
in whi ch case, set to 0. 
The file or directory is invisible from the Finder 
and from the Standru·d File Package dialog 
boxes. 
The file contains a bundle resource. Reserved for 
directories- in which case, set to 0. 
The fil e or directory can't be renamed from the 
Finder, and the icon cannot be changed. 
The fi le is a stationery pad. Reserved for 
directories-in which case, set Lo 0. 
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Flag name 

hasCustom Icon 
Reserved 
hasBeenlni ted 

hasNoINrTS 

isShared 

requiresSwitchLaunch 
colorReserved 
color 
isOnDesk 

Bit 
number 

10 
9 
8 

7 

6 

5 
4 

1-3 
0 

The Finder lnte1face 

Description 

T he file or directory contains a customized icon. 
Reserved; set to 0. 
The Finder has recorded information from 
the fi le ' s bundle resource into the desktop 
database and given the fi le or folder a position 
on the desktop. 
The fil e contains no '!NIT' resources; set to 0. 
Reserved for directories; set to 0. 
The application is avai lable to multiple users. 
Defined only for applications; otherwise, set 
to 0. 
Un used and reserved in version 7.0; set to 0. 
Unused and reserved in version 7.0; set to 0. 
Three bits of color coding. 
Unused and reserved in version 7.0 ; set to 0. 

Masks for two of these bits are available as predefined constants: 

CONST fHasBundle 
finvisible 

8192 ; 
16384 ; 

{set if file has a bundle} 
{set if icon is invi sible} 

Of these Finder nags, the on ly ones that you might ever want to set are these: 

• islnvisible. This flag specifies that a file is invisible from the Finder and from the 
Standard Fi le Package dialog boxes. Maki ng a file invisible is generally not recom
mended. Not even temporary files need to be invisible because the Temporary Items 
folder into which they should be written is invisible. 

• hasBundle. This fl ag specifies that a fil e has a 'BNDL' resource that associates the 
fil e with your own icons. When the Finder di splays or manipulates a file, it checks 
the file's hasBundle bit (a lso called the bundle bit). If that bit is not set, the Finder 
displays a default icon for that fi le type. If the hasBundle bit is set, the Finder checks 
the hasBeenlnited bit. lf the hasBeenlnited bit is set, the Finder uses the information 
in the desktop database to di splay that file's icon. If the hasBeeninited bit is not set, 
the Finder installs the in formation from the bundle resource in the desktop database 
and sets the hasBeeninited bit. Most development environments provide a simple tool 
for setting the bundle bit when you create your application. 

• nameLocked. This fl ag specifies that a fil e cannot be renamed from the Finder and 
that the fi le cannot have customized icons assigned to it by users. 

• isStationery. This nag specifies that a fi le is a stationery pad. To support stationery 
pads, your application should check this bit for every document passed to it by either the 
Finder or the Standard Fil e Package. (As described in the Standard Fi le Package chapter 
in thi s volume, StandardGetFile and CustomGetFile return this flag in the sIType fi eld 
of the standard file reply record.) If the isStationery bit is set for a file that a user wants 
to open, your applicati on should copy the template' s contents into a new document and 
open the document in an untitled window. ("Stationery Pads" earlier in this chapter 
discusses stationery pads.) 
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• hasCustomlcon. This fl ag speci fies that a fi le has a customized icon. "Customized 
~cons" earlier in this chapter explains how users or your application can use customized 
icons. 

The Finder manipulates the fi elds in the FXInfo, Dl nfo, and DXInfo records; your appl ica
tion shouldn ' t have to directly check or set any of these fi elds. The FXTnfo and DXInfo 
records have been changed sli ghtly with system software version 7.0. To update the infor
mation presented in Volume V, the new definitions are shown here. 

TYPE FXInfo = 
RECORD 

fdiconID : 
fdUnused : 

fdScript : 
fdXFlags : 
fdComment : 
fdPutAway : 

END ; 

TYPE DXInfo = 
RECORD 

frScroll : 
frOpenChain : 

frScript : 
frXFlags : 
frComment : 
frPutAway : 

END ; 

Integer ; 
ARRAY (1 .. 3] OF 

SignedByte ; 
SignedByte ; 
Integer ; 
Long Int 

Point ; 
Longint ; 

S i gnedByte ; 
SignedByte ; 
Integer ; 
Long:nt 

{icon ID} 
Integer ; 
{unusec b u t reserved 6 
{script f l ag and code} 
{reserved} 
{comment ID } 
{home dir I D} 

{scrol l pos i tion} 

bytes } 

{dire ctory ID chain of open } 
{ folders} 
{script flag and code} 
{reserved} 
{commenc.} 
{home dir ID} 

Previously reserved or unused fi elds in these two records are now partly used by the byte
length fdScript and frScript fields. These new fields are available for future enhancements of 
the script display capability of the Finder. 

Ordinarily, the Finder displays the names of all desktop objects in the current system script, 
which depends on the region-specific configuration of the system. The high bit of the bytes in 
the fdScript and frScript fields is set by default to 0, which causes the Finder to display the 
fi lename or directory name in the current system script. If the high bit is set to I , the Finder 
and the Standard File Package display the filename and directory name in the script whose 
code is recorded in the remaining 7 bits. However, in system software version 7.0, the 
Window Manager and Dialog Manager have not been enhanced to support multiple simulta
neous scripts, so the system script is used for displaying fi lenames and directory names in 
dialog boxes, window titles, and other user inte1face elements used by the Finder. Therefore, 
unti l the system software's script capability is fu ll y implemented, you should stil l treat these 
fi elds as reserved. 
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THE SYSTEM FOLDER AND ITS RELATED DIRECTORIES 

The System Folder is a directory that stores essenti al system so rt ware such as the System 
fi le, the Finder, and printer dri vers. S ince this directory has appeared on all Macintosh 
computers, it's also been a dependable place to store and locate fi les-some that Apple 
software has installed, some that applications have installed, and some that users have 
installed. But for users of earlier versions of system software, this led to cluttered System 
Folders whose contents were often difficult to decipher or maintain . 

System software version 7.0 introduces a new organization fo r the System Folder, which 
contains a set of new subdirectories to hold related files. The Finder uses these subdirectories 
to fac ilitate file management for the user. For example, by sorting and storing such files as 
desk accessories, control panels, fonts, preferences fil es, syste m ex tensions, and temporary 
files into separate fo lders for the user, the Finder keeps the top level of the System Folder 
from being cluttered with dozens, or even hundreds, o f fil es. 

The user can easily install and remove fonts, sounds, keyboard layouts, control panels, and 
system ex tensions by dragging their icons to the System Folder icon. The Finder then moves 
them into the proper subdirectory. When a control panel icon is dragged to the System Folder 
icon, for example, the Finder presents a dialog box that asks the user, "Place this control 
panel into the 'Control Panels' fo lder?" The user accepts by clicking OK or declines by 
clicking Cancel. 

Note: If users drag icons to the open System Folder window instead of to the 
System Folder icon, the Finder copies or moves the fi les into the System Folder 
directory instead of copying or moving them to the proper subdirectory. 

Figure 9-1 2 shows a user's view of the new directory organizati on typically found within the 
System Folder. 

Loma Prieta 
14 items 24.9 MB in disk 13 .1 MB available 

:::o System Folder E!J_ 

II 16 items 24.9 MB in disk 13.1 MB available 

System Folder 

Trash 

L§jJ ~ Lill] ' 

System Finder 
Startup Items 

~ ~ ~ -
Preferences Contro 1 Pane ls Clipboard 

i!lJ 0 items 

LQJ Ci] 
Extensions Apple Menu Items 

~ 
PrintMonitor Documents 

<>I 

Figure 9-12. The Syste m Folder and related fo lders 
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Additional related directories are located at the root directory. Notice the T rash window. It 
shows the contents of the Trash directory, which is represented to the user by the Trash icon. 
The Trash directory exists at the root level of the volume. Jn system software version 7.0, a 
Macintosh sharing files among users in a network environment maintains separate Trash 
subdirectories within a shared, network Trash directory. T hat is, for every user who opens a 
volume located on a Macintosh server and drags an object to the Trash icon. the server creates 
a separate, uniquely named T rash subdirectory for that user. All Trash subd irectories within a 
shared, network Trash directory are in visible to users. On the desktop, the user sees only the 
Trash icon of his or her local Macintosh computer. When the user double-clicks the Trash 
icon, a window reveals the names of onl y those fi les that he or she has thrown away; no 
distinction is made to the user as to which computers any of these files originated fro m. 

At the root level of the volume, the Finder also maintains a Temporary Items folder and a 
Desktop Folder, both o f which are invisible to the user and so don' t appear in Figure 9-1 2. 

Figure 9-1 2 illustrates the folder organization typically found on single-user systems. Of all 
these related directories, your application is likely to use only the Preferences folder and the 
Temporary Items folder. However, you cannot be certain of the location of these or any of 
the other system-related directories. In the future, these system-related directories may not 
be located in the System Folder or in the root directory. T herefore, you should always use 
the new FindFolder function to he lp you locate these directories. The FindFolder function is 
available only in system software version 7.0. Use the Gestalt fu nction to determine if 
FindFolder is available to your application. 

Folder Organization 

Your application may freely use these two directories for storing and locating important fi les: 

• Preferences, located in the System Folder, holds preferences files to record local 
configuration settings. Your applicati on can store its preferences fil e in this directory. 
The active Finder Preferences fil e is always stored in the Preferences folder. Do not 
use the Preferences folder to hold information that is to be shared by users on more 
than one Macintosh computer on a network. Ensure that your application can always 
operate even if its preferences fil e has been deleted. 

• Temporary Items, located at the root level of the volume, holds temporary fil es 
created by applications. The Temporary Items folder is in visible to the user. Your 
application can place its temporary files in this directory. A temporary fil e should 
exist only as long as your application needs to keep it open. As soon as your 
appli cation closes the file, your application should remove the temporary fil e. You 
should also ensure that you are assigning a unique name to your te mporary fil e so 
that you don' t write over another application' s file. 

It's important to bear in mind a few rules about storing your appl ication 's fi les. First, don' t 
store any files at the top level of the System Folder. Use the Preferences directory or one o f 
the other directories described in the fo llowing li st. 

Second, use the FindFolder function described in the next secti on. ·'Finding Directories," to 
locate or put fil es in the right place. Don' t assume files are on the same volume as your appli
cation ; they could be on a different local volume, or on a remote volume on the network. 

Third, don' t store any files that mu ltiple users may need to access. such as dictionaries and 
format converters, in the Preferences d irectory or in any of the directories located in the 
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System Folder. Remember that the files in the System Folder are generally accessible only 
to the person who starts up from the System file in that System Folder. 

In system software version 7 .0, there are other new directories that either the user or the 
Finder uses for storing and locating important files; these directories are described here. 
Generally, your application should not store files in these directories. 

• Apple Menu Items, located in the System Folder, holds the standard desk accessories 
plus any other desk accessories, applications, fil es, folders, or aliases that the user wants 
to display in the Apple menu. System software version 7 .0 treats desk accessories like 
applications, not like system resources. Desk accessories are no longer stored in a 
volume's System file. (For more detail , see "Desk Accessories" earlier in this chapter.) 
Only the user and the Installer should put th ings into the Apple Menu Items folder. 

• Control Panels, located in the System Folder, holds control panels. The Apple Menu 
Items folder holds an al ias to the Control Panels folder so that the user can also reach the 
control panels through the Apple menu. Only the user and the Installer should put things 
into the Control Panels folder. 

• Desktop Folder, wh ich is invisible to users o f system software version 7.0, is 
located at the root level of the volume. The Desktop Folder stores information about 
the icons that appear on the desktop area of the screen. The user controls the contents 
of the Desktop Folder by arranging icons on the screen. What appears on the screen to 
the user is the union of the contents of Desktop Folders for all mounted volumes. 

• Extensions, located in the System Folder, holds extensions-that is, code that is not 
part of the basic system software but that provides system-level services, such as printer 
dri vers and system extensions. Files of type 'IN IT', previously called startup documents, 
and of type 'appe', also known as background-only applications, are routed by the Finder 
to thi s fo lder. Files of type 'scri ' (system extensions for script systems) are also routed to 
this folder. Only the user and the Installer should put things into the Extensions fo lder. 

• PrintMonitor Documents, located in the System Folder, holds spooled documents 
wai ting to be printed. Only the printing software uses the PrintMonitor Documents folder. 

• Rescued Items from volume name, located in the Trash directory, is a directory 
created by the Finder at system boot, restart, or shutdown only when the Finder finds 
items in the Temporary Items folder. Since applications should remove their temporary 
files when they close them, the existence of a file in a Temporary Items folder indicates 
a system crash. When the Finder discovers a file in the Temporary Items folder, the 
Finder creates a Rescued Items from volume name directory that is named for the 
volume on which the Temporary Items folder exists. For example, the Finder creates a 
directory called Rescued Items from Loma Prieta when a file is discovered in the 
Temporary Items folder on a volume named Loma Prieta. The Finder then moves the 
temporary file to that directory so that users can examine the fil e in case they want to 
recreate their work up to the time of the system crash. When a user empties the Trash, 
all Rescued Items fo lders disappear. Only the Finder should put anything into Rescued 
Items directories. 

• Startup Items, located in the System Folder, holds applications and desk accessories 
(or their aliases) that the user wants started up every time the Finder starts up. Only the 
user should put things into the Startup Items fo lder. Note that there is a distinction 
between startup appl ications that users put in the Staitup Items folder and system 
extensions of fil e type 'INIT' (previously called startup documents), which are typically 
installed in the Extensions folder. 
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• System file, located in the System Folder, contains the basic system software p lus 
some system resources, such as fon t and sound resources. In version 7.0. the System 
fi le behaves as a folder in this regard: although it looks like a suitcase icon, double
cl ick ing it opens a window that reveals movable resource fil es (such as fonts, sounds, 
keyboard layouts, and script system resource collections) stored in the System file. 
("Fonts, Sounds, and Other Movable Resources" earlier in this chapter describes the 
resources that can be moved into the System file.) Only the user and the Installer should 
put resources into the System file. 

• Trash, located at the root level of a volume, holds items that the user moves to the 
Trash icon. After opening the Trash icon, the user sees the collection of all items that the 
user has moved to the Trash icon- that is, the union of all appropriate Trash directories 
from all mounted volumes. A Macintosh set up to share files among users in a network 
environment maintains separate Trash subdirectories for remote users within its shared, 
network Trash directory. That is, for every remote user who opens a vo lume located on 
a Maci ntosh li le server and drags an object to the Trash icon, the server creates a 
separate, uniquely named Trash subdirectory for that user. All Trash subdirectories and 
the shared, network Trash directory are invisib le to users. The Finder for system 
software version 7.0 empties a Trash directory (or, in the case of a file server, a Trash 
subdirectory) only when the user of that directory chooses the Empty Trash command. 

Although the names of the visible system-related folders vary on different international 
systems, the invisible directories Temporary Items and Desktop Folder keep these names on 
all systems. System software assigns unique names for inv isible Trash subdirectories. 

Generally, you should store application-specific files in the folder with your application, not 
in any of these system-related directories. Your application may want to provide users with a 
mechanism to specify a directory in which to look for auxiliary files. For example, you could 
design a customized version of the open file dialog box that allows users to specify a path to 
locations where fil es are stored. This technique may be useful for finding files that are shared 
by several applications. It's also possible to track the location of files by using the Alias 
Manager. For detai ls, see the Alias Manager chapter in this volu me. 

When you design your application , it' s important to consider the user's view of the tools that 
you provide. In most cases you' ll want to bui ld your applicati on so that the user deals with one 
icon that represents the enti re set of abilities your application provides. This scheme simplifies 
the user's world by restricting the complex ity of installing and maintaining your product. If 
you provide optional tools- such as a dictionary and thesaurus-that have the ir own icons, 
it' s a good idea to allow these tool s to work from any location in the file system rather than 
relyi ng on their storage somewhere in the System Folder. 

Finding Directories 

You can use the FindFolder function to get the path information you need to gain access to 
the directories described in the previous section. Those you' re most likely to want to access 
are Preferences, Temporary Items, and Trash. For example, you migh t wish to check fo r the 
existence of a user's configuration fi le in Preferences, create a temporary fi le in Temporary 
Items, or-if your application runs out of storage when trying to save a file-check how 
much storage is taken by items in the Trash directory and report this to the user. 

The FindFolder function is available only in system software version 7.0. Use the Gestalt 
function with the Gestalt selector gestal tFindFolderAltr. Test the bit field indicated by the 
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gestaltFindFolderPresent constant in the response parameter. If the bit is set, then the 
FindFolder function is present. 

CONST gestaltFindFolderPresent = O; {if this bit is set , } 
{ FindFolder is present} 

Your application passes the FindFolder function a target volume and a constant that tells it 
which directory you're interested in. FindFolder returns a volume reference number and a 
directory ID. If the specified directory does not ex ist, FindFolder can create it and return the 
new directory ID. 

Don' t assume files are on the same volume as your application; they could be on a different 
local volume or on a remote volume on a network. 

The system-related directories in system software version 7.0, the folder types of these 
d irectories, and the constants that represent them are listed here. 

Directory 

Apple Menu Items 
Control Panels 
Desktop Folder 
Extensions 
Preferences 
PrintMonitor Documents 
Shared, network Trash directory 
Single-user Trash directory 
Startup Items 
System Folder 
Temporary Items 

Folder 
type 

'am nu' 
'ctr I ' 
'd esk' 
'ex tn ' 
'pref' 
'prnt' 
'empt' 
' trsh' 
's trt ' 
'macs ' 
'te mp' 

Constant 

kAppleMenuFolderType 
kControlPanelFolderType 
kDesktopFolderType 
kExtensionFolderType 
k.PreferencesFolderType 
kPrintMoni torDocsFolderType 
kWhereToEmptyTrashFolderType 
kTrashFolderType 
kStartupFolderType 
kSystemFolderType 
kTemporaryFolderType 

Note: The Finder identifies the subdirectories of the System Folder, and their folder 
types, in a resource of type 'fld#' located in the System file. Do not modify or rely on 
the contents of the 'fld#' resource in the System fi le; use only the FindFol.der function 
and these constants to find the appropriate directori es. 

Use the kTrashFolderType constant to locate the current user's Trash directory for a 
given volume-even one located on a fi le server. On a fil e server, you can use the 
kWhereToEmptyTrashFolderType constant to locate the parent directory of all logged-on 
users' Trash subdirectories. 

In calls to FindFolder, you can also use these three constants: 

CONST kOnSystemDisk 
kCreateFolder 
kDontCreateFolder 

$8000 ; {use vRefNum for the boot disk} 
TRUE ; {create fo lder if it doesn't exist} 

= FALSE ; {don ' t create folder} 
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Call the FindFolder function to get a volume reference number and directory ID for any of 
these directo1ies. 

FUNCTION FindFolder (vRefNum : I nteger ; folderType : OSType ; createFolder : 
Boolean ; VAR foundVRefNum : Integer ; VAR foundDirID : 
Longint) : OSErr ; 

The FindFolder function returns the volume reference number and directory ID of a specified 
folder type for a specified volume.You specify a volume reference number (or the constant 
kOnSystemDisk for the boot disk) in the vRetNum parameter. In the folderType parameter, 
specify a constant from the previous list. Use the constant kCreateFolder in the createFolder 
parameter to tell FindFolder to create a directory if it does not already exist; otherwise, use the 
constant kDontCreateFolder. FindFolder puts the results in foundVRetNum and foundDi rlD. 

Remember that the specified folder used for a given volume rnight be located on a different 
volume in the future ; therefore, do not assume the volume that you specify in vRetNum and 
the volume returned in foundVRetNum will be the same. 

Note: Directories inside the System Folder are created only if the System Folder 
directory exists. FindFolder wi ll not create a System Folder directory even if the 
kCreateFolder constant is specified. 

The FindFolder function returns a nonzero resu lt code if the folder isn't fou nd, and it can also 
return other file system e1Tors reported by the File Manager or Memory Manager. 

Resu 1 t codes 
no Err 
fnfErr 

dupFNErr 

0 
-43 

-48 

No error 
Type not fou nd in 'fld#' resource, or di sk doesn't have 
System Folder support or System Folder in volume 
header, or disk does not have desktop database support for 
Desktop Folder-in all cases, folder not found 
File found instead of fo lder 

THE DESKTOP DATABASE 

For quick access to the resources it needs, the Finder maintains a central desktop database 
of information about the files and directo1ies on a volume. The Finder updates the database 
when applications are added, moved, renamed. or deleted. 

Normally, your application won ' t need to use the information in the desktop database or to 
use Desktop Manager routines to manipulate it. Instead, your application should let the Finder 
manipulate the desktop database and handle such Desktop Manager tasks as launching appli
cations when users double-click icons, maintaining user comments associated with files, and 
managing the icons used by app l_i cations. 

Although there may be instances where you wou ld like to gain access to the desktop data
base by using Desktop Manager routines, you should never change. add to, or remove any 
of this in formation . Manipulating the desktop database is like ly to wreak havoc on your 
users' systems. 
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In case you should discover some important need to retrieve information from the desktop 
database or even to change the desktop database from within your application, Desktop 
Manager routines are provided for you to do so. While your application probably won't ever 
need to use them, for the sake of completeness they are described in this seclion. 

Much of the information in the desktop database comes from the bundle resources for 
applicalions and other files on the volume. (See "Finder Information in the Volume Catalog" 
earlier in this chapter for a discussion on setting the bundle bil of an application so that its 
bundled resources get stored in the desktop database.) The desktop database contains all icon 
defini tions and their associated fi le types. It lists all the file types that each application can 
open and all copies or versions of the appl ication that's listed as the creator of a fi le. The 
desktop database also lists the location of each application on the disk and any comments that 
the user has added to the inf01mation wi ndows for desktop objects. The Desktop Manager 
provides a new set of routines that lets your application retrieve this information from the 
desktop database. These are described in "Desktop Manager Routines" later in this chapter. 

The Finder maintains a desktop database for each volume with a capacity greater than 2 MB. 
For most volumes, such as hard disks, the database is stored on the volume itself. For read
only volumes- such as some compact discs-that don't contain their own desktop database, 
the Desktop Manager creates it and stores it in the System Folder of the boot drive. 

Note: If you distri bute read-only media, it is generally a good idea to store on each 
volume both a desktop database (for users running system software version 7.0) and 
a Desktop file (for users running older versions of system software). Create a desktop 
database on your master volume by pressing Command-Option when booting your 
system with system software version 7.0. Then create a Desktop file by pressing 
Command-Option and restarting your system with version 6.0. 

For compatibility with older vers ions of system software, the Finder keeps the infonna
tion for ejectable volumes with a capacity smaller than 2 MB in a resource file instead of 
a database. 

Although the Desktop Manager provides tools for both reading and changing the desktop 
database, your application should not ordinaril y change anything in the database. You can 
read the database to retrieve information, such as the icons defined by other applications. 

Note: The desktop database doesn' t store customized icons (that is, those with 
resource IDs of-16455 desciibed in "Customized Icons" earlier in this chapter), 
so your application can't retrieve them by using Desktop Manager routi nes. 

History of the Desktop Database 

In earlier versions of system software, Finder information for each volume was stored in the 
volume's Desktop file, a resource file created and used by the Finder and invisible to the 
user. This strategy meets the needs of a s ingle-user system with reasonably small volumes. 
The Desktop file is still used on ejectable volumes with a capacity less than 2 MB so that 
these floppy d isks can be shared with Macintosh computers running earlier versions of 
system software. (Note. however, that resources can't be shared. Since the Finder is always 
running in system software version 7.0, it keeps each floppy disk's Desktop file open, so 
your application can't read or write it.) 
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Because resources can 't be shared, a different strategy has been used for AppleSh<:u-e 
volumes, which are available to multiple users over a network. The Desktop Manager in 
system software version 7.0 uses the strategy for large local volumes that AppleShare fi le 
servers have previously used for shared volumes. When a volume is first mounted, the 
Finder collects the bundle information from all applications on the disk and builds the desktop 
database. Whenever an application is added to or removed from the disk, the Finder updates 
the desktop database. Through Desktop Manager routines, the database is also accessible to 
any other application running on the system. 

Using the Desktop Database 

You can manjpulate the desktop database with a set of low-level routines that follow the 
parameter-block conventions used by the File Manager. (For a description of parameter 
blocks, see the File Manager chapter of Volume JV.) 

The desktop database functions use this parameter block: 

TYPE DTPBRec = 
RECORD 

qLink : 
qType : 
ioTrap : 
ioCmdAddr : 
ioCompletion : 
ioResult : 
ioNamePtr : 

ioVRefNum : 
ioDTRefNum : 

i oindex : 
ioTaginfo : 
ioDTBuffer : 
ioDTReqCount : 
ioDTActCount : 
fillerl : 
ioiconType : 
filler2 : 
ioDirID : 
ioFileCreator : 
ioFileType : 
ioFiller3 : 
ioDTLgLen : 

ioDTPyLen : 

ioFiller4 : 

ioAPPLParID: 

END ; 
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QElemPtr ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Ptr ; 
ProcPtr ; 
OSErr ; 
StringPtr ; 

Intege r ; 
Integer ; 

Integer ; 
Longint ; 
Ptr ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
SignedByte ; 
SignedByte ; 
Integer ; 
Longint ; 
OSType ; 
OSType ; 
Long:nt ; 
Long: nt ; 

Long:nt ; 

{next que u e entry} 
{queue type} 
{routine trap} 
{routine address} 
{completion rou tine } 
{result code } 
{file , directory , or 
{ vo lume name} 
{volume reference number} 
{desktop database reference 
{ number } 
{index into icon list} 
{tag information} 
{data buffer} 
{requested length of data} 
{actual length of data} 
{unused} 
{icon type} 
{un used} 
{parent directory ID} 
{file cre ator} 
{f ile type} 
{unused} 
{logical length of desktop } 
{ database} 
{physical length of desktop } 
{ database} 

ARRAY[l . . 14] OF Integer ; 

Long:nt 
{unused} 
{parent directory ID of } 
{ application} 
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Because you cannot use the Desk top Manager functions on a disk that does not have a desktop 
dat~base, call PBHGetYolParms to veri fy that the target di sk has a desktop database before 
calling any of the Desktop Manager functions. (For a description of the PBHGetYolParms 
function and the bHasDesktopMgr bit that you should check, see the File Manager chapter in 
this volume.) 

Because the Finder uses the desktop database, the database is almost always open. When 
the Desktop Manager opens the database, it assigns the database a reference number that 
represents the access path. Use the PBDTGetPath function to get the reference number, 
wruch you must specify when calling most other Desktop Manager fu nctions (see the 
following section, "Desktop Manager Routines"). If the desktop database is not optrn, 
PBDTGetPath opens it. 

If you are manipulating the database in the absence of the Finder, you can open the database 
with PBDTOpenlnform, which performs the same functions as PBDTGetPath and also sets 
a flag to tell your application whether the desktop database was empty when it was opened. 
Your application should never close the database. 

The Desktop Manager provides different functions for manipulating different kinds of 
info1mation in the database. Not all mani pulations are possible with all kinds of data. 

You can retrieve five kinds of infom1ation from the database: 

• icon definitions 

• file types and icon types supported by a known creator 

• name and location of applications with a known creator 

• user comments for a file or a directory 

• size and parent directory of the desktop database 

To retrieve an icon definition, call PBDTGetlcon. You must specify a file creator, file type, 
and icon type. The database recognizes both large and small icons, with 1, 4, or 8 bits of color 
encoding. (See the earli er description of icons in "Finder-Related Resources" for details.) 

To step through a list of all the icon types supported by an application, make repeated calls 
to PBDTGetlconlnfo. Each ti me you call PBDTGetlconinfo, you spec ify a creator and an 
index value. Set the index to 1 on the first call, and increment it on each subsequent call until 
PBDTGeticonlnfo returns the result code afpitemNotFound. For each entry in the icon 
li st, PBDTGeticoninfo reports the icon type, the fi le type it is associated with, and the size of 
its icon data. 

To identify the application that can open a file with a given creator, call PBDTGetAPPL. In 
each call to PBDTGetAPPL, you specify a creator (which is the application' s signature) and 
an index value. An index value of 0 retrieves the "first choice" application-that is, the one 
with the most recent creation date. By setting the index to I on the first call and incrementing it 
on each subsequent call until PBDTGetAPPL returns the resul t code afpltemNotFound, 
you can make multiple calls to PBDTGetAPPL to find all copies or versions of the applica
tion with thi s signature on the di sk. PBDTGetAPPL returns them all in arbitrary order. 
PBDTGetAPPL returns the name, parent directory ID, and creation date of each application 
in the desktop database. 
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To retrieve the user comments for a file or directory, call PBDTGetComment. The user can 
change comments at any time by typing in the comment box of the information window for 
any desktop object. 

Your application should not ordinarily call the functions for adding and removing data to and 
from the database. If your application does need to write to or delete info1mation from the 
desktop database, it must call PBDTFlush to update the copy stored on the volume. 

The following list summarizes the data manipulation functions. 

Kind of data Read Write Remove 

Icon definitions PBDTGeticon PBDT Addlcon 

Icon types PBDTGetlconinfo 
supported by 
an application 

Applications with PBDTGetAPPL PBDTAddAPPL PBDTRemoveAPPL 
a given creator 

User comments PBDTGetComment PBDTSetConunent PBDTRemoveComment 

Entire desktop PBDTGetinfo PBDTF!ush PBDTDelete and 
database (returns the size and (updates the copy PBDTReset (neither 

parent directory of stored on the should be called by 
the database) volume) your application) 

Desktop Manager Routines 

This section describes the low-level routines for using the desktop database. 

All low-level routines exchange parameters with your application through a parameter block. 
When calling a low-level routine, you pass a pointer to the parameter block. See the introduc
tion to low-level routines in the File Manager chapter of Volume IV for a description of the 
standard parameters in a low-level routine. 

Three Desktop Manager functions-namely, PBDTGetPath, PBDTOpenlnform, and 
PBDTCloseDown-run synchronously only. All other Desktop Manager routines can 
run either asynchronously or synchronously. There are three versions of each of these 
routines. The first version takes two parameters: a pointer to the parameter block, and a 
Boolean value that determines whether the routine is run asynchronously (TRUE) or 
synchronously (FALSE). Here, for example, is the first version of a routine that retrieves 
the user's comment stored for a file or a directory: 

FUNCTI ON PBDTGetComment (paramBlock : DTPBPtr ; async : BooleaP-) : OSErr ; 

The second version does not take a second parameter; instead, it adds the suffix "Async" to 
the name of the routine. 

FUNCTION PBDTGetComme ntAsync (paramBlock : DTPBPtr) OSErr ; 
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Similarly, the third version of the routine does not talce a second parameter; instead, it adds 
the suffi x "Sync" to the name of the routine. 

FUNCTION PBDTGetCommentSync (paramBlock : DTPBPtr) : OSErr ; 

All routines in this s.ection are documented using the first version only. Note, however, that 
the second and third versions of these routines do not use the glue code that the first versions 
use and are therefore more efficient. 

Assembly-language note: You can invoke each of the Desktop Manager 
routines with a macro that has the same name as the routine preceded by an 
underscore. These macros, however, aren' t really trap macros. Instead, they 
expand to invoke the trap macro _HFSDispatch. The File Manager determines 
which routine to execute from the routine selector, an integer placed in register 
DO. The routine selectors appear in the assembly-language information in the 
chapter summary. 

Locating and Opening the Desktop Database 

To get the access path to a database or to create a database if one doesn' t exist, use the 
PBDTGetPath or PBDTOpenlnform function. These routines run synchronously only. 

FUNCTION PBDTGetPath (paramBlock : DTPBPtr) : OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

f- 16 ioResult word result code 

--7 18 ioNamePtr long volume name or full pathname 

--7 22 ioVRefNum word volume reference number 

f- 24 ioDTRefNum word desktop database reference number 

PBDTGetPath returns the desktop database reference number in the ioDTRefNum field, which 
represents the access path to the database. You specify the volume by passing a pointer to its 
name in the ioN amePtr field or a volume reference number in the io VRefN um field. If the 
desktop database is not already open, PBDTGetPath opens it and then returns the reference 
number. If the desktop database doesn' t ex ist, PBDTGetPath creates it. If PBDTGetPath fails, 
it sets the ioDTRefNum field to 0. 

Note: You cannot use the desktop reference number as a fil e reference number in 
any File Manager calls . 

.A Warning: Do not call PBDTGetPath at interrupt time- it allocates memory in 
the system heap. .a. 
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Result codes 
no Err 
ioErr 
extFSErr 
desktopDamagedErr 

0 
-36 
-58 

- 1305 

No error 
I/O error 
External fi le system- file system identifier is nonzero 
The desktop database has become corrupted-the 
Finder will fi x thfa, but if your application is not run
ning with the Finder, use PBDTReset or PBDTDelete 

PBDTOpenlnfo1m performs the same function as PBDTGetPath, but it also reports whether 
the desktop database was empty when it was opened. 

FUNCTION PBDTOpeninform (paramBlock : DTPBPtr) OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

f-- 16 ioResult word result code 

~ 18 ioNamePtr long volume name or full pathname 

~ 22 ioVRefNum word volume reference number 

f-- 24 ioDTRefNum word desktop database reference number 

f-- 28 ioTaglnfo long return fl ag (in low bit) 

If the desktop database was just created in response to PBDTOpenlnform (and is therefore 
empty), PBDTOpenlnform sets the low bit in the ioTaglnfo field to 0 . If the desktop database 
had been created before you called PBDTOpenlnform, PBDTOpenlnform sets the low bit in 
the ioTaglnfo field to I . 

Result codes 
no Err 
ioErr 
paramEIT 
extFSErr 
desktopDamagedErr 

0 
-36 
-50 
-58 

- 1305 

No error 
I/O e1rnr 
Parameter error; use PBDTGetPath 
External fi le system-file-system identifier is nonzero 
The desktop database has become corrupted-the 
Finder will fix this, but if your appl ication is not run
ning with the Finder, use DTReset or DTDelete 

The PBDTCloseDown function is used by system software to close the desktop database, 
though your application should never do thi s itself. PBDTCloseDown runs synchronously 
only, and though it will not close down the desktop databases of remote volumes, it will 
invalidate all local DTRefNum values for remote desktop databases. 

FUNCTION PBDTCloseDown (paramBlock : DTPBPtr ; ) : OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

16 

24 
ioResult 

ioDTRefNum 

word 

word 

result code 

desktop database reference number 

PBDTCloseDown closes the database specified in ioDTRefNum and frees all resources 
allocated by PBDTOpenlnform or PBDTGetPath. 
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A Warning: Applications should not call PBDTCloseDown. The system software 
closes the database when the volume is unmounted . .._ 

Result codes 
noEff 
ioErr 
rfNumErr 
extFSErr 

0 
-36 
- 51 
- 58 

No error 
IJO error 
Reference number invalid 
External file system-fi le system identifier is nonzero 

Reading the Desktop Database 

To retrieve an icon definition, use the PBDTGeticon function. 

FUNCTION PBDTGeticon (paramBlock : DTPBPtr ; async : Boolean) OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

4 12 ioCompletion long completion routine 

f-- 16 ioResult word resul t code 

4 24 ioDTRefNum word database reference number 

f-- 28 ioTaginfo long reserved; must be initialized to 0 

4 32 ioDTBuffer long pointer to icon data 

4 36 ioDTReqCount long requested size of icon bitmap 

f-- 40 ioDT ActCount long actual size of icon bitmap 

4 45 iolconType byte icon type 

4 52 ioFileCreator long icon's file creator 

4 56 ioFiJeType long icon's file type 

PBDTGeticon returns the bitmap for an icon that represents a file of a given type and creator. 
You pass a pointer to the buffer for the icon bitmap in the ioDTBuffer field. The bitmap is 
returned in the buffer pointed to by ioDTBuffer. You specify the desktop database in 
ioDTRefNum, the file creator in ioFileCreator, and the file type in ioFileType. For the icon 
type in iolconType, specify a constant from the fo llowing list. 

Constant 

kLargeicon 
kLarge4 Bi tlcon 
kLarge8Bitlcon 
kS mallicon 
kSma114Bitlcon 
kSma118Biticon 

Value 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Corresponding 
resource type 

' ICN#' 
'ic14' 
'icl8' 
' ics#' 
'ics4' 
' ics8' 

Description 

Large black-and-white icon with mask 
Large 4-bit color icon 
Large 8-bit color icon 
Small black-and-white icon with mask 
Small 4-bit color icon 
Small 8-bit color icon 
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The value you supply in ioDTReqCount is the size in bytes of the buffer that you've allocated 
for the icon 's bitmap pointed to by ioDTBuffer; this value depends on the icon type. Be sure 
to allocate enough storage for the icon data; 1024 bytes is the largest amount req~ired. for any 
icon under system software version 7.0. You can use a constant from the following hst. 

Constant 

kLargelconS ize 
kLarge4 Bi tlconSize 
kLarge8B i tlconSize 
kSmalllconSize 
kSmall4BitlconSize 
kS mall8B i tlconSize 

Value 
(bytes in 
bitmap) 

256 
512 

1024 
64 

128 
256 

Corresponding 
resource type 

'ICN#' 
'ic14' 
'icl8' 
'ics#' 
'ics4' 
' ics8' 

Description 

Large black-and-white icon with mask 
Large 4-bit color icon 
Large 8-bit color icon 
Small black-and-white icon with mask 
Small 4-bit color icon 
Small 8-bit color icon 

The value in ioDTActCount reflects the size of the bitmap actually retrieved. If ioDTActCount 
is larger than ioDTReqCount, only the amount of data allowed by ioDTReqCount is valid. 

Result codes 
no Err 
ioErr 
rfNumE rr 
extFSErr 
afpltemN otFound 

0 
-36 
- 51 
-58 

-5012 

No error 
I/O error 
Reference number invalid 
External file system-file system identifier is nonzero 
Information not found 

To retrieve the icon type and associated file type, use the PBDTGetlconlnfo function. 

FUNCTION PBDTGeticoninfo (paramBlock : DTPB?tr ; async : Boolean) : 
OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

--7 12 ioCompletion long completion routine 

f- 16 ioResult word result code 

--7 24 ioDTRefNum word database reference number 

--7 26 iolndex word index into icon list 

f- 28 ioTaglnfo long reserved; must be initialized to 0 

f- 40 ioDT ActCount Jong size of icon bitmap 

f- 45 iolconType byte icon type 

--7 52 ioFi leCreator long icon' s file creator 

f- 56 ioFileType long icon's file type 

PBDTGetlconlnfo retrieves the icon type and the associated file type of an icon in the data
base. You use it to identify the set of icons associated with a given creator. You specify the 
creator by placing its signature in ioFileCreator, and you specify the database by placing 
the desktop database reference number in the ioDTRefNum field. PBDTGetlconlnfo returns 
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the size of the bitmap in ioDTActCount, the file type in ioFileType, and the icon size and 
color depth in ioiconType. 

See the previous description of the PBDTGetlcon function for a list of values and their 
constants returned by PBDTGeticonlnfo in the iolconType field. Ignore any values that 
may be returned in iolconType and that are not listed there; they represent special icons 
used only by the Finder. 

To step through a list of the icon types supported by an appl ication, make repeated calls to 
PBDTGetlconlnfo, specifying a creator and an index value for iolndex each call. Set the 
index to 1 on the first call, and increment it on each subsequent call until ioResult returns 
afpltemNotFound. 

Result codes 
noErr 
ioErr 
rfNumErr 
extFSErr 
afpltemNotFound 

0 
-36 
-5 1 
-58 

-5012 

No error 
1/0 error 
Reference number in valid 
External file system- file system identifier is nonzero 
Informati on not found 

To identify the application that can open a file with a given creator, use the PBDTGetAPPL 
function. 

FUNCTION PBDTGetAPPL (paramBlock : DTPBPtr ; async : Boolean) OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

--7 12 ioCompletion long completion routine 

~ 16 ioResult word result code 

--7 18 ioNamePtr long pointer to application's name 

--7 24 ioDTRefNum word database reference number 

--7 26 iolndex word index into application list 

~ 28 ioTaglnfo long application's creation date 

--7 52 ioFileCreator long application's signature 

~ 100 ioAPPLParID long application's parent directory 

For an application in the database specified in ioDTRefNum with the signature specifi ed in 
ioFileCreator, PBDTGetAPPL returns the fi lename in ioNamePtr, the parent directory ID in 
ioAPPLParlD, and the creation date in ioTaglnfo. A single call , with iolndex set to 0, finds the 
application file with the most recent creation date. If you want to retrieve all copies of the appli
cation with the given signature, start with iolndex set to I and increment until ioResult returns 
afpl temNotFound; when called multiple times in this fashion, PBDTGetAPPL returns the 
application 's copies, including the file with the most recent creation date, in arbitrary order. 

Result codes 
no Err 
ioErr 
rfNumErr 
extFSErr 
afpltemNotFound 

0 
- 36 
-5 1 
- 58 

- 50 12 

No error 
1/0 error 
Reference number invalid 
External file system-file system identifier is nonzero 
Information not found 
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To retrieve the user comments for a file or directory, use the PBDTGetComment function. 

FUNCTI ON PBDTGetComme nt (paramBlock : DTPBPcr ; async : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

Parameter block 
--7 12 ioCompletion long completion routine 

~ 16 ioResult word result code 

--7 18 ioNamePtr long pointer to fi le or directory name 

--7 24 ioDTRefNum word desktop database reference number 

--7 32 ioDTBuffer long pointer to comment text (200 bytes) 

~ 40 ioDT ActCount long comment size 

--7 48 ioDirID long parent directory of file or directory 

PBDTGetComment retrieves the comment stored for a file or directory in the database speci
fied in ioDTRefNum. You specify the fi lename or directory name and its parent directory TD 
through ioNamePtr and ioDirJD. You allocate a buffer big enough to hold the largest 
comment, 200 bytes, and put a pointer to it in the ioDTBuffer field. PBDTGetConm1ent 
places the comment in the buffer as a plain text string and places the length of the comment 
in ioDTActCount. 

Result codes 
no Err 
ioErr 
fnfErr 
ifNumEIT 
extFSErr 
afpltemNotFound 

0 
-36 
-43 
- 51 
- 58 

- 50 12 

No error 
1/0 error 
Fi le or directory doesn' t exist 
Reference number invalid 
External fi le system- file system identifier is nonzero 
Information not found 

Adding to the Desktop Database 

Your application should not ordinaii ly call the functions for adding data to the database. 
If your application does need to write to or delete information from the desktop database, it 
must call PBDTFlush to update the copy stored on the volume. 

To add an icon definition to the desktop database, use the PBDTAddlcon function. 

FUNCTI ON PBDTAddicon (paramBlock : DTPBPtr ; async : Boolean ) : OSErr ; 

Parameter block 
--7 12 ioCompletion long completion routine 

~ 16 ioResult word result code 
--7 24 ioDTRefNum word desktop database reference number 
--7 28 ioTagJnfo long reserved; must be initialized to 0 
--7 32 ioDTBuff er long pointer to icon data 
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-7 36 ioDTReqCount long size of icon bitmap 
-7 45 iolconType byte icon type 
-7 52 ioFi leCreator long icon 's file creator 
-7 56 ioFileType long icon's fil e type 

PBDTAddlcon adds an icon definition to the desktop database specified in ioDTRefNum. 
You specify the creator and fi le type that the icon is associated with in the ioFileCreator and 
ioFileType fields. For the icon type in iolconType, specify either a constant or a value from 
the fo llowing list. 

Constant 

kLargelcon 
kLarge4Bitlcon 
kLarge8B i tlcon 
kSmallicon 
kSmall4Bitlcon 
kSmall8Bitlcon 

Value 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Corresponding 
resource type 

'ICN#' 
'ic l4 ' 
'icl8' 
'ics#' 
'ics4' 
'ics8 ' 

Description 

Large black-and-white icon with mask 
Large 4-bit color icon 
Large 8-bit color icon 
Small black-and-white icon with mask 
Small 4-bit color icon 
Small 8-bit color icon 

The value you supply in ioDTReqCount is the size in bytes or the buffer that you've allocated 
for the icon 's bitmap pointed to by ioDTBuffer; thi s value depends on the icon type. Be sure 
to allocate enough storage for the icon data; I 024 bytes is the largest amount required for any 
icon under system software version 7.0. You can use a constant from the following list. 

Constant 

kLargeiconSize 
kLarge4BitlconSize 
kLarge8B itlconS ize 
kSmalllconSize 
kSma114BitlconSize 
kSmall8B itlconSize 

Value 
(bytes in 
bitmap) 

256 
5 12 

1024 
64 

128 
256 

Corresponding 
resource type 

'lCN#' 
'ic l4' 
'ic l8' 
'ics#' 
'ics4 ' 
'ics8 ' 

Description 

Large black-and-white icon with mask 
Large 4-bit color icon 
Large 8-bit color icon 
Small black-and-white icon with mask 
Small 4-bit color icon 
Small 8-bit color icon 

You pass a pointer to the icon bitmap in the ioDTBuffer field. You must initialize the ioTaglnfo 
field to 0. 

If the database already contains an icon definition for an icon of that type, file type, and fi le 
creator, the new definition replaces the old. 

Result codes 
no Err 
ioErr 
wPrEIT 
vLckdErr 
rfNumErr 
extFSErr 
afplconTypeError 

0 
-36 
-44 
-46 
-51 
-58 

-5030 

No error 
T/0 error 
Volume is locked through hardware 
Volume is locked through software 
Reference number invalid 
External file system-file system identifier is nonzero 
Sizes of new icon and one it replaces don' t match 
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To add an application to the desktop database, use the PBDTAddAPPL function. 

FUNCTION PBDTAddAPPL (paramBlock : DTPBPtr ; async : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

~ 12 ioCompletion long completion routine 

(- 16 ioResult word result code 

~ 18 ioNamePtr long pointer to applicat ion's name 

~ 24 ioDTRefNum word desktop database reference number 

~ 28 ioTaglnfo long reserved; must be set to 0 

~ 48 ioDirID long application's parent directory 

~ 52 ioFileCreator long application's signature 

PBDTAddAPPL adds an entry in the desktop database specified in ioDTRefNum for an 
application with the specified signature. You pass the application's signature in ioFileCreator, 
a pointer to the application 's filename in ioNamePtr, and the application 's parent directory ID 
in ioDirID. Initialize ioTaglnfo to 0. 

Result codes 
no Err 
ioEn
fnfErr 
wPrErr 
vLckdEn
rfNum.Err 
ex tFSErr 

0 
-36 
-43 
-44 
-46 
-5 1 
-58 

No error 
1/0 e1TOr 
Application not present on volume 
Volume is Jocked through hardw::u·e 
Volume is locked through software 
Reference number invalid 
External file system- file system identifier is nonzero 

To add a user comment for a file or a directory to the desktop database, use the 
PBDTSetComment function. 

FUNCTION PBDTSetComment (paramBlock : DTPBPtr ; async : Boolean) OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

~ 12 ioCompletion long completion routine 

(- 16 ioResult word resu lt code 

~ 18 ioNamePtr long pointer to file or directory name 

~ 24 ioDTRefNum word desktop database reference number 

~ 32 ioDTBuffcr long pointer to comment text 

~ 36 ioDTReqCount long comment length 

~ 48 ioDirID long p::u·ent directory of file or directory 

PBDTSetComment establishes the user comment associated with a file or directory in the 
database specified in ioDTRefNum. You specify the object name through ioNamePtr and the 
parent directory ID in ioDirID. You put the comment as a plai n text string in a buffer pointed 
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to b~ ioDTBuffer, and you specify the length of the buffer (in bytes) in ioDTReqCount. The 
maximum length of a comment is 200 bytes; longer comments are clipped. Since the com
ment is a plain text string and not a Pascal string, the Desktop Manager relies on the value in 
ioDTReqCount for determining the length of the buffer. 

If the specified object already has a comment in the database, the new comment replaces the old. 

Result codes 
no Err 
ioErr 
fnfErr 
wPrErr 
vLckdErr 
rfNumErr 
extFSErr 

0 
-36 
-43 
-44 
-46 
-51 
- 58 

No error 
I/O error 
File or directory doesn 't exist 
Volume is locked through hardware 
Volume is locked through software 
Reference number invalid 
External file system-file system identifier is nonzero 

Deleting Entries From the Desktop Database 

Your application should not ordinarily call the functions for adding and removing data to and 
from the database. If your application does need to write to or delete information from the 
desktop database, it must call PBDTFlush to update the copy stored on the volume. 

To remove an application from the desktop database, call the PBDTRemoveAPPL function. 

FUNCTION PBDTRemoveAPPL (paramBlock : DTPBPtr ; async : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

~ 12 ioCompletion long completion routine 

f- 16 ioResult word result code 

~ 18 ioNamePtr long pointer to application's name 

~ 24 ioDTRefNum word desktop database reference number 

~ 48 ioDirID long application' s parent directory 

~ 52 ioFileCreator long application's signature 

PBDTRemoveAPPL removes the mapping information for an application from the database 
specified in ioDTRefNum. You specify the application's name through ioNamePtr, its parent 
directory ID in ioDirID, and its signature in ioFileCreator. 

You can call PBDTRemoveAPPL even if the application is not present on the volume. 

Result codes 
noErr 
ioErr 
wPrErr 
vLckdErr 
rfNumErr 
extFSErr 
afpltemNotFound 

0 
-36 
-44 
-46 
-51 
-58 

- 5012 

No error 
I/O error 
Volume is locked through hardware 
Volume is locked through software 
Reference number invalid 
External file system-file system identifier is nonzero 
Application not found 
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To remove a user comment from the desktop database, call the PBDTRemoveComment function. 

FUNCTION PBDTRemoveCommen t (paramBlock: DTPBPtr ; async : Boolean) : 
OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

--7 12 ioCompletion long completion routine 

f- 16 ioResult word result code 

--7 18 ioNamePtr long pointer to filename or directory name 

--7 24 ioDTRetNum word database reference number 

--7 48 ioDirID long parent directory of file or directory 

PBDTRemoveComment removes the comment associated with a file or directory from 
the database specified in ioDTRefNum. You specify the fi le or directory name through 
ioNamePtr and the parent directory ID in ioDirID. You cannot remove a comment if the 
file or directory is not present on the volume. If no comment was stored for the file, 
PBDTRemoveComment returns an error. 

Result codes 
no Err 
ioErr 
fnffiIT 
wPrErr 
vLckdErr 
rfNumErr 
extFSEIT 
afpltemNotFound 

0 
-36 
-43 
-44 
-46 
- 51 
-58 

- 5012 

No error 
1/0 error 
File or directory doesn' t exist 
Volume is locked through hardware 
Volume is locked through software 
Reference number invalid 
External file system-file system identifier is nonzero 
Comment not found 

Manipulating the Desktop Database Itself 

To save your changes to the desktop database, use the PBDTFlush function. 

FUNCTION PBDTFlush (param3lock : DTPBPtr ; async : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

--7 12 ioCompletion long completion routine 

f- 16 ioResult word result code 

--7 24 ioDTRetNum word database reference number 

PBDTFlush writes the contents of the desktop database specified in ioDTRefNum to the volume. 

Note: If your application has manipulated information in the database using any 
of the routines described earlier in "Desktop Manager Routines," you must call 
PBDTFlush to update the copy stored on the volume. 
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Result codes 
no Err 0 
ioErr -36 
wPrErr -44 
vLckdErr -46 
rfNurnErr -51 
extFSErr -58 

No error 
IJO error 
Volume is locked through hardware 
Volume is locked through software 
Reference number invalid 
External file system-file system identifier is nonzero 

To determine the parent directory and the amount of space used by the desktop database on a 
particular volume, use the PBDTGetinfo function. 

FUNCTION PBDTGetinfo (paramBlock : DTPBPtr ; async : Boolean ) : OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

--7 12 ioCompletion long completion routine 

~ 16 ioResult word result code 

H 24 ioDTRefNum word desktop database reference number 

--7 26 iolndex word number of files in desktop database 

~ 48 ioDirID long parent directory of desktop database 

~ 64 ioDTLgLen long logical length of database files 

~ 68 ioDTPyLen long physical length of database files 

Specify the volume of the desktop database in ioDTRefNum. The parent directory of the 
desktop database for the volume is returned in ioDirID. The sum of the logical lengths of the 
files that constitute the desktop database for a given volume is returned in ioDTLgLen; the 
sum of the physical lengths of the files that constitute the desktop database for a given volume 
is returned in ioDTPyLen. The number of files maintained by the Desktop Manager is 
returned in iolndex. The volume containing the file is returned in ioDTRefNum. 

Result codes 
no Err 0 
ioErr -36 
rfNurnErr -51 
extFSErr - 58 

No err 
IIO error 
Reference number invaJ id 
External file system- file system identifier is nonzero 

The PBDTReset and PBDTDelete functions remove information from the desktop database. 
Unless you are manipulating the desktop database in the absence of the Finder, you should 
never use these functions. 

FUNCTION PBDTReset (paramBlock : D1PBPtr ; async : Boolean) OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

--7 12 ioCompletion long completion routine 

~ 16 ioResult word resu lt code 

--7 24 ioDTRefNum word database reference number 

--7 26 iolndex word must be 0 
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Note: Your application should never call PBDTReset. 

PBDTReset removes all icons, application mappings, and comments from the desktop 
database specified in ioDTRefNum. You can call PBDTReset only when the database is 
open. It remains open after the data is cleared. 

Result codes 
no Err 0 
ioErr -36 
wPrErr -44 
vLckdErr -46 
rfNumErr -5 l 
extFSErr -58 

No error 
I/O error 
Volume is locked through hardware 
Volume is locked through software 
Reference number invalid 
External file system-file system identifier is nonzero 

FUNCTION PBDTDelete (paramBlock : DTPBPtr ; async : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

---? 12 ioCompletion long completion routine 

~ 16 ioResult word result code 

---? 22 ioVRefNum word volume reference number 

---? 26 iolndex word must be 0 

Note: Your application should never call PBDTDelete. 

PBDTDelete removes the desktop database from a local volume. You specify the volume by 
passing a volume reference number in ioVRefNum. You can call PBDTDelete only when the 
database is closed. 

Result codes 
no Err 0 
ioErr -36 
wPrErr -44 
vLckdErr -46 
rfNumErr -5 l 
extFSErr -58 

No error 
I/O error 
Volume is locked through hardware 
Volume is locked through software 
Reference number invalid 
External file system-file system identifier is nonzero 
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SUMMARY OF THE FINDER INTERFACE 

Constants 

CONST {Gestalt s e l e c tors} 
gestaltFindFolderAttr = I fold I; {selector for FindFolder} 

{interpreting Gestalt selector responses} 
gestaltFindFolderPresent = O; {if this bit is set, } 

{for custom icons} 
kCustomiconResource 

{for mapping icons 
kLargeicon 
kLarge4Biticon 
kLarge8Biticon 
kSmallicon 
kSmall4Biticon 
kSmall8Biticon 

to 

-16455 ; 

ioiconType in the 
= 1 ; 
= 2 ; 

3 ; 
= 4 ; 
= 5 ; 
= 6 ; 

{ FindFolder is present} 

{resource ID for 
{ custom icon } 

desktop database} 
{'ICN#'} 
{ ' icl4 ' } 
{'icl8 ' } 
{ ' ics# ' } 
{ ' ics4 ' } 
{ 'ics8 ' } 

{for allocating storage for icon data in the desktop database} 
kLargeiconSize = 256 ; { ' ICN# ' } 
kLarge4BiticonSize 512 ; { ' icl4 ' } 
kLarge8BiticonSize = 1024 ; { ' icl8 ' } 
kSmalliconSize = 64 ; { ' ics# ' } 
kSmall4BiticonSize 
kSmall8BiticonSize 

{for Finder flags} 
fHasBundle 
finvisible 

{for FindFolder} 
kOnSystemDisk 

kCreateFolder 

= 128 ; 
256 ; 

= 8192 ; 
= 16384 ; 

= $8000 ; 

= TRUE ; 

kDontCreateFolder = FALSE ; 

{for special folder types} 
kSystemFolderType ' macs ' ; 
kDesktopFolderType ' desk ' ; 
kTrashFolderType ' trsh ' ; 
kWhereToEmptyTrashFolderType ' empt '; 
kPrintMonitorDocsFolderType = ' prnt '; 

{ ' ics4'} 
{ ' ics8'} 

{set if file has a bundle} 
{set if icon is invisible} 

{use vRefNum for the 
{ boo t disk} 
{create folder if it 
{ doesn ' t exist} 
{don ' t create folder} 

{System Folder} 
{Desktop Folder} 
{single-user Trash dir} 
{shared, network Trash} 
{PrintMonitor Documents 
{ folder} 
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kStartupFolderType 
kAppleMenuFolderType 
kControlPanelFolderType 
kExtensionFolderType 
kPreferencesFolderType 
kTemporaryFolderType 

{for alias types} 
kContainer?olderAliasType 

kContainerTrashAliasType 

kContainerHardDiskAliasType 

kContainerFloppyAliasType 

kContainerServerAliasType 

kApplicationAliasTy~e 

kContainerAliasType 

kSystemFolderAliasType 

kAppleMenuFolderAliasType 

kStartupFolderAliasType 

' strt '; 
= 'amnu '; 

' ctrl '; 
' extn '; 

= ' pref '; 
' temp '; 

' fdrp '; 

' trsh '; 

' hdsk '; 

' flpy '; 

' srvr '; 

' adrp' ; 

' drop' ; 

= ' fasy '; 

'faam '; 

' fast '; 

kPrintMonitorDocsFolderAliasType 
' fapn '; 

kPrefer encesFolderAliasType ' fapf •; 

kControlPanelFolderAliasType ' fact '; 

kEx tensionFolderAl i asType ' faex '; 

kExportedFolderAliasType ' faet '; 

kDropFolderAliasType ' fadr '; 

kSharedFolderAliasType ' fash '; 

kMountedFolderAliasType ' famn '; 
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{Startup Items folder} 
{Apple Menu Items folder} 
{Control Panels folder} 
{Extensions folder} 
{Preferences folder} 
{Temporary Items folder} 

{ ' file ' type for folder } 

{ aliases} 
{ ' file ' type for Trash } 

{ fo lder aliases} 
{ ' file ' type for hard } 

{ disk aliases} 
{ ' file' type for floppy 
{ disk aliases} 
{ ' file ' type for server 
{ aliases} 
{ ' file' type for 
{ application aliases} 
{ ' file' type for all } 

{ other containers} 
{ ' file ' type for System 
{ Folder alias} 
{ ' f i2.e ' type for Apple } 

{ Menu Items folder alias} 
{ ' fi le ' type for Startup 
{ Items folder alias} 

{ ' file ' type for Print
{ Monitor Doc alias} 
{ ' file ' type for Prefer
{ ences folder alias} 
{ ' file ' type for Control 
{ Panels folder alias} 
{ ' fi le ' type for Exten
{ sion folder alias} 
{ ' file ' type for export 
{ folder alias} 
{ ' file ' type for drop} 
{ folder alias} 
{ ' file ' type for shared 
{ folder alias} 

} 

{ ' fi le ' type for ~ounted} 
{ folder alias} 
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Data Types 

TYPE DTPBPtr ADTPBRec ; 
DTPBRec = {parameter block for desktop database} 
RECORD 

qLink : 
qType : 
ioTrap : 
ioCmdAddr : 
ioCompletion : 
ioResult : 
ioNamePtr : 
ioVRefNum : 
ioDTRefNum : 
ioindex : 
ioTaginfo : 
ioDTBuffer : 
ioDTReqCount : 
ioDTActCoun t : 
fillerl : 
ioiconType : 
filler2 : 
ioDirID : 
ioFileCreato r : 
ioFileType : 
ioFiller3 : 
ioDTLgLen : 

ioDTPyLen : 

i oFiller4 : 

ioAPPLParID : 

END ; 

QElemPtr ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Pt r ; 
ProcPtr ; 
OSErr ; 
StringPtr ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Longint ; 
Ptr ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
SignedByte ; 
SignedByte ; 
I nteger ; 
Longint ; 
OSType ; 
OSType ; 
Longint ; 
Long i nt ; 

Longint ; 

{nex t queue entry} 
{queue type } 
{r outine trap} 
{r outine address} 
{completion rout i ne } 
{resu lt code} 
{f i l e , directory , or volume name} 
{v o l ume reference number} 
{de sktop database referenc e number} 
{index into icon list} 
{t ag informat i o n } 
{data buffer} 
{requ ested leng th of d ata } 
{actual length o f dat a } 
{un used} 
{icon type} 
{unused} 
{parent directory I D} 
{file creator} 
{f i l e type} 
{unused} 
{logical length of d esk top } 
{ da tabase} 
{physical length of des ktop } 
{ database} 

ARRAY[l .. 1 4] OF Int eger ; 

Long Inc 
{unused} 
{p arent directory ID of } 
{ application} 

Ve r s RecPtr 
Ve rsRecHndl 
v ersRec = 

AVe r sRec ; 
"VersRecPtr ; 

RECORD 
numericVersion : 
countryCode : 
shortVersion : 
reserved : 

END ; 

{numeric v e r s i on part o f 'vers' r e source} 
NumVersion ; {encoded version number} 
Integer ; {re gion code from i nt ' l utils} 
Str255 ; {ve r sion number str i ng , wor s t case } 
Str255 {longMessage string packed af ter } 

{ shortVersion} 
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{Finder information records in the vol ume cacalog} 
Finf o = 
RECORD 

fdType : 
fdCreator : 
fdFlags : 
fdLocation : 
fdFldr : 

END; 

FXInfo 
RECORD 

fdiconID : 
fdUnused : 

fdScript : 
fdXFlags : 
fdComment : 
fdPutAway : 

END ; 

DXInfo 
RECORD 

frScroll : 
frOpenChain : 
frScript : 
frXFlags : 
frComment : 
frPutAway : 

END ; 

Routines 

OS'Type ; 
OS'Type ; 
Integer ; 
Point ; 
Integer 

{file type} 
{file creator} 
{Finder flags} 
{file ' s location in directory} 
{directory that contains file} 

Integer ; { i con ID} 
ARRAY [ l .. 3 ] OF Integer ; 

{unused but reserved 6 bytes} 
SignedByte ; {script flag and code} 
SignedByte ; {reserved } 
I nteger ; 
Lor.gint 

Point ; 
Longint ; 
SignedByte ; 
SignedByte ; 
Intege r ; 
Long Int 

{comment I D} 
{home dir ID} 

{scroll position} 
{dir ID chain of open folders} 
{script flag and code} 
{reserved} 
{comment} 
{dir ID} 

Resolving Alias Files 

FUNCTION ResolveAliasFile (VAR theSpec : FSSpec ; resolveAliasChains : 

Finding Directories 

FUNCTION FindFolder 

Boolean ; VAR targetisFolder : Boolean ; VAR 
wasAliased : Boolean ) : OSErr ; 

(vRefNum : Integer ; folderType : OSType ; 
creaceFolder : Boolean ; VAR foundVRefNum : 
Integer ; VAR foundDirID : Longint) : OSErr ; 

Locating and Opening the Desktop Database 

FUNCTION PBDTGetPath (param3lock : DTPBPtr) OSErr ; 

FUNCTION PBDTOpeninform (param3lock : DTPBPtr) OSErr ; 

FUNCT I ON PBDTCloseDown (paramBlock : DTPBPtr) OSErr ; 
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Reading the Desktop Database 

FUNCTION PBDTGeticon 

FUNCTION PBDTGet i conAsync 

FUNCTION PBDTGeticonSync 

FUNCTION PBDTGeticoninfo 

(pararnBlock : DTPBPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

(pararnB:ock : DTPBPtr) OSErr ; 

(pararnB l ock : DTPBPtr) OSErr ; 

(pararnBlock : DTPBPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

FUNCTION PBDTGeticoninfoAsync (pararnBlock : DTPBPtr ) 

FUNCTION PBDTGeticoninfoSync (pararnBlock : DTPBPtr) 

OSErr ; 

OSErr ; 

FUNCTION PBDTGetAPPL 

FUNCTION PBDTGetAPPLAsync 

FUNCTION PBDTGetAPPLSync 

FUNCTION PBDTGetCornrnent 

(pararnBlock : DTPBPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

(pararnBl ock : DTPBPtr ) OSErr ; 

(pararnBlock : DTPBPtr) OSErr ; 

(pararnBlock : DTPBPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

FUNCTION PBDTGetCornrnentAsync (pararnBloc k : DTP3Ptr) OSErr ; 

FUNCTION PBDTGetCornrnentSync (paramBlock : DTP3Ptr) OSErr ; 

Adding to the Desktop Database 

FUNCTION ?BDTAddicon 

FUNCTION ?BDTAddiconAsync 

FUNCTION ?BDTAddiconSync 

FUNCTION PBDTAddAPPL 

FUNCTION PBDTAddAPPLAsync 

FUNCTION PBDTAddAPPLSync 

FUNCTION PBDTSetCornrnent 

(pararnBlock : DTPBPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

(pararnBlock : DTPBPtr) 

(pararnBlock : DTPBPtr) 

OSErr ; 

OSErr ; 

(pararnBlock : DTPBPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

(paramBlock : DTPBPtr) OSErr ; 

(pararnBlock : DTPBPtr) OSErr ; 

(paramBlock : DTPBPtr ; async : Boo l ean) 
OSErr ; 

FUNCTION PBDTSetCornrnentAsync (pararnBlock : DTPBPtr) OSErr ; 

FUNCTION PBDTSetCornrnentSync (paramBlock : DTPBPtr) OSErr ; 
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Deleting Entries From the Desktop Database 

FUNCTION PBDTRemov e APPL (p a r a mBlock : DTPBPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

FUNCTI ON PBDTRemoveAPPLAsync (paramBlock : DTPBPtr) OSErr ; 

FUNCTI ON PBDTRemoveAPPLSy nc 

FUNCTI ON PBDTRemove Comme nt 

(paramBlock : DTPBPtr) OSErr ; 

(paramBlock : DTPBPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

FUNCTI ON PBDTRemoveCommentAsync (paramBlock : DTPBPtr) OSErr ; 

FUNCTION PBDTRemov eCommentSy nc (paramBlock : DTPBPtr) OSErr ; 

Manipulating the Desktop Database Itself 

FUNCTION PBDTFlush 

FUNCT I ON PBDTFlushAsync 

FUNCT I ON PBDTFlushSync 

FUNCTION PBDTGetinfo 

FUNCTION PBDTGetinfoAsync 

FUNCTION PBDTGetinfoSync 

FUNCTION PBDTReset 

FUNCTI ON PBDTResetAsync 

FUNCTI ON PBDTResetSync 

FUNCTION PBDTDe l ete 

FUNCTION PBDTDeleteAsync 

FUNCTION PBDTDe l eteSync 

Result Codes 

no Err 
nsrErr 
ioErr 
fntErr 

0 
-35 
- 36 
-43 

(paramBlock : DTPBPtr ; 

(paramBlock : DTPBPt r) 

(paramBlock : DTPBPtr) 

(pararnBl ock : DTPBPtr ; 

(pararnBlock : DTPBPtr) 

(paramBlock : DTPBPtr) 

(paramBlock : DTPBPtr ; 

(pararnBlock : DTPBPt r) 

(paramBlock : DTPBPtr) 

(paramBlock : DTPBPtr ; 

(paramBlock : DTPBPtr) 

(paramBlock : DTPBPtr) 

No error 
Volume not found 
I/O error 

async : Boolean) OSErr ; 

OSErr ; 

OSErr ; 

async : Boolean) OSErr ; 

OSErr ; 

OSErr ; 

async : Boole an) OSErr ; 

OSErr ; 

OSErr ; 

async : Boolean) OSErr ; 

OSErr ; 

OSErr ; 

For FindFolder: type not found in 'fld#' resource, or disk 
doesn ' t have System Folder support or System Folder in 
volume header, or disk does not have desktop database 
support for Desktop Folder- in all cases, folder not found 

For ResolveAliasFile: Target not found, but volume and 
parent directory found and theSpec parameter contains a 
valid fi le system specification record 

For Desktop Manager caJls: file or directory doesn' t exist 
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wPrErr 
vLckdErr 
dupFNErr 
paramErr 
rfNumErr 
extFSErr 

dirNFErr 
desktopDamagedErr 

afpltemNotFound 
afplconTypeError 

-44 
-46 
-48 
- 50 
- 51 
-58 

- 120 
- 1305 

-5012 
-5030 

Assembly-Language 

Volume is locked tlu·ough hardware 
Volume is locked through software 
File found instead of folder 
Parameter error; use PBDTGetPath 
Reference number invalid 

The Finder Interface 

External file system- fi le system identifier is 
nonzero 
Parent directory not found 
The desktop database has become corrnpted
the Finder will fi x this, but if your application is 
not running with the Finder, use PBDTReset or 
PBDTDelete 
In fo rmation not found 
Sizes of new icon and one it replaces don ' t match 

Information 

Desktop Manager Parameter Block 

-7 12 ioCompletion long completion routine 

~ 16 ioResuJt word result code 

-7 18 ioNamePtr long pointer to fil e, directory, or volume name 

-7 22 ioVRefNum word volume reference number 

H 24 ioDTRefNum word desktop database reference number 

-7 26 iolndex word index into icon list; or no. of files in database 

H 28 ioTaglnfo long tag information 

-7 32 ioDTBuffer long pointer to icon data 

-7 36 ioDTReqCount long requested size of icon data buffer 

~ 40 ioDT ActCount long actual size of icon definition 

H 45 iolconType byte icon's type 

H 48 ioDirID long parent directory 

-7 52 ioFileCreator long file creator 

H 56 ioFileType long file type 

~ 64 ioDTLgLen long logical length of database fi les 

~ 68 ioDTPyLen long physical length of database files 

~ 100 ioAPPLParID long application 's parent directory 
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Trap Macros Requiring Routine Selectors 

_HFSDispatch 

Selector 

$0020 
$0021 
$0022 
$0023 
$0024 
$0025 
$0026 
$0027 
$0028 
$0029 
$002A 
$002B 
$002C 
$0020 
$002E 
$002F 

Routine 

PBDTGetPath 
PBDTCloseDown 
PBDT Addlcon 
PBDTGetlcon 
PBDTGetlconlnfo 
PBDTAddAPPL 
PBDTRemoveAPPL 
PBDTGetAPPL 
PBDTSetConunent 
PBDTRemoveConunent 
PBDTGetConunent 
PBDTFlush 
PBDTReset 
PBDTGetlnfo 
PBDTOpenlnform 
PBDTDelete 
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ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

All versions of the Macintosh® Operating System previous to system software version 7.0 
provide a desk accessory called the Control Panel. The Control Panel allows users to control 
certain system features, such as speaker volume, date and time, and desktop pattern. With 
the release of System fi le version 4. 1, documented in Volume V, the Control Panel became 
extensible by the addition of control panel files (of file type 'cdev') to the System Folder. The 
contents and operation of control panel files are described in the Control Panel chapter 
of Volume V. 

In system software version 7.0, the Control Panel, as a discrete desk accessory, has been 
eliminated. Instead, the FinderTM can now open each file of fil e type 'cdev'. Each control 
panel fi le is now displayed as an independent dialog box rather than as a panel in the Control 
Panel desk accessory. 

This chapter desc1ibes how to write a control panel fil e that is compatible with both the 
earlier Control Panel and version 7.0, and how to write an extension for the Monitors 
control panel file. 

In this chapter, the dialog box defined by a file of file type 'cdev' is referred to as control 
panel (as opposed to the Control Panel), and the fil e itself is referred to as a control panel 
fil e. 

Only the manufacturer of a video device should write an extension to the Monjtors control 
panel for that device. Therefore, if you are not developing a video card for the Macintosh 
computer, you do not need the information in this chapter on the Monitors control panel. 

ABOUT CONTROL PANELS 

In system software version 7 .0, the Control Panel desk accessory no longer exists as one 
entity. Each of the individual control panels now appears as a mode less dialog box. Users 
can open control panels in the same way as any other document, and several control panels 
can be open at one time. The main reason to create a control panel file rather than an appli
cation is to maintain compatibility with the Control Panel for users who are using earlier 
operating systems. Any control panel fil e that follows the rules and suggestions given in the 
Control Panel chapter of Volume V will continue to work without problems in version 7.0. 

A contrnl panel can open in a window of any size. However, you may want to constrllin any 
new panels that you develop to fi t in the space provided by the previous Control Panel desk 
accessory. Doing so guaran tees that the control panel can be opened either by the Control 
Panel desk accessory in earlier versions of system software or by the Finder in versjon 7.0. 

The user can store control panels in the Control Panels fo lder or the Apple® Menu Items 
fo lder (both in the System Folder), or at any other location in the fi le system. 

You should refer to a file of type 'cdev' as a control panel file in any user documentation that 
you provide. Don' t pass on the file type name of this fi le or any other fi le to users. 

The next section, "Writing Control Panel Files," provides more information about developing 
control panels that work in all vers ions of system software . 
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WRITING CONTROL PANEL FILES 

You should keep the following points in mind if you are writing or modifyi ng a control 
panel file: 

• A control panel fil e displays a modeless dialog box with no menu bar. You can use the 
editing functions in the Finder's menu bar if necessary , but you cannot add any menu 
choices. The Finder passes messages to your cdev function for the fo llowing standard 
selections from the Edit menu: Undo, Cut, Copy, Paste, and Clear. Your cdev functi on 
can respond to these messages when it is appropriate to do so; for example, if your 
control panel has an editable text box, you can respond to these ed iti ng functions when 
the inse11ion point is within this field. See the Control Panel chapter in Volume V for a 
description of the cdev functi on. 

• The rectangles defined by the 'nrct' resource are no longer restricted to the size of the 
Control Panel; however, to maintain compatibility with previous operating systems, 
the rectangles' coordinates should not exceed (-1,87,255,322). 

• There is no longer a guarantee that the resources provided by the Control Panel are 
avai lable when your control panel fil e is running. If your control panel fil e uses any 
Control Panel resources, it might not run in version 7.0. If your control pane l fi le 
strictly follows the specificati ons in the Control Panel chapter of Volume V, however, 
it should run with no difficulty in version 7.0. 

• Your control panel file can continue to use the CPDialog parameter passed to the cdev 
function to obtain the dialog item list and the numltems parameter to determine the num
ber of items in the dialog item list. If you use these parameters in your control panel fi le 
to gain access to the items in your dialog item list, your control panel fil e will operate 
correctly with both the Control Panel and the Finder. If you assume some value for the 
numltems parameter, however, your control panel fil e will not operate c01Tectly in both 
situations. Dialog item lists are described in the Dialog Manager chapter of Volume I. 

• If the 'mach' resource in your control pane l fil e indicates that the cdev function cannot 
run, the Finder displays an error message for the user and does not open the control 
panel file. In contrast, the Control Panel does not display the icon for a control panel file 
if the 'mach' resource indicates the cdev function cannot run. If your control pane l fil e 
can run on all Macintosh computers, set the 'mach' resource to $FFFF 0000. If your 
control pane l fil e can run only when certain hardware or software is present, set the 
'mach' resource to $0000 FFFF. In the latter case, the Finder calls your cdev function 
with the message parameter set to the constant macDev (8). Your cdev function should 
then call the Gestalt function to determine the software and hardware configuration of 
the machine. If your control panel file cannot run, return a result code of O; if your 
control panel file can run, return a resu lt code of 1. The Gestalt fu ncti on is described in 
the Compatibility Guidel ines chapter in this volume. 

• The Finder now handles the result codes retu rned by your cdev function. Whereas the 
Control Panel dims the icon for a control panel file in response to certain result codes, 
the Finder displays an error message but docs not dim the control panel fi le icon. 
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ABOUT THE MONITORS CONTROL PANEL 

The Monitors control panel that is provided wi th system software version 7.0 is extensible. If 
you are the developer of a video card, you can add items to the Monitors control panel that 
allow users to control features of the video device. 

The Monitors control panel allows a user to 

• select which one of the monitors connected to the computer system should display the 
menu bar 

• select which monitor to use as a star1up screen 

• inform the Operating System about the relative locations of the monitors 

• control some features of the monitors, such as whether a color monitor displays in color 
or in black and white, or the number of colors or gray-scale values to display 

Figure 10-1 shows an example of the Monitors control panel. 

~o Monitors 

Characteristics of selected monitor : 4.4b2 

Ocolors : 76 (Options ... ] ®''""D 
Drag monitors and menu bar to rearrange them. 

Pm I ~"""I 

-==:=J ( Identi fy ) 

Figure 10-1. The Monitors control panel 

As Figure 10-1 illustrates, the Monitors control panel now includes a button labeled Options; 
when the user clicks this button, another dialog box appears with additional controls. When 
you add an extension to the Monitors control panel, the controls you add appear in this dialog 
box. In this chapter, the dialog box that appears when the user clicks the Options button in 
the Monitors control panel is referred to as the Options dialog box. Figure 10-2 shows an 
example of an Options dialog box. The OK and Cancel buttons are standar·d for all Options 
dialog boxes. The screen-saver control ("Minutes before sleep") is added by the Monitors 
extension. If there is more than one video card installed in the computer, the Monitors control 
panel shows all of the connected monitors. In this case, the user selects one monitor and 
the Monitors control panel di splays the Options dialog box for that monitor (monitor 1 in 
Figure 10-1 ). 
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Figure 10-2. An Opt.ions dialog box for a Monitors control panel 

You should provide an extension to the Monitors control panel whenever you want to 
provide users with a simple way to control your video device. However, if you require a 
more complex interface-such as your own menu items or several levels of nested dialog 
boxes-you should provide a small appl ication rather than an extension to the Monitors 
control panel. If you do provide a small application, you might want to instruct the user to 
place it in the Control Panels folder within the System Folder. 

DESIGNING AN EXTENSION FOR THE MONITORS 
CONTROL PANEL 

If you develop a video card, you can provide a file of type 'cdev' that adds controls to the 
Options dialog box of the Monitors control panel. An extension to the Monitors control panel 
should control features of the video card on ly; a Monitors extension should not control system
wide features. For example, a Monitors control panel extension might allow the user to set the 
viitual screen size for a single monitor, but not to set the size of the menu bar, which can 
appear on any monitor. 

It is not advisable to add a button to the Options dialog box that puts up yet another dialog 
box. If the features that you want to implement require an extensive or complex set of 
controls, it wou ld be better to write a small application rather than an extension to the 
Monitors control panel fi le . 

.A. Warning: Only the manufacturer of the video card should write an extension to 
the Monitors control panel file. There can be only one extension to the Monitors 
control panel file for each video card. Apple Computer, Inc., reserves the right to 
supply control panel files for its own video cards. • 
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The extension ~le for the Monitors control panel must be a file of type 'cdev' containing at 
least the following resources: 

• 'card' (ID can be any number from -4080 through -4065) 

• 'rnntr' (ID = -4096) 

• 'RECT' (ID= -4096) 

• 'DITL' (ID = -4096) 

Your Monitors extension file can also include any of the following resources: 

• 'ICON' (ID = -4096) 

• 'cicn' (ID = -4096) 

• 'vers' (ID = 1) 

• 'vers' (ID = 2) 

• 'STR#' (ID = -4096) 

• 'gama' (ID can be any number from -4080 through -4065) 

• 'PREF' 

• 'BNDL' 

• icon family resources 'ICN#', 'ics#', 'icl8', 'ic l4', 'ics8', and 'ics4' 

• 'INIT' 

• signature resource 

The following sections describe these resources. You can use resource ID numbers of -4080 
through -4065 for any private resources in your Monitors extension. 

The 'card' Resource 

The 'card' resource contains a Pascal string (that is, a length byte followed by an ASCII 
string) identical to the name of a video card. (The name of a video card is located in the Board 
sResource data structure in the ROM of the card, as described in Designing Cards and Drivers 
for the Macintosh Family, second edition. ) The extension file can contain as many 'card' 
resources as you 'yVish, so that one extension file can handle several versions of one video 
card. The Options dialog box displays the name in the 'card' resource unless you also include 
an 'STR#' resource in the extension fil e, as described in "The 'STR#' Resource" later in this 
chapter. The Slot Manager chapter in Volume V describes the SGetCString function. For a 
description of video cards, see Designing Cards and Drivers for the Macintosh Family, 
second edition. 
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The 'mntr' Resource 

The 'mntr' resource contains the code that canies out the functions of your Monitors exten
sion. This resource must begin with a function that you provide, referred to in this chapter as 
the monitor fanction. The parameters passed to the monitor function by the Monitors control 
panel allow your code to determine what action to petform. You can use the function result to 
keep a handle to local storage or to return an error code. These options are described in the 
parameter descriptions in the next section. 

An 'mntr' resource is a code resource. In MPW®, you can set the code resource type to 
'mntr' when you link the program. 

The Monitor Function 

The 'mntr' resource must contain a function that responds to the various events that can occur 
while the Options dialog box is on the screen. The declaration for a monitor function named 
MyMntr is as follows: 

FUNCTION MyMntr (message , item , numitems : Integer ; monitorValue : Longint ; 
mDialog : DialogPtr ; theEvent : EventRecord ; 
s c reenNum : Integer ; VAR screens : ScrnRsrcHandle ; 
VAR scrnChanged : Boolean} : Longint ; 

Parameter descriptions 

message 

item 

numlterns 

monitorYalue 

A message number, from the list defined in the following section, that 
your monitor function can use to determine what action to take. 

The dialog-item-list number of the item that the user clicked. To 
calculate the dialog-item-list number in your 'DITL' resource, subtract 
the number passed in the numltems parameter from the number in the 
item parameter. 

When the message parameter equals StartupMsg, the item parameter 
indicates whether the user is a superuser- that is, whether the user can 
be assumed to be very knowledgeable. If the user is a superuser, the 
item parameter is 1; if not, it is 0. 

The di alog-item-li st number of the last standard item in the Options 
dialog box. You number the items in your 'DITL' resource starting 
with I ; the Monitors control panel adds the value of the numlterns 
parameter to each number in the 'DITL' resource and uses the result 
for the dialog-item-list number. 

The result returned by your monitor function the last time it was called. 
Because control panel routines cannot have global variables, you rnight 
want to use the function result to return a handle to the storage of your 
local data. This handle is then available in the monitorYalue parameter 
the next time the monitor function is caJ!ed. The monitorValue param
eter is 0 the first time the Monitors control panel calls your monitor 
function (that is, when the message parameter equals startupMsg). 
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theEvent 

screenNum 

screens 

scmChanged 
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If your monitor function returns a function result in the range 1 through 
255, the Monitors control panel interprets this result as an error and 
closes your Options dialog box. Therefore, you r monitor function 
cannot receive a value in thi s range in the monitorYalue parameter. 

The dialog pointer for the Options dialog box. See the Dialog Manager 
chapter of Volume I for a description of dialog pointers. 

The event record for an event that caused a hitMsg, nulMsg, or 
keyEvtMsg message. See the Event Manager chapter of this volume 
for a discussion of event records. 

The number of the screen device (that is, the monjtor) that the user has 
selected. The Monitors control panel nu mbers monitors consecutively, 
in the same order as the slots in which the cards are installed, starting 
with 1. 

A handle to the 'scrn' resource. The 'scm' resource is described in the 
Graphics Devices Manager chapter of this volume. 

A Boolean value that you can use to indicate whether you have modi
fied the 'scrn' resource. Set this parameter to TRUE if you have 
modified the 'scrn' resource. When the scmChanged parameter is 
TRUE, the Monitors control panel checks the 'scrn' resource to make 
sure that the values in it are still valid; if there is a problem, the 
Monitors control panel tries to correct it. 

This parameter makes it easier to implement a control that changes the 
apparent area displayed on the screen. For example, your monitor 
might be able to display either two pages of a document or a magnified 
view of a single page. If the user changes the area displayed on one 
screen in a system with multiple screens, the displays on adjacent 
screens could overlap or show gaps. When you change the 'scrn' 
resource to implement tills change, the coordinates of the global 
rectangles for adjacent screens are no longer contiguous. In this case, 
if you have set the scrnChanged parameter to TRUE, the Monitors 
control panel shifts the virtual locations of the screens to eliminate the 
gaps or overlaps. 

Your monitor function can return either an error code or a value that you want to have 
available the next time the Monitors extension is called. Each time the extension is called, 
the monitorYalue parameter contains the value that your monitor function returned the 
last time it was called. 

If an error occurs, your monitor function should display an error dialog box and then return a 
value between 1 and 255. If your code returns a value in this range, the Monitors control 
panel closes the Options dialog box immediately and no more calls are made to your code. If 
your code returns an error in response to the initMsg or startupMsg message, the Monitors 
control panel does not display the Options dialog box. You can display an alert box 
describing the error before returning control to the Monitors control panel. 
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Messages to the Monitor Function 

The message passed as a parameter to the monitor function can have any of the values defined 
by these constants: 

CONST i n i t Msg 1 ; {init ialization} 
okMs g 2 ; {user clicked OK button} 
cancelMsg 3 ; {user clicked Cancel button} 
h i tMsg 4 ; {use r clicked cont:::-ol in Options dialog 

{ box } 
nu l Msg 5 ; {periodic event} 
updateMsg 6 ; {updat e event} 
act ivateMsg 7 ; {not used} 
d e activateMsg 8 ; {not used} 
keyEvtMsg 9 ; {keyboard event} 
supe rMs g 10 ; {show s uperuser controls} 
norma lMsg 11 ; {show o n ly normal controls} 
s t a rtupMsg 12 ; {code has been loaded} 

Constant Meaning 

initMsg 

okMsg 

cancelMsg 

Sent before the Options dialog box is displayed, after the Monitors 
control panel has located any resources (such as 'gama' resources) 
referred to by your monitor function. When you receive this message 
you should execute initialization code. You can use initialization code 
to set default values for controls and allocate memory for local storage, 
for example. 

If you do allocate storage, be sure to pass a handle to the storage as the 
function result. The next time your extension is called, this value will be 
available in the monitorValue parameter. 

This message is preceded by the startup message and followed by either 
the super message or the normal message. 

Indicates the user has clicked the OK button. The OK button is a stan
dard control put in the Options dialog box by the Monitors control 
panel. You should not make any changes irreversible until you receive 
this message. 

When the user clicks the OK button, the Monitors control panel hides 
the Options dialog box and calls your monitor function with this 
message. This is your last chance to check the values of dialog items 
that the user might have changed. You should release any private 
memory allocated by your extension file before returning control to the 
Monitors control panel. 

Indicates the user has clicked the Cancel button. The Cancel button is a 
standard control put in the Options dialog box by the Monitors control 
panel. Return the computer system to the condition it was in before the 
user clicked the Options button, release any private memory allocated 
by your extension file, and return control to the Monitors control panel. 
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Constant Meaning 

hitMsg Indicates the user has clicked an enabled control in the Options dialog 
box. The dialog-item-list number of the control is passed in the item 
parameter to the monitor function; see the preceding section for a 
discussion of this parameter. 

nuJMsg Sent periodically to allow you to perform tasks that have to be done 
repeatedly, such as blinking an insertion point. Do not assume any 
particular timing for this message. 

updateMsg Sent on every update event. 

activateMsg Sent on every activate event for which the Options dialog box becomes 
active. Currently, this message is not used, because the Options dialog 
box is modal. However, you should handle this message as you would 
any activate event, because in future versions of the Operating System 
this dialog box might be modeless. 

deactivateMsg Sent on every activate event for which the Options dialog box becomes 
inactive. Currently, this message is not used, because the Options 
dialog box is modal. However, you should handle this message as you 
would any activate event because in future versions of the Operating 
System, this dialog box might be modeless. 

keyEvtMsg Sent on every keyboard event. 

superMsg Indicates the user is a superuser- that is, the user can be assumed to be 
very knowledgeable. This message is sent when the user holds down 
the Option key while dicking the Options button, and it could be sent 
by other mechanisms in the future. You should di splay any controls that 
you have reserved for such users. 

normalMsg 

strutupMsg 

This message or the normal message is sent immediately following the 
initialization message. 

Indicates you should not display controls reserved for superusers. 

This message or the super message is sent immediately following the 
initialization message. 

Sent as soon as the code in your 'mntr' resource has qeen loaded, 
before the Monitors control panel finds any resources referred to by 
your monitor function. You can then load and modify aI).y resources 
that must allow for the capabilities of the computer system or for 
superusers. You can use this opportunity, for example, to modify your 
'DITL' resource to display special controls for superusers. 

You can call the Gestalt function tp determine the capabilities of the 
user's computer system, and you can check the value of the item 
parameter to determine whether the user is a superuser. If the user is a 
superuser, the Monitors control panel sets the item parameter to 1 when 
it sends the startup message. · 

This message is the first message sent. 
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The 'RECT' Resource 

You use the 'RECT' resource to describe the size and shape of the area taken up by your 
controls. In assigning coordinates to your controls, assume that the origin (that is, the upper
left comer) of the local coordinate system for your dialog items is at (0,0). (In this coordinate 
system, the Options dialog items displayed by the Monitors control panel would have a right 
edge at 319 and a negative top coordinate.) The Monitors control panel expands the Options 
dialog box, placing the rectangle defined by your 'RECT' resource so that its upper edge 
starts immediately below the standard controls put in the Options dialog box by the Monitors 
control panel. In Figure 10-2, for example, the OK and Cancel buttons and the Select monitor 
type box are standard controls, and the screen-saver control has been added by a Monitors 
extension. 

Because the Monitors control panel transforms the coordinates of your controls to the 
coordinate system that it uses for the Options dialog box, you must use the GetDitem 
procedure (described in the Dialog Manager chapter of Volume I) to get the true locations 
of your dialog items. 

The 'DITL' Resource 

The 'DITL' resource is a standard dialog item list, as described in the Dialog Manager 
chapters of Volumes I and V. For an example of this resource, see "A Sample of an 
Extension to the Monitors Control Panel" later in this chapter. 

You can start your controls immediately below the standard controls put in the Options dialog 
box by the Monitors control panel, as shown in Figure 10-2. If you add additional controls 
for superusers, you should separate the superuser controls from the other controls with a 
horizontal dividing line, as illustrated in Figure 10-3. 
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Figure 10-3. An Options dialog box with superuser controls 
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To draw a dividing line, make it a separate dialog item of type userltem. The procedure for the 
dialog item should consist of a FrameRect procedure that draws a 1-pixel-high rectangle. The 
coordinates for the dividing line are in the coordinate system used by your 'RECT' resource. 
If you wish, you can use a gray pattern for this line in a manner similar to that used for divider 
lines in menus. Dialog items are discussed in the Dialog Manager chapter of Volume I, and the 
FrameRect procedure is described in the QuickDraw ™ chapter of Volume I. Listing 10-1 later 
in this chapter includes code to draw a dividing line. 

The 'ICON' and 'cicn• Resources 

The 'ICON' resource defines a black-and-white icon. The 'cicn' resource, described in the 
Color QuickDraw chapter of Volume V, defines a color icon. If you include either of these 
resources in the Monitors extension file, the icon is displayed in the Options dialog box of 
the Monitors control panel (Figures 10-2 and 10-3). 

The 'vers' Resources 

You can include 'vers' resources to provide version information for your Monitors extension 
file. The 'vers' resource with a resource ID of 1 specifies the version of your Monitors 
extension file. The 'vers' resource with a resource ID of 2 specifies the version of the group 
to which your file belongs-for example, the version number of the video card that your 
extension file supports. See the Finder Interface chapter in this volume for more information 
on 'vers' resources. 

The 1STR#1 Resource 

If the name for the video card that you want to display in the Options dialog box is different 
from the name in the declaration ROM of the video card, you can include an 'STR#' resource. 
This resource must contain pairs of Pascal strings. The first string in each pair must be 
identical to the name of the video card as returned by the Slot Manager' s SReadDrvrName 
function (minus the period that the Slot Manager prefixes to the name). The second string in 
each pair is the name that you want to display in the Options dialog box. You can have as 
many pairs of names in one 'STR#' resource as you wish; the Monitors control panel uses the 
first match it finds. 

The 'gama• Resources 

When the user presses the Option key while clicking the Options button in the Monitors 
control panel, a list of gamma tables is displayed (Figure 10-3). The software driver for a 
video card uses a gamma table to correct for the fact that the intensity of each color on a 
video display is not linearly proportional to the intensity of the electron beam; in other words, 
the gamma table helps the video driver to provide the most accurate colors possible for a 
video display. Because the user might prefer a nonstandard color correction, many devel
opers of video cards provide more than one gamma table for a given card. 
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To include one or more gamma tables for a video card, include in the Morutors extension file 
a named resource of type 'garna' for each gamma table. The user can select which gamma 
table to use with the monitor by clicking the name of that table, or the user can select the 
default gamma table for that monitor by clicking the box that appears above the gamma table. 
The default gamma table for a monitor is the one listed in the 'scm' resource. Gamma tables 
are discussed in Designing Cards and Drivers for the Macintosh Family, second edition. The 
'scm' resource is described in the Graphics Devices Manager chapter of this volume. 

The 'FREF', 'BNDL', Icon Family, and Signature Resources 

The 'FREF', 'BNDL', icon family, and signature resources work together to give your file a 
distinctive appearance on the desktop. These resource types are described in the Finder 
Interface chapter of this volume, and examples of these resources are given in Listing 10-2 
later in this chapter. 

The 'INIT' Resource 

A file that contains an extension to the Monitors control panel can contain an 'INIT' resource. 
If this file is in the Control Panels folder, the Extensions folder, or the base level of the 
System Folder, then the Operating System executes the 'INIT' resource when the machine is 
switched on or reset. (Before system software version 7 .0, all 'INIT' resource files had to be 
located in the base level of the System Folder.) 'INIT' resources are discussed in the System 
Resource File chapter of Volume IV and in the Strut Manager chapter of Volume V. The 
'INIT' resource acts independently of other resources in the file; it need not be related to the 
Monitors extension in any way. 

A Sample of an Extension to the Monitors Control Panel 

Listing 10-1 shows code that defines an extension to the Monitors control panel. Listing 10-2 
shows the resources for this extension in Rez format. 

In response to the startup message, the Monitors extension shown in Listing 10-1 checks the 
value of the item parameter to determine whether the user is a superuser. If the user is not a 
superuser, the Monitors extension uses the default values for the 'RECT' resource shown in 
Listing 10-2. This rectangle ends just before the dividing line, so that the superuser controls 
are not displayed. If the user is a superuser, the SetUpData function in Listing 10-1 extends 
the rectangle in the 'RECT' resource so that the rectangle includes all of the controls in the 
'DITL' resource. 

The code for the startup message allocates memory for the use of the Morutors extension 
and returns a handle to this memory as the function result. For all subsequent messages, 
the Monitors control panel passes the previous function result to the extension in the 
morutorValue parameter. In order to preserve the handle to this memory, Listing 10-1 sets 
the monitor function equal to the monitorValue parameter for all messages that the function 
does not process. 

The Monitors control panel extension shown in Listings 10-1 and 10-2 is illustrated in 
Figures 10-2 and I 0-3. 
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Listing 10-1. Sample of an extension to the Monitors control panel 

{Pascal source code} 

CONST 
text Item 
line Item 
downitem 
up Item 
count Item = 
bright Item 
less Item 
slotCount 
initMsg 
okMsg 
cancelMsg 
hitMsg 

nulMsg 
updateMsg 
activateMsg 
deactivateMsg 
keyEvt Msg 
superMsg 
normalMsg 
startupMsg 
{resource IDs} 
MemErrAlert 
deepAlert 
dataRes 

TYPE ScrnRecord 
RECORD 

srDrvrHW : 
srSlot : 
srDCtlDevBase : 
srMode : 
srFlagMask : 
srFlags : 
srColorTable : 
s r GammaTable : 
srRect : 

srCtlCount : 
END ; 

1 ; 
2 ; 
3 ; 
4; 
6; 
9 ; 
1 0 ; 
6 ; 
l ; 
2 ; 
3 ; 
4 ; 

5 ; 
6 ; 
7 . 

I 

8 ; 
9 ; 
1 0 ; 
11 ; 
12 ; 

130 ; 
131 ; 
- 4080 ; 

{StaticText item in cdev} 
{separation line} 
{Down Arrow user item} 
{Up Arrow user item} 
{frame for count} 
{radi o b u t t on " f i lter " } 
{radio b u tton "alias i ng " } 
{a reaso nable value} 
{initialization} 
{user clicked OK button} 
{user c l icked Cancel button} 
{user c l i cked control in Opt i ons 
{ dia l og box } 
{periodic event} 
{update event} 
{not used} 
{not used } 
{keyboard even t} 
{show superuser controls} 
{show only normal controls} 
{code has been loaded} 

{alert to tell user you ran out of memory} 
{all other errors} 
{store data} 

Integer ; 
{ ' scrn ' info for each screen} 
{spDrvrHW from Slot Manager} 

I n teger ; 
Longin t ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Rect ; 

Integer 

{s l ot number for the screen ' s video card} 
{base address of card ' s memory} 
{sRsrcID for desired mode } 
{$77FE} 
{active , main screen , B/W or color} 
{resource ID of desired ' clut ' } 
{resource ID of desired ' gama ' } 
{device ' s rectangle, global } 
{ coordinates} 
{number of control calls} 

ScrnRecordPtr AScrnRecord ; 
ScrnRecordHandl e AScrnRecor dPtr ; 

ScrnRsrc = 
RECORD 

END ; 

count : 
scrnRecs : 

{complete ' scrn ' resource} 
Integer ; {number of screens configured here} 
ARRAY[l . . slotCount] OF ScrnRecord 

{config for each one} 
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Listing 10-1. Sample of an extension to the Monitors control panel (Continued) 

ScrnRsrcPtr = AScrnRsrc; 
ScrnRsrcHandle = AScrnRsrcPtr ; 

MonitorData = 
RECORD 

isSuperUser : 
filteringSetting : 
oldFiltering : 
sleepTime: 
oldSleep: 

END ; 

Boolean; 
Integer; 
Integer ; 
Integer; 
Integer 

{local data for the extension} 
{is the user a superuser?} 
{new filter setting } 
{previous filter set ting} 
{new sleep time} 
{previous sleep time} 

MonitorDataPtr = AMonitorData; 
MonitorDataHandle = AMonitorDataPtr ; 

RectPtr = ARect ; 
RectHandle = ARectPtr ; 

IntPtr = Ainteger ; 
IntHandle = AintPtr; 

PROCEDURE DrawMyRect(theWindow: WindowPtr ; itemNo : Integer); 
FORWARD; 

FUNCTION SetUpData(superUser: Integer; storage: MonitorDataHandle) : OSErr; 
FORWARD ; 

PROCEDURE HandleHits(mDialog: DialogPtr; whichitem, numitems : Integer; 
dataHand: MonitorDataHandle); 

FORWARD; 
PROCEDURE SaveNewValues(dataRecHand : MonitorDataHandle) ; 

FORWARD; 
PROCEDURE SetParamText(sleep : Integer); 

FORWARD; 

FUNCTION MonExtend (message , item,nurnitems: Integer; 
monitorValue: Longint; mDialog: DialogPtr ; 
theEvent: EventRecord; ScreenNum: Integer ; 
VAR screens: ScrnRsrcHandle; 

VAR 

VAR scrnChanged: Boolean) : Longint; 

ItemType : Integer; 
ditem : Handle; 
box: Rect; 
dataRecHand: MonitorDataHandle ; 
result : OSErr; 
i : Integer; 

BEGIN 
dataRecHand := MonitorDataHandle (monitorValue); 

CASE message OF 
startupMsg: 

{set up handle to local data} 

{time to check for superusers} 
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BEGIN 
{first allocate memory to hold your local data} 

d ataRecHand : = 

MonitorDataHandle (NewHandle(sizeof(MonitorData ) )) ; 
IF dataRecHand <> NIL THEN 
BEGIN 

result : = SetUpData(item, dataRecHand) ; 
{initialize all fields} 

IF result = noErr THEN 
BEGIN 

MonExtend . - Longint (dataRecHand) ; 

END 
ELSE 
BEGIN 

{this c omes back in monitorValue} 

MonExtend . - result ; {error sho u l d stop any further a c t ion} 
END 

END 
ELSE 
BEGIN {display error message} 

i : = StopAlert(MemErrAl ert , NIL) ; 
MonExtend : = 255 ; 

END ; 
Exit(MonExtend) ; 

END ; 

in i tMsg : {initialize cdev } 
BEG IN 
{set controls to their initial values and set the proc that 
{ draws user items} 

GetDitem(mDialog , numitems+lineitem , itemType , ditem,box) ; 
IF itemType = useritem TnEN 

SetDitem(mDialog , numi tems+lineitem, itemType , @DrawMyRect , box ) ; 
GetDitem(mDialog , numitems+countitem , itemType , ditem, box) ; 
IF it~mType = useritem THEN 

SetDitem(mDialog ,numitems+count item, itemType , @DrawMyRect , b o x ); 
SetParamText(dataRecHandAA . s l eepTime ) ; 
IF dataRecHandAA . isSuperUser THEN 
BEGIN 

IF dataRecHandAA . oldFiltering = 0 THEN 
GetDitem(mDialog , numitems+lessitem , itemType, ditem , box) ; 

IF itemType = radCtrl + ctrlitem THEN 
SetCtlValue(ControlHand le(ditem) ,1) 

ELSE 
GetDitem(mDialog , numitems+brigh t i t em , i temType , ditem , box) ; 

IF i temType = radCtr l + c trlitem THEN 
SetCtlValue(ControlHandle(ditem) , l) ; 

END ; 
END ; 

hitMsg : 
BEGIN 

HandleHits(mDialog , item, numitems,dataRecHand) ; 
END ; 

(Continued) 
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Listing 10-1. Sample of an extension to the Moni.tors control panel (Continued) 

okMsg : {user wants to implement changes} 
BEGIN 

{execute any hardware changes here} 
SaveNewValues(dataRecHand) ; 
DisposeHandle(dataRecHand) {release memory} 

END; 

cancelMSG : {user does not want to save changes} 
BEGIN 

{make sure no changes are made permanent} 
DisposeEandle(dataRecHand) {release memory} 

END; 
END ; 

MonExtend : = monitorVa!ue ; {return handle t o local data} 
END ; {MonExtend} 

{The following procedure is used both to frame the minutes-to-sleep box } 
{ and to draw the line separating the superuser controls fro~ the } 
{ other controls . } 
PROCEDURE DrawMyRect(theWindow : Wi~dowPtr ; itemNo : Integer) ; 
VAR 

ItemType : Integer ; 
ditem : Handle ; 
box : Rect ; 

BEGIN 
GetDitem(theWindow , itemNo,itemType , ditem, box) ; 
FrameRect(box) ; 

END ; 

FUNCTION SetUpData(superUser : Integer ; storage : MonitorDataHandle) 
OSErr; 

VAR 
filt e rType, sleepyTime : Handle ; 
i : Integer ; 
result : OSErr ; 
rHand::.e : Handl e ; 

BEGIN 
r esu l t : = noErr ; 
HLock(Handle(storage)); 
WITH storageAA DO 
BEGIN 

sleepyTime : = GetResource ( ' SLEP ' ,dataRes) ; 
IF sleepyTime <> NIL THEN 
BEG IN 

oldSleep := IntHandle(sleepyTime)AA; 
sleepTime := oldSleep ; 
ReleaseResource(sleepyTime) ; 
IF superuser = 1 THEN 

{get old value} 

{get rid of the resource} 
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BEGIN 
isSuperUser : = TRUE ; 
filterType : = GetResource('INTE ' , dataRes) ; 
IF filterType <> NIL THEN 
BEGIN 

oldFiltering : = IntHandle(filterType)AA ; 
{get old value} 

filteringSetting : = oldFiltering ; 
ReleaseResource ( fi lterType ); {get rid of the resource} 

{if the user is a superuser , chunge the RECT to display more controls } 
rHandle : = GetResource( ' RECT ', -4096) ; 
IF rHandle <> NIL THEN 

RectHandle (rHandle)AA . top . - -160 
ELSE 

END 
ELSE 

result : = 255 

result . - 255 ; 
END 

END 
ELSE 

result : = 255 ; 
IF result = 255 THEN 
BEGIN 

{flag error} 

DisposHandle(Handle(storage)) ; 
i . - StopAlert(deepAlert , NIL) ; 

END 
END ; 
HUnlock(Handle(storage) ); 
SetUpData . - result ; 

{tell the user there's a problem} 

{nonzero result should stop any } 
{ further act:on} 

END ; 

PROCEDURE SaveNewValues(dataRecHand : MonitorDataHandle) ; 
{save the current settings in resources} 

VAR 
resHandle : Handle; 

BEGIN 
WITH dataRecHandAA DO 
BEGIN 

IF sleepTime <> oldSleep THEN 
BEGIN 

resHandl e GetResource( ' SLEP ', dataRes ); 
IF resHandle <> NIL THEN 
BEGIN {set sleep time} 

IntHandle(resHandle)AA : = sleepTime ; 
ChangedResource(resHandle) ; 
WriteResource(resHandle) ; 

END 
END ; 

Designing an Extension for the Monitors Control Panel 
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Listing 10-1. Sample of an extension to the Monitors control panel (Continued) 

IF isSuperUser THEN 
IF filteringSetting 
BEGIK 

{settings only for superusers } 
<> oldFiltering THEN 

resHandle : = GetResource( ' INTE ', dataRes) ; 
IF resHandle <> NIL THEN 
BEGIN {set super user controls} 

IntHandle(resHandle)AA : = filteringSetting ; 
ChangedResource(resHandle) ; 

END 

WriteResource(resHandle) ; 
END 

END 
END ; 

PROCEDURE HandleHits(mDialog : DialogPtr ; whichitem , numitems : Integer ; 
dataHand : MonitorDataHandle) ; 

VAR 
I temType : Integer ; 
ditem : Handle ; 
box : Rect ; 

BEGIN 
HLock(Handle(dataHand)) ; 
WITH dataHandA" DO 
BEGIN 
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CASE whichitem - numi tems OF 
upitem : 
BEGIN 

GetDitem(mDialog , numitems+countitem , itemType , ditem, box) ; 
{get the text box} 

sleeprime : = (sleepTime + 1) MOD 26 ; 
SetParamText(sleepTime) ; 
InvalRect (box ); 

END ; 
downitem : 
BEGIN 

GetDitem(mDialog , numitems+countitem, itemType, ditem, box) ; 
sleepTime : = sleepTime - l ; 
IF sleepTime < 0 THEN 

sleepTime : = 25 ; 
SetParamTex t(sleepTime) ; 
Inval~ect(box) ; 

END ; 
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brightitem: 
BEGIN 

GetDitem(mDialog ,whichitem ,itemType, ditem , box); 
IF itemType = radCtrl + ctrlitem THEN 

SetCtlValue(ControlHandle(ditem),l) ; 
GetDitem(mDialog,numitems+lessitem , itemType , ditem, box); 
IF itemType = radCtrl + ctrlitem THEN 

SetCtlValue(ControlHandle(ditem) , 0); 
filteringSetting . - l ; 

END ; 
lessitem: 
BEGIN 

GetDitem(mDialog, numitems+brightitem , itemType, d i tem, box); 
IF itemType = radCtrl + ctrlitem THEN 

SetCtlValue(ControlHandle(ditem),0); 
GetDitem(mDialog,whichitem, itemType , ditem, box); 
IF itemType = radCtrl + ctrlitem THEN 

SetCtlValue(ControlHandle(ditem),l); 
filteringSetting . - O; 

END; 
END; {CASE} 

END; 
HUnlock(Handle(dataHand)) ; 

END; 

PROCEDURE SetParamText (Sleep: Integer) ; 

VAR 
countStr : Str255 ; 

BEGIN 
NumToString(Sleep, countStr); 
IF (Sleep < 10 ) THEN 
BEGIN 

countStr[O] . - Char(Integer(countStr[O]) + 1) ; 
countStr[2] . - countStr[l]; 
countStr[l] . - '0 ' 

END; 
ParamText (countStr, '', '' , ''); 

END; 

END 

Listing 10-2 shows, in Rez format, the resources that are used by the Monitors control panel 
extension shown in Listing 10-1. 
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Listing 10-2. Resources for a file that extends the Monitors control panel 

#include "Types . r " 
#include " Pict . r " 
#include "SysTypes . r" 

type ' kcah ' as ' STR '; 

type ' card ' as ' STR '; 

type ' sysz ' {unsigned hex longin t ; ) ; 

type ' RECT ' 
{ 

rect ; 
) ; 

/ * used to keep track of filte r type */ 
type ' INTE ' 
{ 

integer ; 
) ; 

/ * used to maintain setting of sleep interval * / 
type ' SLEP ' 
{ 

integer ; 
) ; 

resource 'sysz ' ( 0 , purgeable) { 
$1000 / * about 64 KB neede d in system heap * / 

) ; 

resource ' vers ' ( 1) { 

) ; 

OxOl, OxOO, release , Ox OO , 
verUS , 

oo 1 . 00 o I 

" 1. 00 , Copyright © 1990 Apple Computer , Inc ." 

resource 'kcah' (0, purgeable) 
"Moni tors Extension Sample " 

) i 

resource ' BNDL ' (128 , purgeable) { 
'kcah' , 

) ; 

0 I 

'ICN#' , { 0 I 12 8) I 

' FREF', {0, 128) 
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resource ' ICN# ' (128, purgeable) 
/ * array : 2 elements * / 

} ; 

/ * [1) * / 
$ "0000 0000 07FF FFEO 0800 0010 09FF FF90 " 
$"0A00 0050 OAOO 0050 0AF3 CE50 0A8A 2950" 
$ " 0A8A 2950 0AF3 CE50 0A82 4950 0A82 2950" 
$"0A82 2E50 OAOO 0050 OAOO 0050 OAOO 0050 " 
$ "09FF FF90 0800 0010 OFFF FFFO 0800 0010 " 
$ "0800 0010 0800 0010 0800 7F10 0800 0010 " 
$ "0800 0010 0800 0010 0800 0010 07FF FFEO " 
$ "0400 0020 0400 0020 0400 0020 07FF FFEO ", 
/ * [2] */ 
$ "0000 0000 07FF FFEO OFFF FFFO OFFF FFFO " 
$ " 0FFF FFFO OFFF FFFO OFFF FFFO OFFF FFFO " 
$ " 0FFF FFFO OFFF FFFO OFFF FFFO OFFF FFFO " 
$ " 0FFF FFFO OFFF FFFO OFFF FFFO OFFF FFFO " 
$ " 0FFF FFFO OFFF FFFO OFFF FFFO OFFF FFFO " 
$"0FFF FFFO OFFF FFFO OFFF FFFO OFFF FFFO " 
$"0FFF FFFO OFFF FFFO OFFF FFFO 07FF FFEO " 
$ "07FF FFEO 07FF FFEO 07FF FFEO 07FF FFEO " 

data ' ICON ' (-4096, purgeable) { 

} i 

$ "0000 0000 07FF FFEO 0800 0010 09FF FF90 " 
$ " 0AOO 0050 OAOO 0050 0AF3 CE50 0A8A 2950" 
$ " 0A8A 2950 0AF3 CE50 0A82 4950 0A82 2950 " 
$ " 0A82 2E50 OAOO 0050 OAOO 0050 OAOO 0050 " 
$ "09FF FF90 0800 0010 OFFF FFFO 0800 0010 " 
$ "0800 0010 0800 0010 0800 7Fl0 0800 0010" 
$ "0800 001 0 0800 0010 0800 0010 07FF FFEO" 
$"0400 0020 0400 0020 0400 0020 07FF FFEO " 
$ "0000 0000 07FF FFEO OFFF FFFO OFFF FFFO " 
$ " 0FFF FFFO OFFF FFFO OFFF FFFO OFFF FFFO " 
$ " 0FFF FFFO OFFF FFFO OFFF FFFO OFFF FFFO " 
$"0FFF FFFO OFFF FFFO OFFF FFFO OFFF FFFO " 
$"0FFF FFFO OFFF FFFO OFFF FFFO OFFF FFFO " 
$ " 0FFF FFFO OFFF FFFO OFFF FFFO OFFF FFFO " 
$ " 0FFF FFFO OFFF FFFO OFFF FFFO 07FF FFEO " 
$ "07FF FFEO 07FF FFEO 07FF FFEO 07F? FFEO " 

resource 'DITL ' (-4096, purgeable) { 
/ * array DITLarray : 10 elements * / 
/ * (1) * / 
{10 , 161, 7 3 , 301 } ' 
StaticText { 

disabled , 
"Monitor Extension Example \n Screen saver " 
" \ n© 1990 App l e Computer , Inc . " 

Control Panels 
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Listing 10-2. Resources for a file that extends the Monitors control panel (Continued) 

10-24 

/ * [2] * / 
{80, 1, 81, 319} I 

Useritem { 

enab led 
}, 

/ * [ 3] */ 
{50, 79 , 59 , 88}, 
Useritem { 

enabled 
} I 

/* [4] * / 
{39, 79 , 49 , 88}, 
Useritem { 

enabled 
} I 

/ * [5) * / 
{ 43 I 58, 58 , 78}, 
StaticText { 

enabled , 
11 A on 

} I 

/ * [ 6 ] * / 
{41, 55 , 57 , 75}, 
Useritem { 

enabled 
} I 

/ * [7] * / 
{89 , 128 , 106 , 236}, 
StaticText { 

}, 

enabled , 
"Filter Type " 

/ * [8] * / 
{21 , 25 , 38 , 162} , 
Stat icText { 

enab led , 
"Minutes before sleep" 

}, 

/ * [9] * / 
{112 , 102 , 131 , 249}, 
Radi oButton { 

enabled, 
"Zirconian Filtration " 

}, 

/ * [10 ) * / 
{132 , 102 , 151 , 244}, 
RadioButton { 

}, 

enabled, 
"Anti-Aliasing Filter " 
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} i 

/ * (11] * / 
{40 , 79 , 58 , 9 0 }' 
Picture { 

enabled , 
-4080 

resource ' FREF ' (128 , purgeable) { 
' cdev ', 

0 ' 

} i 

resource ' RECT ' ( - 4096 , purgeable) 

{-80,0 , 0 , 320} 
} i 

/ * The ' card ' r esources ensure that this cdev is 
called when Options is pressed and the fo llowing 
cards are being used : 

* / 

Macintosh Display Card 
Macintosh Display Card 8 • 24 GC 

resource ' card ' ( -4080 , purgeable ) 

"Macintosh Display Card " 
} i 

resource ' card ' (-4079 , purgeable) 

"Macintosh Display Card 8 • 24 GC " 
} ; 

/ * The ' STR~ ' r esource is used if for some r eason you want to display 
a name for the card that i s different from the one in the 
sResource of the board . 

* / 
resource ' STR#' ( - 4096 , purgeable) 
{ 

} i 

"Macintosh Display Card "; 
"Macintosh Display Card 8 • 24 "; 
"Macintosh Display Card 8 • 24 GC "; 
"Macintosh Display Card 8 • 24 GC ' The Accelerated '" } ; 

(Continued) 
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Listing 10-2. Resources for a fi le that extends the Monitors control panel (Continued) 

resource ' ALRT ' (130 , purgeable ) 
{50 , 30 , 1 9 0 , 400} ' 

} ; 

130 , 
{ / * array : 4 elements * / 

/ * [1] * / 
OK , visible , soundl , 
/ * [2] * / 
OK , visible , soundl , 
/ * (3) * / 
OK , visible , soundl , 
/ * [ 4 ] * / 
OK , visible , soundl 

resource ' ALRT ' ( 131 , purgeable) 
{50 , 30 , 190 , 400} ' 

} ; 

131 , 
{ / * array : 4 elements * / 

/ * [1] * / 
OK , visible , soundl , 
/ * [2] * / 
OK , vis i ble , soundl , 
/ * [3] * / 
OK , vis i ble , soundl , 
/ * (4] * / 
OK , visible , soundl 

resource ' DITL ' (130 , purgeable) { 

} ; 

/ * array DITLarray : 2 elements * / 
/ * [1] * / 
{90 , 267 , 110 , 337}, 
Button { 

enabl ed , 
"OK " 

} ' 
/ * [2] * / 
{10 , 60 , 70 , 350} , 
StaticTex t { 

disabled , 
"There is not enough memory " 

resource ' DITL ' ( 131 , purgeable) { 
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/ * array DITLarray : 2 elements * / 

I * [1] * / 
{90 , 267 , 110 , 337} , 
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} ; 

Button { 
enabled , 
" OK " 

} I 

/* [2] * / 
{10 , 60 , 70 , 350} , 
StaticText { 

disabled , 
"An error occurred . \nI cannot display " 
" the options . " 

/* used to keep the setting of the filter type controls * / 
resource ' INTE ' ( - 4080, purgeable) { 

5 
} ; 

/ * used to keep the setting o: the time to sleep * / 
resource ' SLEP ' (-4080 , purgeable) 

5 
} ; 

Control Panels 

/ * PICT used to display the arrows to increase/decrease the sleep time */ 
resource ' PICT ' ( -4080) { 

} ; 

{134 , 272, 152 , 283}, 
VersionOne { 

{ / * array Opcodes : 2 elements * / 

/ * [1] * / 
clipRgn { 

{-30000 I -30000 I 30000 I 30000} I 

$ II 11 

} I 

/* [2] * / 
bitsRect 

2 , 
{254 , 352, 272 , 368} , 
{254 , 352 , 272 , 363} , 
{134 , 272 , 152 , 283} , 
srcCopy , 
$ "3F80 4040 8420 8E20 9F20 BFAO 8E20 8E20 " 
$ "8020 8020 8E20 8E20 BFAO 9F20 8E20 8420 " 
$ " 4040 3F80 " 
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INCLUDING ANOTHER CONTROL PANEL DEFINITION 
IN A MONITORS EXTENSION FILE 

A control panel fi le that contains an extension to the Monitors control panel can also contain a 
definition fo r another, separate control panel. You might want to include both an extension to 
the Monitors control panel and a new control panel definition in the same file, for example, if 
each controlled some features of the same video card. Any control panel defin ition must 
include a 'cdev' resource and the other resources described in the Control Panel chapter of 
Volume Y. 

Because the control panel resources and the Monitors extension resources in the fil e have 
different resource ID numbers, the Finder handles them separately. If the user opens a control 
panel fil e containing both a control panel definition and an extension to the Monitors control 
panel, the control pane l defined in that file appears on the screen and the Finder ignores the 
Monitors extension in that fil e. If the user opens the Monitors control panel file, then the 
Monitors cdev function searches the other control panel fi les in the same folder for extensions 
and ignores any 'cdev' resources it fi nds in those fil es. The user cannot open a control panel 
fil e that contains only an extension to the Monitors control panel; such a file can be opened 
only by the Monitors cdev function. 
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SUMMARY OF THE EXTENSION FILE FOR 
THE MONITORS CONTROL PANEL 

Constants 

CONST initMsg 
okMsg 
cancelMsg 
hitMsg 
nulMsg 
updateMsg 
activateMsg 
deactivateMsg 
keyEvtMsg 
superMsg 
normalMsg 
startupMsg 

= 1 ; 
2 ; 
3 ; 
4 ; 
5 ; 
6 ; 
7 ; 
8 ; 
9 ; 

= 10 ; 
11 ; 
12 ; 

{ini tialization} 
{user clicked OK button} 
{user clicked Cancel button} 
{user clicked control in Options dialog box} 
{periodic event} 
{update event} 
{not used} 
{not used} 
{k eyboard event} 
{show superuser con trols} 
{show only normal controls} 
{code has been loaded} 

Application-Defined Routine 

FUNCTION MyMntr (message,item , numitems : Integer; monitorValue : 
Longint ; mDialog : DialogPtr ; theEvent : 
EventRecord ; screenNum : Integer ; VAR screens : 
ScrnRsrcHandle ; VAR scrnChanged : Boolean) : 
Longint ; 
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The Help Manager 

ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

This chapter describes how you can use the He lp Manager to provide your users with 
Balloon Helpw on-line assistance-information that describes the actions, behaviors, or 
properties of elements of your application. When the user turns on Balloon Help assistance, 
the Help Manager displays small help balloons as the user moves the cursor over areas 
such as scroll bars, buttons, menus, or rectangular areas in your windows. Help balloons 
are rounded-rectangle wi ndows that contain explanatory in formation for the user. (With 
tips pointing at the objects they annotate, help balloons look like the balloons used for dialog 
in comic strips.) You provide the content for these help balloons in the form of descripti ve 
text or pictures. The information should be short and pertinent to the object or element that 
the cursor is over. 

For example, when a user moves the cursor to a menu command, a help balloon pointing to 
that conunand explains its function. The help balloon is displayed until the user moves the 
cursor away. 

The user turns on Balloon Help on-line assistance for all applications by choosing the Show 
Balloons command from the Help menu. All normally available features of your application 
are sti ll active when Balloon Help is enabled. The help balloons only provide information; 
the actions that the user performs by pressing the mouse button still take effect as they 
normally wou ld. 

The Help Manager is available only in system software version 7.0. Use the Gestalt function 
to determine whether the Help Manager is present. 

Read this chapter if you want to provide descripti ve in formation for the menus, windows, 
dialog boxes, or alert boxes used by your application, desk accessory, control panel, 
Chooser extension, or other software that interacts w ith the user. If you presently offer 
another help fac ility for your users, you should now let users gain access to your informa
tion through the Help menu. This chapter explains how you can add your own menu items 
to the Help menu to provide one convenient and consistent place for the user to look for 
he lp information. 

You can provide help for the menus, dialog boxes, and alert boxes of your existing applica
tions, desk accessories, or control panels by simply adding resources to your resource fork. 
In addition, you can provide help for the content area of windows by using either resources 
or He lp Manager routines. 

To use this chapter, you should be familiar with the Resource Manager. You provide help for 
your application by storing the information regarding help balloons in resources. To provide 
help for menus, windows, dialog boxes, or alert boxes, you should al so be familiar with the 
Menu Manager, Window Manager, Dialog Manager, and Control Manager as described in 
previous volumes of Inside Macintosh. 
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ABOUT THE HELP MANAGER 

You can use the Help Manager to provide help for these elements of your application: 

• menu titles and menu items 

• dialog boxes and alert boxes 

• windows, including any object in the frame or content area 

• other application-defined areas 

Providing help balloons for menus, dialog boxes, or alert boxes is quite simple: you need 
on ly create resources containing the help information that you want to relay to the user. The 
Help Manager automaticall y sizes, positions, and draws the help balloon and its content for 
you. Tt is equally simple to provide help balloons for a window whose elements don ' t change 
location within its content area. 

It takes a little more work to provide help balloons for windows in your application that 
contain objects that are dynamic or that change their position within the content area of the 
window. You provide B alloon Help assistance for these objects by tracking the cursor 
yourself and using Help Manager routines to display help balloons. You can let the Help 
Manager re move the help balloon, or your application can determine when to remove the 
he lp balloon. 

T he user turns on Balloon Help on- line assistance by choosing Show Balloons from the Help 
menu. As shown in Figure 11 - 1, the Help menu is identified by an icon consisting of a 
question mark enclosed in a small help balloon. It appears to the le ft of the Application menu 
(and to the left of the Keyboard menu , if a non-Roman script system is installed) and to the 
right of all other menus. Users can turn on Balloon Help ass istance even when your 
application presents a modal dialog box, because the Help menu is always enabled. 

s File Edit Uiew Label Special 
About Balloon Help .. . 

Show Balloons 

Finder Shortcuts 

Figure 11-1. T he Help menu for the Finder 

When Balloon Help assistance is turned on, the He lp Manager di splays any he lp balloons fo r 
the current appl ication whenever the user moves the cursor over a rectangular area that has a 
help balloon associated with it. 

The Help Manager provides a defau lt help ball oon for inacti ve windows and displays defau lt 
help balloons for the Litle bar and o ther parts of the active window. The Help Manager also 
displays default help balloons for other standard elements of' an application's user interface. 
A later section, "Default Help Balloons for Menus, Windows, and Icons," describes the 
defau lt he lp balloons. (Though you probably won ' t want or need to change the messages 
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in these default balloons, you have the ability to do so, as described later in "Overriding 
Other Default Help Balloons.") The Help Manager displays the default help balloons for 
your application whenever Balloon Help assistance is enabled, even if your application 
does not exp licitly use or create help balloons. 

All normal features of your application are available when Balloon He lp assistance is on. The 
Help Manager can display a balloon when the mouse button is pressed as well as when the 
mouse button is up. Help balloons do not interfere with your application. The user can still 
click and double-click as normal when Balloon Help assistance is enabled. 

The display of help balloons is driven mainly by the action of the user. For those balloons 
defined as standard help resource types, the Help Manager automatically tracks the cursor and 
generates the shape and calculates the position for the help balloon. The Help Manager dis
plays each help balloon as the user moves the cursor to the area assoc iated with it. The Help 
Manager removes the help balloon when the cursor is no longer over the associated area. 

Once the user chooses Show Balloons, help is enabled for aJI applications. When the user 
chooses Hide Balloons from the Help menu, the Help Manager removes any visible help 
balloon and stops displaying help balloons until Balloon Help assistance is turned on again. 

This chapter provides a brief description of how the He lp M anager displays help balloons, 
gives information on the default help balloons, and then discusses how to 

• create the text or picture content for help balloons 

• create resources for help balloons for menus, dialog boxes, and alert boxes 

• create resources for help balloons for windows 

• add your own menu items to the Help menu 

• override the de fau lt help balloons provided by system software 

• write your own balloon defini6on function 

Help Balloon Display 

The Help Manager performs most of the work involved with rendering help balloons for your 
application. T his section gives an overview of the facili ties that the Help M anager uses to 
display balloons and how you employ them in your application. 

The Help Manager uses the Window Manager to create a special type of wi ndow for the help 
balloon and then draws the content of the help balloon in the port rectangle of the wi ndow. 
The Help Manager is responsible for 

• calcula6ng the size of the help balloon (based on the content of the user help information 
you prov ide) 

• determining line breaks for text in a help balloon 

• calculating where to display the help balloon so that it appears on screen 

• drawing the help balloon and its content on screen 
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A balloon definition function, which is an implementation of a w indow defin ition func
tion, defines the general appearance of the help balloon. A standard balloon definition function 
is provided for you, and it's responsible for 

• calculating the content region and structure region of the help balloon (based on the 
rectangle calculated by the Help Manager) 

• drawing the frame of the help balloon 

The standard balloon definition function is the window definition function (a 'WDEF' 
resource) with resource ID 126. Figure 11-2 shows the general shape of a help balloon 
drawn with this standard balloon definition function. 

Figure 11-2. A help balloon drawn with the standard balloon defini tion function 

Every help balloon is further defined by its tip, a hot rectangle, and a variation code. 

A small pointer extends from a corner of every he lp balloon; thi s element indicates what 
object or area is explained in the help baJloon. The tip is the point at the end of that 
element. Figure 11 -3 shows an example of a help balloon for a control. The balloon tip 
is at coordinates (38, 158) of the window. 

(0,0) 
~D Uerb Tenses 

~> 
~ v-(38,158) 

~ V . 
Click here to replace 

71 the selected verb 

<.~ 
with its future tense . (65, 165) 

( Change All J 

Figure 11-3. The tip and hot rectangle for a he lp balloon 

The hot rectangle encloses the area for which you want to provide Balloon Help on- line 
assistance. If the cursor is over a hot rectangle, the Help Manager di splays its help balloon. 
The Help Manager removes the help balloon when the cursor is moved away. The user must 
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pause with the cursor at the same location for a brief amount of time (around one-tenth of a 
second) before the Help Manager displays the help balloon. This prevents excessive flashing 
of help balloons. The length of time that a user must pause before a help balloon appears is 
set by the system software and cannot be changed. 

In Figure 11-3, the help balloon is displayed for a hot rectangle defined by local coordinates 
(0,0,65,165). The Help Manager displays and removes the help balloon as the cursor moves 
in and out of the area defined by the hot rectangle. 

A variation code specifies the preferred position of the help balloon relative to the hot 
rectangle. The balloon definition function draws the frame of the help balloon based on 
that variation code. 

As shown in Figure 11-4, the standard balloon definition function provides eight different 
positions, which you can specify with a variation code from 0 to 7. The figure also shows 
the boundary rectangle for each shape. Note that the tip of the help balloon always aligns 
with an edge of the boundary rectangle. If you write your own balloon definition function, 
you should support the tip locations defined by the standard variation codes. 

Position 0 ____________________________ , 

Position 1 
~. -··-. ----· --------------------
: I 
: : 

Position 2 

I 
I 
I 
I 

! 
I 

'-------··--J 
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Position 4 

Position 5 
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....... .,..----- - ---... 
I 

: 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Position 7 

Figure 11-4. Standard balloon positions and their variation codes 
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For most of the help balloons it displays, the FinderTM uses variation code 6. A bal loon with 
variation code 6 has its tip in the lower-left corner and projects up slightly and to the right. 

If a help balloon is on screen and not in the menu bar, the Help Manager uses the specified 
variation code to di splay the help balloon. If a help balloon is offscreen or in the menu bar, 
the Help Manager attempts to display the help balloon by using a combination of different 
variation codes and different tip locations. 

Usually, lhe Help Manager moves the ti.p by transposing it across the horizontal and vertical 
planes of the hot rectangle. However, when you use dialog item he lp ('hdlg') resou rces or 
the HMShowBalloon and HMShowMenuBalloon functions, the He lp Manager al lows you to 
specify alternate r ectangles for transposing balloon tips. Alternate rectangles give you 
additional flexibility in positioning your help balloons on screen. If you make your alternate 
rectangle smaller than your hot rectangle, for example, you have greater assurance that the 
Help Manager will be able to fit the help balloon on screen; if you specify an alternate rectan
gle that is larger than your hot rectangle, you have greater assurance that the help balloon 
will nol obscure some element explained by the balloon. 

Figure 11 -5 shows the Help Manager making three attempts to fit a help balloon on screen by 
moving the tip to three different sides of the hot rectangle and using an appropriate variation 
code for each tip. 

When positioning a help balloon on screen, the Help Manager first checks whether the screen 
has enough horizontal space and then enough vertical space to display the balloon using the 
specified variation code and tip. If the help balloon is either too wide or too long to fit on 

~ rue Cd lt Ulew fii::ecla l 

ID Tllle F 3"'9E!lt 

[ J 

Figure 11-5. Alternate positions of a help balloon 
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screen at this position, the Help Manager tries a different variation code. If the help balloon 
lies within the hot rectangle (or, if appropriate, with in the alternate rectangle), the Help 
Manager- using the new variation code-keeps the specified tip and again tests whether 
the help balloon fi ts. If, as in Figure 11-5, the help balloon lies outside of the hot rectangle 
(or the alternate rectangle), the Help Manager- using the new variation code-moves the 
tip to a di fferent side of the rectangle and again tests whether the help balloon fits. If, after 
exhausting all possible positions, the Help Manager still cannot fit the entire help balloon on 
screen, the Help Manager displays a help balloon at the position that best fi ts on screen and 
clips the content of the balloon to fi t at this position. 

You create help resources that describe the content, the balloon defini tion function, the vruia
tion code, and, when necessru·y, the tip and the hot rectangle or alternate rectangle for the 
Help Manager to use in drawing a help balloon. These help resources are 

• the menu help ('hmnu') resource to provide he lp balloons for menus and menu items 

• the dialog item help ('hdlg') resource to provide help balloons for items in dialog boxes 
or alert boxes 

• the rectangle help ('hrct') resource to associate a help balloon with a hot rectangle in a 
static window 

• the window help ('hwin') resource to map an 'hrct' or 'hdlg' resource to a hot rectangle 
in a window or to a dialog item in a dialog box or alert box 

• the Finder help override ('hfdr') resource to prov ide a customized help balloon for your 
application icon 

• the defau lt he lp override ('hovr') resource to override the content of default help 
balloons provided in system software 

To put help balloons in your applicati on, you are responsible for 

• Creating any necessru·y help resources for your application. 

• Providing the user help information that forms the content of the help balloons. Although 
you can store this in formation in the help resources themselves or in data structures, 
localizing your help content is much easier if you store it in other resources-such as 
'PICT', 'STR#', 'STR ', 'TEXT', and 'sty !' resources-that are easier to edit. 

• Specifying in your help resources a balloon definition function for your help balloons. 
Typically, you should use the standard balloon definition function that draws shapes 
similar to that shown in Figure 11-2. This helps maintain a consistent look across all 
help balloons used by the Finder and other applications. However, if you feel absolutely 
compelled to change the shape of help balloons in your application, you can write your 
own balloon definition function as described in "Wri ting Your Own Balloon Definition 
Function" later in this chapter. Be awru·e that a different help balloon shape may initially 
confuse your users. 

• Specify ing in your help resources a variation code. The variation code positions your 
bal loons on screen according to the general shape described by their balloon definition 
function. If you use the standard balloon definition function, you' ll use variation codes 
0 to 7 to di splay the help balloons shown in Figure 11 -4. The preferred vari ation code 
is 0. If you are unsure of which variation code to use, specify O; the Help Manager will 
use a d ifferent variant if another is more appropri ate. If you wri te your own balloon 
definition function, you must define your own variation codes. 
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For objects other than menu items, you are also responsible for 

• Specify ing in your help resources the tip location for the help balloon. For menu items, 
the Help Manager automatically places the tip just inside the right edge of the menu item. 

• Specify ing rectangles in your help resources. The rectangles around menu items 
and dialog items define their hot rectangles for you. For 'hdlg' resources, you specify 
alternate rectangles for moving the help balloon. For 'hrct' resources, you specify hot 
rectangles, which define the areas on screen for association of help balloons. 

• Tracking the cursor in dynamic windows, and, when the cursor moves over a hot rec
tangle in your window, calling Help Manager routines (such as HMShowBalloon) to 
display your help balloons. You can let your application or the Help Manager remove 
the help balloon when the user moves the cursor off the hot rectangle. 

In summary then, the Help Manager automatically displays help balloons in the following 
manner. The user turns Balloon Help assistance on, then moves the cursor to an area described 
by a hot rectangle. The Help Manager calculates the size of the help balloon based on its 
content. For text or strings, the Help Manager uses TextEdit to dete1mine the word and line 
breaks of text in the help balloon. The Help Manager then determines the size of the help 
balloon and uses the Window Manager to create a new help balloon. The Window Manager 
calls the balloon definition function to determine the help balloon's general shape and position. 
(If the variation code places the help balloon offscreen or in the menu bar, the Help Manager 
tries a different variation code or moves the tip of the help balloon to another side of the hot 
rectangle or the alternate rectangle.) The window definition function draws the window frame, 
and the Help Manager draws the content of the help balloon. 

For most interface elements that you want to provide help for, you create the content of the 
help balloon (preferably in a separate, easily edited resource) and, in the help resources 
themselves, you specify the standard balloon definition function, one of the eight variation 
codes, the tip location, and a hot rectangle. 

The Help Manager does not automatically display help balloons for dynamic windows or for 
menus using customized menu definitions. To provide help balloons for these elements or in 
other circumstances where you want more control over help balloons, you must identify hot 
rectangles, create your own data structures to store their locations, track the cursor yourself, 
and call HMShowBalloon when the cursor moves to your hot rectangles. If you wish to, you 
can also write your own balloon definition function and tip function. 

Default Help Balloons for Menus, Windows, and Icons 

The Help Manager displays many default help balloons for an application when help is 
enabled and the user moves the cursor to certain standard areas of the user interface. These 
areas include the standard window frame and the menu titles and menu items in the Apple® 
menu, Help menu, Keyboard menu, and Application menu. You don't need to create any 
resources or use any Help Manager routines to take advantage of the default help balloons. 
The following list summarizes the items that have default help balloons. 
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Interface item 

Application icon in Finder 

Document icon in Finder 

Standard fi le dialog boxes 

Window title bar 

Window close box 

Window zoom box 

Inactive window 

Apple menu title 

Apple menu items 

Help menu title 

Help menu items 

Appl ication menu title 
and items 

Keyboard menu title 
and items 

The Help Manager 

Description 

Default help also for desk accesso1ies, system 
extensions, control panels; can be customized 

Cannot be customized 

You add balloons for extra dialog items 

In standard and customized WDEFs 

In standard and customized WDEFs 

In standard and customized WDEFs 

Can be customized 

Standard menu definition procedure only 

Default balloons are provided for items in the 
Apple Menu Items folder, but there is no defau lt 
balloon for the About command or other items 
that your application adds 

Standard menu definition procedure only 

Default balloons are provided only for the About 
Balloon Help and Hide/Show Balloons items 

Standard menu defin ition procedure only 

Standard menu definition procedure only 

System software version 7.0 uses the Help Manager to di splay he lp balloons for most dialog 
boxes and alert boxes. For example, the Standard Fi le Package provides help balloons for its 
standard file dialog boxes. If your application uses a system software routine (such as the 
StandardPutFile procedure) that provides help balloons, and the user has turned on Balloon 
Help assistance, the Help Manager displays each help balloon as the user moves the cursor to 
each hot rectangle. If you've added your own buttons, check boxes, or controls to such a 
dialog box or alert box, you can also provide these elements with help balloons. 

The Help Manager displays help balloons for the standard window frame and other standard 
e lements described in the 'hovr' resource. You can override any of the default help balloons 
defined in the 'hovr' resource by provid ing your own resource of type 'hovr'. See "Overriding 
Other Default Help Balloons" later in this chapter for more information. 
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The Help Manager uses the window definition function of a wi ndow to determine whether 
the cursor is in the window frame and, if so, which part of the window frame (title, close 
box, or zoom box) the cursor is over. lf the cursor is in any of these areas, the Help Manager 
displays the associated help balloon. Figure 11 -6 shows the default help balloons for the 
active window of an application that uses the standard window definition function. lf you use 
a customized window definition function, the Help Manager also displays these default help 
bal loons for the corresponding e lements in your windows. 

_o 
~ 

_o 
~ 

d 
Close box 

To close this 
window , click here. 

Untitled 

Untitled 
~ . Title bar 

This is the window 's title 
bar . To move the 
window, position the 
pointer in the title bar 
and drag the window. 

-

~ Zoom box 

To change the size of the window 
quickly , click here . Clicking the zoom 
box once sizes the window so that all 
of its contents are visible (if 
possib)e). Clicking it again returns 
the window to its origina 1 size. 

-0 
~ 

0: 
~ 

to 
'2l 

Figure 11-6. Default help balloons fo r the window frame 

The Finder also uses these help balloons for its window titles and its close and zoom 
boxes. The Finder provides additional help for other e lements of its windows-for 
example, the scroll bar and size box-although th is help is not provided for the 
windows in your application. 

The Help Manager displays default help balloons for the Apple menu, Help menu, and 
Application menu. The Menu Manager uses the Help Manager to display help baUoons for 
these menus regardless of whether you supply help balloons for the rest of your menus. 
The Help Manager also provides default help balloons for the Keyboard menu when a non
Roman script system is installed. Figure 11-7 shows the defau lt help balloons for the Apple 
menu and Help menu titles. · 
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Note: The He lp Manager displays default help balloons only for applications that 
use the standard menu definition procedure. If you use your own menu definition 
procedure, your application must track the cursor and use Help Manager routines to 
display and remove help balloons, as described later in "Using Your Own Menu 
Definition Procedure." 

Apple menu 

Use this menu to see 
information about the active 
application or program, or to 
open an item in the Apple 
Menu Items folder. 

Help menu 

Use this menu to get 
information that helps 
you use your computer. 

Figure 11-7. Default he lp balloons for the Apple and Help menus 

The Help Manager does not provide default help balloons for items you put at the top of your 
application's Apple menu or items you add to the Help menu. You typically put one item at 
the top of the Apple menu: the About command for your application. If you have additional 
user help fac ilities, list them in the Help menu- not in the Apple menu. You have control 
only over those items that you add to these menus; system software handles help balloons for 
the rest of the items. 

The Finder provides default help balloons for your application icon and any documents 
created by your application. Figure 11-8 shows the default help balloon for the Surtwriter 
application and a document created by this application. You can customize the help balloon 
for your application icon by providing an 'hfdr' resource; however, you can' t customize 
the default help balloon for the documents created by your application. 

This is an application- a 
program with which you can 
per for m a task or cr eate a 
document . Applications 
include word processors, 
graphics programs, and 
spreadsheets. 

SurfWriter 

"SurtY/riter N document 

You can open and modify 
this document using the 
"SurfWriter •application 
program. 

Letter 

Figure 11-8. Default he lp balloons fo r application and document icons 
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USING THE HELP MANAGER 

You can use the Help Manager to provide information to the user that describes the action, 
behavior, or properties of elements of your application. For example, you can create a help 
balloon for each menu command to describe what it does. 

The Help Manager is available only in system software version 7.0. Use the Gestalt 
function with the Gestalt selector gestaltHelpMgrAttr. Test the bit field indicated by the 
gestaltHelpMgrPresent constant in the response parameter. If the bit is set, then the 
Help Manager is present. 

CONST gestaltHelpMgrPresent O; {i f this bit is set, then } 
{ Help Manager is present} 

The Help Manager is initialized at startup time. The user controls whether help is enabled by 
choosing the Show Balloons or Hide Balloons command from the Help menu. 

The Help menu is specific to each application, just as the File and Edit menus are specific to 
each application. The Help menu items that are defined by the Help Manager are common to 
all applications, but you can add your own menu items for help-related information. 

When your application calls the InsertMenu procedure, the Menu Manager automatically 
appends the Help menu to your menus. The Help menu is automatically appended to the right 
of all your menus and to the left of the Application menu (and to the left of the Keyboard 
menu if a non-Roman script system is installed). 

You can create help balloons for the menus, dialog boxes, alert boxes, or content area of 
windows belonging to your application. You can also override some of the default help 
balloons-such as the default help balloon for the title bar of a window. 

You can specify the content of a help balloon using text strings, sty led text, or pictures. 
Although you should always strive for brevity in your help messages, text strings can contain 
up to 255 characters. You can use up to 32 KB with styled text. The Help Manager determines 
the actual size of the help balloon and, for text strings, uses TextEdit to determine the ~ord 
and line breaks of text. 

The Help Manager automatically tracks the cursor and generates help balloons defined in 
standard help resources. Your application can also track the cursor and use Help Manager 
routines to display and remove help balloons. 

Providing Text or Pictures for Help Balloons 

Use help balloons to provide the user with information that describes or explains elements of 
your application. The information you supply in help balloons should follow a few general 
guidelines in order to provide the most useful information to the user. This section describes 
these guidelines. 

For examples of how your application should use help balloons, observe the help balloons 
provided by the Finder, the TeachText application, a~d system software. 
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Defining the Help Balloon Content 

Use help balloons to explain parts of the interface of your application that might confuse a 
new user or elements that could help a user become an expert user. The information you 
provide in help balloons should identi fy interface elements in your appl ication or describe 
how to use them. Each help balloon should answer at least one of these questions: 

• What is this? For example, when the user moves the cursor to the item count in the 
upper-right corner of a Finder window, the Finder displays a help balloon that reads 
"This is the number of fil es or fo lders in this window." 

• What does this do? For example, when the user moves the cursor to the Find 
command in the Finder 's File menu, the Finder displays a help balloon that reads "Finds 
and selects files and folders with the characteristics you specify." 

• What happens when I click this? For example, when the user moves the cursor to 
the close box of a window, the Window Manager displays a help balloon that first 
defines the element ("Close box") and then explains ' 'To close this window, click here." 

The content of help balloons should be short and easy to understand. You should not include 
lengthy instructions or numbered steps in help balloons. Use help balloons to clarify the 
meaning of objects in your application-for example, tool symbols in palettes. 

Use simple, clear language in the information you provide. Include definitions in help 
balloons when appropriate. 

You can use graphics or styled text in help balloons to illustrate the effects of a command. 
For example, to demonstrate the Bold command in a word-processing application, you 
might use styled text to show a word in boldface. 

You can provide separate help balloons for each state of a menu item or dialog item. The help 
balloon that you provide for an enabled menu item should explain the effect of choosing the 
item. The help balloon that you provide for a dimmed menu item should explain why it isn't 
currently available, or, if more appropriate, how to make it avai lable. 

Complicated dialog boxes can often benefit from help balloons that explain what's essential 
about the di alog box. You can use help balloons to describe groups of controls rather than 
individual controls. For example, if a dialog box has several distinct regions that contain 
radio buttons or check boxes, you could provide a help balloon for each set of radio buttons, 
rather than providing a separate balloon for each button. 

If you use a function to customize standard dialog boxes, use as many of the existing help 
balloons as possible. For example, if your application uses any of the standard file dialog 
boxes and provides an extra button, you can create a help balloon for the extra button, and the 
Help Manager continues to use the default help balloons for other elements of the dialog box. 

To make localization easier, you should store the content of your help balloons in resources 
separate from the help resources. See the Worldwide Software Overview and User Interface 
Guidelines chapters in this volume for extensive information about developing software for a 
worldwide market. 
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Using Clear, Concise Phrases 

You can provide up to 255 characters of information using text strings in help balloons. 
(You can use up to 32 KB if you use styled text.) However, you should include only the 
most relevant information in the help balloon. To determine what to provide, decide what 
information would be most useful to a user. This information doesn't usually give the 
object's name, which normally doesn' t matter to the user, but instead tells what the object 
is for and what the object does. This information does matter to the user. 

You might eventually translate your help content into other languages, so try to keep the 
information as short as possible. When translated, your help messages may require more 
words or longer words- and therefore larger balloons and more screen space. (Translated 
text is often 50 percent longer than the equivalent U.S. English text.) Also avoid language 
or phrasing that might be colloquial, offensive, or likely to lose its meaning when translated 
into another language. 

If an item already has a commonly used name, or if it's a special case of a larger category 
of objects, name it in the balloon. The Finder, for example, displays the message "Drag 
the title bar to move the window," since title bars and windows are commonly used names. 
However, you don' t need to name everything in your application just so that you can refer to 
it in a help balloon. The tip of the help balloon points to the subject of the help balloon. You 
can easily say "To apply the style, click here," rather than "The Apply button activates the 
Styles command. Click the button to activate the command." 

For balloons that describe menu items, you can use sentence fragments. The subject can be 
omitted because it is obvious from the contex t. Using sentence fragments lets users assimj latc 
the content of the balloon more quickly because they have fewer words to read. For example, 
the help balloon for the Open command could read "Opens the selected file" rather than ''This 
command opens the selected file." 

Using Active Constructions 

Try to use short, acti ve phrases in help balloons. Avoid passive constructions. An active 
construction is more forceful because it communicates how a subject (usually the user in this 
context) performs an action. In the sentence ' 'To turn the page, click here," the implied "you" 
(that is, the user) is the subject, and "click" is the action that the subject performs. Passive 
constructions show subjects being acted upon rather than performjng the action. For 
example, both "page" and "button" are acted upon in their respective clauses in the sentence 
"The page wi ll be turned when this button is clicked." 

Research suggests that in instructional materials it' s better to present the goal clause before 
the action clause to help readers quickly recognize how the information meets their needs. 
Users are then able to determine whether the content is relevant to what they want to do. 
A goal might be "To turn the page," "To calculate the result," or "To apply the style." 
For example, the message "To turn the page, click here" struts with a goal statement and 
then describes the action necessary to fulfill it; users fi nd this more helpful than a purely 
descriptive message like "This button turns the page." 
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Using Parallel Structure 

Use similar syntax for help balloons that describe similar objects. For example, all help 
balloons that describe buttons should have the same structure. In a style dialog box, 
you might provide these messages for the buttons: "To see the sty le, click Apply," "To 
implement the style, click OK," and "To do nothing to change the previous style, 
click Cancel." 

Users see help balloons provided by many different applications, so a consistent approach 
within your application helps them to quickly identify types of balloons and to develop 
realistic expectations about their content. 

Using Consistent Terminology 

You should employ consistent terminology in all your help balloons. Use language that users 
understand. A void introducing technical jargon or computer terminology into help balloons. 
Follow the style and usage standardized by Apple Computer, Inc., in the Apple Publications 
Style Guide (available through APDA ®) to make the most effective use of the information and 
vocabulary with which users are already fami liar. 

Defining the Help Balloon Position 

When you provide a help balloon, you specify its content, the tip of the help balloon, and 
the variation code for its preferred position. The tip of the help balloon should point to the 
object the help balloon describes. You should specify the tip location and the variation code so 
that the help balloon doesn' t obscure the object you ' re providing help for. In most cases, the 
tip of the help balloon should point to an edge of the object you' re providing help for. 

You should also consider how the Help Manager repositions the balloon if the variation code 
places it offscreen. "Help Balloon Display" earlier in this chapter describes how the Help 
Manager repositions the help balloon if necessary. 

Specifying the Format for Help Balloon Content 

You specify the format for the content of your help balloons as text strings within 
the help resource, as text strings within 'STR ' resources, as lists of text strings within 
'STR#' resources, as styled text using 'TEXT' and 'styl' resources, or as pictures 
within 'PICT' resources. 

You can easily add Balloon Help on-Line assistance to your existing application without 
changing its code by adding the help resources described in the fo llowing subsections of 
"Using the Help Manager." When you use help resources, the Help Manager tracks the 
cursor and displays and removes help balloons for you. With the routines described later in 
"Help Manager Routines," you can also provide Balloon Help on-line assistance without 
using the help resources. However, this requires that your application track the cursor and 
display and remove balloons. 
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Later sections in this chapter describe all the help resources in detail. Common to all the help 
resources are the following identifiers, by which you identify the format of your user help 
information: 

Identifier 

HMStringltem 
HMPictltem 
HMStringResitem 
HMTEResltem 
HMSTRResitem 
HMSkipltem 

Help content format 

Pascal string within the help resource 
'PICT' resource 
'STR#' resource 
'TEXT' and 'sty!' resources 
'STR ' resource 
No content-skip this item 

You can use the HMStringitem identifier to store Pascal strings directly in a help resource. 
However, you can make it much easier to localize your product by storing your user help 
content in separate resources-namely, in 'STR#', 'PICT', 'STR ', and 'TEXT' resources
that can be modified by nonprogrammers using tools like the ResEditTM resource editor. 

To display a diagram or illustration in 'PICT' format, use the HMPictitem identifier. You 
provide help content by specifying the resource ID of the 'PICT' resource that contains 
the diagram or illustration, and the Help Manager displays the picture in a help balloon. 

To display a string stored in a string li st ('STR#') resource, use the HMStringResltem identi
fier. As illustrated later in "Providing Help Balloons for Menus," you provide help content by 
specifying two items in your help resource: the resource ID of an 'STR#' resource, and the 
index to the particular string that you want displayed from within that li st. 

To djsplay styled text, use the HMTEResltem identifier. You provide help content by 
specifying a resource ID that is common to both a style scrap ('styl') resource and a 'TEXT' 
resource, and the Help Manager employs TextEdit routines to display your text with your 
prescribed styles. For example, you might create a 'TEXT' resource with resource ID 1000 
that contains the words "Displays your text in boldface print" and a 'sty!' resource with 
resource ID 1000 that applies boldface style to the message. (See the TextEdit chapter in 
Volume Y for a description of the style scrap.) 

To display text from a simple text string ('STR ') resource, use the HMSTRResltem identi
fier. You provide help content by specifying the resource ID of an 'STR ' resource, and the 
Help Manager displays the text from that resource in a help balloon. With 'STR' resources, 
each text string must be stored in a separate resource. It is usually more convenient to group 
related help messages in a single 'STR#' resource and use the HMStringResltem identifier 
as previously described. 

You can use the HMSkipltem identifier for items or rectangles for which you don't want to 
provide a help balloon. For example, you specify HMSkipitem for the dashed lines that 
appear in menus. (Dashed lines cannot have help balloons.) 

Specifying Options in Help Resources 

Each help resource contains a field in its header that allows you to specify ce1tain options. 
Notice the options field in the following header component for a menu help resource. 
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resource ' hmnu ' ( 13 0 , "Edit", purgeable) { 
HelpMgrVersion , / * version of Help Manager * / 
hmDefaultOptions, / * options */ 

0 , / * balloon definition function * / 

0 , / * variation code * / 

You should normally use the hmDefaultOptions constant, as shown in the preceding 
example, to get the standard behavior for help balloons. However, you can also use 
the constants listed here for the options field. (Note that not all options are available 
for every help resource.) 

CONST hmDefaul tOptions 
hmUseSubID 

hmAbsoluteCoords 

= O; 
l ; 

2 ; 

hmSaveBitsNoWindow 4 ; 

hmSaveBitsWi ndow 8; 

hmMatchinTitle = 16 ; 

{use defaults } 
{use subrange resource IDs 
{ for owned resources} 
{ignore coor ds of window } 
{ origin and treat upper left 
{ corner of window as 0,0} 
{don ' t create window ; save 
{ b i ts ; no update event} 
{save bits behind window } 
{ and generate update event} 
{match window by string } 
( anywhere in title string} 

If you ' re providing help balloons for a desk accessory or a driver that uses owned resources, 
use the hmUseSubID constant in the options field. Otherwise, the Help Manager treats the 
resource IDs specified in the rest of your help resource as standard resource IDs. (See 
the Resource Manager chapter in Volume I for a discussion of owned resources and their 
resource IDs.) 

As described later in this chapter, you often specify tip and rectangle coordinates in your help 
resources. You might want to use the hmAbsoluteCoords constant when providing help for 
elements in a scrolling window or whenever the window origin is offset from the origin of 
the port rectangle. If you specify the hmAbsoluteCoords constant, the Help Manager ignores 
the local coordinates of the port rectangle when tracking the cursor, and instead tracks the 
mouse position relative to the window origin. When you specify the hmAbsoluteCoords 
constant as an option in a help resource, the Help Manager subtracts the coordinates of the 
window origin from the coordinates of the mouse position, and the Help Manager uses these 
results for the current mouse position, as shown here: 

mousepoint . h . - mousepoint . h - portRect . left ; 
mousepoint . v : = mousepoint . v - portRect . top ; 

With the hmAbsoluteCoords option specified, the Help Manager always assigns coordinates 
(0,0) to the point in the upper-left corner of the window. So, for example, if the cursor is 
positioned at point (4,5) in a port rectangle and the window origin is at (3 ,4), the Help 
Manager calculates the cursor to be at ( I , 1 ). If this option is not specified, the Help Manager 
uses the port rectangle' s local coordinates when tracking the cursor-for example, when 
using the GetMouse procedure. 
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The Help Manager draws and removes help balloons on screen in three different ways. For 
all help resources except 'hmnu' resources, the Help Manager by default draws and removes 
help balloons as if they were windows. That is, when drawing a balloon, the Help Manager 
does not save bits behind the balloon and, when removing the balloon, the Help Manager 
generates an update event. By specifying the hmDefaultOptions constant in your help 
resources, you always get the standard behavior of help balloons. However, you can often 
specify two options that change the way balloons are drawn and removed from the screen. 

If you specify the hmSaveB itsNoWindow constant in the options field , the Help Manager 
does not create a window for displaying the balloon. Instead, the Help Manager creates a help 
balloon that is more like a menu than a window. The Help Manager saves the bits behind the 
balloon when it creates the balloon. When it removes the balloon, the Help Manager restores 
the bits without generating an update event. You should only use this option in a modal 
environment where the bits behind the balloon cannot change from the time the balloon is 
drawn to the time it is removed. For example, you might choose the hmSaveBitsNoWindow 
option in a modal environment when providing help balloons that overlay complex graphics, 
which might take a long time to redraw with an update event. Note that the Help Manager 
always uses this behavior when drawing and removing help balloons specified in your 
'hmnu' resources. That is, when you specify the hmDefaultOptions constant in an 'hmnu' 
resource, the Help Manager provides this sort of balloon instead of drawing a window for a 
balloon. (In an 'hmnu' resource, you cannot even speciry options for drawing a window for 
a balloon.) 

If you specify the hmSaveBitsWindow constant, the Help Manager treats the help balloon as 
a hybrid having properties of both a menu and a window. That is, the Help Manager saves 
the bits behind the balloon when it creates the balloon and, when it removes the balloon, it 
both restores the bits and generates an update event. You' ll rarely need this option. It is 
necessary only in a modal environment that might immediately change to a nonmodal 
environment- that is, where the bits behind the help balloon are static when the balloon is 
drawn, but can poss ibly change before the help balloon is removed. For example, if you use 
an 'hmnu' resource to provide help bal loons for menu titles and menu items, you' ll notice 
that the Help Manager automatically provides this sort of behavior (even when you don't 
specify the hmSaveBitsWindow option) when creating help balloons for menu titles. 

In the preceding list of constants, the values for the constants represent bit positions that are 
set to I. To ove1Tide more than one default, add the values of the bit posi tions for the desired 
options and speciry this sum, instead of a constant, in the options field. For example, to use 
subrange IDs, ignore the window port origin coordinates, and save bits behind the help 
balloon without generating an update event, you should add the values of the bit positions 
of these options ( I, 2, and 4) and specify their sum (7) in the options field. 

If you supply the hmDefaultOptions constant, the Help Manager treats the resource IDs in 
this resource as regular resource IDs and not as subrange IDs; it uses the pmt rectangle's 
local coordinates when tracking the cursor; it creates windows when drawing balloons and 
it generates update events wiLhout saving or restoring bits when removing balloons. 

The hmMatchlnTitle constant is used only in window help ('hwin') resources to match 
windows containing a specif'ied number of characters in their titles. This constant is explained 
later in more detail in "Help Balloons in Static Windows." 

The next sections describe how to create help resources that provide help balloons for the 
standard user interface elements of your application. 
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Providing Help Balloons for Menus 

If your application uses the standard menu definition procedure, you' ll find that it 's easier 
to provide help balloons for menus than for any of your other interface elements. This section 
is rel ati vely lengthy compared to the sections describing d ialog boxes, alert boxes, and 
windows only because it explai ns in greater detail much of the work you' ll also perform 
while providing help ball oons for those e lements. 

This section assumes that your application uses the standard menu definition procedure. 
If your application uses its own menu definition procedure, you must use Help Manager 
routines to di splay and remove help balloons. These are described in "Displaying and 
Removing Help Balloons" later in thi s chapter. E ven if you use these routines, you should 
read this section so that your balloons emulate the behavior that the Help Manager provides 
for standard menus. 

To create help balloons for a menu- pull-down, pop-up, or hi erarchical-that uses the 
standard menu defi nition procedure, create a resource of type 'hmnu'. You can provide 
help balloons for the menu title and for each individual menu item. 

The He lp Manager can display di fferent help balloons for the various states of a menu item. 
Each menu item can have up to four help balloons associated with it, one for each state: 

• enabled 

• disabled (that is, d immed for the user) 

• enabled and checked 

• enabled and marked (that is, marked by a symbol other than a checkmark-
for example, a bullet or a diamond) 

For example, you can define a help balloon that the Help Manager displays when the Cut 
command is enabled and another help balloon for display when the Cut command is dimmed. 
Remember that the help balloon that you provide for a dimmed menu item should explain 
why it isn ' t currently avail able or, if more appropriate, how to make it avai lable. 

Note: Although enabled and disabled are the commands you use in a resource file 
to di splay or to dim menus and menu items, you shouldn' t use these terms in your 
he lp balloons or user guides . Rather, use the terms menus, menu commands, or 
menu items for those that are enabled, and use the terms not available or dimmed to 
distinguish those that have been disabled. 

When your application call s the MenuSelect or Menu Key function, the Menu Manager tracks 
the cursor, highlights enabled menu items, and pulls down any additional hierarchical or pop
up menus as the user moves the mouse. As the user drags the cursor across or through a 
menu, the Men u Manager uses the He lp Manager to di splay any help balloons associated with 
the current state of the menu title or menu item. 

Figure 11-9 shows different he lp bal loons for two instances of a menu , one with the Cut 
command dimmed, the o ther with the Cut command enabled. 
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Figure 11-9. Help balloons for different states of the Cut command 

You don't specify hot rectangles or tip locations for menus. The rectangles defined by the 
Menu Manager for menu titles and menu items are used for the hot rectangles. The Help 
Manager initially tries to draw a help balloon for a menu item using va1iation code 0 (shown 
in Figure 11 -4) with the tip placed eight pixels inside the right edge and halfway between the 
top and bottom edges of the menu item's rectangle. If the balloon' s initial position lies wholly 
or partially offscreen, the Help Manager tries to redraw the balloon by moving its tip to the 
left edge of the item rectangle and using variation code 3. The Help Manager uses variation 
codes l and 2 in its attempts to draw help balloons for menu titles. The Help Manager never 
moves the tip for menu titles; instead, the tip is always located just below the bottom of the 
menu bar at the midpoint of the menu title's text. 

The resource ID of each 'hmnu' resource should match the corresponding menu ID. For 
example, to provide help balloons for a menu with ID 130, create an 'hmnu' resource with 
resource ID 130. 

The 'hmnu' resource contains four distinct components: the header, the help balloon content 
for any menu items missing from or unspecified in the rest of the 'hmnu' resource, the help 
balloon content for the menu title, and the help balloon content for a variable number of 
menu items. 

Here is the general format of an 'hmnu' resource. 

Component 

Header 

Menu help 
resource element 

Help Manager version 
Options 
Balloon definition function 
Variation code 
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Component 

Missing items 

Menu title 

First menu item 

Next menu item 

Menu help 
resource element 

Identifier for help balloon content 
Balloon content for missing enabled items 
Balloon content for missing dimmed items 
Balloon content for missing enabled-and-checked items 
Balloon content for missing enabled-and-marked items 

Identifier for help balloon content 
Balloon content for enabled state of menu title 
Balloon content for dimmed state of menu title 
Balloon content when the menu title is dimmed by 
presence of a modal dialog box 
Balloon content for all menu items dimmed by presence 
of a modal dialog box 

Identifier for help balloon content 
Balloon content for enabled item 
Balloon content for dimmed item 
Balloon content for enabled-and-checked item 
Balloon content for enabled-and-marked item 

(Same as for first menu item) 

Listing 11-1 shows an example of part of a simplified menu help resource for an Edit menu. 

Listing 11-1. A partial menu help resource 

resource 'hmnu ' (130, "Edit ", purgeable) { 
/* header information */ 
HelpMgrVersion, 
hmDefaultOptions , / * options * / 
0 , / * balloon defini tion function * / 

0 , / * variation code * / 

/ * missing items information * / 

HMSkipitem 
/ * no missing items , so skip to menu title information * / 
}, 

{ / * Edit menu title ' s help balloon content * / 
HMStringitem { /* use fol lowing pstrings * / 

/* use string below when menu is enabl ed * / 

"Use this menu to manipulate text .", 
/ * use string below when menu is d i mmed * / 

"Not available now because this file cannot be changed . " , 
/ * use string below if modal dialog box is present * / 

"This menu ' s not available ; respond to the dialog box .", 
/ * use string below if modal dialog box is present * / 

"Th is command ' s not available ; respond to the dialog box .", 
} , 

(Continued) 
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} ; 

Listing 11-1. A partial menu help resource (Continued) 

/* Undo command's help balloon content * / 
HMStringitem { / * use following pstrings * / 

} ' 

/* use string below when command is enabled * / 
"Undoes your last edit .", 

/ * use string below when menu is dimmed * / 
"Not available now; only editing changes can be undone ." , 

/ * can ' t be checked , so empty string goes below * / 

/ * can ' t be marked , so empty string goes below * / 

/ * dashed line between Undo and Cut commands */ 
HMSkipitem { / * no help balloons for dashed lines * / 
}. 

/ * Cut command ' s help bal loon content * / 
HMStringitem { / * use following pstrings * / 

/ * use string below when command is enabled * / 

"Cuts the selected text to the Clipboard .", 
/ * use string below when command is dimmed * / 

"Not available now because no tex t is selected .", 
/ * can ' t be checked , so empty string goes below * / 

/ * can ' t be marked , so empty string goes below * / 

/ * Copy, Paste , and Clear comma nds ' he l p balloons go here */ 
} 

The header component comprises these fields: 

• Help Manager version 

• options 

• balloon definition function 

• variation code 

In the header component, always specify the HelpMgrVersion constant in the first field. 

In the options field, specify a constant (normally, hmDefaultOptions) or the sum of several 
constants' values from this list. ("Specify ing Options in Help Resources" earlier in this 
chapter describes these options.) 

CONST hmDefaultOptions 
hmUseSubID 

hmAbso luteCoords 
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Note that the Help Manager never creates a window for a help balloon specified in an 'hmnu' 
resource. The Help Manager saves the bits behind the balloon when it creates the balloon. 
When it removes the balloon, the Help Manager restores the bits without generating an update 
event. You cannot specify options for drawing a window for a balloon in an 'hmnu' resource. 

The balloon definition function field in the header specifies the resource ID of the window 
definition function that is used to draw the frame of the help balloon. To use the standard 
balloon definition function , specify a 0 for this field ; this is the suggested default. If you use 
your own baJloon definition function (as described in "Writing Your Own Balloon Definition 
Function" later in this chapter), specify its resource ID in this field. 

The variation code field in the header specifies the preferred posi tion of the help balloon. For 
example, the standard balloon definition function displays help balloons according to eight 
different positions. If you specified the standard balloon definition in the preceding field, 
supply a variation code from 0 to 7 to display the balloon according to one of the eight posi
tions shown in Figure 11-4. The preferred variation code is 0. If you are unsure of which 
variation code to use, specify O; the Help Manager will use different variant if another is more 
appropriate. If you use your own balloon definition function, you specify its variation code 
in this field in the header. 

After the header, you specify the format and content for help balloons for missing items, the 
menu title, and menu items. 

Use the missing items component of this resource to specify how the Help Manager should 
handle menu items that are not described in the 'hmnu' resource. The missing field is also 
used for menu items that are described in the 'hmnu' resource but which lack help content 
for any states. 

The missing items component of this resource is useful when you have menu items with 
similar characteristics or when the number of menu items is variable. For example, if the 
help information for a dimmed item applies to all dimmed menu items, you can specify 
the help information in the dimmed field of the missing items component instead of in the 
dimmed fields of the components for individual menu items. 

For missing items (as in the rest of the items listed in an 'hmnu' resource) , you store the help 
balloon content in text strings within this resource, or in separate 'STR ', 'STR#', 'PICT', or 
'TEXT' and 'styl' resources. As described earlier in "Specifying the Format for Help Balloon 
Content," you'll use these identifiers in the resource. 

Identifier 

HMStringltem 
HMPictltem 
HMSt1ingResitem 
HMTEResltem 
HMSTRResltem 
HMSkipltem 

Help content format 

Pascal string within the help resource 
'PICT' resource 
'STR#' resource 
'TEXT' and 'styl' resources 
'STR ' resource 
No content-skip this item 

Specify an identifier from the preceding list to describe the format of the help balloon 
content. Then, depending on the identifier you specified, in the next four fields supply 
either text strings for the balloon content or resource IDs of resources that contain the 
help balloon content. 
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The next four fields correspond to the following states of missing menu items: 

• the balloon's content when a menu item is enabled, and either its content is not specified 
in the help resource (though the menu item is specified in the help resource) or the menu 
item itself is not specified in the help resource 

• the balloon's content when a menu item is dimmed, and either it is missing from this 
resource or its help content is specified with either an empty string ('"') or a resource ID 
of 0 

• the balloon's content when a menu item is enabled and checked, and either it is missing 
from this resource or its help content is unspecified 

• the balloon's content when a menu item is enabled and marked (with a character other 
than a checkmark), and either it is missing from this resource or its help content is 
unspecified 

The content you supply is displayed in a help balloon for any menu item that appears at the 
end of the menu but is not described in thi s resource, and for any menu item in this resource 
whose content is specified as either"" (empty) for strings or 0 for resource IDs. 

There are two additional identifiers that you can specify for menu items in 'hmnu' resources. 
These are explained later in this section. 

Identifier 

HMCompareltem 

HMN amedResourceltem 

Purpose 

Provide help only when string matches current menu item 

Get help content from the resource that has the same 
name as the current menu item 

Listing 1 J-2 illustrates the help resource for a menu titled Colors. Notice in the missing items 
component that the field describing dimmed states for menu items has the message "Not 
available; either you have not selected text to color, or your monitor does not support color." 
Because this resource doesn ' t specify a message for any command's dimmed state, this 
message appears in help balloons for the Blue, Red, and Green commands whenever 
they're dimmed. 

After the missing items component, you specify the help balloon content for the menu title 
and the menu items, in the same order in which they appear in the 'MENU' resource. 

You can use the HMSkipltem identifier for items that appear in your menu but for which you 
don't provide a help balloon. For example, you can specify HMSkipltem for dashed lines 
that appear in menus. (Dashed li nes cannot have help balloons.) If you specify HMSkipltem, 
the Help Manager does not display help balloons for that menu item, even if the missing 
items component provides help information. 
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Listing 11-2. The missing items component in a menu help resource 

resource ' hmnu ' (132 , "Colors " , purgeable) 
/ * header information * / 
HelpMgrVers ion , hmDefaultOptions , 0 , 0 , 
/ * missing items information * / 

HMStringitem { 

} ; 

/ * no missing enabled items * / 
/ * balloon content for all dimmed items below * / 

"Not available ; ei ther you have not selected tex t to color , 
"or your monitor does not support color . ", 

}, 

/ * no missing enabled-and-checked items */ 
/ * no missing enabled-and-marked items * / 

/ * Help for menu title and items * / 
/ * Colors menu title ' s help balloon content * / 
HMStringit e m { /* use following Pascal strings content * / 

/ * use string below when menu is enabled * / 
"Use this menu to display text in color . ", 

/ * use string below when menu is dimmed * / 
"Not available because this monitor does not support color . ", 

/ * use string below when modal dialog box is present * / 
"Use this menu to display tex t in color . Not available until " 

"you respond to the alert or dialog box . " , 

}, 

/ * use string below when modal dia l og box is present */ 

"Colors your selected text . Not available until you " 
"respond to the aler t or dialog box . ", 

/* Blue command ' s help balloon content * / 
HMStringitem { / * use following Pascal strings for content * / 

/ * use string below when command i s enabled * / 
"Displays the s elected text in blue .", 

/ * use missing items content when menu is dimmed * / 
/ * command can ' t be checked , so use empty string here * / 
/ * command can ' t be marked, so use empty string here * / 

}, 

/ * Green command ' s help balloon content * / 
HMStringitem { / * use fol lowing Pascal strings for content * / 

/ * use string below when command is enabled * / 
"Displays the selected text in green ." , 

/* use missing items content when menu is dimmed * / 
/ * command can ' t be checked , so use empty string here * / 
/ * command can ' t be marked , so use empty string here * / 

}, 

/ * Red command ' s help balloon content * / 
HMStringitem { / * use foll owing Pascal strings for content * / 

/ * use s tring below when command is enabled */ 
"Displays the selected text in red .", 

/* use missing items content when menu is dimmed * / 
/ * command can ' t be checked, so use empty string here * / 
/* command can ' t b e marked , so use empty string here * / 
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For the menu title component, as for the missing items component, you begin by specifying 
the identifier that describes the format for the help content. Depending on the identifier you 
specify, in the next four fields you supply either text strings for the balloon content or the 
resource IDs of resources that contain the help balloon content. These four fie lds correspond 
to these states of the menu title: 

• the balloon content when the menu title is enabled 

• the balloon content when the menu title is dimmed 

• the balloon content for the dimmed title when a modal dialog box appears 

• the balloon content for all dimmed menu items when a modal dialog box appears 

The third and fourth fields of the menu title component specify help information for menus 
that are dimmed when an alert box or modal dialog box is the frontmost window. Users 
of system software version 7 .0 can access selected menus in the menu bar while displaying 
an alert box or a modal dialog box. For example, the Show Balloons (or Hide Balloons) 
command is always available from the Help menu so that users can see your help balloons 
for the modal dialog box or alert box. While some menus are accessible, o thers may not be. 
The Compatibility Guidelines chapter in this volume describes the circumstances under which 
menus are enabled or not when a modal dialog box is displayed. 

With users having access to your menus whenever a modal dialog box or alert box is present, 
it is important to provide help that explains to users why your menus and items are dimmed 
by the dialog or alert box. Use the third field in the menu titl e component of an 'hmnu' 
resource to specify the help balloon content that the Help Manager displays for that menu 
title when it is dimmed by the presence of a modal dialog box. For example, the Colors 
menu help resource shown in Listing 11-2 displays thi s message to the user when a modal 
dialog box is present: "Use this menu to display text in color. Not available until you respond 
to the alert or dialog box." 

Use the fourth field to specify the help balloon content for all menu items that become 
dimmed when a modal dialog box appears. For example, in the Colors menu example, this 
message is displayed to the user who selects the Blue, Green, or Red command when a 
modal dialog box is present: "Colors your selected text. Not available until you respond to 
the alert or dialog box." 

After you provide the header, missing items, and menu title information, you specify the help 
content for each menu item. Each item in this resource must appear in the order that it appears 
in the corresponding menu. For each menu item, begin by specify ing one of the previously 
listed identifiers to describe the format for the item' s help balloons. Then, depending on the 
identifier you specify, supply either a text string for the balloon content or the resource ID of 
a resource that contains Lhe help balloon content. 

Each field for a menu item corresponds to one of the fol lowing states: 

• the balloon's content when this menu item is enabled 

• the balloon' s content when this menu item is dimmed 

• the balloon's content when this menu item is enabled and checked 

• the balloon's content when this menu item is enabled and marked with a character other 
than a checkrnark 
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Note that, for any item in the resource, you can specify only one format for the content of the 
states specified in the component. For example, if you specify the HMSTRResltem identifier 
for the Undo command, you must store the help content for all the states of the command in 
'STR ' resources. (However, if you specify a resource ID of 0 or an empty string as the 
content of any items in order to use the content from the missing items component of the 
resource, the content will follow the formal specified in the missing items component.) 

You do not have to provide help balloon content for every state of the menu item. If you do 
not provide help content for a particular state, the Help Manager uses the help information 
defined in the missing items component. If the missing items component does not provide 
help information for that menu state, then the Help Manager does not display a help balloon 
for that state of the item. 

Listing 11-3 shows a sample 'hmnu' resource for another Edit menu. (Although Listings 11-1 
and I 1-2 illustrate menu help resources that contain the ir help balloon content in the form of 
Pascal strings within their own resources, you should keep your help balloon content in sep
arate, more easily localized resources.) The 'hmnu' resource in Listing J 1-3 stores its help 
balloon content in a separate 'STR#' resource (which is given a corresponding resource ID of 
130 for easier maintenance). 

Listing 11-3. Corresponding 'hmnu' and 'STR#' resou rces 

resource ' hmnu ' (130 , "Edit menu help", purgeable) { 
HelpMgrVersion , 0 , 0 , 0 , / * standard header information * / 
HMSkipitem { / * missing items information * / 

} i 

/ * no missing items , so skip to menu tit~e information * / 
}, 

/* menu title and items below */ 
/ * Edit menu title ' s help balloon content */ 
HMScringResitem { / * use an ' STR# ' resource for content */ 

130 , l , / * ' STR#' res ID , index when menu is enabled*/ 
130 , 2 , /* ' STR# ' res ID , index when menu is dimmed*/ 
130 , 3 , /* ' STR# ', index for title with modal dialog box * / 
130 , 4 / * ' STR# ', index for i tems with modal dialog box * / 

}, 

/ * Undo command ' s help balloon content * / 
HMStringResitem { / * use an ' STR# ' resource for content */ 

130 , 5 , / * ' STRll ' res ID , index when command is enabled * I 
130 , 6, / * ' STRff ' res ID , index when command is dimme d * / 
0 , 0 , / * command can ' t be checked* / 
0 , 0 / * command can ' t be marked */ 

} I 

/ * dashed item */ 
HMSkipicem { / * no balloon help for dashed items */ 
} I 

/ * Cut command ' s help balloon content * / 
HMScringResi tem { / * use an 'STR# ' resource for content * / 

130 , 7 , / * 'STR# ' res ID , index when command is enabled */ 
130 , 8 , / * ' STR# ' res ID , index when command is dimmed*/ 
0 , 0 , /* command can ' t be checked */ 
0 , 0 / *command can ' t be marked */ 

}, 

/* content for Copy command ' s help balloons goes here */ 

(Continued) 
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Listing 11-3. Corresponding 'hmnu' and 'STR#' resources (Continued) 

resource ' STR# ' (130 , "Edit menu '.-lelp strings " ) { /* Edit help text * / 
{ / * array StringArray : 17 elements */ 

} ; 

/ * (1) help text for enabled Edit menu title */ 

"Use this menu to undo your last action , t o manipulate text , to " 
"select the entire content of a document , and to show what ' s " 
"on the Clipboard ."; 

/ * [2] help text for dimmed Edit menu title * / 
"Use this menu to undo your last action , to mQnipulate text , to " 

"select the entire content of a document , and to show what 's " 
"on the Clipboard . This menu is unavailable now . "; 

/ * [3] help for dimmed Edit menu title with modal dialog present * / 

"Use this menu to undo your last action , to manipulate text, to " 
"select the entire content of a document , and to show what 's " 
"on the Clipboard . This menu is unavailable until you respond to " 
" the alert box or dialog box . "; 

/ * (4 ) help for dimmed Edit menu items with modal dialog present * / 
"This command is unavailable until you respond to the alert or " 

"dialog box . "; 
/ * [5] help text for enabled Undo command * / 
"Undoes your last action ; use this command to replace material " 

"you have cut or pasted , or to remove material you have pasted " 
"or typed ."; 

/ * (6) help text for dimmed Undo command * / 
"Undoes your last action ; use this command to replace material " 

"you have cut or cleared , or to remove material you have pas t ed " 
"or typed . Not availabl e now because your last action did not " 
" involve cutting , clearing , pasting , or typing ." ; 

/ * help text for all other commands goes here * / 

The 'hmnu' resource in Listing l l -3 specifies the standard balloon definition function and 
variation code in the third and fourth fi elds of the header. The missing items component is 
specified using the HMSkipltem identifier, meaning that this 'hmnu' resource does not 
provide any help balloons for menu items that are missing from this resource or that do not 
have help content specified for any states. 

Following the menu title, each menu item is listed in the order in which it appears in the menu. 
For items that do not specify information for a particular state, the Help Manager normally 
uses the information from the missing item. However, this 'hmnu' resource does not provide 
help content in the missing item component. Instead, all help content is specified with each 
menu item in this resource. Because there are no enabled-and-checked or enabled-and-marked 
states for the Undo and Copy commands, these states are specified with resource IDs of 0. 

If you have a menu item that changes names, you can use the HMCompareltem identifier to 
compare a string against the current menu item in that position. If the string specified after the 
HMCompareltem identifier matches the name of the current menu item, the Help Manager 
displays the help balloon content specified in the next four fields of the help menu resource. 
Because of performance considerations, the HMCompareltem identifier shouldn' t be used 
unless necessary. 
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Here is the general format for specifying help within an 'hmnu' resource for a changing 
menu item. 

Component 

Changing menu item 

Menu help 
resource element 

HMCompareltem identifier 
String to compare against current menu item 
Identifier for help balloon content 
Balloon content for enabled item 
Balloon content for dimmed item 
Balloon content for enabled-and-checked item 
Balloon content for enabled-and-marked item 

In the 'hmnu' resource, create components that use the HMCompareltem identifier for every 
name that can appear in that menu position. For example, Listing 11-4 shows an 'hmnu' 
resource for a menu command that toggles between Show Colors and Hide Colors. 

Listing 11-4. Using HMCompareltem for a changing menu item 

resource ' hmnu ' ( 13 2 , "Colors menu help " , purgeable) { 
/* see Listing 11-2 for missing items example * / 

}; 

/ * see Listing 11-2 for Colors menu title ' s help example * / 

HMCompareitem { / * help content if first command is Show Colors * / 

"Show Colors " , 

} ' 

HMStringResitem 
132 ' 1 , 

} I 

0 ' 0 , 
0 , 0 , 
0 , 0 

/ * enabled */ 

/ * use missing items */ 

/ * item can't be checked * / 

/ * no marked state * / 

HMCompareitem { / * help if the first command is Hide Colors */ 

} , 

"Hide Colors" , 
HMStringResitem 

} , 

132 , 2 , 
0 , 0 , 
0 , 0 , 

0 ' 0 

/ * enabled * / 

/ * use rrissing items * / 
/ * item can't be checked * / 

/ * no marked state */ 

/ * Blue command ' s help balloon content * / 

HMStringitem { / * use following Pascal strings for content * / 

/ * use string below when command is enabled * / 

"Displays the selected text in blue . " , 
/ * use missing items content when menu is dimmed */ 

/ * command can ' t be checked , so use empty string here * / 

/ * command can ' t be marked , so use empty string here */ 

}, 

/* see List ing 11-2 for other commands ' examples * / 

(Continued) 
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Listing 11-4. Using HMCompareltem for a changing menu item (Continued) 

resource ' STR# ' (132 , "Hide & Show Colors commands help text " ) { 

} ; 

/ * [l) help tex t for enabled Show command */ 
"Show text in previously selected colors ."; 
/ * [2) help text for enabled Hide command */ 
"Show text in black and white onl y ."; 

As illustrated in Figure 11-10, when the menu command is Show Colors, the Help Manager 
displays the help balloon content described by the first HMCompareitem component. When 
the menu command is llide Colors, the Help Manager displays the help balloon content 
described by the second HMCompareltem identifier. 

Blue 
Green 
Red 

Show text in 
previously 
selected colors. 

Blue 
Green 
Red 

Show text in 
black and 
white only . 

Figure 11-10. Help balloons for a changing menu item 

You can also specify the content of a help balloon with the HMNamedResourceltem identifier, 
which causes the Help Manager to use a resource whose name matches the current name and 
state of the menu item. After the HMNamedResourceltem identifier, you specify the resource 
type ('STR ', 'STR#', 'PICT', or, for text, 'TEXT'), and the Help Manager uses the 
GetNamedResource function to find the resource with same name as the current menu item. 
(If you specify 'TEXT', you also get style information for the 'TEXT' resource by creating a 
'styl' resource with the same name.) 

If the menu item is dimmed, the Help Manager appends an exclamation mark to the menu 
item string and searches for a resource by that name. If the menu item is enabled and marked 
with a checkmark or other mark, the Help Manager appends the mark to the menu item string 
and looks for a resource with that name. 

For example, this 'hmnu' resource specifies that the Help Manager extracts help content from a 
resource named Red of type 'STR' when di splaying a help balloon for an enabled menu com
mand named Red. If the menu item is dimmed, the Help Manager gets the 'STR' resource 
with the name Red! and uses its text string for the balloon content. If the Red command could 
be marked with an asterisk(*), the Help Manager would search for the resource with the name 
Red* of type 'STR '. 
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resource ' hmnu ' (132 , "Colors menu help " , purgeable) { 
/ * see Listing 1 1 - 2 : or header info , missing items help , menu * / 
/ * title help , other menu items help * / 

} ; 

HMNamedResourceitem { / * Red command ' s help balloon content * / 
' STR ' / *use the ' STR ' resource named " Red " * / 

resource ' STR ' ( 3 3 3 , "Red ") I* help text for enabled Red command * I 
"Di splays t he selected text i n red ." 

} ; 

resource ' STR ' (334 , "Red ! " ) { / *hel p text for dimmed Red command* / 
"Not avai lable ; either you have not selected text to color , " 

"or your monitor does not s upport color .", 
} ; 

If there is sufficient memory, the standard menu definition procedure saves the bits behind 
the help balloon and restores these bits for quick updating of the screen. If there isn't 
sufficient memory to save the bits behind the help balloon, then-as with menus-the 
procedure generates appropriate update events. 

Providing Help Balloons for Items in 
Dialog Boxes and Alert Boxes 

For dialog boxes and alert boxes created with a dialog item list ('DITL'), you can provide help 
balloons for individual items in the dialog box or alert box by supplying a resource of type 
'hdlg' (dialog item help) . When the user moves the cursor over an item that has a help balloon 
associated with it, the Help Manager automatically displays and removes the help balloon as 
the cursor moves into and out of the item's rectangle. The Help Manager can display different 
help balloons for various states of a dialog item-by control value if the dialog item is a 
control, and by enabled and disabled states for dialog items that are not controls. 

You can also provide help balloons for other areas of a dialog box or alert box using the 
'hwin' (window help) resource as described in "Help Balloons in Static Windows" later in 
this chapter. 

To create help balloons for items in dialog boxes or alert boxes, create an 'hdlg' resource that 
corresponds to a 'DITL' resource. You associate the help information defined in the 'hdlg' 
resource in one of three ways: 

• by adding an item of type helpltem to the 'DITL' resource 

• by supplying a resource of type 'hwin' 

• by calling the HMScanTemplateltems function from your application 
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The 'hdlg' resource describes the tip, the alternate rectangle, and help information for dialog 
items in a dialog box or alert box. The 'DITL' resource describes the dialog items, and if it 
includes an item of type helpltem, it can contain the resource ID of a corresponding 'hdlg' 
resource. The Help Manager uses the item rectangles defined in the 'DITL' resource as the 
hot rectangles for the items. The Help Manager uses the alternate rectangles specified in the 
'hdlg' resource for transposing help balloons' tips when trying to fit the balloons on screen. 

If the dialog or alert box has an item of type helpltem in its 'DITL', help is enabled, and your 
application calls the ModalDialog procedure or the IsDialogEvent function, the Help Manager 
automatically tracks the cursor and displays help balloons as the user moves the cursor over 
items designated in the 'hdlg' resource. 

If the cursor passes over any active windows, including dialog or alert boxes, the Help 
Manager searches the current resource file for resources of type 'hwin' (described in "Help 
Balloons in Static Windows" later in this chapter). The Help Manager attempts to match either 
the title of the window or the window Kind value in its window record with the title or 
windowKind value specified in an 'hwin' resource. The matched 'hwin' resource, in turn, 
specifies the resource ID of an 'hdlg' or 'hrct' (rectangle help) resource that contains the 
relevant help balloon content. (The 'hrct' resource is described in "Help Balloons in Static 
Windows" later in this chapter.) As described later in "Providing Help Balloons for Window 
Content," the 'hwin' resource can provide help for various elements across the entire window 
as well as for items in a dialog box or an alert box. 

If you prefer, you can track and display help balloons for modal dialog boxes and alert boxes 
yourself by using a filter function and calling the HMScanTemplateltems function. Whereas 
adding a helpltem item to a 'DITL' or adding an 'hwin' requires only that you add resources, 
using HMScanTemplateltems requires you to modify your code. HMScanTemplateltems is 
described in "Getting and Setting Information for Help Resources" later in this chapter. 

As shown here, the 'hdlg' resource contains header information , missing items information, 
and the help information for individual dialog items. 

Component 

Header 

Missing items 

Dialog item help 
resource element 

Help Manager version 
Index number of starting dialog item (first item is number 0) 
Options 
Balloon definition function 
Variation code 

Tip location 
Alternate rectangle 
Identifier for help balloon content 
Balloon content for missing highlighted controls, or for missing 
enabled items that are not controls 
Balloon content for missing dimmed controls, or for missing 
disabled items that are not controls 
Balloon content for missing active controls that are checked 
Balloon content for mjssing multi part controls 
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Component 
Dialog item help 
resource element 

First dialog item Tip location 
Alternate rectangle 
Identifier for help balloon content 
Balloon content for a highlighted control, or for an enabled item 
that is not a control 
Balloon content for a dimmed control, or for a disabled item that 
is not a control 
Bal loon content for an active control item that is checked 
Balloon content for a multipart control 

Next dialog item (Sarne as for first dialog item) 

The state of a dialog item depends on whether the dialog item is a control, such as a check 
box or radio button, or something else, such as a static text field or an icon. 

The header specifies the Help Manager version number, the starting index, options, the 
balloon definition function, and the variation code. As in the other help resources, specify the 
HelpMgrYersion constant in the fi rst fie ld of the header component of the 'hdlg' resource. 

You can use the starting index field to start the help information with any d~alog item and then 
continue sequentially. To derive a dialog item number to start from, the Help Manager adds 
the index number you specify in this field to the number of the first item in the dialog item list 
('DITL') resource. So index number 0 starts with the item number l in the 'DITL' resource 
(because 0 plus I equals 1). For example, to describe help information for only the fifth 
through seventh d ialog items, specify 4 as the starting index in the header and, because 4 
plus l equals 5, provide help content starting with the fifth and proceeding through the sixth 
and seventh dialog items. 

In the options field, specify a constant (normally, hmDefaultOptions) or the sum of several 
constants' values from this list. ("Specify ing Options in Help Resources" earlier in this 
chapter describes these options.) 

CONST hmDefaul tOpt ions O; {use defa ults } 
hmUseSubID 1 ; {use subrange resource I Ds 

{ for owned resources} 
hmAbsoluceCoords 2 ; { ignoLe coords of window } 

{ origin and treat upper- left 
{ corner of window as 0 , 0} 

hmSaveBitsNoWindow 4 ; {don ' t crea t e window; save 
{ bits ; no update event} 

hmSaveBitsWindow 8 ; {save bits b e hind window } 

{ and genera te update e v ent} 
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Specify the balloon definition function and variation code (both typically 0) in the fourth and 
fifth fields of the header. (These are described in detail earlier in "Providing Help Balloons 
for Menus.") 

Following the header. you can specify the help content for dialog items that are missing from 
the 'hdlg' resource or that are present but have no help content de fined for a particular state. 
(The missing items component is explained in detail earlier in "Providing Help Balloons for 
Menus.") In the missing items component, you specify a single tip location and a single 
alternate rectangle for all help balloons described in this component. 

The tip location is always relati ve to the item's position in the dialog window. l f you specify 
the point (0,0) as a default tip, then it is placed I 0 pixels from the right and I 0 pixels from 
Lhe bottom of the item's rectangle (as specified in the 'DITL' resource) for a11 missing ite ms. 
To move the missing item's tip relative to this default location, you can specify positive or 
negative integers in place of the coordinates (0,0) . 

For the missing item' s alternate rectangle, you specify offsets from the dialog items' rectan
gles if you want alternate rectangles that are either larger or smaller than the items' rectangles. 
(The alternate rectangle, you' ll remember, is used by the Help Manager for transposing the 
tip if a help balloon does not fit on screen.) The Help Manager adds the top, left, bottom, and 
right offsets that you specify to the coordinates of Lhe items' rectangles . For example, if you 
specify (0.0,0,0) as the missing item's alternate rectangle offsets, the Help Manager uses the 
items' rectangles as alternate rectangles for all missing items. You can specify positi ve or 
negative integers for these parameters to move alternate rectangles' coordinates relative to the 
item rectangles' coordinates. 

You also specify an identifier from the following list that describes the fo1111at of the help 
balloon content, and then, for each state of a missing dialog item, e ither a text string for 
the balloon content or the resource ID of a resource that contains the help balloon content. 

Identifier 

HMStringitem 
HMPictltem 
HMStringResltem 
HMTEResltem 
HMSTRResltem 
HMSkipltem 

Help content format 

Pascal string within the help resource 
'PICT' resource 
'STR#' resource 
'TEXT' and 'sty l' resources 
'STR ' resource 
No content-skip this item 

When displaying help balloons for a control, the Help Manager examines the highlight state 
in the contr!Hilite fi eld of the control record. An active-that is, highlighted-control has a 
contrlHilite value of I . Specify the help balloon content for a highlighted control in the first 
field of the miss ing items component or the dialog item components of the 'hdlg' resource. 
An inactive-that is, d immed-control has a contrlHilite value of 0. Specify the help balloon 
content for a dimmed control in the second field of the miss ing items component or the dialog 
item components of the 'hdlg' resource. ff, as with check boxes and radio buttons, the user 
can turn on an off/on control , you provide help balloon content for a highlighted, "on" 
control in the third fields. A multipart control, such as a dial , has a contrlHilite value greater 
than 1. Specify the help balloon content for a multi part control in the fourth field of the 
missing items component or the dialog item components of the 'hdlg' resource . (See the 
Control Manager chapter in Volume I for information about controls.) 
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When di splaying help for dialog items that are not controls, the Help Manager examines only 
whether the item is enabled or disabled, as specified in the dialog item li st ('DITL') resource. 
When an item is enabled, the Dialog Manager informs your application about events involvi ng 
this item. For an enabled item other than a control , you specify help balloon content in the first 
field of its component in the 'hdlg' resource. When an item is disabled. the Dialog Manager 
does not inform your application about events involving this item. You specify its help 
balloon content in the second fie ld. The third and fourth fields do not apply to items that are 
not controls. Though the Help Manager never uses these states, you should supply their fi elds 
with either empty strings or resource IDs of 0, depending on the format you specify from the 
previous list of identifiers. 

After the missing items component, you provide the help content for the dialog items, starting 
with the dialog item number indexed in the header and continuing in the same order in which 
they appear in the 'DITL' resource. 

Specify the tip and an alternate rectangle for each dialog item. Use coordinates local to the 
dialog item's display rectangle (which is specified in the 'DITL' resource) to specify the tip. 
You can specify (0,0) to place the tip I 0 pixels from the right and I 0 pixels from the bottom 
of the dialog item's rectangle. 

The Help Manager uses the item rectangles specifi ed in the 'DITL' resource as the hot 
rectangles for di splaying help balloons. You cannot specify different hot rectangles in 
an 'hdlg' resource. (If you must specify hot rectangles that are different from the items' 
rectangles, use the 'hrct' resource as described later in "Help Balloons in Static Windows.") 
You can, however, specify alternate rectangles in 'hdlg' resources that are different from the 
item rectangles defined in the 'DITL' resource. Alternate rectangles give you additional 
flexibi lity in positioning your help balloons on screen. If you make your alternate rectangle 
smaller than the item rectangle, for example, you have greater assurance that the Help 
Manager will be able to fit the help baJloon on screen; if you specify an 
alternate rectangle that is larger than the item rectangle. you have greater assurance that the 
help balloon will not obscure some important element within the item rectangle. 

Specify offsets from the dialog item's rectangle if you want an alternate rectangle that is 
different from the item rectangle. The Help Manager adds the top, left, bottom, and ri ght 
offsets that you specify to the coordinates of the item rectangle. For example, if you specify 
(0,0,0,0) as the alternate rectangle's offsets. the Help Manager uses the item rectangle as its 
alternate rectangle. You can specify positi ve or negati ve integers for these parameters to 
move the alternate rectangle's coordinates relative to the item rectangle's coordinates . 

Specify the format for the help content using one of the prev iously listed identifiers. Note 
that for any dialog item in the resource, you can specify only one fo rmat for the content of 
all its states. 

Each dialog item in the 'hdlg' resource has four fields that can contain descriptive informa
tion. As previously described for missing dialog items, the Help Manager interprets these 
states differently according to whether the dialog item is or is not a control. In each fi eld of a 
dialog item component, supply either a text string for the balloon content or the resource ID 
of a resource that contains the help balloon content. 

You do not have to provide help balloon content for every state of a dialog item. If you do 
not provide help content for a particular state, the Help Manager uses the help in formation 
de fined in the missing items component. If the missing items component does not provide 
he lp information for that state. then the Help Manager does not d isplay a help balloon for 
that state. 
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You can use the HMSkipltem identifier for dialog items for which you do not want to provide 
help. If you specify HMSkipltem, the Help Manager does not display help balloons for that 
dialog item, even if the missing item provides help information. 

Listing 11-5 shows a sample dialog item help resource along with its associated dialog item 
li st ('DITL') and string li st resources. 

Listing 11-5. A dialog item list and its help resource 

resource ' DITL ' (145 , "Spelling options ", purgeable) { 
{124 . 194 ' 144 ' 254}, 

} ; 

Button { 
enabled , 
"OK " 

} . 
{48 , 23 , 67 , 202 }. 
CheckBox { 

enabled, 
" Ignore Words in All Caps " 

} ' 
{83, 23 , 101 , 196}, 
CheckBox { 

enabled , 
" Ignore Va l ley Gi rl Slang " 

} ' 
{13, 23 , 33, 254}, 
StaticText { 

disabled, 
"WipeOut typing correction options :" 

}, 

/ * item for Cancel button goes here * / 
{0 , 0 , 0 , 0} , / * for help balloon: scan ' hdlg ' wi th res ID 145 */ 
Helpitem { 

disabled, 
HMScanhdlg 
{145} 

/ * scan resource type ' hdlg ' * / 

/ * get the resour ce wi th ID 145 * / 

resource ' hdlg ' (145 , "Spell options help ", purgeable) { 
HelpMgrVersion, / * version of Help Manager * / 
0 , / * start help with first item in ' DITL ' * / 
hmDefaultOptions , / * options */ 
0 , / * balloon definition ID * / 

3 ' 
HMSkipitem 

/* variation code : hang left of items * / 
/ * no missing items help information * / 

} ' 
/ * help information for dialog items * / 

HMStringResitem { / * store help for OK button in ' STR#' 145 * / 
{0 , 0} , / *default tip : middle right edge of item rect * / 
{0 , 0,0 , 0} , / *default alternate rectangle : use item rect * / 
145 , l , / * enabled OK button * / 
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} ; 

0 ' 0, 

0 ' 0 ' 
0 , 0 

}, 

HMStringResitem 
{ 6 ' 6}, 
{0 , 0 , 0 , 0} , 
145 , 2 , 

145' 3 ' 
145' 4 , 
0 , 0 

}, 

HMS tringRes item 
{ 6 ' 6}, 
{0 , 0 , 0 , 0} , 
145 , 5 , 
145 , 6 ' 
145 , 7 ' 
0 , 0 

I * 
/ * 
/ * 

{ 

/ * 
/ * 
/ * 
/ * 
/ * 
/ * 

{ 

/ * 
/ * 
/ * 
I * 
/ * 
/ * 

The Help Manager 

OK button is never dimmed * / 

no enabled- and-checked state for button * / 
no other marked states for bu t ton * / 

/ * store help for ALL CAPS option in ' STR# ' * / 
place tip in check box * / 

default alternate rectangle : use item rect * / 
highlighted state of check box * / 
dimmed state of check box * / 

check box is checked * / 

not applicable to this control * / 

/ * store help for slang option in ' STR# ' 145 * / 
place tip in check box * / 
default alternate rec t angl e : use item rect * / 
hig hlighted state of check b ox * / 

dimmed state of check box * / 
check box is checked * / 

not applicable to this control * / 

/ * help for Cancel button goes here * / 

resource ' STR# ' ( 14 5 , "Spell options he l p text") { 

} ; 

/ * (1) * / 
"Click here to accept the checked options ."; 
/ * [2] * / 
"Click this option to p r e vent the spelling checker from tagging " 

"words--such as a cronyms--that consis t entirel y of " 
"capital letters . "; 

/ * [3 ) * / 
"Not available until you install the main dict i onary . "; 
/ * [4) * / 
"Click this option to tag words that consist entirely of capital " 

" letters--such as acronyms--during your next spelling check . "; 
I * (5 ] * / 
"Click this option to prevent the spelling checker from tagging " 

"words considered to be part of Val l ey girl slang ."; 
/ * (6 ] * / 
"Not available unti l you install the dictionary of Valley " 
"girl slang ."; 
/ * (7] * / 
"Cl ick this option to tag words that are considered to be " 

"Valley girl slang during your next spelling check . "; 
/ * help strings for Cancel button go here * / 

The 'hdlg' resource in Listing 11-5 defines help information for the first three dialog items in 
the dialog item list. Figure 11-1 1 shows the Help Manager displaying a help balloon for the 
second item. 
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Click this option to prevent 
the spelling checker from 
ta99in9 words-such as 
acronyms- that consist 
entirely of capital letters. 

WipeOut typing correction options: 

Ignore Words in All Caps 

D Ignore Ualley Girl Slang 

( Cancel ) ([ OK J) 

Figure 11-11. A help balloon in a modal dialog box 

You may notice in Listing 11-5 that the Dialog Manager for system software version 7 .0 
supports a new item type for help-called helpltem. The help item isn 't visible to the user; 
it's provided so that the Help Manager can find the corresponding help resource. 

Specify an empty rectangle-that is, one with coordinates (0,0,0,0)-for the display rec
tangle of a helpltem item. Specify disabled for its state. Describe whether the help resource 
is of type 'hdlg' or 'hrct' by specifying either HMScanhdlg or HMScanhrct in the next field 
of the resource. (The 'hrct' resource is described in "Help Balloons in Static Windows" later 
in this chapter.) Then specify the ID of the resource that provides the help information for 
these dialog items. 

Adding an item of type helpltem to a 'DJTL' is the simplest method of associating the help 
balloons defined in your 'hdlg' resource with the dialog items defined in the 'DITL'. A 
slightl y more involved method requires you to create an 'hwin' (window help) resource. 
The tradeoffs between the two methods are listed here. 

The advantages of adding an item for help to the 'DITL' are that 

• it's simple (you only have to create one resource, the 'hdlg' resource) 

• it works for dialog boxes or alert boxes that have no titles and for those whose 
windowK.ind values do not adequately differentiate them from other windows 
(the window Kind field of window records is descibed in the Window Manager 
chapter in Volume I) 

The disadvantages of adding an item for help to the 'DITL' are that 

• it allows you to associate help balloons only with items listed in the 'DITL' 

• it can't provide help balloons for alert boxes that have no dialog items 

The advantages of using 'hwin' (window help) resources are that 

• you can provide help balloons for alert boxes that have no dialog items 

• you can provide a single help balloon for a group of related dialog items (rather than 
having separate help balloons for a11 the dialog items) 

• you can provide help balloons for elements other than dialog items 
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The disadvantages of using 'hwin' resources are that 

• it's slightly more complex (you must create additional resources) 

• it only works for dialog boxes and ale11 boxes that have titles or window Kind values 
that differentiate them from other windows 

Using the 'hwin' resource requires treating the dialog box or alert box as a static window. 
When the cursor passes over an active window, the Help Manager attempts to match either 
the title of the window or the window Kind value (from its window record) with a title or 
window Kind value you specify in an 'hwin' resource. The section "Help Balloons for Static 
Windows" later in this chapter describes how to use 'hwin' resources for dialog boxes, alert 
boxes, and other kinds of static windows you may wish to define. 

Providing Help Balloons for Window Content 

You can create help balloons for objects within the content area of your windows. How you 
choose to provide help balloons for the content area of your windows depends mainly on 
whether your windows are static or dynamic. 

A static window doesn't change its title or reposition any of the objects within its content 
area. A dynamic window may reposition any of its objects within the content area and its 
title may change. 

For example, any window that scrolls past areas of interest to the user is a dynamic window, 
because the objects with associated help balloons can change location as the user scrolls. 
A window that only displays a picture that cannot be resized or scrolled is an example of a 
static window. Figure 11-12 shows examples of static and dynamic windows. The next two 
sections describe how to provide help balloons for these types of windows. 

~· 1111 

( Change All J '"~" Ill 
Saw ~ 

Q] 

Figure 11-12. Static and dynamic windows 
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Help Balloons in Static Windows 

To provide help balloons for the static windows of your application without modify ing its 
code, create a resource of type 'hw in' (window help) and additional resources of type 'hrct' 
(rectangle help) or 'hdlg' (di alog item help). If your static windows provide he lp balloons 
with these resources, the Help Manager automatically tracks the cursor and displays and 
removes help balloons as the cursor moves into and out of the hot rectangles associated with 
these resources. 

The 'hwin' resource allows you to associate 'hrct' and 'hdlg ' resources with your static 
windows. You use the 'hrct' and 'hdlg' resources to define help balloons for the ind ividual 
elements within your windows. While the Help Manager uses the item rectangles defined 
in the 'DITL' resou rce as the hot rectangles for 'hdlg' resources, you can specify your own 
hot rectangles for di alog boxes and other static windows when using 'hrct ' resources. 

An 'hrct' resource specifies tip locations, hot rectangles, balloon definition functions, varia
tion codes, and help content for areas within a static window. 

As explained in the earlier section "Providing Help Balloons for Items in Dialog Boxes 
and Alert Boxes," the 'hdlg' resource describes the tip, alternate rectangle, and help 
information for dialog items in a dialog box. That section also describes how to associate 
the 'hdlg' resource with a dialog box by adding an item of type helpltem to the dialog box's 
'DITL' resource. This section describes how you can instead treat your dialog boxes or alert 
boxes as static windows and use an 'hwin' resource instead of helpltem items to associate 
them with 'hdlg' resources. 

The 'hwin' resource identifies windows by their titles or by their windowKind values. You 
can list all of your windows within one 'hwin' resource, or you can create separate 'hwin' 
resources for your separate windows. (You ' II probably find that it is easier to maintain your 
window help if you create only one 'hwin' resource, but, as described later in thi s section, 
you must create separate 'hwin' resources for windows that require different option - for 
example, one window matched to its 'hwin' resource by a string anywhere in the window's 
title and another window matched to its 'hwin' resource only by the exact string of the 
window' s title.) An 'hwin' resource contains the resource ID (or IDs) of one or more 'hrct' 
and 'hd lg' resources. An 'hwin' resource can use 'hrct' and 'hdlg' resources for various 
parts o f the same window. 

To use an 'hwin' resource, the window must have either a title or a windowKind value in 
its window record that adequately distinguishes it from other windows. Within an 'hwin' 
resource, you could identify the Verb Tenses window shown in Figure 11-1 2 by its title, and 
you could identify the scrolling palette window in Figure 11-12 by its windowKind value. 

The Window Manager chapter in Volume I describes the window Kind field of the window 
record. Note that window Kind values of 0, 1, and 3 through 7 are reserved by the 
Operating System and that dialog boxes or alert boxes must have a value of 2. Because 
your dialog boxes and alert boxes must have a window Kind value of 2, you can use thi s 
value to define on ly one 'hwin' resource for all untitled dialog boxes and alert boxes. You 
may find it difficult- using help resources alone-to provide help balloons for untitled 
dialog and alert boxes. However, you can use an 'hwin' resource to associate generic help 
for the common e lements of all your untitled dialog boxes and alert boxes, and you can use 
the HMSetDialogResID function to provide help for the unique elements among them. 
"Getting and Setting Information for Help Resources" later in this chapter explains the 
HMSetDialogReslD function. 
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You describe the tip, a rectangle, and help information for each object in static windows 
using either 'hrct' or 'hdlg' resources. Shown here is the general format of an 'hrct' 
resource. ("Providing Help Balloons for Items in Dialog Boxes and Alert Boxes" earlier in 
this chapter describes 'hdlg' resources.) 

Component 

Header 

First hot rectangle 

Next hot rectangle 

Rectangle help 
resource element 

Help Manager version 
Options 
Balloon definition function 
Variation code 

Identifier for help balloon content 
Tip location 
Hot rectangle coordinates 
Balloon content for hot rectangle 

(Same as for first hot rectangle) 

The 'hrct' resource contains a header and information that describes the hot rectangles within 
the window and the help balloons associated with each hot rectangle. 

As with the other help resources, specify the HelpMgrYersion constant in the first field of the 
header component of the 'hrct' resource. In the options field , specify a constant (normally, 
hmDefaultOptions) or the sum of several constants' values from this list. ("Specifying 
Options in Help Resources" earlier in this chapter describes these options.) 

CONST hmDefaultOptions 0 ; {use defaults} 
hmUseSubID 1 ; {use subrange resource IDs 

{ for owned resources} 
hmAbsoluteCoords = 2 ; {ignore coords of window } 

{ origin and treat upper-lef t 
{ corner of window as 0 , 0} 

hmSaveBitsNoWindow = 4 ; {don ' t create window ; save 
{ bits ; no update event} 

hmSaveBitsWindow 8 . 
' {save bits behind window } 

{ and generate update event} 

Specify the balloon definition function and variation code (both typically 0) in the third and 
fourth fields of the header. (These are described in detail earlier in "Providing Help Balloons 
for Menus.") 

Following the header, you specify tip locations, hot rectangles, and associated help content 
for all the areas in the window that would benefit by having help balloons. 
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For each hot rectangle, specify the format that the help content takes. As with the other help 
resources, specify the format using one o f these identifiers: 

Identifier 

HMStri ngltem 
HMPictltem 
HMStringResltem 
HMTEResitem 
HMSTRResltem 
HMSkipitem 

Help content format 

Pascal string within the help resource 
'PICT' resource 
'STR#' resource 
'TEXT' and 'sty l' resources 
'STR ' resource 
No content-skip this ite m 

After specifying the fom1at of the help content, give the points of the tip locations and the hot 
rectangles in local coordinates. Then provide your help content for that rectangle, as either a 
text string or a resource ID. 

Specify the format, tip, hot rectangle, and help content for every applicable area in the win
dow. You ' ll create an 'hwin' resource that contains the resource ID of this 'lu·ct' resource and 
that associates this resource with a titled window. The Help Manager automatically tracks the 
cursor and di splays and removes help balloons as the user moves the cursor into and out of 
the hot rectangles defined in this resourc~. 

If you need to suppl y a help balloon for an area within another area that needs a different help 
balloon, create 'hrct' resources for both the inner and outer areas and specify their areas as hot 
rectangles. In the resource fork of your file, list the 'hrct' resource for the inner area ahead of 
the 'hrct' resource for the outer area. Then, with the cursor within the inner hot rectangle, the 
Help Manager scans its 'hrct' resource first and di splays its help balloon instead of the help 
balloon for the outer hot rectangle. When the cursor moves from the inner hot rectangle to 
the outer, the Help Manager removes Lhe inner area's help balloon and instead displays the 
balloon for the outer hot rectangle. 

As previously explained, you can create an 'hd lg' resource to specify the tips, alternate rec
tangles, balloon definitions, variation codes, and he lp content for dialog items and use an 
'hwin' resource to associate that 'hdlg ' with a di alog box or alert box. When help is enabled 
and your applicatjon calls ModalDialog or IsDialogEvent, the Help Manager automatically tracks 
the cursor and displays and removes he lp balloons for items specified in the 'hdlg' resource. 

To associate 'hrct' and 'hdlg ' resources with w indows, create an 'hwin ' resource. Shown 
here is the general format o f an 'hwin' resource. 

Component 

Header 

First w indow 

Window help 
resource element 

He lp Manager version 
Options 

Resource ID of associated 'hrcl' o r 'hdlg' resource 
Resource type ('hd lg' or 'hrct') 
Length used to compare ti tle strings-or, if fl agged by a 
minus sign (-), the window Kind value of an untitl ed 
w indow 
Window title string--or empty str ing if untitled 
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Component 

Next window 

Window help 
resource element 

(Same as for first window) 

The 'hwin' resource maps windows to 'hrct' resources and 'hdlg' resources. Within the 
'hwin', you identify 'hrct' resources and 'hdlg' resources by their resource IDs and by the ir 
types. As shown in the preceding list, the first two fi elds of a window component contain the 
resource ID and type. You identify windows in one of these two ways: 

• by specifying the nu mber of characters used for matching a window title in the third 
field, and by specifying a string containing this number of sequential characters from the 
window's title in the next field 

• by fl agging the third field of the component with a minus sign(-) and specifying the 
windowKind value from the window's window record in this field; leave an empty 
string in the next field 

When an active window has a title or windowKind value that matches an 'hwin' resource, the 
Help Manager provides help balloons for the hot rectangles associated with the specified 
'hrct' or 'hdlg' resources. 

The 'hwin' resource specifies the Help Manager version and options in the header. Specify 
the HelpMgrVersion constant in the first field of the header. In the options field, specify a 
constant (normally, hmDefaultOptions) or the sum of several constants' values from this li st. 
Notice that compared to the other resources related to the Help Manager, options regarding 
local coordinates and bits behind the balloon are not applicable to the 'hwin' resource, but the 
'hwin' resource has a unique option- hmMatchlnTitle. · 

CONST hmDefaultOptions 
hmUseSubID 

hrnMacchinT i tle 

0 
= l ; 

16 ; 

{use help resource defaults} 
{use subr ange resource IDs } 
{ for owned resources} 
{match window by string } 
{ anywhere i n title string} 

If you' re providing help balloons for a desk accessory or a driver that owns other resources, 
use the hmUseSublD constant in the options fi eld. (See the Resource Manager chapter in 
Volume I for a discussion of owned resources and their resource IDs.) 

You can specify the hmMatchlnTitle constant to match windows containing a specified 
number of sequential characters starting with any character position in the window title. 
If you do not specify the hmMatchlnTitle constant in the options fi eld, the Help Manager 
matches characters starting with the first character of the window title. 

For example, if the 'hwin' resource specifies the hmMatchlnTitle constant, 4 as the number 
of characters to match, and "Test" as the window title, the Help Manager uses this 'hwin' 
resource when the cursor is located in any acti ve window that is titled Test, Window Test, or 
Test Case or is given a title with any other string that contains the characters "Test." 
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If you supply the hmDefaultOptions constant, the Help Manager treats the resource IDs in 
this resource as regular resource IDs and not as subrange IDs, and it begins matching charac
ters at the first character of the window string. As long as they all use the same options, you 
can list help for all your windows in a single 'hwin' resource. You must create separate 
'hwin' resources for windows that require different options. 

Following the header, multiple 'hdlg' or 'hrct' resources can be specified. You specify the 
window title and the resource ID for each 'hdlg' or 'hrct' resource. You also specify how 
many characters of the window title the Help Manager should use when matching the 
window with the 'hdlg' resource. 

For dialog boxes and alert boxes, you can use 'hrct' resources to define hot rectangles in 
addition to or oth!1r than those associated with the dialog items. For example, you might want 
to use an 'hwin' and an 'hrct' resource in a dialog box to associate a single help balloon with 
a group of related dialog items rather than provide separate help balloons for all the individual 
dialog items. (To provide help balloons for individual dialog items by using 'hdlg' resources 
alone, see "Providing Help Balloons for Items in Dialog Boxes and Alert Boxes" earlier in 
this chapter.) 

Figure l l-13 shows a sample palette an application might use and the help balloon displayed 
for the hammer tool. 

::o Tools 

~ ~~ 
-! 

Hammer 

¥ A 
To construct a simple 
sentence , join a verb to .a 
noun, point to the space 
between the adjacent words, 
and click repeatedly. 

~ t/' 

Figure 11-13. A tool palette with a help balloon 

Listing 11 -6 shows the window help resource and the hot rectangle help resource for the 
palette in Figure 11-13. 

Listing 11-6. Corresponding 'hwin' and 'hrct' resources for a tool palette 

resource ' hwin ' (128 , "Window help resource ", purgeable) { 
HelpMgrVersion, 
hmDefaultOptions , 
{ 

} ; 
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128, 
' hrct ', 
5 , 
"Tools " 

/ * resource ID of type specified on next line * / 
/ * resource type for defining help * / 

/* length to use when comparing strings * / 
/ * window ' s title string * / 
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resource ' hrct' (128 , "Tools palette help " ) { 
HelpMgrVersion , 

} ; 

hmDefaultOptions , 
0 , 
o, 

/ * balloon definition function * / 
/ * variation code * / 

/ * definition for saw tool goes here * / 
HMStringResitem { /* definition for hammer tool * / 

{50 , 127}, /* tip */ 
{22,99 , 54 , 131} , / * hot rectangle ~ ; 

147 , 2 / * ' STR# ' resource ID and index * / 
} 

/ * definitions for other tools go here * / 

resource ' STR# ' (14 7 , "Tools palette help t e x t " ) { 

/ * [1] saw tool * / 
/ * help text for saw tool goes here * / 
/ * [2] hammer tool * / 
"Hammer \ n \ nTo construct a simple sentence, JOln 

"a verb to a noun , point to the space between the adjacent words, " 
"and click repeatedly ."; 

/ * help for other tools goes here * / 

} ; 

You can also use the 'hwin' resource to associate help for dialog items in a window. 
Figure 11-14 shows the Help Manager displaying a help balloon for an item in the dialog 
box titled Verb Tenses. 

~0§ Uerb Tenses ~ 

( Change All J 

Click here to rep lace 
the selected verb 
with its future tense . 

Figure 11-14. A help balloon for a dialog box with a title 
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Listing 11-7 shows how the 'hwin' resource associates an 'hdlg' resource with the dialog 
box illustrated in Figure 11-14. This 'hwin' resource associates help for three different 
windows: the first is the window titled Tools, the second is an untitled window with a 
windowKind value of 10, and the third is the dialog box titled Verb Tenses. 

Listing 11-7. Specifying help for titled and untitled windows with an 'hwin' resource 

resour ce ' hwin ' (128, "Window help resource ", purgeabl e) { 
HelpMgrVersion, 
hmDefaultOptions, 
{ 

128 , / * help resource ID for Tools window * / 
' hrct', / * resource type for defining help * / 
5, / * length to use whe n comparing strings * / 
"Tools ", / * window ' s title string */ 

129 , / * help res ID for untitled window * / 
' hdlg ' I I* resource type for defining help * / 
-10, / * match on windowKind values of 10 * / 

/ * matching on windowKind, so empty string goes here 

130, /* help res ID for Ve rb Tenses window * / 
'hdlg ' , / *resource type for defining help* / 
11 , / * length to use when comparing strings */ 
"Verb Tenses " , / * dialog box ' s t i tle string */ 

} ; 

resource 'hdlg' (130 , "Help for Verb Tense control", purgeable) { 
HelpMgrVersion , / * version of Help Manager */ 
0 , / * start with first dialog item in ' DITL ' */ 
hmDefaultOptions , /* options */ 
0 , / * balloon definition ID * / 
0 , 
HMSkipitem 

}, 

/ * variation code * / 
/ * no missing dialog item help information * / 

/ * help information for dialog items * / 
HMStringResitem { 

{20 , 130} , /* tip (local to item rect) */ 

* / 

{0,0,0,0} , / * default alternate rectangle : use item rect */ 
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131 , l , 
131 , 2, 
0 I 0 I 
0 I 0 

/ * 
/ * 
/ * 
/* 

highlighted control for future tense * / 
dimmed control for future tense * / 
no checked state for control * / 
no other states for control * / 

} I 

HMStringResitem { 
{20 , 130}, /* tip (local to item rect) * / 
{0 , 0 ,0,0 }, /*default alternate rectangle : use item rect * / 
131 , 3 I / * highlighted control for past tense * / 
131 , 4 , / * dimmed control for past tense * / 
0, 0, / * no enabled and checked control * / 
0 , 0 / * no other marks for control * / 

}, 
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HMStringResitem { 
{20 , 130} , /* tip (local to item rect ) */ 
{0,0 , 0 , 0} , / * default alternate rectangle : use item rect */ 
131 , 5 , /* Change All button */ 

0 ' 0 ' / * no dimmed Ch ange All button */ 

0 ' 0 ' /* no checked state Change All button */ 
0, 0 / * no other states f or Change All button * / 

} ; 

resource ' STR# ' (131 , "Verb tense help strings " ) { 

} ; 

/* [1] highlighted control for future tense : help text * / 
"Click here to replace the selected verb with its future tense ."; 
/ * [2] dimmed control for future t ense : help text * / 
"Click here to replace a verb with its future tense . " 

"Not available now because you have not s e lected a verb ."; 
/ * [3] / * highlighted control for past tense : help text * / 
"Click here to replace the selected verb with its past tense . "; 
/* (4 ] dimmed control for p a st tense : h elp text */ 

"Click here to replace a verb with its past tense . " 
"Not available now because you have not selected a verb . " ; 

/* [5] Change All button ' s help text * / 
"Click here to repeat your last change for all verbs within " 

"your document ." ; 

Help Balloons in Dynamic Windows 

To create help balloons for objects whose location in the content area of windows may vary, 
your application needs to use Help Manager routines to display and remove balloons as the 
user moves the cursor. 

You should display or remove help balloons for dynamic windows at the same time that you 
normally check the mouse position to display or change the cursor. For example, if you 
provide your own Doldle procedure, you can also check the mouse position and, if the cursor 
is over a hot rectangle, you should display the associated help balloon. 

To create help balloons for the content area of a dynamic window, you need to 

• identify the hot rectangles for each area or object 

• create data structures to store the locations of the hot rectangles 

• determine how to calculate their changing locations 

• track and update the hot rectangles 

• when the cursor is over a hot rectangle, display its help balloon by using the 
HMShowBalloon function 
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After defining all the hot rectangles within your content region, create separate 'STR ', 
'STR#', 'PICT', or 'TEXT' and 'styl' resources for the help balloons' content. You don't 
have to store the content in these resources when using HMShowBalloon, but doing so 
makes your application easier to localize. 

When you use the HMShowBalloon function, your application is responsible for tracking 
the cursor and determining when to display the help balloon. If you use the HMShowBalloon 
function, you can let the Help Manager track the cursor and determine when to remove 
the help balloon, or your application can remove the balloon when necessary by calling 
the HMRemoveBalloon function. If you display your own help balloons using the 
HMShowBalloon function, you should use the HMGetBalloons function to determine 
whether help is enabled before displaying a help balloon. If help is not enabled, you don' t 
need to call any Help Manager routines that display balloons, since they won't do anything 
unless HMGetBalloons returns TRUE. 

The HMShowBalloon function is useful for 

• windows whose content changes 

• windows that can be resized 

• windows that contain hot rectangles with variable locations 

• situations in which your application wants more control over the display and removal of 
the help balloon 

For example, windows with scrolling file icons (such as Finder windows) or scrolling tool 
symbols (such as those shown in Figure 11-12) require you to use HMShowBalloon to 
display help balloons for the icons or symbols. Likewise, if you have tools-such as rulers 
that users configure for tab stops in a word-processing document-that scroll with a docu
ment, you' ll need to use HMShowBalloon to display help balloons for the scrolling tools. 

The Help Manager provides default help balloons for certain areas of the window frame. 
"Oven-iding Other Default Help Balloons" later in this chapter describes how to oven-ide 
these default help balloons. 

When using HMShowBalloon, you specify the help content, a tip location, a rectangle to use 
if the Help Manager needs to change the tip location, an optional pointer to a function that can 
modify the tip and rectangle coordinates, the balloon definition function, and the variation 
code. In the final parameter to the HMShowBalloon function, you should also provide a 
constant that tell s the Help Manager whether it should save the bits behind the balloon. 

myErr : = HMShowBalloon(aHelpMsg, tip , alternateRect , tipProc , theProc , 
variant , method) ; 

Specify the help content in the aHelpMsg parameter to the HMShowBalloon function. You 
can specify the help information for each hot rectangle using text strings, 'STR' resource 
types, 'STR#' resource types, styled text resources, 'PICT' resource types, handles to styled 
text records, or handles to pictures. 

The HMMessageRecord data type defines the help message record. 
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TYPE HMMessageRecord = 
RECORD 

hmmHelpType : 
CASE Integer OF 

Integer ; {type of nex~ field} 

khmmString : (hmmString : Str255) ; {Pascal string} 
khmmPict : (hmmPict : Integer) ; { 'PICT ' resource ID} 
khmmStringRes : (hmmStringRes : HMStringResType) ; { ' STR# ' res } 

{ ID and index} 
khmmTEHandle : (hmmTEHandle : TEHandle) ; {TextEdit handle} 
khmmPictHandle : (hmmPictHandle : PicHandle) ; {picture handle} 
khmmTERes : (hmmTERes : Integer) ; {'styl ' / ' TEXT ' } 

{ resource ID} 
khmmSTRRes : (hmmSTRRes : Integer) { ' STR ' resource ID} 

END ; 

The hmmHelpType field is a constant that specifies the data type of the next field of the help 
message record . The field fo lJowing the hmmHelpType field can be one of a number of 
different data types. You specify the content of the help balloon in thi s fi eld. 

You can specify the help content using a text string, a text string stored in a resource of type 
'STR ', or a text string stored as a an 'STR#' resource. You can also provide the information 
using styled text resources, or you can provide a handle to a styled text record. If you want 
to provide the help content as a picture, you can use a resource of type 'PICT' or provide a 
handle to a picture. 

You specify one of these constants for the hmmHelpType field. 

CONST khmmString 1 ; {Pascal string} 
khmmPict 2 ; { ' PICT ' resource ID} 
khmmStringRes 3 ; { ' STR# ' res ID and index} 
khmmTEHandle 4 ; {styled text handle} 
khmmPictHandle 5 ; {handle to a picture} 
khmmTERes 6 ; { ' TEXT ' & ' styl ' res ID} 
khmmSTRRes 7 ; { ' STR ' resource ID} 

You can use the khmmString constant to specify a Pascal string. Here's an example of how 
to use the khmmString constant in the help message record. (Although you can specify a 
string from within your code, storing the strings in resources and then accessing them 
through the Resource Manager makes localization easier.) 

VAR 
aHelpMsg : HMMessageRecord ; 
tip : Point ; 
alternateRect : RectPtr ; 

BEGIN 
aHelpMsg . hmmHelpType : = khmmString ; 
aHelpMsg . hmmString : = ' To turn the page , click here . '; 
{be sure to initialize tip and alternateRect here} 
err . - HMShowBalloon(aHelpMsg , tip , alternateRect, 

NIL,0 , 0,kHMRegularWindow) ; 
END ; 
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To use a picture you can either store the picture as a 'PICT' resource or create the 'PlCT' 
graphic from within your application and provide a handle to it. Because the Help Manager 
uses the resource itself or the actual handle that you pass to HMShowBalloon, your 'PICT' 
resource should be purgeable, or, when using a handle to a 'PICT' resource, you should 
release the handle or dispose of it when you are fini shed with it. 

Here's an example that specifies a 'PICT' resource ID. 

VAR 
aHelpMsg : HMMessageRecord ; 
tip : Point ; 
alternateRect : RectPtr ; 

BEGIN 
aHelpMs g . hmmHelp Typ e : = khmmPi c t ; 
a He lpMs g . hmrnPi ct : = 128 ; {r esource ID o f ' PICT ' resource} 
{be s u re to initialize tip and al ternateRect here } 
e r r HMSh owBalloon (aHelpMsg , ti p , al t ernateRect , 

NIL , 0 , 0 , kHMRegul arWindow) ; 
END ; 

Here's an example of providing a handle to a 'PICT' resource. 

VAR 
pict: 
aHelpMs g : 
tip : 

PicHandle ; 
HMMessageReco rd ; 
Point ; 

pic t Frarne : Rect ; 
alternateRect : RectPtr ; 

BEGIN 
{be sure to initialize pictFrarne here} 
pict : = OpenPicture(pictFrarne) ; 
DrawString('Test Balloon ' ) ; 
ClosePicture ; 
aHelpMsg . hmmHelpType : = khmmPictHandle ; 
a HelpMsg . hrnmPict Handle : = pict ; 
{be sure to initialize tip and alternateRect here} 
err : = HMShowBal loon (aHelpMsg , tip , alternateRect , 

KillPicture {pict) ; 
END ; 

NIL , 0 , 0 , kHMRegularViindow) ; 

The HMStringResType data type defines a Help Manager string list record. 

TYPE HMStringResType = 
RECORD 
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hmmResID : 
hmmindex : 

END ; 
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The hmmResID field specifies the resource TD of the 'STR#' resource, and the hmmlndex 
field specifies the index of the st1i ng within that resource to use for the help information. 

To use a string stored in an 'STR#' resource, use the kh mmStringRes constant in the 
hmmHelpType field and use a record of data type HMStringResType in the next field . 

VAR 
aHelpMsg : 
tip : 

HMMessageRecord ; 
Point ; 

alternateRect : RectPtr ; 
khmmStringRes : HMStringResType; 

BEGIN 
aHelpMsg . hmmHelpType : = khmmStringRes ; 
GetindString(aHelpMsg . hmmStringRes , 1000 , l) ; 
{be sure to i n itialize tip a n d altern ateRect here} 
err . - HMShowBalloon(aHelpMsg, tip , alte rnate Rect , 

NIL , 0 , 0 , kHMRegularWindow) ; 
END ; 

To use styled text resources, tise the khmmTERes constant in the hmrnHelpType field. In the 
next field, supply a resource ID that is common to b9th a sty le scrap ('sty!') resource and a 
'TEXT' resource. For example, you might create a 'TEXT' resource with resource ID I 000 
that contains the words "Displays your text in boldface print." You would also create an 'sty!' 
resource with resource ID I 000 that applies boldface style to the word "boldface." When you 
specify the HMTEResltem constant and resource ID I 000 for a help balloon, the Help 
Manager employs TextEdit routines to display your text with your prescribed styles. (See the 
TextEdit chapter in Volume V for a description of the style scrap.) 

To use a handle to a styled text record, supply the khmmTEHandle constant in the 
hmmHelpType field. 

VAR 
aHelpMsg : HMMessageRecord ; 
tip : Point ; 
alternateRect : RectPtr ; 
hTE : TEHandle ; 

BEGIN 
hTE : = TEStyle New(destRe ct , v iewRect) ; {or , use TENew} 
{be sure to fill in data in handle here} 
aHelpMsg . hmmHelpType : = khmmTEHandle ; 
aHelpMsg . hmmTEHandle : = hTE; 
{be sure to initialize tip a n d alternateRect here} 
err . - HMShowBalloon(aHelpMsg , tip , alternateRect , 

NIL , 0 , 0 , kHMRegularWindow) ; 
END ; 

You specify the tip and the rectangle pointed to by alternateRect in global coordinates. The 
Help Manager calculates the location and size of the help balloon. If the help balloon fi ts on 
screen, the Help Manager displays the help baJloon using the spec ified tip. 
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If you use the previously described help resources to define help balloons, the Help Manager 
uses the hot rectangles you specify in the help resources for two purposes: first, to associate 
areas of the screen with help balloons and, second, to move the tip if the help balloon doesn' t 
fit on screen. 

If you use the HMShowBalloon function to display help balloons, you must identify hot 
rectangles, create your own data structures to store their locations, track the cursor yourself, 
and call HMShowBalloon when the cursor moves to your hot rectangles. The Help Manager 
does not know the locations of your hot rectangles, so it cannot use them for moving the tip if 
the help balloon is placed offscreen. Instead, the Help Manager uses the alternate rectangle 
that you point to with the alternateRect parameter. Often, you specify the same coordinates 
for the alternate rectangle that you specify for your hot rectangle. However, you may choose 
to make your alternate rectangle smaller or larger than your hot rectangle. If you make your 
alternate rectangle smaller than your hot rectangle, you have greater assurance that the Help 
Manager will be able to fit the help balloon on screen; if you specify an alternate rectangle that 
is larger than your hot rectangle, you have greater assurance that the help balloon will not 
obscure some element explained by the balloon. 

If you specify a rectangle in the alternateRect parameter, the Help Manager automatically 
calls HMRemoveBalloon to remove the balloon when the cursor leaves the area bounded 
by the rectangle. 

If you specify NIL for the alternateRect parameter, your application is responsible for 
tracking the cursor and determining when to remove the help balloon. The Help Manager 
also does not attempt to calculate a new tip position if the help balloon is off screen. 

When you call the HMShowBalloon function, the Help Manager does not display the help 
balloon or attempt to modify the tip location under either of these conditions: 

• the help balloon's tip is offscreen or in the menu bar and you don ' t specify an alternate 
rectangle 

• both the help balloon's tip and the alternate rectangle are offscreen 

The final parameter in HMShowBalloon specifies how the Help Manager should draw and 
remove the balloon. Use the following constants for the parameter. 

CONST kHMRegularWindow O; 
kHMSaveBitsNoWindow = l ; 
kHMSaveBitsWindow 2 ; 

{don ' c save bits ; just update} 
{save b i ts ; don ' t do update} 
{save bits ; do update event } 

If you specify kHMRegularWindow, the Help Manager draws and removes the help balloon 
as if it were a window. That is, when drawing the balloon the Help Manager does not save 
bits behind the balloon, and when removing the balloon the Help Manager generates an 
update event. This is the standard behavior of help balloons-and the behavior you should 
normally use. 

If you specify k.HMSaveBitsNoWindow in the method parameter, the Help Manager does not 
create a window for displaying the balloon. Instead, the Help Manager creates a help balloon 
that is more like a menu than a window. The Help Manager saves the bits behind the balloon 
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when it creates the balloon. When it removes the balloon, the Help Manager restores the bits 
without generating an update event. You should only use this in a modal environment where 
the bits behind the balloon cannot change from the time the balloon is drawn to the time it is 
removed. For example, you might specify the kHMSaveBitsNoWindow constant when 
providing help balloons for pop-up menus that overlay complex graphics, which might take a 
long time to redraw with an update event. 

If you specify kHMSaveBitsWindow, the Help Manager treats the help balloon as a hybrid 
having properties of both a menu and a window. That is, the Help Manager saves the bits 
behind the balloon when it creates the balloon and, when it removes the balloon, it both 
restores the bits and generates an update event. You'll rarely need this option. It is necessary 
only in a modal environment that might immediately change to a nonmodal environment
that is, where the bits behind the help balloon are static when the balloon is drawn, but can 
possibly change before the help balloon is removed. 

Listing 11-8 shows a sample routine that displays help balloons for hot rectangles within the 
content area of a window. 

Listing 11-8. Using HMShowBalloon to display help balloons 

PROCEDURE FindAndShowBalloon (window : Wi ndowPtr) ; 
VAR 

i : 
mouse : 
save Port : 
helpMsg : 
result : 
inRect : 

BEGIN 

I nt e g er ; 
Point ; 
GrafPtr ; 
HMMessageRecord ; 
OSErr ; 
Boolean ; 

IF (window = FrontWindow) THEN 
BEGIN 

{only do frontmost windows } 

{save the old port for later} 
{set the por t to the fron t wind ow} 
{get the mouse in local coords} 

GetPort(savePort) ; 
SetPor t (wi n dow) ; 
GetMouse(mouse) ; 
inRect : = FALSE ; {clear flag saying mouse wasn ' t in any Rect} 

IF PtinRect (mouse , windowA. portRect) THEN 
{if the cursor is i n t he wi n d ow } 
FOR i : = 1 TO 10 DO {check al l 10 predefined rects in the window} 

IF PtinRect(mouse , MyPredefinedRects[i)) THEN 
BEGIN {cursor in rect} 

I F (i <> gLastBalloon ) THEN 
{cursor wasn ' t same as last time} 
BEGIN 

hotRect : = MyPredefin edRects[i) ; 
LocalToGlobal(hotRect . topLeft) ; 
{convertin g rec t to global} 
LocalToGlobal(hotRect . botRight) ; 
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Listing 11-8. Using HMShowBalloon to display help balloons (Continued) 

WITH hotRect DO {put the tip in the middle} 
SetPt (mouse, (right-left) div 2, (bottom-top) div 2) ; 

helpMsg . hmmHelpType : = khmmStringRes ; 
{want ' STR# ' resource} 
helpMsg . hmmStringRes . hmmResID . - OurHelpMsgsID ; 
{this resID} 
helpMsg . hmmStringRes.hmmindex . - i ; {this index} 

result : = HMShowBalloon(helpMsg, 
{use just-made help msg} 

mouse , {pointing to this tip} 
@MyPredefinedRects[i] , {this rectangle} 
NIL, {no special tip proc} 
0,0, {using default balloon} 
FALSE) ; {don ' t save bits behind} 

IF (result = no3rr) THEN {then remember balloon} 
gLastBalloon : = i ; 

END; 
inRect := TRUE; {remember when the cursor is in any rect} 

END ; 
IF not inRect THEN 

gLastBalloon : = - 1 ; {clear last balloon global for no hit} 
SetPort(savePort) ; {restore the port} 

END ; 
END; 

The FindAndShowBalloon procedure in Listing 11-8 tracks the cursor, and, if the cursor is 
over a predefined hot rectangle, it displays a help balloon for that rectangle. In this example 
there are 10 predefined rectangles (in the MyPredefinedRects array) and 10 corresponding 
help messages in an 'STR#' resource (of ID OurHelpMsgsID)-one message for each hot 
rectangle. Other supporting routines can update the coordinates of the hot rectangles as their 
locations change. 

You can also use the HMShowBalloon function from the filter function of a modal dialog box 
or alert box. See "Displaying a Help Balloon" and "Removing a Help Balloon" later in this 
chapter for more information on the HMShowBalloon and HMRemoveBalloon functions. 

Overriding Help Balloons for Application Icons 

The Finder displays a default help balloon for application icons. By specifying an 'hfdr' 
resource in your application's resource fork, you can provide your own help balloon for 
the Finder to display when the user moves the cursor over your application icon. 

Note: You cannot override the default help balloon that the Finder uses for 
document icons. 

Shown here is the general format of an 'hfdr' resource. 
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Component 

Header 

Icon help 

Finder icon help 
resource element 

Help Manager version 
Options 
Balloon definition function 
Variation code 

Identifier for help balloon content 
Balloon content for application icon 

Use resource ID -5696 for your 'hfdr' resource. If an 'hfdr' resource with that ID exists 
for an application, the Help Manager uses it instead of the default help balloon provided by 
the Finder. 

As with the other help resources, specify the HelpMgrVersion constant in the first field of the 
header component of the 'hfdr' resource. In the options field, specify a constant (normally, 
hmDefaultOptions) or the sum of several constants' values from this list. ("Specifying 
Options in Help Resources" earlier in this chapter describes these options.) 

CONST hmDefaultOptions 0; {use defaults} 
hmUseSu bID 1 ; {use subrange resource IDs 

{ for owned resources} 
hmAbsoluteCoords = 2 ; {ignore coords of window } 

{ origin and treat upper-left 
{ corner of window as 0 , 0} 

hmSaveBitsNoWindow = 4 ; {don ' t create window ; save 
{ bits ; no update event} 

hmSaveBitsWindow = 8 ; {save bits behind window } 

{ and g enerate update event} 

Specify the balloon definition function and variation code (both typically 0) in the third and 
fourth fields of the header. (These are described in detail earlier in "Providing Help Balloons 
for Menus.") 

In the icon help component of this resource, specify the format that the help content takes. As 
with the other help resources, specify the format using one of these identifiers: 

Identifier 

HMStringltem 
HMPictltem 
HMStringResltem 
HMTEResitem 
HMSTRResltem 
HMSkipitem 

Help content format 

Pascal string within the help resource 
'PICT' resource 
'STR#' resource 
'TEXT' and 'styl' resources 
'STR ' resource 
No content-skip this item 

If you specify HMSkipltem, no help balloon appears. 
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Default Balloon Help 
for application icon 

This is an application-a 
program with which you can 
perform a bsk or create a 
document . Applications 
include word processors, 
qr aphics proqr ams , and 
s preadsheets . 

Surf'll'riter 

Customized Balloon Help 
for application icon 

Use the Surf'w'riter word 
processor to create or 
edit the most radical 
documents ever written 
on your Macintosh 
computer. 

Surf'll'riter 

Figure 11-15. Default and customized help balloons for an application icon 

The default help balloon for application icons is shown on the left in Figure 11-15. 
A customized help balloon for the same icon appears on the right in Figure 11-15. The 
customized help balloon is supplied with the resources shown in Listing 11-9. 

Listing 11-9. Creating a help balloon resource for an application icon 

resource ' hfdr ' ( - 5696) { / * help balloon for SurfWriter app icon * / 

} ; 

HelpMgrVersion, hmDefaultOptions, 0 , 0 , / * header information * / 
{ 

HMSTRResitem { / * use ' STR ' resource 1001 * / 
1001 
} 

resource ' STR ' (1001) { / * help message for SurfWriter app icon * / 
"Use the SurfWriter word processor to cr eate or edit the mos t • 
"radical documents ever written on your Macintosh computer . " 

} ; 

Overriding Other Default Help Balloons 

In addition to help balloons for application and document icons, the Help Manager provides 
default help balloons for the title bar and the close and zoom boxes of an active window. It 
also provides default help balloons for windows of inactive applications, inactive windows 
of an active application, and the area outside of a modal dialog box. 

Apple has researched and tested these help messages to ensure that they are as effective as 
possible for users. Normally, you shouldn' t need to override them. However, you can 
override one or more of these defaults if you feel you absolutely must by creating a resource 
of type 'hovr'. Shown here is the format for the 'hovr' resource. 

Using an 'hovr' resource sets the default help balloons for your application only. It does not 
affect the default help balloons used by other applications. 
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Component 

Header 

Missing items help 

Title bar help 

Reserved 

Close box help 

Zoom box help 

Help for active application's 
inactive windows 

Help for inactive application's 
windows 

Help for area outside of a 
modal dialog box or alert box 

The Help Manager 

Default help 
override resource element 

Help Manager version (use HelpMgrYersion constant) 
Options 
Balloon definition function 
Variation code 

Identifier for help balloon content 
Balloon content for items missing from this resource 

or lacking balloon content 

Identifier for help balloon content 
Balloon content for title bar of active window 

Always use HMSkipltem identifier here 
Reserved; skip this item 

Identifier for help balloon content 
Balloon content for close box of active window 

Identifier for help balloon content 
Balloon content for zoom box of active window 

Identifier for help balloon content 
Balloon content for inactive window of active 

application 

Identifier for help balloon content 
Balloon content for window of inactive application 

Identifier for help balloon content 
Balloon content for area outside of a modal dialog box 

As with the other help resources, specify the HelpMgrYersion constant in the first field of the 
header component of the 'hrct' resource. In the ~ptions field, specify a constant (normally, 
hmDefaultOptions) or the sum of several constants' values from this list. ("Specifying 
Options in Help Resources" earlier in this chapter describes these options.) 

CONST hmDefaultOptions = 0 ; {use defaults} 
hmUseSubID 1 ; {use subrange resource IDs 

{ for owned resources} 
hmAbsoluteCoords 2 ; {ignore coords of window } 

{ origin and treat upper-left 
{ corner of window as 0 t 0} 

hmSaveBitsNoWindow 4 ; {don ' t create window ; save 
{ bits ; no update event} 

hmSaveBitsWindow 8 ; {save bits behind window } 

{ and generate update event} 
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Specify the balloon definition function and variation code (both typically 0) in the third and 
fourth fields of the header. (These are described in detail earlier in "Providing Help Balloons 
for Menus.") 

For each element, specify the format that the help content takes. As with the other help 
resources, specify the format using one of these identifiers: 

Identifier Help content format 

HMStringltem 
HMPictltem 
HMStringResJtem 
HMTEResltem 
HMSTRResltem 
HMSkipltem 

Pascal string within the help resource 
'PICT' resource 
'STR#' resource 
'TEXT' and 'styl' resources 
'STR ' resource 
No content-skip this item 

Supply an identifier and help balloon content for the missing items component. The Help 
Manager expects the components of an 'hovr' resource to be listed in the order previously 
shown. To use any of the default help balloons, specify HMSkipltem in the corresponding 
field of the 'hovr' resource. The Help Manager supplies help balloons with the missing 
items' balloon content for components you leave off the bottom of this list. The Help 
Manager also uses the missing items' balloon content if you provide an identifier for a 
component but specify an empty string or a resource JD of 0 for that item's balloon content. 

Listing I l-10 shows a resource of type 'hovr' that overrides all of the default help balloons. 

Listing 11-10. Overriding default help balloons 

resource ' hovr ' (1000) { 
HelpMgrVersion , 
hmDefaultOptions , / * options * / 
0 , / * the balloon definition ID */ 
0 , / * variation code * / 
HMStringitem { / * missing items in case this res is short items */ 

"Missing override rressage " 
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}, 

HMSkipitem / * title bar help */ 
/ * HMSkipitem means use default help balloon fo r this element */ 

} I 

HMSkipitem { 
}, 

HMStringitem 

}, 

HMStringitem 

/ * reserved ; always specify HJv'.Skipitem here */ 

/ * close box help * / 
/ * empty string means use missing items help * / 

/ * zoom box help * / 
"Get this message if in Zoom In or Zoom Out box . " 

}, 

HMStringitem { / * help for active app ' s inactive window * / 
"Get this message if in inactive window of active application . " 

}, 

HMStringitem {/ * help for inactive app ' s window * / 
"Get this message if in window of inactive application ." 

}, 
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} ; 

HMSt r ingi t em { / * outs i de o[ modal dialog help * / 
"Get this mes s age if outs i de modal dialog box . " 

Adding Your Own Menu Items to the Help Menu 

The Help Manager 

The Help menu is specific to each application, just as the File and Edit menus are. The Help 
menu items defined by the Help Manager should be common to all applications, but you 
can add your own menu items for help-re lated infonnation. 

If you cun-ently provide your users with help information when they choose the About 
command from the Apple menu, you should instead append a command for your own help 
to the Help menu. This gives users one consistent place to obtai n help information. 

When adding your own items to the Help menu, include the name of your application in the 
command so that users can easily determine which application the help relates to. For 
example, Figure 11-1 6 shows the Help menu with two items appended to it by related 
components of the same application. 

About Balloon Help ... 

Hide Balloons 

SurfWriter help 
WipeOut help 

Figure 11-16. The Help me nu with two appended menu items 

You add items to the Help menu by using the HMGetHelpMenuHandle function and by 
providing an 'hmnu' resource and specifying the k.HMHelpMenuID constant as the 
resource ID. 

The HMGetHelpMenuHandle function returns a copy of the handle to the Help menu. Do not 
use the GetMHandle fu nction to get a handle to the Help menu, because GetMHandle returns 
a handle to the global Help menu, not the Help menu that is specific to your application. Once 
you have a handle to the Help menu that is specific to your application, you can add items to 
it using the AppendMenu procedure or other Menu Manager routines . For example, this code 
adds the two menu items displayed in Figure 11-1 6. 

VAR 
mh : MenuHandle ; 

BEGIN 
err : = HMGetHelpMenuHandle(mh) ; 
IF err = NoErr THEN 

I F mh <> NIL THEN 
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BEGIN 
AppendMenu(mh , ' SurfWriter help ' ) ; 
AppendMenu(mh , ' WipeOu t help ' ) ; 

END ; 

DrawMenuBar ; 
END; 

Be sure to use an 'hmnu' resource to provide help balloons for items you' ve added to the 
Help menu. Use the k.HMHelpMenulD constant (-16490) to specify the 'hmnu' resource ID. 
After the header component of the 'hmnu' resource, provide a missing items component and 
then the components for your appended items. You don ' t provide a menu title component 
here; instead, the Help Manager automatically creates the help balloons for the Help menu 
title and the standard Help menu items. The Help Manager automaticaJJy adds a dashed line 
between the end of the standard Help menu items and your appended items. 

Listing 11-l 1 shows an 'hmnu' resource for the appended menu items shown in 
Figure 11-16. 

Listing 11-11. A sample menu help resource for items in the Help menu 

resource ' hrnnu ' (kHMHelpMenuID , "Help ", purgeable) { 

} ; 

HelpMgrVersion , 0 , 0 , 0 , / * header information */ 
HMSkipitem { / * missing items information */ 

/ * no missing items , so skip to appended menu items * / 
/ * information * / 
}, 

/* SurfWriter help command ' s help balloon content */ 
HMStringResitem { /* use an ' STR# ' resource for content * / 
146 , l , /* ' STR# ' res ID , index when command ' s enabled */ 
146 , 2 , /* ' STR# ' res ID , index when dimmed*/ 
146 , 3, / * ' STR# ' res ID , index when command ' s checked*/ 
0 , 0 /*command can ' t be marked * / 
}, 

/ * WipeOut help command ' s help balloon content */ 
h"MStringResitem { / * use an ' STR# ' =esource for content * / 
146 , 4 , /* ' STR# ' res ID , ind ex when command ' s enabled */ 
146 , 5 , /* ' STR# ' res ID , index when dimmed * / 
146 , 6 , 
0 , 0 
}, 

/ * ' STR# ' res ID , index when command ' s checked*/ 
/* command can ' t be marked * / 

resource ' STR# ' (146 , "My help menu items ' strings " ) { 
{ / * array StringArray : 6 elements */ 
/* [1] enabled "SurfWriter he l p " command help text */ 
"Displays tutorial help for SurfWriter word processor . "; 
/ * [2] dimmed "SurfWriter help " command help text * / 
"Displays tutorial help for SurfWriter word processor . " 

"Not available until you open a SurfWriter document ."; 
/* [3] checked "SurfWriter help " command help text */ 
"Closes tutorial help for SurfWriter word processor ."; 
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} i 

/* [4] enabl ed "WipeOu t help " command help text * / 

"Displays tutorial help for WipeOut typing corrector ." ; 
/* [5] dimmed "WipeOut help " command help t ext * / 

"Displays tutorial help for WipeOut typing corrector . " 
"Not available until you open a SurfWriter document . "; 

/ * [6] checked "WipeOut help " command help text * / 

"Closes tutorial help for WipeOut typing corrector . "; 

The menu help resource that you create allows you to specify help balloons for four states of 
a menu item: enabled, dimmed, enabled and checked, and enabled and marked with a symbol 
other than a check. You cannot specify a help balloon for a Help menu item when a modal 
dialog box disables it, because you don't have access to the missing items component of the 
Help menu. When a modal dialog box appears, the Help Manager displays a default help 
balloon for all dimmed Help menu items. 

The Help Manager automatically processes the event when a user chooses any of the standard 
menu items in the Help menu. The Help Manager automatically enables and disables help 
when the user chooses Show Balloons or Hide Balloons from the Help menu. The setting of 
help is global and affects all applications. 

The MenuSelect and MenuKey functions return a result with the menu ID in the high word 
and the menu item in the low word of the function result. Both functions return the 
kHMHelpMenuID constant (-16490) in the high word when the user chooses an appended 
item from the Help menu. The menu item number of the appended item is returned in the 
low word of the function result. The My Menu Click procedure shown here handles mouse 
clicks for those items defined by the application to appear in the Help menu. 

PROCEDURE MyMenuClick(menuCode : Longint) ; 
VAR menu : Integer ; 

i tern : Integer; 
window : WindowPtr ; 

BEGIN 
window : = FrontWindow; 
menu : = HiWord(menuCode) ; 
item : = LoWord(menuCode) ; 
CASE menu OF 

mApple : {handle About box and other items} 
mFile : 
mEdit : 

FileClick(window , item) ; 
EditClick(window , item) ; 

mFonts : FontClick(window , item) ; 
kHMHelpMenuID : HelpClick(window , item) ; 

END; 
HiliteMenu(O) ; 

END ; 

In the future, Apple may choose to add other items to the Help menu. To determine the 
number of items in the Help menu, call the CountMitems function, which is descibed in 
the Menu Manager chapter in Volume I. 
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Writing Your Own Balloon Definition Function 

The Help Manager takes care of positioning, sizing, and drawing your help balloons, and the 
standard balloon definition function provides a consistent, attractive general shape to baJloons 
across all applications. 

Though it takes extra work on your part and your balloons will not share the consistent 
appearance of he lp balloons used by the Finder and by other applications, you can create your 
own balloon definition function. The balloon definition function defines the appearance of the 
help balloon. A help balloon is a special type of window. You implement a balloon definition 
function by writing a window definition function that performs the tasks described in this 
section. The standard balloon definition function is of type 'WDEF' with resource ID 126. 

A balloon definition function is responsible for calculating the content region and structure 
region of the help balloon window and drawing the frame of the help balloon. The con
tent region is the area inside the balloon frame; it contains the user help information. The 
structure region is the boundary region of the entire balloon, including the content area and 
the pointer that extends from one of the help balloon' s comers. (Figure 11-4 illustrates the 
structure regions of the eight standard help balloons.) 

The Help Manager first calculates the size of the rectangle that can enclose the help informa
tion and determines where to display the help balloon. The Help Manager uses TextEdit to 
determine any word and line breaks in the help information. The Help Manager determines 
where to display the help baJloon based on the tip location and alternate rectangle. 

The Help Manager then adds a system-defined distance to the size of the rectangle. This 
distance allows for the tip of the help baJloon. Note that the tip must always align with 
an edge of the boundary rectangle. The Help Manager uses the resulting rectangle as the 
boundary rectangle for the help balloon window. 

The Help Manager uses the NewWindow function to create the help balloon. The Help 
Manager specifies the calculated rectangle and the window definition ID as parameters to 
the NewWindow function. 

The NewWindow function calls the balloon definition function in the same manner as a 
window definition function. See the Window Manager chapter in Volume I for more 
information on writing a window definition function. 

The Window Manager calls your balloon definition function with four parameters: the varia
tion code that specifies the shape and relative tip position of the help balloon, a pointer to the 
window, the action to perform, and a parameter that has variable contents depending on the 
action to perform. 

Here's an example that shows the declaration for a balloon defin ition function called 
MyBalloonDef. 

FUNCTION MyBalloonDef (variant : Integer ; theBalloo~ : WindowPtr ; message : 
Integer ; param: Longint ) : Long Int ; 

The variant parameter is the variation code used to specify the shape and position of the help 
balloon. You should use the same relati ve position for the tip of the help balloon that the 
standard variation codes 0 through 7 specify (see Figure 11-4). This ensures that the tip of 
the he lp balloon points to the object that the help balloon describes. 
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The parameter theBalloon is a pointer to the window of the help balloon. 

The message parameter identifies the action your balloon definition function should perform. 
Your balloon definition function can be sent lhe same messages as a window definition 
function, but the only ones your balloon definition function needs to process are the wDraw 
and wCalcRgns messages, which are described in the Window Manager chapter of Volume I. 

When your balloon definition function receives the wCalcRgns message, your function 
should calculate the content region and structure region of the help balloon. 

When your balloon definition function receives the wDraw message, your function should 
draw the frame of the help balloon. 

If you want to process other messages in your balloon definition function (for example, 
performing any additional initialization), you can also process the other standard 
'WDEF' messages. 

The value of the param parameter depends on the value of the message parameter. The 
wCalcRgns and wDraw messages do not use this parameter. 

If you want the Help Manager to use your balloon definition function , you specify its resource 
ID and the desired variation code either in the HMShowBalloon function or in the appropriate 
fields of the 'hmnu', 'hdlg', or 'hrct' resources. The Help Manager derives your balloon ' s 
window definition ID from its resource ID. 

HELP MANAGER ROUTINES 

This section describes the routines you use to display help balloons for the windows of your 
application. It also describes how to determine whether help is enabled; how to get the name 
and size of the text font in help balloons; how to set or override the help resources used with 
a menu, dialog box, or window; how to get information about the window the help balloon 
is displayed in; and how to display help balloons when using your own menu definition 
procedure. 

If you only want to provide help balloons for the menus, alert boxes, and dialog boxes of 
your application, you only need to create the resources containing the descriptive information. 
"Using the Help Manager" and its subsections earlier in this chapter give details on how to 
create these resources. 

If help is not enabled, most Help Manager routines do nothing and return the hmHelpDisahled 
result code. 

Determining Whether Help Is Enabled 

The user turns Balloon Help assistance on by choosing Show Balloons from the Help menu. 
You can use the HMGetBalloons function to determine whether help is cun-ently enabled. If 
you di splay your own help balloons using the HMShowBalloon function , you should use 
the HMGetBalloons function to determine whether help is enabled before displaying a help 
balloon. If help is not enabled, you cannot display any help balloons. 

FUNCTION HMGetBalloons : Boolean ; 
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The HMGetBalloons function returns TRUE if help is currently enabled and FALSE if help is 
currently not enabled. Because this function does not load the Help Manager package into 
memory, it is a very fast way to determine whether help is enabled. 

You can enable or disable help using the HMSetBalloons function. If you enable or disable 
help, you do so for all applications. The setting of Balloon Help on-line assistance should be 
under the user's control. In most cases, you should not modify the setting chosen by the 
user. If you must modify this setting, return it to its previous state as soon as possible. 

FUNCTION HMSecBalloons (flag : Boo:ean) : OSErr ; 

The flag parameter specifies whether help should be enabled or disabled for all applications 
and the system software. If the flag parameter is TRUE, help is enabled. If the flag parameter 
is FALSE, help is disabled and, if a help balloon is showing, you must first remove it using 
the HMRemoveBalloon function. 

When help is disabled, the Help Manager does not display help balloons for any applica
tions. When help is disabled, the HMShowBalloon and HMShowMenuBalloon fu nctions 
do not display help balloons and return a nonzero result code. 

Result codes 
noEn
paramErr 
memFullErr 
resNotFound 

0 
-50 

-108 
- 192 

No effor 
Error in parameter list 
Not enough room in heap zone 
Unable to read resource 

Determining Whether a Help Balloon Is Showing 

You can use the HMisBalloon function to determine whether a help balloon is currently 
displayed on the screen. 

FUNCTION HMisBalloon : Boolean ; 

The HMisBalloon function returns TRUE if a help balloon is currently displayed on the 
screen and FALSE if a help balloon is not currently displayed. This function is useful for 
checking whether a balloon is showing before you perform an action that redraws the screen. 
For example, you might want to determine whether a balloon is displayed so that you can 
remove it before opening or closing a window. 

Displaying and Removing Help Balloons 

When help is enabled, the Help Manager automatically n·acks the cursor and displays and 
removes help balloons as the user moves the cursor over hot rectangles specified in 'hrct' 
resources or over item rectangles associated with menu items and dialog items that are 
specified in 'hmnu' and 'hdlg' resources. If you want to provide help balloons for areas not 
defined in these resources, then your application is responsible for tracking the cursor and 
determining when to display and remove help balloons for these application-defined areas. 
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Use the HMShowBalloon function to display a help balloon. You specify the descriptive help 
information for the help balloon using the help message record. The help message record lets 
you specify the help information in a number of formats . If your application uses your own 
menu definition procedure, you can use the HMShowMenuBalloon function to display help 
balloons for the menus that your menu definition procedure manages . The next sections 
describe how to use Help Manager routines to display and remove help balloons. 

Displaying a Help Balloon 

The HMShowBalloon function lets you display a help baJloon for the content area of any 
window of your application. You need provide only the descriptive help information, the 
location of the tip the Help Manager should use to display the he lp balloon, and a constant 
specifying what method to use for displaying and removing the balloon. You can also 
provide an alternate rectangle that the Help Manager uses for moving the help balloon 's tip 
when it tries to fit the help balloon on screen. You can specify your own balloon definition 
function and variation code, and you can provide a pointer to a tip function that lets your 
application test and adjust the balloon before displaying it. 

FUNCTION HMShowBalloon (aHelpMsg : HMMessageRecord ; tip : Point ; 
alternateRect : RectPtr ; tipProc : Ptr ; theProc , 
variant : Integer ; method : Integ er) : OSErr ; 

If help is enabled, the HMShowBalloon fu nction displays a he lp balloon with the descriptive 
help information specified in the aHelpMsg parameter. You specify the help information in the 
aHelpMsg parameter using the help message record . "Help Balloons in Dynamic Windows" 
earlier in this chapter shows how to specify this information. 

You specify the tip and the rectangle pointed to by the alternateRect parameter in globaJ 
coordinates. The Help Manager calculates the location and size of the help baJloon. If it fits 
on screen, the Help Manager displays the help baJloon using the specified tip location. 

If you use the previously described help resources to define help balloons, the Help Manager 
uses the hot rectangles you specify in the help resources for two purposes: first, to associate 
areas of the screen with help balloons and, second, to move the tip if the help balloon doesn't 
fit on screen. 

If you use the HMShowBalloon function to di splay help balloons, you must identify hot 
rectang les, create your own data structures to store their locations, track the cursor yourself, 
and call HMShowBalloon when the cursor moves to your hot rectangles. The Help Manager 
does not know the locations of your hot rectangles, so it cannot use them for moving the tip if 
the help balloon is placed offscreen. Instead, the Help Manager uses the alternate rectangle 
that you point to with the altemateRect parameter. Often, you specify the same coordinates 
for the alternate rectangle that you specify for your hot rectangle. However, you may choose 
to make your alternate rectangle smaller or larger than your hot rectangle. If you make your 
alternate rectangle smaller than your hot rectangle, you have greater assurance that the Help 
Manager will be able to fit the help balloon on screen; if you specify an alternate rectangle that 
is larger than your hot rectangle, you have greater assurance that the help balloon will not 
obscure some element explained by the balloon. 

If you specify a rectangle in the alternateRect parameter, the Help Manager automatically 
calls HMRemoveBaJ!oon to remove the balloon when the cursor leaves the area bounded by 
the rectangle. 
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If the balloon 's first pos ition is partly offscreen or it intersects the menu bar, the Help 
Manager tries a combination of different balloon variation codes and different tip pos itions 
along the sides of the alternate rectangle to make the balloon fit. Figure I 1-5 shows what 
happens when the balloon's first two positions are located offscreen. If, after exhausting 
all possible pos itions, the Help Manager cannot fit the entire help balloon on screen, the Help 
Manager displays a help balloon at the position that best fits on screen and cl ips the content 
of the balloon to fit at this pos ition. If the coordinates specified by both the original tip and 
the alternateRect parameter are offscreen, the Help Manager does not display the help balloon 
at al I. 

Tf you specify NTL for the alternateRect parameter, your application is responsible for tracking 
the cursor and determining when to remove the he lp balloon. The Help Manager al so does not 
attempt to calculate a new tip location if the help balloon is offscreen. 

Once the Help Manager determines the location and size of the help balloon, the Help Manager 
calls the function pointed to by the tipProc parameter before displaying the balloon. Specify 
NTL in the tipProc parameter to use the Help Manager's default tip function. 

You can supply your own tip function (as described later in "Using Your Own Tip Function") 
and point to it in the tipProc parameter. The Help Manager calls the tip function after calcu
lating the location of the help balloon and before di splaying it. Jn the parameters of your tip 
function, the Help Manager returns the tip, the region boundary of the entire balloon, the 
region boundary for the content area within the balloon frame, and the variation code to be 
used for the he lp balloon. This allows you to examine and possibly adjust the balloon before 
it is displayed . 

The parameter theProc in the HMShowBalloon function specifies the balloon definition 
functi on to use. To use your own balloon de finition function, specify the resource ID of its 
'WDEF' resource in the parameter theProc. The Help Manager reads the balloon defini tion 
function specified by the parameter theProc into memory if it isn' t already in memory. If the 
balloon definition function can' t be read into memory, the help balloon is not displayed and 
the HMShowBalloon function returns the resNotFound result code. 

Specify 0 in the parameter theProc to use the standard balloon definition function. The variant 
parameter is the variation code for the balloon defini tion function. Specify 0 in the variant 
parameter to use the default he lp balloon shape, or specify a code from l to 7 to use one of 
the other positions provided by the standard balloon definition function (see Figure 11-4 ). If 
you write your own balloon de finition function, you should support the tip locations defined 
by the standard variation codes. 

The method parameter specifies whether the Help Manager should save the bits behind the 
balloon and whether to do an update event. Use the fo llowing constants for the parameter. 

CONST kHMRegularWindow 
kHMSaveBitsNoWindow 
kHMSaveBitsWindow 

0 ; 
1 ; 
2 ; 

{don ' t save bits ; just update} 
{save bits ; don ' t do update} 
{save bits ; do update event} 

If you specify kHMRegularWindow, the Help Manager draws and removes the help balloon 
as if it were a window. That is, when drawing the balloon the Help Manager does not save 
bits behind the balloon, and when removing the balloon the Help Manager generates an 
update event. This is the standard behavior of help balloons-and the behavior you should 
normal I y use. 
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If you specify kHMSaveBitsNoWindow in the method parameter, the Help Manager does not 
create a window for displaying the balloon. Instead, the Help Manager creates a help balloon 
that is more li ke a menu than a window. The Help Manager saves the bits behind the balloon 
when it creates the balloon. When it removes the ba lloon, the Help Manager restores the bits 
without generating an update event. You should only use th is in a modal environment where 
the bits behind the balloon cannot change from the time the balloon is drawn to the time it is 
removed. For example, you might specify the kHMSaveBitsNoWindow constant when 
providing help balloons for pop-up menus that overlay complex graphics, whjch might take 
a long time to redraw with an update event. 

If you specify kHMSaveBitsWindow, the Help Manager treats the he lp balloon as a hybrid 
having properties of both a menu and a window. That is, the Help Manager saves the bits 
behind the balloon when it creates the balloon and, when it removes the balloon, it both 
restores the bits and generates an update event. You ' ll rarely need this option. It is necessary 
only in a modal environment that might immediately change to a nonmodal environment
that is, where the bits behind the he lp balloon are sta tic when the balloon is drawn, but can 
possibly change before the help balloon is removed. 

HMShowBalloon returns the noE rr result code if the he lp balloon was successfull y displayed. 

Result codes 
no Err 0 
paramErr -50 
memFullErr - 108 
resNotFound - 192 
hmHelpDisabled - 850 
hmBalloonAborted -853 

hmOperationUnsupported - 86 1 

No error; the help balloon was displayed 
Error in parameter list 
Not enough room in heap zone 
Unable to read resource · 
Help balloons are not enabled 
Because of constant cursor movement, the help 
balloon wasn' t displayed 
Invalid value passed in the method parameter 

Using Your Own Menu Definition Procedure 

The Help Manager displays help balloons for applications that provide 'hmnu' resources and 
use the standard menu defi nition procedure. If your application uses your own menu defini
tion procedure, you can still use the Help Manager to display help balloons for the menus that 
your menu definition procedure manages. The HMShowMenuBalloon function described in 
this section uses the standard balloon definition function to di splay the help balloon. If you 
want to use your own balloon definition function from within you r menu defin ition proce
dure, call the HMShowBalloon function (described in the previous section) and specify the 
kHMSaveBitsNoWindow constant for the method parameter. You must also use the 
HMShowBalloon function if you don' t provide an 'hmnu' resource for your menu. 

After your menu definition procedure determines that the cursor is over a menu item, you 
can use the HMShowMenuBalloon function to display any help balloons associated with that 
item. You must then use the HMRemoveBalloon function to remove the balloon when the 
cursor moves away from the menu item. 

FUNCTION HMShowMenuBalloon (itemNum : Integer ; itemMenuID : Integer ; 
i t emFl a gs : Longint ; i temReserved : Lo ngint; 
tip : Point ; alternateRecL : RectPtr ; tipProc : 
Ptr ; theProc : Integer ; variant : Integer) : 
OSErr ; 
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The itemNum parameter is the menu item number of the item Lhat the cursor is currently over. 
Use a positive number in the itemNum parameler Lo specify a menu item, use - I if the cursor 
is over a dashed line, or use 0 if the cursor is over the menu title. 

The itemMenuID parameter is the menu ID of the menu the cursor is currently in. 

The itemFlags parameter is a long integer from the menu flags, which tells whether a menu 
item is enabled or dimmed, and whether the menu itself is enabled or dimmed. The Help 
Manager uses this value to determine which balloon Lo display from the 'hmnu' resource. 

The itemReserved parameter is reserved for future use by Apple. Specify 0 in this parameter. 

The tip parameter specifies the tip for the help balloon. The standard menu definition proce
dure places the tip eight pixels from either the right or left edge of the menu item. For menu 
titles, the standard menu definition procedure centers the tip at the bottom of the menu bar. 
Note that you should not specify a tip with coordinates in the menu bar for any menu ti tles. 

The Help Manager uses the tip you specify unless it places the help balloon offscreen or in 
the menu bar. If the tip is offscreen, the Help Manager uses the rectangle specified in the 
altemateRect parameter to calculate a new tip location. 

If you use the HMShowMenuBalloon function to display help balloons, you must identify hot 
rectangles, create your own data structures to store their locations, track the cursor yourself, 
and call HMShowMenuBalloon when the cursor moves to your hot rectangles. The Help 
Manager does not know the locati ons of your hot rectangles, so it cannot use them for moving 
the tip if the help balloon is placed offscreen. Instead, the Help Manager uses the alternate 
rectangle that you point to with the altemateRect parameter. 

The alternateRect parameter is the rectangle the Help Manager uses to calculate a new tip 
location. (The standard menu definition procedure specifies the alternate rectangle as the 
rectangle that encloses the menu title or menu item.) If the balloon's first position is offscreen 
or in the menu bar, the Help Manager tries a different balloon variation code or calculates a 
new tip by transposing it to an opposite side of the alternate rectangle. If you specify NIL for 
the alternateRect parameter, the Help Manager does not attempt to calculate a new tip position 
if the help balloon is offscreen. 

Note that, un like the way the alternateRect parameter works in the HMShowBalloon function, 
specifying an alternate rectangle to HMShowMenuBalloon does not cause the Help Manager 
to track the cursor and remove the balloon for you. You must still track the cursor and use the 
HMRemoveBalloon function to remove the balloon when the cursor moves out of the area 
specified by the hot rectangle. 

Specify NlL in the tipProc parameter to use the tip function values calculated by the Help 
Manager. If you supply your own tip function (as desclibed later in "Using Your Own Tip 
Function") and specify it in the tipProc parameter, the Help Manager returns the tip, the 
region boundary of the entire balloon, the region boundary for the content area within the 
balloon frame, and the variation code to be used for the help balloon before displaying it. 
Th is allows you to examine and possibly adjust the balloon before it is displayed. 

The parameter theProc is reserved for use by Apple. Specify 0 in th is parameter. 

You can specify the variation code for the standard balloon definition fu nction using the 
variant parameter. Specify 0 to use the default balloon position or a code between I and 7 to 
use one of the other standard positions shown in Figure l J-4. 
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The HMShowMenuBalloon function saves the bits behind the help balloon before displaying 
the help balloon. When the help balloon is removed, the Help Manager restores the bits that 
were previously behind the help balloon. 

Resu lt codes 
no Err 0 

- 108 
-850 

No effor; the help balloon was displayed 
Not enough room in heap zone 
Help balloons are not enabled 

memFullErr 
hmHelpDisabled 
hmBalloonAborted -853 Because of constant cursor movement, the help 

balloon wasn' t displayed 
hmSarneAsLastBalloon -854 Menu and item are same as last menu and item 

Removing a Help Balloon 

The Help Manager automatical ly tracks the cursor and removes the help balloon (when the 
user moves the cursor outside of the hot rectangle) for balloons defined in 'hmnu', 'hdlg', 
and 'hrct' resources. Your application does not need to remove help balloons created by 
these resources. 

If you use the HMShowBalloon function to display help balloons, you can either let the 
Help Manager track the cursor and remove the help balloon when the cursor moves out of 
the hot rectangle, or your application can track the cursor and determine when to remove 
the balloon. To let the Help Manager track the cursor and remove the help balloon when 
using the HMShowBalloon function , specify a rectangle in the alternateRect parameter. If 
you want your application to track the cursor and remove the he lp balloon when using the 
HMShowBalloon function , specify NIL in the alternateRect parameter. You must then use 
the HMRemoveBalloon function to remove the balloon when the user moves the cursor 
outside of the rectangle. 

If you use the HMShowMenuBalloon function to display help balloons, you must always 
track the cursor and use the HMRemoveBalloon function to remove the help balloon when 
the cursor moves out of the hot rectangle . 

.A. Warning: The HMRemoveBalloon function removes any help balloon that is 
cu1Tently visible, regardless of the application that displayed it. You should only 
call HMRemoveBalloon when the cursor is in the content area of your application 
window but not in a hot rectangle, and you should never call it when your 
application is in the background. ... 

FUNCTION HMRernoveBal l oon : OSErr ; 

The HMRemoveBalloon function removes any balloon that is currently visible-unless the 
user is using Close View and is pressing the Shift key. This action keeps the help balloon 
on screen even whi le the user moves away from the hot rectangle under Close View. The 
HMRemoveBalloon function returns a result code of hmCloseViewActive in this case. 

If you use your own menu bar definition procedure, you should call HMRemoveBalloon 
when your procedure receives the Save bits and Restore bits messages before you save or 
restore any bits. (The Save and Restore bits messages are described in the Menu Manager 
chapter in Volume V.) 
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Result codes 
no Err 
hrnHelpDisabled 
hmNoBalloonUp 
hmClose View Active 

0 
- 850 
-862 
- 863 

No error or the help balloon was removed 
Help balloons are not enabled 
No balloon showing 
User using Close View won ' t let you remove balloon 

Using Your Own Tip Function 

When you use the HMShowBalloon and HMShowMenuBalloon f un<..:Liuns to display help 
balloons, you pass a pointer to a tip function in the tipProc parameter. Normall y, you supply 
NIL in this parameter to use the Help Manager's default tip function. However, you can also 
supply your own tip function. The Help Manager calls your tip function after calculating the 
size and the location of a help balloon and before displaying it. This allows you to examine 
and, if necessary, adjust the balloon before it is displayed. For example, if you determine that 
the help balloon would obscure an object that requires extensive redrawing, you might use a 
different variation code to move the balloon. 

Here ' s how to declare a tip function called MyTip. 

FUNCT ION MyTip (tip : Po int ; structure : RgnHandle ; VAR r: Rect ; 
VAR variant : Integer) : OSErr; 

The Help Manager returns the balloon tip in the tip parameter, a handle to its region structure 
in the structure parameter, the content region in the r parameter, and the variation code to be 
used for the help balloon in the variant parameter. The content region is the area inside the 
balloon frame; it contains the user help information. The structure region is the boundary 
region of the entire balloon, including the content area and the pointer that extends from one 
of the help balloon's corners. (Figure 11-4 illustrates the structure regions of the eight 
standard help balloons.) 

If the help balloon that HMShowBalloon or HMShowMenuBalloon initially calculates is 
not appropriate for your current screen display, you can make minor adjustments to it by 
specifying a different rectangle in the r parameter (the Help Manager automatically adjusts 
the structure parameter so that the entire balloon is larger or smaller as necessary) or by 
specifying a different variation code in the variant parameter. (Figure 11-4 shows the 
different balloon positions assigned to the standard variation codes.) 

If you need to make a major adjustment to the help balloon, return the hmBalloonAborted 
result code and call HMShowBalloon or HMShowMenuBalloon with appropriate new 
parameter values. To use the values returned in your tip fu nction's parameters, return the 
noErr result code. 

Here's an example of using a tip function to refrain from displaying a balloon if it obscures 
an area of the screen that requires extensive drawing. 

VAR 
temprect : 
DontObscureRect : 
tip : 
structure : 
aHelpMsg : 

Rect ; 
Rect ; 
Point ; 
RgnHandle ; 
HMMessageRecord ; 
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BEGIN 
{be sure to determine DontObscureRect and fil l in aHelpMsg} 
IF HMShowBalloon(aHelpMsg , tip , NIL , @MyTip , 0 , 0 , kHMRegularwindow) = noErr 
THEN 

END ; 

{test whether bal loon obscures complex graphic in DontObscureRect } 
IF SectRect(structureAA . rgnBBox , DontObscureRect , temprect) THEN 

{don ' t show this balloon but call HMShowBalloon later} 
MyTip : = hmBalloonAborted 

ELSE {use the balloon as calculated by the Help Manager} 
MyTip : = noErr ; 

Adding Items to the Help Menu 

The Help Manager automatically appends the Help menu when your application calls 
InsertMenu and then DrawMenuBar. The Help menu is automatically appended to the right 
of all your menus and to the left of the Application menu (and to the left of the Keyboard 
menu if a non-Roman script system is installed). 

The Help menu is specific to each application. The Help menu items defined by the Help 
Manager should be common to all applications, but you can append your own menu items 
for help-related information. 

You can append items to the Help menu using the HMGetHelpMenuHandJe fu nction. Do not 
use the GetMHandle function to get a handle to the Help menu, because GetMHandle returns 
a handle to the global Help menu, not the Help menu that is specific to your application. Once 
you have a handle to the Help menu that is specific to your application, you can add items to 
it using the AppendMenu procedure or other Menu Manager routines. 

FUNCTION HMGetHelpMenuHandle (VAR mh : MenuHandle ) : OSErr ; 

The HMGetHelpMenuHandle function returns a copy of a handle to the Help menu in the 
mh parameter. Once you have a handle to the Help menu that is specific to your application, 
you can append items to it using the AppendMenu routine or related Menu Manager routines. 
The Help Manager automatically adds the dashed line that separates your items from the rest 
of the menu. 

Be sure to define help balloons for your items in the Help menu by creating an 'hmnu' 
resource and specifying the kHMHelpMenuID constant as its resource ID. (See "Adding 
Your Own Menu Items to the Help Menu" earlier in thi s chapter for more detai ls.) 

The MenuSelect and MenuKey functions return a result with the menu ID in the high word and 
the menu item in the low word of the function result. Both functions return the HelpMgrID 
constant in the high word when the user chooses an appended item from the Help menu. 

The menu item number of the appended menu item is returned in the low word of the function 
result. In the future, Apple may choose to add other items to the Help menu. To determine the 
number of items in the Help menu, call the CountMltems fu nction. 
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Result codes 
no Err 
paramErr 
memFullErr 
resNotFound 
hmHelpManagerNotlnited 

0 
- SO 

-108 
-192 
-855 

No error 
Eirnr in parameter list 
Not enough room in heap zone 
Unable to read resource 
Help menu not set up 

Getting and Setting the Font Name and Size 

You can get information about the font name and size currently used for text strings displayed 
in help balloons, and you can change the font name and size. 

• Warning: If your application changes the font name or size, the change affects 
all applications and software that display help balloons . ... 

You can use the HMGetFont function to get information about the font that is currently used 
to display text (that is, Pascal strings and strings from 'STR#' and 'STR ' resources) in help 
balloons. This does not apply to text in 'PICT' or styled text resources, or to text in handles 
to either of these resources. 

FUNCTION HMGetFont (VAR font : Integer) : OSErr ; 

The HMGetFont function returns the global font number used to display text in help balloons 
in the font parameter. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFullErr 

0 
- 108 

No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 

You can use the HMGetFontSize function to get information about the font size that is 
currently used to display text in help balloons. 

FUNCTION HMGe tFontSize (VAR fontSize : Integer) : OSErr ; 

The HMGetFontSize function returns the global font size used to di splay text in help balloons 
in the fontSize parameter. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFullErr 

0 
-108 

No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 

The HMSetFont function sets the font used to display text in help balloons. 

FUNCTION HMSetFont (font : Integer) : OSErr ; 
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The font parameter specifies the global font number for the Help Manager to use to display 
text in help balloons. This sets the font for help balloons in all applications and software that 
display help balloons. Use this function w ith extreme restraint; the default fo nt provides a 
consistent look across appl ications. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFullErr 

0 
-108 

No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 

The HMSetFontSize function sets the font used to display text in help balloons. 

FUNCTION HMSetFontSize (fontSize : Integer) : OSErr ; 

The font parameter specifies the global font size for the Help Manager to use to display text in 
help balloons. This sets the font size for help balloons in all applications and software that 
display help balloons. Use this function only with extreme caution; the choice of font size 
should always be under the user's control. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFullErr 

0 
-108 

No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 

Getting and Setting Information for Help Resources 

Using the HMSetMenuResJD or HMScanTemplatel tems function, you can set help resources 
for menus, dialog boxes, or windows of your application that do not currently have help 
resources associated with them. You can also supplement the 'hmnu' and 'hdlg' resources 
currently associated with the menus and dialog boxes of your application by using the 
HMSetMenuResID or HMSetDialogResJD function. 

You can supplement whatever 'hdlg' resources may be specified in 'DITL' resources by 
using the HMSetDialogResJD function. The resource you specify in the HMSetDialogResID 
function adds to any help that already exists in the form of an 'hdlg' resource for the next 
dialog box or alert box to be displayed. If you create dialog boxes or alert boxes on the fly, 
you can use an 'hdlg' resource (described earlier in "Providing Help Balloons for Items in 
Dialog Boxes and Alert Boxes") to provide help balloons for items in a template, and you can 
use the HMSetDialogResID function to provide help balloons for items that you add to your 
dialog box template. 

You can use the HMGetDialogResID function to get the resource ID of the 'hdlg' resource that 
will be used by the next dialog box as a result of a previous call to the HMSetDialogResID 
function. If the 'hdlg' resource currently in use has not been overridden by a call to 
HMSetDialogResID, the HMGetDialogResID function returns a result code of resNotFound. 

You can use the HMGetDialogResID and HMSetDialogResID functions when displaying 
nested dialog boxes. For example, you can save the 'hdlg' resource of the current dialog box, 
set a new 'hdlg' resource, display the new dialog box, and then restore the setting of the 
previous 'hdlg' resource when you close the second dialog box. 
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You can set the resource ID for the 'hdlg' template used to display the next dialog box using 
the HMSetDialogResID function. 

FUNCTION HMSetDialogResID (resID : Integer) : OSErr ; 

The resID parameter specifies the resource ID of the 'hdlg' resource to use when displaying 
the next dialog box or alert box. This supplements whatever 'hdlg ' resource might already be 
associated with that dialog box or alert box by a helpltem item in its 'DITL'. 

Specify -1 in the resID parameter to reset or clear a previous call to the HMSetDialogResID 
function. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFullErr 

0 
- 108 

No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 

You can use the HMGetDialogResID function to get the resource ID of the 'hdlg' resource 
that will be used by the next dialog box as a result of a previous call to the HMSetDialogReslD 
function. 

FUNCTION HMGetDialogResID (VAR resID : Integer) : OSErr ; 

The HMGetDialogReslD function returns in the reslD parameter the resource JD of the last 
'hcllg' resource that was previously set by calling the HMSetDialogReslD fu nction. If 
the 'hdlg' resource currently in use was not set by call ing the HMSetDialogReslD function , 
the HMGetDialogResID function returns a result code of resNotFound. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFullErr 
resNotFound 

0 
- 108 
-192 

No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 
Unable to read resource 

You can use the HMSetMenuResID function to set the 'hmnu' resource for a menu that 
d id not previously have one or to supplement the ex isting 'hmnu' resource for a menu. 

FUNCTION HMS e tMenuResID (menuID , res I D: I n teger) : OSErr ; 

The menuJD parameter specifies the menu to associate with the 'hmnu' resource. The resID 
parameter specifies the resource ID of the 'hmnu' resource to use for the menu specified by 
the menuID parameter. The menu identified by the menuID parameter should correspond to 
~n existing menu in your menu list. The Help Manager maintains a list of the menus whose 
'hmnu' resources you map (set or override) using the HMSetMe nuReslD function. 

Specify - 1 in the resID parameter to unmap the pairing of a particular menu and 'hmnu' 
resource that you previously mapped using the HMSetMenuResID fu nction. You should 
unmap any resource IDs before your application qui ts . 
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Result codes 
no Err 
memFullErr 

0 
- 108 

No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 

You can use the HMGetMenuResID function to get information about the menus you 
have mapped with the HMSetMenuResID function. 

FUNCTION HMGetMenuResID (menuID : Integer ; VAR resID : Integer) : OSErr ; 

The menuID parameter specifies the menu for which you want the mapped resource ID. The 
value specified in the menuID parameter must have been previously mapped using the 
HMSetMenuResID function. 

The HMGetMenuResID function returns in the resID parameter the resource ID of the mapped 
'hmnu' resource associated with the menu specified by the menuID parameter. If the menu 
does not have an 'hmnu' resource that was previously mapped by calling HMSetMenuResID, 
the HMGetMenuResID function returns - I in the reslD parameter and a nonzero result code. 

Result codes 
no Err 
resNotFound 

0 
-192 

No error 
Unable to read resource 

You can use the HMScanTemplateltems function to search for a particular resource of type 
'hdlg' or 'hrct' and, if the resource is found, use it for the active window. (If you want 
this capabil ity without modifying your code, you can add a helpltem item to your 'DITL' 
resources or add an 'hwin' resource- as described previously in " Providing Help Balloons 
for Items in Dialog Boxes and Alert Boxes" and "Providing Help Balloons for Window 
Content.") 

FUNCTION HMScanTemplateitems (whichID , whichResFile : Integer ; whichType : 
ResType) : OSErr ; 

The whichID parameter specifies the resource ID to search for. The wh ichResFile parameter 
specifies the file reference number of the resource file to search. The resource file must 
already be open. Specify - 1 in the whichResFile parameter to search the current resource file. 

The whichType parameter specifies the type of help resource to search for-either 'hdlg' or 
'hrct' . If the specified resource is found, the Help Manager applies the help information 
specified in the resource to the frontmost window. 

Result codes 
no Err 
fnOpnErr 
memFul!Err 
resN otFou nd 

0 
-38 

-l08 
- l92 

No error 
File not open 
Not enough room in heap zone 
Unable to read resource 
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Getting the Dimensions of a Help Balloon 

The Help Manager provides three functions that allow you to get information about a help 
balloon before or during display. You probably won' t need to call these functions. If your 
application does extensive drawing, however, these functions could be helpful for 
determining the location of your help balloons before di splaying them. Then you could 
ensure that your help balloons don't obscure an area that requires an inordinate amount of 
time to update. 

To get information about a help balloon before the Help Manager displays it, use the 
HMBalloonRect or HMBalloonPict function. To get a pointer to the window record of 
the currently displayed help balloon, use the HMGetBalloon Window function. 

You can specify the help information for a help balloon and then use the HMBalloonRect 
function to get the coordinates of the rectangle that the Help Manager would use to display the 
help balloon. 

FUNCTION HMBalloonRect (aHelpMsg : HMMessageRecord ; VAR coolRect : Rect) 
: OSErr ; 

You specify the help information for a help balloon in the aHelpMsg parameter. The aHelpMsg 
parameter is of data type HMMessageRecord. "Help Balloons in Dynamic Windows" earlier 
in this chapter describes the fields of this record. 

The HMBalloonRect function calculates the coordinates that the Help Manager will use if you 
show this help balloon. The HMBalloonRect function returns the rectangle coordinates in the 
coolRect parameter. The coordinates of the returned rectangle are zero-based, with (0,0) the 
coordinates of the upper-left corner of the rectangle. The coo!Rect parameter gives the coor
dinates of the rectangle that encloses the user help information. 

You can use the HMBalloonRect function to find out the size (not the position) of the 
rectangle for a help balloon message. 

Note that the HMBalloonRect function does not display the help balloon; it returns the 
rectangle that the Help Manager will use if you choose to display a help balloon with 
the specified user help information. 

Result codes 
no Err 
pararnErr 
memFullErr 

0 
-50 

- 108 

No error 
Error in parameter list 
Not enough room in heap zone 

You can specify the help information for a help balloon and then use the HMBalloonPict 
function to get a handle to the picture that the Help Manager will generate if you later choose 
to display the help balloon. 

FUNCTION HMBalloonPict (aHelpMsg : HMMessageRecord ; VAR coolPict : 
PicHandle) : OSErr ; 

The aHelpMsg parameter specifies the help information for a help balloon. The aHelpMsg 
parameter is of data type HMMessageRecord. "Help Balloons in Dynamic Windows" earlier 
in this chapter describes the fields of thi s record. 
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The HMBalloonPict function calculates the picture handle the Help Manager will use if you 
later choose to display this help balloon. The HMBalloonPict function returns a handle to the 
picture in the cool Pict parameter. 

The HMBalloonPict function does not display the help balloon; it returns a handle to the 
picture that the Help Manager will use if you later choose to display a help balloon with the 
specified information. 

The pictFrame field of the picture handle in the coolPict parameter contains the same rectangle 
as the rectangle obtained from the HMBaJloonRect function. The rectangle specifies the 
display rectangle that surrounds the picture. 

Result codes 
no Err 
paramErr 
memFullErr 

0 
-50 

-108 

No error 
Error in parameter list 
Not enough room in heap zone 

The Help Manager displays help balloons in special windows. You can get a pointer to the 
window record of the currently displayed help balloon using the HMGetBalloon Window 
function. 

FUNCTION HMGetBalloonWindow (VAR window : WindowPtr) : OSErr ; 

The HMGetBalloon Window function returns a pointer to the window record of the 
currently displayed help balloon in the window parameter. If a help balloon is not currently 
displayed, the HMGetBalloon Window function returns NIL in the window parameter. 
The HMGetBalloon Window function also returns NIL for balloons created with the 
HMShowMenuBalloon function because no windows are created; likewise, NIL is returned 
for balloons created with the HMShowBaJloon function when the kHMSaveBitsNoWindow 
constant is specified as the method parameter. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFul!Err 

0 
- 108 

No error 
Not enough room in heap zone 

Getting the Content of a Help Balloon 

Using the HMExtractHelpMsg and HMGetlndHelpMsg functions, you can extract informa
tion from existing help resources. 

You can use HMExtractHelpMsg to extract the help balloon content specified in existing help 
resources. You might find this useful if you have duplicate commands and you want to store 
help messages in only one resource. For example, if you have a dialog box that replicates 
portions of a pull-down menu, you could specify help information in the 'hmnu' resource for 
the pull-down menu, and use HMExtractHelpMsg to extract those help messages to use with 
related dialog items in the dialog box' s 'hdlg' resource. 

FUNCTION HMExtractHelpMsg (whichType : ResType ; whichResID,whichMsg, 
whichState : Integer; VAR aHelpMsg : 
HMMessageRecord) : OSErr ; 
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The whichType parameter specifies the format of the help message. Supply one of these 
constants. 

CONST kHMMenuResType 
kHMDialogResType 
kHMRectListResType 
kHMOverrideResType 
kHMFinderApplResType 

' hmnu ' ; 
' hdlg '; 
' hrct ' ; 
' hovr ' ; 
' hfdr '; 

{menu help resource type} 
{dialog help resource type} 
{rect help resource type} 
{help override resource type} 
{app icon help resource type } 

Note: If HMCompareltem appears as a component of an 'hmnu' resource that 
you' re examining, neither this function nor HMGetlndHelpMsg performs a 
comparison against the current name of any menu item. Instead, these functions 
return the messages listed in your HMCompareitem components in the order in 
which they appear in the 'hmnu' resource. 

Supply the whichResID parameter with the resource ID of the help resource whose content 
you wish to extract. Specify the index of the component you wish to extract in the whichMsg 
parameter. (Don't count the header information as a component to index.) After the header 
information, for example, the first component in a menu help resource defines help for 
missing items; the second item defines help for the menu title. 

For menu items and dialog items, the whichState parameter specifies the state of the 
item whose message you wish to extract. Use one of the following constants for the 
whichState parameter. 

CONST kHMEnableditem 

kHMDisableditem 

kHMCheckeditem 

kHMOtheritem 

O; {enabled state for menu items ; } 
{ contrlHilite value of 1 for controls} 

l ; {disabled state for menu items ; } 
{ contrlHilite value of 0 for controls } 

2; {enabled-and-checked state for menu } 
{ items ; contrlHilite value of 1 for } 
{ controls that are "on " } 

3 ; {enabl ed-and-marked state for menu } 
{ items ; contrlHilite value greater than 
{ 1 for controls} 

For the kHMRectListResType, kHMOverrideResType, and kHMFinderApplResType 
resource types-which don' t have states- supply the kHMEnableditem constant for the 
whichState parameter. 

HMExtractHelpMsg returns a help message record in the aHelpMsg parameter. The 
aHelpMsg parameter is of data type HMMessageRecord. "Help Balloons .in Dynamic 
Windows" earlier in this chapter describes the fields of thi s record. 

In the following example, a menu help resource has a resource ID of 128. A 2 is supplied as 
the whichMsg parameter to retrieve information about the resource's second component (the 
second component after the header, that is), which is the menu title. The menu title has four 
possible states; to retrieve the help message for the menu title in its dimmed state, the constant 
kHMDisableditem is used for the whichState parameter. The help message record returned in 
aHelpMsg is then passed to HMShowBalloon, which displays the message in a balloon with 
its tip located at the point specified in the tip parameter. 
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VAR 
aHelpMsg: HMMessageRecord ; 
tip : Point ; 
alternateRect : Rect ; 
err : OSErr ; 

BEGIN 
err . - HMExtractHelpMsg(HMMenuListResType , 128 , 2 , kDisableditem , aHelpMsg) ; 

= noErr THEN IF err 
{be 
err 

END ; 

sure to assign a tip and rectangle coordinates here} 
. - HMShowBalloon(aHelpMsg,tip,alternateRect , 

NIL,0 , 0 , kHMRegularWindow) ; 

To retrieve all of the help balloon messages for a given resource, set whichMsg to I and make 
repeated calls to HMExtractHelpMsg, incrementing whichMsg by I on each subsequent call 
until it returns the hmSkipBalloon result code. 

Result codes 
no Err 
paramErr 
memFullErr 
resNotFound 
hmSkipBalloon 
hm Wrong Version 
hm U nknownHelpType 

0 
- 50 

-108 
- 192 
-857 
- 858 
-859 

No error 
Error in parameter list 
Not enough room in heap zone 
Unable to read resource 
No balloon content to fill in 
Wrong version of Help Manager resource 
Help message record contained a bad type 

In addition to extracting the help balloon content specified in existing help resources as 
HMExtractHelpMsg does, HMGetlndHelpMsg returns additional information regarding the 
help resource, such as its variation code, tip location, and so on. 

FUNCTION HMGetindHelpMsg (whichType : ResType ; whichResID , whichMsg , 
whichState : Integer ; VAR options : Longint ; 
VAR tip : Point ; VAR altRect : Rect ; VAR theProc : 
Integer ; VAR variant : Integer; VAR aHelpMsg : 
HMMessageRecord ; VAR count : Integer) : OSErr ; 

The information you supply to the HMGetlndHelpMsg function is similar to what you supply 
to the HMExtractHelpMsg function. (See the description of the HMExtractHelpMsg function 
above for information about the whichType, whichResID, whichMsg, and whichState 
parameters.) 

HMGetlndHelpMsg returns the fo llowing information about the specified help resource: the 
value of the options field in the options parameter; the coordinates of the tip location in the tip 
parameter; the coordinates of the alternate rectangle in the altRect parameter; the resource ID 
of its 'WDEF' resource in the theProc parameter; the balloon definition function's variation 
code in the variant parameter; the help message record in the aHelpMsg parameter; and, in 
the count parameter, the number of components defined in the resource (not counting the 
header information). 
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To retrieve all of the help balloon messages and related information for a given resource, set 
whichMsg to 1 and make repeated calls to HMGetlndHelpMsg, incrementing whichMsg by 1 
on each subsequent call until it returns the hmSkipBalloon result code. 

Result codes 
no Err 
paramErr 
memFullErr 
resNotFound 
hrnSkipBalloon 
hrnWrongVersion 
hmUnknownHelpType 

0 
-50 

-108 
-192 
-857 
-858 
-859 
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The Help Manag~r 

SUMMARY OF THE HELP MANAGER 

Constants 

CONST gestaltHelpMgrAttr ' help' ; 
gestaltHelpMgrPresent O; 

hmBalloonHelpVersion = $0002 ; 

{Help menu constants} 
kHMHelpMenuID -16490; 
kHMAboutHelpitem 1 ; 
kHMShowBalloonsitem 3 ; 

kHMHelpID - 5696 ; 

kBalloonWDEFID = 126 ; 

{Gestalt selector} 
{if this bit is set, then } 
{ Help Manager is present} 
{Help Manager version} 

{Help menu res and menu ID} 
{About Balloon Help me nu item} 
{Show/Hide Balloons menu item} 

{ID of various Help Manager } 
{ package resources (in } 
{ Pack14 range) ; also used} 
{ for res ID for ' hfdr ' /icon 
{ help} 
{res ID of standard ba l loon } 
{ ' WDEF' funct ion} 

{dialog item template type constant} 
Helpitem = l ; {key value in ' DITL ' template 

{ that corresponds to help } 
{ item} 

{option bits for help resources} 
hmDefaultOptions O; 
hmUseSubID l ; 

hmAbsoluteCoords = 2 i 

hmSaveBitsNoWindow = 4 i 

hmSaveBitsWindow 8 ; 

hrnMatchinTi tle 16 ; 

{constant s for hmmHelpType field 
khmmString l ; 
khmmPict 
khmmStringRes 
khmmTEHandle 
khmmPictHandle 
khmmTERes 
khmmSTRRes 

= 2 ; 
3 ; 
4 ; 
5 ; 
6 ; 
7 ; 

{use help resource defaults} 
{use subrange resource IDs } 
{ for owned resources } 
{ignore coords o f window } 
{ origin and treat upper-left 
{ corner of window as 0,0} 
{don ' t create window; save } 
{ bits ; no update event} 
{save bits behind window and 
{ generate update event} 
{match window by string } 
{ anywhere in title string} 

of HMMessageRecord} 
{Pascal string} 
{ ' PICT' resource ID} 
{ ' STR# ' res ID and index} 
{styled t ext handle} 
{picture handle} 
{ ' styl ' and ' TEXT' res ID} 
{ 'STR ' resource ID} 
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{~esource types for styled TE handles in resources} 
kHMTETextResType = ' TEXT '; { ' TEXT ' resource type} 
kHMTEStyleResType = ' styl '; { ' styl ' resource type} 

{generic defines for whichState parameter when extracting help } 
{ message records from ' hmnu ' & ' hdlg ' resources} 
kHMEnableditem = O; {enabled state for menu items ; 

{ contrlHilite value of 1 for } 
{ con trols} 

kHMDisableditem = l ; 

kHMCheckeditem 2 ; 

kHMOtheritem = 3 ; 

{disabled state for menu items ; 
{ contrlHilite value of 0 for } 
{ controls} 
{enabled-and-checked state for } 
{ menu items ; contrlHilite value 
{ of 1 for controls that are "on " } 
{enabled-and-marked state for } 
{ menu items ; contrlHilite value 
{ greater than 1 for controls} 

{resource types for whichType parameter used when extracting 
{ hel p message content} 
kHMMenuResType 
kHMDialogResType 
kHMWindListResType 
kHMRectListResType 
kHMOverrideResType 
kHMFinderApplResType 

= ' hmnu '; 
= ' hdlg '; 
= ' hwi n '; 

' hrct '; 
= ' hovr' ; 
= ' hfdr '; 

{constants for method parameter 
kHMRegularWindow = 0 ; 
kHMSaveBitsNoWindow = l ; 
kHMSaveBitsWindow 2 ; 

in 

{menu help resource type } 
{dialog help resource ~ype} 
{wi ndow he~p resource ~ype} 
{rectangle help resource type} 
{help override reso~rce type 
{app icon help resource type} 

H~ShowBalloon} 

{don ' t save bits ; just update} 
{save bits ; don ' t do update} 
{save bits ; do update event} 

{constants for help types in ' hmnu ' , ' hdlg ' , ' hrct ' , ' :iovr ' , & } 

{ ' hfdr' resources- - usefu l only for walking these resources} 
kHMStringitem = l ; {Pascal string} 
kHMPictitem 2 ; { ' PICT ' resource ID; 
kHMStringResitem = 3 ; { 'STR# ' resource ID & ~ndex} 
kHMTEResitem = 6 ; { ' TEXT ' & ' styl ' resource I D} 
kHMSTRResitem = 7 ; { ' STR ' resource ID} 
kHMSkipitem = 256 ; {don ' t display a balloon} 
kHMCompareitem = 512 ; {for hmnu , use help content 

{ if menu item matches string} 
kHMNamedResourceitem = 1024 ; {for hmnu , use menu item as } 

{ a call to get resource} 
kHMTrackCntlitem 2048 ; {reserved} 
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Data Types 

TYPE HMMessageRecPtr = ~HMMessageRecord ; 

HMMessageRecord 
RECORD 

hmmHelpType : 
CASE Integer OF 

khmrnScring : 
khmmPict : 
khmmStringRes : 

END ; 

khmmTEHandle : 
khmmPictHandle : 
khmmTERes : 

khmmSTRRes : 

HMStringResType 
RECORD 

hmmResID : Integer ; 
hmmindex : Integer 

END ; 

Routines 

Integer ; 

(hmmStrlng : STR255) ; {Pascal string} 
(hmmPict : Integer) ; { 'PICT' resource ID} 
(hmmStringRes : HMStringResType) ; { ' STR#' res} 

{ ID and index} 
(hmmTEHandle : TEHandle) ; {TextEdit handle} 
(hmmPictHandle : PicHandle) ; {picture handle} 
(hmmTERes : Integer) ; { ' styl'/ ' TEXT ' } 

{ resource :D} 
(hmmSTRRes : Integer) { 'STR ' resource ID} 

{res ID of ' STR# ' resource} 
{index of string} 

Determining Whether Help Is Enabled 

FUNCTION HMGetBalloons : Boolean ; 

FUNCTION HMSetBal l oons (flag : Boolean) OSErr ; 

Determining Whether a Help Balloon Is Showing 

FUNCTION HMisBalloon Boolean ; 

Displaying and Removing Help Balloons 

FUNCTION HMShowBalloon (aHelpMsg : HMMessageRecord ; tip : Point ; 
alternateRect : RectPtr ; tipProc : Ptr ; 
theProc, variant : Integer ; method : Integer) 
OSErr ; 
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FUNCTION HMShowMenuBalloon 

FUNCT ION HMRemoveBalloon 

(itemNum : Integer ; itemMenuID : Integer ; 
itemFlags : ~ongint ; i temReserved : Longint ; 
t ip : Point ; alternate Rect : RectPtr ; tipProc : 
Ptr ; theProc: Integer; variant : Integer) : 
OSErr ; 

: OSErr ; 

Adding Items to the Help Menu 

FUNCTION HMGetHelpMenuHandle (VAR mh : Menu Handie ) : OSErr ; 

Getting and Setting the Font Name and Size 

FUNCTI ON HMGet Font (VAR font : Integer ) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION HMGetFontSize (VAR fontSize : Integer) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION HMSetFont (font : Integer) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION HMSetFontSize (fontSize : Integer) : OSErr ; 

Getting and Setting Information for Help Resources 

FUNCTION HMSetDialogResID 

FUNCTI ON HMGetDia logRe s ID 

FUNCTION HMSetMenuResID 

FUNCTION HMGetMenu ResID 

(res:D : Integer) : OSErr; 

(VAR resID : Integer ) : OSErr ; 

(menuID , r esID: Integer) : OSErr ; 

(menuID : Integer ; VAR resID : Integer) 
OSErr; 

FUNCTION HMScanTemplateitems (whichID, whichResFile : Integer ; whichType : 
ResType) : OSErr ; 

Getting the Dimensions of a Help Balloon 

FUNCTION HMBalloonRec t (aHelpMsg : HMMessageRecord; VAR coolRect : 
Rect) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION HMBalloonPict (aHelpMsg : HMMessageRecord ; VAR coolPict : 
PicHandle) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION HMGetBalloonWindow (VAR wi ndow : Wi ndowPtr) OSErr ; 
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Getting the Content of a Help Balloon 

FUNCTION HMExtractHelpMsg 

FUNCTION HMGetindHelpMsg 

(whichType : ResType ; whichResID,whichMsg , 
whichState: Intege r; VAR aHelpMsg : 
HMMessageRecord) : OSErr; 

(whichType : ResType; whichResID,whichMsg, 
whichState: Integer ; VAR options : Longint ; 
VAR t ip: Point ; VAR altRecc : Rect ; VAR 
t heProc : Integer ; VAR variant : Integer ; VAR 
aHelpMsg: HMMessageRecord; VAR count : 
Integer) : OSErr ; 

Application-Defined Routines 

FUNCTION MyBalloonDef 

FUNCTION MyTip 

Result Codes 

no Err 
fnOpnErr 
paramErr 
memFullErr 
resNotFound 
hmHelpDisabled 
hmBalloonAborted 

hmSameAsLastBalloon 

hmHelpManagerNotlnited 
hmSkippedBalloon 
hmWrongVersion 
hm U nknownHelpType 
hmOperation Unsupported 
hmNoBalloonUp 
hmClose View Active 

0 
-38 
- 50 

-108 
-192 
-850 
-853 

-854 

-855 
-857 
-858 
-859 
-861 
-862 
-863 

(variant : I nteger ; theBalloon : WindowPtr ; 
message: Integer; param : Longint) : Longint ; 

(tip: Point ; structure : RgnHandle; VAR r : 
aect ; VAR variant : Integer) : OSErr; 

No error 
File not open 
Error in parameter list 
Not enough room in heap zone 
Unable to read resource 
Help balloons are not enabled 
Because of constant cursor movement, the help 
balloon wasn't displayed 
Menu and item are same as previous menu 
and item 
Help menu not set up 
No balloon content to fill in 
Wrong version of Help Manager resource 
Help message record contained a bad type 
Invalid value passed in the method parameter 
No balloon showing 
User using Close View won' t let you remove 
balloon 
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Assembly-Language Information 

Trap Macros Requiring Routine Selectors 

_Packl4 

Selector 

$0002 
$0003 
$0007 
$0104 
$0108 
$0109 
$010C 
$0200 
$020A 
$020B 
$020D 
$0213 
$0215 
$0314 
$040E 
$040F 
$0410 
$0711 
$0B01 
$0E05 
$1306 
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Routine 

HMRemoveBalloon 
HMGetBalloons 
HMisBalloon 
HMSetBalloons 
HMSetFont 
HMSetFontSize 
HMSetDialogResID 
HMGetHelpMenuHandle 
HMGetFont 
HMGetFontSize 
HMSetMenuResID 
HMGetDialogResID 
HMGetBalloon Window 
HMGetMenuResID 
HMBalloonRect 
HMBalloonPict 
HMScanTemplateltems 
HMExtractHelpMsg 
HMS how Balloon 
HMShowMenuBalloon 
HMGetlndHelpMsg 
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ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

System software version 7.0 introduces Apple's new outline fonts, called TrueType™ fonts. 
This chapter describes what outline fonts are and how you can use them in your application. 

You need to read this chapter if you want to know what True Type fonts are, how they differ 
from bitmapped fonts, and how to take advantage of both in your application. To test for the 
availability of outline fonts, use the Gestalt function, described in the Compatibility 
Guidelines chapter in this volume. 

This chapter does not contain information about the format of the new 'sfnt' resource that 
defines an outline font, nor does it explain how to build TrueType fonts or create font 
editors. If you want to create your own TrueType fonts or font editors, consult the 
TrueType Font Format Specification book, available from APDA®. 

You may want to read the Font Manager chapters in Volume I, Volume IV, and Volume V. 
Volume I contains definitions you may need to understand some concepts in this chapter, 
and it describes the relationship between the Font Manager and QuickDraw™. Volume IV 
describes the 'NFNT' and 'FOND' resources and fractional character widths. Volume V 
describes how to build color bitmapped fonts and provides further information about 
fractional character widths. You may also want to read the QuickDraw chapter in Volume I, 
which describes how QuickDraw draws text. 

ABOUT THE FONT MANAGER 

The Macintosh® Operating System uses two types of fonts: TrueType (outline) and bit
mapped fonts. Both types of fonts produce text; they differ in the form in which they are 
stored and the flexibility with which they change size and shape. 

This section explains the terms used to refer to elements of both TrueType and bitmapped 
fonts and the way in which the Font Manager measures fonts of either type. This section 
also describes how the Font Manager changes both types of fonts from one point size to 
another through a process called scaling. Lastly, it explains how the Font Manager renders 
TrueType fonts in any point size. 

Font Terminology 

The smallest element in any type of font is a character, which is a symbol that represents 
the concept of, for example, a lowercase "b", the number "2", or the arithmetic operator"+". 
You cannot show a generic lowercase "b" on a display device; no matter how you might 
decide to show the character, certain features of representation distinguish your lowercase "b" 
from someone else's lowercase "b". What you actually see on a di splay device is a glyph, 
the distinct visual representation of the character. One glyph can represent one character, such 
as a lowercase "b"; more than one character, such as the " fi" ligature, which is two characters 
but only one glyph; or a nonprinting character, such as the space character. 
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Because there are two types of fonts, there are two types of glyphs: A bitmapped gl.yph 
is a bitmap designed at a fixed point size for a particular di splay device, such a.s a mom tor 
or a printer. A font designer, having decided that a glyph should be.so many p1~el s tall and 
so many pixels wide, carefu lly chooses the pixels that create the fimshed glyph image or 
bitmap. (A pixel is the smal lest dot the screen can display. The .resolution of a screen.or 
printer is measured in dots per inch or dpi.) The font stores the b1tmapped glyph as a picture 
for the display device. 

An outline glyph is a mode l or how a glyph should look. A font designer uses lines and 
curves, not pixels, to draw the glyph. The outline, a mathematical description of an outline 
glyph, has no designated point size or display device characteristic (such as the size of a 
pixel) attached to it. The Font Manager uses the outline as a pattern to create bitmaps at any 
size for any display device. 

Remember that a glyph is a representation of a character, and every glyph has some character
istics that distinguish it from the other glyphs that represent the same character: for example, 
the shape of the oval, the design of the stem, whether or not the glyph has a serif. If all the 
glyphs for a particular character set share the same characteri stics, they form a typeface, 
which is a distinctly designed collection of glyphs. Each typeface has its own name, such as 
New York, Geneva, or Symbol. The same typeface can be used with different hardware, 
such as a typesetting machine, monitor, or laser printer. 

Certain stylized changes can be made to the look of a glyph. Font styles (in previous 
volumes of Inside Macintosh called character styles) are variations in the appearance of a 
typeface. Sty les available on the Macintosh computer include plain , bold, italic, underline, 
outline, shadow, condensed, and extended. QuickDraw can add stylistic variations such 
as bold or italic to bitmaps, or a font designer can design a font in a specific style (for 
instance, Courier Bold). 

In previous volumes of Inside Macintosh, font refers to a complete set of glyphs in a partic
ular typeface, size, and style. Courier plain 10-point, Courier bold I 0-point, and Couri er 
plain 12-point, for example, are considered three different fonts. This definition sti ll works 
well for bitmapped fonts (of resou rce type 'FONT' or 'NFNT'). Manufacturers of bit
mapped fonts design an individual bitmap for each glyph in each size and style. If the user 
requests a font that is not available in a particular size, QuickDraw can alter a bitmapped fon t 
at a different size to create the required glyphs. However, this generated bitmap often appears 
to be slightly irregular in some way. 

An outline font (o f resource type 'sfnl') is a collection of outline glyphs in a particular 
typeface and style with no size restriction. The Font Manager can generate thousands of 
point sizes from the same TrueType font: a single outline Courier font can produce Courier 
I 0-point, Courier 12-point, and Courier 200-point. Hand les to font records, found in data 
structures such as the global width table or the FMOutput record, point to fonts named by 
the 'sfnt' resource, as well as to fonts named by the 'FONT' and 'NFNT' resources. 

When there are two or more fonts of the same typeface (whether o f different styles, point 
sizes, or type-bitmapped or outline), the Font Manager groups them into font families 
(o f resource type 'FOND'). An outline plain font for Geneva and two bitmapped fonts for 
Geneva plain 12-point and Geneva italic 12-point might make up one font family, to which a 
user could subsequently add other sizes or styles. 
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When you want to p1int or display a patticular glyph, you need to refer directly to the 
character that the glyph represents. The Font Manager accesses an individual character 
by a character code-a hexadecimal number from $00 through $FF-and displays 
the glyph for that character in the font of the current grafPort record. 

Figure 12-1 shows the standard Roman character sel. Characters that are highlighted in gray 
are represented by the missing character glyph or are spec ific to the system font Chicago 
(W,./,¢, ands). (A complete list of characters, character codes, and their PostScript® names 
can be found in Appendix E.) The Font Manager uses the missing character glyph if a font 
manufacturer does not include a particular character in a font. It is commonly represented on 
the Macintosh computer by an empty rectangle, such as 0 . A font manufacturer must include 
the missing character glyph for a font. The Font Manager does not use the missing character 
glyph for nonprinting characters, such as the space character, that are included in the 
'FONT' , 'NFNT', or 'sfnt' resource. 
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Figure 12-1. The standard Roman characte r set 
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Font Measurements 

Font designers have specific terms to describe parts of a glyph and parts of a font, whether 
outline or bitmapped. Figure 12-2 labels some of these measurements. 

Bounding box--+----

Glyph origin 

Lett-side bearing 

Descent line - '--------------------' 

Advance width 

Figure 12-2. Terms for font measurements 

Note: Fonts for script systems around the world use some of these measurements, 
but the definitions given here are based on the characteristics of the Roman script 
system, which uses fonts meant to be read left to right and is associated with most 
European languages. There are different definitions for most of these terms for Asian, 
Arabic, or other script systems. 

Some of the measurements shown in Figure 12-2 apply to a single glyph. The bounding 
box is the smallest rectangle that entirely encloses the pixels of the bitmap. The glyph 
origin is where Quick.Draw begins drawing the glyph. You may notice that there is some 
white space between the glyph origin and the recognizable start of the glyph. The white 
space that precedes the glyph is the left-side bearing. The advance width is the full 
horizontal measurement of the glyph as measured from the glyph origin to wherever the 
glyph stops, including the white space on both sides. 

Some measurements apply to many glyphs. To begin with, most glyphs in a font appear to sit 
on the base line, an imaginary horizontal line. The ascent line is an imaginary horizontal 
line chosen by the font's designer that corresponds approximately with the tops of the upper
case letters in the font, because these are generally the tallest commonly used glyphs in a font. 
The ascent line is the same di stance from the base line for all glyphs in the font. The descent 
line is an imaginary horizontal line that usually corresponds with the bottoms of descenders 
(the tails on glyphs like "p" or "g"), and it's the same distance from the base line in every 
glyph of the font. The ascent and descent lines are part of the fo nt designer' s recommenda
tions about line spacing as measured from base line to base line. (All o f these lines are 
horizontal because Roman text is read left to right, in a straight horizontal line. In some script 
systems, these lines are vertical.) 
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For bitmapped fonts , the ascent line marks the maximum y-value and the descent line marks 
the minimum y-value. For outline fonts, a font designer can create individual glyphs that 
extend ab?ve the ascent line or below the descent line. The integral in Figure 12-3, for 
~xample, IS much taller than the uppercase "M". In this case, the maximum y-value is more 
Important than the ascent line for determining the proper line spacing for a line containing 
both of these glyphs. You can have the Font Manager reduce such oversized glyphs so that 
they fit between the ascent and descent lines. See "Preserving the Glyph's Shape" later in 
this chapter for details. 

Maximum y-value - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Ascent line - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Base line -

Figure 12-3. The ascent line and maximum y-value 

Font size indicates the size of a font's glyphs as measured from the base line of one line of 
text to the base line of the next line of single-spaced text. In the United States, fo nt size is 
traditionally measured in points, and there are 72.27 points per inch. However, QuickDraw 
and the PostScript language define I point to be Yn of an inch, so there are exactly 72 points 
per inch. Previously, the Font Manager required fonts to be less than or equal to 127 points 
in size, but this restriction no longer applies to any type of fon t. All bitmaps must fit on the 
QuickDraw coordinate plane; on a 72 dpi display device, fonts have an upper size limjt of 
32,767 points. Point size is one of the characteristics inherent in a bitmapped font, because 
the font's designer must create the font at a fi xed point size as well as in a specific typeface. 

Leading is the amount of blank vertical space between the descent li ne of one line of text 
in a font and the ascent line of the next line of single-spaced text in the same font. The 
Font Manager returns this number, which is in pixels, in the FontMetrics or GetFontinfo 
procedure for both TrueType and bitmapped fonts. You' ll note that this measurement is not in 
Figure 12-2, because, although the font's manufacturer has a recommended amount of 
leading for a font, you can always change the amount if you need more or less space between 
lines of text in your application. The line spacing for a fo nt can be calculated by adding the 
value of the leading and the distance from the ascent line to the descent line. 
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Font Scaling 

Font scaling is the process of changing a glyph from one size or shape to another. The 
Font Manager can scale bitmapped and TrueType fon ts in three ways: changing a glyph's 
point size on the same display device, modifying the glyph but keeping the point size 
constant when using a different display device, and altering the shape of the glyph. 

The simplest form of scaling occurs when the Font Manager changes a glyph from one point 
size to another on the same display device. If the glyph is bitmapped and the requested font 
size is not avai lable, there are certain rules the Font Manager follows to create a new bitmapped 
glyph from an ex isting one; these rules are discussed in the Font Manager chapter of Volume I. 
If the glyph is an outline glyph, the Font Manager uses the original outline for that glyph to 
create a new bitmap at a different size. In Figure 12-4, the Font Manager scales a TrueType 
font and a bitmapped font from 9 points to 40 points for screen display. The bitmaps available 
to the Font Manager to create all 32 point sizes were 9, 10, 12, 14, 18, and 24 points. A single 
TrueType outline produces a smoother bitmap in all point sizes . 

True Type screen font scaled from 9 points to 40 points 

I ddddddddddddddddddddddactaaaactct<lct I 
Bitmapped screen font scaled from 9 points to 40 points 

ddddddddddd·idddddddd.dclddddcl ddd d d 
Figure 12-4. A comparison of scaled TrueType and bitmapped fon ts 

The Font Manager also scales a glyph when moving it from one device to another device with 
a different resolution: for instance, from the screen to a printer. A bitmap that is 72 pixels 
high on a 72 dpi screen measures one inch, but on a 144 dpi printer it measures a half inch. 
In order to produce a figure the same size as the ori ginal screen bitmap, the Font Manager 
needs a bitmap twice the size of the original. lf there are no bitmaps avai lable in twice the 
point size of the bitmap that appears on the screen, QuickDraw scales the original bitmap to 
twice its original size in order to print it on the printer. 

Your application can scale a glyph by stretching or shrinking it, which changes the glyph from 
a fami liar poinc size to something a little stranger- for example, a glyph that is 12 points high 
but as wide as a whole page of text. Your application tells the Font Manager how to scale a 
glyph using font scaling factors, which are represented as proportions or fractions that indicate 
how the Font Manager should scale the glyph in the vertical and horizontal directions. The 
ratio given by the font scaJjng factors determines whether the glyph grows or shrinks; if the 
ratio is greater than one, the glyph increases in size, and if it is less than one, the glyph 
decreases in size. If the font scaling factors are l -to-1 (111 ) for both horizontal and vertical 
scaling, the glyph does not change size. 
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In Figure 12-5, the font scaling factors are 2/1 in the horizontal direction and 1/1 in the 
vertical direction. The glyph stays the same height, but grows twice as large in width. 

~ . . 
. . . . . . 

Yu~ uu •j A •:•• 
: ;6'..; . . . . . . 

x 2x 

Figure 12-5. A glyph stretched horizontally 

In Figure 12-6, the font scaling factors are 2/1 in the vertical direction and 1/1 in 
the horizontal direction. The glyph stays the same width , but grows to twice its 
original height. 

2y· . ..... . ·~·· ...... ~-· .... -~ ... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 

x x 

Figure 12-6. A glyph stretched vertically 

In Figure 12-7, the font scaling factors are 1/1 in the vertical direction and 1/2 in the 
horizontal direction. The glyph stays the same height but retains only half its width. 

x 1/2x 

Figure 12-7. A glyph condensed horizonta ll y 

If the font scaling factors are 2/2 in both directions, QuickDraw draws the glyph at a point 
size twice that of the original. ln the case of bitmapped fonts, QuickDraw first looks for a 
bitmap at twice the size of the original before redrawing the glyph at the new point size. 

The Font Manager produces better results by scaling TrueType glyphs, because it changes the 
font's original outline to the new size or shape, and then makes the bitmap. Outlines give 
better results than bitmaps when scaled, because the outlines are intended for use at all point 
sizes, whereas the bitmaps are not. 
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How the Font Manager Renders TrueType Fonts 

TrueType fonts are stored as a collection of outline points. (Don't confuse these outline 
points with the points that determine point size, or the Point data type, which specifies a place 
on the QuickDraw coordinate plane.) The Font Manager draws lines and curves between the 
points, sets the bits that make the bitmap, and then displays the bitmap on the screen. 

There are two types of outline points: on-curve points define the endpoints of lines, and off
curve points determine the curve of the line between the on-curve points. Two consecutive 
on-curve points define a straight line. If you want to draw a curve, you need a third point that 
is off the curve and between the two on-curve points. 

The Font Manager uses this parametric Bezier equation to draw the curves of the outline glyph: 

F(t) = ( I - t)2 * A + 2t (1 - t) * B + t2 * C 

where t ranges between 0 and l as the curve moves from point A to point C. A and C are on
curve points; B is an off-curve point. 

Figure 12-8 shows two Bezier curves. The positions of on-curve points A and C remain 
constant, while off-curve point B shifts. The curve changes in relation to the position of 
point B. 

12-10 

B 
0 

A c A 

B 
0 

c 

__ •=on-curve point~--------------------' 
o = off-curve point 

Figure 12-8. The effect of an off-curve point on two Bezier curves 
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A font designer can use any quantity of outline points to create a TrueType outline. These 
points must be numbered in a logical order, because the Font Manager draws lines and 
curves sequentially. This process produces a glyph such as the lowercase "b" in 
Figure 12-9. 

17 0 

16 

20 

21 

3 4 5 

•=on-curve point 

o =off-curve point 

28 

27 8 

Figure 12-9. An outline with points on and off the curve 

There are several groups of points in Figure 12-9 that include two consecutive off-curve 
points. For instance, points 2 and 3 are both off-curve. In this case, the Font Manager places 
an on-curve point midway between the two off-curve points, thereby defining two Bezier 
curves, as shown in Figure 12- 10. Note that this additional on-curve point is for creation of 
the outline glyph only; the Font Manager does not alter the 'sfnt' resource's list of points. 
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Interpolated point , 
' 

Bo 
I 

A 
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• =on-curve point 

o = off-curve point 

Figure 12-10. A curve with consecutive off-curve points 

When the Font Manager has completed drawing a closed loop, it has completed one 
contour of the outline . The font designer groups the points in the 'sfnt ' resource into 
contours. In Figure 12-9, the Font Manager draws the first contour in the outl ine 
glyph from point 0 to point 17, and the second contour from point 18 to the end, creating 
the glyph in Figure 12-11 . 

12-12 

Contour 1 -
(outside) 

Contour 2 -----
(inside) 

Figure 12-11. An outline g lyph 
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At this stage, the outline glyph does not have a fixed point size. Remember that point size is 
measured as the distance from the base line of one line of text to the base line of the next line 
of single-spaced text. Because the Font Manager has the measurements relati ve to the base 
line and ascent line for the outline and the intended point size, it can correlate the two and 
calculate how large the outline should be for that point size. 

The Macintosh computer's di splay screen is a grid made of pixels. The Font Manager fi ts the 
outline glyph, scaled for the correct size, to this grid. If the center of one section of this 
grid-comparable to a pixel or a printer dot-falls on a contour or within two contours, the 
Font Manager sets this bit fo~· the bitmap. 

The Font Manager uses the contours as the boundaries for deciding which bits make up the 
bitmap for this outline glyph when it is di splayed. Because there are two contours for the 
glyph in Figure 12-11 , the Font Manager begins with pixels at the boundary marked by 
contour l and stops when it gets to contour 2. Some glyphs need only one contour, such as 
t~e uppercase "I" in some fonts. Others have three or more contours, such as the JtJJ glyph 
from ITC Zapf Dingbats®. 

If the pixels are tiny in proportion to the outline (when resolution is high or the point size of 
the glyph is large), they fill out the outline smoothly, and any pixels that jut out from the 
contours are not noticeable. If the display device has a lower resolution or the point size is 
small, the pixels are large in relation to the outline. You can see in 'Figure 12-1 2 that the 
outline has produced an unattracti ve bitmap because the centers of some pixels fall on the 
wrong side of the contours, producing gaps and blocky areas that would not be found in 
the high-resolution versions of the same glyph. 

• • •• •• •• • •• ••••••• •• •• •• •• •• • 1. .1 •• •• ••• • •• ••••••• 
Figure 12-12. An unmodified outline glyph at a small point size 
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The pixels of the display device cannot change, so the outline should adapt in order to 
produce a better bitmap. A font manufacturer must include instructions in the 'sfnt' 
resource that indicate how to change the shape of the outl ine under vaiious conditions, 
such as low resolution or small point size. The lowercase " b" outline in Figure 12- 13 is 
the same one depicted in Figure 12-1 2, except that the Font Manager has appl ied the 
instructions to the figure and produced a better bitmapped glyph. (These instructions are 
to the effect of "move these points here" or "change the angle formed by these points." 
General-purpose applications do not need to use instructions; however, if you want to know 
more about them, order the TrueType Font Format Spec~fication book from APDA.) 

•• •• •• •• • •• • •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••• •• •• • •• 
Figure 12-13. An instructed outline glyph 

Once the Font Manager has produced the outline according to the design and instructions, it 
turns on the pixels and draws the bitmap on the screen. It then saves the bitmapped glyph in 
memory and uses it whenever the user requests this glyph in this font at this point size. 

USING THE FONT MANAGER 

This section describes how you can use fonts in general and TrueType fonts specifically. There 
are certain guidelines you should consider when integrating fonts into your application-for 
instance, how to show which point size is currently selected and how to make sure that the font 
used in a document is the same on di fferent computer systems. If you want to take best 
advantage of TrueType fonts, your application should be aware of how TrueType glyphs may 
behave differently than bitmapped glyphs. 

To determine whether your application can use TrueType fonts on a user's computer system, 
call the Gestalt function with the selector gestaltFontMgrAttr. If the Gestalt function returns 
noErr and bit 0 of the response (gestaltOutlineFonts) is I , outline fonts are present in the 
system softwai·e. (See the Compatibili ty Guidelines chapter in this volume for more 
information on the Gestalt function.) 
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Adding Font Sizes and Names to the Menu 

Here are some things you should do to acconunodate the new font sizes: 

• Support al1 font sizes. The 127-point size limit no longer exists for outline or bitmapped 
fonts and should be removed from your application. The maximum point size on the 
Quick.Draw coordinate plane is 32,767 points. 

• Provide a small list of the most useful point sizes. For the menu where your application 
displays font sizes, you shouldn' t predefine a static list of sizes available to the user or 
allow the default to be every possible font size, because outline fonts can produce 
thousands of sizes. 

• Provide a method of increasing or decreasing the point size by one point at a time. You 
can add a Larger or Smaller conunand, which makes choosing slightly different sizes 
for outline fonts easier for the user. Also, the user should be able to choose any possible 
point size at any time in a simple manner. 

• Place a check next to the active size. This is how most applications now indicate the 
active size. 

• Display available font sizes in outline style. With bitmapped fonts, the RealFont func
tion returns TRUE if the font is available in that point size and FALSE if the font is not. 
However, be careful with outline fonts. The font' s designer may decide that there is a 
lower limit to the point sizes at which the font looks acceptable. The RealFont function 
returns FALSE for an outline font if the size requested is smaller than this lower value. 

Figure 12-14 shows one possible method of doing these things. 
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Font Size: J 
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Cancel n OK n 

Figure 12-14. A sample Size menu and font size dialog box 

Use the AddResMenu procedure to create a menu that displays font names. The AddResMenu 
procedure ensures that any changes to the Font Manager do not affect your application and 
the menu that displays font names is not dependent on how fonts are stored in your system 
software. The AddResMenu procedure is documented in the Menu Manager chapter of 
Volume I. 
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Storing a Font Name in a Document 

One problem with identifying fonts by font family ID rather than by name is the plethora of 
font families for the Macintosh. Many share the same font fami ly ID, and even though the 
font the user wants is present in the System file, another font with the same ID may appear in 
a font menu. Another problem is that one font fami ly may have different IDs on different 
computer systems, so that when the application opens the document using this font family on 
a different computer system, it can' t find the proper font, even though it is there, and 
substitutes another. 

If you've stored the name of the font in the document, you can find its font family ID by 
calling GetFNum (documented in the Font Manager chapter of Volume I). However, if the 
font isn't present in the system software where the user opens the document, GetFNum 
returns 0 for the ID. Zero is also, you may remember, the system font ID. In this case you 
need to double-check the name of the font from the document against the name of the system 
font, as illustrated in Listing 12-1. 

Listing 12-1. Checking a font family ID against the font name 

FUNCTION GetFontNumbe r(fontName : Str255 ; VAR fontNum : Integer) : Boolean ; 
{GetFontNumber returns in the fontNum parameter the number for the font } 
{with the given font name . If there 's no such font , it returns FALSE. } 

VAR 
sys temFontName : Str255 ; 

BEGIN 
Get FNum(fontName , fontNum) ; 
IF fontNum = 0 THEN 
BEGIN 

{Either the font was not found , o r it is the syste m font . } 
GetFontName(O , systemFontName) ; 
GetFontNumber . - EqualString(fontName , systemFontName , FALSE , 

FALSE) ; 
END ELSE 

END ; 

{If theNum was not 0 , the font is available . } 
GetFontNumber : = TRUE ; 

Storing a font's name rather than its font family ID is a more reliable method of finding a 
font, because the name, unlike the font family ID, does not change from one computer 
system to another. You may also want to store the checksum of a font with its name, to be 
sure that the version of the font is the same on different computer systems. 

Using TrueType Fonts in Preference to Bitmapped Fonts 

If a document uses a font that is available as both a TrueType font and a bitmapped font, the 
default behavior of the Font Manager is to use the bitmapped font when your application 
opens the document. This default avoids problems with documents that were created on a 
computer system on which TrueType fonts were not available. 
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You can use the SetOutlinePreferred procedure to choose which type of font the Font Manager 
should use in a document. If you call SetOutlinePreferred with TRUE as the value of the 
outlinePreferred parameter, the Font Manager chooses TrueType fonts over bitmapped fonts. 
The GetOutlinePreferred function returns the setting that indicates whether the Font Manager 
prefers TrueType fonts, and you should save the setting with the current document. When the 
user opens the document, call SetOutlinePreferred with this value so that your application 
chooses the proper fonts. 

If only one type of font is available, the Font Manager chooses that type of font to use in the 
document, no matter which type of font is prefetTed. 

Preserving the Glyph's Shape 

Most glyphs in an alphabetic font fit between the ascent line and the descent line, which roughly 
mark (respectively) the tops of the uppercase letters and the bottoms of the descenders. One aim 
of outline fonts is to provide glyphs that are more accurate renditions of the original typeface 
design, and there are glyphs in some typefaces that exceed the ascent or descent line (or both). 
An exampl~ of this type of glyph is an uppercase letter with an accent on it: "N" with a tilde 
produces "N". Your application should preserve the original shape of a glyph, because many 
languages use glyphs that extend beyond the ascent line or descent line. 

However, these glyphs may disturb the line spacing in a line or a paragraph. The glyph that 
exceeds the ascent line on one line may cross the descent line of the line above it, where it 
may overwrite a glyph that has a descender. You can detennine if there are outline glyphs that 
exceed the ascent and descent lines by using the OutlineMetrics function. OutlineMetrics 
returns the maximum and minimum y-values for whatever glyphs you choose. You can get 
the values of the ascent and descent lines using the GetFontinfo fu nction or FontMetrics 
function. If a glyph's maximum or minimum y-values are greater than, respectively, the 
ascent or descent lines, you can opt for one of two paths of action: you can change the height 
of the glyph, or you can change the line spacing to accommodate the glyph. 

The Font Manager' s default behavior is to change the height of the glyph, so as to provide 
compatibility with bitmapped fonts, which are sc_aled between the ascent and descent lines. 
Figure 12-15 shows the difference bet~een an "N" scaled to fit in the §arne amount of space 
as an "N" and another, well-fo1med "N". The tilde on the preserved "N" clearly exceeds the 
ascent line. 

Scaled glyph : : : : : N : : N: : : : : 
~ 

PreseNed glyph : : : : : N: :N::::: 
Figure 12-15. The difference between a scaled glyph and a preserved glyph 
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You can use the SetPreserveGlyph procedure to preserve the original shape of the glyph. If 
you call SetPreserveGlyph with TRUE as the value of the preserveGlyph parameter. the Font 
Manager keeps the shape of the glyph intended by the font's designer. The GetPreserveGlyph 
function returns a setting that indicates whether the Font Manager maintains the form of 
TrueType glyphs, and you should save the setting with the current document. When the user 
opens the document, call SetPreserveGlyph with this value so that the Font Manager scales the 
glyphs appropriately. 

FONT MANAGER ROUTINES 

The Font Manager has routines that deal specifically wi th TrueType fonts. You can use these 
routines to choose TrueType fonts over bitmapped fonts, or to determine which type of font 
the current grafPort record uses. You can find out the exact measurements of a TrueType 
glyph. If the size of a TrueType glyph interferes with the line spacing in a document, you can 
use the Font Manager to scale the glyph to the same size as other glyphs on the line. If your 
appl ication is a font editor or otherwise needs to manipulate the 'sfnt' resource, you may need 
a routine to erase the Font Manager's memory caches. 

Choosing TrueType Fonts Over Bitmapped Fonts 

You can use the SetOutlinePreferred, GetOutlinePreferred, and IsOutline routines to use 
TrueType fonts instead of bitmapped fonts when both are available or to determine which 
type of font is being used in a document. 

You can use the SetOutlinePreferred procedure to cause the Font Manager to prefer True Type 
fonts over bitmapped fonts . 

PROCEDURE SetOutlinePreferred (outlinePreferred : Boolean) ; 

If a TrueType font and a bitmapped font are available for a font request, the default behavior 
for the Font Manager is to choose the bitmapped font, in order to maintain compatibility with 
documents that were created on computer systems on which TrueType fonts were not 
available. The SetOutlinePreferred procedure sets the preference of which type of font to use 
in this situation. 

If you want the Font Manager to choose outline fo nts over any bitmapped font counterparts, 
set the outl inePreferred parameter to TRUE. If only outline fonts are available and 
outlinePreferred is set to FALSE, the outline font is chosen regardless. If only bitmapped 
fonts are available and outlinePreferred is set to TRUE, the bitmapped font is still chosen. 

You can use the GetOutlinePreferred function to determine whether or not TrueType fonts are 
preferred over bitmapped fonts . 

FUNCTION GetOutlinePreferred Boolean ; 
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If both types of fonts are available for a particular font request, the GetOutlinePreferred 
function returns a Boolean value indicating whether the Font Manager chooses TrueType 
fonts over bitmapped fonts. By default, the Font Manager prefers to use bitmapped fonts, 
for which the GetOutlinePrefeITed function returns FALSE; you can also set the behavior 
of the Font Manager with the SetOutlinePreferred procedure. 

You can use the IsOutline function to find out whether the current grafPort uses a 
TrueType font. 

FUNCTION IsOutline (numer : Point ; denom : Point) : Boolean ; 

The IsOutline function returns TRUE if the Font Manager, after applying the font scaling 
factors in the numer and denom parameters to the font named by the current grafPort, would 
choose an outline font for the grafPort. The current setting of whether TrueType or bitmapped 
fonts are preferred may also affect what IsOutline returns. Use the GetOutlinePreferred 
function to find out what the cmTent setting is. 

The numer and denom parameters are of type Point, and each contains two integers-the first 
is the numerator or denominator of the ratio for vertical scaling; the second is the numerator 
or denominator of the ratio for horizontal scaling. The Font Manager applies the font scaling 
factors to the font used in the current grafPort in order to calculate the measurements for the 
glyphs in the block of text. 

Scaling Fonts 

You can use the OutlineMetrics function to determine the measurements, such as heights or 
advance widths, of the glyphs in any line of text you choose. On the basis of these measure
ments, you can decide whether to use SetPreserveGlyph to keep the original sizes of the 
glyphs. The GetPreserveGlyph function tells you whether the glyphs in the current grafPort 
record are scaled. 

FUNCTION OutlineMetrics (byteCount : Integer ; textPtr : Ptr ; numer : Po i nt ; 
denom : Point ; VAR yMax : Integer ; VAR yMin : 
Integer ; awArray : FixedPtr ; lsbArray : FixedPtr ; 
boundsArray : RectPtr) : OSErr ; 

The OutlineMet1ics function takes a block of text you provide and returns the maximum 
y-value, minimum y-value, advance widths, left-side bearings, and bounding boxes for this 
text only in the current font, point size, and font style. (For definitions of these terms, see 
"Font Measurements" earlier in this chapter.) You can use these measurements when laying 
out text. You may need to adjust line spacing to accommodate exceptionally large glyphs. 
OutlineMetrics works on TrueType fonts only. 

Parameter descriptions 

byteCount 

textPtr 

The number of bytes on which you want the OutlineMetrics function 
to work. 

The pointer to the block of text you are providing to OutlineMetrics. 
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nu mer 

den om 

yMax 

yMin 

aw Array 

The numerators of the vertical and horizontal scal ing factors. The 
numer parameter is of type Point, and contains two integers-the 
first is the numerator of the ratio for vertical scaling; the second is 
the numerator of the ratio for horizontal scaling. The Font Manager 
applies the font scaling factors to the font used in the current grafPort 
in order to calculate the measurements for the glyphs in the block 
of text. 

The denominators of the vertical and hori zontal scaling factors. The 
denom parameter is of type Point, and contains two integers-the first 
is the denominator of the ratio for vertical scaling; the second is the 
denominator of the ratio for horizontal scaling. T he Font Manager 
applies the font scaling factors to the font used in the current graiPort 
in order to calculate the measurements for the glyphs in the block 
of text. 

The maximum y-value for the text. Pass NULL in this parameter if 
you don' t want this value returned. 

The minimum y-value for the text. Pass NULL in this parameter if you 
don ' t want this value returned. 

A pointer to an array of the advance width measurements for the 
glyphs being considered. T hese measurements are in pixels, based on 
the point size and font scaling factors of the font used by the current 
graWort record. T he number of entries in the a1Tay is given by the 
byteCount parameter. 

The aw Array parameter is of type FixedPtr. The FixedPtr data type is 
a pointer to an array, and each entry in the a1Tay is of type F ixed, 
which is 4 bytes in length. Multiply byteCount by 4 to calculate the 
memory you need in bytes. Allocate the memory needed for the array 
and pass a pointer to the array in the awA1Tay parameter. 

If the FractEnable global variable has been set to TRUE using the 
SetFractEnable procedure, the values in aw Array have fractional 
character widths. If FractEnable has been set to FALSE, the Font 
Manager returns integers for the advance widths, with 0 in the dec imal 
part of the values. The SetFractEnable procedure is discussed in the 
Font Manager chapter of Volume IV. 

Pass a NTL in thi s parameter if you don ' t want the advance width 
values returned. 

lsbArray A pointer to an array of the left-side bearing measurements for the 
glyphs being considered. The measurements are in pixels, based on 
the point size of the font used by the cuJTent graWort record. The 
number of entries in the array is g iven by the byteCount parameter. 

The lsbArray parameter is of type FixedPtr. The FixedPtr data type is 
a pointer to an array, and each entry in the ainy is of type Fixed, 
which is 4 bytes in length . Multiply byteCount by 4 to calculate the 
memory you need in bytes. Allocate the memory needed for the array 
and pass a pointer to the array in the lsbArray parameter. The left-side 
be~ring values ai·e never rounded. 

Pass a NIL in this parameter if you don ' t want the left-side bearing 
values returned. 
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A pointer to the array of bounding boxes for the glyphs being 
considered. Bounding boxes are the smallest rectangles that fit around 
the pixels of the glyph. The bounding box measurements returned by 
OutlineMetrics may be slightly larger than the those for the actual 
glyph. The number of entri es in the array is given by the byteCount 
parameter. 

The boundsArray parameter is of type RectPtr. The RectPtr data type 
is a pointer to QuickDraw 's Rect data type, which is 8 bytes in length. 
Multiply byteCount by 8 to calculate the memory you need in bytes. 
Allocate the memory needed for the aiTay and pass a pointer to the 
aJTay in the boundsA1rny param eter. 

Pass a NIL in this parameter if you don' t want the bounding box 
values returned. 

The SetPreserveGlyph procedure tells the Font Manager whether to preserve the original 
shape of an outline glyph, which in some cases may exceed the ascent or descent lines. 

PROCEDURE SetPreserveGlyph (preserveGl yph : Bool ean ) ; 

The defau lt behavior for the Font Manager is to scale a glyph so that it fits between the ascent 
and descent lines; however, this alters the look of the glyph. If you set the preserveGlyph 
parameter in the SetPreserveGiyph procedure to TRUE, the measurements of all glyphs are 
preserved, and your application may have to alter the leading between lines in a document if 
some of these glyphs extend beyond the ascent or descent lines. Jf you set preserveGiyph to 
FALSE, all glyphs are scaled to fit between the ascent and descent lines. 

Save the setting of whether glyphs are preserved or not and call SetPreserveGlyph with this 
value as the parameter every time the user opens the application. 

The GetPreserveGlyph function returns a Boolean value indicating whether the Font Manager 
preserves the shape of TrueType glyphs, which by default is FALSE. Your application can 
set the behavior of the Font Manager using the SetPreserveGlyph procedure. 

FUNCTION GetPreserveGlyph : Boolean ; 

Erasing the Font Manager's Memory Caches 

You can use the FlushFonts function to clear the Font Manager' s memory. 

FUNCTION FlushFonts : OSErr ; 

The FlushFonts function erases all of the Font Manager's memory caches. Your applica
tion doesn' t need this function unless it directly manipulates data in the 'sfnt' resource. 
Font Manager caches include the width tables, the bitmaps created from the outlines of the 
'sfnt' resource, the outlines, and a small cache of 'FOND' resources that have been read 
into memory. 
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SUMMARY OF THE FONT MANAGER 

Constants 

CONST gestaltFontMgrAttr 
gestaltOutlineFonts 

= ' f ont '; 
0 ; 

{Gestal t selector} 
{TRUE if outline fonts are } 
{ present} 

Routines 

Choosing TrueType Fonts Over Bitmapped Fonts 

PROCEDURE SetOutlinePreferred (outlinePreferred : Boolean) ; 

FUNCTION GetOutlinePreferred : Boolean ; 

FUNCTION IsOutline (numer : Poi nt ; den om : Poin t) Boolean ; 

Scaling Fonts 

FUNCTION Out l ineMetrics (byteCount : Integer ; textPtr : Ptr ; 
numer : Point ; denom : Point ; VAR yMax : 
Integer ; VAR yMin : I nteger ; awArray : 
FixedPt r ; lsbArray : FixedPtr ; boundsArray : 
RectPtr) : OSErr; 

PROCEDURE SetPreserveGlyph (preserveGlyph : Boo lean) ; 

FUNCTION GetPreserveGlyph : Boolean ; 

Erasing the Font Manager's Memory Caches 

FUNCTION FlushFonts : OSErr ; 
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ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

This chapter describes changes to the Resource Manager, the resource types that are available 
for your application's use, and the new technique for reading or writing part of a resource 
instead of an entire resource. This chapter also lists the standard resource types found in the 
System fil e in system software version 7.0. 

The ability to use paitial resources is available only in version 7.0. To check for the existence 
of the new partial resource routines, use the Gestalt function. 

You need the information in this chapter if you want your application to take advantage of 
partial resources or to create or open resource files. This chapter also provides resource ID 
ranges for definition procedures, font families, and scripts, and it lists the system icons and 
packages that are available in system software version 7.0. 

The information in this chapter supplements chapters on the Resource Manager in Volumes I, 
IV, and Y. 

RESOURCES 

A resource consists of data or code stored in a resource file. A resource fork is the part of a 
file that contains data used by an applica6on, such as menus, fonts, and icons. An executable 
file' s code is also stored in the resource fork. The Resource Manager distinguishes resources 
by their resource types and resource IDs. The resource type is always a sequence of four 
alphanumeric characters (including the space character). For instance, 'MENU' is the resource 
type for a menu. A resource ID is a number that, together with the resource type, uniquely 
identifies a paiticular resource. Resources can be created from textual descriptions by resource 
compilers, such as the Rez compiler in the Macintosh Programmer's Workshop (MPW®). 

Note: Your application should not depend on any specific resource being in ROM or 
in the System fil e. The resource types available in ROM vary. A resource that is 
in ROM may not be available because the System fi le may override any resource in 
ROM, making it unavailable or replacing it with a resource from the System file. 

Resource Types 

A resource type can be any sequence of four alphanumeric characters, including the space 
character. You can create resource types for your applica6ons, provided the type names you 
choose consist of all uppercase letters and do not connict with the resource types already 
created. Apple Computer, Inc., reserves any other combination. (The standard Roman 
character set can be fou nd in the Font Manager chapter of this volume.) 
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The System file contains system resources, the standard resources for the Macintosh® 
computer that are shared by all applications. Table 13-1 lists all the resource types in the 
System file that your application can use. Uppercase resource types are listed first. 

Table 13-1. 

Resource 
type 

'ADBS' 
'ALRT' 
'BNDL' 
'CDEF' 
'CNTL' 
'CODE' 
'CURS' 
'DITL' 
'DLOG' 
'DRVR' 
'FKEY' 
'FOND' 
'FONT' 
'FREF' 
'ICN#' 
'ICON' 
'INIT' 
'KCAP' 
'KCHR' 
'LDEF' 
'MBAR' 
'MDEF' 
'MENU' 
'NFNT' 
'PACK' 
'PAT I 

'PAT#' 
'PICT' 
'POST' 
'PREC' 
'SICN' 
'SIZE' 
'STR I 

'STR#' 
'WDEF' 
'WIND' 
'actb' 
'alis' 
'card' 
'cctb' 
'cicn' 
'clut' 
'crsr' 
'dctb' 

Resource types available for your application' s use 

Description 

Apple Desktop Bus TM service routine 
Alert box template 
Bundle 
Control definition function 
Control template 
Application code segment 
Cursor 
Item list in a dialog or alert box 
Dialog box template 
Desk accessory or other device driver 
Command-Shift-number combination 
Font family record 
Bitmapped font 
File reference 
List of 32-by-32 pixel (large) black-and-white icons, with mask 
Icon 
System extension 
Physical keyboard description (used by Key Caps desk accessory) 
Keyboard layout (software); maps virtual keycodes to character codes 
List definition procedure 
Menu bar 
Menu definition procedure 
Menu 
Bitmapped font 
Package 
Pattern 
Pattern list 
QuickDrawTM picture 
PostScript® resource 
Print record 
l 6-by-16 pixel (small) icon and mask 
Size of application's partition and other information 
String 
String list 
Window definition function 
Window template 
Alert box color table 
Alias record 
Video card name 
Control color table 
Color icon 
Color look-up table 
Color cursor 
Dialog box color table 
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Resource 
type 

'ddev' 
'eadr' 
'fc tb ' 
'hdl g' 
'hfdr' 
'hmnu' 
'hovr' 
'hrc t' 
'hw in ' 
' ic14' 
' ic l8' 
' ics#' 
' ics4' 
'ics8' 
'ictb' 
' itlO' 
Ii ti I ' 
'itl 2' 
'itl4' 
'itlk' 

'kcs#' 

'kcs4' 
'kcs8 ' 
'mctb' 
'm ntr' 
'p l tt' 
'ppa t' 
'qdef' 
'qrsc' 
'sec t' 
's fnt' 
'snd ' 
's nth' 
'sysz' 
've rs' 
'wctb' 
'wst r' 
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Resource types available for your application 's use (Continued) 

Description 

Database extension 
Ethernet hardware address 
Font color table 
Help for dialog box or alert box items 
Help for application icons 
Help for application menus 
Help that overrides Finder™ help 
Help for areas in windows 
Association of 'hrct' and 'hdlg' resources to specific windows 
Large icon, 4-bit color 
Large icon, 8-bit color 
List of 16-by-1 6 pixel (small) black-and-white icons, with mask 
Small icon, 4-bit color 
Small icon, 8-bit color 
Color table dialog item 
Date and time formats 
Names of days and months 
International Utilities Package sort hooks 
Localizable tables and code 
Remappings of certain key combinations before KeyTrans function is 
called for the corresponding 'KCHR' resource 
List of small black-and-white icons, with mask, for a corTesponding 
'KCHR' resource 
Small icon, 4-bit color, for a corresponding 'KCHR' resource 
Small icon, 8-bit color, for a corresponding 'KCHR' resource 
Menu color information table 
Monitors control panel 
Color palette 
Pixel panern 
Query definition function 
Query resource 
Section record 
Outline font 
Sound 
Synthesizer or modifier 
System heap space required by a system extension 
Version number of the system software 
Window color table 
String (uses word for length byte) 

Table 13-2 li sts resource types that are reserved for the Operating System's use only. These 
resource types consist entirely of uppercase letters or combinations of uppercase and lower
case letters and the number sign (#). Other resource types specific to the Operating System 
that consist entirely of lowercase letters or other characters are not included in Table 13-2. 
This list is provided for your information; you should not use these resource types in your 
application. 
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Table 13-2. 

Resource 
type 

'CACH ' 
'DSAT' 
'FCMT' 
'FMTR' 
'FOBJ' 
'FRSY' 
'INTL' 
'KMAP' 
'KSWP' 
'MBDF' 
'MMAP' 
'NBPC' 
'PDEF' 
'PTCH' 
'ROv#' 
'RO vr' 
'SERO' 

Resource types reserved for the Operating System's use 

Description 

RAM cache code 
System startup alert table 
"Get Info" comments 
3.5-inch disk formatting code 
Folder information for an MFS volume 
IDs of system fon ts 
International resource (obsolete) 
Keyboard mapping (hardware) ; maps raw keycodes to virtual keycodes 
Defines special key combinations for Script Manager operations 
Default menu definition procedure 
Mouse-tracking code 
AppleTalk® bundle 
Printing code 
ROM patch code 
List of ROM resources to override 
Code for overriding ROM resources 
RAM Se1ial Driver 

Resource IDs 

To prevent confli cts, the IDs for resources used by the Operating System and those used 
by applications are assigned from separate ranges. If you use these ranges correctly, your 
application's resources are guaranteed not to conflict with system resources and to be 
compatible with future system resources. 

System resources use IDs in the range-32768 through 127, and application resource IDs 
must fall between 128 and 32767. Some categories of resources, such as definition proce
dures and font families, have different ID ranges available or are broken down into structured 
ranges. This list shows a breakdown of the ID ranges used for most resources. 

Range 

-32768 through - 16385 

- l 6384 through -4065 

-4064 through -4033 

-4032 through - I 
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Description 

Reserved ; do not use. Any application resource whose ID is 
in this range will not work properly in current versions of 
system software. 

Used for system resources owned by other system 
resources. 

Reserved for use by control panels. (See the Control Panels 
chapter in Volume Y.) 

Used fo r system resources owned by other system resources. 
The exception is the 'SIZE' resource, whose ID is always - 1. 



Range 

0 through 127 

128 through 32767 
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Description 

Used for system resources and any definition procedures in 
the system software. Applications should not use these 
resource IDs. 

Available for your use. Your application' s definition proce
dures should use IDs in the range 128 through 4095, 
although other resources may use these IDs as well. Font 
fa milies and scripts have additional restrictions defined in 
"Font Famil ies and Scripts" later in this chapter. 

Definition Procedures 

Definition procedures (which are usually contained in resources such as the 'WDEF' or 
'CDEF' resources) have an ID range limited to 12 bits (0 through 4095). The system 
software's own definition procedures, which are located in the Syste m file, have resource 
IDs from 0 through 127. Your de finition procedures should have IDs in the range 128 
through 4095. 

Font Families and Scripts 

A font family is a set of fonts in one typeface design, including different font styles and 
sizes in that typeface. For example, the Geneva font family may include an outline font in 
plain style and bitmapped fonts in various point sizes and in italic, bold, shadow, or other 
styles. (For more information about outline and bitmapped fonts, see the Font Manager 
chapter in this volume.) 

At present a font family is exclusively identified by the 'FOND' resource. This resource 
groups fonts using a fo nt association table, which contains a word to hold each font's point 
size, a word for its style, and a word for its associated 'FONT', 'NFNT', or 'sfnt' resource 
ID. (If the size entry in the table is 0, the resource ID is for an 'sfnt ' resource. System soft
ware version 7 .0 does not recognize a 'FONT' or 'NFNT' resource with its size set to 0, and 
your application should not depend on finding these resources.) For font famjl y resources, 
Apple reserves resource IDs 0 through 1023 and 16000 through 16383. (The font association 
table is described in the Font Manager chapter of Volume TV.) 

Note: When the Mac intosh computer was fi rst introduced, prior to the introduction 
of the 'FOND' resource, fonts were grouped into font famili es by storing the family 
ID in bits 7 through 14 of the fo nt' s resource ID. (The font' s point size was stored in 
bits 0 through 6.) The font famil y was named by including a 'FONT' resource with a 
point size of 0. S ince the font family ID had to fit into 8 bits, the range of numbers 
available was only 0 through 255 ; 0 through 127 were reserved for Apple, and 128 
through 255 were available for third-party developers. Font families identified using 
this method are still recognized by the Operating System, but you should not use 
these IDs or this method of identification. 

Scripts are writing systems (such as Roman, Japanese, and Arabic) that are used to repre
sent human languages. Script systems include character sets, fonts, keyboards, and resources 
that determine text coll ation and word breaks. Scripts may di ffer in terms of the direction in 
which the ir characters and lines run , the size of the character set used to represent the script, 
and the context sens itivity of the script. 
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The Roman script system (used by English and many European languages) has the 
largest number of font families available. It uses font fami ly IDs between 2 and 16383. 
The following list shows the defined ID ranges for the fon t fami lies associated with 
Roman script systems. (The other resources associated with a script, such as 'itlO', 'itl I' , 
'itl2', 'itl4', 'KCHR', 'itlk', 'kcs#', 'kcs4', and 'kcs8 ' resources , have resource IDs in 
the same range as the 'FOND' IDs for that script. For more information on script systems, 
resources such as 'itlO' or 'KCHR', and developing software for worl dwide markets, see 
the Worldwide Software Overview chapter in this volume. Note that the 'INTL' resource is 
obsolete and you should use the most appropriate currently valid resource, such as 'itlO', 
'itl I', or 'it12'.) 

Range 

0 

Description 

System font. This is reserved in any script system. The 
Operating System may map any font fami ly from any script 
system to this TD. 

Application font. This is reserved in any script system. The 
Operating System may map any font fami ly from any script 
system to this ID. 

2 through 255 Font families for the Roman script system that were named using 
the method described in the Font Manager chapter of Volume I. 
Do not continue to use these IDs. Note that Apple's system fonts 
(Chicago, Geneva, New York , and so on) always retain their old 
font family IDs. 

256 through 1023 Reserved numbers. These numbers should be thought of as 
reserved space that the Operating System can use to resolve 
past and future font family ID conflicts. Numbers in thi s range 
should not be used as a font fam.ily' s original resource ID. 

1024 through 307 1 Noncommercial and public domain font fami lies. 

3072 through 15999 Commerc ial font manufacturers' font fam ilies. 

16000 through 16383 Reserved. 

The next list shows the script code and the range of fon t fam il y IDs assigned to each script 
system on the Macintosh computer. Non-Roman scripts use font fami ly IDs in the range 
16384 through 32767 and in the range -28672 through -24577, and each non-Roman script 
has a total of 51 2 font family IDs available. Script codes 33 through 40 are invalid and should 
not be used. 

Script 
system 

[System reserved] 
Roman 
Japanese 
Traditional Chinese 
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Script 
code 

Any 
0 
I 
2 

Font family IDs 

0 through I 
2 through 16383 

16384 through 16895 
16896 through 17407 



Script Script 
system code 

Korean 3 
J\rabic 4 
Hebrew 5 
Gre~ 6 
Cyrillic 7 
Uninterpreted right-to-left symbols 8 
Devanagari 9 
Gurmukhi 10 
Gujarati 11 
Oriya 12 
Bengali 13 
Tamil 14 
Telugu 15 
Kannada 16 
Malayalam 17 
Sinhalese 18 
Burmese 19 
Cambodian 20 
Thai 21 
Laotian 22 
Georgian 23 
J\rmenian 24 
Simplified Chinese 25 
Tibetan 26 
Mongolian 27 
Ethiopian 28 
Extended Roman for Slavic/Baltic 29 
Vietnamese 30 
Extended J\rabic (for Sindhi, etc.) 31 
Uninterpreted left-to-right symbols 32 
Reserved 41 
Reserved 42 
Reserved 43 
Reserved 44 
Reserved 45 
Reserved 46 
Reserved 47 
Reserved 48 
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Font family IDs 

17408 through 17919 
17920 through 18431 
18432 through 18943 
18944 through 19455 
L 9456 through 19967 
19968 through 204 79 
20480 through 20991 
20992 through 21503 
21504 through 22015 
22016 through 22527 
22528 through 23039 
23040 through 2355 L 
23552 through 24063 
24064 through 24575 
24576 through 25087 
25088 through 25599 
25600 through 26 111 
26112 through 26623 
26624 through 27135 
27136 through 27647 
27648 through 28159 
28 J 60 through 2867 1 
28672 through 29183 
29184 through 29695 
29696 through 30207 
30208 through 30719 
30720 through 31231 
31232 through 31743 
31744 through 32255 
32256 through 32767 

- 28672 through -28161 
-28 160 through -27649 
-27648 through -27137 
-27136 through - 26625 
-26624 through -26113 
-26112 through -2560 I 
-25600 through -25089 
-25088 through - 24577 

For every script, the Operating System always maps the correct system font to ID 0 and the 
correct application font to ID l. (In a Roman script system, Chicago is the system font and 
Geneva is the application font. This is not the case in any non-Roman script system.) 

Apple has created a pseudo-script at script code 32, called smUninterp, which provides a 
range of IDs (32256 through 32767) that you can use to identify fonts that are used as 
tools in your application. (For example, the MacPaint® drawing program uses a special 
font for its palette symbols.) If the glyphs in such a font should be handled as right-to-left 
glyphs instead of left-to-right glyphs, use the pseudo-script smRSymbol instead. This 
pseudo-script, at script code 8, has a font family ID range of 19928 through 20479. 
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RESOURCES IN THE SYSTEM FILE 

The System file contains resources that are shared by all applications and used by the User 
Interface Toolbox and Operating System as well . 

.A Warning: Your application should not directly add resources to, delete 
resources from, or modify resources in the System file .... 

If your application needs to install dri vers, you should ship it with the Installer and an 
Installer script for drivers. In order to distribute the Installer, you need to license the 
Apple® system software, which includes the Installer. 

In system software version 7.0, resources such as fonts, scripts, keyboards, and sounds 
are added to the System file when the user drags their icons to the System Folder. Desk 
accessories and resources such as system extensions are now stored in the subdirectories 
of the System Folder, not in the System file. (See the Finder Interface chapter in th is volume 
for details.) These resources and others, such as the folders fou nd in the System Folder, are 
represented by system icons. You can use these system icons in your application. 

The System file also contains resources that convey information specific to the current 
computer on which your application is running, such as the user's name, the computer's 
name, or the current printer. You call the Gestalt function to obtain this information. 

Some routines in the system software are located in packages inside the System fi le. A 
complete list of packages is provided. The change in behavior of a particular function key 
resource is also discussed. 

System Icons 

The Operating System uses system icons to represent documents, appl ications, folders, 
disks, and other elements of the Macintosh interface. These are commonly known as " Finder 
icons," but they are stored in the System file. You can design your own icons for many of 
these icons, but if you do not include a customized icon, your application can djsplay the 
appropriate system icon by calling the GetResource function. It is recommended that you 
refer to the system icons by their constant names and not by resource ID. The GetResource 
function is documented in the Resource Manager chapter of Volume I. 

Most icons are available in at least two sizes: large (32-by-32 pixels) and small ( l 6-by-16 
pixels). They are also available in three bit depths: 8-bit color, 4-bit color, and black and 
white. An icon family consists of the large and small icons for an object, each with a mask, 
and each available in the three different color depths. See the User Interface Guidelines 
chapter in this volume for more information on the proper design of system icons. See 
the Finder Interface chapter in this volume for information on how to create your own icons 
for your application. 

Many of the system icons are also available in a tiny (12-by- l 2 pixels) size, represented by 
the 'SICN' resource, used primarily by the standard file d ialog boxes. Tiny icons are also 
used in wi ndows in the Finder that display the contents of disks or folders by name, date, 
size, or kind. The Views control panel in version 7.0 allows the user to choose large, small, 
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or tiny icons for these windows. (The standard file dialog boxes use only the tiny icons.) 
You cannot design customized icons in the tiny size. 

Document and Application Icons 

These icons represent documents, including special classes of documents such as stationery, 
and applications and desk accessories. You can include customized versions of the icons in 
this section with your documents and applications. There are icon families and 'SICN' 
resources for all of these icons, unless otherwise noted. 

Resource Constant name 
and icon ID Description 

genericQueryDocumentlconResource -16506 

~ 

genericExtensioniconResource - 16415 

D 
genericDocumentlconResource -4000 

D 
genericApplicationlconResource -3996 

~ 
genericDeskAccessorylconResource -3991 

~ 

genericEditionFilelconResource -3989 

l~<al 

genericStationerylconResource -3985 

[] 

genericPreferenceslconResource -3971 

~ 

The default query document icon. This 
is the document used by the Data 
Access Manager for database queries. 
There is no tiny size for this icon. 

The default extension icon. The Finder 
displays this icon for any extension that 
does not have a customized icon. Exten
sion files appear in the Extensions folder, 
which is located inside the System Folder. 

The default document icon. The Finder 
displays this icon if your application does 
not have a customized document icon. 

The default application icon. The Finder 
displays this icon for any application that 
does not have a customized icon. 

The default desk accessory icon. In 
version 7 .0 desk accessories are 
represented on the desktop like applica
tions, each with its own icon. The Finder 
displays this icon for any desk accessory 
that does not have a customized icon. 

The default edition file icon. This is the 
intermediary file used by the Edition 
Manager. (See the Edition Manager 
chapter in this volume.) 

The default stationery file icon. Applica
tions can use this file as stationery. (See 
the Finder Interface chapter in this 
volume.) 

The default preference file icon. Prefer
ence files appear in the Preferences folder, 
which is located inside the System Folder. 
There is no tiny size for this icon. 
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Folder Icons 

These icons represent the different types of folders found on the desktop. There are icon 
fami lies and 'SICN' resources for all of these icons, unless otherwise noted. 

Constant name 
and icon 

genericFolderlconResource 

[J 
pri vateFolderlconResource 

L]J 

ownedFolderlconResource 

dropFolderlconResource 

L)j 

sharedFolderlconResource 

Q 
mountedFolderlconResource 

System Folder Icons 

Resource 
ID Description 

-3999 The default fo lder icon. This is the 
folder seen on the desktop. 

-3994 The icon for a folder to which the user 
does not have access. It is dimmed 
and has a distinctly marked border. 
The Finder displays an alert box when 
a user without privileges attempts to 
open this folder. 

-3980 The icon for a folder that is owned by 
a particular user, usually on a shared 
volume like a file server. There is no 
tiny size for this icon. 

-3979 The icon for a folder in which any 
user may store documents, applica
tions, and so on, but from which only 
a specified group of users can retrieve 
the contents. There is no tiny size for 
this icon. 

-3978 The icon for a folder that the owner 
has made available for file sharing. 
There is no tiny size for this icon. 

-3977 The icon for a fo lder that a guest has 
mounted on a remote volume. This 
icon appears only for the guest. There 
is no tiny size for this icon. 

These icons represent the different types of folders found in the System Folder. You should 
not alter the appearance of these icons. There are icon families only for these icons, unless 
otherwise noted. 

Constant name 
and icon 

systemFolderlconResource 

00 
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Resource 
ID Description 

-3983 The System Folder icon. This fo lder 
contains the System file and other 
system-related fo lders. 



Constant name 
and icon 

appleMenuFolderlconResource 

w 
startupFolderlconResource 

@] 

controlPanelFolderlconResource 

@l] 
printMonitorFolderlconResource 

(ill 

preferencesFolderlconResource 
~ 
~ 

extensionsFolderlconResource 

LQ] 

Desktop Icons 
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Resource 
ID Description 

-3982 The Apple Menu Items folder icon. 
This folder contains items found in 
the Apple menu. 

-398 1 The Startup Items folder icon. This 
folder contains documents, aliases, 
applications, and other objects that 
open when the computer starts up. 

-3976 The Control Panels folder icon. This 
folder contains control panels. 

-3975 The PrintMonitor Documents folder 
icon. This folder contains documents 
that are in the queue to be printed. 

-3974 The Preferences folder icon. This 
folder contains preference files for the 
Finder and other software that needs 
to remember user preferences. 

-3973 The Extensions folder icon. This folder 
contains extensions to the System file, 
the Chooser, a network, a database, 
and so on. (See "Terminology" in the 
User Interface Guidelines chapter in 
this volume for examples of 
extensions.) 

These icons appear on the desktop. The standard file dialog boxes use these icons in tiny 
size. There are icon families and 'SICN' resources for these icons, unless otherwise noted. 

Constant Name 
and icon 

floppy IconResource 

[gJ 
trashlconResource 

fullTrashiconResource 

Resource 
ID Description 

-3998 The default icon for a 3.5-inch disk. 

-3993 The default empty Trash icon. The 
Standard File Package also uses this 
icon to represent the Trash. 

-3984 The default full Trash icon, with 
bulging midsection. This represents 
the Trash when full. There is no tiny 
size for this icon. 
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Standard File Package Icons 

These icons are used only by the Standard Fi le Package and appear only in the tiny icon 
size, unless noted otherwise. You can ' t design customized icons in the tiny size. The pop-up 
menu in the standard file dialog box indicates where the list of files shown in the dialog box 
is located (whether on the desktop, at the top level of a volume, or inside a series of folders 
on a volume). 

Constant name 
and icon 

openFo lderlcon Resource 

a 

genericHardDisklconResource 

desktoplconResource 

ml 

genericFileServerlconResource 

~ 

genericSuitcaselconResource 

Cl 

genericMoverObjectlconResource 

LJ 
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Resource 
ID Description 

-3997 The open folder icon, which appears 
in a pop-up menu only. The standard 
fi le dialog boxes display this icon to 
indicate which folder is cun-ently 
open. 

-3995 The hard disk icon, which appears in a 
pop-up menu on ly. The same icon is 
used to represent internal and external 
disks. A different icon may appear on 
the desktop, because the manufacturer 
of the hard disk can de$ign a special 
icon for a particular volume. 

-3992 The desktop icon, which appears in a 
pop-up menu onl y. The standard file 
dialog boxes display this icon to 
indicate which files and folders are 
available on the desktop. In addition to 
the 'SICN' resource, there is also an 
icon fam ily without an 'ICN#' 
resource for th is icon. 

-3972 The fi le server volume icon. This 
represents any servers open on the 
desktop. A different icon may appear 
on the desktop, because the manu
facturer can design a special icon for 
a particular server. 

-3970 The suitcase icon. This represents 
any suitcase, such as fo nt suitcases 
or desk accessory suitcases. There 
are different icons fo r these suitcases 
in larger sizes, depending on 
the contents. 

-3969 The icon for any object that you 
can move into the System file. 
These objects include fonts, scri pts, 
keyboards, sounds, and so on. 
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User Information Resources 

There are resources in the System file that detail the user's name, the computer's name, 
the model of computer, the icon for that pa1ticular computer, and the cmTent printer the 
computer uses. 

Information 

User name 

Description 

The name of the person who "owns" the machine or is the current 
user. This is stored in the System file as a 'STR ' resource with 
resource ID - 16096. Use the GetString function to return the user 
name. 

Computer name The name of the computer, which is now distinct from the user name. 
It is also distinct from any internal hard disks that may be present. The 
computer name is stored in the System fi le as a 'STR ' resource with 
resource 10 - 16413. The default name of the computer is "User 
name's Macintosh." Use the GetString function to return the computer 
name. 

Computer model The model of the computer, such as Macintosh SE/30 or Macintosh Ilci. 
The computer model is stored in the System file as a 'STR#' resource 
with resource ID - 16395. The Gestalt selector for the computer model is 
gestaltMachineModel , and the Gestalt function returns a response value 
for this selector. Use this value as an index into the 'STR#' resource, 
us ing the GetlndString procedure. You should never use the model of 
computer as an indication of what software features or hardware may 
be available. 

Computer icon The icon for the computer model, such as the Macintosh 11 or 
Macintosh Ilci. The icons for computers are stored in icon families. 
The Gestalt selector for the computer icon is gestaltMachinelcon. 
Use the response value for this selector as the resource ID of the 
icon resource you want. (For more information about icon fam il ies, 
see the Finder Interface chapter in this volume.) 

Printer type The type of printer to which the computer sends documents, such as 
a LaserWriter® printer. There is no method for retrieving the name of 
the printer. The printer type is stored in the System file as a 'STR ' 
resource with resource TD - 8 192. Use the GetString function to return 
the type of printer. 

The GetString function and GetlndString procedure are documented in the Toolbox Utilities 
chapter of Volume I. The Gestalt function is documented in the Compatibility Guidelines 
chapter of thi s volume. 

Packages 

A package is a set of routines and data types that forms a part of the Toolbox or Operating 
System and is stored as a resource. On the original Macintosh computer, all packages were 
disk-based and brought into memory only when needed; some packages are now in ROM. 
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The System fil e contains the standard Macintosh packages and the resources they use or own. 

Package name 

List Manager Package 
Disk Initialization Package 
Standard File Package 
Floating-Point Arithmetic Package 
Transcendental Functions Package 
International Utilities Package 
Binary-Decimal Conversion Package 
Apple Event Manager 
PPC Browser 
Edition Manager 
Color Picker Package 
Data Access Manager 
Help Manager 
Picture Utilities Package 

Function Key Resources 

Resource ID 

0 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

Function key resources (of the 'FKEY' resource type) are Command-Shift-number key 
combinations that are captured and processed by the WaitNextEvent function. The screen 
utility resource 'FKEY' 3 now produces a screen shot, contained in a 'PICT' fil e, when the 
user presses Command-Shift-3. 'FKEY' resource IDs 0 through 2 and 4 through 9 are 
reserved for future use by Apple. T he WaitNextEvent function is described in the Event 
Manager chapter of this volume. 

USING THE RESOURCE MANAGER 

The Resource Manager in version 7.0 al lows you to read a portion of a resource into 
memory or write a block of data to a resource stored on disk, even if the size of the 
memory you have to work in is smaller than the entire resource. You can also change 
the size of a resoui·ce on disk. 

Using Partial Resources 

Some resources, such as the 'snd ' and 'sfnt' resources, can be quite large-larger, in fact, 
than the memory avail able. The partial resource routines in version 7.0 allow you to read a 
portion of the resource into memory or alter a section of the resource while it is still on disk. 
You can also enlarge or reduce the size of a resource on di sk. The ReadPartialResource 
procedure reads a portion of a resource from disk into memory, and the WritePartia!Resource 
procedure writes a portion of data to a resource on disk. You can al so change the size of the 
resource on disk to any desired size, using the SetResourceSize procedure. When you use the 
partial resource routines, you specify how far into the resource you want to begin reading or 
writing and how many bytes you actually want to read or write at that spot, so you must be 
sure of the location of the data. 
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.A. Warning: Be aware that having a copy of a resource in memory when you 
are using the partial resource routines may cause problems. If you have 
modified the copy in memory and then access the resource on disk using either 
the ReadPartia!Resource or WritePartialResource procedure, you will lose 
changes made to the copy in memory. • 

To read or write any part of a resource, call the SetResLoad procedure specify ing FALSE for 
its load parameter, and then use the GetResource function to get an empty handle to the 
resource. (Because of the call to the SetResLoad procedure, the GetResource function does 
not load the entire resource into memory.) Use the ResError function to check for errors. 
(The SetResLoad procedure, the GetResource function, and the ResError function are 
described in the Resource Manager chapter in Volume I.) 

To check for the existence of the new partial resource routines, use the Gestalt function with 
the gestaltResourceMgrAttr selector. (See the Compatibility Guidelines chapter in this volume 
for information on Gestalt.) This selector returns a range of bits, the meaning of which must 
be determined by comparison with a list of constants. If the bit defined by the constant 
gestaltPartiaLRsrcs is set, the partial resource routines are available. 

Listing 13- 1 illustrates one way to deal with partial resources. This procedure begins with a 
call to the SetResLoad procedure. A handle to the resource from which you want to read is 
put into the myResHdl variable. If there is no error on the call to the GetResource function , a 
call is made to the ReadPartialResource routine with the handle to the resource. If there are no 
errors with this call, you exit the procedure. DoError is the name of your routine that handles 
and processes errors. 

Listing 13-1. Using partial resource calls 

PROCEDURE ReadAPartial(start : Longint ; count : Longint ; 
VAR PutitHere : Ptr) ; 

VAR 
myRsrcType : Re sType ; 
myRsrcID : Integer ; 
myResHdl : Handle ; 
resErr : 
RPRErr : 

OSErr ; 
OSErr ; 

BEGIN 
SetResLoad (FALSE) ; {don ' t load resource) 
{Set up myRsrcType and myRsrcID to your l iking . } 
myResHdl : = GetResource(myRsrcType , myRsrcID) ; 
resErr : = ResError ; 
SetResLoad(TRUE) ; {reset to always load} 
IF resErr = NoErr THEN 
BEGIN 

ReadPartialResource(myResHdl , start , PutitHere, count) ; 
RPRErr : = ResError ; 
{Check and report error . ) 
IF RPRErr <> noErr THEN DoError(RPREr r) ; 

END 
ELSE {there ' s an error from GetResource} 

DoError(resErr) ; 
END; {ReadAPartial} 
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Creating and Opening Resource Files 

Version 7.0 introduces a simple, standard format for identifying a file or directory, the file 
system specification (FSSpec) record. This record contains the volume reference number of 
the volume on which a file or directory resides, the directory ID of the parent directory, and 
the name of the file or directory. (For a complete introduction to and description of the MFS 
and HFS file systems and file system specification records, see the File Manager chapter in 
this volume.) 

TYPE FSSpecPtr 
FSSpec = 
RECORD 

vRefNum : 
parID : 

name : 
END ; 

" FSSpec ; 

Integer ; 
Longint ; 

Str63 

{volume reference number} 
{directory ID of parent} 
{direct ory} 
{filename or directory name} 

The FSpOpenResFile function and FSpCreateResFile procedure open and create resource 
files for files or directories named by the file system specification record. 

If you want to open or create resource files under the Hierarchical File System (HFS) 
but are not using the file system specification record in your application, you can use 
the HOpenResFile function and HCreateResFile procedure. 

Storing Fonts in a Resource Fork 

Storing a font in an appl ication's resource fork can create serious problems for a user who 
tries to print a document in that font when background printing is on. Never store fonts in a 
document's resource fork, since this can cause heap corruption. If you feel that a document 
needs to have a particular font available, you should license it for distribution and let users 
install it in their System files . 

If you use a font as a way to store symbols that your application uses in a palette or for some 
other special purpose, use a font fami ly ID in the range assigned for uninterpreted symbols. 
(For more information about font fami ly ID ranges, see "Font Families and Scripts" earlier 
in this chapter. For more information about scripts and script systems, see the Worldwide 
Software Overview chapter in this volume.) 

RESOURCE MANAGER ROUTINES 

The first group of routines described here deals with modified routines for opening or 
creating resource files. These routines are compatible with new file specification conventions 
for version 7.0 and the Hierarchical File System (HFS). Version 7.0 introduces a simple, 
standard format for identi fy ing a file or directory, the fi le system specification (FSSpec) 
record. For a di scussion of HFS and file system specification records, see the File Manager 
chapter in this volume. 
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The other new Resource Manager routines pertain to reading and writing partial resources. If 
you are working with a very large resource, you can alter a parl of the resource instead of 
having to read it into memory, which may be impossible. You can also change the size 
of a resource on disk. Note that if you increase the size of the resource, the new portion of 
the resource will be uninitialized, and if you decrease the size, you may lose valuable data 
in the resource. 

Creating Resource Files 

The FSpCreateResFile and HCreateResFile procedures are alternate ways of creating 
resource files in HFS. These routines are based on the CreateResFile procedure, which 
is documented in the Resource Manager chapter of Volume I. HCreateResFile is a simple 
function designed for HFS; FSpCreateResFile uses file system specification records. 

PROCEDURE FSpCreateResFile (spec : FSSpec ; creator , fi l eType : OSType; 
scriptTag : ScriptCode ) ; 

The FSpCreateResFile procedure opens the file named in the spec parameter. The creator 
parameter contains the signature of the application that created the file, and the ftleType param
eter indicates what type of file it is. The value of the scriptTag parameter should be the script 
code of the script system in which the Finder and the standard fi le dialog boxes display the 
name of the file. If you specify NIL, the FSpCreateResFile function defaults to the Roman 
script system. If you use Standard File Package routines, note that the StandardPutFile 
procedure returns a standard fi le reply record that contains information about the file. Call the 
ResError function to check for errors. 

The file system specification record is described in the File Manager chapter in this volume. 
The StandardPutFile procedure and the standard file reply record are described in the 
Standard File Package chapter of this volume. The result codes for the FSpCreateResFile 
procedure are the same as those for the HCreateResFile function. 

PROCEDURE HCreateResFile (vRefNum : Integer ; dirID : Longint ; fileName : 
Str255) ; 

The HCreateResFile procedure creates a resource file in the directory specified by the values 
of vRetNum and dirID. The vRetNum parameter contains the volume reference number of 
the volume on which the file is located. The dirlD parameter contains the directory ID of the 
directory where the file is located. The string passed in the fil eName parameter is the name of 
the resource file. Call the ResError function to check for errors. 

Result codes 
dirFulErr 
dskFulErr 
nsvErr 
ioErr 
bdNamErr 
tmfoErr 
wPrErr 
tLckdErr 

-33 
-34 
-35 
- 36 
-37 
-42 
-44 
-45 

Directory full 
Disk full 
No such volume 
VO error 
There may be no bad names in the final system 
Too many files open 
Disk is write-protected 
File is locked 
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vLckd.Err 
dupFNErr 
opWrEn
extFSErr 
dirNFErr 

-46 
-48 
-49 
- 58 

- 120 

Volume is locked 
Duplicate filename (rename) 
File already open with write permission 
Volume belongs to an external file system 
Directory not found 

Opening Resource Files 

The FSpOpenResFile and HOpenResFile functions are alternate ways of opening resource 
files using HFS. These functions are based on the OpenResFile function, which is docu
mented in Volume I. HOpenResFile is a simple function designed for HFS; FSpOpenResFile 
uses file system specification records. 

FUNCTION FSpOpenResFile (spec : FSSpec ; permiss ion : SignedByte) 
Integer ; 

The FSpOpenResFile function opens the file named in the spec parameter. The FSpOpenResFile 
function lets you open a resource file without creating a working directory. The permission 
parameter can contain any one of the following constants: 

CONST 
fsCurPerm 0 ; {whatever is currently allowed} 
fsRdPerm 1 i {request for read permission only } 
fsWrPerm 2 i {request for write permission} 
fsRdWrPerm 3 i {request for exclusive read/write permission} 
fsRdWrShPerm 4 i {request for s hared read / write permission} 

More information about these constants can be found in the "Low-Level File Manager 
Routines" section of the File Manager chapter of Volume IV. 

Call the ResError function to check for errors. If the FSpOpenResFile function failed to 
open the resource file, the reference number returned is -1. The result codes for the 
FSpOpenResFile function are the same as those for the HOpenResFile function. 

FUNCTION HOpenResFile (vRefNum : Integer ; dirID : Longint ; fi~eName : 

Str255 ; permission : SignedByte) : Integer ; 

The HOpenResFile function opens the resource file with the name given by the fileName 
parameter. This function also lets you open a resource file without creating a working 
directory. Call the ResError function to check for errors. If HOpenResFile failed to open 
the resource file, the reference number returned is -1. 

The vRefNum parameter contains the volume reference number of the volume on which the 
file is located. The dirID parameter contains the directory ID of the directory where the file is 
located. The constants used for the permission parameter are the same as those listed for the 
FSpOpenResFile function. 
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Result codes 
nsvErr 
ioErr 
bdNamErr 
eoffirr 
tmfoEIT 
fnfErr 
opWrErr 
permErr 
extFSErr 
memFullErr 
dirNFErr 
mapReadErr 

- 35 
- 36 
-37 
-39 
-42 
-43 
-49 
-54 
- 58 

- 108 
- 120 
- 199 

No such volume 
VO error 
There may be no bad names in the final system 
End of file 
Too many files open 
File not found 
File already open with write permission 
Pe1missions error (on file open) 
Volume belongs to an external file system 
Not enough room in heap zone 
Directory not found 
Map inconsistent with operation 

Reading and Writing Partial Resources 

You can use the ReadPartialResource and WritePartialResource procedures to manipulate 
a subsection of a large, unwieldy resource that may not otherwise fit in memory. You can 
use the SetResourceSize procedure to change the size of a resource on disk to a size that 
you specify. 

Be aware that having a copy of a resource in memory when you are using the partial resource 
routines may cause problems. If you have modified the copy in memory and then access the 
resource on disk using either the ReadPa1tialResource or WritePartialResource procedure, 
you will lose changes made to the copy in memory. 

Assembly-language note: You can invoke each of the partial resource 
routines with the _ResourceDispatch macro. The routi ne selectors are listed 
in the "Summary of the Resource Manager" at the end of this chapter. 

PROCEDURE ReadPartialResource ( t heResource : Handle ; offset : Longint ; 
buffer : UNIV Ptr ; count : Longint) ; 

The ReadPartialResource procedure reads part of a resource in from disk, which allows you 
to work with small portions of large resources. This procedure reads into memory a section 
of the resource, which is specified by the parameter theResource. The value of the offset 
p:u-ameter marks the beginning of the subsection as measured in bytes from the start of the 
resource. The length of the section is given by the value of the count parameter. The 
ReadPartialResource procedure reads the partial resource into the buffer you indicate with 
the buffer parameter. You are responsible for the memory management of this buffer. You 
cannot use the ReleaseResource procedure (documented in the Resource Manager chapter 
of Volume I) to release the memory occupied by this buffer. Call the ResError function to 
check for errors. 
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The ReadPartialResource procedure always tries to read resources from the disk. Ir 
a resource is already in memory, the Resource Manager still reads it from the disk an~ 
ResError returns the resourcelnMemory result code. If you have loaded the resource mto 
memory and modified it, you will lose any changes to the resource once you call the 
ReadPartialResource procedure. If you try to read past the end of a resource or your 
offset is out of bounds, ResError returns the inputOutOfBounds error. If the handle 
named by the parameter theResource is not in any open resource fi les, ResError returns 
the resNotFound result code. 

When using partial resource routines, you should cal l the SetResLoad procedure specify ing 
FALSE for its load parameter before you call the GetResource function. SetResLoad prevents 
the Resource Manager from reading the entire resource into memory. Be sure to restore the 
normal state or the SetResLoad procedure after you call the GetResource function. (The 
SetResLoad procedure and the GetResource function are described in the Resource Manager 
chapter of Volume I.) 

Note: If the resource is in memory and you want part of its data, you should use 
the BlockMove procedure instead of the ReadPartialResource procedure, because 
BlockMove is faster. The BlockMove procedure is documented in the Memory 
Manager chapter of Volume II. 

Result codes 
resourcelnMemory 
inputOutOfBounds 
resNotFound 

- 188 
-190 
-192 

Resource already in memory 
Offset or count out of bounds 
Resource not fo und 

PROCEDURE Wr i tePartialResource (theRe source : Handle ; offset : Longint ; 
buffer : UNIV Ptr ; count : Long int) ; 

The WritePartialResource procedure writes part of a resource to disk, which allows you to 
work with small portions of large resources. The resource is specified by the parameter 
theResource from the offset parameter, which is in bytes, through the number of bytes given 
by the value of the count parameter. The Resource Manager writes to the resource from the 
buffer you indicate with the buffer parameter. You are responsible for the memory manage
ment of thi s buffer. Call the ResError function to check for errors. 

If the disk or the file is locked, the ResError function returns the appropriate file system error. 
If you try to write past the end of a resource, the Resource Manager attempts to en large the 
resource. ResError returns the writingPastEnd result code if the attempt is successful. If it 
cannot enl arge the resource, ResError returns the appropriate file system error. If you pass an 
invalid value in the offset parameter, ResErTor returns the inputOutOFBounds resu lt code. 

If the resource is in memory when you cal I the WritePartiaJResource procedure, the Resource 
Manager tries to write the resource. If the attempt is successful , ResError returns 
resourceJnMemory and does not update the copy in memory. You should be aware that in 
this situation, the copy in memory is different from the resource on disk. If the attempt to 
write the resource to di sk is not success ful , ResError returns the appropriate error. 
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When using partial resource routines, you should call the SetResLoad procedure specifyino 
FALSE for its load parameter before you call lhe GetResource function. The SetResLoad 

0 

procedure prevents the Resource Manager from reading the entire resource into memory. Be 
sure to restore the nom1al state of the SetResLoad procedure after you call the GetResource 
function. (The SetResLoad procedure and the GetResource function are desc ribed in the 
Resource Manager chapter of Volume I.) 

Result codes 
dsk.Fu!Err 
resource I nMemory 
wri ti ngPastEnd 
inputOutOfBounds 

-34 
- 188 
- 189 
- 190 

Disk full 
Resource already in memory 
Writing past end of file 
Offu&or count out ofbounds 

PROCEDURE SetResourceSize (cheResource : Handle ; size : Longint) ; 

The SetResourceSize procedure sets the size of a resource without wri ting data. You can 
change the size of any resource, regardless of the amount of memory you have availab le. 
Note that if you make the resource smaller, you lose any data at the end of that resource. 

The parameter theResource is a handle that specifies the resource on disk. The value of the 
size parameter is the s ize you want the resource to occupy on disk, in bytes. If you set the 
size smaller than it was, you lose any data at the end of the resource. If the size is set larger, 
all data is preserved, but the enlarged area is uninitialized. CaJJ ResEirnr to check for errors. 

If the disk is locked or full , or the file is locked, ResError ren1rns the appropriate file system 
error. [f the resource is in memory, the Resource Manager tries to set the size of the resource 
on di sk. If the attempt is successful , ResError returns the resource In Memory result code and 
does not update the copy in memory. If it is not succes ful , ResError returns the appropriate 
fil e system error. 

Result codes 
resourcel nMemory 
writingPastEnd 

-1 88 
- 189 

Resource already in memory 
Writing past end of file 
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SUMMARY OF THE RESOURCE MANAGER 

Constants 

CONST {system icon definition I Ds} 
genericQueryDocumenticonResource 

genericDocumenticonResource 
genericFoldericonResource 
floppyiconResource 
openFoldericonResource 
genericApplicationiconResource 
genericHardDiskiconResource 
privateFoldericonResource 

trashiconResource 
desktopiconResource 
genericDeskAccessoryiconResource 

genericEditionFileiconResource 
genericStationer yiconResource 
fullTrashiconResource 
systemFoldericonResource 
appleMenuFoldericonResource 

startupFoldericonResource 
ownedFoldericonResource 
dropFolder iconResource 
sharedFoldericonResource 
mountedFoldericonResource 
controlPanelFoldericonResource 

spoolFoldericonRe source 

preferencesFoldericonResource 
extensionsFo l dericonResource 
genericFileServe r i conResource 
generic Pref erencesiconResource 

genericSui tcaseiconResource 
genericMoverObjecticonResource 

-16506 ; 

- 4000 ; 
-3999 ; 
-3998 ; 
- 3997 ; 
-3996 ; 
-399 5 ; 
-3994 ; 

-3993 ; 
- 3992 ; 

::: -3991 ; 

- 3989 ; 
::: -3985 ; 

-3984; 
-3983 ; 
-3982 ; 

- 3981 ; 
::: -3980 ; 

-3979 ; 
- 3978 ; 
-3977 ; 
-3976 ; 

::: - 3975 ; 

- 3974 ; 
-3973 ; 
-3972 ; 
-3971 ; 

-3970 ; 
-3969 ; 

{default query document 
{ icon } 
{defaul t document icon} 
{default folder icon} 
{defaul t 3 . 5 -in . disk icon} 
{ope n folder icon} 
{default application icon} 
{hard disk icon} 
{folder without privileges 
{ for this user icon} 
{default empty Trash icon} 
{de sktop icon} 
{defaul t desk accessory 
{ icon} 
{defaul t edi tion icon} 
{default stationery icon} 
{default full Trash icon} 
{System Folder icon} 
{Apple Menu Items folder } 
{ icon} 
{Startup Items folder icon} 
{owned folder icon} 
{drop folder icon} 
{shared folder icor. } 
{mounted folder icon} 
{Control Panels folder 
{ icon } 
{PrintMonitor Documents } 
{ folder icon} 
{Preferences folder icon} 
{Ex tensions folder icon} 
{file server icon} 
{default preference filP. 
{ icon} 
{suitcase icon} 
{System file object icon} 

{Gestalt codes for the Resource Manager } 
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Routines 

Creating Resource Files 

PROCEDURE FSpCreateResFile (spec : FSSpec ; creator , fileType : OSType ; 
scriptTag : ScriptCode) ; 

PROCEDURE HCreateResFile (vRefNum : Integer ; dirID : Longint ; fileName : 
Str255) ; 

Opening Resource Files 

FUNCTION FSpOpenResF i le 

FUNCTION HOpenResFile 

(spec : FSSp ec ; permi ssion : SignedByte) 
: I nteger ; 

(vRef Num : Integer ; d~rID : Longint ; 
fil eName : Str255 ; permission : SignedByte) 
: Integer ; 

Reading and Writing Partial Resources 

PROCEDURE ReadPartialResource (theResource : Handle ; offset : Longint ; 
buffer : UNIV Ptr ; count : Longint) ; 

PROCEDURE WritePartialResource (theResource : Handle ; offset : Longint ; 
buffer : UNIV Ptr ; count : Longint) ; 

PROCEDURE SetResourceSize 

Result Codes 

dirFu!Err 
dskFulErr 
nsvErr 
ioErr 
bdNamErr 
eotErr 
tmfoErr 
fntErr 
wPrErr 
tLckdErr 
vLckdErr 
dupFNErr 
opWrErr 
permErr 
extFSEIT 
memFullErr 

- 33 
-34 
-35 
-36 
- 37 
-39 
-42 
-43 
-44 
-45 
-46 
-48 
-49 
- 54 
-58 

- 108 

(theResource : Handle ; size : Longint) ; 

Directory full 
Disk full 
No such volume 
I/O error 
There may be no bad names in the final system 
End of file 
Too many files open 
File not found 
Disk is write-protected 
File is locked 
Volume is locked 
Duplicate filename (rename) 
File already open with write permission 
Permissions error (on fi le open) 
Volume belongs to an external file system 
Not enough room in heap zone 
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dirNFErr 
resource I nMemory 
writingPastEnd 
inputOutOfBounds 
resNotFound 
map Read Err 

- 120 
- 188 
- 189 
-190 
- 192 
- 199 

Directory not found 
Resource already in memory 
Writing past end of file 
Offset or count out of bounds 
Resource not found 
Map inconsistent with operation 

Assembly-Language Information 

Trap Macros Requiring Routine Selectors 

_ResourceDispatch 

Selector 

$0001 
$0002 
$0003 
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ReadPartialResource 
WritePartialResource 
Set Resources ize 
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ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

Read this chapter if you wish to create applications that are adapted to regions other than your 
own or that work with any non-Roman script system. The information in this chapter is 
essential if you would like to plan and provide for such development in future versions of your 
applications. Furthermore, you may want to take advantage of several o ther text-handling 
capabilities described in this chapter and not available elsewhere in the Macintosh® Toolbox. 

This chapter provides the essential background to developing Macintosh software for world
wide markets. It introduces you to the use of the Macintosh worldwide software, whose 
spec ific features are provided by the Script Manager, the International Utili ties Package, the 
international and keyboard resources, and script systems. You can use worldwide software 
to make your applications compatible in the global market. 

This chapter provides an overview of the Script Manager routines and data structures that let 
you represent scripts on the Macintosh. (Scripts, in this context, are wri ting systems such 
as Roman, Japanese, and Arabic that are used to represent human languages.) The Script 
Manager allows you to deal with script-related issues such as character representation, text 
direction, contextual forms, diacritical marks, uppercase and lowercase characters, character 
reordering, word demarcation, and text alignment. 

This chapter provides an overview of the International Utilities Package routines and data 
structures that permit you to sort strings and to format dates, times, currency, and numbers 
according to the conventions of the script, language, or region of the software market you 
address. Throughout thi s chapter, language refers to the whole body of written words and 
of methods of combining words used by a particular group of people, and region denotes a 
linguistic or cultural entity that may or may not correspond to a geographic area. 

This chapter gives details on the international and keyboard resources that help you specify 
information that pertains to a particular script, language, or reg ion. Such information includes 
fonts, long and short date fo rmats, keyboard layouts, pre ferred sorting order, and relation
ships between scripts, languages, and regions. Other pertinent data is delineated in resource 
tables for character type, case conversion, and word breaks. The resources also allow you to 
specify tokens, character set encodings, and keyboard mapping information that includes 
hardware-specific modifications to keyboard layouts. 

This chapter introduces the Macintosh script systems-collections o f software facili ties 
that work with the Script Manager to provide for basic differences between writing systems, 
such as character sets, fo nts, keyboards, text collation, and word breaks. Examples of scri pt 
syste ms are Roman, Japanese, Arabic, Traditional Chinese, Simplified Chinese, Hebrew, 
Cyrillic, Thai, and Korean. 

Finally, the chapter furnishes an extensive set of guidelines for adapting your applications to 
other languages and regions and for writing software for other scripts. 

The information in this chapter, particularly, on the Macintosh Script Management System and 
the concepts underlyi ng the Macintosh scri pt systems, provides you with the understanding 
you need to make your applications run on Macintosh computers with multiple script systems 
installed. To make your applications work in a region other than your own, you will fi nd 
especially valuable the in formation on the International Utilities Package, the international 
resources, the keyboard resources, and the concepts underlying the locali zation process . 
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This chapter also supplements the information in Volumes I and V. In addition to describing 
the enhancements available with system software version 7.0, the chapter provides brief 
descriptions of system software that has not been previously documented in Inside Macintosh. 
Included are brief descriptions of the Script Manager version 2.0 routines, two routi nes in the 
International Utilities Package, two international resources ('itlk' and 'it14'), and several 
enhancements to the international resources available with system software versions 6.0.4, 
6.0.5, and 6.0.7. 

The essential technical reference on the features in worldwide software prior to system 
software version 7.0 is the beta draft of Macintosh Worldwide Development: Guide to 
System Software. This manual, currently available through APDA®, supplements this 
chapter. It covers in depth the Script Manager routines and data structures and the interna
tional and keyboard resources. Together with this overview chapter, Macintosh Worldwide 
Development: Guide to System Software tells you what you need to know about making 
your software compatible worldwide. 

You should also be familiar with the User Interface Guidelines chapter in this volume and 
with Human lnte1face Guidelines: The Apple Desktop lnteiface, available through Addison
Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., and with the following information found in this volume 
and in earlier volumes of Inside Macintosh: 

• text manipulation functions in QuickDrawTM 

• the Font Manager's support for QuickDraw 

• the Binary-Decimal Conversion Package 

The TextEdit chapter, later in this volume, provides some examples of how to use the 
Script Manager. 

ABOUT WORLDWIDE SOFTWARE 

The Macintosh worldwide system software helps you address the issues you' ll encounter 
when you design your applications to be compatible with regional, linguistic, and script differ
ences around the globe. It enables you to create applications that run in other regions or work 
with different scripts. Worldwide system software consists of the Macintosh Script 
Management System (the Script Manager and one or more script systems) and related 
components, including the International Utilities Package, international resources, keyboard 
resources, and certain keyboard-handling routines. 

As you enter the process of developing applications for worldwide markets, it is important to 
consider variations that are specific to script, language, and region. Scripts may differ in the 
direction in which their characters and lines run, the size of the character set used to represent 
th~ script, and context sensitivity. Examples of script-specific features include text display, 
text rendering, text editing, fonts, input methods, and character set encoding. Examples of 
language-specific features include sorting order and word boundaries. Region-specific 
features include date and time format, number fonnat, and case conversion. All of these 
possible differences are discussed later in this chapter. 

Note: Read "An Introduction to Scripts" later in this chapter to acquaint yourself 
with the concepts you must understand if you want to create software for writing 
systems other than your own. 
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The Graphic Representation of Languages 

The worldwide system software described in this chapter-especially the Macintosh Script 
Management System-deals primarily with the graphic representation of language, not with 
spoken language. This has implications for the treatment of languages, including the numeric 
codes assigned to represent each language. A spoken language that may be written in more 
than one script is treated on the Macintosh as several languages: one for each script in which 
the language is written. In some cases, this distinction is already present in the names of 
spoken languages. For example, Romanian and Moldavian are essentially the same spoken 
language; however, in Romania this language is written in Roman script, whereas in the 
adjacent Soviet province of Moldavia, this language is written in Cyrill ic script. In other 
cases, this distinction is not present: the official language of Malaysia may be written in either 
Roman or Arabic script, but the spoken language is called Malay in either case. The 
Macintosh Script Management System distinguishes the written versions with language 
codes (numbers used to indicate particular languages on the Macintosh) such as 
langMalayRoman and langMalay Arabic. 

Localized Versions of the Macintosh System Software 

Localization is the process of adapting software to a particular region and language. This 
can include translating text to another language, using the region's date, time, and number 
formats, adapting icons and other graphic elements to the cultural conventions of the target 
region, and so on. Although localization often requires language capability in the system 
software and may require script capability, it is not synonymous with adding script or 
language capability to a system. Localization is an operation that can potentially affect every 
part of the system software. For example, the Japanese Script System might be localized for 
France so that the text in the Japanese Script System control panels would appear in French. 

The Macintosh Script Management System accommodates worldwide differences with the 
concept of regions, which provide a finer and more complex level of granulari ty than script 
and language. For example, the French language is used in France, in parts of Belgium, 
Switzerland, and Canada, and in other counu·ies such as Luxembourg, Haiti, Mali, ZaYre, 
Tahiti, and Vanuatu. Each of these areas may have different conventions for time, date, and 
number formats. Some differences may also occur in the behavior of the written language. 
For example, in France, accents on most characters are generall y omitted if the character is 
written in uppercase; in Quebec, the accents are usually preserved. A region code is a 
number that may designate a region that is conceptuall y smaller or larger than a country (for 
example, "French Swiss" or "Arabic"), as Jong as the region shares the characteristics 
described above. 

Localized versions of the Macintosh system software (including the Roman Script System, 
the Macintosh Operating System, the Toolbox, and so forth) combine information specific 
to scripts, languages, and regions. 

Note: Currently the following localized versions of the Macintosh system software 
are available: Arabic, Ausu·alian, British, Croatian, Danish, Dutch, Farsi , Finnish, 
French, French Belgian and Luxembourgian, French Canadian, French Swiss, 
German, Gennan Swiss, Greek, Hebrew, Hindi (India), Icelandic, Irish, Italian, 
Japanese, Korean, Maltese, Norwegian, Portuguese, Simplified Chinese, Spanish, 
Swedish, Thai , Trad itional Chinese, T urkish, and U.S. Codes for these appear in 
"Summary of the International Utilities Package" near the end of this chapter. 
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For more on the process of localization in worldwide software, see the beta draft of Guide to 
Soffl11are Localization, currently available through APDA. 

Multiple Script Systems and Multiple Languages 
on the Macintosh Computer 

At least two script systems are always present when a non-Roman script system is installed. 
For example, the Japanese system software is the combination of the U.S. system software 
(which includes the Roman Script System, the Macintosh Operating System, the Toolbox, 
and so forth) and KanjiTalk™ (the Japanese Script System), all of which are localized for 
Japan. Localized versions of the Macintosh system software with more than one script 
system installed-such as the Japanese system-have been adapted to particular regions, 
languages, or countries. However, systems such as the French and Turkish versions are 
simply localized variations of the U.S. system software, which do not include a second 
script system. With system software version 7.0, script systems may be installed either as 
a secondary script (also called auxiliary script), which just provides script capability, or as 
the primary script (also called system script), which affects system defaults and is the 
script used for dialog boxes, menus, and alerts. 

The Script Manager has always supported the simultaneous use of more than one non-Roman 
script. System software version 7.0 makes it easier for users to install multiple script systems, 
and in version 7.0, script systems function properly even if they are not the system script. 
These enhancements provide increased opportunity for your applications to take advantage of 
the Script Manager's handling of multiple scripts. 

You may decide to support multiple languages in your applications. Word processors, for 
example, mjght tag a text run with a language attribute in a manner simi lar to style attributes; 
this language tag could then govern the behavior of spelling checkers, hyphenators, and so 
on. In addition, you can let users choose a presentation language for your application, that 
is, the language for menus, dialog boxes, and alerts. 

Identifying Scripts, Languages, and Regions 

Scripts, languages, and regions are organized into a strict ruerarchy. The Macintosh Script 
Management System distinguishes languages at a finer level than usual. If a language in the 
traditional sense can be written in more than one script, each language and script combination 
is called a separate language in this context. 

Three basic principles underlie the hierarchy of script, language, and region: 

• Every different character set encoding has a different script code. (For historical 
reasons, this is not strictly true for some localized versions of the Roman Script 
System.) 

• Languages always belong to a particular script. 

• Region codes always belong to a pruticular language (a localized version of the system 
software is for a particular language in a pruticuJru· country or other region). Several 
regions may be associated with a particular language. 
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Figure 14-1 illustrates the script, language, and region hierarchy. 

French 

English 

Q Script 

c::::J Language 

<> Region 

Figure 14-1. The script, language, and region hierarchy 

With system software version 7.0 several changes and additions have been made to the 
script, language, and region codes used by the Script Management System. Most of the 
changes are backward-compatible. See the "Summary of the Script Manager" near the 
end of this chapter for a complete list of these codes, including changes to the constant 
code names for scripts, languages, and versions. 
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About the Script Management System 

The Script Management System consists of the Script Manager and one or more script 
systems. Related components of worldwide system software include the International 
Utilities Package, the international resources, the keyboard resources, and keyboard
handling routines. 

At the center of the worldwide system software, the Script Manager allows different script 
systems to be installed, maintains global data structures, supports switching keyboards 
between different scripts, supplies several utility routines itself, and provides a standard 
interface for programmatic access to script systems. The Script Manager routines aJlow you 
to write your application independently of the particular script in use. Since the Roman Script 
System is always install ed with the Script Manager, you can use these routines with the 
Roman Script System for text manipulation. 

The Script Manager provides basic capability in each of the scripts and languages that it 
supports. Although TextEdit provides text-handling support when rudimentary text-handling 
support is adequate, you will find the Script Manager useful when your applications have no 
special knowledge of the particular script or language with which they are dealing. Applica
tions requiring a medium level of text-handling support should use the Script Manager if they 
are targeted for non-Roman scripts and multiple countries. Sophisticated text-intensive 
appl ications targeted to a particular language or sc1ipt may need to go beyond the capabili ties 
of the Seri pt Manager. 

Currently, script systems are avai lable for the Roman, Japanese, Arabic, Traditional Chinese, 
Simplified Chinese, Hebrew, Cyrillic, Thai, and Korean scripts as well as for most scripts of 
India and Bangladesh, including Devanagari, Bengali, Gurmukhi, Gujarati, and others. 
These script systems supply fonts, ways to represent various keyboards, text collation, word 
breaks, and the formatti ng of dates, times, and numbers. Some of these script systems 
include special routines for hand ling exceedingly large character sets, which have compre
hensive procedures for character input, and for handling bidirectional or contextual text. See 
" Representing Scripts on the Macintosh" later in this chapter for more information. 

About the Script Manager 

The Script Manager provides 

• standard routines for the man ipulation of ordinary text 

• a means to make your application work with many writing systems 

• access to and coordination with the International Utilities Package to provide localizable 
date, time, and number conversion 

New Script Manager features available with system software version 7.0 allow you to 

• retrieve font and style information in each script's local variables 

• determine if a double-byte script system is installed 

• obtain a pointer to the current 'KCHR' resource 
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• determine the current region code 

• obtain improved information on word boundaries for word selection and line breaking 
(using information that individual script systems supply with appropriate tables in the 
'itl2' resource) 

• perform more sophisticated and faster word selection and word wrap 

• truncate text in a way that improves its adaptation to different scripts and languages 

• substitute text in a way that improves its adaptation to different scripts and languages 

• perform uppercase and lowercase conversion more easily 

• strip diacritical marks 

• handle fully justified text with intercharacter spacing and multiple style runs on a line, 
using special scaling if desired 

• create simple script systems that use the Roman Script System 

• use the Keyboard menu to select keyboard layouts 

• install and remove multiple scripts, keyboards, and fonts 

• use new KeyScript verbs to select the next available keyboard within a script, to restrict 
the available keyboards temporarily 

The features that let you set and retrieve font and style information, determine if a double-byte 
script system is installed, determine the current region code, and obtain a pointer to the current 
'KCHR' resource are described in "Checking and Modifying Global and Local Variables" 
later in this chapter. 

Descriptions of the routines that are new with system software version 7.0 are included in 
"Script Manager Routines" later in thi s chapter. 

The following sections supply some background on how the Script Manager 

• uses local and global variables to set up an environment in which users can install 
multiple sc1ipt systems 

• allows your application to organize text into runs to accommodate more than one script 
on a line and in a document 

• parses text into tokens so your application can recognize meaningful symbols without 
making script-specific assumptions 

• lets you locali ze dates, locations, and times 

• allows your applications to localize the display or formatted numbers 
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Local and Global Variables 

The Script Manager maintai ns a number of global variables that your application can read with 
the GetEnvirons function. These variables can be set by the correspondi ng SetEnvirons 
function. In addition, each script system maintains variables of its own, called local variables. 
You can read and set the local variables using GetScript and SetScript. 

The Script Manager uses the global variables to set up and maintain the environment. For 
example, the global variable smgrDoubleByte, new with system software vers ion 7.0, 
indicates if a double-byte script system is installed. Some local variables provide information 
on how scripts work; others control how they operate. For example, the local variable 
scriptMonoFondSi ze, new with system software version 7.0, specifies the defau lt mono
spaced font and its size. 

See the descriptions of the GetEnvirons and SetEnvirons functions in Macintosh Worldwide 
Development: Guide to System Software for detailed discussions of variables avail able prior 
to system software version 7.0. 

Style Runs and Higher-Level Text Organization 

All Script Manager text-handling routines are based on the concept of runs (that is, consec
uti ve text with the same attributes) including style runs, script runs, and direction runs. The 
Script Manager organizes text into a hierarchy beginning with style (or format) runs. A style 
run is a sequence of text all in the same fo nt, size, style, color, and script. A script run is a 
sequence of text all in the same script. A direction run is a sequence of text with characters 
havi ng the same direction. See Figure 15-4, "Different Levels of Runs in a Line of Text," in 
the TextEdit chapter in this volume for an illustrati on of the ordering of style, script, and 
direction runs. 

Tokens 

Programs that parse text (for example, compilers and assemblers) usually assign sequences of 
characters to abstract categories called tokens-such as variable names, meaningful symbols, 
and quoted literals. The IntlTokenize function allows your application to recognize tokens 
without making assumptions that depend on a particular script. For example, a single token 
for less than or equal to might have two representations in the U.S. system software: the 
two-character sequence<= or the single-byte character~. The latter is not available in the 
Japanese system software, which instead uses a 2-byte coding for the single character ~. 
The lntlTokenize function handles these detail s so your application need not be aware of the 
differences. The tokenizer identifies the different elements in an arbitrary string of text by 
using locali zed information from the 'i t14' resource . (The 'itl4' resource contains the localized 
code and resources for the tokenizer. See "The 'iLl4' Resource" later in this chapter for detai ls.) 

Certain symbols in the standard Roman character set were not supported in earl ier versions 
of the system software and had no corresponding token types. With system software 
version 6.0.4, the Script Manager added five new token types for some of these characters. 
See "Summary of the Script Manager" near the end of thi s chapter for details. 
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With system software version 7.0, two new token types have been added: tokenEllipsis and 
tokenCenterDot. The tokenEllipsis type is used for the character that indicates truncation. The 
TruncText and TruncString functions obtain the corresponding default canonical character 
from the untoken table in the 'i tl4' resource. The tokenCenterDot type is used for the various 
forms of the centered dot, such as the one used by AppleShare® for echoing passwords. The 
co1Tesponding default or canonical character can be obtained from the untoken table in the 
'itl4' resource. For the values of tokenEllipsis and tokenCenterDot, see "Summary of the 
Script Manager" near the end of this chapter. 

Date Conversion 

The Macintosh extended date routines can handle a range of roughly 35,000 years. If your 
application needs a large range of dates, you can use system routines rather than produce 
your own, which may not be compatible worldwide. Date and time conversion may depend 
upon geographic information. For detail s, see "Date and Time Utilities" later in this chapter. 

Geographic Information 

You can also access the stored location (latitude and longitude) and time zone of the Macintosh 
from parameter RAM. The Map control panel gives users the abi lity to change and reference 
these values. For detail s, see "Worldwide Control Panels and Desk Accessory" and "Reading 
and Storing Locations" later in thi s chapter. 

Number Conversion 

The Script Manager number routines supplement the Standard Apple N umerics Environment 
(SANE®) and allow applications to display formatted numbers and to read both formatted and 
simple numbers. The formatt ing strings allow display and entry of numbers and editing of 
format strings, even though the numbers and the format strings may have been entered using 
different locali zed system software. For brief descriptions of the number routines, see "Number 
Utilities" later in this chapter. For a thorough treatment of number conversion, see Macintosh 
Worldwide Development: Guide to System Software. 

About the International Utilities Package 

The International Utili ties Package provides sorting routines that suppo1t primary and 
secondary orderings of characters and other features. The package also handles formats 
for the presentation of dates, time. currency, and numbers in regions around the world. 
These formats may vary from script to scri pt, language to language, and region to reg ion. 

With system software version 7.0, the International Utilities Package includes new routines 
that make it easier for an application to supply ' itl2' or 'itl4' resources, call sorting routines 
with explicit specification of an 'it12' resource handle, provide ways to sort strings that may 
be in different scripts or languages, and obtain tables from an 'itl2' or 'itl4 ' resource. See 
"Using the International Utilities Package Routines" later in this chapter for details. 
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About the International and Keyboard Resources 

The international resources and several of the keyboard resources contain information specific 
to language or region, such as date and time formats. You can use multiple formats for 
different languages or regions with the same script system by adding multiple versions of 
international resources. Each install ed script has an 'itlb' resource and one or more 
'itlO', 'itl l ', 'itl2' , 'itl4', and optional 'itlS' resources, and the resource IDs are generall y 
in the range used for the script' s 'FOND' resources (except for the 'itlb' resource). The 
keyboard resources include some locali zable information such as keyboard layouts 
('KCHR' resources) as well as hardware-specific information (for example, the 'KMAP' 
and 'KCAP' resources). The section "Using the International and Keyboard Resources" later 
in this chapter includes details on the following resources and on version 7.0 enhancements. 

• The 'itlc' resource is the configuration resource that specifies the system script code, the 
size of the keyboard cache, the states of the font force nags, the international keyboard 
flag (used for the Macintosh Plus), the general bit flags for the Script Manager, and the 
region code (new with system software version 7.0) that identifies a regional vers ion. 

• The 'itlm' resource (new with system software version 7.0) is the configuration 
resource that specifies the preferred sorting order for script codes, language codes, 
and region codes, and specifies the default language for each script, the parent 
script for each language, and the parent language for each region. 

• Each 'itlb' resource functions partially as the bundle for a particular script: it specifies 
the resource IDs for the script's resources. In addition, it contains the script bit flags, the 
default language code, and the number and date representation codes for the script. With 
system software version 7.0, the 'itlb' resource also specifies font information, script 
initialization data, valid styles for the script, and the style to use for designating ali ases . 

• Each 'itlO' resource contains short date and time formats and formats for currency and 
numbers and the preferred unit of measurement. It also contains the region code for this 
particular 'itlO' . 

• Each 'itl l' resource specifies the long date format for a particular region, including the 
names of days and months. Each 'itl I' resource also contains the region code for this 
particular 'itl l '.With system software version 7.0, 'itl l' has an optional extension for 
additional month and day names as well as abbreviated month and day names. 

• Each 'itl2' resource contains the International Uti lities Package sorting hooks and 
routines and tables for character type, case conversion, and word breaks. With 
system software version 7.0, 'itl2' includes length information for the code and 
tables it contains. 

• Each 'itl4' resource contains localizable tables and code for the IntlTokenize function 
and locali zable number parts tables for the formatted number routines. With system 
software version 7.0, 'itl4' has length informat ion for the code and tables it contains, 
and it includes a table of white space characters for the script. 

• Each 'itlS' resource specifies the character set encoding and rendering behavior in a 
script-specific format. This optional resource is new with system software version 7.0. 
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• The 'KCHR' resource specifies a logical keyboard layout, that is, the mapping of virtual 
key codes to character codes. (It is important to note that changes for different localized 
versions of system software occur in the 'KCHR'-not the 'KMAP' resource.) With 
system software version 7.0, the U.S. keyboard layout resource, 'KCHR' (0) has 
improved consistency with changes in the Command-Caps Lock, Command-dead key, 
and Command- Option-Caps Lock key combinations. Also new with version 7 .0, the 
Script Manager only loads the 'KCHR' resource from the System file . See "The 'KCHR' 
Resource" later in this chapter for details. 

• The 'kcs#', 'kcs4', and 'kcs8' resources specify keyboard icons for screens of 
different bit depths. These resources are new with system software version 7.0 and 
replace the 'SICN' resource associated with keyboard layouts in earlier versions of 
system software. These icons are used in the new Keyboard menu and in the Keyboard 
control panel. See "Using the Keyboard Menu" and "Selecting Keyboard Layouts" 
later in the chapter for detail s. For guidelines for designing your own keyboard icons, 
see the User Interface Guidelines chapter earlier in this volume. 

• The 'KCAP' resource specifies the physical arrangement of keyboards and is used by 
the Key Caps desk accessory. See "Key Caps and the 'KCAP' Resource" later in this 
chapter for details. 

• The 'KSWP' resource specifies modifier-plus-key combinations that can be used to 
change the keyboard script and the current keyboard layout. New with system software 
version 7.0, the 'KSWP' resource can be used to change the keyboard layout within 
a script. 

• The optional 'itlk' resource provides hardware-specific modifications to keyboard layout 
by indicating how to remap certain key combinations. Beginning with system software 
version 7.0, the Script Manager only loads this resource from the System file. 

About the Macintosh Script Systems 

In many cases, the versatility provided by script systems allows applications to be localized 
for other scripts, languages, and regions with no change to their program code. (Script 
systems are typically locali zed for a language and region that belong to the script; this affects 
the formatting of dates, times, numbers, and so on.) Multiple script systems can be installed 
at one time on a Macintosh computer allowing the user to switch back and forth between 
different scripts. With system software version 7.0, users can change the active keyboard 
script by using the Keyboard menu. The menu is present whenever multiple scripts are 
installed or when a localizer sets a fl ag in the script' s 'itlc' resource. When the Keyboard 
menu is present, an icon indicating the presence of the menu and the active keyboard (and 
hence the active script) appears near the ri ght end of the menu bar to the left of the Application 
menu icon. See "Using the Keyboard Menu" later in this chapter for details. 

Figure 14-2 shows the types of script systems currently available. The Roman and Cyrill ic 
Script Systems are relatively straightforward. These simple script systems represent 
writing systems with small character sets that require only single-byte characters, have a text 
direction of left to right, and are not context-dependent. Such script systems provide for basic 
differences between scripts and related languages, such as character sets, fonts, keyboards, 
text collation, and word breaking. The Roman Script System is standard on all Macintosh 
computers, and the standard Roman character set includes characters for a number of 
European languages. 
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Figure 14-2. Types of script systems 
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The other script systems represent some of the most complex modem writing systems and go 
far beyond basic script support. Japanese, Chinese, and Korean have exceedingly large 
character sets, and these script systems have comprehensive procedures for character input. 
These multibyte script systems have character sets that are too large to be represented 
with single bytes (the character set includes both single-byte and double-byte character codes) 
and require an independent font mechanism for display and printing. 

Arabic and Hebrew are bidirectional script systems, where text is generally flush right 
and is written from right to left, but also includes characters that are written left to right. 

Contextual script systems are scripts where the displayed form of a character depends on 
the adjacent characters. Arabic and Urdu are examples of contextual script systems. 

Each script system determines the components for the script: character encoding; fonts; input 
methods; sorting; date, time, and number formats; and script-specific access routines. For 
example, each script' s composition rules support all of the necessary features of the script: 
direction, conjunct characters, accent placement, and so forth. For further details on Macintosh 
script systems, see Macintosh Worldwide Development: Guide to System Software. 

Many script systems also have a control panel or a desk accessory to allow the user to 
configure the individual characteristics of the script system at any time. (Simple script 
systems do not generally have such a control panel.) 

The Script Management System and Related 
Worldwide Components 

Figure 14-3 illustrates all the related worldwide system software components, including the 
Macintosh Script Management System, which consists of the Script Manager and one or 
more script systems. Each script system contains its own script system routines (including 
special font-mapping routines, if necessary), fonts, international resources (' itlb', 'itlO' , 
'it! 1 ', 'itl2' , 'itl4', and optional 'it15'), keyboard resources ('KCHR', 'kcs#', 'kcs4', 'kcs8', 
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Figure 14-3. The components of the Macintosh Script Management System 

and optional 'itlk'), and one or more optional script-configuration control panels. In addition, 
each script system may replace one or more of the unique system resources 'KSWP', 'itlc', 
and 'itlm'. The arrows between the components in the figure illustrate the flow of action and 
information between the Script Manager and other worldwide components. 

Here are some examples of the interaction of these components. 

• The Script Manager frequently calls routines in the International Utilities Package, such 
as the IUGetlntl function , to take advantage of information stored in the international 
resources. For instance, the Script Manager's LowerText procedure uses data in the 
'itl2' resource for case conversion. 

• The International Utilities Package also uses the international resources. For example, 
the IUTimeString procedure utilizes the 'itlO' resource for its time information, and the 
fUCompString fu nction applies information from the 'itl2' resource in its string 
companson. 
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• When the user changes the keyboard script, the Script Manager alters information in the 
keyboard driver data structures and loads the selected 'KCHR' and possibly an 'itlk' 
resource for use by the KeyTrans function. The Script Manager also updates the 
Keyboard menu data structures. 

Worldwide Control Panels and Desk Accessory 

Figure 14-4 shows examples of worldwide control panels and the Key Caps desk accessory, 
including a script-configuration control panel. 

• A script-configuration control panel lets users specify different features in a script 
system. The Arabic Script System control panels shown in Figure 14-4 let the user 
specify alignment, the font for Roman text, and the type of calendar to be used. Another 
example of a configuration control panel (not shown) is the Japanese Script System 
control panel that allows users to specify input methods for Japanese characters. 

• The Keyboard control panel allows users to specify a particular keyboard layout and to 
control the way keyboards operate. 

• The Map control panel lets users indicate the location of their Macintosh computer. 

• The Key Caps desk accessory shows the active keyboard layout in a particular script 
using a specified font. See "Key Caps and the 'KCAP' Resource" later in this chapter 
for detail s about version 7.0 enhancements, including dead-key feedback and additional 
key shapes. 

Installing and Removing Script Systems, 
Keyboards, and Fonts 

With system software version 7.0, the user installs each non-Roman script system with an 
Installer that permits users to install the script as a primary or secondary script. Also, the 
FinderTM allows users to add or remove secondary script systems. The Finder permits users 
to move a collection of script resources into the System file. Also, if a script system has not 
been enabled, users can take the script system's resources out of the System file. When the 
Finder moves a collection of script resources, it transfers the resources specified by the 
script 's 'itlb' resource: the 'itlO', 'itl l ', 'itl2', 'itl4' , optional 'itl5', 'KCHR', 'kcs#', 'kcs4', 
and 'kcs8' resources. When the System file is opened, any scripts that can be moved out of 
the System file are displayed. Figure 14-5 shows the icon representations for various scripts, 
keyboards, and fonts . 

.. .. ~ .... Fi l ~ . ·E·d·i·t · .. r,ont Sty·l·e··· .r~l11l.o.t ..... .. ... ...... .... ............ .... .... ~?]··· .~ ... Jl .. 

8 ~ 8 ~ ~ 
Espanol Svensk Italiano Cyrillic Thai 

i z-
J v 

Keyboard Script Font 

Figure 14-5. Default icons for keyboards, fonts, and scripts 
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The user can also move keyboards (that are not part of a script resource collection) and fonts 
into and out of the System file. When the System file is opened, any fonts and keyboards that 
can be moved out are listed, also as shown in Figure 14-5. See the Finder Interface chapter 
in this volume for details about the file types of fonts and about moving fonts. 

Users can install a script system with the Finder and move a script resource collection, any 
additional keyboards, and fonts into the System file. Some script systems may also require 
a fi le of type 'scri' contain ing 'INIT' resources; this must be put into the Extensions folder 
inside the System Folder. 

Using the Keyboard Menu 

With system software version 7.0, a new menu, the Keyboard menu, displays a li st of 
all the keyboard layouts available in the system. (See Figure 14-6 for an example of the 
Keyboard menu.) 

Note: The Keyboard menu displays the keyboard layouts that belong to any script 
systems that have been installed and enabled. If you place a 'KCHR' resource in 
your system that does not belong with any of the script systems you have installed, 
the Keyboard menu does not display that 'KCHR'. 

For example, if you install German, French, Japanese, and U.S. 'KCHR' resources 
in a system that only contains the Roman Script System (that is, any generic U.S. 
system) and set the appropriate bit in the 'itlc' resource, only the German, French, 
and U.S. keyboards are displayed in the menu. 

The Keyboard menu groups the keyboard layouts by sc1ipt. The script groups are deli neated 
by gray lines. In Figure 14-6, the Roman script includes two keyboard layouts (Spanish and 
U.S.); the Hebrew script contains a single keyboard layout; and the Japanese script includes 
two keyboard layouts (Kana and Romaji). 

The Keyboard menu appears if there are multiple script systems installed in the system or if 
the smfShowlcon bit in the Sc1ipt Manager flags long word is set when system menus are 
initialized during system startup. The Script Manager initializes the smfShowlcon bit from the 
flags byte in the 'itlc' resource earlier in the system startup process. If the menu is available at 
startup, the keyboard icon for the system script's default keyboard appears in the menu bar to 
the left of the Application menu icon. 

Each menu item includes a keyboard icon and the name of the keyboard layout (which may be 
in a non-Roman script). In Figure 14-6, the Hebrew keyboard icon-a star of David-is to 
the left of the Hebrew name of the keyboard layout and to the right of a checkmark that 
indicates that this is the current defaul t keyboard in the active keyboard script. 

The li st of keyboard layouts corresponds to the script ordering specified in the 'itlm' resource. 
Within each script, the keyboards are listed in the script's sorti ng order. The system script's 
keyboards always appear first in the list. In Figure 14-6, the system script is Roman, so the 
Spanish and U.S. keyboard layouts appear fi rst. 

The keyboard icons that appear in each menu item are defined by the new keyboard color icon 
family: 'kcs#', 'kcs4', and 'kcs8'. If a keyboard layout does not include a keyboard icon 
when it's installed in the system, a default keyboard icon is used. 
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For each script there is a current default keyboard . The default keyboard for the active 
keyboard script is the active keyboard and is indicated by a checkmark. In Figure 14-6, 
the active keyboard layout is Hebrew. 

Figure 14-6 shows the Japanese Kana keyboard layout being selected. When the mouse 
button is released, the Kana keyboard icon will appear in the menu bar. When the About 
Keyboards item at the top of the Keyboard menu is selected, a dialog box appears with 
add itional information about the menu and changing keyboards. Balloon Help™ is also 
available for the Keyboard menu. 

Keyboard icon for active 
I keyboard script 
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About Keyboards ... 

• 1.J j-
•• r:l ·- -:z ~ ~ 
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Figure 14-6. The Keyboard menu 

Selecting Keyboard Layouts 

Several ways are available to select different keyboard layouts: 

• Selecting the desi red layout from the Keyboard menu. 

• Using keyboard equivalents such as Command-Space bar to switch to the next available 
script and the cu1Tent default keyboard for that script. 

• Using the Keyboard control panel to select the keyboard for the active keyboard script. 
If the Keyboard menu appears and the user selects a new keyboard layout, the Keyboard 
menu data structures are updated so the Keyboard menu reflects the new selection. 

Distinguishing Scripts 

Each script is distinguished by a unique script code. The script codes currently defined are in 
the range 0-32, although the Script Manager can support 64 scripts at the same time. The 
resource ID num ber for a script's 'i tlb' resource is the same as the script code. The resource 
ID numbers for the other resources associated with a script are in a range specific to that 
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script. For Roman, this range is 0-16383. Scripts with script codes in the range 1-32 have 
a range of 512 resource ID numbers beginning at 16384 + 512 * (scri pt code - I). Scripts 
with script codes in the range 33-64 have a range of 51 2 resource ID numbers beginning at 
-32768 + 512 *(script code -33). For example, the script code for Korean is 3, so Korean 
resources have resource IDs in the range 17408-17919. Figure 14-7 il lustrates the font 
ranges for the Roman, Japanese, and Devanagari scripts. A full table of resource ID ranges is 
provided in the Resource Manager chapter in this volume. 

Note: Some script codes above 32 are not usable because they correspond to 
resource TD ranges that are reserved for other purposes. Script codes 33 through 40 
are invalid; funhermore, script codes above 48 are cmTently unavailable and may 
become invalid. 

Resource ID range 
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Figure 14-7. Distinguishing scripts with resource ID ranges for script codes 0-32 
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The fo nt used for text indicates the script for that text. A text string in a font with a 'FOND' 
resource ID of 200 is interpreted as Roman text, while the same text string in a font whose 
'FOND' ID is 18432 is interpreted as Hebrew text and displayed accordingly. The meaning of 
each character code depends on the font. In an Arabic font, the code $CC represen_ts the 
character ~ Uiim), while in a Roman font, the code $CC represents the character A. However, 
character codes $00 through $7F are always interpreted the same way-except when they are 
the second byte of a double-byte character (codes $00 through$ lF are never the second byte 
of a double-byte character). For historical reasons within the Chinese and Roman Script 
Systems, even within a given script, the meaning of character codes may depend on the font: 
the Symbol font is in the Roman script range, but character codes in the Symbol font have a 
different meaning from the same character codes in the Geneva font. This situation now only 
occurs in the Roman Script System. The Traditional Chinese and Simplified Chinese Script 
Systems are different script systems and use different character set encodings, but until 
recently they shared the same script code. 

There is an additional consideration for 'FOND' resource IDs. The spec ial 'FOND' resource 
IDs 0 and 1 specify the Macintosh system font and the default appl ication font and do not 
necessari ly indicate a Roman font and the Roman Script System. On Roman sc1ipt systems, 
the Chicago fon t is the system font, and it has a 'FOND' ID of 0. On non-Roman script 
systems, Chicago has a different 'FOND' ID (usually 16383), and 'FOND' ID 0 is mapped 
to the system font for the appropriate non-Roman system. On the Japanese Script System, for 
example, 'FOND' ID 0 is mapped to the Osaka font, which has a 'FOND' ID of 16384. 

The script can be determined by just the 'FOND' ID. Therefore, even when an entire font 
family is missing, the Font Manager can still substitute a font of the same script. 

.A. Warning: If a non-Roman font has a 'FOND' ID with an ID in the Roman 
range, it will not be handled correctly . ... 

Keyboards 

The Macintosh keyboard routines handle the keyboard properly for script systems. Except for 
purely hardware-specific characteristics, the function of the keyboard is completely determined 
by keyboard character tables in the keyboard layouts. These are resources of type 'KCHR' 
with an optional associated resource of type 'itlk'. Each table specifies the character produced 
by each key in combination with each modifier key (Command, Shif t, Caps Lock, Control, 
and Option). In addition, the 'KCHR' resource also handles dead keys by means of additional 
subtables. Dead keys are the modifier-plus-key combinations that usually produce no 
immediate effect but instead affect the character or characters produced by the next key
called the completer key-that is pressed. For example, pressing Option-E produces nothing 
(no event is posted), but subsequently typing E produces e. 

Note that you can edit the 'KCHR' resources by using ResEdWM. For details on all the 
keyboard resources, see the re levant sections under "Using the International and Keyboard 
Resources" later in thi s chapter. 
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Figure 14-8 illustrates the process of keyboard translation. Keyboards produce raw key 
codes. The hardware-dependent 'KMAP' resource is then used to map these key codes to 
hardware-independent virtual key codes and to sel bi ls indicating the state of the modifier 
keys. (If you do not have access to the MPW® file SysTypes.r, which contains a Rez 
type definition of the 'KMAP' resource, consult Macintosh Developer Technical Support 
for details.) 

The 'KCHR' resource specifies how to map a modifier state and a virtual key code to a 
character code. It includes information on how to process dead keys. 

The optional 'itlk' resource specifies how to remap certain key combinations on certain 
keyboards before the 'KCHR' mapping is used. The 'itlk' resource transforms this 
information based on which keyboard is in use and reintroduces hardware dependence 
because certain scripts, languages, and regions need subtle differences in layout for 
specific keyboards. Generally, the 'itlk' resource onl y affects a few keys. 

The 'KCHR' and 'itlk' resources are used by the KeyTrans function. 

Note: Do not change the 'KMAP' resource because everything you need is in the 
'KCHR' and 'itlk' resources. You only need to work with 'KMAP' if you are 
making your own keyboard. 

Keyboard type 
specifies which 

'KMAP' 

n Raw keycode 

'KMAP' I 
Modifier st:te ~ ___ ____ _Q ~:irtual key code ti 

------v : 'itlk' (optional) : 
: : Key code 

New modif~~;r r · -----· 1 T ~ew virtual 
stateU U keycode Char code 

I 'KCHR' I JI 
KeyTrans Q ; Character code 
function 

Figure 14-8. Keyboard translation 
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The net result of the process of keyboard translation illustrated in Figure 14-8 is a virtual 
keycode and a character code. See "The 'KCHR' Resource" later in this chapter for details 
about the internal structure and the function of the 'KCHR' resource. 

The 'KSWP' resource specifies which modifier-plus-key combinations you can use to 
change scripts and keyboard layouts within scripts. For example, the standard 'KSWP' 
resource specifies that pressing Command-Space bar changes the keyboard to the default 
keyboard for the next script. For details on these keyboard resources and other keyboard 
issues, see "Using the International and Keyboard Resources" later in this chapter and 
Macintosh Worldwide Development: Guide to System Software. 

Fonts 

Fonts share the following attributes across all script systems: 

• Single fonts, although belonging to a single script, may contain characters from multiple 
scripts (typically Roman plus the font's native sc1ipt). A script system may substitute a 
Roman font for some of the character encodings, typically the 128 ASCil low-order 
codes. In this case, the font routi nes that return information, such as the ascent or 
descent, have been modified to return the proper information, usually the maximum of 
the corresponding values for the two fonts. 

• Fonts may have zero-width characters. These are usually overlapping diacritical marks, 
which typically follow the base character in memory (also called backing-store order). 
With double-byte characters, all but the first (high-order, low-address) byte are 
measured as zero width (for example, with the MeasureText procedure). 

• Since the script systems are built on top of the Toolbox graphics routines, all of the 
normal QuickDraw font features are usuall y available on the screen and when printing, 
including styles (bold, itali c, and so on), variable sizes ( 12 point, 18 point, and so on), 
and multiple font families. Certain styles may be disabled in some scripts. 

LOCALIZATION 

Localization involves the adaptation of an application to a specific region or language. To 
create software that is easy to localize, it is first important to understand certain concepts 
regarding sorting and the formatting of dates, Limes, currency, measurement, and numbers, 
described in the sections that follow. See "Localizing to Other Languages and Regions" 
later in th is chapter for specific guidelines on the use of text, fonts, sorting, and date and 
time display. 

The process of localization inc ludes the specification of the system script. The system 
script is the script that determines the system font used for menus and dialog boxes and 
the default application font for documents, among other things. It also determines the 
default line direction. 
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Sorting 

String sorting is used in a number of places in the Macintosh Operating System (for example, 
in a standard file dialog box) and in applicatjons (for instance, spreadsheets). When perform
ing such sorting, it is important to order stiings in the manner expected by the user-that is, 
according to the rules of the language and region for which the system is localized. The 
International Utilities Package provides several routines that compare two strings and indicate 
whether the first should be sorted before, after, or at the same place as the second string. For 
details, see "Using the International Utilities Package Routines" later in th is chapter. 

Sorting or comparing strings can be an extremely intricate operation. Subtle issues like expan
sion, contraction, ignorable characters, and exceptional words may be taken into account. 
Sorting cannot be done properly by a simple table look-up, even for such strajghtforward 
cases as English. Sorting depends not just on the script, but on the individual language. While 
broad sirrularities in sorting exist between languages that share the same script, definite varia
tions between languages must be taken into account. 

The Script Manager, the International Utilities Package, and international resource 'itl2' have 
long provided for many sorting issues, including p1imary or secondary order, expansion, 
contraction, and ignorable characters. With system software version 7.0, several new sorting 
capabilities provide support for systems with multiple installed scripts and language capabilities. 

• You can sort strings in different scripts and languages. See "Determjning Interscript 
Sorting Order" later in this chapter for details. 

• A new international resource, 'itlm', indicates the preferred sorting order for scripts, 
languages, and region codes, and indicates how to map region codes to languages and 
language codes to scripts. See ''The 'i tlm' Resource" later in this chapter for details. 

• You can explicitly specify the handle of the resource to be used for sorting. This is 
helpful for multilingual systems. See "Specifying Resource Handles Explicitly" later 
in this chapter for details. 

• The 'it12' and 'itl4' resource handles for all active scripts are cached by the Script 
Manager. You can call a routine to clear the cache so application-supplied resources 
can be used. See "Marupulating the 'itl2' and 'itl4' Resources" later in this chapter 
for detail s. 

Primary or Secondary Order 

Sorting order is deterrruned by a rankjng of the entire standard Roman character set. This 
rankjng can be thought of as a two-dimensional table. Each row is a class of characters-for 
example, aJI of the forms of uppercase and lowercase A with and without various diacritical 
marks. The characters are ordered within the row, but that ordering is secondary to the 
primary ordering of the rows themselves. For example, all of the forms of A precede all of 
the forms of B, as follows: 

A< A <a< a 
B < b 
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Ptimary sorting characteri stics denote a strong ranking; if any primary differences are 
present, all secondary differences are ignored. For instance, only primary sorting is needed 
to determine that abc precedes be. Secondary sorting characteristics indicate that if certain 
differences are present, a second pass is made that introduces a weak ordering. Here's 
an example: 

abc < abc. 

Expansion 

A single character may be sorted as if it were a sequence of characters. First, the single 
character is expanded; then the primary sorting occurs based on this expansion. In the 
secondary sorting, the characters are recombined. For instance, a in German may be 
sorted as if it were the two characters ae, as in this example: 

bak < baek < baks 

Contraction 

A sequence of characters may be sorted as a single character. For instance, ch in Spanish may 
be sorted as if it were one character that sorts after c, as in this example: 

czar < char< dar 

Ignorable Characters 

Certain characters should be ignored unless the strings are otherwise equal. Jn other words, 
they have no effect on primary sorting, but they do influence secondary sorti ng. Examples 
of ignorable characters in English are hyphens, apostrophes, and spaces. Here is an example 
of how a hyphen influences secondary so1ting: 

blackbird < black-bird< blackbirds 

Exceptional Words 

Sometimes the sorting order changes drastically for special cases. For instance, when words 
are understood to be abbreviations, the strings are sorted as if they were spelled out. 

McDonald < Mary {McDonald is treated as MacDonald} 
{Thus, MacDonald< Mary} 

St. James< Smith 

Easy Step < Easy St. 

{St. is an abbreviation for Saint} 
{Saint James< Smith} 

{St. is an abbreviation for Street } 
{Easy Step < Easy Street} 

Such cases require a direct dictionary look-up and are not handled by the Macintosh Script 
Management System. Note that abbreviations are context-dependent; for example, St. may 
denote Saint or Street, depending on the meaning of the adjacent text. 
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Formats 

The following sections di scuss the enormous differences in the forms of dates, times, and 
numbers. These differences should all be considered and accounted for when using 
worldwide system software, partic ul arly the Macintosh Script Management System. 

Date and Time 

Formatting dates and times for a particular script and region requires the specification of 
the elements in the date or time, the number of digits used for each numeric element (for 
example, 3/0 I /90 or 3/1 /90), the names of the months and the days of the week, and other 
characteristi cs such as the order of the elements and the use o f A.M. and P.M. instead of a 
24-hour clock. 

Each 'itlO' resource contains short date and time formats. Each 'itl I' resource contains long 
date formats. With system software version 7 .0, the 'itl I' resource can be optionally 
extended to contain a list of extra day names for calendars with more than 7 days, a list of 
exu·a month names for calendars with more than 12 months, a list of abbreviated day 
names, a list of abbreviated month names, and a list of additional date separators. See 
"The 'itlO' Resource" and "The 'itl I' Resource" later in this chapter for details. 

Currency and Measurement 

Cu1Tency fom1ats include the spec ification of the currency indicator (for example,$, £, or 
OM) and whether it precedes or fo llows the value. Units of measurement can be specified 
as metric or imperial (inches and mi les). Each 'itlO' resource contains fo rmats for cu1Tency 
and indicates the preferred measurement unit. See ''The 'itJO' Resource" later in thi s chapter 
for details. 

Calendars 

Although it is very accurate and on the whole conforms to natural phenomena, the standard 
Gregorian calendar used in Europe and the Americas is not uni versally accepted. For 
example, different calendar systems are often used in Japan and the Arabic world. 

For instance, the Arabic calendar is lunar rather than solar. The months are alternately 29 
and 30 days long, so the Arabic calendar year is about 11 days shorter than the Grego1ian 
year. The months have no fi xed relation to the sun , so they slowly rotate through all of the 
seasons of the year (that is, every three years the months shift forward one month). The 
Arabic calendar is used extensively throughout the Middle East. Examples of other calendar 
include Chinese, Coptic, Japanese, and Jewish. 

The Macintosh represents dates in me mory as the absolute number of seconds since January I, 
1904. For more on this topic, see the discussion "Working With Date Formats and Calendar 
Conversion" in Macintosh Worldwide Development: Guide to System Software. 

With system software vers ion 7.0, the 'itl I' resource has been extended to contain an 
optional calendar code. Multiple calendars may be avai lable on some systems, and it is 
necessary to identify the particular calendar for use with the 'itl 1' resource. Constants 
for the various calendars are listed in "Summary of the Script Manager" near the end 
of th is chapter. 
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Numbers 

Scripts differ in many aspects of the representation of numbers, so you need to make allow
ances for different formats of numbers. The Japanese script, for instance, uses the standard 
ASCII Western digits, double-byte encodings of the same Western digits, and nati ve 
Japanese number chcu-acters, which occur in both a standard and a nonforgeable form
that is, a fom1 that cannot be conve1ted into another digit by the addition of strokes (used 
for financial instruments and so forth). Each 'it!O' resource contains formats for numbers. 

AN INTRODUCTION TO SCRIPTS 

A script, as used in thi s chapter, is a writing system for a human language. There are about 
30 living scripts that are used to represent the official languages of one or more regions and 
countries. Examples of writing systems are Roman , Chinese, Japanese, Hebrew, and Arabic. 
They all have distinct attributes. Simple scripts, such as Roman, Greek, and Cyrillic, usually 
have fewer than 256 characters; the Japanese script theoretically contains more than 40,000. 
The characters of printed Roman are relatively independent of each other; Arabic characters 
change shape depending on the chcu-acters that surround them. 

Scripts may vary in other attributes: the direction in which their characters and lines run, the 
size of the character set used to represent the script, and the context sensitivity of the script. 
Some scripts, such as Japanese, actually include multiple subscripts. (A subscript is a 
di stinguishable subset of characters that is included within a script. Subscripts in the 
Japanese script include Hiragana, Kanji, Katakana, and Romaji. ) Each of these attributes 
sign ificantly affects the script's representation on the computer, and each is discussed in 
the fo llowing sections. Figure 14-9 shows notations for the names of various scri pts, 
languages, and regions in the appropriate script. 

.-...LI CrL...:.2 

Rim ski 
EAAAii 

Figure 14-9. Sc ripts 
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Character Representation 

Scripts differ in the kind and number of characters they require to represent words. Some 
scripts are basically alphabetic: the characters in the script symbolize, more or less, the 
discrete phonemic elements in the languages represented by the script. Other scripts, such 
as Japanese Hiragana and Katakana, are syllabic: the characters stand for syll ables in the 
language. The languages that syllabic scripts represent tend to have relatively simple syllables. 

Other scripts-namely, Japanese Kanji, Chinese Hanzi, and Korean Hanja- include 
ideographic characters. These do not represent pronunciation alone, but are also related 
to the component meanings of words. A typical character set for ideographic scripts is 
quite large, ranging from 7,000 to 30,000 characters. Obviously, a standard single-byte 
encoding (limited to 256 distinct values) cannot be used to represent these characters, 
nor can a keyboard be used to enter so many characters directly. 

Figu re 14-10 shows examples of alphabetic, syllabic, and ideographic character 
representations. 

Rim ski 

Figure 14-10. Alphabetic, syllabic, and ideographic representations of characters 

Text Direction 

Scripts also vary in the direction in which characters are written. In Roman scripts, characters 
are inscribed from left to right, with hori zontal lines of characters written from top to bottom. 
However, scripts like Arabic and Hebrew have most characters written from ri ght to left, 
although the horizontal lines of text are still written from top to bottom. In Japanese and 
Chinese, characters are traditionally written from top to bottom, with vertical lines (columns) 
of characters written from right to left. Figure 14-11 shows three text directions. These three 
script types (that is, left-ri ght top-bottom, right-left top-bottom, and top-bottom right-left) are 
the most common of the eight poss ible combinations of character and line directions. 

Different scripts can occur in the same line on a screen. Thus a line of text containing both 
Arabic and English is actually bidirectional: some characters go from left to 1ight, and some 
from right to left. 

The Macintosh script systems, accessed through the Script Manager, provide the capabili ty to 
write from right to left, as required by Arabic, Hebrew, and other bidirectional scripts, to mix 
right-to-left and left-to-right directional text within lines and blocks of text, and to use 
ideographic text. Your application can add the capability to handle vertical text, if desired. 
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Figure 14-11 . Three text directions 

Contextual Forms 

The displayed form, or glyph, that represents a character in printed English does not usually 
depend on bordering characters. This is not the case for many scripts. Even in cursive English, 
for example, when one letter is joined to the preceding letter, the connecting line varies 
according to which letters are being joined. Characters may also have considerably different 
shapes depending on where they occur within a word, for example, at the beginning (initial 
form) or elsewhere in the word (noninitial form). Figure 14-12 illustrates two of these 
variations in cursive English, which are called contextual forms . 

Initial form Non-initial forms 

a 
Figure 14-12. Contextual forms in cursive English 

The ability to represent contextual forms is required for the proper display of Arabic text. 
Figure 14-13 shows stand-alone and contextual forms in Arabic. 

Stand-alone form Contextual forms 

• • • 

t 

Figure 14-13. Stand-alone and contextual forms in Arabic 
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Furthermore, certain character forms may be combined into a new form when they occur 
together. Figure 14-14 provides an example of how characters combine to form ligatures 
or conjunct characters in Roman text. 

f + i-fi- fi I 
Figure 14-14. A ligature in Roman text 

The use of ligatures can be highly developed in Arabic text, and some ligatures are required for 
the proper display of Arabic text. Figure 14-15 provides examples of ligatures in Arabic text. 

I+ J 

Figure 14-15. Ligatures in Arabic text 

In script systems, context dependence means that character forms may be modified by the 
values of preceding and following characters in the input stream. ln Arabic, the di splayed 
form of many characters changes depending on other characters nearby. Context analysis is 
usually handled by the script system under the control of the Script Manager. 

Diacritical Marks 

Many scripts use diacritical marks, that is, signs that modify the implicit sound or value 
of the characters with which they are associated. Some diacritical marks are often referred 
to as accents in Roman scripts: the acute accent in e, for instance. Others, such as certain 
Vietnamese diacritical marks, may indicate pitch, while certain Arabic diacritical marks, such 
as shadda, specify the doubling of consonants. See Macintosh Worldwide Development: 
Guide to System Software for details on diacritical marks available in the standard Roman 
character set. With system software version 7.0, routines are provided that strip diacritical 
marks. See "Converting Case and Stripping Diacritical Marks" later in this chapter for details. 

Uppercase and Lowercase Characters 

English speakers are familiar with uppercase and lowercase characters in Roman script; 
however, the majority of the world 's scripts do not have separate uppercase and lowercase 
forms. The implications for computer applications are primarily in the areas of searching, 
sorting, and proo freading (for example, spell-checking). With system software version 7.0, 
routines are provided that perform uppercase and lowercase conversion. See "Converting 
Case and Stripping Diacritical Marks" later in this chapter for details. 
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Note: In the Roman script, different languages (and even different regions or 
countries that use the same language) have different conventions for the treatment 
of accents and diacritical marks on uppercase characters. 

Character Reordering 

Principles of text ordering differ according to the type of script under consideration. With 
Roman and simple scripts (such as Greek and Cyrillic) as well as bidirectional scripts (such 
as Arabic and Hebrew), phonetic and writing order are synonymous except for vowel signs 
and other marks. With certain Southeast Asian scripts, there may be significant differences 
between phonetic and writing order. 

Figure 14-16 shows an example of the reordering of vowels for the word hindi in the 
Devanagari script. The box on the left illustrates the phonetic order of the characters, whereas 
the box on the right depicts their writing order. The consonants in this example take a default 
vowel (a). To modify the vowel, you add a vowel marker. Some vowel markers are written 
to the right of the consonant they modify; others are written to the left, above, or below. 

Phonetic order Writing order 

h(a) + i n(a) d( a) + i h n d 

Figure 14-16. Character reordering in Devanagari script (for the word hindi) 

Word Demarcation 

Words in Roman scripts are generally delimited by spaces and punctuation marks. In 
contrast, many Asian scripts (for example, Japanese and Thai) typically have no word 
delimiters, so the Script Manager provides a more sophisticated method of finding word 
boundaries. (For details, see Macintosh Worldwide Developnient: Guide to System 
Software.) System software version 7.0 generali zes and speeds up the Script Manager 
FindWord procedure that supplies the word demarcation mechanism. See "Localizing 
Word Selection and Line Break Tables" later in this chapter for details. 

Alignment and Justification of Text 

Alignment is the horizontal placement of lines of text with respect to the left and right edges 
of the destination rectangle. Alignment can be flush left, flush right, centered, or justified 
(that is, flush on both left and right edges of the destination rectangle). TextEdit supports text 
alignment that is flush left, centered, nush right, and flush according to the line direction of 
the script. TextEdit does not support fully justified alignment. The Script Manager supplies 
routines you can use to provide support for fully justi fi ed text in your applications. 
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Justification (or fu lly justified a lignment) is the spreading or compressing of printed text to 
fit a given line width. It is usually performed in Roman text primarily by altering the size of 
the interword spaces. Arabic, however, inserts extension bar characters between joined 
characters and widens blank characters to fi ll any remaining gaps. Scripts that don ' t use 
interword spaces must modify the intercharacter spacing. The Script Manager provides 
routines that take these justification methods into account when drawing, measuring, or 
selecting text. The justification is done by the script systems themselves. See "Handling 
Justified Text" later in this chapter for details. 

REPRESENTING SCRIPTS ON THE MACINTOSH 

Worldwide system software makes it poss ible to represent many scripts and languages on 
the Macintosh. The Macintosh Script Management System extends the Macintosh computer's 
text-manipulation capabilities beyond Roman scripts. Character representation and the 
keyboard are the first components to be considered when attempting to represent any script 
on a Macintosh computer. 

Character Set Encoding 

Character set encoding refers to the numeric codes that represent the characters of a 
script in memory. The character set encoding for a script determi nes the behavior of many 
of the features of the script, including sorting and composition rules for drawing and 
measuring. Therefore, the character set encoding is fixed ; it cannot be changed without 
significant consequences. For example, features such as sorting depend on the fact that 
the coding does not change. 

Most scripts fit within the li mits set by the size of a byte, with up to 256 distinct characters. 
Scripts wi th ideographic characters, such as Chinese, Japanese, and Korean, need more than 
256 distinct characters. 

A variety of solutions have been implemented for scripts that require 2-byte codes for 
computer storage in addition to or in place of the I-byte codes that are sufficient for Roman 
scripts. Proper use of the Script Manager routines permits your application to run without 
knowing whether 1-byte or 2-byte codes are being used, as long as it has been written to 
allow the possibili ty of 2-byte codes . 

.6.. Warning: Typically, ideographic scripts use a mixture of single-byte and 
double-byte encodings to represent characters; therefore, you cannot use the 
terms by1e and charac1er interchangeably .... 

Note: Currently, every different character set encoding does not have a different 
script code. For example, the Symbol font is in the Roman range but has a di fferent 
character assignment. Before system software version 7 .0, the traditional and 
simplified Chinese systems used different character codings, but had the same script 
code (2). With system software version 6.0.5, these syste ms have been assigned 
separate script codes: smTradChinese (2) and smSimpChinese (25). 
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Character Input 

Character input is often more complicated than simply providing a keyboard layout. 
Ideographic scripts such as Japanese cannot simply use a larger keyboard or multiple 
dead keys for effective input. The sheer number of characters demands a more complex 
solution, such as providing ways to transcribe phonetic text into ideographic text. Most 
ideographic script systems provide for the complex parsing of phonetic sequences and 
character c lusters. 

Composition Rules 

Each script system contains composition rules that determine the behavior (that is, the visual 
appearance) of text when it is drawn, measured, or edited. These intricate rules also provide 
for other features of the script, such as determining when a sequence of characters forms a 
word or whether a byte is a single character or part of a double-byte character. 

Text Manipulation 

With a flexible operating system, most script features are implemented transparently. Usually, 
your application does not need to know that its dialog boxes can accept Japanese text. 
However, if your application depends more heavily on features of the language, you need 
access to information that varies with the script. 

For example, to perform word selection and word wrap (the automatic continuation of text 
from the end of one line to the beginning of the next without breaking in the middle of a 
word), your application may need routines to determine the boundaries of words in the scri pt. 
In Roman scripts, you can determine word boundaries fairly easily: spaces delimit words that 
are not otherwise delimited (for example, by punctuation). Other scripts, such as Japanese 
and Thai, do not use characters such as spaces to delimit words. Word boundaries are not 
well defined, and native writers of the language may not agree on where particular word 
boundaries occur. 

Because of differences in the treatment of uppercase and lowercase characters and diacritical 
marks, your application may need routines and tables to perform case conversion and, when 
sorting is to be done, to strip diacritical marks. The Macintosh Script Management System 
supplies such routines; they are described briefly in "Modifying Text" and "Converting Case 
and Stripping Diacritical Marks" later in this chapter and in Macintosh Worldwide 
Developnient: Guide to System Software. 

In addition, your application may require routines to determine whether a byte represents a 
single character or is part of a double-byte character, or to highlight bidirectional text (for 
example, Arabic mixed with English). To allow applications to function independently of 
scripts, the Macintosh Script Management System provides such routines; they are described 
briefly in "Drawing and Editing Text" later in this chapter and in Macintosh Worldwide 
Development: Guide to System Software. 
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Text Rendering 

The process of displaying characters that are stored in memory is called text rendering. 
Backing-store order refers to the order in which character codes are stored in memory. In 
general, characters for a given script are stored in writing order, that is, the order in which 
someone wou ld set the characters down on paper. This may be differen t from the display 
order, that is, the left-to-right order in which characters are drawn on a device by Quick.Draw. 
The Script Manager then handles differences between backing-store order and QuickDraw 
display order. For example, Hebrew characters appear on the screen so that the glyph 
corresponding to the first character in the string actually appears on the right of the string (see 
Figure 14- 17). In another example, when diacri tical marks are stored as separate overlapping 
characters, they are typically stored after the base character. Writing order is very similar to 
phonetic order, that is, the order in which the characters are pronounced, but the two differ 
in certain ci rcumstances. In some cases, the phonetic order is not wel l defined, as with 
diacritical characters. 

Character codes in memory 

the eye: ~ ~ ~ ~ Glyphs as displayed 
in a Hebrew font 

Figure 14-17. Backing-store and di splay order 

USING THE SCRIPT MANAGER 

This section describes how to find out the current version number of the Script Manager, 
determine the number of active script systems, initia lize the Script Manager, create simple 
script systems, and call the Script Manager. 

Determining the Features of the Script Manager 

Use the Gestalt function to determine the current version of the Script Manager and the 
number of active script systems. These can also be determined by call ing the Scri pt 
Manager GetEnvirons function. For details on the Gestalt function, sec the Compatibility 
Guidelines chapter in this volume. 

Use Gestalt with the gestaltScriptMgrYersion selector to obtain a resu lt in the response 
parameter that identifies the version nu mber of the Script Manager. This is the same value 
returned by GetEnvirons(sm Version). 
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Use t~e Gestalt selector gestaltScriptCount to obtain a result in the response parameter 
that gives the number of active script systems. This is the same value returned by 
GetEnvirons(smEnabled). 

Initializing the Script Manager 

The Script Manager is initialized at startup. After the Script Manager is initial ized, each script 
system present is installed. When initiali zing itself, the script system first checks to make sure 
that there is enough memory to enable itself and then checks to see that all the appropriate 
resources are present in the System file (for example, its system font and script bundle). If 
these resources are not avai lable, the script system remains di sabled and the other script 
systems enabled. So even though script systems can install themselves. only those with the 
proper resources available in the System file are enabled (that is, available for use by the 
Script Manager and applications). 

Creating Simple Script Systems 

You can create simple script systems-that is, script systems that contain small character sets 
and are noncontextual and left to right (for example, Greek or Cyrillic). You are only required 
to supply the appropriate fonts and the following international, keyboard, and font resources: 
' itlb' (with the smsfA utol nit bit on, as described below), 'itlO', 'itl l ', 'i t12', 'itl4 ', 'KCHR', 
and the keyboard color icon fa mil y ('kcs#', 'kcs4', and 'kcs8') . You must also supply 
'FOND' and 'NFNT' or 'sfnt' resources. 

Such simple script systems can use the Roman Script System routines; however, to operate 
as a script system, they need their own local variables. 

Note: The capabili ty to create simple script systems is available beginning with 
system software version 6.0.7. 

If the fl ag word in a script's 'itlb' resource in the System fi le has the smsf Autoln it bit set, the 
Script Manager initializes the local vaiiables for that script and fills in the font and style 
information from fields in 'itlb' . · 

To provide built-in support for all simple script systems, the Roman FindScriptRun fu nction 
has been modified to use an optional table in the 'itl2' resource that spec ifies the location of 
Roman characters in a non-Roman font. See "The 'it12' Resource" later in this chapter 
for details . 

Calling the Script Manager 

The Script Manager implements several routines itself, but for many other routines it acts as 
a di spatcher to the appropriate script system. For example, each script system provides a 
ChaiType function. When a program calls CharType, the Script Manager uses the current 
font script (that is, the script that coJTesponds to the fo nt of the current gra fPort) to 
dispatch the call to the correct script system. Your appl ication does not need to know whether 
a particular routine is implemented by the Script Manager or by a script system. 
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Assembly-language note: All Script Manager routines except the 
LowerText, UpperText, StripText, and StripUpperText procedures are 
called via the _ScriptUtil trap . 

.A. Warning: You should always have the grafport and AS world set appropriately 
before you call any Script Manager or International Utilities Package routine. AS must 
point to the QuickDraw global variables, and theP011".txFont must be set correctly. • 

Figure 14-18 shows how the Sc1ipt Manager calls a script system when an application calls a 
Script Manager routine that is implemented by each script system (for example, the 
Pixel2Char function). When your application calls Pixel2Char, the Script Manager uses the 
font script to deterrnjne which script system to call. In the example in Figure 14-18, the 
assumption is that a Japanese font is the font of the current grafPort, so the Script Manager 
dispatches to the Japanese Script System. The Pixe12Char function in the Japanese Script 
System is used, and it returns the result directly to the application that called Pixel2Char. 

The font script to 
determine which 

script system to call 

Roman 
Script System 

~'
D 

Script Manager 

D 
Japanese 

Script System 

Result 

Arabic 
Script System 

Figure 14-18. Calling the Script Manager routines implemented by a script system 

When an application calls a Script Manager routine that is implemented directly by the Script 
Manager itself (for example, the FontScript function), the flow of control is as shown in 
Figure 14-19. 

Script Manager 

Figure 14-19. Calling the Script Manager routines 
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OVERVIEW OF THE SCRIPT MANAGER ROUTINES 

The Script Manager routines are described briefly in this section. The Sc1ipt Manager 2.0 
routines have not previously been documented in Inside Macintosh. They are included in this 
section, and their inte1faces appear in "Summary of the Script Manager" near the end of this 
chapter. The new routines available with system software version 7.0 are identified by an 
asterisk (*). The section "Script Manager Routines" later in this chapter describes the routines 
new with version 7.0 that let you localize word selection and line break tables, truncate text, 
substitute text, convert case and strip diacritical marks, and handle justified text. For com
prehensive discussions of the Script Manager routines available prior to system software 
version 7.0, see Macintosh Worldwide Development: Guide to System Software. 

You can use the Script Manager routines to 

• check and modify the Script Manager's global and local variables 

• check and set system variables 

• set or restrict the current keyboard 

• obtain script information 

• obtain character information 

• manipulate text 

• interpret different scripts and languages lexically by conve1t ing text into a series of 
text-independent tokens 

• manipulate dates and times 

• manipulate formatted numbers 

Assembly-language note: You can invoke each of the Script Manager 
routines that uses the _ScriptUtil trap with a macro that has the same name as 
the routine preceded by an underscore. See "Sununary of the Script Manager" 
near the end of this chapter for a list of the routines that use the _ScriptUtil trap. 

Checking and Modifying Global and Local Variables 

The GetScript, SetScript, GetEnvirons, and SetEnvirons functions provide ways to inspect 
and change global and local variables. (Global variables are for the Script Manager, and local 
variables are for the script systems.) 

With system software version 7.0, the GetScript and SetScript functions now accept implicit 
script codes listed in the next section, "Accepting Implicit Script Codes." 
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Versjon 7.0 also includes new verbs for all fo ur runctions. A verb is an integer constant that 
controls the function of a multipurpose routine; in this case, the Script Manager use~ verbs to 
figure out which variable you want to read or set. Th.e new ver~s ~et you set and re_tneve font 
and style information, determine if a double-byte scnpt system 1s mstaJled, determme the 
current region code, and obtain a pointer to the current 'KCHR' resource. The verbs are 
listed in Tables 14- 1 and 14-2. 

GetScript Retrieves the local variables and routine vectors maintajned for the 
specified script 

SetScript Sets the local variables and routine vectors majntained for the 
specified script 

GetEnvirons Retrieves the global variables majntained for all scripts 

SetEnvirons Sets the global variables maintained for all scripts 

Accepting Implicit Script Codes 

In addition to accepting explicit script code constants (for example, sm.Roman, smThai, and 
so forth), the script parameter for the GetScript and SetSc1ipt fu nctions now accepts implic it 
script codes, which are special negative values as follows: 

Implicit script code 

smSystemScript 

smCurrentScript 

Value 

- I 

-2 

Verbs for GetScript and SetScript 

Meaning 

System script 

Font scri pt 

Every Apple®-supplied Macintosh script system supports the verbs listed in Table 14- 1 for 
the GetScript and SetScript functions. If you provide or create a sc1i pt system, you should 
also support these verbs. 

With version 7.0, each script system's local variables contain fi elds that supply the following 
information pertaining to that script: default monospaced font and its size, user-preferred font 
and size, default small font and size, system font and size, application font and size, and 
Balloon Help font and size. The 'FOND' ID is stored in the high word, and the size is stored 
in the low word. Sizes are important; for example, a 9-point font may be too small in Chinese. 
Table 14- 1 li sts the new GetScript and SetScript verbs for retrieving font information. 

With version 7.0, each script system's local variables contain fields that specify relevant style 
information for the script. When GetScript is called with the smScriptYalidStyles verb, the 
low-order byte of the returned value is a style mask that includes all of the valid styles for the 
script. The bit corresponding to each QuickDraw style is set if that style is valjd for the 
specified script. When GetScript is called with the smScriptAliasS tyle verb, the low-order 
byte of the returned value is the style that should be used in that script for indicating alias 
names (for example, in the Roman script, alias names are indicated in italic). Table 14- 1 lists 
the new SetScript and GetScript verbs for retrieving style info rmation. 
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Table 14-1. GetScript and SetScript verbs 

Local 
variable 
size 

Verb Value (in bytes) 

smSciiptVersion 0 2 
smScriptMunged 2 2 
smSc1;ptEnabled 4 1 
smScriptRight 6 1 
smScriptJ ust 8 1 
s mScriptRedra w IO 1 
smScriptSysFond 12 2 
smScriptAppFond 14 2 
smScriptBundle 16 
smScriptNumber 16 2 
smScriptDate 18 2 
smScriptSort 20 2 
smScriptFlags 22 2 
smScriptToken 24 2 
smScriptEncoding 26 2 
smScriptLang 28 2 

smScriptN umDate 30 2 

smScriptKeys 32 2 
smScriptlcon 34 2 

smScriptPrint 36 4 
smScriptTrap 38 4 
smScriptCreator 40 4 
smScriptFile 42 4 
smScri ptN ame 44 4 
smScriptMonoFondSize* 78 4 

smScriptPrefFondSize* 80 4 
smScriptS mallFondSize* 82 4 
smSc1iptSysFondSize* 84 4 
smScriptAppFondSize* 86 4 
smScri ptHeJ pFondS i ze * 88 4 
smScriptY alidStyles* 90 1 
smScriptAliasSty le* 92 1 

* New with system software version 7.0 

Worldwide SofMare Ove111iew 

Meaning 

Script system version number 
Local variables modification count 
Script-enahled flag 
Right-to-left fl ag 
Script alignment flag 
Word redraw flag 
Preferred system 'FOND' 
Preferred app lication 'FOND' 
Beginning of verbs for 'itlb' section 
Script 'itlO' ID from 'itlb' 
Script 'it! I' ID from 'itlb' 
Script 'itl2' ID from 'itlb' 
Script flags from 'itlb' 
Script 'it14' ID from 'itlb' 
Optional script 'itl5' ID from 'itlb' resource 
Cu1Tent language for script from 'itlb' 
resource 
Number (high) and date (low) format bytes 
from 'itlb' resource 
Script default 'KCHR' ID from 'itlb' 
Script default 'kcs#', 'kcs4', and 'kcs8' IDs 
from 'itlb' resource 
Script printer action routine 
Trap entry pointer 
Sctipt file creator 
Script filename 
Script name 
Default 'FOND' and size for monospaced 
text 
User's preferred 'FOND' and size 
Default 'FOND' and size for small text 
Default system 'FOND' and size 
Default application 'FOND' and size 
Default 'FOND' and size for Balloon Help 
Set of all valid styles for script 
Style to use for indicating aliases 

Verbs for GetEnvirons and SetEnvirons 

When you call GetEnvirons or SetEnvirons, you use a verb to describe the variable that 
interests you. The names, values, sizes, and meanings of the GetEnvirons and SetEnvirons 
verbs are listed in Table 14-2. 
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With version 7.0, the Script Manager global variables include a variable that indicates if a 
double-byte script system (that is, one containing double-byte character codes) is installed. 
The Boolean variable is accessible with the smDoubleByte verb. (Examples of double-byte 
script systems include KanjiTalk and Zhong-WenTalkTM.) 

With version 7 .0, the Script Manager global variables also contain a pointer to the 
cache that stores the cuJTent 'KCHR' resource data. The pointer is accessible with the 
smKCHRCache verb. 

Finally, with version 7.0, an integer, accessible with the smRegionCode verb, has been 
added to the Script Manager global variables. This integer contains the cuJTent region code 
obtained from the 'itlc' resource. 

Table 14-2. Verbs for GetEnvirons and SetEnvirons 

Global 
size 

Verb Value (in bytes) Meaning 

smVersion 0 2 Script Manager version number 
smMunged 2 2 Global modification count 
smEnabled 4 1 Script count; 0 if Script Manager not enabled 
sm.Bidirect 6 1 Bidirectional script flag; TRUE if bidirectional 

script installed 
smFontForce 8 1 fontForce flag 
smlntlForce 10 1 intlForce flag 
smForced 12 l TRUE if current script forced to system script 
sm.Default 14 1 TRUE if current script defaulted to Roman Script 

System 
smPrint 16 4 Print action vector 
smSysScript 18 2 Preferred system script 
smLastScript 20 2 Last keyboard script 
smKeyScript 22 2 Keyboard script 
smSysRef 24 2 System Folder (volume reference number) 
smKeyCache 26 Keyboard cache (obsolete) 
smKeySwap 28 4 Keyboard swapping resource handle 
smGenFlags 30 4 General flags 
smOverride 32 4 Script override flags 
smCharPortion t 34 2 Proportion of intercharacter versus white space, 

4.12 fixed-point format 
sm.DoubleByte* 36 1 Flag; TRUE if double-byte script system installed 
smKCHRCache* 38 4 Pointer to cache containing current 'KCHR' 

resource 
smRegionCode* 40 2 Integer with current region code 

*New with system software version 7.0 

'i"The variable specified by the smCharPortion verb is used for text justification. It denotes 
the weight allocated to intercharacter space versus white space (10 percent by default for 
Roman). The 4.12 fixed-point format specifies 4 bits of integer and 12 bits of fraction . 

Note: To identify a localized non-U.S. script system, look at the smRegionCode verb. 
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Checking and Setting System Variables 

The GetDefFontSize, GetSysFont, GetAppFont, GetMBarHeight, and GetSysJust routines 
return the most recent values of given (low-memory) g lobal variables. SetSysJust sets the 
global variable that represents the default line direction for the system. 

GetDefFontSize Returns the size of the cuJTent default font 

GetSysFont Returns the identification number of the current system font 

GetAppFont Returns the identification number of the current application font 

GetMBarHeight Returns the height of the menu bar required to hold menu titles in the 
current system font. This routi ne is useful for calculating window 
size or dragLimit rect 

GetSysJ ust Returns the value of TESysJ ust, the global variable that represents 
the defau lt line direction (left to 1ight or right to left) for text in the 
system script 

SetSysJust Sets the value of TESysJust (see the description of GetSysJust 
for a description of TESysJ ust) 

Setting the Active Keyboard Script 

The main purpose of the Key Script procedure is to update the keyboard layout (by using the 
'KCHR' and 'itlk' resources) and the keyboard script based on the verb with which it is 
called. If the Keyboard menu is displayed, KeyScript also updates the Keyboard menu. 

Verbs can explic itly specify a script, implicitly specify a script (for example, the next script), 
or implicitly specify a keyboard (for example, the next keyboard in the active script). If the 
verb specifies a script, then the active default keyboard layout for that script becomes the 
active keyboard. You can call KeyScript with an argument that is either an explicit script code 
or a negative verb with a special meaning. The KeyScript verbs are listed in Table 14-3. 

Note: Beginning with system software version 7.0, KeyScript only loads 'KCHR' 
and 'itlk' resources if they are present in the System fi le. 

The smKeyNextScript, smKeySysScript, and smKeySwapScript verbs existed in system 
software version 6.0, but were not documented. They all set the active keyboard script. New 
with system software version 7.0, the smKeyNextKybd verb switches to the next keyboard 
within the active keyboard script. (See Table 14-3.) 

When the user is typing the name of an HFS object-for example, in the Finder or a standard 
fil e dialog box-the keyboard script must be restricted to scripts that display correctly in the 
Finder, dialog boxes, menus, and a lerts. KeyScript is called with the smKeyDisableKybds 
verb to disable keyboard input temporarily in any script except Roman or the system script. 
Keyboards in o ther scripts will appear di sabled in the Keyboard menu. When entry of the 
name has been completed, KeyScript is called with smKeyEnableKybds to reenable keyboard 
input in all enabled scripts. 
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Table 14-3. Verbs for the KeyScript procedure 

Verb 

(any script code) 
smKeyNextScripl 
smKeySysScript 
smKeySwapScript 
smKeyNextKybd ... 
smKeySwapKybd". 

Value 

0 .. 64 
-I 
-2 
-3 
--4 
- 5 

Meaning 

Switch lo specified script 
Switch to next available script 
Switch to system script 
Switch to previously used script 
Switch to nex t keyboard in active script 
Switch to previously used keyboard in 
active scri pl 

sm Key Disable Kybds 

smKeyEnableKybds 
smKeyToggleJn li ne t . 
smKeyToggleDirection T 
smKeyNextlnputMethodt 
sm KeySwaplnputMethod t 

-6 

-7 
-8 
-9 

- 10 
- 11 

Disable keyboards not in script system or 
Roman Script System 
Enable keyboards for all enabled scripts 
Toggle inline input for current script 
Toggle default line direction 
Switch to next input method in current scri pt 
Switch to previously used input method in 
current script 

smKeypisableKybdSwitch - 12 Disable switching from the current keyboard 

'''Not implemented in system software version 7.0 

tNot implemented in U.S. system software, but may be implemented by appropriate 
script systems 

When keyboard layouts and scripts are being moved into or out of the System file, it is impera
tive that no user action changes the active keyboard or active script system. To ensure the 
integrity of both the current (acti ve) script system and the other enab led script systems, a new 
KeyScript verb has been provided to remove the possibility of a user corrupting the system. To 
prevent all keyboard switching and to di sable all the Keyboard menu items, KeyScript is called 
with the verb smKeyDisableKybdSwitch. When the move has been completed, KeyScri pt is 
called with srnKeyEnableKybds to reenable keyboard switching. 

Obtaining Script Information 

The FontScript, Font2Script, and IntlScript functions give you ways to determine the script 
code based on the font of the current grarPort that is subject to two control nags, FontForce 
and lnllForce. These flags can be set and tested wi th SetEnvirons and GetEnvirons. 

FontScript 

Font2Script 

IntlScript 

Returns the script code for the font of the cu1Tent grafPon, unless the 
FontForce flag is on. (For details on the FontForce flag, see Macintosh 
Worldwide Development: Guide to System Software.) 

Translates a font iden tification number into a script code. 

Returns the code of the script whose resources will be used by the 
International Utilities Package routines IUDateS tring and IUTimeString 
and depends on the font of the current grafPort. If the Intl Force flag is 
TRUE, lntlScript returns the system script; otherwise, it returns the 
font scri pt. (For details on the IntlForce flag. see "Using the 
International and Keyboard Resources" later in this chapter.) 
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Note: With system software version 7.0, if the fon t of the current gra£Port 
corresponds to a script that is not installed and enabled, these routines default to 
the system script. Before system soflware version 7.0, the routi nes defaulted 
to the Roman Script System. 

Obtaining Character Information 

The CharByte, CharType, and ParseTable functions allow you to get data pertaining to 
specific characters. 

CharByte Identi fies a specified byte in a text buffer as a single-byte character or 
as the first or second byte of a double-byte character 

CharType Returns more information about the specified character 

Parse Table Returns a 256-byte table that indicates for each byte value, when it 
appears as the first byte of a character, whether there is an additional 
byte in the character (in the script of thePort".txFont) 

Manipulating Text 

The Script Manager supplies a va1iety of routines that help you draw, edit, format, and 
modify text. New routines available with system software version 7.0, identified by an 
asterisk(*), allow you to justify, substitute, and truncate text, perform case conversion, 
and snip diacritical marks. 

Drawing and Editing Text 

The Char2Pixel, DrawJust, FindWord, HiliteText, MeasureJust, and Pixel2Char routines 
help you draw and edit text. With system software version 7.0, the Char2Pixel, DrawJust, 
MeasureJust, and Pixel2Char routines handle intercharacter spacing in all scripts, if appro
priate. In addi tion, there are new NChar2Pixel, NDrawJust, NMeasureJust, NPixel2Char, 
and NPortionText routines that also allow you to specify additional parameters to improve the 
handling of fully justified text. Also new with system version 7.0, the NFindWord procedure 
is a more powerful version of FindWord that lets you specify word boundaries for more than 
one script. 

Char2Pixel 

NChar2Pixel * 

Draw Just 

Finds the screen position of carets and selection points given a tex t 
buffer, an offset, and a slop value 

Supplies a more powerful version of Char2Pixel that works with 
intercharacter spacing, lets you indicate the position of a style run 
within a line for lines with multiple style runs, and accepts scaling 
parameters 

Draws the given text at the current pen location in the current font, 
style, and size, tak ing into account the slop value 
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NDrawJust* Supplies a more powerful version of Draw Just that works with inter
character spacing, lets you indicate the positjon of a style run within a 
line for lines with multiple style runs, and accepts scaljng parameters 

FindWord Returns two offsets in the array defined by the OffsetTable data type 
that specify the boundaries of the word defined by the offset parameter 
and the leadingEdge nag (for details on the OffsetTable data type, see 
"Summary of the Script Manager" near the end of this chapter) 

NFindWord* Supplies a faster and more powerful version o f FindWord that 
can replace script-dependent versions of FindWord so that script 
systems must only suppl y appropriate tables (in the 'itl2' resource) 

HiliteText Finds the characters that should be highlighted between two offsets 

MeasureJust Given a slop value, a pointer to an array of characters, an integer 
indicating the number of characters in that text, and a pointer to an 
array of integers, fill s each element in the array or integers with the 
width from the beginning of the string to the correspondi ng character 
in the array of characters (the supplied widths take the slop value into 
account-that is, they will be the widths necessary to justify the text) 

NMeasureJust* Supplies a more powerful version of MeasureJust that works with inter
character spacing, lets you indicate the position of a style run within a 
line for Jines with multiple style runs, and accepts scaling parameters 

Pixel2Char Finds the nearest character offset within a text buffer corresponding 
to a given pixel width, taking into account the slop value 

NPixel2Char* Supplies a more powerful version of Pixel2Char that works with intcr
character spacing, lets you indicate the position of a style run within a 
line for lines with multiple style runs, and accepts scaling parameters 

Formatting Text 

The FindScriptRun, PortionText, GetFormatOrder, StyledLineBreak, and VisibleLength 
routines allow you to format text. The NPortionText function, available with system soft
ware version 7.0, provides a more powerful version of PortionText that lets you work with 
scaling and indicate the position of a style run within a line. 

FindScriptRun Finds the next block of Roman or native text within a script run; 
within scripts that contain subscripts, blocks of native text are 
limited to a subscript 

PortionText Indicates the co1Tect proportion of j ustification to be allocated to 
given text when compared to other text; used to determine how to 
distribute the slop of a line among the style runs on the line 

NPortionText * Supplies a new version of Po11ionText that lets you indicate the 
position of a style run within a line for lines with multiple tyle 
runs and accepts scaling parameters 

GetFormatOrder Tells in what order format runs should be drawn based on line 
direction for a particular line of text 
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StyledLineBreak Breaks a line on a word boundary 

VisibleLength Returns the length of text, excluding trailing white space and 
accounting for the script of the text 

Modifying Text 

The LowerText, Transliterate, and UpperText routines let you localize text into a base form 
and convert text from lowercase into uppercase, providing for the localizable stripping of 
diacritical marks. The StripText and StripUpperText procedures, available with system 
software version 7 .0, provide localizable stripping of diacritical characters and conversion 
of the characters into uppercase. LowerText and UpperText, also new with version 7.0, are 
faster and easier to use than Transliterate, but less powerful. 

LowerText* 

StripText * 

Provides localizable lowercasing of text up to 32 KB in length 
(LwrText is a synonym for LowerText) 

Provides localizable stripping of diacritical characters for text up to 
32 KB in length 

StripUpperText * Provides localizable stripping of diacritical characters for text up to 
32 KB in length and converts them to uppercase characters 

Transliterate 

UpperText* 

Converts characters from a set of scripts or subscripts to the closest 
possible approximation in a different script or subscript, and 
performs localizable uppercasing and lowercasing 

Provides localizable uppercasing for text up to 32 KB in length 

Note: UpperText is different from UprText, which provides nonlocalizable upper
casing using the _UprString trap. 

Substituting Text 

The ReplaceText function , new with system software version 7.0, allows you to substitute 
text correctly for all scripts. It provides a global way for you to do parameter text replacement 
in your applications. ReplaceText searches specified text for instances of a string specified by 
the key parameter and replaces each instance with the replacement text supplied. 

Truncating Text 

The TruncString and TruncText functions, new with system software version 7 .0, let you 
truncate text at the end or in the middle in order to fit it into a specified pixel width. 

TruncString* 

TruncText* 

Ensures that a string supplied as Str255 fits into the specified pixel 
width by truncating the string, if necessary, in a manner dependent 
on the script associated with the font of the active grafPort 

ls similar to TruncString except that the string is defined by a pointer 
and a length 
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Lexically Interpreting Different Scripts 

The lntlTokenize function takes arbitrary text and breaks it into tokens like the lexical analyzer 
of a compiler. IntlTokenize allows a program to recognize tokens such as variables, symbols, 
and quoted literals without making assumptions that depend on a particular script. 

Date and Time Utilities 

The Script Manager contains four categories of routines that help with worldwide date and time 
conversion. The routines convert among various formats for dates and times, change Jong 
dates, modify and verify date and time records, and read and store geographic locations. For 
details on related time and date data structures, see "Summary of the Script Manager" near the 
end of this chapter and Macintosh Worldwide Development: Guide to System Software. 

Converting Worldwide Dates and Times 

The InitDateCache, String2Date, and String2Time functions let you convert worldwide dates 
and times. 

InitDateCache 

String2Date 

String2Time 

Formats the date cache record (defined by the DateCacheRecord data 
type) for use by the String2Date and String2Time routines 

Expects the date at beginning of text and parses text for use in the 
date-time record (defined by the LongDateRec data type) 

Expects the time at beginning of text and parses text for use in the 
date-time record 

Converting Long Dates 

The LongDate2Secs and LongSecs2Date procedures allow you to convert dates between the 
LongDateRec format (an explicit year, month, day, and so forth) and the LongDateTime 
format (an 8-byte signed value, seconds since January 1, 1904 ). 

LongDate2Secs Converts the time specified in a long date record to a LongDateTime 
format 

LongSecs2Date Converts the date specified in a LongDateTime format to a 
long date record 

Modifying and Verifying Date and Time Records 

The ToggleDate and ValidDate functions allow you to change date and time records and check 
the validity of the resulting data structures. 

ToggleDate 

ValidDate 

Modifies a LongDateTime parameter by toggling one of the corre
sponding fields of the long date record up or down or by setting 
it explicitly (for a list of error code constants for ToggleDate, see 
"Summary of the Script Manager" near the end of this chapter) 

Checks the validity of a long date record 
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Reading and Storing Locations 

The ReadLocation and WriteLocation procedures let you access, manipulate, and store the 
geographic location of the Macintosh and related time zone information. 

ReadLocation 

WriteLocation 

Accesses the stored geographic location of the Macintosh and the 
time zone information from the parameter RAM 

Stores the geographic location of the Macintosh and the time zone 
information in parameter RAM 

Number Utilities 

The Script Manager number utilities let you change the ways numbers are represented so they 
can be displayed in various international formats. A canonical number format is a private, 
internal format that specifies the number forn1at in a way that is independent of region, 
language, and other multicultural considerations. 

Converting to and From Canonical Number Formats 

The Str2Format and Format2Str functions change format strings typed by users into a 
private, internal format and let applications change private, internal formats into localized 
format strings. 

Str2Format 

Format2Str 

Conve1ts a format string typed by users into a canonjcal number format 

Allows programs to convert previously entered canonical number 
formats to a format string that depends on the localized version of 
the system software 

Working With Formatted Numbers 

The FormatX2Str and FormatStr2X functions change an internal floating-point representation 
of a number into a localized formatted numeric string and vice versa. 

FormatX2Str Converts an internal floating-point (SANE) representation of a 
number into a localized formatted numeric string 

Note: If you compile your application to use the 881 option, you need to convert 
96-bit numbers to 80-bit numbers before they can be passed to FormatX2Str. 

FormatStr2X Converts a localized formatted numeric string into an internal 
floating-point representation of a number 

Note: FormatStr2X returns an 80-bit, not a 96-bit, representation. 
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SCRIPT MANAGER ROUTINES 

This section describes new Script Manager routines available with system software 
version 7 .0. The routines allow you to localize word selection and line break tables, 
truncate text, substitute text, perform case conversion, and strip diacritical marks. 

Localizing Word Selection and Line Break Tables 

Until system software version 7.0, each script system provided its own version of the 
FindWord procedure, which locates word boundaries for word selection and line breaking 
by examining a block of text to determine the boundaries of the word that includes a specified 
character in the block. The NFindWord procedure is a new, state-table-driven version of 
FindWord that is faster and more powerful. It can replace the script-dependent versions of 
FindWord so that script systems need only supply the appropriate tables in their 'itl2' resource. 
The break tables used by NFindWord are in a new format, which is documented in the next 
section, "Defining Word Boundaries and Line Breaks." 

When FindWord is called, the Script Manager examines the breaks parameter to determine if 
the call can be routed to the NFindWord procedure. If breaks is an explicit pointer to a break 
table and the table is in the new format, the call is routed to NFindWord. Also, if breaks is 0 
or - 1 to specify one of the default break tables and if the script' s 'itl2' resource contains 
tables in the new format, the call is routed to NFindWord. Otherwise, the call is routed to the 
script' s FindWord procedure so that old-format break tables continue to work. The Script 
Manager assumes tables are in the new format if the high-order bit of the first byte is 1. 

You can also call NFindWord directly, as fo llows: 

PROCEDURE NFindWord (textPt r : Ptr ; t e x tLength : Integer ; offset : Integer ; 
leadingEdge : Boolean ; nb r e aks : NBreakTablePtr ; 
VAR off sets : OffsetTable ) ; 

The NFindWord interface is identical to that of the FindWord routine except that the nbreaks 
parameter must be an explicit pointer to a new-format break table; the values 0 and-1 may 
not be used to indicate default break tables. 

To specify the text block, you pass two parameters: the textPtr parameter, a pointer to the 
beginning of the text to be examined, and the textLength parameter, the length of the text to 
be examined. Since the offset parameter specifies a position between two characters, addi
tional information is required to determine which character should be used as a basis for 
finding the word boundaries. This is supplied by the leadingEdge parameter. If leadingEdge 
is TRUE, the offset con-esponds to the character whose lead ing edge borders the offset. (The 
leadingEdge parameter corresponds to the left side in a left-to-right script such as Roman.) If 
leadingEdge is FALSE, the offset is on the trailing edge of the specified character. To specify 
word definitions, you pass the nbreaks parameter, which is a pointer to a word break table, a 
table that determines where word breaks occur. 

NFindWord returns information about word boundaries in the offsets array. This is an array 
of three offset pairs. The first integer in the first pair contains the offset before the leading 
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edge of the first character of the word; the second integer in the first pair contains the offset 
after the trailing edge of the last character of the word. The remaining values in the offsets 
array are set to 0. 

FindWord and NFindWord are often used in conjunction with the Pixel2Char and HiliteText 
routines, and the interfaces to FindWord and NFindWord have been designed for smooth 
integration with these routines. 

Defining Word Boundaries and Line Breaks 

This section describes how the NFindWord procedure uses sta te machines and associated 
tables to determine word boundaries and line breaks. For more details on the NFindWord 
procedure, see the previous section, "Locali zing Word Selection and Line Break Tables." 

The NFindWord procedure examines a block of text to determine the boundaries of the word 
that includes a specified character in the block. Usually, NFindWord uses different state 
tables to define words for word selection and words for word wrap (line breaking). 

Note: NFindWord considers offsets within a block of text to be positions between 
characters-for example, an offset of 1 in Roman tex~ is between the first and second 
characters (or on the trailing edge of the first and on the leading edge of the second). 

NFindWord uses a state machine to determine word boundaiies. The state machine must start 
at a point at or before the beginning of the word that includes the specified character. This can 
be accomplished in two ways. First, if the specified character is sufficiently close to the 
beginning of the text buffer, the state machine simply starts from the beginning of the buffer. 
This is determined by the doBackupMin parameter in the tables: if the offset parameter is less 
than doBackupMin, the state machine starts from the beginning. Otherwise, NFindWord uses 
a second state table, BackwardTable, for backward processing. With BackwardTable, 
NFindWord starts at the specified character, moving backward as necessary until it 
encounters a word break. 

Once determined, this starting point is saved as an initial word break location. From this 
point, the NFindWord state machine moves forward using ForwardTable until it encounters 
another word break. If that word break is still before the specified character, its location is 
saved as the starting point, and the state machine is restarted from that location. This process 
repeats until the state machine finds a word break that is after the specified character. At that 
point, NFindWord returns the last saved word break location and the current word break 
location as the offset pair defining the word boundaries. 

The state machine operates in a similar manner whether moving backward or forward; any 
differences in behavior are determined by the tables. The machine begins in the start state 
(state 1 ). It then cycles one character at a time until it finds a word break and exits. Each cycle 
proceeds as follows: the current character is mapped to a class number. The character class 
and the current state are used as indices into a two-dimensional array of byte-length action 
codes. Each action code specifies the fo llowing: 

• whether to mark the current offset 

• the next state, which may be the exit state (state 0) 

When the state machine exits, it has encountered a word break. The location of the word 
break is the last character offset that was marked. In general , the state machine marks a 
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character offset when it determines that the word that began at its starting point extends at 
least to the marked offset. 

Figure 14-20 gives two examples of the forward operation of the state machine for word 
selection. In each case, the state at a given offset and the class of the character following the 
offset determine ( I) whether to mark that offset, (2) whether to exit at that point, and, if not 
exiting, (3) what the state at the next offset will be. When the state machine exits, the fi rst 
and last marked offsets are returned as the word boundaries. 

IL. 
Exit 

Marked 
offsets I I I I I 

L:: :: :h: 
I I I I I I :U:H:_:o:: 
: : : : : :· 

... •'• ... ... •'• ,,. 
·~ ....... *"" •:<- ..... • .. 

Start Exit 

Word defined at exit by 
marked offsets: "UH" 

Word defined at exit by 
marked offsets: "UH-oh" 

Figure 14-20. Forward operation of the state machine for word selecti on 

Mapping characters to classes is simple for single-byte characters, but the process gets a li ttle 
more involved for double-byte character codes. The byte value at the current character offset is 
used as an offset into the ClassTable array, an array of 256 s igned bytes. If the va lue in 
ClassTable is positive, it signifies that the byte at the current character offset is a single-byte 
character, and the value in C lassTable is the class number for the character. If the value in 
ClassTable is negative, it signifies that the byte at the current character offset is the first byte of 
a double-byte character code, and AuxClassTable must be used to determine the character class. 

The AuxClassTable class table begins with a variable-length word array. The first word 
contains a default class number for double-byte character codes. The fo llowing words are 
offsets to RowTables, which have the same format as ClassTable, but are used by 
NFindWord for mapping the second byte of a double-byte character code to a class number. 
ff the value in C lassTable was - I (or any odd, negati ve number), the double-byte character 
code is assigned the default class from the first word of AuxClassTable. For other double-
byte characters, the value in ClassTable is an even negative number; NFindWord negates 
this value to provide an offset from the oeginning of AuxCla ·sTable to the appropriate 
RowTable offset. The RowTable table specified by th is offset in this way is used to map 
the second byte of the character to a class number. 

Note: There is a max imum of 128 classes and 128 states (incl ud ing the start and 
exit states). 

Figures 14-2 1 provides a description of the new break table. Note that the high bit of the first 
word is set to indicate that th is table is in the new format; otherwise, FindWord assumes that 
the tables are in the old format. The new break table begins with an 8-word header, fo llowed 
by the class and state tables. 
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byte 
I 

byte 
I 

( y 

1J flagHigh l flags Low 

version number 

ClassTable offset 

AuxClassTable offset 

BackwardTable offset 

ForwardTable offset 

doBackupMin 

table length (bytes) 

Class Table 

256-byte table maps 
each (1st) byte of the 
code to a class 

AuxClass Table 

default2ByteClass 

RowTable1 offset (opt) 

RowTable2 offset (opt) 

RowTable1 (opt) 

256-byte table maps 
each low byte of the 
code to a class 

RowTable2 (opt) 

256-byte table maps 
each low byte of the 
code to a class 

' 
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If flagsl ow = 0, you don't check for 2-byte characters. 

These four words are the offset (in bytes) from 
TableBegin to the specified table. 

If FindWord's offset argument < doBackupMin, FindWord 
skips backward processing. 

Total of all four tables and headers. 

The character code byte is an offset into Class Table. 
For 1-byte characters, the corresponding value in 
ClassTable is> O and specifies the class directly. 
For 2-byte characters, the value is negative. If it is 
odd, default2ByteClass is used for the character. 
Otherwise, a secondary mapping is used: the negative 
of the value is an offset into AuxClassTable. 
The word at this location is an offset from AuxClassTable 
to a secondary mapping table, which is used to 
map the second byte of the character code to a class. 

~ Optional (only needed for 2-byte characters) 

' ' ........ ............ .. .. .. .. ...... - ... ----- ... --- -· 
BackwardTable 

state table; see 
Figure 14-22 

ForwardTable 

state table ; see 
Figure 14-22 

Figure 14-21. NFindWord header and c lass tab les 
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Figure 14-22 shows the NFindWord state table. It begins with a list of words containing byte 
offsets from the beginning of the state table to the rows of the state table; this is followed 
by a C-by-S byte array, where C is the number of classes and S is the number of states. The 
bytes in th is an-ay are stored with the column index varying most rapidly; that is, the bytes for 
the State l row precede the bytes for the State 2 row. Each byte in this an-ay is an action code 
whose format is defined in Figure 14-23. 

State 1 row 

State 2 row 

State 3 row 

State 4 row 

State 5 row 

Reserved (must be 0) 

Offset to State 1 row 

Offset to State 2 row 

Offset to State 3 row 

Offset to State 4 row 

Offset to State 5 row 

Class O Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 

action action action action action 

action action action action action 

action action action action action 

action action action action action 

action action action action action 

Figure 14-22. NFindWord state table 

Figure 14-23 shows the format of an action code. 

r Mark bit (1 => mark current offset) 

I Next state I Next state (if 0, then exit) 

Figure 14-23. Format of FindWord action code 
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Determining Word Selection: An Example 

This section provides an example of how a script system determines word selection. 

Note: The definition of a word in the Roman Script System may vary slightly 
with localization. 

Table 14-4 provides the class numbers, character classes, and explanations of the class names 
for the U.S. word selection algorithm. 

Table 14-4. U.S. word selection algorithm 

Class 
number 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

Class 
name 

break 
nonBreak 
letter 
number 
midLetter 
rnidLetNum 
preNum 
postNum 
midNum 
preMidNum 
blank 
er 

Used for 

Everything not included below 
Nonbreaking spaces 
Letters, ligatures, and accents 
Digits 
Hyphen 
Apostrophe (vertical or right single quote) 
$£¥ 0 
%%0 ¢ 
,/ 

Space, tab, null 
Return 

The NFindWord table in the U.S. 'itl2' resource defines words as any of the following 
configurations of the classes listed in Table 14-4: 

• A sequence of letters, possibly separated by a hyphen, apostrophe, or period and 
possibly followed by a sequence of numbers (defined next). Some examples are 
ultra-cool, Bob's, and record.field. 

• A sequence of numbers, possibly separated by a comma, fraction sign, apostrophe, or 
period; possibly preceded by a decimal point or currency sign; and possibly followed by 
a percentage sign or by a sequence of letters (defined previously). Some examples are 
1.234, $23. 14, .70, and 12ea-b. 

• A sequence of spaces, tabs, or nulls, possibly followed by a er. 

• Characters that are words by themselves and not included as part of the above 
definitions. 

Note: With system software version 7.0, the treatment of a sequence of one or more 
nonbreaki ng spaces has changed. If there is a non-whitespace character (that is, a 
character that is neither blank nor er) on either side o f the sequence, the sequence 
becomes part of the word that includes the non-whitespace character. Thus, if the 
sequence is between non-whitespace characters, it joins the words of which they are 
a prut. Otherwise, the nonbreaking spaces are treated as blanks. 
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Table 14-5 shows where word breaks occur in various character sequences. In the table, 
other denotes any character that is not blank, er, or nonBreak. 

Table 14-5. Occurrence of word breaks in vari ous character sequences 

Word Word 
Character break Character break Character 

blank no non Break no blank 
blank no non Break no er 
blank yes nonBreak no 01her 
er yes nonBreak no blank 
er yes nonBreak no er 
er yes nonBreak no other 
other no non Break yes blank 
other no nonBreak yes er 
other no nonBreak no other 

Table 14-6 describes the meaning of each state number shown in Figure 14-24. 

Table 14-6. Significance of the state numbers in the Roman word selection algorithm 

State 
number 

l 
2 
3 
4 

5 

6 
7 

8 

9 

10 
11 

Meaning 

Start, or has detected initial nonBreak sequence 
Has detected a letter 
Has detected a number 
Has detected a non-whitespace character that should stand alone; now 
anything but 11011Break generates an exit 
Has detected preMidNwn or preNum; now anything but number or nonBreak 
generates an exit 
Has detected a blank 
Has detected a letter fo llowed by miclletter, niidletNum, or preMidNum; 
now anything but letter generates an exit 
Has detected a non-whitespace character fo llowed by nonBreak (the nonBreak 
should be treated as non-whitespace) 
Has detected a number followed by midNum, midletNwn, or preMidNum; 
now anything but number generates an exit 
Marks current offset (i nclude one more character), then ex its 
Has detected blank followed by nonBreak (the nonBreak should be treated 
as blank) 

Figure 14-24 illustrates the process of determining whether a sequence of characters is to 
be selected as a word. It shows the possible paths through the states o f the Roman word 
selection algorithm defined in Table 14-7. 
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1 

letter 

State letter 2 

non Break 

letter 

number 

nonBreak 

preMidNum 
State 

(Other) preNum 5 

non Break 

blank, er 

non Break non Break 

~ 
__ ...,. 

non Break midletter, Midl etNum, midNum, 
break, postNum 

er 

blank 

State 
6 

non Break 
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(Other) 

letter 

midletter, 
midletNum, 
preMidNum 

number 

midNum, 
midletNum, 
preMidNum 

(Other) 

postNum 

State 
4 

State 
7 

(Other) 

State 
9 

(Other) 

(Other) 

State (Everything) 
10 

(Other) 

er 
• = Mark this offset 

O= State 
State 

11 
(Other) 

Exit 
0 

non Break 

Figure 14-24. Roman word selection state transitions 
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Table 14-7 shows the U.S. word selection transition table for forward processing. Each 
column shows the action codes for a current state. 

Note: In this table, the first column must be all nonzero values with '*'. 

Table 14-7. U.S. word select transition table for forward processing 

State number Class Class 
number name 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

0 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

L l 

break *4 *O *O *O *O *O 0 *4 0 *O 

nonBreak *8 *8 *8 *8 *8 *O 0 *8 0 *0 

letter *2 *2 *2 *O *O *O *2 *2 0 *O 

number *3 *3 *3 *O *3 *O 0 *3 *3 *O 

midLetter *4 *7 *O *O *O *O 0 *4 0 *O 

midLetNum *4 *7 *9 *O *O *O 0 *4 0 *O 

preNum *5 *O *O *O *O *O 0 *5 0 *O 

postNum *4 *O *4 *O *O *O 0 *4 0 *O 

midNum *4 *O *9 *O *O *O 0 *4 0 *O 

preMidNum *5 *7 *9 *O *O *O 0 *5 0 *O 

0 

1 1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

blank *6 *O *O *O *O *6 0 *O 0 *O *6 

er * 10 *O *O *O *O *10 0 *O 0 *O * LO 

* Means " mark the offset before this character" 

Optimized Word Break Tables 

Listing 14- 1 shows how to obtain a copy of the word selection table from the default 'itl2' 
resource. You may want to do this so that you can pass the word selection table directly to 
NFindWord or FindWord in a loop. This example assumes that inside the loop you are trying 
to find word boundaries. Outside the loop, you set up for this task by getting a copy of the 
table needed for the word break routine. See "Manipulating the 'itl2' and 'itl4' Resources" 
later in this chapter for more on the IUGetltlTable procedure and "Locali zing Word Selection 
and Line Break Tables" earlier in thjs chapter for details on the NFindWord procedure. 
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Listing 14-1. Obtaining optimized word break tables 

FUNCTION GetWordSelect : Ptr ; 
VAR 

itlHandle : Handle ; 
tableOffset : Longint ; 
tableLength : Longint ; 
wordBreakPtr : Ptr ; 
tempPtr : Ptr ; 

BEGIN 
GetWordSelect : = NIL ; {assume failure} 
IUGetitlTable(iuSystemScript , iuWordSelectTable , itlHandle , tableOffs et , 

tableLength) ; 
{If script is incorrect or the table is not available , the handle } 
{will return as NIL . } 
IF (itlHandle <> NIL) THEN 
BEGIN 

wordBreakPtr : = NewPtr(tablelength) ; 
IF (wordBreakPtr <> NIL) THEN 
BEGIN 

tempPtr : = Ptr(Longint(itlHandle~)+tableOffset) ; 

BlockMove (tempPtr , wordBreakPtr , tablelength) ; 
GetWordSelect . - wordBreakPtr ; {return a valid ptr} 

END ; 
END ; 
END ; 

Truncating Text 

The TruncString and TruncText functions truncate text in a localizable way. 

The TruncString function ensures that a string supplied as Str255 fi ts into the specified pixel 
width, by truncating the string, if necessary, in a manner dependent on the font script. 

FUNCTION TruncString (width : Integer ; VAR theSt~ing : Str255 ; 
truncWhere : TruncCode) : Integer ; 

The TruncText function ensures that a string defined by a pointer and a byte length fits into 
the specified pixel width, by truncating the string as described above. 

FUNCTION TruncTex t (width : Integer ; textPtr : Pt~ ; VAR length : Integer ; 
truncWhere : TruncCode) : Integer ; 

The text truncation functions ensure that a text string fits into the pixel width specified by the 
width parameter and then truncates the string, when necessary. These fu nctions use the font 
script to determine how to perform truncation. If truncation occurs, they also insert a 
truncation indicator (such as an ellipsis in English). 
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The truncWhere parameter specifies whether truncation occurs at the end of the string or in 
the m.iddle (the latter is useful for pathnames, for example). Spec ify the constant smTruncEnd 
to trnncate the string at the end. Specify the constant smTruncMiddle to truncate the string in 
the middle. In the TruncString function. the string is supplied as Str255. The TnmcText 
function de fines the string by a pointer and byte length. If truncati on occurs, the string length 
is updated to refl ect the new length . If general errors occur, the result code is smTruncErr and 
the length is set to 0. In any case, the length never increases. 

With system software version 7.0, a new token type, tokenEllipsis, has been defined ; the 
TruncString and TruncText functions obtain the corresponding character from the untoken 
table in the 'itl4' resource. See "Summary of the Script Manager" near the end of this chapter 
and Macintosh Worldwide Development: Guide lo System Sojiware for more information on 
the 'itl4' tables and re lated data structures. 

The TruncString and TruncText functions are implemented by the Script Manager itself, not 
by script systems. Both text truncation functions may move memory. 

Result codes 
smNotTruncated 0 
smTruncated l 
smTruncErr - I 

resNotFound - 192 

No truncation necessary 
Truncati on performed 
General error (At present, this only occurs if 
truncation is necessary, but the truncation 
indicator alone is wider than the specified 
width. If this error occurs, the length is set 
to 0.) 
Cannot get the correct 'itl4 ' resource or 
resource is not in current format 

See Listing 14-2 in "Substituting and Truncating Text" for an example of how to use the 
TruncText function. 

Substituting Text 

The ReplaceText function, new with system software version 7.0, allows you to substitute text. 

FUNCTIO~ ReplaceText (baseText : Handl e ; substitutionText : Handle ; 
key : Str15) : Integer ; 

ReplaceText searches the text specified by the baseText parameter for instances of the key 
string and replaces each instance with the tex t indicated by the substitutionText parameter. 
The key parameter contains a string to be used as the substitution marker. Although the 
substitution text may contain the key string, the text is inserted verbatim into the base text, 
and no recurs ive substitution occurs. 

ReplaceText returns a positive value indicating the number of substitutions perfo1med or a 
negative value indicating an error. The constant noErr is returned if there is no e1rnr or no 
substitutions performed . 
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The following are general Memory Manager errors. When ReplaceText returns these errors 
by using the following constants, they have these specific meanings: 

Result codes 
(special meanings of Memory Manager errors returned by ReplaceText) 
memF ullEn- 108 SetHandleSize fail s on baseText 
ni lHandleErr I 09 GetHandleSize fail s on baseText or substitutionText 
memWZErr - 111 GetHandleSize fai ls on baseText or substitutionText 

Note: ReplaceText may move memory. 

See the next section, "Substituting and Truncating Text," for an example of how to use the 
ReplaceText function. 

Substituting and Truncating Text 

Listing 14-2 uses the ReplaceText and TruncText functions and assumes that you have 
Str255 strings containing base text and substitution text and that you want the result to 
fit in a specified number of pixels. 

Listing 14-2. Substituting and truncating text 

CONST 

VAR 

max Int 32767 ; 

baseString : Str255 ; 
subsString : Str255 ; 
baseHandle : Handle ; 
subsHandle : Handle ; 
keyStr : StrlS ; 
sizeL : 
myWidth : 
length : 
result : 
myErr : 

Longint ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
OSErr ; 

BEGIN 
baseString . - ' abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz • ; 

subsString ' KIL~OY WAS HERE ' ; {insert into baseString .. . } 
keyStr : = ' mnop '; { ... in place of this sequence} 
myWidth : = 500 ; { ... and truncate with this width} 

sizeL : = ord(baseString[OJ ) ; 
myErr : = PtrToHand(@baseString [ l) , baseHandle , sizeL) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoError(myErr) ; 
sizeL . - ord(subsString(O]) ; 
myErr : = PtrToHand(@subsString(lJ , subsHandle , sizeL) ; 
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Listing 14-2. Substituting and truncating text (Continued) 

IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoError(myErr) ; 
result : = ReplaceText(baseHandle , subsHandle , keyStr) ; 
IF result< 0 THEN DoError(result) ; 
sizeL : = GetHandleSize(baseHandle) ; 
IF MemError <> noErr THEN DoError(MemError) ; 
length : = sizeL ; 
HLoc k( baseHandle) ; 
IF MemError <> noErr THEN UoError(MemError ) ; {oops , a Mem Mgr error} 

result : = TruncTex t(myWidth , baseHandleA, length , smTruncEnd); 
IF result < 0 THEN DoError(result) ; 

DrawText(baseHandleA , 0 , length) ; 
HUnlock(baseHandle) ; 

IF MemError <> noErr THEN DoError(myErr) ; 

END ; 

{oops, a Mem Mgr error} 

Converting Case and Stripping Diacritical Marks 

The LwrText procedure was available with Script Manager 2.0 as a high-level interface to the 
_LwrString trap. Beginning with system software version 6.0.4, LwrText was localizable by 
using tables in the 'itl2' resource. The UprText procedure was also available in Script 
Manager 2.0 as a high-level interface to the _UprString trap but was generally not locali zed. 

In system software version 7.0, a new set of routines is available from both assembly and high
level languages to provide localizable lowercasing, uppercasing, and sllipping of diacri tical 
marks. All of these routi nes-LowerText, UpperText, Su·ipText, and StripUpperText-use 
trap $A056 (formerly called LwrSt:ring), but they set the operating-system trap flags to indicate 
which function is desired. UpperText provides a localizable version of UprText. The name 
LwrString can still be used; however, you are encouraged to use the new names that have been 
defined for the various functions of the LwrString trap. 

Note: The LowerText, UpperText, StripText, and StripUpperText procedures may 
move memory. 

PROCEDURE LowerText (t e xtPtr : Ptr ; len : Integer) ; 

Trap macro 
On entry 

On exit 

_LowerText 
AO: pointer to first character of string 
DO: length of st1·ing in bytes (word); must be less 

than 32 KB 
DO: result code 

The LowerText procedure provides localizable lowercase conversion of text up to 32 KB 
in length. 
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Note: The LwrText interface is still available and is identical to LowerText. 

PROCEDURE UpperTe xt (textPtr : Pt r ; len : Integer ) ; 

Trap macro 
On entry 

On exit 

_UpperText 
AO: pointer to first character of suing 
DO: length of string in bytes (word); must be less 

than 32 KB 
DO: result code 

The UpperText procedure provides localizable uppercase conversion of text up to 32 KB 
in length. 

PROCEDURE StripText (tex tPtr : Pt r ; len : Integer) ; 

Trap macro 
On entry 

On exit 

_SuipText 
AO: pointer to first character of suing 
DO: length of string in bytes (word); must be less 

than 32 KB 
DO: result code 

• 
The StripText procedure provides localizable stripping of diacritical characters for text up to 
32 KB in length. 

PROCEDURE StripUpperText (textPt r : Ptr ; len : Integer) ; 

Trap macro 
On entry 

On exit 

_StripUpperText 
AO: pointer to first character of suing 
DO: length of string in bytes (word); must be less 

than 32 KB 
DO: result code 

The SuipUpperText procedure provides localizable stripping of diacritical characters for text 
up to 32 KB in length and converts them to uppercase characters. 

The following result codes apply to all four text truncation trap macros: 

Result codes 
no Err 
resNotFound 

0 
- 192 

No error 
Can ' t get correct 'it12' resource or resource is not in current 
format (the string will not be modified) 
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Handling Justified Text 

With system software version 7.0, the Script Manager provides several changes that are needed 
fo r handling fu lly justified text in the following list of Script Manager routines. These routines 
assume that a slop value for the line-the d ifference between the desired width and the actual 
width before justification-is to be distributed among the style runs on a line and among the 
words and characters within a style run. The actual width before justification is the sum of 
values returned by the TextWidth function for each style run on the line. 

Here is a summary of how the justification routi nes avai lable prior to system software 
version 7.0 work. (For details on these routines, see Macintosh Worldwide Development: 
Guide to System Software.) 

• PortionText lets you detenni ne how to di stribute the slop value for the line among the 
style runs on the line. 

• DrawJust allows you to draw a style run on a line and to provide a slop value for the 
style run. 

• MeasureJust fills an array that specifies, for each character in a style run, the w idth from 
the beginning of the style run through that character. 

• Char2Pixel converts a character offset in a style run to a pixel w idth in the style run. 

• Pixel2Char converts a pixel width in a style run to a character offset in the sty le run. 

The Roman Script System versions of the original justification routines did not handle 
intercharacter spacing and did not provide enough information for these routines to supply 
proper intercharacter spacing between style runs when there are multiple sty le runs (that is, 
more than one font, size, or QuickDraw style) on a line. 

In system software version 7 .0, all of these routines handle intercharacter spacing properly in 
all scripts and on all ports. When relevant, the amount of intercharacter spacing can be 
controlled using the Script Manager' s smgrCharPortion global vari able, which can be set 
with the SetEn virons function. 

Version 7.0 also provides a second interface for each of the existing routines. Each new inter
face name begins with N (for example, NPortionText), and each interface contains additional 
parameters that specify the visual position of the style run in the line and the desired scaling 
factors. The scaling fac tors are supplied as numerator and denominator parameters in a manner 
identical to the QuickDraw StdTcxt procedure. The slop argument in these routines is a signed 
value that specifies the number of screen pixels by which the style run should be extended (or 
shrunk, if the value is negative) after the numerator-denominator scaling has been applied. 

Other improvements in the new routines for handling justified text include the following: 

• For future use, parameters that specify a character position or length change from 
integer to long integer; parameters that specify a pixel width change from integer 
to fixed. However, some routines currently on ly use the integer part of a Longlnt 
parameter. 

• NPixel2Char includes a VAR parameter (widthRemaining: Fixed). If the pixelWidth 
parameter that is passed into NPixel2Char is greater than the width of the text specified 
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by the textBuf and textLen parameters, the amount of excess width is returned in the 
widthRemaining parameter; otherwise, widthRemaining is set to - 1. 

• A new picture opcode saves the line layout information needed for these routines. See 
the Color Quick.Draw chapter in thi s volume for a discussion of the new picture opcode. 

Providing for Spacing Between Multiple Style Runs 

To handle the spacing between multiple style runs on a li ne con-ectly, the new justification 
routines take a styleRunPositi on parameter that specifies the position of the style run on 
a line. 

The values for styleRunPosition are as follows: 

Constant 

smOnlyStyleRun 
smLeftStyleRun 

smRightStyleRun 

smMiddleStyleRun 

Value 

0 
l 

2 

3 

Meaning 

This style run is the only one on the line. 
Multiple style runs are on the line, and this 
is the l.eftmost. 
Multiple style runs are on the line, and this 
is the rightmost. 
Multiple style runs are on the line, and this 
is neither the le ftmost nor the rightmost. 

If styleRunPosition has the value smOnlyS tyleRun, the j ustification routines behave exactly 
like their earlier versions. For other values of styleRunPosition, the behavior may depend on 
the script. The behavior for the Roman script is described in "Justifying Text on the Roman 
Script System" later in this chapter. 

FUNCTION NPortionText (textPtr : Ptr ; textLen : Longint ; 
styleRunPosit i on : JustStyleCode ; numer : Point ; 
denom : Point) : Fixed ; 

The NPortionText function allows you to find out how to distribute the slop value for a 
line among the style runs on the line. The textPtr parameter is a pointer to the text while 
textLength is a long integer that indicates the length of the text. The fu nction returns a 
fi xed " magic number" that is based on the number of spaces, number o f characters, 
font, size, style, styleRunPosition value, and the scaling parameters. 

You should call NPorti onText for all of the style runs on a line, and the slop value for the line 
should be allocated among the style runs in the same ratio as the ir NPortionText return values. 
To allocate spacing among multiple style runs, you can specify the position of a style run 
within the line by using the styleRunPosition parameter of type JustStyleCode. See the 
beginning of this section for a li st of the val ues and meanings for these constants. 

For example, suppose that there are three style runs on a line: A, B, and C. The line needs to 
be widened by 11 pixels for justi fication. Call ing PortionText on these format runs yields the 
first row in Table 14-8. 
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Table 14-8. Proportions of slop value to be di stributed 

A B c Total 

Portion Text 5.4 7.3 8 .2 20.9 
Normalized .258 .349 remainder 1.00 
Pixels (p) 2.84 3.84 remainder 11.0 
Rounded (r) 3 4 remainder 11 

You can use these values to compute weighted spacing. The proportion of the justification to 
be allotted to A is 25.8 percent, so it receives 3 pixels out of 11. In general, to prevent 
rounding errors, r11 = round(I.1 .. 11 p) - L J .. 11-J r (which can be computed iteratively); for 
example, rB is round(3.84+2.84) - 3, and re is round(l 1.0) - 7. 

Listing 14-3 provides a code sample that illustrates the action of the NPortionText function. 
The CalcJustAmount routine in Listing 14-3 expects an array of the following type of records. 

RunRecord 
tPtr : 
tLength : 
tFace : 
tFont : 

= RECORD 
Ptr ; {ptr to the t ex t} 
Longint ; {length of run } 
style ; {txFace of run} 
Integer ; {font family number for run ' s font} 
Integer ; {pt size} tSize : 

tPlaceOnLi ne : 
tnumer , cdenom : 
tJustAmount : 

JustStyleCod e ; 
Point ; {scaling factors} 
Fixed {this value calculated here} 

END ; 
RunArray = ARRAY[l . . MaxRuns] OF RunRecord ; 

The CalcJustAmount routine also takes as a parameter a count of the total number of records 
that the array contains. Finally, the extra pixel width to be distributed is passed in as the 
TotalPixelSlop parameter. The routine calculates the amount of slop that should be allocated 
to each run, and assigns that value to the field tJustAmount. 

Listing 14-3. Distributing slop val ue among style runs 

PROCEDURE Calc~uscAmount(rArray : ~unArray ; NRuns : I nteger ; 
TotalPixelSlop : Integer) ; 

VAR 
I : Integer ; 
TotalSlopProportion : Fix ed; 

BEGIN 

{First find the proportion for each run , temporarily remember ing it } 
( in the tJustAmount fie ld of the record , and summ~ng the } 
(re turned values in TotalSlopProportion . } 

TotalSlopProportion : = O; 
FOR I : = 1 TO NRuns DO 
WITH r Array [I] DO BEG I N 
{set the grafPort ' s font settings co correspond to this run} 
Tex tFace(tFace) ; 
Tex tFont(tFont) ; 
Te xtSize(tSize) ; 
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tJustAmoun t : = NPortionTex t(tPtr , tLength , tPlac eOnLine , 
tnumer , tdenom) ; 

TotalSlopProportion : = TotalSlopProportion + t JustAmount ; 
END ; 

{Having found the portion of slop to be allocated to each ru~ , 

{ normalize it ( runportion I totalportion) , and then convert } 
{ that value to } 
{ UnRounded Pixels ( (runportion I totalportion) * TotalPixelSlop) . } 

FOR I : = 1 TO NRuns DO 
WITH rArray[I] DO 

{Note you can round the value calculated here by using 
{ the FixRound routine . } 

tJustAmount : = 

FixMul(F: xDiv(tJustAmount , TotalSlopProportion) , TotalPixelSlop) ; 
END ; 

You can draw text at the cuITent pen location with NDrawJust. 

PROCEDURE NDrawJust (textPcr : Ptr ; t extLen : Longint ; slop : Fixed ; 
styleRunPosition : JustStyleCode ; numer : Point ; 
denom : Point ) ; 

The NDrawJust procedure draws the given text at the cuITent pen location in the current font, 
style, and size. The slop parameter indicates how many extra pixels are to be added to the 
width of the text after it has been scaled according to the nurner and denom parameters. This 
routine is usefu l for justi fyi ng text. For correct spacing between multiple style runs, you can 
specify the position of a style run within the line by using the styleRunPosition parameter o f 
type JustStyleCode. See the beginning of this section for a list of the values and meanings for 
these constants. 

Note: In the NMeasureJust, NChar2Pixel, and NPixel2Char routines, described in 
the following sections, the text length should equal the entire visible part of the style 
run on a line and should include trailing spaces if and only if they are displayed. 
(They may not be displayed for the last style run in the line, for example.) Otherwise, 
the results for the last character on the line may be invalid. 

PROC2DURE NMeasureJust (textPtr : Ptr ; textLen : Longint ; slop : Fixed ; 
charLocs : Ptr ; styleRunPosition : JustSty l eCode ; 
numer : Point ; denom : Point) ; 

The NMeasureJust procedure measures text that may be justified. The charLocs parameter 
points to an array of textLen+ 1 integers where textLen is the number of bytes. The slop 
parameter indicates how many extra pixels are to be added to the width of the text after it has 
been scaled according to the numer and denom parameters. NMeasureJust computes the 
width from the beginning of the string to the trailing edge of each character, taking into 
account slop, scaling, and style run position. On return , the first charLocs entry contains 0; 
remaining entries contain the widths to the corresponding offsets in the string. For coITect 
spacing between multiple style runs, you can specify the position of a style run within the line 
by using the styleRunPosition parameter of type JustStyleCode. See the beginning of this 
section for a list of the values and meanings for these constants. 
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FUNCTION NChar2Pixel (textBuf : ?er ; cextLen : Longir.t ; slop : Fixed ; 
offset : Longinc ; direccion : :nteger ; 
styleRunPosition : JustStyleCode ; numer : Point ; 
denom : Point) : Integer ; 

The NChar2Pi xel function finds the screen position of carets and selection points, given the 
text buffer and an offset. NChar2Pixel is the inverse of NPixel2Char. For left-to-right scripts 
(including Kanji), thi s function works the same way as the QuickDraw TextWidth function. 
For correct spacing between multiple style runs, you can peciry the position of a style run 
within the line by using the styleRunPosition parameter of type JustS tyleCode. See the begin
ning of this section for a list o f the values and meanings for these constants. 

FUNCTION NPixel2Char ( tex tBuf : Ptr ; t ex t Len : Longint ; slop : Fixed ; 
pixe l Wid th : Fixed ; VAR leadingEdge : Boolean ; 
VAR widthRemaining : Fixed ; styleRunPosition : 
JustStyleCode ; numer : Point ; denom : Point) : 
Integer ; 

The NPixel2Char function helps you find the nearest character offset within a text buffer 
corresponding to a given pixel width. It returns an integer that is the o ffset of the character 
closest to pixel Width . It is the inverse of the NChar2Pixel function. The most common 
application of NPixel2Char is identifying the character where a mouse-down event occurs 
in text and whether it is on the leading or trailing edge of the character. For correct spacing 
between multiple style runs, you can specify the position of a style run within the line by 
using the styleRunPosition parameter of type JustStyleCode. See the beg inning of this 
section for a list of the values and meanings for these constants. 

Justifying Text on the Roman Script System 

This section describes several important points about the way text is justified in the Roman 
Seri pt System: 

• The weight for allocating extra space to each nonspace character is in the form or a 
percentage. This percentage is given by the Script Manager's smgrCharPortion global 
variable as a 4. 12 fi xed-point number, which can be read with GetEnvirons and set 
with SetEnvirons by using the smCbarPortion verb. There is no threshold for initiating 
intercharacter spacing, so thi s is not a highly sophisticated model. 

• Every space in a style run is allocated the same amount of extra width and thus is the 
same size, whether or not it is at the beginning or end of the line or the style run. 

• For characters that are neither at the beginning nor at the end of the I ine, half of the 
charExtra width is allocated on each side of the character. Characters that are at the 
beginning or end of the line are only allocated half of the charExtra width, which 
appears on the side of the character toward the center of the line. 

• The Script Manager text justification routines do not automatically strip trailing spaces. 
To strip trailing spaces in the last style run on the line, call the VisibleLength function 
for the last style run and pass its return value to these routines as the length of the 
last run . 
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Figure 14-25 illustrates this model for the justification of text. 

Style ~ Beginning of line End of line--.. 

Style run 1 Style run 2 Style run 3 

Cursor :· · · · .. · · - ·: · .. · ... · · : - - - .. - : · - - - · ..... · - - - ·:· - · - - .. · · - · - !- · - - .. - ... - .. - - - ... .... ·:· - - · · · - -~ · - · · · -~ - · ·: 

locations : (space) ! A : B : A , B ~ (space) ~ ~ : : 

Extra L..J"l_LJ LLJ L...L_J 1 1 

width 

Figure 14-25. Justification in Roman text 

Here's how the Script Manager computes the spacing factors for Roman text. 

At the beginning of the line layout process, the Script Manager bases its values on information 
obtained by examining the text and a global variable that contains the ratio used to allocate 
space among intercharacter spacing and interword spacing. 

Note: The elements in the equations used subsequently in this discussion are 
defined here. 

Value 

NumChars 

NumSpaces 

CharPortion 

Meaning 

The number of nonspace characters in the style run. 

The number of space characters in the style run. 

The weight for allocating slop to intercharacter spacing versus 
interword spacing. 

SpacePortion 1.0 - CharPortion; the weight for allocating slop to interword spacing. 

The number of intercharacter spaces in a given style run is not necessarily the same as 
NumChars because characters at the beginning or end of the line are only allocated half 
an intercharacter space. The styleRunPosition parameter for the style run must be used 
to determine NumlnterCharSpaces for the style run. 

NumlnterCharSpaces equals 

• NumChars - 1.0, if styleRunPosition = smOnlyStyleRun 

• NumChars - O.S , if styleRunPosition = smLeftStyleRun 

• NumChars - O.S, if styleRunPosition = smRightStyleRun 

• NumChars, if styleRunPosition = smMiddleStyleRun 
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A total weighted spacing for the style run can then be computed, as follows: 

TotWeightedSpace = (NumlnterCharSpaces * CharPortion) + (NumSpaces * SpacePortion) 

For Roman text, the NPortionText function returns a value based on TotWeightedSpace, 
the font size, and the scaling factors. It is also adjusted by a factor of 32 for backward 
compatibility with PortionText results. 

NPortionText = TotWeightedSpace * fontSize * (numer.h/denom.h) I 32.0 

By calling NPortionText for each style run on a Line, the slop value for the line can be 
allocated among each of the style runs on the line to obtain StyleRunSlop for each style run. 

StyleRunSlop equals the amount of slop value allocated to this style run-that is, the number 
of pixels by which the style run should be increased or decreased in width after numerator
denominator scaling has been applied. 

Finally, using TotWeightedSpace and StyleRunSlop, the values MoreSpaceExtra and 
MoreCharExtra for the style run can be d~terrnined-that is, the extra width for each space 
character and nonspace character after numerator-denominator scaling has been applied. 

MoreSpaceExtra = (SpacePortion * StyleRunSlop I TotWeightedSpace) 

MoreCharExtra = (CharPortion * StyleRunSlop I TotWeightedSpace) 

Figure 14-26 demonstrates the capabilities of the Roman justification routines, Draw Just and 
NDrawJust, compared to the QuickDraw routines, DrawText and StdText. 

!1Umer.h CJ 
denom.h 8 

numer.v LJ 

denom.vO 

Text I Scale HND justify! 

Draw Text Scale HND justify! 

SlopG 

StdText Sc:ale AND justif"y ! 

DrawJust AND justify! 

NDrawJust Sc:ale AND just i f"y ! 

Figure 14-26. The effects of the Roman justification routines 
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USING THE INTERNATIONAL UTILITIES PACKAGE 
ROUTINES 

The International Utilities Package is part of the System file. It has the resource type 'PACK' 
and resource ID 6. This package contains code that uses the information in the international 
resources to handle string comparison and the presentation of time, cuITency, and numbers 
around the world. These vary from script to script, language to language, and region to 
region, and your application should take advantage of the Macintosh Operating System's 
ability to present this information in the correct format. 

The International Utilities Package works in conjunction with the Script Manager. 
Formatting options provide flexibility in specify ing exactly how dates and times are 
to be displayed. The string comparison capabi lities handle non-Roman writing 
systems, such as Arabic and Japanese. 

For more in formation about packages in general, see the Package Manager chapters in 
Volumes I and V. 

You need to use the International Utilities Package to enable your application to run in regions 
other than your own. For details on the International Utilities Package routines and data 
structures available prior to system software version 7.0, see Volumes I and V. 

The following enhancements are avai lable in the International Utilities Package with system 
software version 7 .0. You can now 

• obtain tables from the 'itl2' and 'itl4' resources 

• use application-supplied 'itl2' and 'itl4' resources more easily 

• specify resource handles explicitly for additional routines 

• determine the interscript sorting order 

• use special script and language codes with the new routines 

Brief descriptions of the routines and features appear in the next section, "Overview of the 
International Utilities Package Routines." 

With system software version 7.0, the new IUScriptOrder, IULangOrder, IUStringOrder, 
IUTextOrder, and IUGetltlTable routines (described in "Faci li tating Interscript Sorting 
Order" and "Manipulating the 'itl2' and 'itl4' Resources" later in this chapter) accept special 
script or language codes. These scri pt and language codes facilitate the process of sorting text 
between scripts and languages. For these routines, system software version 7.0 has defined 
these new types: ScriptCode and LangCode. A valid ScriptCode type can be an integer in the 
range 0-64 that explicitly indicates a pa1ticular script, or it can be a negati ve value with a 
special meaning. A valid LangCode type can be a nonnegative integer that explicitly indicates 
a particular language, or it can be a negative value with a special meaning. See "Summary of 
the International Utilities Package" near the end of this chapter for the list of these codes. 
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OVERVIEW OF THE INTERNATIONAL UTILITIES 
PACKAGE ROUTINES 

All the International Utilities Package routines are described briefly in thi s section. The 
routines IULDateS tring and IULTimeString, previously undocumented in Inside Macintosh, 
are also summarized, and thei r interfaces appear in "Summary of the International Utilities 
Package" near the end of this chapter. The new routines available with system software 
version 7.0 are identified by an asterisk (*) . 

Comparing Strings 

The International Utilities Package includes a number of routines to compare strings and give 
their exact sorting relationship or determine whether or not they are equal. System software 
version 7.0 includes parallel forms for the sorting functions IUCompString, IUMagString, 
IUEqualString, and IUMaglDString to permit explicit specification of an 'itl2' resource 
handle. These parallel forms, whose names end with PString, are in the following list. If thi s 
hand le is NIL, the routines behave just like the previous routines that don 't permi t explicit 
specification of the handle. 

IUCompString Compares two Pascal strings for primary and secondary ordering and 
determines whether one is greater than, less than, or equal to another 

IUCompPString* Compares two Pascal strings for primary and secondary ordering and 
determines whether one is greater than, less than, or equal to another 
and permits explicit specification of the 'itl2' resource to be used for 
string comparison 

IUMagString Compares two strings defined by a pointer and character length for 
primary and secondary ordering and determines whether one is greater 
than, less than, or equal to another 

IUMagPString* Compares two strings defined by a pointer and character length for 
primary and secondary ordering and determines whether one is greater 
than, less than, or equal to another and permits explicit specification of 
the 'itl2' resource to be used for string comparison 

IUEqualString Compares two Pascal strings for equality in primary ordering only 

IUEqualPString* Compares two Pascal strings for equality in primary ordering only and 
permits explicit specification of the 'itl2' resource to be used for string 
comparison 

IUMagIDString Compares two strings defined by a pointer and character length for 
equality in primary ordering only 

IUMagIDPString* Compares two strings defined by a pointer and character length for 
equality in primary ordering only and permits explicit specification of 
the 'itl2' resource to be used for string compari son 
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Modifying the Standard String Comparison 

To modify the standard string comparison, you need to construct your own 'itl2' resource. 
You may want to modify the standard string comparison if the one provided by the Interna
tional Uti lities Package doesn' t meet your needs or if the string comparison for the language 
that concerns you is not available. If you supply an 'itl2' resource in an application, you 
will need to call the IUClearCache procedure or call one of the new ?String comparison 
routines that allow you to pass in a handle to an 'it12' resource. (See "Accessing the Inter
national Resources," "Manipulating the 'itl2' and 'itl4' Resources," and " Specifying 
Resource Handles Explicitly" later in this chapter.) 

For details on modifying the standard string comparison, consult Macintosh Developer 
Technical Support. 

Assembly-language note: See " Summary of the International Utilities 
Package" near the end of this chapter for a con-ected version of the stack 
frame, IUSortFrame, used for the 'it12' sorting routines before system 
software version 7 .0 and for the stack frame, IUNSortFrarne, used beginning 
with version 7.0. Consult Macintosh Developer Technical Support for more 
information on using these sorting frames and for the source code for the 
U.S. 'it12' resource, which you may use as a basis for creating your own 
'itl2' resource. 

Facilitating lnterscript Sorting Order 

With system software version 7.0, the IUScriptOrder, IULangOrder, IUStringOrder, and 
IUTextOrder functions make it easier to sort text between different scripts. The functions 
use the special script and language codes described in "Script and Language Codes" later 
in this chapter. 

IUScriptOrder* Given a pair of script codes, indicates in what order the text in the two 
scripts should be sorted 

IULangOrder* Given a pair of language codes, indicates in what order the text in the 
two languages should be sorted 

IUStri ngOrder* Given a pair of strings with a script and language code for each, 
indicates the proper sorting order of the strings 

IUTextOrder* Given a pair of strings defined by a pointer and character length (with a 
script and language code for each), indicates the proper sorting order of 
the strings 

The ordering of script and language codes is based on information in the 'itlm' resource. 
However, the system script is always sorted first, and scripts that are not enabled and 
installed are sorted last. 
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Accessing the International Resources 

With system software version 7.0, three improvements have been made to the caching of 
handles for the 'itl2' and 'it14' resources. 

• System and application caches are separate. The application cache is prut of the context 
that is handled by the Process Manager. The system cache is initiali zed during system 
startup with handles to the 'it12' and 'itl4' resources in the System file . When an 
applicatjon is launched, the application cache is initialized from the system cache. 

• Although any application can call the SetScript function to change the default ID for a 
particular script's 'it12' or 'it14' resource, this alone no longer affects any cached 
handles. An application must call the IUClearCache procedure in order for its cache to 
be reloaded. When the cache is re loaded, the cun-ent default IDs for each script are used. 
Consequently , applications that provide their own 'itl2' and 'itl4' resources do not affect 
the use of these resources in other applications, nor do they affect system behavior that 
depends on these resources. 

• To provide increased efficiency in a multiscript environment, each cache has an entry for 
the 'itl2' and 'itl4' handles for every installed script. 

New with system software version 7.0, the IUGetltJTable and IUCleru·Cacbe procedures 
allow you to obtain specific tables from the 'itl2' and 'itl4' resources and make it easier for 
you to supply your own 'itl2' and 'itl4' resources. The supported table codes for the 
IUGetltlTable procedure appear in "Manipulating the 'itl2' and 'it14' Resources" and 
"Summary of the International Utilities Package" later in this chapter. 

IUGetlntl 

IUSetintl 

IUClearCache* 

IUGetlt!Table~' 

Given the type of international resource ('itlO', 'itl l ', 'itl2', or 'i tl4'), 
returns a handle to the co1Tect resource based on the current font script, 
the system script, and the IntlForce flag 

Only sets fields in the obsolete 'INTL' 0 and 'INTL' 1 resources, 
which have been superseded by the 'itlO' and 'itl l ' resources (It has 
been retained for backward compatibi li ty.) 

Clears the application cache containing the 'itl2' and 'itl4' handles, 
which is useful if applications want to supply an 'it12' or 'it14' resource 

Given a script code and a table code, returns a handle to the 'itl2' or 
'itl4' resource that contains the table, the offset of the specified table 
from the beginning of the resource, and the length of the resource 

Localizing Dates, Times, and Metric Information 

You can obtain a string coITesponding to a date or time by passing the long integer you get 
from the operating-system GetDateTime procedure to the IUDateString or IUTimeString 
procedure. These procedures get the local ized information to format the data from the 'it!O' 
resource or 'itl I ' resource. The IULDateString and IULTimeString routines take a date 
specified as a LongDateTime type and return formatted strings. These two routines have 
not been previously documented in Inside Macintosh. For interfaces to IVLDateS tring and 
IUL TimeString, see "Summary o f the International Utilities Package" near the end of this 
chapter. See Macintosh Worldwide Development: Guide to System Software for compre
hensive details on the IULDateString and IULTimeString routines. 
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With the IUDatePString, IUTimePString, IULDateString, and IULTimeString routines, you 
explicitly specify the handle of an international resource that contains the format information. 
The IUMet:ric function lets you find out whether the melric system is to be used. 

IUDateStri ng 

IUDatePString 

IULDateString 

IUTimeString 

IUTimePString 

IULTimeString 

IUMeu·ic 

Fills out a string representing a short, abbreviated, or long form of the 
date corresponding to the long integer date returned by GetDateTime 

Fills out a string representing a date corresponding to the long integer 
date returned by GetDateTime by using format information from the 
specified resource 

Takes a date specified in a LongDateTime format and returns a short 
date, abbreviated date, or long date as a string formatted according to 
the specified international resource 

Takes a long integer time returned by GetDateTime and returns a 
formatted string 

Takes a long integer time returned by GetDateTime and returns a string 
formatted according to the specified international resource 

Takes a time specified in a LongDateTime format and returns a string 
formatted according to the specified international resource 

Indicates whether or not the metric system is to be used 

INTERNATIONAL UTILITIES PACKAGE ROUTINES 

With system software version 7.0, the International Utilities Package supplies a number of 
routines and data types that make it easier for you to use multiple scripts and languages in 
your applications. 

Script and Language Codes 

The International Utilities Package provides the IUScriptOrder, IULangOrder, 
IUStringOrder, lUTextOrder, and IUGetltlTable routines that accept script or language 
codes. For these routines, the data types ScriptCode and LangCode are defined as follows: 

TYPE ScriptCode = Integer ; 
LangCode = Integer ; 

Valid values for a parameter of type ScriptCode are integers in the range 0-64 µiat explicitly 
indicate a particular script, or one of the following negative values: 

Constant 

iuSystemScript 
iuCmTentScript 

Value 

- 1 
-2 

Meaning 

System script 
Current script (as returned by FontScript) 
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A valid value for a parameter of type LangCode is a nonnegati ve integer that explicitly 
indicates a particular language, or is one of the fo llowing negati ve values: 

Constant Value Meaning 

iuSystemCurLang -2 CuJTent language for system script 
(from script global vari ables) 

iuS ystemDetLang -3 Default language for system script 
(from 'itlm' resource) 

iuCuJTentCurLang -4 Current language for cu1Tent script 
(from script global vari ables) 

iuCurrentDetLang - 5 Default language for cu1Tent script 
(from 'itlm' resource) 

iuScriptCurLang* -6 Current language for specified script 
(from script global variables) 

iuSc1iptDetLang -7 Default language for specified script 
(from 'itlm' resource) 

*If the script system is not installed, the International Utilities Package can' t determine the 
current language. so it uses the default language. 

Not all of the routines that have ScriptCode or LangCode parameters support all of the special 
negative values; the exceptions are noted in relevant routine descriptions in "Manipulati ng the 
'itl2' and 'itl4' Resources" and "Determining Interscript Sorting Order" later in thi s chapter. 

Manipulating ttie 1itl2 1 and 'itl4' Resources 

With system software version 7.0, the IUGetitlTable and lUClearCache proced ures let you 
get specific tables from the 'it12' and 'it14' resources and facilitate the process of supplying 
your own 'it12' and 'it14' resources. 

PROCEDURE IUClearCache; 

The IUClearCache procedure clears the application cache containing the 'itl2' and 'itl4' 
resource handles for the current script. Applications that provide their own 'itl2' or 'itl4' 
resource and want them to be used as the default for the corresponding script should call 
IUClearCache at entry to ensure that the supplied 'itl2' or 'itl4' resource is used instead 
of the system's 'itl2' and 'itl4' resources. 

Note: The current default ID numbers fo r the script's 'itl2' and 'itl4' resources 
are stored in the script' s local variables. These values may be read with the GetScript 
and SetScript functions using the verbs smScriptSort (for the 'itl2' resource) and 
smScriptToken (for the 'itl4' resource). Before call ing IUClearCache, you should set 
the script' s default ID number to the ID of the resource that you are supplying. 

If the Int!Force fl ag is TRUE, the ID must be in the system script range. Otherwise, the ID 
must be in the appropriate range of the font script. See the discussion of the Intl Force flag in 
"Using the International and Keyboard Resources" later in thi s chapter for details. 
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.A Warning: ff you use the SetScript function to change the value of the 'itl2' 
resource ID, you should restore the original resource lD before your appl ication 
quits. This minimizes the effects on other app lications .... 

PROCEDURE IUGetitlTable (script : ScriptCode ; tableCode : Integer ; 
VAR itlHandle : Handle ; VAR offset : Longint ; 
VAR length : Longintl ; 

Given a script code and a table code, IUGetltlTable returns a handle to the 'itl2' or 'itl4' 
resource containing the table, the offset of' the specified table from the beginning of the 
resource, and the length of the resource. At present, the supported table codes are as follows: 

Table code symbol 

iuWordSelectTable 
i u WordW rapTable 
iuN umberPartsTable 
iuUnTokenTable 
i u WhiteSpaceList 

Value 

0 
I 
2 
3 
4 

Retrieves 

Word selection break table (' itl2') 
Word wrap break table (' itl2') 
Default number parts table (' itl4') 
Untoken table (' it14') 
White space list table ('itl4') 

IUGetitlTable only checks the defaul t 'itl 2' or 'i tl4' resource for the script-that is, the 'itl2' 
or 'itl4' resource whose ID is specified in the script's local variab les. The itlHandle parameter 
is set to 0 for any of the fol lowing error conditions: the script or the table code is invalid; the 
script is not installed or not enabled; or the required resource can't be found or is not in the 
current format. For detail s on the word selection break table and word wrap break table, see 
"Localizing Word Selection and Line Break Tables" earlier in this chapter. For details on the 
white space list table, see "The 'itl4' Resource" later in this chapter. For details on the defau lt 
number parts table and the untoken table, consult Macintosh Developer Technical Support. 

Specifying Resource Handles Explicitly 

Currently, the IUDateString and IUTimeString procedures have the parallel forms 
IUDatePString and IUTimePString, which permit the caller to spec ify a resource handle 
explicitly. System software version 7.0 includes s imilar parallel forms for the sorting 
functions-TUCompPString, IUMagPString, IUEqua lPString, and IUMagIDPStririg
that permjt ex plicit spec ification of an 'itl2' resource handle in the it12Handle parameter. 
If this handle is NIL, the routi nes behave just like the forms that don't perrrut explicit 
specification of the handle. See the International Utilities Package chapter in Volume I 
for more information on the IUCompString, TUMagString, IUEqualString, anc.J 
IUMagIDString functions. 

FUNCTION IUCompPString (aStr , bStr : Str255 ; itl2Handle : Handle) 
Integer ; 

FUNCTION IUMagPString (aPtr , b?tr : Ptr ; aLen , bLen : Integer ; 
itl2Handle : Har.dle) : Integer ; 
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FUNCTION IUEqua lPString (aStr , bStr : Str255 ; itl2Handle : Handle) 
Integer ; 

FUNCTION IUMagI DPString (aPtr , bPtr : Ptr ; aLen , bLen : Integer ; 
itl2Handle : Handle) : Integer ; 

Note: The IUCompPString and IUEqualPString functions are available for 
high-level languages only. 

Determining lnterscript Sorting Order 

The IUScriptOrder, IULangOrder, IUStringOrder, and IUTextOrder functions provide for 
interscript and interlanguage sorting. 

FUNCTION IUScriptOrder (scriptl , script2 : ScriptCode) : Integer ; 

The IUScriptOrder function takes a pair of script codes and returns - 1, 1, or 0, depending on 
whether text in the first script should be sorted before, after, or in the same place as text in the 
second script. The system script is always sorted fi rst. 

FUNCTION IULangOrder (languagel , language2 : LangCode) : Integer ; 

The I ULangOrder function takes a pair of language codes and returns - 1, I , or 0, depending 
on whether text in the first language should be sorted before, after, or in the same place as 
text in the second language. The language codes iuScriptCurLang and iuScriptDefLang are 
not valid for IULangOrder because no script is spec ified. Languages that belong to different 
scripts are sorted in the same order as the scripts to which they belong. 

FUNCTION IUStringOrder (aStr , bStr : Str255 ; aScript , 
bScript : ScriptCode ; 
a Lang , bLang : LangCode ) : Integer ; 

FUNCTION IUTextOrder (aPtr , bPtr : Ptr ; aLen , bLen : Integer ; 
aScript , bScript : Script Code ; 
aLa~g , bLang : LangCode) : Integer; 

The IUStringOrder and IUTextOrder functions are similar to the IUCompString and 
IUMagString functions, except that they take a script and language code for each string. 
IUStringOrder and IUTextOrder use IUScriptOrder, IULangOrder, and IUMagPString 
to return - 1, 0, or 1, indicating the proper ordering of strings that may be in different 
scripts or languages. If the result of IUScriptOrder(aScript,bScript) is not 0, then it is 
returned as the result of IUStringOrder or IUTextOrder. If the result is 0, aLang and bLang 
are checked; if these are different, then they determine the function result. If they are not 
different, the strings are in the same script and language and are compared using the 
sorting for that script and language. If that script is not install ed and enabled, the sorting is 
performed using the script specifi ed by IntlScript. 
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The IUStringOrder and IUTextOrder functions are primarily used to insert strings in a 
sorted list; for sorting, it may be faster to sort first by script and language by using the 
IUScriptOrder and IULangOrder functions, and then to call IUCompPString to sort strings 
withjn a script or language group. 

Note: The IUStringOrder function is for rugh-level languages only. 

For all of these sorting functions, invalid script or language codes are sorted after valid ones. 
Note that these functions can move memory. 

USING THE INTERNATIONAL AND KEYBOARD RESOURCES 

This section gives an overview of the international resources, including the keyboard resources. 
The 'itlm', optional 'itl5', 'kcs#', 'kcs4', and 'kcs8' resources described here are new wi th 
system software version 7.0. The 'itl4' and the optional 'itlk' resources described here are not 
new with system software version 7.0; however, they have not been previously documented iR 
Inside Macintosh. 

The international resources are stored in the System file as types 'itlO', 'itl I', 'itl2', 'it14', 
'it15' , 'itlb', 'itlc', 'itlk', and 'i tlm' . The 'it!O' and 'it! 1' resources contain date, time, and 
number formats , and basically correspond to the obsolete 'INTL' (0) and (1) resources. The 
formats are similar, but the Script Manager allows multiple 'it!O' and 'it! 1' resources (not 
possible with the old 'INTL' (0) and (l) designations). With system software version 7.0, 
the 'itll' resource permits additional date format information. 

The 'itl2' resource contains procedures for sorting and, beginning with system software 
version 6.0.4, contains tables used by the LwrText procedure and by the Roman Script 
System's CharType, Transliterate, and FindWord routines. In version 7.0, these tables 
are also used by the LowerText, UpperText, StripText, and StripUpperText procedures. 

The 'itl4' resource contains localizable tables, code for the tokenizer, and number parts for 
use by the Script Manager's number parsing and formatting routines. The optional 'it15' 
resource provides information on character set encoding and text rendering behavior. The 
'itlb' resource contains bundle and configuration information for each script. The 'itlc' 
resource contains international configuration information for the system as a whole. The 
'itlm' resource specifies preferred sorting order of script codes, language codes, and region 
codes and specifies the hierarcrucal arrangement of these codes. 

Each installed script has an associated list of international resource numbers, generally in the 
range used for its fonts. For example, the Arabic script has the resources 'itJO', 'itll', 'it12', 
and 'itl4' with numbers in the range $4600 to $47FF; the Roman script has the resources 
'itlO', 'itll ', 'itl2', and 'it14' with numbers in the range $0 to $3FFF. The onl y international 
resources without an ID in the font range are the 'itlb' resource, whose ID is its script 
number, and the 'itlc' and 'itlm' resources, whose IDs are always 0. 

If the IntlForce flag is TRUE, the resources used by the International Utilities Package 
are determined by the system script. However, you can force them to be determined by 
the font script by clearing the IntlForce flag. You can set and clear the lntlForce flag by 
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using the SetEnvirons function, described in detail in Macintosh Worldwide Development: 
Guide to System Software. The selected resources are then used internally by the Interna
tional Uti lities Package. 

Table 14-9 shows which international and keyboard resources are included in the U.S. system 
software and whether script systems or localized versions of the system software add them to 
or replace them in the System file. 

Versions of the 'itIO', 'it! I ', 'itl2', 'it14', 'KCHR', 'kcs#', 'kcs4' , and 'kcs8' resources are 
available for all localized versions of the system software. Some localized versions also 
provide the 'itlk' resource. Some non-Roman systems may use an 'itl5' resource. 

Table 14-9. The international and keyboard resources 

Resource 
type 

'itlc' 
'itlm'* 
'itlb' 
'itlO' 
Ii ti l' 
'itl2' 
'itl4' 
'itl5 '* 
' itlk' 
'KCHR' 
'KSWP' 
'KMAP' 
'kcs#'* 
'kcs4'* 
'kcs8'* 

U.S. system software 
including Roman Script 
System 

Roman 'itlc' 
Default 'itlm' 
Roman 'itlb' 
U.S. 'itlO' 
U.S. 'itll ' 
U.S. 'itl2' 
U.S. 'itl4' 
None 
None 
U.S. 'KCHR' 
Standard 'KSWP' 
Includes all necessary 'KMAP's 
U.S. 'kcs#' 
U.S . 'kcs4' 
U.S. 'kcs8 ' 

*New with system software version 7.0 
.:. 
I ID corresponds to 'KCHR' 

Localized versions of 
system software or other 
script systems 

May replace 'itlc' 
May replace 'itlm' 
May add non-Roman 'itlb' 
Adds non-U.S. 'itlO' 
Adds non-U.S. 'itl 1' 
Adds non-U.S. ' it12' 
Adds non-U.S. 'itl4' 
May add non-Roman 'itl5' 
May add an 'itlk't 
Adds non-U.S. 'KCHR' 
May replace 'KSWP' 
None 
Adds non-U.S . 'kcs#'t 
Adds non-U.S. 'kcs4't 
Adds non-U.S. 'kcss·t 

Enhancements to International Resources 

System software version 7.0 provides several enhancements to the international resources, 
including the following: 

• The 'itk' resource specifies a region code that identifies a particular localized version of 
the Macintosh system software. 

• The 'itlm' resource (new with system software version 7.0) specifies the ordering of 
script codes, language codes, and region codes and the hierarchical arrangemenL of 
these codes. 

• The 'itlb' resource specifies font and style information for the script as well as other 
script initialization data. 
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• The 'itll' resource can be optionally extended to include additional day and month 
names, abbreviated day and month names, additional date separators, and a 
calendar code. 

• The 'it12' resource includes length information so that tables (specifically the FindWord 
tables and the optional FindScriptRun table) and code blocks now have a length as well 
as an off set. 

• The optional 'it15' resource (new with system software version 7.0) supplies character 
set encoding data and information on text rendering behavior. 

With the exception of the optional 'it15' resource, these enhancements are described in the 
sections that fo llow. 

The 'itlc' Resource 

The 'itlc' resource is a configuration resource. Only one 'itlc' is provided per system. The 
'itlc' resource specifies 

• system script code 

• keyboard cache size 

• font force flags 

• international keyboard fl ag (for the Macintosh Plus) 

• general bit flags for the Script Manager that indicate 

o a Boolean that indicates whether to always show a keyboard icon (before 
version 7.0) or Keyboard menu (beginning with version 7.0) 

o a Boolean that indicates whether to use a dual caret for a bidirectional script 

• keyboard icon location (beginning with system software version 6.0.4; not used in 
system software version 7 .0) 

• preferred region code (beginning with system software version 7 .0) 

The prefe1Ted region code is located in a new field replacing part of the reserved space at the 
end of 'itlc'. The field is an integer that contains the system's preferred region code. The 
available values are given by constants whose names begin with the prefix ver (for example, 
verFrance). At staitup, thi s integer is copied into a Script Manager global variable that can be 
accessed with the GetEnvirons function using the verb smRegionCode. The 'itlc' type 
definition has been updated, and a corresponding itlcRegionCode field has been added to the 
ItlcRecord data structure. There is no change in the size of the ' itlc' resource or the ItlcRecord 
data structure. See "Summary of the International Utilities Package" at the end of this chapter 
for a list of these region code values. 
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TYPE ItlcRecord = 
RECORD 

itlcSystem : 
i tlcReserved : 
itlcFontForce : 
it lcintlForce : 
itlcOldKybd : 
itlcFlags : 
i tlciconOffset : 

itlciconSide : 
itlciconRsvd : 
itlcRegionCode : 
itlcReserved3 : 

END ; 

Integer ; 
Integer ; 
SignedByte ; 
SignedByte ; 
SignedByte; 
SignedBy te ; 
Integer ; 

SignedByte ; 
SignedByte ; 
Integer ; 
ARRAY [ 0 .. 3 3 ] 

{default system script} 
{reserved} 
{default font force flag } 
{default intl force flag} 
{old keyboard} 
{general flags} 
{keyboard icon offset ; 
{ beginning with version 
{ 7 . 0 , not used} 
{icon side} 
{rsvd for other icon info} 
{preferred verXxx code} 

OF SignedByte 
{for future use} 

If you do not have access to the MPW file SysTypes.r, which contains the Rez type 
definition of the 'itlc' resource, consult with Macintosh Developer Technical Support 
for details. 

The 'itlm' Resource 

New with system software version 7.0, the 'itlm' resource specifies the preferred sorting 
order for script codes, language codes, and region codes. It also indicates the default 
language for each scri pt, the parent script for each language, and the parent language for 
each region. 

The resource contains a header and three tables. The header includes the version number, 
format code, and offsets to the three tables. 

• The first table, scriptData, contains a list of script codes in their preferred sorting order. 
Each script is paired with the default language code for that script. The max script code 
specifies the highest script code that will be handled by the internal Script Manager 
structures derived from this table. For example, a max script code of smUninterp(32) 
would cover the scripts with codes 0 through 32. 

• The second table, langData, consists of a list of language codes in their preferred sorting 
order. Each language code is paired with the code for its parent script. The max language 
code specifies the highest language code that will be handled by the internal Script 
Manager structures derived from this table. For example, a max language code of 
langRussian(32) would cover the languages with codes 0 through 32. 

• The th ird table, regionData, is a list of region codes in their preferred sorting order. 
Each region code is paired with the code for its parent language. The max region code 
specifies the highest region code that will be handled by the internal Script Manager 
structures deri ved from this table. For example, a max region code of verPakistan(34) 
would cover the regions with codes 0 through 34. 

Listing 14-4 shows the Rez format for the 'itlm' resource. 
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Listing 14-4. Multiscript mapping and sorting 

type ' itlm ' 
unsigned hex integer ; 
unsigned hex integer; 

/*version number * / 
/ *format code* / 

unsigned 
unsigned 
unsigned 

integer = 
l ong int 
longint = 

3 ; 
scriptData >> 3 ; 
(endScriptData -

/*number of offset/le ngth pairs* / 
/ *offset to scriptData table* / 

uns i gned long i nt = 
unsigned longint 

unsigned longint = 
unsigned longint = 

scriptData : 

scriptData) >> 3; 
/ *length of it * / 

langData >> 3 ; / *offset to langData table* / 
(endLangData - langData) >> 3 ; 

/ * length of it*/ 
regionData >> 3 ; / *offset t o regionData table* / 
(endRegionData - regionData) >> 3 ; 

/ *length of it* / 

integer Script ; 
integer Language ; 

/ *max script code for script->lang mapp ing* / 
/ *default lang code for scripts not * / 
/ * in table* / 

integer= $$CountOf(scriptArray) ; / *number of entries in table* / 
array scriptArray { / *entries are ordered by script sort o r der* / 

integer Script ; / *script code* / 
integer Language ; / *default lang code for script* / 

} ; 

endScriptData : 

langData : 
in t eger Language ; 
integer Script ; 

/ *max lang code for lang->script mapping*/ 
/ *default script code for langs not * / 
/ * in table* / 

integer = $$Count0f(langArray) ; / *number of entries in table* / 
array langArray ( / *entri es are ordered by lang sort order* / 

integer Language ; 
integer Script ; 

} ; 

endLangData : 

/ *language code* / 
/ *parent script code for language* / 

regionData : 
integer Re gion ; 
integer Language ; 

/ *max region code for region->lang mapping* / 
/ *default lang code for regions not * / 
/ * in table* / 

integer= $$CountOf(regionArray) ; /*number of entries in table* / 
arr ay reg : onArray ( / *entries a r e o r dered by region sort order* / 

integer Region ; / *region code * / 
integer Language ; / *parent language code for region*/ 

} ; 

endRegionData : 
} ; 
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Table 14-10 lists a sample hierarchy of script, language, and region codes reflected in the 'itlm' 
resource. Region codes do not cun-ently exist for all language codes. See " Summary of the 
Script Manager" and "Summary of the International Utili ties Package" near the end of this 
chapter for details. 

Table 14-10. Script, language. and region codes 

Script code 

smRoman 

smEastEurRoman 

smGreek 
smCyrillic 
smArabic 

smHebrew 
smDevanagari 
smThai 
smJapanese 
smTradChinese 
smSimpChinese 
smKorean 

Language code 

langEnglish 

langFrench 

langGerman 

langltaliaQ 
langDutch 
langSwedi sh 
langSpanish 
langDanish 
langPortuguese 
langNorwegian 
langFinnish 
langlcelandic 
langMaltese 
langTurkish 
langLithuanian 
langEstonian 
langLettish 
langLappish 
langFaeroese 
langCroatian 
langPol ish 
langHungarian 
langGreek 
langRussia 
langArabic 
langUrdu 
langFarsi 
langHebrew 
langHindi 
langThai 
langJapanese 
langTradChinese 
langS i mpCh i nese 
langKorea 
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Region code 

verUS 
verBritain 
verAustralia 
verFrance 
verFrCanada 
verFrSwiss 
verGermany 
verGrSwiss 
verltaly 
verNetherl ands 
verSweden 
verSpain 
verDenmark 
verPortugal 
verNorway 
verFinland 
verlceland 
verMalta 
verTu rkey 
verLithuania 
verEstonia 
verLatvia 
verLapland 
verFaeroel sl 
verYugoCroatian 
verPoland 
verHungary 
verGreece 
verRussia 
verArabic 
verPak istan 
verlran 
verlsrael 
verlndiaH i ndi 
verThai land 
verJapan 
verTaiwan 
verChina 
verKorea 
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The 'itlb' Resource 

An 'i tlb' resource functions as a bundle for the corresponding script. Each installed script has 
one 'itlb' resource. The resource ID number for each 'itlb' resource is its corresponding 
script code. The 'itlb' resource specifies 

• resource IDs for the script' s default resources: 'itlO', 'itl I ', 'it1 2 ', 'it14', optional 'itl5', 
'KCHR', 'kcs#', 'kcs4', and 'kcs8' (or 'SICN' in system software version 6.0) 

• script bit flags (Beginning with system software version 7.0, the bit fl ags include a new 
flag that instructs the Script Manager to initiali ze a script automatically.) 

• language code 

• number and date representation codes 

• font information (beg inning with system software version 7.0) 

• style information (beginning with system software version 7.0) 

• script system initialization data (beginning with system software version 7.0) 

The 'itlb' type has been updated in version 7.0. A formerly reserved field in the 'itlb' 
resource is now used to store the ID of the optional 'it15' resource. This fi eld, itlbEncoding, 
is 0 if the resource is not present. (The 'it15 ' resource is not used in the standard U.S. 
system.) However, the size of the ItlbRecord data type has not changed because other 
structures depend on it remaining a fixed size. Instead, a new data structure, the extended 
'itlb' record, defined by the data type ItlbExtRecord, inc ludes the ItlbRecord data type and 
adds exte nsions. 

Several new fields in the extended 'itlb' record specify the defau lt 'FOND' ID and font size 
for the fo llowing: system and application fonts, small fo nt (such as Geneva 9), rnonospaced 
font, user's preferred font, and the font for Balloon He lp. Additional fields specify the set of 
valid styles for the script and the set of styles to mark aliases. 

The updated data structures defined by the ItlbRecord and ItlbExtRecord data types are 
as fo llows: 

TYPE Itlb~ecord = 
RECORD 

i tlbNumber : 
itlbDate : 
itlbSort : 
itlb?lags : 
itlbToken : 
itlbEncoding : 

itlbLang : 
itlbNumRep : 
itlbDateRep : 
iclbKeys : 
itlbicon : 

END ; 

Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 

Integer ; 
SignedByte ; 
SignedByte ; 
Integer ; 
Integer 

{ ' itlO ' ID number} 
{ ' itll ' ID number} 
{ ' itl2 ' ID number} 
{script flags} 
{ ' itl4 ' ID number} 
{ ' itl5 ' ID number (optional 
{character encoding )} 
{current language for script} 
{number representation code} 
{date representation code} 
{ ' KCHR ' ID number} 
{ID number of ' SICN ' or ' kcs# ' , 
{ ' kcs4 ', ' kcs8 ' family} 
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ItlbExtRecord = 
RECORD 

base : 
itlbLocalSize : 
itlbMonoFond : 
itlbMonoSize : 
itlbPrefFond : 
itlbPrefS i ze : 
it lbSmallFond : 
itlbSmallSize : 
itlbSysFond : 
itlbSysSize : 
itlbAppFond : 
itlbAppSize : 
itlbHelpFond : 
itlbHelpSize : 
itlbva:idStyles : 
itlbAliasStyle : 

END ; 

ItlbRecord ; 
Longint ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Style ; 
Style 

{unextended ItlbRecord} 
{size of script ' s local record} 
{default monospaced ' FOND ' ID} 
{default monospaced font size} 
{preferred ' FOND ' ID} 
{preferred font size} 
{default small ' FOND ' ID} 
{default small font size} 
{default system ' FOND ' ID} 
{default system font size} 
{default application ' FOND' ID} 
{default application font size} 
{default Help Mgr ' FOND ' :D) 
{default Help Mgr font size} 
{set of valid styles for script} 
{set of styles to mark aliases} 

The new bit tlag, defined for the script flags word, is located in the itlbFlags field in the 'itlb' 
record data structure. Set the smsfAutolnit bit in a script's 'itlb' to instruct the Script Manager 
to initialize the script system automatically. (See "Creating Simple Script Systems" earlier in 
thi s chapter for detail s.) 

If you do not have access to the MPW file SysTypes.r, which contains the Rez type for the 
'itlb' resource, consult Macintosh Developer Technical Support for details. 

The 'itlO' Resource 

Documented in the fntemational Utilities Package chapter in Volume Vas a replacement for 
the 'INTL' (0) resource, the 'itlO' resource contains short date, time, number, and currency 
formats as well as the region code for this particular 'it!O' resource. Each installed script has 
one or more 'itlO' resources. The resource ID for each 'itlO' resource is in the script's 
resource number range. The default 'it lO' resource for a script is spec ified by the script's 
'itlb' resource. Each 'itlO' resource specifies 

• number format (decimal separator, thousands separator, and list separator) 

• cuffency format (including currency symbol and position, leading or trai ling zeros, and 
how to show negatives) 

• short date format 

• ti me format 

• region code for this particular 'itlO' resource 

If you do not have access to the MPW file SysTypes.r, which contains a Rez definition of 
type 'itlO', consult Macintosh Developer Technical Support for details. 

Note: The 'INTL' (0) resource is obsolete and wi ll not be supporled in future 
versions of the system software. 
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The 'itl1' Resource 

Documented jn the International Utilities Package in Volume V as a replacement for the 
'INTL' (1) resource, the basic 'itll' resource provides information on long date formats: 
the order of the date elements, whjch elements to include, the names of days and months, 
and how to abbreviate the names. Each installed script has one or more 'itl 1' resources. 
The resource ID for each 'it! 1' resource is in the script' s resource number range. The 
default 'itll' resource for a script is specified by the script's 'itlb' resource. The basic 'it! l ' 
resource specifies 

• long date format (including month and day names) 

• region code for this particular 'itl 1' resource 

However, thjs basic format presents several limitations. First, it assumes that 7 day names 
and 12 month names are sufficient, wruch is not true for some calendars. For example, the 
traditional Jewish calendar can have 13 months. Second, it assumes that day and month 
names can be abbreviated by simply truncating them to a fixed length, but this not true in 
many languages. 

With system software version 7.0, the 'itl l' resource may be optionally extended to provide 
additional information that solves these problems. As indicated in the discussion in Volume V 
about future extensions to this resource, the fields present in the old format have not been 
moved. The International Utilities Package routines that generate date strings use information 
in the 'itl l' extension if it is present. 

Note: The 'INTL' (l) resource is obsolete and will not be supported in future 
versions of the system software. 

The old 'itll ' format was identical to the 'INTL' (1) format, which ended with a variable-length 
fi eld intended to be used for code that altered the standard sorting behavior. This "local routine" 
field has been ignored since the introduction of the 'itlO', 'itl I ', and ' itl2' resources because the 
code for changing the sorting behavior was moved to the ' itl2' resource. Consequently, in most 
ex isting 'itll' resources, the local routine fi eld merely contains a single RTS instruction (hexa
decimal $4E75). The extended format is now indicated by the presence of the hexadecimal 
value $A89F as the first word in the local routine field; this is the unimplemented trap instruc
tion , which could not have been the first word of any valid local routine. The new Rez template 
for the 'itl l ' type can be used to perform a DeRez operation on old-format 'it! I' resources with 
$4E75 in this field as well as extended-format 'itl I ' resources in which the extended data 
begins with the value $A89F. 

The extended data provides the following additional information, which you can see as part 
of the Rez type definition for the 'itll' resource in Listing 14-5, which fo llows this list: 

• A version number. The byte-length version number in the old part of the 'itl I' resource 
has been used for various special purposes over the years, so this field provides a real 
version number. 

• A separate format code. This code is distinct from the vers ion number. The cu1Tent 
extended format has a format code or 0. 

• A calendar code. Multiple calendars may be available on some systems, and it is necessary 
to identify the particul ar calendar for use with thi s 'itl I ' resource. Constants for the various 
calendars are provided in the "Summary of the Script Manager" near the end of this chapter. 
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• A list of extra day names (extraDays). This format is for those calendars with more 
than 7 days. 

• A list of extra month names (extraMonths). This format is for those calendars with more 
than 12 months. 

• A list of abbreviated day names (abbrevDays). 

• A list of abbreviated month names (abbrev Months). 

• A list of additional date separators (extraSeparators). When parsing date strings, the 
String2Date fu nction permits the separators in this list to be used in addition to the 
date separators specified elsewhere in the 'itlO' and 'it! l ' resources. 

Listing 14-5 shows the new Rez type for the 'itl I' resource. 

Listing 14-5. International date and time information 

type I itll ' { 

a rray [ 7 J { 
pstring[15) ; 

} i 

array (12) { 
pstring [1 5) ; 

} ; 

byte 
byte 
by te 

dayName , none= 255 ; 
dayMonYear , monDayYear = 255 ; 
noDayLeadZe ro , dayLeadZero = 255 ; 

by te ; 
string[4 ] ; 
string(4J ; 
s t ring (4 ] ; 
s t ring (4) ; 
string(4] ; 
byte Region ; 
byte ; 
switch 

case oldrormat : 
key hex integer = $4E75 ; 

case e x trormat : 
key hex integer = $A89F ; 
hex i:"lteger ; 
hex i n teger ; 
integer ; 

/ *day names * / 

/ *Sunday , Mond ay . . . * / 

/ *month n ame s * / 

/ *January , February ... * / 

/ *suppressoay* / 
/ *longDate format* / 
/ *dayLeadingO * / 
/ *abbrLen* / 
/ *stO* / 
/ *stl* / 
/ *st2 * / 
/ *st3 * / 
/ *st4* / 
/ *region code* / 
/ *version* / 

/ *old-format key * / 

/ *extended-format key* / 
/ *ver sion * / 
/ * format * / 
/ *calendar cod e * / 

/ *offset to & length of extraDays table* / 
unsigned longint extraDays >> 3 ; 
unsigned longint = (endExtraDays - e x traDays) >> 3 ; 
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/*offset to & length of extraMonths table* / 
unsigned longint extraMonths >> 3 ; 
unsigned longint = (endExtraMonths - extraMonths) >> 3 ; 

/ *offset to & length of abbrevDays table*/ 
unsigned longint abbrevDays >> 3 ; 
unsigned longint = (endAbbrevDays - abbrevDays) >> 3 ; 

/*offset to & length of abbrevMonths table* / 
unsigned longint = abbrevMonths >> 3 ; 
unsigned longint = (endAbbrevMonths - abbrevMonths) >> 3 ; 

/*offset to & length of extraSeparators table* / 
unsigned longint extraSeparators >> 3 ; 
unsigned longint = (endExtraSeparators - e x traSeparators) >> 3 ; 

extraDays : / *count and list of e x tra day names */ 
integer= $$CountOf(ex traDaysArray) ; 
array extraDaysArray { 

pstring ; 
} ; 

endExtraDays : 

ext raMonths : / *count and list of extra month names * / 
integer $$CountOf(extraMonthArray) ; 
array extraMonthArray { 

pstring ; 
} ; 

endExtraMonths : 

abbrevDays : / * coun~ and list of abbreviated day names*/ 
integer $$CountOf(abbrevDaysArray) ; 
array abbrevDaysArray { 

pstring ; 
} ; 

endAbbr evDays : 

abbrevMonths : / *count and list of abbreviated mon~h names*/ 
integer $$CountOf(abbrevMonthArray) ; 
array abbrevMonthArray { 

pstring ; 
} ; 

endAbbrevMonths : 

exlraSeparators : /*count and list of extra date separator names*/ 
integer $$CountOf(extraSeparatorsArray) ; 
array extraSeparatorsArray { 

pstring ; 
} ; 

endExtraSeparators : 
} ; 

} ; 
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The 'itl2 1 Resource 

The 'it12' resource contains the International Utilities Package's sotting hooks and tables for 
character type, case conversion, and word breaks. Each installed script has one or more 'itl2' 
resources. The resource ID for each 'it12' resource is in the script's resource number range. 
The default 'itl2' resource for a script is specified by the script's 'itlb' resource. Each 'itl2' 
resource contains 

• a header with offsets and lengths (beginning with system software version 7.0) of all 
the code blocks and tables in the 'itl2' resource 

• routines and tables for modifying standard string comparison 

• optional character type tables for use by a script system's CharType function (beginning 
with system software version 6.0.4) 

• optional tables for case conversion and stripping diacritical marks, for use by a script 
system's Transliterate function, by the LwrText procedure (beginning with system 
software version 6.0.4), and by the LowerText, UpperText, StripText, and 
StripUpperText procedures (beginning with system software version 7.0) 

These tables only need to be present for single-byte script systems. 

• word break tables for the FindWord procedure 

Beginning with system software version 6.0.4, the word break tables used by the 
Roman FindWord procedure are included in the 'itl2' resource. Beginning with system 
software version 7.0, the word break tables for all scripts are located in each script 's 
'it12' resource. 

• an optional new table that provides information on the location of Roman characters in a 
non-Roman font to be used by the Roman version of the FindScriptRun function 
(beginning with system software version 7.0) 

Note: In addi tion to these changes, the U.S. 'itl2' resource avai lable with system 
software version 7.0 includes word break tables that use the new state table format for 
the NFindWord procedure and that support cedilla, double-acute accent, ogonek, and 
hacek as letter characters. 

If you do not have access to the MPW file SysTypes.r, which contains the new 'itl2' 
template, consult Macintosh Developer Technical Support for details. 

The Script Manager's CharType, Transliterate, and (before system software version 7.0) 
FindWord routines are implemented by each script system, and the implementation details may 
be different in each case. Before system software version 6.0.4, the Roman versions of 
CharType, Transliterate, and FindWord used tables that were built into the code; consequently, 
these tables could not be localized to re fl ect language-specific or region-specific differences in 
uppercase conventions and word boundaries. The old LwrText and LwrString routines used 
the case conversion tables from the Roman version of Transliterate. 
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With system software version 6.0.4, the tables used by LwrText and LwrString and by the 
Roman Script System versions o f CharType, Trans literate, and FindWord were removed 
from the code and added to the 'itl2' resource, and the Roman versions of these routines have 
been modified to get their tables from the 'it12' resource (using the IUGetlntl function). 

The advantages of the relocation of these tables include increased localizability of character 
type assignments, word break definitions, and case conversion (primarily for accented 
Roman characters). For example, the handling of accents when lowercase characters are 
converted to uppercase characters depends on language and region, but these tables were not 
previously localizable on a region-by-region basis . 

.6. Warning: Since system software version 6.0.4, LwrString and some script 
versions of CharType, Transliterate, and FindWord have gained access to the 
'itl2' resource by us ing the IUGetlntl function. The relocation o f the tables used 
by these routines may cause the fo llowing problems: 

• If IUGetintl needs to load 'itl2', it may cause memory to move. As a result, 
some of these routines that previously had no effect on memory may now 
cause memory to move. (The CharType function is the on ly one of these 
that was specified as a routine that would not move memory.) 

• To get the con-ect tables, the Script Manager examines the current font of the 
current grafPort. As a result, LwrString now depends on the AS register 
specifying the current grafport and the font being set co1Tectly, whereas 
previously it never depended on AS. • 

Note: Before system software version 7.0, LwrText was the high-level 
interface to the LwrString trap. Although this name is still avai lable in version 7.0, 
the recommended name is now LowerText for both high-level and assembly
language users. 

The 'itl21 Resource Header 

The 'itl2' resource header allows you to index localized character type and conversion tables 
in the Roman Script System. Figure 14-27 shows the structure of the 'itl2' resource header. 
All fields in this header are 16-bit words. Each field designated as an offset is the signed 
offset, in bytes, from the beginning of the 'it12' resource to the specified code block or table. 
The header is followed by the actual code chunks and tables, which may be in any order. The 
position of each is specified by the corresponding offset in the header. 

With system software version 7.0, the 'itl2' header has been extended to include two new 
sections: section 3, containing fields for the lengths of all of the code blocks and tables for 
which there are offsets in sections l and 2 in the 'itl2' resource header, and section 4 , 
containing offset and length pairs for tables that are new with system software version 6.0.7 
and for future tables. 

Section 1 of the header contains a format flag and fi ve offsets to code chunks that can be used 
to modify the default sorting behavior. Before system software vers ion 6.0.4, the rsvdHook 
offset was an unused sorting hook offset. It now is a format fl ag: a value of - I indicates that 
the 'it12' resource is in the system software version 6.0.4 (or newer) format. 
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Section 2 contains offsets to tables for character type (typeList offset, classArray offset), 
character conversion (upperList offset, lowerList offset, upperNoMarkList offset, and 
noMarkList offset), and word break (wordTable offset and wrapTable offset). These offsets 
to tables are used by the LowerText, UpperText, StripText, and StripUpperText procedures 
and by the Script Manager's CharType, Transliterate, and FindWord routines. They are on ly 
used in system software version 6.0.4 and later, and may not be present on earlier systems. It 
also contains a version number and a format code that are used by DeRez. 

The wordTable offset and wrapTable offset are also offsets lo tables used by the Roman 
FindWord routines in system software version 6.0.4 and by the general FindWord routine 
in system software version 7.0. 

The remainder of the fields in the resource header, in Section 3 and Section 4, are only required 
in system sof"lware version 7.0 and later, and may not be present in earlier versions. 

Section 3 contains fields for the lengths of all of the code blocks and tables for wh ich there 
are offsets in sections 1 and 2 of the 'itl2' resource header. Lengths in this section need only 
be supplied for tables that may be returned by the GetltlTable procedure. 

Section 4 contains offset and length pairs for tables to be added in the future. The first 
offset/length pair in this section is reserved for the FindScriptTable data type, which 
defines an optional table that associates every character code in a single-byte script' s 
character set with either the Roman or nati ve script. If this table is not present, the 
offset and length should be 0. 

The data structure defined by the FindScriptTable type consists of a series of byte pairs with 
the format <character code, script code>. The character code is the last character code in a 
range of characters that belongs to the script specified by the script code. The first character 
code in the range is assumed to be the last character code in the previous range plus I, or 0 
for the first range. The last pair must have character code $FF. For example, if the character 
set encoding for script smSample were defined such that $00-7F and $AO were Roman 
characters and the remaining characters were native characters in smSample, the table would 
appear as follows: 

dc . b $7F , smRoman 
dc . b $9F , smSampl e 
dc . b $AO , smRoman 
dc . b $FF , smSample 

Figure 14-27 describes the new 'itl2' header format. 

The 'itl4' Resource 

Each installed script has one or more 'itl4' resources. The resource TD for each 'it14' resource 
is in the script ' s resource number range. The default 'itl4' resource for a script is specified by 
the script 's 'itlb' resource. Each 'itl4' resource contains 

• a header containing offsets to all of the code blocks and tables in the 'itl4' resource and 
(beginning with system software version 7.0) the size of each code block and table 

• localizable tables and code for the IntlTokenize function 
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0 initHook offset Section 1 : offsets to 
sorting hooks 

2 fetchHook offset 

4 vernierHook offset 

6 projectHook offset 

8 rsvdHook offset/fmt flag 

10 exitHook offset 

12 typelist offset Section 2: offsets to 

classArray offset 
character type , 

14 conversion , and 

16 upperlist offset word break tables 

18 lowerlist offset 

20 upperNoMarklist offset 

22 wordT able offset 

24 wrap Table offset 

26 noMarklist offset 

28 versionNumber 

30 format code 

32 initHook length Section 3: sizes of the 

34 fetchHook length code blocks and tables 

36 vernierHook length 

38 projectHook length 

40 reserved 

42 exitHook length 

44 typelist length 

46 classArray length 

48 upperlist length 

50 lowerlist length 

52 upperNoMarklist length 

54 wordTable length 

56 wrapTable length 

58 noMarklist length 

60 FindScriptTable offset Section 4: offset and 

62 FindScriptTable length length pairs for 
additional tables 

Figure 14-27. The 'itl2' resource header 
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• localizable number parts tables used by the Str2Forrnat, Format2Str, FormatX2Str, and 
FormatStr2X functions 

• a table of all the white space characters in the script (new with system software 
version 7.0) 

As with the 'itl2' resource, lengths need only be supplied for tables that may be returned 
by the GetltlTable procedure. A new 'itl4' record defined by the Nltl4Rec data type reflects 
these changes. 

TYPE Nitl4Handle "Nitl4Ptr ; 

Nit l4Rec = 
RECORD 

f l ags : 
r e sourceType : 
resourceNum : 
version : 
format : 
r e sHeader : 
resHeader2 : 
num':'ables : 

Integer ; 
Longi n t ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Longint ; 
I nteger ; 

{reserved} 
{contains ' itl4 ' } 
{resource ID} 
{version number; 
{format code} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{number of tables , one-based} 

{The fel l owi ng are o f f sets from the beginning of the resource to } 
{ tab les & code chunks . } 

mapOffset : 

strOffset : 

fetchOffset : 

unTokenOffset : 

d efPartsOffset : 

whtSpListOffset : 
res0ffset7 : 
r e s0ffset8 : 
resLengthl : 
r e sLength2 : 
resLength3 : 
unTokenLength : 
def PartsLengt h : 

whtSpListLength : 
res1ength7 : 
resLength8 : 

END ; 

Longint ; 

Longint ; 

Longint ; 

Longint ; 

Longint ; 

Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 

Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer 

{offset to table that maos 
{ byte to token} 
{offset to routine that } 
{ copies canonical string} 
{offset to routine that gets 
{ nex t byte of character} 
{offset to u n token table , maps 
{ token to canonical s t ring } 
{offset to default numbe r } 
{ parts table} 
{offse t to white space code list} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{reser ved} 
{lengt h of untoken table} 
{leng t h of d e fault numbe r 
{ parts table} 
{length of white space code list} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 

A new section of the 'itl4' resource contains a table of white space characters in the script. A 
formerly reserved fi eld in the header specifies the offset to thi s whiteSpaceList table, and a 
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new field specifies its length. The fom1at of the table defined by whiteSpaceList is simi lar to 
the format of the untoken table: 

dc .w (length of whiteSpaceList in bytes) 
dc . w (number of entries) 
dc . w (offset from beginning of whiteSpaceList to first entry) 
dc . w (offset from beginning of whiteSpaceList t:O second entry) 

Each entry is a Pascal string specify ing a single white space character (which may be l or 
2 bytes). (If you do not have access to the MPW file SysTypes.r, which contains the Rez 
type definition for the 'it14' resource, consult Macintosh Developer Technical Support.) 

Keyboard Types and Modifier Bits 

Table 14- J 1 furnishes a list of the keyboard types . These are used in some of the keyboard 
resources: 'KCAP', 'KSWP', and 'itlk'. The 'KCHR', 'KSWP', and 'itlk' resources are 
described in the following sections. The 'KCAP' resource is discussed in "Key Caps and 
the 'KCAP' Resource" later in thi s chapter. 

Table 14-11. The keyboard types 

Keyboard 
type* Keyboard 

I Apple Keyboard (Domestic layout) 
2 Apple Extended Keyboard and Apple Extended Keyboard JI (Domestic layout) 
3 Macintosh 512K Keyboard (Domestic layout) 
4 Apple Keyboard (ISO layout) 
5 Apple Extended Keyboard JI (ISO layout) 
6 Apple Macintosh Portable Keyboard (Domestic layout) 
7 Apple Macintosh Portable Keyboard (ISO layout) 
8 Apple Macintosh Keyboard II (Domestic layout) 
9 Apple Macintosh Keyboard JI (ISO layout) 

259 Macintosh 512K Keyboard (ISO layout) 

*This is also the resource ID of the corresponding 'KCAP' resource. The KbdType low-
memory global variable contains the low byte of this value for the last keyboard used. 

Table 14- 12 supplies meanings of the keyboard modifier bits in the high byte of the modifiers 
field of an event record (defined by the EventRecord data type). The byte consisting of these 
bits is used to control the selection of tables in the 'KCHR' resource. 

Table 14-12. The keyboard modifier bits 

Bit Key 

7 (Right Control if used) 
6 (Right Option if used) 
5 (Right Shift if used) 
4 Control (Left Control if different from Right Control) 
3 Option (Left Option if different from Right Option) 
2 Caps Lock 
I Shift (Left Shift if different from Right Shift) 
0 Command 
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The 'KCHR' Resource 

The 'KCHR' resource specifies the mapping of virtual key codes to character codes (for 
example, ASCII). Each installed script system has one or more 'KCHR' resources; there 
may be one or more for each language or region to suit the preference of the user. The 
resource ID for each 'KCHR' resource is in the script 's resource number range. The default 
'KCHR' resource for a scri pt is specified by the script's 'i tl b' resource. For more on virtual 
key codes, see the Toolbox Event Manager chapter in Volume V. If you do not have access to 
the MPW file SysTypes.r, which contains the Rez type definition fo r the 'KCHR' resource, 
consult Macintosh Developer Technical Support. 

Note: Prior to system software version 7.0, an application could force a script 
system to load a 'KCHR' resource that only ex isted inside its resource fork. Since 
'KCHR' resources are used across the system (that is, are not application-specific), 
this was an extremely undesirable situation. If an application failed to restore the 
appropriate script system variables properly when it terminated or was switched 
into the background, the Script Manager attempted to find a 'KCHR' resource 
that was no longer available. 

With version 7.0, the Script Manager has been revised to load only 'KCHR' 
resources that are installed in the System fil e. However, if your applicatjon needs 
to modify the keyboard layout temporarily without forcing users to install a new 
keyboard, you should load a 'KCHR' resource from your resource fork and pass 
a pointer to that 'KCHR' resource directly to the _KeyTrans trap . 

Figure 14-28 shows the parts of the 'KCHR' resource and how they are used. First, the 
modifier state information-8 bits, each indicating the state of one modifier key-is treated as 
a byte that is mapped through a 256-byte table-selection table to a table code. The table code 
specifies wruch of several 128-byte mapping tables is used to map the virtual key code to a 
character-code byte. If the mapping table has a nonzero entry for a particular virtual key code, 
that entry is the desired character code. If the entry is 0, the dead-key tables are searched for a 
match with the virtual key code. If there is a match, dead-key state information is set that 
affects how the next virtual key code is processed, but no event is posted. 
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Figure 14-28. Inside the 'KCHR' resource 
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With system software version 7.0, the following changes in the U.S. 'KCHR' resource (0) 
have been introduced for greater consistency: 

• Since the Shift key is ignored if the Command key is pressed, the 'KCHR' resource has 
been changed so the Caps Lock key is also ignored if the Command key is pressed. 

• Table 14-13 lists the changes in the handling of Option-Shift-key and Option-Caps 
Lock-key combinations. These changes are based on the following principles: 

o If either the Option-key or the Option-Shift-key combination produces a letter, then 
the Option-Caps Lock-key combination should produce the same character as the 
Option-key, not the Option-Shift-key, combination. 

o If the Option-key combination is a dead key for a particular accent, then the 
Option-Shift-key combination produces the accent directly. 

• System software version 7.0 also includes some changes in default dead-key completers, 
so that the completer is a "real" accent character instead of a low-ASCH approximation. 
The default completer is used when a dead key is entered, but the fo llowing key is either 
a space or a key for a character that cannot take the accent corresponding to the dead key. 
Table 14-14 summarizes these changes. 

Table 14-13. Changes in handling 'KCHR' (0) key combinations 

Key Old New 
combination character character Reason 

Option-Caps Lock-E %0 Acute accent for dead-key Option-E 
Option-Caps Lock-G l © Be like Option-G, not Option-Shift-G 
Option-Caps Lock-I E Circumflex accent for dead-key Option-I 
Option- Caps Lock- K ti ($FO) Be like Option-K, not Option-Shift-K 
Option-Caps Lock- M A 
Option- Caps Lock-N Tilde accent for dead-key Option-N 
Option-Caps Lock- R A ® Be like Option-R, not Option-Shift-R 
Option-Caps Lock-T E t Be like Option-T, not Option-Shift-T 
Option-Caps Lock-U E Umlaut for dead-key Option-U 
Option- Caps Lock- V 0 '1 Be like Option-V, not Option-Shift-V 
Option- Caps Lock- W ,~ ($E3) I Be like Option-W, not Option-Shift-W 
Option- Caps Lock-X u ::::: Be like Option-X, not Option-Shift-X 
Option-Caps Lock-Z 0 Q Be like Option-Z, not Option-Shift-Z 
Option-Shift-E %0 ($E4) Acute accent for dead-key Option-E 
Option-Shift-G l ,, ($FD ) Make " (double-acute accent) available 

for keyboard 
Option-Shift-I E: A ($F6) Circumflex accent for dead-key Option-I 
Option-Shift-M - ($F7) A 
Option-Shift-N A ($F6) - ($F7) Tilde accent for dead-key Option-N 
Option-Shift-R A %0 Moved %0 from Option-Shift-E 
Option-Shift-T E v ($FF) Make v (hacek) available from keyboard 
Option-Shift-U E Umlaut for dead-key Option-U 
Option-Shift-X (J • ($FE) Make. (ogonek) available for keyboard 
Option-Shift-Z 0 • ($FC) Make. (cedilla) available for keyboard 
Option-Shift-' y Grave accent for dead key Option-' 
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Table 14-14. Changes in 'KCHR' dead-key completers 

Dead key 

Option-N 
Option-U 

Old default 
completer 

- ($7E) 
" ($5E) 

New default 
completer 

- ($F7) 
A ($F6) 

The 'kcs#', 'kcs4', and 'kcs8' Resources 

With system software version 7.0, a keyboard color icon family is avai lable to specify the 
small icon that corresponds to each 'KCHR' resource. This color icon family replaces the 
'SICN' resource associated with each 'KCHR' resource . See the User Interface Guidelines 
chapter earlier in th is volume for details on color icon fami lies. 

Note: If the 4-bit and 8-bit icons in your application are the same (resources 'kcs4' 
and 'kcs8'), then you only need to provide a 4-bit icon. 

Some di fferences exist between the color icon family for keyboards and the color icon 
fami lies used elsewhere in the Macintosh Operating System. First, only small icons 
( 16-by-16 pixels) are supplied; there are no large keyboard icons (32-by-32 pixels). 
Second, the resource type for keyboard small color icons is different from the resource 
type used elsewhere for small color icons. This is to avoid resource ID conflicts because 
the keyboard color icons-like the 'KCHR' resources-may have IDs anywhere in 
the range $0-$BFFF (that is, 0 to 12767 and -32768 to - 16385). The keyboard color 
icon types and the equivalent standard color icon types are shown in Table 14- 15. 

Table 14-15. Keyboard color icon types and standard icon equivalents 

Keyboard Standard icon Bit 
icon type equivalent depth 

'kcs#' 'ics#' I 
'kcs4' ' ics4' 4 
'kc s8 ' ' ics8' 8 

These keyboard icons are used in the Keyboard control panel and in the Keyboard menu 
when it is displayed on some locali zed versions of the system software. For details on the 
Keyboard menu, see "Using the Keyboard Menu" earlier in this chapter. The resource IO 
for each 'kcs#', 'kcs4', or 'kcs8' resource is the same as that of the 'KCHR' resource to 
which it corresponds. 

The 'KSWP' Resource 

The 'KSWP' resource consists of a series of entries, each of which specifies modifier-plus
key combinations that can be used to change keyboards and scripts-for example, the 
Command-Space bar combination that users press to rotate to the next keyboard script on 
most script systems. 

Figure 14-29 shows the format of each entry. For the meanings of the special negative codes, 
see Table 14-3, "Verbs for the KeyScript Procedure," earlier in thi s chapter. 
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Script code or special Virtual Modifier 
negative code key code state 

(integer) (byte) (byte) 

Figure 14-29. Format of entries in the 'KSWP' resource 

If you do not have access to the MPW fil e SysTypes.r, which contajns the Rez type 
definjtion of the 'KSWP' resource, consult Macintosh Developer Technical Support 
for details. 

The 'itlk' Resource 

The 'itlk' resource is used to make the various international keyboard layouts work on all 
of the keyboard models. It specifies how to remap certajn key combinatjons before the 
KeyTrans function is called. 

Note: Starting with system software version 7.0, the Script Manager only loads the 
'itlk' resource from the System file. 

Figure 14-30 shows the 'itlk' resource. It consists of an integer count of entries succeeded by 
a set of 8-byte entries. 

Current keyboard Current Current Character Character New New 
type modifiers key code modifiers code modifiers key code 

(integer) (byte) (byte) (byte) (byte) (byte) (byte) 

Figure 14-30. The 'itlk' resource entries 

Before KeyTrans begins processing with the 'KCHR' resource, the current keyboard type, 
key code, and modi fiers are compared against each entry. If there is a match, it substitutes the 
new modifiers and key code before calling KeyTrans. Each pair of character modifiers and 
character codes is defined to produce a number of new modifiers and new key codes. Here is 
how the 'itlk' resource can produce multiple modifiers: 

1. An AND operation is performed on the new modifiers and key code with the character 
modifiers and character code from the entry. 

2. An AND operation is performed on the current modifiers and key code with d1e 
complement of the character modifiers and character code from the entry. 

3. The logical OR of these two products is the final result. Trus allows for a more compact 
table when several characters on one key are mapped together to a different key. 

If you do not have access to the MPW file SysTypes.r, which contains the Rez type defirution 
for the 'itlk' resource, consult Macintosh Developer Technical Support for detai ls. 
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KEY CAPS AND THE 1KCAP1 RESOURCE 

This section discusses some enhancements to the Key Caps desk accessory and describes its 
related resource, 'KCAP', which spec ifies the physical layout of keyboards. With system 
software version 7.0, Key Caps supplies additional feedback on using dead keys to produce 
accented characters. The 'KCAP' resource is used by the Key Caps desk accessory. 

Note: The Keyboard Layout file formerly associated with Key Caps no longer 
exists. The 'KCAP' resources that were formerl y located in this fi le now reside 
in the System file. 

Dead-Key Feedback 

The Key Caps desk accessory provides feedback on using dead keys to produce accented 
characters. It indicates dead keys with dotted borders, as shown in the Key Caps window in 
Figure 14-3 1, which shows the U.S. keyboard layout with the Option key pressed. 

Key Caps 

2 3 

0 0 

Option ! ........ ] : Dead keys 
:. .. _ .... i 

Figure 14-31. Key Caps di splay of dead keys with Option key pressed 

If a dead key is entered, such as the circumflex dead-key combination (Option-I), the display 
changes to highlight the completer keys for this dead key that users can press to generate 
valid accented character combinations, as shown in the Key Caps window in Figure 14-32. 
If your application displays keyboards, you should use a similar method of indicating dead 
keys and completers. 
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Ke Caps 

D 

D = Dead key completers 

Figure 14-32. Key Caps di splay of completer keys after circumflex 
dead key has been pressed 

The 'KCAP' Resource 

The 'KCAP' resource specifies the physical layout of keyboards and is used by the Key Caps 
desk accessory. Prior to system software version 7.0, 'KCAP.' was located in the Key Layout 
file. With version 7.0, it is located in the System file. 

See Table 14-1 1 earlier in this chapter for a list of the current 'KCAP' identification numbers 
(which are also their resource IDs) and the keyboards they represent. 

Listing 14-6 shows the Rez format for the 'KCAP' resource. 

Listing 14-6. Physical layout of keyboards 

type ' KCAP ' 
rect ; 
rect ; 
integer 

/ *boundsRect*/ 
/ * tex t Rec t * / 

$$CountOf(MainArray) ; 

} i 

array MainArray { 

} i 

intege r = $$Count0f(Sh apeArray ) - 1 ; 
wide array Sh apeArray { 

poi nt ; /*shapePoi n t * / 
} i 

inte g er= $$CountOf(KeyArray) - l ; 
wide a rray KeyArray { 

} i 

byte ; / *mask*/ 
boolean or , and ; 
b i tstring[7] ; 
integer ; 
integer ; 

/ *keyCode* / 
/ *dv* / 
/ *dh* / 
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LOCALIZING TO OTHER LANGUAGES AND REGIONS 

You can use existing resources or create new ones to localize your applications to other 
languages or regions. The sections that follow contain guidelines and tips for localizing 
your applications successfully. See Guide to Software Localization for details on the 
localization process. 

Using Resources 

Be certain that you place the following information in an appropriate resource: 

• all user-visible text 

• lengths of string and text 

• dialog box formats 

• menus and command keys 

• character, word, phrase, and text translation tables 

• font family numbers, names, sizes, styles, and widths of numeric fields 

• special characters and delimiters 

Note: Other information may vary from locale to locale such as address formats , 
including zip codes and telephone numbers. 

Text and Dialog Translation Tips 

Follow these guidelines for translating visible text in your applications to other languages: 

• Do not place in the program code any text that the user will see. 

• Do not assume that all languages or regions have the same rules or conventions for 
punctuation, word order, and alphabetizing. 

• Be aware that grammar problems may arise from error messages, natural programming 
language structures, and so forth . 

• Text needs room to grow-up, down, and sideways! (This is especially true for 
numbers.) For example, translated text data can be 50 percent larger than the U.S. 
English text data; therefore, do not rely on strings having a pa11icular length. 

• Text location within a window should be easy to change. 
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• Note that the arrangement of dialog-box items may vary with localization. The low
memory global variable TESysJust indicates the system line direction. On Arabic and 
Hebrew systems, the line direction usually defaults to right to left, so text in dialog 
boxes should generally be right to left. When creating a column of check boxes or 
radio buttons, make sure the text boxes are the same sizes. Then when the line 
direction is reversed, the check boxes or radio buttons align correctly. 

Note: Natural programming language structures refer to progranuning languages 
that attempt to use human-like command structures. For example, it is unreasonable 
to write a command in one language and expect it to survive the process of translation 
without making accommodations for word order at the very least. An English com
mand like "Put It Into Field 7" could translate into Japanese word order as "It (as-for) 
Field 7 Into Put." 

Adapting Text Operations 

Follow these recommendations for adapting text operations to other languages and regions: 

• Use the Script Manager routines for displaying and measuring text and testing for 
mouse-down events in text, or use TextEdit, which now uses the Script Manager 
for these operations. 

• Use language-specific string comparison and sorting. For example, be sure that names 
are sorted using the correct sorting order for the system on which your application is 
running. To do this, use IUCompString or a similar function. 

• Use language-specific word-break and word-wrap routines. Consider word boundaries 
and their impact on word wrap, selection, search, and cut and paste. Use the FindWord 
or NFindWord procedure to specify word breaks. 

• Use language-specific character type information. Consider character boundaries and 
their impact on search, replace, sort, word wrap, backspace, delete, and cut and paste. 
Use the CharType function and its associated constants to obtain more information 
about character type. See "Summary of the Script Manager" near the end of this chapter 
for details on the CharType constants. 

• Use language-specific case conversion. Use the UpperText and LowerText procedures 
for localizable uppercase and lowercase conversion of characters. 

• Keep in mind that the length of text may vary from language to language. 

• A void assumptions about the number of letters in the alphabet. For example, if your 
program relies on properties of the ASCII code table or uses data compression codes, 
remember that not all alphabets have the same number of characters. 

• Don' t break text into arbitrary blocks for drawing, measuring, and so forth. As 
a minimum, always group text on the same line into style runs for drawing and 
measuring. 
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Using Fonts 

Here are some hints for planning for font-related issues in your applications: 

• Diacritical marks, used in many languages, extend up to the ascent line. 

• Some system fonts contain characters that extend to both the ascent and descent lines. 

Avoiding Special Character Codes as Delimiters 

Your application may need to use a character code or range of codes to represent noncharacter 
data (such as field delimiters). Character codes below $20 are never affected by the script 
system. Some of these can be used safely for special purposes. Note, however, that most 
characters in this range are already assigned special meanings by parts of the Macintosh 
Toolbox, such as TextEdit, or certain programming languages like C. 

The low ASCII characters (with hexadecimal representations) that you should avoid as 
delimiters are as follows: 

Character 
or k ey 

Null 
Home 
Enter 
End 
Help 
Backspace 
Tab 
Line feed 

Code 

$00 
$01 
$03 
$04 
$05 
$08 
$09 
$0A 

Character 
or key 

Page Up 
Page Down 
Carriage return 
Fl through F15 
System characters 
Clear 
Arrow keys 

Using the Standard Roman Character Set 

Code 

$OB 
$0C 
$00 
$10 
$11, $12, $13, $14 
$1B 
$ 1C, $ 1D, $1E, $1F 

Be aware that the "traditional" Macintosh character set (that is, the original set described in 
Volume I as the Macintosh character set) stops at code $08 and contains a limited set of 
European accented forms. The standard Roman character set now includes the remaining 
character codes ($D9-$FF); it supplies uppercase versions of all of the lowercase accented 
forms in the traditional set, new symbols, and other forms. These characters are available in 
most LaserWriter® and TrueTypeTM fonts, but not in the Apple bitmap versions of Chicago, 
Geneva, or Monaco. See the Font Manager chapter in this volume for an illustration of the 
standard Roman character set. See Macintosh Worldwide Development: Guide to System 
Software for fu rther information on the standard Roman character set (there referred to as the 
extended Roman character set). 

Since system software version 6.0.4, there has been full support for the standard Roman 
character set. This version has supplied more completeness and consistency in the handling 
of accented forms in the fonts that contain these forms. 
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Also with system software version 6.0.4, the U.S. keyboard resource 'KCHR' (0) has been 
modified to make it possible to enter the accented forms with dead keys. Users can enter all 
the accented forms in the original Macintosh character set with dead keY,s. 

Note: With system software version 7.0, the keyboard entry of the following four 
characters is now possible using the U.S. 'KCHR' resources: cedilla (.), double
acute accent (,, ), ogonek (. ), and hacek ( " ). These characters are represented by 
codes $FC-FF. 

The tables used by the Script Manager' s CharType, Transliterate, and FindWord routines (in 
'itl2'), by the IntlTokenize function (in 'itl4'), and by the International Utilities Package (in 
Pack6) have been modified in the U.S. system for proper treatment of the character-set 
extensions as well as the traditional characters B, p, and 0. 

Adapting Keyboard Equivalents 

Applications that make extensive use of keyboard equivalents face numerous challenges on 
the worldwide market. When multiple script systems are installed on a system, the challenges 
increase. When the Command key is pressed, some characters, such as the period(. ), cannot 
be produced on certain keyboard layouts. This is mainly a problem if symbols are used as 
keyboard equivalents. To make Command-key handling work in these cases, it may be 
necessary to determine which character would have been produced if the Command key were 
not pressed. The code in Listing 14-7 illustrates one approach. 

Listing 14-7. Making keyboard equivalents work with multiple scripts 

CONST 
menuidMask = $FFFFOO OO ; {mask for menu ID in Men uKey result} 

n ewModifierMask = $FCOO ; {high byte o f modif i e r s , without 
{ cmdKey b i t } 

AsciilMask $00FF0000 ; 
Ascii2Mask $000000FF ; 

VAR 

{ASCII 1 in Key Trans result} 
{ASCI I 2 in Key Trans result} 

myEvent : 
myChar : 
menu Result : 
myNewModifiers : 
myVirtualCode : 
myKeyCode : 
myKCHRPtr : 
myDeadState : 
myNewChars : 
myNewChar : 

Event Record ; 
Char ; 
Longint ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Ptr ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Char ; 

(Continued) 
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Listing 14-7. Making keyboard equivalents work with multiple scripts (Continued) 

BEGIN 
{Assume that here is a key-down or auto-key event . } 
myChar : = CHAR(BAnd(myEvent . message , charCodeMask)); 
IF BAnd(myEvent.modifiers, cmdKey) <> 0 THEN 

{Command key is down . } 
IF myEvent . what = keyDown THEN 
BEGIN 

menuResult : = MenuKey(myChar) ; 
IF BAnd(menuResult, menuidMask) = 0 THEN 
BEGIN 

{Didn ' t match , so see i f there is a match with } 
the character that would have been produced if 

{Command were not down . } 

{First, make keyCode parameter for KeyTrans, } 
{but turn off the Command key bit. } 
myNewModifiers : = BAnd(myEvent . modifiers , newModifierMask); 
myVirtualCode : = BSR(BAnd(myEvent . message, keyCodeMask), 8) ; 
myKeyCode : = BOr(myNewModifiers , myVirtualCode) ; 
{Now, get current ' KCHR ' pointer . This requires version 7 . 0 . } 
myKCHRPtr : = Ptr(GetEnvirons(smKCHRCache)); 
{Now set dead state to 0 and call KeyTrans . } 
myDeadState : = O; 
myNewChars := KeyTrans(myKCHRPtr, myKeyCode, myDeadState); 
{If there is a nonzero result in the high word, try it ; 
{ else if there is a nonzero resu lt in t he low word , } 
{ try it . } 
myNewChar : = CHAR(BSR(BAnd(myNewChars, AsciilMask), 16)) ; 
IF myNewChar = CHAR(O) THEN 

myNewChar : = CHAR(BAnd(myNewChars , Ascii2Mask)); 
IF myNewChar <> CHAR(O) THEN 

menuResult : = MenuKey(myNewChar); 
{Note that the menu ID field of menuResult may still be 0 . } 

END ; 
{Now do menu handling based on menuResult . } 

END 
ELSE BEGIN 

{Not a Command key ; do other handling . } 
END; 

END ; 

Many applications extend the set of standard Macintosh interface modifier-plus-key combi
nations for specific purposes. Be sure to supply alternative methods of gaining access to 
functions. Avoid keyboard equivalents that use the Space bar in combination with the 
Command key and other modifier keys. The Script Manager and various script systems 
reserve and may use these combinations. 
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Note: The Script Manager removes from the event queue any Command key 
combinations involving the Space bar if that Command key combination indicates a 
useful function on the current system. For example, if multiple script systems are 
installed, the Script Manager strips the Command-Space bar combination (which 
indicates changing scripts) from the event queue. If multiple script systems are not 
installed, thi s event is not removed, so users can use it in Command key macros. 
Applications, however, should never depend on Command key combinations 
involving the Space bar. 

Modifying the Representation of Dates, Times, and Numbers 

Be sure to allow for variations in the representation of dates, times, and numbers in all the 
localized versions of your application. 

• Dates, times, and numbers should be displayed in local format as specified by the 
system script' s 'itlO' and 'itl 1' resources. 

• Parsing of dates, times, and numbers should work for local formats (the Script Manager 
provides routines to do this). See "Date and Time Utilities" and "Number Utilities" 
earlier in this chapter for details. 

• Units of measure should be localized. For example, lines per inch is meaningless in the 
metric world. The International Utilities Packflge provides routines for determining the 
appropriate units of measurement. 

WRITING SOFTWARE FOR OTHER SCRIPTS 

To ensure that your applications are compatible with other scripts, particularly non-Roman 
scripts, follow the guidelines presented here as well as those provided in the previous section. 

Working With Fonts 

• Don't hard-code font IDs or sizes. System and application fo nts have different font IDs 
and sizes on various script systems. If you must, use a font size of O; otherwise, let the 
user choose. 'FOND' IDs 0 and I always map to system and application fonts for the 
system script. Font size 0 always maps to the default system font size. If the user cannot 
select fonts and sizes, use the default values listed above. 

• On non-Roman systems, the Chicago font does not have ID 0. 

• Don't make assumptions about font sizes. System or application fonts may be 
12 or 18 point, or other sizes. 

• Don't make assumptions about menu bar height; call GetMBarHeight to get the 
correct value. 
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• Special scri pt codes (smUninterp and smRSymbol) are defi ned for font that contain 
characters that should not be treated as normal text, such as menu and palette symbols. 
These script codes have their own ranges for de fining 'FOND' IDs. 

• The non-Roman fonts have always included Roman characters for compatibility. 
However, in word processors, you' ll find that your text-processing operations 
are greatly simplified if you extract the Roman characters and reass ign them to a 
Roman fon t. 

The Script Manager' s FindScriptRun function allows you to extract blocks of 
Roman text in a non-Roman font to deal with them properly in higher-level ru ns. 
Word processors should call FindScriptRun to decompose text so that it fits in the 
format run framework. For an example of extracting blocks of Roman text, see 
Figure 14-33. 

Tel Aviv 14 Kyoto 18 

li "' ., ~ ti Hebrew Nihongo B * a-N 

Tel Aviv 14 Helvetica 14 Times 18 Kyoto 18 

Nihongo B * n-N 

Figure 14-33. Extracting blocks of Roman tex t 

• Display font names in the proper script and proper font. In the Fonts menu in word 
processors, for example, font names should appear in their own font (and script). 
First, this le ts users know the appearance o f the font. Second, some fonts-like Arabic, 
Hebrew, and Japanese fonts- have non-ASCll names that only display correctly in 
the ir own script. 

Working With Character Codes 

In addition to remembering that the meaning of a character code depends on the font, keep the 
following princ iples in mind: 

• The character codes may be I or 2 bytes. 

• The caret (insertion point) should sit between characters, not bytes (that is, it should 
not be inserted between bytes of a 2-byte character). 

• The Delete key should delete entire characters, not bytes. 

• T wo-byte characters may affect data transmission and recepti on. 
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• The arrow keys should move over characters, not bytes. 

• A character code should ideally have a unique meaning in a particular script, although 
th is is not always the case. For example, the Symbol font is in the Roman range but 
u es a di fferent character assignment from the standard Roman character set. 

Working With Text Direction 

When working with scripts that display mi xed-directional text, remember the following 
guide! ines: 

• Convert mouse-down events to tex t offsets correctl y, regardless of text directi on. See 
the descri ption of Pixel2Char in Macintosh Worldwide Development: Guide to System 
Software for comprehensive details. 

• Right or left alignment of dialog box text and menu items should depend on TESysJust, 
a low-memory global vari able set by the script system. Word processors should allow 
users to set the default line directi on on a paragraph-by-paragraph basis. 

• The caret (insertion point) should be displayed where the next entered character will 
appear. If the position occurs at a d irection-run boundary, use a dual caret. The high 
caret, called the primary caret, should indicate where the next character in the primary 
line direction will appear, and the low caret, called the secondary caret, should 
indicate where the next character in the opposing line directi on will appear. See the 
TextEdit chapter in this volume for more in formation on dual carets. 

• Highlighting should apply to a contiguous set of characters in memory, which may not 
be visually contiguous. See the TextEdit chapter in this volume for more information on 
highlighting with mixed-directional text. 

• T he arrow keys should move the caret in the direction the arrow points, regardless of 
the text direction, even across direction-run boundaries. 

Synchronizing Keyboards and Fonts 

Three rules govern the synchronization of keyboards and fonts in non-Roman scripts: 

• Clicking in text should set the keyboard scri pt to the script of the text. 

• Typing a character from the cun·ent keyboard should select an appropriate font. 

• Selecting a font should set the keyboard to the script of the font. 

Handling Numbers 

Some scripts include multiple sets of digits. Applicati ons that handle numbers should accept 
these as valid digits (the Script Manager number utilities routines help you do this). For 
details, see "Number Utilities" earlier in this chapter for brief descriptions, and see Macintosh 
Worldwide Development: Guide to System Soji1vare for details on the routines. 
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Identifying Keywords and Tokens 

Keyword and token identification should work correctly in all scripts. For details, see 
Macintosh Worldwide Development: Guide to System Software. 

Possible Printing Problems 

If you use the wrong LaserWriter driver fo r a scri pt system, characters map incorrectly 
because the drivers are localized and have different encodings. For instance, a Turkish 
system with a U.S. LaserWriter driver might print unexpected forms instead of the 
substituted characters in the Turkish font. 

State information you need may not be saved in picture comments-for example, modified 
width tables are not saved. With system software version 7.0, parameters for justified text 
are now saved. 

Scripts such as Japanese or Arabic modify the normal Quick.Draw text handling in order to 
represent text properl y. On the screen, this is done by trapping StdText and StdTxtMeasure 
and by transforming the text before printing. Hebrew or Arabic text might be reversed 
because text normally goes from right to left in those scripts. 

Printer drivers require slightly different handling, for two reasons: 

• A printer driver might not call the standard Quick.Draw procedures. For example, the 
LaserWriter wri tes directl y in PostScript®. 

• A printer driver might need to format the text for accurate line layout. In this case, the 
text needs to be transformed before the driver performs line layout. If the driver is 
spooling the text and will replay the text a second time, the text cannot be transformed 
a second time because that would ruin the appearance. 

For example, the image Writer® driver calls Quick.Draw procedures twice, once to spool and 
once to unwind the spool. The text must be transformed when spooling so that line layout 
can be done, but during unwinding, the transformation must be turned off completely. 

Note that some drivers, such as the LaserWriter, use Quick.Draw reentrantly. The application 
program calls a Quick.Draw routine, which is directed to the driver's grafProcs, which in turn 
call Quic.kDraw internally to put up status messages on the screen. (The PrintAction proce
dure allows the script system to install the proper Quick.Draw hooks, which then handle 
printing properly.) 

The Script Manager PrintAction procedure allows the p1inter driver to be independent of the 
particular scripts being used. The printer driver should call this routine whenever it changes 
the grafProcs in the pri nting graFPort. The PrintAction routine then substitutes grafProcs of 
its own in the grafProcs record and saves the original routine addresses. 

The PrintAction procedure actually calls a PrintAction routine for each script system that is 
currently enabled. Each PrintAction procedure does the tasks approp1iate for its script 
system. For more information, see "Working With Print Drivers" in Macintosh Worldwide 
Development: Guide to System Software. 
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SUMMARY OF THE SCRIPT MANAGER 

Constants 

CONST {script codes} 
smSystemScript 
smCurrentScript 
smRoman 
smJapanese 
smTradChinese 
smKorean 
smArabic 
smHebrew 
smGreek 
smCyrillic 
smRSymbol 
smDevanagari 
smGurmukhi 
smGujarati 
smOriya 
smBengali 
smTamil 
smTelugu 
smKannada 
smMalayalam 
smSinhalese 
smBurmese 
smKhrner 
smThai 
smLaotian 
smGeorgian 
smArmenian 
smSimpChinese 
smTibetan 
smMongolian 
smGeez 
smEthiopic 
smEastEurRoman 

smVietnamese 
smExtArabic 

smUninterp 

-1 ; 

- 2 ; 
= O; 
= l; 

2 ; 
3 ; 

= 4; 
5 ; 
6; 

= 7 ; 
= 8 ; 

9 ; 
= 10 ; 

11 ; 
= 12 ; 
= 13; 
= 14; 

15; 
16 ; 

= 17; 
18 ; 

= 19 ; 
20 i 

= 21 ; 
= 22; 
= 23 ; 

24; 
25 i 

= 26 ; 
= 27 ; 

28 ; 
= 28 ; 

29; 

30 ; 
= 31 ; 

32 ; 

{system script} 
{current font script} 

{Traditional Chinese} 

{right-left symbols} 

{Kannada / Kanarese } 

{Simplified Chinese} 

{Geez/Ethiopic } 
{synonym for smGeez} 
{extended Roman for Slavic 
{ and Baltic languages} 
{extended Roman for Vietnamese} 
{extended Arabic for Sindhi } 
{ and so forth} 
{uninterpreted symbols} 

{obsolete script system names (kept for backward compatibility)} 
smChinese 2; {use smTradChinese or } 

smRussian 
smMaldivian 

7 ; 
= 25 ; 

{ smSimpChinese } 
{old name for smCyri:lic} 
{with version 7 . 0 , no more 
{ smMaldivian} 
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smAmharic 

smSlavic 
smSindhi 

28 ; 

= 29 ; 
31 ; 

{old name for smGeez , kept for 
{ compatibility} 
{old name for smEastEurRoman} 
{old name for smExtArabic} 

{language codes (moved to Language . pl} 
langEnglish = O; {smRoman script} 
langFrench = l ; {smRoman script} 
langGerman 2 ; {smRoman script} 
langitalian 3 ; {smRoman script} 
langDutch 4 ; {smRoman script} 
langSwedish 5 ; {smRoman script} 
langSpanish = 6 ; {smRoman script} 
langDanish 7 ; {smRoman script} 
langPortuguese 8 ; {smRoman script} 
langNorwegian = 9 ; {smRoman script} 
langHebrew 10 ; {smHebrew script} 
langJapanese 11 ; {smJapanese sc~ipt} 
langArabic = 12 ; {smArabic script} 
langFinnish 13 ; {smRoman script} 
langGreek = 14 ; {smGreek script} 
langicelandic 15 ; {smRoman script} 
langMaltese 16 ; {smRoman scrip t} 
langTurkish 17 ; {Turkish in smRoman script} 
langCroatian 18 ; {Serbo- Croatian in smRoman script} 
langTradChinese 19 ; {Chinese in traditional characters} 
langUrdu 20 ; {smArabic script } 
langHindi = 21 ; {smDevanagari script} 
langThai 22 ; {smThai script} 
langKorean 23 ; {smKorean script } 
langLithuanian 24 ; {smEastEurRoman script} 
langPolish 25 ; {smEastEurRoman script} 
langHungarian 26 ; {smEastEurRoman script} 
langEstonian 27 ; {smEastEurRoman script} 
langLettish 28 ; {smEastEurRoman script} 
langLatvian 28 ; {synonym for langLettish} 
langLapponian 29 ; {synonym for langLapppish} 
langLappish 29 ; {synonym for langLapponian} 
langFaeroese = 30 ; {smRoman script} 
langFarsi 31 ; {smArabic script } 
langPersian 31 ; {synonym for langFarsi } 
langRussian = 32 ; {smCyrillic script} 
langSimpChinese 33 ; {Chinese in simpl ified characters} 
langFlemish 34 ; {smRoman script} 
langirish 35 ; {smRoman script} 
langAlbanian 36 ; {smRoman script} 
langRomanian 37 ; {smEastEurRoman script} 
langCzech 38 ; {smEastEurRoman script} 
langSlovak 39 ; {smEastEurRoman script } 
langSlovenian 40 ; {smEastEurRoman script} 
langYiddish 41 ; {smHebrew script} 
langSerbian 42 ; {smCyrillic script} 
langMacedonian 43 ; {smCyrillic script} 
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langBulgarian 44 ; {smCyrillic script} 
langUkrainian 45 ; {smCyrillic script } 
langByelorussian 46 ; {smCyrillic script } 
langUzbek 47 ; {smCyrillic script} 
langKazakh 48 ; { smCyrillic script} 
langAzerbaijani 49 ; {Azerbaijan:. in smCyrillic 

{ script (USSR)} 
langAzerbaijanAr 50 ; {Azerbaijani in smArabic script 

{ (Iran)} 
langArmenian 51 ; {smArmenian script} 
langGeorgian 52 ; {smGeorgian script} 
langMoldavian 53 ; { smCyrillic script} 
langKirghiz = 54 ; { smCyrillic script} 
langTajiki 55 ; { smCyrillic script} 
langTurkmen 56 ; {smCyrillic script} 
langMongol i an 57 ; {smMongolian script} 
langMongolianCyr 58; {smCyrillic script} 
langPashto 59 ; {smArabic script} 
langKurdish 60 ; {smArabic script} 
langKashmiri 61 ; {smArabic script} 
langSindhi 62 ; {smExtArabic script} 
langTibetan 63 ; {smTibetan script} 
langNepali 64 ; {smDevanagari script} 
langSanskrit 65 ; {smDevanagari script} 
langMarathi 66 ; {smDevanagari script} 
langBengali 67 ; {smBengali script} 
langAssamese 68 ; {smBengali script} 
langGujarati 69 ; {smGujarati script} 
langPunjabi = 70 ; {smGurmukhi script} 
langOriya 71; {smOriya script } 
langMalayalam 72 ; {smMalayalam script } 
langKannada = 73 ; {smKannada script} 
langTamil 74 ; {smTamil script} 
langTelugu = 75 ; {smTelugu script} 
langSinhalese 76 ; {smSinhalese script} 
langBurmese = 77; {smBurmese script} 
langKhmer 78; {smKhmer script } 
langLao 79 ; {smLaotian script} 
langVietnamese 80 ; {smVietnamese script} 
langindonesian 81; {smRoman script } 
langTagalog 82 ; {smRoman script } 
langMalayRoman 83; {smRoman script } 
langMalayArabic 84; {smArabic script } 
langAmharic 85 ; {smEthiopic scri pt } 
langTigrinya 86; {smEthiopic scr i pt } 
langGalla 87 ; {smEthiopic script} 
langOromo = 87; {synonym for langGalla} 
langSomali 88; {smRoman script } 
langSwahili 89; {smRoman script } 
langRuanda 90; {smRoman script } 
langRundi 91; {smRoman script } 
langChewa 92; {smRoman script } 
langMalagasy 93; {smRoman script } 
langEsperanto 94 ; {modified Roman s c ript} 
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langWelsh 
langBasque 
langCatalan 
langLatin 
langQuechua 
langGuarani 
langAymara 
langTatar 
langUighur 
langDzongkha 
langJavaneseRom 
langSundaneseRom 

128 ; 
129 ; 
130 ; 
131 ; 
132 ; 
133; 
134 ; 
135 ; 
136 ; 
137 ; 
138 ; 

= 139 ; 

{obsolete language names} 
langPortugese 8; 

langMalta 16; 

langYugoslavian 18 ; 

langChinese 19 ; 

{smRoman script} 
{srnRornan script} 
{srnRoman script} 
{smRoman script} 
{smRoman script} 
{srnRoman script} 
{smRoman script} 
{srnCyri ll ic script} 
{srnArabic s cript} 
{language of Bhutan, smTibetan script} 
{srnRoman script} 
{s rnRoman script} 

{old misspelled version , kept 
{ :or compatibility} 
{old misspelled version , kept 
{ for compatibility} 
{use l angCroatian , langSerbian, 
{ and so forth} 
{use langTradChinese or } 
{ : angSimpChinese} 

{calendar (date representation codes} used in the 
{ date representation f ields of the ' itlb' resource} 
{returned in the low byte when you call Get Script } 
{ with smScriptNumDate verb} 
c alGregorian 0 ; {Gregorian cale ndar} 
calArabicCivil 1 ; {Arabic civil calendar} 
calArabicLunar 2 ; {Arabic lunar calendar} 
calJapanese 3 ; {Japanese calendar} 
calJewish 4 · 

' 
{Jewish ca lenda r } 

calCoptic = 5 ; {Copt ic calendar} 
c al Persian 6 ; {Persian calendar} 

{integer forma t (number representation) codes used in the 
{ number representation fi elds of the ' itlb ' resource} 
{returned in the high byte when you call Get Script } 
{ with smScriptNumDate verb} 
intWestern O; 
intArabic 1 ; 
int Roman 
intJapanese 
int European 
intOutputMask 

2 ; 
3 ; 
4 ; 
$8000 ; 

{CharByte function byte types} 
smSingleByte O; {single byte character} 
smFirstByte = -1; {high (most significant) byte with 

{ the lower addr ess (comes first } 
{ in memory) } 

smLastByte 1 ; {l ow byte with the higher } 
{address (in me mory)} 

smMiddleByte 2; {reserved for future excensions} 
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{CharType function 
smcTypeMask 
smcReserved 
smcClassMask 
smcOrient ationMask 

smcRightMask 
smcUpperMask 
smcDoubleMask 

field masks} 
$000F ; 
$00FO ; 

= $0FOO ; 
$1000 ; 

$2000 ; 
= $4000 ; 

$8000 ; 

{basic CharType 
smCharPunct 
smCharAscii 
smCharEuro 
smCharExtAscii 

character types} 
$0000 ; 
$0001 ; 

= $0007 ; 
$0007 ; 
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{Far Eastern script systems 
{ glyph orientation} 

{punctuation character type} 
{ASCII letter} 
{old name for smCharEx tAscii} 
{extended ASCII letter} 

{additional CharType 
smCharKatakana 
smCharHiragana 
smCharideographic 
smCharTwoByteGreek 

character 
$0002 ; 
$0003 ; 

= $0004 ; 
$0005 ; 

types for script systems} 
{Japanese Katakana} 
{Japanese Hiragana} 
{Hanzi , Kanji , Hanja} 
{2-byte Greek in Far } 

smCharTwoByteRussian 

smCharBidirect 
smCharHangul 
smCharJamo 

$0006 ; 

$0008 ; 
$000C ; 
$000D ; 

{CharType Jamo classes for Korean 
smJamoJaeum $0000 ; 
smJamoBogJaeum $0100 ; 
smJamoMoeum $0200 ; 
smJamoBogMoeum $0300 ; 

{CharType classes for 
smPunctNormal 
smPunctNumber 
smPunctSymbol 
smPunctBlank 

punctuation 
$0000 ; 
$0100 ; 
$0200; 
$0300 ; 

{ Eastern script systems} 
{2 - byte Cyrillic in Far } 
{ Eastern script systems} 
{Arabic/Hebrew} 
{Korean Hangul} 
{Korean Jamo} 

systems} 
{simple consonant char} 
{complex consonant char} 
{simple vowel char} 
{complex vowel char} 

(smCharPunct)} 

{additional CharType classes for punctuation in 2-byte 
{ script systems} 
smPunctRepeat 
smPunctGraphic 

{CharType ideographic 
smideographicLevell 
smideographicLevel2 
smideographicUser 

$0400 ; 
$0500 ; 

classes for 
$0000; 

= $0100 ; 
= $0200; 

{repeat marker} 
{line graphics} 

2-byte script systems} 
{level 1 char} 
{level 2 char} 
{user char} 

{CharType Katakana & Hiragana classes for 2-byte script systems} 
smKanaSmall $0100; {small kana character} 
smKanaHardOK $0200; {can have dakuten} 
smKanaSoftOK $0300; {can have dakuten or } 

{ han - dakuten} 
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{Transliterate function target t ypes for Roman script} 
smTransAscii O; {convert to ASCII} 
smTransNative = l ; {convert to native script 

smTransCase 
smTransSystem 

{Transliterate target 
smTransAscii l 
smTransAscii2 
smTransKanal 
smTransKana2 
smTransGana2 

smTransHangul2 
smTransJamo2 
smTransBopomofo2 

= $FE ; 

= $FF ; 

types for 

= 2 ; 
3 ; 

= 4 ; 

= 5 ; 

= 7 ; 

= 8 ; 
9 ; 

= 10 ; 

{ ( t ha t is, the script of 
{the current font)} 
{convert case for all text} 
{convert to system script ; } 
{ not available in MPW 3 . 0} 

2-byte script systems} 
{1 -byte Roman} 
(2-byte Roman} 
{1 -byte Japanese Katakana} 
{2 -by te Japanese Katakana} 
{2 -byte Japanese Hiragana } 
{ (no 1-byte Hiragana)} 
{2 -byte Korean Hangul} 
{2 -byte Korean Jamo} 
{2-byte C~inese Bopomofo} 

{Transliterate t arget modifiers (not available in MPW 3 . 0)} 
smTransLower = $4000 ; {target becomes lowercase} 
smTransUpper = $8000 ; {target becomes uppercase} 

{Tr ansliterate source mask - general} 
smMaskAll = $FFFFFFFF ; {convert all text} 

{Transliterate source masks for Roman Script System} 
smMaskAscii = $00000001 ; 
smMaskNative = $00000002 ; 

{~ransliterate source 
smMaskAsciil 
smMaskAscii2 
smMaskKanal 
smMaskKana2 
smMaskGana2 
smMaskHangul2 
smMaskJamo2 
srr.MaskBopomofo2 

masks for 2-by t e script systems} 
= $00000004 ; {2AsmTransAscii l } 
= $00000008 ; {2AsmTransAscii2} 

$0000001 0 ; {2AsmTransKanal} 
$00000 020 ; {2AsmTr ansKana2} 

= $00000080 ; {2AsmTran sGana2} 
= $00000100 ; {2 AsmTransHangul2} 

$00000200 ; {2AsmTransJamo2} 
= $00000400 ; {2AsmTransBopomofo2} 

{resul ts returned by GetEnviron s , SetEnvirons , Ge tScript , & 
{ SetScript functions} 
smNotinstalled 
srr.BadVerb 
smBadScript 

O; 
= - 1 ; 

-2 ; 

{routine not available in sc r ipt} 
{invalid verb passed to a routine} 
{invalid script code passed to a } 
{ routine} 

{byte values for script redraw flag (smScriptRedraw) that describes 
{ how much of a line should be redrawn when text is being entered} 
smRedrawChar 0 ; {redraw character only} 
smRedrawWord = l ; {redraw entire word } 

{ (2-byte systems)} 
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smRedrawLine -1 ; {redraw entire line } 
{ (bidirectional systems)} 

{bits in the script flags word (smScriptFlags) } 
{ (bits above 7 are nonstatic)} 
smsfintellCP 
smsfSing8yte 
smsfNatCase 
smsfContext 

= O; 
1 ; 

= 2 ; 
= 3 ; 

smsfNoForceFont = 4 ; 
smsf80Digits 5 ; 
smsfAutoinit 
smsfForms 
smsfLigatures 
smsfReverse 

6 ; 
= 13 ; 

14 ; 
= 15 ; 

{TokenType values} 
tokenintl 

tokenEmpty 
tokenUnknown 

tokenWhite 
tok enLeftLi t 

tokenRightLit: 

tokenAlpha 
tokenNumeric 
tokenNewLine 
tokenLeftComment 
tokenRightComment 
tokenLiteral 
tokenEscape 

tokenAltNum 

toker:RealNum 
toker:AltReal 
toker.Reserve 1 
tokenReserve2 
cokenLeftParen 

tokenRightParen 

tokenLeft8racket 

tok enRight8racket 

{script has intelligent cut and paste} 
{script has only single bytes} 
{native characters have uppercase and lowercase} 
{contextual script , for e xample , based on } 
{ Arabic Script System } 
{will not force cjaract:ers} 
{has alternate digits at B0-89} 
{initial ize script automatically} 
{uses contextual forms for letters} 
{uses contextual ligatures} 
{reverses native text right co left} 

4 ; 

-1 ; 

= O; 

= 1 ; 
2 ; 

3 ; 

4 ; 
5 ; 
6 ; 
7 ; 

= 8 ; 
9 ; 
10 ; 

= 11 ; 

12 ; 
13 ; 
14 ; 
15 ; 
16 ; 

17 ; 

= 18 ; 

= 19 ; 

{designates which international } 
{ resource could be used for the } 
{ tokenizer} 
{used internally as an empty flag} 
{used for characters that do not } 
{ correspond to any of existing } 
{ token types} 
{white space} 
{literal begin ( " left } 
{literal marker " )} 
{literal end ( "right 
{ literal marker " )} 
{alphabet:c} 
{numeric} 
{new line} 
{open comment ( " left comment")} 
{close comment ("right comment " )} 
{literal} 
{character escape (for example , ' \ ' 
{ in " \n ", " \t " )} 
{alternate number } 
{ (for example , $80 - 89)} 
{real number} 
{alternate real number} 
{reservedl} 
{reserved2} 
{open parenthesis 
{ ( " left parenthesis " )} 
{close parenthesis } 
{ ( "right parenthesis " )} 
{open square bracket } 
{ ( " left bracket " )} 
{close square bracket 
{ ( "right bracket ") } 
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tokenLeftCurly 

tokenRightCurly 

tokenLeftEnclose 

tokenRightEnclose 

tokenPlus 
tokenMinus 
tokenAsterisk 
tokenDivide 
tokenPlusMinus 
tokenSlash 
tokenBackSlash 
tokenLess 
tokenGreat 
tokenEqual 
tokenLessEqual2 
tokenLessEquall 

tokenGreatEqual2 

tokenGreatEquall 

token2Equal 
tokenColonEqual 
tokenNotEqual 
tokenLessGreat 

tokenExclamEqual 
tokenExclam 
tokenTilde 

tokenComma 
tokenPeriod 
tokenLeft2Quote 

tokenRight2Quote 

tokenLeftlQuote 

tokenRightlQuote 

token2Quote 
tokenlQuor.e 
tokenSemicolon 
tokenPercent 
tokenCaret 
tokenUnderline 
tokenArnpersand 
tokenAtSign 
tokenBar 
tokenQuestion 

20 ; 

21 ; 

22 ; 

23 ; 

= 24 ; 
= 25 ; 

26 ; 
= 27 ; 
= 28 ; 

29 ; 
30 ; 

= 31 ; 
32 ; 
33 ; 
34 ; 
35 ; 

= 36 ; 

37 ; 

38 ; 
= 39 ; 

40 ; 
= 41 ; 

= 42 ; 
43 ; 

= 44 ; 

4 5 i 
= 46 ; 
= 47 ; 

= 48 ; 

49 ; 

= 50 ; 

= 51 ; 
52 ; 

= 53 ; 
= 54; 
= 55 ; 
= 56 ; 
= 57 ; 
= 58 ; 
= 59 ; 
= 60 ; 
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{open curly bracket } 
{ ( " left curly bracket " )} 
{close curly bracket:. } 
{ ( "right curly bracket " )} 
{open guillemet ( " left } 
{European double quote " )} 
{close guillemet ( " right } 
{European double quote " ) } 
{plus } 
{minus} 
{times/multiply} 
{divi de} 
{plus/minus} 
{slash} 
{backslash} 
{less than} 
{greater than} 
{e qual} 
{less than or e qual to (2 symbols)} 
{less than or equal to } 
{ (single symbol)} 
{greater than or equal to 
{ (2 symbols)} 
{greater t ha n or equal to 
{ (single symbol)} 
{double equal} 
{colon equal} 
{not equal} 
{less/greater (not equal } 
{ in Pascal)} 
{exclamation equal (not equal in C)} 
{ex clamation point} 
{centered tilde (as opposed to } 
{ real tilde at $F7)} 
{comma} 
{period} 
{open double quote } 
{ ( " left double quote " )} 
{close doubl e quote } 
{ ( "right double quote " )} 
{open single quote } 
{ ( " left singl e quote " )} 
{clo se single q uote } 
{ ( "right sing le quote " )} 
{double quote} 
{single quote} 
{semicolon} 
{percent} 
{caret} 
{underline} 
{ampersand} 
{at sign} 
{vertical bar} 
{question mark} 



token Pi 
tokenRoot 
tokenSigma 
tokenintegral 
tokenMicro 
tokenCapPi 
tokeninfinity 
tokenColon 
tokenHash 
tokenDollar 
tokenNoBreakSpace 
tokenFraction 
tokenintlCurrency 
tokenLeftSingGuillemet 

61 ; 
= 62 ; 
= 63 ; 
= 64 ; 

65 ; 
66 ; 

= 67 ; 
68 ; 
69 ; 

= 70 ; 
= 71 ; 

72 ; 
= 73 ; 
= 74 ; 
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{pi} 
{square root} 
{capital sigma} 
{integral} 
{micro} 
{capital pi} 
{infinity} 
(colon} 
{pound sign (U .S. )} 
{dollar sign} 
{nonbreaking space} 
{fraction} 
{intl currency} 
{open single guillemet 

tokenRightSingGuillemet = 75 ; 
{ ( "left single guillemet " )} 
{close single guillemet } 

tokenPerThousand 
tokenEllipsis 
tokenCenterDot 
tokenNil 
delimPad 

= 

= 

76 ; 
77 ; 
78 ; 
127 ; 
-2 ; 

{ ( "right single guillemet ") } 
{per thousands} 
{ellipsis} 
{center dot} 
{ni l} 
{delimiter pad} 

{the number parts 
tokLef tQuote 
tokRightQuote 
t okLeadPlacer 
tokLeader 
tokNonLeader 
tokZeroLead 
tokPercent 
tokPlusSign 
tokMinusSign 
tokThousands 

record indexes} 
= l; 

{11 is a reserved field} 
tokSeparator 
tokEscape 
tokDecPoint 
tokEPlus 
tokEMinus 
tokMaxSymbols 

curNumberPartsVersion 

fVNumber 

= 2 ; 
= 3 ; 

4; 
= 5 ; 
= 6 ; 

7 ; 

= 8 ; 
= 9 ; 
= 10 ; 

= 12 ; 
= 13 ; 
= 14 ; 
= 15 ; 

16 ; 
= 31; 

l; 

= O; 

{current version of number } 
{ parts record} 
{first version of number format string} 

{verbs for GetEnvirons 
smGenFlags 

and SetEnvirons} 

smOverride 
smCharPortion 

smDoubleByte 

= 30 ; {general flags} 
32 ; {script override flags} 

= 34 ; {intercharacter space versus white 
{ space proportion} 

36; {indicates if a double - byte } 
{ script system is installed} 
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smKCHRCache 

smRegionCode 

38 ; 

40 ; 

{pointer to cache containing 
{ the current ' KCHR ' } 
{integer containing the 
{ c u rrent region code} 

{verbs for Ge tScript and SetScript (note that verbs private to } 
{ script systems are 
{ script systems are 
smScriptEncoding 

smScriptLang 

smScriptNumDate 

smScriptKeys 

smScripticon 

smScriptPrint 
smScriptTrap 
smScriptCreator 
smScriptFile 
smScriptName 
smScriptMonoFondSize 

smScr iptPrefFondSize 

negative , while those general across } 
non-negative)} 

26 ; {optional script ' itl5 ' ID } 
{ from ' itlb ' resource} 

28 ; 

30 ; 

32 ; 

34 ; 

36 ; 
38 ; 
40 ; 
42 ; 
44 ; 
78 ; 

80 ; 

{current language for script 
{ from ' itlb ' resource} 
{number and date format bytes 
{ from ' itlb ' resource} 
{script default ' KCHR ' ID } 
{ from ' i tlb ' resource} 
{script default ' kcs# ' , ' kcs4 ' , & 

{ ' kcs8 ' ID from ' itlb ' resource} 
{sc r ipt printer action routine} 
{trap entry pointer} 
{script file creator} 
{script filename} 
{script name} 
{default ' FOND ' (high word) } 
{ & size for ~onospaced text } 
{ (low word) } 
{user ' s preferred ' FOND ' (high word) 
{ & size (low word) } 

smScriptSmallFondSize 82 ; {default ' FOND ' (high word) & size 
{ for s mall text (low word)} 
{default system ' FOND ' (high word) 
{ & size (low word)} 

smScriptSysFondSize 

smScriptAppFondSize 

smScriptHelpFondSize 

smScriptValidStyles 

smSc r iptAliasStyle 

{verbs for KeyScript} 
{any scrip t code 
smKeyNextScript 
smKeySysScript 
smKeySwapScript 
smKeyNextKybd 

smKeySwapKybd 

smKeyDisableKybds 

smKeyEna bleKybds 

84 ; 

86 ; 

88 ; 

90 ; 

92 ; 

{default application ' FOND ' (high 
{ wo rd) & size (low word)) 
{default ' FOND ' (high word) & } 
{ s i ze (low word ) for Balloon He l p} 
{set of all valid styles for } 
{ script} 
{style to use for indicating aliases} 

0 ... 64 ; swi tch to specified script } 
-1 ; {switch to next available script} 
-2 ; {switch t o the system script} 
-3 ; {switch to previously used script} 
-4 ; {switch to next keyboard } 

{ i n current script} 
-5 ; {switch to previously used 

{ keyboard in current script} 
-6 ; {disable keyboards not in } 

{ system or Roman script} 
-7 ; {enable keyboards for all 

{ enabled scripts} 
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{toggle inline input for } 
{ current script } 

smKeyToggleDirection 
smKeyNextinputMethod 

-9 ; 
= -10; 

{toggle default line direction} 
{swi tch to next input method } 
{ in current script} 

smKeySwapinputMethod = -11; {switch to p reviously used } 

smKeyDisable KybdSwitch -12 ; 
{ input method in current script} 
{disable switching from } 
{ the current keyboard} 

{bits in the smScriptFlags word ; bits above 7 are nonstatic ; 
{ scripts flag word is initialized from ' itlb ' resource} 
smsfintellCP = O; {script has intelligent cut and paste} 
smsfSingByte l ; {script has only single bytes} 
smsfNatCase 
smsfContex t 
smsfNoForceFont 
smsfBODigits 
smsfAutoinit 
sms f Forms 
smsfLigatures 
smsfReverse 

= 

2 i 
3 ; 
4 ; 
5 ; 
6 ; 
13 ; 
14 ; 
15 ; 

{native characters have upper- and lowercase} 
{script is contextual} 
{script will not force characters} 
{script has alternate digits at $B0-$B9} 
{automatically initialize the script} 
{script uses contextual forms for letters } 
{script uses contextual ligatures} 
{script reverses native text , right to left } 

{bits in Script Manager general flags (smGenFlags) long word ; first } 
{ (high-order) byte is set from ' itlc' flags byte} 
smfNa:neTagEnab 
smfDualCaret 
smfShowicon 

= 29 ; 
30 ; 
31 ; 

{reserved for internal use} 
{use dual caret for mixed-direccional text} 
{show icon even i f only one script} 

{Script Manager font equates} 
smFondStart $4000 ; {start from 16 KB} 
smFondEnd = $COOO ; {past end of range at 48 KB} 

{miscellaneous font equates} 
s mUprHalfCharSet = $80 ; 

{character set extensions} 
diaeresisUprY $D9 ; 
fraction $DA; 
intlCurrency $DB ; 
leftSingGuillemet $DC ; 
rightSingGuillemet = $DD; 
fiLigature = $DE ; 
fl Ligature $DF ; 
dbl Dagger = $EO ; 
centeredDot $El ; 
baseSingQuote = $E2 ; 
baseDblQuote $E3 ; 
perThousand = $E4 ; 
circumflexUprA $ES ; 
circumf lexUprE $E6 ; 
acuteUprA $E7; 
diaeresisUprE $E8 ; 

{first character code in top half } 
{ of standard Roman character set} 
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grave UprE $E9; 
acuteUprI $EA; 
circumf lexUprI = $EB ; 
diae resisUprI $EC ; 
graveUprI = $ED; 
acuteUprO $EE; 
circumflexUprO = $EF; 
appleLogo = $FO; 
grave UprO $Fl; 
acuteUprU = $F2 ; 
circumflexUprU $F3; 
graveUprU = $F4 ; 
dotlessLwrI $F5 ; 
circumflex $F6 ; 
tilde = $F7 ; 
macron $F8 ; 
breveMark = $F9 ; 
over Dot $FA ; 
ringMark $FB ; 
cedilla = $FC ; 
doubleAcute $FD ; 
ogonek $FE ; 
hachek $FF ; 

{String2Date status values (masks for result bits in the } 
{ String2DateStatus word returned by String2Date and String2Time)} 
fatalDateTime = $8000; {a fatal error} 
longDateFound l ; {long date found} 
leftOverChars 2; {leftover c haracters} 
sepNotintlSep 
fieldOrderNotintl 
extraneousStrings 
tooManySeps 
sepNotConsistent 
tokenErr 
cantReadUtilities 
dateTimeNotFound 
dateTimeinvalid 

{date equates} 
validDateFields 
maxDateField 
genCdevRangeBit 

togDelta12HourBit 

togCharZCycleBit 

togChar12HourBit 

s mallDateBit 

= 4; 
8; 

= 16 ; 
32 ; 

= 64 ; 
$8100 ; 
$8200 ; 

= $8400; 
$8800 ; 

-1; 
10; 
27 ; 

28; 

29 ; 

30 ; 

= 3 1 ; 
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{nonstandard s e parators} 
{nonstandard field order} 
{unparsable strings in text} 
{too many separators} 
{inconsistent s e parators} 
{IntlTokenize error} 
{can ' t load intl resources} 
{date or time not found} 
{date or time i nvalid} 

{restrict date/time to range used by } 
{ general control pane l } 
{If toggling hour up and down, restrict 
{ to 12-hour range (A.M . / P.M . ) . } 
{modifies togChar12HourBit to use } 
{ 0 - 11 hour r ange } 
{If toggling hour by c haracter , hour 
{ field is modified as if d i splayed in 
{ 12 - hour time (1-12 hour range) . } 
{restrict valid date /t ime to range of } 
{ Time global } 
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(long date record field masks} 
(The following masks specify the long date record f i elds f or Val i dDate 
( to check (that is , for ValidDate flags parameter , and t he ToggleDate 
( TogglePB . togFlags 
eraMask 
yearMask 
monthMask 
dayMask 
hourMask 
minuteMask 
secondMask 
dayOfWeekMask 
dayOfYearMask 
weekOfYearMask 
pmMask 
dateStdMask 

value).} 
= $0001 ; 

$0002 ; 
= $0004 ; 

$0008 ; 
= $0010 ; 

$0020 ; 
$0040 ; 

= $0080 ; 
$0100 ; 

= $0200 ; 
$0400 ; 

= $007F ; (default value for ValidDate flag s } 
( and Toggle?B . togFlags} 

(results that ToggleDate function can return} 
toggleUndef ined O; 
toggleOK l ; 
toggleBadField 2 ; 
toggleBadDelta = 3 ; 
toggleBadChar 4 ; 
toggleUnknown = 5 ; 
toggleBad.Num 6 ; 
toggleOutOfRange = 7 ; (syno nym for toggleErr3} 
toggleErr3 7 ; 
toggleErr4 8 ; 
toggleErrS = 9 ; 

(codes for styleRunPosition argument in NPortionText , } 
( NDrawJust , NMeasureJust , NChar2Pixel , and NPixel2Char routines} 
smOnlyStyleRun O; {only style run on the line} 
smLeftStyleRun l ; {multipl e style runs on } 

{ line ; this is leftmost} 
smRightStyleRun 2 ; (multiple style runs on } 

{ line ; this is rightmost} 
smMiddleStyleRun = 3 ; ~multiple style runs on } 

line ; this is neither leftmost 
( nor rightmost} 

(constants for truncWhere argument in TruncString and TruncText} 
smTruncEnd O; (truncate at end} 
smTruncMiddle = $4000 ; (truncate in middle} 

(constants for TruncText and ~runcString results} 
smNotTruncated 
smTruncated 
smTruncErr 

= 
= 

O; 

-1 ; 

(no truncation was necessary} 
(truncation performed} 
(general error} 
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Data Types 

TYPE TruncCode =Integer ; {new type for system software version 7 . 0} 

JustStyleCode =Integer ; {new type for system software version 7 . 0} 

TokenResults = (tokenOK , tokenOverflow , stringOverflow , badDelim, 
badEnding,crash) ; 

LongDateF'ield (eraF'ield , yearF'ield, monthF'ield , dayF'ield , 
hourField , minuteField , seco~dField , 

dayOfWeekField , dayOfYearField, weekOfYearField , 
pmrield , reslField , res2Field , res3F'ield) ; 

CharByteTable = 
PACKED ARRAY[O . . 255] OF SignedByte ; 

FormatOrderPtr = AForma tOrder ; 
Format Order 
ARRAY[O . . 0 ] OF Integer ; 

Fo~matClass = (fPositive , fNegative , fZero) ; 
FormatStatus = Integer ; 

WideChar = 
RECORD 

CASE Boolean OF 
TRUE : 

(a : PACKED ARRAY[O .. 1] OF CHAR) ; {0 is the high- order character} 
FALSE : 

(b : Integer) 
END ; 

WideCharArr = 
RECORD 

size : Integer ; 
data : PACKED ARRAY[O . . 9] OF WideChar 

END ; 

NumFormatString = 
PACKED RECORD 

fLength : Byte ; 
fVersion : Byte ; 
data : PACKED ARRAY(O . . 253] OF SignedByte 

END ; 
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For matResultType (fFormatOK , fBestGuess , fOutOfSynch , 
fSpuriousChars , fMissingDelimiter , 
f ExtraDecimal , fMissingLiteral , fEx traExp , 
f FormatOverflow, fFormStrisNAN , fBadPartsTable , 
fExtraPercent , fExtraSeparator , 
fEmptyFormatS t ring) ; 

Scr i p tRunStatus 
RECORD 

script : 
variant : 

SignedByte ; 
SignedByte 

END ; 

ToggleResults Integer ; 

Lon gDateTime = Comp ; 
LongDateCvt = 
RECORD 
CASE Integer OF 

0 : 

1 : 

END ; 

(c : Comp) ; 

(lHigh : Longint ; 
lLow : Longint) 

LongDateRec = 

RECORD 
CASE Integer OF 

0 : 
(era : 
year : 
month : 
day : 
hour : 
minute : 
second : 
dayOfWeek : 
dayOfYear : 
weekOfYear : 
pm : 
resl : 
res2 : 
res3 : 

1 : 

Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer) ; 

(list : ARRAY[O .. 13] OF Integer) ; :index by LongDateField} 
2 : 

END ; 

(eraAlt : Integer; 
oldDate : DateTimeRec) 
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DateDelta SignedByte ; 

MachineLocation= 
RECORD 

latitude : Fract ; 
longitude : Fract ; 
CASE Integer OF 

END; 

0 : 
(dlsDelta : 

1 : 
(gmtDelta : 

Signed3yte) ; 

Long im::) 

String2DateStatus = Integer; 

DateCachePtr = ADateCacheRecord ; 
DateCacheRecord = 
PACKED RECORD 

(signed byte; day l ight savings delta } 

(must mask-see "Macintosh } 
( Worldwide Deve l opment : } 
( Guide to System Software " } 

hidden : ARRAY[O .. 255) OF Integer 
(only for temporary use} 

END; 

BreakTablePtr 
BreakTable = 
RECORD 

ABreakTable ; 

charTypes : ARRAY[O .. 255J OF SignedByte ; 
tripleLength : Integer ; 
triples : ARRAY[O .. OJ OF Integer 

END ; 

(new for system software version 7 . 0} 
NBreakTablePtr = ANBreakTable ; 
NBreakTable 
RECORD 

flagsl : 
flags2 : 
version : 
classTableOff : 
auxCTableOff : 
backwdTableOff : 
forwdTableOff : 
doBackup : 
reserved : 
charTypes : 
tables : 

END ; 

Off Pair 
RECORD 

SignedByte ; 
SignedByte ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
ARRAY[O .. 255] OF SignedByte ; 
ARRAY[O .. OJ OF Integer 
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offFirst : Integer ; 
offSecond : Intege r 

END ; 

Worldwide Software Overview 

OffsetTable = ARRAY[O . . 2] OF OffPair ; 

NumberPartsPtr = ANumberParts ; 
Number Parts 
RECORD 

Integer ; version : 
data : ARRAY[l .. 31] OF WideChar ; 

pePlus : 
(ind ex by [ tokLeftQuote .. to:<MaxSymbols] } 
Wide CharArr ; 

peMinus : WideCharArr ; 
peMinusPlus : Wide CharArr ; 
altNumTable : Wide CharArr ; 
reserved : PACKED ARRAY[O .. 19] OF Char (must be zeroed} 

END ; 

FVector = 
RECORD 

start : 
length : 

END ; 

Tripleint 

Integer ; 
Integer 

ARRAY[O .. 2] OF FVector ; (index by [fPositive .. fZero]} 

StyledLineBreakCode = (smBreakWord,smBreakChar,smBreakOverflow) ; 

TogglePB = 
RECORD 

togFlags : Longint ; (caller normally sets low word } 
{ to dateStdMask = $7F} 

amChars : 
pmChars : 
reserved : 

ResType ; (from ' itlO ' resource} 
ResType ; (from ' itlO' resource } 
ARRAY[O .. 3] OF Longint 

END; 

TokenBlockPtr 
TokenBlock 
RECORD 

= ATokenBlock ; 

source : 
sourceLength : 
tokenList : 
tokenLength : 
tokenCount : 

stringList : 
stringLength : 
stringCount : 

Ptr ; 
Longint ; 
Ptr ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 

Ptr ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 

{pointer ~o stream of characters} 
(length of source stream} 
(pointer to array of tokens} 
{maximum length of TokenList} 
(number of tokens generated } 
{ by tokenizer } 
{pointer ~o stream of identifiers} 
{length of string list} 
{number of bytes currently used} 
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doString : 

doAppend : 

doAlphanumeric : 
doNest : 
leftDelims : 
rightDelims : 
leftComment : 
rightComment : 
escapeCode: 
decima lCode : 
itlResource : 
reserved : 

END ; 

TokenType Integer ; 

Boolean; 

Boolean; 

Boolean ; 
Boolean ; 
ARRAY[O . . 1) 
ARRAY (0 .. 1) 
ARRAY[O .. 3] 

{make strings and put } 
{ into StringList} 
{append to TokenList rather 
{ than replace} 
{identifiers may include numeric} 
{do comments nest?} 
OF TokenType ; 
OF TokenType ; 
OF TokenType ; 

ARRAY(O .. 3] OF TokenType ; 
TokenType ; {escape symbol code} 
TokenType ; 
Handle ; {handle to an ' itl4 ' resource} 
ARRAY(0 .. 7] OF Longint 

{must be zero } 

{see TokenType val~es in this summary} 

DelimType = ARRAY[0 .. 1 ] OF TokenTy pe ; 

CommentType ARRAY[O .. 3 ) OF TokenType ; 

TokenRecPtr ATokenRec ; 
TokenRec = 
RECORD 

theToken : 
position : 
length : 
stringPosition : 

END ; 

TokenType ; 
Ptr ; 
Longint ; 
StringPtr 

{ptr into original source} 
{length of text in original source} 
{Pascal/C string copy of } 
{ identifier} 

UntokenTablePtr = AUntokenTable ; 
UntokenTableHandle = AUntokenTablePtr ; 
UntokenTable 
RECORD 

len : 
lastToken : 
index : 

END ; 

Integer ; 
Integer ; 
ARRAY[O .. 255) OF Integer 
{index table ; last = lastToken} 
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Routines 

Localizing Word Selection and Line Break Tables 

PROCEDURE NFindWord 

Truncating Text 

FUNCTION TruncString 

FUNCTION TruncText 

Substituting Text 

FUNCTION ReplaceText 

(textPtr : Ptr ; textLength : Integer ; 
offset : Integer ; leadingEdge : Boolean ; nbreaks : 
NBreakTablePtr ; VAR offsets : OffsetTable) ; 

(width : Integer ; VAR theString : Str255 ; 
truncWhere : TruncCode) : Integer ; 

(width : I nteger ; textPtr : Ptr ; 
VAR length : Integer ; 
truncWhere : TruncCode) : Integer ; 

(baseText : Handle; substitutionText : Handle ; 
key : Str15) : Integer ; 

Converting Case and Stripping Diacritical Marks 

PROCEDURE UprText (textPtr : Ptr ; len : Integer) ; 

PROCEDURE LwrText (textPtr : Ptr ; len : Integer) ; 

{new with system software version 7 . 0} 

PROCEDURE LowerText (textPtr : Ptr; len : Integer) ; 

PROCEDURE UpperText (textPtr : Ptr ; len : Integer) ; 

PROCEDURE StripText (textPtr : Ptr ; len : Integer) ; 

PROCEDURE StripUpperText (textPtr : Ptr ; len : Integer) ; 

Providing for Spacing Between Multiple Style Runs 

{new with system software version 7 . 0} 

FUNCTION NPortionText (textPtr : Ptr ; textLen : Longint ; 
styleRunPosition : JustStyleCode ; 
numer : Point ; denom : Point) : Fixed; 
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PROCEDURE NDrawJust 

PROCEDURE NMeasureJust 

FUNCTION NChar2Pixel 

FUNCTION NPixel2Char 

(textPtr : Ptr ; textLen : Longint ; 
slop : Fixed ; styleRunPosition : 
J ustStyleCode ; numer : Point ; denom : Point ); 

(textPtr : Ptr ; textLen : Longint; 
slop : Fixed; c h arLocs : Ptr ; 
styleRunPosit i on : JustStyleCode ; 
numer : Point ; denom : Point) ; 

(textBuf : Ptr ; textLen : Longint ; 
slop : Fixed ; offset : Longint ; 
direction : Integer ; 
styleRunPosition : JustStyleCode ; 
numer : Point ; denom : Point) : Integer ; 

(textBuf : Ptr ; tex tLen : Longint ; 
slop : Fixed ; pixelWidth : Fixed ; 
VAR leadingEdge : Boolean ; 
VAR widthRemaining : Fixed ; 
styleRunPosition : JustStyleCode ; 
numer : Point ; denom : Point) : Integer ; 

Obtaining Character Information 

FUNCTION ParseTable (VAR table : CharByteTable) Boolean ; 

Drawing and Editing Text 

PROCEDURE HiliteText 

Formatting Text 

FUNCTION FindScriptRun 

FUNCTION PortionText 

PROCEDURE GetFormatOrder 

FUNCTION StyledLineBreak 

(textPtr : Ptr ; textLength : Integer ; 
firstOffset : Integer ; secondOffset : Integer ; 
VAR offsets : OffsetTable) ; 

(textPtr : Ptr ; textLen : Longint ; 
VAR lenUsed : Longint) : ScriptRunStatus ; 

(textPtr : Ptr ; textLen : ~ongint) : Fixed ; 

(ordering : For matOrderPtr ; 
firstFormat : Integer ; las tFormat : Integer ; 
lineRight : Boolean ; r l DirProc : Ptr ; 
dirParam : Ptr) ; 

(textPtr : Ptr ; textLen : Longint ; 
textS t art : Longint ; texcEnd : Longint ; 
flags : Longint ; VAR tex~Width : Fixed ; 
VAR textOffset : Longint) 
StyledLineBreakCo de ; 
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FUNCTION VisibleLength (textPtr : Ptr ; textLen : Longint) Longint ; 

Lexically Interpreting Different Scripts 

FUNCTION IntlTokenize 

Date and Time Utilities 

FUNCTION I nitDateCache 

FUNCTION String2Date 

FUNCTION String2Time 

PROCEDURE LongDate2Secs 

PROCEDURE LongSecs2Date 

FUNCTION ToggleDate 

FUNCTION ValidDate 

(tokenParam : TokenBlockPtr) TokenResults ; 

(theCache : DateCachePtr) : OSErr ; 

(textPtr : Ptr ; textLen : Longint ; theCache : 
DateCachePtr ; VAR lengthUsed : Longint; 
VAR dateTime : LongDateRec) 
String2DateStatus ; 

(textPtr : Ptr ; textLen : Longint; 
theCache : DateCachePtr ; 
VAR lengthUsed : Longint ; 
VAR dateTime : LongDateRec) 
String2DateStatus ; 

(lDate : LongDateRec ; VAR lSecs : LongDateTime ); 

(VAR lSecs : LongDateTime ; VAR lDate : 
LongDateRec) ; 

(VAR lSecs : LongDateTime ; 
field : LongDateF i eld; delta : Date Delta; 
ch : Integer ; params : TogglePB) : 
ToggleResults ; 

(VAR vDate : LongDateRec ; flags : Longint; 
VAR newSecs : LongDateTime) : Integer ; 

Reading and Storing Locations 

PROCEDURE ReadLocation 

PROCEDURE Wri teLocation 

Number Utilities 

FUNCTION Str2Format 

FUNCTION Format2Str 

(VAR loc : MachineLocation) ; 

(loc : MachineLocation) ; 

( inString : Str255 ; partsTable : Number Parts ; 
VAR outString : NumFormatString) : FormatStatus ; 

(myCanonical : NumFor matString ; 
partsTable : NumberParts ; 
VAR outString : Str255 ; 
VAR positions : Tripleint) FormatStatus; 
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FUNCTION FormatX2Str (x : Extended ; myCanonical : NumFormatString ; 
partsTable : NumberParts ; VAR outString : Str255) 
FormatStatus ; 

FUNCTION FormatStr2X (source : Str255 ; 
myCanonica l : NumFormatString ; 
partsTable : NumberParts ; 
VAR x : Extended) : FormatStatus ; 

Assembly-Language Information 

Trap Macros Requiring Routine Selectors 

_ScriptUtil 

Selector 

$8008FFFO 
$8008FFF2 
$800EOOIC 
$8012FFE2 
$80 12FFFC 
$80160032 
$801A0034 
$8202002A 
$82040022 
$8204FFF8 
$8204FFFA 
$8208FFEO 
$820C0026 
$820CFFDC 
$820CFFDE 
$820CFFE4 
$820CFFEC 
$820EFFEE 
$82 10FFE6 
$8210FFE8 
$8210FFEA 
$82 14FFF4 
$8214FFF6 
$82 16002C 
$821C0030 
$82 JCFFFE 
$8222002E 
$84080024 
$84080028 
$84120036 

$A8B5 

Routine 

LongSecs2Date 
LongDate2Secs 
HiliteText 
NFindWord 
GetFormatOrder 
NDrawJust 
NMeasureJust 
IsSpecialFont 
ParseTable 
InitDateCache 
IntlTokenize 
TruncString 
FindScriptRun 
Replace Text 
TruncText 
ValidDate 
Str2Format 
ToggleDate 
FormatStr2X 
FormatX2Str 
Format2Str 
String2Time 
String2Date 
RawPrinterValues 
NChar2Pixel 
StyledLineBreak 
NPixe12Char 
PortionText 
VisibleLength 
NPortionText 
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SUMMARY OF THE INTERNATIONAL UTILITIES PACKAGE 

Constants 

CONST {special script code values for I nternational Utilities Package} 
iuSystemScript -1 ; {system script} 
iuCurrentScript -2 ; {current script for font of } 

{ graf Port (as returne d by } 
{ FontScript) } 

{special language code values for International Util ities Package} 
iuSystemCurLang = -2 ; {current ( ' it l b ' ) language for 

{ system script (from scr ipt } 
{globals)} 

iuSystemDefLang 

iuCurrentCurLang 

iuCurrentDefLang 

iuScri ptCurLang 

iuScriptDefLang 

-3 ; 

-4 ; 

-5 ; 

-6 ; 

-7 ; 

{default l anguage for system 
{ script (from ' i tlm ' resource)} 
{current ( ' itlb') language for } 
{ current script (from script } 
{globals)} 
{default l anguage for current 
{script (from ' it lm ' resource)} 
{current ( ' itlb ' ) language for} 
{ specified script } 
{ (from script globals)} 
{default language for specified 
{script (from ' itlm ' resource)} 

{table se l ectors for GetitlTable} 
iuWordSelectTable 0 ; {word select break table } 

iuWordWrapTable 

iuNumberPartsTable 

iuUnTokenTable 

iuWhiteSpaceList 

{regional versions} 
verUS 
verFrance 
verBritain 
verGermany 
veritaly 
verNetherlands 
verFrBelgiumLux 
verSweden 
verSpain 
verDenmark 
verPortugal 

= 

= 

1 ; 

2 i 

3 ; 

4 ; 

O; 
l; 

2 ; 
3 ; 
4 ; 
5 ; 
6 ; 
7 ; 
8 ; 
9 ; 
1 0 ; 

{ from the ' itl2 ' resource} 
{word wrap break table } 
{(from ' itl2 ') } 
{default number parts table 
{ from the ' itl4 ' resource} 
{untoken table } 
{ from the ' itl4 ' resource} 
{whi te space list table } 
{ from the ' itl4 ' resource} 

{French for Belgium & Luxembourg} 
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verFrCanada 11 ; 
verNorway = 12 ; 
verisrael = 13 ; 
verJapan = 14 ; 
verAustralia = 15 ; 
verArabic 16 ; {verArabia synonym} 
verFinland = 17 ; 
verFrSwiss 18 ; {French Switzerland} 
verGrSwiss = 19 ; {German Switzerland} 
verGreece = 20 ; 
vericeland 21 ; 
verMalta = 22 ; 
verCyprus 23 ; 
verTurkey = 24 ; 
verYugoCroatian = 25 ; {Croatian version for Yugoslavia ; 

{ new synonym} 
verindiaHindi 33 ; {Hindi version for India ; } 

{ new synonym} 
verPakistan 34 ; {Urdu version} 
verLithuania 41 ; 
verPoland = 42 ; 
verHungary 43; 
verEstonia 44 ; 
verLatvia 45 ; 
verLapland 46 ; 
verFaeroeisl 47; 
veriran = 48; 
verRussia = 49 ; 
verireland = 50 ; {English language version for Ireland} 
verKorea = 51 ; 
verChina = 52 ; 
verTaiwan 53 ; 
verThailand = 54 ; 
minCountry = verUS ; 
maxCountry verThailand ; 

{obsolete regional version names} 
verBelgiumLux 

verArabia 
verYugoslavia 

verindia 

Data Types 

TYPE ScriptCode Integer ; 
LangCode = Integer ; 

= 6 ; 

= 16 ; 
= 25 ; 

33 ; 

{use verFrBelgiumLux instead , } 
{ less ambiguous} 

{use verYugoCroatian instead, 
{ less ambiguous} 
{use verindiaHindi instead, } 
{ less ambiguous} 
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Routines 

Manipulating the 'itl2' and 'itl4' Resources 

PROCEDURE IUClearCache ; 

PROCEDURE IUGetitlTable (script : ScriptCode ; tableCode : Integer ; 
VAR itlHandl e : Handle ; VAR offset : Longint ; 
VAR length : Longint) ; 

Specifying Resource Handles Explicitly 

FUNCTION IUCompPString 

FUNCTION IUMagPStr ing 

FUNCTION IUEqualPString 

FUNCTION IUMagIDPString 

(aStr , bStr : Str255 ; 
itl2Handle : Handle) : Integer ; 

(aPtr,bPtr : Ptr ; aLen , bLen : Integer ; 
itl2Handle : Handle) : Integer ; 

(aStr , bStr : Str255 ; itl2Handle : Handle) 
Integer ; 

(aPtr , bPtr : Ptr ; aLer. , bLen : Integer ; 
itl2Handle : Handle) : Integer ; 

Determining lnterscript Sorting Order 

FUNCTION IUScriptOrder 

FUNCTION IULangOrder 

FUNCTION IUStringOrder 

FUNCTION IUTextOrder 

(script1 , script2 : ScriptCode) Integer ; 

(language1 , language2 : LangCode) : Integer ; 

(aStr ,bStr : Str255 ; 
aScript,bScript : ScriptCode ; 
aLang,bLang : LangCode) : Integer ; 

(aPtr , bPtr : Ptr ; aLen , bLen : Integer; 
aScript , bScript : ScriptCode ; a Lang,bLang : 
LangCode) : Integer ; 

Localizing Dates, Times, and Metric Information 

PROCEDURE IULDateString 

PROCEDURE IULTimeString 

(VAR dateTime : LongDateTime ; longFlag : DateForm; 
VAR Result : Str255 ; intlParam : Handle) ; 

(VAR dateTime : LongDateTime ; 
wantSeconds : Boolean ; VAR Result : Str255 ; 
intlParam : Handle) ; 
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Assembly-Language Information 

Trap Macro Requiring Routine Selectors 

_Pack6 

Selector 

$0014 
$0016 
$0018 
$001A 
$00 1C 
$001E 
$0020 
$0022 
$0024 

$A9ED 

Routine 

IULDateString 
IUL TimeString 
IUClearCache 
IUMagPString 
IUMagIDPString 
IUScri ptOrder 
IULangOrder 
IUTextOrder 
IUGetltlTable 

; stack frame for ' itl2 ' sorting routines 

IUSortFrame record {oldA6} , decrement 
result ds . w 1 
aStrText ds . l 1 
bStrText ds . l 1 
aStrLen 
bStrLen 
return 
oldA6 
a Info 
binf o 
wantMag 
weakEq 
msLock 
weakMag 

ds . \v 

ds . w 
ds . l 
ds . l 
ds 
ds 
ds . b 
ds . b 
ds . b 
ds . b 

supStorage ds . b 
weakAPtr ds . l 
weakBPtr ds . l 
lkSize equ 
paramBytes equ 

1 
1 
1 

1 

IUStrData 
IUStrData 
1 ; O to use primary differences only; else 1 
1 ; signals at most weak equality 
1 ; (obsole te , not used) 
1 ;- 1 to force magnitude result (- 1 , 0, l) ; else O 
18 
1 
1 

* 

; extra storage 
; sup . pointer 
; sup . pointer 
; frame size 

aStrTex t-return 
endr 
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; New stack frame for ' itl2 ' sorting routines in version 7 . 0 
; a dds itl2Handle field . 

IUNSortFrame record {oldA6} , decrement 
result ds . w 1 
aStrText ds . l 1 
bStrText ds.l 1 
aStrLen ds . w 
bStrLen ds . w 
re t urn ds . l 
oldA6 ds . l 
ainf o ds 
binfo ds 
wantMag ds . b 
weakEq ds . b 
ms Lock ds . b 
weakMag ds . b 
supStorage ds . b 
weakAPtr ds . l 
weakBPtr ds . l 
it l2Handle ds . l 
lkSize equ 
paramBytes equ 

1 
1 
1 
1 

IUStrData 
IUStrDat a 
1 ; O to use pr i mary differences only ; else 1 
1 ; signals at most we ak e quality 
1 ; (obsolete , not used) 
1 ; -1 to force magnitude result (-1 , 0 , 1) ; else 0 
18 ;extra storag e 
1 ; sup . pointer 
1 ; sup . pointer 
1 ;i t l 2 handle , if supplied 
* ; frame size 
aStrText-return 
endr 
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SUMMARY OF THE INTERNATIONAL RESOURCES 

Data Types 

TYPE Itl4Ptr = Aitl4Rec ; 
Itl4Handle = Aitl4Ptr ; 
Itl4Rec = 
RECORD 

flags : 
resourceType : 
resourceNum : 
version : 
resHeaderl : 
resHeader2 : 
numTables : 
mapOffset : 
strOffset : 
fetchOffset : 
unToke:iOffset : 
defParcsOffset : 
res0ffset6 : 
res0ffset7 : 
res0ffset8 : 

END ; 

Integer ; 
Longint ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Integer ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Long In t 

{new for system software version 7 . 0} 
Nitl4Ptr = ANitl4Rec ; 
Nitl4Handle = ANit l4Ptr ; 
Nit l4Rec = 
RECORD 

flags : 
resourceType : 
resourceNum : 
version : 
format : 
resHeade r : 
resHeader2 : 
numTables : 

Integer ; 
Longint; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Longint ; 
Integer ; 

{reserved} 
{con tains ' itl4 ' } 
{resource ID} 
{version number} 

{one- based} 
{of f sets are from record start} 

{reserved} 
{contains ' itl4 ' } 
{contains resource ID} 

{version number } 
{format code} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{number of tables , 
{ one-based } 

{The following are offsets from beginning of resource to tables & code chunks . } 
mapOffset : Longint ; {offset to table that maps byte } 

{ to token} 
strOffset : Longint ; 

fetchOffset : Longint ; 
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{offset to routine ;:hat copies } 
{ canonical string} 
{of fse t to routine chat gets next 
{ byte of character} 



unTokenOffset : 

defPartsOffset : 

whtSpListOffset : 
res0ffset7 : 
res0ffset8 : 
resLengthl : 
resLength2 : 
resLength3 : 
unTokenLength : 
defPartsLength : 

whtSpListLength : 
resLength7 : 
resLength8 : 

END ; 

ItlbRecord = 
RECORD 

itlbNumber : 
itlbDate : 
itlbSort : 
i tlbFlags : 
itlbToken : 
itlbEncoding : 

itlbLang : 
itlbNumRep : 
itlbDateRep : 
itlbKeys : 
itlbicon : 

END ; 

ItlbExtRecord 
RECORD 

base : 
itlbLocalSize : 
itlbMonoFond : 
itlbMonoSize : 
itlbPrefFond : 
itlbPrefSize : 
itlbSmallFond : 
itlbSmallSize : 
itlbSysFond : 
itlbSysSize : 
itlbAppFond : 
itlbAppSize : 
itlbHelpFond : 
itlbHelpSize : 

Longint ; 

Longint ; 

Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 

Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer 

Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 

Integer ; 
SignedByt e ; 
SignedByte ; 
Integer ; 
Integer 

ItlbRecord ; 
Longint ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
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{offset to untoken table , 
{ maps token to canonical string} 
{offset to default number parts } 
{ table} 
{offset to white space code list} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{length of untoken table} 
{length of default } 
{ number parts table} 
{length of white space code lis t} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 

{ ' itlO' ID number} 
{ ' itl l' ID number} 
{ ' itl2 ' ID number} 
{script flags} 
{ ' itl4 ' ID number} 
{ ' itlS ' ID number (optional 
{character encoding)} 
{current language for script} 
{number representation code} 
{date representation code} 
{ ' KCHR' ID number} 
{ID number of ' SICN ' 
{ or ' kcs# ' , ' kcs4 ', 
{ ' kcs8 ' family} 

{unextended ItlbRecord} 
{size of script's local record} 
{default monospaced ' FOND ' ID} 
{default monospaced font size} 
{preferred ' FOND ' ID} 
{preferred font size} 
{default small 'FOND ' ID} 
{default small font size} 
{default system ' FOND ' ID} 
{default system font size} 
{default application ' FOND ' ID} 
{default application font size} 
{default Help Mgr ' FOND' ID} 
{default Help Mgr font size} 
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itlbValidStyles : 
itlbAliasStyle : 

END ; 

ItlcRecord = 
RECORD 

itlcSystem : 
it lcReserved : 

I 

itlcFontForce : 
itlcintlForce : 
itlcOldKybd : 
itlcFlags : 
itlciconOffset : 

itlciconSide : 
itlciconRsvd : 
i tlcRegionCode : 
itlcReserved3 : 

END ; 

Style ; 
Style 

Integer ; 
Integer ; 
SignedByte ; 
SignedByte ; 
SignedByte ; 
SignedByte ; 
Integer ; 

{set of valid styles for script} 
{style (set) to mark aliases} 

{default system script } 
{reserved} 
{default font force flag} 
{default intl force flag} 
{old keyboard} 
{general flags } 
{keyboard icon offset ; beginning 
{with version 7 . 0 , not used} 

SignedByte ; {icon side} 
SignedByte ; {rsvd for other icon info} 
Integer ; {preferred verXxx code} 
ARRAY[O . . 33) OF SignedByte 

{for fucure use} 
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ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

This chapter describes the features that TextEdit provides for working with different scripts. 
You can use TextEdit to provide the basic text-editing and formatting capabilities needed in 
your application. TextEdit uses the Script Manager routines just as any application would to 
work across all scripts. This chapter describes some routines, not previously documented in 
Inside Macintosh, that are not specific to working with script systems. It also clarifies several 
previously documented routines and includes an overview of all TextEdit data structures. 

Read this chapter if you are interested in using TextEdit to write applications that exhibit the 
correct behavior for editing and displaying text in multiple styles and different scripts. Most 
new features of TextEdit are only apparent for non-Roman script systems. 

To use this chapter, you should be familiar with the basic concepts and structures behind 
QuickDrawTM' the Toolbox Event Manager, the Window Manager, the Font Manager, the 
Script Manager, and the Gestalt function. 

For more information on QuickDraw, the Toolbox, the Window Manager, and the Font 
Manager, see the corresponding chapters in this volume and in Volumes I, IV, and V. For 
information on the Gestalt function, see the Compatibility Guidelines chapter in this volume. 

The information in this chapter supplements the material in the TextEdit chapters in Volumes 
I, IV, and V. See these volumes for details on TextEdit routines and data structures provided 
prior to system software version 7 .0 . 

For an introduction to the Macintosh® Script Management System, see the Worldwide 
Software Overview chapter earlier in thi s volume. 

In this chapter, the version of TextEdit referred to is included with system software 
version 6.0.5 and later unless otherwise stated. 

ABOUT TEXTEDIT 

In addition to all the text-handling featu res of earlier versions, TextEdit now allows you to 
take advantage of the Script Manager's treatment of system software with more than one 
script system installed. TextEdit uses the Script Manager to support such systems. TextEdit 
exhibits the correct behavior for editing and displaying text in multiple styles and different 
scripts. Multiple scripts can even exist on a single line due to styled TextEdit's use of the 
Scri pt Manager. 

This chapter describes the situations in which TextEdit uses the Script Manager and the visual 
results. It describes how TextEdit 

• handles mixed-directional text 

• synchronizes fonts and keyboards 
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• handles double-byte characters 

• detemtines word boundaries and line breaks 

This chapter also tells how you can use TextEdit in your applications to 

• provide outline highlighting for inactive text 

• buffer text for performance improvements 

• allow inline input in a double-byte script system 

• pemtit left alignment in right-to-left directional scripts 

• customize word breaking 

• customize measuring 

Throughout this chapter, script is used to mean a writing system such as Roman, Japanese, 
or Arabic. Script system is used to denote a specific collection of software components for 
handling text in a particular script. Examples of script systems are the Roman Script System, 
the Japanese Script System (KanjiTalkrM), as well as the Traditional Chinese Script System 
and the Simplified Chinese Script System (both referred to as Zhong-WenTalkrM). 

At least two script systems are always present when a non-Roman script system is installed. 
For example, Japanese system software is the combination of the U.S. system software 
(which includes the Roman Script System, the Macintosh Operating System, the Toolbox, 
and so forth) and the Japanese Script System, all of which are localized for Japan. 

Localized system software- such as the Japanese system software-has been adapted 
to a particular region or language. The French and Turkish versions of the Macintosh system 
software are simply examples of localized variations of the U.S. system software that do not 
include a second script system. 

MIXED-DIRECTIONAL TEXT 

TextEdit now handles text with more than one script and direction. The following sections 
explore how TextEdit treats mixed-directional text-the combination of scripts with left
to-right and right-to-left directional text-within a single line. 

Figure 15-1 shows a line of Arabic text that contains some English text. In this case, the 
primary line direction is right to left. The primary line direction is the dominant line 
direction of the current script system and is specified by the value of the system alignment 
global variable, TESysJust. (TESysJust was referred to in previous volumes as the system 
justification global variable.) The value ofTESysJust is-1 for a right-to-left primary line 
direction and 0 for a left-to-right line direction. The default value of this global variable is 
normally based on the system script. Your application can use the SetSysJust procedure to 
change this value while drawing, but should restore it afterward. See Macintosh Worldwide 
Development: Guide to System Software for details. 
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Primary line direction 
= right to left (TESysJust = -1 ) 

:•: : ~ :( :A :r:a:b:1·c: )· :~: :Lo: 
I I I I I I I I I ' ) ' o 
I I I I I I I I I I 

I I I I I I I I I I I I 

.,. , I I I I I I I I I I I I 

Figure 15-1. A right-to-left primary line direction 

TextEdit organizes text logically into a hierarchy of runs (consecutive characters in memory 
with the same attributes) including style runs, script runs, and direction runs. A style run is 
a sequence of text all in the same font, style, size, and script. A script run is a sequence of 
text all in the same script. A direction run is a sequence of text all in the same direction. 
Figure 15-1 also shows three direction runs in the line. 

Style runs (also calledfonnat runs) are displayed in display order rather than backing-store 
order for a right-to-left directional script. Display order refers to the directional order in 
which the glyphs are displayed on the device, which may be different from the way in which 
the characters they represent are stored in the text buffer. Backing-store order is the 
sequence in which characters are stored in memory. 

Do not assume that display and backing-store orders are the same in any script. For example, 
in left-to-right scripts, display and backing-store orders are usually the same for most 
characters, whereas when right-to-left scripts are present, the orders are often different. So 
for the characters that appear in Figure 15-1 , the display order is as shown in Figure 15-2. 

'-'"~.!)(Arabic )i.!.l .;Lo 
Figure 15-2. The display order 

The backing-store order of the characters in Figure 15-1 is as shown in Figure 15-3. 

Note: The visual appearance of some of the Arabic characters in Figures 15-2 and 
15-3 is different. To show characters correctly in backing-store order, the indepen
dent forms of the characters are used, but the display order of these same characters in 
Figure 15-2 shows the normal Arabic contextual forms. See the Worldwide Software 
Overview chapter in this volume for more about contextual forms in scripts. 

i I .; i.!.l (Arabic) .!) ~ 
0 15 

Figure 15-3. The backing-store order 
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If the first character in backing-store order is Arabic and the line direction is right to left, then 
this character is displayed on screen as the rightmost character on the line. The converse is 
also true: if the first character in backing-store order is Roman and the line direction is left to 
right, then this character is displayed on screen as the leftmost character on the line. 

Figure 15-4 shows that style runs on a line are grouped into script runs, and the order of both 
style runs and script runs is determined by the direction run of the script. Therefore, whenever 
your application calls any TextEdit routine that requires line adjustment or redrawing, testing for 
mouse-down events, or measuring of mixed-directional text (for example, TEDelete, TEinsert, 
or TEDoText), TextEdit arranges the style runs so that they can be displayed in di splay order
not in backing-store order. It uses the Script Manager procedure GetFormatOrder to order the 
style runs for a line. 

Direction 1 --------------~ 
run . 

Script 
run 

Style 
run 

Times 

10 

Roman 

Helvetica Times 
Italic Italic 
12 10 

Japanese 

Kyoto Osaka Osaka 
Bold 

10 10 12 

Arabic 

Baghdad Kuti 
Bold 

10 12 

Figure 15-4. Different levels of runs in a line of text 

Read the following sections to find out how TextEdit 

• highlights characters in mixed-directional text 

• defines mouse-down event regions in mixed-directional text 

• displays dual carets to mark insertion points at direction boundaiies 

• provides cursor movement across direction boundaries 

Highlighting 

Hebrew 

Tel Aviv Haifa 

10 14 

TextEdit highlights a group of characters that is contiguous in memory (backing-store order). 
However, the highlighted text may appear discontinuous on the display line if the selection 
contains mixed-directional text, as shown in Figure 15-5. This is because TextEdit draws 
characters in display order, which may be different from backing-store order. The caret 
positions are also determined s imilarly. The display order is determined by the ordering of the 
characters within a direction run and the ordering of direction runs in the primary line direction. 

Character offsets are byte offsets of the characters in the text buffer, and the values of 
character offsets correspond to the backing-store order of characters. A caret position is a 
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Primary line direction = right to left (TESysJust = -1) 

6 7 8 

16 15 1413 4 5 9 10 11 o - Secondary caret position 

Figure 15-5. Discontinuous highlighting display 

location on the screen corresponding to a leading or trailing edge of a displayed character. In 
mixed-directional text, one character offset may corTespond to two caret positions, and one 
caret position may correspond to two character offsets. 

These ambiguous cases occur at direction boundaries because the character off~et is 
associated with two different characters-the one before and the one after the offset. When 
these characters are not adjacent in the display, two caret positions result. The primary 
caret position is the screen location associated with the character that has the same 
direction as the primary line direction. The secondary caret position is the screen 
location associated with the character that has a different direction from the primary line 
direction. TextEdit uses only the primary caret positions in determining which characters 
are highlighted. 

In Figures 15-5 and 15-6, you can see how the primary and secondary caret positions differ 
at direction boundaries 4 and 12. In Figure 15-6, you can see the relationship between the 
character offsets and the primary and secondary caret positions. Figure 15-6 illustrates how 
TextEdit uses primary caret positions to define highlighting boundaries for the highlighting of 
characters 2, 3, 4, and 5. The shaded regions indicate the highlighted characters. To highlight 
characters 2 and 3, TextEdit inverts the entire area between primary caret positions 2 and 4. 
To highlight characters 4 and 5, it inverts the entire area between primary caret positions 12 
and 6. 

Character 
offsets 

Primary line direction = right to left 

1;:..6 __ ....;.1.;:..5 ....:1...:.4...:..13~..:..;12::......;;5'--_s_1_..._a_..,.9-'1""0___.;.1 .... 1 _ 4....__"'"3 _ 2-'-'1...---:;o _ Primary caret 
position 

15 

I I I I 

114 1131 12 4 I 5 
I I I I 

I I I I 

6 : 7 : 8 : 9: 10 :11 
I I I I 

..._ __ ......_ .......... .__.
4
...,..... ___ ......_~,...........,........-.........,1..,..2-~--~ - Secondary caret 

position 
Character offset 

Direction 
boundary 

= highlighting of characters from 

boundaries for 
highlighting 

caret position 2 to 6, which are characters 2,3,4, and 5. 

Figure 15-6. Highlighting mixed-directional text 
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When a non-Roman script system is installed, TextEdit calls the Script Manager's HiliteText 
procedure and the Char2Pixel function (with a direction value of smHilite) to asce1tain which 
characters should be highlighted. 

TextEdit routines that specifically need highlighting of a selection or that produce highlighting 
as a result of their functions include TEActivate, TEClick, TECut, TEDeactivate, TEDelete, 
TEDoText, TEinsert, TEPaste, TEReplaceStyle, TESetSelect, TESetStyle. and TEStyllnsert. 

Mouse-Down Regions 

As noted in the preceding section, a single caret position can coITespond to two character 
offsets. However, a mouse-down event occurs either to the left or the right of a caret 
position. (Consistent with QuickDraw, a screen position is an infinitely thin line; hence, a 
mouse-down event cannot occur exactly on a caret position.) The region between the caret 
position and the middle of an adjacent character maps unambiguously to a single character 
offset. This region is called a mouse-down region. 

Figure 15-7 shows how TextEdit determines mouse-down regions and in so doing decides 
which character offset the mouse-down event belongs to. In the figure, direction boundaries 
(that is, the borders between left-to-right and right-to-left text) are denoted by solid vertical 
lines and occur at primary caret positions 12 and 4. (These caret positions are also secondary 
caret positions 4 and 12, respectively.) 

In the figure, character offset boundaries (the boundaries of mouse-down regions) are shown 
by dotted lines. The shaded regions indicate where a mouse-down region does not span a 
primary caret position. For example, if a mouse click occurs to the left of the direction 
boundary at primary caret pos ition 12, the mouse-down region is defined as within the 
leading edge of character 12. However, if a mouse click occurs to the right of primary caret 
position 12, the mouse-down region is defined as within the leading edge of character 4. 

16 

Character 
offsets 16 

16 

Primary line direction = right to left 

15 14 13 12 5 6 7 8 

I I I I I 

I 1 I I 
, 15, 14,13 ,12 4: 5 6 
I I I I 

6 7 8 
Direction 

Caret boundary 

positions 

9 10 11 4 3 2 1 

I I I I I 

:11 : 12 4' 
I 

3 : 2 : 1 I 

3 2 1 

Character offset 
boundaries for 
mouse down 

Figure 15-7. Mouse-down region spec ifics 
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Dual Carets 

As noted in "Highlighting" earlier in this chapter, a single character offset can correspond 
to two caret positions. In this case, TextEdit draws dual carets, a high caret and a low 
caret, each measuring half the line's height. The high caret is displayed at the primary caret 
position for the character offset. T he low caret is displayed at the secondary caret position. 
When the caret position is unambiguous (for example, not on a direction boundary), the 
primary (high) and secondary (low) carets are at the same position, so the user sees one 
caret. (The appearance of dual carets may change in the future.) 

Figure 15-8 shows the dual caret bordering the Arabic text where the overall line direction 
is left to right but the Arabic script run is ri ght to left. In this case, the primary caret is 
associated with the English text and the secondary caret is associated with the Arabic text. 

Roman keyboard icon 

I . 
" File Edit Font Style Format CV • ""'· 

~ 
::o Styled TeHt E!l= 

Avant Garde 1( ;; ~ )1 
New York Garamond Palatino Times ~ 

j_ to1 
l ~ 

I 
Secondary caret Primary caret 

Figure 15-8. Dual carets in mi xed-di rectional text 

When TextEdit pastes multiple styles and script runs into a record, the caret is positioned 
after the newly pasted text, and the keyboard script reflects the fo nt of the last character of 
the newly pasted text. In Figu re 15-9, the keyboard script (that is, the script for keyboard 
input) is Roman to reflect the font of the last character of the newly pasted text. 

Roman keyboard icon 

I 
" File Edit Font Sty le Format _CQ • _!! 

" 
,, - .• , " -o Styl ed TeHt 0: 

Avant Garde (;;~) Boolcrnan (•~) Bookrnanl New York :Q: 

Garamond Pala ti no Times 

± ~ 
~ 

T 
Newly pasted text Caret 

Figure 15-9. Pasting sty led text 
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In Figure 15-10, drawing A illustrates that when a mouse click occurs to the left of primary 
caret position 12, TextEdit places a primary caret at primary caret position 12 and a second
ary caret at secondary caret position 4. However, when a mouse cl ick occurs to the right of 
primary caret position 12, Tex tEdit places a primary caret in primary caret position 4 and a 
secondary caret in secondary caret position 12, as shown in drawing B in Figure 15-10. 

Note: There is a relationship between the keyboard icon and the dual caret. The 
setting of the keyboard script is reflected by the keyboard icon. In this case, the pri
mary line direction is right to left, so if the Roman keyboard icon is displayed, text 
is entered at the secondary caret position. If an Arabic keyboard icon is displayed, 
text is entered at the primary caret position. 

Primary line direction = right to left 

16 6 7 8 9 10 11 4 3 2 1 0 p . 
...----.-+-r-t-...-+--.--.-........ ~-+--.-1--r--+-.......+--.-+-.-+-.--.--.--1-......+-....,.......___; - n ma ry caret 15 14 13 12 5 

Character 
offsets 16 6 I 

I I 

I 2 I 1 
I I 

position 

15-10 

I I 

1
._
6 
_#_.....,,...5~4-'-t13-'-"""4 .........,5""""'"-6T-'-7l'-'--t-8-'--t--L-ttJ'l-+-'--''--'-+3~ .................. C-J - Secondary caret 

2 1 0 position 
Caret Direction Character offset 
positions boundary boundaries for 

mouse down 

Primary caret 

12 12 5 11 4 3 

Drawing A. 
1 - --1--Secondary caret 

1----'-+------+-._-w 

Drawing 8 . 

4 

12 

45 
12 5 

45 

11 12 3 
11 4 3 

11 12 3 

Secondary caret 

Figure 15-10. Dual carets at a direction boundary 
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Caret Movement Across Direction Boundaries 

When a user presses the arrow keys to move the caret left or right across characters on a line, 
TextEdit moves the caret uniformly in the direction of the arrow. This sequence is unambig
uous when a user moves the caret in the middle of a style run. However, on direction 
boundaries, only the primary caret moves uniformly in the direction of the arrows. 

Figure 15-11 shows a sequence of two Right Arrow key presses and thei r impact on caret 
display and movement in a mixed-directional line. If the original caret position is 13 and the 
Right Arrow key is pressed, TextEdit displays a dual caret at primary caret position 12 and 
secondary caret position 4 , with the primary caret moving to the next position in the direction 
of the arrow. If the Right Arrow key is pressed again, the new caret position is at primary 
caret position 5. 

Note: TextEdit currently deviates from this model for caret movement in unstyled 
left-to-right text (displayed in a non-Roman font) on any right-to-left script system. 
On the Arabic Script System, for example, it is possible to display Roman characters 
from an Arabic font. If a user presses the airow keys to move through these charac
ters, the cai·et moves in the opposite direction of the arrow. Because of keyboard and 
font synchronization, this situation is not common. 

Primary line direction = right to left 

16 15 1413 12 5 
-+-------·...-
13125 11 4 3 16 15 14 13 12 5 

I I 

I I 
I I 

I I 

Original caret 
position Dual caret 

positions 

12 

Figure 15-11. Caret movement across a direction boundary 

FONT AND KEYBOARD SYNCHRONIZATION 

I I I 

I I I 

I I I 

I I 

New caret 
position 

It is important to distinguish between two kinds of scripts: the font script and the keyboard 
script. The font script is the script that corresponds to the fo nt of the active grafPort (also, 
the font used for displayi ng characters). The keyboard script is the script for keyboard input. 
It determi nes the character input metJ1od and the keyboard mapping- that is, what character 
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codes are produced when a sequence of keys is pressed. The upper half of Figure 15- 12 
shows an example of font and keyboard synchronization with the user entering the characters 
for keisanki when the fo nt script corresponds to the keyboard scripl, which is Japanese. The 
lower half of Figure 15- 12 provides an example of the characters that are displayed when the 
user enters the same characters when the font script does not map to the keyboard script. 

Keyboard script 
(Japanese) 

11~11-""._lnp__.ut 
Resulting character codes 
$8C $76 $8E $5A $88 $40 

Font script ----------r-:::1 - f ~ iif~ 
(Japanese) ~--..,.. .. j; - - :ffef-1~ 

Keyboard script 
(Japanese) 

11~11-... ._lnp__.ut 

Resulting character codes 
$8C $76 $8E $5A $88 $40 

Font script (Roman) -------1~ a 
that does not correspond Display _ __...,..~ aveZa@ 
to input keyboard script 

Figure 15-12. Font and keyboard script synchronization 

TextEdit incorporates the fo llowing concepts for styled text: 

• If your application calls TEClick, TESetSelect, or TESetStyle to change the font style 
or to process a mouse-down event in text as either an insertion point or a selection, 
TextEdit alters the keyboard script to correspond to the font script. This means, for 
example, that if users type Arabic text followed by Roman text and click in the Arabic 
text, the keyboard changes to Arabic without their changing the keyboard manually. 
Similarly, if users click in the Roman text, the keyboard changes to Roman without 
their altering the keyboard. 
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• If the selection point is not empty (that is, the value of the selStart fi eld of the edit 
record, defined by the TERec data type, does not equal the value of the selEnd field), 
then TextEdit uses the font corresponding to the sclStart field to alter the keyboard 
script. When a selection point fall s on a script boundary, the keyboard is synchronized 
to the font of the character preceding the boundary (in backing-store order). 

• If your application calls TEKey to input a character and if the keyboard script is different 
from the font script at the selection point, the font script changes to correspond to the 
keyboard script. If a font was selected and never used, thus remaining in TextEdit's 
style scrap record (defined by the StScrpRec data type), and if the font script coincides 
with the keyboard sc1ipt, then this font is used. Otherwise, TextEdit searches through 
the preceding fonts in the style run table until it locates a font that corresponds to the 
keyboard. If one does not exist, then it uses the application font. 

• ff the font script at the selection point is the same as the keyboard script, then thi s 
font is used. 

Note: There is one exception to this behavior: when the insertion point has been 
placed in Roman characters from a non-Roman font, the keyboard script is Roman, 
and the font and the keyboard remain unsynchronized to allow the user to enter more 
Roman characters in the non-Roman font. 

If your application uses styled TextEdit and allows users to select fonts, TextEdit displays 
text correctly in all sclipts. Otherwise, your application should use the application font as 
the best default for TextEdit. 

DOUBLE-BYTE CHARACTERS 

TextEdit takes advantage of the Script Manager's handling of double-byte characters so that 
they can be displayed with improved accuracy and consistency. If a double-byte character, 
such as a Kanji character, is typed, the first byte is buffered by TextEdit until the second byte 
is processed, at which time the character is displayed. 

The internal buffer used for a double-byte character is unique to each edit record. Therefore, 
if TextEdit buffers the first byte of a double-byte character in a record and then the TEKey 
procedure is called on another record, the byte remains in the original buffer until TEKey 
processes another byte for that edit record. 

When the TEKey procedure is called by a Right Arrow, Left Arrow, or Backspace keyboard 
event at a double-byte character, then the selection range is updated beyond the second byte in 
order for the caret to move once over the entire character. Tex tEdit also depends on the Script 
Manager routines to handle double-byte characters correctly with mouse-down events, caret 
display, highlighting, and other text-processing functions. 
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VERTICAL MOVEMENT OF THE CARET 

When TEKey is called for an Up Arrow keyboard event, the caret moves up by one line each 
time the user presses the Up Arrow key, even in lines of text containing fonts of different 
sizes. Prior to this version of TextEdit, the caret occasionally skipped a line because it moved 
up by the height of the largest font on the current line. 

If the line height of the current line is greater than the line height of the succeeding line and 
if the caret is positioned at the end of the line, a Down Arrow event places the caret on the 
next line. Jn system software earlier than thi s version of TextEdit, the caret remained on the 
current line. · 

If the current line coITesponds to the first line in the edit record and if TEKey processes an 
Up Arrow event, the new caret position is at the beginning of the text on the first line, at 
primary caret position 0. This position corresponds to the vi sible right end of a line when the 
primary line direction is right to left and to the left end of a line when the primary line 
direction is left to right. 

ARROW KEY ACTIONS FOR SELECTED TEXT 

If a region of tex t is selected (that is, the selStart field of the edit record does not equal the 
selEnd field) and a user presses either the Up Arrow or Down Arrow key, the caret moves 
from the beginning of the selected region (or the selStart position). If the user presses the 
Right Arrow key, the caret appears one character to the ri ght from the end of the highlighted 
region, and if the user presses the Left Arrow key, the caret appears one character to the left 
from the beginning of the selected text. 

CARET POSITION AT LINE ENDS 

Prior to this version of TextEdit, if spaces at the end of a line extended beyond the edge of the 
view rectangle, TextEdit drew the caret outside the view rectangle. This effect depended on 
the combination of line direction (TESysJust) and line alignment (teJust). 

TextEdit no longer draws the caret outside the view rectangle. The caret is always drawn at 
the line end (that is, at the edge of the view rectangle) even when spaces extend beyond the 
edge of the view rectangle. 

When TextEdit determines that a new position for the caret is at the start or end of a line, 
the line where the caret is displayed depends on the current caret position and the value in 
the clikStuff fi eld in the edit record. TextEdit sets this field to reflect whether the most recent 
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mouse-down event occurred on the leading or trailing edge of a character. If the last mouse
down event was on the leading edge of a character, the new caret position is at the line 
end that corresponds to the leading edge of the new character offset. For example, in 
Figure 15-13, if the new caret position is at character offset 3, then the caret appears at the 
end of the first line if the last mouse-down event was on the trailing edge of a character. 
This corresponds to a leading edge (clikStuff) value of FALSE. Otherwise, the caret appears 
at the beginning of the second line. 

Primary line direction = left to right 

Direction run 

. . . ahc 
O O ; 1 1 ; 2 2 : 3 -Character offsets 
F T ; F T : F T ; F - clikStuff value= leading edge value 

def 
3 ; 4 4 : 5 5: 6 -Character offsets 
T : F T : F T: F - clikStuff value = leading edge value 

Figure 15-13. The caret position at line end 

WORD SELECTION AND LINE BREAKS 

Because TextEdit depends on the Script Manager' s FindWord procedure, TextEdit's defini
tion of a word has been extended. Prior to thi s version, TextEdit used its own FindWord 
procedure to determine word selection and line breaks. It now relies on the Script Mana
ger's FindWord procedure for word selection on all systems and also relies on the Script 
Manager's FindWord and StyledLineBreak routines for line breaking on systems with more 
than one script system installed. 

The way TextEdit uses FindWord to calculate word breaks has a significant impact on word 
selection. For example, on a Roman-only system that is localized for the United States, 
parentheses and other punctuation marks are no longer included as part of a word selection. 
However, this behavior may vary on other localized versions of a Roman system due to the 
localizabi li ty of the Script Manager's FindWord procedure. Furthermore, when a user 
double-clicks a series of spaces, that series of spaces is selected as a word. (Prior to thi s 
version of TextEdit, single spaces were selected as a word .) 
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Figure 15- 14 illustrates how double-clicking the word Apple selects onl y the word Apple, 
and not the enclosing parentheses. In the figure, the arrows point to the word breaks. 

cat ( :Appl~ ) dogj . . . . 

l l l l I ! l l 

Figure 15-14. Word breaks for word selection 

For backward compatibility, system software with only the Roman Script System installed 
still breaks lines at spaces. On systems with another script system instaJled, TextEdit calls the 
Script Manager's FindWord and StyledLineBreak routines for line breaking. Lines then break 
correctly when a hyphenated word is at the end of a line, as shown in Figure 15- 15. This 
change is noticeable if you compare a line break on a computer using system software with 
only the Roman Script System installed to the same line on a computer with more than one 
script system installed. 

• rile Edit Font Style Format CTI. + -~ 
::O Lin eBreak 0~ 

TextEdit handles line breaks with hyphenated words, such as re- ~ 
iterate. Q 

'2l 

Figure 15-15. A line break with multiple scripts installed 

ACCURATE LINE MEASUREMENT 

TextEdit measures a line accurately by removing any trailing white space from the end of the 
line and taking the line direction into account. It uses the Script Manager's YisibleLength 
function to exclude trailing white space that occurs on the right side of the display line for a 
script system with a left-to-right line direction (TESysJust = 0) and with nush-right alignment 
(teJust = teJustRight or teFlushRight). It also uses YisibleLength if the text alignment is flush 
left (teJust = teForceLe ft or teFlushLeft ) regardless of the line direction. 

Note: An anomaly exists in the way TextEdit draws at line ends. When the primary 
line direction of a script system is right to left (for instance, on an Arabic system), 
when the alignment is teFlushLe ft or teCenter, and when spaces are being entered in a 
right-to-left font, TextEdit measures spaces at the end of the line and thus may draw 
the text beyond the ri ght edge of the view rectangle. The caret, however, re mains in 
view and is pinned to the left edge of the view rectangle. 

This anomaly also exists when the primary line direction of a script system is left to 
right and the a lignment is teCenter. In this instance,TextEdit measures spaces at the 
end of the line. As more spaces are added (and , thus measured), the visible text in the 
line is drawn out of view beyond the left edge of the view rectangle. The caret, 
however, remains in view and is pinned to the right edge of the view rectangle. 
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TEXTEDIT AND TRUETYPE FONTS 

l f your applicat ion is using a TrueTypeTM font, the default behavior of the Font Manager is to 
ensure that glyphs fit within the font's ascent and descent. Glyphs that extend beyond the 
ascent or descent, such as certain accented fonts, are scaled down to fit. If your application has 
set the preserveGlyph parameter of the SetPreserveGl yph procedure to TRUE to preserve the 
original unscaled shape of the glyph, TextEdit sets it to FALSE before it calls DRAWHook to 
perform any drawing. This is to guarantee that the glyphs whose bounding boxes exceed the 
font's ascent or descent are scaled down to prevent them from colliding with other glyphs on 
the lines above or below. TextEdit then restores the preserveGlyph parameter to its prev ious 
value before proceedi ng. See ·'Preserving the Glyph's Shape,. in the Font Manager chapter for 
further discussion of glyph preservation. See "Replacing the Drawing Routi ne" later in this 
chapter fo r details on DRAWHook. 

USING TEXTEDIT 

This section provides a variety of info1mation on using this version of TextEdit. It discusses 
how to determine the version of TextEdit that you are using and describes three new hooks 
that provide a way to replace Tex tEdit's dependency on the Script Manager for word breaking 
and measuring. This section also discusses several additional TextEdit features available 
through a new function, TEFeatureFlag. Finally, it updates and clarifies the use of several 
previously documented TextEdit routines and their effects. 

Determining the Version of TextEdit 

You can determine the version of TextEdit using the Gestalt selector gestaltTextEditYersion. 
When you call Gestalt with thi s selector, the result returned in the response parameter identifies 
the current version of TextEdit. If the Gestalt function returns the gestaltUndefSelectorErr 
result code, an earlier version of TextEdit without Script Manager compatibility is installed. 

CONST {constants for Gestalt function} 
gestaltTEl = l ; {U. S . system software version 6 . 0 . 4 containing } 

{ TextEdit on a Macintosh IIci} 
gestaltTE2 2 ; 

gestaltTE3 3 ; 

{version 6 . 0 . 4 non-Roma~ script system containing 
{ a Script Manager-compatible version of } 
{ TextEdit including the new measuring hook } 
{ nWIDTHHook for the Macintosh IIci} 
{version 6 . 0 . 4 non - Roman script system containing 

a Script Manage r - compat ible version of } 
TextEdit including the new measuring hook } 
nWIDTHHook for Macintosh Plus , } 
Macintosh SE , Macintosh SE / 30 , } 
Macintosh II , Macintosh Portable , 
Macintosh I I x , or Macintosh IIcx} 
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gestaltTE4 4 ; 

gestalt TES 5 ; 

{system software versions 6 . 0 . 5 and later , } 
{ which contain a Script Manage r-compatible } 
{ version of TextEdit including the new measuring 
{ hook nWIDTHHook & the outline-highlighting & } 
{ text - buffering f eatures , on any Macintosh} 
{system software version 7 . 0 , which contains a } 
{ Script Manager-compatiole version of TextEdit } 
{ including t wo new measJring hooks , nWIDTHHook } 
{ & TextWid thHook , outl i ne highlighting , text } 
{ buffe ring , new features for inline input , & } 
{ capability to d isable i n line input} 

TextEdit is Script Manager-compatible if the returned value is gestaltTE2 or greater. 

TextEdit contains the new measuring hook nWIDTHHook if the returned value is gestaltTE2 
or greater. 

The outline-highlighting and text-buffering features of TextEdit, included with the new 
function TEFeatureFlag, are available if the returned value is gestaltTE4 or greater. Outline 
highlighting, text buffering, new features for inline input, and the capability to clisable inline 
input, included with the new function TEFeatureFlag, are available if the returned value is 
gestaltTE5 or greater. 

The new measuring hook TextWidthHook is available if the returned value is gestaltTE5 
or greater. 

For more on the TEFeatureFlag function , see "Outline Highlighting, Text Buffering, and 
Inline Input" later in this chapter. For more on TextEdit' s width measu1ing hooks, see 
"Replacing the Measuring Routines" later in this chapter. 

Customizing TextEdit's Features 

To customize TextEdit's capabilities to the specifications of your own application, you can 
replace some of TextEdit' s routines with routines of your own that accomplish the same 
function. To allow you to do this, TextEdit supplies hooks, fields in which you can store 
the address to a routine if you require different behavior from that provided by TextEdit. 
Normally, you use TextEdit' s standard or default routines whose addresses are contained 
in these fields in the edit record. To override these routines, you can place the address of 
your hook routine in the appropriate field by using the TECustomHook procedure. See 
"Customizing TextEdit" later in this chapter for details. 

_.. Warning: If you use any of the TextEdit hooks to override default TextEdit 
behavior, the results may no longer be Script Manager-compatible. You must 
determine whether more than one script system is installed before replacing 
TextEdit' s routines with an alternate routine. 

15-18 

Also, before placing the address of your routine in the TextEdit dispatch record 
(defined by the TEDispatchRec data type), you should strip the addresses using 
the Operating System Utilities StripAddress function to guarantee that your 
application is 32-bit clean. • 
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Measuring the Width of Components of a Line 

Earlier versions of TextEdit used the hook WIDTHHook any time the width of various 
components of a line was measured. TextEdit now uses three hooks-nWIDTHHook, 
TextWidthHook, and WIDTHHook-to measure the width of various components of a 
line. The hook nWIDTHHook lets you replace TextEdit's new measuring routine for non
Roman script systems. TextWidthHook allows you to replace all the new cal ls to the 
QuickDraw TextWidth function in TextEdit with your own measuring routine. WIDTHHook 
retains its original measu1ing function to provide backward compatibility for your applica
Lions. See "Replacing the Measuring Routines" later in this chapter for details . 

Defining Word Boundaries 

TextEdit provides a higher-level hook, TEFindWord, that allows you to customize word 
breaking. TextEdit now disregards the wordBreak hook on non-Roman script systems and 
only uses it on system software wi th only the Roman Script System installed if an application 
has supplied an alternate routine in the hook. See "Replacing the Word Breaking Routine" 
later in th is chapter for details. 

Controlling Outline Highlighting, Text Buffering, 
and lnline Input 

TextEdit provides outline highlighting for inactive text. This highlighting is similar to the 
behavior of MPW® selections. TextEdit also supplies text buffering for performance 
improve-ments. Finally, support for inline input for double-byte script systems is provided 
with TextEdit. This support inc ludes several new features for inline input and the capability to 
disable inline input. All these features are controlled with the TEFeatureFlag function. See 
"Outline Highlighting, Text Buffering, and In line Input" later in this chapter for details. 

Setting Left Alignment for Right-to-Left Directional Scripts 

Prior to this version of TextEdit, the TESetJust procedure provided three possible choices for 
alignment in its just parameter: the constants teJustLeft (0), teJustCenter ( I ), and teJustRight 
(- 1). These choices are appropriate for script systems that are read from left to right. How
ever, in script systems that are read from ri ght to left, text is incorrectly displayed as left 
aligned in dialog boxes and in other areas of applications where users cannot explicitly set 
the alignment. 

An additional constant for the just parameter to the TESetJust procedure allows you to specify 
le ft alignment if the primary line direction is right to left (that is, TESysJust = - 1). This value 
for the just parameter is teForceLeft (-2). 

The behavior of the constant teJustLeft makes alignment occur in the primary line direction 
specified by TESysJust. Therefore, if you use teJustLeft when the line direction is right to 
le ft, right alignment takes place as it does when you use the value teJustRight. 

If your application does not allow the user to change the alignment, then it should use 
teJustLeft ; if it does allow the user to change the alignment, then it should use teForceLeft 
for left alignment. 
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Note: TextEdit does not support fully justified alignment. The Script Manager 
supplies routines you can use to provide support for justified text in your 
applications. See the Worldwide Software Overview chapter earlier in this volume 
for details. 

Because of the conflict between the names of the just parameter' s constants and their effects 
w ithin TextEdi t, new names have been provided as shown in Table 15- 1. 

Table 15-1. Constants for the just parameter of TESetJust 

New constant Old constant Value Description 

teFlushRight teJustRight - I F lush right for all scripts 
teFlushLeft teForceLeft -2 Flush left for all scripts 
teCenter teJustCenter 1 Centered for all scripts 
teFlushDefault teJustLeft 0 Flush according to line direction 

Using WordRedraw for Line Calculations 

WordRedraw is a low-memory global variable used in TextEdit for line calculations after the 
user types in a character. TextEdit sets the co1Tect value for WordRedraw in TEI.nit based 
upon the installed script systems. If a double-byte script is installed, TEinit performs an OR 
operation on WordRedraw with a I ; if a right-to-left script is instaJled, TElnit performs an 
OR operation on WordRedraw with an $FF. The size of this global is I byte. 

TextEdit interprets the final value of WordRedraw as fo llows: 

Value 

0 

1 

$FF 

Description 

Redraws the character before the entered character. 

Redraws the word before the entered character. 

Redraws the whole line. 

Using the lineStarts Array to Determine Line Length 

The lineStarts an·ay is a field in the edit record that contains the offset position of the first 
character of each line. This array has the following boundary conditions: 

• The first entry has index 0 and value 0. 

• The last entry in the array has index nLines and value teLength (hence, there are 
nLines + l entri es). 
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• The beginning of the first line is given by lineStarts[O] , and the beginning of the 
second line is given by lineStarts[1]; hence, the length of the first line is given by 
lineStarts[ l ] - lineStarts[O]. 

• The maximum number of entries is 16,000. 

To determine the length of a line, you can use the information contained in the lineStarts array 
and the nLines field. For example, if you want to determine the length of the linen (where 
n = 0 for the first line), subtract its start locati on (conta ined in the array entry with index n) 
from its end location (contained in the anay with index n + 1): 

lengthOfLineN : = myTEAA . lineStart s[n+l] - myTEAA . lineStarts[n) ; 

The terminating condition for this measurement is when n is equal to nLines plus 1. 

It is important not to change the in formation contained in the lineStarts array. 

Using TextEdit's Default Click Procedure 

TextEdit's default click procedure for automatic scrolling (which can be replaced using 
the clikLoop hook) depends on the value in the clickTime field in the edit record. When 
TextEdit's click procedure, TEC!ick, is called, clickTime contains the time when the 
TEClick procedure was last called. TextEdit now adjusts the value in clickTime within 
its default click procedure to allow slower scrolling to occur. 

If you modify this value inside your own click procedure, be aware that TextEdit resets it to 
the current tick count upon exit from the TEClick procedure and uses the new value at reentry 
when TEClick is subsequently called. 

TEXTEDIT ROUTINES 

This section describes in detail the new function TEFeatureFlag and four other routines 
new with system software version 6.0: TECustomHook, TEContinuousStyle, SetStylScrap, 
and TENumStyles. Three new hooks are described: nWIDTHHook and TextWidthHook, 
accessed through the TECustomHook procedure, and the low-memory TEFindWord hook. 
Finally, this section includes updated information on several ex isting TextEdit routines, 
including TEKey, TEGetPoint, and TESetStyle. 

Assembly-language note: The TextEdit routi nes TEContinuousStyle, 
TESetStylScrap, TENumStyles, TECustomHook, and the new TextEdit 
function TEFeatureFlag, which are described in this secti on, are called by 
using the TEDispatch trap macro. See "Summary of TextEdit" at the end 
of this chapter for a list of the decimal selectors for these routines. 
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Outline Highlighting, Text Buffering, and lnline Input 

The TEFeatureFlag function allows you to enable outline highlighti ng and text buffering in 
your application. You can also use this function to disable inline input in a particular edit 
record and to enable several new features that have been provided so that in line input works 
correctly with TextEdit. 

Note: To test for the avail abili ty of these features, you can call the Gestalt fu nction 
with the gestaltTextEditVersion selector. A result of gestaltTE4 or greater returned in 
the response parameter indicates that outline highlighting and text bufferi ng are avail
able. A result of gestaltTE5 or greater returned in the response parameter indicates that 
the two inline input features are available. (For details, see "Determin ing the Version 
of TextEdit" earlier in this chapter.) 

The inl ine input features are also available on version 6.0.7 systems with non
Roman script systems installed. However, there is no Gestalt constant that indicates 
this availability. 

FUNCTI ON TEFeatureFlag (feature : Integer ; action : I nteger ; 
hTE : TEHandle) : :nteger ; 

The feature parameter allows you to disable inline input in a particular edit record or to 
specify the features you want to enable-outline highlighting, text buffering, and features 
provided for inline input in TextEdit. The action parameter lets you enable and disable these 
features by using the TEBitSet and TEBitClear constants and lets you test the settings of 
these feature bits by using the TEBitTest constant. The hTE parameter is a handle to the 
edit record. 

The TEFeatureFlag function returns the previous setting of the feature's bit, either TEBitSet 
or TEBitClear. 

CONST {constants for feature parameter values} 
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teFTextBuffering 
teFOutlineHilite 
teFinlineinput 
teFUseTextServices 

1 ; 
2 ; 

= 3 ; 
4 ; 

{text buffering} 
{outline highlighting} 
{inline input features} 
{use inline input servi ce} 

{constants f or action parameter values} 
TEBitClear = 0 ; {clear TEFeatureFlag features } 
TEBitSet l ; {set TEFeatureFlag features} 
TEBitTest = -1 ; {test TEFeatureFlag features} 
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Outline Highlighting 

Use the teFOutlineHilite constant in the feature parameter of TEFeatureFlag to enable outline 
highlighting. If a highlighted region ex ists in an edit record in an inactive window, then the 
highlighted region is outlined (or framed) when the window is in the background, a behavior 
similar to MPW selections. If the caret is in the window and the window is no longer active, 
the caret is then drawn in a gray pattern so that it appears dimmed. To do the framing and caret 
dimming, TextEdit temporarily replaces the current address in the high Hook and caretHook 
fi elds of the edit record, redraws the caret or highlighted region, and then immediately restores 
the hooks to the ir previous addresses. 

Text Buffering 

Use the teFfextBuffering constant in the feature parameter of TEFeatureFlag to perform text 
buffering. Text buffering can be enabled for performance improvements, especiaJly with 
double-byte scripts. TextEdit buffers each TEKey input of a graphic character. The entire 
buffer will then be inserted at one time if any TextEdit routine is called other than TEKey for 
another graphic character. This includes any routines that handle a mouse-down event, a style 
change, font and keyboard synchronization, the input of a nongraphic character, or a call to 
the TEidle procedure. The buffer is du mped before this routine is handled . 

.A. Warning: This buffer is a global buffer (and differs from TEKey's internal 
double-byte buffer) and is used across all active edit records. These records may 
be in a single application or in multiple applications. Exercise care when you 
enable TEFeatureFlag's text-buffering capability in more than one active record ; 
otherwise, the bytes that are buffered from one edit record may appear in another 
edit record. You also need to be sure that buffering is not turned off in the middle 
of processing a double-byte character. 

To guarantee the integrity of your record, it is important that you wait for an idle 
event before you disable buffering or enable buffering in a second edit record .... 

If text buffering is enabled on a non-Roman script system and the keyboard has changed, 
TextEdit flushes the text of the current script from the buffer before buffering characters in 
the new script. 

Note: If the text-buffering feature teFTextBuffering is enabled, your application 
must ensure that TEidle is called before any pause of more than a few ticks-for 
example, before WaitNextEvent. A possibility of a long delay before characters 
appear on the screen exists-especially in non-Roman systems. If you do not call 
TEidle, the characters may end up in the edit record of another application. 
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lnline Input 

If your application follows the guidelines for inline input ava ilable from Macintosh Developer 
Technical Support, then you should set the new nag useTextEditServices in the 'SIZE' 
resource in your application. (For details on the 'SLZE' resource, see the Event Manager 
chapter in this volume.) This allows inline input to work with your applicati on. lnline input 
is a keyboard input method (often used for double-byte script systems) in which conversion 
from a phonetic to an ideographic representation of a character takes place at the current line 
position where the text is intended to appear. This allows the user to type text directly in the 
line as opposed to a special conversion window. If inline input is installed and the 
useTextEditServices nag in the 'SIZE' resource is set, inline input sets TextEdit 's 
teFUseTextServices feature bit whenever an edit record is created. This bit is not used by 
TextEdit. 

Inline input checks Lhe teFUseTextServices bit during text edi ting to determine if an inline 
session should begin . If you want to disable inline input for a particul ar edit record, your 
application can clear this bit after the edit record is created. You can also clear this bit to 
disable inline input temporarily and then restore it, but the edi t record should always be 
deacti vated before the state of the bit is changed. 

In the future, other text services may use this same mechanism. If you follow the guidelines 
specified here, your application should also work with future text services. 

Note: You must deacti vate an edit record be fore changing the state of the feature bits 
or any fields in the edit record . 

When an inline edit session begins, inline input also sets the teFlnlinelnput bit to provide the 
following features so that inline input will work correctly with TextEdit: 

• disabling font and keyboard synchronization 

• forcing a multiple-line selection to be highlighted line by line using a separate rectangle 
for each line rather than using a mi nimum number of rectangles for optimizati on 

• highlighting a line only to the edge of the text rather than beyond the text to the edge of 
the view rectangle 

The teFinlinelnput bit is cleared by inline input when an inline session ends. Use the 
teFinlinelnput constant in the feature parameter of TEFeanireFlag to include these features 
in your application even when inline input is not installed. Be careful about changing the 
state of this bit if the teFUseTextServices bit is set. Again, the edit record should always be 
deactivated before the state of the teFinlinelnput bit is changed. 

A Warning: If you clear the teFUseTex tServices bit and you set the 
teFinlinelnput bit, inline input is disabled, but your application retains 
the features 1 isled above. .. 
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Customizing TextEdit 

The TECustomHook procedure lets your application customize the features of TextEdit by 
setting the TextEdit hooks. 

PROCEDURE T~CustomHook (which : TEintHook ; VAR addr : ProcPtr ; 
hTE : TEHandle) ; 

The which parameter specifies which hook to replace. The values for the which parameter are 

CONST int~OLHook 0 ; {end-of-line hook} 
intJrawHook 1; {drawing hook} 
intWidthHook 2; {width measurement hook } 
intHitTestHook 3 ; {hit test hook} 
intNWidthHook 6 ; {new width measurement hook 

{ nWIDTHHook} 
intTextWidthHook 7 ; {new width measurement hook 

{ TextWidthHook} 

You specify your customized hook in the addr parameter. When TECustomHook returns, the 
addr parameter contains the address of the previous hook specified by the which parameter. 
This address is returned so that hooks can be daisy-chained. The two new hooks, 
n WIDTHHook and TextWidthHook, specified by the intNWidthHook and intTextWidthHook 
constants, are described in "Replacing the Measuring Routines" later in this chapter. 

Two integer fields of the edit record, not used for their original purposes but still named 
reca!Back and recalLines, combine to hold a handle to the TextEdit dispatch record, which 
contains a list of TextEdit hooks. (See Figure 15-20 for an ill ustration of the edit record, the 
dispatch record, and all the TextEdit data structures.) Each edit record has its own set of such 
routines to provide for maximum flexibility. You should always use the TECustomHook 
procedure to change these hooks instead of modifying the edit record directly. 

_.... Warning: Do not simply copy the reca!Back and recalLines fi elds to another edit 
record. If you do, a duplicate handle to the initial TextEdit dispatch record is 
stored in reca!Back and recalLines in your copy of the record . When one of the 
edit records is disposed, the handle stored in the copy becomes invalid, and 
TextEdit can crash if the copy is used . .a. 

EOLHook, WIDTHHook, nWIDTHHook, TextWidthHoo)<., DRAWHook, and 
HITTESTHook are fields into the TextEdit dispatch record and are described in the 
next sections. 

Note: When you replace these hooks, note that all registers except those specified as 
containing return values must be preserved. Registers A3 and A4 contain a pointer 
and a handle, respecti vely, to the edit record. You can obtain line start positions from 
the lineStarts array in the edit record. A5 is always valid. 
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Note: The TextBox procedure only uses these hooks when it needs to allocate an 
edit record. 

Replacing the End-of-Line Routine 

The EOLHook fie ld contains the address of a routine that tests a given character to determine 
whether it is an end-of-line character and returns with the appropriate status nags set in the 
status register. The default action is to merely compare the character with $00 (a carriage 
return) and return. 

Assembly-language note: For EOLHook, the registers are set at entry as 
specified, and TextEdit depends on the registers being set at ex it as specified: 

On entry 

On exit 

DO: 
A3: 
A4: 

character to compare (byte) 
pointer to the edit record (long) 
locked handle to the edit record (long) 

Z flag in the status register clear if 
end-of-line character; set otherwise 

Replacing the Measuring Routines 

TextEdit 's width hooks are called each the time the width of various components of a line is 
calculated. This section describes two new hooks, nWIDTHHook and TextWidthHook, and 
their relationships with the original WIDTHHook hook. The new hook nWIDTHHook 
allows you access to TextEdit's measuring routine for non-Roman script systems and 
provides a way for you to replace this routine with your own script-compatible measuring 
routine. TextWidthHook provides a way for you to replace the new calls to the TextWidth 
function in TextEdit with your own measuring routine. 

Note: To test for the availability of the new width-measuring hooks, you can call 
the Gestalt function with the gestaltTextEditVersion selector. A result of gestaltTE2 
or greater returned in the response parameter indicates that the new width measure
ment hook nWIDTHHook is available. A result of gestaltTE5 or greater returned 
in the response parameter indicates that the new text width measurement hook 
TextWidthHook is available. (For details, see "Determining the Version of TextEdi t" 
earlier in this chapter.) 

TextWidthHook is available for version 6.0.7 systems with non-Roman script 
systems installed. However, there is no Gestalt constant that indicates this 
availability. 

The original WIDTHHook hook is available to provide backward compatibility for your 
applications. TextEdit still uses WIDTHHook; however, it now performs additional checks to 
determine whether to use WIDTHHook or nWIDTHHook. TextEdit first determines whether 
a non-Roman script system is installed. If it is, TextEdit uses the new nWTDTHHook routine 
even if an application has overridden WIDTHHook with a di fferent measuring routine. If 
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TextEdit finds that only the Roman Script System is installed, it checks to see if 
WIDTHHook contains the address of TextEdit's default routine for measuring. If it does, 
TextEdit uses the nWIDTHHook routine. Otherwise, an application has provided a different 
measuring routine to be used for system software with only the Roman Script System 
installed, so TextEdit uses this routine instead of its own default routine. 

It is possible for you to provide alternate routines for both of these hooks to guarantee that 
your routine is always used. However, unless the routine measures correctly for non-Roman 
scripts, you should only replace WIDTHHook and TextWidthHook. 

The appropriate font, face, and size characteristics have already been set into the current port 
by the time any of these routines is called. 

The default action for WIDTHHook is to call the QuickDraw TextWidth function and return. 

Assembly-language note: For WIDTHHook, the registers are set at entry 
as specified, and TextEdit depends on the registers being set as specified: 

On enu·y 

On exit 

DO: length (in bytes) of text to measure (word) 
Dl: first byte of text to measure (word) 
AO: pointer to text buffer (long) 
A3: pointer to the edit record (long) 
A4: locked handle to the edit record (long) 

DI: pixel width of measured text (word) 

The default action for nWIDTHHook is to call the Script Manager's Char2Pixel function 
or TextWidth to measure accurate ly for non-Roman scripts. For more information on 
Char2Pixe1, see the Worldwide Software Overview chapter in this volume. For compre
hensive details, refer to Macintosh Worldwide Development: Guide to System Software. 

Assembly-language note: For n WIDTHHook, the registers are set at 
entry as specified, and TextEdit depends on the registers being set at exit 
as specified: 

On entry 

On exit 

DO: overall style run length, bounded by the line end (word) 
DI: offset position within style run on the cmTent line (word) 
D2: slop (low word); direction flag (high word) (long) 
AO: pointer to text buffer (long) 
A2: pointer to current line start (from TextEdit' s lineStarts 

array) (long) 
A3: pointer to the edit record (long) 
A4: locked handle to the edit record (long) 

Dl: pixel width of measured text (word) 

For a discussion of the slop value, see the Worldwide Software Overview chapter in 
thi s volume. 
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TextEdit also includes the new TextWidthHook routine that provides a way for you to replace 
the new TextWidth calls in TextEdit with your own measuring routine. You must use 
TextWidthHook in addition to WIDTHHook and nWIOTHHook to replace TextEdit's 
measuring routines completely. 

Note: There is a TextWidth call in the TextBox procedure that does not use this 
hook because no edit record is allocated. 

The default action for TextWidthHook is to always call the QuickDraw TextWidth function 
(the same default action as for the original WIDTHHook routine). 

Assembly-language note: For TextWidthHook, the registers are set at 
entry as specified. TextEdit depends on the registers being set at exit as 
specified: 

On entry 

On exit 

DO: length (in bytes) of text to be measured (word) 
DI : offset in text of first byte to measure (word) 
AO: pointer to text to measure (long) 
A3: pointer to the edit record (long) 
A4: locked handle to the edit record (long) 

01: pixel width of measured text (word) 

Replacing the Drawing Routine 

TextEdit calls ORA WHook any time the various components of a line are drawn. The 
appropriate font, face, and size characteristics have already been set into the current port by 
the time this routine is called. If your application is using TrueType fonts, TextEdit has also 
set the preserveGlyph parameter of the Font Manager' s SetPreserveGlyph procedure to 
FALSE, so your hook may need to reset this parameter if your application depends on it. The 
default action of this hook is to call the QuickDraw OrawText procedure and return. 
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Assembly-language note: For ORA WHook, the regi sters are set at entry 
as specified: 

On entry DO: offset into text (word) 
01 : length of text to draw (word) 
AO: pointer to text to draw (long) 
A3: pointer to the edit record (long) 
A4: locked handle to the edit record (long) 
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Replacing the Hit Test Routine 

TextEdit calls HITTESTHook to determine the character position in a line, given the pixel 
width from the left edge of the view rectangle. The default action is to call the Text Width 
function to determine if the pixel width of the measured text is greater than the input width. If 
it is, then HITTESTHook calls the Script Manager' s Pixel2Char function and returns. For 
more info1mation on Pixel2Char, refer to the Worldwide Software Overview chapter in this 
volume. For comprehensive details, see Macintosh Worldwide Development: Guide to 
System Software. 

Assembly-language note: For HITTESTHook, the registers are set at 
entry as specified, and TextEdit depends on the registers being set at ex it 
as specified: 

On entry DO: 
Dl: 
D2*: 
AO: 
A3: 
A4: 

On exit DO: 

Dl: 
D2: 

length of text block (style run) to measure (word) 
pixel width from start of text block (word) 
slop (should equal 0) (word) 
pointer to strut of text block (long) 
pointer to the edit record (long) 
locked handle to the edit record (long) 

pixel width to character offset in text block (low word); 
Boolean= TRUE if a character offset corresponding to the 
given pixel width was fou nd (high word) 
character offset (word) 
Boolean = TRUE if the pixel width falls within the leading 
edge of the character (word) 

*In earlier versions of TextEdit, the value in this register was not always 
used. If you daisy-chain in a routine and then call HITTESTHook, D2 
must be 0. 

Replacing the Word Breaking Routine 

The wordBreak hook (the wordBreak field in the edit record) exists to replace TextEdit's 
word breaking routine. However, unless you include explicit tests for scripts, the algorithms 
you provide may be incorrect for non-Roman scripts. To provide better compatibility for your 
application, TextEdit 

• disregards the wordBreak hook on non-Roman script systems 

• supplies a higher-level hook, TEFindWord, which allows you to customize TextEdit' s 
word breaking 
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The TEFindWord hook is at a higher level than the wordBreak hook and replaces TextEdit's 
word breaking routine. This gives your application more control over the breaking process 
and allows you to write more efficient routines. However, unless your routine correctly 
determines breaks for all scripts, you must be sure to check for non-Roman scripts before 
replacing TextEdit' s routine, which calls the Script Manager' s FindWord procedure. 

Here's how the default TEFindWord routine works: 

• TextEdit initially determines whether a non-Roman script system is installed. If one is 
installed, TextEdit always uses the Sc1ipt Manager's FindWord procedure for line 
breaking and word selection. 

• If TextEdit determines that only the Roman Script System is installed and TEFindWord 
is being called for line breaking, it calls the wordBreak hook. 

• If TEFindWord is called for word selection for system software with only the Roman 
Script System installed, TextEdit checks to see if your application has placed the address 
of a different word breaking routine in the wordBreak field of the edit record. If so, 
TextEdit calls your word breaking routine. Otherwise, if the wordBreak field contains 
the address of TextEdit' s internal word breaking routine, TextEdit uses the Script 
Manager's FindWord procedure to determine word breaks. 

The hook TEFindWord is global and supersedes this default behavior. If you prefer to 
customize TextEdit, remember to check for non-Roman scripts if you desire to replace the 
word breaking code only on the Roman Script System with no other scripts installed. To 
check if non-Roman scripts are enabled, use the GetEnvirons function with the smEnabled 
verb. See the Worldwide Software Overview chapter for details on GetEnvirons. 

If you replace TEFindWord, be careful to set the coITect values in the appropriate registers 
on exit. 
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Assembly-language note: For TEFindWord, the registers are set at 
entry as specified, and TextEdit depends on the registers being set at ex it 
as specified: 

On entry 

On exit 

DO: current position (the value of selStrut field in edit record) 
(word) 

02: identifier of routine that called FindWord (word) 
teWordSelect EQU 4 called for word selection 
teWordDrag EQU 8 called for extending word 

selection 
teFromFind EQU 12 called for determining new 

line breaks 
teFromRecal EQU 16 called for word breaking in 

line recalculation 
A3: pointer to the edit record (long) 
A4: locked handle to the edit record (long) 

DO: word start (word) 
D 1: word end (word) 
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When TextEdit calls the Script Manager's FindWord procedure, it uses information in the edit 
record to provide the necessary parameters. TextEdit determines the current script boundaries 
for the Script Manager' s FindWord routine by using the font-run information in the style 
record (defined by the TEStyleRec data type). TextEdit also determines the length of the 
script run and the offset within the script run from which to begin searching for a word 
boundary. TextEdit uses the value in the clikStuff field of the edit record to determjne the 
leadingEdge flag for the Script Manager's FindWord procedure. You must use similar 
information to replace TEFindWord correctly for non-Roman scripts. For more information, 
see the Worldwide Software Overview chapter in this volume and Macintosh Worldwide 
Development: Guide to System. Sojiware. 

Backspacing to the Beginning of a Style 

The TEKey procedure replaces the selection range in the specified text with a given character 
and leaves an insertion point just past the inserted character. 

The TEKey procedure was modified in system software version 6.0 so that it no longer 
deletes a style if the user backspaces to the beginning of a style. Instead, TEKey saves the 
style in the nullScrap field of the null style record (defined by the NullStRec data type) to be 
applied to subsequent typed characters. As soon as the user backspaces past the beginning 
of the style or clicks in another area of the text, TEKey removes the style. 

PROCEDURE TEKey (key : Char ; hTE : TEHandle) ; 

The hTE parameter is a handle to the edit record. The key parameter indicates the character 
with which you wish to replace the selection range specified by hTE. For complete details 
on the TEKey procedure, see the TextEdit chapter in Volume I. 

Determining the Position of an Ambiguous Offset 

The TEGetPoint function returns the point corresponding to the given offset into the specified 
tex t. This point indicates the bottom left of the character at the specified offset. 

FUNCTION TEGet Point (offset : Integer ; hTE : TEHandle ) : Point ; 

The hTE parameter is a handle to the edit record. The offset parameter indicates a position in 
the text that is specified by hTE. 

With this version of TextEdit, the TEGetPoint function returns a valid result even when no 
text is in the edit record. The point returned is based on the values in the record 's destination 
rectangle. The line height, taken either from the lineHeight field for an unstyled edit record 
or from the line-height element array for a styled edit record, is also used to determine the 
vertical component. Both the line and system alignments (teJust and TESysJust) are used to 
determine the horizontal component. 
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In the case of the offset equal to a line end (which is also the line start of the next line), 
TEGetPoint returns a point corresponding to the line start of the next line. For example, as 
shown in Figure 15-16, if the offset 3 is passed to TEGetPoint. the point returned con-e
sponds to the offset 3 before the character cl on the second line. In the case of a mjxed
directional line, the primary caret position (the one corresponding to the line direction) is 
returned. See "Mixed-Directional Text" earlier in thi s chapter for details on primary caret 
positions in a line containing mixed-directional text. 

,...+--- a b c 
0 2 3 ---It---.. 

Characters 

Offsets 
~def 

3 4 5 

Figure 15-16. A character offset at a line break 

Toggling a Style 

The TESetStyle procedure lets you set a new style for the current selection specified by the 
edit record. For details on TESetSty le, see the TextEdit chapter in Volume V. 

PROCEDURE TESetStyle (mode : In teger ; newStyle : TextStyle ; 
redraw: Bool ean ; hTE : TEHandle ); 

You specify the new style with the newStyle parameter. The hTE parameter is a handle to 
a styled edit record.The mode parameter allows you to control which style attributes to set. 
The style attributes may be any additi ve combination of the TESetStyle mode constants. 
(See the "Summary of TextEdit" at the end of this chapter for a list of the TESetStyle mode 
constants.) The redraw parameter indicates whether to redraw the current selection 
in its new style. 

The TESetStyle procedure was enhanced in system software version 6.0 to accept an addi
tional mode, doToggle (= 32). If doToggle is specified along with deface and if a style 
specified in the given newStyle parameter exists across the entire selected range, then 
TESetStyle removes (turns on) that style. Otherwise, if the style doesn' t exist across the 
entire selection range, all of the selected text is set to include that style. When a particular 
style is set for an entire selecti on range, that style is said to be continuous over the selection. 
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For example, in the selected text in Figure 15-17, the bold style is continuous over the 
selection range and the italic style is not. 

Bold 
Bold italic Bold 

~-~--~ ~-~-r-'-"\ 

Now is the time for all good men 

Figure 15-17. An initial selection before TESetStyle is called 

If you call TESetStyle with a mode of doFace + doToggle and a new Style parameter with 
a tsFace field of bold, the resulting selection is as shown in Figure 15-18. (The text style 
record is defined by the TextStyle data type.) 

Plain Italic Plain 
~-~--~ ,__~----~ 

Now is the time for all good men 

Figure 15-18. The result o f calling TESetSty le to toggle with a bold style 

On the other hand, if you call TESetStyle with a mode of doFace + doToggle and a newStyle 
parameter with a tsFace fi eld of italic, the resulting selection is shown in Figure 15-19. 

Bold 
italic 

Now is the time for all good men 

Figure 15-19. The result of calling TESetStyle to togg le with an italic style 

If the redraw parameter is set to TRUE, TextEdit redraws the current selection in the new 
style, recalculating line breaks, Line heights, and line ascents. If the redraw parameter is 
FALSE, TextEdit does not recalculate line breaks, line heights, and line ascents. Therefore, 
when a routine is called that uses any of this information, such as TEGetHeight (which 
reLUrns a total height between two specified lines), it does not re flect the new style informa
ti on set with TESetStyle. Instead, the routine uses the information set before TESetStyle was 
called. To update this information, you must call the TECalText procedure. A simpler way to 
be ce1tain that current information is always re flected when drawing is to call the TESetStyle 
procedure with the redraw parameter set to TRUE. 

Note: TEReplaceStyle also has a redraw parameter with the same behavior 
specified above. 
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Determining Styles Across a Selection 

The TEContinuousStyle function , new with system software version 6.0, gives you infor
mation about the attributes of the current selection. 

FUNCTION TEContinuousStyle (VAR mode : Integer ; VAR aSty l e : TextStyle ; 
hTE : TEHandle) : Boolean ; 

The mode parameter, which takes the same values as in TESetStyle, specifies which attri
butes should be checked. When TEContinuousStyle returns, the mode parameter indicates 
which of the checked attributes is continuous over the selection range, and the aStyle 
parameter reflects the continuous attributes. For details on TESetStyle, refer to the TextEdit 
chapter in Volume V. 

TEContinuousStyle returns TRUE if all of the attributes to be checked are continuous and 
returns FALSE if they are not. In other words, if the mode parameter is the same before 
and after the call , then TEContinuousStyle returns TRUE. 

Listing 15- 1 illustrates how TEContinuousStyle is useful for marking the Style menu items 
so they correspond to the current selection. 

Listing 15-1. Marking the Style menu items so they correspond to the current selection 

VAR 
mode : 
aStyle : 
myTE : 
styleMenu : 

InLegeL ; 
Text Style ; 
TEHandle ; 
MenuHandle ; 

BEGIN 
mode : = doFace ; 
IF TEContinuousStyle(mode , aStyle , myTE) THEN 
BEGIN 

{There is at least one face that is continuous over 
{ the selection . Note that it might be plain , which is 
{ actually the abseLce of all styles . } 
Checkitem(styleMenu, plainitem, aStyle . csFace = []) ; 
Checkitem(styleMenu , bolditem , bold IN aStyle . tsFace) ; 
Checkitem(styleMenu , italicitem , italic IN aStyle . tsFace) ; 
{Set other menu items appropriately . } 

END 
ELSE 
BEGIN 

{No text face is common to the entire selection . } 
Checkitem(styleMenu , plainitem , FALSE) ; 
Checkitem(styleMenu , bolditem, FALSE) ; 
Checkitem(styleMenu , italicitem, FALSE) ; 
{Set other menu items appropriately . } 

END ; 
END ; 
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You can also use TEContinuousStyle to determine the actual values for those attributes that 
are continuous for the selection. Note that a field in the text style record is only valid if the 
corresponding bit is set in the mode variable; otherwise, the field contains invalid informa
tion. Listing 15-2 illustrates how you might use TEContinuousStyle to determine the font, 
face, size, and color of the current selection. 

Listing 15-2. Determining the fo nt, face, size, and color of the current selection 

VAR 
mode : 
continuous : 
aStyle : 
myTE : 

Integer ; 
Boolean ; 
TextStyle ; 
TEHandle ; 

BEGIN 
mode : = doFont + doFace + doSize + doColor ; 
continuous : = TEContinuousStyle(mode , aStyle , myTE) ; 
IF BitAnd(mode , doFont) <> 0 THEN 

{font for selection= aStyle . tsFont} 
ELSE 

{more than one font in selection} ; 

IF BitAnd(mode, doFace) <> 0 THEN 
{aStyle . tsFace contains the text faces (or plain) that } 
{are common to the selection . } 

ELSE 
{No text face is common to the entire selection.} ; 

IF BitAnd(mode , doSize) <> 0 THEN 
{size for selection = aStyle . tsSize} 

ELSE 
{more than one size in selection} ; 

IF BitAnd (mode , doColor) <> 0 THEN 
{color for selection = aStyle . tsColor} 

ELSE 
{more than one color in selection} ; 

END; 

When TEContinuousStyle returns a mode that contains doFace and returns an aStyle parameter 
with a tsFace field of [bold, italic], it means that the selected text is all bold and all italic, but 
may contain other text faces as well. None of the other faces applies to all of the selected text, 
or it would have been included in the tsFace field. But if the tsFace field is the empty set, then 
all of the selected text is plain. 

If the current selection range is an insertion point, TEContinuousStyle returns the style 
information for the next character to be typed. TEContinuousStyle always returns TRUE in 
this case, and each field of Lhe text style record is set if the corresponding bit in the mode 
parameter was set. If hTE is a handle to an unstyled edit record, TEContinuousStyle returns 
the simple style information of the entire record. 
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Setting Styles in TextEdit's Scrap Record 

The SetStylScrap procedure, new with system software version 6.0, performs the opposite 
function of the GetStylScrap function. 

PROCEDURE SetStylScrap (rangeStart : Longint ; rangeEnd : Longint ; 
newStyles : StScrpHandle ; redraw : Boolean ; 
hTE : TEHandle) ; 

The SetStylScrap procedure uses the newStyles parameter (a handle to a style scrap record) 
and sets its style information into the style scrap record for a range of text specified by 
rangeStart and rangeEnd. If newStyles is NIL or hTE is a handle to an unstyled edit record, 
SetStylScrap does noth ing. 

If the redraw parameter is TRUE, the text is redrawn to reflect this new style info1mation; and 
line breaks, line heights, and line ascents are recalculated. Otherwise, this new information is 
not reflected in the view rectangle until the TEUpdate procedure is called. Regardless of 
whether the text is redrawn, the current selection range is not changed. So if characters are 
highlighted before SetStylScrap is called, they remain highlighted after it is called. They also 
reflect the new style information if redraw was TRUE and if they were within the range of the 
specified text. 

Each element in the style scrap record contains a scrpStartChar field that is the offset to the 
start of the element's style. As with the style run array, the scrpStartChar field defines the 
boundaries for the scrap's style runs. SetStylScrap applies the first element's style to the 
characters from rangeStart up to the scrpStartChar field of the next element. 

SetStylScrap terminates without error if it prematurely reaches the end of the range or if there 
are not enough scrap style elements to cover the whole range. In the latter case, SetStylScrap 
applies the last style in the style scrap record to the remainder of the range. 

Determining the Number of Styles 

The TENumStyles function returns the number of style changes contained in the given range, 
counting one for the start of the range. Note that this number does not necessarily represent 
the number of unique styles for the range because some styles may be repeated. For unstyled 
edit records, TENumStyles always returns 1. 

FUNCTION TENumStyles (rangeStart : Longint ; rangeEnd : Longint ; 
hTE : TEHandle) : Longint ; 

The rangeStart and rangeEnd parameters indicate the range. The text containing the range is 
specified by the hTE parameter, a handle to the edit record. 

You can use TENumStyles to calculate the amount of memory that would be required if 
TECut or TECopy were called. Since the style scrap record is linear in nature, with one 
element for each style change, you can multiply the result that TENumStyles returns by 
SizeOf(ScrpSTElement) and add 2 to get the amount of memory needed. 
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TEXTEDIT DATA STRUCTURES 

This section supplies a brief overview of the contents of the various TextEdit data structures 
and their relationships. Figure l 5-20 shows how the TextEdit data structures create an 
environment for the editing of unstyled or styled text through the use of an edit record and a 
style record. It also portrays a number of supporting data structures, including a sty le run 
table, a line-height table, a null style record, a style scrap record, and a dispatch record. 

Note: Use the information in this diagram and in the explanations that follow only 
for debugging so you understand the organization of the TextEdit data structures. For 
reading or writing of these data structures, use the TextEdit routines. This practice 
will ensure future compatibility. 

Refer to the TextEdit chapters in Volumes I and V for more in-depth discussions of the 
TextEdit data structures. 

Here is a list of the functions and relationships of the TextEdit data structures: 

• The edit record, defined by the TERec data type, stores the display and editing 
inf01mation for TextEdit. 

• The style record, defined by the TEStyleRec data type, stores the style information for 
the text of the edit record. If an edit record has associated style information, its txFont 
and txFace fields combine to hold a style handle, TEStyleHandle, to its style record. 

• The style run table, defined by the StyleRun data type, is an array that contains 
the boundaries of each style run and an index to its style information in the style 
element array. 

• The style element array, defined by the TEStyleTable data type, contains one entry 
for each distinct style used in the text of the edit record. Each style entry is defined 
by the STElement data type. The styleTab field of the style record contains a handle, 
STHandle, to this style element array. The stylelndex field in the style run array is an 
index into this data structure. 

• The line-height table, defined by the LHTable data type, provides an array of line 
heights to hold the vertical spacing information for a given edit record. It also contains 
line ascent information. TextEdit uses this table only if the lineHeight field in the edit 
record is negative. The lhTab field of the style record contains a handle to th is line
height table. A line number is a direct index into this array. 

• The null style record, defined by the Nu llStRec data type, contains the style information 
for a null selection. The nullStyle field of the style record contains a handle to this null 
style record. 

• The style scrap record, defined by the StScrpRec data type, is a place to store style 
information in the desk scrap. The scrap style table array within this record, defined by 
the ScrpStyleTab data type, contains a separate data structure for style records in the 
scrap. The nullScrap field of the null style record contains a handle, STScrpHandle, to 
the scrap style table. 
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Constants 

doFont = 1; 
doFace = 2, 
doSize 4; 
doColor 8; 
doAll = 15; 
addSize = 16; 
do Toggle = 32; 

teJustLeft = Q· 

teFlushDefault = O; 
teJustCenter 
teCenter 
teJustRight 
teFlushRight 
teForceLeft 
teFlushLeft 

1; 
1; 

= - 1; 
= - 1; 
= -2; 
= -2; 

Figure 15-20. The TextEdit data structures 
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TextEdit 

• The scrap style table, defined by the ScrpStyleTab data type, is contained in the style 
scrap record. The elements of this table are style records defined by the scrap style 
element record. 

• The scrap style element record, defined by the ScrpSTElement data type, contains the 
style information for an element in the scrap style table and is similar to the style element 
array. One scrap style element record exists for each sequential style change in the scrap 
style table. 

• The TextEdit dispatch record, defined by the TEDispatchRec data type, contains the 
internal addresses of the TextEdit routines for EOLHook, DRA WHook, WIDTHHook, 
HITTESTHook, n WlDTHHook, and TextWidthHook unless you replace them with the 
addresses of your own customized versions of these routines. TextEdit combines the 
recalBack and recalLines fields of the edit record to store a handle to the TextEdit 
dispatch record. 

• The text style record, defined by the TextStyle data type, furnishes a record of text 
styles for communicating information between your application and the TextEdit 
routines. 

~ Warning: The space beyond the hooks in the TextEdit di spatch record is 
reserved for internal use. If you attempt to use this private area, you will corrupt 
TextEdit data. ... 
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SUMMARY OF TEXTEDIT 

Constants 

CONST {constant s for Gestalt function} 

15-40 

gestaltTEl 1 ; {U . S . system software version 6 . 0.4 containing } 
{ Tex tEdit on a Macintosh IIci} 

gestaltTE2 = 2 ; 

gestaltTE3 3 ; 

ges t altTE4 4 ; 

gestalt TES 5 ; 

{ver sion 6 . 0 . 4 non-Roman script system containing 
{ a Script Manager- compatible version of } 
{ Tex tEdit includin g the new measuring hook } 
{ nWIDTHHook for the Macintosh IIci} 
{version 6 . 0.4 non-Roman script system containing 
{ a Script Manager-compatible version of } 
{ TextEdit including the new measuring hook } 
{ nWIDTHHook for Mac i ntosh Plus , } 
{ Macintosh SE , ~ac intosh SE / 30, } 
{ Macintosh II , Macintosh Portable, 
{ Macintosh IIx, or Macintosh IIcx} 
{system software versions 6 . 0 . 5 and later , 
{ which contain a Script Manager- compatible } 
{ version of Tex tEdit, including the new measuring} 
{ hoo k nWIDTHHook & the outline-highlighting & } 
{ text-buffering features , on any Macintosh} 
{system software version 7 . 0 , which contains a } 
{ Script Manager-compatible version of TextEdit } 
{ including the new measuring hooks , nWIDTHHook } 
{ & TextWidthHook, outline highlighting , text } 
{ buffering , features for inline input , & } 
{ capability to disable inline input} 

{new constant names for the just parameter of TESetJust procedure} 
{flush right for all scripts } teFlushRight -1 ; 

teFlushLef t -2 ; 

teCenter 1 ; 

teFlushDefault 0 ; 

{ - corresponds to teJustRight} 
{flush left for all scripts } 
{ - c orres ponds to teForceLeft} 
{centered for all scripts } 
{ - corresponds to teJustCenter} 
{flush according to line direction 
{ - corresponds to teJustLeft} 

{constants for TEFeatureFlag feature parameter values} 
teFTe xtBuffering l ; {text buffer i ng} 
teFOutlineHilite 2 ; {outline highlighting} 
teFinlineinput 
teFUseTextServices 
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3 ; 
4 ; 

{inline input fea t ures } 
{use inline input service } 



{constants for TEFeatureFlag action parameter va l ues} 
TEBitClear O; {clear TEFeatureFlag features} 
TEBitSet l; {set TEFeatureFlag features} 
TEBitTest -1 ; {test TEFeatureFlag features} 

{selectors for TECustomHook} 
intEOLHook 
intDrawHook 
intWidthHook 
intHitTestHook 
intNWidthHook 

intTextWidthHook 

= O; 
l ; 
2 ; 
3; 
6 ; 

= 7 ; 

{end-of-line hook} 
{drawing hook} 
{width measurement hook} 
{hit text hook} 
{new width measureme nt hook 
{ nWIDTHHook} 
{new width measurement hook 
{ TextWidthHook} 

{constants for identifying the routine that called FindWord 
teWordSelect = 4 ; {called for determining new } 

{ line breaks} 

TextEdit 

teWordDrag 
teFromfind 

= 8; 
12 ; 
16; 

{called for extending word selection} 
{called for word selection} 

tefromRecal {called for word breaking i n line } 
{ recalculation} 

{values for 
do Font 
doFace 
doSize 
doColor 
doAll 
addSize 
doToggle 

TESetStyle/TEContin uousStyle modes} 
l ; {set font (family) number} 
2 ; {set character style} 
4 ; {set type size} 
8 ; {set color} 
15 ; {set all attributes} 
16 ; {adjust type size} 
32 ; {toggle mode for TESetStyle 

{ a nd TEContinuousStyle} 

{offsets into TEDispatchRec} 
EOLHook 0 ; {[ProcPtr] TEEOLHoo:-<} 
DRAWHook 4 ; { [ProcPtr] TEWidthHook} 
WIDTHHook 8 ; { [ProcPtr] TEDrawHook} 
HITTESTHook 12 ; { [ProcPtr] TEHitTestHook} 
nWIDTHHook 24 ; { [ProcPtr] nTEWidth:-Iook} 
TextWidthHook 28 ; {[ProcPtr] TETextWidthHook} 

Data Type 

TYPE TEintHook Integer ; 
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Routines 

Outline Highlighting, Text Buffering, and lnline Input 

FUNCTION TEFeatureFlag 

Customizing TextEdit 

PROCEDURE TECustomHook 

(feature : Integer ; action : Integer ; 
hTE : TEHandle) : Integer ; 

(which : TEintHook ; VAR addr : ProcPtr ; 
hTE : TEHandle} ; 

Backspacing to the Beginning of a Style 

PROCEDURE TEKey (key : Char ; hTE : TEHandle); 

Determining the Position of an Ambiguous Offset 

FUNCTION TEGetPoint 

Toggling a Style 

PROCEDURE TESetScyle 

(offset : Integer ; hTE : ~EHandle) Point ; 

(mode : Integer ; newStyle : TextStyle ; 
redraw : Boolean ; hTE : TEHandle) ; 

Determining Styles Across a Selection 

FUNCTION TECor.tinuousStyle (VAR mode : Integer ; VAR aStyle : TexcStyle ; hTE : 
TEHandle) : Boolean ; 

Setting Styles in TextEdit's Scrap Record 

PROCEDURE SetStyl Scrap (rangeStart : Longint ; rangeEnd : Longint ; 
newStyles : StScrpHandle ; redraw : Boolean ; 
hTE : TEHandle) ; 

Determining the Number of Styles 

FUNCTION TENumStyles 
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TextEdit 

Global Variables 

WordRedraw 

TEFindWord 

TESysJust 

$BAS 

$7F8 

$BAC 

Used for line calculations to determine how much of a 
line must be redrawn after a character is entered. 
The low-memory address for TextEdit's word 
breaking routine. 
The system alignment whose default value is set by 
the last installed script. 

Assembly-Language Information 

Trap Macros Requiring Routine Selectors 

_TED is patch 

Selector 

$0001 
$0008 
$000A 
$000B 
$000C 
$000D 
$000E 

Routine 

TESetStyle 
TEGetPoint 
TEConti nuousSty le 
SetStyJScrap 
TECustomHook 
TeNumStyles 
TEFeatureFlag 
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ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

This chapter presents an overview of Macintosh® graphics. It surveys the components and 
processes of Color QuickDrawTM, the other graphics managers with which it interacts, and 
how colors flow from your applicati on to the screen. 

Read the information in thi s chapter if your application uses color or gray scales. To use this 
chapter, you shoul d have a basic understanding of the original QuickDraw described in 
Volume I, but need not have read any other graphics chapters in this or other volumes of 
Inside Macintosh. Figure 16- 1 charts your path into the world of Macintosh graph ics. 

ABOUT MACINTOSH GRAPHICS 

Macintosh graphics begin with QuickDraw and end w ith glowing phosphor. The early 
Macintosh systems, w ith their built-in screens and integral graphics hardware, made 
well-defined and comparati vely li mited demands on your understanding of graphics: if 
you learned QuickDraw, you were set. 

The Macintosh II computer introduced two features that greatly increased graphics capabil
ities: slots and color. Slots allow the addition of speciali zed hardware to the system. (Jn the 
original Macintosh II, the graph ics hardware was always added in NuBusrn standard slots. 
Current systems allow a number of hardware expansion modes in addition to NuBus slots.) 

With slots, the characteristics of the output device can vary from machine to machine. With 
color, the extent of variation can be very great: screens not only can vary in horizontal and 
vertical dimensions, but they can also vary in depth. To the single-bit-per-pixel depth o f the 
original Macintosh systems, the Macintosh TI added pixel depths of 2, 4, and 8 bits. Output 
devices range from black-and-white systems to cards and screens capable of presenting 
hundreds of colors from palettes of millions. Furthermore, users can combine screens: a 
user may move your application's window so that it overlaps screens of very different 
characteristics. 

To remove the burden of worrying about output devices (for most applications), Color 
QuickDraw is device-independent. Appl ications using color can work in an abstract color 
space defined by three axes of red, green, and blue (RGB). Your appl ication can specify a 
color as an RGB value, in which each component is de fined as a 16-bit integer. Co lor 
QuickDraw compares such a 48-bit value with the colors actually ava ilable on the hardware 
at execution time and chooses the closest match. Precolor applications and those not 
concerned with color or gray-scale graphics need not change, and those concerned only 
with straightforward color usage can ignore the problems of output devices. 

When the Macintosh 11 was introduced, the maximum pixel value was limited to a single 
byte. Each pixel's byte can speci fy one of 256 (28) different values, and, rather than simply 
truncating the least significant bits of each component to get a color, Color QuickDraw treats 
such pixel values as indexes into a color table . If your application asks for a 48-bit RGB 
color, the Color Manager examines the colors available in the card. If the video device 
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supports 8 bits per pixel, the card contains a color look-up table (CLUT) with 256 entries, 
each entry an ROB value. The Color Manager determines which RGB value is closest to 
the requested color and te ll s Color QuickDraw what the index for that color is. 

Storage and movement of such indexed color values require a max imum of 8 bits, rather 
than 48, saving space and time. (The RAM needed to hold a 640-by-480 pixel screen at 
8 bits per pixel is about 300,000 bytes.) And because the table is variable-it can be loaded 
with different colors-applications can display up to 16 million colors, although only 256 
different colors can appear at once. 

With the addition of direct pixel values, first made available with system software 
version 6.0.5, the 256 simultaneous color li mit has been removed. Color QuickDraw can 
now also process direct pixel values, which use 16 or 32 bits to directly represent a color. 
Using direct color not onl y removes much of the complex ity of the color table mechanism, 
but it also allows the display of thousands or millions of colors simultaneously, resulting in 
near-photographic realism. 

The device-independence of Color QuickDraw is such that on a three-screen system-for 
example, with displays fo r gray-scale indexed pixels, color indexed pixels, and direct 
pixels-the user can move your window to span all three devices and each will show its best 
representation of your image. 

This overview introduces Color QuickDraw and the related graphics managers with which 
it works. 

• Color QuickDraw calls upon the Color Manager to map color requests to the actual 
colors available. Most applications never need to call the Color Manager directly. 

• The Palette Manager allows your application to specify the set of colors that it needs 
on a window-by-window basis, and makes the colors available (within application
determined ranges) in a gracefu l manner. 

• The Color Picker Package allows your appli cation to solicit a color choice from the user 
in a standard way. 

• The Picture Utili ties Package provides routines with which your application can extract 
information, such as pixel depth and colors used, from pixel maps and pictures. 

• The Graphics Devices Manager offers routines for preparing images offscreen, and it 
manages the data structures that track the characteristics of the graphics hardware of a 
particular system. 

• The Slot Manager controls communication with expansion boards of all types, including 
video cards. 

The rest of this chapter 

• introduces the basic graphics components and fu1t her defines the differences between 
indexed and direct pixel images 

• presents overviews of the important color graphics data structures: the color tables and 
palettes that hold colors, the pixel maps that hold information about images, the color 
grafPorts that hold in formation about windows, and the graphics device records that 
describe the capabi li ties of a particular screen 
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• describes the startup process as it applies to graphics, to show how the data structures 
are created and initialjzed 

• traces the path of a user's request for a color through the graphics system and onto a 
screen, in both the indexed and djrect pixel systems 

• tells you how to determine which version of QujckDraw is actually running 

THE COMPONENTS OF MACINTOSH GRAPHICS 

Broadly speaking, a Macintosh graphics system has three parts: Quic k.Draw, the video card 
and screen that constirute the display device, and the interface between them. 

QuickDraw 

QuickDraw comes in three varieties: the original version offered wiU1 systems equipped 
with a 68000 microprocessor; the original Color Quick.Draw, which appeared with the 
Macintosh II; and the current Color Quick.Draw, which was introduced as 32-Bit QuickDraw 
and is now part of system software version 7 .0. 

In general, applications that use the original Quick.Draw routines are compatible with all 
Mac intosh systems. Applications using the original Color Quick.Draw work even better under 
the new Color Quick.Draw. But applications that use Color Q ui ckDraw routines cannot 
execute under the original Quick.Draw, nor can applications using direct pixel images run on 
the original Color Quick.Draw. 

Note that the original QuickDraw contains a simple eight-color system that is compatible with 
all machines (although the colors cannot be d isplayed on early black-and-white systems), so 
if your application needs eight colors or fewer, you can maximize compatibility by using that 
system, which is described in the Quick.Draw chapter of Volume I. 

Whenever possible, earl ier versions of QuickDraw have been upgraded with later features. 
For example, later versions of the original Quick.Draw can process pictures that include color 
information . Although such QuickDraw versions cannot display color, they display the best 
black-and-white approximation poss ible. 

The Interface 

Figure 16-2 shows how QuickDraw, the other graphics managers, and the graphics hard
ware interrelate. 

The Monitors control panel le ts users arrange their screens in relation to each other in space 
(above or below, side by side) and select how many colors, if any, a dev ice is to display. 
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Figure 16-2. QuickDraw and the graphics managers 

The Color Picker Package offers you a standard way to present the user with a color-selection 
dialog box. The Color Picker's wheel and slide controls let the user preview and select any 
color the hardware can produce. (The Color control panel, for example, uses the Color Picker 
to let the user choose a highlight color to be used on the desktop.) 

The Monitors control panel and the Color Picker are user interface modules that demonstrate 
an important axiom: the user is in charge. The user can select any one of trillions of colors 
through the Color Picker, and that same user may set the color device to show only black and 
white pixels. 

The Palette Manager provides a set of routines with which you can create and control the set 
of colors needed by your application window. Palettes are especially important with indexed 
screen devices, which support only displays that show a maximum of 256 colors at once. 
Since all or parts of several applications and the desktop may be visible on the screen, and 
they may all have different color schemes, contention can arise for those 256 table places. 
The Palette Manager can arbitrate among the contenders and automatically see that the color 
requirements of the frontmost, or active, window are met first. 

And no matter how wild a neon-blacklit-backlit effect you create, the Palette Manager restores 
graphics order when your application terminates. 

The Palette Manager and Color QuickDraw both use the low-level graphics abilities of the 
Color Manager to find the best color available when all color table indexes are taken and 
another color is needed on the screen. The Color Manager examines the available colors and 
detennines which of them is closest to the requested color. If your application needs to paint a 
race car British racing green, for example, you can ask for it by using a Color QuickDraw 
routine, and hope that whatever the Color Manager finds available is a close enough match to 
look good. Or you can ask the Palette Manager for the color and specify how close the match 
has to be. If no color comes as close as you like, the Palette Manager loads the exact color 
you requested into the color table for the device. 
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The Graphics Devices Manager and the Slot Manager are the final links to the video driver 
and its card. The Slot Manager examines every installed card when the system starts up, 
and from the information the cards supply, the Slot Manager supplies QuickDraw _and the_ 
graphics interface managers with the information they need to operate. The Graph ics Devices 
Manager manages the record that describes the capabilities of the graphics card. 

The Video Card and Screen 

Your application can declare colors in RGB space, but what the user finally sees depends on 
the characteristics of the actual video card and screen. Screens may display color or black and 
white, and have indexed pixels of 2-bit, 4-bit, or 8-bit bit depths, or di rect pixels of 16-bit or 
32-bit depths. 

Preparing an image for clisplay in the original QuickDraw means preparing a bitmap, which 
specifies the memory arrangement of the bits that describe whether each pixel on a screen is 
to be on or off. Specifying on or off takes just 1 bit. You can describe the state of 8 pixels in 
a single byte. Entire black-and-white screen images can be stored in what is now considered 
a modest amount of memory. 

Preparing a color or gray-scale image requires a pixel map, where more than one bit may be 
assigned to determine the color of each screen pixel. Two bits per pixel provide indexes into a 
table of four colors, but if two colors are black and white, only two other hues can be shown. 
A four-index color table might contain the following entries. 

Index 

00 

0 1 

JO 

11 

Color 

White (turn all three RGB phosphors fu ll on) 

Gray (turn all three on halfway) 

Pale blue for highlighting (turn all three on, but use more blue) 

Black (turn all of them off) 

If a 2-bit memory space representing a pixel had a value of 00, the resulting screen pixel 
would be white. The sequence I 0 10 I 0 J 0 would use the third entry in the table to generate 
a series of pale blue pixels on the screen. 

Four bits can provide indexes into a table o f 16 colors, a number sufficient for many straight
forward graphics purposes, such as charts, presentations, or displaying flags of the nations. 

Using a byte (8 bits) for each pixel, 256 colors can be displayed, which for many images is 
enough to produce near-photographic quality. The problem is that the colors good for one 
near-photographic image may not be good for another. Rembrandt's browns and umbers 
don't do much for a still from The Wizard of Oz. To solve thi s problem, the Macintosh II 
video card uses a variable color table (rather than a fixed one). You can display Rembrandt 
with one set of 256 colors, then reload the table for another image. 
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The main reason for using variable color tables is that a relatively small index value is suffi
cient to specify any one color out of a palette of mill ions. You need less RAM to store an 
image and less time to move it around than if you use large RGB values directly. An extra 
benefit is color table animation, by which your application can change colors on the screen 
without actually reassigning pixel values. (By changing the colors of the 256 entries of an 
8-bit table, you change all the screen's colors-without any changes in screen memory.) 
Drawbacks are that since only 256 colors can appear on the screen at once, windows must 
compete for colors, and pairing an RGB request to the closest actual color in the table 
requires the complex inverse-table matching scheme implemented by the Color Manager. 

Video boards that implement direct pixels, in which the pixel value specifies an RGB color 
rather than an index into a table of colors, eliminate the competition for limited table spaces 
and remove the need for color table matching. The direct pixel system is simpler. The cost is 
larger amounts of RAM needed to hold the larger pixel values; the benefit-thousands and 
even millions of colors on the screen at once-is worth the cost for many applications, some 
of which would not exist without such a capability. 

THE MAJOR DATA STRUCTURES 

Understanding Macintosh graphics is easier with some knowledge of the data structures that 
hold the information and define the graphics environment. QuickDraw supplies routines for 
querying and altering the fields of these data structures; you should not alter them directly. (If 
you have existing programs that change fields directly, see the Color QuickDraw chapter in this 
volume for a description of routines that you can use to notify QuickDraw of such changes.) 

The smallest place to begin is the RGB color record , which holds a single color. 

The RGB Color Record 

The RGB color record consists of three 16-bit values, one each for red, green, and blue. 

Red Green Blue 

Your application can specify RGB colors, and the graphics system will find the closest 
matching color on the target hardware. To draw a yellow line, for example, you might set 
the foreground pen to an RGB color in which the red and green values are high and the 
blue value is low, such as (to take the brightest example) $FFFF FFFF 0000. 

If the red, green, and blue values are equal, the resulting color is black (if they are 0), white 
(if they are at or close to $FFFF), or gray (if they are in between). 
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Color Collections 

RGB color records are included in two forms of collective color sets: the color table and the 
palette. Each associates additional information with the RGB color record. 

A color table consists of a header containing flags and information such as the size of the 
table, and a number of RGB color records, each record preceded by a value. The RGB color 
plus a value is defined as a color specification record. (See "Summary of Graphics Data 
Types" at the end of this chapter for Pascal definitions of these data structures.) The value 
has one of two uses, depending on a header flag. If the color table belongs to a pixel map, 
the value is the color's index. 

There are five RGB colors in this table 

Value Red Green Blue 

Value Red Green Blue 

Value Red Green Blue 

Value Red Green Blue 

Value Red Green Blue 

The other form in which colors are usefu lly gathered is the palette, a color collection 
of colors that can be used by a window. A palette comprises a header and a collection of 
color information records, which contain RGB colors with information about how the colors 
are to be used and how closely the graphics system must match them. 

There are four entries in this palette 

Red Green Blue Usage Tolerance 

Red Green Blue Usage Tolerance 

Red Green Blue Usage Tolerance 

Red Green Blue Usage Tolerance 

The Palette Manager manipulates both color tables and palettes, and it has routines for con
verting one into the other. By using the Palette Manager, your application can exercise 
exquisite control of color allocation. For example, you can specify the usage information in 
a palette such that a selected set of colors appears if the window is displayed on an 8-bit-deep 
screen, and another set of colors appears if the window is displayed on a 4-bit-deep screen. 
The Palette Manager has sets of default colors for different pixel depths, so that a screen w ill 
return to a well-balanced state after gaudy applications terminate. See the Palette Manager 
chapter in this volume for more information on creating and manipu lating palettes. 
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The Pixel Map Record 

The pixel map is the modern successor to the bitmap: to that origina l image-mapping record , 
the pixel map record adds information about the depth of the pixels that make up an image. In 
black-and-white systems, such as the original Macintosh computers, only l bit was needed 
per pixel, since black and white can be indicated by 0 and I . Color Quick.Draw now recognizes 
pixel depths of I, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 bits. The pixel map not on ly describes the pixel depth; it 
also specifies how each pixel' s infonnation is organized: either as indexes to color tables or as 
direct color specifications. 

The pixel map record is defined in the Color QuickDraw chapter of Volume V. The Color 
QuickDraw chapter in this volume explains how some fields can have additional values, 
although the format of the pixel map record is unchanged. 

baseAddr 

row Bytes 

bounds 

pm Version 

pack Type 

pack Size 

hRes 

vRes 

pixelType 

pixelSize 

cmpCount 

cmpSize 

plane Bytes 

pm Table 
.,. 

1 

Pointer to the image data 

Flags, and bytes in a row 

Boundary rectangle 

Pixel map version number 

Packing format 

Size of data in packed state 

Horizontal resolution in dots per inch 

Vertical resolution in dots per inch 

Format of pixel image 

Physical bits per pixel 

Number of components in each pixel 

Number of bits in each component 

Offset to next plane 

Handle to a color table for this image 

As in a bitmap record, the baseAddr, rowBytes, and bounds fields describe where in memory 
the image information begins, how many bytes are used for each row of the image, and its 
boundary rectangle. 

The hRes and vRes fields describe the horizontal and vertical resolution of the image. For 
example, images destined for display on a screen might be set to 72 dots per inch (dpi) in 
each direction; those prepared for p1inting on a LaserWriter® might be set to 300 dpi. 

The pixelType field indicates whether the pixel values for the image are to be treated as 
indexes to a color table or taken as the real color. 
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The pixelSize field shows the size of each pixel value in memory: 1, 2, 4 , or 8 bits for 
indexed pixel values, and 16 or 32 bits for direct pixel values. 

Indexed pixels have one component, the index value. Direcl pixels have three components, 
one each for red, green, and blue . The cmpCount field contains either I or 3, accordingly. 

The cmpSize field lists the component sizes: I , 2, 4, or 8 bits for the single component of an 
indexed pixel , and 5 or 8 bi Ls for each component in a direct pixel. (The three direcl pixel 
components are the same size, either 5-5-5 or 8-8-8 for the red, green, and blue values.) 

The pmTable field contains a handle to the color table for this image. Since indexed pixel 
values are just that, indexes, a color table needs to be bundled with each pixel map to show 
what color each index value indicates. (Pixel map records for direct pixel values don ' t need 
tables, since the image memory contains the actual colors, but the pmTable fie ld references a 
dummy table for compatibi li ty.) 

Pixel map records are key elements of the last two data structures discussed in this chapter: 
color grafPort records, which describes graphics ports, such as windows, and the graphics 
device records, which describe output devices, such as screens. 

~ort Characteristics: The Color Graf Port Record 

The color grafPort contains the information Color QuickDraw needs to maintain a color 
drawing environment for a window. Most or all of the color g rafPort records you need are 
created for you by the Window Manager. 

The color grafPort record is full y described in the Color QuickDraw chapter of Volume Y. 

A color grafPort contains much more information than its immediate ancestor, the grafPort, but 
for compatibility it has maintained the same size by using pointers to other in formation. Like 
the graFPort, it contains such essential information as where the pen is cutTentl y positioned and 
how big it is, what fo nt to draw with, and what parts of a window are currently visible. 

The portPixMap field , located in the same relative position as the grafPort's portBits field, 
contains a handle to the pixel map record thal defines the image for the port. Since a pixel map 
record contains a reference to a color table, a color g rafPort has its own set of colors. 

The last field in the color grafP011 record is a pointer to the low-level Color QuickDraw 
drawing routines, which some graphics applications intercept, usually to add a preprocessing 
or postprocessing flourish. Some applications intercept the routines while examining a 
version 2 picture file (the format used to store pictures) so that they can watch the picture's 
drawing commands and intercept those of special interest. 

Although most color g rafPort records are created and maintained by the Window Manager, 
wh ich includes a color grafP011 record within a color window record, you can also create 
grafP01ts that aren' t attached to any window. By using an offscreen graFPort you can prepare 
an image offscreen and then pop it into view when it 's complete. This tactic may make updates 
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device 

portPixMap 

portVersion 

grafVars 

ch Extra 

portRect 

visRgn 

clipRgn 

bkPixPat 

rgbFgColor 

rgbBkColor 

pnloc 

pnSize 

pnMode 

pnPixPat 

fillPixPat 

pnVis 

txFont 

txFace 

txMode 

txSize 

spExtra 

fgColor 

bkColor 

colrBit 

., 
grafProcs 1 

Device ID for font selection 

Handle to port's pixel map 

Flags 

Handle to additional color fields 

Graphics Overview 

Extra width added to nonspace characters 

Port's rectangle 

Visible region 

Clipping region 

Background pattern 

Requested foreground color 

Requested background color 

Pen location 

Pen size 

Pen transfer mode 

Pen pattern 

Fill pattern 

Pen visibility 

Font number for text 

Text character style 

Text transfer mode 

Font size for text 

Extra width added to space characters 

Actual foreground color 

Actual background color 

Plane being drawn 

Pointer to low-level drawing routines 

faster in situations where recreating the contents of the screen is time consuming. The process 
is greatl y simplified with the offscreen graphics routines, described in the Graphics Devices 
Manager chapter of this volume. 

Device Characteristics: The Graphics Device Record 

The color grafPort record contai ns information about a window, but there can be many 
windows on a screen, and even many screens. The graphics device record is the data 
structure that holds information about the physical characteristics of a drawing environment. 

Like the grafPort, the graphics device record is created automatically for you: the Graphics 
Devices Manager uses information supplied by the Slot Manager to create a graphics device 
record for each device found in a slot card during startup. 
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Color QuickDraw needs ready access to a number of characteristics of the display devices. It 
collects this vitfll information in the graphics device record, whose contents can be manipulated 
by a set of routines described in the Graphks Devices Manager chapter in this volume. These 
routines issue standard device control call s to the card 's device-specific driver, which set and 
query characteristics such as pixel depth. The Graphics Devices Manager routines are also 
responsible for updating the graphics device records. 

Much of the information in a graphics device record is too esoteric for an overview, and the 
new offscreen graphics routines (described in the Graphics Devices Manager chapter in this 
volume) provide a procedural intedace to its fields. But a look at this last link is important in 
the conceptual chain. 

gdRefNum 

_g_d lD 

gdType 

gdlTable 

gdResPref 

gdSearchProc 

gdCompProc 

gdFlags 

gdPMap 

gdRefCon 

gdNextGD 

gdRect 

gdMode ., 
J 

Reference number of driver 

Client ID for search procedure 

Type of device (indexed, direct) 

Handle to inverse table for Color Manager 

Preferred resolution 

Handle to list of search functions 

Handle to list of complement functions 

Graphics device flags 

Handle to pixel map for displayed image 

Reference value 

Handle to next graphics device record 

Device's global bounds 

Device's current mode 

The gdITable field points to an inverse table, which the Color Manager creates and maintains, 
and uses to quickly find the nearest match for a requested color. (The technique is described 
in the Color Manager chapter of Volume V.) The process is very fast once the table is built, 
but if a color is changed in the device's CLUT, the Color Manager must rebuild the inverse 
table the next time it has to find a color. Using high tolerance values in the palettes associated 
with your windows, rather than always demanding exact matches to your colors, lessens the 
recalculations required. (For an explanation of tolerance values, see the Palette Manager 
chapter in this volume.) 

The gdPMap field contains a handle to the pixel map that reflects the imaging capabilities of 
the device. The pixel map's type, size, and component fields indicate whether the device is 
direct or indexed and what pixel depth it displays. The pixel map's color table is synchro
nized with the CLUT on the device. 

The gdRect field describes the device' s bounds in global coordinates. 

If you want to work with offscreen graphics that have characteristics different from those of 
the actual devices on the system, you can use the offscreen graphics world routines to create 
and maintain offscreen port and device records. (See the Graphics Devices Manager chapter 
in this volume.) 
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Graphics Overview 

GRAPHICS INITIALIZATION 

In the initialization process, illustrated in Figure 16-3, the firmware in a video card's ROM 
supplies information about what sort of graphics device it is (indexed or direct), how much 
card RAM is available, and so on. Some of this information is stored in the graphics device 
record for that card, where it is available to the entire graphics system. 

L 

Quick Draw 

CGrafPort .M 
I----+-

PIX a_e_ 
portPixMap 

baseAddr 

pixelSize 

cmpCount 

cmpSize 

Video card 

Graphics Devices 
Manager 

baseAddr 

pixel Size 

cmpCount 

cmpSize 

Slot 
Manager 

GDevlce 

gdType 

gdFlags 

gdPMap 

Figure 16-3. Initializing Macintosh graphics 

When you open a window, the color gratPort record contains a handle to a pixel map record 
that was cloned from the pixel map record in the main screen' s graphics device record. The 
pixel map record for your window thereby contains the correct pixel specifications for the 
screen on which it is displayed. 

The situation is more complex when a window is displayed in a multiscreen environment, 
but Quick.Draw does the housekeeping for you. When a multiscreen system starts up, one of 
the screens is determined to be the startup screen, the screen on which the "happy Macintosh" 
appears. (If the user has speci fied a startup screen in the Monitors control panel, then that 
screen is used.) By default, the menu bar appears on the startup screen. The screen with the 
menu bar is called the main screen. Global coordinates are anchored to the main screen, 
whose upper-left corner is at (0,0). 
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Each screen has its own graphics device record created from information in the video card's 
ROM. Thus, there is a graphics destination for each screen, but QuickDraw lets you draw to 
the window's grafPort as if it were all on one screen. Color Quick.Draw internally calculates 
the changes required for drawing to the other screens. 

During the startup of a multiscreen environment, the lnitWindows procedure is called to create 
a region that is the union of all the active screen devices (minus the menu bar and the rounded 
comers on the outermost screens). It saves this region as the global variable GrayRgn. The 
gray region describes and defines the desktop, the area on which windows can be dragged. 

W indows can be dragged anywhere within the gray region, from one screen to another or 
spanning screen boundaries. Quick.Draw calculates the global coordinates of the rectangle into 
which it must draw and issues the drawing command to each device the rectangle intersects. 

THE GRAPHICS PATH 

Tracing the path from data in memory to a dot on a screen traverses the major parts of the 
Macintosh graphics system and recapitulates much of the discussion in this chapter. 

Color Quick.Draw considers colors as ideals: an RGB color record consists of three 16-bit 
values, one each for red, green, and blue. The resulting 48-bit record is sufficient to specify 
far more colors than the human eye can discern. Color QuickDraw and the graphics environ
ment determine how this ideal becomes real. 

The largest pixel value usable with system software version 7.0 is a 32-bit direct pixel, of 
which the red, green, and blue components have 8 bits each, and 8 bits are currently unused. 
RGB values of 24 bits can specify 16 million colors, which the human eye can just barely 
distinguish. 

Advances in technology don' t always mean increases in complexity. The color table system 
devised for Color Quick.Draw was an expedient, to allow a smaller amount of RAM to 
display nearly fu ll-color images. Direct pixel specification is inherently simpler-at the cost 
of additional RAM to hold the greater info1mation needed to specify an image, and additional 
machine cycles to move it around. 

The following two sections trace the steps from a user selecting a color to sending signals 
to a video screen. Of necessity, these explanations are simplified to provide an overview of 
the process. 

How Indexed Pixels Work 

Indexed devices expect that the pixel maps pointed to by color grafPort and graphics device 
records are based on an indexed pixel system, in which the stored image values are indexes to 
a table, not the RGB values themselves. 
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As illustrated in Figure 16-4, the user tells the application to choose a color for some object 
(1). The application calls the Color Picker (2), which offers its color wheel dialog box to the 
user (3), who selects a color. The Color Picker returns that color to the application as a full 
48-bit RGB value (4). The application tells Color QuickDraw to draw the object in that color 
(5). Color QuickDraw asks the Color Manager to detennine what color in the card's color 
table comes closest to the color requested (6). 

At strutup, the video card's declaration ROM supplied information for the creation of a graphics 
device record for the card, describing its characteristics. The resulting graphics device record 
contains a color table that is kept synchronized with the card's CLUT. The Color Manager need 
only look into the current graphics device record' s inverse table to find what RGB colors are 
currently available (7) and decide which comes closest in RGB space to the color requested by 
the application. (The inverse table is described in the Color Manager chapter of Volume V.) 
The Color Manager gets the index value for the best match in the table and returns that value to 
Color QuickDraw (8), which puts the index value into those places in video RAM that store 
the object (9). 

The card continuously displays video RAM by taking the index values, converting them to 
RGB colors according to the CLUT entry at that index (10), and sending them to digital
to-analog converters (11) that produce a signal for the screen (12). 
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How Direct Pixels Work 

When pixels are directly specified, the Color Manager's inverse table look-up isn't needed. 
The color value is derived from the most signifi cant 5 or 8 bits of each component. The fi rst 
few steps are the same as the steps for indexed devices. 

Video card 

Color Picker 

6 
1------'----.J'--I Graphics Devices 

Manager 

Figure 16-5. The direct pixel path 

As illustrated in F igure 16-5, the user tells the application to choose a color for some object ( 1 ). 
The application calls the Color Picker (2), which offers its color wheel dialog box to the user 
(3), who selects a color. The Color Picker returns that color to the application as a full 48-bit 
RGB value (4). The application tells Color QuickDraw to draw the object in that color (5). 
Color Quick.Draw knows from the graphics device record (6) that the screen is a direct dev ice 
in which pixels are 32 bits deep, which means that 8 bits are used for each of the red, green, 
and blue components (8 are unused). Color QuickDraw passes the high 8 bits from each 16-bit 
component of its 48-bit RGB value to the card (7), which stores that 24-bit value in video RAM 
for each location of the object. The card continuously displays video RAM by sending the three 
8-bit red, green, and blue values to digital-to-analog converters (8) that produce a signal for 
the screen (9). 

DETERMINING THE QUICKDRAW VERSION 

Remember that the three varieties of Quick.Draw are upwardly compatible: programs you 
write for the original QuickDraw run on all varieties of Quick.Draw, and indexed-pixel Color 
QuickDraw programs run under direct-pixel systems (although colors may look different
they' ll be closer to what you request). The reverse is not true; Color QuickDraw uses hard-
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ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

This chapter describes extensions to the color facilities of Color QuickDrawTM. It discusses 
other new features, notably luminance mapping techniques, new routines for copying pixel 
maps, extensions to the version 2 picture format, and routines by which existing applications 
can signal QuickDraw that a data structure has been modified directly. 

To use this chapter, you should be fami liar with the Graphics Overview chapter in this 
volume and with the Color QuickDraw chapter in Volume V. If you develop graphjcs cards 
and drivers, you should also be fami liar with the Slot Manager, Graphics Devices Manager, 
and Control Panels chapters in this volume, and with the description of the Slot Manager in 
Designing Cards and Drivers for the Macintosh Family, second edition. 

If you use offscreen graphics to prepare images before copying them to the screen, read the 
Graprucs Devices Manager chapter in this volume for a description of new routines that 
considerably reduce the complexity of that task. 

ABOUT COLOR QUICKDRAW 

Color Quick.Draw in system software version 7.0 supports images that use direct, as well as 
indexed, specification of pixels. 

Although an application specifies a color in terms of ROB space, the actual value Color 
QuickDraw sends to the graphics card frame buffer (video RAM) is an index value, wruch 
is used as input to the color look-up table (CLUT). An 8-bit index can specify 256 different 
entries (28 = 256). On CLUT devices, the relationship between the index value and the 
color generated depends on the colors and their current locations in the table. 

At the cost of larger RAM requirements and, in some situations, slower performance, direct 
pixel specification eliminates the need for color table look-ups and inverse tables, and it lets 
your application directl y specify over 16 mill ion colors. (For a comparison of the differences 
between indexed and direct pixels, see the Graphics Overview chapter in this volume.) 

In addition to direct pixel specification, Color QuickDraw now provides 

• new facilities for copying pixel map records 

• support for a true gray-scale display, providing bener image fideli ty on gray
scale devices 

• a routine that converts a bitmap record to a region, allowing you, in effect, to use 
region-manipulating routines on bitmap or 1-bit pixel map records 

• a routine that creates pictures with vaiiable dots-per-inch (dpi) resolution 

• four routines that allow you to signal Color QuickDraw when your application directly 
modifies a device's color table, pixel pattern, grafPort, or graphics device record (direct 
modification is still discouraged) 
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The rest of this chapter 

• describes the changes to the pixel map record that support direct pixel values, and 
presents examples of converting between various pixel depths 

• explains the compatibility implications of manipulating QuickDraw data structures 
directly, rather than using the routines provided for that purpose, and describes 
routines that warn QuickDraw when such a direct change has taken place 

• describes new techniques for copying and displaying pixel maps 

• describes new routines for converting a bitmap to a region and determining when 
drawing to a po11 has completed 

• presents extensions to the version 2 picture format that support direct pixels and store 
font and line justification information 

DIRECT PIXELS 

Color QuickDraw now supports pixel maps with direct pixel specification as well as the 
indexed method supported by the original release of Color Quick.Draw. Since Quick.Draw has 
always striven to be device-independent, many applications need make no changes. If your 
application specifies RGB colors, the system determines the best matching colors for indexed 
devices and passes your RGB colors to direct devices. 

Changes to the Color QuickDraw interface to implement direct pixels affect only these two 
color-specification data structures: 

• the pixel map record that describes an image 

• the version 2 picture format in which images and graphics drawing operations are stored 

The new version 2 picture opcodes are described in "Extensions to the Version 2 Picntre 
Format" later in this chapter; extensions to the pixel map record are described next. 

Pixel Map Record Extensions 

Color QuickDraw supports two new pixel formats corresponding to 16-bit and 32-bit pixel 
depths. In both cases, the pixel 's displayed color is directly specified by the pixel value; the 
pixel value is not an index into a color table. 

Note that the format of a pixel map record is not changed from that introduced with the 
Macintosh® II computer, but six pixel map fields can have new values. This chapter 
describes only those fields. For a complete description of the pixe l map record, see the 
Color QuickDraw chapter in Volume V. 
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TYPE PixMap = 
RECOR:J 

baseAddr : 
rowBytes : 
bounds : 
pmVersion : 
packType : 
packSize : 
hRes : 
vRes : 
pixel Type : 
pixelSize : 
cmpCount : 
cmpSize : 
planeBytes : 
pmTabl e : 

pmReserved : 
END; 

Ptr ; 
Integer ; 
Rect ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Longint ; 
F ixed ; 
Fixed ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Longint ; 
CTabHandle ; 

Long Int 

{pointer to image data} 
{flags , ar.d bytes i n a row} 
{boundary rectangle} 
{pixel map version number} 
{packing format} 
{size of data in packed state} 
{horizontal resolution} 
{vertical resolution} 
{format of pixel image} 
{physical bits per pixel} 
{logical components per p ixel} 
{logical bits per component} 
{offset to next plane} 
{pointer to color table for } 
{ this image} 
{reserved for future e xpans ion} 

Field descriptions 

row Bytes 

pm Version 

pixelType 

pixel Size 

cmpCount 

cmpSize 

The restriction that the value of row Bytes be less than $2000 has been relaxed: 
rowBytes must be less than $4000. The value must be even, and for best 
performance it should be a multiple of 4. 

The value of pm Version is normally 0. If pm Version is 4, Color QuickDraw 
treats the pixel map's baseAddr fi eld as being 32-bit clean. (All other flags are 
pri vate.) Most applications never need to set pm Version. 

Direct pixel values are specified by a pixelType field value of RGBDirect, 
or 16. In a pixel map of the graphics device record for a direct device, the 
pixelType field is set to the constant RGBDirect when the screen depth is set. 

Pixel sizes must be powers of 2. The original Color QuickDraw supported 
pixel sizes of 1, 2, 4, and 8 bi ts; with direct pixels, pixel sizes may also be 16 
and 32 bits. 

With indexed pixels, each pixel is a single value representing an index in a 
color table, and therefore the cmpCount field of a pixel map record is 1-the 
index is the single component. With direct pixels, each pixel contains three 
components, one integer each for the intensities of red, green, and blue, so 
cmpCount is 3. Other values are undefined. 

For an indexed pixel value, which has on ly one component, the value of 
cmpSize is the same as the value of pixelSize: I, 2, 4, or 8. A 32-bit pixel 
consists of three components (red, green, and blue values) of 8 bits each. 
Since cmpCount * cmpSize (3 '1' 8 = 24) is less than the value of pixelSize, 
8 bits in the pixel are not part of any component. These bits are unused: Color 
QuickDraw sets them to 0 in any image it creates. If presented with a 32-bit 
image-for example, in the Copy Bits procedure-it passes whatever bits are 
there. (Generally, therefore, your application should clear image memory to 0 
before creating a 32-bit image.) 
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A 16-bit pixel consists of three components of S bits each. This leaves an 
unused high-order bit, which Color QuickDraw sets to 0. 

Color QuickDraw expects that the sizes of all components are the same, and 
that cmpCount * crnpSize is less than or equal to pixelSize. 

In each direct pixel, the pixel value is the concatenation of the red, green, and blue compo
nents, where red is in the most significant bits and blue is in the least significant bits. The 
entire direct pixel is right aligned; unused bits occupy the highest-order bits. 

Direct Pixel Values 

This section presents some examples of direct pixel values and the results of converting 
between direct and indexed pixels. Figure 17-1 shows a 32-bit direct pixel value in wh ich 
the pixel and component fields have been set up as 

pixel Type = 16 ; {RGBDirect} 
pixelSize 32 ; {must be a power of 2} 
cmpCount 3 ; {red , green , and blue values} 
cmpSize 8 ; {8 bits for each component} 

31 

I I I I I 11 I I I 1 1 I I I 11 I I I 
Unused Red Green Blue 

bits 

Figure 17-1. A 32-bil direct pixel 

In this example, the pixel value (hexadecimal) is $00 178609, which deconstructs into 
component values of $ 17 red, $86 green, and $09 blue, resulting in a medium green. 
Figure 17-2 approximates the same color as the one in Figure 17-1 using a 16-bit pixel 
specified as follows: 

pixel Type 
pixel Size 
cmpCount 
cmpSize 

16 ; 
16 ; 
3; 
5 ; 

15 

{RGBDirect} 
{must be a power of 2} 
{red , green , and blue val ues} 
{5 bits for each component} 

D~I ~I _I ~ I I I 
Red Green 

Figure 17-2. A 16-bit direct pi xel 
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Here the pixel value is $0AO I , with component va lues or $02, $ 10, and $0 1 for red, green, 
and blue. 

When converting a 32-bit pixel value to 16 bits, the 3 least significant bits are dropped for 
each component. When converting a 16-bit pixel value to 32 bits, the most significant 3 bits 
of each component are replicated and added to constitute the least significant 3 bits of each 
8-bit component, as illustrated in Figure 17-3. 
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Figure 17-3. Converting a 16-bit direct pixel to a 32-bit direct pixel 

In this way, whi te remains wh ite, black remains black, and other values are spread evenly. 

Figures 17-4 to 17-9 show first how Color QuickDraw converts a full 48-bit RGB color to 
32-bit, 16-bit, and 8-bit values (the latter indexed) and then the reverse process of converting 
those values back to 48 bits. 

A 32-bit direct pixel uses the most significan t 8 bits of each component, with 8 unused bits in 
the high byte, as shown in Figure 17-4. 

16-bit 
Red component 

$3206 
I I I I I I II I I II I 

R 
I I I I I ·11 I I 

$32 
I I I l 

16-bit 16-bit 
Green component Blue component 
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$90 $01 

Figure 17-4. Converting a 48-bit RGB color to a 32-bit direct pixel 
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A 16-bit direct pixel uses the most significant 5 bits of each component and has an unused 
high bit, as shown in Figure 17-5. 
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Figure 17-5. Converting a 48-bit RGB color to a 16-bit direct pixel 

I 

To obtain an 8-bit indexed pixel value from a 48-bit RGB color, the Color Manager determines 
the closest RGB value in the CLUT; its index value is stored in the 8-bit pixel. In the standard 
8-bit color table, the 'CLUT' resource whose ID is 8, the nearest value to the original RGB 
value of Figure 17-4 is in table entry 161 , as shown in Figure 17-6. Note that with indexed 
pixels, the pixel value has no direct relation to the original RGB value. 
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Figure 17-6. Converting a 48-bit RGB color to an 8-bit indexed pixel 
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Figure 17-7 shows how Color QuickDraw expands a 32-bit pixel to a 48-bit value by 
dropping the unused high byte and doubling each 8-bit component. Note that the resulting 
48-bit value differs (in the least significant 8 bits of each component) from the original value 
in Figure 17-4. 
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Figure 17-7. Converting a 32-bit pixe l to a 48-bit RGB color 

Color QuickDraw expands a 16-bit pixel to a 48-bit RGB color by dropping the unused high 
bit and inserting three copies of each 5-bit component and a copy of the most significant bit 
into each 16-bit component of the destination value. Note that the result differs (in the least 
significant 11 bits of each component) from the original value. 
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Figure 17-8. Converting a 16-bit pixe l to a 48-bit RGB color 
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Color QuickDraw expands an 8-bit indexed pixel to a 48-bit RGB color by taking the 48-bit 
value pointed to in the CLUT, as shown in Figure 17-9. The difference between thi s value 
and the original 48-bit value varies, depending on the CLUT values. 
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Figure 17-9. Converting an 8-bit indexed pixel to a 48-bit RGB color 

WRITING COMPATIBLE GRAPHICS APPLICATIONS 

Over the years, some developers have written applications that modify the QuickDraw data 
structures directly, rather than using the routines provided for that purpose. Then, when 
engineers at Apple Computer, Inc., improve QuickDraw, the applications break. As 
QuickDraw, graphics applications, and cards such as graphics accelerators grow more 
complex, the problem becomes acute. This section points to new routines you can use to 
signal QujckDraw when your application modifies certain data strucntres directly so that 
QuickDraw can take note and act accordingly. 

Applications should not directly change fi elds in graphics data structures, but shou ld use the 
following routines instead: 

AddComp 
AddSearch 
BackColor 
BackPat 
BackPixPat 
CharExtra 
C lipRect 

Color Bit 
Copy Pix Pat 
Del Comp 
Del Search 
ForeColor 
GrafDevice 
HideCursor 
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OpColor 
PenMode 
PenNormal 
PenPat 
PenPixPat 
Pen Size 
PortSize 
RGBBackColor 
RGBForeColor 

SetCCursor 
SetClientID 
SetClip 
SetCursor 
SetDeviceAttribute 
SetGDevice 
SetOrigin 
SetPenState 
SetPort 

SetPortBits 
SetPortPix 
ShowCursor 
Show Pen 
SpaceExtra 
TextFace 
TextFont 
TextMode 
TextSize 

Using these routines rather than directly modifying the data structures ensures that your appli
cation will fully benefit from any future improvements to QuickDraw. In particular, the off
screen graphics world routines described in the Graphics Devices Manager chapter of this 
volume remove much of the need for directly modifying graphics data structures. 

Apple Computer, Inc ., strongly recommends that new applications fo llow these gu idelines; 
asynchronously operating graphics cards especially need close cooperation with QuickDraw. 

It is possible to make existing applications more compatible by calling one of the following 
procedures after directly changing a QuickDraw data structure and before calling any other 
QuickDraw routine: 

CTabChanged 
PixPatChanged 
PortChanged 
GDeviceChanged 

These procedures inform QuickDraw that a direct modification has occwTed so it can update 
its tracking of the graphics environment. They are described in "Reporting Data Structure 
Changes" later in thi s chapter. 

USING COLOR QUICKDRAW 

If your application uses color in straightforward ways, it will probably execute w ithout 
change in a direct pixel environment. 

For most other applications, the main concern is in the creation and use of special-purpose 
pixel map and graphics device records. By using the off screen graphics world routines 
described in the Graphics Devices Manager chapter in this volume, you will find such tasks 
far easier than before. 

If you must work with color grafPort, pixel map, and graphics device records in ways 
beyond the scope of the offscreen graphics world routines, the following guidelines may 
aid you in adapting to Color QuickDraw's direct pixel environment: 

• Don ' t draw directly to the screen. Create your own offscreen graphics world, as 
described in the Graphics Devices Manager chapter in this volume, and use the 
Copy Bits, CopyMask, or CopyDeepMask routine. 
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• Don't directly change the fgColor or bkColor field of a grafPort and expect them to be 
used as the pixel values. Color QuickDraw recalculates these values for each device. If 
you really want to draw in an index instead of a color, use a palette with explicit colors, 
as described in the Palette Manager chapter in this volume. For device-independent 
colors, use the RGBForeColor and RGBBackColor procedures. 

• Fill out all the fields in a new pixel map record . The NewPixMap function returns a 
pixel map record that is cloned from the pixel map record pointed to by theGDevice. If 
you don ' t want a copy of the main screen' s pixel map record-for example, you want 
one that is a different depth- then you must fill out more fi elds than just pixelSize: you 
must fill out the pixelType, cmpCount, and cmpSize fi elds. Set pm Version to 0 when 
initializing your own pixel map record . For future compatibility you should also set 
packType, packSize, planeBytes, and pmReserved to 0. 

• Don' t c lone a graphics device record' s pixel map record. Instead, use the NewPixMap 
function or the Copy Pix Map procedure. If you must create or manually clone a pixel 
map record, make sure to set the pm Version field and o ther unused fields to 0 for future 
compatibility. 

• Fill out all the fi elds of a new graphics device record. When creating an offscreen 
graphics device record by calling NewGDevice with the mode parameter set to - 1, you 
must fill out the fields of the graphics device record (for instance. gdType) yourself. If 
you want a copy of an existing graphics device record, then copy the gdType field from 
it. If you explicitly want an indexed device, then set gdType to 0. 

• Don't assume a pixel map record has a color table. A direct pixel map record need 
not have a color table. For compatibility, a direct pixel map record should have a 
dummy pmTable handle that points to a color table header with a seed value equal to 
cmpSize * cmpCount, and the color table ' s ctSi ze field should be set to 0. 

Again, all these problems are simplified if you use the offscreen graphics world routines. 

Manipulating Pixel Map Images 

QuickDraw' s faci lities for copying pixel maps continues to evolve. With system software 
version 7.0, the CopyMask procedure has been expanded, and a new routine, CopyDeepMask, 
combines the functions of CopyBits and Copy Mask. In addition, colorizing (copying a black
and-white image with the foreground or background set to a color) now is done in RGB space, 
and the classic transfer modes OR, B IC, and XOR work correctly with colored images. 

Copying With Masks 

One step in the evolution of QuickDraw' s copying facilities came with the introduction of 
Color QuickDraw, when the original Copy Bits procedure, which copied a bitmap using a 
transfer mode and a region mask. was modified so that a pixel map could be copied by the 
same method, as shown in Figure 17-10. 
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Figure 17-10. Copying pixel maps with CopyBits 

The CopyMask procedure, introduced wilh the Macintosh Plus computer, allowed a 
bitmap to act as a mask when copying bitmaps. With system software version 7.0, the 
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Copy Mask procedure has been expanded to allow a pixel map to be the mask, as shown 
in Figure 17-1 1 and Color Plate XXIII, " Copying W ith a Pixel Map as a Mask". 
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Figure 17-11. Copying pixel maps with CopyMask 
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A new procedure, CopyDeepMask, combines the functions of Copy Bits and CopyMask. 
With CopyDeepMask you can supply a pixel map mask as well as copy modes and a mask 
region, as shown in Figure 17-12. 
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Figure 17-12. Copying pixe l maps with CopyDeepMask 
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Note: Pixel map records are always copied using the color table of the ource pixel 
map for source information, and the color table of the current graphics device record 
for destination color information. (The color table attached to the destination pixel 
map is ignored.) If you need to copy to an offscreen pixel map with characteristics 
differing from those of the current graphics device (usually the main screen), you 
should create an appropriate offscreen graphics device record and set it as the current 
graphics device before the copy operation. (See the Graphics Devices Manager 
chapter in this volume for in formation about offscreen graphics.) 

When the pixel map mask is l bit deep, it has the same effect as a bitmap mask: a black mask 
bit means that the pixel is to take the source value; a white mask bit means that the pixel is to 
take the destination value. Intermediate values in deeper pixel map masks specify that a 
weighted average is to be taken between the source and destination pixel maps. Within each 
pixel , the calculation is done in RGB space, on a color component bas is. A gray pixel map 
mask, for example, works like blend mode in a CopyBits procedure. A red mask (high values 
for the red component in all pixels) filters out red values com.ing from the source pixel map. 

Colorizing 

Setting either the foreground or background (or both) to colors other than black and white 
before executing a CopyBits procedure results in colorizing effects . Before system soft
ware version 7.0, the colorizing was done by indexes, yield ing arbitrary results unless the 
color table had been affanged carefully. Now your application can colorize pixels in RGB 
space (where $FFFF represents the full intensity of a component), so that setting the fore
ground to blue and the background to red, for example, turns a gray-scale image into 
appropriate shades of blue and red. See Color Plate XXIV, "Colorizing." 

You can decide what to do with source pixels on a color component basis. Your applica
tion can 

• pass a pixel' s component, unchanged, by setting the foreground for that component to 
$0000 and the background to $FFFF 

• invert them by setting the foreground for that component to $FFFF and the background 
to $0000 

• zero them by setting both foreground and background for that component to $0000 

• force them to 1 by setting both the foregrou nd and background for that component 
to $FFFF 

Note that aiithmetic transfer modes have no colorizing effect. 

Transfer Modes 

The classic transfer modes OR, BIC, and XOR, which previously were problematic with 
color images, now work as you wou ld expect: 

• Usi ng the OR mode when you copy an image you are transferring to a wh ite 
background always results in the source image, regard less of the destination depth. 

• Using the BIC mode when you copy an image causes black in the source image to 
erase, resulting in wh.ite in the destination image. 
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• The XOR mode inverts black in the source image but not white, at all destination 
depths, incl uding 16-bit and 32-bit direct pixels. 

When you work with color pixels, transfer modes produce different results on indexed and 
direct devices. 

You can use a new text drawi ng mode, gray ishTextOr, to draw di mmed text on the screen. If 
the destination device is color, it draws with a blend of the foreground and background colors. 
If the destination device is black and white, the grayishTextOr mode dithers black and white. 
Note that grayishTextOr is not a standard transfer mode in that currently it is not stored in 
pictures and printing with it is undefined. (It does pass through the bottleneck procedures.) 
The primary use for grayishTextOr is to display disabled user interface items. 

Dithering 

The Copy B its and CopyDeepMask procedures can now use dithering, a technique of 
mixing existing colors to create the effect of additional colors. 

CONST ditherCopy = 64 ; {dithering flag for CopyBits} 

If you copy using di thering, then the Copy Bits and CopyDeepMask procedures do their best 
to provide error diffusion during the copy operation. As with arithmetic transfer modes, 
dithering ignores hidden colors. Therefore, when you copy to an indexed dev ice, color 
matching is limited by the resolution of the inverse table for the destination graphics device. 
(See the section "Inverse Tables" in the Color Manager chapter of Volume V.) Dithering 
provides good results for most images-for example, it allows you to shrink images more 
efficientl y. However, dithering does have drawbacks: it is slower, and because of error 
diffus ion, a cl ipped dithering operation does not provide pixel-for-pixel equivalence to the 
same unclipped dithering operation. Cli pped XOR dithered copies, for example, do not 
perform as erase operations. 

Currently, if a color search procedure is present, Copy Bits and CopyDeepMask use plain 
copy mode instead of dithering. (This may change in future versions.) 

Using plain copy mode (without dithering) , your application does color mapp ing on a pixeJ
by-pixel basis-no errors are acc umulated, and hidden colors are ignored. If the source 
pixel map is indexed and a color search procedure is present, Color QuickDraw calls the 
procedure once for each color in the color table. If the source is a direct pixel map and a 
search procedure is present, the procedure is called once for each color in the source pixe l 
map. (With a source pixel map of many colors, this can take a long time.) 

Color QuickDraw never uses dithering if you copy to a direct pixel map, but you can always 
use dithering when copying to an indexed pixel map. 

Resizing Images 

When copying from direct pixel maps, if the destination rectangle is smaller than the source 
rectangle, Color QuickDraw uses an averaging technique to produce the destination pixels, 
maintaining high-quality images when shrinking them. 
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Color Quick.Draw also averages pixels when shrinking indexed images using di thering. 
Shrinking I-bit images using dithering can produce much better representations of the 
original images than without using dithering. 

Luminance Mapping 

When Color QuickDraw di splays a color on a gray-scale device, it computes the luminance, 
or intensity of light, of the desired color and uses that value to determine the appropriate gray 
value to draw. A gray-scale device can be a color device that the user sets to gray-scale mode; 
for such a device, Color QuickDraw places an evenly spaced set of grays, forming a linear 
ramp from white to black, in the device's CLUT. A gray-scale device can also be a dev ice 
whose color table consists only of grays if the animated entries are not counted. 

To fac ili tate the creation of gray-scale devices, the GetCTable function has been enhanced to 
recognize additional standard color table IDs. As described in the Color QuickDraw chapter 
of Volume V, the GetCTable function looks like this: 

FUNCTION GetCTable (ctID : I nteger} : CTabHandle ; 

You can obtain the defau lt gray-scale color table for a given pixel depth by calling GetCTable 
with a ctID value of pixelSize + 32 (decimal), as shown in Table 17- 1. 

Table 17-1. The default color tables for gray-scale devices 

pixelSize 

1 
2 
4 
8 

ctID 

33 
34 
36 
40 

Color table 
composition 

Black, white 
Black, 33% gray, 66% gray, whi te 
B lack, 14 shades of gray, white 
Black, 254 shades of gray, white 

You can obtain the equivalent default color tables by adding 64 to the pixel depth, as shown 
in Table 17-2. (For more information, see the Palette Manager chapter in thi s volume.) 

Table 17-2. The default color tables for color devices 

pixelSize 

2 
4 
8 

ctID 

66 
68 
72 

Image Resolution 

Color table 
composition 

Black, 50% gray, highlight color, white 
Black, 14 colors including a highlight color, wh ite 
Black, 254 colors including a highlight color, white 

Color QuickDraw supports pixel maps of resolutions other than 72 dpi. In the past, applica
tions have accepted pixel maps of a certain number of rows and columns and assumed that 
they were generated on a 72-dpi device. Such pixel maps were usually copied and printed at 
a 72-dpi resolution, lending the impression that Quick.Draw could not handle pixel maps of 
higher density. 
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With the advent of frame grabbers and scanners, many pixel maps have dpi resolutions of 
150, 200, 300, or greater. A user expects pixel maps to di splay an approximation of the 
information on a 72-dpi display but to print on a higher resolution device to the best of the 
device's ability. 

Displaying Variable-Resolution Pixel Maps and Pictures 

The resolution of a pixel map record, measured in dpi , is contained in its hRes and vRes 
fields. These values are expressed as fixed-point integers. 

When importing a picture, your application should check the picture type to see if it was 
created with the OpenCPicture function, which stores the hRes and vRes values in the 
picture header. See the Picture Utilities Package chapter in this volume for information on 
determining a picture's characteristics. 

An alternati ve is to replace the StdBits bottleneck procedure (from the grafProcs field in the 
color grafPort record) during playback. When QuickDraw calls your StdBits procedure, 
you should 

1. make sure the source is a pixel map record by checking that the high bit of the row Bytes 
field is set 

2. read the hRes and vRes information from the source pixel map record (At this point, the 
source rectangle field indicates the size of the source in pixels at the resolution specified 
by the hRes and vRes fields.) 

To display a picture at another resolution, your application should compute the destination 
rectangle field value appropriately. For example, if the source resolution is 300 dpi and you 
want to display it at 75 dpi, then your application should compute the destination rectangle 
width and he ight as l /4 of that of the source rectangle. 

Exporting Pixel Map Records 

When exporting pixel map records, your application shou ld ensu re that the hRes and vRes 
fields accurately reflect'the image data. During picture record ing, the destination rectangle of 
the Copy Bits procedure should be appropriate for display at 72 dpi. If you want an entire 
picture to be a different resolution, use the OpenCPicture function. 

Converting a Bitmap to a Region 

A new function, BitMapToRegion, converts a bitmap to a region, allowing your applica
tion to use Color QuickDraw's region manipulation routines on the converted bitmap. If 
you use the PaintRgn procedure on the converted region, the resulting region is the same 
as the bitmap. 

The BitMapToRegion procedure may be useful if you want to test for mouse clicks on the 
black pixels in a bitmap, or drag the outline of a bitmap us ing DragGrayRegion, described in 
the Window Manager chapter of Volume V. 
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Determining Whether Drawing Is Complete 

A new function, QDDone, checks to see whether QuickDraw drawing operations have 
fini shed in a grafPort. This function is usefu l if your application is executing in an 
environment with a graphics accelerator, where drawing operations may proceed 
asynchronously. 

EXTENSIONS TO THE VERSION 2 PICTURE FORMAT 

The version 2 picture format presented in the Color QuickDraw chapter of Volume V has 
been extended: four opcodes previously listed as reserved have been defined , and one defined 
opcode has been redefined. 

• Opcode $002C signals font name information. 

• Opcode $002D signals line justification spac ing in formation. 

• Opcodes $009A and $009B now define direct pixel pictures, with pixel maps containing 
three components that directly specify RGB values . 

• Opcode $0COO still signifies a header record, and it is still 24 bytes in size, but its 
contents have changed. 

This section describes the new version 2 picture opcodes and presents a sample version 2 
picture fi le. The five changed opcodes are shown in Table 17-3. 

Table 17-3. The new version 2 picture opcodes 

Opcode Name 

$002C fontName 

$002D lineJustify 

$009A DirectB itsRect 

$009B DirectBitsRgn 

$0COO HeaderOp 

Description 

Data length (word), old font ID 
(word), name le ngth (byte), font 
name 

Data size 
(in bytes) 

S + name length 

Opcode + operand data length 10 
(word), intercharacter spacing 
(fi xed), total extra space for 
justification (fixed) 

pix Map, srcRect, dstRect, mode [variable] 
(word), pixData 

pixMap, srcRect, dstRect, mode [variable] 
(word), maskRgn, pixData 

Version (word), reserved (word), 24 
hRes, vRes (Fixed), srcRect 
(Rect), reserved (long) 
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Font Name 

The font name in formation begins with a word containing the field ' s data length, fo llowed by 
a word containing the old font ID, a byte containing the length of the font name, and then the 
font name itself. 

You can extract fo nt names, IDs, and other informati on from a picture by using the Picture 
Uti li ties Package, described in thi s volume. 

Line Justification 

The line justification information contains the line-layout state of the Script Manager so that it 
can be restored when the picture is played back. It begins with a word containing the field 's 
data length, which should always be 8 bytes. The operands are two fi xed-point values, 
describing the Script Manager's extra character width value and the total extra width that was 
added to the style run (each StdText call) to perfom1 justification. 

For example, if the intercharacter spacing were l pixel and the total extra width added were 
I 0 pixels, the following hexadecimal bytes wou ld be generated for the picture: 

20 00 08 00 01 00 00 00 OA 00 00 

In this example, the $0020 opcode is followed by the length word, 00 08, and then the inte
ger part of the intercharacter spacing, 000 1, its fractional part, 00 00, and then the integer 
part of the total extra spacing, 00 OA, and its fractional part, 00 00. 

Direct Pixel Images 

The version 2 picture format defined for the original Color Quick.Draw on ly supports images 
consisting of color table indexes. In system software version 7.0, the version 2 picture 
format can also record images with pixels that directly specify a given color. To the current 
imaging opcodes BitsRect, BitsRgn, PackBitsRect, and PackBitsRgn, Color QuickDraw 
adds DirectBitsRect and D irectBitsRgn. These opcodes allow your appl ication to cut, paste, 
and store images with up to 32 bits of color information per pixel. 

Un li ke previous opcodes, DirectBitsRect and DirectBitsRgn store the baseAddr fi eld of the 
pixel map structure in a version 2 picture. For compatibi lity with existing systems, the 
baseAddr fi eld is set to $000000FF. Monochrome machines can di splay pixel maps that are 
in pictures. On systems without direct pixel support, opcodes $009A and $009B read a word 
from the picture and then skip a word of data. The next opcode retrieved from the picture is 
$00FF, which terminates picture playback. (Note that if you play back a picture on a machine 
without direct pixel support, it terminates picture parsing.) 

The DirectBitsRect opcode is fo llowed by this structure: 

pixMap : 
srcRect : 
dstRect : 
mode : 
pixData : 

Rect ; 
Rect ; 
Mode ; 

{described later} 
{source rectang~e} 
{destination rectangle} 
{transfer mode} 
{described later} 
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The DirectBitsRgn opcode is followed by this strncture: 

pixMap : 
srcRect: 
ds tRect: 
mode : 
maskRgn : 
pixData : 

Rect ; 
Rect ; 
Mode ; 
Region ; 

{described later} 
{source rectangle} 
{destination rec tangle} 
{transfer mode} 
{region for masking } 
{described later} 

In a picture, the packType field of a pixel map specifies the manner in which the pixel data 
was compressed. To facilitate banding of images when memory is short, all data compression 
is done on a scan-line basis. The following pseudocode describes the pixel data. 

pixData : 
If packType = 1 (unpacked) or rowbytes < 8 then data is unpacked, and 

data size= rowBytes * (bounds.bottom - bounds . top) ; 

If packType = 2 (drop pad byte) then t he high-order pad byte of a 
32-bit direct pixel i s dropped , a nd 
data s ize = (3 /4) * rowBytes * (bounds . bottom - bounds . top) ; 

I f packType > 2 (packed) then 
Image con tains (bounds . bottom - bounds . top) packed scan lines 
Each scan line consists of [byteCount J [data] . 
I f rowBytes > 250 then byteCount is a word , else it is a byte . 

Here are the currently defined packing types. 

Packing 
type 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Meaning 

Use default packing 

Use no packing 

Remove pad byte-supported only for 32-bit pixels (24-bit data) 

Run length encoding by pixelSize chunks, one scan line at a time
supported only for 16-bit pixels 

Run length encoding one component at a time, one scan line at a 
time, red component first-supported only for 32-bit pixels (24-bit data) 

For future compatibility, other packType values skip scan-line data and draw nothing. Since 
Color QuickDraw assumes that pixel map data in memory is unpacked regardless of the 
packType field value, you can use packType to tell the picture-recording mechanism what 
packing technique to use on that data. A packType value of 0 in memory indicates that the 
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default packing scheme should be used. (Using the default packing scheme is recommended.) 
Currently, the default packType value for a pixelSize value of 16 is type 3; for a pixelSize 
of 32, it is type 4. Regardless of the setting of packType at the time of picture recording, the 
packType value actually used to save the image is recorded in the picture. 

Since each scan line of packed data is preceded by a byte count, packSize is not used and 
must be 0 for future compatibility. 

When the pixel type is direct chunky, cmpCount * cmpSize is less than or equal to 
pixelSize. For storing 24-bit data in a 32-bit pixel, set cmpSize to 8 and cmpCount to 3. 
If you set cmpCount to 4, then the high byte is compressed by packing scheme 4 and 
stored in the picture. 

A new routine, the OpenCPicture function , lets your application create a version 2 format 
picture and include rectangle and resolution information, which is stored in the version 2 
picture header. This provides a simple mechanism for creating images with spatial resolu
tion other than 72 dpi. The OpenCPicture function is described in "Creating an Extended 
Version 2 Picture" later in thi s chapter. 

The HeaderOp information is passed to the OpenCPicture function as an OpenCPicParams 
record, which has thi s strncture: 

TYPE OpenCPicParams 
RECORD 

srcRect : 

hRes : 
vRes : 
version : 
reservedl : 
reserved2 : 

END ; 

Rect ; 

Fixed; 
Fixed; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Long Int 

{source rectangle for best display 
{ at hRes , vRes resolution} 
{best horizontal resolution} 
{best vertical resolution} 
{set to -2} 
{reserved for future use} 
{reserved for future u s e} 

Note that in the header to a version 2 picture the information is reordered, and appears in 
this format: 

TYPE PictureHeader 
RECORD 

version : 
r e servedl : 
hRes : 
vRes : 
srcRect : 

reserved2 : 
END ; 

Intege r ; 
Intege r ; 
Fixed; 
Fixed; 
Rect ; 

Long Int 

{set to -2} 
{reserved for future use} 
{best horizontal resolution} 
{nest vertical resolution} 
{source rec t angle for b est } 
{ display at hRes, vRes resolution} 
{reserved for future use} 
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Sample Extended Version 2 Picture 

An example of an extended version 2 picture that can display a single direct pixel image is 
shown in Table 17-4. 

Table 17-4. Version 2 picture example 

Opcode size 
(in bytes) 

2 
8 

Name 

picSize 
picFrame 

Picture Definition Data: 
2 vers ~onOp 
2 version 
2 HeaderOp 
2 version 
2 reserved 
4 hRes 
4 vRes 
8 srcRect 
4 reserved 
2 opBitsRect 
4 baseAddr 

2 row Bytes 
8 bounds 
2 pm Version 
2 packType 
4 packSize 
4 hRes 

4 vRes 

2 pixel Type 
2 pixel Size 
2 cmpCount 
2 cmpSize 
4 planeBytes 

pm Table 
pmReserved 

4 ctSeed 
2 ctFlags 
2 ctSize 

8 * (ctSize + 1) ctTable 
8 srcRect 
8 dstRect 
2 mode 

pixData 
2 end PI CT op 

Description 

Low word of picture size 
Rectangular bounding box of picture, at 
72 dpi 

Version opcode= $0011 
Version number= $02FF 
Header opcode = $0COO 
Set to -2 for extended version 2 picture file 
Reserved for future Apple use 
Native ho1izontal resolution 
Native ve11ical resolution 
Native source rectangle 
Reserved for future Apple use 
Bitmap opcode= $009A for direct pixels 
For direct pixels must be $000000FF (see "Direct Pixels" 
earlier in this chapter) 
Integer, must have high bit set to signal pixel map 
Rectangle, boundary rectangle at source resolution 
Integer, pixel map version number= 0 
Integer, defines packing format 
Long integer, length of pixel data = 0 
Fixed, ho1izontal resolution (dpi) of source data, 
normally $00480000 (72 dpi) 
Fixed, vertical resolution (dpi) of source data, 
normall y $00480000 (72 dpi) 
Integer, defines pixel type; 16 for direct pixels 
Integer, number of bits in pixel; 16 or 32 for direct pixels 
Integer, number of components in pixel; 3 for direct pixels 
Integer, number of bits per component; 5 or 8 for direct pixels 
Long integer, offset to next plane = 0 
Color table = 0 
Reserved= 0 
Long integer, color table seed 
Integer, flags for color table 
Integer, number of entries in ctTable - 1 
Color table data 
Rectangle, source rectangle at source resolution 
Rectangle, destination rectangle at 72-dpi resolution 
Integer, transfer mode 
Pixel data (see "Direct Pixels" earlier in this chapter) 
End-of-picture opcode = $00FF 
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COLOR QUICKDRAW ROUTINES 

Since recognizing direct pixel values only requires internal Color QuickDraw changes, no 
new routines are defined for direct pixel specification. 

Creating an Extended Version 2 Picture 

OpenCPicture performs the same functions as OpenPicture, except that it creates an extended 
version 2 format picture, with pixel resolution and the best imaging rectangle stored in 
the header. OpenCPicture works on all Macintosh computers running system software 
version 7.0, including machines without Color QuickDraw. 

FUNCTION Ope nCPicture (newHeader : OpenCPicParams) : PicHandle ; 

Use the newHeader parameter to describe the rectangle that encloses the drawing informa
tion you supply for the picture and to describe the best horizontal and vertical resolutions for 
displaying the picture in the rectangle. See "Direct Pixel Images" earl ier in this chapter for a 
description of the OpenCPicParams data type. 

As with OpenPicture, you close the picture using ClosePicture, and draw it using DrawPicture. 

Creating Regions From Bitmaps 

You can convert bitmaps or pixel maps to regions using the BitMapToRegion function. 

FUNCTION BitMapToRegion (region : RgnHandle ; bMap : BitMap) : OSErr ; 

The region parameter must be a valid region handle created with a NewRgn function. The old 
region contents are lost. 

The bMap parameter may either be a bitmap or pixel map record. If you pass a pixel map 
record, its pixel size (bits per pixel) must be 1. 

Result codes 
pixmapTooDeepEn- -148 
rgnTooBigEn- -500 

Copying Pixel Map Images 

Pixel map record is deeper than I bit per pixel 
Bitmap would convert to a region greater 
than 64 KB 

The CopyDeepMask procedure combines the effects of the Copy Bits and Copy Mask 
procedures. 

PROCEDURE CopyDeepMask (srcBits : BitMap ; maskBits : BitMap ; dstBits : 
BitMap ; srcRect : Rect ; maskRecc : Rect ; dstRect : 
Rect ; mode : Integer ; maskRgn : RgnHandle) ; 
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The CopyDeepMask procedure copies the source bitmap or pixel map to a destination bitmap 
or pixel map, using a bitmap or pixel map as a mask. The transfer can be performed in any of 
the copy modes described in the QuickDraw chapters of Volume I and Volume V of Inside 
Macintosh, with or without ditherCopy set, as described earlier in this chapter. 

The result is clipped to the mask region and the boundary rectangle of the destination. The 
source and mask rectangles should be the same size. The mask rectangle selects the portion 
of the mask pixel map to use as the mask. If you don' t want to clip to a mask region, pass 
NIL for the mask.Rgn parameter. The dstRect and maskRgn coordinates are in the destination 
coordinate system; the srcRect coordinates are in the source coordinate system; the maskRect 
coordinates are in the mask coordinate system. 

All three pixel maps may range from 1 to 32 in pixel depth. The pixel values of the mask 
pixel map are applied as a filter between the source and destination pixel maps. A black mask 
pixel value means that the copy operation is to take the source pixel; a white value means that 
the copy operation is to take the destination pixel. Inte1mediate values specify a weighted 
average, which is calculated on a color component basis. For each pixel's color component 
the calculation is 

( I - mask) * source + (mask) * destination 

Thus high mask values for a pixel' s color component reduce that component's contribution 
from the source pixel map. 

As with the Copy Mask procedure, CopyDeepMask call s are not recorded in pictures, and do 
not print. The mask pixel map cannot come from the screen. 

Determining Whether QuickDraw Has Finished Drawing 

You can use the QDDone function to ensure that all drawing is done and avoid the possibility 
that new drawing operations might be overlaid by previously issued but unexecuted opera
tions. This function is especially useful if a graphics accelerator is present and operating 
asynchronously . 

FUNCTION QDDone (port : GrafPtr) : Boolean ; 

The QDDone function returns TRUE if drawing operations have fini shed in the designated 
graphics port, FALSE if any remain to be executed. If you pass NIL as the port parameter, 
then QDDone returns TRUE only if drawing operations have completed in all ports. (If a port 
has a clock or other continuously operating process, QDDone may never return TRUE.) 

Reporting Data Structure Changes 

You can use the following routines to mitigate possible side effects of directly changing a 
color table, pixel pattern , grafPort, or graphics device record. 

PROCEDURE CTabChanged (ctab : CTabHandle) ; 

Call CTabChanged after modi fying the content of the color table specified by the ctab 
parameter. CTabChanged call s GetCTSeed to get a new seed (a unique identifier) for the 
color table and notifies QuickDraw of the change. 
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PROCEDURE PixPatChanged (ppat : PixPatHandl e) ; 

Call PixPatChanged after modifying either the pixel pattern record specified by the ppat 
parameter or any of its substructures (pattern map or pattern data records). PixPatChanged 
sets the patXValid flag to -1 and notifies QuickDraw of the change. 

If your application changes the pm Table field of the pattern map's pixel pattern, it should call 
PixPatChanged. However, if your application changes the content of the color table refer
enced by the pixel map's pmTable field, it should call CTabChanged as well. 

PROCEDURE PortChanged (port : GrafPtr) ; 

Call PortChanged after modifying the content of a grafPort or any of its substructures. 
PortChanged notifies QuickDraw of the change. 

You should not directly change any of the pixel pattern records pointed to by a color grafPort 
record. Instead, use the PenPixPat and BackPixPat procedures. However, if your application 
changes the content of one of the pixel pattern records, it should call PixPatChanged. 

If your application changes the pm Table field of the port's pixel map, it should call 
PortChanged. However, if your application changes the content of the color table refer
enced by pmTable, it should call CTabChanged as well. 

PROCEDURE GDeviceChanged (gdh : GDHandle) ; 

Call GDeviceChanged after modifying the graphics device record specified by the gdh 
parameter or any of its substructures. GDeviceChanged notifies QuickDraw of the change. 

If your application changes the pmTable field of the graphics device 's pixel map, it should 
call GDeviceChanged. However, if your application changes the content of the color table 
referenced by gdPMap, it should call CTabChanged as well. 

Obtaining Intermediate Colors 

The GetGray function provides your application with the best intermediate color in RGB 
space that is available for a given device. 

FUNCTION GetGray (device : GDHandle ; backGr ound : RGBColor ; 
VAR foreGround : RGBColor) : Boolean ; 

In the device parameter you supply a handle to the device; in the backGround and foreGround 
parameters you supply the two colors for which you want the best intermediate RGB color. 
One use for GetGray is to return the best gray, as when dimming a menu item: supply black 
and white as the two colors, and Get.Gray returns the best available gray that lies between them. 

If no gray is available (or, if you supplied two colors, no distinguishable third color is 
available), the foreGround parameter is unchanged, and the function returns FALSE. If at 
least one gray or intermediate color is available, it or the best one is stored in the foreGround 
parameter, and the function returns TRUE. 
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Interpreting New QDError Result Codes 

The QDError fu nction, introduced with Color QuickDraw in Volume V, returns the error 
result from the last Color QuickDraw or Color Manager call. It has a number of new result 
codes, and it has also been modifi ed so that it does not fail on a black-and-white system 
(where it always returns FALSE). Its format is the same: 

FUNCTION QDError : Integer ; 

QuickDraw uses stack space for work buffers. For complex operations such as depth 
conversion, dithering, and image resizing, stack space may not be sufficient. Color 
QuickDraw now attempts to get temporary memory from other parts of the system. If 
that is still not enough, QDError returns this code: 

mfStack:Err - 149 Insufficient stack 

If your application receives this result code, divide the operation- for example, divide the 
image into left and right halves- and try again. 

When you record drawing operations in an open region, the resulting region description may 
overflow the 64 KB limit. Should this happen, QDError returns -147. 

regionTooBigError -147 Region too big or complex 

Since the resulting region is potentially corrupt, the closeRgn procedure returns an empty 
region if it detects QDError has been set to - 147. A simi lar error can occur during conversion 
of a bitmap to a region. 

rgnTooBigErr -500 Bitmap would convert to a region greater than 64 KB 

The BitMapToRegion function can also generate an error if a pixel map is supplied that is 
greater than l bit per pixel. 

pixmapTooDeepErr -148 Pixel map record is deeper than I bit per pixel 

You may be able to recover from this problem by imaging your too-deep pixel map into a 
I -bit pixel map and calling BitMapToRegion agai n. 

Using a Custom Color Search Function 

The interface to the custom color search mechanism, described in the Color Manager chapter 
of Volume V, omitted a VAR tag for the rgb parameter. The Color Manager's SearchProc 
function description looks like this: 

FUNCTION SearchProc (VAR rgb : RGBColor ; VAR position : Longint) : Boolean; 

This means that your custom search procedure can manipulate a color in some way, darkening 
it, for example, then return it. Setting the function result to FALSE causes the Color Manager 
to ignore the position parameter and perform its standard look-up on the altered color. 
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SUMMARY OF COLOR QUICKDRAW 

Constants 

CONST {new constants 
dithe rCopy 
RGBDirect 
grayishTextOr 

Data Types 

TYPE PixMapHandle 
PixMapPtr 

PixMap = 
RECORD 

baseAddr : 
rowBytes : 
bounds : 
pmVersion : 
packType : 
packSize : 
hRes : 
vRes : 
pixel Type : 
pixelSize : 
cmpCount : 
cmpSize : 
planeBytes : 
pmTable : 

pmReserved : 
END ; 

OpenCPicParams 
RECORD 

srcRect : 

hRes : 
vRes : 
version : 
reservedl : 
reserved2 : 

END ; 

for Color Qui c kDraw} 
64 ; {dither mode for CopyBits} 
16 ; {16 & 32 bits / pix el pixelType value} 
4 9 ; {draw with grayed text} 

"PixMapPtr ; 
"PixMap ; 

Ptr ; 
Integer ; 
Rect ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Longint ; 
Fixed ; 
Fixed ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Longint ; 
CTabHandl e ; 

Long Int 

{pointer to i mage data} 
{flags , and bytes in a row} 
{boundary rectangle} 
{pixel map version number} 
{packing format} 
{size of data in packed state} 
{hori zonta l resolution} 
{vertical resolution} 
{format of pixel image} 
{physical bits per pix e l } 
{logical components per pixel } 
{logical bits per component} 
{offset to next plane} 
{poi nter to color table for } 
{ this image} 
{reserved for future expansion} 

Rect ; {source rectangle for best display 
{ at hRes , vRes resolution} 

Fixed ; 
Fixed ; 
Integer ; 
I nteger ; 
Long Int 

{best horizonta l resolution} 
{best vertical resolution} 
{set to -2} 
{reserved for future use} 
{reserved for future use} 
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Pictur eHeader 
RECORD 

v e rsion : 
res ervedl : 
h Res : 
vRes : 
srcRect : 

res erved2 : 
END ; 

Routines 

Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Fix ed ; 
Fixed ; 
Rect ; 

Long Int 

{set to -2} 
{reserved for future use} 
{best hor i zontal resolution} 
{best vertical resolution} 
{source rectangle for best } 
{ display at hRes , vRes resolution} 
{reserved for future use} 

Creating an Extended Version 2 Picture 

FUNCTION OpenCPicture (newHeader : OpenCPicParams) PicHandle ; 

Creating Regions From Bitmaps 

FUNCTI ON BitMapToRegion (reg i o n : RgnHandle ; bMap : BitMap) OSErr ; 

Copying Pixel Map Images 

PROCEDURE CopyDeepMask (srcBits : BitMap ; maskBits : BitMap ; dstBits : 
BitMap; srcRect : Rect ; naskRect : Rect ; dstRect : 
Rect ; mode : Integer ; maskRgn : RgnHandle) ; 

Determining Whether QuickDraw Has Finished Drawing 

FUNCTION QDDo n e (port : Gr afPtr) : Boolean ; 

Reporting Data Structure Changes 

PROCEDURE CTabChanged (ctab : CTabHandle) ; 

PROCEDURE PixPatChanged (ppat : PixPatHandle) ; 

PROCEDURE Port Changed (port : Graf Ptr) ; 

PROCEDURE GDeviceChanged ( gdh : GDHandle ) ; 

Obtaining Intermediate Colors 

?UNCTION GetGray (device : GDHandle ; backGround : RGBColor ; VAR 
foreGround : RGBColor) : Boolean ; 
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Interpreting New QDError Result Codes 

FUNCTION QDErro r : Integer ; 

Using a Custom Color Search Function 

FUNCTION SearchProc 

Result Codes 

regionTooBigError 
pixmapTooDeepErr 
mfStackErr 
rgnTooBigErr 

- 147 
- 148 
- 149 
-500 

(VAR rgb : ~GBColor ; VAR position : Longint) 
Boolean ; 

Region too big or complex 
Pixel map record is deeper than I bit per pixel 
Insufficient stack 
Bitmap would convert to a region greater 
than 64 KB 
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ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

This chapter describes the Picture Utilities Package, a set of routines with which you can 
obtain qualitative and quantitative infomiation about pictures and pixel maps. You might 
want to find out about the text in a picture, for example, to see if the fonts it uses are avail 
able in the system. You can determine the number of colors a picture uses and obtain an 
optimal color table or palette for displaying it. 

To use this chapter, you should have read the Graphics Overview and Color QuickDrawTM 
chapters of this volume and the Color QuickDraw chapter in Volume V. 

The Picture Utilities Package is available with system software vers ions 7.0 and later. With 
system 7.0, the picture utilities work using the original QuickDraw, but with the limitation 
that any palette handles returned are NIL. 

ABOUT THE PICTURE UTILITIES PACKAGE 

The two most common forms of storing image information are pixel maps and pictures. The 
Picture Utilities Package consists of a number of routines for extracting information from a 
picture, or from a pixel map record and its associated image. 

Unless they contain specialized code for parsing pictures, many applications deal with pictures 
as black boxes, perhaps imaging them into a pixel map and then dealing with the picture as 
pixel map data. The Picture Uti lities Package provides a way to open that black box and deal 
with its contents intelligently. 

The OpenCPicture routine described in the Color QuickDraw chapter of this volume stores 
resolution information in the picture header. The Picture Utilities Package returns this infor
mation for pictures created with OpenCPicture, and returns the standard screen resolution 
(72 dots per inch) for all other pictures. 

USING THE PICTURE UTILITIES PACKAGE 

You can use Picture Uti lities Package routines and data structures to gather information about 
a single pixel map or picture, or you can survey a number of them. To get information 
about a single picture or pixel map, use e ither the GetPictinfo or GetPixMaplnfo function, 
and all the information wi ll be returned in a picture information record . 

To collect info1111ati on about a number of pictures and pixel maps, you need to make at least 
four calls: the NewPictinfo function creates an identifier for the collection. RecordPictlnfo 
and RecordPi xMaplnfo collect information from pictures and pixel maps, respectively. 
RetrievePictlnfo returns the collected information, and DisposPictlnfo disposes of the data 
structures private to the collection. Information about the collection of pictures and pixel 
maps is returned in a picture information record. 
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An entire picture need not be read into memory; pictures can be spooled to the GetPictlnfo or 
RecordPictlnfo function, following the spooling procedure described in the Color QuickDraw 
chapter of Volume Y. 

Getting Color Information 

If you want information about the colors of a picture or pixel map, you indicate how many 
colors you want to know about, what sort of color sampling you want done, and whether 
you want colors returned in a palette or color table. 

Currently the Picture Utilities Package has two color-sampling methods: one that gives you 
the most frequently used colors and one that gives you the widest range of colors. Each has 
advantages in different situations. For example, suppose a forest image has 400 colors, of 
which 300 are greens, 80 are browns, and the rest are a scattering of gold sun light effects. If 
you ask for the 250 most popular colors, you might, in early summer, get all greens. If you 
ask for a range of 250 colors, you will receive an assortment stretching from the greens and 
golds at one locus of RGB space to the browns at the other, including colors in between that 
might not actually appear in the image. If you need to use less than the image's full color set, 
you now have some information that may help you make the selection. 

You can specify that the Picture Utilities Package chooses which color-sampling method to 
use (with the constant systemMethod), or you can specify one of the two color-sampling 
methods. By letting the Picture Utilities Package decide, you assure that when new methods 
are made available they will be chosen when appropriate. 

CONST systemMethod = 
popularMethod = 
medianMethod 

O; 
1 ; 
2 ; 

{method chosen by picture utilites} 
{most frequently used colors} 
{range of colors} 

You can also supply a color-sampling algorithm of your own, as described in "Creating 
Custom Color-Sampling Methods" later in this chapter. In that case, you pass the resource ID 
of your color-sampling method. 

A Warning: When you ask for color information about a picture, the Picture 
Utilities Package only talces into account the version 2 picture opcodes 
RGBFgCol, RGBBkCol, BkPixPat, PnPixPat, Fi llPixPat, and HiliteColor 
(as well as pixel map or bitmap data). Each occurrence of these opcodes is 
treated as 1 pixel, regardless of the number and sizes of the objects drawn 
with that color. If you need an accurate set of colors from a complex picture, 
create an image of the picture in an offscreen pixel map, and then call 
GetPixMaplnfo to obtain color information about that pixel map. ... 

You can request that colors be returned in a color table, a palette, or both, and that black and 
white not be returned in palettes or color tables. You can also ask for infom1ation about 
comments and fonts encountered in the picture. 
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CONST returnColorTable l ; {returns colors in a co l o r tabl e } 
returnPalette 2 ; {returns colors in a pale tte} 
recordComments 4 ; {creates a handle to comments} 
recordFontinfo 8 ; {creates a handle to fonts} 
suppressBlackAndWhite = 16 ; {suppresses black and whi te from 

{ color tables and pale t tes} 

When you use the returnColorTable, returnPalette, recordCornments, and recordFontlnfo 
values, you create handles to the add itional information they provide. It is your responsi
bility to dispose of these handles. If you run version 7.0 with the original QuickDraw, the 
Picture Utilities Package always returns NIL for the palette. 

Collecting Information From Multiple Pixel Maps or Pictures 

You can survey a number of pixel maps or pictures and accumulate information about them in 
the picture information record. You can perform a number of such surveys simultaneously; 
they are identified by a unique identifier created when you cal l the NewPictlnfo function to 
begin a survey. 

You indicate which pixel maps or pictures to survey by making repeated calls to the 
RecordPixMaplnfo or RecordPictlnfo function. When you want to check the accumu
lated statistics, use the RetrievePictlnfo function, and the picture information record will 
be filled with the latest information. 

When you have finished a survey, call the DisposPictlnfo function to dispose of the data 
structures associated with the identifier for that survey. Note that DisposPictlnfo does not 
dispose of the handles returned in the picture information record. 

Storing Information: The Picture Information Record 

The Pictlnfo data type defines the record that stores pixel map and picture information, as 
gathered from a single image or from surveying a number of them. When you collect pixel 
map information, the first seven fields of the picture information record are of primary 
interest; the count fields contain 0, except for bitMapCount and pixMapCount, which contain 
the number of bitmaps and pixel maps encountered. 

TYPE Pictinfo = 
RECORD 

version : 
uniqueColors : 

thePalette : 
theColorTable : 

hRes : 
vRes : 

Integer ; 
Longint ; 

PaletteHandle ; 
CTabHandle ; 

Fixed ; 
Fixed ; 

{Picture Utilit i es version} 
{total colors in pixel map } 
{ or picture} 
{handle to returned pale tte } 
{handle to retur ned color } 
{ table} 
{horizontal resolution (dpi ) } 
{vertical resolution (dp i)} 
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d e pth : Integer ; {pixel depth of pixel map} 
sourceRect : Rect ; {best rectangle for imaging} 
t e xtCount : Longint ; {number of text objects} 
lineCount : Longint ; {number of lines} 
rectCount : Longint ; {number of rectangles} 
rRectCount : Longint ; {number of round rectangles} 
ovalCount : Longint ; {number of ovals} 
arcCount : Longint ; {number of arcs} 
po l yCo unt : Lo ngint ; {n umber of polygons} 
r e gionCount : Longint ; {number of regions} 
bi t MapCount : Longint ; {number of bitmaps} 
pixMapCount : Longint ; {number of pixel maps} 
commentCount : Longint ; {total number of comments} 
uniqueComments : Longint ; {number of unique comments 

{ (by ID)} 
commentHandle : CommentSpecHandle ; {handle to comment data} 
uniqueFonts : Longint ; {number of fonts} 
fontHa:1dle : FontSpecHandle ; {handle to font: data } 
fontNamesHandle : Handle ; {handle to list of font 

{ na:ne s} 
r e servedl : Longint ; 
reserved2 : Long Int 

END ; 

Field descriptions 

version 

uniqueColors 

thePalette 

theColorTable 

hRes 

vRes 

depth 

The version number of the Picture Utilities Package, currently set to 0. 

The number of colors in the collected pictures or pixel maps. 

A handle to the resulting palette if you requested that colors be 
returned in a palette. That palette contains either the number of colors 
you requested to see, or, if there aren' t that many, the number fo und. 
On systems running the original QuickDraw, this field is always 
returned as NIL. 

A handle to the resulting color table if you requested that colors be 
returned in a color table. If there are fewer colors found than you 
requested, the remaining places in your color table are fi lled w ith black. 

If a picture has more than 256 colors or has direct pixel maps (16- or 
32-bit pixel values), then the colors returned in the color table are 
truncated internally to 16-bit direct RGB values. In such a case the 
returned colors have a slight loss of resolution, and the uniqueColors 
field reflects the number of colors distinguishable at that resolution. 

The hori zontal resolution of the last pixel map or picture encountered. 
See the description of the sourceRect fi eld. 

The vertical resolution of the last pixel map or picture encountered. 
See the description of the sourceRect fi eld. Note that, although hRes 
and vRes are usually the same, they don' t have to be. 

The deepest pixel depth of all pixel map records encountered. 
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sourceRect 

textCount 

lineCount 

rectCount 

rRectCount 

oval Count 

arcCount 

polyCount 

regionCount 

bitMapCount 

pixMapCount 

commentCount 

uniqueComments 

commentHandle 

uniqueFonts 

fontHandle 

fontNamesHandle 

The Picture Utilities Package 

T he sourceRect value from the version 2 picture header for the last 
picture encountered. It contains the picture's rectangle size at the 
resolution indicated by hRes and vRes. The top-left corner of the 
rectangle is always (0,0). 

Pictures created with the OpenCPicture function have the hRes, vRes, 
and sourceRect fields built into their headers. Since pictures following 
the older version 2 picture format created by OpenPicture don't have 
this information, the hRes and vRes fields are set to 72 pixels per 
inch, and the source rectangle is calculated using the picture' s 
picFrame field. 

The total number of text objects in all the pictures. 

The total number of lines in all the pictures. 

The total number of rectangles in all the pictures. 

The total number of round rectangles in all the pictures. 

The total number of ovals in all the pictures . 

The total number of arcs in all the pictures. 

The total number of polygons in all the pictures. 

The total number of regions in all the pictures. 

The total number of bitmaps in all the pictures. 

The total number of pixel maps in all the pictures. 

T he total number of comments in all the pictures. 

T he number of comments (both long and short form) encountered that 
have different IDs. This field is valid onl y if you requested comment 
in formation. 

A handle to a list of comment specification records if you asked for 
conunent information. 

The number of different fonts encountered in the picture. This field is 
valid only if you requested font informati on. 

A handle to a list of font specification records if you requested font 
information. 

A handle to a list of the names of the fonts in the pictu re. The offset 
to a particular name is stored in the nameOffset field of the font speci
fication record for that fo nt. Th is field is valid only if you requested 
font information. 

When you have examined multiple pixel maps, the hRes and vRes fields of the picture infor
mation record contain the last resolution encountered, the depth fi eld contains the deepest 
pixel depth encountered, the uniqueColors fi eld contains the total number of different colors 
encountered (up to the accuracy of the Picture Utili ty Package's storage bank for colors), and 
the color table or palette contains the most popular or widest range of colors across all the 
pixel map records and object colors examined. 
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If you requested a count o f the comments in your GetPictln fo function, the picture in formation 
record contains a handle to an array of comment specification records. The uniqueComments 
field value indicates the number of comment specification records listed. 

TYPE CommentSpec 
RECORD 

count : 
ID : 

END; 

Integer ; 
Integer 

{number of times this comment occurs} 
{ID assigned to this comment} 

If you requested that font information be collected in your GetPictinfo function, the picture 
information record contains a handle to an array of font specification records. 

TYPE FontSpec = 
RECORD 

pictFontID : 
sysFontID: 
s i ze : 

style : 
nameOffset : 

END ; 

Integer ; {ID of the font as stored in the picture} 
I n teg er ; {ID of the font as found in this system} 
ARRAY[O .. 3 ) of Longint ; 

{font sizes used} 
Integer ; {font styles used} 
Longint {offset to font name in fontNamesHandle} 

Field descriptions 

pictFonllD 

sysFontlD 

size 

style 

nameOffset 

The pictFontID fi eld contains the ID number of the font as it is stored 
in the picture. 

The sysFontID fie ld contains the ID number of the font as it is stored 
in the current System fil e. 

The size field contai ns 128 bits, in which a bit is set for each point size 
encountered, from I to 127 points. Bit 0 is set if a size larger than 127 
is found. 

The style field indicates the text styles (such as bold or italic) that were 
encountered for thjs font at any of its sizes. The style fi eld is defined 
by the Styleltem data type, described in the Quick.Draw chapter of 
Volume I. 

The nameOffset field contains the offset into the list of font names 
(pointed to by the fontNamesHandle field of the picture information 
record) at which this font name is stored. 

You must dispose of the handles that the picture information record gives you (thePalette, 
theColorTable, commentHandle, fo ntHandle, and fon tNamesHandle) when you are through 
with the m. 
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PICTURE UTILITIES PACKAGE ROUTINES 

Thjs section describes Picture Utilities Package routines, which examine pixel maps and 
pictures. All of these routines can potentiaJJy move and purge memory. 

Assembly-language note: The trap macro for the Picture Utilities 
Package is _Packl5. You can call a specific routine by placing a 4-byte value 
(which includes the routine selector) in the register DO. These values are ljsted 
in " Assembly Language Information" at the end of this chapter. 

Collecting Information From a Single Image 

The GetPixMaplnfo function examines a single pixel map, returning infom1ation in the picture 
information record. You must supply a handle to the pixel map record to be examjned and a 
pointer to the picture information record that will hold the information. 

FUNCTION GetPixMapinfo (thePixMapHandle : PixMapHandle ; VAR thePictinfo : 
Pictinfo ; verb: Integer ; colorsRequested : 
Integer ; colorPickMethod : Integer ; version : 
Integer) : OSErr ; 

In the verb parameter you indicate whether you want colors from the image returned as a 
palette or a color table by setting the returnPalette or returnColorTable bit of the verb. You 
may set both bits, in which case you will get both a color table and a palette. You can also 
specify suppressBlackAndWhite in the verb parameter to request that black and white not 
be counted when surveying colors. (Since the Palette Manager adds black and white when 
creating a palette, this technique can be useful when you are sampling colors destined for 
a palette or the screen: ask for the number of colors you want minus 2, and suppress black 
and white.) 

In the colorsRequested parameter you specify the number of colors you want returned in the 
palette or color table; it may be from 1 to 256. 

Use the colorPickMethod parameter to indicate what colors to return. If you specify 
popularMethod, GetPixMaplnfo returns the colors used most frequently. If you 
specify medianMethod, GetPixMapinfo returns a weighted distribution of colors. If 
you specify system.Method, the Picture Utilities Package chooses the more appropriate. 
You can also create your own color-sampling method, as described in "Creating Custom 
Color-Sampling Methods" later in this chapter. To use your own method, specify its 
resource ID in the colorPickMethod parameter. The ID must be in the range from 128 to 
32768. The resource type is 'cpmt'. · 
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Set the version parameter to 0. 

Result codes 
pictlnfo VersionErr 
pictlnf o VerbErr 
cantLoadPickMethodErr 
colorsRequestedErr 

- 11000 
- 11 002 
- 11 003 
-11004 

Version number not 0 
Invalid verb combination specified 
Custom pick method not in resource chain 
Number out of range or greater than passed 
to NewPictlnfo 

FUNCTI ON GetPictinfo (thePictHandle : PicHandle ; VAR thePictinfo : 
Pictinfo ; verb : Integer ; colorsRequested : 
Integer ; colorPickMethod : Integer ; ve~sion : 

Integer) : OSErr ; 

The GetPictlnfo function examines a single picture, returning information in the picture 
information record. You must supply a handle to the picture to be examined in the 
thePictHandle parameter, and a pointer to the picn1re information record that will hold 
the infonnation in the parameter thePictlnfo. 

As explained in the description of the GetPixMaplnfo function, the verb parameter indicates 
whether colors are to be returned in a color table or palette, or both, and whether to suppress 
black and white. With the GetPictlnfo function, you can also use the verb parameter to request 
comment or font information, which you specify by recordComments or recordFontlnfo. 

The colorsRequested parameter must contain the number of colors you want returned in the 
palette or color table. 

Use the colorPickMethod parameter to indicate the color-sampling method. Its value can be 
systemMethod, popularMethod, medianMethod, or the resource ID of your own method. 

Set the version parameter to 0. 

Result codes 
pictlnfo VersionErr 
pictlnfo VerbErr 
cantLoadPickMethodEIT 
colorsRequestedErr 

pictureDataErr 

- 11000 
- 11002 
-11003 
-11004 

- 11 005 

Version number not 0 
Invalid verb combination specified 
Custom pick method not in resource chain 
Number out of range or greater than passed to 
NewPictlnfo 
Invalid picture data 

Collecting Information From Multiple Images 

To survey a number of pixel maps or pictures, you first create an identifier, called the picture 
information ID, which associates a series of requests and allocates data structures to contain 
the gathered in formation. 
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FUNCTION NewPictinfo (VAR thePic t infoI D: PictinfoID; verb : Integer ; 
colorsRequested : Integer ; colorPickMethod : Integer ; 
version : I nteger) : OSErr ; 

The NewPictlnfo function sets the parameter thePictlnfoID to a unique value. The verb 
parameter selects what information (palettes or color tables, comments or fonts) is to be 
returned by subsequent calls to RetrievePictlnfo. For surveying pixel map records, valid 
choices are returnPalette, returnColorTable, and suppressBlackAndWhite, which are 
explained in the description of the GetPixMaplnfo function earlier in this chapter. 

For pictures, you can also use the verb parameter to request the collection of comment and 
font information by specifying recordComments and recordFontlnfo. 

The colorsRequested parameter must contain the number of colors you want returned in the 
palette or color table. 

In the colorPickMethod parameter you specify whether you want to retrieve colors using the 
sampling method systemMethod, popularMethod, median Method, or the resource ID of your 
own method. 

Set the version parameter to 0. 

Result codes 
pictlnfo VersionErr 
pictlnfo Verb Err 
cantLoadPickMethodErr 
colorsRequestedErr 

-11000 
-I 1002 
-11003 
-11004 

Version number not 0 
Invalid verb combination specified 
Custom pick method not in resource chain 
Number out of range or greater than passed to 
NewPictlnfo 

FUNCTION RecordPixMapinfo (thePictinfoID : PictI~foID ; thePixMapHandle : 
PixMapHandle) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION RecordPictinfo (thePictinfoID : PictinfoID ; thePi ctHandle : 
PicHandle ) : OSErr ; 

These routines have parallel functions, one surveying pixel maps, the other pictures. In the 
parameter thePictlnfoID you must pass the value returned from the NewPictlnfo function, in 
thePixMapHandle you pass a handle to a pixel map record, and in thePictHandle you pass a 
handle to a picture. You can call these routines repeatedly to accumulate information about a 
number of pixel maps or pictures. 

Result codes 
pictlnfoIDErr 
pictureDataErr 

-11001 
-11005 

Invalid picture information ID 
Invalid picture data 
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FUNCTION RetrievePictinfo (thePictinfoID : Pict i nfoID ; VAR thePictinfo : 
Pictinfo ; colorsRequested : Integer) : OSErr ; 

The Ret1ievePictlnfo function returns the information requested by the verb parameter passed 
to the associated NewPictlnfo function specified by thePictlnfoID. You supply a pointer to 
the picture information record in thePictlnfo. If you requested a palette or color table, specify 
the number of colors you want in the colorsRequested parameter. 

You can call this function repeatedly, gathering new information after additional calls to 
RecordPixMaplnfo or RecordPictlnfo. Remember to dispose of the handles returned to 
you (thePalette, theColorTable, commentHandle, fontHandle, and fontNamesHandle) 
when you finish with them. 

Result codes 
pictlnfolDElT - 1100 I 
colorsRequestedElT - 11004 

Invalid picture information ID 
Number out of range or greater than passed 
to NewPictlnfo 

FUNCTION DisposPictinfo (thePictinfoID : PictinfoID) : OSErr ; 

The DisposPictlnfo function disposes of al l data structures private to the parameter 
thePictlnfoID. It does not di spose of any of the handles returned to you by a call to 
RetrievePictlnfo. 

Result code 
pictlnfolDElT -11001 Invalid picture inforn1ation ID 

You can dispose of palettes by using the DisposePalette procedure, dispose of color tables by 
using the DisposeCTable procedure, and dispose of other allocations with the DisposHandle 
procedure. 

Creating Custom Color-Sampling Methods 

Assembly-language programmers can create a custom method for sampling colors. You 
specify its use by placing the resource ID of your function in the colorPickMethod parameters 
of the GetPixMaplnfo, GetPictlnfo, and NewPictlnfo functions. Your custom function 
should be in a resource of type 'cpmt'. 

Your function is called with a routine selector in register DO. 

DO value 

00=0 
DO= I 
D0=2 
00=3 

Subroutine 
to call 

MylnitPickMethod 
My Record Colors 
MyCalcColorTable 
My DisposeColorPickMethod 
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The MylnitPickMethod function is called first; it should allocate storage or perform any other 
initialization required by your function. The MyRecordColors function is called to record 
colors if you create your own custom color bank. The MyCalcColorTable function is called if 
there are more colors in the picture being examined than your application requested to see or 
if you are recording your own colors. The MyDisposeColorPickMethod function is caJled 
when the application is done with the color sampling method. It should release memory 
requested by the MylnitPickMethod function. 

If your routines return an e1rnr, that error is passed back to the application. 

FUNCTION MyinitPickMethod (colorsReques ted : Integer ; VAR dataRef : Longint ; 
VAR col orBankType : Integer ) : OSErr ; 

Your MyinitPickMethod function must allocate whatever data you need and store a handle to 
your data in the location pointed to by the dataRef parameter. It should also return the type of 
color bank your function uses for color storage in colorBankType. 

There are three valid color bank types: 

CONST colorBankisCustom 
col orBankisExactAnd5 55 
col orBankis555 

- 1 ; {records colors you s pecify } 
0 ; {records exact colors} 
l ; {records colors in a 5 - 5- 5 } 

{ histogram} 

Return colorBanklsCustom if you want to record your own colors; th is is the only case in 
which your RecordColors routine is called. Your CalcColorTable function will also be called. 

Return colorBankls555 if you want the colors stored in a 5-5-5 histogram. The Picture 
Utilities Package calls the CalcColorTable routine with a pointer to the color bank (the 5-5-5 
histogram) when the application retrieves color information. The Picture Utilities Package 
does not call your MyRecordColors function . 

ColorBankisExactAnd555 tells the Picture Utilities Package to return exact colors. The 
MyCalcColorTable function should only be called if there are more colors in the picture or 
pixel map than the application requests. (This is the same as ColorBankls555 except that the 
Picture Utilities Package returns the exact colors whenever possible .) 

The format of the 5-5-5 histogram is like a reversed color table. It is an array of 32,768 
integers, where the index into the a1Tay is the color: 5 bits of red, fo llowed by 5 bi cs of 
green, followed by 5 bits of blue. Each ent1y in the array is the number of colors in the 
picture that are approximated by the color that indexes this entry. 

For example, suppose there were three instances of the following color in the pixel map: 

red = % 1 1011010 I 0 10 1 1 1 0 
green = %0 l l 110 1 0 1 0 1 1000 I 
blue = %0 101101 101 101010 

This color would be represented by index % 0 11 0 11 0 1111 01011 (in hex $6DEB) and 
the value in the histogram at this index would be 3 (because there were three instances of 
this color). 
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FUNCTION MyRecordColors (dataRef : Longint ; colorsArray : RGBColorArray ; 
colorCo~nt : Longint ; VAR uniqueColors : Longint) 
: OSErr ; 

The Picture Utilities Package calls your MyRecordColors function only if your lnitPick.Method 
function returned colorBanklsCustom. MyRecordColors is called repeatedly for all the colors 
in the picture or pixel map. MyRecordColors should store the color information for the array 
of 48-bit colors that it was passed. The ROB color array is defined as 

TYPE RGBColorArray = ARRAY[0 .. 0) of RGBColor ; 

The colorCount parameter indicates how many colors there are in the array colorsArray. 

Your function must also calculate the number of unique colors (to the resolution of the color 
bank) that were added by this call to your MyCalcColorTable function. It should add this 
delta amount to the uniqueColors parameter Lhat is passed to it. 

FUNCTION MyCalcColorTable (dataRef : Longi nt ; colorsRequested : Integer ; 
colorBankPtr : Ptr ; VAR resultPtr : CSpecArray) 
: OSErr ; 

Your MyCalcColorTable function should look either at your own internal color bank or at the 
5-5-5 histogram passed in the colorBankPtr parameter, and it should fill the array of color 
spec ification records pointed to by resultPtr with as many colors as were requested. If more 
colors are requested than you can return, fill the remaining entries with black (0000 0000 
0000). If your MylnitPickMethod function returned colorBanklsCustom, the colorBankPtr 
value will not be valid, since your color-sampling method is responsible for keeping a record 
of the colors. 

The colorBankPtr parameter is of type Ptr because the data stored in the color bank is of the 
type specified by the MylnitPickMethod function. Thus, if you specified colorBankls555 
in the colorBankType parameter, the color bank would be an anay of integers (see the 
description of MylnitPick.Method). However, if the Picture Utilities Package supports other 
data types in the future, the colorBankPtr parameter could point to completely different objects. 
For now, you should always coerce colorBankPtr to a pointer to an integer. In the future you 
may need to coerce colorBankPtr to a pointer of the type you specify in MylnitPickMethod. 

FUNCTION MyDisposeColorPickMethod (dataRef : Longint) : OSErr ; 

Your MyDisposeColorPick.Method function should release any memory that you allocated 
in your MylllitColorMethod function. 
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SUMMARY OF THE PICTURE UTILITIES PACKAGE 

Constants 

CONST {color-sampling methods} 
systemMethod 
popularMethod 
medianMethod 

O; 
= 1 ; 

2 ; 

{method chosen by picture utilites} 
{most frequently used colors} 
{range of colors} 

{form and content of pictur e information} 
returnColorTable l ; {~eturns colors in a co l or table } 
returnPalette 2 ; {returns colors in a palette} 
recordComments 4 ; {creates a handle to comments} 
recor dFontin f o = 8 ; {creates a handle to fonts} 
suppressBlackAndWhite =16 ; {suppresses black and white from 

{color bank types} 
colorBankisCustom =- 1 ; 
colorBankisExactAnd555 = O; 
colorBankis555 = l ; 

Data Types 

TYPE PictinfoID = Longint ; 

{ color tables and palettes} 

{re cords colors you specify} 
{records exact colors } 
{records colors in a 5-5-5 } 
{ histogram} 

RGBColorArray ARRAY[O .. OJ of RGBColor ; 

PictinfoHandle "PictinfoPtr ; 
PictinfoPtr = "Pictinf o ; 
Pictinfo = 
RECORD 

v ersion : 
uniqueColors : 

thePalette : 
theColorTable : 

hRes : 
vRes : 
depth : 
sourceRect : 
tex tCount : 
l i neCount : 

Integer ; 
Longint ; 

PaletteHandle ; 
CTabHandle ; 

Fix ed ; 
Fixed ; 
Integer ; 
Rect ; 
Longint ; 
Longin t ; 

{Pict Utilities version} 
{total colors in pixel map 
{ or picture} 
{handl e to returEed palette} 
{handle to returned color } 
{ table} 
{horizon tal resolution (dpi)} 
{vertical resolution (dpi} } 
{pixel depth of pixel map } 
{best rectangle for imaging} 
{number of text objects} 
{number of lines} 
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rectCount : Longint ; {number of rectangles} 
rRectCount : Longint ; {number of round rectangles} 
ovalCount : Longint ; {number of ovals} 
arcCount : Longint ; {number of arcs} 
polyCount : Longint ; {number of polygons} 
regionCount : Longint ; {number of regions} 
bitMapCount : Longint ; {number o f bitmaps} 
pixMapCount : Longint ; {number o f pixel maps} 
commentCount : Longint ; {total number of comments} 
uniqueComments : Longint ; {number of unique comments 

{ (by ID)} 

commentHandle : CommentSpecHandle ; 
{handle to comment data} 

uniqueFonts : Longint ; {number of fonts} 
fontHandle : FontSpecHandle ; {handle to font data} 
fontNamesHandle : Handle ; {handle to list of font names} 
reservedl : 
reserved2 : 

END ; 

Longint ; 
Long Int 

CommentSpecHandl e = ACommentSpecP:r ; 
CommentSpecPtr = ACommentSpec ; 
Comment Spec 
RECORD 

count : 
ID : 

EKD ; 

Integer ; 
Integer 

FontSpecHandle = AFontSpecPtr ; 
FontSpecPtr = AFontSpec ; 
FontSpec = 
RECORD 

pictFontID : Integer ; 

sysFontID : Integer ; 

(number of times this comment occurs} 
(ID assigned to this comment} 

{ID of the font as stored in the 
( picture} 
{ID of the font as found in this 
{ system} 

size : ARRAY[O .. 3] o: Longint ; 

sty l e : 
nameOffset : 

END ; 

Integer ; 
Long Int 
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Routines 

Collecting Information From a Single Image 

FUNCTION GetPixMapinfo (thePixMapHandle : PixMapHandle ; VAR thePictinfo : 
Pictinfo ; verb : Int eger ; colorsRequested : 
Integer ; colorPickMethod : Integer ; version : 
Integer) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION GetPictinfo (thePictHandle : PicHandle ; VAR thePict i nfo : 
Pictinfo ; verb : Intege r ; c olorsRequested : 
Integer; colorPickMethod : Integer ; version : 
Integer) : OSErr ; 

Collecting Information From Multiple Images 

FUNCTION NewPictinf o 

FUNCTION RecordPixMapinfo 

FUNCTION RecordPictinfo 

(VAR thePictinfoID : PictinfoID; verb : Integer ; 
colorsRequested : Integer ; colorPickMeth od : 
Integer ; version : Integer) : OSErr ; 

(thePictinfoID : PictinfoID ; thePixMapHandle : 
PixMapHandle) : OSErr ; 

(thePictinfoID : PictinfoID ; thePictHanole : 
PicHandle) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION RetrievePictinfo (the?ictinfoID : PictinfoID ; VAR thePictinfo : 
Pictinfo ; colorsRequested : Integer) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION DisposPictinfo ( thePictinfoID : PictinfoID) : OSErr ; 

Application-Defined Routines 

FUNCTION MyinitPickMethod 

FUNCTION MyRecordColors 

FUNCTION MyCalcColorTable 

(colorsRequested : Integer ; VAR dataRef : 
Longint; VAR colorBankType : Integer) : 
OSErr ; 

(dataRef : Longint ; colorsArray : 
RGBColorArray ; colorCount : Longint ; VAR 
LniqueColors : Longint) : OSErr ; 

(dataRef : Longint ; colorsRequested : 
Integer ; colorBankPtr : Ptr ; VAR 
resultPtr : CSpecArray) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION MyDisposeColorPickMethod (dataRef : Long i nt) : OSErr ; 
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Result Codes 

pictlnfo VersionErr 
pictlnfoIDErr 

- 11000 
-11001 

Version number not 0 
Invalid picture in formation ID 

pictlnfo VerbErr 
cantLoadPickMethodErr 
colorsRequestedErr 

- 11002 
- 11003 
- 11004 

Invalid verb combination specified 
Custom pick method not in resource chain 
Number out o f range or greater than passed 
to NewPictlnfo 

pictureDataErr -11005 Invalid picture data 

Assembly-Language Information 

Trap Mac,ro Requiring Routine Selectors 

_Pack15 

Selector 

$0206 
$0403 
$0404 
$0505 
$0602 
$0800 
$0801 
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Routine 

DisposPictlnfo 
RecordPictlnfo 
RecordPixMaplnfo 
RetrievePictlnfo 
NewPictlnfo 
GetPictlnfo 
GetPixMaplnfo 
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ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

This chapter describes how you can use the Color Picker Package to offer users a standard 
dialog box for choosing a color. The Color Picker Package also provides routines for 
converting color specifications from one color mode l to another. 

You should be familiar with the material in the Graphics Overview chapter in thi s volume, 
especially the discussion of direct and indexed screen devices. Effective use of the Color 
Picker also requires fami liari ty with Color Quick.Drawn·•, described in Volume V of Inside 
Macintosh and in thi s volume. 

This chapter supersedes the description o f" the Color Picker in Volume V. The Color Picker 
Package is avai lable in system software versions 4. 1 and later. With system software 
version 7.0 the Color Picker's dialog box can be displayed on black-and-white devices. 

You need to read this chapter if your application uses the color system introduced with Color 
Quick.Draw (rather than the eight-color system available with the original Quick.Draw) and 
you need to solicit color choices from users. If your application li mits user selection to a 
speci fic list of colors, you may need to construct your own dialog box for color selection 
using Palette Manager routines, because the Color Picker allows users to choose colors from 
the entire range of 48-bit RGB values available with Color QuickDraw. 

ABOUT THE COLOR PICKER PACKAGE 

The Color Picker Package provides you with a standard way of soliciting a color choice from 
the user. When your application calls the Color Picker's GetColor function, the Color Picker 
presents its di alog box to the user, as shown in Figure 19- l.When the user is satisfied with a 
chosen color and clicks the OK button, GetColor returns that color to your application as an 
RGB value. 

The Color Picker Package also has utility routines for converting between RGB values and 
several other color models, and for converting between the fixed integers Color Quick.Draw 
uses for RGB colors and the Smal!Fract values the Color Picker Package uses with alternate 
color models. 

This chapter begins by describing the color models the Color Picker Package works with. It 
then explains how to set up and present the Color Picker dialog box to users and how to use 
the Color Picker's conversion facilities. 
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Select a color. .. 

Hue fl~=I .. 00 
Saturation 56 174 ~ Brightness 57344 

Red 57344 00 
Green 40960 00 

Blue 8192 00 ( Cance l ) ([ OK JJ 

Figure 19-1. The Color Picker di alog box 

COLOR MODELS 

Both Color Quick.Draw and standard screen devices work with an RGB (red, green, blue) 
color model, but graphic arts and design use other color mode ls, such as HLS (hue, lightness, 
saturation) or HSY (hue, saturation, value), and in printing, the CMYK (cyan, magenta, 
yellow, black) model predominates. Great books have been written about color; this section 
presents a quick survey of the mode ls with wh ich the Color Picker Package works. 

The RGB Model 

In the RGB model, the three colors are additive. The more of each color you add, the closer 
the resulting color is to white. This is the way light-produced colors work; turning on the red, 
green, and blue phosphors of a television screen produces white, as does shining lights of 
red , green, and blue upon a stage. 

The RGB color record is the Color Quick.Draw data structure for the RGB color model. 

TYPE RGBColor 
RECORD 

red : 
gree::1 : 
blue : 

END ; 
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The frontispiece of Volume V of Inside Macintosh shows a color cube that represents 
the values possible in an RGB system. Figure 19-2 is a black-and-white representation 
of that cube. 

65535,0,0 
Red 

0,0,65535 _ _,,___, 
Blue 

0,65535,0 
Green 

Figure 19-2. The RGB color cube 

Struting at one corner, with 0 values for each color, is black. Increasing any one of the values 
produces shades of that color, increasing its saturation. Increasing all three values equally 
generates a diagonal line across the cube toward full value (65,535) for each, which is white. 
Values on that diagonal are shades of gray; values off the line in any direction are colors. For 
example, pink in the RGB model would be full red with some equal amount of green and blue, 
in effect moving from the black corner of the color cube up along the edge to fu ll red, then 
traversing a diagonal across the top face from red toward white, as illustrated in Figure 19-3. 

0,0,0 
Black 

0,0,65535 
Blue 

0,65535,0 
Green 

Figure 19-3. Getting to pink 
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The CMYK Model 

In the CMYK model, which is used by printers, the three colors and black are subtractive: 
Increasing values moves the result closer to black. This model is intuitive for printing, which 
is usually done on white paper-to get white, don't print anything. In theory, black could be 
achieved by mixing full values of cyan, magenta, and yellow, but purity in chemicals is more 
problematic than purity in light, and four-color print processes use black as well. The Color 
Picker's CMYColor data type defines only the three colors. It uses SmallFract values, which 
are the fractional parts of fixed values, as described in the section "Using Conversion 
Facilities" later in this chapter. 

TYPE CMYColor 
RECORD 

cyan : 
magenta : 
yellow : 

END; 

SmallFract; 
SmallFract ; 
SmallFract 

{CMY and RGB are complements} 
{cyan component} 
{magenta component} 
{yellow component} 

Note in Figure 19-4 that cyan, magenta, and yellow are complements of red, green, and blue. 

Yellow 

White 

Cyan 

Green 

Figure 19-4. Cyan, magenta, and yellow on the color cube 

The HLS and HSV Models 

The components of the HLS and HSY models are not three diverse colors, as in the RGB 
and CMYK models. The HLS and HSY models separate color, or hue, from brightness 
and saturation. 

Brightness is a measure of the amount of black in a color (the less black, the brighter the 
color); saturation is a measure of how much white it contains (the less white, the more 
saturated the color). Hue is indicated by an arbitrary assignment of numbers to colors. 
The amount of that hue is indicated by a saturation value, and the brightness of the color is 
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a third value. The best representation for such a system is an inverted cone, as shown in 
Figure. 19-5, in .which hues vary around the perimeter, where they are most highly saturated, 
an~ bngh~ness mcre~ses from the tip of the cone to the disk. The gray line from black to 
white begins at the tip and runs up through the cone to the center of the disk. 

Increasing 
saturation 

Hues 

Black 

Figure 19-5. The HLS/HSY color cone 

This is the model po1trayed in the Color Picker' s dialog box. The di sk is shown full face, the 
hues are at their most saturated around the rim, and the brightness line down the cone is 
controlled by the scroll bar at the right of the dialog box. 

In the Color Picker's color wheel the value for pure red is 0, pure green is 21,845, and pure 
blue is 43,690. The amount of black is set by the value for brightness (corresponding to 
lightness in HLS, value in HSY), and the amount of color in the mix is set by saturation. 
Pink in the HLS or HSY system would be obtained by setting hue to red, saturation to some 
amount less than full , and brightness to full. 

The HLS and HSY systems are sufficiently similar that the Color Picker can treat them as one 
by a simple expedient: the Color Picker treats the HLS model as if its components were 
ordered HSL; this puts hue and saturation in the same relative positions in the data structures 
of both models. 

TYPE HSLColor 
RECORD 

hue : SmallFract ; 
saturation : SmallFract ; 
lightness : SmallFract 

END ; 

{fraction of circle , red at 0} 
{0-1 , 0 is gray , 1 is pure color} 
{0-1 , 0 is black , 1 is white} 
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TYPE :-ISVColor 
RECORD 

hue : SmallFract ; 
satLration : SmallFract ; 
valLe : SmallFract 

END ; 

Color Models in the Dialog Box 

{fraction of circle , red at 0} 
{0 - 1 , 0 is g r ay , 1 is pure color} 
{0-1 , O is black , 1 is max intensity} 

The controls in the dialog box are designed for use in the HLS and HSY models: the user 
chooses hue by moving the cursor around the color wheel, saturation by moving the cursor 
into or out from the center, and brightness (value or lightness) by using the scroll bar at the 
right. The way the ROB values vary in response to the di alog controls is not intuitive, but 
their responses help to show how the models relate. 

The dialog box cannot exactly match printing's subtractive effect, and it does not offer 
CMYK controls, but the Color Picker Package does include routines for converting between 
ROB and CMY (cyan, magenta, yellow, without a black component). 

USING THE COLOR PICKER PACKAGE 

Most applications only use the Color Picker Package to display the Color Picker' s dialog box. 
A few applications may need to use the color model and SmallFract conversion routines. 

Presenting the Color Picker Dialog Box 

Your application can present a user with the Color Picker dialog box, shown in Figure 19-1 , 
by using the Color Picker's GetColor function. 

When called by your application, GetColor displays the dialog box, including prompt text, 
which appears in the upper-left corner, and the starting color, which appears in the lower 
of the two rectangles below the prompt. The color that the user is selecting, displayed in 
the upper rectangle, ranges over the entire color space in response to the controls in the rest 
of the dialog box. Your application can supply the prompt text, the starting color, and the 
location of the upper-left comer of the dialog box, and it can specify whether the dialog 
box should appear on the main screen (the screen with the menu bar) or the screen with the 
greatest pixel depth. 

The two groups of numeric fields (Hue, Saturation, Brightness; Red, Green, Blue) show the 
parameters of the color being picked in the two color models. The user can increase or decrease 
the values using the arrow controls or can enter values directly into any of the six fie lds. 
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The range for each of the component values is 0 to 65,535. Larger values are truncated to 
65,535 after the user exits the field. The hue value for pure red is O; pure green is 21 ,845; 
pure blue is 43,690. Hue values wrap around from 0 to 65,535, so the user can circum
navigate the wheel with arrow controls just as with the cursor. The user can select a single 
RGB value from Color QuickDraw's entire range of 248 color values. 

On black-and-white hardware (or in less than 4-bit mode), the di splay appears in black and 
white; the Color Picker returns the RGB value selected, but it does not call any color routines 
in the course of responding to user actions. 

On a device with a variable color look-up table (CLUT), the Color Picker temporarily borrows 
a CLUT entry to display the exact color in the rectangle that shows the color currently being 
picked. (If you let the Color Manager approximate the user's value when your application 
subsequently displays the chosen color, the result will probably differ somewhat from the one 
picked.) The Color Picker restores the color environment when it is done. 

Using Conversion Facilities 

In addition to the GetColor function that displays the Color Picker dialog box, the Color 
Picker Package provides six procedures for converting between an RGB color record and 
a CMY, HLS, or HSV color record, and it provides two functions that convert between 
SmallFract and fixed numbers. Most applications are likely to use only the GetColor function. 

The Color Picker Package defines the CMY color, HSL color, and HSY color records with 
SmallFract values rather than integer values (as used in the RGB color record). A SmallFract 
value is the fractional part-that is, the low-order word-of a fixed number. 

TYPE SmallFract = Integer ; {unsigned fractio~ between 0 and 1 } 

The integer values in the RGB color record are actually used as unsigned integer-sized values; 
by using SmallFract values, the Color Picker Package avoids sign extension problems in the 
conversion math. 

The Color Picker Package provides two functions for converting between SmallFract and 
fixed numbers. Most applications do not need to use these faci lities. 

COLOR PICKER PACKAGE ROUTINES 

The Color Picker Package comprises nine routines: the GetColor function that displays the 
Color Picker's dialog box, six procedures for converting between color record types, and 
two functions for converting between Sma11Fract and fixed values. Most applications are 
li kely to use only the GetColor function. 

Assembly-language note: To gain access to the Color Picker Package 
routines, use the trap macro _Pack 12. 
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Displaying the Color Picker Dialog Box 

The GetColor function displays the Color Picker dialog box on a screen. 

FUNCTION GetColor (where : Point ; prompt : Str255 ; inColor : RGBColor ; VAR 
outColor : RGBColor) : Boolean ; 

The dialog box appears with its upper-left corner located at the point you designate with the 
where parameter. The GetColor function can display the dialog box and accept color selection 
on any screen, not just the main screen. If you set where to (0,0), the dialog box is posi
tioned neatly on the main screen-centered horizontally, with one-third of the empty space 
above the box and two-thirds below, regardless of the screen size. If you set the where 
parameter to (-1,-1), the GetColor function displays the dialog box on what the Color Picker 
determines to be the best screen, optimizing depth and color. 

The prompt string is displayed in the upper-left comer of the dialog box. The inColor 
parameter is the starting color, which the user may want for comparison; it is displayed 
immediately below the current output color (the one the user is picking). The outColor 
parameter is set to the last color value the user picks before clicking OK. On entry, the 
outColor parameter is treated as undefined, so the output color sample initially matches the 
input. Although the color being picked may vary widely, the input color sample remains 
fixed, and clicking the input sample resets the output color sample to match it. 

GetColor returns TRUE if the user exits by clicking the OK button, FALSE if the user exits 
by clicking the Cancel button. 

Converting Between Color Models 

These six procedures offer conversions between the RGB color model and each of the CMY, 
1-Il,S, and HSY models. 

PROCEDURE CMY2RGB (cColor : CMYColor ; VAR rColor : RGBColor) ; 

The CMY2RGB procedure converts a CMY color record to its equivalent RGB color record. 

PROCEDURE HSL2RGB (hColor : HSLColor ; VAR rColor : RGBColor) ; 

The HSL2RGB procedure conve1ts an HSL color record to its equivalent RGB color record. 

PROCEDURE HSV2RGB (hColor : HSVColor; VAR rColor : RGBColor) ; 

The HSY2RGB procedure converts an HSY color record to its equivalent RGB color record. 

PROCEDURE RGB2CMY (rColor : RGBColor ; VAR cColor: CMYColor) ; 

The RGB2CMY procedure converts an RGB color record to its equivalent CMY color record. 

PROCEDURE RGB2HSL (rCo lor : RGBColor ; VAR hColor : HSLColor) ; 

The RGB2HSL procedure converts an RGB color record to its equivalent HSL color record. 
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PROCEDURE RGB2HSV (rColor : RGBColor ; VAR hColor : HSVColor) ; 

The RGB2HSY procedure converts an RGB color record to its equivalent HSY color record. 

Converting Between SmallFract and Fixed Values 

A SmaIIFract value can represent a value between 0 and 65,535. The Color Picker Package 
uses SmallFract values in its CMY color, HSL color, and HSY color records . You can use 
these functions if you need to convert SmallFract values to or from fixed values. (They can 
be assigned directly to and from integers.) 

FUNCTION Srnal1Fract2Fix ( s : SrnallFract ) : Fixed; 

The SmallFract2Fix function converts a SmallFract value to a fixed integer. 

FUNCTION Fix2Srnal1Fract (f : Fixed) : SrnallFract ; 

The Fix2SmallFract function converts a fixed integer to a SmallFract value. 
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SUMMARY OF THE COLOR PICKER PACKAGE 

Constants 

CONST 
MaxSmallFract 

Data Types 

TYPE CMYColor 
RECORD 

cyan : 
magenta : 
yellow : 

END ; 

HSLColor 
RECORD 

hue : 
saturation : 
lightness : 

END ; 

HSVColor == 

RECORD 
hue : 
saturation : 
value : 

END ; 

$0000FFFF ; 

SmallFract ; 
SrnallFract ; 
SrnallFract 

SmallFract ; 
SrnallFract ; 
SmallFract 

SmallFract ; 
SmallFract ; 
SmallFract 

{maximum SmallFract value , as Longint} 

{CMY and RGB are complements} 
{cyan component} 
{magenta component} 
{yellow component} 

{fraction of circle , red at 0} 
{0 - 1 , 0 is gray , 1 is pure color} 
{0-1 , 0 is black, 1 is whi te} 

{fraction of circle , red at 0} 
{0-1 , 0 is gray, 1 is pure color} 
{0 - 1 , 0 is black, 1 is max intensity} 

SmallFract Integer ; {unsigned fraction between 0 and 1} 

Routines 

Displaying the Color Picker Dialog Box 

FUNCTION GetColor (where : Point ; prompt : Str255 ; inColor : 
RGBColor ; VAR outColor : RGBColor) : Boolean ; 
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Converting Between Color Models 

PROCEDURE CMY2RGB (cColor : CMYColor ; VAR rColor : RGBColor) ; 

PROCEDURE HSL2RGB (hColor : HSLColor ; VAR rColor : RGBColor) ; 

PROCEDURE HSV2RGB (hColor : HSVColor ; VAR rColor : RGBColor) ; 

PROCEDURE RGB2CMY (rColor : RGBColor ; VAR cColor : CMYColor) ; 

PROCEDURE RGB2HSL (rColor : RGBColor ; VAR hColor : HSLColor) ; 

PROCEDURE RGB2HSV (rColor : RGBColor ; VAR hColor : HSVColor) ; 

Converting Between SmallFract and Fixed Values 

FUNCTION Smal1Fract2Fix (s : SmallFract) : Fixed ; 

FUNCTION Fix2Smal1Fract (f : Fixed) : SmallF~act ; 

Assembly-Language Information 

Trap Macro Requiring Routine Selectors 

_Packl2 

Selector 

$0001 
$0002 
$0003 
$0004 
$0005 
$0006 
$0007 
$0008 
$0009 

Routine 

Fix2Smal1 Fract 
Sma11Fract2Fix 
CMY2RGB 
RGB2CMY 
HSL2RGB 
RGB2HSL 
HSV2RGB 
RGB2HSV 
GetColor 
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ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

The Palette Manager monitors the color needs of the graphics environment. The Palette 
Manager can track the combined color and gray-scale requirements of the Operating System, 
your application, and other applications, and it can do so across multiple screens. This 
chapter describes how you can use the Palette Manager to ensure that a set of colors is 
available whenever one of your application 's windows is acti ve. 

System software versions 6.0.5 and later, or those using the 32-Bit QuickDrawTM system 
extension, incorporate the revi sed and expanded Palette Manager. This chapter presents a 
complete description of the new Palette Manager. It replaces the Palette Manager chapter in 
Volume Y. 

You need to read this chapter if your application uses Color QuickDraw's color system, 
rather than the eight-color system supplied with the original QuickDraw, or no color at all. 

You should be familiar with the Graphics Overview and Color QuickDraw chapters in this 
volume, and wi th the original Color QuickDraw chapter in Volume V. 

ABOUT THE PALETTE MANAGER 

Your application should use Palette Manager routines if it needs to 

• set up and maintain collections of colors or grays 

• manage shared color resources 

• provide exact colors for di splaying images 

• initiate color table animation 

Your application can specify a color as an RGB value, and Color QuickDraw and the Color 
Manager determine the closest match avai lable on the hardware at the time the color is needed. 
On direct hardware, the match is virtually exact; on indexed hardware, the match depends 
both on the capabilities of the video device and on the color needs of the Operating System 
and other applications. By creating a palette of colors for your application , you ensure that 
appropriate colors are available when its window becomes frontmost. 

The Palette Manager acts as intermediary between the palettes you create for your applica
tion's windows and the color look-up tables (CLUTs) that contain the colors an indexed 
device can display. When your window is opened or brought to the front, the Palette 
Manager checks your palette's colors against those in the color tables of all devices the 
window touches. The Palette Manager then loads colors into the color tables as needed, 
taking into account the sizes of the color tables and the importance you have placed on 
various colors in your palette. 
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You create palettes as resources of type 'pltt'. In the palette resource you specify the RGB 
colors your application needs. You can also indicate whether each color needs to be matched 
exactly and, if not, how close a match is required. You can tailor your palettes to different 
possible video devices-indicating, for example, that certain colors in the palette should 
be used with 4-bit pixel depths, that a different set should be used with 8-bit pixel depths, 
and that neither set should be used with gray-scale devices. Palettes can also be created from 
color tables. 

The Palette Manager can handle different screen depths across multiple devices. [f the 
user moves your application window so that it overlaps one gray-scale, one indexed-pixel, 
and one direct-pixel screen, the Palette Manager chooses appropriate grays and colors for 
all three. 

The Palette Manager has access to all palettes used by all windows throughout the system. 
A set of default color tables for devices of various depths ensures that the Palette Manager 
always returns to a known set of colors when an application terminates, and, when your 
application begins executing, it executes in an environment equipped with as broad a range 
of colors or grays as the hardware allows. 

The rest of this chapter describes 

• palettes, and the usage categories to which colors in palettes are assigned 

• how the Palette Manager changes the environment by allocating new colors when, 
for example, a window is brought to the front 

• how the Palette Manager restores the environment when your application 
fi nishes executing 

• how you can use the Palette Manager' s color categories 

• how to create palettes from resources from within your application, and from 
color tables 

PALETTES 

A palette is a data structure that contains a header and a collection of color records, one for 
each color in the palette. The header contains the number of color records in the palette and 
the private fields used by the Palette Manager. 

TYPE PaletteHandle 
PalettePtr 

Palette = 
RECORD 

pmEntries : 
pmDataFields : 

pminfo : 

END ; 
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"Palette ; 

Integer ; {entries in pminfo} 
ARRAY[O . . 6) OF In teger ; 

{private fields} 
ARRAY(O . . OJ OF Colorinfo 
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Each color is listed as a color information record, which comprises an RGB color value, 
information describing how the color is to be used, a tolerance value for colors that need 
~nly be_approx~mated, and private fields. You should not create and modify the public 
fields dlfectly ; mstead, use the Palette Manager routines. 

TYPE Colorinfo 
RECORD 

ciRGB : 
ciUsage : 
ciTolerance : 
ciDataFields : 

END ; 

RGBColor ; {absolute RGB values} 
Integer ; {colo r usage i n forma tion} 
Integer ; {tolerance value} 
ARRAY[O .. 2) OF Integer 

{private fie l ds} 

You can create palettes as resources of type 'pltt', or by using Palette Manager routines from 
within your application. 

Your application can create a default palette for the Palette Manager to use when one of your 
application ' s windows doesn' t have a palette specified. (This may be especially useful to 
color applications that use old-style, black-and-white dialog and alert boxes.) 

Color Usage Categories 

When the user activates a window, the Palette Manager examines the window's palette, if it 
has one, to determine whether colors need to be loaded into the current device's color look-up 
tables. If your window requires 180 shades of green, for example, chances are the current 
CLUTs lack the necessary colors. Whether the Palette Manager must change a color table 
depends on what colors are in it already, what colors you ask for, and the categories into 
which your colors fall. 

The Palette Manager tracks colors in six usage categories, which you specify to control 
the way the Palette Manager allocates colors. You assign usage categories to colors when you 
create your palette, and you can change the categories using Palette Manager routines. 

• A courteous color accepts whatever value the Color Manager determines to be the 
closest match currently available in the color table. On indexed devices, the Palette 
Manager lets the Color Manager select appropriate pixel values from those already in 
the CLUT. On direct devices, courteous colors always display as specified. Courteous 
colors have no special properties, but their use offers you a convenient holding place 
for collecting colors. 

• A tolerant color a lso accepts the Color Manager' s choices on an indexed device, but, 
unlike a courteous color, a tolerant color specifies an acceptable range for color matching. 
If no color in the device's color table fall s within that range, the Palette Manager loads the 
color required. On direct devices, the Palette Manager matches tolerant colors as closely 
as the hardware allows. 

• An animated color is used for special color animation effects, as described in 
"Animated Colors" later in this chapter. Animated colors are reserved by a palette until 
its window is closed, and until then their spaces are unavailable to (and can ' t be used to 
match) any other request for color. The effects of color animation depend on the 
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existence of a device color table, and, since a direct device doesn' t have one, color 
animation has no effect on a direct device's display. If your wi ndow spans two devices, 
one indexed and one direct, the Palette Manager is dexterous enough to an imate the 
portion on the indexed device's screen. 

• An explicit color specifies an index value, and always generates the corresponding 
entry from the device's color table. Explicit colors are usefu l if you wish to display the 
contents of a color table-for example, to display to a user some or all of the colors 
actually available. 

• An inhibited color is prevented from appearing on color and gray-scale devices of 
specified pixel depths. Inhibited colors are always combined with other usage 
categories. You can create a large palette-for example, with two different sets of color 
ranges, one optimized for a 4-bit device, the other optimized for an 8-bit device-and 
then inhibit colors on the devices for which they are not intended. 

• PmWhite and pmBlack colors are assigned to white or black on I-bit devices. If 
your application is working with red and dark blue, for example, both might get mapped 
to black on a 1-bit device. By assigning pm White to one and pmBlack to the other, you 
assure that they wi ll be distinct. These categories may be combined with other usage 
categories, but combining them with each other is undefined. 

Several color usage categories can be combined. You can specify that a color is both tolerant 
and explicit, for example, which means that your RGB color, or a tolerably close match, is 
placed in the color table at the index co1Tesponding to that palette entry (as opposed to merely 
being available somewhere in the table), on all devices that touch the window. 

When you specify colors for a palette within a 'pltt' resource, you usually assign the same 
usage value to each color in the palette. However, if you must use a particular color differ
ently than the others, you can assign it a different usage va lue, either when creating the 
resource file, or within the application by means of the SetEntryUsage procedure. 

CHANGING THE COLOR ENVIRONMENT 

The colors available in any particular hardware environment depend on the color or black
and-white settings and the pixel depths that the attached cards and screens can support, and 
on what they are set to by the system or by the user. 

Since your palette may define more colors than the available hardware can display, the Palette 
Manager allocates your requests according to their priority. To make the best use of the 
Palette Manager, you should understand the allocation process. Prioritization is important 
only when the ActivatePalette procedure is called, which occurs automatically when your 
window becomes the frontmost window. (You may also call ActivatePalette yourself after 
changing one or more of the palette's colors or usage categories.) 

The Palette Manager first allocates animated colors that are also marked for explicit usage. 
Colors that are marked as tolerant and explicit are allocated next. 
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T~e Palette Manager allocates animated colors next. Starting with the first entry in your 
window's pale~te (entry 0), the Palette Manager checks to see if it is an animated entry. It 
checks each a111mated entry to see that the entry has a reserved index for each appro-priate 
device, selecting and reserving an index if it doesn' t. This process continues until all 
animated colors have been sati sfi ed or until the available indexes are exhausted. 

The Palette Manager handles tolerant colors next. It assigns each tolerant color an index until 
all tolerant colors have been satisfied. The Palette Manager then calculates for each entry the 
difference between the des ired color and the color associated with the selected index. If 
the difference exceeds the tolerance you have specified, the Palette Manager marks the selected 
device entry to be changed to the desired color. 

Since explicit colors designate index values, not the colors at those index locations, and since 
courteous colors are amenable to being ass igned any RGB value, neither is considered during 
prioritization. 

When the Palette Manager has matched as many animated and tolerant entries as possible, 
it checks to see if the cuJTent CLUT is adeq uate. If modifications are needed, the Palette 
Manager ove1Tides any calls made to the Color Manager outside the Palette Manager and 
then calls the Color Manager to change the device's color environment accord ingly (with 
the SetEntries procedure). 

Finally. if the color environment on a given device has changed, the Palette Manager checks 
to see if th is change has affected any other window in the system. If another window is 
affected, the Palelle Manager checks that window to see if it specifies an update in the case 
of such changes. Applicati ons can use the SetPalette, NSetPaleue, or SetPaletteUpdates 
procedure to specify whether a wi ndow should be updated when its environm ent has been 
changed because o f actions by another wi ndow. (If so, the InvalRect procedure, described in 
the Window Manager chapter of Vo lume I, updates the window, using the boundary 
rectangle of the device that has been changed.) 

RESTORING THE COLOR ENVIRONMENT 

When a window closes, the Palette Manager resets each display device to its default colbr 
table, except for those indexes still reserved by another applicati on. EventuaJiy, the applica
tion that owns those indexes will terminate or voluntari ly release the indexes. You can run a 
long sequence of color-stealing, wildly anjmated programs, quit the m all , return to the 
Finderr"1, and find every screen in the system fully restocked wi th default system color tables . 
(But if an application calls the Color Manager procedure ProtectEntries to lock a device index, 
the Palette Manager cannot restore the default color tables .) 

The Palette Manager restores an ani mated entry to a default color state when the index is no 
longer needed. 

The Palette Manager prov ides de fau lt color tables for differing screen dev ices. 
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Screen device 

Any device in black-and-white 
mode or l bi t deep 

A color device in 2-bit mode 

A color device in 4-bit mode 

A color dev ice in 8-bit mode 

Default color table 

A gray-scale ramp, that is, an evenJy spaced range 
from white in index 0 to black in the last index. 

indexes 0 to 3 contain white, 50 percent gray, the 
highlight color, and black, respectively. 

The resource 'clut' with a resource TD of 4. If the 
color closest to the highlight color differs from it by 
more than $3000 in any component, the color is 
averaged with the highlight color. 

The resource 'clut' w ith resource ID 8. 

The 'clut' resource IDs I, 2, 4, and 8 are the standard co lor tables fo r those bit depths; they 
are shown in Color Plate XXV, "Default Color Tables." The 'clut' resource IDs 34, 36, and 
40-the bit depth plus 32-are gray-scale ramps for those bit depths. The default color tables 
with the highlight color added are 'clut' resource IDs 66, 68, and 72- that is, the bit depth 
plus 64. To get these color tables, use the GetCTable function (not GetResource), as 
described in the Color QuickDraw chapter in this volume. 

USING THE PALETTE MANAGER 

The Palette Manager is extremely versatile, and your application can use it to obtain an addi
tional level of color control. The Palette Manager can selecti vely apply QuickDraw, Color 
Manager, and Graphics Devices Manager routines, thereby giving you color control across 
windows and devices. 

Working With Color Usage Categories 

You define the usage category for each color in a palette, using these constants: 

CONST pmCourteous $0000 ; {courteous color} 
pmTolerant $0002 ; {tole!:'ant color} 
pmAnima:ed $0004 ; {animated color} 
pmExplicit $0008 ; {explicit color} 
pmWhit e $0010 ; (use on 1 - bit device} 
pmBlac~ $0020 ; {use on 1-bit device} 
pminhibitG2 $0100 ; {inhibit on 2 - bit gray-scale device } 
pminhibitC2 $0200 ; {inhibit on 2 - bit color device} 
pminhibitG4 $0400 ; {inhibi t on 4 - bit gray-scale device} 
pminhibitC4 $0800 ; {inhibit on 4-bit color device} 
pminhibitG8 $1000 ; {inhibit on 8-bit gray- scale device} 
pminhi bitC8 = $2000 ; { inhfoi t on 8-bit color device} 
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Effective use of the Palette Manager requires a considered assignment of usage categories for 
the colors of your palette. 

Courteous Colors 

Courteous colors may seem so polite as to be useless, but they can serve as convenient 
placeholders. If your application uses a small number of colors, you can place them in a 
palette, ordered according to your preference and designated as courteous. 

Suppose you have an open window named myColorWindow that has a palette resource 
consisting of a set of eight colors: white, black, red, orange, yellow, green, blue, and violet, 
in that order, each with a usage category specified as courteous, as shown in Figure 20-1. 
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Figure 20-1. A courteous palette 

The following example paints the rectangle myRect in yellow (palette entry 4, where white is 0). 

SetPort (myColorWindow); 
PmForeColor (4) ; 
PaintRect (myRect) ; 

This is exactly analogous to the fo llowing sequence of Color Quick.Draw routines, where 
yellowRGB is of type ColorSpec: 

yellowRGB . red : = $FFFF ; 
yellowRGB . green : = $FFFF ; 
yellowRGB . blue : = $0000 ; 

SetPort (myColorWindow) ; 
RGBForeColor (yellowRGB) ; 
PaintRect (myRect) ; 

Colors with specified usage categories that can' t be satisfi ed by the Palette Manager default to 
courteous colors. This occurs, for example, when drawing to a direct device or one with a 
fi xed CLUT. 
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Tolerant Colors 

Tolerant colors allow you to change the current color environment if the available colors 
are not sufficiently close to those your application needs. When your window becomes 
the frontmost window on a device, its palette's colors are given preference. Each tolerant 
color is compared to the best match available in the current color environment. (ln a multi
screen environment this comparison is done for each device on which the window is drawn.) 
When the djfference between your color and the best available match is greater than the 
tolerance you specify, the Palette Manager loads an exact match into the CLUT. 

The Palette Manager compares the tolerance value associated with each palette entry lo a 
measure of the difference between two RGB color values. This difference is an approxi
mation of the distance between the two points as measured in a Cartesian coordinate system 
where the axes are the unsigned red, green, and blue values. The distance fo rmula used is 

~ RGB =maximum of (abs(Red I - Red2), abs(Green I - Green2), abs(Blue 1 - Blue2)) 

A tolerance value of $0000 means that only an exact match is acceptable. (Any value of 
$Ox.xx other than SOOOO is reserved and should not be used in applicati ons.) A value of 
$5000 is generally sufficient to allow matching without updates in well-balanced color 
environments, such as those provided by the default palettes. 

If your palette requires more colors than the number of unreserved table indexes, the Palette 
Manager checks to see if some other palette has reserved indexes for animation. If so, it 
cancels their reservation and makes their indexes avail able for your palette. 

if you ask for more colors than are available on a device, the Palette Manager cannot honor 
your request. Color requests that can' t be met default to courteous colors, and the Color 
Manager selects the best color available. (That selection will of necessity match one of the 
colors elsewhere in your palette, since the Palette Manager runs out of colors onl y after it has 
given your palette all that are available. This procedure works as well as possible for a given 
device, but, o f course, works better if your window is moved to a deeper device where the 
request can be met.) 

Note that two tolerant entries may match to the same index even if space isn't the problem. 
For instance, when all indexes are initially assigned to black, acti vating a palette with 
256 shades of gray with tolerance $2000 uses up four indexes, that being sufficient to 
match a ll 256 shades within a tolerance of $2000. If the tolerance were decreased to$ I 000, 
then e ight indexes would be altered. 

On direct devices, tolerant entries always match exactly. 

Animated Colors 

Animated colors allow you to reserve device indexes for color table animation. 

One way to change the color of an object on the screen is to change the pixel values in the 
object's part of the pixel map-you draw it again in a different color. ln certain situations, 
you can get the same effect at less cost in process ing and memory by changing the colors in 
the video device's color table instead. All pixel values corresponding lo the altered indexes 
suddenly appear on the di splay device in a new color. By careful selection of index values 
and the corresponding colors, you can achieve a number o f pecial animation effects. 
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To use an anfo1ated color, you must first draw with it using the PmForeColor or PmBackColor 
procedure. To create color table animation, you then change that entry's RGB color by using 
the AnimateEntry procedure. You can animate a contiguous set of colors by supplying RGB 
colors from a color table, using the AnimatePalette procedure. 

The way the Palette M anager reserves indexes for animated colors creates some side effects. 
The Palette Manager fi rst checks each ani mated color to see if it already has a reserved index for 
the target device. If it does not, the Palette Manager checks all windows and reserves the least 
frequentl y used indexes for your palette. (This reservation process is analogous to that used by 
the Color Manager procedure ReserveEntry.) The device's index and its corresponding color 
value are removed from the matching scheme used by Color QuickDraw; you cannot draw 
with the color by calling RGBForeColor. (However, when you call PmForeColor, the Palette 
Manager locates the reserved index and configures your window's port to draw with it.) On a 
multiscreen system the index reserved is likely to be different for each device, but this process 
is invisible to your application. 

After reserving one or more dev ice indexes for each animated color it detects, the Palette 
Manager changes the color environment to match the RGB values specified in the palette. 

The Palette Manager returns the indexes used by your animated entri es to each screen 
device in any of these situations: 

• a window owning those animated entries moves off of that screen 

• your application changes the usage of an animated color 

• your application disposes of the palette owning those entries (merely hiding a window 
does not release its entries) 

The Palette Manager replaces previously animated indexes with the corresponding colors 
from the default color table for that device. 

The Palette Manager receives notice when the screen depth changes, so that it can take 
appropriate action at that ti me, such as setting color tables to the ir defaults. 

Displaying Animated Colors on Direct Devices 

Color table animation doesn't work on a direct device-it has no color table. To present the 
best appearance, for example, on a window that spans an indexed device and a direct device, 
the Palette Manager records two co lors in the ciRGB fi eld of the color in formation record: the 
last color the entry was set to by SetEntryColor, and the last color the entry was set to by 
AnimateEntry or Ani matePalette. In the palette record, the high bytes of the components 
in the ciRGB field reflect the animated color, and the low bytes contain the color set by 
SetEntryColor. (GetEntryColor returns the last color the entry was ani mated to.) When you 
draw with an ani mated color on a direct device (or on any device on which the animated color 
was not allocated and reserved), then the color set by SetEntryColor is used. Thi s allows 
success ive updates of an animated image on a direct device to match correctly. A side effect is 
that GetEntryColor does not necessarily return an exact match of the color ori ginally set (only 
the top 8 bits are an exact match) . 

.A. Warning: This internal usage of the color information fi elds may change. 
For maximum safety, use the procedures SetEntryColor. SetEntryUsage, 
GetEntryColor, and GetEntryUsage. • 
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Explicit Colors 

Use explicit ent1ies when your primary concern is the index value rather than the color stored 
at that index. 

Explicit colors cause no change in the color environment. For indexed devices, the Palette 
Manager ignores the RGB value in a palette if a color is an explicit color. When you draw 
with an explicit color, you get the color that is cuITently at the CLUT entry whose index 
corresponds to the explicit color's position in the palette. When you call PmForeColor with a 
parameter of 12, it places a value of 12 into the foreground color field of your window's 
color grafPort. (Since the value wraps around the table, the value placed into the foreground 
field would be 

12 modulo (maxlndex + 1) 

where maxlndex is the max imum available index for each dev ice under consideration.) 

On direct devices an explicit entry produces the color for that entry in the palette. 

You can use explicit colors to monitor the color environment on an indexed screen device. 
For example, you could draw a l 6-by-1 6 grid of 256 explicit colors in a small window. 
Whatever colors appear are exactly those in the device's color table. If color table animation 
is taking place simultaneously, the corresponding colors in the small window animate as 
well. If you display such a window on a 4-bit device, the first 16 colors match the 16 colors 
available in the device, and each row thereafter is a copy of the fi rst row. 

Inhibited Colors 

The Palette Manager recognizes six inhibited usage categories that give you control of which 
palette entries can and cannot appear on depths of 2, 4, and 8 bits per pixel, on color or gray
scale devices. The categories are specified using these constants: 

CONST pminhibitG2 $0100 ; { i nhibit on 2-bit gray-scale dev ice} 
pminhibitC2 = $0200 ; {inhibit on 2-bit color device } 
pminhibitG4 $0400 ; {inhibi t on 4-bit gray-scale device} 
pminhibitC4 $0800 ; {inhibit on 4-bit c olor device} 
pminhibitG8 = $1000 ; {inhibi t on 8-bi t g ray - scale device} 
pminhibitC8 $2000 ; {inhibi t on 8- bit c olor device} 

Here is an example of how these categories can be combined. 

myColor8Usage : = 

SetEnt ryUsage (myPalHandle , 300 , pmAnimated+pmExplicit+pminhibitG2+ 
pminhibicC2 +p~Inhib:tG4+pminhibicC4+pminhibitG8 , 0) ; 
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This sets the usage of entry 300 of the palette specified by my Pal Handle to the combined 
usages of animated and explic it, to be allocated only on color 8-bit devices. (Since 300 is 
greater than 255, the highest index on an 8-bit device, the index associated with that entry 
wraps around to 44.) 

You should always inhibit tolerant colors on gray-scale devices. Color Quick.Draw now 
allows luminance mapping on gray-scale devices. The default CLUT on a gray-scale device 
is an evenly spaced gray ramp from black to white. Since this is usuall y the best possible 
spread on a gray-scale dev ice, you could specify all three inhibited gray-scale categories. 

As another example, on a 4-bit device you might want to allocate 14 tolerant colors, while on 
an 8-bit device there are suffic ient indexes that you can also use a number of an imated colors. 
By inhibiting the animated entries on 4-bit devices, you ensure that your 14 tolerant colors are 
allocated. Merely sequencing the palette doesn' t solve this problem, because the animated 
colors always take precedence over the tolerant colors. (For more information about 
sequenc ing, see "Assigning Colors to a Palette" later in this chapter.) 

Combined Usage Categories 

The inhibited usage category is always combined with some other usage catego1y. In addi
tion, the explicit usage category can be combined wi th the tolerant and animated categories. 

The main purpose for using explicit colors is to provide a convenient interface to color table 
indexes. You can select any of these colors for drawing by setting your window's palette to 
contain as many explicit colors as are in the target device with the greatest number of indexes. 
PmForeColor configures the color grafPort to draw with the index of your choice. So that 
you can easily create effective explicit palettes, two color usage categories can be combined: 
pmTolerant + pmExplicit and pmAnimatecl + pmExplicit. 

The pmTolerant + pmExplicit combined usage means that you get the color you want at the 
index you want, across all devices that the w indow touches. As with pmTolerant, other 
windows may use those colors in their displays. 

The pm.Animated+ pmExplicit combined usage means that you get the color you want at the 
index you want, across all devices that intersect the window, but windows that don ' t share 
the palette can' t use that index. The entry can be animated by a call to the AnimateEntry 
procedure. 

Since the value of an explicit entry is treated as the entry modulo the bit depth, index 
collisions can occur between entries of the same usage within a palette. In this case, the 
lower-numbered entry gets the index. For example, if palette entries I and 17 were both 
pm.Animated+ pmExplicit, then on a 4-bit screen, entry 1 would get index 1, and entry 17, 
although it wraps around to 1, would get nothing. 

Unallocated pmTolerant + pmExplicit colors revert to pmTolerant. Unallocated pm.Animated+ 
pm.Explicit colors revert to pmCourteous. 
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Creating Palettes 

Typically, you create a palelte from the colors in a resource of type 'pltt' using the 
GetNewPalette function. You can also create a palette from the colors in a color table 
by using the NewPalette function. 

Assigning Colors to a Palette 

The inhibited usage categories are the best way to be sure that the right colors are available for 
screens of different depths, but in many situations you can achieve the same effect with a 
single set of colors if you sequence the colors in the palette, or affange Lhem according to the 
screen depth of the device that uses them, from least to greatest depth. 

Color QuickDraw, to support standard QuickDraw features, puts white and black at the 
beginning and end, respecti vely, of each device's color table, and the Palette Manager never 
changes them. Thus the maximum number of indexes avai lable for animated or tolerant colors 
is really the maximum number of indexes minus 2. 

After whi.te and black, you should assign the next two colors to the two you wish to have if 
the device is a 2-bil device. Likewise, the first 16 colors should be the optimal palette entries 
for a 4-bit device, and the first 256 colors should be the optimal paleue entries for an 8-bit 
device.You should inhibit colors for gray-scale devices. 

Creating a Palette in a Resource File 

The format of a palette resource (type 'pltt') is an image of the palette structure itself. The 
private fields in both the header and in each color information record are reserved for future 
use. Listing 20-1 shows a palette resource with 16 entries as it would appear within a resource 
file. Each entry has a tolerance value of 0, meaning that the color should be matched exaclly. 

Listing 20-1. A pa lette ('pltt') resource 

#def i~e zeroTolerance 0 

resource ' pltt ' (128 , "Simple Palette " ) { 
{ / * array Colorinfo : 16 elements */ 

/ * [1) white */ 
65535 , 65535 , 65535 , pmTolerant , zeroTo lerance, 
I * [ 2) black * I 
0 , 0 , 0 , pmTolerant , zeroTolerance , 
/ * [3] yellow , for bit depths >= 2 */ 
64512 , 62333 , 1327 , pmTolerant , zeroTolerance , 
I * [ 4) orange * I 
65535 , 25738 , 652 , pmTolerant , zeroTolerance , 
/ * [SJ blue-green used i n bit depchs >= 4 * / 
881 , 50943 , 40649 , pmTolerant , zeroTolerance , 
/ * (6) green */ 
0 , 22015 , 0 , pmTolerant , zeroTolerance , 
I * [7] 
22015 , 
/ * (8) 

56683 , 

blue * / 
0 I 0 I 

red */ 
2242 I 1698 1 

pmToleran t , zeroTolerance 

pmTolerant , zeroTolerance , 
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/ * [ 9 J light gray */ 
49152 , 49152 ' 49152 , pmTolerant, zeroTolerance, 
/ * (10] medium gray * / 
32768 , 32768 , 32768 , pmTolerant, zeroTolerance , 
/* (11] beige */ 
65535 , 50140 ' 33120 , pmTolerant , zeroTolerance , 
/ * (12] brown * / 
37887 , 10266 , 4812 , pmTolerant , zeroTolerar:ce , 
/ * (13) olive green */ 
25892, 49919, o, pmTolerant , zeroTolerance, 
/* (14) bright green * / 

0 ' 65535 , 1265 ' pmTolerant , zeroTolerance, 
/ * [ 15) sky blue * / 

0 ' 0 ' 65535, pmTolerant , zeroTolerance, 
/ * (16) violet * / 

32768 , 0 , 65535 , pmTolerant , zeroTolerance 
} 

} ; 

Use GetNewPalette to obtain a 'pltt' resource; it initializes private fi elds in the palette data 
structure. (Don ' t use GetResource.) 

Listing 20-2 shows a palette with a variety of usage categori es. The first two entries, for 
white and black, are the same as in the palette in Listing 20-1 . The next three entries are 
animated and explicit, and inhibited on gray-scale devices. Entries 6 through 14 are tolerant 
with zero tolerance and inhibited on gray-scale devices. The last two entries in the palette are 
inhibited on color devices as well if they can only display 16 colors. 

Listing 20-2. A multi -use pa lette 

#define zeroTolerance 0 

#define pminhibitG2 OxOlOO 
#define pminhibitC2 Ox0200 
#define pminhibitG4 Ox0400 
#define pminhibitC4 Ox0800 
#define pminhibitG8 OxlOOO 
#define pminhibitC8 Ox2000 
/ * inhibit in all gray - scale devices * / 
#define grayDevinhibit (pminhibitG2 + pminhibitG4 + pminhibitG8) 

#define pmTolerant 2 
#define pmAnimated 4 
#define pmExplicit 8 

#define pmAnimDevinhibit (pmAnimated + grayDevinhibit) 

/ * QD does the best job at displaying colors in gray-scale devices 
so it is a good idea to inhibit col ors in all gray-scale devices . * / 

(Continued) 
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Listing 20-2. A mul ti-use palette (Continued) 

r esource ' pltt ' (129 , "Inhibiting Palette " ) 
{ /* array Colorinfo : 16 elements * / 

/ * [ll * / 

} i 

65535 , 65535 , 65535 , pmTolerant , z eroTolerance, 
/ * [2] */ 
O, O, O, pmTolerant , zeroTolerance , 
/ * request animated entries to go in known ' clut ' slots * / 

/ * [3) * / 
64512 , 62333 , 1327 , (pmAnimDevinhibit + pmExplicit) , zeroTolerance , 
/ * [4] * / 
65535 , 25738 , 652 , (pmAnimDevinhibit + pmExplicit) , zeroTolerance , 
/ * [5] * / 
881 , 50943 , 40649 , (pmAnimDevi nhibi t + pmExplic it) , zeroTolerance , 
/ * now let the Palette Manager put t he nex t colors where it wants * / 

/ * [6 ) * / 
0 , 22015 , 
/ * ( 7) * / 
22015 , 0 , 
/ * [8] * / 
56683 , 2242 t 
/ * [9 ] 

49152 , 
/ * (10) 
32768 , 
/ * (11) 
65535 , 

* / 

49 152 , 
*/ 

32768 , 
*/ 

50140 , 
/ * (12) * / 

22015 , (pmTolerant + grayDevinhibit) , zeroTolerance , 

O, (pmTolerant + grayDevinhibit) , zeroTolerance , 

1 698 , (pmTolerant + grayDevinhi bit) , zeroTolerance , 

49152 , (pmTole rant + grayDevinhibit) , zeroTolerance , 

32768 , (pmTolerant + grayDevintibi t) , zeroTolerance , 

33120 , (pmTolerant + grayDevintibit) , zeroTolerance , 

37887 , 102 66 , 4812 , (pmTolerant + grayDevinhibi t ) , zeroTolerance , 
I * :n1 * / 
25892 , 49919 , 0 , (pmTolerant + grayDevinhibit) , zeroTolerance , 
/ * '.14] * / 
0 , 65535 , 1265 , (pmTolerant + grayDevinhibit) , zeroTolerance , 
/* inhibit the last two entries in 4-bit deep devices */ 

/ * (15) * / 
0 , 65535 , 0 , (pmTolerant + grayDevinhibit + pminhibitC4) , zeroTolerance , 
/* (16) * / 
32768 , 0 , 65535 , (pmToleranc + grayDevinhibit + pminhibitC4) , zeroTolerance 

} 

Assigning a Default Palette to an Application 

Your application can define a palette for the Operating System to use when it needs to define 
the color environment. De fining a default palette for your color appli cation is useful if all your 
windows use the same palette, or if you use old-style dialog and alert boxes: without an 
application palette, the system uses its own default palette to define the color environment. 

You set a palette as the application default by assigning it a resource ID of 0. If the system 
needs a palette to define a color environment, it looks in the resource fork of the application 
for the 'pltt' resource with an lD equal to 0 and uses the palette that it contains. If the system 
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cannot find this resource in the application's resource fork, it uses its own default palette 
(resource 'pltt' 10 = 0 in the System fi le). If the system has no default palette, it uses the 
Palette Manager's built-in palette. 

Once your application has set its color environment (by calling InitMenus, or InitPalettes in 
unusual instances when there are no menus), you can find the default palette for your 
application by using the GetPalette function. 

rnyPaletteHndl : = GetPalette (WindowPtr (-1)) ; 

You can change the default palette by specifying a palette in the SetPalette procedure. 

SetPa lette (WindowPtr (-1) , newDefPlttHndl , TRUE) ; 

Linking a Color Table to a Palette 

Suppose your application displays an image drawn with 64 gray levels in a window and uses 
a control to adjust the brightness or contrast. If you draw your image with animated palette 
entries, you can then use AnimatePalette to change the particular shades rapidly. But you 
have to call PmForeColor with the index of the upper-left pixel, paint a 1-by- l rectangle, call 
PmForeColor for the next pixel, paint a rectangle, and so on. 

Color QuickDraw now supports a method by which a color table can refer to palette indexes 
instead of RGB values. Setting bit 14 (using OR with $4000) in the ctFlags fi eld of the color 
table record causes the fields in a source pixel map's color table to be interpreted as follows: 

Field descriptions 

ctSeed 

ctFlags 

ctSize 

ctTable 

ctTable[x]. value 

ctTable[x].rgb 

A unique value. 

Flags, w ith bit 14 set, as described in the prev ious paragraph. 

The size of the co lor table, less 1. 

An array [0 .. ctSize] of colorSpec values (each an index value and an 
RGB value). 

The palette entry to use when drawing pixels w ith value x. 
(Note that this is different from previous uses, where the value field 
specified which pixel number the entry applied to.) 

The color used if there is no avail able palette or if the palette is too 
small to contain the specified entry. 

For example, to draw a 64-level image in animated colors (as described in "Animated Colors" 
earlier in this chapter), you put the palette entry number you want for pixel value 0 into the 
first value field of the source color table's color specification record, the palette entry con-e
sponding to pixel value 1 in the next value fi eld, and so on. If your palette is arranged in the 
same order as the pixel values, the value fie lds simply count from 0 to 63. By calling the 
AnimatePalette procedure for each of those entries, you can produce color table an imation on 
all screens that have reserved an animated entry, are crossed by the window, and are able to 
display such an image. 
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Since 16-bit and 32-bit direct devices do not have CLUTs, you may wi h to post an update to 
display an image of those areas that intersect a direct device. 

In the case of an animated p icture adjustment, li ke a contrast or brightness control, it is better 
to animate while the user is moving the indicator and update when the user releases it. 

Associating One Palette With Many Ports 

The SetPalette and NSetPalette procedures allow you to associate one palette with many color 
grafport and color window records, thus simplifying the use of a single palette with multiple 
ports and windows. 

One important implication of this feature is that the Dispose Window procedure does not di spose 
of the associated palette automatically. s ince it may be allocated to other ports or windows. The 
only exception to this behavior is when an application has used GetNewCWindow to create the 
window, there is a 'pill' resource with the same ID as the window, and the application has not 
call ed GetPalette for the window. 

PALETTE MANAGER ROUTINES 

The Palette Manager has a number of routines for establishing and maintaining palettes and 
for interacting with the Window Manager. It also has two procedures for actual drawing, 
Pm.ForeColor and PmBackColor. In Palette Manager usage, those procedures replace Color 
QuickDraw's RGBForeColor and RGBBackColor procedures . 

The procedures SaveFore, RestoreFore, SaveBack, RestoreBack, Res izePalette, and 
RestoreDeviceClut are available only w ith system software versions 6.0.5 and later, and 
with the 32-Bit QuickDraw system extension. 

Initializing the Palette Manager 

The Palette Manager is initiali zed during the first lnitWindows call after system startup, and it 
continues to run as needed whenever windows are moved. The lnitWindows procedure calls 
InitPalettes, which initializes the Palette Manager, if necessary, and searches the dev ice list to 
find all active CLUT devices. 

PROCEDURE InitPalettes ; 

InitPalettes initializes the Palette Manager. It searches for devices that support a CLUT and 
initializes an internal data structure for each one. This procedure is called by InitWindows and 
does not have to be called by your application. 

FUNCTION PMgrVersion : Inleger ; 

The PMgrVersion function returns an integer specifying the version number of the currently 
executing Palette Manager. Returned values may be as fo llows. 
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Value 

$0202 
$0201 
$0200 

Description 

System software version 7.0 
System software version 6.0.5 
Original 32-Bit Quick.Draw system extension 

Initializing and Allocating Palettes 

Normally, you create a new palette from a 'pltt' resource using the GetNewPalette function. 
To create a palette from within your application, use the NewPalette function . Regardless of 
how you create the palette, you can then use the SetPalette procedure to render the palette on 
the screen. The DisposePalette procedure disposes of the entire palette. 

FUNCT ION GetNewPalette (paletteID : Integer) : PaletteHandl e ; 

GetNewPalette creates a palette from information supplied by the palette specified in the 
paletteID parameter; it then initializes the new palette and attaches it to the current window. 

If you open a new color window wi th GetNewCWindow, the Window Manager calls 
GetNewPalette automatically with paletteID equal to the window's resource ID. A palette 
resource is identified by type 'pltt'. A palette ID of 0 is reserved for the application 's palette 
resource, which is used as the defau lt palette for a window (either color or black and white) 
without an assigned palette. If there is no assigned palette or application default palette, 
GetNewPalette uses the system palette whose resource ID is 0, if present. 

FUNCTION NewPalette (entries : Integer ; srcColors : CTabHandle ; srcUsage , 
srcTolerance : Integer) : PaletteHandle ; 

NewPalelte allocates a new palette from colors in the color table specified by srcColors, 
with enough room for the number or colors specified by the entries parameter. NewPalette 
fills the palette with as many RGB values from the color table as il has or as it can fit. 
New Palette sets the usage field of each color to the value in the srcUsage parameter and the 
tolerance value of each color to the value in the srcTolerance parameter. lf no color table is 
provided (srcColors = NIL). then all colors in the palette are set to black (red, green, and 
blue equal to $0000). 

PROC EDURE DisposePalette (srcPal ette : PaletteHandle) ; 

DisposePalette disposes of the palette specified in the srcPalette parameter. If the palette has 
any entJies allocated for animation on any screen device. these enti·ies are relinquished before 
the palette's memory is released. 

Interacting With the Window Manager 

The ActivatePalette procedure adjusts the color environment whenever your wi ndow's 
status changes. Your application can also use ActivatePalette after making changes to a 
palette. You can use GetPalette to return a handle to the palette currently associated with 
a specified window. 
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PROCEDURE ActivatePalette (srcWindow : WindowPtr) ; 

The Window Manager call s ActivatePalette when your window's status changes-for 
example, when your window opens, closes, moves, or becomes frontmost. Call 
ActivatePalette after maki ng changes to a palette with Palette Manager routines such as 
SetEntryColor. Such changes do not take effect until the next call to ActivatePalette, 
thereby allowing you to make a series of palette changes without any immediate change 
in the color environment. 

If the window specified in the srcWindow parameter is frontmost, ActivatePalette examines 
the information stored in the window's palette and attempts to provide the color environment 
described therein. It determines a list of devices on which to render the palette by intersecting 
the port rectangle of the window with each device. If the intersection is not empty, and if the 
device has a CLUT, then Acti vatePalette checks to see if the color environment is sufficient. 
If a change is required, ActivatePalette calls the Color Manager to reserve or modify the 
device's color entries as needed. It then generates update events for all windows that need 
color updates. 

Calling ActivatePalette with an offscreen port has no effect. 

FUNCTION GetPalette (srcWindow : WindowPtr) : PaletteHandle ; 

GetPalette returns a handle to the palette assoc iated with the window specified in the 
srcWindow parameter. If the window has no associated palette, or if the window is 
not a color window, GetPalette returns NIL. 

PROCEDURE SetPalette (dstWindow : WindowPtr ; srcPalette : PaletteHandle ; 
cUpdates : Boolean) ; 

SetPalette changes the palette associated with the window specified in the dstWindow 
parameter to the palette specified in the srcPalette parameter. It also records whether the 
window is to receive updates as a result of changes to its color environment. If you want 
the window to be updated whenever its color environment changes, set the cUpdates 
parameter to TRUE. 

PROCEDURE NSetPalette (dstWindow : WindowPtr ; s rcPal e tte : PaletteHandle ; 
nCUpdates : Integer) ; 

NSetPalette is identical to SetPalette, except that the nCUpdates parameter is an integer rather 
than a Boolean value. NSetPalette changes the palette associated with the window specified 
in the dstWi ndow parameter to the palette specified by srcPalette. NSetPalette also records 
whether the window is to receive updates as a result of changes to its color environment. If 
you want the window to be updated whenever its color environment changes, set nCUpdates 
to the constant pmAll Updates. If you are interested in updates only when the window is the 
active window, set nCUpdates to the constant pmFgUpdates. If you are interested in updates 
only when t~e window is not the active window, set nCUpdates to the constant pmBkUpdates. 
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CONST pmNoUpdates 
prnBkUpdates 
prnFgUpdates 
prnAllUpdates 

$8000 ; 
= $A000 ; 
= $COOO ; 

$EOOO ; 

{no updates} 
{background updates only} 
{foreground updates only} 
{all updates} 

NSetPalette is available in system software versions 6.0.2 and later. 

PROCEDURE SetPalcttcUpdates (p : Palette Handle ; updates : Integer) ; 

The SetPaletteUpdates procedure sets the update attribute of a palette. In the p parameter you 
supply a handle to the palette, and in the updates parameter you supply one of the update 
attributes described for the NSetPalette procedure. 

FUNCTION GetPaletteUpdates (p : PaletteHandle) : Integer ; 

The GetPaletteUpdates function returns the update attribute of a palette. In the p parameter 
you supply a handle to the palette, and the function returns one of the update attributes 
described for the NSetPalette procedure. 

Drawing With Color Palettes 

The PmForeColor and PmBackColor procedures allow applications to specify foreground 
and background drawing colors with the assistance of the Palette Manager. Substitute these 
procedures for the Color QuickDraw procedures RGBForeColor and RGBBackColor when 
you wish to use a color from a palette. You can still use RGBForeColor and RGBBackColor 
whenever you wish to specify drawing colors-for example, when you wish to use a color 
that is not contained in your palette. 

You can save and restore the current foreground and background colors by using the 
SaveFore, RestoreFore, SaveBack, and RestoreBack procedures. 

PROCEDURE PrnForeColor (dstEntry : Intege r) ; 

PmForeColor sets the current color graFPort's RGB and index foreground color fields to 
match the palette entry of the window record's current color grafPort corresponding to the 
value in the dstEntry parameter. 

For cotuteous and tolerant entries, PmForeColor calls the RGBForeColor procedure using 
the RGB color of the palette entry. For animated colors, PmForeColor selects the recorded 
device index previously reserved for animation (if still present) and installs it in the color 
grafPort. The RGB foreground color fi eld is set to the value from the palette entry. For 
explicit colors, PmForeColor places the value 

dstEntry modulo (maxlndex + 1) 

into the color graFPort, where maxlndex is the largest index availab le in a device's CLUT. 
When multiple devices with different depths are present, the value of maxlndex varies 
appropriately for each device. 
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PROCEDURE PmBackColor (dstEntry : Inceger) ; 

PmBackColor sets the current co lor grafPort's RGB and index background color fields to 
match the palette entry of the window record's current color graf?ort corresponding to the 
value in the dstEntry parameter. 

For courteous and tolerant entries, PmBackColor calls the RGBBackColor procedure using 
the RGB color of the palette entry. For animated colors, PmBackColor selects the recorded 
device index previously reserved for animation (i f still present) and install s it in the color 
grafPort. The rgbBgColor fie ld is set to the value from the palette entry. For explicit colors, 
PmBackColor places the value 

dstEntry modulo (max Index + J) 

into the color grafPort, where ma.xlndex is the largest index available in a device's CLUT. 
When multiple devices with different depths are present, 111axlndex varies appropriately for 
each device. 

PROCEDURE SaveFore (VAR c : ColorSpec) ; 

The SaveFore procedure returns the current foreground color in the c parameter. A value 
of 0 in the value fie ld of the color spec ification record specifies an RGB color (obtained 
from the rgbFgColor fie ld of the color grafPort record); a value of I in the value field 
specifies a palette entry (obtained from the pmFgColor fie ld of the GrafVars record). 

PROCEDURE RestoreFore (c : ColorSpec) ; 

The RestoreFore procedure stores the RGB color of the co lor specification record spec ified 
by the c parameter as the current foreground color. If you specify 0 in the value field of the 
color specification record, the RestoreFore procedure stores the RGB value in the rgbFgColor 
fi eld of the current color graf?ort record. If you specify I in the value field of the color 
specification record, the RestoreFore procedure stores the RGB value in the pmFgColor field 
of the GrafV ars record . 

PROCEDURE SaveBack (VAR c : ColorSpec) ; 

The SaveBack procedure returns the cuJTent background color in the c parameter. A value of 
0 in the value field of the color specification record specifies an RGB color (obtained from the 
rgbBkColor field of the color grafPort record); a value of I in the value field specifies a 
palette entry (obtained from the pmBkColor fi eld of the GrafYars record). 

PROCEDURE RestoreBack (c : ColorSpec) ; 

/ 

The RestoreBack procedure stores the RGB color of the color specification record specified 
by the c parameter as the current fo reground color. If you specify 0 in the value field of the 
color specification record, the RestoreBack procedure stores the RGB value in the rgbFgColor 
fi eld of the current color graf?ort record. If you specify I in the value fie ld of the color speci
fication record, the RestoreBack procedure stores the RGB value in the pmBkColor fi eld of 
the GrafVars record . 
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Animating Color Tables 

To use color table animation, you can change the colors in a palette and on c01Tesponding 
devices with the AnimateEntry and AnimatePalette procedures. 

PROCEDURE AnimateEntry (dstWindow : WindowPtr ; dstEntry : Integer ; srcRGB : 
RGBColor) ; 

AnimateEntry changes the RGB value of a window's palette entry. The window is specified 
in the dstWindow parameter; the palette entry is specified in the dstEntry parameter; the new 
RGB value is specified in the srcRGB parameter. Each device for which an index has been 
reserved is inunediately modified to contain the new value. This is not considered to be a 
change to the device's color environment, because no other windows should be using the 
animated entry. 

If the palette entry is not an animated color, or if the associated indexes are no longer 
reserved, no animation occurs. 

If you have blocked color updates in a window by using SetPalette with cUpdates set to 
FALSE, you may observe unintentional animation. This occurs when ActivatePalette reserves 
for animation device indexes that are already used in the wi ndow. Redrawing the window, 
which normally is the result of a color update event, removes any animated colors that do not 
belong to the window. 

PROCEDURE AnimatePalette (dstWindow : WindowPtr ; srcCTab : CTabHanale ; 
srcindex , dstEntry , dstLength : Integer) ; 

AnimatePalette is similar to AnimateEntry, but it acts upon a range of palette entries. Beginning 
at the index specified by the srclndex parameter (which has a nunimum value of 0), the number 
of entries specified in dstLength are copied from the source color table to the destination win
dow's palette, beginning at the entry specified in the dstEntry parameter. If the source color 
table specified in srcCTab is not sufficiently large to accommodate the request, AnimatePalette 
modifies as many entries as possible and leaves the remaining entries unchanged. 

Manipulating Palettes and Color Tables 

You can use the CopyPalette procedure to copy palettes from other palettes and from color 
tables, and you can use the ResizePalette procedure to resize palettes . The RestoreDeviceClut 
procedure restores the CLUT of a device to its default set of colors. CTab2Palette copies the 
specified color table into a palette, and its opposite, Palette2CTab, copies a palette into a color 
table. Each procedure resizes the target object as needed. 

PROCEDURE CopyPalette (srcPalette , dstPalette : Palet t eHandle ; 
srcEntry , dstEntry , dstLength : Integer) ; 

Copy Palette copies entries from the source palette into the destination palette. The copy 
operation begins at the values specified by the srcEntry and dstEntry parameters, copying 
into as many entries as are specified by the dstLength parameter. CopyPalette resizes the 
destination palette when the number of entries after the copy operation is greater than it was 
before the copy operation. 
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CopyPalette does not call ActivatePalette, so your application is free to change the palette a 
number of times without causing a series of intermediate changes to the color environment. 
Your application should call ActivatePalette after completing all palette changes. 

If either of the palette handles is NIL, CopyPalette does nothing. 

PROCEDURE ResizePalette (srcPalette : PaletteHandle ; size : Integer) ; 

ResizePalette sets the palette specified in srcPalette to the number of entries ind icated in 
the size parameter. If ResizePalette adds entries at the end of the palette, it sets them to 
pmCourteous, with the RGB values set to (0,0,0)-that is, black. If ResizePalette deletes 
entries from the end of the palette, it safely disposes of them. 

PROCEDURE RestoreDeviceClut (gdh : GDHandle) ; 

RestoreDeviceClut changes the CLUT of the device specified by the gdh parameter to its 
defau lt state. If this process changes any entries, color updates are posted to windows 
intersecting the device. Passing NIL in gdh causes all screens to be restored. Do not call 
this procedure frivolously, but you can use it to update screens after the highlight color 
has changed. 

PROCEDURE CTab2Palette (srcCTab : CTabHandle ; dstPalette : PaletteHandle ; 
srcUsage , srcTolerance : I n teger) ; 

CTab2Palette is a convenience procedure that copies the fields from an ex isting color table 
record into an existing palette record. If the records are not the same size, then CTab2Palette 
resizes the palette record to match the number of entries in the color table record. If the palette 
in dstPalette has any entries allocated for animation on any screen device, they are relinquished 
before the new colors are copied. The srcUsage and srcTolerance parameters are the value that 
you assign to the new colors. 

If you want to use color table an imation, you can use AnimateEntry and AnimatePalette to 
change the colors in a palette and on corresponding devices. Changes made Lo a palette by 
CTab2Palette don't take effect until the next ActivatePalette procedure is performed. If either 
the color table handle or the palette handle is NIL, CTab2Palette does nothing. 

PROCEDURE Palette2CTab (srcPalette : PaletteHandle ; dstCTab : CTabHandle) ; 

Palette2CTab is a convenience procedure that copies all of the colors from an existing palette 
record into an existing color table record . If the records are not the same size, then Palette2CTab 
resizes the color table record to match the number of entries in the palette record. If either the 
palette handle or the color table handle is NIL, Palette2CTab does nothing. 

Manipulating Palette Entries 

GetEntryColor, GetEntryUsage, SetEntryColor, and SetEntryUsage allow your appl ication 
to retrieve and modify the fields of a palette. Entry21ndex returns an index for a palette entry. 
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PROCEDURE GetEntryColor (srcPalette : PaletteHandle ; srcEntry : Integer; 
VAR dstRGB : RGBColor) ; 

GetEntryColor gives your application access to the color of a palette entry. It takes the 
RGB color of the entry specified by the srcEntry parameter and stores it in the destina
tion RGB color record. You can modify the color using the SetEntryColor procedure. 

PROCEDURE GetEntryUsage (srcPalette : PaletteHandle ; srcEntry : Integer ; 
VAR dstUsage , dstTolerance : Integer) ; 

GetEntryUsage gives your application access to the usage and tolerance fields of a palette 
entry. It takes the usage and tolerance values of the entry specified by the srcEntry parameter 
and stores them in the dstUsage and dstTolerance parameters. You can modify these values 
by using the SetEntryUsage procedure. 

PROCEDURE SetEntryColor (dstPalette : PaletteHandle ; dstEntry : Integer ; 
srcRGB : RGBColor) ; 

SetEntryColor provides a convenient way for your application to modify the color of a single 
palette entry. It stores the RGB color of the srcRGB parameter in the palette entry specified 
by the dstEntry parameter. SetEntryColor marks the entry as having changed, but it does not 
change the color environment. The change occurs upon the next call to ActivatePalette. 
SetEntryColor marks modified entries such that the palette is updated, even though no update 
is required by a change in the color environment. 

PROCEDURE SetEntryUsage (dstPalette : PaletteHandle ; dstEntry : Integer ; 
srcUsage , srcTolerance : Integer) ; 

SetEntryUsage provides a convenient way for your application to modify the usage category 
of a single palette entry. The usage and tolerance values specified by the srcUsage and 
srcTolerance parameters are stored in the palette entry specified by the dstEntry parameter. 
SetEntryUsage marks the entry as having changed, but it does not change the color envi
ronment. The change occurs upon the next call to ActivatePalette. Modified entries are 
marked such that the palette is updated even though no update is required by a change in 
the color environment. If either srcUsage or srcTolerance is set to $FFFF (- 1 ), the entries 
are not changed. 

This procedure allows you to easil y modify a palette created with NewPalette or modified by 
CTab2Palette. For such palettes the ciUsage and ciTolerance fi elds of the color information 
record are the same, because you can designate only one value for each. You typically call 
SetEntryUsage after NewPalette or CTab2Palette to adjust and customize your palette. 

FUNCTION Entry2Index (entry : Integer) : Longint ; 

Given an entry number, this function returns the index for that entry in the current grafPort's 
palette on the current device. 
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SUMMARY OF THE PALETTE MANAGER 

Constants 

CONST {usage cons t a nt s} 
prnCourteous $0000 ; {courteous color} 
prnTolerant $0002 ; {tolerant color} 
prnAnirnated $0004 ; {animated color} 
prnExplicit $0008 ; {explicit color} 
prnWhite $0010 ; {use on 1-bit device} 
prnBlack $0020 ; {use on 1-bit device} 
prninhibitG2 $0100 ; {inhibit on 2-bit gray-scale device} 
prninhibitC2 $0200 ; {inhibit on 2-bit color device} 
prninhibitG4 $0400 ; {inhibit on 4-bit gray-scale device} 
prninhibitC4 $0800 ; {inhibit on 4-bit color device} 
prninhibitGB $1000 ; {inhibit on 8-bit gray-scale device} 
prninhibitC8 $2000 ; {inhibit on 8-bit color device} 

{NSetPale t te u pdate constants} 
prnNoUpdates $8000 ; {no updates} 
prnBkUpdates $A000 ; {background updates only} 
pmFgUpdates $COOO ; {foreground updates only} 
prnAllUpdates $EOOO ; {all updates } 

Data Types 

TYPE PaletteHandle 
PalettePtr 

Pale t te = 
RECORD 

prnEntries : 
pmDataFields : 

pminfo : 

END ; 

Colorinfo 
RECORD 

ciRGB : 
ciUsage : 
c i Tolerance : 
ciDataFields : 

END ; 

"PalettePt r ; 
= "Pal ette ; 

Integer ; {entries in pminfo} 
ARRAY[O .. 6] OF Integer ; 

{private fields} 
ARRAY[O .. OJ OF Colorinfo 

{color information} 

RGBColor ; {absolute RGB values} 
Integer ; {co lor usage information} 
Integer ; {tolerance value} 
ARRAY[O . . 2] OF Integer 

{private fields} 
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Routines 

Initializing the Palette Manager 

PROCEDURE InitPalettes ; 

FUNCTION PMgrVersion Integer ; 

Initializing and Allocating Palettes 

FUNCTION GetNewPalette (pa l etteID : Integer) : Pa l et t e Handl e; 

FUNCTION NewPalette (entries : Integer ; srcCol or s : CTabHandle ; 
srcUsage , srcTolerance : In teger ) 
Pa l etteHandl e ; 

PROCEDURE DisposePalette (srcPalette : Palet t eHandl e) ; 

Interacting With the Window Manager 

PROCEDURE ActivatePal ette (srcWindow : WindowPtr); 

FUNCTION GetPalet t e (srcWindow: WindowPtr) Pal et t eHandle ; 

PROCEDURE SetPalette (dstWindow : WindowPtr ; s r cPa l e t te : 
PaletteHandle ; cUpdates : Boolean); 

PROCEDURE NSetPalette (dstWindow : WindowPtr ; srcPal e t te : 
PaletteHandle ; nCUpdat es : Int eger ) ; 

PROCEDURE SetPaletteUpdates (p : PaletteHandle ; updates : Int eger); 

FUNCTION GetPaletteUpdates (p : PaletteHandle) : I nteger ; 

Drawing With Color Palettes 

PROCEDURE PmForeColor (dstEntry : Integer) ; 

PROCEDURE PmBackColor (dstEntry : Integer) ; 

PROCEDURE SaveFore (VAR c : ColorSpec) ; 

PROCEDURE RestoreFore (c : ColorSpec) ; 

PROCEDURE SaveBack (VAR c : ColorSpec); 

PROCEDURE RestoreBack (c : ColorSpec) ; 
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Animating Color Tables 

PROCEDURE AnimateEntry 

PROCEDURE AnimatePalette 

(dstWindow : WindowPtr ; dstEntry : Integer ; 
srcRGB : RGBColor) ; 

(dstWindow : WindowPtr ; srcCTab : CTabHandle ; 
srcinde x , dstEntry,dstLength: Integer) ; 

Manipulating Palettes and Color Tables 

PROCEDURE CopyPalette 

PROCEDURE ResizePalette 

PROCEDURE RestoreDevi ceClut 

PROCEDURE CTab2Palette 

PROCEDURE Palette2CTab 

(srcPalette,dstPalette: PaletteHandle ; 
srcEntry , dstEntry , dstLength : Integer) ; 

(s rcPalette: PaletteHandle; size : Integer) ; 

( gdh : GDHandle) ; 

(srcCTab : CTabHandle ; dstPalette: 
PaletteHandle ; srcUsage,srcTo~erance : 

Integer) ; 

(srcPalette : Palet teHandle; dstCTab : 
CTabHandle ); 

Manipulating Palette Entries 

PROCEDURE GetE~tryColor 

PROCEDURE GetEntryUsage 

PROCEDURE SetEntryColor 

PROCEDURE SetEntryUsage 

FUNCTION Entry2Index 

(srcPalette : PaletteHandle ; srcEntry : Integer ; 
VAR dstRGB : RGBColor ) ; 

(srcPalette : PaletteHandle; srcEntry : 
Integer; VAR dstUsage,dstTol erance : 
Integer) ; 

(dstPalette : PaletteHandle; dstEntry : 
Integer ; srcRGB : RGBColor) ; 

(dstPalette : PaletteHandle ; dstEntry : 
Integer ; srcUsage , srcTolerance : Integer); 

(entry : Integer) : Longint ; 
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ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

This chapter desc1ibes how you can use the Graphics Devices Manager to manage offscreen 
graphics. You can use offscreen graphics to prepare images offscreen and then move them 
quickly into view with a single routine. This technique prevents the choppiness that can 
occur when you build object-oriented graphics directly on the screen. By building a picture 
in an environment you create and control, you can be sure that no other application or desk 
accessory changes the characteristics of the picture's environment. 

The Graphics Devices Manager also contains routines and data structures used by QuickDrawTM, 
the Palette Manager, and the Color Manager to communicate with the graphics devices attached 
to a particular system. Such devices may include printers as well as screens. Most of these 
routines are used only by the Operating System; some may be used by graphics-intensive 
applications. 

Before reading this chapter, you should read the Graphics Overview and Color QuickDraw 
chapters in this volume and the Color QuickDraw chapter in Volume V. If your application 
uses color, you should also be familiar with the Palette Manager, as described in this volume. 

This chapter replaces the Graphics Devices chapter in Volume V. 

ABOUT THE GRAPHICS DEVICES MANAGER 

The Graphics Devices Manager works with an application's graphics environment. The 
graphics environment is defined by grafPorts, which contain information about 
windows, and graphics device records, wh ich contain information about graphics devices 
such as screens that are attached to the system. Since these records are created automatically 
by the Operating System, many appl ications won' t have to work directly with the Graphics 
Devices Manager. 

l f you are developing a graphics-intensive application, you may need to create additional 
color grafPort and graphics device records, in which case the Graphics Devices Manager's 
high-level routines probably provide all the features you need. With these routines you can 
create an offscreen graphics world: a graphics env ironment in which you control 
specifications such as pixel depth and whether the pixel values are indexed or direct. Using 
these routines minimizes the possibility of compatibility problems, because these routines 
and data structures, collectively called the offscreen graphics world interface, will be main
tained as Macintosh® graphics systems evolve. With system software version 7.0, the 
offscreen graphics world routines are available on black-and-white machines (lacking Color 
QuickDraw), but they create an extended grafPort record, not a true color grafPort record. 

A few applications may need exacting control of the graphics environment. Routines that 
work directly with the graph ics device record are described in "Low-Level Routines" later 
in this chapter. 
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The rest of this chapter 

• describes offscreen graphics, which is the most common use of the Graphics 
Devices Manager 

• introduces the offscreen graphics world routines 

• delineates the graphics world flags, by wh ich you set and obtain offscreen 
graphics attributes 

• covers several advanced topics that most developers do not need to study: the graph ics 
device record, the 'scrn' resource, and the proper way to set the screen depth from 
within an application 

OFFSCREEN GRAPHICS 

The most common reasons for drawing off screen are speed and visual smoothness. For 
example, suppose your application draws individual graphics objects, and it needs to redraw 
part of a window that has been covered by another wi ndow or a menu. Your application 
may be able to put an offscreen bitmap onto the screen faster than it cou ld re-create the 
drawing steps, and at the same Lime avoid the choppy effect that can arise from drawing a 
large number of separate objects. 

In a mullitasking situation you may want to create an image offscreen to avoid having some 
other application or desk accessory change the graphics environment in the midst of your 
processing. An offscreen graphics environment that you create cannot be modified by any 
other application. 

Most important, today's Macintosh computer systems may have several screens, of different 
sizes, pixel depths, and color capabilities, and the user may decide to put your application's 
window on (or even across) any of them. By preparing the image offscreen in a graphics 
world that you create, you can control the image's characteri stics. When the image is ready 
for display, you can check the graphics environment and react accordingly, such as by calling 
Copy Bits if everything is as you expect, or by adjusting the image to match the pixel depth of 
the deepest screen your window touches. If the environment is not suitable-for example, if 
the user has moved the window for your multicolor display of the Bayeux tapestry to a 9-inch 
black-and-white monitor- you can di splay the best image possible and issue a gentle 
remonstrance. 

An offscrecn graphics world is an extension of the color gra!Purt record described in che 
Color QuickDraw chapter of Volume Y. It contai ns a color grafPort describing the offscreen 
port, a reference to the offscreen dev ice associated with the offscreen graphics world, and 
other state information. The actual data structure is kept private to allow for future extensions. 

The pointer type of the offscreen graphics world is defined as follows: 

TYPE GWorldPt r = CGrafPtr ; 

On black-and-white machines lacking Color QuickDraw, the graphics world pointer points to 
an extension of the original QuickDraw grafPort record. 
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USING THE GRAPHICS DEVICES MANAGER 

Your use of the Graphics Devices Manager routines depends on the degree to which you need 
to control the characteristics of your images. If your only concern is to avoid flicker by 
presenting a completed image, you can choose to create an offscreen color graiPort record but 
not a new graphics device record. Your offscreen grafPort is then linked to the current 
graphics device, from which it takes characteristics such as pixel depth. If you need to control 
the pixel depth or create a new color table, you must create a new graphics device record. 

You create an offscreen graphics world with the NewGWorld function. You can specify that 
a new graphics device record is to be created, or you can specify that an existing graphics 
device record be used, such as the graphics device record of the main screen (the screen with 
the menu bar) or of the deepest screen touched. In either case, the Graphics Devices Manager 
uses that graphics device record's characteristics to create the pixel map for your image. If 
you use a screen's graphics device record, then before doing any drawing you should check 
to be sure that the device's depth or color/black-and-white settings haven' t been changed by 
the user. If they have, call the UpdateGWorld function. 

To address the pixel map record created for an offscreen graphics world, use the 
GetGWorldPixMap function. (Don't dereference the graphics world pointer to get to 
the pixel map. ) 

Before actuall y drawing to or from the offscreen graphics world, call LockPixels to lock the 
offscreen buffer in memory. As soon as the drawing is completed, always call UnJockPixels. 

When the user resizes or moves a window, changes the pixel depth of screens a window 
intersects, or modifies a color table, you should call the UpdateGWorld function; your 
application may be able to reflect those changes in the offscreen graphics world without 
having to re-create it and redraw its content. CaJling UpdateGWorld when the window 
moves can ensure a maximum refresh speed when using CopyBits to move the offscreen 
image on screen. 

When you no longer need your offscreen graphics world, dispose of it by calling 
DisposeGWorld. 

Offscreen Graphics World Flags 

The GWorldFlags type is used by various routines to retrieve and set the characteristics of 
offscreen graphics worlds. 

TYPE GWorldFlags = 
SET OF ( 

pixPurge , 

noNewDevice , 

{used by NewGWorld to make offscreen buffer } 
{ purgeable} 
{used by NewGWorld to not create an of fscreen 
{ dev ice} 
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) ; 

useTempMem , 

keepLocal, 
gWorldFlag4 , 
gWorldFlag5 , 
pixelsPurgeable , 

pixelsLocked , 
gWorldFlag8 , 
gWorldFlag9 , 
gWorldFlaglO , 
gWorldFlagll , 
gWorldFlag12 , 
gWorldFlag13 , 
gWorldFlagl4 , 
gWorldFlag15 , 
mapPix , 
newDepth , 

alignPix , 

newRowBytes , 

reallocPix , 

gWorldFlag21, 
gWorldFlag22 , 
gWorldFlag23 , 
gWorldFlag24 , 
gWorldFlag25 , 
gWorldFlag2 6 , 
gWorldFlag27 , 
clipPix, 
stretchPix , 

ditherPix , 
gwFlagErr , 

{used by NewGWorld to allocate pixels in 
{ temporary memory} 
{used to keep data structur es in main memory } 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{used by Get/SetPixelsState for purgeable } 
{ pixels} 
{used by Get/SetPixelsState for locked pixel s} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{set by UpdateGWorld if color mapping occurred} 
{set by UpdateGWorld if pixels were scaled to } 
{ a different depth} 
{set by UpdateGWorld if pixels were realigned 
{ to screen alignment } 
{set by UpdateGWorld if pixel map was } 
{ reconfigured in a new rowBytes } 
{set by UpdateGWorld if offscreen buffer had } 
{ to be reallocated} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{used by UpdateGWorld to c l ip pixels} 
{used by UpdateGWorld to stretch or shrink 
{ pixel s} 
{used by UpdateGWorld to dither pixels } 
{set by UpdateGWorld if it failed } 

Example of Offscreen Graphics Code 

The code sample in Listing 21- 1 creates an offscreen graphics world. The GetGWorld 
procedure saves the settings of the graphics port and device so that the current environment 
can be restored. The NewGWorld function returns a pointer (in the variable parameter 
tDrawingPort) to the newly created offscreen graphics world, which is initialized to a pixel 
depth of 8, a boundary rectangle specified by sizeOtDoc, and a color table specified by 
gOurColors. The SetGWorld procedure sets the offscreen world to be the current graphics 
environment. The LockPixels function locks the image memory before any drawing 
operations, in this case an EraseRect procedure, after which memory is unlocked and the 
original environment restored. 
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Listing 21-1. Sample offscreen graphics world 

PROCEDURE Bui l dOffWorld (sizeOfDoc : Rect ); 
VAR oldPerm : Boolean ; 

fi : Failinfo ; 
currDevice : GDHandle ; 
currPort : GrafPtr ; 
erry : OSErr ; 

PROCEDURE BadBuildOff (error : OSEr r ; message : Longint) ; 
BEGIN 

BEGIN 

oldPerm : = PermAllocation (oldPerm) ; 
SetGDevice (currDevice) ; 

SetPort (currPort) 
END; 

GetGWorld (currPort , currDev) ; 
CatchFailures (fi , BadBuildOff) ; 

{Set memory back to previous . } 
{Set device back to main , } 
{just in case . } 

erry : = NewGWorld (fDrawingPort, 8 , sizeOfDoc , gOurColors , NIL , GWorldFlags(O)) ; 
FailOSErr (erry) ; 

SetGWorld (fDrawingPort , NIL) ; 
IF (NOT LockPixels (fDrawingPortA . portPixMap)) THEN FailOSErr (QDError) ; 
EraseRect (fDrawingPortA . portRect); 
UnlockPixels (fDrawingPortA . portPixMap) ; 
SetGWorld (currPort , currDe v) 

END ; {BuildOffWorld} 

ADVANCED FEATURES OF THE GRAPHICS 
DEVICES MANAGER 

The offscreen graphics world routines provide facilities for the needs of most graphics 
applications. Some graphics-intensive applications may need to work more directly with 
the graphics device record, which is described next. The 'scm' resource, used at startup 
to determine initial screen settings, is likely to concern only applications involved in device 
management, such as drivers. 

The Graphics Device Record 

All information that is needed to communicate with a graphics device is stored in a graphics 
device record. This information may describe many types of devices, including screens, 
printers, and offscreen drawing environments. Most applications will not need to work 
directly with a graphics device record. 
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When the system starts up, one handle to a graphics device record is allocated and initialized 
for each video card the system finds. These graphics device records are linked together in a 
list, called the device list. (A handle to the first element in the device list is kept in the global 
variable DeviceList.) By default, the graphics device record corresponding to the first video 
card found is marked as an active device (a device your program can use for drawing); all 
other devices in the list are initially marked as inactive. 

When your application draws on a device, that device becomes the active device, which the 
Graphics Devices Manager stores in the global variable TheGDevice. 

Graphics device records that correspond to screens have dri vers associated with them. These 
drivers can be used to change the mode of the device from black and white to color, or to 
change the pixel depth. The set of routines supported by a video driver is defined and described 
in Designing Cards and Drivers for the Macintosh Family, second edition. Graphics dev ice 
records that your application creates usually won't require drivers. 

TYPE GDHandle 
GDP tr 

"GDPtr ; 
= "GDevice ; 

GDevi ce = 
RECORD 

gdRefNum : 
gdID: 
gdType : 
gdITable : 
gdResPref : 
gdSearchProc : 
gdCompProc : 
gdFlags : 
gdPMap : 
gdRefCon : 
gdNextGD : 
gdRect : 
gdMode : 
gdCCBytes : 
gdCCDepth : 
gdCCXData : 
gdCCXMask : 
gdReserved : 

END ; 

Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
ITabHandle ; 
Integer ; 
SProcHndl ; 
CProcHndl ; 
Integer ; 
PixMapHandle ; 
Longint ; 
GDHandle ; 
Rect ; 
Longint ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Handle ; 
Handle ; 
Long Int 

{reference number of driver} 
{client ID for search procedure} 
{type of device (indexed , direct)} 
{inverse tabl e for Color Manager} 
{preferred resolution} 
{list of search functions} 
{list of complement functions} 
{graphics device flags} 
{pixel map for displayed image} 
{reference value} 
{~andle to next graphics device} 
{device ' s global bounds} 
{device ' s current mode} 
{width of expanded cursor data} 
{depth of expanded cursor data} 
{~andle to cursor ' s expanded data} 
{3andle to cursor ' s expanded mask} 
{reserved for future use ; } 
{ must be 0} 

Field descriptions 

gdRefNum 

gdID 

The gdRefNum field contains the reference number of the driver for the 
screen associated with the card. For most screen devices, this information 
is set at system startup time. 

The gdID field contains an TD number your application can set to identify 
the current client of the port. ft is also used for search and complement 
procedures. 
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gdType 

gdITable 

gdResPref 

gdSearchProc 

gdCompProc 

gdF!ags 

gdPMap 

gdRefCon 

gdNextGD 

gdRect 

gdMode 

gdCCBytes 

gdCCDepth 

gdCCXData 

gdCCXMask 

gdReserved 

The Graphics Devices Manager 

The gdType field specifies the general type of device. Values include 

0 = CLUT device (mapped colors with look-up table) 
I = fixed colors (no color look-up table) 
2 = direct RGB 

These device types are described in the Color Manager chapter 
of Volume V. 

The gdITable field contains a handle to the inverse table for 
color mapping. 

The gdResPref field contains the preferred resolution for inverse tables. 

The gdSearchProc fi eld is a pointer to the list of search functions; its value 
is NlL for a default procedure. 

The gdCompProc field is a pointer to a list of complement functions; its 
value is NTL for a default procedure. 

The gdFlags field contains the graphics device record's attributes. Do 
not set these flags djrectly; always use the procedures described in 
this chapter. 

The gdPMap field is a handle to a pixel map giving the dimension of the 
image buffer, along with the characteristics of the device (resolution, storage 
format, color depth, color table). For graphics device records, the high bit 
of the global variable TheGDeviceAA.gdPMap"'\pmTableAA.ctFlags is 
always set. 

The gdRefCon fi eld is used to pass device-related parameters. Since a 
device is shared, you shouldn ' t store data here. 

The gdNextGD field contains a handle to the next device in the device list. 
If this is the last device in the device list, this is set to 0. 

The gdRect field contains the boundary rectangle of the graphlcs device 
record. The main screen has the top-left corner of the rectangle set to 
(0,0). All other devices are relative to it. 

The gdMode fi eld specifies the current setting for the device mode. This is 
the value passed to the driver to set its pixel depth and to specify color or 
black and white. 

The gdCCBytes field contains the row Bytes value of the expanded cursor. 
Applications should not change this field. 

The gdCCDepth field contains the depth of the expanded cursor. 
Applications should not change this field. 

The gdCCXData field contains a handle to the cursor's expanded data. 
Applications should not change this field. 

The gdCCXMask field contains a handle to the cursor's expanded mask. 
Applications should not change this field. 

The gdReserved field is reserved for future expansion; it must be set to 0 
for future compatibility. 
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To set the attribute bits in the gdFlags fi eld, use the SetDeviceAttribute procedure. You can 
set the following attributes: 

CONST {bit ass:..gnments for gdFlags} 
gdDevType O; {set if device supports co l or} 
burstDevice = 7 . 

' 
{set if device supports block transfer} 

ext32Device 8 ; {set if device must be accessed in 32 - bit. 
{ mode} 

raminit = 10 ; {set if device has been initia::.ized fro:n RAM} 

mainScreen = 11 ; {set if device is main screen} 
allinit = 12 ; {set if devices were initialized from 

{ ' scrn ' reso·..1rce} 
screenDevice = 13 ; {set if device is a screen device} 
noDriver = 14 ; {set if device has no driver} 
screenActive 15 ; {set. if device is active} 

The 'scrn' Resource 

The user can use the Monitors control panel to set the desired depth of each screen, whether 
it displays color or black and white, and its position relative to the main screen. All of this 
information is stored in a resource of type 'scrn' in the System file. 

The 'scrn' resource contains all the screen configuration information for a multiscreen system. 
Only the 'scrn' resource whose ID is 0 is used by the system. Normally your application 
won' t have to alter or examine this resource. It's created by the Monitors control panel and 
used by InitGraf. When lnitGraf initializes QuickDraw, it checks the System fi le for the 'scrn' 
resource. If the 'scrn' resource is fo und and it matches the hardware, InitGraf organizes the 
screens according to the contents of Lhi s resource; if not, then onl y the startup screen is used. 

The 'scrn' resource consists of a sequence of records, each describing one screen device. The 
first word in an 'scrn' resource is the number of devices in the resource. Following that is 
information about each screen device. For each screen device, the resource contains the 
following fields: 

Name 

spDrvrHw 
slo t 
dCtlDevBase 
mode 
flagMask 
fl ags 

Size 

word 
word 
long 
word 
word 
word 

Description 

Slot Manager hardware ID 
Slot number 
dCtlDevBase from Device Control Entry (DCE) 
Slot Manager ID for screen's mode 
Has the value $77FE 
Indicates device state 

bit 0 = 0 if black and white; I if color 
bit 11 = I if device is main sc reen 
bit 15 = I if device is active 
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Name 

colorTable 
gamma Table 
globalRect 
ctlCount 

Size 

word 
word 
re ct 
word 

Description 

Resource ID of des ired 'clut' 
Resource ID of des ired 'gama' 
Device's global rectangle 
Number of control calls 

For each control call of the screen device, the resource contains the following fields: 

Name 

cs Code 
length 
param blk 

Size 

word 
word 
[variable] 

Description 

Control code for thi s call 
Number of bytes in parameter block 
Data to be passed in control call 

The records in the 'scrn' resource must be in the same order as the video cards in the 
slots (starting with the lowest slot). InitGraf scans through the video cards in the slots and 
compares them with the descriptors in the 'scm ' resource. If the spDrvrHw, slot, and 
dCtlDevBase fields all match for every screen device in the system, lnitGraf uses the 'scrn' 
resource to initiali ze the screens. Otherwise it ignores the 'scrn' resource. Thus if you move, 
add, or re move a video card, the 'scm' resource becomes invalid until the next time the 
system starts up. 

The spDrvrHw field is a S lot Manager field that identifies the type of hardware on the card. 
(The spDrvrSw field on the card must identify it as an Apple®-compatible video dri ver.) The 
slot field is the number of the slot containing the card. The dCtlDevBase field is the beginning 
of the dev ice' s address space, taken fro m the device's DCE structure. 

If all screen devices match, the rest of the information in the 'scrn' resource is used to con
figure the screens. The mode field is actually the Slot Manager ID designating the descriptor 
for that mode. This same mode number is passed to the video driver to tell it which mode 
to use. 

The fl ags bits in the 'scrn' resource detcrmjne whether the device is active (that is, whether it 
wi ll be used), whether it's color or black and white, and whether it's the main screen. The 
flagMask fi eld tells which bits in the fl ags word are used. 

To use the default color table for a device, set the colorTable field to - l . To use the default 
gamma table for a device. set the gammaTable field to - 1. (Gamma con-ection is a technique 
used to elect the appropriate intensities of the colors sent to a screen device.) 

The globalRec:L fit:ld specifies the coordinates of the dev ice relative to other devices. The main 
device must have the top-left corner of the rectangle set to (0,0). The coordinates of all other 
devices are specified relative to this device. Devices may not overlap, and must share at least 
part of an edge with another device. 

The union of all active screens (minus the menu bar and the rounded corners of the outermost 
screens) is a region that is stored in the global vari able GrayRgn. It defines the area on which 
windows can be dragged . 
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Setting a Device's Pixel Depth 

The Monitors control panel is the user interface for changing the depth , color capabilities, and 
positions of graphic devices. Since the user can control the device's capabilities, applications 
are always encouraged to be flexible: although your application may have a preferred screen 
depth, it should do its best to accommodate less-than-ideal conditions. 

Use the new Graph ics Devices Manager runction SetDepth, with which your application can 
change the pixel depth of a graphics dev ice, on ly in consultation with the user. With it you 
can offer a convenience: if your application must have a specific pixel depth, display a dialog 
box that offers the user a choice between going to that depth or quitting your application. This 
saves the user from having to go to the Monitors control panel and return to your application. 
(You can use a companion function, HasDepth, before offering the di alog box, to be sure that 
the available hardware can support the depth you require.) 

GRAPHICS DEVICES MANAGER ROUTINES 

Graphics Devices Manager routines fa ll into two classes: high-level routines, which are 
used for creating and maintaining offscreen graphics worlds, and low-level routines, which 
are used by the Operating System and specialized applications to directly manage graphics 
device records. 

High-Level Routines 

The Graphics Devices Manager's hjgh-level routines allow you to create an offscreen 
graphics world, establish it as the current po11 and device, manage its pixel map, update 
it when necessary, and dispose of it all when done. 

Creating a Graphics World 

The NewGWorld function creates a graphics world: it allocates an offscreen port and pixel 
map and its associated offscreen memory. It also allocates a new offscreen graphics device 
record unless you specify that an existing graphics device record be used-either one you 
supply or the one having the deepest pixel depth in the rectangle defined by the boundsRect 
parameter. 

FUNCT I ON NewGWorld (VAR u[fscreenGWorld : GWorldPtr ; pixelDepth : 
Integer ; boundsRect : Rect ; cTable : CTab~andle ; 

aGDevice : GDHandle ; flag s : GWorldFlags) : QDErr ; 

NewGWorld sets the pixel depth, boundary rectangle, color table, and graphics world flags. 
It returns a pointer to the offscreen graphics world in the offscreenGWorld parameter. 

Applications typically use the NewGWorld function to create an offscreen world optimized 
for an image's characteristics-for example, its best pixel depth. 
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Ho~e:ier, NewGWo!·ld has ~n alternate use: it can create an offscreen graphics world 
opturuzed for speed m copymg onto the attached graphics devices. To use NewGWorld in 
~hi s way~ set the pixelDepth parame~er to 0. This setting requests that the deepest device 
mtersectmg your boundsRect value in screen space be used for the offscreen graphics device 
record. Set the port's portRect fi eld to the same size as boundsRect with the top-left coordi
nates set to (0,0). The pixel map's bounds and the device's gdRect value are computed so 
that CopyBits operations between the offscreen pixel map and the screen are optimized. 
(Typically, the pixel map's bounds are a few pixels wider than those indicated by portRect.) 

Parameter implications of this alternate use of the NewGWorld function are noted in 
each parameter description. 

Parameter descriptions 

pixeJDepth 

boundsRect 

cTable 

aGDevice 

fl ags 

The pixelDepth parameter determines the pixel resolution of the offscreen 
world. Possible depths are 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 bits per pixel. 

If you set pixelDepth to 0, the NewGWorld function uses the deepest 
device intersecting the rectangle specified by your boundsRect parameter 
to create the offscreen graphics device record. 

The boundsRect parameter determines the offscreen pixel map's size and 
coordinate system, and it becomes the offscreen port's portRect value, the 
offscreen pixel map ' s bounds, and the offscreen device' s gdRect value. It 
is used to determine the pixel map's rowBytes value and the size 
necessary for allocating the offscreen buffer. 

If you set pixelDepth to 0, NewGWorld takes the boundsRect parameter 
in global coordinates to find the deepest device that intersects the 
boundsRect rectangle. 

The cTable parameter is a handle to the color table to be used. NewGWorld 
makes a copy of that color table and puts its reference in the offscreen pixel 
map. It is your application 's responsibility to make sure that cTable specifies 
a valid color table for the pixel depth. lf cTable is NIL, the default color 
table for the pixel depth is used. 

If you set pixe lDepth to 0, the color table of the deepest device intersecting 
the boundsRect rectangle is used, and the cTable parameter is ignored. 

NewGWorld uses the graphics device record specified in the aGDevice 
parameter to create the offscreen graphics world when the noNewDevice 
flag is set. 

If you set pixelDepth to 0 (or if you do not set noNewDevice), the 
aGDevice parameter is ignored, so you should set it to NIL. 

The flags parameter provides some options to the application. It can be 
a combination of the flags pixPurge, noNewOevice, keepLocal, and 
useTempMem, all members of the GWorldFlags set. 

If you set the pixPurge flag, NewGWorld makes the offscreen buffer a 
purgeable block. Before drawing to or from the offscreen graphics world, 
your application should call the LockPixels function and ensure that it 
returns TRUE. If LockPixels returns FALSE, the offscreen buffer has 
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been purged, and your application should either call UpdateGWorld to 
reallocate it or draw directly in the window it represents. Never draw Lo a 
purged o ffscrcen buff er. 

If you set noNewDevice, NewGWorld does not create a new offscreen 
device, and the depth and color table of the aGDevice parameter are used 
to create the off screen graphics world. (If you sel pixelDepth to 0, the 
deepest device intersecting the boundsRect rectangle is used.) 

NewGWorld keeps a reference to whichever device it uses in the offscreen 
graphics world data structure, and the SetGWorld procedure uses that 
device to set the current device. 

Note that, to use a custom color table in an offscreen graphics world, you 
need to create the associated offscreen device, because Color QuickDraw 
needs the device's inverse table to draw. 

lf you set the keepLocal flag, your off screen graphics environment is kept 
in Macinto h main memory and is not cached to a graphics accelerator 
card. Use thi s flag carefull y, as it g ives up the advantages of a graphics 
acceleration card, if present. 

If you set the useTempMem fl ag, NewGWorld allocates pixels in tem
porary memory. You shou Id use temporary memory only for fleeting 
purposes, and only in conjunction with Lhe AllowPurgePixels procedure 
so that other applications can launch. 

NewGWorld initializes the offscreen port by calling OpenCPort (described in the QuickDraw 
chapter of Volume V). It sets the port's visRgn field to a rectangular region coincident with 
its port rectangle . NewGWorld initializes the o ffscreen device according to pixelDepth, 
boundsRecL, cTable, and defaul t values. NewGWorld generates an inverse table with the 
Color Manager procedure Make!Table, unless one of the screen devices has the same color 
table as the offscreen device, in which case it copies the inverse table from that device. 

You can compute the size of the offscreen memory buffer using this formula: 

rowBytes * (boundsRect.bottom - boundsRect.top) 

The actual address of the off screen buff er is not directly accessible from the pixel map. lf you 
need access to the pixels withoul going through QuickDraw, call GetPixBaseAddr to get a 
pointer to the pixels. 

Result codes 
no Err 
paramErr 
cDepthErr 

0 
- 50 

- 157 

No error 
Illegal parameter 
Invalid pixel resolution 

Working With a Graphics World's Pixel Map 

The Graphics Devices Manager routines that work with pixel maps use handles of type 
PixMapHandle, which you can obtain with the GetGWorlclPixMap function. The routines 
assume that the pixel maps were created by offscreen graphics world routines. You can use 
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the GetPixBaseAddr and PixMap32Bit functions on pixel map records that are not part of 
your offscreen graphics world; the other routines won't fai l, but they don ' t return useful 
information. 

FUNCTION LockPi xels (pm : Pix MapHandle) : Boolean ; 

You must call Lock.Pixels before drawing to or from an offscreen graphics world. In the pm 
parameter pass the pixel map handle returned from a GetGWorldPixMap function. Lock.Pixels 
locks the offscreen buffer in memory for the duration of the drawing. 

lf the offscreen buffer is purgeable and has indeed been purged. Lock.Pixels returns FALSE 
to signal that no drawing can be made to the buffer memory. At that point, the application 
should either call UpdateGWorld to reallocate the buffer or draw directly in the window 
it represents. 

If the offscreen buffer hasn ' t been purged or is not purgeable, LockPixels returns TRUE. 

As soon as the drawing is completed, you should call UnlockPixels. 

PROCEDURE UnlockPixels (pm : PixMapHandle) ; 

Unlock.Pixels unlocks the offscreen buffer. Call Unlock.Pixels as soon as the application 
finishes drawing to or from the offscreen pixel map. You don ' t need to call Unlock.Pixels 
if Lock.Pixels returned FALSE, because LockPixels doesn't lock purged pixels. (However, 
<.:ailing Unlock.Pixels on purged pixels does no harm.) 

PROCEDURE AllowPurgePixels (pm : PixMapHandle) ; 

AllowPurgePixels marks the pixel map's offscreen buffer as purgeable. 

PROCEDURE NoPurgePixels (pm: PixMapHand~e); 

NoPurgePixels marks the pixel map's offscreen buffer as unpurgeable. 

FUNCTION GetPixelsState (pm : PixMapHand~e) : GWorldFlags ; 

GetPixelsState returns the state of the pixel map's offscreen buffer. The state can be a combi
nation of the flags pixelsPurgeable, pixelsLocked, and keepLocal, which are members of the 
GWorldFlags set. Use GetPixelsState in conjunction with SetPixelsS tate to save and restore 
the state of these flags. You can save the flags, change any of them using one of the preced
ing routines, and then restore their original state by passing the result of GetPixelsState back 
to the SetPixelsState procedure. 

PROCEDURE SetPixelsSta~e (pm : PixMapHandle ; state : GWorldFlags) ; 

The SetPixelsS tate procedure sets the lock and purge states of the pixel map's offscreen 
buffer to the given flags by calling Lock.Pixels or Un lock.Pixels and AllowPurgePixels or 
NoPurgePixels. Pass the pixel map handle returned from a GetGWorldPixMap function, and 
a setting of 0 or l for the GWorldFlags pixelsPurgeable and pixelsLocked. 
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You can also use SetPixelsState to set the keepLocal flag: pass keepLocal as a state parameter 
to specify that the offscreen graphics world stays in main memory rather than being cached 
on an accelerator card. A graphics world that has already been cached wi ll be brought back to 
main memory. C leaiing the flag wi ll again allow caching. Use this setting carefully, as 
keeping a graphics world local surrenders the benefits of graphics accelerators. 

FUNCTION GetPixBaseAddr (pm : Pi xMapHandle) : Ptr ; 

GetPixBaseAddr returns a 32-bit pointer to the beginning of the pixel map' s pixels. Your 
application should always call GetPixBaseAddr before accessi ng the pixels of an offscreen 
pixel map directly. Then your application should switch to 32-bit mode, access the pixels, 
and switch back to 24-bi t mode (if that's the mode you want to use). Your application should 
never access the baseAddr field of the pixel map directly. 

If the offscreen buffer has been purged, GetPixBaseAddr returns NIL. 

lf QuickDraw is called after GetPixBaseAddr, the contents of the offscreen buffer are not 
guaranteed to be accurate. 

FUNCTION PixMap32Bit (pmHandle : PixMapHandle) : Boolean ; 

PixMap32Bit returns TRUE if the specified pixel map requires 32-bit addressing mode for 
access to its pixels. 

Updating the Graphics World 

The UpdateGWorld function is similar in form to the NewGWorld function; your application 
can use it to change one or more of the offscreen world 's attributes. 

FUNCTION UpdateGWorld (VAR offscreenGWorld : GWorldPtr ; pixelDepth : 
Integer ; boundsRect : Rect ; cTable : CTabHandle ; 
aGDevice : GDHandle ; flags : GWorldFlags) : 
GWorldFlags ; 

UpdateGWorld updates the offscreen graph ics world described by offscreenGWorld to the 
new pixelDepth, boundsRect, and cTable values. The pixelDepth, boundsRect, and cTable 
parameters have the same meaning and work generall y in the same way as in NewGWorld. 

If pixelDepth is set to 0, the device list is rescanned to find the new deepest device inter
secting with the new boundary rectangle in global screen space. 

If the offscreen buffer has been purged, UpdateGWorld reallocates it. 

If aGDevice is not NIL, the depth and color table of the graphics dev ice record specified by 
aGDevice are used instead of those spec ified by pixel Depth and cTable. 
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With the fl_ags pm:ameter y~u can set the keepLocal fl ag, which keeps the graphics world data 
structures m Macmtosh mam memory (or returns them if they were previously cached), or 
you can clear it if it was previously set, allowing the graphics world to be cached on a 
graphics accelerator card, if present. The fl ags can also include a combination of the flaas 
c lipPix, ditherPix, and stretch Pix. Some combinations are illegal; the legal uses of thes; flags 
are as follows: 

[ J (no fl ags) 
clipPix 
stretchPi x 
clipPix, ditherPix 
stretchPix, ditherPi x 

If none of the fl ags is set, the pixels are not updated. 

If clipPix is set, the pixels are updated, and they are clipped if the boundsRect value 
has changed. 

If stretchPi x is set, the pixels are updated, w ith stretching or shrin king if the boundsRect 
value has changed. If boundsRect hasn' t changed, stretchPi x is equi valent to clipPix. 

If ditherPi x is set. the pixels are first updated according to the state of clipPix or stretchPix. 
Then they are dithered if necessary. 

UpdateGWorld returns a pointer to the new offscreen graphics world in the offscreenGWorld 
parameter. If offscreenGWorld was the current graphics world and UpdateGWorld changed 
it, the current graphics world is set to the updated offscreen graphics world. 

The result of UpdateGWorld is a combinati on of the flags mapPix, new Depth, alignPix, 
newRowBytes, reallocPix, clipPix, stretchPi x, di therPi x, and gwFlagErr, which are 
members of the GWorldFlags set. If gwFlagErr is set, UpdateGWorld was unsuccessful and 
offscreenGWorld is left unchanged . The result of UpdateGWorld must be coerced to a Jong 
integer and contain one of the following result codes: 

Resul t codes 
paramEIT 
cDepthErr 

- 50 
-1 57 

Illegal parameter 
Invalid pixel resolution 

If UpdateGWorld is successful , the other flags must be interpreted as follows: 

Flag 

mapPix 
new Depth 
alignPix 
new Row Bytes 
reallocPix 
clipPix 
stretchPi x 
di therPi x 

Meaning 

Color table mapping occurred. 
Pixels were sca led to a different depth. 
P ixels were realigned to the screen alignment. 
The pixel map was reconfigured with a new rowBytes value. 
The offscreen buffer had to be reallocated; your image was discarded. 
Pixels were clipped. 
Pixels were stretched or shrunk. 
Pixels were dithered. 
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UpdateGWorld uses the fo llowing algorithm for pixel preservation . 

I . If cTable is new, the pixels are mapped to the new color table. 

2. If pixelDepth is new, the pixels are scaled to the new pixel depth. 

3 . lf boundsRect is new but has the same size, the pixel map is just realigned for optimum 
CopyBits performance. 

4 . If boundsRect is smaller and clipPix is set, the pixels in the bottom and right edges 
are clipped. 

5. If boundsRect is bigger and clipPix is set, the bottom and right edges are undefined. 

6 . If boundsRect is smaller and stretch Pix is set, the pixel map is reduced to the new size. 

7. If boundsRect is bigger and stretch Pix is set, the pixel map is stretched to the new size. 

8. lf the offscreen buffer was purged, it is reallocated, but the pixels are Jost. 

Setting and Retrieving the Graphics World 

With these routines you can set and retrieve the current port and graphics device records, 
which can be useful for saving and restoring an environment. You can also retrieve the 
graphics device and pixel map of a graphics world. 

PROCEDURE SetGWorld (port : CGrafPtr ; gdh : GDHandle) ; 

SetGWorld sets the current graphics world. SetGWorld can be used with a port parameter of 
type GrafPtr, CGrafPtr, or GWorldPtr (with proper type coercion). 

If the port parameter is of type GrafPtr or CGrafPtr, the current port is set to the port speci
fi ed by the port parameter, and the cuITent device is set to the device specified by the 
gdh parameter. 

If the port parameter is of type GWorldPtr, the current port is set to the port specified by the 
port parameter, and the current device is set to the device attached to the given graphics 
world. The gdh parameter is ignored. 

PROCEDURE GetGWorld (VAR port : CGrafPtr ; VAR gdh : GDHand le) ; 

GetGWorld returns the current graphics world in the port and gdh parameters. The port 
parameter is set to the current port, which can be of type GrafPtr, CGrafPtr, or GWorldPtr. 
The gdh parameter is set to the current device. 

FUNCTION GetGWorldDevice (offscreenGWorld : GWorldPtr) : GDHandle ; 

GetGWorldDevice returns a handle to the device attached to the offscreen world specified by 
the offscreenGWorld parameter. This device is generally the offscreen device created by 
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NewGWorld. If offscreenGWorld was created with the noNewDevice flag set, the attached 
device is one of the screen devices or the device passed to NewGWorld or UpdateGWorld. 

Jf offscreenGWorld points to a regular grafPort or color GrafPort, GetGWorldDevice returns 
the current device. 

FUNCTION GetGWorldPixMap (offscreenGWorld : GWorldPtr) : PixMapHandle ; 

GetGWorldPi xMap returns a handle to the pixel map record created for an offscreen graphics 
worl d. Use GetGWorldPixMap whenever you need to address the pixel map record created 
for an offscreen graphics world, rather than dereferencing the GWorld pointer, to ensure 
compatibility on systems that have the offscreen graphics world routines but are running the 
original Quick.Draw (not Color QuickDraw). 

For example, you should use this function before call ing Copy Bits when copying from the 
pixel map of an offscreen graphics world : 

pixBase : = GetGWorldPixMap (myWorld) ; 
CopyBits (pixBaseA , myWindowA. p ortBits , a Rect , o t herR, srcCopy , NIL ) ; 

Use the GetGWorldPixMap function with offscreen graphics world routines, such as 
LockPixels, AllowPurgePixels, and GetPixelsState, that use a handle to a pixel map. 

UnlockPixels (GetGWorldPixMap (myGWorl d)) ; 

GetGWorldPixMap is not available prior to system software version 7.0. 

Disposing of a Graphics World 

DisposeGWorld disposes of all the memory allocated for the off screen port data structure and 
substructures, offscreen pixel map and color table, and offscreen buffer. 

PROCEDURE DisposeGWorld (offscreenGWorld: GWorldPtr) ; 

If an offscreen graphics device was created, DisposeGWorld disposes of its GDevice 
structure and substructures. 

Call DisposeGWorld only when the application no longer needs the offscreen buffer. If the 
current device was the offscreen device attached to offscreenGWorld, the current device is 
reset to the device stored in the global variable MainDevice. 

Low-Level Routines 

A few low-level routines are called by the higher-level offscreen graphics world routines; the 
majority are called by the graphics system to manage the graphics device record and the 
device li st. Normally you won' t need to call any of them you rself. 
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Supporting the Offscreen Graphics World 

The Graphics Devices Manager calls these routines as it manages the offscreen graphics worlds. 

FUNCTION NewScreenBuffer (globalRect : Rect ; purgeable : Boolean ; VAR gdh : 
GDHandle ; VAR offscreenPixMap : P:xMapHandle) : 
QDErr ; 

NewScreenBuffer allocates an offscreen pixel map and an offscreen buffer, using the depth 
and color table of the deepest device intersecting with the global rectangle in screen space. A 
handle to that device is returned in gdh , and a handle to the offscreen pixe l map is returned 
in offscreenPixMap. If purgeable is TRUE, the off screen buffer is made purgeable. 

Result codes 
no Err 
paramErr 
cNoMemEIT 

0 
-50 

-152 

No error 
Illegal pcu-ameter 
Failed to allocate memory for structures 

The routines Lock.Pixels, Unlock.Pixels, AllowPurgePixels, NoPurgePixels, GetPixelsS tate, 
SetPixelsState, and GetPixBaseAddr can all be called with offscreenPixMap as a parameter. 

FUNCTION NewTempScreenBuffer (globalRect : Rect ; purgeable : Boolean ; VAR 
gdh : GDHandle ; VAR offscreenPixMap : 
PixMapHandlc) : QDErr ; 

NewTempScreenBuffer performs the same functi ons as NewScreenBuffer except that it 
allocates pixels in temporary memory. 

PROCEDURE DisposeScr eenBuffer (o:fscreenPixMap : PixMapHandle) ; 

DisposeScreenBuffer is called by DisposeGWorld. It disposes of the memory allocated for 
the offscreen buffer, the offscreen pixel map, and the color table. 

Managing the Graphics Device Record 

These routines enable your application to create, initialize, and dispose of graphics device 
records, and to obtain handles to particular graph ics device records, such as those for the 
main and deepest devices. A new procedure, DeviceLoop, simplifies the steps your applica
tion must take in order to check screen characteristics before drawing. 

FUNCTION NewGDevice (refNum : Integer ; mode : LonginL) : GDHandle ; 

The NewGDevice function allocates a new graphics device data structure and all of its 
handles, then calls TnitGDevice to initialize it for the device specified by the refNum 
parameter in the specified mode. If the request is unsuccessful , NewGDevice returns a NTL 
handle. The new graphics device record and all of its handles are allocated in the system 
heap. All attributes in the gdFlags fie ld are set to FALSE. 
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If your application creates a graphics device record without a dri ver, it should set the mode 
parameter to -1. In this case, InitGDevice is not called to ini tialize the graphics device record. 
Your application must perform all initialization. 

A graphics device's default mode is defined as 128, as described in Designing Cards and 
Drivers for the Macintosh Family, second edition; this is assumed to be a black-and-white 
mode. If the mode parameter is not the default mode, the device' s gdDevType attribute bit is 
set to TRUE, to indicate that the device is capable of displaying color (see the description of 
the SetDeviceAtt:ribute procedure later in thi s chapter). 

NewGDevice doesn' t automatically insert the graphics device record into the device list. In 
general, your application shouldn' t add devices that it creates to the device list. 

PROCEDURE InitGDevice (gdRefNum : Integer; mode : Longint ; gdh : GDHandle) ; 

The InitGDevice procedure sets the screen device whose driver has the reference number 
specified in gdRetNum to the specified mode. It then fill s out the graphics device record 
structure specified by the gdh parameter to contain all information describing that mode. 
The graphics device handle should have been allocated by a call to NewGDevice. 

The mode parameter detennines the configuration of the device; possible modes for a device 
can be determined by interrogating the video card's ROM via calls to the Slot Manager 
(refer to the Slot Manager chapter in this volume and Designing Cards and Drivers for the 
Macintosh Family, second edition). See the Device Manager chapter in Volume V for more 
details about the interaction of devices and their dri vers. 

The information describing the new mode is primarily contained in the video card's ROM. If 
the device has a fixed color table, then that table is read directly from the ROM. If the device 
has a variable color table, then the defau lt color table for that depth is used (the 'clut' resource 
with ID equal to the depth). 

In general, your application should never need to call lnitGDevice. All screens are initialized 
at start time and users change their modes through the Monitors control panel. If your pro
gram initializes a device without a driver, this procedure will do nothing; your application 
must initialize all fi elds of the graphics device record. After your program initializes the color 
table for the device, it needs to call MakelTable to build the inverse table for the device. 

FUNCTION GetGDevice : GDHandle ; 

The GetGDevice function returns a handle to the current graphics device record. This is 
useful for determining the characteristics of the current output device (for instance, its pixel 
size or color table). Note that since a window can span screen boundaries, this function does 
not return the device that describes a port. 

A handle to the currently acti ve device is kept in the global variable TheGDevice. 

FUNCTION GecDeviceList : GDHandle ; 

The GetDeviceList funct ion returns a handle to the first device in the global variable DeviceList. 
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FUNCTION GetMainDevice : GDHandle ; 

The GetMainDevice function returns a handle to the graphics device record that corresponds 
to the main screen. Your application can examine this graphics device record to determine the 
size or depth of the main screen. 

A handle to the current main device is kept in the global variable MainDevice. 

FUNCTION GecMaxJevice (globalRect : Rect) : GDHandle ; 

The GetMaxDevice functi on returns a handle to the deepest device that intersects the specified 
global rectangle. Your application might use th is function to allocate offscreen pixe l maps. 

FUNCTION GetNextDevice (curDevice : GDHandle) : GDHandle ; 

The GetNextDevice function returns a handle to the next graphics device record in the device 
li st. If there are no more devices in the li st, it returns NIL. 

PROCEDURE Se tGDevice (gdh : GDHandle ); 

The SetGDevice procedure sets the specified graphics dev ice record as the current device. 
Your application won't generally need to use this procedure except to draw to offscreen 
graphics devices. 

PROCEDURE SetDeviceAttribute (gdh : GDHandle ; attribute : Integer ; value : 
Boolean) ; 

The SetDeviceAttribute procedure can be used to set a device's attribute bits. SetDeviceAttribute 
allows you to indicate whether the device is a screen device, is the main screen, supports color, 
and so forth. For more information on the attributes you can set, see "The Graphics Device 
Record" earlier in this chapter. 

FUNCTION TestDeviceAttribute (gdh : GDHandle ; attribuce : In=eger) 
Boolean ; 

The TestDeviceAttribute function tests a single attribute to see if its value is TRUE. If your 
application is scanning through the device list, it typically uses thi s function to determjne 
whether a device is a screen device, and, if so, to determine whether it's active. Then your 
application can draw to any active screen devices. 

PROCEDURE DisposGDevice (gdh : GDrtandle) ; 

The DisposGDevice procedure disposes of the current graphics device record, releases the 
space allocated for it, and disposes of all data structures allocated by NewGDevice. 
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FUNCTION HasDepth (aDevice : GDHandle ; depth : Integer ; whichFlags : 
Integer ; flags : Integer) : Integer ; 

The HasDepth function checks to see whether the device you spec ify in the aDevice parameter 
supports the pixel depth you specify in the depth parameter. In the whichFlags parameter you 
specify which of the gdFlags set to check; in the flags parameter you specify the value to 
check for. The function returns 0 if the device does not support the mode you inquire after; if 
the device does support the mode, the function returns the mode ID. (See the Slot Manager 
chapter in this volume and Designing Cards and Drivers for the Macintosh Family, second 
edition, for information about device modes.) 

You should always test a device for a particu lar depth before setting the device's depth. 

FUNC~ION SetDepth (aDevice : GDHandle ; depth : Integer ; whichFlags : 
Integer ; flags : Integer) : OSErr ; 

The SetDepth function sets the mode of the specified device to the pixel depth you specify in 
the depth parameter. It does not change the 'scrn ' resource; when the system is rebooted, the 
original depth is restored. 

Note: This function is a convenience for applications that need to run on devices of a 
particu lar depth and are unable to adapt to any other depth. Your application should 
use it only after asking the user's permission. 

In the whichFlags parameter you specify which of the gdflags set to modify ; in the flags 
parameter you specify the value. (Currently, the first fl ag, gdDevType, is the only one that 
can be set with a SetDepth call.) For example, if you wanted to switch a dev ice to black and 
white, you would specify a whichFlags value of 000 I and a flags value of 0000. 

Call the HasDepth function before calling SetDepth to verify that the device in question can be 
set to the depth desired. 

PROCEDURE DeviceLoop (drawingRgn : RgnHandle ; drawingProc : 
DeviceLoopDrawingProcPtr ; userData : Longint; 
flags : DeviceLoopFlags) ; 

The DeviceLoop procedure searches all active screen devices. calling your drawing procedure 
whenever it encounters a screen that intersects your drawing region. You supply a handle to 
the region in which you wish to draw and a pointer to your drawing procedure. The drawi ng 
region is in local coordinates, and is the same as a w indow port's visRgn value, for example, 
after a Begin Update call. In the userData parameter, you pass a long integer of data that is 
forwarded to your draw ing procedure. 

If the DeviceLoop procedure encounters similar devices-having the same pixel depth, 
black-and-white/color setting, and matching color table seeds-it makes only one call to 
your drawing procedure, pointing to the first such dev ice encountered. You can modify 
thi s behavior by supplying a fl ags parameter with one of the following values. 
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Flag 

singleDevices 

dontMatchSeeds 

allDevices 

Meaning 

If you set the singleDevices flag, then simjlar devices are not grouped 
together when the drawing procedure is called. If this fl ag is not set, 
DeviceLoop only calls your drawing procedure once for each set of 
similar devices, and the fi rst one found is passed as the target dev ice. 
(It is assumed to be representative of all the similar devices.) 

If you set the dontMatchSeeds fl ag, then DeviceLoop doesn' t consider 
color table seeds when comparing devices for similarity . DeviceLoop 
ignores this flag if the singleDevices flag is set. 

If you set the allDevices fl ag, the drawingRgn parameter is ignored, 
and DeviceLoop calls your drawing procedure for all acti ve screens. 
The current port' s visRgn value is not affected when this fl ag is set. 

Each time your drawing procedure is called, the cu1Tent port's visRgn field will have been set 
to the intersection of the original port's visRgn and the intersecting port ion of the target device. 

Your drawing procedure should be declared as follows: 

PROCEDURE MyDrawingProc (depth : Integer ; deviceFlags : Integer ; 
targetDevice : GDHandle ; userData : Longint) ; 

The depth parameter contains the pixel size of the target device, the deviceFlags parameter 
contains the gdFlags values from the target dev ice's graphics device record, and the 
targetDevice parameter is a handle to the target device. 

The long integer of user data passed to DeviceLoop is passed on to your drawing procedure. 

When called from a computer without Color QuickDraw, the targetDevice parameter is set 
to NIL. 
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SUMMARY OF THE GRAPHICS DEVICES MANAGER 

Constants 

CONST {values for gdType} 
clutType ::: 0 ; 
fixedType l ; 
direct Type 2 ; 

{bit assignment s for 
gdDevType O; 
burst Device 7 . 

' 
ext32Device 8 ; 
raminit 10 ; 
mainScreen 11 ; 
allinit ::: 12; 

screenDevice 13 ; 
noDriver 14 ; 
screenActive ::: 15 ; 

Data Types 

TYPE GWorldPtr = CGrafPtr ; 

GWorldFlags = 
SET OF ( 

pixPurge , 

noNewDevice , 

useTempMem , 

keepLocal, 
gWorldFlag4, 
gWorldFlag5 , 
pixelsPurgeable, 

pixelsLocked , 
gWorldFlag8, 
gWorldFlag9, 
gWorldFlaglO , 
gWorldFlagll , 
gWorldFlagl2 , 
gWorldFlag13, 

{0 if look-up table} 
{1 if fixed cable} 
{2 if direc t pixel values} 

gdFlags} 
{set if device supports color} 
{set if device supports block transfer} 
{set if device must be accessed in 32-bit mode} 
{set if device has been initialized from RAM} 
{set if device is main screen} 
{set if devices were initialized from ' scrn ' } 
{ resource } 
{set if device is a screen device} 
{set if device has no driver} 
{set if device is active} 

{used by NewGWorld to make of fscreen buffer } 
{ purgeable} 
{used by NewGWorld to not create an offscreen 
{ device} 
{used by NewGWorld to allocate pixels in } 
{ temporary ~emory} 
{used to keep data structures in main ~emory} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{used by Get/SetPixelsState for purgeable } 
{ pixels} 
{used by Get/SetPixelsState for locked pixels} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
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) ; 

gWorldFlagl4 , 
gWorldFlag15 , 
mapPix , 
newDepth , 

alignPix , 

newRowBytes , 

reallocPix , 

gWorldFlag21 , 
gWorldFlag22 , 
gWorldFlag23 , 
gWorldFlag24 , 
gWorldFlag25 , 
gWorldFlag2 6 , 
gWorldFlag27 , 
clipPix , 
stretchPix , 

ditherPix , 
gwFlagErr , 

G:::>Handle 
GDPtr 

GDevice 
RECORD 

gdRefNum : 
gdID : 
gdType : 
gdITable : 
gdResPref : 
gdSearchProc : 
gdComp Proc : 
gdFlags : 
gdPMap : 
gdRefCon : 
gdNextGD : 
gdRect : 
gdMode : 
gdCCBytes : 
gdCCDepth : 
gdCCXData : 
gdCCXMask : 
gdReserved : 

END ; 

{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{set by UpdateGWorld if color mapping occurred} 
{set by UpdateGWorld if pixels were scaled } 
{ to a different depth} 
{set by UpdateGWorld if pixels were realigned 
{ to screen alignment} 
{set by UpdateGWorld if pixel map was } 
{ reconfigured in a new rowBytes} 
{set by UpdateGWorld if offscreen buffer had } 
{ to oe reallocated} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{used by UpdateGWorld to clip pixels} 
{used by UpdateGWorld to stretch or shrink 
{ pixels} 
{used by UpdateGWorld co dither pixels} 
{set by UpdateGWorld if i t failed} 

= "GDPtr ; 
"GDevice ; 

Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
ITabHandle ; 
Integer ; 
SProcHndl ; 
CProcHndl ; 
Integer ; 
PixMapHandle ; 
Longint ; 
GDHandle ; 
Rect ; 
Long:nt ; 
Integer ; 
I nteger ; 
Handle ; 
Handle ; 
Long Int 

{reference number of driver} 
{client ID for search procedure} 
{type of device (indexed , direct)} 
{inverse table for Color ~anager } 

{preferred resolution} 
{list of search functions} 
{list of complement functions } 
{graphi cs device flags} 
{pixel map for displayed image} 
{reference value} 
{handle to next graphics device} 
{device ' s global bounds} 
{device ' s current mode} 
{width of expanded cursor data} 
{depth of expanded cursor data} 
{handle to cursor ' s expanded data} 
{handle to cursor ' s expanded mask} 
{reserved for future use ; } 
{ muse be 0} 
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Routines 

Creating a Graphics World 

FUNCTION NewGWorld (VAR offscreenGWorld : GWorldPt r ; pixelDepth : 
Integer ; boundsRect : Rect ; cTable : 
CTab~andle ; aGDevice : GDHandle ; flags : 
GWorldFlags) : QDErr ; 

Working with a Graphics World's Pixel Map 

FUNCTION LockPixels (pm : PixMapHandle) : Boolea n ; 

PROCEDURE UnlockPixels (pm : PixMapHandle) ; 

PROCEDURE AllowPurgePixels (pm : Pi xMapHand l e) ; 

PROCEDURE NoPurgePixels (pm : PixMapHandle) ; 

FUNCTION GetPixel sState (pm : PixMapHandle) GWorldFlags ; 

PROCEDURE Set PixelsState (pm : PixMapHandle ; state : GWorldFlags) ; 

FUNCTION GetP ixBaseAddr (pm : PixMapHandle) : Ptr ; 

FUNCTION PixMap32Bit (pmHandle : PixMapHandle) : Boolean ; 

Updating the Graphics World 

FUNCTION UpdateGWorld (VAR offscreenGWorld : GWorldPtr ; pixelDepth : 
Integer ; boundsRect : Rect ; cTable : 
CTabHandle ; aGDevice : GDHandle ; flags : 
GWorldFlags) : GWorldFlags ; 

Setting and Retrieving the Graphics World 

PROCEDURE SetGWorld (port : CGrafPtr ; gdh : GDHandle) ; 

PROCEDURE GetGWorld (VAR por t : CGrafPtr ; VAR gdh : GDHandle) ; 

FUNCTION GetGWorldDevice (offscree nGWorld : GWorl dPtr) GDHandle ; 

FUNCTION GetGWorldPixMap (offscreenGWorld : GWor l dPtr) PixMapHandle ; 

Disposing of a Graphics World 

PROCEDURE DisposeGWorld (offscreenGWorld : GWorldPtr) ; 
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Supporting the Offscreen Graphics World 

FUNCTION NewScreenBuffer (globalRect : Rect; purgeable : Boolean ; VAR 
gch : GDHandle ; VAR offscreer-PixMap : 
PixMapHandle) : QDErr ; 

FUNCTIOK NewTempScreenBuffer (globalRect : Rect ; purgeable : Boolean ; VAR 
gdh : GDHandle ; VAR offscreenPixMap : 
PixMapHandle) : QDErr ; 

PROCEDURE DisposeScreenBuffer (offscreenPixMap : PixMapHandle) ; 

Managing the Graphics Device Record 

FUNCTION NewGDevice 

PROCEDURE InitGDevice 

FUNCTION GetGDevice 

FUNCTION GetDeviceList 

FUNCTION GetMainDevice 

FUNCTION GetMaxDevice 

FUNCTION GetNextDevice 

PROCEDURE SetGDevice 

PROCEDURE SetDeviceAttribute 

FUNCTION TestDeviceAttribute 

PROCEDURE Di sposGDevice 

FUNCTION HasDepth 

FUNCTION SetDepth 

PROCEDURE DeviceLoop 

(refNum : Integer ; mode : Longint) : GDHandle ; 

(gdRefNum : Integer ; mode : Longint ; gdh : 
GDHandle) ; 

GDHandle ; 

GDHandle ; 

GDHandle ; 

(globalRect : Rect ) : GDHandle ; 

(curDevice : GDHandle) : GDHandle ; 

(gdh : GDHandle) ; 

(gdh : GDHandle ; at tr ibute : Integer ; value : 
Boolean) ; 

(gdh : GDHandle ; attribute : Integer) 
Boolean ; 

(gdh : GDHandle) ; 

(gd : GDHandle ; depth : Integer ; whichFlags : 
Integer : flags : Inceger) : Inr.eger ; 

(gd : GDHandle ; depth : Integer ; whichFlags : 
Integer ; flags : Inceger) : OSErr ; 

(drawingRgn: RgnHandle ; drawingProc : 
DeviceLoopDrawingProcPtr; userData : Longint ; 
flags : DeviceLoopFlags) ; 

Application-Defined Routine 

PROCEDURE MyDrawingProc (depth : Integer ; deviceFlags : Integer ; 
targetDevice : GDHa~dle ; userData : Longint); 
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Global Variables 

DeviceList 
GrayRgn 
TheGDevice 
MainDevice 

Result Codes 

no Err 
pararnErr 
cNoMemErr 
cDepthErr 

A handle to the first element in the device list. 
Contains the size and shape of current desktop. 
A handle to the cun-ent active device. 
A handle to the current main device. 

0 
- 50 

-152 
- 157 

No error 
Illegal parameter 
Failed to allocate memory for structures 
Invalid pixel resolution 

Assembly-Language Information 

GDevice Data Structure 

gdRefNum 
gdlD 
gdType 
gdlTable 
gdResPref 
gdSearchProc 
gdCompProc 
gdFlags 
gdPMap 
gdRefCon 
gdNextGD 
gdRect 
gdMode 
gdCCBytes 
gdCCDepth 
gdCCX.Data 
gdCCXMask 
gdReserved 
gdRec 

word 
word 
word 
long 
word 
long 
long 
word 
long 
long 
long 
2 longs 
long 
word 
word 
long 
long 
long 
[variable] 

reference number of driver 
client ID for search procedure 
type of device (indexed, direct) 
inverse table for Color Manager 
preferred resolution 
list of search functions 
list of complement functions 
graphics device flags 
pixel map for displayed image 
reference value 
handle to next graphics device 
device's global bounds 
device's current mode 
width of expanded cursor data 
depth of expanded cursor data 
handle to cursor's expanded data 
handle to cursor's expanded mask 
reserved for future use; must be 0 
size of graphics device record 
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ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

This chapter describes how your appl ication can use the Sound Manager to create, modify, 
and play sounds. The information in this chapter supersedes the information in the Sound 
Manager chapter of Inside Macintosh, Volume V. The Sound Manager is a replacement for 
the older Sound Driver, which is documented in Inside Macintosh, Volume IL The Sound 
Dri ver is obsolete, and you shou ld use the Sound Manager for all sound-related activity. 

The Sound Manager was first released for all Macintosh® computers as part of system software 
version 6.0 and has been significantly enhanced in later system software versions. System 
softwcu·e versions 6.0.7 and later include an enhanced Sound Manager that provides routines 
for sound input, continuous play from disk, sound-channel mixing, and audio compression 
and expansion. There are no specific hardware requirements for running this enhanced version 
of the Sound Manager, except that the continuous play-from-disk routines and the ability to 
produce concurrent multiple channels of sampled sound are currently avai lable only on 
machines equipped with the Apple® Sound Chip (ASC). Also, you can use the sound input 
routines to record sounds only on machines equipped with a sound in put device. Use the 
Gestalt function (described in the Compatibility Guidelines chapter in this volume) to determine 
whether the capabilities you need are present before attempting to use them. 

You should read this chapter if you want your application to create or man ipulate sounds. For 
example, your application might be specifically concerned with creating and storing sounds. 
Such applications include those that synthesize sound or speech, record and play back sampled 
sounds, and synchronize multi media presentations. Other applications that use sound include 
those that provide voice mail and voice annotation capabiliti es for documents. For compati
bility reasons, you should use the services provided by the Sound Manager rather than access 
the avai lable audio hardware directly. This increases the likelihood that your application will 
run unmodified on future hardware or on alternate operating systems (such as A!UX®). 
Moreover, by using the Sound Manager, your appl ication can monitor and control the amount 
of process ing time consumed by its sound-related activity, and hence coex ist cooperatively 
with other open applications. 

Even if your application is not specifically concerned with creating or playing sounds, you can 
orten improve your application at very li tt le programming expense by using the Sound Manager 
to integrate sound into its user interface. For example, you can play appropriate sounds to signal 
that some operation has completed or to alert the user that something exceptional (perhaps unex
pected) has happened. If you use sound in this way, you should be aware that there may be 
cultural biases or preferences associated with certain sounds. Unless they are very large, there
fore, you should store all application-specific sounds as resources, which can be easily 
modified for local regions. You should also make this s01t of sound optional because there 
might be users who object to it or environments where it is inappropriate. 

You should note in particular that the SysBeep procedure, documented in Inside Macintosh, 
Volume II, as one of the Operating System Utilities, is now a Sound Manager routine. Hence, 
even if you are developing an appl ication that does not employ any sound other than an occa
sional system alert sound, you need to be aware of certain situations that may prevent the 
sound from being heard by the user. If your applications use the SysBeep procedure, you 
should look at the discussion in "Producing an Alert Sound"; some sections of the "Intro
duction to Sound" may be helpful to you as well. 
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If you wish to create fi les containjng sampled sounds (such as recorded speech or special 
effects), you may need to refer to the in formation on the Audio Interchange File Format 
(AIFF) and the Audio Interchange Fi le Format extension for Compression (AIFF-C). You 
can find a partial specification of both of these file formats in "Sound Files" later in thi s 
chapter. A more complete description of the AIFF file format is available from APDA®. 

ABOUT THE SOUND MANAGER 

The Sound Manager is a collection of routines that your appl ication can use to create sounds 
without a knowledge of or dependence on the actual sound-producing hardware available on 
any particular Macintosh computer. You can use the Sound Manager to 

• play simple sequences of frequencies 

• play sounds described by complex waveforms 

• play digitally recorded or computed sampled sounds 

• record sampled sounds 

• mi x and synchronize multiple channe ls of sound 

• play a sound continuously from disk while other processing continues 

• produce a sound to alert the user 

• compress sound data to max imize the avai lable disk storage space 

• expand compressed sound data for playback in real time 

• obtain infonnation about existing sound channels 

• monitor and limit the amount of CPU time consumed by sound-related activity 

If you use the Sound Manager for all sound-related activity instead of accessing the sound
producing hardware directly, you can maximize the likelihood that your applications will run 
without modification on all cuITent and future hardware configurations. 

This chapter provides a brief introduction to sound on Macintosh computers and then 
discusses · 

• sound synthesizers 

• sound commands 

• sound channels 

A thorough understanding of these topics is essential to e fficient use of the Sound Manager 
in your applications. T hereafter, thi s chapter provides a preliminary discussion of the major 
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features that are new to the enhanced Sound Manager provided with system software 
versions 6.0.7 and later, including 

• mixing multiple channels of sampled sound 

• compressing and expanding sound data 

• playing sounds stored on di sk while other appl ications execute 

• record ing sounds on Macintosh computers having appropriate sound input hardware 

• obtaining status information about sound channels 

This chapter also describes sound resources and sound fi les, the two sound storage formats 
supported by the Sound Manager. Most applications do not need to know the details of these 
storage formats because the Sound Manager provides routines that allow you to read and 
create both sound resources and sound files. In most cases, your application should use those 
routines rather than create or parse sound resources or fi les directly. 

Most applications are likely to need only a few of the many capabilities of the enhanced 
Sound Manager. If your appl ication's use of sound falls into one or more of the following 
categories, you can proceed right to the indicated sections in this chapter to find the 
information you need. 

• Controlling the system alert sound. Your application can use the Sound Manager 
to play, di sable, or enable the system alert sound selected by the user in the Sound 
control panel. The system alert sound is played whenever an application issues the 
SysBeep procedure. For more information about conu·olling the system alert sound, 
see "Producing an Alert Sound" later in this chapter. 

• Playing prerecorded sounds. Your application can play back prerecorded sampled 
sounds by calling the SndPJay function. The sampled sound can contain speech, sound 
effects, or other sounds needed by your application. For more information on playing 
back prerecorded sounds, see "Playing 'snd ' Resources" later in this chapter. If the 
sound you want to play back is too large to fit into RAM, you can play it by calling 
SndStartFilePlay. This routine should be used only with very large sounds because it 
consumes more processing time than SndPlay. For more information on playing 
sampled sounds from disk, see "Continuous Play From Disk" later in this chapter. 

• Compressing and expanding sounds. If your application uses lots of sounds, you 
might want to compress those sounds to reduce the size of the data shipped with your 
application. The Sound Manager provides several routines to handle this compression of 
audio data. The real-time expansion and playback are handled automatically by the 
Sound Manager when you issue a request Lo play the sampled sound data. For more 
information on compress ing and expanding sounds, see "Sound Compression and 
Expansion" later in thi s chapter. 

• Recording sounds. Any Macintosh computer equ ipped with sound input hardware 
and an associated driver is able to record sounds (several Macintosh computers 
include these items as standard features). By using one of several recording routines, 
your appl ication can record sounds to provide capabi li ties such as voice mail, voice 
annotation, speech recognition, and even overdubbing. For more information on sound 
input, see "Sound Recording" later in this chapter. 
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• Mixing multiple channels of sound. On Macintosh computers with suffici ent 
processing capabili ty, multiple channels of sampled sound can be played simultaneously. 
This means that your application can play several sampled sounds simultaneously. or 
that your application can play sampled sounds while other applications do so also. For 
more information on mi xing multiple channels of sampled sound, see "Multiple Channels 
of Sound" later in this chapter. Mixi ng can also include more than just simultaneous 
playback of sampled sounds. Certain audio characteristics can be altered in real time 
while a sound is playing. See "Manipulating a Sound T hat Is Playing" later in this chapter 
for more details. 

• Designing sound. T he Sound Manager has fac iliti es for des igning and controll ing 
complex sounds. Your application can play a series of frequencies at specified dura
tions in a manner that will be famili ar to users. You can use custom waveforms to 
change the timbre o f these sounds, and you can play them on mul tiple channels 
concurrently. Sounds can be speeded up or slowed down, made louder or less loud, 
or panned left, ri ght, or center in real time. To understand the full power of the Sound 
Manager, start by reading "Sound Synthesizers" later in this chapter and then look over 
the table of contents for specific areas of interest. 

INTRODUCTION TO SOUND 

Sound is created on a Macintosh computer when the Sound Manager (or an application) sends 
data to whatever audio hardware is avai lable on the machine . The audio hardware is a digital
to-analog converter (DAC) that translates digital audio data into analog audio signals; those 
signals are then sent to the internal speaker or to a sound output connector (to which the user 
can connect headphones, external speakers, or sound amplification equipment). The DAC in 
all cuJTent Macintosh computers is a Sony sound chip. The Macintosh II famil y of computers 
and more recent models (such as the Macintosh SE/30 and Macintosh Portable) contain two 
Sony sound chips (to provide stereo output capability) as well as an Apple Sound Chip, a 
customized chip that provides enhanced audio outp ut characteristics as well as emulation 
capabilities for the earlier sound hardware. There are also NuBusTM expansion boards avail 
able from third-party developers that provide other audio DAC hardware. 

To maximize compatibility across the entire family of Macintosh computers, your application 
should never address any bui lt-in audio hardware directly. Instead , you should always create 
sound by sending the appropri ate instructions to the Sound Manager. The Sound Manager is 
responsible for managing all communication between your application and the avai lable audio 
hardware, as illustrated in Figure 22- 1. 

Your application creates sound by sending sound commands to the Sound Manager, which 
interprets those commands and places them into a sound channel. A sound channe l is a fi rst
in, first-out (FIFO) queue . Queued commands are sent to the sound hardware through a 
sound synthesizer, which is like a device driver insofar as it is responsible for managing 
the last stage of communication with the aud io hardware. E very sound channel is linked to 
one of three available synthesizers. depending on the type of sound to be produced. 
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¢ 
Commandsfi 

I Sound Manager I .. ---------n ------------------------. 
:~~<) 

Sound channel Synthesizer : S d , oun 
: ______ .. _ .. _ ... _ ...................................................... : hardware 

Figure 22-1. The position of the Sound Manager 

Sometimes it is necessary to bypass the queue of sound commands altogether. If you want 
to stop all sound production on a particular channel immediately, for example, it would be 
counterproductive to send a command to the sound channel because that command remains 
queued until it becomes the next command processed by the synthesizer. Instead, you can 
send commands directly to the synthesizer, as illustrated in Figure 22-2. 

Commands 

Sound Manager 

: ------------------n -----~ 

:~~<) 
: Sound channel Synthesizer : 
' ........................... .. ............................ 1 

Sound 
hardware 

Figure 22-2. Bypassing the command queue 

When you bypass the sound channel in this way, any commands that are already queued but 
not yet sent to the synthesizer remain queued. You can, however, flush the channel at any 
time by sending the Sound Manager the appropriate command. 
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With the enhanced Sound Manager, you can have multiple channels of sampled sound open 
and multiple commands sent to the sampled sound synthesizer concurrently. For example, 
two different applications can each open a sound channel and send commands to it. 
Figure 22-3 illustrates such a situation. 

~ ¢ .- -- -- ----- -- --- ---------- -- -- ---- -- --
~ rf : : lsoundManageri=p~ j 

u~ : 
Sound 

. channels -.. -.. ----....... ............. ------.... .... -... ---.. -----· 

Sound 
hardware 

Figure 22-3. Mixing multiple channels of sampled sound 

In this illustration, two applications are sending sound commands to the sampled sound 
synthesizer. The Sound Manager maintains a separate queue of commands for each applica
tion but mixes the audio data before sending it to the sampled sound synthesizer. The result 
is a single audio signal that is sent to the available audio hardware. 

Sound Synthesizers 

A synthesizer is the code responsible for interpreting sound commands and using the avail
able hardware to produce sounds. The Sound Manager insulates an appli cation from the 
underlying hardware primarily by selecting the sound hardware drivers (or synthesizers) that 
are best suited to the available audio hardware. 

Synthesizers that drive the built-in audio hardware on Macintosh computers are provided by 
Apple Computer, Inc. and are stored in the System file as resources of type 'snth'. Depending 
on the type of sound you wish to produce, the Sound Manager uses either the square-wave 
synthesizer, the wave-table synthesizer, or the sampled sound synthesizer to interpret com
mands and data sent to it by your application. Sometimes you do not need to specify which 
synthesizer you wish to use because some sound commands can be in terpreted by all three. 

The Square-Wave Synthesizer 

The square-wave synthesizer is the simplest of the playback synthesizers supplied 
with the Sound Manager. You can use it to generate a sound based on a square wave, and 
it is functionally equivalent to the square-wave synthesizer contained in the old Sound Driver. 
Your application can use the square-wave synthesizer to play a simple sequence of sounds 
in which each sound is described completely by three factors: its frequency or pitch, its 
amplitude (or volume), and its duration. 
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The square-wave synthesizer can play only one frequency at a time through a sound channel, 
and it cannot play back a waveform sound description or a recorded sound. The square-wave 
synthesizer requires very little CPU time, however, and it is very easy for your application 
to use. 

The Wave-Table Synthesizer 

To produce more complex sounds than are possible using the square-wave synthesizer, your 
applications can use the wave-table synthesizer. As the name indicates, the wave-table 
synthesizer can produce sounds that are based on a description of a single wave cycle. This 
cycle is called a wave table and is represented as an array of bytes that describe the timbre 
(or tone) of a sound at any point in the cycle. 

Your application can use any number of bytes to represent the wave, but 512 is the recom
mended number because the Sound Manager resizes a wave table to 5 12 bytes if the table is 
not exactly that long. Your application can compute the wave table at run time or load it from 
a resource. You can open multiple wave-table channels (up to a maximum of four). 

A wave table is a sequence of wave amplitudes measured at fixed intervals. For instance, a 
sine wave can be converted into a wave table by taking the value of the wave's amplitude at 
every 1/m interval of the wave (see Figure 22-4). 

Single wave cycle 

$80 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

$00 1--------......:::;;:..__-1 

1 512 

Packed array of bytes 

Figure 22-4. A graph of a wave table 

A wave table is represented as a packed array of bytes. Each byte contains a value in the 
range $00-$FF. These values are interpreted as offset values, where $80 represents an 
amplitude of 0. The largest negative amplitude is $00 and the largest positive amplitude 
is $FF. When playing a wave-table description of a sound, the wave-table synthesizer 
loops through the wave table for the duration of the sound. 
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The Sampled Sound Synthesizer 

You can use the sampled sound synthesizer to play back sounds that have been digitally 
recorded (that is, sampled) as well as sounds that are computed, possibly at run time. The 
sampled sound synthesizer is the most widely used of all the available synthesizers, primarily 
because it is relatively easy to generate a sampled sound and because such samples can contain 
a wide variety of sounds. The sampled sound synthesizer is typically used to play back pre
recorded sounds such as speech or special sound effects. 

You can use the Sound Manager to store sounds in one of two ways, either as resources of 
type 'snd ' or as AIFF or AIFF-C format files. The structure of resources of type 'snd ' is 
given in "Sound Resources" later in this chapter, and the structure of AIFF and AIFF-C files 
is given in "Sound Files" later in this chapter. If you simply want to play short prerecorded 
sampled sounds, you should probably include the sound data in an 'snd ' resource. If you 
want to allow the user to transfer recorded sound data from one application to another (or 
from one operating system to another), you should probably store the sound data in an AIFF 
or AIFF-C file . In certain cases, you need to store sampled sounds in fi les and not in 
resources. For example, some sampled sounds might be too large to store as resources; in 
those cases, you should store the sounds in an AIFF or AIFF-C file. 

Regardless of how you store a sampled sound, you can use Sound Manager routines to play 
that sound using the sampled sound synthesizer. If you choose to store sampled sounds in 
files of type AIFF or AIFF-C, you can play those sounds by calling the SndStartFilePlay 
function . If you store sampled sounds in resources, your application can play those sounds 
by passing the Sound Manager function SndPlay a handle to a resource of type 'snd ' that 
contai ns a sampled sound header. (The SndStartFilePlay function can also play 'snd ' 
resources directly from disk.) There are three types of sampled sound headers: the standard 
sound header (used for monophonic sampled sounds), the extended sound header (used for 
stereo samples), and the compressed sound header (used for compressed samples, whether 
monophonic or stereo). The sampled sound header contains information about the sample 
(such as the original sampling rate, the length of the sample, and so forth), together with an 
indication of where the sample data is to be found. The data can be stored in a buffer separate 
from the sound resource or as part of the sound resource at the end of the sound header. 

Note: The terminology sampled sound header can be confusing because in most 
cases the sound header (and hence the 'snd' resource) contains the sound data as 
well as information describing the data. 

You can play a sampled sound at its original rate or play it at some other rate to change its 
pitch. Thus, once you install a sampled sound header into a channel, it can be played at 
varying rates to provide a number of pitches and hence can be used as a voice to play a series 
of sounds. 

Sound Commands 

The Sound Manager provides routines that allow you to create and dispose of sound channels 
and send control information directly to synthesizers. These routines allow you to manipulate 
sound channels and synthesizers, but (except for the SndPlay and SndStartFilePlay functions) 
they do not directly produce any sounds. To actually produce sounds, you need to issue 
sound commands. A sound command is an instruction to a synthesizer to produce sound, 
modify sound, or otherwise assist in the overall process of sound production. 
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You can issue sound commands in several ways. You can send sound commands one at a 
time into a sound channel by repeatedly calling the SndDoCommand function. Or you can 
bypass a sound channel altogether and send commands directly to a playback synthesizer 
by calling the SndDolmmediate function . You can also issue sound commands by calling 
the function SndPlay and specifying a sound resource of type 'snd ' that contains the sound 
commands you want to issue. A sound resource can contain any number of sound commands 
and can be used to send commands and data to any of the available sound synthesizers. As 
a result, you may be able to accomplish all sound-related activity simply by creating sound 
resources and calling SndPlay in your application. See "Sound Resources" later in this 
chapter for detail s on the format of an 'snd ' resource. 

Generally speaking, no matter how they are issued, all sound commands are eventually sent 
to the playback synthesizer, which interprets the commands and plays the sound on the avail
able audio hardware. All synthesizers are designed to accept the most general set of sound 
commands, although some commands are specific to a particular synthesizer. Here is the 
structure of a generic sound command: 

TYPE SndCommand = 
PACKED RECORD 

cmd : 
paraml : 
param2 : 

END ; 

Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Long Int 

{command number} 
{first parameter} 
{second parameter} 

Commands are always 8 bytes in length. The first 2 bytes are the command number, and 
the next 6 make up the conunand's options. The format of the last 6 bytes depends on the 
command in use, although typically those 6 bytes are interpreted as an integer followed by 
a long integer. For example, an application can install a wave table into a sound channel 
by using SndDoCommand with a sound command whose cmd field is the waveTableCmd 
constant. In that case, the pa.ram 1 field specifies the length of the wave table, and the param2 
field is a pointer to the wave-table data itself. Other sound commands may interpret the 
6 parameter bytes differently or may not use them at all. 

The sound commands available to your application are defined by constants. 

CONST nullCmd 
quietCmd 
flushCmd 
reinitCmd 
waitCmd 
pauseCmd 
resumeCmd 
callBackCmd 
syncCmd 
availableCmd 
versionCmd 
totalLoadCmd 
loadCmd 
freqDurationCmd 
restCmd 
freqCmd 

0 i 
= 3 ; 

4 i 

5 i 
10 ; 

= 11 ; 
1 2; 
13 ; 
14 ; 
24 ; 
25; 
26 ; 
27 ; 

= 40 ; 
41 ; 

= 42 ; 

{do nothing} 
{stop a sound that is playing} 
{flush a sound channel} 
{reinitialize a sound channel} 
{suspend processing in a channe l } 
{pause processing i n a channel} 
{resume processing in a chan~el} 

{execute a callback proce dure} 
{synch ronize channels} 
{see if initialization option avai l able} 
{determine synthesizer vers ion} 
{report total CPU load} 
{report CPU load for a new c hannel} 
{play a frequency for specified duration} 
{rest a channel for specified duration} 
{change the pitch of a sound} 
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ampCmd 43 ; {change the ampl itude of a sound} 
timbreCmd 44; {change the timbre of a sound} 
getAmpCmd 45 ; {get the amplitude of a soun<i} 
wave TableCmd = 60 ; {install a wave table as a voice } 
soundCmd = 80 ; {install a sampled sound as a voi ce} 
bufferCmd 81 ; {play a sampled sound} 
rateCmd = 82 ; {set the pitch of a sampled sound} 
getRateCmd 85 ; {get the pitch of a sampled sound} 

For details on each sound command, see the relevant sections in "Using the Sound Manager" 
later in this chapter. Also see Table 22-6 for a complete summary of the available sound 
commands, their parameters, and their uses. 

Sound Channels 

A sound channel is a queue of sound corrunands that is managed by the Sound Manager. 
The corrunands placed into the channel might originate from an application or from the 
Sound Manager itself (in response to instructions from a playback synthesizer). The com
mands in the queue are passed one by one, in a first-in, first-out (FIFO) manner, to the 
playback synthesizer. 

The Sound Manager uses the SndChannel data type to define a sound channel. 

TYPE SndChannel = 
PACKED RECORD 

nextChan : 
firstMod : 
callBack : 
userinfo : 
wait : 
cmdinProgress : 
flags : 
qLength : 
qHead : 
qTail : 
queue : 

END ; 

SndChannelPtr ; {pointer to next channel} 
Ptr ; {used internally} 
ProcPtr ; {pointer to callback proc} 
Longint ; {free for application's use} 
Time ; {used internally} 
SndCommand ; {used internally} 
Integer ; {used internally} 
Integer ; {used internally} 
Integer ; {used internally} 
Integer ; {used internal l y} 
ARRAY[O . . stdQLength-1] OF SndCommand 

Most applications do not need to worry about creating or disposing of sound channels 
because the high-level Sound Manager routines take care of these automatically. If you are 
using low-level Sound Manager routines, you can create your own sound channels (with 
the SndNewChannel function). 

Multiple Channels of Sound 

One of the most useful enhancements made to the Sound Manager is the abili ty to have 
multiple channels of sampled sound produce output on the Macintosh audio hardware 
concurrently. Previous versions of the Sound Manager could play only a single channel 
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of sampled sound at a time. One consequence of this was that if a system alert sound was 
called while a sampled sound was playing, the alert sound would not be heard (although, if 
you were lucky, the menu bar might flash). A more im portant consequence was that it was 
impossible to provide the layering of sound that can bring a touch of reality to a simulation 
or presentation. Furthermore, the limitation to one sampled sound at a time made it very 
difficult for an application to incorporate Macintosh-synthesized voice output with any other 
kind of Macintosh-generated sound. 

Using the enhanced Sound Manager, your application can open several channels of sampled 
sound for concurrent output on the avai lable audio hardware. Simi larly, multiple applications 
can each open channels of sampled sound. The number and quality of concurTent channels of 
sound are limited only by the abi lities of the machine, particularly by the speed of the CPU. 
Different Macintosh computers have different CPU clock speeds and execute instructions at 
quite different rates. This means that some machines can manage more channels of sound and 
produce higher-quality sound than o ther machines. For example, a Macintosh II may be able 
to support several channels of high-quality stereo sound without significant impact on other 
processing, whereas a Macintosh Plus is able to support only a single channel before other 
processing slows significantly. The enhanced Sound Manager provides the capability to 
balance CPU loads for sound-related activity, thereby further insulating the application from 
the underl ying hardware. 

The Sound Manager currently supports multiple channels of sampled sound only on machines 
equipped with an Apple Sound Chip. To mai ntain max imum compatibility between machines 
for your applications, you should always check the operating environment (using the Gestalt 
function documented in the Compatibility Guidelines chapter in this volume) to make sure that 
the ability to play multiple channels of sampled sound is present before attempting to do so. 

Sound Compression and Expansion 

One minute of single-channel sound recorded with the fidelity you would expect from a 
commercial compact disc occupies about 5.3 MB of di sk space. One minute of sound 
digitized by the cuITent low-fidelity digitizing peripherals for the Macintosh occupies 
more than J MB of disk space. Even one minute of telephone-quali ty speech takes up more 
than half of a megabyte on a di sk. Despite the increased capacities of mass-storage devices, 
d isk space can be a problem if your application incorporates sound. The space problem 
is particularly acute for multimedia applications. Because a large portion of the space 
occupied by a multimedia application is likely to be taken up by sound data, the complexity 
and richness of the application's sound component are limited. 

To help remedy this problem, the enhanced Sound Manager includes a set of new routines 
known collec ti vely as Macintosh Audio Compression and Expansion (MACE). 
MACE enables you to provide more audio information in a given amount of storage space 
by allowing you to compress sound data and then expand it for playback. These enhance
ments are based entirely in software and require no specialized hardware. 

The new audio compression and expansion features allow you to enhance your applications 
by including more audio data. MACE also re lieves some distributi.on problems by reducing 
the number of di sks requ ired for sh ipping an application that relies heavi ly on sound. MACE 
may make some new kinds of applications feasible as well, such as talking dictionaries and 
language-instruction software. 
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MACE adds three main kinds of capabilities to those already present in the Sound Manager
audio data compression, real-time expansion and playback or compressed audio data, and 
buffered expansion and playback of compressed audio data. 

• Compression. The Sound Manager can compress a buffer of digital audio data either 
in the original buffer or in a separate buffer. If a segment of audio data is too large to fit 
into a single buffer, then your application can make repeated calls to the compression 
routine. 

• Real-time expansion playback. The Sound Manager can expand compressed audio 
data contained in a small internal buffer and play it back at the same ti me. Since the 
audio data expansion and playback occur at the same ti me, there is greater CPU loading 
when using this method of sound expansion rather than buffered expansion. 

• Buffered expansion. The Sound Manager can expand a specified buffer of com
pressed audio data and store the result in a separate buffer. The expanded buffer can 
then be played back using other Sound Manager routines with minimal processor 
overhead during playback. Applications that require screen updates or user interaction 
during playback (such as animation or multimedia applications) should use buffered 
expansion. 

MACE provides audio data compression and expansion capabilities in ratios of either 3: I or 
6: I for all cu1Tently supported Macintosh models, from the Macintosh Plus forward. The 
principal trade off when using MACE is that the expanded audio data suffers a loss of fidelity 
in comparison to the original data. A small amount of noise is introduced into a 3: I com
pressed sound when it is expanded and played back, and a greater amount of noise for the 
6: I ratio. The 3: I buffer-to-buffer compression and expansion option is well suited for high
fidelity sounds. The 6: I buffe r-to-buffer compression and expansion option provides greater 
compression at the expense of lower-fidelity results and is recommended for voice data only. 
This technique reduces the frequency bandwidth of the audio signal by a factor of two to 
achieve the higher compress ion ratio. 

Table 22-1 provides a summary of the available compression and expansion options. 

Table 22-1. Audio compression and expansion options 

3:1 and 6:1 Stereo 
3:1 and 6:1 expansion expansion Sample-rate 

Computer compression and playback and playback conversion 

Macintosh Plus Real-time Real-time No No 

Macintosh SE Real-time Real-time No No 

Macintosh Portable Real-time Real-time Yes Yes 

Macintosh TI 
and successors Real-time Real-time Yes Yes 

Note: Macintosh Plus, Macintosh SE, and Macintosh Portable computers play 
only the right channel of stereo 'snd ' data through the internal speaker. Certain 
Macintosh TI models may play onl y a single channel through the internal speaker. 
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Existing applications that use the Sound Manager' s SndPlay function to play digitized audio 
signals can play compressed audio signals without modification or recompilation. 

The MACE routines assume that each sample consists of 8 contiguous bits of data. The 
compression techniques do not, however, depend on a particular sample rate. The compres
sion techniques produce their best quality output when the sample rate is the same as the 
output rate of the sound hardware of the machine playing the audio data. The output rate used 
in current Macintosh computers is 22.254 kilohertz (hereafter referred to as the 22 kHz rate). 
Because of speed limitations, the Macintosh Plus and Macintosh SE cannot perform sample
rate conversion during expansion playback. On those machines, all sounds are played back 
at a 22 kHz rate. To provide consistent quality in sounds that may be played on different 
machines, you should record all sounds at a 22 kHz sample rate. 

The MACE algorithms are optimized to provide the best sound quality possible through the 
internal speaker in real time. However, the user who employs high-quality speakers may 
notice a high-frequency hi ss fo r some sounds compressed at the 3: I ratio. Thi s hiss results 
from a design trade off between maintaining real-time operation on the Macintosh Plus and 
preserving as much frequency bandwidth of the signal as possible. If you think that your 
output may be played on high-quality speakers, you may want to filter out the hiss before 
compression by passing the audio output through an equalizer that removes frequencies 
above 10 kHz. When you use the 6: 1 compression and expansion ratio, your frequency 
response is cut in half. For example, when you use the 22 kHz sample rate, the highest 
frequency possible would normally be l l kHz; however, after compressing and expanding 
the data at the 6: I ratio, the highest frequency you could get would be only 5.5 kHz. 

Continuous Play From Disk 

The enhanced Sound Manager provides the ability to play a sampled sound continuously 
from disk wh ile other tasks execute . You might think of the play-from-disk routines as 
providing you with the ability to install a "tape player" in a sound channel. Once the sound 
begins to play, it continues uninterrupted unless an application pauses or stops it. 

A new function , SndStartFilePlay, allows you to play sounds stored in AIFF format or 
AIFF-C format, as well as 'snd ' resources, continuously from disk. SndStartFi lePlay 
works like SndPlay but does not require that the entire sound be in RAM at one time. Hence, 
SndStrutFilePlay is ideal for playing very large sounds. The continuous play-from-disk 
routines use a buffer area that is smaller than the sampled sound, and they update the buffer 
from disk by using a double-buffering scheme. This technique minimizes RAM usage at the 
expense of addi tional disk overhead. The disk overhead is relatively light, however, and 
most mass-storage devices curTently available for Macintosh computers have response times 
good enough that SndStartFilePlay can retrieve audio data from disk and play the sound 
without gaps. 

There are no lirnits on the number of concurTent disk-based sampled sound playbacks other 
than those imposed by processor speed. On machines with sufficient CPU resources, several 
continuous playbacks may occur at once. Disk frag mentation can also affect the performance 
of playing sampled sound files from di sk. Tt is recommended that no more than one fi le per 
hard disk be played at any time. 

When multiple disk-based sampled sounds are playing, the Sound Manager automatically 
mixes the playbacks for output on the available sound hardware. Note, however, that the 
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Sound Manager supports continuous play from disk only on machines equ ipped with an 
Apple Sound Chip. Also, if a sound channel is being used for continuous play fro m di sk, 
then no other sound commands can be sent to that channel. 

Sound Recording 

The Sound Manager provides your application with the ability to record and digitally store 
sounds in a device- independent manner. Your applications can create a resource or a file 
containing a recorded sound simply by call ing SndRecord or SndRecordToFile. In cases 
where you need very fine control over the record ing process, you can call various low
level sound input routines. You can then u e the recorded sound in any way appropriate to 
your application. 

The sound input and storage routines can be used with any available sound input hard
ware for which there is an appropriate device driver. To allow the user to select from 
among multiple possible input devices, the Sound conu·ol panel lists the available sound 
input devices, as illustrated in Figure 22-5. 

Speaker 
Volume 

7 -
6 -
5 
4 -
3-
2 -
1 -
0 -

Microphones 

Sound 
Aler\ Sounds 

Stm le Bee 00 
Clink-Klank 
Boing 
Monkey 

Rdd .. . 

HackRecorder 

( Remou e J 

[Options'" J 

Figure 22-5. The Sound control pane l 

Devices are listed if their drivers have previously registered themselves with the Sound 
Manager and provided a name and device icon. In Figure 22-5, two sound input devices 
are available, a dev ice named Built-in and a device named HackRecorder. The user has 
selected Bui lt- in. The selected device is the current sound input device. 

The new Sound control pane l also includes three new buttons, Add, Remove, and Options. 
These buttons allow the user to add sounds to and remove sounds from the list of available 
system alert sounds and to set any device-specifi c recording options. The Add button is used 
to record a new alert sound and add it to the list. Clicking the Add button causes the Sound 
Manager to put up a sound recording dialog box (explained in the next section). Clicking 
the Remove button causes the Sound Manager to remove the selected alert sound from the 
list. The user can achieve the same effect by selecting a sound and then choosing the C lear 
command in the Edit menu. If no sound input drivers are installed in the system, then these 
three buttons do not appear. 
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If the sound recording dialog box was called up by clicking the Add button of the Sound 
control panel, then the recorded sound is saved as a resource of type 'snd ' in the Syste m fil e. 
That sound then appears in the li st of available alert sounds. Note that the standard Edit menu 
commands can be used on sounds stored in the System fil e. The Cut command copies the 
selected sound to the Clipboard and removes it fro m the list of system alert sounds. The 
Copy command just copies the selected sound to the C lipboard. The Paste command copies 
a sound from the Clipboard and places it in the list of available alert sounds. However, the 
Undo command does not work with sound-related editing operations. 

The Sound Manager provides two high-level routines that allow your application to record 
sounds from the user and store them in memory or in a file. When you call either SndRecord 
or SndRecordToFile, the Sound Manager presents a sound recording dialog box to the user, 
illustrated in Figure 22-6. 

a [!J ITIJ m ~)» 
Record Stop P.ause Play [ Can cel ) 

n ~ :07 Saue 
0 seconds :10 

Figure 22-6. The sound recording dialog box 

Using the controls in this dialog box, the user can start, pause, resume, and stop recording 
on the currentl y selected sound input device. The user can also play back the recorded sound. 
The time indicator bar provides an indication of the current length of the recorded sound. 
When the user clicks the Save button, another dialog box appears asking the user to give the 
sound a name. Unless the user cancels the save operation at that point, the recorded sound is 
saved into a fil e (if SndRecordToFile was called) or into RAM (if SndRecord was called). 

The Sound Manager also provides a set of low-level routines that are of interest to you only 
if your applicati on needs to intervene in the normal sound-recording process or if you are 
writing a dri ver to support a sound input device. If you simply want a resource (or a fi le) 
that contains a recorded sound, you can get that most easily by calling SndRecord (or 
SndRecordToFile). If you need to modify the features or operation of the sound recording 
dialog box, you can usuall y do so by defining a custom filter procedure. 

In instances where you need to gain greater control over the recording process, you can 
use a set of routines that manipulate the incoming sound data by using sound parameter 
blocks. The parameter blocks contai n infom1ation about the current recording device, the 
length recorded, a routine to call on completion of the recording, and so forth. You can 
call SPBRecord (or SPBRecordToFile) to begin a recording. Then you can use the func
tions SPBPauseRecording, SPBResumeRecording, and SPBStopRecord ing to control 
the recording. Note that you need to open a dev ice (using SPBOpenDevice) before you 
can record from it. On completion of the recording, you should close the device (using 
SPBCloseDevice). 

There are also several routines intended for use by sound input device dri vers. Sound input 
dri vers need to register with the Sound Manager by call ing SPBSigninDevice. This makes 
that device visible in the Sound control panel for possible selection as the current input 
device. You can remove a dev ice from that panel by calling SPBSignOutDevice. 
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Two functions-SPBGetDevicelnfo and SPBSetDevicelnfo-allow you to examine and 
change certain settings in a sound input device. For example, you can set the recording 
quality by passing the appropriate selector code and setting to SPBSetDevicelnfo. 

SOUND STORAGE FORMATS 

The Sound Manager can create and play back sounds stored as sound resources (of format l 
'snd ' resources) and as sound files (of type 'AIFF' or 'AIFC') . In general, your application 
should use the available Sound Manager routines to create or play back sounds stored in one 
or both of these two ways. The information in this section is important on ly if you want to 
read or write sound data directly (without the assistance of the Sound Manager). 

Sound Resources 

The Sound Manager uses two types of resources to he lp it interpret and play sounds: 'snd' 
resources (also called sound resources) and 'snth' resources (also called sound synthe
sizers). The 'snth' resources are code resources that interpret Sound Manager commands 
and data destined for a particular synthesizer. Apple provides 'snth' resources for all three 
supported synthesizers, which are contained in the System file. Applications generally do 
not need to know anything about 'snth' resources. 

Resources of type 'snd ' can contain both sound commands and sound data, and are widely 
used by sound-producing applications. These resources provide a simple and portable way 
for you to incorporate sounds into your applications. For example, the sounds that a user can 
select in the Sound control panel as the system alert sound are stored in the System file as 
'snd' resources . Unless you use the new sound-recording routines provided by the enhanced 
Sound Manager, creating 'snd ' resources requires an understanding of sound synthesis to 
build a sampled sound header, wave-table data, or sound commands. You can also use the 
SetupSndHeader function to help you create an 'snd' resource (format 1). 

There are two types of 'snd ' resources, known as format l and format 2. Figure 22-7 
illustrates the structures of both kinds of 'snd ' resources. 

Note: Resource IDs for 'snd ' resources in the range 0 to 8191 are reserved for use 
by Apple Computer, Inc. The 'snd ' resources numbered I through 4 are defined to 
be the standard system alert sounds. 

The format l 'snd ' resource is the most general kind of sound resource. A format 1 'snd ' 
resource may contain a specification of the intended output synthesizer, along with a sequence 
of Sound Manager commands and associated sound data (such as a sampled sound header or 
a wave table). In this case, your application can produce sounds simply by passing a handle 
to that resource to the SndPlay function, which loads the specified synthesizer into memory, 
opens a sound channel, and sends the commands and data contained in the resource into the 
channel. Alternatively, a format I 'snd' may contain a sequence of commands that describe 
a sound, without specifying a synthesizer and without providing any other sound data. In 
this case, your application can use the SndPlay function to play the sound on any channel. 
Accordingly, you can use a format 1 'snd' with any one of the available synthesizers. 
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Figure 22-7. The structure of 'snd ' resources 

The fo1mat 2 'snd 'resource is obsolete and your applications should use format 1 'snd ' 
resources. The format 2 'snd ' resource was designed for use by HyperCard® and can be 
used with the sampled sound synthesizer only. A format 2 'snd ' resource simply contains 
a sound command that points to a sampled sound header. 

When a sound command contained in an 'snd ' resource has associated sound data, the high 
bit of the command is set. This changes the param2 fteld of the command to an offset value 
that specifies the distance in bytes from the resource's beginning to the location of the 
associated sound data. Figure 22-8 illustrates the location o f this data offset bit. 

..-word~..-word~....-- Long word ... 

I !c ommand I Param 1 I Param 2 

Data offset bit (used by 'snd ' resource only) 

Figure 22-8. The location of the data offset bit 

The offset bit is used only by sound commands that are stored in sound resources of type 
'snd ' and that have assoc iated sound data (that is, sampled sound or wave-table data). If the 
high bit of the command is set, then param2 is interpreted as an offset in bytes from the 
beginning of the sound resource to the associated data. 
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You can use a constant to set that nag. 

CONST dataOffsetFlag = $8000 ; {sound command data offset bit} 

If the offset bit is not set, param2 is interpreted instead as a pointer to the location in memory 
(outs ide the sound resource) where the data is located. 

To calculate the offset for a format I 'snd ' resource, use the following formula: 

offset= 6 + (number of synthesizers * size of synthesizer information)+ 
(number of commands * size of command) 

For example, if a format l 'snd ' resource spec ifies that a sound channel is to be linked to a 
synthesizer and if that resource contains a single sound command (perhaps bufferCmd), then 
the offset from the beginning of the resource to the associated sound data is as fo llows: 

offset = 6 + ( I * 6) + ( I * 8) = 20 bytes 

To calcuiate this offset for a format 2 'snd ' resource, use this formula: 

offset= 6 +(number of commands* 8) 

The first few bytes of the resource contain 'snd 'header information and are a difrerent size 
fo r each format. A synthesizer specified in a format I 'snd ' requires 6 bytes. The number of 
synthesizers multiplied by 6 is added to this offset. The number of commands multi pl ied by 
8 bytes, the size of a sound command, is added to the offset. 

The Format 1 'snd • Resource 

Figure 22-7 shows the fie lds of a format l 'snd ' resource. A format I 'snd ' resource con
tains information about the format of the resource (namely, I), the intended output synthesizer, 
and the in itialization options for that synthes izer. A format I 'snd ' resource may also contain 
the actual sound data for the wave-table synthesizer or the sampled sound synthesizer. 

If an 'snd ' resource specifies a synthesizer, it can supply an initialization option in the field 
immediately fo llowing the resource ID. You specify the number of commands in the resource 
in the number of sound commands fie ld. The sound commands fo llow in the order in which 
they should be sent to the channel. 

The format I 'snd ' resource might contain only a sequence of commands describing a sound 
that can be played by any synthesizer. In this case, the number of synthesizers should be 0, 
and there should be no synthesizer resource ID or initialization option in the 'snd ' resource. 
This allows the 'snd ' to be used on any channe l. 

Listing 22- 1 shows the output of the MPW® tool DeRez when applied to the 'snd' resou rce 
with resource TD l contained in the System file. 
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Listing 22-1. A format I 'snd ' resource 

data ' snd I ( 1 , "Simple Beep ", purgeable) { 

$ " 00 01 00 01 00 01 00 00 00 00 00 lB 0 0 2C 00 5A " 
$ "00 00 00 00 00 2B 00 EO 00 00 00 00 00 2A 0'.l 00 II 
$ "00 00 00 45 00 OA 00 28 00 00 00 00 00 28 00 C8 " 
$ "00 00 00 00 00 OA 00 28 00 00 00 00 00 2 B 00 CO " 
$ II 00 00 00 00 00 OA 00 28 00 00 00 00 00 2B 00 88 " 
$ "00 00 00 00 00 OA 00 28 00 00 00 00 00 2B 00 BO " 
$ II 00 00 00 00 00 OA 00 28 00 00 00 00 00 2B 00 A8 " 
$ "00 00 00 00 00 OA 00 28 00 00 00 00 00 2 B 00 AO " 
$ "00 00 00 00 00 OA 00 28 00 00 00 00 00 28 00 90 " 
$ "00 00 00 00 00 OA 00 28 00 00 00 00 00 2B 00 80 II 
$ II 00 00 00 00 00 OA 00 28 00 00 00 00 00 2B 00 60 II 
$ II 00 00 00 00 00 OA 00 28 00 00 00 00 00 28 00 4 0 " 
$ " 00 00 00 00 00 DA 00 28 00 00 00 00 00 28 00 20 " 
$ " 00 00 00 00 00 OA 00 28 00 00 00 00 00 2B 00 00 " 
$ " 00 00 00 00 " 

} ; 

In Listing 22-1 , DeRez simply lists the raw data contained in that resource. To make sense of 
thi s data, see Listing 22-2, which shows the same data restructured and commented. 

Listing 22-2. A restructured format I 'snd ' resource 

dat a ' snd ' (1 , "Simple Beep " , purgeable) 

} ; 

$ "0001 " / *format type* / 
$ " 0001 " /*n umber of syn t hesizers* / 
$ "0001 " / *resource ID of square- wave synthesizer* / 
$ "00000000 " / *initialization option* / 
$ " 0018 " / *number of sound commands tha t fol l ow (2 7 )* / 
$ " 002C " / *commar.d 1--timbreCmd 090 00 0 * / 
$ "005A00000000 " 
$ " 002B " / *command 2--ampCmd 224 000*/ 
$ "00E000000000 " 
$ " 002A" / *command 3 - - freqCmd 000 069* / 
$ "000000000045 " 
$ " 000A'' /*command 4--waitCmd 040 000 * / 
$ "002800000000 " 
$ "0028 " / *command 5--ampCmd 200 000* / 
$ "00C800000000 " 
/ *commands 6 through 26 are omitted ; they are alternat~ng pairs * / 
/ * of waitCmd and ampCmd commands , where the first parameter of * / 
/ * ampCmd has the v a lues */ 
I* 19 2 , 18 4 , 176 , 16 8 , 16 0 , 14 4 , 12 8 , 9 6 , 6 4 , and 3 2 *I 
$ "0028 " / *command 27 --ampCmd 000 000* / 
$ "000000000000 " 

As you can see, the Simple Beep is actuall y a rather sophisticated sound, where the loudness 
(or amplitude) of the beep gradually decreases from an initial value of 224 to 0. 
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Notice that the sound described in the previous two listings is played by the square-wave 
synthesizer and is completely determined by a sequence of specific commands. (" Play an A 
at loudness 224, wait 20 milli seconds, play it at loudness 200 .... ") Often an 'snd ' resource 
consists only of a single sound command (usually t~e.bufferCf!ld command) together.with. 
data that describes a sampled sound to be played. L1st111g 22-3 1llustrates ~n example ltke ~~1s; 
once again, the output of DeRez has been restructured and commented to improve readability. 

Listing 22-3. A format 1 'snd ' resource containing sampled sound data 

data ' snd ' ( 19068 , "hello daddy ", purgeable) 

} ; 

$ "0001 " / * format type*/ 
$ "0001 " / *number of synthesizers*/ 
$ "0005 " /*resource ID of first synthesizer*/ 
$ "00000080 " / *initialization option : initMono*/ 
$ "0001" / *number of sound commands that follow (1)*/ 
$ "8051 " / *command 1--bufferCmd*/ 
$ "0000 " / *paraml = 0* ! 
$ "00000014 " / *param2 = offset to sound header (20 bytes)*/ 
$ "00000000" / *pointer to data (it follows immediately)*/ 
$ "00000BB8 " / *number of bytes in sample (3000 bytes)*/ 
$ " 56EE8BA3 " / *sampling rate of this sound (22 kHz) * / 
$ "00000700 " / *starting of the sample ' s loop point* / 
$ "00000898 " / *ending of the sample ' s loop point * / 
$ " 00 " / *standard sample encoding*/ 
$ "3C " I *baseFrequency at which sample was taken* I 
/ *the sampled sound data */ 
$ " 80 80 81 81 81 81 81 81 80 80 80 80 80 81 82 82 " 
$ "82 83 82 82 81 80 80 7F 7F 7F 7E 70 70 70 7C 7C " 
$ "7C 7C 70 70 70 70 7E 7F 80 80 81 81 82 82 83 83 " 
$ "83 83 82 81 81 80 80 81 81 81 81 81 82 81 81 80 " 
$ " 80 80 81 81 81 83 83 83 82 81 81 80 7F 7E 70 70 " 
$ "7F 7F 7F 7F 7 E 7F 7F 7F 7F 7F 7F 7F 7F 7F 7F 80 " 
/ *rest of data omitted in this e xample*/ 

This 'snd' resource specifies the sampled sound synthesizer and includes a call to a single 
sound command, the bufferCmd command. The offset bit of the command number is set to 
indicate that the sound data is contained in the resource itself. Following that command and 
its two parameters is the sampled sound header, the fi rst part of which contains important 
information about the sample. The second parameter to the bufferCmd command indicates the 
offset from the beginning of the resource to the sampled sound header, in this case 20 bytes. 

It is not always necessary to specify 'snd' resources by listing the raw data stream contained 
in them; indeed, for certain types of format 1 'snd ' resources, it can be easier to suppl y a 
resource specification like the one given in Listing 22-4. 

Listing 22-4. A resource specification 

resource ' snd ' ( 9 0 0 0 , "New Beep " , purgeabl e) 
FormatOne { 

}, 

22-22 

{ / *array Synthesizers : 1 element*/ 
/ * (l] */ 
squar eWaveSynth , 0 
} 
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} ; 

/ *array SoundCmnds : 3 element s * / 
/ * (l)*/ noData , timbreCmd {90} , 
/ * [2) * / noData , freqDurationCmd {480 , $00000045} , 
/ * (3) * / noData , quietCmd {}, 

}, 

{ / *array DataTables : 0 elements* / 
} ; 

When you pass a handle to this resource to the SndPlay function , three commands are executed 
by the square-wave synthesizer: a timbreCmd command, a freqDurationCmd command, and a 
quietCmd command. The sound specified in Listing 22-4 is just like the Simple Beep, except 
that there is no gradual reduction in the loudness. To duplicate the Simple Beep exactly, you 
could use the resource specification given in Listing 22-5. 

Listing 22-5. Resource specification for the Simple Beep 

r e source ' snd ' (9 001 , "Copy of Simple Beep ", purgeable) { 
FormatOne { 

} ; 

}, 
{ 

}, 

{ / *array Synthesizers : 1 element* / 
/ * [l) * / 
squareWaveSynth , 0 

/ *array 
/ *[ 1 )* / 
/ * (2] * / 
/ *[ 3) * / 
/ *(4)*/ 
/* [ 5) * / 
/ * [ 6)*/ 
/ * [7)*/ 
/ *(8)* / 
/ *[9)* / 
/ * [10) * / 
/ * [11) * / 
/ *(12)* / 
/ * [13) * / 
/ * (14) * / 
/ * (15) * / 
/ * (16) * / 
/*[ 17) * / 
/ * [1 8) * / 
/ * [19 ) * / 
/ *(20)* / 
/ * [21) * / 
/ * (22) * / 
/ * (23) * / 
/ * [24) * / 
/ * (25)*/ 
/ * (26 )* / 
/ * (27) * / 

SoundCmnds : 27 elemen:s*/ 
noData , timbreCmd {90} , 
noDa ta , ampCmd { 2 2 4}, 
noData , freqCmd {69} , 
noData, waitCmd {40} , 
noData , ampCmd {200} , 
noData , waitCmd {40} , 
noData , ampCmd {1 92} , 
noDa ta , waitCmd {40} , 
noData , ampCmd {184} , 
noData , waitCmd {40 }, 
noData , ampCmd {176} , 
noData , waitCmd {40} , 
noData , ampCmd {168 }, 
n o Data , waitCmd {40 }, 
noData , ampCmd {160} , 
noData , waitCmd {40} , 
noData , ampCmd {14 4} , 
noData , waitCmd {40 } , 
noData, ampCmd {128} , 
noData , waitCmd {40}, 
noData, ampCmd {96} , 
noData , waitCmd {40} , 
noData , ampCmd {64} , 
noData , waitCmd {40} , 
noData , ampCmd {32} , 
noData , waitCmd {40} , 
noData , ampCmd {0} 

{ / *array DataTables : 0 elements* / 
} 
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The Format 2 'snd • Resource 

The SndPlay function can also play format 2 'snd ' resources, wh ich are designed for use 
only with the sampled sound synthesizer. The SndPlay function supports this format by 
automatically opening a channel to the sampled sound synthesizer and using the bufferCmd 
command to send the data contained in the resource to that synthesizer. 

Figure 22-7 illustrates the fields of a format 2 'snd ' resource. The reference count fie ld 
is for your application's use and is not used by the Sound Manager. The number of sound 
commands field and the sound command fields are the same as described in a format I 
resource. The last field of thi s resource contains the sampled sound. The first command 
should be e ither a soundCmd command or bufferCmd command with the data offset bit 
set in the command to specify the location of thi s sampled sound header. 

Listing 22-6 shows a resource specification that illustrates the structure of a format 2 'snd' 
resource; it contains the information necessary to create a sound with SnclPlay and the 
sampled sound synthesizer. 

Listing 22-6. A format 2 'snd ' resource 

data ' snd ' (9003 , " Pig Squeal ", purgeable) { 

} ; 

$ " 0002 " 
$ "0000 " 
$ " 000 1 " 
$ "S051 " 
$ "0000 " 
$ "0000000E " 
$ "00000000 " 
$ " 000008BS " 
$ "56EESBA3 " 
$ "00000700 " 
$ "00000S9S " 
$ " 00 " 
$ " 3C " 
$ " SO so Sl 
$ " 6F 6S 60 
$ " 91 SE so 
$ " 6F 60 71 
$ " S9 SF SD 

/ * format type * / 
/ *reference count for application's use* / 
/ *number of sound commands that follow (1)*/ 
/*command 1--bufferCmd*/ 
/*paraml = 0 * / 
/ *param2 =offset to sound header (14 bytes)* / 
/*pointer to data (it follows immediately)* / 
/ *number of bytes in sample (3000 bytes)*/ 
/ *sampling rate of this sound (22 kHz)*/ 
/ *starting of the sample ' s loop point*/ 
/ *ending of the sample ' s loop point * / 
/ *standard sample encoding* / 
/ *baseFrequency at which sample was taken*/ 

S2 S4 S7 93 S4 " / * the sampled sound data* / 
65 72 78 S2 SS " 
SF S6 7E 7C 79 " 
70 70 79 7F Sl " 
S8 " / *rest of data omitted in this e xample*/ 

For a complete explanation of the fi elds followi ng the sampling rate field , see the description 
of the sampled sound header in "Playing Sampled Sounds." To play the sounds described by 
these resources, see the instructions given in "Playing 'snd 'Resources." Both sections occur 
later in this chapter. 

Sound Files 

Although most sampled sounds that you want your application to produce can be stored as 
resources of type 'snd ', there are times when it is preferable to store sounds in sound 
files, not in resources. For example, it is usually eas ier for d ifferent app lications to share 
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files than it is to share resources. So if you want your application to play sampled sounds 
created by other applications (or if you want other applicati ons to be able to play sampled 
sounds created by your application), it might be better to store the sampled sound data in a 
fi le, not in a resource. Similarly, if you are developing versions of your application that are 
intended to run on other operating systems, you might need a method of storing sounds that 
is independent of the Macintosh Operating System and its rel iance on resources to store data. 
Generally, it is easier to transfer data stored in fi les from one operating system to another 
than it is to transfer data stored in resources. 

There are other reasons you might want to store some sampled sounds in fi les and not in 
resources. If you have a very large sampled sound, it may be impossible to create a resource 
large enough to hold all the audio data. Resources are limited in size by the structure of 
resource files (and in particular because offsets to resource data are stored as 24-bit quantities). 
Sound files, however, can be much larger because the onl y size limitations are those imposed 
by the file system on all files . If the sampled data for some sound occupies more than about 
a half megabyte of space, you should probably store the sound as a fil e. 

• 
To address these various needs, Apple and several third-party developers have defi ned two 
sampled sound file formats, known as the Audio Interchange File Format (AIFF) and 
the Audio Interchange File Format extension for Compression (AIFF-C). The names emphasize 
that the formats are designed primarily as data interchange formats. However, you should fi nd 
both AIFF and AIFF-C flexib le enough to use as data storage formats as well. Even if you 
choose to use a different storage format, your applicati on should be able to convert to and from 
AIFF and AIFF-C if you want to facilitate sharing o f sound data among applicati ons. 

The main difference between the AIFF and AlFF-C formats is that AIFF-C allows you to 
store both compressed and noncompressed audio data, whereas AIFF allows you to store 
noncompressed audio data only. The AIFF-C format is more general than the AIFF format 
and is easier to modify. The AIFF-C format can be extended to handle new compression types 
and application-specific data. As a result, you should revise any application that currentl y 
supports only AIFF fil es to also support AIFF-C fi les. An appl ication that cu1Tently reads 
AIFF files should also be able Lo read AIFF-C fi les. An application that cun-entl y writes AIFF 
files should also be able to write AIFF-C fil es. It is recommended that the default write format 
be AIFF-C. Table 22-2 summarizes the capabilities of the AlFF and AIFF-C fi le formats. 

Table 22-2. AIFF and AIFF-C capabilities 

File Read Read Write Write 
type sampled compressed sampled compr essed 

AIFF Yes No Yes No 
AIFF-C Yes Yes Yes Yes 

The enhanced Sound Manager includes support for reading and writing both AlFF and AIFF-C 
files. You can play from disk a sampled sound stored in a fi le of type AIFF or type AIFF-C by 
opening that fi le and passi ng its file reference number to the SndStartFi lePlay function. (If the 
file is of type AIFF-C and if the data is compressed, the data is automaticall y expanded during 
playback.) You can create fi les or type AIFF or AIFF-C by calling the SndRecordToFile and 
SPBRecordToFile functions. SndRecordToFile creates an AIFF or AIFF-C file, complete 
with compressed sound data and all the needed chunks. SPBRecordToFi le, however, simply 
records audio data (compressing it if necessary) and saves that data into a specified file. 
SPBRecordToFile does not create any AIFF or AlFF-C chunks. You can, however, use the 
SetupAIFFHeader function to create the appropriate headers before you call SPBRecordToFile. 
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Note: Both SndRecordToFi le and SPBRecordToFile automatically compress the 
recorded audio data if instructed Lo do so. Neither functi on does any expansion. 

The following six sections describe in detail the structure of AIFF and AIFF-C files. Both 
of these types of sound files are colleclions of "chunks" that define characleristics of the 
sampled sound or other relevant data about the sound. Currently, the AIFF and AIFF-C 
specifications include the fo llowing chunk types. 

Chunk types 

Form Chunk 

Format Version Chunk 

• 

Contains all the other chunks of an AIFF or AIFF-C fi le 

Contains an indication of the version of the AIFF-C 
specification according to which this fi le is structured 
(AIFF-C only) 

Common Chunk ConLains information about the sampled sound, such as the 
sampling rate and sample size 

Sound Data Chunk Contains the sample frames that comprise the sampled sound 

Marker Chunk Contains markers that point to positions in the sound data 

Comments Chunk Contains comments about markers in the fi le 

Sound Acce lerator Chunk Contains information intended to allow applications to 
accelerate the decompression of compressed audio data 

Instrument Chunk Defines basic parameters that an instrument (such as a 
sampling keyboard) can use to play back the sound data 

MIDI Data Chunk Contains MIDI data 

Audio Record ing Chunk Contains information pertaining to audio recording devices 

Application Specific Chunk Contains application-specific information 

Name Chunk Contains the name of the sampled sound 

Author Chunk Contains one or more names of the aulhors (or creators) of the 
sampled sound 

Copyright Chunk Contains a copyright notice for the sampled sound 

Annotation Chunk Conlains a comment 

The following sections document only four of the kinds of chunks that can occur in AIFF and 
AIFF-C files. A more complete specification of ATFF fi les is avai lable from APDA. 

Chunk Organization and Data Types 

An AIFF or AIFF-C fi le is a fi le that is organized as a collection of "chunks" of data. For 
example, there is a Common Chunk that specifies important parameters of the sampled 
sound, such as its size and sample rate. There is also a Sound Data Chunk thal contains the 
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actual audio samples. A chunk consists of some header information followed by some data. 
The header in formation consists of a chunk ID number and a number that indicates the size of 
the chunk data. In general , therefore, a chunk has the structure illustrated in Figure 22-9. 

cklD 
header info 

ckSize 
I ~ 

data data bytes 

Figure 22-9. The general structure o f a chunk 

The header information of a chunk has this structure: 

TYPE ChunkHeader 
RECORD 

ckID : 
ckSize : 

END ; 

ID ; 
Long Int 

{chunk type ID} 
{number of bytes of data} 

The ckID fi eld specifies the chunk type. An ID is a 32-bit concatenation of any four printable 
ASCII characters in the range' '(space character, ASCil value $20) through '-'(ASCII 
value $7E). Spaces cannot precede printing characters, but trailing spaces are allowed. 
Control characters are not allowed. You can specify values for the four types of chunks 
described later by using these constants: 

CONST Form ID ' FORM ' ; {chunk ID for Form Chunk} 
FormatVersionID = ' FVER ' ; {chunk ID for Forma t Version Chunk} 
CommonID ' COMM ' ; {chunk ID for Common Chunk} 
SoundDataID ' SSND '; {chunk ID for Sound Data Chunk} 

The ckSize fi eld specifies the size of the data portion of a chunk and does not include the 
length of the chunk header in formation. 

The Form Chunk 

The chunks that define the characte1istics of a sampled sound and that contain the actual 
sound data are grouped together into a container chunk, known as the Form Chunk. 
The Form Chunk defines the type and size of the fi le and holds al l remaining chunks in 
the file. The chunk ID for this container chunk is 'FORM'. 
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A chunk of type 'FORM' has this structure: 

TYPE ContainerChunk 
RECORD 

ckID : 
ckSize : 
formType : 

END ; 

ID ; 
Longint ; 
ID 

T he fields of this chunk have the fo llowing meanings: 

Field descriptions 

{ I FORM ' } 
{number of bytes of data} 
{type of file} 

ckID 

ckSize 

T he ID of this chunk. For a Form Chunk , this TD is 'FORM'. 

The size of the data portion of thi s chunk. Note that the data portion of a 
Form Chunk is divided into two parts, formType and the chunks that 
follow the formType field. These chun ks are called local chunks because 
their chunk IDs are local to the Form Chunk. 

form Type The type of audio file. For AIFF fi les, formType is 'AIFF'. For AIFF-C 
fil es, fo rmType is 'AIFC'. 

T he local chunks can occur in any order in a sound fil e. As a result, your application should 
he designed to get a local chunk, identify it, and then process it without making any assump
tions about what ki nd of chunk it is based on its order in the Form Chunk. 

The Format Version Chunk 

One difference between the AIFF and AIFF-C fi le formats is that files of type AIFF-C 
contain a Format Version Chunk and fi les of type AIFF do not. The Format Version Chunk 
contains a timestamp fi eld that indicates when the format version of this AIFF-C fil e was 
defined. This in tum indicates what format rules this fil e conforms to and allows you to 
ensure that your application can handle a particular AIFF-C fi le. Every AIFF-C file must 
contain one and only one Format Version Chunk. 

In AIFF files, there is no Format Version Chunk. 

In AIFF-C files, a Format Version Chunk has this structure: 

TYPE FormatVersionChunk = 
RECORD 

ckID : ID ; 
ckS i ze : LonginL; 
timestamp : Longint 

END ; 
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The fields of this chunk have the following meanings: 

Field descriptions 

ckID 

ckSize 

The ID of this chunk. For a Format Version Chunk, this ID is 'FVER'. 

The size of the data portion of thi s chunk. This value is always 4 in a 
Format Version Chunk because the timestamp field is 4 bytes long (the 
8 bytes used by ckID and ckSize fields are not included). 

timestamp An indication of when the format version for this kind of file was 
created. The value indicates the number of seconds since January 1, 
1904, following the normal time conventions used by the Macintosh 
Operating System. (See the Operating System Uti lities chapter of 
Volume II for several r~)Lttines that allow you to manipulate timestamps.) 

You should not confuse the format version timestarnp with the creation date of the fi le. The 
format version timestamp indicates the time of creation of the version of the format according 
to which this file is structured. Because Apple defines the formats of AlfF-C files, only 
Apple can change this value. The current version is defined by a constant: 

CONST AIFCVersionl = $A2805140 ; {27263184 00 in decimal} 

The Common Chunk 

Every AIFF and AIFF-C file must contain a Common Chunk that defines some fundamental 
characteristics of the sampled sound contained in the file. Note that the format of the Common 
Chunk is different for AIFF and AIFF-C files. As a result, you need to determine the type 
of file format (by inspecting the formType field of the Form Chunk) before reading the 
Common Chunk. 

For AIFF files, the Common Chunk has trus structure: 

TYPE CommonChunk 
RECORD 

ckID : 
ckSize : 

ID ; 
Longint ; 

numChannels : Integer ; 
numSampleFrames : Longint ; 
sampleSi ze : 
sampleRate : 

END ; 

Integer ; 
Extended 

{ I COMM I } 

{size of chunk data} 
{number of channels} 
{numbe r of sample frames} 
{number of bits per sample} 
{number of frames per second } 

For AIFF-C files, the Common Chunk has thi s structure: 

TYPE ExtCommonChunk 
RECORD 

ckID : 
ckSize : 

ID ; 
Longint ; 

{ I COMM ' } 
{s ize of chunk data} 
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numChannels : Integer ; 
numSa mpleFrames : Longin t ; 
sampleSize : I nteger ; 
sampleRate : Ex tended ; 

{number of channels} 
{number of sample frames} 
{number of bits per sample} 
{number of frames per second} 
{compression type ID} compressionType : ID; 

compres sionName : PACKED ARRAY[O .. OJ OF Byte 
{compress i on t ype name} 

END; 

The fields that exist in both types of Common Chunk have the following meanings: 

Field descriptions 

ckID The ID of thi s chunk. For a Common Chunk, this ID is 'COMM'. 

ckSize The size of the data portion of this chunk. In AIFF files, this field is 
always 18 in the Common Chunk because the 8 bytes used by the 
cklD and ckSize fields are not included. In AIFF-C files, this size is 
22 plus the number of bytes in the compressionName string. 

numChannels The number of audio channels contained in the sampled sound. A 
value of 1 indicates monophonic sound; a value of 2 indicates stereo 
sound; a value of 4 indicates four-channel sound, and so forth. Any 
number of audio channels may be specified. The actual sound data is 
stored elsewhere, in the Sound Data Chunk. 

numSampleFrames The number of sample frames in the Sound Data Chunk. Note that 
this field contains the number of sample frames, not the number of 
bytes of data and not the number of sample points. For noncompressed 
sound data, the total number of sample points in the file is 
numChannels * numSampleFrames. (See the di scussion of the 
Sound Data Chunk in the following section for a definition of a 
sample frame.) 

sampleSize The number of bits in each sample point of noncompressed sound 
data. The sampleSize field can contain any integer from l to 32. For 
compressed sound data, this field indicates the number of bits per 
sample in the original sound data, before compress ion. 

sampleRate The sample rate at which the sound is to be played back, in sample 
frames per second. 

An AIFF-C Common Chunk includes two fields that describe the type of compression (if 
any) used on the audio data: 

Field descriptions 

compressionType 

compressionN ame 

The ID of the compression algorithm, if any, used on the sound data. 

A human-readable name for the compression algorithm ID specified in 
the compressionType field. This string is usefu l when putting up alert 
boxes (perhaps because a necessary decompression routine is missing). 
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Remember to pad the end of this array with a byte having the value O if 
the length of this array is not an even number (but do not include the 
pad byte in the count). 

Here are the cun-ently available compression IDs and their associated compression names: 

compressionType compressionName Description 

'NONE' 
'ACE2' 
'ACES' 
'MAC3' 
'MAC6' 

'not compressed' 
'ACE 2-to-l' 
'ACE 8-to-3' 
'MACE 3-to-l' 
'MACE 6-to-1' 

Noncompressed samples 
IlGs® 2-to- l compressed 
IlGS 8-to-3 compressed 
Macintosh 3-to- l compressed 
Macintosh 6-to- l compressed 

You can define your own compression types, but you should register them with Apple. 

The Sound Data Chunk 

The Sound Data Chunk contains the actual sample frames that make up the sampled 
sound. The Sound Data Chunk has this structure: 

TYPE SoundDataChunk 
RECORD 

ckI:J : 
ckSize : 
offset : 
b lockSize : 

END ; 

ID; 
Longint ; 
Long Int ; 
Long Int 

{ 'SSND ' } 
{size of chunk data} 
{offset to sound data} 
{size of alignment blocks} 

The fields in a Sound Data Chunk have the following meanings: 

Field descriptions 

ckID 

ckSize 

offset 

blockSize 

The ID of this chunk. For a Sound Data Chunk, this ID is 'SSND'. 

The size of the data portion of this chunk. This size does not include 
the 8 bytes occupied by the values in the ckJD and the ckSize fields. If 
the data following the blockSize field contains an odd number of 
bytes, a pad byte with a value of 0 is added at the end to preserve an 
even length for this chunk. If there is a pad byte, it is not included in 
the ckSize field. 

An offset (in bytes) to the beginning of the first sample frame in the 
chunk data. Most applications do not need to use the offset field and 
should set it to 0. 

The size (in bytes) of the blocks to which the sound data is aligned. 
This field is used in conjunction with the offset field for aligning 
sound data to blocks. As with the offset field , most applications do not 
need to use the blockSize field and should set it to 0. 
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The fom1at of the sound data following the blockSize field depends on whether the data is 
compressed or noncompressed, which you can determine by inspecting the compressionType 
fie ld in the Common Chunk. If the compression type is 'NONE', then each sample point in a 
sample frame is a linear, two's complement value. Sample points are from I to 32 bits wide, as 
determined by the sampleSize parameter in the Common Chunk. Each sample point is stored in 
an integral number of contiguous bytes. Sample points that are from 1 to 8 bits wide are stored 
in I byte; sample points that are from 9 to 16 bits wide are stored in 2 bytes, and so forth. 
When the width of a sample point is less than a multiple of 8 bits, the sample point data is left 
aligned (using a shift-left instruction), and the low-order bits at the ri ght end are set to 0. 

For multichannel sounds, a sample frame is an interleaved set of sample points. (For mono
phonic sounds, a sample frame is just a single sample point.) The sample points within a 
sample frame are interleaved by channel number. For example, the sound data for a stereo, 
noncom pressed sound is illustrated in Figure 22- l 0. 

Sample 
frame O 

11 ch 1 ch 2 111 

Sample 
frame 1 

ch 1 

D =One sample point 

Sample 
frame n 

: : :1 _ l_c_h _1 _c_h _2 _11 

F igure 22-10. Interleaving stereo sample points 

Sample frames are stored contiguously in order of increasing time. There are no pad bytes 
between samples or between sample frames. 

Note: The Sound Data Chunk is required unless the numSampleFrames field in 
the Common Chunk is 0. A maximum of one Sound Data Chunk can appear in an 
AIFF or AIFF-C file. 

Reading and Writing Sound Files 

Figure 22- 11 illustrates an AIFF-C fo1mat file that contains approximately 4.476 seconds of 
8-bit monophonic sound data sampled at 22 kHz. The sound data is not compressed. Note 
that the number of sample frames in this example is odd, forcing a pad byte to be inserted 
after the sound data. This pad byte is not reflected in the ckSize fi eld of the Sound Data 
Chunk, which means that special processing is required to correctly determine the actual 
chunk size. 

On a Macintosh computer, the Form Chunk (and hence all the other chunks in an ATFF or 
AIFF-C file) is stored in the data fork of the fi le. The fi le type of an AIFF format file is 
'AIFF' and the file type of an AIFF-C format fil e is 'AIFC'. Macintosh applications should 
not store any information in the resource fork of an AIFF or AIFF-C file because that infor
mation might not be preserved by other applications that edit sound fi les. 
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Figure 22-11. A sample AIFF-C fil e 

Every Fmm Chunk must contain a Common Chunk and every AIFF-C file must contain a 
Format Version Chunk. In addition, if the sampled sound has a length greater than 0, there 
must be a Sound Data Chunk in the Form Chunk. All other chunk types are optional. Your 
application should be able to read all the required chunks if it uses AIFF or AIFF-C files, 
but it can choose to ignore any of the optional chunks. 

When reading or writing AlFF or AIFF-C files, you should keep the following points 
in mind: 

• Remember that the local chunks in an AIFF or AIFF-C file can occur in any order. An 
application that reads these types of files should be designed to get a chunk, identi fy it, 
and then process it without making any assumptions about what kind of chunk it is 
based on its order in the Form Chunk. 

• If your application allows modification of a chunk, then it must also update other 
chunks that may be based on the modified chunk. However, if there are chunks in the 
fi le that your applicati on does not recognize, you must discard those unrecognized 
chunks. Of course, if your application is simply copying the ATFF or AIFF-C file 
without any modification, you should copy the unrecognized chunks, too. 
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• You can cret the clearest indication of the number of sample frames contained in an AIFF 
or ATFF-C file from the numSampleFrames parameter in the Common Chunk, not from 
the ckSize parameter in the Sound Data Chunk. The ckSize parameter is padded to 
include the fields that follow it, but it does not include the byte with a value of 0 at the 
end if the total number of sound data bytes is odd. 

• Remember that each chunk must contain an even number of bytes. Chunks whose total 
contents would yield an odd number of bytes must have a pad byte with a value of 0 
added at the end of the chunk. This pad byte is not included in the ckSize parameter. 

• Remember that the ckSize parameter of any chunk does not include the first 8 bytes of 
the chunk (which specify the chunk type). 

USING THE SOUND MANAGER 

The Sound Manager provides a w ide range of methods for creating sound and manipulating 
audio data on the Macintosh. Usually, your application needs to use only a few of the many 
routines or sound commands that are available. You can also use Sound Manager routines to 
record sounds through any available sound input hardware . 

The Sound Manager routi nes can be divided into high-l evel routines and low-level routines. 
The high-level routines (like SndRecord, SndPlay, and SysBeep) give you the ability to 
produce very complex audio output at very little programming expense. The next section 
shows how your application can produce sounds simply by obtaining a handle to an exist
ing 'snd ' resource and passing that handle to the SndPlay function. Moreover, if the data 
in the 'snd ' resource is stored in a compressed format, SndPlay automaticall y expands it 
for play-back in real time without further intervention from your application. 

Although the high-level Sound Manager routines are sufficient for many appli cations, low
level Sound Manager routines are avai lable to provide your application with much greater 
control over sound recording and production than is provided by the high-level routines. 
Using these low-level routines, your application can record directly from sound input 
devices, allocate and release sound channels, queue sound commands to a channel or 
bypass a sound queue altogether, perform modifications on sound data and commands 
sent into a channel, create and mix multi ple channels of sound, compress and expand audio 
data, disable and enable the system alert sound, obtain information about current sound 
acti vity, and play sounds continuously from disk. 

Some of these operations arc catTied out by specialized low-level routines, but most of 
them are accomplished by passi ng appropriate sound conunands to the SndDoCommand, 
SndDoimmediate, and SndControl functions. For example, your appl ication can alter the 
pitch of a sampled sound that is currently playing by calling SndDolmmediate with the 
rateCmd command as one of its parameters. 

Some of the Sound Manager routines and commands cannot be called at interrupt time because 
they attempt to allocate or release memory. In particular, the routines SndNewChannel, 
SndDisposeChan nel, SndAddModifier, SysBeep, SndPlay, SndStartFilePlay, SndRecord, 
and SndRecordToFile cannot be called at interrupt time. In addition, callback procedures, 
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spec~fied in call s to SndNewChannel and SndStartFilePlay, and doubleback routines, speci
fied m calls to SndPlayDoubleBuffer, are executed at interrupt time and therefore must not 
allocate, release, or move memory. You can safely call all other Sound Manaaer routines at 
. . 0 
interrupt time. 

Playing 'snd • Resources 

Perhaps the simplest Sound Manager routine is SndPlay, which requires nothing more than a 
handle to an existing 'snd ' resource. An 'snd ' resource contains the information necessary 
for the Sound Manager to create a channel linked to the required synthesizer, together with the 
sound commands that are to be sent to that synthesizer to play the desired sound. The 'snd ' 
resource may or may not contai n sound data. If it does, as in the case of a sampled sound, that 
data can be either compressed or uncompres ed . As long as the resource is created correctly, 
SndPlay will play it. Listing 22-7 illustrates how to play back an 'snd ' resource. 

Listing 22-7. Playi ng an 'snd ' resource with SndPlay 

PROCEDURE CallSndPlay ; 
CONST 

VAR 

kAsync = TRUE ; 
mySndID = 9000 ; 

mySndHandle : 
mySndChan : 
myErr : 

{play is asynchronous} 
{resource ID of an ' snd ' } 

Hand~e ; {handl e to an ' snd ' resour ce} 
SndChannelPtr ; {pointer to a sound channel} 
OSErr ; 

BEGIN 
mySndChan . - NIL ; 
mySndHandle : = GetResource 
IF mySndHandle <> NIL THEN 
BEGIN 

( ' snd ', mySndID) ; 
{check for a NIL handle} 

myErr : = SndPlay (mySndChan , mySndHandle , kAsync) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoError(myErr) ; 

END ; 
END ; 

When your application uses SndPlay and passes NIL as the pointer to a sound channel, it 
does not need to concern itself with any memory allocation or deallocation. The Sound 
Manager automatically opens a sound channel (in the application's heap) and then closes 
it when the sound is completed. 

For more complete control of the sound channel, your application can open a sound channel 
by using SndNewChannel. The application then sends commands to that channel with 
SndDoCommand or SndDolmmediate. When the sound is completed, your application closes 
the channel with SndDisposeChannel. Listing 22-8 shows how your application can use low
level Sound Manager routines in the simple case of calling the sampled sound synthesizer to 
play back a buffer of sampled sound. The buffer can be either compressed or uncompressed. 
Thi s example assumes that the sampled sound is uncompressed and that the sound header 
whose address is passed as an argument has already been fill ed out correctly. 
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Listing 22-8. Using low-level Sound Manager routines 

PROCEDURE DoBufferCrnd(mySHPtr : SoundHeaderPtr) ; 
VAR 

rnySndChan : SndChannelPtr ; 
rnySndCmd : SndCommand ; 
rnyErr : OSErr ; 

{pointer to a sound channel} 
{a sound command} 

BEGIN 
rnySndChan : = NIL ; 
mySndCrnd . cmd : = bufferCmd ; 
mySndCrnd . paraml . - 0 ; 
mySndCmd . pararn2 : = ORD4(mySHPtr) ; 

{allocate a sound channel} 

{Sound Mgr allocates channel} 
{the command is bufferCmd} 
{not used here } 
{pointer to SoundHeader} 

rnyErr : = SndNewChannel(mySndChan , sampledSynth , initMono , NIL) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoError(myErr) ; 

{queue bu fferCmd in the sound channel} 
myErr : = SndDoCommand(mySndChan , mySndCmd , FALSS) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoError(myErr) ; 

{dispose of the channel when fini s hed} 
myErr : = SndDisposeChannel(mySndChan , FALSE) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoError(myErr) ; 

END ; 

The Sound Manager functions used in Listing 22-8 (SndNewChannel, S ndDoCommand, and 
SndDisposeChannel) are explained in detail in the fo llowing sections. Note that the procedure 
does not do proper error handling; it is intended primarily to illustrate the proper order in 
which you hould call the low-level Sound Manager routines. 

Allocating Sound Channels 

To use most of the low-level Sound Manager routines, you must specify a sound channel that 
maintains a queue of commands destined for a particular synthesizer. General ly you do not 
need to worry about all ocating memory for sound channels because the SndNewChannel 
function automatically allocates a sound-channel record in the appl ication's heap if passed a 
pointer to a NIL sound channel. For example, the fo llowing lines of code request that the 
Sound Manager open a new sound channel and link it to the sampled sound synthesizer: 

rnySndChan : = NIL ; 
rnyErr : = SndNe·.vChannel (mySndChan , sampledSyn th , 0 , NIL) ; 

If you are concerned with memory management, you can allocate your own channel memory 
and pass the address of that memory as the first parameter to SndNewChannel. Listing 22-9 
illustrates one way to do thi s. 
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Listing 22-9. Creating a sound channel 

FUNCTION CreateSndChannel : SndChannelPtr ; 
VAR 

rnySndChan : 
rnyErr : 

SndChannelPtr ; 
OSErr ; 

{pointer to a sound channel} 

BEGIN 
{allocate a sound channel} 
mySndChan . - SndChannelPtr(NewPtrClear(Sizeof(SndChanr-el))) ; 
IF rnySndChan <> NIL THEN 
BEGIN 

rnySndChan~ . qLength : = stdQLength ; {128 sound commands} 
myErr : = SndNewChannel(mySndChan , sampledSynth , initMono , NIL) ; 

END ; 
CreateSndChannel . - mySndChan ; 

END ; 
{return SndChannelPtr} 

Note that if you allocate your own channel memory, you must set the size of the sound 
channel (the number of sound commands thal the channel can store). You should set the size 
by assigning a value to the qLength field of the sound channel you allocate. You can use the 
constant stdQLength, as illustrated in Listing 22-9, or provide a value of your own. 

CONST stdQLength 128 ; {default size of standard sound channel} 

Note: The number of sound commands in a channel should be an integer greater 
than 0. If you open a channel with a 0-length queue, most of the Sound Manager 
routines wi ll return a badChannel result code. 

The second parameter in the SndNewChannel function is the resource ID of the play
back synthesizer thal is to be linked to the new sound channel. Currently recognized 
playback synthesizer values are 

CONST squareWaveSynth l ; 
waveTableSynth 3 ; 
sarnpledSynch = 5 ; 

{square-wave synthesizer} 
{wave-table synthesizer} 
{sampled sound synchesizer} 

The third parameter in the SndNewChannel function specifies the initialization parameters to 
be associated with the new channel. These are discussed in the fo llowing section. T he fourth 
parameter in the SndNewChannel function is a pointer to a callback procedure. If your appli
cation produces sounds asynchronously or needs to be alerted when a command has 
completed, you can specify a callback procedure by passing lhe address of that procedure 
in the fourth parameter. If you pass NIL as the fourth parameter, then no callback routine 
executes. See "Specify ing Call back Routines" later in this chapter for more information on 
setting up and using callback procedures. 
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Initializing Sound Channels 

When you first create a sound channel with SndNewChannel, you can request that the channel 
have certain characteristics as specified by a sound-channel initialization parameter. 
For example, to indicate that you want to allocate a channel capable of producing stereo sound, 
you might use the fo llowing code: 

myErr : = SndNewChannel(mySndChan , sampledSynth , initStereo , NIL) ; 

These are the cu1Tently recognized constants for the ound-channel initialization parameter. 

CONST initChanLeft 
initChanRight: 
initChanO 
initChanl 
initChan2 
initChan3 
initMono 
initStereo 
initMACE3 
initMACE6 
initNolnterp 
ini t NoDrop 

$0002 ; 
$0003 ; 
$0004 ; 
$0005 ; 
$0006 ; 
$0007 ; 
$0080 ; 
$00CO ; 
$0300 ; 
$0400 ; 
$0004 ; 
$0008 ; 

{lef t channel--sampledSynth only } 
{right c hannel - - sampledSynth on l y} 
{channel 1- -wave table on l y } 
{channel 2--wave cable only} 
{channel 3--wave table only} 
{channel 4--wave table only} 
{mono channel--sampledSynth only} 
{stereo channel - - sampledSynth only} 
{3 : 1 compression--sampl edSynth only} 
{6 : 1 compression-- sampledSynth only} 
{no linear interpolation} 
{no drop-sample conversion} 

Constant 

initChanLeft 

initChanRight 

initChanO 

initChanl 

initChan2 

initChan3 

initMono 

initStereo 

initMACE3 

Description 

Play sounds through the left channel of the Macintosh audio jack. 

Play sounds through the right channel of the Macintosh audio jack. 

Play sounds through the first channel of the wave-table synthes izer. 

Play sounds through the second channel of the wave-table synthesizer. 

Play sounds through the third channel of the wave-table synthesizer. 

Play sounds through the fourth channel of the wave-table synthesizer. 

Play sounds through both channels of the Macintosh audio jack and 
the internal speaker. This is the default channel mode. 

Play sounds through both channels of the Macintosh audio jack and 
the internal speaker. A stereo sound contains left and right samples 
that are interleaved (that is, left, right, left, right, and so fo rth). Note 
that some machines cannot play stereo sounds. 

Assume that the sounds to be played through the channel are MACE 
3: I compressed. The loadCmd command and the SndNewChannel 
function calculate CPU loading based on MACE 3: I overhead. A 
noncompressed sound plays normally, even through a channel that 
has been initialized for MACE. 
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Assume that the sounds to be played through the channel are MACE 
6: 1 compressed. The loadCmd command and the SndNewChannel 
function calcul ate CPU loading based on MACE 6: l overhead. A 
noncompressed sound plays normally, even through a channel that 
has been initialized for MACE. 

Do not use linear interpolation when playing a sound back at a 
different frequency from the sound's recorded frequency. Using the 
initNolnterp initialization parameter decreases the CPU load for this 
channel. Sounds most affected by the absence of linear interpolation 
are sinusoidal sounds. Sounds least affected are noisy sound effects 
like explosions and screams. 

Do not use drop-sample conversion when playing a sound back. 

Note: Most Macintosh computers play only the left channel of stereo sounds out the 
internal speaker. Some machines (for example, the Macintosh SE/30 and Macintosh 
IIsi) mix both channels together before sending a signal to the internal speaker. You 
can use the Gestalt function to determine if a particular machine mixes both left and 
right channels to the internal speaker. All models of the Macintosh, however, play 
stereo signals out the headphone jack. 

Because MACE is extremely CPU-intensive, using the initMACE3 and initMACE6 
options reserves considerably more time for a channel than does using the other 
options. If you can determine whether MACE sounds will be used for a given 
channel, then the CPU loading values will be much more accurate. 

The initialization parameters are additive. To initialize a channel for stereo sound with no 
linear interpolation, simply pass an initializati on parameter that is the sum of the desired 
characteristics, as follows: 

my Err : = SndNewChannel (mySndChan , samp l e dSynth , initStereo+:nitNoin terp , 
NIL) ; 

Note that the call to SndNewChannel is really only a request that the Sound Manager open a 
channel having the desired characteristics. It is possible that the parameters requested cannot 
be provided without consuming too much CPU time. See "Managing the CPU Load" later 
in this chapter for a method of determining when a call to SndNewChannel succeeds. In 
general, you should initialize a sound channel for the most processor-intensive case (that is, 
monophonic sound with linear interpolation and MACE 3: l compression) unless you know 
exactly what kind of sound is to be played. 

When the Sound Manager does succeed in opening a new sound channel with the requested 
characteristics, it links that channel to the desired playback synthesizer. The synthesizer reacts 
to that command by allocating any private memory it needs and perfo1ming other necessary 
initialization procedures. 

You can alter certain initialization parameters, even while a channel is actively playing a 
sound, by issuing the relnitCmd sound command. For example, you can change the 
output channel from left to right, as follows: 

mySndCmd . crnd : = reinitCmd ; 
mySndCmd . paraml . - 0 ; 
my SndCmd . p ararn2 . - initChanRight ; 

{unused} 
{new init parameter} 
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myErr := SndDoimmediate(mySndChan , mySndCmd) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoError(myErr) ; 

The reinitCmd command accepts the initNolnterp consta nt to toggle linear interpolation .on 
and off; it should be used with uncompressed sounds only. If an uncompressed sound is 
playino when you send a relnitCmd command with this constant, linear interpolation begins 
immediately. You can also pass initMono, initChanLeft, or initChanRight to pan to both 
channels, to the left channel, or to the right channel. This affects only monophonic sounds. 
Note that the Sound Manager remembers the settings you pass and applies them to all further 
sounds played on that channel. 

Releasing Sound Channels 

To release a sound channel that you have allocated with SndNewChannel, use 
SndDisposeChannel. SndDisposeChannel requires two parameters, a pointer to the 
channel that is to be disposed and a Boolean value that indicates whether the channel 
should be flushed before disposal. Here's an example: 

myErr := SndDisposeChannel (mySndChan , TRUE) ; 

Because the second parameter is TRUE, the Sound Manager sends both a flushCmd 
command and a quietCmd command to the sound channel (using SndDolmmediate). This 
removes all commands from the sound channel and stops any sound already in progress. 
Then the Sound Manager disposes of the channel. 

If the second parameter is FALSE, the Sound Manager simply queues a quietCmd command 
(using SndDoCommand) and waits until quietCmd is received by the synthesizer before 
disposing of the channel. In this case, the call to SndDisposeChannel is synchronous. 

Note: It is important to remember that sound channels are for temporary use and that 
you should create them just before playing sounds. Once the sound is completed, you 
should dispose of the channel. One reason for this is that only one playback synthe
sizer can be active at any time. If your application is switched into the background and 
does not release a sound channel, then other applications are unable to open channels 
linked to other synthesizers. In particular, the system alert sound may not be heard 
and the user may not be notified of important system occurrences. 

Determining Features of Synthesizers 

You can determine certain in formation about the capabilities of a synthesizer by using the 
SndControl function. For example, you can determine whether a particular synthesizer 
supports a particular initialization option (some synthesizers do not suppo1t all initialization 
options). This can be most useful if you want your application to run under the enhanced 
Sound Manager as we ll as under earlier versions where the playback synthesizers do not 
have the same output characteristics. By first determining whether the intended synthesizer 
supports the desired output characteristics, you can avoid requesting characteristics that are 
not avai lable. Because you generally need to know about the capabilities of a synthesizer 
before you actually create a sound channel , you can call SndControl even if no channel has 
been created for the synthesizer. 
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To detennine whether an initialization option is supported by a particular synthesizer, call the 
SndControl function and pass it the availableCmd command. Listing 22- 10 illustrates how to 
determine if the sampled sound synthesizer supports stereo sound output. 

Listing 22-10. Using the availableCmd command 

mySndCmd . cmd : = availableCmd ; 
mySndCmd . paraml . - O; 
my SndCmd .param2 : = initStereo ; 

{unused on input } 
{test f or stereo ) 

myErr : = SndControl(sampledSynth , mySndCmd) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoError( myErr) ; 

Ster eoAvailable : = (mySndCmd . paraml <> 0) ; 

The SndControl function requires two parameters. The first parameter indicates the resource 
ID of the synthesizer whose characteristics are to be determined. The second parameter is a 
sound command. In the case illustrated, the cmd field of that sound command is set to 
avail ableCmd. The param2 field of the sound command contains the initialization parameter in 
question. (The initialization parameters are discussed in the preceding section, "Initializing 
Sound Channels.") The param l field of the sound command is unused on input. If SndControl 
returns successfully, then paraml contains l if the synthesizer has the requested characteristics 
and 0 otherwise. 

To determine which version of a synthesizer is available, call the SndControl function with 
the versionCmd command. Neither paraml nor param2 of the sound command passed to 
SndControl is used on input. If the function returns successfu ll y, the version is returned in 
param2 of the sound command. For example, version 2.0 of a synthesizer would be returned 
as $00020000. Listing 22-1 1 illustrates how to use the versionCmd command. 

Listing 22-11. Using the versionCmd command 

mySndCmd . cmd : = versionCmd ; 
mySndCmd . paraml . - O; 
my SndCmd . param2 . - O; 

{unused on input} 
{unused on i npu t) 

{determine version of sampled sound synthesizer ) 
myErr : = SndControl (sampledSynth , mySndCmd) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN 

DoError(myErr) 
ELSE 

version : = mySndCmd . param2 ; 

Playing Frequencies 

You can play frequencies one at a time by using the SndDoCommand or SndDolmrnediate 
function to issue freqDurationCmd sound commands. A sound plays for a specified duration 
at a specified frequency. You can use any of the three available playback synthesizers to play 
the sound. If you use the wave-table synthesizer or sampled sound synthesizer, then a voice 
must previously have been installed in the channel. (See "Install ing Voices Into Channels" 
later in thi s chapter for instructions on installing wave tables and sampled sounds as voices.) 
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You can also play frequencies by issuing the freqCmd command, which is identical to the 
freqDurationCmd command, except that no duration is specified when you issue freqCmd. 

Note: A freqDurationCmd command continues playing until another command is 
available in the sound channel. Therefore, to play a single frequency for a specified 
duration, you should issue freqDurationCmd followed immediately by quietCmd. 
See "Manipulating a Sound That Is Playing" later in this chapter for further details 
on quietCmd. 

When you use the freqDurationCmd command and are using a sampled sound as the voice, 
freqDurationCmd starts at the beginning of a sampled sound. The freqDurationCmd 
command plays the sound between the loop points specified in the sampled sound header 
to extend the sound to the specified duration. There must be an ending-point for the loop 
specified in the header in order for freqDurationCmd to work properly. 

The structure of a freqDurationCmd command is slightly different from that of most other 
sound commands. The paraml field contains the duration of the sound, specified in half
milliseconds. (A duration of 2000 represents a duration of 1 second. The maximum duration 
is a duration of 32,767, or about 16 seconds.) The param2 field specifies the frequency of the 
sound. The frequency is specified as a MIDI value. Listing 22-12 demon-strates the use of 
the freqDurationCmd command. 

VAR 
mySndChan : 
mySndCmd : 
myErr : 

BEGIN 

Listing 22-12. Using the freqDurationCmd command 

SndChannelPtr ; {pointer to a sound channel} 
SndCommand ; {a sou nd command} 
OSErr ; 

mySndCmd . cmd := freqDurationCmd ; 
mySndCmd . paraml . - 20 00 ; {duration in half-mi l liseconds} 
mySndCmd . param2 . - 60 ; 

{play the sound} 
{assume that mySndChan points to a valid sound channel} 
myErr : = SndDoCommand(mySndChan , mySndCrnd , false) ; 
IF rnyErr <> noErr THEN DoError(rnyErr) ; 

END ; 

Table 22-3 shows the decimal values that can be sent with a freqDurationCmd or 
freqCmd command. Middle C is represented by a value of 60. These values correspond 
to MIDI values. 

To calculate a duration, use the fo llowing formula: 

duration= (2000/(repetitions per minute/60)) * repetitions per sound 

You can rest a channel for a specified duration by issuing a restCmd command. The duration, 
specified in half-mi lliseconds, is passed in the param I field of the sound command. 
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Table 22-3. MIDI values 

A A# B c c# D n# E F F# G G# 

Interval 1 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Interval 2 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
Interval 3 2 1 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 
Interval 4 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 
Interval 5 45 46 47 48 49 50 5 1 52 53 54 55 56 
Interval 6 57 58 59 60 6 1 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 
Interval 7 69 70 7 1 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 
Interval 8 8 1 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 
Interval 9 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 10 1 102 103 104 
Interval 10 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 11 4 115 116 
Interval 11 117 11 8 11 9 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 

Playing Sampled Sounds 

You can play a sampled sound by calling the SndPlay function and passing it a handle to an 
'snd ' resource that contains a sampled sound header. To gain greater control over the sound 
output, you can use a number of sound commands, including bufferCmd, soundCmd, 
rateCmd, and getRateCmd. Both bufferCmd and soundCmd specify a pointer to a sampled 
sound header that is locked into memory. The soundCmd command is used to install a 
sampled sound into a channel as a voice and is discussed in the next section, "Installing 
Voices Into Channels." 

To play a sampled sound in one-shot mode (without any looping), use the bufferCmd 
command. The pointer in the param2 field of the sound command is the location of a sampled 
sound header. A bufferCmd command is queued in the channel until the preceding commands 
have been processed. If the bufferCmd command is contajned within an 'snd ' resource, the 
high bit of the command must be set. If the sound was loaded in from an 'snd ' resource, 
your application is expected to unlock this resource and allow it to be purged after using it. 

You can use the bufferCmd command to handle compressed sound samples in addition to 
sounds that are not compressed. To expand and play back a buffer of compressed samples, 
you pass the sampled sound synthesizer a bufferCmd command where param2 points to a 
compressed sound header. 

Note: Using the bufferCmd command to play several consecutive compressed 
samples on the Macintosh Plus and the Macintosh SE is not guaranteed to work 
without an audible pause or click. 

To play sampled sounds that are not compressed, pass bufferCmd a standard or extended 
sound header. The extended sound header is used for stereo sampled sounds. The standard 
sampled sound header is used for all other noncompressed sampled sounds. 

You can divide large sampled sounds into multiple buffers and then issue successive 
bufferCmd commands to play that sound. In this case, each buffer must contain a sampled 
sound header. Except as noted just above, the sound will play smoothly, without audible 
gaps. It is usually much easier, however, to play large sampled sounds from disk by 
using the play-from-disk routines or the SndPlayDoubleBuffer function. See "Playing 
Sampled Sounds From Files" and " Managing Double Buffers" later in this chapter for 
complete details. 
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Note: If a sound is playing and you send a bufferCmd command by using 
SndDolmmediate, the sound specified in the bufferCmd command will not play. 
You should send all bufferCmd commands by using SndDoCommand, or else 
you should first stop the sound that is playing by sending a quietCmd command 
with SndDoimmediate. Alternatively, you can call the SndChannelStatus function 
repeatedly until the scChannelBusy flag of the sound-channel status record 
turns FALSE. 

This is the structure of the standard sampled sound header used by the sampled sound 
synthesizer: 

TYPE SoundHeader 
PACKED RECORD 

samplePtr : 
length : 
sampleRate : 
loopStart : 
loopEnd : 
encode : 
baseFrequency : 
sampleArea : 

END ; 

Ptr ; {if NIL , samples in sampleArea} 
Longint ; {number of samples in array} 
Fi xed ; {sample rate} 
Longint ; {loop point beginning} 
Longinc ; {loop point ending} 
Byte ; {sample ' s encoding option} 
Byte ; {base frequency of sample} 
PACKED ARRAY[O .. OJ OF Byce 

Field descriptions 

samplePtr 

length 

sampleRate 

loopStart 

loop End 

encode 

A pointer to the sampled sound data. If the sampled sound is located in 
memory immediately after the baseFrequency field , then this field 
should be set to NIL. Otherwis~, this field is a pointer to the memory 
location of the sampled sound data. 

The number of bytes in the sampled sound data. 

The rate at which the sample was originally recorded. The approx imate 
sample rates are shown in Table 22-4. Note that the sample rate is 
declared as a Fixed data type, but the most significant bit is not treated 
as a sign bit; instead, that bit is interpreted as having the value 32,768. 

The starti ng point of the portion of the sampled sound header that is to 
be used by the Sound Manager when determining the duration of 
freqDurationCmd. These loop points specify the byte numbers in the 
sampled data to be used as the beginning and end points to cycle 
through when playing the sound. 

The end point of the portion of the sampled sound header that is to be 
used by the Sound Manager when determining the duration of 
freqDurationCmd. If no looping is desired, set both loopStart and 
loopEnd to 0. 

The method of encoding used to generate the sampled sound data. The 
current encoding option values are 

CONST stdSH 
ext SH 
cmpSH 

= 
= 
= 

$0 0 ; 
$FF ; 
$FE ; 

{standard sound header} 
{extended sound header} 
{compressed sound header} 
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For a standard sound header, you shou ld specify the constant stdSH. 
Encode option values in the ranges 0 through 63 and 128 to 255 are 
reserved for use by Apple. You are free to use numbers in the range 
64 through 127 for your own encode options. 

baseFrequency The pitch at which the original sample was taken. This value 

sampleArea 

must be in the range I through 127. Table 22-3 li sts the possible 
baseFrequency values. The baseFrequency value allows the Sound 
Manager to calcu late the proper playback rate of the sample when 
an application uses the freqDurationCmd command. Applications 
should not alter the baseFrequency field of a sampled sound; to play 
the sample at different pitches, use freqDurationCmd or freqCmd. 

An array of bytes. each or which contains a value similar to the values 
in a wave-table description. These values are interpreted as offset 
values. where $80 represents an amplitude of 0. The value $00 is the 
most negati ve amplitude and $FF is the largest positive amplitude. The 
samples are numbered 1 through the value in the length parameter. 

The Sound Manager can play sounds sampled at any rate up to 64 kHz. Table 22-4 lists 
approx imate values for the most common sample rates. When you specify a value in the 
sampleRate field of a sound header, you should use the values in the third column of 
Table 22-4. 

Table 22-4. Sample rates 

sampleRate 
Rate (kHz) Rate (Hz) value (Fixed) 

5 kHz 5563.6363 $ 15BBA2E8 
7 kHz 74 18.18 18 $ ICFA2E8B 

1 1 kHz 111 27 .2727 $28774501 
22 kHz 22254.5454 $56EE8BA3 
44 kHz 44100.0000 $AC440000 

Here is the structure of the extended sampled sound header used by the sampled 
sound synthesizer: 

TYPE ExtSoundHeader 
PACKED RECORD 

sarr.plePtr : 
numChannels : 
sampleRate : 
loopStart : 
loopEnd : 
encode : 
baseFrequency : 
numFrames : 
AIFFSampl e Rate : 
markerChunk : 
instrumen t:Chunks : 
AESRecording : 
sampleSize : 

Ptr ; 
Longint ; 
Fixed ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Byte ; 
Byte ; 
Longint ; 
Extended ; 
Ptr ; 
Ptr ; 
Ptr ; 
Integer ; 

{if NIL , sampl es in sampleArea} 
{number of channels in sample} 
{rate of original sample } 
{loop point beginning} 
{loop point ending} 
{sample ' s encodi ng option} 
{base freq . of original sample} 
{total number of frames} 
{rate of original sample} 
{pointer to marker info} 
{pointer to instrument i n:o} 
{pointer to audio info} 
{number of bits per sample} 
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fucu r eusel : 
futureUse2 : 
futureUse3 : 
futureUse 4 : 
sampleArea : 

Integer ; {reserved} 
Longint ; {res erv ed} 
Longinc ; {reserved} 
Longint ; {res erved} 
PACKED ARRAY[O .. OJ OF Byte 

END; 

Field descriptions 

samplePtr 

numChannels 

sampleRate 

loopStart 

loop End 

encode 

baseFrequency 

numFrames 

AIFFSampleRate 

markerChunk 

instrumentChunks 

AES Recording 

sampleSize 

A pointer to the sampled sound data. If the sampled sound is located in 
memory immediately after the futureUse4 field, then this field should 
be set to NIL. Otherwise, this field is a pointer to the memory location 
of the sampled sound data. 

The number of channels in the sampled sound data. 

The rate at which the sample was originally recorded. The approximate 
sample rates are shown in Table 22-4. Note that the sample rate is 
declared as a Fixed data type, but the most signi ficant bit is not treated 
as a sign bit; instead, that bit is interpreted as having the value 32,768. 

The starting point of the portion of the extended sampled sound header 
that is to be used by the Sound Manager when determining the dura
tion of freqDurationCmd. These loop points specify the byte numbers 
in the sampled data to be used as the beginning and end points to cycle 
through when playing the sound. 

The end point of the portion of the extended sampled sound header 
that is to be used by the Sound Manager when determining the 
duration of freqDurationCmd. 

The method of encoding used to generate the sampled sound data. For 
an extended sound header, you should specify the constant extSH. 
Encode option va lues in the ranges 0 through 63 and 128 to 255 are 
reserved for use by Apple. You are free to use numbers in the range 
64 through 127 for your own encode options. 

The pitch at which the original sample was taken. This value must be in 
the range I through 127. Table 22-3 lists the possible baseFrequency 
values. The baseFrequency value allows the Sound Manager to 
calculate the proper playback rate of the sample when an application 
uses the freqDurationCmd command. Applications should not alter 
the baseFrequency field of a sampled sound; to play the sample at 
different pitches, use freqDurationCmd or freqCmd. 

The number of frames in the sampled sound data. 

The sample rate at which the frames were sampled before 
compression, as expressed in an extended data type representation. 

Synchronization in formation. The markerChunk field is not presently 
used and should be set to NIL. 

Instrument information. 

Audio in formation. 

The number of bits in each sample frame. 
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futureUse2 
futureUse3 
futureUse4 

sampleArea 

Reserved. 
Reserved. 
Reserved. 
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The four futureUse fields are reserved for use by Apple. To maintain 
compatibility with future releases of system software, you should 
always set these fields to 0. 

An array of bytes, each of which contains a value similar to the values 
in a wave-table description. These values are interpreted as offset 
values, where $80 represents an amplitude of 0. The value $00 is the 
largest negative amplitude and $FF is the largest positive amplitude. 

To store and operate on compressed audio data, you use a compressed sound header, a 
record of type CmpSoundHeader that is a logical extension of the sound header. The 
compressed sound header is defined like this: 

TYPE CmpSoundHeader 
PACKED RECORD 

samplePt r : 
numChanne ls : 
sampleRate : 
loopStart : 
loopEnd : 
encode : 
baseFrequency : 
numFramcs : 
AIFFSampleRate : 
markerChunk : 
futureUsel : 
futureUse2 : 

Ptr; 
Longint ; 
Fixed; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Byte ; 
Byte ; 
Longint ; 
Extended ; 
Ptr ; 
Ptr ; 
Ptr ; 

{if NIL , samples in samp l e Area} 
{number of channels in sample} 
{rate of original sample} 
{loop point beginning} 
{loop point ending} 
{sample ' s encoding option} 
{base freq . of original sample} 
{length of sample in frames} 
{rate of original samp le} 
{unused} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 

stateVars : StateBlockPtr ; {pointer to StateBlock} 
leftOverSamples : LeftOverBlockPtr ; {pointer to LeftOverBlock} 
compress i onID : 
packetSize : 
snthI D: 
sampleSize : 
sampleArea : 

Integer ; {ID of compression algorithm} 
Integer ; {number of bits per packet} 
Integer ; {ID of compression synth} 
Integer ; {bits in each sample point} 
PACKED ARRAY[O .. 0] OF Byte 

END ; 

Field descriptions 

samplePtr 

numChannels 

sampleRate 

Indicates the location of the compressed sound frames. If samplePtr is 
NIL, then the frames are located in the sampleArea field of the 
compressed sound header. Otherwise, samplePtr points to a buffer 
that contains the frames. 

Indicates how many channels are in the sample. 

Indicates the sample rate at which the frames were sampled before 
compression. The approximate sample rates are shown in Table 22-4. 
Note that the sample rate is declared as a Fixed data type, but the most 
significant bit is not treated as a sign bit; instead, that bit is interpreted 
as having the value 32,768. 
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loopStart 

loop End 

encode 

baseFrequency 

numFrames 

AIFFSampleRate 

markerChunk 

future Use I 
futureUse2 

state Vars 

leftOverSamples 

compressionlD 

packetSize 

Indicates the beginning of the loop points of the sound before 
compression. 

Indicates the end of the loop points of the sound before compression. 

Indicates the method of encoding (if any) used to generate the sampled 
sound data. For a compressed sound header, you should specify the 
constant cmpSH. Encode option values in the ranges 0 through 63 and 
128 to 255 are reserved for use by Apple. You are free to use numbers 
in the range 64 through 127 for your own encode options. 

Indicates the pitch of the original sampled sound. It is not used by 
bufferCmd. If you wish to make use of baseFrequency with a 
compressed sound, you must first expand it and then play it with 
soundCmd and freqDurationCmd. 

Indicates the number of frames contained in the compressed sound 
header. When you store multiple channels of uncompressed sound, 
store them as interleaved sample frames (as in AIFF). When you store 
multiple channels of compressed sounds, store them as interleaved 
packet frames. 

Indicates the sample rate at which the frames were sampled before 
compression, as expressed in an extended data type representation. 

Specifies synchroni zation information. The markerChunk field is not 
presently used and should be set to NIL. 

Reserved. 
The two futureUse fields are reserved for use by Apple. To maintain 
compatibility with future releases of system software, you should 
always set these fi elds to 0. 

Points to a state block record. The state Vars fi eld is used to store the 
state variables for a given algorithm across consecutive calls. 

Points to a left over block record. You can use th is block to store 
samples that wi ll be truncated across algorithm invocations. 

Identifies the compression algori thm used on the samples in the 
compressed sound header. You can use a constant to define the 
compression algorithm. 

CONST notCompressed 
threeToOne 
sixToOne 

= 
= 
= 

0 i 
3 i 
4 i 

{noncompressed samples} 
{3 : 1 compressed samples} 
{6 : 1 compressed samples} 

Apple reserves the right to use compression IDs in the range 0 
through 5 11. 

Indicates the size, specified in bits, of the smallest element that a given 
expansion algorithm can work with . You can use a constant to define 
the packet size. 

CONST sixToOnePacketSize 
threeToOnePacketSize 

8 ; 
lE ; 

{size for 6 : 1} 
{size for 3 : 1} 
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snthlD Ind icates the resource ID nu mber of the 'snth' resource that was used 
to compress the packets contai ned in the compressed sound header. A 
3: l 'snd ' resource would have a snthID of I I , and a 6: I 'snd ' would 
have a snthID of 13. If a compressed sound header contains samples 
that aren ' t compressed, you should set the snthID field to 0. 

sampleSize Indicates the size of the sample before it was compressed. Currently, 
the Sound Manager works on ly with 8-bi t samples. The samples 
should be in offset binary format; applications that read their data 
from AIFF files must convert the samples from two's complement 
format to the binary format. The samples passed in the compressed 
sound header should always be byte-aligned, and any padding done 
to achieve byte alignment should be done from the left with zeros. 

sampleArea Contains the sample frames, but only when the samplePtr field is NIL. 
Otherwise, the sample frames are in the location indicated by samplePtr. 

Listing 22- I 3 illustrates the structure of an 'snd ' resource that contains compressed sound data. 

Listing 22-1 3. An 'snd ' resource con taining compressed sound data 

data ' snd ' (9004 , "Sample l " , purgeable) 

} i 

$ " 0001 " / *format type*/ 
$ "0001 " / *number of synchesizers* / 
$ "0 005 " / *resource ID of first synthesizer*/ 
$ "00000380 " / *initialization option : initMACE3 + initMono*/ 
$ "0001 " / *number of sound corrunands that follow (1)* / 
$ "8051 " /*cmd : bufferCmd*/ 
$ "0000 " / *paraml : unused* / 
$ "0 0000014 " / *param2 : of f set to sound header (20 by t es )* / 

/ *compressed sound header follows : */ 
$ "00000000 " / *pointer to data (it follows immediately) * / 
$ "00000001 " / *number of channels in sample*/ 
$ "56EE8BA3 " / *sampling rate of this sound (22 kHz)* / 
$ "00 000000 " / *starting o f the sampl e ' s loop point ; not used* / 
$ "00000000 " / *ending of the sample ' s loop point ; not used* / 
$ "FE" / *compressed sample e ncoding * / 
$ "00 " / *baseFrequency ; not used* / 
$ "00006590 " / *number of frames in sample (26 , 000) * / 
$ "400DADDD1745D1458268 " / *AIFFSampleRate (22 kHz in extended r.ype )* / 
$ "00000000 " / *markerChunk ; NIL for ' snd ' resource*/ 
$ "00000000 " / * futureUse l; NIL for ' snd ' resource*/ 
$ "00000000 " / * futureUse2 ; NIL for ' snd ' resource*/ 
$ "00000000 " / *stateVars ; NIL for ' snd ' resource*/ 
$ "00000000 " / * leftOverBlockPt.r ; not used here* / 
$ "0003 " /*compressionID , 3 means 3 : 1 * / 
$ "0010 " / *packetSize , packetSi ze for 3 : 1 is 16 bits*/ 
$ "0008 " / *snthID is 11 */ 
$ "0008 " / *sampleSize , sound was 8-bit before processing*/ 
$ "2F 85 81 32 64 87 33 86 " / *the compressed sound data*/ 
$ "6F 48 6D 65 72 68 82 88 " 
$ "91 FE SD 8E 86 4E 7C E9 " 
$ "6F 6D 71 70 7E 79 4F 83 " 
$ "59 8F 8F 65 " / *rest o~ data omitted in this example*/ 
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This resource has the same general structure as the 'snd ' resource illustrated in "The Format 1 
'snd ' Resource" earlier in this chapter. The principal difference is that the standard sound 
header is replaced by the compressed sound header. This example resource specifies a mono
phonic sound compressed by using the 3: l compression algorithm. 

Installing Voices Into Channels 

You can play frequencies through any of the three available playback synthesizers. By playing 
a frequency through the wave-table or sampled sound synthesizer, you can achieve a different 
sound than by playing that same frequency through the square-wave synthesizer. To do that, 
however, you need to install a voice into the sound channel to which you want to send 
freqDurationCmd commands. 

You can install a wave table into a channel as a voice by issuing the waveTableCmd command. 
The param I field of the sound command specifies the length of the wave table and the param2 
field is a pointer to the wave-table data itself. Note that the Sound Manager will resample the 
wave table so that it is exactly 512 bytes long. 

You can install a sampled sound into a channel as a voice by issu ing the soundCmd command. 
You can either issue this command from your application or put it into an 'snd ' resource. If 
your application sends this command, param2 is a pointer to the sampled sound locked in 
memory. If soundCmd is contained within an 'snd' resource, the high bit of the command 
must be set. To use a sampled sound 'snd 'as a vo ice, first obtain a pointer to the sampled 
sound header locked in memory. Then pass this pointer in param2 of a soundCmd command. 
After using the sound, your application is expected to unlock this resource and allow it co 
be purged. 

Manipulating a Sound That Is Playing 

The Sound Manager provides a number of sound commands that allow you to manipulate 
sounds cu rrently in progress. You can also pause or stop a sound currently in progress. See 
"Pausing and Restarting Sound Channels" later in this chapter for information on how to 
pause the processing of a sound channel. 

You can use the getRateCmd command to determ.ine the rate at which a sampled sound is 
currently playing. If SndDolmmediate returns noErr when you pass it getRateCmd, the 
current rate of the channel is returned as a Fixed value in param2 of the sound command. 
(As usual, the high bit of the value returned is not interpreted as a sign bit.) 

To modify the pitch of the sampled sound currently playing, use the rateCmd command. 
The current pitch is set to the rate specified in the param2 field of the sound command. 
Listing 22-14 illustrates how to hal ve the frequency of a sampled sound. 

You can also use rateCmd and getRateCmd to pause a sampled sound that is currently 
playing. To do this, read the rate at which it is playing, issue a rateCmd command with a 
rate of 0, and then issue a ratcCmd command with the prev ious rate when you want the 
sound to resume playing. 
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Listing 22-14. Halving the frequency of a sampled sound 

PROCEDURE HalveFreq (mySndChan : SndChannelPtr) ; 
VAR 

r:iyRate : 
r:iySndCmd : 

Longint ; 
SndCommand ; 

BEG:;:N 
mySndCmd . cmd : = gecRateCmd ; 
mySndCmd . paraml : = O; {unused} 
mySndCmd . param2 : = @myRate ; 
myErr : = SndDoimmediace(mySndChan , rnySndCmd) ; 
IF myErr - noErr THEN 
BEGIN 

mySndCmd . c md : = rateCrnd ; 
mySndCmd . paraml : = O; {unused} 
mySndCmd . param2 : = Fix Div(myRate , $0002000) ; 
myErr . - SndDoimmediate(mySndChan , mySndCmd) ; 

END ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN Do Error(my Err) ; 

END ; 

You can use the getAmpCmd command to determine the current amplitude of a sound in 
progress. The getAmpCmcl command is similar to getRateCmd, except that the value 
returned is an integer. The value ren1rned is in the range 0-255. Here's an example: 

VAR 
myAmp : Integer ; 

BEGIN 
rnySndCmd . cmd : = getAmpCmd ; 
mySndCmd . paraml : = 0 ; {unused} 
mySndCmd . param2 : = @myAmp ; 
myErr . - SndDoimmediate(mySndChan , mySndCmd) ; 

END ; 

To change the amplitude of the sound in progress, issue the ampCmd command. If no sound 
is currently playing, ampCmd sets the amplitude of the next sound. The desired new 
amplitude is passed in the param I field of the sound command and should be a value in the 
range 0 to 255. 

To modify the timbre of a sound being played by the square-wave synthesizer, use the 
timbreCmd command. A sine wave is specified as 0 in param I and produces a very clear 
sound. A value of 255 in param I represents a modified square wave and produces a buzzing 
sound. You should change the square-wave synthesizer's timbre before playing the sound. 
Only a Macintosh with the Apple Sound Chip allows this command to be sent whi le a sound 
is in progress. 

To cause a synthesizer to stop playing the sound in progress, send the quietCmd sound 
command. Here's an example: 

mySndCmd . cmd : = quietCmd ; 
mySndCmd . paraml . - 0 ; 
mySndCmd . param2 : = O; 

{che command is quietCmd} 
{unused} 
{ur:used} 

{stop the sound now playing} 
myErr . - SndDoimrnediate(mySndChan , mySndCmd , FALSE) ; 
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To stop a sound that is currently playing on the specified sound channel, send a quietCmd 
command. To bypass the command queue, you should issue quietCmd by using 
SndDoimmediate. Any sound commands that are already in the sound channel remain 
there, however, and further sound commands can be queued in that channel. 

Flushing Sound Channels 

lf you wish to rlush a sound channel without disturbing any sounds already in progress, 
issue the flushCmd command. Here's an example: 

mySndCmd . cmd : = flushCmd ; {the command is flushCmd} 
mySndCmd . paraml . - O; {unused} 
mySndCmd . param2 : = 0 ; {unusec} 

{flush the channel} 
myErr : = SndDoimmediate(mySndChan , mySndCmd , FALSE) ; 

If you want to stop all sound production by a particular sound channel immediately, you 
should issue a nushCmd command and then a quietCmd command. If you issue only 
a flushCmd command, the sound currently playing is not stopped. If you issue only a 
quietCmd command, the synthesizer stops playing the current sound but continues with 
any other queued commands. (By calling flushCmd before quietCmd command, you ensure 
that there are no other queued commands to process.) 

Note: The Sound Manager sends a quietCmd command when your application 
calls the SndDisposeChannel function. The quietCmd command is preceded by a 
flushCmd command if the quietNow parameter is TRUE. 

Pausing and Restarting Sound Channels 

If you want to pause command processing in a particular channel. you can use either of two 
sound commands, waitCmd or pauseCmd. The waitCmd command suspends all processing 
in a channel for a specified number of half-milliseconds. Here's an example: 

mySndCmd . cmd : = waicCmd ; 
mySndCmd . paraml . - 2000 ; 
mySndCmd . param2 : = 0 ; 

{pause the channel} 

{the command is waitCmd} 
{l second wait duration} 
{unused} 

myErr : = SndDolmmediace(mySndChan , mySndCmd , FALSE) ; 

To pause the processing of commands in a sound channel for an unspecified du ration, use the 
pauseCmd command. Unlike wai tCmd, pauseCmd suspends processing for an undetermined 
amount of time. Processing does not resume until the Sound Manager receives a resumeCmd 
command for the specified channel. 

To issue waitCmd or pauseCmd, you can use either SndDofmmediate or SndDoCommand, 
depending on whether you want the suspension of sound-channel proce ing to begin 
immediately or when the synthesizer reaches that command in the nom1al course of reading 
commands from a sound channel. The resumeCmd command, which is simply the opposite 
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of pauseCmd, should be issued by using SndDolmmediate. Neither waitCmd nor pauseCmd 
stops any sound that is currently play ing; these commands simply stop further processing of 
commands queued in the sound channel. 

Note: Synthesizers expect to receive additi onal commands after a resumeCmd 
command. If no other commands are pending in the sound channel, the Sound 
Manager sends an emptyCmd command. The emptyCmd command is sent only 
by the Sound Manager and should not be issued by your application. 

Synchronizing Sound Channels 

You can synchronize several different sound channels by issuing syncCmd commands. 
The paraml field of the sound command contains a count, and the param2 field contains 
an arbitrary identifier. Every syncCmd command is held in the channel, suspending any 
further processing until its count equals 0. The Sound Manager first decrements the count 
and then waits for another syncCmd command having the same identifier to be received 
on another channel. 

For example, to synchronize four wave-table channels, send a syncCmd command to the 
first channel with a count equal to 4, to the second channel with a count equal to 3, and so 
on, giving each command the same identifier. The Sound Manager decrements the count for 
each channel having a given identifier each time it receives a syncCmd command. As a result, 
after you send the fourth channel a count equal to 1, a ll four channels wil l have their count 
set to 0 and will resume processing their queued commands. 

Note: The syncCmd command is intended to make it easy to synchronize channels 
linked either to the wave-table synthesizer or to the square-wave synthe izer. Appli
cations needing to synchronize and control the execution of mu ltiple channels of 
sampled sound should probably use the Time Manager. 

Managing the CPU Load 

When you want to open multiple channe ls of sound, or even when you want to open a single 
channel of sound that requires intensive processing to provide a high-quality sound (for 
example, real-time expansion of compressed sampled sound with stereo output and linear 
interpolation), you may want to pay close attention to the amount of process ing power 
consumed by your sound-related activity. The new Sound Manager allows you to monitor 
and limit the load placed on the CPU by sound activity. 

You need to be able to monitor the sound processing done by your application because 
every Macintosh computer has some absolute limit to its processing power, which is 
determined largely by the speed of the CPU. Other factors also affect how much sound
related activity a given computer can support, such as processing necessary to track mouse 
movements, processing done by the Operating System, processing done by intelTupt 
routines, and so on. When no sound channels are open, the Sound Manager considers the 
computer to be completely available for sound tasks. In that case, the current load value 
is 0 percent. As sound channels are opened, the current CPU loading value increases from 
0 percent to the maximum value, 100 percent. The amount of increase due to a new sound 
channel depends on the initialization parameters specified in the call to SndNewChannel that 
created that channel. 
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Note: The CPU load values provided by the Sound Manager do not account for any 
nonsound processing, such as networking software or other interrupt code. 

In the enhanced Sound Manager, the loadCmd command returns (in param l ) the percentage 
of CPU load that would be reserved by calling SndNewChannel with the initialization param
eters passed into param2 of the loadCmd command. On a Macintosh II , the value returned in 
paraml might be 15 percent, indicating that a stereo sound channel would need 15 percent of 
the available processor power to play sound. 

The totalLoadCmd command returns a potentially more useful number. The totalLoadCmd 
command is identical to the loadCmd command except that instead of returning just the 
percentage of processor power for the specified initialization parameters, it adds the current 
CPU loading value to that number. The value returned in param I is the total processor power 
that would be used by the Sound Manager if those initialization parameters were actually used 
to allocate a sound channel. If the number returned is greater than I 00 percent, allocating that 
channel would not be advisable. 

Producing an Alert Sound 

You can produce a system alert sound to catch the user' s attention by calling the 
SysBeep procedure. The SysBeep procedure is a Sound Manager routine that plays the 
system alert sound, selected by the user in the Sound control panel. Here's an example 
of calling SysBeep: 

I F myErr <> noErr THEN SysBeep(30) ; 

You must supply a parameter when you call the SysBeep procedure, even though the Sound 
Manager ignores that parameter in most cases. All system alert sounds are stored as format I 
'snd ' resources in the System file and are played by the Sound Manager. There is, however, 
one exception to this rule : if the user has selected the Simple Beep as the system alert sound 
on a Macintosh Plus or Macintosh SE, then the beep is generated by code stored in ROM 
rather than by the Sound Manager, and the duration parameter is interpreted in ticks. 

If an application has an open sound channel, your call to the SysBeep procedure may not 
generate any sound because only one synthesizer can be active at any time. For example, 
if an application is using the square-wave synthesizer to play sounds, SysBeep may fail to 
generate the system alert sound because that sound uses the sampled sound synthesizer. 
Even if the user has selected the Simple Beep as the system alert sound (which uses the 
square-wave synthesizer), the alert sound will not be heard if some application already has 
an open channel linked to the square-wave synthes izer. This is because only one channel at 
a time can be linked to the square-wave synthesizer. 

In cases like these where the system alert sound cannot be created, the Operating System 
flashes the menu bar. Applications using any of the sound synthesizers should di spose of 
their channels as soon as they have fi nished making a sound so that the system alert sound 
can be played. Once again, Macintosh computers without the Apple Sound Chip (that is, 
the Macintosh Plus and Macintosh SE) operate differently: when the Simple Beep is 
selected, the beep is heard because the Operating System bypasses the Sound Manager to 
make the sound. 

The SysBeep procedure cannot be called at interrnpt time because doing so may cause the 
Sound Manager to attempt to allocate memory and load a resource. 
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Note: If your primary us~ of the SysBeep procedure is to alert the user of important 
or a~~on:naJ occurrences, It m~y b~ better to use the Notification Manager. See the 
Not1f1cat1on Manager chapter 111 this volume for complete details on alerting the user. 

The new Sound Manager inc ludes two functions-SndGetSysBeepState and 
SndSetSysBeepState-that allow you to determine and alter the status of the system 
alert sound. Currently, two states are defined: 

CONST s ysBee pDisable 
s ysBeepEnable 

$0000 ; 
$0001 ; 

{syscem alert s ound d i sable d} 
{system alert sound enabled} 

When the system alert sound is di sabled, the Sound Manager effectively ignores all calls to 
SysBeep. No sound is created and the menu bar will not fl ash. Also, no resources are loaded 
into memory. Even when the system alert sound is enabled, it is possible that the system alert 
sound wi ll not be played; for example, the speaker volume may be set to 0, or playing the 
requested system alert sound might requi re too much CPU time. In these cases, the menu bar 
will flash. By default, the system alert sound is enabled. 

Compressing and Expanding Sounds 

Some of the capabilities provided by MACE are transparently available to your application. 
For example, if you pass the SndPlay function a hand le to an 'snd ' resource that contains a 
compressed sampled sound, the sampled sound synthesizer automatically expands the sound 
data for playback in real time. Your application does not need to know whether the 'snd ' 
resource contains compressed or noncompressed samples when it call s SndPlay. This is 
because sufficient information is in the resource itself to allow the synthesizer to determine 
whether it should expand the data samples. 

However, aside from expansion playback, all of the MACE capabilities need to be speci fi
cally requested by your application. For example, you can use the procedures Comp3to 1 
or Comp6to l if you want to compress a sampled sound (for example, to create an 'snd ' 
resource containing compressed audio data). And you can use the procedures Exp I to3 and 
Exp I to6 to expand compressed audio data. 

All of these procedures require you to specify both an input and an output buffer, from and 
to which the sampled sound data to be converted is read and written. Your application must 
allocate the appropriate amount of storage for each buffer. For example, if you want to 
expand a buffer of compressed sampled sound data by us ing Ex p l to6, the output buffer 
must be at least six times the size of the input buffer. 

When calling these routines, you must also specify addresses of two small buffers (128 bytes 
each) that the Sound Manager uses to maintain state information about the compression or 
expansion process. When you first call a MACE routine, the state buffers should be filled 
with zeros to initiaJize the state information. You can pass NIL for both buffers if you do not 
want to save state information across calls to the MACE routines. Listing 22-1 5 illustrates the 
use of the Comp3to I procedure. 

Because the numChanne ls and the whichChannel parameters are both set to I , CompressBy3 
compresses monophonic audio data. 
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Listing 22-15. Compress ing audio data 

PROCEDURE Compress8y3 (inBuf : Ptr ; outBuf : Ptr ; numSamp : Longint) ; 

VAR 
myinState : Ptr ; 
myOutState : Ptr; 

BEGIN 

{input state buffe r} 
{output state buffer} 

myinState : = NewPtrClear(128) ; 
myOutState : = NewPtrClear (128) ; 
IF (myinState <> NIL) AND (myOutSta te <> NIL) THEN 

Comp3tol(inBuf , outBuf , numSamp , myinState , myOutState , 1 , 1) ; 
END ; 

Playing Sampled Sounds From Files 

There are three functions that you can use to initiate and control a continuous playback of 
sampled sounds stored in fi les-SndStartFilePlay, SndPauseFilePlay, and SndStopFilePlay. 
You use SndStartFilePlay to initiate the playi ng of the sound. You use SndPauseFilePlay to 
temporarily suspend a sound from playing. If a sound is playing and you call 
SndPauseFilePlay, then the sound is paused. If the sound is paused and you call 
SndPauseFilePlay again, then the sound resumes playing. Hence, the SndPauseFilePlay 
routine acts li ke a pause button on a tape player, which toggles the tape between playing 
and pausing. (You can determine the cu1Tent state or a play from disk by using the 
SndChannelStatus function. See "Obtaining In formation About a Single Sound Channel" 
later in this chapter for complete details.) Finally, you can use SndStopFilePlay to stop 
the file from playing. 

SndStartFilePlay can play sampled sounds stored in 'snd' resources (either format I or 
format 2) or in files that conform to the AIFF or AIFF-C format. In addition, you can specify 
whether the play from disk should be asynchronous or synchronous. The SndStartFilePlay 
function is a high-level Sound Manager routine, like SndPlay. If you specify NIL as the 
sound channel, then SndStartFilePlay allocates memory for a channel internall y. However, 
since you must specify a sound-channel pointer when calling either SndPauseFilePlay 
or SndStopFi lePlay, you must allocate a sound channel yourself and call SndStrutFilePlay 
asynchronously if you want to be able to pause or stop the sound prior to its natural 
ending point. 

Playing an •snd • Resource From Disk 

To play a sampled sound that is contained in an 'snd ' resource, you need to pass 
SndStartFilePlay the resource ID number of the resource to play. Listi ng 22- 16 illustrates 
how to play an 'snd ' resource synchronously from disk. 

Notice that the second pru·ameter passed to SndStartFilePlay here is set to 0. That parameter 
is used only when playing files from disk. 
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Listing 22-16. Play ing an 'snd ' resource from di sk 

PROCEDURE SyncStartFilePlay (myResNum : Integer) ; 
CONST 

VAR 

kTotalSize 
kAsync 
kQuietNow 

myErr : 
mySndChan : 

BEGIN 

16 *1024 ; 
TRUE ; 
TRUE ; 

{play sound asynchronously?} 
{quiet channel now?} 

OSErr ; 
SndChannelPtr ; 

{allocate a sound channel} 
mySndChan : = NIL ; 
myErr : = SndNewChannel (mySndChan , sampledSynth , initMono , NIL) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoError( myErr) ; 

{play the ' snd ' resource} 
myErr . - SndStartFilePlay(mySndChan , 0 , myResNum , kTotalSize , NIL , 

NIL , NIL , NOT kAsync) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoError(myErr ) ; 

{dispose of the channel} 
IF mySndChan <> NIL THEN 

myErr . - SndDisposeChannel(mySndChan , NOT kQuietNow) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoError (myErr) ; 

END ; 

Playing a File From Disk 

To play a sampled sound that is contained in a file, you need to pass SndStartFi lePlay the file 
reference number of the file to play. The sample should be stored in e ither AIFF or ATFF-C 
format. If the sample is compressed, then it will be automatically expanded during playback. 

For example, to play a sampled sound that is found in a file whose fi le reference number is 
stored in the variable myfRefNum, you could write 

myErr : = SndScartFilePlay (mySndChan , myfRefNum , 0 , kTotalSize , NIL , NIL , 
NIL , FALSE ) ; 

Notice that the third parameter passed to SndStartFilePlay here is set to 0. That parameter is 
used only when playing resources from disk. 

Playing Selections 

The sixth parameter passed to SndStartFilePlay is a pointer to an audio selection record, 
which allows you to specify that onl y pmt of the sound be played. lf that parameter has a 
value different from NIL, then SndStartFilePlay plays only a specified selection of the entire 
sound. You indicate which part of the entire sound to play by giving two offsets from the 
beginning of the sound, a time at which to stmt the selection and a time at which to end the 
selection. Currently, both time offsets must be specified in seconds. 
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Here is the structure of an audio selection record: 

TYPE AudioSelection 
PACKED RECORD 

unitType : 
selStart : 
selEnd : 

END ; 

Field descriptions 

Longint ; 
Fixed ; 
Fixed 

{type of time unit} 
{starting point of selection} 
{ending poin~ of selection} 

unitType The type of unit of time used in the start and end fields. You should 
set this to seconds by specifying the constant unitTypeSeconds. 

selStart 

selEnd 

The starting point in seconds of the sound to play. 

The ending point in seconds of the sound to play. 

Use a constant to specify the unit type. 

CONST unitTypeSeconds = $0000 ; {seconds} 
unitTypeNoSelection = $FFFF ; {no selection} 

Recording Sounds Through the Sound Input Dialog Box 

You can record sounds from the current input device by using the SndRecord or 
SndRecordToFile function. You can use the SndRecord function to present a standard 
user interface for recording sounds. When calling SndRecord, you need to provide a 
handle to a block of memory where the incoming data should be stored . If you pass the 
address of a NIL handle, however, the Sound Manager allocates a large block of space 
and resizes it when the recording stops. Listing 22- 17 illustrates how to call SndRecord. 

Listing 22-17. Recording chrough the sound input dialog box 

PROCEDURE RecordThruDialog (VAR mySndH: Handle) ; 
VAR 

myErr : 
myCorner : 

BEGIN 

OSErr ; 
Point ; 

SetPt(myCorner , 50, 50) ; 

mySndH : = NIL ; 
myErr . - SndRecord(NIL , myCorner , siBetterQuality , mySndH ) ; 

END ; 

If you pass a sound handle that is not NIL, the time of recording is derived from the amount 
of space reserved by that handle. The handle is resized on completion of the recording. 
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The first parameter in the call to SndRecord is the address of a filter procedure that determines 
how user actions in the dialog box arc filtered. In Listing 22-17, no filter procedure is 
desired, so the parameter is specified as NIL. The third parameter specifies the quality of the 
recording. Currently three values are supported: 

CONST siBestQuality 
siBetterQuali t y 
siGoodQuality 

= ' best '; 
= ' betr '; 

' good '; 

{the best quality available} 
{a quality better than good} 
{a good quality} 

The precise meanings of these constants are dri ver-specific. The constant siBestQual ity 
indicates that you want the highest quali ty recorded sound, usually at the expense of 
increased storage space (probably because no compression is performed on the sound data). 
The constant siGoodQuality indicates that you are wi ll ing to sacrifice audio quality if 
necessary to minimize the amount of storage space required (typicall y this means that MACE 
6: 1 compression is performed on the sound data). For most voice record ing, you should 
specify siGoodQuality. The constant siBetterQuali ty defines a quality and storage space 
combination that is between those provided by the other two constants. 

After the procedure in Listing 22-1 7 has executed successfu ll y, you coul d play the recorded 
sound by calling SndPlay and passing it mySndH. Note that mySndH is a hand le to some 
data in memory that has the structure of an 'snd 'resource, not a handle to an ex isting 
resource. To save the recorded data as a resource, you can call AddResource. 

To record a sound directl y into a fil e, you can call SndRecordToFile. The SndRecordToFile 
function works exactly like SndRccord, except that you must pass it the fi le reference number 
of an open fil e instead of a handle to some memory. When SndRecordToFile exits success
fu lly, that fi le contains the recorded audio data in AIFF or AIFF-C format. You can then play 
the recorded sound by passing that file reference number to the SndSta.rtFilePlay fu nction. 

Recording Sounds Directly From a Device 

There are a number of routines that are intended for use by appl ications that need more 
control over the recording process (such as the ability to intercept sound input data at interrupt 
time). You can open a sound input device and read data from it by calling these low-level 
Sound Manager routines. Several of these routines access information through a sound input 
parameter block: 

TYPE SPB = 
RECORD 

inRefNum : 
count : 
milliseconds : 
bufferLength : 
bufferPtr : 

Longint: ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Ptr ; 

completionRoutine : ProcPtr ; 
interruptRoutine : ProcPtr ; 
userLong : Longint ; 
error : OSErr ; 
unusedl : Longint 

END ; 

{reference number of input device} 
{number of bytes to record} 
~number of milliseconds co record} 
{length of buffer to record into} 
{pointer to buffer to record into} 
{pointer to a completion routine} 
{pointer to an interrupt routine} 
{for application ' s use} 
{error returned after recording} 
{reserved} 
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Field descriptions 

inRefNum 

count 

milliseconds 

bufferLength 

bufferPtr 

completion Routine 

\ 

interruptRoutine 

user Long 

error 

unused! 

The reference number of the sound input device (as received from 
SPBOpenOevice) from which the recording is to occur. 

On input, the number of bytes to record. On output, the number 
of bytes actually recorded. If this field specifies a longer recording 
time than the milliseconds fi eld, then the mill iseconds fi eld is ignored 
on input. 

On input, the number of milli seconds lo record . On output, the 
number of milliseconds actually recorded. If this field specifies a 
longer recording time than the count field, then the count field is 
ignored on input. 

The length of the buffer into which recorded sound data is placed. 
The recording time specified by the count or mi ll iseconds fi eld is 
truncated to fit into this length, if necessary. 

A pointer to the buffer into which recorded data is placed. If this 
field is NIL, then the count, milli seconds, and bufferLength fi elds 
are ignored and the recording will continue indefinitely until 
SPBStopRecording is called. However, the data is not stored 
anywhere, so setting this field to NIL is useful onl y if you want to 
do something in your interrupt routine but do not want to save the 
recorded sound. 

A pointer to a completion routine that is called when the recording 
terminates as a result of your calling SPBStopRecording or when the 
limit specified by the count or mi ll iseconds field is reached. The 
completion routine executes only if SPBRecord is called asynchro
nously and therefore is called at interrupt time. 

A pointer to a routine that is called by asynchronous recording devices 
when their internal buffers are full. 

A long integer available for the application's own use. You can use 
this field , for instance, to pass a handle to an application-defined 
structure Lo the completion routine or Lo the interrupt routine. 

A code describing any errors that occur during the recording. If the 
recording terminates without an error, this field contains noErr. If any 
error occurs during the recording, thjs field contains a value of type 
OSErr. If the recording is terminated by a call Lo SPBStopRecording, 
this field contains the value abortErr. You can poll this field while 
recording asynchronously to determine if any errors have occurred. 

Reserved for use by Apple. You should always initialize this fi eld 
to 0. 

Listing 22-18 shows how to set up an SPB structure and record synchronously using the 
SPBRecord function. This procedure takes one parameter, a hand le where the recorded 
sound data is to be stored. It is assumed that the hand le is large enough to hold the sound 
to be recorded. 
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Listing 22-18. Recording directly from a sound input device 

PROCEDURE RecordSnd (mySndH : Handle) ; 
CONST 

kAsy nch = TRUE ; 
VAR 

mySPB : SPB ; {a sound input parameter block} 
myErr : OSErr ; 

{device reference number} myinRefNum : Longint ; 
myBuffSize : Longint ; 
myHeadrLen : Intege~ ; 

myNumChans : Integer ; 
mySampSize : Integer ; 
mySampRate : Fixed ; 
myCompType : OSType ; 

{size of buffer to record in t o} 
{length of sound header} 

BEGIN 

{number of channels} 
{size of a sample} 
{sample rate} 
{compression type} 

{open the default :nput device for reading and writing} 
myErr . - SPBOpenDevice( ' ' , siWritePermi ssion , myinRefNum) ; 

I? myErr = noErr THEN 
BEGIN 

{get current settings of sound input device } 
{ using an application- defined routine} 
GetDevice Settings(myinRefNum, myNumChans , mySampRace , mySampSize , 

myCompType) ; 

{set up handle to contain the proper ' snd ' resource teader} 
myErr : = SetupSndHeader(mySndH , myNumChans , mySampRate , mySampSize, 

myCompType , 60 , 0 , myHeadrLen) ; 

{leave room in buffer for the sound header} 
myBuffSize : = GetHandl eSize(mySndH) - myHeadrLen ; 

{lock down the sound handle un t i l the recording is over} 
HLock(mySndH) ; 

{set up the sound input parameter block} 
WITH mySPB do 
BEGIN 

i nRefNum : = myinRefNum ; 
count : = myBuf fSize ; 

{input device reference number} 
{number of bytes to record} 

milliseconds : = O; {no milliseconds} 
bufferLength : = myBu ffSize ; { l e ngch of buffer} 
bufferPtr : = Ptr(ORD4(mySndHA) + myHeadrLen) ; 

{put data after ' snd ' header} 
completionRoutine : = NIL ; 
interruptRoutine . - NIL ; 
userLong : = 0 ; 
error : = noErr ; 
unusedl . - O; 

END ; 

{no completion routine} 
{no interrupt routine} 
{no user data} 
{clear error field} 
{clear reserved field} 
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Listing 22-18. Recording directly from a sound input device (Continued) 

{record synchronously through the open sound input device} 
myErr : = SPBRecord(@mySPB , not kAsynch) ; 

{recording is done, so unlock the sound handle} 
HUnlock(mySndH); 

{now fill in the number of bytes actually recorded} 
myErr : = SetupSndHeader(mySndH , rnyNumChans , mySampRate , mySampSize , 

myCompType , 60 , mySPB . count , myHeadrLen) ; 

{close the input device} 
myErr . - SPBCloseDevice(myinRefNum) ; 

END ; 
END ; 

The RecordSnd procedure defined in Listing 22-1 8 opens the default sound input device by 
using the SPBOpenDevice function. You can specify one of two values for the permissions 
parameter of SPBOpenDevice: 

CONST siReadPermission 
siWritePermission 

0 ; 

= l ; 
{open device for reading} 
{open device for reading / writing} 

If SPBOpenDevice successfully opens the specified device for reading and writing, 
RecordSnd calls the GetDeviceSettings procedure (defined in Listing 22-20). That procedure 
calls the Sound Manager function SPBGetDevicelnfo (explained in "Gep:ing and Setting 
Sound Input Device Information" later in this chapter) to determine the cutTent number of 
channels, sample rate, sample size, and compression type in use by the device. 

This information is then passed to the SetupSndHeader function, which loads the initial 
segment of the handle with a sound header describing the cutTent device settings . After 
doing this, RecordSnd sets up a sound input parameter block and calls SPBRecord 
to record a sound. Note that the handle must be locked during the recording because 
the parameter block contains a pointer to the input buffer. After the recording is done, 
RecordSnd calls SetupSndHeader once again to fill in the actual number of bytes recorded. 

Once the procedure defined in Listing 22- 18 executes successfully, the handle mySndH 
points to a resource of type 'snd '. Your application can then play the recorded sound, for 
example, by executing the following lines of code: 

RecordSnd(mySndH) ; {procedure shown in Listing 22 - 18} 
myErr := SndPlay(NIL, mySndH , FALSE); 

Defining a Sound Input Completion Routine 

The completionRoutine field of the SPB structure contains the address of a completion 
routine that executes when the recording terminates normally either by reaching its prescribed 
time or size limits, or by the application calling SPBStopRecording. A completion routine 
should have the following format: 

PROCEDURE MyRecordCompletionRoutine (inParamPt r : SPBPtr) ; 
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The completion routine is passed the address of the sound input parameter block that was 
passed to SPBRecord. You can gain access to other data structures in your application by 
passing an address in the userLong field of the parameter block. After the completion routine 
executes, your application should check the error field of the sound input parameter block to 
see if an error code was returned. 

Defining an Interrupt Routine 

The interruptRoutine field of the sound input parameter block contains the address of a 
routine that executes when the internal buffers of an asynchronous recording device are filled. 
The internal buffers contain raw samples taken directly from the input device. The interrupt 
routine can modify the samples in the buffer in any way it requires. The processed samples 
are then written to the application buffer. If compression is enabled, then the modified data is 
compressed after your interrupt routine operates on the samples and before the samples are 
written to the application buffer. You can determine the size of the sample buffer by calling 
SPBGetDevicelnfo with the 'dbin' selector. 

Assembly-language note: Interrupt routines are typically written in 
assembly language to maximize real-time pe1formance in recording sound. On 
entry, registers are set up as follows: 

AO: Address of the sound parameter block passed to SPBRecord 
A 1: Address of the start of the sample buffer 
DO: Peak amplitude for sample buffer if metering is on 
Dl: Size of the sample buffer in bytes 

Your interrupt routine is always called at intenupt time, so it should not call routines that 
might move or compact memory. 

Getting and Setting Sound ·input Device Information 

You can get information about a specific sound input device and alter that information by 
calling the functions SPBGetDevicelnfo and SPBSetDevicelnfo. These functions accept 
selectors that determine which information you need or want to change. The currently defined 
selectors are defined by constants of type OSType: 

CONST 
siActiveChanne ls 
siActiveLevel s 
siAGCOnOff 
siAsync 
siNumberChannels 
siChannelAvailable 
siCompre ssionAvailable 
siCompressionFactor 
siCompressionHeade r 
siCompressionType 

' chac '; 
= ' lmac •; 
= •age '; 

' asyn '; 
'chan ' ; 
' chav '; 
' cmav '; 
' emf a '; 
•cmhd '; 

= ' comp '; 

{channels active) 
{le vels active) 
{automatic gain control state) 
{as ynchronous capability } 
{current number of channels} 
{number of channels available} 
{co mpression types available) 
{currenc compression factor) 
{return compression header) 
{curren~ compression type} 
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s iContinuous 
siDeviceBuf f erinfo 
siDeviceConnected 
siDeviceicon 
siLevelMeterOnOf f 
siDeviceName 
siOptionsDialog 
siPlayThruOnOff 
siRecordingQuality 
siSampleRate 
siSampleRateAvailable 
siSampleSizeAvailable 
siSampleSize 
siTwosComplementOnOff 
siVoxRecordinfo 
siVoxStopinfo 

' cont '; 
' dbin '; 
' dean' ; 
' icon '; 
' lmet '; 
' name '; 
' optd '; 
' plth '; 
' qual '; 
' srat '; 
' srav '; 
' ssav ' ; 
' ssiz '; 
' twos '; 
' voxr '; 
' VOXS '; 

{continuous recording} 
{size of interrupt buffer} 
{input device connection status} 
{input device icon} 
{level meter state} 
{input device name} 
{display options dialog box} 
{play-through state} 
{recording quality ] 
{current sample rate} 
{sampl e rates available} 
{sample sizes available} 
{current sample size} 
{two ' s complement state} 
{VOX record parameters} 
{VOX stop parameters} 

The format of the relevant data (either returned by the Sound Manager or provided by you) 
depends on the selector you provide. For example, if you want to determine the name of 
some sound input device, you can pass the siDeviceName selector and a pointer to a 256-byte 
buffer to the SPBGetDevicelnfo function. If SPBGetDevicelnfo can get the information, it 
fills that buffer with the name of the specifi ed sound input device. Listing 22-19 illustrates 
one way you can determine the name of a particular sound input device. 

Listing 22-19. Determining the name of a sound input device 

FUNCTION DeviceName (myinRefNum : Longint ; VAR dName : Str255) : OSErr ; 
VAR 

myErr : OSErr ; 
BEGIN 

myErr : = SPBGetDeviceinfo(myinRefNum, siDeviceName , Ptr(dName)) ; 
DeviceName . - myErr ; 

END ; 

Some selectors cause SPBGetDevicelnfo to return data of other types. Listing 22-20 illus
trates how to determine the number of channels, the sample rate, the sample size, and the 
compression type currently in use by a given sound input device. The procedure defined in 
Listing 22-20 is called in the procedure defined in Listing 22-18. 

Listing 22-20. Determining some sound input device settings 

PROCEDURE GetDeviceSettings (myinRefNum : Longint ; VAR numChannels : 

VAR 
myErr : OSErr ; 

Integer ; VAR sampleRate : Fixed ; VAR 
sampleSize : Inte ger ; VAR compressionType : 
OSType) ; 

BEGIN 
{get number of active channels} 
myErr : = SPBGe t Deviceinfo(myinRefNum , siNumberChannels , 

Ptr(@numChannels)) ; 
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{get sample rate} 
myErr : = SPBGetDeviceinfo(myinRefNum , siSampleRate , 

Ptr (@sampleRate)) ; 
{get sample size} 
myErr : = SPBGetDeviceinfo (myinRefNum, siSampleSize , 

Ptr (@sampleSize)) ; 
{get compression type} 
myErr . - SPBGetDeviceinfo(myinRefNum, siCompressionType , 

Ptr(@compressionType)) ; 
END; 

Some other selectors return a list of items, which your application must interpret. Table 22-5 
lists the available selectors together with the size and meaning of the associated information 
whose address is passed or returned in the infoData parameter. Note that all of the selectors 
returning a handle will allocate the memory for that handle in the current heap zone; you are 
responsible for disposing of that handle when you are done with it. 

Table 22-5. Sound input device information selectors 

Selector Description 

'age ' Gets or sets the current state of the automatic gain control feature. 
infoData Integer 0 if off, l if on 

'asyn' Determines if driver supports asynchronous recording functions. Some sound 
input drivers might support synchronous recording only. 
infoData Integer 0 if synchronous calls onl y, 1 otherwise 

'chac' Gets or sets the channels to record fro m. When setting the active channels, the 
data passed in is a long integer that is interpreted as a bitmap describing the 
channels to record from. For example, if bit 0 is set, then the first channel is 
made active. The samples for each active channel are stored one after another 
in the application 's buffer. When reading the active channels, the data returned 
is a bitmap of the active channels. 
infoData Longlnt bitmap of active channels 

'chan' Gets or sets the number of channels this device is to record. 
infoData Integer number of channels 

'chav' Gets the maximum number of channels thi s device can record. 
infoData Integer number of available channels 

'cmav' Gets the number and list of compression types this device can produce. 
infoData Integer number of compression types supported 

Handle list of compression types (each is OSType, 4 bytes) 

'cmfa' Gets the number of samples per byte at the current compression setting. 
infoData Integer compression factor 

'cmhd' Gets a compression header for the current recording settings. Your application 
passes in a pointer to a compressed sound header and the driver fills it in. Before 
calling SPBGetDevicelnfo with this selector, you should set the numFrames 
field of the compressed sound header to the number of bytes in the sound. 
When SPBGetDevicelnfo returns successfully, that field contains the number 

(Continued) 
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Table 22-5. Sound input device information selectors (ConLinued) 

Selector Description 

'cmhd' of sample frames in the sound. This selector is needed only by drivers that use 
(continued) compression types that are not directly suppo1ted by Apple. If you call this 

selector after recording a sound, your application can get enough information 
about the sound to play it or save it in a fi le. 
infoData Pointer pointer to a compressed sound header 

'comp' Gets or sets the compression type. Some devices allow the incoming samples to 
be compressed before being placed in your application's input buffer. 
infoData OSType compression type 

'cont' Gets or sets the state of continuous recording from this device. If continuous 
recording is being turned on, the driver records samples into an internal buffer 
between calls to SPBRecord. This allows a subsequent recording to begin where 
the previous one stopped. If continuous recording is being turned off, the driver 
stops recording samples to its internal buffer. 
infoData Integer state of continuous recording (0 is off, 1 is on) 

'dbi n' Gets the size of the device's internal buffer. This information can be useful 
when you want to modify sound input data at interrupt time. 
infoData Longlnt size of device's internal buffer 

'dcon' Gets the state of the device connection. 
infoData Integer one of the following values: 

CONST 
siDeviceisConnected 
siDeviceNotConnected 
siDontKn owifConnected 

l ; {device is connected and ready} 
O; {device is not connected} 

-1; {can ' t tell if device connected} 

'icon' Gets the device' s icon and icon mask. 
infoData Handle icon and icon mask 

'lmac' Gets the current signal level for each active channel. Each value returned is 
an integer, and the number of values returned depends on the number of 
active channels. You can determine how many channels are active by calling 
SPBGetDevicelnfo with the 'chan' selector. 
infoData Integer level meter setting 

'lmet' Gets or sets the current state of the level meter. Once the level meter has been 
turned on, calling SPBGetDevicelnfo returns a value in the level meter setting 
that ranges from 0 (no volume) to 255 (full volume). 
infoData Integer state of level meter (0 is off, I is on) 

Integer level meter setting 

'name' Gets the name of the sound input device. Your application must pass a pointer to 
a buffer that wi ll be filled in with the device's name. The buffer needs to be large 
enough to hold a Str255 data type. 
infoData Pointer pointer to buffer for name of device 
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Table 22-5. Sound input device information selectors (Continued) 

Selector Description 

'optd' Gets or sets the Options dialog box feature. The Options dialog box is designed to 
allow the user to configure device-specific features of the sound input hardware. 
Note that no argument should be supplied when you pass th is selector to 
SPBSetDevicelnfo. 
infoData Integer l if device supports options, 0 otherwise 

'pl th' Gets or sets the current play-through volume. 
infoData Integer volume (0 is off, 1-7 otherwise) 

'qua)' Gets or sets the current quality of recorded sound. Currently three qualities are 
supported: 'good', 'betr', and 'best'. 
infoData OSType recording quality 

's rat' Gets or sets the sample rate to be produced by this device. The sample rate must 
be in the range 0 to 65535.99998 Hz. Note that the sample rate is declared as a 
Fixed data type, but the most significant bit is not treated as a sign bit; instead, 
that bit is interpreted as having the value 32,768. 
infoData Fixed sample rate 

's ra v' Gets the range of sample rates this device can produce. The first 2 bytes of the 
information returned specify how many different sample rates the device 
supports. If that number is 0, then the next two sample rates define a continuous 
range of sample rates . Otherwise, a list is returned that contains the sample rates 
supported. Each sample rate is of type Fixed and occupies 4 bytes. Note that the 
sample rates are declared as Fixed data types, but their most significant bit is not 
treated as a sign bit; instead, that bit is interpreted as having the value 32,768. 
infoData Integer number of sample rates 

Handle list of sample rates 

'ssa v' Gets the range of sample sizes supported by this device. The first 2 bytes of 
the infonnation returned specify how many different sample sizes the device 
supports. A list is returned that contains the sample sizes supported. Each 
sample size is an integer and occupies 2 bytes. 
infoData Integer number of sample sizes 

Handle list of sample sizes 

'ss iz' Gets or sets the sample size to be produced by this device. Because some 
compression formats require specific sample sizes, thi s selector may return 
an error when compression is used. 
infoData Integer sample size 

'twos ' Gets or sets the current state of the two's complement feature. 
infoData Integer I if two's complement output desired, 0 otherwise 

'vox r' Gets or sets the cunent YOX record parameters. The first 2 bytes of the infoData 
parameter indicate whether YOX recording is on or off. The next 2 bytes contain 
the YOX record trigger value. Trigger values range from 0 to 255 (0 is trigger 
immediately, 255 is trigger only on full volume). 
infoData Integer 0 if off, l if on 

[nteger record trigger value 

(Continued) 
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Table 22-5. Sound input device information selectors (Continued) 

Selector Description 

'vox s ' Gets or sets the current YOX stop parameters. The fi rst 2 bytes of the infoData 
parameter indicate whether YOX stopping is on or off. The next 2 bytes contain 
the VOX stop trigger value. Trigger values range from 0 to 255 (255 is stop 
immediately, 0 is stop only on total silence). The final 2 bytes indicate how 
many milliseconds the trigger value must be continuously valid for recording to 
be stopped. Delay values range from 0 to 65,535. 
infoData Integer 0 if off, I if on 

lnteoer record triooer value 0 0 0 

Integer delay value 

Obtainjng Information About Sound Features 

Developments in the sound hardware available on Macintosh computers and in the Sound 
Manager routines that allow you to drive that hardware have made it imperative that your 
application pays close attention to the sound-related features of the operating environment. 
For example, the routines that provide continuous play f"rom disk operate only on machines 
that are equipped with an Apple Sound Chip that have the enhanced Sound Manager. So 
before issuing any play-from-disk call s, you should check to make sure that the target 
machine provides the features you need. 

Similarl y, the ability to have multiple channels of sound open simultaneously makes it 
important that you monitor the load placed on the CPU by those channels. The enhanced 
Sound Manager provides several new routines that you can use to determine information 
about open sound channels and the amount of CPU loading they create. 

To make appropriate decisions about the sound you want to produce, you may need to know 
some or all of the following types of information: 

• whether the machine can produce stereophonic sounds 

• whether the internal speaker mixes both right and left channels of sound 

• whether the sound input routines and hardware are available 

• whether multiple channels of sound are supported 

• how much CPU load is produced by a single channel of sound or by all channels 
of sound 

• whether the system beep has been disabled 

• how much of the available processing power a new channel of sound would consume 

• whether a sound playing f"rom disk is acti ve or paused 

• how many channels of sound are currently open 
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To determine how much of the available processing power a new channel of sound wou ld 
consume, you can use the loadCmd sound command, described earlier in "Managing the 
CPU Load." The fo llowing sections describe how to use the Gestalt function and new Sound 
Manager routines to determine these other types of information. 

Obtaining Information About Available Sound Features 

You can use the Gestalt function with the gestaltSoundAttr selector to determi ne whether 
various new Sound Manager capabilities are present (for example, whether the machine can 
produce stereophonic sounds and whether it can mix both left and right channels of sound 
on the external speaker). Currently, Gestalt returns a bit field that may have some or all of 
the following bits set: 

CONST 
gestaltSter eoCapability 
gestaltStereoMixing 
gestaltSoundIOMgrPresent 
gestaltBuiltinSoundinput 
gestaltHasSoundinputDevice 

== 

0 ; 
l ; 
3 ; 
4 ; 
5 ; 

{stereo capabllity present} 
{stereo mi x ing on internal speaker} 
{sound input routines available} 
{built-in inpul device available} 
{sound input device available} 

lf the bit gestal tStereoCapability is TRUE, the available hardware can play stereo sounds. 
T he bit gestaltStereoMixing indicates that the sound hardware of the machine mixes both le ft 
and right channels of stereo sound into a single audio s ignal for the internal speaker. The 
gestaltSoundIOMgrPresent bit indicates that the new sound input routi nes are available, and 
the gestaltBuiltlnSoundlnput bit indicates that a built-in sound input device is available. The 
gestaltHasSoundlnputDevice bit indicates that some sound input device is available. 

Obtaining Version Information 

The Sound Manager provides functions that allow you to determine the version numbers of 
the Sound Manager itself and of two distinct subsets of the Sound Manager routines, the 
MACE compression and expansion routines and the sound input routines. Generally, you 
should avoid trying to determine which features or routines are present by reading a version 
number. Usually, the Gestalt functi on discussed in the previous section prov ides a better way 
to find out if some set of features, such as sound input capability, is available. Tn some cases, 
however, you can use these version routines to overcome current limitations of the informa
tion returned by Gestalt. 

All three of these functions return a value of type NumYersion that contains the same 
information as the first 4 bytes of a resource of type 'vers'. The first and second bytes 
contain the major and mi nor version numbers, respecti vely; the third and fourth bytes contain 
the release level and the stage of the release level. For most purposes, the major and minor 
release version numbers are sufficient to identify the version. (See the Finder Interface 
chapter in this volume for a complete discussion of the fo rmat of 'vers' resources.) 

You can use the SndSoundManagcrYersion function to determine which version of the 
Sound Manager is present. The Sound Manager prov ided with system software 
version 6.0.7 and later contains the routines supporting multichannel sound, play from 
disk, and channel status inquiries. 
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You can use the MACEVersion function to determine the version number or the available 
MACE routines (for example, Comp3to l). 

You can use the SPBVersion function to determine the version number of the avail able sound 
input routines (for example, SndRecord). If SPBVersion returns a value that is greater than 
0, then the sound input routines are avail able. 

Obtaining Information About a Single Sound Channel 

You can use the SndChannelStatus function to obtain in formation about a single sound channel 
and about the status of a disk-based playback on that channel, if one ex ists. For exam ple, you 
can use SndChanne lStatus to determine if a channel is being used fo r play fro m disk, how 
many seconds of the sound have been played, and how many seconds remain to be played. 

One of the parameters required by the SndChannelStatus function is a pointer to a sound
channel status record, which you must allocate before calling SndChanne lStatus. A 
sound-channel status record has this structure: 

TYPE SCStatus = 
RECORD 

scStart Ti me : 
scEndTime : 
scCurrentTime : 
scChannelBusy : 
scChannelDisposed : 
scChannelPaused : 
scUnused : 
scChannelAttributes : 
scCPULoad : 

END ; 

Field descriptions 

Fixed ; 
Pixed ; 
Pixed ; 
Boolean ; 
Boolean ; 
Boolean ; 
Boolean ; 
Longint ; 
Long Int 

{starting time for play from disk} 
{ending time for play from disk} 
{current t i me for play from disk} 
{TRUE if channel is making socnd} 
{reserved} 
{TRUE if channel is paused} 
{um:sed} 
{attributes of this channel} 
{CPU load for this channel} 

scStartTime If scChannelBusy is TRUE, then scStartTime is the starting time in 
seconds for a play from di sk on the specified channel. If 
scChannelBusy is FALSE, then scStartTime is 0. 

scEndTime If scChannelBusy is TRUE, then scEndTime is the ending time in 
seconds for a play from di sk on the specified channel. If 
scChanne lBusy is FALSE, then scEndTime is 0. 

scCurrentTime If scChannelBusy is TRUE, then scCun-entTime is the current time in 
seconds for a play from di sk on the specified channel. If 
scChanne lBusy is FALSE, then scCurrentTime is 0. 

scChannelBusy If the specified channel is currently making sound, then 
scChannelBusy is TRUE; o therwise, scChannelB usy is FALSE. 

scChannelDisposed Reserved for use by Apple. 

scChannelPaused If the specified channel is paused, then scChanne lPaused is TRUE; 
otherwise, scChannelPaused is FALSE. 
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scUnused Reserved for use by Apple. 

scChannelAttributes The current attributes of the specified channel. These attributes are in 
the channel initialization parameters format. 

scCPULoad The CPU load for the specified channel. 

You can mask out certain values in the scChannelAttributes field to how a channel has been 
initialized. 

CONST initPanMask 
initSRateMask 
initStereoMask 
initCompMask 

= 
= 
= 

$0003 ; 
$0030 ; 
$00CO ; 
$FF00 ; 

{mask for right/left pan va lues} 
{mask for sample rate values } 
{mask for mono/ stereo values} 
{mask for compression IDs} 

Listing 22-2 1 illustrates the use of the SndChannelStatus function. It defines a function that 
takes a sound-channel pointer as a parameter and determines whether a disk-based playback 
on that channel is paused. 

Listing 22-21. Determining whether a sound channel is paused 

FUNCTION ChannelisPaused (chan : SndChannelPtr) : Boolean ; 
VAR 

myErr : OS Err ; 
mySCStatus : SCStatus ; 

BEGIN 
ChannelisPaused := FALSE ; 
myErr : = SndChannelStatus (chan , Sizeof(SCStatus) , @mySCStatus) ; 
IF myErr = noErr THEN 

Channel isPaused : = mySCStatus . scChannelPaused ; 
END ; 

The function defined here simply reads the scChannelPaused field to see if the playback is 
currently paused. 

Obtaining Information About All Sound Channels 

You can use the SndManagerStatus function to determine information about all the sound 
channels that are currently allocated by all applications. For example, you can use this 
function to determine how many channels are currently allocated. 

One of the parameters required by the SndManagerStatus function is a pointer to a Sound 
Manager status record, which you must allocate before calling SndManagerStatus. A 
Sound Manager status record has this structure: 

TYPE SMStatus = 
PACKED RECORD 

smMaxCPULoad : 
smNumChannels : 
smCurCPULoad : 

END ; 

Integer ; 
Integer; 
Integer 

{maximum load on all channels} 
{number of allocated channels} 
{current load on all channels} 
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Field descriptions 

smMaxCPULoad 

smNumChannels 

smCurCPULoad 

The maximum load that the Sound Manager will not exceed when 
allocating channels. The smMaxCPULoad field is set to a default 
value of 100 when the system starts up. 

The number of sound channels that are currently allocated by all 
applications. This does not mean that the channels allocated are being 
used, only that they have been allocated and that CPU loading is 
being reserved for these channels. 

The CPU load that is being taken up by currently allocated channels. 

Listing 22-22 illustrates the use of SndManagerStatus. It defines a function that returns the 
number of sound channels cu1Tently allocated by all applications. 

Listing 22-22. Determining the number of allocated sound channels 

FUNCTION NumChannelsAllocated : Integer ; 
VAR 

myErr : OSErr ; 
mySMStatus : SMStatus ; 

BEG IN 
NumChannelsAllocated : = O; 
myErr : = SndManagerStatus (Sizeof(SMStatus) , @mySMStatus) ; 
IF myErr = noErr THEN 

NumChannelsAllocated : = mySMStatus . smNumChannels ; 
END; 

Using Double Buffers 

The play-from-disk routines make extensive use of the SndPlayDoubleBuffer function. 
You can use this function in your application if you wish to bypass the normal play-from
disk routines. You might want to do this if you wish to maximize the efficiency of your 
application while maintaining compatibility with the Sound Manager. By using 
SndPlayDoubleBuffer instead of the normal play-from-disk routines, you can specify 
your own doubleback procedure (that is, the algorithm used to switch back and forth 
between buffers) and customize several other buffering parameters. 

Note: SndPlayDoubleBuffer is a very low-level routine and is not intended for 
general use. You should use SndPlayDoubleBuffer only if you require very fine 
control over double buffering. 

You call SndPlayDoubleBuffer by passing it a pointer to a sound channel (i nto which the 
double-buffered data is to be written) and a pointer to a sound double-buffer header. Here's 
an example: 

myErr : = SndPlayDoubleBuffer (mySndChan , @myDoubleHeader) ; 
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A SndDoubleBufferHeader record has the fo llowing structure: 

TYPE SndDoubleBu fferHeader 
P.l\CKED RECORD 

dbhNumChannels : 
dbhSampleSize : 
dbhComp ressionID : 
dbhPacketSize : 
dbhSampleRate : 
dbhBufferPtr : 

dbhDoub leBack : 
END; 

Field descriptions 

In t eger ; {number of sound channels} 
Integer ; {sample size , if uncompressed} 
Integer ; {ID of c ompression a l gorithm} 
Integer ; {number of bits per packet} 
Fixed ; {sample rate } 
ARRAY[O .. 1) OF SndDoubleBuf f erPtr ; 

{pointers to SndDoubleBuffer} 
ProcPtr {pointer to doublebac k procedu re } 

dbhNumChannels Indicates the number of channels for the sound (1 for monophonic 
sound, 2 for stereo). 

dbhSarnpleSize Indicates the sample size for the sound if the sound is not compressed. 
If the sound is compressed, dbhSampleSize should be set to 0. 
Samples that are 1-8 bits have a dbhSampleSize value of 8; samples 
that are 9-16 bits have a dbhSampleSize value of 16. Currently, only 
8-bit samples are supported. For further information on sample sizes, 
refer to the AIFF specification. 

dbhCompressionID Indicates the compression identification number of the compression 
algorithm, if the sound is compressed. If the sound is not compressed, 
dbhCompressionID should be set to 0. 

dbhPacketSize Indicates the packet size for the compression algorithm specified by 
dbhCompressionlD, if the sound is compressed. 

dbhSampleRate Indicates the sample rate for the sound. Note that the sample rate is 
declared as a Fixed data type, but the most significant bit is not treated 
as a sign bit; instead, that bit is interpreted as having the value 32,768. 

dbhBufferPtr Indicates an array of two pointers, each of which should point to a 
valid SndDoubleBuffer record . 

dbhDoubleBack Points to the application-defined routine that is called when the double 
buffers are switched and the exhausted buffer needs to be refilled. 

The values for the dbhCompressionID, dbhNumChannels, and dbhPacketSize fields are the 
same as those for the cornpressionID, numChannels, and packetSize fi elds of the compressed 
sound header, respectively. 

The dbhBufferPtr array contains pointers to two records of type SndDoubleBuffer. These are 
the two buffers between which the Sound Manager switches until all the sound data has been 
sent into the sound channel. When the call to SndPJayDoubleBuffer is made, the two buffers 
should both already contain a nonzero number of frames of data. 
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Here is the structure of a sound double buffer: 

TYPE SndDoubleBuffer = 
PACKED RECORD 

dbNumFrames : 
dbFlags : 
dbUserinfo : 
dbSoundData : 

Longint ; {number of frames in buffer} 

END ; 

Field descriptions 

dbNumFrames 

db Flags 

dbUserlnfo 

dbSoundData 

Longint ; {buffer status flags} 
ARRAY[O .. 1) OF LongI~t; {for application ' s use} 
PACKED ARRAY [ O .. OJ OF Byte 

{array of data} 

The number of frames in the dbSoundData array. 

Buffer status flags. 

Two long words into which you can place information that you need 
to access in your doubleback procedure. 

A variable-length array. You write samples into this array, and the 
synthesizer reads samples out of this array. 

The buffer status flags field for each of the two buffers may contain either of these values: 

CONST dbBuf ferReady 
dbLastBuf fer 

$00000001; 
$00000004 ; 

All other bits in the dbFlags field are reserved by Apple, and your application should not 
modify them. 

The following two sections illustrate how to fi ll out these data structures, create your two 
buffers, and define a doubleback procedure to refill the buffers when they become empty. 

Setting Up Double Buffers 

Before you can call SndPlayDoubleBuffer, you need to allocate two buffers (of type 
SndDoubleBuffer), fill them both with data, set the flags for the two buffers to 
dbBufferReady, and then fill out a record of type SndDoubleBufferHeader with the 
appropriate information. Listing 22-23 illustrates how you might accomplish these tasks. 

Listing 22-23. Setting up double buffers 

CONST 
kDoubleBufferSize = 4096 ; {size of each buffer (in bytes)} 

TYPE 
LocalVarsPtr " Local Vars ; 
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LocalVars = 
RECORD 

bytesTotal : 
bytesCopied : 
dataPtr : 

{variables used by doubleback proc} 

{total number of samples} Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Ptr 

{number of samples copied to buffers} 
{pointer to sample to copy} 

END ; 

{This function uses SndPla yDoubleBuffer to play the sound specified . } 
FUNCTION DBSndPlay (chan : SndChan nelPt r ; sndHeader : SoundHeaderPtr) : 

VAR 
myVars : 
ooubleHeader : 
ooubleBuffer : 
status : 
i : 
err : 

BEGIN 

OSErr ; 

Local Vars ; 
SndDoubleBufferHeader ; 
SndDoubleBufferPtr; 
SCStatus ; 
Integer ; 
OSErr ; 

{set up myVars with initial information} 
myVars . bytesTotal : = sndHe aderA. l ength ; 
myVars . bytesCopied : = 0 ; {no samples copied yet } 
myVars . dataPtr : = Ptr(@sndHeader A. samp leArea[ O] ) ; 

{pointer to fir s t sample} 
{set up SndDoubleBu fferHeader} 
doubleHeader . dbhNumChannels : = l ; 
doubleHeader . dbhSampleSize : = 8 ; 

{one channel} 
{8- bit samples} 

ooubleHeader . dbhCompressionID : = O; {no compression} 
doubleHeader . dbhPacketSize . - 0 ; {no compression} 
doubleHeader . dbhSampleRate . - sndHeaderA . sampleRate ; 
doubleHeader . dbhDoubleBack . - @MyDoubleBackProc ; 

FOR i : = 0 TO 1 DO 
BEGIN 

{get memory for double buffer} 

{initialize both buffers} 

doubleBuffer : = SndDoubleBufferPtr(NewPtr(Sizeof(SndDoubleBuffer) + 

kDoubleBufferSi ze)) ; 
IF doubleBuffer = NIL THEN 

BEGIN 
DBSndPlay . - MemError ; 
DoError ; 

END ; 

doubleBufferA . dbNumFrames : = O; 
doubleBuf fer A.dbFlags : = 0 ; 
doubleBufferA .dbUserinfo[O] . -

{no frames yet} 
{buffer is empty} 

Longint(@myVars) ; 

{fill buffer with samples } 
MyDoubleBackProc(sndChan , doubleBuffer) ; 

{store buffer pointer in header} 
doubleHeader . dbhBufferPtr [i] doubleBuffer ; 

END ; 
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Listing 22-23. Setting up double buffers (Cont inued) 

{start the sound playi~g} 
err : = SndPlayDoubleBuffer(sndChan , @doubleHeader) ; 
IF err <> noErr THEN 

BEGIN 
DBSndPlay . - err ; 
DoError ; 

END ; 

{wait for the sound to complete by watching the channe l status} 
REPEAT 

err : = SndChanne l Status (chan , sizeof(status) , @statu s) ; 
UNTIL NOT status . scChanne lBusy ; 

{dispose double-buffer memory} 
FOR i : = 0 TO 1 DO 

DisposPtr(Ptr(doubleHeader . dbhBufferPtr(i])) ; 

DBSndPlay . - noErr ; 
END ; 

The function DBSndPlay takes two parameters, a pointer to a sound channel and a pointer to 
a sound header. It reads the sound header to determine the characteristics of the sound to be 
played (for example, how many samples are to be sent into the sound channel). Then 
DBSndPlay fill s in the fields of the double-buffer header, creates two buffers, and starts the 
sound playing. The doubleback procedure MyDoubleBackProc is defined in the next section. 

Writing a Doubleback Procedure 

The dbhDoubleBack field of a double-buffer header specifies the address of a doubleback 
procedure, an application-defined procedure that is called when the double buffers are 
switched and the exhausted buffer needs to be re fi lled. The doubleback procedure should 
have this format: 

PROCEDURE MyDoubleBackProc (chan : SndChannelPtr ; exhaustedBuffer : 
SndDoubleBufferPtr) ; 

The primary responsibi lity of the doubleback procedure is to refill an exhausted buffer of 
samples and to mark the newly filled buffer as ready for processing. Listing 22-24 illustrates 
how to define a doubleback procedure. Note that the sound-channel pointer passed to the 
doubleback procedure is not used in this prncedure. 

This doubleback procedure extracts the address of its local variables from the dbUserinfo 
field of the double-buffer record passed to it. These variables are used to keep track of how 
many total bytes need to be copied and how many bytes have been copied so far. Then the 
procedure copies at most a buffer-full of bytes into the empty buffer and updates several 
fields in the double-buffer record and in the structure containing the local variables. Finall y, 
if all the bytes to be copied have been copied, the buffer is marked as the last buffer. 
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Note: Because the doubleback procedure is called at intenupt time, it cannot make 
any calls that move memory either directly or indirectl y. (Despite its name, the 
Block.Move procedure does not cause blocks of memory to move or be purged, so 
you can safel y call it in your doubleback procedure, as illustrated in Listing 22-24.) 

Listing 22-24. Defi ning a doubleback procedure 

PROCEDURE MyDoubleBackProc (chan : SndChannelPtr ; doubleBuffer : 

VAR 
myVarsPtr : 
bytesToCopy : 

BEGIN 

SndDoubleBufferPtr) ; 

LocalVarsPtr ; 
Longint ; 

{get pointer to my local variables } 
myVarsPtr : = LocalVarsPtr(doubleBufferA . dbUserinfo[OJ) ; 

{get number of bytes left to copy} 
bytesToCopy . - myVars?trA . bytesTotal - myVarsPtrA . bytesCopied; 

{I f the a mount left is greater than double-b~ffer size , 
{then limit the number of bytes to copy Lo the size of the buffer . } 
IF bytesToCopy > kDoubleBufferSize TH EN 

bytesToCopy : = ~DoubleBufferSize ; 

{copy samples to double buffer} 
BlockMove(myVarsPtrA . dataPtr , @doubleBufferA . dbSoundData[OJ , 

bytesToCopy) ; 

{store number of samples in buffer and mark buffer as ready} 
doubleBufferA . dbNumFrames : = bytesToCopy ; 
doubleBufferA.dbFlags : = BOR(doubleBufferA .dbFlags , dbBufferReady) ; 

{update data pointer and number of bytes copied} 
myVarsPtrA. dataPtr : = Ptr(ORD4(myVarsPtrA . da~aPtr) + bytesToCopy) ; 
myVarsPtrA . byte sCopied : = myVarsPtrA .by t esCopied + bytesToCopy ; 

{If all samples have been copied , then this is Lhe last buffer . } 
IF myVarsPtrA . bytesCopied = myVarsPtrA . bytesTotal THEN 

doubleBufferA . dbFlags : = BOR(doubleBufferA . dbFlags , dbLastBuffer) ; 
END ; 

Specifying Callback Routines 

The SndNewChannel function allows you to associate a completion routi ne or callback proce
dure with a sound channel. T hi s procedure is called whenever a ca ll BackCmd command is 
received by the synthesizer li nked to that channel, and the procedure can be used for various 
purposes. Generally, your application uses a caJlback procedure to determine that the channel 
has completed its commands and to arrange for di sposal of the channel. The callback proce
dure cannot itself dispose of the channel because it may execute at interru pt time. A callback 
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procedure can al so be used to signal that a channel has reached a certain point in the queue. 
Your application may wish to perform particular actions based on how far along the sequence 
of commands a channel has processed. This allows you, for example, to synchronize sound 
output with other actions in the computer. 

A callback procedure has the following syntax: 

PROCEDURE MyCallBack (chan : SndChannelPt r ; crnd : SndCommand) ; 

When called, the procedure is passed two parameters-a pointer to the sound channel that 
received the callBackCmd command and the sound command that caused the callback 
procedure to be called. Applications can use paraml or param2 of the sound command as 
fl ags to pass information or instructions to the callback procedure. If a call back procedure is 
to use an application's global data storage, it must first reset AS to the application 's AS and 
then restore it on ex it. For example, Listing 22-2S illustrates how to set up a callBackCmd 
command that contains the required AS info1mation. The InstallCallBack function defined 
there must be called at a time when the applicati on 's AS world is known to be valid. 

Listing 22-25. Issuing a callback command 

FUNCTION InstallCallBack (rnySndChan : SndChannelPtr) : OSErr ; 
CONST 

kWaitifFull = TRUE ; {wait for room in queue} 
VAR 

rnySndCrnd : SndCornrnanc ; 
BEGIN 

rnySndCrnd . crnd : = callBackCrnd ; {install the callback command} 
rnySndCrnd .paraml . - kSoundCornplete ; {last command for this channel} 
rnySndCrnd .pararn2 . - SetCurrentA5 ; {pass the callback the AS} 
InstallCallBack . - SndDoCornrnand (rnySndChan , rnySndCrnd , kWaitifFull) ; 

END ; 

In this function, kSoundComplete is an application-defined global constant that indicates that 
the requested sound has fini shed playi ng. You could de fine it li ke th is: 

CONST kSoundCornplete = l ; {sound is done playing} 

Because param2 of a sound command is a long integer, you can use it to pass the applica
tion's AS to the call back procedure. That allows the callback procedure to gain access to the 
applicati on's AS world. T he sample callback procedure defined in Listing 22-26 can set AS 
to access the application ' s global variables when the synthesizer receives this command. 

Here, the callback procedure simply sets a global variable that indicates that the callback 
procedure has been called. T he application can then read that variable to determine that it can 
safely dispose of the corresponding sound channe l. T he functions SetCurrentAS and SetAS 
are documented in the Memory Management chapter in this volume. 

Note: These callback routines are called at intem1pt time and therefore must not 
attempt to allocate, move, or dispose of memory, dereference an unlocked handle, or 
call other routines that do so. 
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Listing 22-26. Defining a callback procedure 

PROCEDURE SampleCallBack (cheChan : SndChanne lPtr ; theCmd : SndCom.~and) ; 

VAR 
my A5: Long Int ; 

BEGIN 
IF (theCmd . paraml = kSoundComplete ) THEN 

BEGIN 

END; 

rnyA5 : = SetA5(theCmd . pararn2) ; 
gCallBackPerformed : = TRUE ; 
myA5 . - SetA5(myA5) ; 

END ; 

{set my A5} 
{set a global flag} 
{r estore the current A5} 

Assembly-language note: A callback procedure is a Pascal procedure and 
must preserve all registers other than AO-Al and DO-D2. 

SOUND MANAGER ROUTINES 

This section describes the routines you use to play 'snd ' resources, allocate new sound 
channels and dispose of old ones, send sound commands to a synthesizer, play sounds 
directly from disk, balance CPU loading during sound production, determine the status of 
sound channels, and manage the reading and writing of sound double buffers. 

This section al so describes the routines you can use to record sound on machines equipped 
with some sound input hardware. The Sound Manager provides two general classes of sound 
input routines, a set of high-level routines for recording and storing sound input from the 
user, and a set of low- level routines. Most applications should be able to accomplish all 
sound input by using just the high-level routines. The low-level routines are provided 
primarily for applications that need more control over the recording process or that need to 
intercept sound input data at interrupt time. There are also low-level routines that are intended 
for use by sound input drivers. 

Playing Sound Resources 

You can use the SndPlay function to play the sounds that are stored in an 'snd ' resource, 
either format I or format 2. You can use the SysBeep procedure to play the system alert 
sound. Alert sounds are stored in the System file as format I 'snd ' resources. The user 
selects an alert sound in the Sound control panel. The default alert sound is a simple beep. 

SndPlay and SysBeep are the highest-level sound routines and are generally used separately 
from the other Sound Manager routines. Depending on the needs of your application, you 
may be able to accomplish all desired sound-related activity simply by using SysBeep to 
produce the system alert sound or by using SndPlay to play other sounds that are stored as 
'snd ' resources. 
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FUNCTION SndPlay (chan : SndChannelPtr ; sndHdl : Handle ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

SndPlay attempts to play the sound located at sndHdl, which is expecled lo have the stmcture 
of a format 1 or format 2 'snd ' resource. If the sound handle is in format I and specifies a 
synthes izer, then the appropriate 'snth' resource is loaded into memory and linked to the 
channel. All commands and data contained in the sound handle are then sent to the channel. 
Note that you can pass SndPlay a handle to some data created by calling SndRecord as well 
as a handle to an actual 'snd' resource that you have loaded into memory. 

The chan parameler is a pointer to a sound channel. If your application passes NIL as the 
channel pointer, the Sound Manager creates a channel in your application's heap. The Sound 
Manager releases this memory after the sound has completed. If your application passes NIL as 
the sound-channel pointer, the async parameter is ignored and the sound plays synchronously. 

If, however, your application does supply a sound-channel pointer in lhe chan parameter, 
then the sound can be produced asynchronously. When a sound is played asynchronously, 
a completion routine can be called when the last command has finished processing. This 
procedure is the callback procedure supplied to SndNewChannel. 

If a format l 'snd ' resource does not specify which synthesizer is lo be used, SndPlay 
defaults to lhe square-wave synlhesizer. SndPlay also supports format 2 'snd 'resources 
using the sampled sound synthes izer and a bufferCmd command. Note that to use SndPlay 
and the sampled sound synthesizer with a format 1 'snd ' resource, you must include a 
bufferCmd command in the resource. 

Result codes 
no Err 
resProblem 
badChannel 
badFormat 

0 
-204 
-205 
-206 

No e1Tor 
Problem loading the resource 
Channel is corrupt or unusable 
Resource is corrupt or unusable 

PROCEDURE SysBeep (duration : Integer) ; 

The SysBeep procedure causes the Sound Manager to play the system alert sound selected 
in the Sound control panel. The duration parameter specifies the duration (in ticks) of the 
resulting sound and is used only on a Macintosh Plus, Macintosh SE, or Macintosh Classic 
when the system alert sound is the Simple Beep. In all other cases, the duration parameter is 
ignored, but you musl specify it when you call this procedure. 

The volume of the sound produced depends on the setting of the current speaker volume, 
which the user can adjust in the Sound conu·ol panel. If the speaker volume has been set to 0 
(silent) and the system alert ound is enabled, SysBeep causes the menu bar to blink once. 

PROCEDURE SndGetSysBeepState (VAR sysBeepState : Inceger) ; 

SndGetS ysBeepState is used Lo determine whether SysBeep is enabled. It returns one of 
two states in lhe sysBeepState parameter, either the sysBeepDisable or the sysBeepEnable 
constant. 
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FUNCTION SndSetSysBeepState (sysBeepState : Integer) : OSErr ; 

You can use SndSetSysBeepState to set the state of the system alert sound. The sysBeepState 
parameter should be set to either sysBeepDisable or sysBeepEnablc. 

Result codes 
noEIT 
paramE IT 

0 
-50 

No error 
A parameter is incorrect 

Allocating and Releasing Sound Channels 

You can allocate a new sound channel by using the S ndNewChannel function. 

FUNCTION SndNewChannel (VAR chan : SndChannelPtr ; synth : Integer ; 
init : Longint ; userRoutine : ProcPtr) : OSErr ; 

If you pass a pointer to NIL as the chan parameter, SndNewChannel allocates a sound
channel record in your applicati on's heap and returns a pointer to that record. Applications 
that allocate their own channel memory can pass a pointer to a sound-channel record in the 
chan parameter. Each channe l holds 128 commands as a default size. Your application can 
~Hocate a channel that is larger or smaller than the de fault size by creating its own channel 
111 memory. 

The synth parameter specifies which playback synthes izer is to be used. You specify a 
synthesizer by its resource ID, and this 'snth' resource is loaded into memory and linked 
to the channel. To create a channel without linking it to a synthesizer, pass 0 as the synth 
parameter. In general, however, you should specify a nonzero value in the synth parameter 
to ensure that CPU load tests are performed and hence that you can actually produce sound 
in the new channel. 

The init parameter specifies an initi alization option that should be sent to the synthesizer when 
you open the channel. For example, to open the third wave-ta ble channel, use initChan2 as 
the init parameter. Only the wave-table synthesizer and sampled sound synthesizer currently 
use the init options. To determjne if a particular option is understood by the synthesizer, use 
the availableCmd command with the SndControl function. 

If your application produces sounds asynchronously or needs to be alerted when a command 
has completed, define a callback procedure and pass a pointer to that procedure in the 
userRoutine parameter. T his routine is called once the synthesizer has received the callBackCmd 
command. If you pass NIL as the userRoutine parameter, then any callBackCmd commands 
are ignored. 

Result codes 
no Err 
resProblem 
bad Channel 

0 
-204 
-205 

No error 
Problem loading the resource 
Channel is corrupt or unusable 
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To release the memory previously allocated to a sound channel that is no longer needed, call 
SndDisposeChannel. 

FUNCTION SndDi sposeChannel (chan : SndChannelPtr ; quie tNow : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

The SndDisposeChannel fu nction disposes of the channel specified in the chan parameter and 
releases all memory allocated by the Sound Manager for that channel. If your application 
created its own sound-channel record in memory or instaJled a sound as a voice, the Sound 
Manager does not dispose of that memory. 

SndDisposeChannel can dispose of a channel immediately or wait until the queued commands 
are processed. If quietNow is set to TRUE, a flushCmd command and then a quietCmd 
command are sent to the channel. This removes all commands, stops any sound in progress, 
and closes the channel. If quietNow is set to FALSE, then the Sound Manager issues a 
quietCmd command only and waits until the quietCmd command is received by the synthe
sizer before disposing of the chan nel. 

Result codes 
no Err 0 
badChannel - 205 

No error 
Channel is corrupt or unusable 

Linking Synthesizers to Sound Channels 

The Sound Manager uses the SndAddModi fier function to link synthesizers to sound channels. 

FUNCTION SndAddModifier (chan : SndChannelPtr ; modifier : ProcPtr ; id : 
Intege r ; init : Longint) : OSErr ; 

SndAddModifier installs a synthesizer into an open channel specified in the chan parameter. 
The mod ifier parameter should be NIL, and the id parameter is the resource ID of the synthe
sizer. SndAddModifier causes the Sound Manager to load the 'snth' resource, lock it in 
memory, and link it to the channel specified. 

Note: SndAddModifier is for internal Sound Manager use only. You should not call 
it in your application. 

Result codes 
no Err 
resProblem 
bad Channel 

0 
- 204 
- 205 

No error 
Problem loading the resource 
Channel is corrupt or unusable 

Sending Commands to a Sound Channel 

Once a sound channel is opened and linked to a particul ar synthesizer, you can send 
commands to that synthesizer by issuing requests with the SndDoCommand and 
SndDolmmediate functions. 

FUNCTION SndDoCornrnand (chan : SndChannelPtr ; crnd : SndCornrnand ; noWait : 
Boolean) : OSErr ; 
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The SndDoCommand function sends the sound command specified in the cmd parameter to 
the command queue of the channel specified in the chan parameter. 1f the no Wait parameter is 
set to FALSE and the queue is full , the Sound Manager waits until there is space to add the 
command. If no Wait is set to TRUE and the channel is rul l, the Sound Manager does not 
send the command and returns the queueFull result code. 

Result codes 
no Err 
queueFull 
bad Channel 

0 
-203 
-205 

No error 
No room in the queue 
Channel is corrupt or unusable 

The SndDolmmediate function operates much like SndDoCommand, except that it bypasses 
the existing command queue of the sound channel and sends the specified command directly 
to the synthesizer. This routine also overrides any waitCmd, pauseCmd, or syncCmd 
commands that may have already been received by the synthesizer. 

FUNCTION S~dDoimmediate (chan : SndChannelPtr ; cmd : SndCommand) : OSErr; 

The chan parameter is a pointer to a sound channel. The requested command is specified in 
the cmd parameter. Unlike SndDoCommand, SndDolmmediate loops indefinitely when you 
pass it a freqDurationCmd command. To cause the sound to play for the specified duration, 
send a quietCmd command into the channel. 

Result codes 
no Err 0 
badChannel -205 

No error 
Channel is corrupt or unusable 

Table 22-6 lists the sound commands that you can send using SndDoCommand, 
SndDolmmediate, or (in several cases) SndControl. 

Table 22-6. Sound commands 

Command Description 

ampCmd Changes the amplitude (or loudness) of a sound. If no sound is 
currently playing, then ampCmd sets the amplitude of the next sound 
to be played. The amp I itude is sent in param l and should be an integer 
in the range 0 to 255. You can send ampCmd to any of the available 
synthesizers. 
param I desired amplitude 
param2 0 (ignored on input and output) 

availableCmd Determines if the initialization parameters passed in param2 are sup
ported by the synthesizer to which this command is sent. The result is 
returned in param 1; the result is I if the synthesizer supports the desired 
characteri stics and 0 if it does not. You can send availableCmd to any of 
the available synthesizers, but you must send it by using SndControl. 
param I 0 on input; result of command on output 
param2 initialization parameters 

(Continued) 
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Table 22-6. Sound commands (Con1inued) 

Command Description 

bufferCmd Plays a buffer of sampled sound data. If the high bit of the command is 
set, param2 is interpreted as an offset from the beginning of the 'snd ' 
resource containing the command to the sound data. If the high bit is 
not set, param2 is interpreted as a pointer to the sound data. You can 
send bufferCmd only to the sampled sound synthes izer. 
param I 0 (ignored on input and output) 
param2 offset or pointer to sound data 

callBackCmd Executes the cal lback procedure specified as a parameter to 
SndNewChannel. Both param I and param2 are application-specific; 
you can use these two parameters to send data to your callback 
routine. You can send callBackCmd to any of the available synthesizers. 
param I application-defined 
param2 appl icaLion-defi ned 

flushCmd Removes all commands currently queued in the specified sound 
channel. A flushCmd command does not affect any sound that is 
currently in progress. You can send flushCmd to any of the available 
synthesizers, but you should send it by using SndDolmmediate. 
param I 0 (ignored on input and output) 
param2 0 (ignored on input and output) 

freqCmd Changes the frequency (or pitch) of a sound. If no sound is currently 
playing, then freqCmd causes the synthesizer linked to the specified 
channel to begin playing indefinitely at the frequency specified in 
param2. If, however, the channel is li nked to the wa.ve-table or sampled 
sound synthesizer and no instrument is installed in the channel, no 
sound is produced. The param2 parameter must contain a value 

freq DurationCmd 

geLAmpCmd 

getRateCmd 

in the range 0 to 127. The freqCmd command is identical lo the 
freqDurationCmd command, except that no duration is specified to a 
freqCmd command. You can send freqCmd to any of the avai I able 
synthes izers. 
param 1 0 (ignored on input and output) 
pararn2 desired f'requency 

Plays the frequency specified in param2 for the duration specified in 
param I. The param2 parameter must contain a value in the range 0 to 127. 
You can send freqDurationCmd to any of the available synthesizers. 
pararn I duration in half-mi lli seconds (0 to 32,767) 
param2 desired frequency 

Determines the current amplitude (or loudness) of a sound. The ampli
tude is returned in an integer variable whose address you pass in 
param2 and is in the range 0 to 255 . You can send getAmpCmd to any 
of' the available synthesizers. 
param 1 0 (ignored on input and output) 
param2 pointer to amplitude variable 

Determines the sample rate of the sampled sound cuITently playing. The 
current rate of the channel is returned in a Fixed variable whose address 
you pass in param2 of the sound command. You can send getRateCmd 
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Table 22-6. Sound commands (Continued) 

Command Description 

loadCmd 

nu llCmd 

pauseCmd 

quietCmd 

rateCmd 

reinitCmd 

restCmd 

resumeCmd 

only to the sampled sound synthesizer, but you should send it by using 
SndDol mmediate. 
param I 0 (ignored on input and output) 
param2 pointer to rate variable 

Determines the CPU load factor that would be incurred by a new 
channel of sound having the ini tializati on parameters specified in 
param2. The load factor returned in param I is the percentage of CPU 
processing power that the specified sound channel would require. You 
can send loadCmd to any of the available synthesizers. You should 
send loadCmd using SndControl. 
param I 0 on input, load factor on output 
param2 initialization options 

Does nothing. You can send nullCmd to any of the available synthesizers. 
param I 0 (ignored on input and output) 
param2 0 (ignored on input and output) 

Pauses any further command processing in a channel until resumeCmd is 
received. You can send pauseCmd to any of the available synthesizers. 
param I 0 (ignored on input and output) 
param2 0 (ignored on input and output) 

Stops the sound that is currently playing. You can send quietCmd to 
any of the available synthes izers, but you should send it by using 
SndDolmmediate. 
param I 0 (ignored on input and output) 
param2 0 (ignored on input and output) 

Sets the rate (or pitch) of a sampl.ed sound that is currently playing. The 
new pitch is set to the value specified in param2. You can send rateCmd 
only to the sampled sound synthesizer. 
param I 0 (ignored on input and output) 
param2 desired rate of sound 

Resets the initialization parameters speci fied in param2 for the specified 
channel. You can send relnitCmd to any of" the avai lable synthesizers. 
param J 0 (ignored on input and output) 
param2 ini tialization options 

Rests a channel for a specified duration. The duration is specified in 
half-mi lliseconds in param I. You can send rcstCmd to any of the 
available synthesizers. 
param I duration in half-milliseconds (0 to 32,767) 
param2 0 (ignored on input and output) 

Resumes command process ing in a channel that was previously paused by 
pauseCmd. You can send resumeCmd to any of the available synthesizers. 
param I 0 (ignored on input and output) 
param2 0 (ignored on input and output) 

(Continued) 
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Table 22-6. Sound commands (Continued) 

Command Description 

soundCmd Installs a sampled sound as a voice in a channel. If the high bit of the 
command is set, param2 is interpreted as an offset from the beginning 
of the 'snd ' resource containing the command to the sound data. If the 
high bit is not set, param2 is interpreted as a pointer to the sound data. 
You can send soundCmd only to the sampled sound synthes izer. 
pararn I 0 (ignored on input and output) 
pararn2 offset or pointer to sound data 

syncCmd Synchronizes multiple channels of sound. A syncCmd command is held 
in the specified channel, suspending all further command processing. 
The param2 parameter contains an identifier that is arbitrary. Each time 
the Sound Manager receives syncCmd, it decrements the count 
parameter for each channel having that identifier. When the count for 
a specific channel reaches 0, command processing in that channel 
resumes. You can send syncCmd to any of the available synthesizers. 
param I count 
param2 identifier 

timbreCmd Changes the timbre (or tone) of the sound currently being played by the 
square-wave synthesizer. You can send timbreCmd only to the square
wave synthesizer. 
param I desired timbre (0 to 255) 
param2 0 (ignored on input and output) 

totalLoadCmd Determine the total CPU load factor for all ex isting sound activity and 
for a new sound channel having the initialization options specified in 
param2. You can send totalLoadCmd to any of the avai lable 
synthesizers. You should send totalLoadCmd using SndControl. 
pararn l 0 on input, load factor on output 
pararn2 in itialization options 

versionCmd Determines which version of the specified synthesizer is available. The 
result is returned in param2. The high word of the result indicates the 
major revision number, and the low word indicates the minor revision 
number. For example, version 2.0 of a synthesizer would be returned 
as $00020000. You can send versionCmd to any of the avai lable 
synthesizers, but you must send it by using SndControl. 
param I 0 (ignored on input and output) 
pararn2 0 on input: version of synthesizer on output 

waitCmd Suspends further command processing in a channel until the specified 
duration has elapsed. You can send waitCmd to any of the available 
synthes izers. 

waveTableCmd 

para.ml duration in half-milliseconds (0 to 65.535) 
param2 0 (ignored on input and output) 

Installs a wave table as a voice in the specified channel. The param 1 
parameter specifies the length of the wave table, and the param2 
parameter is a pointer to the wave-table data itselL You can send 
waveTableCmd only co the wave-table synthesizer. 
param l length of wave table 
pararn2 pointer to wave-table data 
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Obtaining Information 

You can obtain information about a sound channel and about the Sound Manager itself 
by calling the SndControl, SndChannelStatus, and SndManagerStatus functions. You 
can obtain the version numbers of the Sound Manager, the MACE tools, and the sound 
input routines by calling the SndSoundManagerVersion, MACEVersion, and SPBVersion 
functions, respectively. 

Note: You can call all of the functions documented in this section at interrupt time 
except SndControl (because it may need to load a resource into memory). 

FUNCTION SndControl (id : Integer ; VAR cmd : SndCommand) : OSErr ; 

The SndControl function sends control commands directly to a synthesizer specified by its 
resource ID. This can be called even if no channel has been created for the synthesizer. This 
control function is used with availableCmd or versionCmd to request information about a 
synthesizer. You can also use the totalLoadCmd and loadCmd commands with SndControl to 
detemtine the sound-related CPU load factor. The requested information is returned in the 
cmd parameter. 

Result code 
no Err 0 No error 

You can use SndChannelStatus to determine the status of a Sound Manager sound channel. 

FUNCTION SndChannelStatus (chan : SndChannelPtr ; theLength : Integer ; 
theStatus : SCStatusPtr) : OSErr ; 

The chan parameter should be a pointer to a valid sound channel. The parameter theLength 
should be the size in bytes of the status structure that theStatus points to. The parameter 
theStatus should be a pointer to an SCStatus structure. On successful completion of the call, 
the fields of that structure contain the in formation about the specified sound channel. 

Result codes 
no Err 
paraniErr 
badChannel 

0 
- SO 

-205 

No error 
A parameter is incorrect 
Channel is corrupt or unusable 

You can use SndManagerStatus to determine information about the Sound Manager. 

FUNCTION SndManagerStatus (theLeng th : Integer ; theStatus : SMStatusPtr) 
OSErr ; 

The parameter theLength should be the size in bytes of the SMStatus structure. The parameter 
theStatus is a pointer to an SMStatus structure, which is fill ed out with the status information. 

Result code 
no Err 0 No error 
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You can use SndSoundManagerVersion to determine the version of the Sound Manager lools 
available on a machine. 

FUNCTI ON SndSoundManagerVersion : NumVersion ; 

SndSoundManagerVersion returns a version number that contains the same information as in 
the first 4 bytes of a 'vers' resource. 

You can use MACEVersion to determine the version of the MACE lools available on a 
machine. 

FUNCTI ON MACEVersion : NumVersion ; 

MACEVersion returns a version number that contains the same information as in the first 
4 bytes of a 'vers' resource. 

You can use SPBVersion to determine the version of the sound input tools avai lable on 
a machine. 

FUNCTI ON SPBVersion : NumVersion ; 

SPBVersion returns a version number that contains the same information as in the first 
4 bytes of a 'vers' resource. 

Playing From Disk 

Use the SndStartFilePlay, SndPauseFi lePlay, and SndStopFilePlay functions to manage a 
continuous play from disk. 

FUNCTION SndStartFilePlay (chan : SndChannelPtr ; fRefNum : Integer ; 
resNum : I nteger ; bufferSize : Longint ; 
cheBuffer : Ptr ; theSelection : 
AudioSelect i onPtr ; theCompletion : ProcPtr ; 
async : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

SndStartFilePlay is used to initiate continuous play from disk on a sound channel. The chan 
parameter is a pointer to a sound channel. If chan is not NTL, it is used as a valid channel. If 
chan is NIL, an internally allocated sound channel is used for play from disk. This internally 
allocated sound channel is not passed back to you. Since the other two play-from-disk 
routines require a sound-channel pointer. you must allocate your own channel if you wish to 
use those routines. 

The sounds you wish to play can be stored either in a file or in an 'snd ' resource. If you are 
playing a file, then fRefNum should be the fi le reference number of the file to be played, and 
the parameter resNum should be set to 0. 

If you are playing an 'snd 'resource, then fRefNum should be set to 0, and resNum should 
be the resource ID number (not the file reference number) of the resource to play. Both 
format I and fonnat 2 'snd ' resources are supported. 
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The bufferSi ze parameter contains the number of bytes o f memory that the Sound Manager 
is to use for input buffering whil e reading in sound data. If theBuffer is a NIL pointer, then 
the Sound Manager internally allocates two relocatable blocks, each of which is half the size 
of bufferSize; otherwise, theBuffer should be a pointer to a nonrelocatable block of size 
bufferSize. 

If theSelection is a NIL pointer, then the entire sound is played; otherwise, theSelection 
should point to an audio selection record . You use that record to specify the segment of the 
sound to be played. 

The theCompletion parameter is a pointer to a routine that is called when the sound is fini shed 
playing. Set theCompletion to NIL if you do not wish to specify a completion routi ne. The 
completion routine should be declared like this: 

PROCEDURE MyFilePlayCompletionRoutine (chan : SndChannelPtr) ; 

This routine is called at interrupt time and must preserve all registers other than D0- 0 2 and 
AO-A 1. In addition , it must not make any calls to the Memory Manager, either directly or 
indirectl y. If your completion routine needs to access your application's global variables, 
you must ensure that register AS contains your applicati on's AS. (You can use the userlnfo 
field of the sound channel pointed to by the chan parameter to pass that value to your comple
tion routine.) 

If the async parameter is TRUE, then the call is made asynchronously; otherwise, the call is 
synchronous. 

Result codes 
no Err 
notEnoughHardwareErr 
queueFull 
badChannel 
badF01mat 
notE noughB ufferSpace 
badFileFormat 
channelBusy 
buffersTooSmall 
silnval idCompression 

0 
-201 
-203 
-205 
-206 
-207 
-208 
-209 
-210 
-223 

No error 
Insufficient hardware available 
No room in the queue 
Channel is corrupt or unusable 
Resource is corrupt or unusable 
Insufficient memory avail able 
File is corrupt or unusable 
Channel is busy 
Buffer is too small 
Invalid compression type 

Note: SndStartFilePJay allocates memory so it cannot be called at interrupt level. 

You can use SndPauseFilePlay alternately to suspend and resume asynchronous play from disk. 

FUNCTION SndPauseFilePlay (chan : SndChannelPtr) : OSErr ; 

SndPauseFilePiay is used in conjunction wirh SndStopFilePlay to control play from disk on 
a sound channel. Note that thi s call can be made only if your application has already called 
SndStartFilePlay with a valid sound channel. This function cannot be used with a synchro
nous SndStartF ilePlay because, by definition, program control does not return to the caller 
until after the sound has completely finished playing. 
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The chan parameter should be a pointer to a valid sound channel. If the channel is not being 
used for play from disk, then SndPauseFilePlay returns the result code channe!NotBusy. 
If the channel is busy and paused, then play from disk is resumed. If the channel is busy and 
the channel is not paused, then play from disk is suspended. 

Result codes 
no Err 
queueFull 
badChannel 
channelNotBusy 

0 
-203 
-205 
-2 11 

No error 
No room in the queue 
Channel is corrupt or unusable 
Channel not currently used 

Note: You can call SndPauseFilePlay at interrupt time. 

You can use SndStopFilePlay to stop an asynchronous play from disk. 

FUNCTION SndStopFilePlay (chan : SndChannelPtr ; async : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

The chan parameter should be a pointer to a valid sound channel. If the async parameter is 
TRUE, then the play from disk stops as soon as possible, and program control returns to 
your application. All asynchronous file 1/0 calls will have completed, and any internally 
allocated memory wi ll have been released. If async is FALSE, then SndStopFilePJay lets the 
sound complete normally and returns only after the sound has completed, all asynchronous 
file I/O calls have completed, and any internal allocated memory has been released. 

Note: You can call SndStopFilePlay at interrupt time. 

Result codes 
no Err 
bad Channel 

0 
- 205 

No error 
Channel is corrupt or unusable 

Managing Double Buffers 

SndPlayDoubleBuffer is a low-level routine that gives you maximum efficiency and control 
over double buffering while still maintaining compatibility with the Sound Manager. 

FUNCTION SndPlayDoubleBuffer (chan : SndChannelPtr ; theParams : 
SndDoubleBufferHeaderPtr) : OSErr ; 

The chan parameter is a pointer to a valid sound channel. The parameter theParams is a 
pointer to a SndDoubleBufferHeader record. 

Result codes 
no Err 
bad Channel 

0 
-205 

No error 
Channel is corrupt or unusable 
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Compressing and Expanding Audio Data 

You can use the procedures Comp3to I and Comp6to I to compress sounds, and you can use 
the procedures Exp I to3 and Exp I to6 to expand compressed audio data. The procedures 
Comp3to l and Comp6to I compress a sound at ratios of 3: I and 6: I , respectively. 

PROCEDURE Comp3tol (inBuffer : Ptr ; outBuffer : Ptr ; cnt : Longint ; 
instate : Ptr ; outs tate : Ptr ; numChannels : Longin t ; 
whichChannel : Longint) ; 

PROCEDURE Comp6tol (inBuffer : Ptr ; ou tBuffer : Ptr ; cnt : Longint ; 
instate : Ptr ; outstate : Pt~ ; numChannels : Longint ; 
whichChannel : Longint) ; 

The in Buffer parameter is a pointer to a buffer of samples to be compressed. The samples 
must be in 8-bit offset binary format. The outBuffer parameter is a pointer to a buffer where 
the samples are to be wri tten. This buffer must be greater than or equal to cnt/6 bytes for 
6: I compress ion and cnt/3 bytes for 3: I compression. The cnt parameter is the number of 
samples to compress. 

The inState parameter is a pointer to a buffer from which the input state of the algorithm is 
read. To initialize the algorithm, this buffer should be filled with zeros. The size of the buffer 
should be 128 bytes for both algorithms. 

The outState parameter is a pointer to a buffer to which the output state of the algorithm is 
written. The size of the buffer should be 128 bytes for both algorithms. The inState and 
outState parameters may point to the same buffer. 

The numChannels parameter is the number of channe ls in the buffer pointed to by the 
inBuffer parameter. It is assumed that if numChannels is greater than 1, then the uncom
pressed sound is stored in interleaved format on a sample basis. 

The whichChannel parameter is used to specify which channel to expand when numChannels 
is greater than l. When numChannels is set to I , whichChannel is unused. Acceptable values 
of the whichChannel parameter range from I to numChannels. 

Note: The output stream that is produced by these two compression routines is 
always monophonic, regardless of the value you pass in the numChan nels parameter. 

The procedures Exp I to3 and Exp l to6 expand a sound that was previously compressed at 
ratios of 3: I and 6: 1, respecti vely. 

PROCEDURE Explto3 

PROCEDURE Explto6 

(inBuffer : Ptr ; outBuffer : Ptr ; cnt : Longint ; 
instate : Ptr ; outstate : Ptr ; numChannels : Longint ; 
whichChannel : Longint) ; 

(inBuffer : Ptr ; outBuffer : Ptr ; cnt : Longint ; 
instate : Ptr ; outstate : Ptr ; numChannels : Longint ; 
whichChannel : Longint) ; 
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The inBuffer parameter is a pointer to a buff er of 11ackets to be expanded. The samples must 
be in 8-bit offset binary fom1at. The outBuff er par 1meter is a pointer to a buffer where the 
expanded samples will be written. This buffer mu:.t be at least cnt * 6 bytes in size for both 
3: I and 6: I expansion. 

The cnt parameter is the number of packets to exp rnd. The packet size for 3: I is 2 bytes; 
therefore one packet of 3: 1 ex pands into 6 bytes." 'he packet size for 6: I is I byte; therefore, 
one packet of 6: l expands into 6 bytes. 

The inState parameter is a pointer to a buffer from which the input state of the algori thm is 
read . To initialize the algorithm, this buffer should be fill ed with zero ·. The size of the buffer 
should be 128 bytes for both algorithms. 

The outState parameter is a pointer to a buffer to v.1hk h the output state of the algorithm is 
written. The size of the buffer should be 128 byte; for both algori thms. The inState and 
outState parameters may point to the same buffer. 

The numChannels parameter is the number of channels in the buffer pointed to by the 
inBuffer parameter. It is assumed that if numChat mels is greater than I, then the compressed 
sound is stored in interleaved fo rmat on a packet basis. 

The whichChannel parameter is used to specify ~ hich channe l to expand when numChannels 
is greater than I. When numChannels is set to I , ·vhichChanne l is unused. Acceptable values 
of the wh ichChannel parameter range from l to numChannels. 

Note: The output stream that is produced by t lese expansion routines is always 
monophonic, regardless of the value you pass in the numChannels parameter. 

Recording Sounds 

The Sound Manager provides two high-level sou ld input routines, SndRecord and 
SndRecordToFil e, for recording sound. T hese input routines are analogous to the two 
output routines SndPlay and SndStartFilePlay . B / using these high-level routines, you 
can be assured that your application will present a user interface that is consistent with that 
di splayed by o ther applications doing sound inpu :. Both SndRecord and SndRecordToFile 
attempt to record sound data from the sound inpu hardware currently selected in the Sound 
control panel. 

The SndRecord function records sound into meme>ry. The recorded data has the su·ucture of a 
format I 'snd' resource and can later be played u-ing S ndPlay or can be stored as a resource. 

FUNCTION SndRecord ( fi lterProc : ProcPcr ; corner : Poinl ; quality : OS~ype ; 

VAR sndHandle : Hane.le} : OSErr ; 

SndRecord displays a sound input d ialog box and is always called synchronously. Controls 
in the dialog box allow the user to start, stop, pai.se, and resume sound recording, as well as 
to play back the recorded sound. The dialog box <. lso li sts the amount of time remaining to 
record and the current microphone sound level. 
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!h~ fi~terProc pa~·ameter determines how user actions in the di alog box are fi ltered (and hence 
1s smular to the filterProc parameter specified in a call to ModalDialog). By specifying your 
own filter procedure, you can override or add to the default actions of the items in the dialoo
box. If filterProc isn't NIL, SndRecord fil ters events by call ing the procedure that filterPro~ 
points to. 

The corner parameter gives the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the upper-left corner of 
the dialog box (in global coordinates). 

The quality parameter defines the desired quality of the recorded sound. Currently, three 
values are recognized for the quality parameter: 'good', 'betr', and 'best'. The precise 
meanings of these parameters are dependent on the sound input dri ver. For Apple-supplied 
drivers, this parameter determines whether the recorded sound is to be compressed, and if so, 
whether at a 6: 1 or a 3: I ratio. A quality of 'best' does not compress the sound and provides 
the best quality output, but at the expense of memory. The quality 'betr' is suitable for most 
nonvoice recording, and 'good' is suitable for voice recording. 

The sndHandle parameter is a handle to some storage space. You must pass in either a valid 
handle or NIL. If sndHandle is NIL, the Sound Manager allocates the largest amount of 
space in the appl ication's heap that it can and then resizes the handle when the user clicks the 
Save button in the sound input d ialog box. If the sndHandle parameter passed to SndRecord 
is not NIL, the recording time is de1ived from the amount of memory reserved by the handle. 

Result codes 
no Err 0 
userCanceledEIT - l 28 
siBadSoundlnDevice -22 l 
siUnknownQuality -232 

No error 
User canceled the operation 
Invalid sound input device 
Unknown quality 

You can use SndRecordToFile to record sound data into a file. SndRecordToFile operates 
exactly like SndRecord except that it stores the sound input data into a fi le. The resulting fi le 
is in either AIFF or AIFF-C format and contains the information necessary to play the file by 
using SndStartF ilePlay. SndRecordToFile is always called synchronously. 

FUNCTION SndRecordToFile (filte rProc : ProcPtr ; corner : Point ; quality : 
OSType ; f Re f Num : Integer) : OSErr ; 

The filterProc, corner, and quality parameters are identical to those provided to SndRecord . 
The fRefNum parameter indicates the fi le reference number of an open fi le to save the audio 
data in. (In other words, your application must first open the fi le with write access, pass the 
returned file reference number to SndRecordToFile, and eventuall y close the file. ) If the 
audio data to be recorded into a file is uncompressed, then SndRecordToFile writes a file of 
type A lFF. If the data is compressed, SndRecordToFile w1ites a fi le of type AIFF-C. 

Result codes 
no Err 0 
userCanceledEIT -128 
siBadSoundlnDevice - 22 1 
siUnknownQuality - 232 

No error 
User canceled the operation 
Inval id sound input device 
Unknown quality 
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Manipulating Sound Input Devices 

The Sound Manao-er provides a number of routines for use by sound input drivers or by 
applications that ;eed more control over the recording process (such as the abili ty to intercept 
sound input data at interrupt time). These routines allow low-level recording to memory or to 
a file, configuration of recording parameters, and monitoring of the recording status. 

Opening and Closing Sound Input Devices 

You can open and close sound input devices by calling SPBOpenDevice and 
SPBCloseDevice. You must open a device before you can record from it by using 
SPBRecord. 

FUNCTION SPBOpenDevice (deviceName : Str255 ; permission : Integer ; VAR 
inRefNum : Longint) : OSErr ; 

The SPBOpenDevice function attempts to open a sound input device having name deviceName. 
If the call succeeds, it returns a device reference number in inRetNum. The permission 
parameter indicates whether subsequent operations with that device are to be read/write 
or read-only. If the device is not already in use, read/write permission is granted; otherwise, 
only read-only operations are allowed. To make any recording calls or to call 
SPBSetDevicelnfo, read/write permission must be available. 

You can request that the cun-ent default sound input device be opened by passing either a 
zero-length string or a NIL string as the dev iceName parameter. If only one sound input 
device is installed, that device is used. Generally you should open the default device unless 
you specifically want to use some other device. You can get a list of the available devices 
by calling SPBGetlndexedDevice. 

Result codes 
no Err 
permE1T 
siBadDeviceName 

0 
-54 

- 228 

No en-or 
Attempt to open locked fi le for writing 
Invalid device name 

FUNCTION SPBCloseDevice (inRefNum : Longint) : OSErr ; 

The SPBCloseDevice function closes a device that was previously opened by 
SPBOpenDevice. 

Result codes 
no Err 
siBadRetNum 

0 
- 229 

No error 
Invalid reference number 

Recording Sounds Directly From Sound Input Devices 

The Sound Manager provides a number of routines that allow you to begin, pause, resume, 
and stop recording directly from a sound input device. (These low-level routines do not 
present the sound input dialog box to the user.) 
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You can use the SPBRecord function to record audio data into memory, either synchronously 
or asynchronous! y. 

FUNCTION SP3Recor d (inPararnPtr : SPBPtr ; asynchFlag : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

--? 0 inRefNum long input device reference number 

H 4 count long number of bytes to record 

H 8 milliseconds long number of milliseconds to record 

--? 12 bufferLength long length of buffer 

--? 16 bufferPtr long address of buffer 

--? 20 completionRoutine long pointer to completion routine 

--? 24 interruptRoutine long pointer to interrupt routine 

--? 28 user Long long for application 's use 

f-- 32 error word error returned after recording 

--? 36 unused ! long reserved 

The SPBRecord function starts recording into memory from a specified device. The sound 
data recorded is simply stored in the buffer indicated, so it is up to your application to insert 
whatever headers are needed to play the sound with the Sound Manager. The asynchFlag 
parameter specifies whether the recording occurs asynchronously. 

SPBRecord accepts a sound input parameter block to control the recording process. The 
inRefNum field of the parameter block should contain the reference number of the device to 
record from. The count fi eld contains the number of bytes to record and the mjlliseconds 
field contains the number of milliseconds to record. If one of these fields specifies a longer 
recording time than the other, then the longer time is used and both fields are updated to 
reflect the actual amount recorded. 

The bufferPtr field points to the buffer to record into, and the bufferLength field gives the 
length (in bytes) of that buffer. The recordjng times given in the count and milliseconds fields 
are always truncated to the size of thjs buffer, if necessary. If the bufferPtr field contains 
NIL, then the count, milliseconds, and bufferLength fields are ignored, and the recording 
continues indefinitely until you call SPBStopRecording. If bufferPtr is NIL, the audio data is 
not saved anywhere; this feature is useful only if you want to do something in your interrupt 
routine and do not want to save the audio data. If the recording is synchronous and bufferPtr 
is NIL, SPBRecord returns the result code siNoBufferSpecified. 

The completion routine specified in the completionRoutine field is called when the recording 
terrrunates (either when you call SPBStopRecordjng or when the prescribed limit is reached). 
The completion routine is called only for asynchronous recording. 

The inte1rnpt routine specified in the interruptRoutine field is caJled by asynchronous 
recordjng devices when their internal buffers are full. 

You can set the userLong field to any value. The error field contains a value greater than 0 
whi le recording occurs. When recording terrrunates without an error, the error field is set 
to 0. If an error occurs during the recording, the error field will contain a value that is less 
than 0 and is of type OSErr. 
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Note: If more than one channel is being recorded, the samples are interleaved into 
the buffer. 

Result codes 
no Err 
siN oSoundlnHardware 
siBadSoundlnDevice 
siNoBufferSpecified 
siDeviceBusyErr 

0 
-220 
-221 
-222 
-227 

No error 
No sound input hardware available 
Invalid sound input device 
No buffer specified 
Sound input device is busy 

You can use the SPBRecordToFile function to record audio data into a file, either 
synchronously or asynchronously. 

FUNCTION SPBRecordToFile (fRefNum : Integer ; inParamPtr : SPBPtr ; 
asynchFlag : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

~ 0 inRefNum long input device reference number 

H 4 count long number of bytes to record 

H 8 mi 11 iseconds long number of milliseconds to record 

~ 20 completionRoutine long pointer to completion routine 

~ 24 interruptRoutine long pointer to interrupt routine 

~ 28 user Long long for application's use 

f- 32 error word error returned after recording 

~ 36 unused! long reserved 

The SPBRecordToFile function starts recording from a specified device into a fi le. The sound 
data recorded is simply stored in the file, so it is up to your application to insert whatever 
headers are needed to play the sound with the Sound Manager. The tRefNum parameter must 
contain a valid reference number for an open file. (In other words, your application must first 
open the file with write access, pass the returned file reference number to SPBRecordToFile, 
and eventually close the file.) The asynchFlag parameter specifies whether the recording occurs 
asynchronously. The fields in the parameter block specified by the inParamPtr parameter are 
identical to the fields in the parameter block passed to SPBRecord, except that the bufferLength 
and bufferPtr fields are not used. The interruptRoutine field is ignored by SPBRecordToFile, 
but you should initialize it to NIL. 

SPBRecordToFile writes samples to disk in the same format that they are read in from 
the sound input device. If compression is enabled, then the samples written to the file 
are compressed. 

If any errors occur during file writes, recording is suspended. All File Manager errors 
are returned through the function's return value if the routine is called synchronously. If 
the routine is called asynchronously and the completion routine is not NIL, the completion 
routine is called and is passed a single parameter on the stack that points to the sound input 
parameter block; any errors are returned in the error field of the sound input parameter block. 
The error field in the sound input parameter block is I while input is active, 0 when input is 
complete, and less than 0 if an error occurs. 
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Result codes 
no Err 
permErr 
siNoSoundlnHardware 
siBadSoundlnDevice 
siHardDriveTooSlow 

0 
- 54 

- 220 
-221 
-224 

No error 
Attempt to open locked file for writing 
No sound input hardware available 
Invalid sound input device 
Hard drive too slow to record 

FUNCTION SPBPauseRecording (inRefNum : Longint) : OSErr ; 

The SPBPauseRecording function pauses recording from the device specified by the inRefNum 
parameter. The recording must be asynchronous for thi s call to have any effect. 

Result codes 
noErr 
siBadSoundlnDevice 

0 
-22 1 

No error 
Invalid sound input device 

FUNCTION SPBResumeRecording (inRefNum : Longint) : OSErr ; 

The SPBResumeRecording function resumes recording from the device specified by the 
inRefNum parameter. The recording must be asynchronous for this call to have any effect. 

Result codes 
no Err 
siBadSoundlnDevice 

0 
- 221 

No error 
Invalid sound input device 

FUNCTION SPBStopRecording (inRefNum : Longint) : OSErr ; 

The SPBStopRecording function stops recording from the device specified by the inRefNum 
parameter. The recording must be asynchronous for this call to have any effect. When you call 
SPBStopRecording, the completion routine specified in the completionRoutine field of the sound 
input parameter block is called and the error field of that parameter block is set to abortErr. 

Result codes 
noErr 
siBadSoundlnDevice 

0 
- 22 1 

No error 
Invalid sound input device 

You can use SPBGetRecordingStatus to obtain recording status information about a sound 
input device. 

FUNCTION SPBGetRecordingStatus (inRefNum : Longint ; 
VAR recordingStatus : Integer ; 
VAR meterLevel : Integer ; 
VAR totalSamplesToRecord : Longint ; 
VAR numberOfSamplesRecorded : Longint ; 
VAR totalMsecsToRecord : Longint ; 
VAR numberOfMsecsRecorded : Longint) : 
OSErr ; 
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The inRefNum parameter contains the reference number of a sound input de~ice. WJ1!le the 
input device is recording, recordingStatus is greater than 0. When the ~ecordmg ternl!nates 
without an error, recordingStatus is equal to 0. If any error occurs dunng the recordmg, 
recordingStatus is less than O and contains an error code. If the recording is terminated by 
calling SPBStopRecording, then recordingStatus contains the abortErr result code. 

The meterLevel parameter gives the current input signal level. Values returned are in the range 
0 to 255. 

The totalSamplesToRecord and numberOfSamplesRecorded parameters give an indication of 
how many samples have been recorded out of the total to record. The totalMsecsToRecord 
and numberOfMsecsRecorded parameters likewise give an indication of how much time has 
been recorded out of the total to record. 

Result codes 
no Err 
siBadSoundlnDevice 

0 
-221 

Manipulating Device Settings 

No error 
Invalid sound input device 

You can use the two functions SPBGetDevicelnfo and SPBSetDevicelnfo to read and change 
the settings of a sound input device. 

FUNCTION SPBGetDeviceinfo (inRefNum : Longint ; infoType : OSType ; 
infoData : Ptr) : OSErr ; 

The SPBGetDeviceinfo function returns information about the sound input device specified 
by the inRefNum parameter. The type of information you desire is specified in the infoType 
parameter. The information is copied into infoData as an address to the appropriate data. 

Result codes 
no Err 
siBadSoundinDevice 
siU nknownlnfoType 

0 
-221 
-231 

No error 
Invalid sound input device 
Unknown type of information 

FUNCTION SPBSetDeviceinfo (inRefNum : Longint ; infoType : OSType ; 
infoData : Ptr) : OSErr ; 

The SPBSetDevicelnfo function sets information in the device specified in the inRefNum 
parameter. The infoType parameter is a selector that specifies the type of information you 
want to set, and infoData provides a pointer to the data. A number of selectors are defined by 
Apple (listed in "Getting and Setting Sound Input Device Information" earlier in this chapter). 
Third-party devices can support additional selectors to allow applications to control special 
features available on that hardware. 
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Result codes 
no Err 
permEn
siBadSoundlnDevice 
siDeviceB usy E rr 
siU nknown T nfoType 

0 
-54 

-22 1 
- 227 
- 23 1 

No error 
Attempt to open locked fi le for wri ting 
Invalid sound input device 
Sound in put device is busy 
Unknown lype of information 

Constructing Sound Resource and File Headers 

T he Sound Manager provides two functions, SetupSndHeader and SetupAIFFHeader, to 
he lp you set up headers for 'snd ' resou rces and AIFF fi les . 

FUNCTION SetupSndHeader (sndHandle : Handle ; numChannels : Inte ger ; 
sampleRate : Fixed ; sampleSize : I nteger ; 
compressionType : OSType ; baseFrequency : Integer ; 
numBytes : Longint ; VAR headerLen : I n teger) : 
OSErr ; 

You can use SetupSndHeader to construct a sampled sound header that can be passed to 
SndPlay or stored as an 'snd ' resource. SetupSndHeader creates a format I 'snd ' resource 
header for a sampled sound on ly, containing one synthesizer field (the sampled synthesizer) 
and one sound command (a bufferCmd command to play the accompanying data). A sam pled 
sound header is stored immediately fo llowing the sound command and is in one of three 
formats depending on severa l of the parameters passed. Table 22-7 shows how 
SetupS ndHeader determines what ki nd of sound header to create. 

Table 22-7. T he sound header format used by Setu pSndHeader 

compressionType 

'NONE' 

'NONE' 

'NONE ' 

not 'NONE' 

numChannels 

2 or more 

any 

sampleS ize 

8 

more than 8 

8 or more 

any 

Sound 
header format 

SoundHeader 

ExtSoundHeader 

ExtSoundHeader 

CmpSoundHeader 

The sndHandle parameter is a handle that is at least large enough to store the 'snd ' header 
information. The hand le is not resized in any way upon success fu l completion of 
SetupSndHeader. SetupSndHeader simply fi lls the beginning of the handle with the header 
information needed for a format I 'snd' resource. It is your application's responsibility to 
append the desired sampled sound data. 
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The numChannels parameter specifies the number of channels for the sound. The sampleRate 
parameter specifies the sampling rate for the sound (that is, samples per second). Note t~at 
the most significant bit of this value is interpreted as hav ing the value 32,76~ (n~t as a sign 
bit) . The sampleSize parameter specifies the sample size for the sound (that 1s, bits per 
sample). The compressionType parameter specifies the compression type for the sound 
('NONE', 'MAC3', 'MAC6', or other third-party types). The baseFrequency parameter 
specifies the base frequency for the sound. 

The numBytes parameter specifies the number of bytes of audio data that are to be stored in 
the handle. (This value is not necessarily the same as the number of samples in the sound.) 

The headerLen parameter returns the size of the 'snd 'resource header that is created, in 
bytes. This allows you to put the audio data right after the header in the handle. The value 
returned depends on the type of sound header created. 

A good way to use this function is to create a handle that you want to store a sampled sound 
in, then call SetupSndHeader wi th the nurnBytes parameter set to 0 to see how much room 
the header for that sound will occupy and hence where to append the audio data. Then record 
the data into the handle and call SetupSndHeader again with numBytes set to the correct 
amount of sound data recorded. The handle filled out in this way can be passed to SndPlay to 
play the sound. 

Result codes 
no Err 
silnvaJidCompression 

0 
- 223 

No error 
invalid compression type 

You can use the SetupAIFFHeader function to set up a file that can be played by 
SndStartFi lePlay. 

FUNCTION SetupAIFFHeader (fRefNum : Integer ; numChar.nels : Integer ; 
sampleRate : Fixed ; sampleSize : In~eger ; 

compressionType : OSType ; numBytes : Longint ; 
numFrames : Longin t ) : OSErr ; 

Depending on the parameters passed, SetupAIFFHeader creates an AIFF or AlFF-C fi le 
header: 

• Uncompressed sounds of any type are stored in AIFF format (that is, compress ionType 
is 'NONE'). 

• Compressed sounds of any type are stored in AIFF-C format (that is, compress ionType 
is different from 'NONE'). 

The fRefNum parameter contains a file reference number for a fil e that is open for writing. 
The AIFF header information is written starting at the current file position, and the fi le 
position is left at the end of the header upon completion. 

The numChannels parameter, the sampleRate parameter, the sampleSize parameter, and IJ1e 
compressionType parameter have the same meanings as with the SetupSndHeader function. 
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The numBytes parameter speci fies the number of bytes of audio data that are to be stored in 
the Common Chunk of the AlFF or AIFF-C file. This data should be stored right after the 
sound header in the file. (This value is not necessarily the same as the number of samples in 
the sound.) 

The numFrame parameter specifies the number of sample frames for the sound. A 
value needs to be passed here only for third-party compression types. If you are using 
'NONE', 'MAC3', or 'MAC6' compress ion types, you can pass a 0 in this fi eld, and 
SetupATFFHeader will calculate the number of sample frames and store it in the header. 

A good way to use this routine is to create a file that you want to store a sound in, then call 
SetupAIFFHeader with numBytes set to 0 to see how much room the header will take up and 
hence to position the file to be ready to write the audio data. Then record the data to the file, 
set the fi le position to the beginning of the file, and call SetupAIFFHeader again with 
numBytes set to the co1Tect amount of sound data recorded. The fi le created in thi s way can 
be passed to SndStartFilePlay to play the sound. 

Registering Sound Input Devices 

Drivers for sound input devices must call SPBSignlnDevice to register with the Sound 
Manager before they can use its sound input services. You might call this routine at system 
startup time from within a resource of type 'INIT' to install a sound input driver. You can get 
information about registered devices by calling SPBGetlndexedOevice. You can unregister 
your driver by calling SPBSignOutDevice. 

FUNCTION SPBSigninJevice (deviceRefNurn : InLeger ; deviceNarne : Str255) 
OSErr ; 

The SPBSignlnDevice function registers with the Sound Manager the device whose driver 
reference number is deviceRefNum. The deviceName parameter specifies thi s device's name 
as it is to appear to the user in the Sound control panel (which is not the name of the driver 
itself). Accordingly, the name should be as descriptive as possible. You should call 
SPBSignlnDevice after you have already opened your driver by calling normal Device 
Manager routines. 

Result codes 
no Err 
siBadSoundlnDevice 

0 
-221 

No error 
Invalid sound input device 

FUNCTION SPBSignOutDevice (deviceRefNurn : Integer) : OSErr ; 

The SPBSignOutDevice function unregisters the device whose driver reference number is 
dev iceRefNum; the device is unregistered from the Sound Manager's li st of available drivers. 

Result codes 
noEIT 
siBadSoundlnDevice 
siDeviceBusyErr 

0 
-22 1 
-227 

No error 
lnvalid sound input device 
Sound input device is busy 
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FUNCTION SPBGetindexedDevice (count : Integer ; VAR deviceName : S~r255 ; 

VAR deviceiconHandle : Handle) : OSErr ; 

The SPBGetindexedDevice function returns the name and icon of the device whose index is 
specified in the count parameter. Your application can create a list of sound input devices by 
calling this function with a count starting at 1 and incremenling unti l the function returns 
siBadSoundlnDevice. On completion, the deviceName parameter contains a string that is the 
name of the device, and the devicelconHandle parameter is a handle lo a block of memory in 
your application's heap containing the device's icon. The SPBGetlndexedDevice fu nction 
allocates this memory for you, bul it is your responsibi lity to dispose of thal handle when you 
are fi nished with it. 

Note: You cannot call SPBGetJndexedDevice at interrupt time . 

Result codes 
no Err 
siBadSoundl nDevice 

0 
-221 

No error 
Invalid sound input device 

Converting Between Milliseconds and Bytes 

The Sound Manager provides two routines that a llow you to convert between milli second and 
byte values. 

FUNCTION SPBMilliSecondsToBytes (inRefNum : Longint ; VAR milliseconds : 
Long Int) : OSErr ; 

The SPBMilliSecondsToBytes function reports how many bytes are required to hold a 
recording of duration milliseconds, given the input device' s current sample rate, sample size, 
number of channels, and compression factor. The inRefNum parameter indicates the input 
device to use, and the mrni seconds parameter points to a milli second value to convert. On 
return , the number of bytes is returned in the milliseconds parameter. 

Result codes 
no Err 
siBadSoundlnDevice 

0 
- 221 

No error 
Invalid sound input device 

FUNCTION SPBBytesToMilliSeconds ( inRefNum : Longint ; VAR byte Count : 
Longint) : OSErr ; 

The SPBBytesToMilliSeconds function reports how many milliseconds of audio data can be 
recorded in a buffer that is byteCount bytes long, given the input device's current sample 
rate, sample size, number of channels, and compression factor. The inRe!Num parameter 
indicates the input device to use, and the byteCount parameter points to a byte val ue to 
convert. On return, the number of milliseconds is returned in the byteCount parameter. 

Result codes 
no Err 
siBadSoundJnDevice 

0 
- 22 1 
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SUMMARY OF THE SOUND MANAGER 

Constants 

CONST {Gestalt response bit flag s} 
gestaltStereoCapability O; {stereo capability present} 
gestaltStereoMixing 1 ; {stereo mixing on internal speaker} 

{sound input routines available} 
{built-in input device available} 
{sound input device available} 

gestaltSoundIOMgrPresent 3 ; 
gestaltBuiltinSoundinput 4 ; 
gestaltHasSoundinputDevice 5 ; 

{channel i n itial ization 
initChanLeft 
initChanRight 

parameters} 
$ 000 2 ; {left channel--sampledSynth only} 
$0003 ; {right channel--sampledSynth only} 
$0004 ; {channel 1--wave table only} initChanO 

initChanl 
initChan2 
initChan3 
initMono 
initStereo 
initMACE3 
initMACE6 
initNointerp 
initNoDrop 

initPanMask 
initSRateMask 
initStereoMask 
initCompMask 

= 
= 

$0005 ; {channel 2--wave table only} 
$0006 ; {channel 3--wave table only} 
$0007 ; {channel 4--wave table only} 
$0080 ; {mono channel--sampledSynth only} 
$00CO ; {stereo channel- - sampledSynth only} 
$0300 ; {3 : 1 compression--sampledSynth only} 
$0400; {6 : 1 compression-- sampledSynth only} 
$0004 ; {no linear interpolation} 
$0008 ; {no drop-sample conversion} 

$0003 ; {mask for right /left pan values} 
$0030 ; {mask for sample rate values} 
$00CO ; {mask for mono/stereo values} 
$FF00 ; {mask for compression IDs} 

{sound command 
nullCmd 
quietCmd 
flushCmd 
reinitCmd 
waitCmd 
pauseCmd 
resumeCmd 
callBackCmd 
syncCmd 
availableCmd 

numbers} 

versionCmd 
totalLoadCmd 
loadCmd 
freqDurationCmd 

restCmd 
freqCmd 

O; 
3 i 
4 i 

= 5 ; 
10 ; 
11 ; 

= 12 ; 
13 ; 
14 ; 
24 ; 

2 5 i 

2 6 i 
27 ; 
40 ; 

41; 
42 ; 

{do nothing} 
{stop a sound that is playing} 
{flush a sound channel} 
{reinitialize a sound channel} 
{suspend processing in a channel} 
{pause processing in a channel} 
{resume processing in a channel} 
{execute a callback procedure} 
{synchronize channels} 
{see if initialization option } 
{ available} 
{determine synthesizer version} 
{report total CPU load} 
{report CPU load for a new channel} 
{play a frequency for a specified } 
{ duration:· 
{rest a channel for specified duration} 
{change the pitch of a sound} 
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ampCmd = 43 ; {c~ange the amplitude of a sound} 
timbreCmd 44 ; {c~ange the timbre of a sound} 
getAmpCmd 45 ; {get the amplitude of a sound} 
waveTableCmd 60 ; { i nstall a wave table as a voice} 
soundCmd 80 ; {i nstall a sampled sound as a 
voice} 
buf ferCmd 81 ; {play a sampled sound} 
rateCmd 82 ; {set the pitch of a sampled 
getRateCmd = 85 ; {get the p i tch of a sampled 

{sampled sound header encoding options} 
stdSH $00 ; {standard sound header} 
ext SH 
cmpSH 

$FF ; 
$FE ; 

{extended sound header} 
{compressed sound header} 

sound} 
sound} 

{size of data struccures} 
stdQLength 128 ; {default size of standard sound } 

{ channel} 

{sound command mask} 
dataOffsetFlag 

{synthesizer r e source 
squareWaveSy nth 
waveTableSynth 
sampledSynth 

{system beep states} 
sysBeepDisable 
sysBeepEnable 

= $8000 ; 

IDs} 
l ; 
3 ; 
5 ; 

$0000 ; 
$0001 ; 

{sound command data offset bit} 

{square-wave synthesizer} 
{wave-table synthesizer} 
{sampled sound synthesizer} 

{system alert sound disabled} 
{system alert sound enabled} 

{values for the unitType field in AudioSelection} 
unitTypeSeconds $0000 ; {seconds} 
unitTypeNoSelection = $FFFF ; {no selection} 

{double-buffer status flags} 
dbBufferReady $00000001 ; 
dbLastBuffer = $00000004 ; 

{values for the compressionID field of CmpSoundHeader} 
notCompressed 
threeToOne 
sixToOne 

0 ; 
3 ; 
4 ; 

{noncompressed samples} 
{3 : 1 compressed samples} 
{6 : 1 compressed samples} 

{values for the packetSize field of CrnpSoundHeader } 
sixToOnePacketSize 8 ; {packet size for 6 : 1} 
threeToOnePacketSize = 16; {packet size for 3 : 1} 

{information selectors for sound input drivers} 
siActiveChannels ' chac '; {channels active} 
siActiveLevels = ' lmac ' ; {levels act~ve} 
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siAGCOnOf f 
siAsync 
siChannelAvailable 
siCompress i onAvailable 
siCompressionFactor 
siCompressionHeader 
siCompress i onType 
siContinuous 
siDeviceBufferinfo 
siDeviceConnected 
siDeviceicon 
siDeviceName 
s i LevelMeterOnOff 
s i NumberChannels 
siOptionsDi alog 
siPlayThruOnOff 
siRecordingQuality 
siSampleRate 
siSampleRateAvailable 
siSampleSize 
siSampleSizeAvailable 
siTwosComplementOnOff 
siVoxRecordinfo 
siVoxStopin fo 

' age '; 
' asyn ' ; 
' chav '; 
' cmav '; 
' cmfa '; 
' cmhd' ; 
•comp' ; 

= ' cont '; 
= ' dbin ' ; 

' dcon '; 
' icon ' ; 

= ' name '; 
' lmet '; 
' chan '; 
' optd '; 
' plth ' i 

= ' qual ' ; 
' srat ' ; 
' srav '; 

= ' ssiz '; 
' ssav ' ; 
' twos '; 

= ' voxr ' ; 
' voxs '; 

{sound-recording 
siBestQuality 
siBetterQuali t y 
siGoodQual i t y 

qual i ties} 
= ' best ' ; 

' betr '; 
•good '; 

{sound input device permissions} 
siReadPermission 
s iWritePermission 

= O; 
= l ; 

{device-connection states} 
siDeviceisConnected 
siDeviceNotConnected 
siDontKnowifConnected 

= l ; 
O; 
-1 ; 
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{automatic gain control state} 
{asynchronous capability} 
{number of channels available} 
{compression types available} 
{current compression factor} 
{return compression header} 
{current compression type} 
{continuous recording} 
{size of inter rupt buf fer} 
{input device connection status} 
{input device icon} 
{input device name } 
{level meter state} 
{current number of channels} 
{display options dialog box} 
{play-through state} 
{recording quali t y} 
{current sample rate} 
{sample rates ava:la ble} 
{current sample si ze} 
{sample sizes avai l able} 
{two ' s complement state} 
{VOX record parameters} 
{VOX stop parameters} 

{the best quality 
{a quality better 
{a good quality} 

available} 
t han good} 

{open device for reading} 
{open device for reading/wri ting} 

{device :s connected and ready} 
{device :s not connected} 
{can ' t tell if device is connected} 

{IDs for AIFF and AIFF-C f i le chunks} 
FormID ' FORM '; {chunk ID for Form Chunk} 
FormatVersionID = ' FVER '; {chunk ID for Forma t Version Chunk} 
CorrunonID ' COMM '; {chunk ID for Corrunon Chunk} 
SoundDataID = ' SSND'; {chunk ID for Sound Data Chunk} 

{version o f AIFC format specification} 
AIFCVersionl = $A2805140 ; {2726318400 in decimal} 
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Data Types 

TYPE Time Longint ; 

SndCommand = 
PACKED RECORD 

cmd : 
paraml : 
param2 : 

END ; 

{in half-milliseconds} 

{generic sound command} 

Int eger ; 
Integer ; 
Long Int 

{command number} 
{firs t parameter} 
{second parameter} 

SndChannelPtr = ASndChannel ; 
SndChannel = 

PACKED RECORD 
nextChan : 
firstMod : 
callBack : 
userinfo : 
wait : 
cmdinProgress : 
flags : 
qLength : 
qHead : 
qTail : 
queue : 

END ; 

{sound channel} 

SndChannelPtr ; {poi nter to next channel} 
Ptr ; {use d internally} 
ProcPtr ; {pointer to callback proc} 
Longint; {free for application ' s use} 
Time ; {used internally} 
SndCommand ; {used internally} 
Integer ; {used internally} 
Integer ; {used internally} 
Integer ; {used internally} 
Integer; {used internally} 
ARRAY[O .. stdQLength- 1) OF SndCommand 

SoundHeaderPtr = ASoundHeader ; 
SoundHeader = {standard sampled sound header} 

PACKED RECORD 
samplePtr : 
length : 
sampleRate : 
loopStart : 
loopEnd : 
encode : 
baseFrequency : 
sampleArea : 

END ; 

Ptr ; {if NIL , samples in sampleArea} 
Longint ; {number of samples in array} 
Fixed ; {sample rat e} 
Longint ; {loop point beginning} 
Longint; {loop point ending} 
Byte ; {sample ' s encoding option} 
Byte ; {base frequency of sample } 
PACKED ARRAY[O .. 0) OF Byte 

ExtSoundHeaderPtr 
ExtSoundHeader = 

AExtSoundHeader ; 
{extended sampled sound header} 

PACKED RECORD 
samplePtr : 
numChannels : 
sampleRate : 
loopStart : 
loopEnd : 
encode : 
baseFrequency : 

Ptr ; 
Longint ; 
Fixed ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Byte ; 
Byte ; 
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{if NIL , samples in sampleArea} 
{number of channels in sample} 
{rate of original sample} 
{loop point beginning} 
{loop point ending} 
{sample ' s encoding option} 
{base frequency of original sample} 



numFrames : 
AIFFSampleRate : 
markerChunk : 
instrumentChunks : 
AESRecording : 
sampleSize : 
futureUsel : 
futureUse2 : 
futureUse3 : 
futureUse4 : 
sampleArea : 

END ; 

Longint ; 
Extended ; 
Ptr ; 
Ptr ; 
Ptr ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
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{total number of frames} 
{rate of original sample} 
{pointer :o marker info} 
{pointer :o instrument info} 
{pointer :o audio info} 
{number of bits per sample) 
{reserved) 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 

Longint ; {reserved} 
PACKED ARRAY[O .. OJ OF Byte 

CmpSoundHeaderPtr 
CmpSoundHeader = 

ACmpSoundHeader ; 
{compressed sampled sound header} 

PACKED RECORD 
samplePtr : Ptr ; {if NIL, samples in sampleArea} 
numChannels : Longint ; {number of channels in sample} 
sampleRate : Fixed ; {rate of original sample) 
loopStart : Longint ; {loop point beginning} 
loopEnd : Longint ; {loop point ending} 
encode : Byte ; {sample ' s encoding option} 
baseFrequency : Byte ; {base freq . of original sample} 
numFrames : Longint ; {length of sample in frames} 
AIFFSampleRate : Extended; {rate of original sample} 
markerChunk : Per ; {unused} 
futureusel : Ptr ; {reserved} 
futureUse2 : Ptr ; {reserved} 
stateVars : StateBlockPtr ; {pointer to StateBlock} 
leftOverSamples : LeftOverBlockPtr; {pointer to LeftOverBlock} 
compressionID : Integer ; {ID of compression algorithm} 
packetSize : Integer ; {number of bits per packet} 
snthID : Integer ; {ID of compression synth} 
sampleSize : Integer ; {bits in each sample point} 
sampleArea : PACKED ARRAY[O .. O] OF Byte 

END ; 

SCStatusPtr 
SCStatus = 

RECORD 

ASCStatus ; 

scStartTime : 
scEndTime : 
scCurrentTime : 
scChannelBusy : 
scChannelDisposed : 
scChannelPaused : 
scUnused : 
scChannelAttributes : 
scCPULoad : 

END ; 

{sound-channel status record} 

Fixed ; {starting time for play from disk} 
Fixed ; {ending time for play from disk} 
Fixed ; {current time for play from disk} 
Boolean ; {TRUE if channel is making sound} 
Boolean ; {reserved} 
Boolean ; {TRUE if channel is paused} 
Boolean ; {unused} 
Longint ; 
Long Int 

{attributes of this channel} 
{CPU load for this channel) 
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SMStatusPtr = "SMStatus ; 
SMStatus = {Sound Manager status record} 

PACKED RECORD 
smMaxCPULoad : 
smNumChannels : 
smCurCPULoa d : 

END ; 

Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer 

= "AudioSelection ; 

{maximum load on all channels} 
{number of allocated channels} 
{curr ent load on a l l channels} 

AudioSelectionPt r 
AudioSelection = {audio selection} 

PACKED RECORD 
unitType : 
selStart : 
selEnd : 

END ; 

Longint ; 
Fixed ; 
Fixed 

SndDoubleBufferPtr = "SndDoubleBuffer ; 

{type o f time unit } 
{starting point of selection} 
{ending point of s election} 

SndDou bleBuff er = {double b uf fer fo r play from disk } 
PACKED RECORD 

dbNumFrames : 
dbFlags : 
dbUserinfo : 
dbSoundData : 

Longint ; {number of f rames in buffer} 
Longint ; {buffer status flags } 
ARRAY[O .. 1) OF Longint ; {for application ' s use} 
PACKED ARRAY[O .. 0] OF Byte 

{array of data} 
END ; 

SndDoubleBufferHeaderPtr = "SndDoubleBu fferHeader ; 
SndDoubleBufferHeader = {double - buffer header for play from disk} 

PACKED RECORD 
dbhNumChannels : 
dbhSampleSize : 
dbhCompressionID : 
dbhPacketSize : 
dbhSampleRate : 
dbhBufferPtr : 

dbhDoubleBack : 
END ; 

SPBPtr = "SPB ; 

Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Fixed ; 
ARRAY[O . . 1] 

ProcPtr 

SPB {sound input parameter block} 
RECORD 

inRefNum : 
count : 
milliseconds : 
bufferLength : 
bufferPtr : 
completionRoutine : 
interruptRoutine : 
userLong : 
error : 
unusedl : 

END ; 

Longint; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Ptr ; 
ProcPtr ; 
ProcPtr ; 
Longint ; 
OSErr ; 
Long Int 
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(number of sound channels} 
{sample size , if uncompressed} 
{ID of compression algorithm} 
(number of bits per packet} 
(sample rate} 
OF SndDoubleBufferPtr ; 
pointers to SndDoubleBuffer} 
pointer to doubleback procedure} 

{refer ence number of input device} 
{number of bytes to record} 
{number of milliseconds to record} 
{length of buffer to record into } 
{pointer to buffer to record into} 
{pointer to a completion routine} 
{pointer to an interrupt routine} 
{for application's use} 
{error returned af ter recording} 
{reserved} 



TYPE ID = Longint ; 

ChunkHeader = 
RECORD 

c k ID : 
ckSize : 

END ; 

ContainerChunk 
RECORD 

ckID : 
ckSize : 
formType : 

END ; 

FormatVersionChunk = 
RECORD 

ckI D: 
ckSize : 
timestamp : 

END ; 

CommonChunk 
RECORD 

ckID : 
ckSize : 
numChannels : 
numSampleFrames : 
sampleSize : 
sampleRate : 

END ; 

ExtCommonChunk = 
RECORD 

ckID : 
ckSize : 
numChannels : 
numSampleFrames : 
sampleSize : 
sampleRate : 
compressionType : 
compressionName : 

END ; 

SoundDataChunk 
RECORD 

ckID : 
ckSize : 
offset. : 
blockSize : 

END ; 

The Sound Manager 

{chunk ID type} 

{AIFF and AIFF-C file chunk header} 

ID ; {chunk type ID} 
Long Int {number of bytes of data} 

{Container Chunk} 

ID ; { ' FORM ' } 
Long In: ; {number of bytes of data} 
ID {type of file} 

{Format Version Chunk} 

ID ; 
Longint ; 
Long Int 

{ ' FVER ' } 
{ 4} 

{date of format version} 

{AIFF 2ommon Chunk} 

ID ; { ' COMM ' } 
Longint ; {size of chunk data} 
Integer ; {number of channels} 
Longint ; {number of samp=..e frames} 
Integer ; {number of bits per sample} 
Extended {number of frames per second} 

{AIFF-C Common Chu~k} 

ID ; 
Longint ; 
Integer ; 
Longint ; 
Integer ; 
Extended ; 
ID ; 

{ ' COMM ' } 
{size of chunk data} 
{number of channels} 
{number of sample frames} 
{numbe r of bits per sample} 
{number of frames per second} 
{compression type ID} 

PACKED ARRAY[O .. 0) OF Byte 
{compression type name} 

{Sound Data Chunk} 

I:) ; 

Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Long Int 

{ ' SSND'} 
{size of chunk data} 
{offset to sound data} 
{size of alignment blocks} 
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Routines 

Playing Sound Resources 

FUNCTION SndPlay (chan : SndChannelPtr ; sndHdl : Handle ; async : 
Boolean) : OSErr ; 

PROCEDURE SysBeep (durat ion : Integer) ; 

PROCEDURE SndGetSysBeepStace (VAR sysBeepScate : Integer) ; 

FUNCTION SndSetSysBeepState (sysBeepState : Integer) : OSErr ; 

Allocating and Releasing Sound Channels 

FUNCTION SndNewChannel (VAR chan : SndChannelP:r ; synth : Integer ; init : 
Longint ; userRoutine : ProcPtr) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION SndDisposeChannel (chan : SndChannelPtr ; quietNow : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

Linking Synthesizers to Sound Channels 

FUNCTION SndAddModifier (chan : SndChannelPtr ; modifier : ProcPtr ; id : 
Integer ; init : Longint) : OSErr ; 

Sending Commands to a Sound Channel 

FUNCTION SndDoCommand 

FUNCTION SndDoimmediate 

Obtaining Information 

(chan : SndChannelPcr ; cmd : SndCommand ; noWait : 
Boolean) : OSErr ; 

(chan : SndChannelPtr ; crnd : SndCommand) 
OSErr ; 

FUNCTION SndControl (id : Integer ; VAR crnd : SndCommand) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION SndChannelStatus (chan : SndChannelPtr ; cheLengch : Integer ; 
the Status : SCStatusPtr) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION SndManagerStatus (theLength : Integer ; theStatus : 
SMStacusPtr) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION SndSo~~dManagerVersion NurnVersion ; 

FUNCTION MACEVersion NurnVersion ; 

FUNCTION SPBVersion NurnVersion ; 
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Playing From Disk 

FUNCTION SndStartFilePlay 

FUNCTION SndPauseFilePlay 

FUNCTION SndStopFilePlay 

The Sound Manager 

{chan : SndChannelPcr ; fRefNum : Integer ; 
resNum : Integer ; bufferSize : Longint ; 
theBuffer : Ptr ; theSelection : 
AudioSele ctionPtr ; the Completion : ProcPtr ; 
async : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

(chan : SndChannelPtr) : OSErr ; 

{chan : SndChannelPtr ; async : Boolea~) 

OSErr ; 

Managing Double Buffers 

FUNCTION SndPlayDoubleBuffer (chan : SndChannelPtr ; theParams : 
SndDoubleBufferHeaderPtr) : OSErr ; 

Compressing and Expanding Audio Data 

PROCEDURE Comp3tol 

PROCEDURE Comp6tol 

PROCEDURE Explto3 

PROCEDURE Explto6 

Recording Sounds 

FUNCTION SndRecord 

FUNCTION SndRecordToFile 

(inBuffer : Ptr ; outBuffer : Ptr ; cnt : 
Longint ; ins t ate : Ptr ; outstate : Ptr ; 
numChannels : Longint ; whi chChannel : Longint) ; 

(inBuffer : Ptr ; outBuffer : Ptr ; cnt : Longint ; 
instate : Ptr ; outstate : Ptr ; numChan~els : 

Longint ; w~ichChannel : Longint) ; 

{i nBuffer : Ptr ; outBuffer : Ptr ; cnt : Longint ; 
instate : Ptr ; outstate : Ptr; numChannels : 
Longint ; whichChannel : Longint) ; 

(inBuffer : ?tr ; outBuffer : Ptr ; cnt : Longint ; 
instate : Ptr ; outstate : Ptr ; numChannels : 
Longint ; whichChanr.el : Longint) ; 

(filterProc : ProcPtr ; corner : Point ; quality : 
OSType ; VAR sndHandle : Handle) : OSErr ; 

(filterProc : ProcPtr ; corner : Point ; quality : 
OSType ; fRef Num : Integer) : OSErr ; 

Opening and Closing Sound Input Devices 

FUNCTION SPBOpenDevice 

FUNCTION SPBCloseDevice 

(deviceName : Str255 ; permission : Integer ; VAR 
inRefNum : Longint) OSErr ; 

(inRefNum : Longint) OSErr ; 
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Recording Sounds Directly From Sound Input Devices 

FUNCTION SPBRecord 

FUNCTION SPBRecordToFile 

FUNCTION SPBPauseRecording 

FUNCTION SPBResumeRecording 

FUNCTIO~ SPBStopRecording 

(inParamPtr : SPBPtr ; asynchFlag : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

(f~efNum : Integer ; inParamPtr : SPBPtr ; 
asynchFlag : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

(inRefNum: Longint ) OSErr ; 

(inRefNum : Longint) OSErr ; 

(inRefNum : Longint) OSErr ; 

FUNCTIO~ SPBGetRecordingStatus (inRefNum : Longint ; VAR recordingStatus : 
Integer ; VAR meterLevel : Integer ; VAR 
totalSamplesToRecord : Longint ; VAR 
numberOfSamplesRecorded : Longin t ; VAR 
tota l MsecsToRecord : Longint ; VAR 
numberOfMsecsRecorded : Longint) : OSErr ; 

Manipulating Device Settings 

FUNCTION SPBGetDeviceinfo ( inRefNum : Longint ; inf oType : OSType ; infoDa ta : 
Ptr) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTIO~ SPBSetDeviceinfo (inRefNum : Longint ; infoType : OSType ; 
infoData : Ptr) : OSErr ; 

Constructing Sound Resource and File Headers 

FUNCTION SetupSndHeader 

FUNCTION SetupAIFFHeader 

(sndHandle : Handle ; numChanne l s : Integer ; 
sampleRate : Fixed ; sampleSize : In t eger ; 
compressionType : OSType ; baseFrequency : 
Integer ; numBytes : Longint ; VAR headerLen : 
I nteger) : OSErr ; 

(fRefNum : Integer ; numChannels : Integer ; 
sampleRate : Fixed ; samp l eSize : Integer ; 
compressioP.Type : OSType ; numBytes : Longint ; 
numFrames : Longint) : OSErr ; 

Registering Sound Input Devices 

FUNCTION SPBSigninDevice 

FUNCTION SPBSignOutDevice 

(deviceRefNum : Integer ; deviceName : Str255) 
OSErr ; 

(deviceRefNum : Integer) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION SPBGetindexedDevice (count : I nteger ; VAR deviceName : Str255 ; VAR 
deviceiconHandle : Handle) : OSErr ; 
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Converting Between Milliseconds and Bytes 

FUNCTION SPBMilliSecondsToBytes (inRefNum : Longint ; VAR mi l liseconds : 
Longint) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION SPBBytesToMilliSeconds (inRefNum : Longint ; VAR byteCount : 
Longin~) : OSErr; 

Application-Defined Routines 

PROCEDURE MyRecordCompletionRoutine ( inParamPtr : SPBPtr) ; 

PROCEDURE MyDoubleBackProc 

PROCEDURE MyCallBack 

(chan : SndChannelPtr ; 
exhaustedBuffer : 
SndDoubleBuf f erPtr) ; 

(chan : SndChannelPtr ; cmd : 
SndCommand) ; 

PROCEDURE MyF~lePlayCo~pletionRoutine (chan : SndChannelPtr) ; 

Result Codes 

no Err 
noHardwareErr 
notEnoughHardwareErr 
queueFull 
resProblem 
bad Channel 
badFormat 
notEnoughB ufferSpace 
badFileFom1at 
channelBusy 
buffersTooSmaJI 
channelN otB us y 
noMoreRealTime 
siNoSoundlnHardware 
siBadSoundlnDevice 
siNoBufferSpecified 
silnvalidCompression 
siHardDriveTooSlow 
siinvalidSampleRate 
silnvalidSampleSize 
siDeviceBusyErr 
siBadDeviceName 
siBadRefNum 
siinputDeviceErr 
si U nknowninfoType 
siUnknownQuality 

0 
- 200 
- 201 
- 203 
- 204 
-205 
-206 
-207 
-208 
-209 
-2 10 
- 211 
- 212 
- 220 
- 22 1 
-222 
- 223 
-224 
-225 
-226 
-227 
- 228 
-229 
-230 
-231 
-232 

No error 
Required sound hardware not available 
Insufficient hardware available 
No room in the queue 
Problem loading the resource 
Channel is corrupt or unusable 
Resource is corrupt or unusable 
Insufficient memory avai lable 
Fi le is corrupt or unusable, or not AIFF or AIFF-C 
Channel is busy 
Buffer is too small 
Channel not currently used 
Not enough CPU time available 
No sound input hardware available 
Invalid sound input device 
No buffer spec ified 
Invalid compression type 
Hard drive too slow to record 
Invalid sample rate 
Invalid sample size 
Sound input device is busy 
Invalid device name 
Invalid reference number 
Input device hardware failure 
Unknown type of infom1ation 
Unknown quality 
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Assembly-Language Information 

Sound Input Parameter Block Data Structure 

---? 0 inRefNum long input device reference number 

H 4 count long number of bytes to record 

H 8 milliseconds long number of milliseconds to record 

---? 12 buffer Length long length of buffer 

---? 16 bufferPtr long address of buffer 

---? 20 completion.Routine long pointer to completion routine 
---? 24 interruptRoutine long pointer to interrupt routine 

---? 28 userLong long for application ' s use 

f- 32 eITor word error returned after recording 
---? 36 unused I long reserved 
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ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

This chapter describes how you can use the T ime Manager to schedule execution of a routi ne 
~rfter a spec ified amount of time has elapsed. This chapter replaces the Time Manager chapter 
111 Volume IV. It includes all the information about the original Time Manager, as well 
as additional information about the revised Time Manager included with system software 
version 6.0.3 (and later) and about the extended T ime Manager included with system 
software version 7.0. 

Because different versions of the T ime Manager are available under different system software 
versions, your application may need to determine which version is available in its current 
operating environment. To do so, you can use the Gestalt function explained in the Compati
bility Gu idelines chapter of this volume. 

To use this chapter, you should already be fami liar with 

• operating-system queues, as described in the Operating System Utilities chapter of 
Volume II 

• the Ve11ical Retrace Manager, as desciibed in the Vertical Retrace Manager chapter in 
Volume II and Volume V 

You need to know about operating-system queues because all Time Manager routines involve 
inse1ting entries into a queue and then activating or removing queued entries. You should be 
acquainted with the Ve1tical Retrace Manager because it provides an alternative (and 
sometimes preferable) method for scheduling routines for future or periodic execution. 

ABOUT THE TIME MANAGER 

The primary service that the Time Manager provides to applications is a method for 
scheduling routines to execute at a later time. By suitably defining the task that later executes, 
you can use the Time Manager to accomplish a wide range of time-related activities. For 
example, because one of the actions a routine can perform is to reschedule itself for later 
execution, the Time Manager provides your application with a means to perform periodic or 
repeated actions. You can use the Time Manager to 

• schedule routines to execute after a specified delay 

• set up tasks that run periodically 

• compute the time a routine takes to execute 

• coord inate and synchronize actions in the Macintosh® computer 
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The Time Manacrer provides a hardware-independent method of performing these and other 
time-related task~ . You should use the Time Manager instead of cycle-counting tinting loops, 
which can vary in duration because they are dependent upon clock speed and interrupt
handling speed. Furthermore, on machines with 68020 or ?8030 f!licroprocessors, it is 
almost impossible to rely on cycle-counting loops because instructions may be both cached 
and pipelined. In such cases, it is very difficul t to tell what part of the instruction cycle the 
machine is currently in . 

To use the Time Manager, you must first issue a request by passing the Time Manager the 
address of a task record, one of whose fields contains the address of the routine that is to 
execute. Then you need to activate that request by specify ing the delay until the routine is 
to execute. The T ime Manager maintains requests that you issue in a queue, whose structure 
is similar to that of standard Macintosh operating-system queues. Any number of outstanding 
requests can be in the Time Manager queue, and each application can add any nu mber of 
entries to the queue. If several requests happen to schedule routines for execution at exactly 
the same time, those routines will execute as close to the scheduled time as possible, in the 
order in which they entered the Time Manager queue. 

The routine you place in the queue can perform any desired action so long as it does not call 
the Memory Manager, either directly or indirectly. You cannot call the Memory Manager 
because Time Manager tasks execute at inte1TUpt time. 

Time Manager Versions 

The T ime Manager included in system software version 7.0 is the third version released. The 
three versions are all upwardly compatible-that is, each succeeding Time Manager version is 
a functi onal superset of the previous one, and code written for a version of the T ime Manager 
executes on any later version. T he reverse, however, is not true, and code written for the 
extended Time Manager may not execute properly on e ither the original or revised version. 
As a result, it is sometimes important to know which T ime Manager version is avail able on a 
specific machine. You can use the Gestalt function to determine which version is present. 

The Original Time Manager 

The Time Manager was fi rst introduced with the Macintosh Plus ROMs (which are also 
contained in the Macintosh 512K enhanced) and was intended for use internally by the 
Operating System. Volume IV of Inside Macin1osh documented the routines in the original 
Time Manager, and thereafter some applications used them to schedule tasks to be executed 
at later times. The original Time Manager allows delays as small as l milli second, resul ti ng 
in a maximum range of about 24 days. 

To schedule a task for later execution, you place an entry into the Time Manager queue and 
then activate it. All Time Manager routines manipulate elements of the T ime Manager queue, 
which are stored in a Time Manager task record. The task record for the original Time 
Manager looks like thi s: 
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TYPE TMTask = {original and revised Time Manager task record} 
RECORD 

qLink : QElernPtr ; {next queue entry} 
qType : Integer ; {queue type} 
trnAddr : Pr ocPtr ; {pointer to task} 
trnCount : Long Im: {reserved} 

END ; 

Of the four fields in this record, your application needs to suppl y only the tmAddr field , 
which contains a pointer to the routine that is to be executed at some time in the future. 
The remaining fields are used internally by the Time Manager or are reserved by Apple 
Computer, Inc. Your application should set these remaining fields to 0 when you set up a 
task record. 

The original Time Manager includes three routines: 

• The InsTime procedure installs a task record into the Time Manager queue. 

• The PrimeTime procedure schedules a previously queued task record for future 
execution. 

• The RmvTime procedure removes a task record from the Time Manager queue. 

Note that installing a request into the Time Manager queue (using the InsTime procedure) does 
not by itself schedule the specified routine for future execution. After you queue a request, you 
still need to activate (or prime) the request by specifying the desired delay until execution (using 
the PrimeTime procedure). Note also that the task record is not automatically removed from the 
Time Manager queue after the routine executes. As a result, the task may be reactivated when 
you subsequently call PrimeTime; you do not have to reinstall the task record. To remove a task 
record from the queue, you must call the RmvTime procedure. RmvTime removes a task record 
from the Time Manager queue whether or not that task was ever activated and whether or not its 
specified time delay has expired. 

The Revised Ti me Manager 

System software version 6.0.3 contains a revised version of the Time Manager. This version 
provides better time resolution and the ability to perform measurements of elapsed time with 
much greater accuracy. You can represent time delays in the revised Time Manager as 
microseconds as well as milli seconds, with a maximum resolution of 20 microseconds. The 
external prograrruning interface did not change from the original to the revised Time Manager, 
although the revi sed version provides a means to distinguish microsecond delays from 
millisecond delays. The revised Time Manager interprets negative time values (which were 
not formerly allowed) as negated microseconds. For example, a value of -50 is interpreted as 
a delay of 50 microseconds. Positive time values continue to represent milliseconds. When 
you specify delays as microseconds, the maximum delay is about 35 minutes. When you 
specify delays as milliseconds in the revised Time Manager, the maximum delay is about 
1 day. The delay specified to PrimeTime is converted to an internal form, so it makes no 
difference which unit you use if the delay fall s within the ranges of both. 
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The revised Time Manager provides additional Time Manager features. The princ ipal change 
concerns the tmCount fi eld of the Time Manager task record (previously reserved for use by 
Apple). When you remove an active task from the rev ised Time Manager's queu~, any time 
remainin(J unti l the scheduled execution time is returned in the tmCount fi eld. This change 
allows y;u to use the Time Manager to compute elapsed times (as explained in "Computing 
Elapsed Time" later in this chapter). In addition, the high-order bit of the qType field of the 
task record is now a flag to indicate whether the task timer is active. The InsTime procedure 
initially clears this bit, PrimeTime sets it, and it is cleared when the time expires or when your 
application calls RmvTime. 

Although the revi sed Time Manager supports delay times specified in microseconds, you 
should use this feature primarily for the more accurate measurement of elapsed times. 
App)jcations that specify very small delay times in order to execute a routine at a high 
frequency may use a considerable amount of processor time. The amount of processor time 
consumed by such timing services varies, depending largely on the performance of the 
CPU. With low-performance CPUs, little or no time may be le ft for other processing on 
the system (for instance, moving the mouse or running the application). 

The Extended Time Manager 

The extended Time Manager (available with system software version 7.0) contains all the 
features of earlier Time Managers, with several extensions intended primarily to provide dri ft
free, fixed-frequency timing services. These services ensure that a routine executes promptly 
after a specified delay and are impo11ant for sound and multimedia applications that require 
precise timing and real-time synchronization among different events. 

In the original and revised Time Managers, the delay time passed to PrimeTime indicates a 
delay that is relative to the current time (that is, the time at which you execute PrimeTime). 
This presents problems when you need a fixed-frequency timing service and attempt to 
implement it by having the task reissue a PrimeTime call. The problem is that the time 
consumed by the Time Manager and by any interrupt latency (which is not predictable) 
causes the task to be called at a slightl y slower and unpredictable frequency, which drifts 
over time. In Figure 23-1 , a fi xed frequency of 1000 microseconds is desired but cannot be 
achieved because the Time Manager overhead and interrupt latency cause a small and 
unpredictable delay each time the task is reactivated. 

Elapsed time 

0 1000 2100 3300 4350 

1000 s 

100 200 50 

Time taken to reinstall routine 

Figure 23-1. Original and rev ised Time Managers (drifting, unpredictable frequency) 
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The extended Time Manager solves this problem by allowing you to reinstall a task with an 
execution time that is relative to the time when the task last expired-not relative to the time 
when the task is reinstalled. The extended Time Manager compensates for the delay between 
the time when the task last expired and the time at which it was reinstalled, thereby providing 
a truly drift-free, fixed-frequency timing service. 

For example, if an appl ication needs to execute a routine periodically at I-millisecond 
intervals, it can reactivate the existing Time Manager queue element by caJling PrimeTime 
in the task with a specified delay of I millisecond. When the Time Manager receives this 
new execution request, it determines how long ago the previous PrimeTime task expired 
and then decrements the specified delay by that amount. For instance, if the previous task 
expired 100 microseconds ago, then the Time Manager installs the new task with a delay 
of 900 microseconds. This is illustrated in Figure 23-2. 

Elapsed time 

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 

950 s 

100 200 50 

Time taken to reinstall routine 

Figure 23-2. The extended Time Manager (drift-free, fixed frequency) 

The extended Time Manager implements these features by recogni zing an expanded task 
record and providing a new procedure, InsXTime. The Time Manager task record for the 
extended Time Manager looks like this: 

TYPE TMTask = {extended Time Manager task record} 
RECORD 

qLink : QElemPtr ; {next queue entry} 
qType : Integer ; {queue type} 
trnAddr : ProcPtr ; {pointe r to task } 
tmCount : Longint ; {unused time} 
tmWakeUp : Longint ; {wakeup time} 
tmReserved : Long Int {reserved f or future use } 

END ; 

Once again, your application provides the tmAddr field. You should set tmWakeUp and 
tmReserved to 0 when you first install an extended Time Manager task. The remaining 
fields are used internally by the Time Manager. As in the revised Time Manager, the 
tmCount field holds the time remaining until the scheduled execution of the task (th is field 
is set by RmvTime). 
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The tmWakeUp field contains the time at which the Time ~a~1age.r task specifi~d by tm~ddr 
last executed or contains 0 if it has not yet executed. Its pnnc1pal intended use is to provide 
drift-free, fixed-frequency timing services, which are available onl y when you use the 
extended Time Manager and only when you install Time Manager tasks using the new . 
InsXTime procedure. When your application installs an extended Time Manager task (usmg 
the InsXTime procedure), the behavior of the PrimeTime procedure changes slightly, as 
described earlier in this section. If the tmWakeUp field is zero when PrimeTime is called, the 
delay parameter to PrimeTime is interpreted as relative to the current time (just as in the 
original Time Manager), but the Time Manager sets the tmWakeUp field to a nonzero value 
that indicates when the delay time should expire. When your application calls PrimeTime on a 
Time Manager task that has a nonzero value in the tmWakeUp field, the Time Manager 
interprets the specified delay as relative to the time that the last call to PrimeTime on this task 
was supposed to expire. 

Note: Nonzero values in tmWakeUp are in a format that is used internall y by the 
Time Manager and is subject to change. Your application should never use the value 
stored in this fie ld and should either set it to 0 or leave it unchanged. When you first 
create an extended task record, you must ensure that the tmWakeUp field is O; 
otherwise, the Time Manager may interpret it as a prior execution time. 

The extended Time Manager allows for a situation that was previously impossible and that 
may lead to undesirable results. It is possible to call PrimeTime with an execution time that is 
in the past instead of in the future . (With the original and revised Time Managers, only future 
execution times are possible.) This situation arises when the time in the tmWakeUp field is 
sometime in the past (which is most common in the tmAddr service routine) and you issue a 
new PrimeTime request with a delay value that is not large enough to cause the execution time 
to be in the future. This may occur when fixed, high-frequency execution is required and the 
time needed to process each execution, including the Time Manager overhead, is greater than 
the delay time between requests. 

When your application issues a PrimeTime request with a tmWakeUp value that would 
result in a negative delay, the actual delay time is set to 0. The Time Manager updates the 
tmWakeUp fi eld to indicate the time when the task should have awakened (in the past). 
Because the actual delay time is set to 0, the task executes immediately. If your application 
continually issues PrimeTime requests for times in the past, the Time Manager and the 
tmAddr tasks consume all of the processor cycles. As a result, no time is left for the applica
tion to run. This situation is a function of processor speed, so you should test applications 
that use extended T ime Manager features on the slowest processors to ensure compatibili ty. 
Another solution to this problem is to vary the wakeup frequency according 
to the processing power of the machine. 

Other Time-Related Facilities 

The Operating System and Toolbox include several other time-related facilities that complement 
the services provided by the Time Manager. There are three principal facilities: the TickCount 
function, the Delay function , and the Vertical Retrace Manager. One or more of these services 
may be more appropriate for your particular timing needs than the Time Manager. 
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The TickCount Function 

The Toolbox Event Manager includes the TickCount function, which returns the total number 
of ticks (sixtieths of a second) that have elapsed since the system last started up. The tick 
count (maintained in the Ticks global va1iable) is incremented during the vertical retrace 
interrupt. Because this interrupt can sometimes be disabled, the value TickCount returns may 
not be exact. 

Using the TickCount function, you can write code that mjmics some of the capabilities of the 
Time Manager. For example, your application can cause a routine to be executed at some time 
in the future by simply waiting until the appropriate time and then executing the desired 
routine. Your application can delay its own operation by repeatedl y calling TickCount until 
Ticks exceeds a specified threshold value. Similarly, your application can obtain elapsed-time 
infon11ation by reading the current tick count at the beginning and at the end of the routine that 
you want to time. 

The Delay Function 

There is a better way for your application to delay its own operation than repeatedly calling 
the TickCount function-namely, by executing Delay, an operating-system routine that 
causes the system to wait a specified number of ticks before resuming execution of your 
application. When Delay exits, the Operating System returns the current value of the Ticks 
global variable to the calling application. De lay is used primarily to suspend an application 
for a particular amount of time and to execute a routine at a later time-after Delay has ex ited. 
But this provides much less conn-ol over a routine ' s future execution than that provided by 
the scheduling services of the Time Manager. With the Delay function, you cannot return to 
your application 's code during the delay. Once you queue and activate a Time Manager task, 
however, control inunediately returns to your application. 

Furthermore, the Time Manager provides far greater accuracy than the Delay function. Using 
the TickCount and Delay functions may provide sufficiently accurate timjng control , but you 
need to use the Time Manager routines in cases where very high resolutions are required, as 
in performance measurements based on elapsed-time in formation . 

The Vertical Retrace Manager 

Originally, the Vertical Retrace Manager handled the queuing and execution of tasks 
scheduled to run during VBL inte1TUpts, which occurred each time the electron beam in 
the video screen returned from the lower-ri ght to the upper-left corner of the built-in screen. 
The VBL interrupts occurred at a known frequency (once every sixtieth of a second), and 
an application could use the YJnstall function to schedule execution of a task once or 
continually after some specified number of YBL interrupts. In this way, your application 
could schedule periodic tasks even before the T ime Manager ex isted. 

Once it became possible to use external monitors with certain Macintosh computers, the Vertical 
Retrace Manager was changed to support di fferent refresh rates and multiple queues. New slot
based VBL interrupts were added--one for each attached video device, with a rate determjned 
by that video device. The older once-a-tick YBL inteITupts were retained, however, for 
compatibility reasons. So an application can still schedule routines for execution during a slot
generated VBL inte1TUpt (using the slotYlnstall function) or during a system-generated VBL 
intem1pt (using the original Ylnstall ). In either case, the indicated routine runs at the future time 
specified in the call. 
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You can use either the Time Mana(Jer or the Vertical Retrace Manager to schedule future or 
periodic tasks. The main differenc~ between the two scheduling methods is the p1:ecision with 
which those tasks can be scheduled. You can call system-generated VBL tasks wtth a 
minimum petiod of I tick (one-sixtieth of a second), which is approximately 16 milliseconds. 
You can call slot-CJenerated VBL tasks with a rrilnimum period that depends on the refresh 
rate of the particular video device associated with that slot, which is usually close to l tick. 
The extended Time Manager routines provide much finer resolution, up to 20 rrilcroseconds. 
Hence, the resolution of the Time Manager is about 1000 times greater than that of the 
Vertical Retrace Manager. So in cases where very high resolution is important, you should 
use the Time Manager routines instead of the Vertical Retrace Manager routines. 

Unlike the Time Manager, the Vertical Retrace Manager is not an absolute time mechanism. 
Its operations are always relative to the VBL interrupt, which may be disabled (for instance, 
during disk access). As a result, you should use the Time Manager in cases where absolute 
time delays are important. Use the Vertical Retrace Manager, however, in cases where the 
scheduled actions need simply to be synchronized with other VBL tasks, such as cursor 
movement or screen refresh. Applications that do animation on the screen (for example, 
some games or multimedia applications) are the kinds of programs that should probably use 
VBL tasks instead of T ime Manager tasks to perform periodic actions. 

USING THE TIME MANAGER 

The Time Manager is automatically initialized when the system starts up. At that time, the 
queue of Time Manager task records is empty. The Operating System and applications may 
place records into the queue. Because the delay time for a given task can be as small as 20 
rrilcroseconds, you need to install an element into the T ime Manager queue before actually 
issuing a request to execute it at some future time. You place e lements into the queue by 
calling the InsTime procedure or (if you need the fixed-frequency services of the extended 
Time Manager) the lnsXTime procedure. To activate the request, call PrimeTime. The Time 
Manager then marks the specified task record as active by setting the high-order bit in the 
qType fi eld of that record. 

The tmAddr field of the Time Manager task record contains the address of a task that the 
Time Manager caJJs when the time delay specified by a previous call to PrimeTime has 
elapsed. The task can perform any desired actions, so long as those actions do not call the 
Memory Manager (either directly or indirectly) and do not depend on the validity of handles 
to unlocked blocks. Time Manager tasks must also preserve all registers other than AO-A3 
and DO-D3. 

If the routine specified in the Time Manager task record is loaded into the application's heap, 
then the application must still be acti ve when the specified delay elapses, or the application 
should call Rm vTime before it terminates. Otherwise, the Time Manager will not know that 
the address of that routine is not valid when the routine is called. The Time Manager will 
then attempt to call the task, but with a stale pointer. If you want to let the applicati on 
terminate after it has installed and activated a T ime Manager task record, you should load the 
routine into the syste m heap. Genera lly, however, you should avoid loading routines into 
the system heap. 
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Assembly-language note: In the revised and extended Time Managers, 
when a Time Manager task is called, register Al contains a pointer to the Time 
Manager task record associated with that routine. 

There are two ways in which an active queue element can become inactive. First, the speci
fied time delay can elapse, in which case the routine pointed to by the tmAddr field is called. 
Second, your appkation can call the RmvTime procedure, in which case the amount of time 
remaining before the delay would have e lapsed (the unused time) is reported in the tmCount 
fi eld of the task record. This feature allows you to use the Time Manager to compute elapsed 
times (see "Computing Elapsed Time" later in this chapter), which is useful for obtaining 
performance measurements. Calling RmvTime removes an element from the queue whether 
or not that task is active at the time RmvTime is called. 

To use the Time Manager to pe1form actions periodically, you simply need to have the routine 
pointed to by tmAddr call PrimeTime again. This technique is illustrated in "Performing 
Periodic Tasks" later in this chapter. Similarly, you can set up a Time Manager task to 
execute a specific number of times by keeping a count of the number of times the task has 
been called. In cases where the task needs access to your application's global variables (such 
as a count variable), you need to ensure that the AS register points to your application 's 
global variables when the task executes and that AS contains its original value when your task 
exits. A technique for doing this is illustrated in "Using Application Global Vruiables in 
Tasks" later in this chapter. 

Installing and Activating Task Records 

Listing 23-1 shows how to install and activate a Time Manager task. It assumes that the 
procedure MyTask has already been defined; see Listings 23-3 and 23-4 for examples of 
simple task definitions. 

Listing 23-1. Installing and activating a Time Manager task 

PROCEDURE InstallTMTask ; 
VAR 

myTMTask : 
myDelay : 

BEGIN 

TMTask ; 
Longint ; 

myDelay : = 2000 ; 
myTMTask . tmAddr : = @MyTask ; 
myTMTask . tmWakeUp : = O; 
myTMTask . tmReserve d : = O; 
InsXTime(@myTMTask) ; 
PrimeTime(@myTMTask , myDelay) ; 

END ; 

{an e x tended task r ecord } 
{delay value} 

{no . of milliseconds t o delay} 
{get a ddress of task} 
{initialize cmWakeUp} 
{ i nitialize tmReserved} 
{install the task recor d} 
{activate the task record} 

In this example, InstallTMTask installs an extended task record into the Time Manager queue 
and then activates the task. After the specified delay has elapsed (i n this case, 2000 
milliseconds, or 2 seconds), the procedure MyTask executes. 
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In cases where no task is to run after the specified time delay has elapsed, you should set the 
tmAddr field to NIL. To determine if the time has expired, you can check Lhe task-active bit in 
the qType field. 

Callino PrimeTime on a Time Manager task record that has not yet expired yields unpredict
able r:Sults and should therefore be avoided. If a prior unexpired request ex ists in the Time 
Manager queue that you wish to reactivate for some different delay, you should call 
RmvTime to cancel the prior request, then call InsTime to reinstall the timer task, and finally 
call PrimeTime to reschedule the task. Note, however, that it is possible and sometimes 
desirable to call PrimeTime in a Time Manager task that you want to reacti vate, because the 
timer will have expired before the task is called. 

Using Application Global Variables in Tasks 

When a Time Manager task executes, the AS world of the application that installed the 
corresponding task record into the Time Manager queue might not be valid (for example, the 
task might execute at interrupt time when that application is not the current application). If so, 
an attempt to read the application 's global variables would return erroneous results because 
the AS register would point to the application global variables of some other application. 
When a Time Manager task uses an application's global variables, it must therefore ensure 
that register AS contains the address of the boundary between the application global variables 
and the application parameters of the application that launched it. The task must also restore 
register AS to its original value before exiting. 

It is relatively straightforward to read the current value of the AS register when a Time Manager 
task begins to execute (using the SetCurrentAS function) and to restore it before exiting (using 
the SetAS function) . It is more complicated, however, to pass to a T ime Manager task the value 
to which it shou ld set AS before accessing its application's global variables. The reason for this 
is quite simple: neither the original nor the extended Time Manager task record contains an 
unused field in which the application could pass thi s in formation to the task. The situation here 
is unlike the situation with Notification Manager tasks or Sound Manager callback routi nes 
(both of which provide an easy way to pass the address of the application 's AS world to the 
task), but it is similar to the situation with VBL tasks. 

One way to gain access to the global variables of the application that launched a Time 
Manager task from within that task is to pass to lnsTime (or InsXTime) and PrimeTime the 
address of a structure, the first segment of which is simply the co1Tesponding T ime Manager 
task record and the remaining segment of which contains the address of the applicati on's AS 
world. For example, you can define a new data structure, a T ime Manager information 
record, as follows: 

TYPE TMin fo = 
RECORD 

atmTask : 
tmWakeUp : 
tmReserved : 
t mRefCon : 

END ; 

TMinfoPtr = ATMinfo ; 

TMTask ; 
Longin t ; 
Longint ; 
Long Int 
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Then you can install and activate your Time Manager task as illustrated in Listing 23-2. 

Listing 23-2. Passing the address of the application' s AS world to a Time Manager task 

PROCEDURE InstallTMTask ; 
VAR 

myTMinfo : 
myDelay : 

BEGIN 

TMinfo ; 
Longint ; 

myDelay : = 2000 ; 
myTMinfo . atmTask . tmAddr . - @MyTask ; 
myTMinfo . tmWakeUp : = O; 
myTMi nfo . tmReserved : = O; 
myTMi n f o . tmRefCon : = Se tCurrentA5 ; 
InsTi me(@myTMinfo) ; 
PrimeTime(@myTMinfo , myDelay) ; 

END ; 

{a TM information record} 
{delay v alue} 

{no . of milliseconds to delay} 
{get address of task} 
{initialize tmWakeUp} 
{initialize tmReserved} 
{store address of your AS world} 
{install the info record} 
{activate the info record} 

With the revised and extended Time Managers, the task is called with register Al containing 
the address passed to lnsTime (or lnsXTime) and PrimeTime. So the Time Manager task 
simply needs to retrieve the TMlnfo record and extract the appropriate value of the 
application's AS world . Listing 23-3 illustrates a sample task definition that does this. 

Listing 23-3. Defining a Time Manager task that can manipulate global variables 

FUNCTION GetTMinfo : TMinfoPtr ; 
INLINE $2E89 ; 

PROCEDURE MyTask ; 
VAR 

oldA5 : Longint ; 
recPtr : TMinfoPtr ; 

BEGIN 
recPtr : = GetTMinfo ; 
oldA5 : = SetA5(recPtrA . tmRefCon) ; 

{MOVE . L Al , (SP)} 

{for revised and extended TMs} 

{A5 when task is called} 

{first get your record} 
{set A5 to app ' s A5 world} 

{do something with the application ' s globals in here} 

oldA5 : = SetA5(oldA5) ; 

END ; 

{restore original A5 
[ and ignore result} 

The main reason that this technique works is that the revised and extended Time Managers 
do not care if the record whose address is passed to InsTime (or InsXTime) and PrimeTime 
is bigger than what they are expecting. If you use this technique, however, you should take 
care to retrieve the address of the task record from register A I as soon as you enter the Time 
Manager task (because some compilers generate code that uses registers AO and A 1 to 
dereference structures). 
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Note: The technique illustrated in Listing 23-3 cannot be used with the original Time 
Manaoer because that version of the Time Manager does not pass the address of the 
task r~cord in reoister Al. To oain access to your application's global variables when 
using the origin:i Time Manager, you would need to store your application's AS in 
one of the application's code segments (in particular, in the code segment that 
contains the Time Manager task). This technique involves the use of self-modifying 
code segments and is not recommended. Applications that attempt to modify their 
own 'CODE' resources may crash in operating environments that restrict an 
application's access to its own code segments (as, for example, in A/UX®). 

Performing Periodic Tasks 

One way to install a periodic Time Manager Lask is to have the task reactivate itself. Because 
the task record is already inserted into the Time Manager task queue, the task can simply call 
PrimeTime to do this. To call PrimeTime, however, the task needs to know the address of 
the corresponding task record. In the revised and extended Time Managers, the task record's 
address is placed into register A 1 when the task is called. Listing 23-4 illustrates how the 
task can reactivate itself by retrieving the address in register Al and passing that address 
to PrimeTime. 

Listing 23-4. Defining a periodic Time Manager task 

FUNCTION GetTMinfo : TMinfoPtr; 
INLINE $2E89 ; {MOVE . L Al , (SP)} 

PROCEDURE MyTask ; 
VAR 

recPtr : TMinfoPtr ; 
myDelay : Longinc ; 

BEGIN 
recPtr : = GetTMinfo ; 
myDelay : = 2000 ; 

{do somethi ng in here } 

{for revised and e x tended TMs} 

{delay value} 

{first get your own address} 
{no . of milliseconds to delay} 

PrimeTime(QElemPt r(recPtr) , myDelay) ; 
END ; 

Note: The technique illustrated in Listing 23-4 cannot be used with the original Time 
Manager because that version of the Time Manager does not pass the address of the 
task record in register Al. 

Computing Elapsed Time 

The RmvTime procedure in the revised and extended Time Managers returns any unused time 
in the tmCount field of the task record. This feature makes the Time Manager extremely 
useful for computing elapsed times, which can, in turn, provide performance measurements. 
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T.o comput~ the amount of time that a routin~ takes to execute, call PrimeTime at the begin
nmg of the mterval to be measured and specify a delay greater than the expected elapsed time. 
Then call RmvTime at the end of the interval and subtract the unused time returned in 
tmCount from the original delay passed to PrimeTime. To obtain the most accurate results, 
you should do all timing in microseconds (in which case the tmCount field of the task record 
has a range of about 35 minutes). To get an exact measurement, you should compute the 
overhead associated with calling the Time Manager and subtract it from the preliminary result. 
Listing 23-5 illustrates a technique for doing this. 

Listing 23-5. Computing elapsed time 

; allocate and clear a TMTask record on the stack 
; setting tmAddr : = 0 means no task 

@clear 

moveq . l #(tmQSize/2)-1 , dO ; set up loop counter 

clr . w -(sp) 
dbra dO,@clear 
move.l #60*1000*1000 , d7 

movea . l sp , aO 
InsTime 

move . l d7 , d6 
move . l d7,d0 
neg . l dO 

PrimeTime 

; to clear TMTask 
; allocate and clear TMTask record 
; clear it a word at a time 
; D7 : = delay in microseconds 
; (1 minute) 
; AO po ints to TMTask 
; install the task 
; D6 : = copy of initial del ay 
; DO : = delay time 
; negate it for microseconds 
; start the timer 

_ }{JllvTime ; immediately ~top l t 
; unused time will be returned in negated microseconds , 
; so adding is really subtrac ting 

add . l tmCount(aO) , d7 ; D7 := initial delay -
; time remain i ng 

; D7 now contains the overhead in 
movea . l sp , aO 

mi croseconds of _ PrimeTime and _ RmvTime 
; AO po i nts to TMTask record 

Ins Time 
move . l 
neg . l 

d6 , d0 
do 

_ PrimeTime 
; beginning of code to be timed 
; (in this example , a TimeDBRA loop} 

move . w TimeDBRA , dO 
@dbraLoop dbra dO , @dbraLoop 
; end of code to be timed 

; install the task 
; DO : = delay time 
;negate it for microseconds 
; start the timer 

; number of DBRAs per mi llisecond 
; waste a millisecond 

_RmvTime ; stop the timer 
add . l tmCount(a0),d6 ; D6 : =time used in microseconds 
sub.l d7,d6 ; s ubtrac t the Time Mgr overhead 
adda . w #tmQSize,sp ; deallocate TMTask record 

; register 06 now contains the number of microseconds 
; used by the timed code 

If you run this code, you might notice that on some models of the Macintosh, register 06 is 
not very close to 1000 (one millisecond). This is not due to a problem in the Time Manager. 
Rather, this occurs because TirneDBRA is the number of DBRA instructions per millisecond 
when executing out of ROM, and RAM accesses have different timing on some models. 
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Note: You should not run this sample code on a Macintosh Plus because that 
computer's ROM does not support the TimeDBRA variable. 

TIME MANAGER ROUTINES 

You can insert a task record into the Time Manager's queue by calling InsTime or InsXTime. 
Use InsXTime only if you wish to use the drift-free, fixed-frequency timing services of the 
extended Time Manager; use InsTime in all other cases. After you have queued a task record, 
you can activate it by calling PrimeTime. You can remove a task record from the queue by 
calling RmvTime. 

PROCEDURE InsTime (tmTaskPtr : QElemPtr) ; 

Trap macro 
On entry 
On exit 

_lnsTime 
AO: address of TMTask record 
DO: result code 

InsTime adds the Time Manager task record specified by tmTaskPtr to the Time Manager 
queue. Your application should fill in the tmAddr field of the task record and should set 
the remaining fields to 0. The tmTaskPtr parameter must point to an original Time Manager 
task record. 

With the revised and extended Time Managers, you can set tmAddr to NIL if you do not want 
a task to execute when the delay passed to PrimeTime expires. Also, calling InsTime with the 
revised Time Manager causes the high-order bit of the qType field to be reset to 0. 

Use the InsXTime procedure if you want to take advantage of the drift-free, fixed-frequency 
timing services of the extended Time Manager. 

PROCEDURE InsXTime (tmTaskPtr : QElemPtr); 

Trap macro 
On entry 
On exit 

_InsXTime 
AO: address of TMTask record 
DO: result code 

InsXTime adds the Time Manager task record specified by tmTaskPtr to the Time Manager 
queue. The tmTaskPtr parameter must point to an extended Time Manager task record. Your 
application must fi ll in the tmAddr field of that task. You should set the tmWakeUp and 
tmReserved fields to 0 the first time you call InsXTime. 

With the extended Time Manager, you can set tmAddr to NIL if you do not want a task to 
execute when the delay passed to PrimeTime expires. Also, InsXTime resets the high-order 
bit of the qType field to 0. 
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The PrimeTime procedure schedules the routine specified by the lmAddr field of tmTaskPtr 
for execution after the delay specified by the count parameter has elapsed. 

PROCEDURE PrimeTime (tmTaskPtr : QElemPt r ; count : Longint) ; 

Trap macro 
On entry 

On ex.i t 

_Prime Time 
AO: address o f TMTask record 
DO: specified delay time (long) 
DO: result code 

If the count parameter is a positive value, it is interpreted in milliseconds. If count is a 
negati ve value, it is interpreted in negated microseconds. (Microsecond delays are allowable 
only in the revised and extended Time Managers.) The task record specified by tmTaskPtr 
must already be inserted into the queue (by a previous call to lnsTime or lnsXTime) before 
your application calls the PrimeTime procedure. The PrimeTime procedure returns 
immediately, and the spec ified routine is executed after the specified delay has elapsed. If you 
call PrimeTime with a time delay of 0, the procedure runs as soon as interrupts are enabled. 

Jn the revised and extended Time Managers, PrimeTime sets the high-order bit of the qType 
fi eld to 1. In addition, any value of the count parameter that exceeds the maximum 
milli second delay is reduced to the maximum. If you pause an unexpired task (with 
RmvTime) and then reinstall it (with InsXTime), you can continue the previous delay by 
calling PrimeTime with the count parameter set to 0. 

PROCEDURE RmvTime (tmTaskPtr : QElemPtr} ; 

Trap macro 
On entry 
On exit 

_RrnvTime 
AO: address of TMTask record 
DO: result code 

The RmvTime procedure removes the Time Manager task record specified by tmTask.Ptr from 
the Time Manager queue. Jn both the revised and extended Time Managers, if the specified 
task record is active (that is, it has been activated but the specified time has not yet elapsed), 
the tmCount fie ld of the task record returns the amount of time remaining. To provide the 
greatest accuracy, the unused time is reported as negated microseconds if that value is small 
enough to fit into the tmCount field (even if the delay was originally specified in 
milliseconds); otherwise, the unused time is reported in positive milliseconds. If the time has 
already expired, tmCount contains 0. 

In the revised and extended Time Managers, PrimeTime sets the high-order bit of the qType 
field to 0. 
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SUMMARY OF THE TIME MANAGER 

Data Types 

TMTaskPtr = ATMTask ; 

TYPE TMTask = 
RECORD 

qLink : 
qType : 
tmAddr : 
tmCount : 

END ; 

TYPE TMl'ask 
RECORD 

qLink : 
qType : 
tmAddr : 
tmCount : 
tmWakeUp : 
tmReserved : 

END ; 

Routines 

PROCEDURE InsTime 

PROCEDURE InsXTime 

PROCEDURE PrimeTime 

PROCEDURE RmvTime 

{original and revised Time Manager task record} 

QElemPtr ; 
Integer ; 
ProcPtr ; 
Long I n t 

{next queue entry} 
{queue type} 
{pointer t o task} 
{reserved} 

{extended Time Mar.ager task record} 

QElemPtr ; 
In t eger ; 
ProcPtr ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
:..ongint 

{next queue entry} 
{q ueue t ype} 
{pointer to task} 
{unused time} 
{wakeup Lime} 
{reserved for future use} 

(tmTaskPtr : QElemPtr) ; 

(tmTaskPtr : QElemPtr) ; 

(tmTaskPtr : QElemPtr ; count : Longint) ; 

( tmTaskPtr : QElemPt r) ; 

Assembly-Language Information 

Structure of Original and Revised Time Manager Queue Entry 

qLink 
qType 
tmAddr 
tmCounc 
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long 
word 
long 
long 

pointer to next queue entry 
queue type 
pointer to task 
unused time; returned to caller 
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Structure of Extended Time Manager Queue Entry 

qLink 
qType 
tmAddr 
tmCount 
tmWakeUp 
tmReserved 

long 
word 
long 
long 
long 
long 

pointer to next queue entry 
queue type 
pointer to task 
unused time; returned to caller 
wakeup time; used internally by the Time Manager 
reserved for future use 
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ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

This chapter describes how you can use the Notification Manager to inform users of signifi
cant occurrences in applications that are running in the background or in software that is 
largely invisible to the user. This software includes device drivers, vertical blanking (VBL) 
tasks, Time Manager tasks, completion routines, and desk accessories that operate behind the 
scenes. It also includes code that executes during the system startup sequence, such as code 
contained in 'INIT' resources. 

The Notification Manager is available in system software versions 6.0 and later. You can use 
the Gestalt function to determine whether the Notification Manager is present. See the 
Compatibility Guidelines chapter in this volume for complete detai ls on using Gestalt. 

The information in this chapter supersedes the information that was previously published in 
Appendix D of the Programmer's Guide to MultiFinder. You need to read this chapter if your 
application, desk accessory, or device driver might need to notify the user of some 
occurrence while it is running in the background or is otherwise invisible to the user. You 
also need to read thi s chapter if you want to w1ite 'INIT' resources that might need to inform 
the user of impo1tant occurrences during their execution at system startup time. 

ABOUT THE NOTIFICATION MANAGER 

The Notification Manager provides an asynchronous notification service. It allows software 
running in the background (or otherwise unseen by the user) to communicate information to 
the user. For example, applications that manage lengthy background tasks (such as printing 
many documents or transferring large amounts of data to other machines) might need to 
inform the user that the operation is complete. These applications cannot use the standard 
methods of communicating with the user, such as alert or dialog boxes, because such 
windows might easily be obscured by the windows of other applications. Moreover, even if 
those windows are visible, the background application cannot be certain that the user is aware 
of the change. So some more reliable method must be used to manage the communication 
between a background application and the user, who might be awaiting the completion of the 
background task while running other applications in the foreground. 

In the same way, relati vely invisible operations such as Time Manager tasks, VBL tasks, or 
device drivers might need to inform the user that some previously started routine is complete 
or perhaps that some error has rendered further execution undesirable or impossible. 

In all these cases, the communication generally needs to occur in one direction only, from the 
background application (or task, or driver) to the user. The Notification Manager, included in 
system software versions 6.0 and later, allows you to post to the user a notification, which 
is an audible or visible indication that your application (or other piece of software) requires the 
user's attention. You post a notification by issuing a notification request to the Notification 
Manager, which places your request into a queue. When your request reaches the top of the 
queue, the Notification Manager posts a notification to the user. 
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You can request three types of notification: 

• Polite notification. A small icon appears to flash by periodically alternating with the 
Apple® menu icon (which is the Apple symbol) or the Application menu icon in the 
menu bar. 

• Audible notification. The Sound Manager plays the system alert sound or a sound 
contained in an 'snd ' resource. 

• Alert notification. An alert box containing a short message appears on the screen. 
The user must dismiss the alert box (by clicking the OK button) before foreground 
processing can continue. 

These types of notification are not mutually exclusive; for example, an application can 
request both audible and alert notifications. Moreover, if the requesting software is listed 
in the Application menu (and hence represents a process that is loaded into memory), 
you can instruct the Notification Manager to place a diamond-shaped mark next to the 
name of the requesting process. The mark is usually intended to prompt the user to switch 
the marked application into the foreground. Finally, you can request that the Notification 
Manager execute a notification response procedure, which is a procedure that is 
executed as the final step in a notification. 

In short, a notification consists of one or more of five possible actions. If you request more 
than one action, they occur in the following order: 

1 . A diamond-shaped mark appears next to the name of your application in the Application 
menu, as illustrated in Figure 24- J. Note that the diamond is present on ly when your 
application is in the background (because the diamond is replaced by a checkmark if 
your application is the active application). In Figure 24-1, the Other App application is 
the active application. 

2. A small icon alternates with the Apple menu icon or the Application menu icon in the 
menu bar. Typically, the small icon is your application's small icon. Note that several 
applications might post notifications, so there might be a series of small icons alternat
ing in the menu bar. The location of each flashing icon follows that of the posting 
application's mark (if any). If your application is marked with a diamond (or a check
mark) in the Application menu, the icon flashes above the Application menu; otherwise, 
the icon flashes above the Apple menu. 

3 . The Sound Manager plays a sound. Your application can supply its own sound (by 
passing the Notification Manager a handle to an 'snd' resource loaded into memory) 
or request that the Sound Manager use the user's system alert sound. 

Hide Other App 
Hide Others 
Show Hll 

IQ Finder 
+ t{? Sample 
.,1~ Other App 

Figure 24-1. A notification in the Application menu 
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4. An alert box appears, and the user dismisses it. Your application specifies the text in the 
alert box; the box looks like the alert box shown in Figure 24-2. 

5. A response procedure executes. You can use the response procedure to remove the 
no ti fication request from the queue or perform other processing. 

The mark in the Application menu and the alternating small icon remain until the requesting 
application removes the notification request from the queue. However, the sound and the 
alert box are presented only once, if a t all. 

Any applications, desk accessories, tasks, routines, or drivers can use the Notification 
Manager, whether they are running in the background or not. It is especiall y useful for 
background applications, such as the PrintMonitor application. (The system alarm, which 
is called by the Alarm Clock desk accessory, also uses the Notification Manager.) Fore
ground applications can, however, use the services of the Notification Manager to achieve 
effects (such as the alternating small icon) that are otherwise more difficult to create. For 
the same reasons, the Notification Manager can be useful even to applications that might be 
executing in a FinderThl-only environment under system software version 6.0. 

T he Notification Manager provides applications with a standard user interface for notifying 
the user of significant events. It is suggested that your applicati on adopt the fo llowing three
level notification strategy for communicating with the user: 

1 . Display a diamond next to the name of the application in the Application menu. 

2. Insert a small icon into the list of icons that alternate with the Apple menu icon or the 
Application menu icon in the menu bar, and display a diamond next to the name of 
your application in the Applicatio rt menu . 

3. Display a diamond, insert a small icon, and put up an alert box to notify the user that 
something needs to be done. 

Ideally, the user should be allowed to set the desired level of notification. T he suggested 
default level of notification is level 2. In levels 2 and 3, you might also play a sound, but the 
user should have the ability to turn the sound off. In addition, a user should have the ability 
to turn off background notification altogether, except in cases where damage might occur or 
data would be lost. 

Note: This suggested notificati on strategy may not be appropriate for your applica
tion. Notifications posted by system software do not follow these guidelines. 

~ Sample alert boH! 

n OK J) 

Figure 24-2. A sample a lert box 
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Each application, desk accessory, and device driver can issue any number of notification 
requests. Each requested notification is presented separately to the user. For this reason, you 
should try to avoid posting multiple notification requests for the same occun-ence. Depending 
on the method of notification you specify, multiple requests might result in an annoying 
number of notification sounds or a large number of alert boxes that the user must dismiss 
before continuing. 

Note that the Notification Manager provides a one-way communications path from an applica
tion to the user. There is no provision for carrying information back from the user to the 
requesting application, although it is possible for the requesting application to determine if 
the notification was received. If you require this secondary communications link, do not use 
the Notification Manager. Instead, you should wait until the user switches your application 
into the foreground and then use standard means (for example, a dialog box) to obtain the 
required information. 

USING THE NOTIFICATION MANAGER 

To issue a notification to the user, you need to create a notification request and install it into 
the notification queue. The Notification Manager interprets the request and presents the 
notification to the user at the earliest possible time. After you have notified the user in the 
desired manner (that is, placed a diamond mark in the Application menu, added a small icon 
to the list of icons that alternate in the menu bar, played a sound, or presented the user with 
an alert box), you might want the Notification Manager to call a response procedure. The 
response procedure is useful for determining that the user has indeed seen the notification or 
for reacting to the successful posting of the notification. Eventually, you will need to remove 
the notification request from the notification queue; you can do this in the respon e procedure 
or when your application returns to the foreground. 

The Notification Manager is automatically initiali zed at system startup time. It includes two 
functions, one that allows you to install a request into the notification queue and one that 
allows you to remove a request from that queue. 

Creating a Notification Request 

Information describing each notification request is contained in the notification queue, 
which is a standard Macintosh® queue, as described in the Operating System Utilities chapter 
of Volume ll. When installing a request into the notification queue, your application must 
supply a pointer to a notification record that indicates the type of notification you desire. Each 
entry in the notification queue is a notification record- a static and nonrelocatable record 
of type NMRec. 

TYPE NMRec = 
RECORD 

qLink : 
qType : 
nmFlags : 
nmPrivate : 
nmReserved : 
nmMark : 

QElemPLr ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Longint ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
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{next queue entry} 
{queue type : ORD(nmType) 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{item to mark in menu} 

8} 



nmicon : 
nmSound : 
nmStr : 
nmResp : 
nmRefCon : 

Handle ; 
Handle ; 
StringPtr ; 
ProcPtr ; 
Long Int 

The Notification Manager 

{handle to icon} 
{handle to sound resource} 
{string to appear in alert box} 
{pointer to response procedure} 
{for applicatio~ · s use} 

END ; 

To set up a notification request, you need to fill in the fie lds qType, nmMark, nmlcon, 
nmSound, nmStr, nm Resp, and nmRefCon. The remaining fields of this record are used 
internally by the Notification Manager or are reserved for use by Apple Computer, Inc. 

Note: In system software version 6.0, the field nmlcon is named nmSicon and 
should contain a handle to a small icon (a l 6-by- 16 bitmap, often stored as an 
'SICN' resource). 

Field descriptions 

qLink 

qType 

nm.Flags 

nmPrivate 

nmReserved 

nmMark 

nmlcon 

nmSound 

nmStr 

Points to the next element in the queue. This field js used internally by 
the Notification Manager. 

Indicates the type of operating-system queue. You should set tills field 
to the value ORD(nmType), which is 8. 

Reserved for use by Apple. 

Reserved for use by Apple. 

Reserved for use by Apple. 

Indicates whether to place a diamond-shaped mark next to the name of 
the application in the Application menu. If nmMark is 0, no such mark 
appears. If nmMark is J, the mark appears next to the name of the 
calling application. If nmMark is neither 0 nor I, it is interpreted as the 
reference number of a desk accessory. An application should pass l , a 
desk accessory should pass its own reference number, and a driver or 
a detached background task (such as a YBL task or Time Manager 
task) should pass 0. 

Contains a handle to a small icon or to an icon family containing a 
small color icon that is to alternate periodically in the menu bar. If 
nmlcon is NIL, no icon appears in the menu bar. If nmlcon is not 
NIL. then the Notification Manager determines whether it is a handle 
to a small icon or to an icon family containing a small color icon. This 
handle must be valid at the time that the notification occurs; it does not 
need to be locked, but must be nonpurgeable. 

Contains a handle to a sound resource to be played with SndPlay. If 
nmSound is NTL, no sound is produced. If nmSound is -1 , then the 
system alert sound plays. This handle does not need to be locked, but 
it must be nonpurgeable. 

Points to a string that appears in the alert box. Jf nmStr is NIL, no 
alert box appears. Note that the Notification Manager does not make 
a copy of this string, so your application should not dispose of this 
storage unti l it removes the notification request. 
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nmResp Points to a response procedure. If nmResp is NTL, no response 
procedure executes when the noti fication is posted. If nmResp is - 1, 
then a predefined procedure removes the notification request 
immediately after it has completed. 

nmRefCon A long integer available for your application ' s own use. 

Listing 24-1 illustrates how to set up a notification record. 

VAR 
rnyNotification : 
rnyResNurn : 
rnyResHand : 
rnyText : 

Listing 24-1. Setting up a notification record 

NMRec ; 
Integer ; 
Handle ; 
Str255 ; 

{a notification record} 
{resource ID of small icon resource} 
{handle to small icon resource} 
{string to print in alert box} 

BEGIN 
rnyResNurn : = 1234 ; {resource ID in resource fork} 
rnyResHand : = GetResource( ' SICN' , myResKum) ; 

{get small icon from resource for k } 
myTexl : = ' Sample Alert Box '; {set message for alert box} 

WITH myNotification DO 
BEGIN 

qType : = ORD(nmType) ; 
nmMark : = l ; 
nmicon : = myResHand ; 
nmSound : = Handle (-1 ) ; 
nmStr : = @~yText ; 

nmResp : = :-JIL ; 
nmRefCon . - NIL ; 

END ; 
END ; 

{set queue type} 
{put mark in Application menu} 
{alcernating icon} 
{play system alert sound} 
~display alert box} 
{no response procedure} 
{not needed} 

This notification record requests all three types of notification-polite (alternati ng small icon), 
audible (system alert sound). and alert (alert box). Tn addition, the diamond appears in front 
of the application's name in the Application menu. In this case, the small icon has resource ID 
1234 of type 'SICN' in the application' s resource fork. 

Defining a Response Procedure 

The nm Resp field of the notification record contains the address of a response procedure 
that executes as the final stage of a notification. If you do not need to do any processing in 
response to the notification, then you can suppl y the value NIL in that field. If you supply 
the address of your own response procedure in the nmResp field, the Noti fication Manager 
passes it one parameter, a pointer to your notification record . For example, this is how you 
would declare a response procedure havi ng the name MyResponse: 

PROCEDURE MyResponse (nmReqPtr : NMRecPtr) ; 
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When the Notification Manager calls this response procedure, it does not set up AS or low
memory global variables for you. If you need to access your application's global variables, 
you should save its AS in the nmRefCon field. See the Memory Management chapter in this 
volume for more information on saving and restoring the AS world. 

Response procedures should never draw on the screen or otherwise affect the human interface. 
Rather, you should use them simply to remove notification requests from the notification 
queue and free any memory. If you specify the special nmResp value of-1, the Notification 
Manager removes the queue element from the queue automatically, so you don' t have to do it 
yourself. You have to pass your own response routine, however, if you need to do anything 
else in the response procedure, such as free the memory block containing the queue element or 
set an application global variable that indicates that the notification was received. 

If you choose to use audible or alert notifications, you should probably use an nmResp value 
of - I so that the notification record is removed from the queue as soon as the sound has 
finished or the user has dismissed the alert box. However, if either nmMark or nmlcon is 
nonzero, you should not use an nmResp value of - 1 because the Notification Manager would 
remove the diamond mark or the small icon before the user could see it. Note that an nmResp 
value of - 1 does not free the memory block containing the queue element; it merely removes 
that element from the notification queue. 

Since the response procedure executes as the last step in the notification process, your appli
cation can determine that the notification was posted by examining a global variable that you 
set in the response procedure. In addition, to determine that the user has actually received the 
notification, you need to request an alert notification. This is because the response procedure 
executes only after the user has clicked the OK button in the ale1t box. 

Installing a Notification Request 

To add a notification request to the notification queue, call NMinstall. For example, you can 
install the notification request defined in Listing 24-1 with the followi ng line of code: 

myErr : = NMinstall (@myNoti fi cation) ; {install notification r e quest) 

Before calling NMlnstall, you should check to make sure that your application is running in 
the background. If your application is in the foreground , you do not n~ed to use the 
Notification Manager to notify the user; instead, you can simply use standard methods for 
playing sounds or putting up alert boxes. 

Note: VBL tasks, Time Manager tasks, and device dri vers that want to install 
notification requests do not need to make this check because they are never in the 
foreground. Generally, however, a VBL task or a Time Manager task can avoid 
issuing notification requests by setting a global flag that informs the application 
that installed it that a notification needs to be requested. When that application 
receives some processing time, it can alert the user in the appropriate manner (that 
is. by putting up an alert box or by issuing a notification request). This method 
allows you to keep interrupt-time tasks, such as VBL and Time Manager tasks, 
small and quick. 
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If the call to NMinstall returns an error, then you cannot install the notification request in 
the notification queue. In that case, your application must wait for the user to switch it into 
the foreground before doing further processing. While waiting for a resume event, your 
application should take care of other events, such as updates. Note, however, that the only 
reason that NMinstall might fai l is if it is passed invalid information, namely, the wrong 
value for qType. 

You can install notification requests at any time, even when the system is executing 'INIT' 
resources as part of the system startup sequence. Tf you need to notify the user of some 
important occurrence during the execution of your 'INIT' resource, you should use the 
Notification Manager to instaJI a request in the notification queue. The system notifies the 
user after the startup process completes, that is, when the normal event mechanism begins. 
This saves you from having to interrupt the system startup sequence with dialog or alert 
boxes and results in a cleaner and more uniform startup appearance. 

Removing a Notification Request 

To remove a notification request from the notification queue, call NMRemove. For example, 
you can remove a notification request with this code: 

myErr : = NMRemove (@myNocificacion) ; {remove notification request) 

You can remove requests at any time, either before or after the notification actually occurs. 
Note that requests that have already been issued by the Notification Manager are not 
automatically removed from the queue. 

NOTIFICATION MANAGER ROUTINES 

The Notification Manager includes two functions, one to install a notification request and one 
to remove a notification request. To install a notification request, use the function NMinstall. 

FUNCTION NMinstall (nmReqPtr : NMRecPtr) : OSErr ; 

Trap macro 
On entry 
On exit 

_NMinstal l 
AO: address of NMRec record 
DO: result code 

NMinstall has a single parameter, nmRecPtr. which is a pointer to a notification record. It 
adds the notification request specified by that record to the notification queue and returns a 
result code. 

Result codes 
no Err 
nmTypErr 

0 
- 299 

No error 
Invalid qType (must be ORD(nmType)) 
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Note: NMinstall does not move or purge memory, so you can call it from 
completion routines or interrupt handlers as well as rrom the main body of an 
application and from the response procedure of a notification request. 

NMRemove removes the notification request identified by nmReqPtr from the notification 
queue and returns a result code. 

FUNCTION NMRemove (nmReqPtr : NMRecPtr) OSErr ; 

Trap macro 
On entry 
On exit 

Result codes 
no Err 
qErr 
nmTypErr 

_NMRemove 
AO: address of NMRec record 
DO: result code 

0 
-I 

-299 

No error 
Not in queue 
Invalid qType (must be ORD(nmType)) 

Note: NMRemove does not move or purge memory, so you can call it from 
completion routines or interrupt handlers as well as from the main body of an 
application and from the response procedure of a notification request. 
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SUMMARY OF THE NOTIFICATION MANAGER 

Constant 

CONST nmType = 8 ; 

Data Types 

TYPE NMRec = 
RECORD 

qLink : 
qType : 
nmFlags : 
nmPrivate : 
nmReserved : 
nmMark : 
nmicon : 
nmSound : 
nmStr : 
nmResp : 
nmRefCon : 

EN:> ; 

NMRecPtr "NMRec ; 

Routines 

FUNCTION NMinstall 

FUNCTION NMRemove 

QElemPtr ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Longint ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Handle ; 
Handle ; 
StringPtr ; 
ProcPtr ; 
Long Int 

{next queue entry} 
{queue type : ORD(nmType) 
{reserved} 
{r eserved} 
{re served} 
{item to mark in menu} 
{handle to icon} 

8} 

{handle to sound resource} 
{string to appear in alert box} 
{pointer to response procedure} 
{for application's use} 

(nmReqPtr : NMRecPtr) OSErr; 

(nmReqPtr : NMRecPtr) OSErr; 

Application-Defined Routines 

PROCEDURE MyResponse 

Result Codes 

no Err 
qErr 
nrnTypErr 

0 
-1 

-299 

(nmReqPtr : NMRecPtr) ; 

No error 
Not in queue 
Invalid qType (must be ORD(nmType)) 
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ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

This chapter describes how your application can use the File Manager features introduced in 
system software version 7.0 to manipulate fil es. This chapter supplements the File Manager 
information in Volumes IV and V. 

Read thi s chapter if your application creates, saves, or opens files. 

Most of the features described in this chapter are available only in system software version 7.0 
or later. To determine which features are available in a specific operating environment, use the 
Gestalt function, described in the Compatibility Guidelines chapter of this volume. The avai la
bility of some features depends on the characteristics of the volume rather than on the system 
software. To determine which features a volume supports, use the PBHGetVolParms function, 
described in this chapter. A complete description of how you check for various µew features 
appears at the beginning of "Using the File Manager" in thi s chapter. 

To use this chapter you must be fami liar with the file system documentation in Volume IV. 

ABOUT THE FILE MANAGER 

The File Manager is the part of the Operating System that gives your application access to data 
storage devices such as disk drives. You use the Fi le Manager to create, write, and read fi les. 

To fully exploi t system software version 7.Q, your application should adopt two new Fi le 
Manager features: 

• the fi le system specification record , a new convention for identify ing files and 
directories (see "Identi fy ing Files, Directories, and Volumes" later in this chapter) 

• the strategy of updating a stored file by changing the catalog entries (see "A Simpler 
Safe-Save Strategy" later in this chapter) 

The File Manager in version 7.0 also introduces a number of special-purpose functions that 
you can use to 

• search an entire volume quickly, matching entries in almost any of the catalog 
information fields, such as file creation date or file length 

• track files by assigning and resolving file identification numbers 

• mount volumes 

• manipulate access-control privileges in foreign file systems 

Version 7.0 supplies high-level versions of some functions previously avai lable only as 
low-level functions. These fu nctions have been available historically in some development 
environments but have not been documented before in Inside Macintosh. 
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The PBHGetVolParms function, which reports volume in formation. has been expanded and 
updated to reflect features in version 7.0. Some File Manager routines have been modified to 
accommodate file identification numbers. 

System software version 7.0 includes a local version of Apple's file-server application , 
AppleShare®. This feature allows the user to make some or all of the fil es on a local volume 
available over a network, increasing the chance that your application may be used in a shared 
environment. As long as you follow the standard guidelines for Macintosh® programming, 
your application should work in a shared environment. If you want to exploit the full power 
of a shared environment, follow the guidelines in the File Manager Extensions in a Shared 
Environment chapter of Volume V. 

To he lp you understand and use the version 7.0 File Manager, the first few sections of this 
chapter introduce the new features you should use: the new convention for identifying files 
and directories and the new strategy for updating stored fi les safely. The "New Special
Purpose Features" section later in this chapter introduces an asso11ment of other powerful but 
more specialized features. 

The "Using the File Manager" section later in this chapter contains instructions for using the 
new features of the File Manager to 

• recognize and use a standard file identification convention 

• update a stored file safely 

• search a volume for one or more files or directories 

• assign and resolve file ID numbers 

• manipulate the permission information that controls access to files on volumes 
controlled by different operating systems, such as AIUX® 

IDENTIFYING FILES, DIRECTORIES, AND VOLUMES 

Your application typically specifies a filename and location when it ca lls the File Manager to 
open or delete a fil e. It typically receives filenames and locations from the Standard File 
Package and the FinderTM' which handle the user interface for creating, saving, opening, and 
removing files. 

File System Specifications 

Conventions for identifying fil es, directories, and volumes have evolved as the File Manager 
has matured. Version 7.0 introduces a simple, standard form for identifying a fil e or direc
tory, called a fil e system specification. You can use a file system specification whenever you 
must identify a fil e or directory for the File Manager. 
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The file system specification contains 

• the volume reference number of the volume on which the file or directory resides 

• the directory ID of the parent directory 

• the name of the file or directory 

For a complete description of the new data structure, the file system specification (FSSpec) 
record, see "Using FSSpec Records" later in this chapter. 

The Standard File Package in system software version 7.0 uses FSSpec records to identify 
files to be saved or opened. The File Manager provides a new set of high-level routines that 
accept FSSpec records as input, so that your application can pass the data directly from the 
Standard File Package to the File Manager. The Alias Manager and the Edition Manager 
accept file specifications only in the form of FSSpec records. 

The Finder in version 7.0 uses alias records, which are resolved into FSSpec records, to 
identify files to be opened or printed. (The description of required Apple® events in the Apple 
Event Manager chapter of this volume explains how the Finder passes file information to 
your application and how your application retrieves it.) 

Version 7.0 also introduces the FSMakeFSSpec function , which creates an FSSpec record 
for a file or directory. For a complete description of FSMakeFSSpec, see "Using FSSpec 
Records" and "Making FSSpec Records" later in this chapter. 

The Evolution of File Specification Strategies 

The original Macintosh File System (MFS) is a "flat" fi le system-that is, a system in 
which all files are stored at the same level on a volume (the volume is not subdivided into 
directories). To uniquely identify a fil e, you need to specify only a volume and a filename. 
In high-level MFS functions, you pass the specification in parameters called vRefNum and 
fileName. (For a complete description of MFS, see the File Manager chapter in Volume II 
or IV.) 

In MFS, you can specify a file in either of two ways: 

• a fu ll pathname, which contains the nan1es of both the volume and the file, in the 
fileName parameter 

• filename by name in the fileName parameter and volume by volume reference number, a 
unique number assigned when the volume is mounted, in the vRefNum parameter 

Figure 25- 1 illustrates the two ways to identify a fi le in MFS. 
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Full pathname 

D 

_J _J 
Lines 

Volume and partial pathname 

Loma Prieta 

_J _J 
Lines 

vRefNum ignored 

fileName full pathname 
Loma Prieta : Lines 

} vRefNum volume reference number 
or 0 for default volume 

} fileName partial pathname 
Lines 

Figure 25-1. Identifying a file in MFS 

To improve performance, especially with larger volumes, Apple Computer, Inc., introduced 
the Hierarchical Fi le System (HFS) on the Macintosh Plus computer and later models. In 
HFS, a volume can be divided into smaller un its known as directories, which can them
selves contain fi les or other directories. Each file on an HFS volume is stored in a directory. 
To identify a fil e in HFS, you must specify its volume, its parent directory, and its name. 
The File Manager assigns each directory a directory ID, and the user or the system software 
assigns each directory a name. The HFS File Manager routines include an additional param
eter, the dirID parameter, to handle the directory specifi cation. (For a complete description of 
HFS, see the File Manager chapter in Volume IV.) 

In HFS, each folder created by the user is a directory. The folders represent a true hierarchy 
in the file system. In MFS, folders are an illusion maintained for the user by the system 
software. The first-level directory on a volume, the one that contains all of the other 
directories, is known as the root di rectory. 

For compatibility between HFS and MFS, Apple introduced the concept of working 
directories. A working directory is a combined directory and volume specification. To 
make a directory into a working directory, the Fi le Manager establishes a control block 
that contains both the volume and the directory ID of the target directory. The File Manager 
then returns a unique working directory reference number, which you can use to identify 
the directory. You can use the working directory reference number in place of a volume 
specification in all of the MFS functions. 
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Note: Working directories were introduced solely for compatibility between HFS 
and MFS. If you are writing an application to run in syste m software version 7 .0, 
you do not need to use working directories. 

In summary, HFS recognizes three kinds of fil e system objects: files, directories, and 
volumes. You can identify them using these labels: 

File 

Directory 

Volume 

filename 

directory name 
directory ID 
working directory reference number, which also implies a volume 

volume name 
volume reference number 
working directory reference number, which also implies a directory 

In HFS, you can pass a complete file specification in any of four ways: 

• fulJ pathname 

• volume reference number and partial pathname 

• working directory reference number and partial pathname 

• volume reference number, directory ID, and partial pathname 

A full pathname consists of the name of the volume, the names of all directories between 
the root directory and the target, and the name of the target. A full pathname sta1ts with a 
character other than a colon and contains at least one colon. If the first char·acter is a colon, 
or if the pathname contains no colons, it is a partial pathname. If a partial pathname starts 
with the name of a par·ent directory, the first character in the pathname must be a colon. If 
a partial pathname contains only the name of the tar·get file or directory, the leading colon 
is optional. 

You can identify a volume in the vRefNum par·ameter by volume reference number or drive 
number, but volume reference number is preferred. A value of 0 represents the default 
volume. A volume name in the pathname overrides any other volu me specification. Unlike 
a volume name, a volume re ference number is guaranteed to be unique. It changes, however, 
each time a volume is mounted. 

Note: The system software that accompanied the release of HFS introduced the 
PBHSetYol function for setting the default volume on a hierarchical disk. Do not use 
the PBHSetYol function or the high-level version, HSetYol, which is available in 
some development environments. If you need to set the default volume, use SetYol 
or PBSetYol , described in the File Manager chapter of Volume IV. 

A working directory reference number represents both the directory ID and the volume 
reference number. If you specify any value other than 0 for the dirID par·ameter, that value 
ovenides the directory ID implied by a working directory reference number in the volume 
parameter. The volume specification remains valid. 

Figure 25-2 illustrates the four ways to identify a file in HFS. 
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Figure 25-2. Identifying a file in HFS 
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The FSSpec record described in Lhe previous section, "File System Specifications," replaces 
both the MFS and the HFS conventions for identify ing fil es and directories in most cases. In 
system software version 7.0, you use the hi storical forms primarily when ca lli ng low-level 
File Manager functions. 

LIMITATIONS ON MFS DISKS 

System software version 7.0 sti ll supports MFS disks, insofar as your application can 
still read and write files on MFS di sks. There a.re, however, limitations on MFS disks in 
vers ion 7 .0. 

• MFS disks cannot be renamed. 

• MFS disks cannot have comments; however, files located within MFS di sks can have 
comments. 

• The Finder in system software version 7.0 ignores folders created on an MFS disk by 
older versions of the Finder. The folders are not displayed. A file in such a folder 
appears in the root level of the disk but has the same relati ve position in the wi ndow 
that it has in the MFS folder. 

• The Finder does not use or save window position or size in formation about files located 
on an MFS disk. 

• You cannot create an alias for an MFS volume. More generally, Alias Manager functions 
and the FSMakeFSSpec function do not work if their target is an MFS volume. You can, 
however, create ali ases for fi les on an MFS volume. Similarly, you can use the new File 
Manager functions that use FSSpec records on files on an MFS volume. 

• You should not call the Fi le Manager function PBGetFCBTn fo on MFS volumes. 

• The Process Manager· s GetProcesslnformation function may not return correct results 
about the location of the application file if the application file resides on an MFS 
volume. 

• If the user renames an edition located on an MFS volume, the Edition Manager may not 
be able to find that edition for any document that publishes to or subscribes to it. Also, 
if the user opens an ed ition in the Finder that is located on an MFS volume and updates 
that edition, the Finder window closes. 

A SIMPLER SAFE-SAVE STRATEGY 

When the user saves a changed version of a document, most applications perform a "safe 
save"-a sequence of updating, renaming, saving, and deleting files that preserves the 
contents of the old file until the new version is safely recorded. Typically, an application 
saves the new version of the file under a temporary name, renames both fi les, and then 
di scards Lhe 01iginal. 
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Version 7.0 introduces the FSpExchangeFiles and PBExchangeFiles func tions. which 
simplify a safe save. Both functions exchange the contents of two fi les by altering the catalog 
entries for the fi Jes. To save a new version of a fil e using ril e exchange, you save the copy, 
exchange the contents of the two fil es, and discard the newly saved fi le, wh ich now ho lds the 
original version or the file. See "Updating Files" later in th is chapter for a description or how 
to update fi les with FSpExchangeFiles. 

Updating a fi le with FSpExchangeFiles preserves the fil e ' s ID, which is used by the Al ias 
Manager. (See "File IDs" later in th is chapter for a description of fil e lDs; see the Finder 
Interface chapter or this volume for a description of Finder aliases and the Alias Manager 
chapter of this volume for a de cription of the underlying software.) Although the Alias 
Manager is usually able to resolve an alias with an obsolete rile ID, you can improve the 
reliability of aliases by preserving fi le IDs on all saves. 

NEW SPECIAL-PURPOSE FEATURES 

Version 7.0 contains a number of speciali zed functions that give you more control over 
various kinds of fi le manipulation. You can use these functions to examine the information 
in a volume' s catalog, to track fi les on a volume, and to manipulate access privileges on 
non-Macintosh fi le systems. 

A Quick, Thorough Catalog Search 

Version 7.0 introduces the PBCatSearch function, a new function for examining a volume's 
catalog, which contains descriptions of all the fil es and directories on the volume. 

A single call to the PBCatSearch function can replace a series of indexed calls to the 
PBGetFinfo, PBHGetFinfo, or PBGetCatlnfo function, which all re turn a collection of catalog 
information about an individual file or directory. In MFS, you could examine all catalog entries 
on a volume by calling PBGetFinfo repeatedly, using an index to step through the catalog. On 
an HFS vol ume, indexed calls to the equivalent function, PBHGetFinfo, examine the fi les and 
directories in only one directory. To examine the catalog information for all files on an HFS 
volume with PBHGetFinfo, or all the fil es and directories with PBGetCatlnfo, you have to 
perform a recursive search through the hierarchy. Especially on a large hierarchical volume, 
searching the catalog with a series of individual calls can be time-consuming. 

The PBCatSearch function lets you search the entire catalog with a single procedure call. 
It compares each catalog entry with a set of specifications you provide, and it g ives you a 
list of all entries that meet your search criteria. For a detailed description of how to use the 
PBCatSearch function, see " Searching a Volume" later in this chapter. 

File IDs 

Vers ion 7.0 introduces the file ID, a too l for identifying a fil e that your application may 
need to find again later. The fi le ID Jets you reference a file through its fi le number in the 
volume catalog. 
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A file number is a unique number assigned to a file when it's created. The File Manager can 
set up an internal record in the volume's catalog that records the filename and parent directory 
ID of the file with a given file number, establishing the fi le number as the fi le's ID and 
enabling you to reference the fi le by that number. (For more information abou t the volume's 
catalog, see the File Manager chapter of Volume IV.) 

Note: The file ID is a low-level tool and is unique onl y on one HFS volume. In 
most cases, your application should track files using the Alias Manager, described in 
the Ali as Manager chapter of this volume. The Alias Manager can track files across 
volumes. It creates a detailed record describing a file that you want to track, and, 
when you need to resolve the record later, it performs a sophisticated search. The 
Alias Manager uses fil e IDs internally. 

A fi le ID is analogous to a directory ID. A fi le ID is unique only within a volume. A file ID 
remains constant even when the file is moved or renamed. When a file is copied or restored 
from backup, however, the fi le ID changes. Like file numbers, file IDs are unique over 
time-that is, once a number has been assigned to a file, that number is not reused even after 
the file has been deleted. 

The fi le ID represents a permanent reference for a file, a reference that a user cannot change. 
Your application can store a file ID so that it can locate a speci fi c fil e quickly and automati
cally, even if the user has moved or renamed it on the same volume. 

File IDs are intended only as a tool for tracking fi les, not as a new element in fi le specifi cation 
conventions. Neither high-level nor low-level File Manager functions accept file IDs as 
parameters. If you want to use fi le IDs, you must use the new functions for manipulating 
them, described in "Tracking Files With File IDs" and "Functions for Manipulating File IDs" 
later in this chapter. 

Shared Environments 

AppleShare, Apple's fil e-server appl ication, allows users to share data, applications, and 
di sk storage over a network. System software version 7.0 introduces a local version of 
AppleShare that allows users to make some or all of the files on a volume available over 
the network. 

Most applications do not have to accommodate shared environments explicitly. As long as 
you follow the programming guide lines recommended in Inside Macintosh, your application 
should work in a shared environment. If your application directly manipulates fi les across a 
network, however, it should use the F ile Manager extensions described in Volume V. 

Thi s section introduces two new File Manager features for use in shared environments: 
volume mounting and manipulating privilege information in foreign file systems. 

Remote Mounting 

The user mounts remote shared volumes through the Chooser. The version 7.0 File Manager 
provides a set of calls that you can use to collect the mounting information from a mounted 
volume and then use that in formation to mount the volume again later, without going through 
the Chooser. 
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Privilege Information in Foreign File Systems 

Virtually every fil e system has its own privilege model, that is, conven tions for controlling 
access to stored files. A number of non-Macintosh file systems support access from a 
Macintosh computer by mapping their native privilege models onto the model defined by the 
AppleTalk Filing Protocol (AFP). Most applications that manipulate files in foreign file 
systems can rely on the intervening software to translate AFP privileges into whatever is 
required by the remote system. 

The correlation is not always simple, however, and some applications require more control 
over the files stored on the foreign system. The A/UX privilege model, for example, recog
nizes four kinds of access: read, write, execute, and search. The AFP model recognizes onl y 
read and read-and-write access. (See the File Manager chapter of Volume V for a description 
of the AFP model.) If a shell program running on the Macintosh Operating System wants to 
allow the user to set native A/UX privileges on a remote fi le, it has to communicate with the 
A/UX fil e system using the A/UX privilege model. 

System software version 7.0 provides two new functions, PBGetFore ignPrivs and 
PBSetForeignPrivs, for manipulating privileges in a non-Macintosh file system. These 
functions do not relieve a foreign file system of the need to map its own privilege model 
onto the AFP calls. 

USING THE FILE MANAGER 

This section provides specific techniques for using the new features of the File Manager. 

• You can pass FSSpec records received from the Standard File Package and the Finder 
directly to a set of high-level File Manager funct ions. 

• You can exchange the contents of two files when updating a stored file, using the 
FSpExchangeFi les function. 

• You can search a volume's catalog quickly, looking for files or directories that meet the 
criteria you specify, using the PBCatSearch function. 

• You can track files within a volume by fi le number, using the set of functions that create 
and manipu late fi le ID references. 

• You can mount a remote volume programmatically, without going through the Chooser, 
using the remote mounting functions. 

• You can read and change pri vilege information in foreign file systems using the 
PBGetForeignPrivs and PBSetForeignPrivs functions. 

Some of the new File Manager features depend on the system software; others depend on 
the characteristics of the volume. Before using any of the new File Manager features, check 
for availability by calling either the Gestalt function or the PBHGetVolParms function, 
depending on whether the feature's presence depends on the system software or the charac
teristics of the volume. 

You can use Gestalt to determine whether or not you can call the functions that accept and 
support FSSpec records. Call Gestalt with the gestaltFSAttr selector to check for File 
Manager features. The response parameter has two relevant bits. 
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Constant 

gestaltFullExtFSDispatching 

gestaltHasFSSpecCalls 

The File Manager 

Meaning 

All of the routines selected through the _HFSDispatch 
trap macro are available to external file systems. 

The operating environment provides the file system 
specification versions of the basic fi le manipulation 
functions, plus the FSMakeFSSpec function. 

For a complete description of the Gestalt function, see the Compatibility Guidelines chapter 
of this volume. 

To test for the availability of the features that depend on the volume, you caJJ the low
level function PBHGetVolParms, documented later in "Reading Volume Information." 
PBHGetVolParms returns the volume description in an attributes buffer, defined in 
system software version 7 .0 as the GetVolParmslnfoBuffer record. 

TYPE GetVolParmsinfoBuffer 
RECORD 

vMVersion : 
vMAttrib : 

vMLocalHand : 
vMServerAdr : 
vMVolumeGrade : 
vMForeignPrivID : 

END ; 

Integer ; 
Longint ; 

Handle ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Integer 

{vers i on number} 
{bit vector of attributes; 
{ see vMAttrib constants} 
{handle to private data} 
{ne twork server address} 
{relative speed rating} 
{access privilege model} 

The fust four fields are the same as those in the original PBHGetVolParms attributes buffer, 
introduced with the network software described in the File Manager Extensions in a Shared 
Environment chapter of Volume V. The last two fields are new in system software version 7.0. 

Offset Field 

14 vMV olumeGrade 

18 vMForeignPrivlD 

Size 

long 

word 

Meaning 

Relati ve speed rating of volume. This scale is 
currently uncalibrated. Generally, lower 
values represent faster speeds. A value of 0 
means the volume is unrated. 

Code for the privilege model supported by the 
volume. This field now has two possible 
values: 0 represents a standard HFS volume, 
which mjght or rrught not support the AFP 
privilege model ; fsUnixPriv represents an 
NUX volume. 

To deterrrune whether the functions for manipulating privilege information in foreign file 
systems are available on a volume, check the vMForeignPrivlD field in the attributes buffer. 
If this field contains a nonzero value, the functions are available. 
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PBHGetVolPam1s returns the bulk of its volume description in the vMAttrib field of the 
attributes buffer. Version 7.0 has defined additional bits in the vMAttrib field to signal 
whether the following features are present. 

Feature 

Volume supports PBCatSearch 

Volume supports the file ID functions , 
including PBExchangeFiles 

Volume supports inherited access privileges 
for folders 

Volume supports the Desktop Manager 
functions, described in the Finder Interface 
chapter of this volume 

Volume supports a shorter name, for 
compatibility with other file systems 

Local file sharing is enabled 

Volume supports the Users and Groups file and 
thus the AFP privilege functions, documented 
in the File Manager chapter of Volume V 

Constant 

bHasCatSearch 

bHasFileIDs 

bHasB Ian kAccessPri vi leges 

bHasDesktopMgr 

bHasShortN ame 

bHasPersona!AccessPri vi leges 

bHas UserGrou pList 

The description of PBHGetVolParms in "Reading Volume Information" lists all of the bits in 
the vMAttrib field and their meanings. 

Listing 25-1 illustrates how you can determine whether the PBCatSearch function is available 
before using it to search a volume's catalog. 

Listing 25-1. Testing for PBCatSearch 

FUNCTION SupportsCatSearch (yourVRef : Integer ) : Boolean ; 

VAR 
myHPBRec : HParamBlockRec ; 
myHPBPtr : HParmBlkPtr ; 
VParmsBuf : GetVolParmsinfoBuffer ; 
myErr : OSErr ; 

BEGIN 
myHPBPtr : = @myHPBRec ; 

WITH myHPBRec DO 
BEGIN 

ioCompletion : = NIL ; {no completion routine} 
ioVRefNum : = yourVRef ; 
ioBuffer : = @VParmsBuf ; 
ioReqCount : = SIZEOF(GetVolParmsinfoBuffer) ; 

END; 
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myErr : = PBHGetVolParms(myHPBPtr , FALSE) ; 
I F myErr <> NoErr THEN DoError(myErr) ; {process the error} 
IF BAND(VParmsBuf . vMAttrib , BSL(l , bHasCatSearch) ) <> 0 

THEN SupportsCatSearch : =TRUE 
ELSE SupportsCatSearch : = FALSE 

END ; 

To determine whether the remote mounting functions are available, you must attempt to call 
one of them. If they are not available, the fu nctions return a result code of paramErr. 

Using FSSpec Records 

The system software now recognizes the file system specification (FSSpec) r ecord , 
which provides a simple, standard way to specify the name and location of a file or directory. 

TYPE FSSpec 
RECORD 

vRefNum : 
parID : 
name : 

END ; 

Integer ; 
Longint ; 
Str63 

{volume refe rence number } 
{directory ID of parent directory} 
{fi l ename o r director y name } 

FSSpecPtr 
FSSpecHandle 

" FSSpec ; 
"FSSpecPtr ; 

The FSSpec record can describe only a fi le or a directory, not a volume. A volume can be 
identified by its root directory, although the system software never uses an FSSpec record to 
describe a volume. (The directory ID of the root's parent directory is fsRtParID, defined in 
the interface files. The name of the root directory is the same as the name of the volume.) 

Some of the system software uses arrays of FSSpec records. 

TYPE FSSpecArray 
FSSpecArrayPtr = 
FSSpecArrayHandle 

ARRAY[O . . 0) OF FSSpec ; 
" FSSpecArray ; 
" FSSpecArrayPtr ; 

Your application typically receives FSSpec records from the Standard File Package or the 
Finder and passes them on to the File Manager. For example, the sample code fragments in 
Listing 25-2 illustrate how your application might call first the Standard File Package and 
then the File Manager when the user chooses Open from the File menu. 

VAR 

Listing 25-2. Opening a document using the FSSpec record 

mySFR : StandardFileReply ; 
myTypeList : SFTypeLis t ; 
fsopenErr : OSErr ; 
fsRefNum : Intege r ; 

{reply record} 
{list of types to display } 
{error returned by open function} 
{path refere nce number } 

(Continued) 
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Listing 25-2. Opening a document using the FSSpec record (Continued) 

BEGIN 
myTypeList[OJ : = ' TEXT ' ; {set up list o f types} 
myTypeList [ l] : = ' RAYS '; 
StandardGetFile(NIL , 2 , myTypeList , mySFR) ; 
IF ~ySFR . sfGood = TRUE THEN 

BEGIN 
fsopenErr : = FSpOpenDF (mySFR. s fF i le , fsC urPerm , fs RefNum); 
myErrCheck( f sopenErr) ; {check for err ors} 
{display document , or whatever else your application does} 

END 
ELSE 

BEGIN 
{if the user cancels t he open , do whatev er cleanup is n ecessary} 

END ; 
END ; 

If you need to convert a file specification into an FSSpec record, call the new FSMakeFSSpec 
function. Do not fill in the fields of an FSSpec record yourself. 

Three of the parameters to FSMakeFSSpec represent the volume, directory, and file specifi
cations of the target object. You can provide this information in any of the four combinations 
described earlier in "The Evolution of File Specification Strategies." Table 25-1 details the 
ways your application can identify the name and location of a file or directory in a call to 
FSMakeFSSpec. 

Table 25-1. How FSMakeFSSpec interprets file specifications 

vRefNum dirID fileName Interpretation 

Ignored Ignored Full Full pathname overrides any other 
pathname information 

Volume reference Directory ID Partial Partial pathname starts in the directory 
number or drive pathname whose parent is specified in the dirlD 
number parameter 

Working directory Directory ID Patti al Directory spec.ification in dirID 
reference number pathname overrides the directory implied by the 

working directory reference number 

Partial pathname starts in the directory 
whose parent is specified in dirID 

Volume reference 0 Partial Partial pathname stalts in the root 
number or drive pathname directory of the volume specified in 
number vRefNum 

Working directory 0 Partial Paitial pathname starts in the directory 
reference number pathname specified by the working directory 

reference number 
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Table 25-1. How FSMakeFSSpec interprets file specifications (Continued) 

vRefNum dirID 

Volume reference Directory ID 
number or 
drive number 

Working directory 0 
reference number 

Volume reference 0 
number or 
drive number 

fileName 

Empty string 
or NIL 

Empty string 
or NIL 

Empty string 
or NIL 

Interpretation 

The target object is the directo1y 
specified by the directory ID in di.rill 

The target object is the directory 
specified by the working directory 
reference number in vRefNum 

The target object is the root directory 
of the volume specified in vRefNum 

The fou rth parameter to FSMakeFSSpec is a pointer to the FSSpec record. 

For a detailed description of FSMakeFSSpec, see "Making FSSpec Records" later in 
this chapter. 

Updating Files 

You can update an existing file simply and safely with the new FSpExchangeFiles function. 

FSpExchangeFiles exchanges the contents of two files on a volume. You can use it to update 
a file without writing over the old version until the new version is stored safely. To update a 
fi le with FSpExcbangeFiles, you first save a copy of the new data, and then call 
FSpExchangeFiles to put the new data in the original file. The fil e that you created to hold the 
new data now holds the original (obsolete) data. Updating files with the FSpExchangeFiles 
function preserves a fi le's Finder information and file ID. 

FSpExchangeFiles does not move the data on the volume; it merely changes the information 
in the volume's catalog and, if the fi les are open, in the file control blocks (FCBs). The 
catalog entry for a file contains 

• fields that describe the physical data, such as the first allocation block, physical end, and 
logical end of both the resource and data forks 

• fi elds that describe the file within the file system, such as file number and parent 
directory ID 

Fields that describe the data remain with the data; fields that describe the file remain with the 
file . The creation date remains with the file; the modification date remains with the data. 

Table 25-2 illustrates the effects of FSpExchangeFiles on a set of sample catalog information. 
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Table 25-2. The effect of FSpExchangeFiles on a catalog enu·y 

Before FSpExchangeFiles After FSpExchangeFiles 

First Second First Second 
catalog entry catalog entry Catalog information catalog entry catalog ent ry 

File description 
File A FileB Filename File A File B 

30 100 Parent directory 30 100 
3000 100 File number 3000 100 
Jan 1990 June 2000 Creation date Jan 1990 June 2000 

Data description 
300 1000 First allocation block 1000 300 

1024 7680 Physical end of data fork 7680 1024 

998 7649 Logical end of data fork 7649 998 
Apri l 1990 Jul y 2000 Last modification date July 2000 Apri l 1990 

If one or both files are open, FSpExchangeFiles also updates the file control block, wh ich 
describes the access path to data identified by a path reference number. L ike the catalog entry, 
the file control block contains both physical information about the data and file system infor
mation about the fi le. Table 25-3 illustrates the effects of FSpExchangeFile on the file 
control block. 

Table 25-3. The effect of FSpExchangeFiles on a fil e control block 

Before FSpExchangeFiles After FSpExchangeFiles 

Path Path Path Path 
r eference reference reference reference 
number 4 number 10 FCB information number 4 number 10 

File description 
File A File B Filename FileB File A 

30 100 Parent directory 100 30 

Data description 
300 1000 First allocation block 300 1000 

1024 7680 Physical end-of-file 1024 7680 
998 7649 Logical end-of-file 998 7649 

Listing 25-3 illustrates the safe-save strategy using FSpExchangeFiles for an appl ication that 
uses a memory-based editing system. 

For complete descriptions of FSpExchangeFiles and PBExchangeFiles, see "Exchanging the 
Data in Two Files" and "Swapping Data Between Two Files" later in this chapter. 
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Listing 25-3. Updating a file with FSpExchangeFiles 

reply : 
error : 
seconds : 
tempFileName : 
tempVRefNum : 
tempDirID : 
tempFSSpec : 
fileRefNum : 
buffer : 
count : 

StandardFileReply ; 
OSErr ; 
:...ongint ; 
Str255 ; 
Integer ; 
:...ongint ; 
?SSpec ; 
Integer ; 
Ptr ; 
:...ongint ; 

The File Manager 

BEGIN 
StandardPutFile ( ' Safe Save ' , ' filename ', reply) ; 
IF reply . sfGood THEN {user saves file} 

END ; 

BEGIN 
IF reply . sfReplacing THEN 

BEGIN 

END; 

GetDateTime(seconds) ; {make up a temporary filename} 
NumToString(seconds , tempFileName) ; 
error : = FindFolder(reply . sfFile . vRefNum, 

kTemporaryFolderType , kCreateFolder , 
tempVRefNum , te~pDirID) ; 

{check fnr P.rror} 

{find the temporary folder ; 
{ create it if necessary} 

error : = FSMakeFSSpec(tempVRefNum, tempDirID , 
tempFi leName , tempFSSpec) ; 

{make an FSSpec for the 
{ temporary filename} 

{check for error} 
error : = FSpCreace(tempFSSpec, ' trsh ', ' trsh' , 

reply . sfScript) ; 
{create a temporary file} 

error : = FSpOpenDF(tempFSSpec , fsRdWrPerm , fileRefNum) ; 
{open the newly created file} 

{check for error} 
GetMyDataSizeLoc(count , buffer); 

{get the data ' s size and location} 
error : = FSWrite(fileRefNum, count , buffer) ; 

{write to the file) 
{check for error} 
error : = FSClose(fileRefNum) ; 

{close the temporary file} 
(check for error} 
error : = FSpExchangeFiles(tempFSSpec, reply . sfFile) ; 

{exchange the contents of the } 
{ two files} 

{check for error} 
error : = FSpDelece(tempFSSpec) ; 

{check for error} 
END ; 

{delete the t~brary file} 
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Searching a Volume 

You can search a volume's catalog efficiently using the new PBCatSearch function. 
PBCatSearch looks at a ll entries in all directories on the volume, and it return a list of all 
files or directories that match the criteria you specify. You can ask PBCatSearch to match 
for names or partial names; file and directory attributes; Finder information; physical and 
logical file length ; creation, modification, and backup dates; and parent directory ID. 

Like all low-level File Manager functions, PBCatSearch exchanges in formation with your 
application through a parameter block. The PBCatSearch function uses a new parameter 
block variant, CSParam, which contains these fields: 

CSParam : 
( ioMatchPtr : FSSpecArrayPtr ; {pointer to list of matches} 
ioReqMatchCount : Longint ; 
ioActMatchCount : Longint ; 
ioSearchBits : 
ioSearchinfol : 
ioSearchinfo2 : 
ioSearchTime : 

ioCatPosition : 
ioOptBuffer : 
ioOptBufSize : 

Longint ; 
CinfoPBPtr ; 
CinfoPBPtr ; 
Longint ; 

CatPositionRe c ; 
Ptr ; 
Longint) ; 

{maximum number of matches to return} 
{accual number of matches} 
{enable bits for matching rules} 
{pointer to values and lower bounds} 
{pointer to masks and upper bounds} 
{maximum time to search , in } 
{ Time Manager form} 
{current catalog position} 
{pointer to optional read buffer} 
{length of optional read buffer} 

For a desc1iption of all fields in the parameter block anu how they are used, see the descrip
tion of PBCatSearch in "Searching a Catalog" later in this chapter. 

PBCatSearch manipulates file and directory data in a catalog information (ClnfoPBRec) 
record. (This record, also used by the PBGetCatlnfo function , is described fully in the File 
Manager chapter of Volume IV.) You specify the limits of the search criteria to PBCatSearch 
in two catalog information records, called ioSearchlnfo I and ioSearchTnfo2. 

Some fie lds in the catalog information records apply only to files, some only to directories, 
and some to both. Some of the fie lds that apply to both have different names, depending on 
whether the target of the record is a file or a directory. PBCatSearch uses onl y some fi elds in 
the catalog information record. Table 25-4 lists the fields used for fi les, and Table 25-5 lists 
the fields used for directories. 

The fields in ioSearchlnfo I and ioSearchlnfo2 have different uses: 

• The name field in ioSearchJnfol holds a pointer to the target string; the name field 
in ioSearchlnfo2 must be NIL. (ff you're not searching for the name, the name 
field in ioSearchlnfol must also be NIL.) 

• The date and length fields in ioSearchlnfo I hold the lowest values in the target range; the 
date and length fields in ioSearchlnfo2 hold the highest values in the target range. 
PBCatSearch looks for values greater than or equal to the field va lues in ioSearchf nfo J 
and less than or equal to the values in ioSearchlnfo2 . 

• The attributes and Finder information fields in ioSearchlnfol hold the target values: the 
same fields in ioSearchlnfo2 hold masks that spec ify which bits are relevant. (File 
attributes are described in the File Manager chapter of Volume IV. and the Finder 
information is described in the Finder Interface chapter of this volume.) 
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Table 25-4. Fields in ioSearchlnfol and ioSearchlnfo2 used for a file 

Offset Field Size Meaning 

18 ioNamePtr Long Filename 
30 ioFlAttrib Byte File attributes 
32 ioFlFndrlnfo 16 bytes Finder information (Flnfo record, described 

in the Finder Interface chapter of this volume) 
54 ioFlLgLen Long Data fork logical length 
58 ioFIPyLen Long Data fork physical length 
64 ioFLRLgLen Long Resource fork logical length 
68 ioFIRPyLen Long Resource fork physical length 
72 ioFICrDat Long File creation date 
76 ioFlMDat Long File modification date 
80 ioFIBakDat Long File backup date 
84 ioFlXFndrlnfo 16 bytes Extended Finder information (FXInfo record, 

described in the Finder Interface chapter of 
this volume) 

100 ioFlParID Long File's parent directory ID 

Table 25-5. Fields in ioSearchlnfol and ioSearchlnfo2 used for a directory 

Offset F ield Size Meaning 

18 ioNamePtr Long Directory name 
30 ioFlAttrib Byte Directory attributes 
32 ioDrUsrWds 16 bytes Finder information (Dlnfo record, described 

in the Finder Interface chapter of this volume) 
52 ioDrNmFls Word Number of files in the directory 
72 ioDrCrDat Long Directory creation date 
76 ioDrMdDat Long Directory modification date 
80 ioDrBakDat Long Directory backup date 
84 ioDrFndrlnfo 16 bytes Extended Finder information (DXlnfo record, 

described in the Finder Interface chapter of 
this volume) 

100 ioDrParID Long Directory's parent directory ID 

In a pair of records that describe a file, for example, the variable fields have these meanings: 

Field 

ioNamePtr 
ioFlAttrib 

ioFlFndrlnfo 

ioFlLgLen 
ioFlPyLen 
ioFlRLgLen 
ioFICrDat 

ioSearchlnfol 

Target string 
Desired attributes 

Desired Finder profile 

Smallest desired size 
Smallest desired size 
Smallest desired size 
Earliest desired date 

ioSearchlnfo2 

Reserved (must be NIL) 
Mask specifying which attributes are used 
in search 
Mask specifying which Finder information 
is used in search 
Largest desired size 
Largest desired size 
Largest desired size 
Latest desired date 
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Field 

ioFIMDat 
ioFIBak.Dat 
ioFlXFndrlnfo 

ioSea rchlnfo 1 

Earliest desired date 
Earliest desired date 
Desired extended 
Finder profile 

ioSearchlnfo2 

Latest desired date 
Latest desired date 
Mask specifying which extended Finder 
information is used in search 

PBCatSearch searches only on bits 0 and 4 in the file attributes field (ioFIAttrib). 

Attributes 
bit 

0 
4 

Meaning 

File or directory is locked 
Entry is a directory 

To fully describe the search criteria to PBCatSearch, you pass it a pair of catalog information 
records that determine the limits of the search and a mask that identifies the relevant fields 
within the catalog information records. You pass the mask in the ioSearchBits field in the 
PBCatSearch parameter block. To determine the value of ioSearchBits, add together the 
appropriate constants. 

CONST fsSBPartialName 
fsSBFullName 
fsSBFlAttrib 
fsSBNegate 

{for files only} 
fsSBFlFndrinfo 
fsSBFlLgLen 
fsSBFlPyLen 
fs SBFlRLgLen 
fsSBFlRPyLen 
fsSBFlCrDat 
fsSBFlMdDat 
fsSBFlBkDat 
fsSBF lXFndrinfo 
fsSBFlParID 

l ; 
= 2 ; 
= 4 ; 
= 16384 ; 

8 ; 
= 32 ; 
= 64 ; 
= 128 ; 
= 256 ; 

512 ; 
1024 ; 

= 2048 ; 
= 4096 ; 

8192 ; 

{for directories only} 
fsSBDrUsrWds = 8 ; 

16 ; 
512 ; 

1024 ; 
2048 ; 

= 4096 ; 
8192 ; 

fsSBDrNmFls 
fsSBDrCrDat 
fsSBDrMdDat 
fsSBDrBkDat 
fsSBDrFndrinfo 
fsSBDrPar ID 

{substring of name} 
{full name} 
{directory flag ; software lock flag} 
{reverse match status} 

{Finder file info} 
{data fork logical length} 
{data fork physical length} 
{resource fork logical length} 
{resource fork physical length } 
{file creation date} 
{file modification date} 
{file backup date} 
{more Finder file info} 
{file ' s parent ID} 

{Finder directory info} 
{number of files in directory} 
{directory creation date} 
{directory modification date} 
{directory bac~up date} 
{more Finder directory info} 
{directory ' s parent ID } 

Figure 25-3 illustrates how the value in ioSearchBits determines whjch fields are used in 
ioSearchinfol and ioSearchlnfo2. 
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Calculation of ioSearchBits 

fsSBPartialName = 
fsSBFIAttrib = 4 

fsSBFICrDat = 512 

ioSearchBits = 517 

The File Manager 

Available search fields 
(in ioSearchlnfo1 and ioSearchlnfo2) 

ioNamePtr 

ioFIAttrib 

ioFIFndrlnfo 

ioFILglen 

ioFIPylen 

ioFIRLglen 

ioFIRPylen 

ioFICrDat 

ioFIMDat 

ioFIBakDat 

ioFixFndrlnfo 

ioFIParlD 

An ioSearchBits value of 
517 limits the search criteria 
to the boxed fields. 

Figure 25-3. The effect of ioSearchBits on interpretation of ioSearchlnfo l 
and ioSearchlnfo2 

A catalog entry must meet aJI of the specified criteria to be placed in the list of matches. After 
PBCatSearch has completed its scan of each entry, it checks the fsSBNegate bit. If that bit is 
set, PBCatSearch reverses the entry's match status (that is, if the entry is a match but the 
fsSBNegate bit is set, the entry is not put in the list of matches; if it is not a match, it is put 
in the list). 

Although the use of PBCatSearch is significantly more efficient than searching the directories 
recursively, searching a large volume can take long enough to affect user response time. You 
can break a search into several shorter searches by specifying a max imum length of time in 
the ioSearchTime fi eld and keeping an index in the ioCatPosition field. PBCatSearch stores 
its directory-location index in a catalog position record. 

TYPE CatPositionRec = 
RECORD 

END ; 

initialize : 
priv : 

Longint ; 
ARRAY[l . . 6) OF Inceger 

{catalog position record} 

{starting point} 
{private data} 

To start a search at the beginning of the catalog, set the initialization field to 0. When it exits 
because of a timeout, PBCatSearch updates the record so that it describes the next entry to be 
searched. When you call PBCatSearch to resume the search after a ti meout, pass the entire 
record that was returned by the last call. 
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PBCatSearch returns a list of the names and parent directories of all files and directories that 
match the criteria you specify. It places the list in an array pointed to by the FSSpecArrayPtr 
field. The array contains FSSpec records, described earlier in "Using FSSpec Records." 

Listing 25-4 illustrates a code segment that uses PBCatSearch to find all files (not directories) 
whose names contain the string "Temp" and which were created within the past two days. 

Listing 25-4. Searching a volume with PBCatSearch 

CONST 
kMaxMatches 
kOptBuf ferSize 

30 ; 
16384 ; 

{find up to 30 matches in one pass} 
{use a 16K search cache for speed} 

VAR 
err : 
loopy : 
fileName : 
vRefNum : 
dirID : 

OSErr ; 
Integer ; 
Str255 ; 
Integer ; 
Longint ; 

{loop con:rol variable} 
{name of string to l ook for} 
{volume on which to search} 
{ignored dir ID for HGetVol} 

currentDateTime : Longint ; {current date in seconds} 
twoDaysAgo : Longint ; {date two days ago in seconds} 
pb : HParamBlockRec ; 

{parameter block for PBCatSearch} 
theResults : PACKED ARRAY[l .. kMaxMatche s] OF FSSpec ; 

specl : 
spec2 : 
buffer : 

{put ~atches here } 
CinfoPBRec ; {search criteria , part 1} 
CinfoPBRec ; {search criteria , part 2} 
PACKED ARRAY[l .. kOptBufferSize] OF Char ; 

{search cache} 
done : Boolean ; {set to TRUE when all matches found} 

PROCEDURE SetupForFirstTime ; 
BEGIN 

err : = HGetVol(NIL , vRefNum, dirID) ; 
{search on default volume} 

f i leName : = ' Temp ' ; {search f or "Temp"} 
GetDateTime(currentDateTime ); {get current time in s e conds} 
twoDaysAgo . - currentDateTime - (2 * 24 * 60 * 60) ; 
WITH pb DO 

BEGIN 
ioCompletion : = NIL ; {no completion routine } 
ioNamePtr : = NIL ; {no volume name ; use vRe fNum} 
ioVRefNum : = vRefNum; {vol~me to search} 
ioMatchPtr : = FSSpecArrayPtr(@tieResults) ; 

{poi~ts to results buffer} 
ioReqMatchCount . - kMaxMatches ; 

{number of matches} 
ioSearchBits . - fsSBPartialName 

{search on partial name} 
+ fsSBFlAttrib {search on file attributes} 
+ fsSBFlCrDat ; {search on creation date} 

ioSearchinfol . - @specl ; {points to first criteria set} 
ioSearchinfo2 . - @spec2 ; {points to second criteria set} 
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ioSearchTime : = -1 ; {don ' t time o u t on searches} 
ioCatPosition . initialize : = O; 

{set h i nt to 0} 
ioOptBuffer : = @buffer ; {point to search cache} 
ioOptBufSize . - kOptBufferSize ; 

{size of search cache} 
END ; 

WITH specl DO 
BEGIN 

ioNamePtr : = @fileName ; 
ioFlAttrib : = $00 ; 
ioFlCrDat . - t woDaysAgo ; 

END ; 
WITH spec2 DO 

BEGIN 
ioNamePtr : =NIL ; 
ioFlAttrib : = $10 ; 

{point to string to find} 
{clear bit 4 to ask for files} 
{lower bound of creation date} 

{set to NIL} 
{set mask for bit 4} 

ioFlCrDat . - currentDateTime ; 
{upper bound of creation date} 

END ; 
END ; 

BEGIN 
SetupForFirstTime ; 
REPEAT 

{initialize data records} 

err : = PBCatSearchSync(@pb) ; {get some files} 
done : = (err = eofErr) ; {eofErr returned when al l done } 
IF ((err = noErr) I done ) & (pb . ioAc t MatchCo unt > 0 ) THEN 

FOR loopy : = 1 TO pb . ioActMatchCount DO 
{report all matches found} 

Wri t eln(theResults[loopy] . name ); 
UNTIL done ; 

END . 

Tracking Files With File IDs 

The File Manager provides a set of three low-level functions for creating, resolving, and 
deleting fil e ID references. These functions were developed for use by the Alias Manager, 
which uses them to track files that have been moved or renamed. In most cases, your 
application should track files with the Alias Manager, described in the Alias Manager chapter 
of this volume, not with file IDs. 

You establish a file ID reference when you need to identify a file by file number (see "File 
IDs" earlier in this chapter). You create a file ID reference with the PBCreateFileIDRef 
function. Because the File Manager assigns file numbers independently on each volume, a 
file ID is not guaranteed to be unique across volumes. 

You can resolve a fi le ID reference by calling the PBResolveFileIDRef function, which deter
mines the name and parent directory LD of the file with a given ID. With this information and 
a volume specification, you can uniquely identify any fil e in the fil e system. 
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If you no longer need a file IO, remove its record from the directory by calling the 
PBDeleteFileIDRef function. Removing a fil e ID is seldom appropriate, but the function 
is provided for completeness. 

To preserve a file's ID when you are saving a new version of it, you should use the new 
safe-save strategy described earlier in " Updating Files." 

Mounting Volumes Programmatically 

Your application can mount remote volumes. without requiring the user to go through the 
Chooser, using a set of three new functions: PBGetVolMountlnfoSize, PBGetVolMountln fo, 
and PBVolumeMount. 

Ordinaril y, before you can mount a volume programmatically, you must record its mounting 
information while it's mounted. Because the size of the mounting in formation can vary, you 
first call the PBGetVolMountlnfoSize function, which returns the size of the record you' ll 
need to allocate to hold the mounting information. You then allocate the record and call 
PBGetVolMountlnfo, passing a pointer to the record. When you want to mount the volume 
later, you can pass the record directly to the PBVolumeMount function. 

Note: The functions for mounting volumes programmatically are low-level functions 
designed for specialized applications. Even if your application needs to track and 
access volumes automatically, it can ordinaril y use the Alias Manager, described in 
the Alias Manager chapter of this volume. The Alias M anager can record mounting 
information and later remount most volumes, even those that do not support the 
programmatic mounting functions. 

The programmatic mounting functions can now be used to mount AppleShare volumes. The 
functions have been designed so that they can eventua!Jy be used to mount local Macintosh 
volumes, such as partitions on devices that support partitioning, and local or remote volumes 
managed by non-Macintosh fil e syste ms. 

The programmatic mounting functions use the ioParam vari ant of the PararnBlockRec record, 
described in the File Manager chapter or Volume IV. They store the mounting information in 
a variable-sized structure called the VolMountlnfo Header record. 

TYPE VolMountinfoHeader = 
RECORD 

length : Integer ; {length o f mounting information , } 
{ including standard heade r and } 
{ variable-lengch data } 

media : VolumeType ; {type of volume} 
{volume-specific , variable-length locatio~ data} 

END ; 

The size and contents of the record can vary, depending on the external fi le system that's 
handling the pa11icular volume. 

The length field contains the length or the structure (that is, the total length of the structure 
header desc1ibed here plus the vari able-length location data). The length of the record is 
flex ible so that non-Macintosh file systems can store whatever information they need for 
volume mounting. 
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The media field identifies the volume type of the remote volume. The value 
AppleShareMediaType (a constant that translates to 'afpm') represents an AppleShare 
volume. If you are adding support for the programmatic mounting functions to a non
Macintosh file system, you should register a four-character identifier for your volumes 
with Macintosh Developer Technical Support at Apple Computer, Inc. 

The only volumes that currently support the programmatic mounting functions are 
AppleShare servers, which use this volume mounting record . 

TYPE AFPvo:Mountinfo = 
RECORD 

length : 

media : 
flags : 
nbpinterval : 
nbpCount : 
uamType : 
zoneNameOffset : 

serverNameOffset : 

volNameOffset : 

userNameOffset : 

Integer ; 

VoluneType ; 
Integer ; 
SignedBy te ; 
SignedByte ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 

Integer ; 

Integer ; 

Integer ; 

userPassWordOffset : Integer ; 

volPassWordOffset : Integer ; 

{length of mounting } 
{ information , inc l udi ng 
{ standard header a n d } 
{ variable-length data} 
{type of volume} 
{reserved ; must be set to 0} 
{NBP retry interval} 
{NBP r etry count } 
{use r a u then tication method} 
{offset from start of r e c o rd 
{ to zone name} 
{offset from start of record 
{ to server name} 
{offset from start of record 
{ to volume r.ame} 
{offset from start of record 
{ to user name} 
{offset from start of record 
{ to user password} 
{offset from start of record 

AFPData : 
{ to volume password} 

PACKED ARRAY[l . . 144] OF Char ; 
{standard AFP mounting info} 

{optional volume-specific , variable-length data} 
END ; 

The length and media fields in the AFP volume mounting record are the same as the length 
and media fields in the generic volume mounting record. 

The nbplnterval and nbpCount fields are used by the AppleTalk® Name-Binding Protocol 
(NBP). Their functions are described in the AppleTalk Manager chapter of Volume II. 

The uamType field specifies the access-control method used by the remote volume. 
AppleShare uses fou r methods: 

CONST kNoUserAuther.tication = 1 ; {guest status ; no password needed} 
kPassword 2 ; {8-byte password} 
kEncryptPassword = 3 ; {encrypted 8 - byte password } 
kTwoWayEncryptPassword = 6 ; {two-way ~andom encryption ; 

{ authenticate both user and server} 
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The six offset fie lds contain the offsets from the beginning of the record. in bytes, to the 
entries in the data field of the volume's AppleShare zone and server name, the volume name, 
the name of the user, the user's password, and the volume password. 

PBGetVolMountln fo does not return the user and volume passwords: they' re returned as 
blank. Typically, your application asks the user for any necessary passwords and fill s in 
those fields just before ca11ing PBVolumeMount. No passwords are required for mounting a 
volume with guest status. 

If you have enough information about the volume, you can fill in the mounting record 
yourself and call PBVolumeMount, even if you did not save the mounting information while 
the volume was mounted. To mount an AFP volume, you must fill in the record with al least 
the zone name, server name, user name, user password, and volume password. You can lay 
out the fields in any order within the data field, as long as you specify the correct offsets. 

Manipulating Privilege Information in Foreign File Systems 

Version 7.0 includes two low-level functions that support interaction with foreign file 
systems: PBGetForeignPrivs and PBSetForeignPrivs. These functions let you manipulate 
privi lege information on a file system with a non-Macintosh pri vi lege model. 

The access-control functions were designed for use by shell programs, such as the Finder, 
that need to use Lhe nati ve privilege model of the foreign file system. Most applications can 
rely on using AFP functions, which are recognized by file systems that support the 
Macintosh privilege model. The new access-control functions do not relieve a foreign file 
system of the need to map its own privilege model onto the AFP functions. 

Like all other low-level File Manager functions, the access-control functions exchange infor
mation with your application through parameter blocks. The meanings of some fields depend 
on what the foreign file system is. These fields are currently defined for A/UX, and you can 
define them for other file systems. If you are defining a new privilege model, register it with 
Macintosh Developer Technical Support. 

You can identify the foreign file system through the PBHGetVolParms fu nction, described 
later in "Reading Volume Information." Version 7.0 defines a new attributes buffer for the 
PBHGetVolParms function , with a field for the foreign privilege model, vMForeignPrivID. 

Note: The value of vMForeignPrivlD is unrelated to whether the remote volume 
supports the AFP access-control functions, described in the File Manager chapter of 
Volume V. You can determine whether the volume supports the AFP access-control 
functions by checking the bHasAccessCntl bit in the vMAttrib field. See the description 
of PBHGetVolParms in "Reading Volume Information" later in this chapter. 

A value of 0 for vMForeignPrivID signifies an HFS volume Lhat supports no foreign 
privi lege models. The field currently has one other defined value. 

CONST fsUnixPriv = l ; {A/UX privilege model} 

For an updated list of supported models and their constants and fields. contact Macintosh 
Developer Technical Support. 
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A volume can support no more than one foreign privilege model. 

The access-control functions store information in a new parameter block type, 
ForeignPrivPararn, described in "Accessing Privilege Information in Foreign File 
Systems" later in this chapter. 

The parameter block can store access-control information in one or both of 

• a buffer of any length, whose location and size are stored in the parameter block 

• fou r long words of data stored in the parameter block itself 

The meanings of the fields in the parameter block depend on the definitions established by the 
foreign file system. 

HIGH-LEVEL FILE MANAGER ROUTINES 

Version 7.0 introduces three kinds of high-level File Manager routines: 

• functions that identify files with the new FSSpec record, introduced in version 7.0, 
including a new function that exchanges the data in two fil es 

• a new set of three functions for opening only the data fork of a fil e, to be used instead of 
the earlier function FSOpen 

• functions that identify files using the three parameters vRef-Num, dirID, and fi leName, 
introduced with the Hierarchical File System 

Most of the new functions in version 7.0 are adaptations of functions introduced either in the 
original Macintosh File System or with the Hierarchical File System. Modified functions bear 
the same root name as the original functions. The prefix FSp identifies functions modified to 
accommodate FSSpec records; the prefix H identifies functions modified to accommodate 
directory IDs for compatibility with HFS. 

Routines That Use FSSpec Records 

Version 7.0 of the system software introduces the FSSpec record , a simple, standard way to 
specify the name and location of a f ile or directory. Other parts of the Macintosh system 
software now identify files and directories with FSSpec records. The Fi le Manager supports 
FSSpec records by providing 

• a function for converting other file specifications to FSSpec records 

• a set of File Manager functions that accept and return FSSpec records instead of the 
parameters vRefNum, dirID, and fileNarne 

The new FSpExchangeFiles function, which exchanges the data in two fi les, accepts file 
specifications in a pair of FSSpec records. 
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Making FSSpec Records 

You use the FSMakeFSSpec function to convert a conventional file or directory specification 
into an FSSpec record. 

FUNCTION FSMakeFSSpec (vRefNum: Integer ; dirID: Longint ; 
fileName : Str255 ; VAR spec : FSSpec) : OSErr ; 

FSMakcFSSpec places the spec ification in the spec parameter. (See " Using FSSpec Records" 
earlier in this chapter for a description of the FSSpec record.) Call FSMakeFSSpec whenever 
you want to create an FSSpec record. 

The vRefNum parameter is the volume reference number, a working directory reference 
number, a drive number, or 0 for the default volume. 

The dirID parameter is usually the parent directory ID of the target object. If the directory is 
sufficiently specified by either vRefNum or fileName, dirID can be 0. If you explicitly 
specify dirID (that is, if it is any value other than 0), and if vRefNum is a working directory 
reference number, dirTD overrides the directory ID included in vRefNum. If the fileName 
parameter is an empty string, FSMakeFSSpec creates an FSSpec record for a directory 
specified by either the dirID or vRefNum parameter. 

The fi leName parameter is a full or partial pathname. If it is a full pathname, FSMakeFSSpec 
ignores vRefNum and dirTD. A partial pathname might identify only the final target, or it might 
include one or more parent directory names. If fileName is a partial pathname, vRefNum, 
dirlD, or both must be valid . 

The spec parameter is an FSSpec record, which FSMakeFSSpec fill s in. 

You can pass the input to FSMakeFSSpec in any of the four ways described in "The Evolu
tion of File Specification Strategies" earlier in this chapter. See Table 25- 1 in "Using FSSpec 
Records" earlier in this chapter for details of how FSMakeFSSpec interprets input. 

If the specified volume is mounted and the specified parent directory ex ists, but the target file 
or directory doesn' t ex ist in that location, FSMakeFSSpec fill s in the record and then returns 
fnfErr instead of noErr. The record is valid, but it describes a target that doesn't exist. You 
can use the record for other operations, such as creating a file with the FSpCreate function. 

In addition to the result codes listed here, FSMakeFSSpec can return a number of different 
File Manager error codes. If you receive any result code other than noErr or fnfErr, 
FSMakeFSSpec returns a NIL FSSpec record. 

Result codes 
no Err 
fnfErr 

0 No erTor 
-43 File or di rectory does not exist 

(FSSpec is still valid) 
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Exchanging the Data in Two Files 

You use the FSpExchangeFiles function to exchange the data between two files on a volume. 

FUNCTION FSpExchangeFiles (source : FSSpec ; dest : FSSpec) : OSErr ; 

FSpExchangeFiles swaps the files ' data by changing the information in the volume's catalog 
and, if the files are open, in the file control blocks. Tables 25-2 and 25-3 in "Updating Files" 
earlier in this chapter illustrate how FSpExchangeFiles alters the catalog entries and file 
control blocks. 

You should use FSpExchangeFiles when updating an existing file, so that if the file is being 
tracked through its file ID, the ID remains valid. Typically, you use PBExchangeFiles after 
creating a new file during a safe save (see "Updating Files" earlier in this chapter). You 
identify the two files to be exchanged in the source and dest parameters. FSpExchangeFiles 
changes the fields in the catalog entries that record the location of the data and the modifica
tion dates. It swaps both the data forks and the resource forks. 

FSpExchangeFiles works on either open or closed files. If either file is open, FSpExchangeFiles 
updates any file control blocks associated with the fil e. Exchanging the contents of two files 
requires essentially the same access as opening both files for writing. 

FSpExchangeFiles does not require that file IDs ex ist for the files being exchanged. 

Result codes 
no Err 
nsvErr 
ioErr 
fnfErr 
tLckdErr 
volOfflinErr 
extFSErr 
wrgVolTypeErr 
notAFileErr 
diffYolErr 

0 
-35 
- 36 
-43 
-45 
-53 
- 58 

- 123 
- 1302 
- 1303 

No error 
Volume not found 
J/O error 
File not found 
File locked 
Volume is off line 
External file system 
Not an HFS volume 
Specified file is a directory 
Files on different volumes 

Functions Modified to Accept FSSpec Records 

The File Manager contains modified versions of the basic functions for manipulating files so 
that you can use FSSpec records for tasks such as creating, opening, and deleting files. This 
section specifies the syntax of the new functions. For descripti ons of how the functions 
work, see the entries for the equivalent functions in the File Manager chapter of Volume IV. 
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FUNCTION FSpOpenDF (spec : FSSpec ; permission : SignedByte ; 
VAR refNum : Integer) : OSErr ; 

The FSpOpenDF function creates an access path to the data fork of a file. It is the FSSpec 
version of the new function HOpenDF, which replaces the functions FSOpen and HOpen. 
The difference is that HOpenDF opens only the data fork of a file ; FSOpen and HOpen can 
open either a driver or the data fork of a file. Using FSpOpenDF eliminates the ambiguity and 
ensures that you can open even a file whose name begins with a period (.). You specify the 
file to be opened with an FSSpec record in the spec parameter. FSpOpenDF opens the data 
fork and places the path reference number in the retNum parameter. 

FSpOpenDF takes a permission parameter not avai lable in FSOpen. Set this parameter to 
request the kind of access path permission you want. 

CONST fsCurPerm = O; 

fsRdPerm l ; 
fsWrPerm 2 ; 
fsRdWrPer m 3 ; 
fsRdWrShPerm 4 ; 

{exclusive read/write permission if it i s } 
{ available ; otherwise, exclusive read , if } 
{ that is available} 
{exclusive read permission} 
{exclusive write permission} 
{exclusive read/write permissio n} 
{shared read/write permission} 

In most cases, you can simply set the permission parameter to fsCurPerm. Some applications 
request fsRdWrPerm, to ensure that they can both read and write to a file. For more infor
mation about permissions, see the description of the ioParam variants of the parameter block 
records (ParamBlockRec and HParamBlockRec) in the File Manager chapter of Volume IV. 
In shared environments, permission requests are translated into the "deny-mode" permissions 
defined by AppleShare and described in the File Manager chapter of Volume V. 

For more information, see the entry for FSOpen in the File Manager chapter of Volume IV. 

FUNCTION FSpOpen~F (spec : FSSpec ; permission : SignedByte ; 
VAR refNum : Integer) : OSErr ; 

The FSpOpenRF function creates an access path to the resource fork of a file. It is the high
level, FSSpec version of the PBHOpenRF function , documented in the File Manager chapter 
of Volume IV. 

FUNCTION FSpCreate (spec : FSSpec ; creator : OSType ; f ileType : OSType ; 
scriptTag : ScriptCode) : OSErr ; 

The FSpCreate function creates a new file and sets the type and creator. It is the high-level, 
FSSpec version of the PBHCreate function, documented in the File Manager chapter of 
Volume IV. The scriptTag parameter specifies the code of the script system in which the 
docu-ment name is to be displayed. If you have established the name and location of the new 
file through either the StandardPutFile or CustomPulFile procedure, specify the script code 
returned in the reply record. (See the Standard File Package chapter of this volume for a 
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description of StandardPutFile and CustomPutFile.) Otherwise, specify the system script by 
setting the scriptTag parameter to smSystemScript. See the Worldwide Software Overview 
chapter of this volume for more information on script systems. 

FUNCTION FSpDirCreate (spec : FSSpec ; scriptTag : ScriptCode ; 
VAR createdDirID : Longint) : OSErr ; 

The FSpDirCreate function creates a new directory. It is a high-level, FSSpec version of 
PBDirCreate, documented in the File Manager chapter of Volume IV. 

FUNCTION FSpDelete (spec : FSSpec) : OSErr ; 

The FSpDelete function removes a closed fil e. It is the high-level, FSSpec version of the 
PBHDelete function , which is documented in the File Manager chapter of Volume IV. 

FUNCTION FSpGetFinfo (spec : FSSpec ; VAR fndrinfo : Finfo) : OSErr ; 

The FSpGetFinfo function returns the Finder information from the volume catalog entry for 
the specified fi le or directory. lt provides only the original Finder information-the Flnfo and 
Dinfo records, not FXlnfo and DXInfo. (See the Finder Interface chapter of this volume for 
a discussion of Finder information.) It is the high-level, FSSpec version of the PBHGetFinfo 
function, documented in the File Manager chapter of Volume IV. 

FUNCTION FSpSetFinfo (spec : FSSpec ; fndrinfo : Finfo) : OSErr ; 

The FSpSetFinfo function sets the Finder information in the volume catalog entry for the 
specified file or directory. It affects only the original Finder information- the Finfo and 
Dlnfo records, not FXInfo and DXInfo. (See the Finder Interface chapter of this volume for 
a di scussion of Finder in formation.) It is the high-level, FSSpec version of the PBHSetFinfo 
function, documented in the Fi le Manager chapter of Volume IV. 

FUNCTION FSpSetFLock (spec : FSSpec) : OSErr ; 

The FSpSetFLock function locks a file. It is the high-level, FSSpec version of the 
PBHSetFLock function, documented in the File Manager chapter of Volume IV. 

FUNCTION FSpRstFLock (spec : FSSpec) : OSErr ; 

The FSpRstFLock function unlocks a file. It is the high-level, FSSpec version of the 
PBHRstFLock fu nction, documented in the File Manager chapter of Volume IV. 

FUNCTION FSpRename (spec : FSSpec ; newName : Str255) : OSErr ; 

The FSpRename function changes the name of a file or directory. It is the high-level, FSSpec 
version of the PBHRename function , documented in the File Manager chapter of Volume IV. 
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FUNCTION FSpCatMove (source : FSSpec ; dest : FSSpec) : OSErr ; 

The FSpCatMove functi on moves the fi le or directory specified by the source parameter to the 
destinati on spec ified by the dest parameter. It is the high-level, FSSpec version of the low
level function PBCatMove, documented in the File Manager chapter of Volume N. The 
source and dest parameters specify the name and location of the file or directory before and 
after the move. 

Opening a Data Fork 

The File Manager contains three new functions for opening only the data fork of a fi le. 
FSpOpenDF, the function that accepts an FSSpec record, is documented earlier in "Functions 
Modified to Accept FSSpec Records." The other two functions accept fil e specifications in 
the traditional MFS and HFS forms. 

FUNCTION HOpenDF (vRefNum : Integer ; dirID : Longint ; fileName : Str255 ; 
permission : Sig~edByte ; VAR refNum : Integer) : OSErr ; 

The HOpenDF function creates an access path to the data fork of a file. It is an HFS version 
of OpenDF. The vRefNum parameter can hold a volume reference number or a working 
directory reference number. The dirJD parameter holds a directory ID. 

FUNCTION OpenDF (fileName : Str255 ; vRefNum : Integer ; VAR refNum : Inte ger) 
: OSErr ; 

The OpenDF function creates an access path to the data fork of a file. It is almost identical 
to FSOpen, which is documented in the File Manager chapter of Volume IV. The difference is 
that FSOpen can open both files and dev ices, but OpenDF can open only files. Using OpenDF 
instead of FSOpen when your application is opening a fil e prevents naming conflicts or 
ambiguiti es and ensures that your application can open fil es whose names start with a period (.). 

Managing HFS 

When HFS was first introduced, it was accompanied by a set of low-level functions with no 
high-level equi valents. Some of these functions were designed for handling hierarchical 
volumes; some were simply modifications of MFS routines, adapted to accommodate direc
tory information. This section documents the high-leve l versions of the low-level functions 
introduced with HFS. For more in formation, see the entries for the equi valent low-level 
fu nctions in the File Manager chapter of Volume IV. 

Functions New With HFS 

This section documents the high-level versions o f the functions for handling hierarchical 
volumes. 

FUNCTION AllocContig (refNum : Integer ; VAR counc : Longint) : OSErr ; 

The AllocContig function is a high-level function that calls PBAllocContig, which is 
documented in the File Manager chapter of Volume IV . 
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FUNCTION DirCreate (v~efNum : Integer ; parentDirID : Longint ; 
directoryName : Str255 ; VAR createdDirID : Longint) 
OSErr ; 

The DirCreate function is a high-level fu nction that calls PBDirCreate, which is documented 
in the Fi le Manager chapter of Volume IV. 

FUNCTION CatMove (vReENum : Integer ; dirID : Longint ; oldName : Str255 ; 
newDirID : Longint ; newName : S~r255) : OSErr ; 

The CatMove fu nction is a high-level function that calls PBCatMove. which is documented in 
the File Manager chapter of Volume IV. 

FUNCTION OpenWD (vRefNum : Integer ; dirID : Longint ; procID : Longint ; 
VAR wdRefNum : Integer) : OSErr ; 

The OpenWD function is a high-level function that calls PBOpenWD, which is documented 
in the File Manager chapter of Volume IV. 

FUNCTION CloseWD (wdRefNum : Integer) : OSErr ; 

The CloseWD fu nction is a high-level function that calls PBCloseWD, which is documented 
in the Fi le Manager chapter of Volume IV. 

FUNCTION GetWDinfo (wdRefNum : Integer ; VAR vRefNum : Integer ; 
VAR dirID : Longint ; VAR procID : Longint) : OSErr ; 

The GetWDinfo function is a high-level fu nction that calls PBGetWDinfo, which is 
documented in the File Manager chapter of Volume TV. 

MFS Functions Modified to Accommodate Directory IDs 

This section documents the high-level versions of the basic fil e manipulation functions 
introduced with HFS. These functions are all adaptations of MFS functions, modified to 
accept a directory ID parameter. Some of these functions have been superseded by the 
new functions that accept FSSpec records, documented earlier in "Functions Modified to 
Accept FSSpec Records." 

FUNCTION HCreate (vRefNum : Integer ; dirID : Long:nt ; fileName : Str255 ; 
creator : OSType ; fileType : OSType) : OSErr ; 

The HCreate function creates a new file and sets the type and creator. It is a high-level 
function that calls PBHCreate, documented in the Fi le Manager chapter of Volume IV. 
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FUNCTION HOpen (vRefNum : Integer ; dirID : Longint ; fileName : Str255 ; 
permission : SignedByte ; VAR refNum : Integer) : OSErr ; 

The HOpen function creates an access path to the data fork of a file. It is a high-level function 
that calls PBHOpen, documented in the File Manager chapter of Volume IV. 

FUNCTION HOpenRF (vRefNum : Integer ; dirID : Longint ; fileName : S:r255 ; 
permission : SignedByt e ; VAR refNum : Integer) : OSErr ; 

The HOpenRF function creates an access path to the resource fork of a fi le. It is a high-level 
function that calls PBHOpenRF, documented in the File Manager chapter of Volume IV. 

FUNCTION HDelete (vRe f Num : Integer ; dirID : Longint ; fileName : S:r255) 
OSErr ; 

The HDelete function removes a closed file. It is a high-level function that calls PBHDelete, 
documented in the File Manager chapter of Volume TV. 

FUNCTION HSet FLock (vRefNum: Integer ; dirID : Longint; fileName : Str255) 
OSErr ; 

The HSetFLock function locks a file. It is a high-level function that calls PBHSetFLock, 
documented in the File Manager chapter of Volume IV. 

FUNCTION HRstFLock (vRefNum : Integer ; dirID : Longint ; fileName : Str255) 
OSErr ; 

The HRstFLock function unlocks a file. It is a high-level function that calls PBHRstFLock, 
documented in the File Manager chapter of Volume IV. 

FUNCTION HRename (vRefNum : Integer ; dirID : Longint ; oldName : Scr255 ; 
newName : Str255) : OSErr ; 

The HRename function changes the name of a file or directory. It is a high-level function that 
calls PBHRename, documented in the File Manager chapter of Volume IV. 

FUNCTION HGetFinfo (vRefNum : Integer ; dirID : Longint ; fileName : Str255; 
VAR fndrinfo : Finfo) : OSErr ; 

The HGetFinfo function returns the Finder information stored in the volume's catalog for a 
file. It is a high-level function that call s PBHGetFinfo, documented in the Fi le Manager 
chapter of Volume IV. 

FUNCTION HSetFinfo (vRefNum : Integer ; dirID : Longint; fileName : Str255 ; 
fndr:nfo : Finfo) : OSErr ; 
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The HSetFinfo function changes the Finder in formation stored in the volume's catalog for a 
fil e. It is a high-level function that calls PBHSetFlnfo, documented in the File Manager 
chapter of Volume IV. 

FUNCTION HGetVol (volName : StringPtr ; VAR vRefNum : Integer ; 
VAR dirID : Longint) : OSErr ; 

The HGetVol function returns the volume reference number of the default volume. It is a high
level function that calls PBHGetVol, documented in the File Manager chapter of Volume IV. 

LOW-LEVEL FILE MANAGER ROUTINES 

This section describes the low-level File Manager routines new in version 7.0. 

All low-level routines exchange parameters with your application in a parameter block, which 
is a data structure in the heap or stack. When calling low-level routines, you usually pass a 
pointer to the parameter block and a Boolean value that determines whether the routine is run 
synchronously (FALSE) or asynchronously (TRUE). The new routines for mounting 
volumes take only a pointer to the parameter block. These functions are always run synchro
nously. See the introduction to low-level routines in the File Manager chapter of Volume IV 
for a description of the standard parameters in a low-level function. 

You cannot assume that a series of asynchronous calls will be executed in the order in which 
they are issued, especially in a shared environment. When the order and ti ming of functions 
are important (if, for example, you are first reading and then writing data), you can either call 
the functions synchronously or check the completion routines of functions called asynchro
nously before acting on the resul t. 

Reading Volume Information 

The PBHGetVolParms function describes the characteristics of a volume. You specify 
a volume (by either name or volume reference number) and a buffer size, and 
PBHGetVo!Parms fill s in the volume-attributes buffer, as described in this secti on. 

FUNCTION PBHGetVolParms (pararnBlock : HParrnBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

~ 12 ioCompletion long pointer to completion routine 

~ 16 ioResult word error result code 

~ 22 ioVRefNum word volume specification 

~ 32 ioBuffer long pointer to GetVolParmslnfo record 

~ 36 ioReqCount long size of buffer area 

~ 40 ioActCount long length of attributes data 
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A volume's characteristics can change when the user enables and disables fil e sharing. You 
might have to make repeated calls to PBHGetYolParms to ensure that you have the current 
status of a volume. 

The ioCompletion field holds an optional pointer to a completion routine, which executes 
after PBHGetYolParms completes if you call the function asynchronously. Set this field 
to NIL when you call the function synchronously. 

PBHGetYolParms puts the result code in the ioResult fi eld . 

Specify the volume to be described with a volume reference number, drive number, or 
working directory reference number in the ioYRefNum fi eld. 

You must allocate memory to hold the returned attributes and put a pointer to the buffer in the 
ioBuffer fi eld. Specify the size of the buffer in the ioReqCount field. 

PBHGetVolParms places the attributes information in the buffer pointed to by the ioBuffer 
field and specifies the actual length of the data in the ioActCount field. 

The new version of PBHGetYolParms uses a new format for the GetYolParmslnfo 
attributes buffer. 

Offset Field 

0 vMVersion 

2 vMAttrib 
6 vMLocaJHand 

I 0 vMServerAdr 
14 vMYolumeGrade 
18 vMForeignPrivID 

Size 

word 

long 
long 
long 
long 
word 

Meaning 

Version number (02 in system software 
version 7.0) 
Attributes 
Reserved 
AppleTalk server address (0 if not suppo11ed) 
Relative speed rating of volume 
Foreign privilege model supported 
(two values are currently defined: 0 for an HFS 
volume; fsUn ixPriv for an NUX volume) 

The vMYersion field specifies the version of the attributes buffer. 

The vMAttrib field contains 32 bits that describe the volume. When set, the bits in vMAttrib 
have these meanings: 

Bit 

3 1 

30 

29 
28 
27 
26 
25 

25-38 

Name 

bLimitFCBs 

bLocalWList 

bNoMiniFndr 
bNoYNEdit 
bNoLclSync 
bTrshOffLine 
bNoSwitchTo 
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Meaning 

Limit the number of file control blocks used 
during copying to 8 instead of 16. 
Use the returned shared volume handle for the 
Finder's local window list. 
Disable Mini Finder menu item. 
Lock volume name against editing. 
Do not let Finder change the modification date. 
Zoom volume when it is unmounted. 
Do not switch launch to any application on 
the volume. 



Bit 

24-21 
20 
19 

18 

17 

16 

15 

14 

13 
12 

1 I 

10 
9 
8 

7 
6 

5 
4 

3-0 

Name 

bNoDeskltems 
bNoBootBlks 

bAccessCntJ 

bNoSysDir 

bHasExtFSVol 

bHasOpenDeny 

bHasCopyFile 

bHasMoveRename 
bHasDesktopMgr 

bHasShortN ame 

bHasFolderLock 
bHasPersona1AccessPri vileges 
bHasUserGroupList 

bHasCatSearch 
bHasFi leIDs 

bHasB treeMgr 
bHasBlankAccessPrivileges 

The vMLocalHand field is reserved. 

The File Manager 

Meaning 

Reserved. 
Do not place objects on the Finder desktop. 
Not a startup volume. Startup menu item disabled. 
Boot blocks not copied. 
Volume supports AppleTalk AFP access-control 
interfaces . The GetLoginlnfo, GetDirAccess, 
SetDirAccess, MaplD, and MapName functions 
are supported. Special fo lder icons are used. The 
Access Privileges menu command is enabled for 
disk and folder items. The privileges field of 
GetCatlnfo calls is assu med to be valid . 
Volume doesn't support a system directory. 
Do not switch launch to thi s volume. 
Volume is an external fi le system volume. 
Disk initialization package is not called. Erase 
Disk menu command is disabled. 
Volume supports _OpenDeny and OpenRFDeny. 
For copy operations, source fi les are opened w ith 
reading enabled and writing denied; destination 
files are opened with writing enabled and 
reading and writing disabled. 
Volume supports _CopyFile. _CopyFi le is 
used in copy and duplicate operations if both 
source and destination volumes have the same 
server address. 
Volume supports _MoveRename. 
Volume supports all of the new desktop 
functions (described in the Finder Interface 
chapter of this volume) . 
Volume supports a name that fits the shorter 
length requirements of another file system. 
Folder is locked. 
Local fi le sharing is enabled. 
Volume supports the Users and Groups file and 
thus the AFP privilege functions. 
Volume supports PBCatSearch. 
Volume supports file ID functions, including 
PB ExchangeFi les. 
Reserved for internal use. 
Volume supports inherited access privileges 
for folders. 
Reserved. 

The vMServerAdr field specifies the internet address of the server that manages an AppleTalk 
server volume. This value is 0 if the volume does not have a server. 

The vMVolumeGrade field specifies the relative speed rating of the volume. This scale is 
cun-ently uncalibrated. Generall y, lower values represent faster speeds, but a value of 0 
means that the volume is unrated. 
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The vMForeignPrivlD field specifies an operating system with which the volume can com
municate access-control information. For more informati on about access-control privileges, 
see "Manipulating Privilege lnformation in Foreign File Systems" earlier in this chapter and 
"Accessing Privilege Information in Foreign File Systems" later in this chapter. A value of 0 
means that the volume cannot share p1ivilege information with any other fi le system; a value 
of fsUnixPriv means it can share privilege information with the A/UX fil e system. 

0 
-35 

No error 
Volume not found 

Result codes 
no Err 
nsvErr 
paramE tT - 50 Volume doesn' t support the function 

Searching a Catalog 

The PBCatSearch function searches a volume's catalog, using a set of search criteria that you 
specify. It builds a list of all files or directories that meet your specifications. 

FUNCTION PBCatSearch (paramBlock : HParmBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

-7 12 ioCompletion 

f- 16 ioResult 

-7 18 ioNamePtr 

-7 22 ioVRefNum 

-7 24 ioMatchPtr 

-7 28 ioReqMatchCount 

f- 32 ioActMatchCount 

-7 36 ioSearchBits 

-7 40 ioSearchlnfo l 

-7 44 ioSearchlnfo2 

-7 48 ioSearchTime 

-7 52 ioCatPosition 

-7 68 ioOptBuffer 

-7 72 ioOptBufS ize 

long 

word 

long 

word 

long 

long 

long 

long 

long 

long 

long 

16 bytes 

long 

long 

pointer to completion routine 

result code 

pointer to volume name 

volume specification 

pointer to array of matches 

maximum match count 

actual match count 

enable bits for fields in criteri a records 

values and lower bounds 

masks and upper bounds 

maximum elapsed search time 

current catalog position 

pointer to optional read buffer 

length of optional read buffer 

PBCatSearch searches the volume you specify for files or directories that match two coordi
nated sets of selection criteria. PBCatSearch returns a pointer to an array of FSSpec records 
identifying the fil es and directories that match the criteria. 

Field descriptions 

ioCompletion 

ioResult 

A pointer to the completion routine. 

Result code. 
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ioNamePtr 

ioVRe tNum 

ioMatchPtr 

ioReqMatchCount 

ioActMatchCount 

ioSearchBits 

ioSearchlnfo I 

ioSearchlnfo2 

iuSearchTime 

ioCatPosition 

ioOptBuffer 

ioOptBufSize 

The File Manager 

A pointer Lo the name of Lhe volume to be searched. 

The volume specification (volume reference number, working 
directory re ference number, drive number, or 0 for default volume). 

A poinler to an array where Lhe fil e and direclory names that match the 
selection criteria are returned. The array must be large enough to hold 
the largesL possible number of FSSpec records, as determined by the 
ioReqMatchCount field. 

The max imum number of matches to return. This number should be 
the number of FSSpec records that will fi t in the memory pointed to by 
ioMatchPtr. Use this field to avoid a poss ible excess of matches for 
criteria thal prove to be too general. 

The number of actual matches found. 

The fie lds of the parameter blocks ioSearchlnfo I and ioSearchlnfo2 
that are relevant to the search. See "Searching a Volume" earlier in this 
chapter for the values of ioSearchBits. 

A pointer to a CinfoPBRec parameter block that contains values and 
the lower bounds o f ranges for the fi elds selected by ioSearchBits. 

A pointer to a second CinfoPBRec parameter block that contains 
masks and upper bounds of ranges for the fi e lds selecled by 
ioSearchBits . 

A time limit on a search, in Time Manager format. Use this field to 
limit the run time of a single call to PBCatSearch. A value of 0 
imposes no time limit. 

A position in the catalog where searching should begin. Use this fi eld 
to keep an index into the catalog when breaking PBCatSearch down 
into a number of smaller searches. This fie ld is valid whenever 
PBCatSearch exits because it either spends the maximum time allowed 
by ioSearchTime or finds the max imum number of matches allowed 
by ioReqMatchCount. 

To start at the beginning of the catalog, set the initialize field of 
ioCatPosition to 0. Before ex iting after an interrupted search, 
PBCatSearch sets that fi eld to the next catalog e1rn-y to be searched. 
To resume where the previous call stopped , pass the entire CatPosition 
record returned by the previous call as input to the next. 

A pointer to an optional read buffer. The ioOptBuffer and ioOptBufSize 
fields let you specify a part of memory as a read buffer, increasing 
search speed. 

The length of the buffer pointed to by ioOptBuffer. Buffer effectiveness 
varies with models and configurations, but a 16 KB buffer is likely 
to be optimal. Even a I KB buffer provides some performance 
improvement. 

See the earlier section "Searching a Volume" for a description of how to use PBCatSearch. 
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If the catalog changes between two timed calls to PBCatSearch (when you are using 
ioSearchTime and ioCatPosition to search a volume in segments and the catalog changes 
between searches), PBCatSearch returns a result code of catalogChangedErr. Depending 
on what has changed on the volume, ioCatPosition might be invalid, most likely by a few 
entries in one direction or another. You can continue the search, but you risk either skipping 
some entries or reading some twice. 

When PBCatSearch has searched the entire catalog, it returns eofErr. If it ex its because it 
either spends the maximum time allowed by ioSearchTime or finds the max imum number 
of matches allowed by ioReqMatchCount, it returns noErr. 

Result codes 
no Err 
nsvErr 
ioErr 
eofErr 
paramErr 

0 
-35 
-36 
-39 
- 50 

No error (entire catalog has not been searched) 
Volume not found 
IIO error 
Logical end-of-fi le reached 

extFSErr 
catalogChangedErr 

-58 
-1304 

Parameters don' t specify an existing volume 
External file system 
Catalog has changed and catalog position record 
may be invalid 

Creating FSSpec Records 

Use the PBMakeFSSpec function to make an FSSpec record that identifies a file or directory. 

FUNCTION PBMakeFSSpec (paramBlock : HParmBl~Ptr ; async : Boolean) : OS~rr ; 

Parameter block 

~ 12 ioCompletion long pointer to completion routine 

f- 16 ioResult word result code 

~ 18 ioNamePtr long pointer to file or directory name 

~ 22 ioVRefNum word volume specification 

~ 28 ioMisc long pointer to FSSpec record 

~ 48 ioDirID Jong parent directory ID 

Given a complete specification for a file or directory, PBMakeFSSpec fills in an FSSpec 
record that identifies the file or directory. (See Table 25-1 in "Using FSSpec Records" for a 
detailed description of valid file specifications.) 

Field descriptions 

ioCompletion 

ioResult 

ioNamePtr 

A pointer to the completion routine. 

Result code. 

A pointer to the fil e or directory name. 
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ioVRefNum 

ioMisc 

ioDirID 
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The volume specification (volume reference number, working 
directory reference number, drive number, or 0 for default volume). 

A pointer to the FSSpec record. 

The directory or parent directory specification. 

If the specified volume is mounted and the specified parent directory exists, but the target file 
or directory doesn' t ex ist in that location, PBMakeFSSpec fills in the record and returns 
fnffirr instead of noErr. The record is valid, but it describes a target that doesn' t exist. You 
can use the record for another operation, such as creating a file to replace one that is missing. 

1n addition to the resul t codes listed here, PBMakeFSSpec can return a number of different 
File Manager error codes . When PBMakeFSSpec returns any result other than noErr or 
fnfErT, all fields of the resulting FSSpec record are set to 0. 

Result codes 
no Err 
fnfErr 

0 
-43 

No error 
File or directory does not exist 
(FSSpec is still valid) 

Swapping Data Between Two Files 

Use the PBExchangeFiles function to swap the data stored in two files on the same volume. 

FUNCTION PBExchangeFiles (paramBlock : HParmBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

-7 12 

f-- 16 

-7 18 

-7 22 

-7 28 

-7 36 

-7 48 

ioCompletion 

ioResult 

ioNamePtr 

ioVRefNum 

ioDestNamePtr 

ioDestDirID 

ioSrcDirID 

long 

word 

long 

word 

long 

long 

long 

pointer to completion routine 

result code 

pointer to first filename 

volume specification (volume reference 
number, working directory reference number, 
drive number, or 0 for default volume) 

pointer to second filename 

second parent directory ID 

first parent directory ID 

PBExchangeFiles swaps the data in two files by changing the in formation in the volume 
catalog and, if the fi les are open, in the file control blocks. See Tables 25-2 and 25-3 in the 
earlier section "Updating Files" for a11 illustration of how PBExchangeFiles changes the 
catalog entries and file control blocks. PBExchangeFiles uses the file ID parameter block, 
described in "Creating and Using File IDs" later in this chapter. 

You should use PBExchangeFiles or FSpExchangeFiles to preserve the file ID when 
updating an existing file, in case the file is being tracked through its file ID. 
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Typically, you use PBExchangeFiles after creating a new file during a safe save. You identify 
the names and parent directory IDs of the two files to be exchanged in the fields ioNamePtr, 
ioDestNamePtr, ioSrcDirID, and ioDestDirlD. PBExchangeFiles changes the fields in the 
catalog entries that record the location of the data and the modification dates. It swaps both 
the data forks and the resource forks. 

PBExchangeFiles works on either open or closed files. If either file is open, PBExchangeFiles 
updates any file control blocks associated with the fil e. Exchanging the contents of two files 
requires essentially the same access as opening both files for writing. 

PBExchangeFiles does not require that fil e IDs exist for the files being exchanged. 

Result codes 
no Err 
nsvErr 
ioErr 
fnfErr 
tLckdErr 
volOfflinErr 
extFSErr 
wrg VolTypeErr 
diffVolErr 

0 
-35 
- 36 
-43 
-45 
-53 
-58 

-123 
- 1303 

No error 
Volume not found 
110 error 
File not found 
File locked 
Volume is off line 
External fi le system 
Not an HFS volume 
Files on different volumes 

Creating and Using File IDs 

This section describes the new functions for tracking fi les with file IDs and lists the 
previously released functions that have been affected by file IDs. 

The functions for manipulating file IDs use a new parameter block variant, FIDParam. 

CASE ParamBlockType OF 
FIDParam : 

( filler 14 : 
ioDestName Ptr: 
filler15 : 
ioDestDirID : 
filler16 : 
fillerl 7 : 
ioSrcnirID : 
filler18 : 
ioFileID : 

Longint ; 
StringPtr ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Longlnt ; 
Longint ; 
Longlnt; 
Integer ; 
Longint) ; 
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{pointer to destination filename} 
{filler} 
{dest inat ion parent directory ID} 
{filler} 
{filler} 
{source parent directory ID} 
{filler} 
{file I D} 
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The ioDestNamePtr and ioDestDirID fields are used only with the PBExchangeFiles function, 
described in the preceding section. 

The fields common to all low-level functions and the other parameter block types are 
described in the File Manager chapter of Volume IV. 

Functions for Manipulating File IDs 

Use the PBCreateFileIDRef function to establish a file ID reference for a file. 

FUNCTION PBCreateFileIDRef (paramBlock : HParmBlkPtr ; async : Bool ean) 
OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

-7 12 ioCompletion long pointer to completion routine 

f-- 16 ioResult word result code 

-7 18 ioNamePtr long pointer to filename 

-7 22 ioVRefNum word volume specification 

-7 48 ioSrcDirID long parent directory ID 

f-- 54 ioFileID long file ID 

Given a volume reference number, filename, and parent directory ID, PBCreateFileIDRef 
creates a record to hold the name and parent directory ID of the specified file. 
PBCreateFileIDRef places the file ID in the ioFileID field. If a file ID reference already 
exists for the file, PBCreateFileIDRef supplies the file ID but returns fidExists . 

Result codes 
no Err 
nsvErT 
ioErr 
fntErr 
wPrErr 
vLckdErr 
volOfflinErr 
extFSErr 
wrgVo!TypeErr 
fidExists 
notAFileErr 

0 
-35 
-36 
-43 
-44 
-46 
-53 
-58 

-123 
-1301 
- 1302 

No error 
Volume not found 
110 error 
File not found 
Hardware volume lock 
Software volume lock 
Volume is off line 
External file system 
Not an HFS volume 
File ID already exists 
Specified file is a directory 
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Use the PBDeleteFileIDRef function to delete a file ID reference. 

FUNCTION PBDeleteFileIDRef (paramBlock : HParmBl kPt r; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

~ 12 ioCompletion long pointer to completion routine 

~ 16 ioResult word result code 

~ 18 ioNamePtr long pointer to filename 

~ 22 ioVRefNum word volume specification 

~ 54 ioFileID long file ID 

PBDeleteFilelDRef invalidates the specified file ID on the volume specified by ioVRefNum 
or ioNarnePtr. After it has invalidated a file ID, the File Manager can no longer resolve that 
ID to a filename and parent directory ID. 

Result codes 
noErr 
nsvErr 
ioErr 
wPrErr 
vLckdErr 
volOfflinErr 
extFSErr 
fidNotFoundErr 

0 
-35 
-36 
-44 
-46 
- 53 
- 58 

- 1300 

No error 
Volume not found 
l/O error 
Hardware volume lock 
Software volume Jock 
Volume is off line 
External file system 
File ID not found 

Use the PBResolveFileIDRef function to retrieve the filename and parent directory ID of the 
file with a specified file ID. 

FUNCTION PBResolveFileIDRef (paramBlock : HParmBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

~ 12 ioCompletion long pointer to completion routine 

~ 16 ioResult word result code 

H 18 ioNan1ePtr long pointer to filename 

~ 22 ioVRefNum word volume specification 

~ 48 ioSrcDirID long parent directory ID 

~ 54 ioFileID long file ID 
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PBResolveFileIDRef returns the filename and parent directory ID of the fil e referred to by file 
ID in the ioFileID field. It places the filename in the string pointed to by the ioNamePtr field and 
the parent directory ID in the ioSrcDirlD field. If the name string is NIL, PBResolveFileIDRef 
returns only the parent directory TD. If the name string is not Nil_, but is only a volume name, 
PBResolveFileIDRef ignores the value in the ioVRefNum field, uses the volume name instead, 
and overwrites the name string with the fil ename. A return code of fidNotFoundErr means that 
the specified file ID has become invalid, either because the file was deleted or because the file ID 
was destroyed by PBDeleteFileIDRef. 

Result codes 
no Err 
nsvErr 
ioErr 
fn fErr 
volOfflinErr 
extFSErr 
wrg VolTypeErr 
fidNotFoundErr 
notAFileErr 

0 
-35 
- 36 
-43 
- 53 
- 58 

- 123 
- 1300 
- 1302 

No error 
Volume not found 
I/O error 
File not found 
Volume is off line 
External file system 
Not an HFS volume 
File ID not found 
Specified fi le is a directory 

Functions Changed to Accommodate File IDs 

Some existing HFS functions now support file IDs as appropriate. Support for file IDs 
requires some change in function, but no changes in the program interface. This section lists 
the affected functions and describes how they accommodate file IDs. 

FUNCTION PBHDelete (paramBlock : HParmBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) : OSErr; 

If a fi le ID reference exists for the fi le being deleted, the file ID reference is also deleted. 

FUNCTION PBHRename (paramBlock : HParmBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

If a file ID exists for the file being renamed, the file ID remains with the file. 

FUNCTION PBCatMove (paramBlock : CMovePBPtr ; async : Boolean) OSErr ; 

If a file ID exists for the file being moved, the file ID remains with the file. 

FUNCTI ON PBGetCatinfo (paramBlock : CinfoPBPtr ; async : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

You can use the PBGetCatlnfo function to determine whether a file has a fi le ID. The value of 
the fil e ID is returned in the ioDirID field. Because that parameter could also represent a 
directory ID, caJl PBResolveFilelDRef to see if the value is a real fi le ID. If you want to both 
determine whether a file ID exists for a file and create one if it doesn' t, use PBCreateFileIDRef, 
which either creates a file ID or returns fidExists. 
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Mounting Volumes 

A set of three functions allows your application to record the mounting information for a 
volume and then to mount the volume later. 

The programmatic mounting functions store the mounting information in a structure called the 
AFPVolMountlnfo record, described earlier in "Mounting Volurpes Programmatically." 

The programmatic mounting functions use the ioParam variant of the ParamBlockRec record, 
described in the File Manager chapter of Volume IV. 

You use the PBGetVolMountlnfoSize function to determine how much space to allocate for 
the volume-mounting record. 

FUNCTION PBGetVolMountinfoSize (pararnBlock : ParrnBlkPtr) OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

--7 12 ioCompletion long pointer to completion routine 

f- 16 ioResult word result code 

--7 22 ioVRetNum word volume specification 

--7 32 ioBuffer long pointer to storage for size ( 4 bytes 
of storage) 

For a specified volume, the PBGetVoIMountlnfoSize function provides the size of the record 
needed to hold the volume's mounting information. 

Result codes 
no Err 
nsvErr 
pararnErr 
extFSErr 

0 
- 35 
-50 
- 58 

No error 
Volume not found 
Parameter error 
External file system error; typically, 
function is not available for that volume 

After ascertaining the size of the record needed and allocating storage, you call the 
PBGetVoIMountlnfo function to retrieve a record containing all the information needed 
to mount the volume, except for passwords. You can later pass this record to the 
PBVolumeMount function to mount the volume. 

FUNCTION PBGetVolMountinfo (pararnBlock : ParrnBlkPtr) OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

--7 12 ioCompletion long pointer to completion routine 

f- 16 ioResult word result code 

--7 22 ioVRetNum word volume specification 

--7 32 ioBuffer long pointer to mounting information 
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PBGetVolMountlnfo places the mounting information for a specified volume into the buffer 
pointed to by the ioBuffer field. The mounting in formation for an AppleShare volume is stored 
as an AFP mounting record, described earlier in " Mounting Volumes ProgrammaticaJly." The 
length of the buffer is specified by the value pointed to by the ioBuffer field in a previous cal1 
to PBGetVolMountlnfoSize. 

PBGetVolMountlnfo does not return the user password or volume password in the 
AFPVoIMountlnfo record. Your application solicits these passwords from the user 
and fill s in the record before attempting to mount the remote volume. 

Result codes 
no Err 
nsvErr 
paramEIT 
extFSErr 

0 No eITor 
-35 Volume not found 
-50 Parameter error 
-58 External file system error; typically, 

function is not available for that volume 

You use the PBVolumeMount function to mount a volume, using either the information 
returned by the PBGetVolMountlnfo function or a structure you fi l1ed in yourself. 

FUNCTION PBVolumeMount (paramBlock : ParmBlkPtr) : OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

~ 12 ioCompletion long pointer to completion routine 

f- 16 ioResult word resu lt code 

f- 22 ioVRefNum word volume reference number 

~ 32 ioBuffer long pointer to mounting information 

The PBVolumeMount function mounts a volume and returns its volume reference number. If 
you' re mounting an AppleShare volume, place the volume' s AFP mounting record in the 
buffer pointed to by the ioBuffer field. Because the password fields are not included in an 
AFP mounting record returned by PBGetVolMountlnfo, you must set these fields before 
calling PBVolumeMount. 

Result codes 
no Err 0 
notOpenErr -28 
nsvErr -35 
paramErr -50 

extFSErr -58 

memFullErr - 108 

afpBadUAM -5002 

No error 
AppleTalk is not open 
Volume not found 
Parameter error; typically, zone, server, and volume 
name combination is not valid or not complete, or the 
user name is not recognized 
External fil e system error; typically, file system 
signature was not recognized, or function is not 
available for that volume 
Not enough memory to create a new volume 
control block for mounting the volume 
User authentication method is unknown 
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afpBadVersNurn 

afpNoServer 
afpUserNotAuth 

afpPwdExpired 
afpBadDi rlDType 
afpCantMountMoreSrvrs 

afpAlreadyMounted 
afpSameN odeEIT 

- 5003 

-5016 
- 5023 

-5042 
-5060 
- 5061 

- 5062 
- 5063 

Workstation is using an AFP version that the 
server doesn' t recognize 
Server is not responding 
User authentication failed (usuall y, password is 
not correct) 
Password has expired on server 
Not a fixed directory ID volume 
Maximum number of volumes has been 
mounted 
Volume already mounted 
Attempt lo log on to a server running on the 
same machine 

Accessing Privilege Information in Foreign File Systems 

The File Manager provides two functions that an application or shell program can use to 
communicate with a foreign file system about its native access-control system. The functions 
retrieve and set access permissions on the foreign fi le system. The access-control functions 
use a new parameter block variant, ForeignPrivParam. 

CASE ParamBlockType OF 
ForeignPrivParam : 

( filler21 : Longint ; {filler} 
filler22 : Longint ; {filler} 
ioForeignPrivBuffer : Pt:r ; {privileges data} 
ioForeignPrivReqCount : Long Int ; {size of buffer} 
ioForeignPrivActCount : Longint ; {amount of buffer used} 
filler23 : Longint ; {filler} 
i oForeignPrivDirID : Longint ; {parent directory ID of 

{ foreign file or directory} 
ioForeignPrivI~fol : Longint ; {privileges data} 
ioForeignPrivI~fo2 : Longint ; {privileges data} 
ioForeignPrivI~fo3 : Longint ; {privileges dat:a} 
ioForeignPrivinfo4 : Long Int) ; {privileges dac.a} 

Use the PBGetForeignPrivs function to determine the native access-control information for a 
file or directory stored on a volume managed by a foreign fi le system. 

FUNCTION PBGetForeignPrivs (paramBlock : HParmBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

Parameter block 
-) 12 ioCompletion long pointer lo completion routine 

~ 16 ioResult word result code 
-) 18 ioNamePtr long pointer to fi le or di rectory name 
-) 22 ioYRefNum word volume specification 
-) 32 ioForeignPrivBuffer long pointer to privilege info buffer 
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--7 36 ioForeignPri v ReqCount long size allocated for buffer 

f- 40 ioForeignPri v ActCount long amount of buffer used 

--7 48 ioForeignPrivDirID word parent directory ID 

f- 52 ioForeignPrivlnfo I long information specific to privilege model 

f- 56 ioForeignPrivinfo2 long in formation specific to privilege model 

f- 60 ioForeignPri v Info3 long in formation specific to privilege model 

f- 64 ioForeignPrivinfo4 long information specific to privilege model 

PBGetForeignPrivs retrieves access information for a fil e or directory on a volume managed 
by a fi le system that uses a privilege model different from Lhe AFP model. See "Manipulating 
Privilege In formation in Foreign Fi le Systems" earlier in this chapter for a fuller explanation 
of access-control privileges. See the File Manager chapter of Volume V for a description of 
the AFP privilege model. 

Result codes 
noEIT 
nsvErr 
paramErr 

0 
- 35 
-50 

No etTor 
Volume not found 
Volume is HFS or MFS (that is, it has no foreign privilege 
model), or foreign volume does not support these calls 

Use the PBSetForeignPrivs function to change the native access-control information for a file 
or directory stored on a volume managed by a foreign file system. 

FUNCTION PBSetForeignPrivs (paramBlock : HParmBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

Parameter block 
--7 12 ioCompletion long pointer to completion routine 

f- 16 ioResult word result code 

--7 18 ioNamePtr long pointer to file or directory name 

--7 22 ioVRefNum word volume specilication 

--7 32 ioForeignPrivBuffer long pointer to privilege info buffer 

--7 36 ioForeignPrivReqCount long size allocated for buffer 

--7 40 ioForeignPriv ActCount long amount of buffer used 

--7 48 ioForeignPrivDirID word parent directory ID 

--7 52 ioForeignPri v Info I long in formation specific to privilege model 

--7 56 ioForeignPri v lnfo2 long in formation specific to privilege model 

--7 60 ioForeignPrivlnfo3 long information specific to privilege model 

--7 64 ioForeignPrivinfo4 long information specific to privilege model 

PBSetForeignPrivs modifies access information for a file or directory on a volume managed 
by a fi le system that uses a pri vilege model different from the AFP model. 
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Result codes 
no Err 
nsvErr 
paramErr 

0 
-35 
- 50 

Opening Data Forks 

No error 
Volume not found 
Volume is HFS or MFS (that is, it has no foreig n privilege 
model), or volume doesn ' t support these functions 

Use the PBOpenDF function to open the data fork of a file. PBOpenDF replaces PBOpen, 
which can open either a driver or the data fork of a file. 

FUNCTION PBOpenDF (paramBlock : ParmBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

--7 12 ioCompletion long pointer to completion routine 

~ 16 ioResult word result code 

--7 18 ioNamePtr long pointer to file or directory name 

--7 22 ioVRefN um word volume specification 

~ 24 ioRefNum word access path number 

--7 27 ioPermssn byte permission 

PBOpenDF creates an access path to the data fork of a file. It is almost identical to PBOpen, 
which is documented in the File Manager chapter of Volume IV. The difference is that 
PBOpen can open both fi les and drivers, but PBOpenDF can open only fi les. Using OpenDF 
instead of FSOpen when your application is opening a fi le prevents naming conflicts or ambi
guities and ensures that your application can open files whose names begin with a period(.). 

Result codes 
no Err 
nsvErr 
ioEn
bdNamEn
tmfoErr 
fnfErr 
opWrErr 
extFSErr 

0 
- 35 
-36 
- 37 
-42 
-43 
-49 
- 58 

No error 
Volume not found 
VO error 
Bad fi lename 
Too many fi les open 
File not found 
File already open for writing 
External fi le system 
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Use the PBHOpenDF function to open the data fork of a file on a hierarchical volume. 
PBHOpenDF replaces PBHOpen, which can open either a driver or the data fork of a file. 

FUNCTION PBHOpenDF (paramBlock : HParmBlkPtr ; async : Boole an) : OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

-7 12 ioCompletion long pointer to completion routine 

f- 16 ioResult word result code 

-7 18 ioNamePtr long pointer to file or directory name 

-7 22 ioVRefNum word volume specification 

f- 24 ioRefNum word access path number 

-7 27 ioPermssn byte permission 

-7 48 ioDirID long parent directory ID 

PBHOpenDF creates an access path to the data fork of a file. It is almost identical to 
PBHOpen, which is documented in the File Manager chapter of Volume IV. The difference is 
that PBHOpen can open both files and drivers, but PBHOpenDF can open only files. Using 
PBHOpenDF instead of PBHOpen when your application is opening a file prevents naming 
conflicts or ambiguities and ensures that your application can open files whose names begin 
with a period (.). 

Result codes 
no Err 
nsvErr 
ioErr 
bdNarnErr 
tmfoErr 
fnfErr 
opWrErr 
extFSErr 
dirNFErr 

0 
- 35 
- 36 
-37 
-42 
-43 
-49 
-58 

-1 20 

No error 
Volume not found 
1/0 error 
Bad filename 
Too many files open 
File not found 
File already open for writing 
External file system 
Directory not found 
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SUMMARY OF THE FILE MANAGER 

Constants 

CONST {Gestalt constants} 

25-54 

gestaltFSAttr = ' fs ' ; {file system attributes selector} 
gestaltFullExtFSDispatching 

O; {exports HFSDispatch traps} 
gestaltHasFSSpecCalls 

= l ; {supports FSSpec records} 

{values f or ioSearchBits in PBCatSearch param block} 
fsSBPartialName l ; {substring of name} 
fsSBFullName = 2 ; {full name} 
fsSBFlAttrib 4 ; {directory flag ; software l oc k flag} 
fsSBNegate 

{for files only} 
f sSBFl Fndrin fo 
fsSBFlLgLen 
fsSBFlPyLen 
fsSBFlRLgLen 
fsSBFlRPyLen 
fsSBF lCrDat 
fsSBFlMdDat 
fsSBFlBkDat 
fsSBF lXFndrinfo 
f sSBFl Par ID 

{for directories 
fsSBDrUsrWds 
fsSBDrNmFls 
fsSBDrCrDat 
fsSBDrMdDat 
fsSBDrBkDat 
fsSBDrFndrinfo 
fsSBDrParID 

= 16384 ; 

8 ; 
32 ; 
64 ; 

128 ; 
2 5 6 ; 
512 ; 

1024 ; 
::: 2048 ; 

4096 ; 
8192 ; 

only} 
8 ; 

16 ; 
::: 512 ; 

1024 ; 
2048 ; 
4096 ; 
8192 ; 

{reverse match status} 

{Finder file info } 
{data fork logical length} 
{data fork physical length} 
{resource f ork logical length} 
{resource fork physical length} 
{file creation date} 
{file modification date} 
{file backup date} 
{more Finder file info } 
{file ' s parent ID} 

{Finder directory info} 
{number o f files in directory} 
{directory creation date} 
{directory modification date} 
{directory backup date} 
{more Finde r directory info} 
{directory ' s parent ID} 

{permissions for opening files} 
fsCurPerm 

fsRdPern 
fsWrPerm 
fsRdWrPerm 
fsRdWrShPerm 

0 i 

1 ; 
2 i 
3 i 
4 i 

{exclusive read /write permission if it 
{ is available; otherwise, exclusive } 
{ read , if that is a vailable} 
{exclusive read permission} 
{exclusive write permission } 
{exclusive read/ write permission} 
{shared read/write permission} 

{value of vMForeignPrivID i~ file attributes buffer} 
fsUn ixPri v l ; {A /UX privilege model} 
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{vMAttribut bit position c o nstan ts} 
bLimitFCBs 31 ; {limit file control blocks} 
bLocalWList = 30 ; {use shared volume handle for 

{ window list} 
bNoMiniFndr 
bNoVNEdit 
bNoLclSyn c 

bTrshOf fLine 
bNoSwlLchTo 
bNoDeskitems 

bNoBootBlks 
bAccessCntl 
bNoSysDir 
bHasEx tFSVo l 
bHasOpenDe ny 
bHasCopyFile 
bHasMoveRen ame 
b HasDesktop Mgr 
bHasShortName 
b HasFol d e rLock 

= 
= 

= 
= 
= 

= 
= 

= 
= 
= 

= 

29 ; 
28 ; 
27 ; 

2 6; 
25 ; 
20 ; 

19 ; 
18 ; 
17 ; 
16 ; 
15 ; 
14 ; 
13 ; 
12 ; 
11 ; 
10 ; 

bHasPers onalAccessPrivi leg es 
= 9 ; 

bHasUserGroupList 8 ; 
bHasCatSearch = 7 ; 
bHasFileIDs 6 ; 
bHasBtreeMgr 5 ; 
bHasBlankAccessPrivileges 

= 4 ; 

{disable Mini Finder menu item} 
{lock volume name} 
{do not let Fi nder change 
{ mod i ficati on date} 
{zoom volume when it is unmounted } 
{do not switch launch to a p p lication s } 
{do not place objects on the } 
{ Finder desktop} 
{not a startup volume} 
{volume supports AFP access control } 
{no system directory} 
{external file system volume} 
{volume support shared acce s s mo de s} 
{volume supports _CopyFile} 
{volume supports _MoveRename} 
{volume supports Desktop Manager} 
{volume supports shorter n a me} 
{folder is locked} 

{local file sharing is e n able d} 
{vo lume supports AFP privileges} 
{volume supports PBCatSearch} 
{volume supports fileID functions} 
{reserved} 

{volume suppor t s inherited access } 
{ privileges for folders} 

{media type in remote moun t ing inf ormation} 
AppleShare MediaType = ' afpm '; {an Ap pleShare volume} 

{user authentication methods in AFP remote mounting information} 
kNoUserAuthentication l ; {guest status ; no password needed} 
kPassword 2 ; { 8-byte password} 
kEncryptPassword 3 ; {encrypted 8-byte password } 
kTwoWayEncryptPassword 6 ; {two-way random encryption ; 

{ authenticate both user and server} 
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Data Types 

TYPE FSSpec = 

25-56 

RECORD 
vRefNum : 
parID : 
name : 

Integer ; 
Longint; 
Str63 

{volume reference number} 
{directory ID of parent directory} 
{filename or directory name} 

END ; 

FSSpecPtr 
FSSpecHandle 

FSSpecArray 
FSSpecArrayPtr 
FSSpecArrayHandle 

CatPositionRec = 
RECORD 

initialize : 
priv : 

END; 

GetVolParmsinfoBuffer 
RECORD 

vMVersion : 
vMAttrib : 

vMLocalHand : 
vMServerAdr : 
vMVolumeGrade : 
vMForeignPrivID : 

END ; 

VolumeType = OSType ; 
Vol MountinfoHeader = 

RECORD 

"FSSpec ; 
"FSSpecPtr ; 

ARRAY[O . . OJ OF FSSpec; 
"FSSpecArray ; 

"FSSpecArrayPtr ; 

{catalog position record} 

Longint; {starting point} 
ARRAY[l .. 6) OF Integer 

{private data} 

Integer ; 
Longint ; 

Handle ; 
Longint; 
Longint ; 
Integer 

{version number} 
{bit vector of attributes; 
{ see vMAttrib constants} 
{handle to private data} 
{network server address} 
{relative speed rating} 
{ac cess p rivi lege model} 

{template volume mounting } 
{ information} 

length : Integer; {length of mounting information , } 
{ inc luding standard header and } 
{ variable-length data} 

media : VolumeType; {type of volume} 
{volume-specific, variable-length private data} 

END ; 
VolMountinfoPtr = "VolMountinfoHeader ; 
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AFPVolMountinfo 
RECORD 

length : 

media : 
flags : 
nbpinterval : 
nbpCount : 
uamType : 
zoneNameOffset : 

serverNameOffset : 

volNameOffset : 

userNameOffset : 

In teger ; 

VolumeType ; 
Integer ; 
SignedByte ; 
SignedByte ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 

Integer ; 

Integer ; 

Integer ; 

userPassWordOffset : Integer ; 

volPassWordOffset : Integer ; 

The File Manager 

{AFP volume mounting information} 

{length of mount ing information , } 
{ including standard header and } 
{ var iable-length da ta} 
{type o: volume} 
{reserved ; must be set to 0} 
{NBP retry interval } 
{NBP retry count} 
{user authentication method} 
{offset from start of record 
{ to zone name} 
{offset from start of record 
{ to server name} 
{offset from start of record 
{ to volume name} 
{offset from start of record 
{ to user name} 
{offset from start of record 
{ to user password} 
{offset from start of record 

AFPData : 
{ to volume password} 

PACKED ARRAY[l .. 144] OF Char ; 
{standard AFP mounting info} 

{optional volume-specific , variable-length data} 
END ; 
AFPVolMountinfoPtr = AAFPVolMountinfo ; 

HParmBlkPtr 
HParamBl ockRec = 
RECORD 

AHParamBlockRec ; 

qLink : 
qType : 
ioTrap : 
ioCmdAddr : 
ioCompletion : 
ioResult : 
ioNamePtr : 
ioVRefNum : 

QElemPtr ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Ptr ; 
ProcPtr ; 
OSErr ; 
StringPtr ; 
Integer ; 

CASE ParamBlkType OF 
{other types described in Volume IV} 

{next queue entry} 
{queue type} 
{routine trap} 
{routine address} 
{completion routine} 
{result code} 
{pointer to pathname} 
{volume reference number, drive } 

number , or work ing directory } 
reference number} 

FIDParam : {file ID functions and PBExchangeFiles} 
( filler14 : Longint ; {filler} 
ioDestNamePtr : StringPtr ; {pointer to destination filenames} 
filler15 : Longint ; {filler} 
ioDestDirID : Longint ; {destination parent directory ID} 

filler16 : Longint ; {filler} 
fillerl 7 : Longint ; {filler} 
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ioSrcDirID : 
filler18 : 
ioFileID : 

Longint ; 
Integer ; 
Longint) ; 

{source parent directory ID) 
{filler} 
{file ID} 

CSParam : {PBCatSearch} 
(ioMatchPtr : FSSpecArrayPtr ; {pointer to array of matches} 
ioReqMatchCount : Longint ; {maximum r-umber of matches } 

{ to return} 
ioActMatchCounL : Longint ; 
ioSearchBits : Longint ; 
ioSearchinfol : CinfoPBPtr ; 

ioSearchinfo2 : CinfoPBPtr ; 

ioSearchTime : Longint ; 

{actual number of matches } 
{enable bits for matching ru l es } 
{pointer to values and lower } 
{ bounds} 
{oointer to masks and upper 
{ bounds} 
{maximum time to search , } 
{ in Time Manager form} 

ioCatPosition : 
ioOptBuffer : 

CatPositionRec ; {current catal og position} 
Ptr ; {pointer to optional read } 

{ buffer} 
ioOptBufSize : Longint) ; {length of optional read buffer} 

ForeignPrivParam : 
( filler21 : Longint ; {filler} 

Longint ; 
Ptr ; 
Longint ; 
Longint; 
Longint ; 

{filler} 
{privileges da t a} 
{size of buffer} 
{amount of buffer ~sed} 
{ :iller} 

filler22 : 
ioForeignPrivBuffer : 
ioForeignPrivReqCount : 
ioForeignPrivActCount : 
filler23 : 
ioForeignPrivDirID : Longint ; {parent directory ID of 

ioForeignPrivinfol : 
ioForeignPrivinfo2 : 
ioForeignPrivinfo3 : 
ioForeignPrivinfo4 : 

{ foreign file or directory} 
Longint ; {privileges data} 

ioParam : 
(ioRefNum : 
ioVersNum : 
ioPermssn : 
ioMisc : 
ioBuffer : 
ioReqCount : 
ioActCount : 
ioPosMode : 
ioPosOffset : 

END ; 

Longint ; {privileges data } 
Longint ; {privileges data} 
Longint) ; {privileges data} 

Integer ; 
SignedByte ; 
SignedByte ; 
Ptr ; 
Ptr ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Integer ; 
Longint ) 

{path reference number} 
{version number} 
{read/write permission} 
{miscellaneous} 
{dat a buffer } 
{requested number of bytes} 
{actual number of bytes} 
{positioning mode and newline} 
{positioning offset} 
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Routines 

Making FSSpec Records 

FUNCTION FSMakeFSSpec (vRefNum : Integer ; dirID : Longint ; 
fileName : Str255 ; VAR spec : FSSpec) OSErr ; 

Exchanging the Data in Two Files 

FUNCTION FSpExchangeFiles (source : FSSpec ; desc : FSSpec) OSErr ; 

Functions Modified to Accept FSSpec Records 

FUNCTION FSpOpenDF 

FUNCTION FSpOpenRF 

FUNCTION FSpCreate 

FUNCTION FSpDirCreate 

FUNCTION FSpDelete 

FUNCTION FSpGetFinfo 

FUNCTION FSpSetFinf o 

FUNCTION FSpSetFLock 

FUNCTION FSpRstFLock 

FUNCTION FSpRename 

FUNCTION FSpCatMove 

Opening a Data Fork 

FUNCTION HOpenDF 

FUNCTION OpenDF 

(spec : FSSpec ; permission : SignedByte ; 
VAR refNum : Integer) : OSErr ; 

(spec : FSSpec ; permission : SignedByte ; VAR 
refNum : Integer) : OSErr ; 

(spec : FSSpec ; creator : OSType ; 
fi l eType : OSType ; scriptTag : ScriptCode) 
OSErr ; 

(spec : FSSpec ; scriptTag : ScriptCode ; 
VAR createdDirID : Longint) : OSErr ; 

(spec : fSSpec ) : OS Err ; 

(spec : fSSpec ; VAR fndrinfo : Finfo ) : OSErr ; 

(spec : FSSpec ; fndri n f o : Finfo) : OSErr ; 

(spec : FSSpec) OSErr ; 

(spec : FSSpec) OSErr ; 

(spec : FSSpec ; newName : Str255) : OSErr ; 

(source : FSSpec ; dest : FSSpec) : OSErr ; 

(vRefNum : Inceger ; dirID : Longint ; 
fileName : Str255 ; permission : SignedByte ; 
VAR refNum : Integer) : OSErr ; 

(fileName : Str255 ; vRefNum : Integer ; 
VAR refNum : Integer) : OSErr ; 
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Functions New With HFS 

FUNCTION AllocContig 

FUNCTION DirCreate 

FUNCTION CatMove 

FUNCT I ON OpenWD 

FUNCTION CloseWD 

FUNCTION GetWDinfo 

(refNum : Integer ; VAR count : Longint) : OSErr ; 

(vRefNum : Integer ; parentDirID : ~ongint ; 

directoryName : Str255 ; 
VAR createdDirID : Long:nt) : OSErr ; 

(vRefNum : Integer ; dirID : Longint ; oldName : 
Str255 ; newDirID : Long:nt ; newName : Str255) 
OSErr ; 

(vRefNum : Integer ; dirID : Longint ; 
procIJ : Longint ; VAR wdRefNum : Integer) 
OSErr ; 

(wdRefNum : Integer) : OSErr ; 

(wdRefNum : Integer ; VAR vRefNum : Integer ; VAR 
dirID : Longint ; VAR procID : Longint) : OSErr ; 

MFS Functions Modified to Accommodate Directory IDs 

FUNCTION HCreate 

FUNCTION HOpen 

FUNCTION HOpenRF 

FUNCTION HDelete 

FUNCTION HSetFLock 

FUNCTION HRstFLock 

FUNCTION HRename 

FUNCTION HGetFinfo 

FUNCTION HSecFinfo 

FUNCTION HGetVol 

(vRefNum : Integer ; dirID : Longint ; EileName : 
Str255 ; creator : OSType ; fileType : OSType) : 
OSErr ; 

(vRefNum : Integer ; dirID : Longint ; fileNa~e : 

Scr255 ; permission : SignedByte ; VAR refNum : 
Integer) : OSErr ; 

(vRefNum : Integer ; dirID : Longint ; fileName : 
Str255 ; permission : SignedByte ; VAR refNum : 
Integer) : OSErr ; 

(vRefNum : Integer ; dirID : Longint ; fileName : 
Str255) : OSErr ; 

(vRefNum : Integer ; dirID : Longint ; EileName : 
Str255) : OSErr ; 

(vRefNum : Integer ; dirID : Longint ; fileName : 
Str255) : OSErr ; 

(vRefNum : Integer ; dirID : Longint ; old.Name : 
Str255 ; newName : Str255) : OSErr ; 

(vRefNum : Integer ; dirID : Longint ; fileName : 
Str255 ; VAR Endrinfo : Finfo) : OSErr ; 

(vRefNum : Integer ; dirID : Longint ; fileName : 
Str255 ; fndrinfo : Finfo) : OSErr ; 

(volName : StringPtr ; VAR vRefNum : Integer ; VAR 
dirID : Longint) : OSErr ; 
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Reading Volume Information 

FUNCTION PBHGetVolParms 

Searching a Catalog 

FUNCTION PBCatSearch 

(paramBlock : HParmBlkPtr ; async : Bool ean) 
OSErr ; 

(paramBlock : HParmBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

Creating FSSpec Records 

FUNCTION PBMakeFSSpec (paramBlock : HParmB l kPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

Swapping Data Between Two Files 

FUNCTION PBExchangeFiles (paramBlock : HParmBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

Functions for Manipulating File IDs 

FUNCTION PBCreateFileIDRe f (paramBlock : HParmBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr; 

FUNCTION PBDeleteFileIDRef (paramBlock : HParmBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr; 

FUNCTION PBResolveFileIDRef (paramBlock : HParmBlkPt r ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

Functions Changed to Accommodate File IDs 

FUNCTION PBHDelete 

FUNCTION PBHRename 

FUNCTION PBCatMove 

FUNCTION PBGetCatinfo 

(paramBlock : HParmBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

(paramBlock : HParmBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

(paramBlock : CMovePBPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

(paramBlock : CinfoPBPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr; 
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Mounting Volumes 

FUNCTION PBGetVolMountinfoSize (paramBlock : ParmBlkPtr) OSErr ; 

FUNCTION PBGetVolMountinfo (paramBlock : ParmBlkPtr) OSErr ; 

FUNCTION PBVolumeMount (paramBlock : ParmBlkPtr) OSErr ; 

Accessing Privilege Information in Foreign File Systems 

FUNCTION PBGetForeignPrivs (paramBlock : HParmBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

FUNCTION PBSetForeignPrivs (paramBlock : HParmBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

Opening Data Forks 

FUNCTION PBOpenDF 

FUNCTION PBHOpenDF 

Result Codes 

no Err 
notOpenErr 
nsvErr 
ioErr 
bdNamEtT 
eofErr 
tmfoErr 
fnfErr 
wPrErr 
fLckdErr 
vLckdErr 
opWrErr 
paramErr 
volOfflinE1T 
extFSErr 
memFullEn
dirNFErr 
wrgVolTypeErr 
fidNotFoundErr 
fidExists 
notAFileEIT 
diffVolE1T 

0 
- 28 
-35 
- 36 
-37 
-39 
-42 
-43 
-44 
-45 
-46 
-49 
-50 
-53 
-58 

- l08 
- 120 
- 123 

- 1300 
- 130 1 
- 1302 
- 1303 

(paramBlock : ParmBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) : 
OSErr ; 

(paramBlock : HParmBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) : 
OSErr ; 

No error 
AppleTalk is not open 
Volume not found 
I/O error 
Bad filename 
Logical end-of-file reached 
Too many files open 
File not found 
Hardware volume lock 
File locked 
Software volume lock 
File already open for writing 
Parameter error 
Volume is off line 
External file system 
Insufficient memory available 
Directory not found 
Not an HFS volume 
Fi le 10 not found 
Fi le ID already exists 
Specified fi le is a directory 
Files on different volumes 
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afpBadUAM 
afpBadYersNum 

afpNoServer 
afpUserNotAuth 

afpPwdExpired 
afpBadDirIDType 
afpCantMountMoreSrvrs 
afpAlreadyMounted 
afpSameNodeErr 

- 1304 

-5002 
-5003 

-50 16 
-5023 

- 5042 
-5060 
-506 1 
-5062 
-5063 

The File Manager 

Catalog has changed and catalog position record may 
be invalid 
User authentication method is unknown 
Workstation is using an AFP version that the server 
doesn't recognize 
Server is not responding 
User authentication failed (usually, password is 
not con-ect) 
Password has expired on server 
Not a fixed directory ID volume 
Maximum number of volumes has been mounted 
Volume already mounted 
Attempt to log on to a server running on the same 
machine 

Assembly-Language Information 

FSSpec Data Structure 

vRefNum 
parID 
name 

2 bytes 
4 bytes 
64 bytes 

volume reference number 
directory ID 
filename 

Catalog Position Data Structure 

initial ize 
pnv 

4 bytes 
12 bytes 

starting place for next search 
private data 

Volume Mounting Information Data Structure 

length 2 bytes 
media 4 bytes 
variable-length private data 

length of record 
type of volume 

AFP Mounting Information Data Structure 

length 2 bytes 
media 4 bytes 
flags 2 bytes 
nbplnterval byte 
nbpCount byte 
uamType 2 bytes 
zoneNameOffset 2 bytes 
serverNameOffset 2 bytes 
volNameOffset 2 bytes 
userNameOffset 2 bytes 
userPassWordOffset 2 bytes 
vo!PassWordOffset 2 bytes 
AFPData 144 bytes 
variable-length private data 

length of record 
type of volume 
reserved 
NBP retry interval 
NBP retry count 
user authentication method 
off set to zone name 
offset to server name 
offset to volume name 
offset to user name 
offset to user password 
offset to volume password 
mounting data 
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Catalog Search Parameter Block 

24 
28 
32 
36 
40 
44 
48 
52 
68 
72 

long 
long 
long 
long 
long 
long 
long 
16 bytes 
long 
long 

ioMatchPtr 
ioReqMatchCount 
ioActMatchCount 
ioSearchBits 
ioSearchlnfo I 
ioSearchlnfo2 
ioSearchTirne 
ioCatPosition 
ioOptBuffer 
ioOptBufSize 

File ID Parameter Block 

24 long 
28 long 
32 long 
36 long 
40 Jong 
44 long 
48 long 
52 2 bytes 
54 long 

fillerl4 
ioDestNamePtr 
filler15 
ioDestDirID 
fi ller 16 
filler 17 
ioSrcDirID 
fi ller18 
ioFileID 

pointer to match anay 
maximum match count 
actual match count 
search criteria selector 
pointer to search values and lower bounds 
pointer to search values and upper bounds 
time limit on search 
catalog position record 
pointer to optional read buffer 
length of optional read buffer 

fi lier 
pointer to destination filename 
fi ller 
destination parent directory ID 
filler 
filler 
parent directory ro 
fi lier 
file ID 

Foreign Privileges Parameter Block 

24 long 
28 long 
32 long 
36 long 
40 long 
44 long 
48 long 
52 long 
56 long 
60 long 
64 long 

filler2 I 
filler22 
ioForeignPrivBuffer 
ioForeignPrivReqCount 
ioForeignPri v ActCount 
filler23 
i oForeignPri v Di rID 
ioForeignPri vlnfo l 
ioForeignPri vinfo2 
ioForeignPri vlnfo3 
ioForeignPri v In fo4 
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filler 
filler 
pointer to privileges data buffer 
size allocated for buffer 
amount of buffer used 
filler 
parent directory ID of target 
privileges data 
privileges data 
privileges data 
privileges data 
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Trap Macros Requiring Routine Selectors 

_HFSDispatch 

Selector 

$00 14 
$00 15 
$00 16 
$00 17 
$001 8 
$0030 
$003F 
$0040 
$0041 
$0060 
$0061 

Routine 

PBCreateFileIDRef 
PB Delete Fi leIDRef 
PBResol veFileIDRef 
PBExchangeFi les 
PBCatSearch 
PBHGetYolParms 
PBGetYolMountlnfoSize 
PBGetYolMountlnfo 
PB Vol umeMount 
PBGetFore ignPrivs 
PBSetForeignPrivs 

_HighLevelFSDispatch 

Selector 

$0001 
$0002 
$0003 
$0004 
$0005 
$0006 
$0007 
$0008 
$0009 
$000A 
$000B 
$000C 
$0000 
$000E 
$000F 

Routine 

FSMakeFSSpec 
FSpOpenDF 
FSpOpenRF 
FSpCreate 
FS pDi rCreate 
FSpDelete 
FSpGetFinfo 
FSpSetFinfo 
FSpSetFLock 
FSpRstFLock 
FSpRename 
FSpCatMove 
FSpOpenResFile 
FSpCreateResFile 
FSpExchangeFi les 
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ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

This chapter describes how your application can use the Standard File Package in system 
software version 7 .0 to present a standard user interface for naming and identifying files. The 
Standard File Package displays the dialog boxes that let the user specify the names and 
locations of files to be saved or opened, and it reports the user's choices to your application. 
The new procedures introduced in version 7.0 allow your application to either streamline its 
interaction with the Standard File Package or exercise more control over the user interface. 
This chapter supplements the Standard File Package chapters in Volumes I and IV. 

Read this chapter if your application lets the user save and open files. 

The features desc1ibed in this chapter are available only in system software version 7.0 or 
later. Call the Gestalt function, described in the Compatibility Guidelines chapter of this 
volume, to determine whether the new features are present. 

To use this chapter you must be fami liar with earlier versions of the Standard File Package, 
described in Volumes I and IV; the Dialog Manager, described in Volume I; the file system 
specification (FSSpec) record, described in the File Manager chapter of this volume; and the 
new features of the version 7.0 Finder,.M, described in the Finder Interface chapter of this 
volume. 

ABOUT THE STANDARD FILE PACKAGE 

The Standard File Package handles the interface between the user and your application when 
the user saves or opens a document. It displays dialog boxes through which the user 
specifies the name and location of the document to be saved or opened. It allows your appli
cation to customize the dialog boxes and, through callback routines, to handle user actions 
during the dialogs. The Standard Fi le Package procedures describe the user's choices through 
a reply record. 

The Standard File Package in version 7.0 introduces 

• a pair of simplified procedures that you call to display and handle the standard Open 
and Save dialog boxes 

• a pair of customizable procedures that you call when you need more control over 
the interaction 

• a new reply record (StandardFileReply) that identifies files and folders with a file 
system specification record and that accommodates the new Finder features 

• a new layout for the default dialog boxes 
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USING THE STANDARD FILE PACKAGE 

You use the Standard File Package to handle the user interface when the user must specify a 
file to be saved or opened. You typically call the Standard Fi le Package after the user chooses 
Save, Save As, or Open from the File menu. 

When saving a document, you call one of the "PutFile" procedures; when opening a 
document, you call one of the "GetFi le" procedures. The Standard Fi le Package in 
version 7.0 introduces two new pairs of procedures: 

• StandardPutFil e and StandardGetFile, for presenting the standard interface 

• CustomPutFile and CustomGetFile, for presenting a customized interface 

The next section illustrates the standard file djalog boxes. 

Before calling any of the new Standard File Package procedures, verify that they are available 
by calling the Gestalt function with a seleccor of gestaltS tandardFileAttr. If Gestalt sets the 
gestaltStandardFile58 bit in the reply, the four new procedures are avai lable. For a complete 
description of the Gestalt function, see the Compatibility Guidelines chapter of thjs volume. 

All the new procedures return the resul ts of the d ialog boxes in a new reply record, 
StandardFileRepl y. 

TYPE StandardFileReply 
RECORD 

sfGood : 
sfReplacing : 
sfType : 
sfFile : 
sfScript : 

sfFlags : 
sfisFolder : 
sfisVol ume : 
sfReservedl : 
sfReserved2 : 

END ; 

Boolean ; 
Boolean ; 
OSType ; 
FSSpec ; 
ScriptCode ; 

Integer ; 
Boolean ; 
Boolean ; 
Longint ; 
Integer 

{user did not cancel } 
{repl ace file with same name} 
{f i le t ype} 
{selected file , folder , or volume} 
{script of file , folder , or } 
{ volume name} 
{Finder flags} 
{selected item is a folder} 
{selected item is a volume } 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 

The reply record identifies selected files with a file system specification (FSSpec) record. 
You can pass the FSSpec record directly to a set of new File Manager functions provided 
with version 7.0. The reply record also contains additional fields that support the Finder 
features in troduced in system software version 7.0. 

The sfGood field reports whether the reply record is valid. The value is TRUE after 
the user clicks Save or Open, FALSE after the user cl icks Cancel. When the user has 
completed the dialog box, the other fields in the reply record are valid only if sfGood 
is TRUE. 
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The sfReplacing fi eld repo1ts whether a fil e to be saved replaces an existing fil e of the same 
name. This field is valid only after a call to the StandardPutFile or CustomPutFile procedure. 
When the user assigns a name that duplicates that of an existing fi le, the Standard File Package 
asks for verification by displaying a subsidiary dialog box (illustrated in Figure 26-4). Tf the 
user verifies the name, the Standard File Package sets the sfReplacing field to TRUE and 
returns to your application; if the user cancels the overwriting of the fi le, the Standard File 
Package returns to the main dialog box. If the name does not conflict with an existing name, 
the Standard File Package sets the fi eld to FALSE and returns. Your application can rely on 
the value of this field instead of checking for and handling name conflicts it elf. 

The sIType field contains the fil e type of the selected fil e. (File types are described in the 
Finder Interface chapter of this volume.) Only StandardGetFile and CustomGetFile return a 
fi le type in this field. 

The sfFile field describes the selected fil e, folder, or volume with a fi le system specification 
record, wh ich contains a volume reference number, parent directory TD, and name. (See the 
File Manager chapter of this volume for a complete description of the fi le system specifica
tion record.) If the selected item is an alias for another item, the Standard File Package 
resolves the alias and places the fil e system specification record for the target in the sfFile 
field when the user completes the di alog. If the selected file is a stationery pad, the reply 
record describes the file itself, not a copy of the file. 

The sfScript field identifies the script in which the name of the document is to be di splayed. 
(This information is used by the Finder and by the Standard File Package. See the Script 
Manager section of the Worldwide Software Overview chapter in th is volume for a list 
of defined script codes.) A script code of smSystemScript (-1) represents the defau lt 
system script. 

The sfFlags field contains the Finder flags from the Finder information record in the catalog 
entry for the selected file. (See the Finder Interface chapter in thi s volume for a description of 
the Finder flags.) This field is returned only by StandardGetFile and CustomGetFile. If your 
application supports stationery, it should check the stationery bit in the Finder nags to 
determine whether to treat the selected file as stationery. Unlike the Finder, the Standard File 
Package does not automatically create a document from a stationery pad and pass your 
application the new document. If the user opens a stationery document from within an 
application that does not support stationery, the Standard File Package displays a dialog box 
warning the user that the master copy is being opened. 

The sflsFolder field reports whether the selected item is a fo lder (TRUE) or a fi le or 
volume (FALSE). 

The sflsYolume field reports whether the selected item is a volume (TRUE) or a fil e or 
folder (FALSE). 

Presenting the Default Interface 

If your application has no special interface requirements, you can use the StandardGetFi le 
and StandardPutFile procedures to display the default dialog boxes for opening and saving 
documents. 
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The version 7.0 Standard File Package introduces a number of user interface enhancements, 
most of which have no effect on your application. Most noticeably, the version 7.0 standard 
fil e dialog boxes use a slightly different point of view. Instead of di splaying only one volume 
at a time and showing the root of that volume at the top of the hierarchy, the fi le list now 
displays all mounted volumes and shows the desktop as the top level of the hierarchy. The 
Drive button, which previously allowed users to move among all mounted volumes, is now 
the Desktop button, which returns the display to the top of the hierarchy. 

You use the StandardGetFile procedure when you want to let the user choose a fi le to be 
opened. Figure 26- 1 illustrates a sample dialog box displayed by StandardGetFile. 

I E3 Desktop ..... j 
= Loma Prieta m 
(g) San Benito 
D October sales 
D September sales 
B ·rrnsh 

= Loma Prieta 

[ Cancel J 

n Open D 

Figure 26-1. The default Open dialog box 

When you call StandardGetFile, you can supply a list of the file types that your application 
can open. StandardGetFile then displays only files of the specified types. You can also 
supply your own filter function to determine which files are displayed. (See "Opening Files" 
later in this chapter for details.) 

When the user is opening a document, StandardGetFile interprets keystrokes as selectors in 
the displayed li st. Pressing A, for example, selects the first item in the list that starts with the 
letter a (or, if no items in the list start with the letter a, the item that starts with the letter 
closest to a). The Standard File Package sets a timer on keystrokes: keystrokes in rapid 
succession form a string; keystrokes spaced in time are processed separately. 

When the user is saving a document, StandardPutFile can direct keystrokes to either of two 
targets: the filename field or the displayed list. When the dialog box fi rst appears, keystrokes 
are directed to the filename field. If the user presses the Tab key or clicks to select an item in 
the displayed list, subsequent keystrokes are interpreted as selectors in the displayed list. Each 
time the user presses the Tab key, keyboard input shifts between the two targets. (The list at 
the end of this section describes all keystrokes that affect the standard fi le dialog boxes.) 

When the user is saving a file, the new Save dialog box offers the option of creating a new 
folder, as illustrated in Figure 26-2. 
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Desktop 

J= Loma PrietaT I = Loma Prieta 
~~==========~~ D 1111 tn,prn!iminnrq iit 
D Diane's folder 
D Edition Folder IBlIT 

~ ~:~~·~·~:::t's l!I 
D Lucas's art JQl 

New LJ ) 

Saue this document as: ( Cancel ) 

._I o_ct_o_be_r_s_a_le--'-~-----~I ([ Saue J) 

Figure 26-2. The default Save dialog box 

When the user clicks the New Folder button, the Standard File Package presents a subsidiary 
dialog box like the example in Figure 26-3. 

I= Loma PrietaT I = Loma Prieta 

L1 110 to,pn~!iminor1.1 JOl j ~ l 
o Diane' s folder 
D Edition Folder Name of new folder: 
D Laine's tests 

I Sales repor ts I D Lori's stuff 
D Lucas's art (Cancel ) ~ Create~ 
Saue this document as: 

I October sales I ~ )!WP B 

Figure 26-3. The New Folder dialog box 

If the user asks to save a file with a name that already ex ists at the specified location, the 
Standard File Package displays a subsidiary dialog box to verify that the new file should 
replace the existing fil e, as illustrated in Figure 26-4. 

Replace eHisting " October 
sales"? 

n Cancel Il [ Replace ) 

Figure 26-4. The name conflict dialog box 
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The StandardGetFile and StandardPutFile procedures always display the new dialog boxes. 
The procedures available before version 7.0 (SFGetFile, SFPutFile, SFPGetFile, and 
SFPPutFile) also display the new dialog boxes when running in version 7.0, unless the 
application has customized the dialog box. For more detail s on how the version 7.0 Standard 
File Package handles earEer procedures, see "Compatibility With Earlier Procedures" later in 
this chapter. 

StandardGetFile and StandardPutFile fill in the reply record and return when the user 
completes the dialog box-either by selecting a file and clicking Save or Open, or by clicking 
Cancel. Your application checks the values in the reply record to see what action to take, if 
any. If the selected item is an alias for another item, the reply record describes the target of 
the alias. (See the Finder Interface chapter of this vol~1me for a description of aliases.) 

You can pass file descriptions directly from the Standard File Package to the File Manager. 
The new reply record identifies files with file system specification records, which are 
recognized by a new set of high-level File Manager functions. (See the File Manager chapter 
of this volume for a description of the new File Manager functions that use file system 
specification records.) 

Listing 26-1 illustrates how an appEcation calls first the Standard File Package and then the 
File Manager after the user chooses Open from the File menu. 

VAR 
mySFR : 
myTypeList : 
fsOpenErr : 
fsRefNum : 

Listing 26-1. Opening a document 

StandardF i leReply ; 
SFTypeList ; 
OSErr ; 
Integer ; 

{reply record} 
{list of types to display} 
{error returned by open function} 
{path reference number , to be set 
{ by open function} 

BEGIN 
myTypeList(O] ' MDOC '; 
myTypeList[l] . - ' YDOC '; 

{set up type list} 

StandardGetFile(NIL , 2 , myTypeList , myS?R) ; 
{display dialog box } 

IF mySFR . sfGood = TRUE THEN {user clicks Open} 
BEGIN 

fsOpenErr : = FSpOpenDF( mySFR . sfFile , fsCurPerm , fsRefNum) ; 

LetMeCheck(fsopenErr) ; 
{open document through 

END ; 
END ; 

{open the file} 
{routine to check errors} 

reference number returned by FSpOpenDF} 
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The Standard File Package now recognizes a longer list of keyboard equivalents during dialogs. 

Keystrokes 

Up Anow 
Down Arrow 
Command-Up Arrow 
Command-Down Arrow 

Command-Left Arrow 
Comn1and-RightArrow 
Command-Shift-Up Arrow 
Command-Shift-I 
Command-Shift-2 
Tab 
Return or Enter 

Escape or Command-. 
Command-0 
Command-D 
Command-N 
Option-Command-0 

or Option-[ click Open] 

Action 

Scroll up (backward) through displayed list 
Scroll down (forward) through displayed list 
Display contents of parent 
Display contents of selected directory or 
volume 
Display contents of previous volume 
Display contents of next volume 
Display contents of desktop 
Eject disk in dtive I 
Eject disk in drive 2 
Move to next keyboard target 
Invoke the default option for the dialog box 
(Open or Save) 
Cancel 
Open the selected i tern 
Display contents of desktop 
Create a new folder 
Select the target of the selected alias item instead 
of opening it 

When the user selects a button in the dialog box using a keyboard equivalent, the 
button flashes. 

Customizing Your Interface 

If your application requires it, you can customize the user interface for identifying files. 

Note: Alter the dialog boxes only if necessary. Apple Computer, Inc., does not 
guarantee future compatibility if you use a customized dialog box. 

To customize a dialog box, you should 

• design your display and create the resources that describe it 

• write callback routines, if necessary, to process user actions in the dialog box 

• call the Standard File Package using the CustomPutFile and CustomGetFile procedures, 
passing the resource IDs of the customized dialog boxes and pointers to the callback 
routines 

Whether or not you change the dialog box display, you can write your own dialog hook 
callback function to handle user actions in the dialog box. 
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Customized Dialog Boxes 

To describe a dialog box, you must supply a 'DLOG' resource that defines the box itself and 
a 'DITL' resource that defines the items in the dialog box. 

Listing 26-2 shows the resource definition of the default Open dialog box, in Rez input 
format. (Rez is the resource compiler provided with Apple's Macintosh Programmer' s 
Workshop [MPW®]. For a description of Rez format, see the manual that accompanies the 
MPW software, MPW: Macintosh Programmer's Development Environment.) 

Listing 26-2. The de finition of the default Open dialog box 

resource ' DLOG ' ( - 6042 , purgeable) 

{0 , 0 , 166 , 344} , dBoxProc , invisible , noGoAway, 0 , 
-6042 , noAutoCenter 

} ; 

Listing 26-3 shows the resource definition of the default Save dialog box, in Rez input format. 

Listing 26-3. The definition of the default Save dialog box 

resource ' DLOG ' ( - 6043 , purgeable) 

{0 , 0 , 188 , 344} , dBox Proc , invisible , noGoAway , 0 , 
-6043 , noAutoCenter 

} ; 

The default Standard File Package dialog boxes now support color. The System file contains 
'dctb' resources with the same resource IDs as the default dialog boxes, so that the Dialog 
Manager uses color grafPorts for the default dialog boxes. (See the Dialog Manager chapter 
of Volume V for a description of the 'dctb' resource.) If you create your own dialog boxes, 
include 'dctb' resources. 

You must provide an item list (in a 'DITL' resource with the ID specified in the 'DLOG' 
resource) for each dialog box you define. Add new items to the end of the default lists. 
CustomGetFile expects the first nine items in a customized dialog box to have the same 
functions as the corresponding items in the StandardGetFile dialog box; CustomPutFile 
expects the first twelve items to have the same functions as the corresponding items in 
the StandardPutFile dialog box. If you want to eliminate one of the standard items from 
the display, leave it in the item list but place its coordinates outside the bounds of the 
dialog box rectangle. 

Listing 26-4 shows the dialog item list for the default Open dialog box, in Rez input format. 
The constant statements in the next section, "Callback Routines," list which elements the 
items represent in the dialog boxes. 

Listing 26-5 shows the dialog item list for the default Save dialog box, in Rez input format. 
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Listing 26-4. The item list for the default Open dialog box 

resource ' DITL ' (-6042) 

{135 , 252 , 155 , 332} , Button { enabled , "Open " } , 
{ 104 , 252 , 124 , 332} , Button { enabled , "Cancel " } , 
{0 , 0 , 0 , 0} , Helpitern { disabled , HMScanhdlg { - 6042 } } , 
{8 , 235 , 24, 337} , Useritern { e nabled} , 
{32 , 252 , 52 , 332}, Button { enabled , "Eject " }, 
{60 , 252 , 80 , 332}, Button { enabl ed , " Desktop " }, 
{29 , 12 , 159 , 230} , Useritern { enabled } , 
{6 , 12 , 25 , 230} , Useritern { enabled} , 
{91 , 251 , 92 , 333} , Picture { disabled , 11 } , 
} ; 

Listing 26-5. The item list for the default Save dialog box 

r e source ' DITL ' ( - 6043) 

{161 , 252 , 181, 332} , Button { enabled , "Save" } , 
{130 , 252 , 150 , 332} , Button {enabled , "Cancel " } , 
{0 , 0 , 0 , 0} , Helpitern { disabled , HMScanhdlg {-6043}}, 
{8 , 235 , 24 , 337} , Useritern { enabled} , 
{32 , 252 , 52 , 332}, Button {enabl ed , "Eject " }, 
{60 , 252 , 80 , 332}, Button { enabled , "Desktop " }, 
{29 , 12 , 127 , 230} , Useritern { enabled } , 
{6 , 12 , 25 , 230} , Useritern { enabled } , 
{119 , 250 , 120 , 334} , Picture { disabled , 11 } , 
{157 , 15 , 173 , 227}, EditText { enabled , "" }, 
{136 , 15 , 152 , 227} , StaticTex t {disabled , "Save as :" } , 
{88 , 252 , 108 , 332} , Useritern { disabled } , 
} ; 

The third item in each list (Helpltem) supplies Apple's Balloon Helpn ' for items in the dialog 
box. Helpltem specifies the resource ID of the 'hdlg' resource that contains the help strings 
for the standard dialog items. To provide Balloon Help for your own items, supply a second 
'hdlg' resource and reference it with another he lp item at the end of the li st. For more 
information about Balloon Help, see the Help Manager chapter of this volume. 

Callback Routines 

You can supply callback routines that control these elements of the user inte1face: 

• determining which files the user can open 

• handling user actions in the dialog boxes 

• handling user events received from the Event Manager 

• highlighting the display when keyboard input is directed at a customized field defined by 
your application 
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You can also supply data of your own to be passed into the callback routines through a new 
parameter, yourDataPtr, that you can pass to CustomGetFile and CustomPutFile. 

A file filter function determi nes which fil es appear in the display li st when the user is 
opening a file. Both StandardGetFile and CustomGetFi le recognize file filter functions, 
which are described in the Standard File Package chapter in Volume I. 

When the Standard Fi le Package is displaying the contents or a volume or folder, it checks 
the fil e type of each fi le and fil ters out files whose types do not match your application's 
specifications. (Your application can specify which file types are to be displayed through 
the typeList parameter to either StandardGetFile or CustomGetFile, as described in "Opening 
Files" later in this chapter. ) If your application also supplies a fil e filter fu nction, the 
Standard File Package calls that function each time it identifies a file of an acceptable type. 
The fil e filter function receives a pointer to the file's catalog informati on record (described in 
the File Manager chapter of Volume IV). It evaluates the catalog entry and returns a Boolean 
value that determines whether the fi le is filtered (that is, a value of TRUE suppresses display 
of the filename, and a value of FALSE allows the display). If you do not supply a fi le filter 
function, the Standard File Package displays all fil es of the specified types. 

A file filter function to be called by StandardGetFile must use this syntax: 

FUNCTION MyStandardFileFilter (pb : CinfoPBPtr) : Boolean ; 

When your file fi lter function is called by CustomGetFile, it can also receive a pointer to any 
data that you passed in through the call to CustomGetFi le. A file filter function to be called by 
CustomGetFile must use this syntax: 

FUNCTION MyCustomFileFilter (pb : CinfoPBPtr ; myDataPtr : Ptr) : Boolean ; 

A dialog hook function handles item hits in the dialog box. It receives a dialog record and 
an item number from the Moda1Dialog procedure via the Standard File Package each time the 
user causes a hit on one of the dialog items. Your dialog hook function checks the item 
number of each item hit, and then either handles the hit or passes it back to the Standard File 
Package. (The dialog hook function is described in the Standard File Package chapters in 
Volumes I and IV.) 

If you provide a dialog hook function, CustornPutFile and CustomGetFile call your function 
immediately after calling Moda!Dialog. They pass your function the item number returned by 
ModalDialog, a pointer to the dialog record, and a pointer to the data received from your 
application, if any. The dialog hook fu nction must use this syntax: 

FUNCTION MyDlgHook (item : Integer ; theDialog : DialogPtr ; myDataPtr : Ptr) 
: Integer ; 

Your dialog hook function returns an item number or the sfHookNulIItern constant as its 
function result. If it returns one of the item numbers in the fo llowing list of constants, the 
Standard F ile Package handles the item hit as described. If your dialog hook function does 
not handle an item hit, it should pass the item number back to the S tandard File Package for 
processing by setting its return value equal to the item number. 
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MyDlgHook := item; 

When your application handles the item hit, it should return the sfHookNu llEvent constant. 
When the Standard File Package receives ei ther sfHookNullEvent or an item nu mber that it 
doesn' t recognize from a dialog hook fu nction, it does nothing. 

The Standard File Package recognizes these item numbers: 

CONST {default items in dialog boxes} 
sfitemOpenButton l ; {Save or Open button} 

{Cance::. button} 
{Balloon Help} 

sfitemCancelButton = 2 ; 
sfitemBalloonHelp = 3 ; 
sfitemVolumeUser 
sfitemEjectButton 
sfitemDesktopButton = 
sfitemFileListUser = 
sfitemPopUpMenuUser 
sfitemDividerLinePict 

{items that appear in Save 
sfitemFileNameTextEdit = 
sfitemPromptStaticText = 
sfitemNewFolderUser 

4 ; {volume icon and name} 
5 ; {Eject button} 
6 ; {Desktop button} 
7 ; {display list} 
8 ; {directory pop- up menu} 
9 ; {divid ing line between buttons} 

dialog boxes only} 
10 ; {filename field} 
11 ; {filename prompt text area} 
12 ; {New Folder button} 

{pseudo-items available prior to version 7 . 0} 
{initialize display} sfHookFirstCall -1 ; 

sfHookCharOffset = $1000 ; 
sfHookNullEvent 100 ; 
sfHookRebuildList = 101 ; 
sfHookFolderPopUp 102 ; 
sfHookOpenFolder = 103 ; 

{offset for character input} 
{null event} 
{redisplay list} 
{display parent - directory menu} 
{display contents of selected } 
{ folder or volume} 

{additional pseudo-items available with version 7 . 0} 
sfHookLastCall = -2 ; {clean up after display} 
sfHookOpenAlias = 
sfHookGoToDesktop 
sfHookGoToAliasTarget 
sfHookGoToParent = 
sfHookGoToNex~Drive 

sfHookGoToPrevDrive 

sfHookChangeSelection 
sfHookSetActiveOffset = 

104 ; 
105 ; 
106 ; 
107 ; 
108 ; 
109 ; 

110 ; 
200 ; 

{resolve alias} 
{display contents of desktop} 
{select target of alias} 
{display contents of parent} 
{display contents of next drive} 
{display contents of 
{ previous drive} 
{select target of reply record} 
{switch active item} 

You must write your own dialog hook function to handle any items you have added to the 
dialog box. 

The Standard File Package uses a set of modal-dialog fi lter functions (descri bed later in this 
section) to map user actions during the dialog onto the defined item numbers. Some of the 
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mapping is indirect. A click on the Open button, for example, is mapped to sfltemOpenButton 
only if a file is selected in the display list. If a folder or volume is selected, the Standard File 
Package maps the hit onto the pseudo-item sfHookOpenFolder. 

The lists that follow summarize when various items are generated and how they are handled. 
The lists describe the simplest mouse action that generates each item; many of the items can 
also be generated by keyboard actions, as described earlier in "Presenting the Default 
Inte1face." 

The first twel ve defined constants represent the items in the Save and Open dialog boxes. The 
constants that represent disabled items (sflternBalloonHelp, sfitemDi viderLinePict, and 
sfltemPromptStaticText) have no effect, but they are defined in the header files for the sake of 
completeness. Except under extraordinary circumstances, your diaJog hook function always 
passes any of the first twelve item numbers back to the Standard File Package for processing. 

Constant 

sfltemOpenB u tton 

sfl temCancel Button 

sfltern YolumeUser 

sfltemEjectButton 

sflternDesktopButton 

Cause 

The user clicks Open or Save 
while a filename is selected. 

The user clicks Cancel. 

The user clicks the volume icon 
or its name. 

The user clicks Eject. 

The user clicks the Drive button 
in a customized dialog box 
defined by one of the earlier 
procedures. You never receive 
this item number with the new 
procedures; when the user clicks 
the Desktop button, the action 
is mapped to the item 
sillookGoToDesktop, described 
in a list later in this secti on. 
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Effect 

The Standard File Package 
fill s in the reply record 
(setting sfGood to TRUE), 
removes the dialog box, and 
returns. 

The Standard File Package 
sets sfGood to FALSE, 
removes the dialog box, and 
returns. 

The Standard File Package 
rebuilds the display list to 
show the contents of the 
folder that is one level up the 
hierarchy (that is, the parent 
directory of the current 
parent directory). 

The Standard File Package 
ejects the volume that is 
cun-ently selected. 

The Standard File Package 
displays the contents of the 
next dri ve. 
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Constant Cause Effect 

sntemFileListUser The user clicks an item in the No action. 
display list. The Standard File 
Package updates the selection 
and generates this item for 
your information. 

s fltemPopUpMenuUser Never generated. The Standard No action. 
F ile Package's modal-dialog 
filter function maps clicks on the 
d irectory pop-up menu to 
sfHook.FolderPopUp, described 
in a li st later in this section. 

sfltemFileNameTextEdit The user clicks in the filename No action. 
field. TextEdit and the Standard 
Fi le Package process mouse 
clicks in the fil ename field, but 
the item number is generated for 
your information. 

s fltemNewFolderUser The user clicks New Folder. The Standard File Package 
displays the New Folder 
dialog box. 

The pseudo-items are messages that allow your application and the Standard File Package to 
communicate and support various features added since the original design of the Standard 
File Package. 

The Standard File Package generates three pseudo-items that give your application the chance 
to control a customized display. 

Constant 

sfHook.FirstCall 

sfHookLastCall 

Cause 

The Standard File Package 
generates this item as a signal to 
your dialog hook function that it 
is about to display a dialog box. 

The Standard File Package 
generates this item number as 
a signal to your dialog hook 
function that it is about to 
remove a dialog box. 

Response 

lf you want to initialize the 
display, do it when you 
receive this item. You can 
specify where in the file 
system the dialog box should 
open either by returning 
stHookGoToDesktop or by 
changing the reply record 
and returning 
sfHookChangeSelection. 

lf you created any structures 
when the dialog box was 
fi rst displayed, remove them 
when you receive this item. 
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Constant 

sfHookNullEvent 

Cause 

The Standard File Package 
issues this null item periodically 
if no user action has taken place. 

Response 

Your application can use this 
event to perform any 
updating or periodic 
processing that might be 
necessary. 

Your application can generate three pseudo-items to request services from the Standard File 
Package. 

Constant 

stBookRebuildList 

sfHookChangeSelection 

sfHookSetActi veOffset 

Cause 

Your dialog hook function 
returns this item to the Standard 
Fi le Package when it needs to 
redisplay the file 1 ist. Your 
application might need to 
redisplay the list if, for example, 
it allows the user to change the 
file types to be displayed. 

Your application returns this 
value to the Standard File 
Package after changing the reply 
record so that it describes a 
different file or fo lder. 

Your appUcation adds this 
constant to an item number and 
sends the result to the Standard 
File Package. 

Effect 

The Standard Fi le Package 
rebui lds and displays the list 
of fi les that can be opened. 

The Standard Fi le Package 
rebuilds the display list to 
show the contents of the 
fo lder or volume containing 
the object described in the 
reply record. It selects the 
item described in the reply 
record. 

The Standard Fi le Package 
activates that item in the 
dialog box, making it the 
target of keyboard input. 
This constant allows your 
appl ication to activate a 
specif"ic fi eld in the dialog 
box without explicit input 
from the user. 

The Standard Fi le Package's own modal-dialog fi lter functions generate a number of pseudo
items that allow its dialog hook functions to support various features introduced since the 
original design of the standard file dialog boxes. Except under extraordinary circumstances, 
your dialog hook function always passes any of these item numbers back to the Standard File 
Package for processing. 
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Constant 

sfHookCharOffset 

s fHookFolderPopUp 

sfHookOpenFo lder 

sfHookOpenAlias 

sfHookGoToDesktop 

sfHookGoToAliasTarget 

s fHookGoToParent 

Cause 

The Standard File Package adds 
this constant to the value of an 
ASCII character when it 's using 
keyboard input for item 
selection. 

The user clicks the directory 
pop-up menu. 

The user clicks the Open button 
while a folder or volume is 
selected in the d isplay list. 

The Standard File Package 
generates this item number as a 
signal that the selected item is an 
aJias for another file, fo lder, or 
volume. 

The user clicks the Desktop 
button. 

The user presses the Option key 
whil e opening an item that is an 
alias. 

The user presses Command- Up 
Arrow. 

The Standard File Package 

Effect 

The Standard File Package 
uses the decoded ASCH 
character to select an entry in 
the display list. 

The Standard File Package 
displays the pop-up menu 
showing all parent 
directories. 

The Standard File Package 
rebu ilds the display list to 
show the contents of the 
folder or volume. 

If the selected item is an 
alias for a file, the Standard 
File Package resolves the 
alias, places the file system 
specification record of the 
target in the reply record, 
and returns. 

If the selected item is an 
alias for a fo lder or volume, 
the Standard Fi le Package 
resolves the alias and 
rebuilds the display list to 
show the contents of the 
alias target. 

The Standard File Package 
displays the contents of the 
desktop in the display list. 

The Standard Fi le Package 
rebuilds the display list to 
display the volume or folder 
containi ng the alias target 
and selects the target. 

The Standard File Package 
rebuilds the display list to 
show the contents of the 
folder that is one level up the 
hierarchy (that is, the parent 
directory of the current 
parent directory). 
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Constant Cause Effect 

sfHookGoToNextDri ve The user presses Command
Right Arrow. 

The Standard File Package 
displays the contents of the 
next volume. 

sfH ookGoToPrevDri ve The user presses Command
Left Arrow. 

The Standard File Package 
di splays the contents of the 
previous vol ume. 

The CustomGetFile and CustomPutFile procedures call your dialog hook funct ion for item 
hits in both the main dialog box and any subsidiary di alog boxes (such as the dialog box 
for naming a new folder while saving a document through CustomPutFile). To determine 
whether the dialog record describes the main dialog box or a subsidiary dialog box, check 
the value of the refCon field in the window record in the dialog record. 

Note: Prior to system software version 7.0, the Standard Fi le Package did not call 
your dialog hook function du1i ng subsidiary dialog boxes. Dialog hook functions for 
the new CustomGetFile and CustomPutFi le procedures must check the refCon fie ld 
to determine the target of the dialog record. 

The defined values for the refCon fi eld represent the standard fi le dialog boxes. 

Constant Value 

sfMainDialogRefCon 's td f' 

sfNewFolderDialogRefCon ' n f d r ' 

sfReplaceDialogRefCon ' rp I c' 

sfStatWarnDialogRefCon 's ta t ' 

sffirrorDialogRefCon 'err ' 

sfLockWarnDialogRefCon 'l ock' 

Dialog box 

Main di alog box, either Open or Save 

New Folder dialog box 

Verification for replacing a file of the 
same name 

Warning that the user is opening the 
master copy of a stationery pad, not a 
piece of stationery 

Report of a general error 

Warning that the user is opening a locked fi le 
and won't be able to save any changes 

A modal-dialog filter function controls events c loser to their source by filtering the 
events received from the Event Manager. The modal-dialog filter function is described in the 
Dialog Manager chapter of Volume l. The Standard Fi le Package itself" contains a modal
dialog filter function that maps keypresses and other user input onto the equ ivalent dialog box 
item hits. If you want to process events yourself, you can supply your own fi lter function. 
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Your modal-dialog filter function determines how the Dialog Manager procedure ModaJDiaJoo 
filters even~s wh_en cal~ed by the_ CustomGet!ile and CustomPutFile procedures. (Those pro-

0 

cedures retneve item hits. by calhng ModaJD1alog.) Mo~alDialog retrieves events by calling 
the Eve~t Manager function GetNextEvent. If you provide a modal-dialog filter function, 
Mod~ialog calls yo~r filter function before processing an event and passes it a pointer to 
the dialog record, a pointer to the event record, the item number, and a pointer to the data 
received from your application, if any. 

FUNCTION MyModalFi lter (theDialog : DialogPtr ; VAR theEvent : EventRecord ; 
VAR i temHi t : Integer ; myDataPtr : Ptr ) : Boolean ; 

Your modal -dialog filter function returns a Boolean value that reports whether it handled the 
event. If your function returns a value of FALSE, ModalDialog processes the event through 
its own filters. If your function returns a value of TRUE, ModalDialog returns with no 
further action. 

This function is the same as the modal-dialog fi lter function passed directly to ModaJDialog 
(described in the Dialog Manager chapter of Volume I), with the addition of the optional 
pointer to your own data. 

The CustomGetFile and CustomPutFile procedures call your filter function to process events 
in both the main dialog box and any subsidiary dialog boxes (such as the dialog box for 
naming a new folder while saving a document through CustomPutFile). To determine whether 
the dialog record describes the main dialog box or a subsidiary dialog box, check the value of 
the refCon field in the window record in the dialog record, as described earlier in the descrip
tion of dialog hook functions. 

The activation procedure controls the highlighting of dialog items that are defined by your 
application and can receive keyboard input. Ordinarily, you need to supply an activation 
procedure only if your application builds a list from which the user can select entries. The 
Standard File Package supplies the activation procedure for the fi le display list and for all 
TextEdit fields. You can also use the activation procedure to keep track of which field is 
receiving keyboard input, if your application needs that information. 

The target of keyboard input is called the active field. The two standard keyboard-input 
fields are the filename field (present only in Save dialog boxes) and the di splay list. Unless 
you override it through your own dialog hook function , the Standard File Package handles 
the highlighting of its own items and TextEdit fields. When the user changes the keyboard 
target by pressing the mouse button or the Tab key, the Standard File Package calls your 
acti vation procedure twice: the first call specifies which field is being deactivated, and the 
second specifies which field is being activated. Your application is responsible for removing 
the highlighting when one of its fields becomes inactive and for adding the highlighting 
when one of its fields becomes active. The Standard File Package can handle the highlighting 
of all TextEdit fields, even those defined by your application. 

The activation procedure receives fou r parameters: a dialog pointer, a dialog item number, a 
Boolean that specifies whether the field is being activated (TRUE) or deactivated (FALSE), 
and a pointer to your own data. 

PROCEDURE MyActivateProc (theDialog : DialogPtr; itemNo : Integer ; 
activating : Boolean ; myDataPtr : Ptr) ; 
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Compatibility With Earlier Procedures 

The Standard File Package still recognizes all procedures avai lable before version 7.0 
(SFGetFile, SFPutFile, SFPGetFile, and SFPPutFile). It displays the new interface for all 
applications that use the default dialog boxes (that is, applications that specify both the dialog 
hook and the modal-dialog filter pointers as NIL and that specify no alternative dialog ID). 

When the Standard File Package can' t use the new interface because an application 
customized the dialog box with the earlier procedures, it nevertheless makes some changes to 
the display: 

• It changes the label of the Drive button to Desktop and makes the desktop the root of the 
di splay. 

• It moves the volume icon slightly to the ri ght, to make room for selection highlighting 
around the display list field. 

If, however, a customized dialog box has suppressed the file display list (by specifying co
ordinates outside of the dialog box), the Standard File Package uses the earlier interface, 
on the assumption that the dialog box is designed for volume selection. 

STANDARD FILE PACKAGE ROUTINES 

This section describes the new routines in version 7.0 of the Standard Fi le Package. The 
StandardPutFile and StandardGetFile procedures are simplified versions of the original pro
cedures for handling the user interface when storing and reu·ieving files. The CustomPutFile 
and CustomGetFile procedures are customizable versions of the same procedures. 

The callback routines in the new custom procedures all take an additional parameter not 
avai lable in earlier versions of the Standard Fi le Package. The new parameter is an optional 
pointer to data set up by your application and passed into the calling procedure in the 
yourDataPtr parameter. 

Saving Files 

Use the StandardPutFile procedure to display the default Save dialog box when the user is 
saving a file. 

PROCEDURE StandardPutFile (prompt : Str255 ; defaultName : Str255 ; 
VAR reply : StandardFile~eply) ; 

StandardPutFile presents a dialog box through which the user specifies the name and location 
of a file to be written to. During the dialog, StandardPutFile gets and handles events until the 
user completes the interaction, either by selecting a name and authorizing the save or by 
canceling the save. StandardPutFile returns the user's input in a standard file reply record, 
described earlier in "Using the Standard File Package." 
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The prompt parameter specifies the prompt message to be displayed over the text field. 

The defaultName parameter contains the initial name of the fil e, if any. 

The reply parameter is the reply record, which StandardPutFile fill s in before returning. 

Use the CustomPutFi le procedure when your application requires more control over the Save 
dia log box. 

PROCEDURE CustomPutFile (prompt : Str255; defaultName : Str255; 
VAR reply : StandardFileKeply ; dlgID : Integer; 
where : Point ; dlgHook : DlgHookYDProcPtr ; 
filterProc : ModalFilterYDProcPtr ; 
activeList : Ptr ; 
activateProc : ActivateYDProcPtr ; 
yourDataPtr : UNIV Ptr) ; 

CustomPutFile is an alternative to StandardPutFile when you want to display a customized 
Save dialog box or handle the default dialog box in a customized way. 

The first three parameters are identical to the parameters of StandardPutFile. The prompt 
parameter specifies the prompt message to be displayed over the text field. The defaultName 
parameter contains the initial name of the file, if any. The reply parameter is the reply record, 
which StandardPutFile fills in before returning. 

The dlgID parameter is the resource ID of a customized dialog template. To use the standard 
template, set this parameter to 0. 

The where parameter specifies the upper-left corner of the di alog box in global coordinates. If 
you specify the point (-1,-1 ), CustomPutFile automatically centers the di alog box on the 
screen. 

The dlgHook parameter points to your dialog hook fu nction, which handles item hits received 
from the Dialog Manager. Specify a value of NIL if you have not added any items to the dialog 
box and want the standard items handled in the standard ways . See "Callback Routines" earlier 
in this chapter for a description of the di alog hook function, which uses this syntax: 

FUNCTION MyDlgHook (item : Integer ; theDialog : DialogPtr; 
my DataPtr : Ptr) : Integer ; 

The filterProc parameter points to your modal-dialog filter function, which determines 
how the ModalDialog procedure filters events when called by the CustomPutFile procedure. 
Specify a value of NIL if you are not supplying your own function. See "Callback Routines" 
earlier in thi s chapter for a description of the modal-dialog filter function, which uses 
thi s syntax: 

FUNCTION MyModalFilter (theDialog : DialogPtr ; 
VAR theEvent : EventRecord ; 
VAR itemHi t : Integer ; myDataPtr : Ptr) 
Boolean ; 
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The activeList parameter points to a list of all items in the dialog. box .that can be activated
that is, can be the target of keyboard input. If you supply an act1ve~1st parameter of NIL, 
CustomPutFile uses the default taroets (the filename field and the hst of files and folders that 
can be opened). If you have added°any fields that ca.n ~ccept keyboard i~put, yo~ must 
modify the list. The list is stored as an array of l 6-b1t integers. The first integer 1s the number 
of items in the list. The remaining integers are the item numbers of all possible keyboard 
targets, in the order that they are activated by the Tab key. 

The activateProc parameter points to your activation procedure, which controls the high
lighting of dialog items that are defined by your application and that can receive keyboard 
input. See "Callback Routines" earlier in this chapter for a description of the activation 
procedure, which uses this syntax: 

PROCEDURE MyActivateProc (theDialog : Dia log Pt r ; itemNo : Inte ger ; 
act ivating : Boolean ; myDat a Ptr : Pt r ) ; 

The yourDataPtr parameter points to optional data supplied by your application. When 
CustomPutFile calls any of your callback routines, it pushes this parameter on the 
stack, making the data avai lable to your callback routines . If you are not supplying any 
data of your own, you can specify a value of NIL. 

Opening Files 

Use the StandardGetFile procedure to display the default Open dialog box when the user is 
opening a file. 

PROCEDURE StandardGetFile (fileFi l ter : FileFilterProcPtr ; 
numType s : Integer ; typeList : SFTypeList ; 
VAR rep ly : S tandar dFi l eReply ) ; 

StandardGetFile presents a dialog box through which the user specifies the name and location 
of a fi le to be opened. During the dialog, StandardGetFile gets and handles events until the 
user completes the interaction, either by selecting a file to open or by canceling the operation. 
StandardGetFile returns the user's input in a standard file reply record, described earlier in 
"Using the Standard File Package." 

The fileFilter, numTypes, and typeList parameters together determine which files appear in 
the display li st. (These three parameters are still used as described in the Standard File 
Package chapter of Volume I. The rules are summarized here for your convenience.) The first 
filtering is by file type, which you specify in the numTypes and typeList parameters. 

• The numTypes parameter specifies the number of file types to be displayed. You can 
specify one or more types. If you specify a numTypes value of - 1, the first filtering 
passes files of all types. A numTypes value of 0 filters out all files. 

• The typeList parameter is the list of types to be displayed. 

The fi leFilter parameter points to an optional file filter function, provided by your appl ication, 
through which StandardGetFile passes files of the specified types. See "Callback Routines" 
earlier in this chapter for a description of the file filter function, which uses this syntax: 

FUNCTION MyStandardFileFilter (pb : CinfoPBPtr) : Boolean ; 
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The reply parameter is the reply record, which StandardPutFile fill s in before returning. 

Call the CustomGetFi le procedure when your application requires more control over the Open 
dialog box. 

PROCEDURE CustomGetFile (fileFilter : FileFilterYDProcPtr ; 
numTypes : Integer ; typeList : SFTypeLis t ; 
VAR reply : StandardFileReply ; d l gID : Integer ; 
where : Point ; dlgHook : DlgHookYDProcPtr ; 
filterProc : ModalFilterYDProcPtr ; 
activeList : Ptr ; 
activateProc : ActivateYDProcPtr ; 
yourDataPtr : UNIV Ptr) ; 

CustomGetFile is an alternative to StandardGetFile when you want to use a customized 
dialog box or handle the default Open dialog box in a customized way. 

The first four parameters are similar to the same parameters in StandardGetFile. The fileFilter, 
numTypes, and typeList parameters determine which files appear in the list of choices. If you 
specify a value of -1 in the numTypes parameter, CustomGetFile displays or passes to your 
file fil ter function all files and folders at the current level of the display hierarchy, not just the 
files. If you provide a filter function , CustomGetFile passes it both the pointer to the catalog 
entry for each file to be processed and also a pointer to the optional data passed by your 
application in its call to CustomGetFile. 

FUNCTION MyCustomFileFilter (pb : CinforBrtr ; myDataPtr : Ptr) : 
Boolean ; 

The reply parameter is the reply record, which CustomGetFile fills in before returning. 

The dlgID parameter is the resource ID of a customized dialog template. To use the standard 
template, set this parameter to 0. 

The where parameter specifies the upper-left comer of the dialog box in global coordinates. 
If you specify the point (- l ,-1 ), CustomGetFile automatically centers the dialog box on 
the screen. 

The dlgHook parameter points to your dialog hook function , which handles item hits received 
from the Dialog Manager. Specify a value of NIL if you have not added any items to the dialog 
box and want the standard items handled in the standard ways. See "Callback Routines" earlier 
in this chapter for a description of the dialog hook function, which uses thi s syntax: 

FUNCTION MyDlgHook (item : Integer ; theDialog : DialogPtr ; 
myDataPtr : Ptr) : Integer ; 
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The filterProc parameter points to your modal-dialog filter function, which determines how 
ModalDialog filters events when called by CustomGetFile. Specify a value of NIL if you are 
not supplying your own function. See "Callback Routines" earlier in this chapter for a 
description of the modal-dialog filter function, which uses this syntax: 

FUNCTION MyModalFilter (theDialog : DialogPtr ; 
VAR theEvent : EventRecord ; 
VAR itemHit : Integer ; myDataPtr : Ptr) 
Boolean ; 

The activeList parameter points to a list of all items in the dialog box that can be activated
that is, made the target of keyboard input. The list is stored as an array of 16-bit integers. The 
first integer is the number of items in the list. The remaining integers are the item numbers of 
all possible keyboard targets, in the order that they are activated by the Tab key. If you 
supply an activeList parameter of NIL, CustomGetFile directs all keyboard input to the 
displayed li st. 

The activateProc parameter points to your activation procedure, which controls the 
highlighting of dialog items that are defined by your application and that can receive keyboard 
input. See "Callback Routines" earlier in this chapter for a description of the activation 
procedure, which uses this syntax: 

PROCEDURE MyActivateProc (theDialog : DialogPtr ; itemNo : Integer ; 
activating : Boolean ; myDataPtr : Ptr) ; 

The yourDataPtr parameter points to optional data supplied by your application.When 
CustomGetFile calls any of your callback routines, it pushes this parameter on the 
stack, making the data available to your callback routines. If you are not supplying any 
data of your own, specify a value of NIL. 
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SUMMARY OF THE STANDARD FILE PACKAGE 

Constants 

CONST {Gestalt selector and reply} 
gestaltStandardFileA~tr = ' stdf '; 
gestaltStandardFile58 = O; 

{standard dialog resource IDs} 
sfPutDialogID -6043 ; 
sfGetDialogID = -6042 ; 

{default items in dialog boxes} 
sfitemOpenButton = 1 ; 
sfitemCancelButton = 2; 
sfitemBalloonHe~p = 3 ; 

sfitemVolumeUser = 4 ; 
sfitemEjectButton = 5 ; 
sfitemDesktopButton = 6 ; 
sfitemFileListUser = 7 ; 
sfitemPopUpMenuUser 8 ; 
sfitemDividerLinePict = 9 ; 

{Save dialog box} 
{Open dialog box} 

{Save or Open button} 
{Cance l but: ton} 
{Balloon Help} 
{volume icon and name} 
{Eject button} 
{Desktop button} 
{display list} 
{di rector y pop-up menu} 
{dividing line between buttons} 

{items that appear in Save dialog boxes only} 
sfitemFileNameTextEdit = 10 ; {filename field} 
sfitemPromptStaticText = 11 ; 
sfitemNewFolderUser = 12 ; 

{pseudo-items available prior 
sfHookFirstCall = -1 ; 
sfHookCharOffset $1000; 
sfHookNullEvent 100 ; 
sfHookRebuildList 
sfHookFolderPopUp 
sfHookOpenFolder = 

101 ; 
102 ; 
103 ; 

{filename prompt text area} 
{New Folder button} 

to version 7 . 0} 
{initial~ze display} 
{offset for character input} 
{null event} 
{redisplay list} 
{display parent-directory menu} 
{display contents of selected } 
{ folder or volume} 

{additional pseudo-itcmc available with version 7 . 0} 
sfHookLastCall -2 ; {clean up after display} 
sfHookOpenAlias 
sfHookGoToDesktop = 
sfHookGoToAliasTarget = 
sfHookGoToParen t = 
sfHookGoToNextDrive 
sfHookGoToPrevDrive = 

sfHookChangeSelection 
sfHookSetActiveOffset = 

104 ; 
105 ; 
106 ; 
107 ; 
108 ; 
109 ; 

110 ; 
200 ; 

{resolve alias} 
{display contents of desktop} 
{select target of alias} 
{display cont:ent:s of parent} 
{display contents of next drive} 
{display contents of previous } 
{ drive} 
{select target of reply record} 
{switch active item} 
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{refCon field in the window record 
sfMainDialogRefCon ' stdf ' ; 
sfNewFolderDialogRefCon · ~fdr '; 

sfReplaceDialogRefCon ' rplc '; 
sfStatWarnDialog RefCon ' sta t '; 
sfErrorDialogRefCon 
sfLockWarnDialogRefCon 

•err ' ; 
· lock '; 

Data Types 

TYPE StandardFileReply = 
RECORD 

sfGood : Boolean ; 
sfReplacing : Boolean ; 
sfType : OSType ; 

in the dialog record} 
{main dialog box} 
{New Folder dialog box} 
{name conflict d i alog box} 
{stationery warning} 
{general error report} 
{software lock warning} 

{user did not cancel} 
{replace file with same name} 
{file type} 

sfFile : 
sfScript : 

FSSpec ; 
ScriptCode ; 

{selected file , folder , or volume} 
{script of f i le , folder , or } 

sfFlags : 
sfisFolder : 
sfisVolume : 
sfReservedl : 
sfReserved2 : 

END ; 

Integer ; 
Boolean ; 
Boolean ; 
Longint ; 
Integer 

{ vol ume name } 
{Finder flags of selected item} 
{selecced item is a folder} 
{selected item is a volume} 
{re s e rved} 
{reserved} 

SFTypeList ARRAY[O .. 3] OF OSType ; 

FileFilterYDProcPtr ProcPtr ; {see sample file filter function} 
DlgHookYDProcPt r 
ModalFilterYDProcPtr = 

ActivateYDProcPtr = 

Routines 

Saving Files 

PROCEDURE StandardPutFile 

PROCEDURE CustomPutFile 

ProcPtr ; {see sample dialog hook function} 
ProcPtr ; {see sample modal-dialog filcer } 

{ function} 
ProcPtr ; {see sample act ivation procedure} 

(prompt : Str253 ; defaultName : Str255 ; 
VAR reply : StandardFileReply) ; 

(promp t : Str253 ; defaultName : Str255 ; 
VAR reply : StandardFileReply ; 
dlgID : Integer ; where : Point ; 
dlgHook : DlgHookYDProcPtr ; 
filterProc : ModalFilterYDProcPtr ; 
activeList : Ptr ; 
activateProc : ActivateYDProcPtr ; 
yourDataPtr : UNIV Ptr) ; 
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Opening Files 

PROCEDURE StandardGet:ile (fileFilte r : FileFilterProcPtr ; 

PROCEDURE CustomGetFile 

numTypes : Integer ; typeList : SFTypeList; 
VAR reply : StandardFileReply) ; 

(fileFilter : FileFilterYDProcPtr ; 
numTypes : Integer ; typeList : SFTypeList; 
VAR reply : StandardFileReply ; 
dlgID : Integer ; where : Point ; 
dlgHook: DlgHookYDProcPtr ; 
filterProc : ModalFi l terYDProc Ptr ; 
activeLis t : Ptr ; 
activateProc : ActivateYDProcPtr ; 
yourDataPtr: UNIV Ptr) ; 

Application-Defined Routines 

FUNCTION MyStandardFileFilter (pb : CinfoPBPtr) : Boolean ; 

FUNCTION MyCustomFileFilter 

FUNCTION MyDlgHook 

FUNCTION MyModalFilter 

PROCEDURE MyAct i vateProc 

(pb : CinfoPBPtr; myDataPcr : Ptr) 
Boolean ; 

(item : Integer ; theDialog : DialogPtr ; 
myDa taPtr : Ptr) : lnteger ; 

(theDialog : DialogPtr; 
VAR t heEvent : EventRecord ; 
VAR itemHit : Integer ; myDataPtr : Ptr) 
Boolean; 

(theDialog : DialogPtr ; itemNo : Integer ; 
act ivating : Boolean ; myDataPtr : Pt r) ; 

Assembly-Language Information 

Standard File Reply Record 

sf Good 
sfReplacing 
sff ype 
sfFile 
sfScript 
sfFlags 
sflsFolder 
sflsYolume 
sfReserved 1 
sfReserved2 

byte 
byte 
4 bytes 
70 bytes 
2 bytes 
2 bytes 
byte 
byte 
4 bytes 
2 bytes 

command-val id fl ag 
replace existing fi le fl ag 
file type 
selected item 
display script 
Finder flags from catalog 
folder flag 
volume flag 
reserved 
reserved 
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Trap Macro Requiring Routine Selector 

_Pack3 

Selector 

$0001 
$0002 
$0003 
$0004 
$0005 
$0006 
$0007 
$0008 

Routine 

SFPutFile 
SFGetFile 
SFPPutFile 
SFPGetFile 
StandardPutFile 
StandardGetFi le 
CustomPutFi le 
CustomGetFile 
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ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

This chapter describes how your application can use the Alias Manager to establish and 
resolve alias records, which are data structures that describe fi le system objects (that is, 
fi les, directories. and volumes). 

You create an alias record to take a fingerprint of a file system object, usually a fil e, that you 
might need to locate again later. You can store the ali as record, instead of a standard file 
specification, and then let the Alias Manager find the fi le again when it 's needed. The Alias 
Manager contains algorithms for locating fi les that have been moved, renamed, copied, or 
restored from backup. 

Note: The Alias Manager lets you exploit alias records. It does not directly 
manipulate Findern1 aliases, which are created and managed by the user through 
the Finder. The Finder Interface chapter in this volume describes Finder aliases 
and how your application can accommodate them. 

The Alias Manager is available only in system software version 7.0 or later. Call the Gestalt 
function. described in the Compatibility Guidelines chapter of this volume, to detennine 
whether the Alias Manager is present. 

Read this chapter if you want your application to create and resolve alias records. You might 
store an ali as record, for example, to identify a customized dictionary from within a word
processing document. When the user runs a spell ing checker on the document, your 
application can ask the Alias Manager to resolve the record to find the correct dictionary. 

To use this chapter, you should be fami liar with the File Manager's conventions for identi
fying files, directories, and vo lumes, as described in the File Manager chapter in thi s volume. 

ABOUT THE ALIAS MANAGER 

The Alias Manager creates and resolves alias records. The next section, "About Alias 
Records," describes how you can use alias records. 

In general, you should use the Alias Manager to create an alias record whenever you find 
yourself storing a specific fi le desc1iption, such as fi lename and parent directory TD. The 
Alias Manager stores th is information and more in the ali as record, and it also provides a 
set of search strategies for resolving the record later. The search strategies are described 
later in this chapter in "Resolving Alias Records.'" 

You can use the Alias Manager to 

• create alias records 

• resolve alias records 

• update alias records 

• get information about alias records 
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The Alias Manager can track fi les and directorie across volumes. If the target of an alias 
record is on an unmounted AppleShare® volume, the Alias Manager automatically mounts the 
volume when it resolves the alias. If the target object is on an unmounted ejectable volume, 
lhe Al ias Manager prompts the user to insert the volume. 

When the Alias Manager creates an alias record, it allocates the storage, fi lls in the record, 
and returns a handle to it. Your application is responsible for storing the record and retrieving 
it when needed. Your application must also supply strategies for handling various al ias
reso lution problems, described in "Resolving Alias Records" later in th is chapter. 

To help you understand and use the Alias Manager, this chapter provides 

• an overview of alias records 

• a description of how the Alias Manager resolves al ias records 

• specific techniques for using the Alias Manager in your application 

ABOUT ALIAS RECORDS 

An alias record is a data structure that describes a fi le, directory, or volume. The record 
contains 

• location information, such as name and parent directory ID 

• verification in fo rmation, such as creation date, fi le type. and creator 

• volume mount ing info1111ation (that is, server and zone), if appl icable 

By storing alias records, you can allow your users to create a robust connection to a file
that is, a connection that can survive the moving or renaming of the target file. The Finder 
in system software version 7.0, for example. stores alias records in aliases created by the 
user to represent other fi les or fo lders. The Edition Manager uses alias records to support 
data sharing among separate documents. (The Finder Interface and Edition Manager 
chapters in thi s volume describe those features in detail.) 

An ali as record is a reliable way to identi fy a fi le system object when your application is 
communicating with a process that might be running on a different machine. 

The creation of an alias record has no effect on the target of the record , except to establish a 
fi le ID if one did not previously exist fo r the target fi le. (See the File Manager chapter of thi s 
volume for a descri ption of file IDs.) 

The alias record contains only two fields of public information available to your application. 
The bulk of the record is managed p1i vately by the Alias Manager. 
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TYPE Al i asRecord = 
RECORD 

userType : OSType ; {appl ication ' s signature} 
aliasSize : Integer {si ze of record when created} 
{variable-length private data} 

END ; 

Your application can use the userType field to store its own signature or any olher data that 
fi ts into 4 bytes. When the Alias Manager creates an ali as record, it stores 0 in that field . 

The Alias Manager stores the size of the record when it was created in the aliasS ize fi eld. 
Knowing the starting s ize allows you to store and retrieve data of your own at the end of the 
record (see "Customjzing Alias Records" later in this chapter). An al ias record is typically 
200 to 300 bytes long. 

The private Alias Manager data includes all of the location, verification, and mounting 
information needed to resolve the alias record with the various search strategies described 
in this chapter. 

When you create an ali as record , you have the option of recording a relative path, that is, 
a path to the target from another fi le or directory on the same volume. (Relative paths don ' t 
work across volumes.) The beginning point of a relative path is called the from File. To 
record a relative path, the Al ias Manager saves the distances from the target and the fromF ile 
to the ir common parent, that is, the lowest-level directory that appears in the pathnames of 
both. The Alias Manager can later use those distances in conjunction with the full pathname 
to conduct a relative search. 

Suppose, for example, that you are writing a word-processing application that allows the 
user to build a customized, supplemental dictionary for each document. You create the 
dic tionary as a separate document in the same directory as the document it serves, as 
Figure 27-1 shows. 

Distance to 
common parent = 1 

fromFil e 
(starting 

point 
for relative 

search) 

My File 

Common 
parent 

Sample 

Distance to 
common parent = 1 

Pathname from 
common parent 
: Dictionary 

target 
(fi le 

described 
by alias 
record) 

Dictionary 

Figure 27-1. Resolving a relative path 
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When resolving the alias record by using a relati ve path. the Alias Manager starts at the 
directory that is the specified distance above the fromFile, the directory named Sample in 
the example in Figure 27-1 . The Alias Manager then constructs a partial pathname by 
extracting one field of the absolute pathname for each step from the target to the common 
parent. ln this example, the distance is one, so the pathname contains only the name or the 
target document, Dictionary. 

In some circumstances, a relati ve search identi fies the correct target when a direct search 
cannot. For example, suppose the user of your word-processing application creates a 
working copy of a document and dictionary by copying the entire fo lder Sample to another 
disk. The user later updates the original document and dictionary by copying the fo lder 
from the work ing disk. All of the underlying file and directory identifications change, but 
the filenames and relative path remain the same. When the user later runs the spelling 
checker on the document, a relative-path search finds the correct target dictionary. 

The Alias Manager accepts and returns fi le specifications in the fo1111 of file system specifica
tion records (FSSpec records), described in the File Manager chapter of this volume. The 
FSSpec record represents a standard, complete description of a fi le system object. It contains 
a volume reference number, a parent directory TO, and a name. 

SEARCH STRATEGIES FOR RESOLVING ALIAS RECORDS 

One of the key features of the Alias Manager is the search strategies built into the alias
resolution functions. The search strategies are designed to fi nd the original target of an alias 
record, even if the target has been moved, renamed, copied, or restored from backup. 

The Alias Manager provides two basic alias-resolution algorithms: a fast search and an 
exhausti ve search. This section describes the search algorithms. For descriptions of the 
functions that perform the searches, see "Resolving Alias Records" and "Resolving and 
Reading Alias Records" later in this chapter. 

The first step in any nonrelati ve search is to identi fy the volume on which the target resides. 
The volume search considers the volume's name, creation date (which acts almost as a unique 
identifier for a volume), and type (for example, a hard di sk, a 3.5-inch floppy disk, or an 
AppleShare volume). 

The Alias Manager first looks for a volume that matches all three criteria: name, creation date, 
and type. The search succeeds if the volume is mounted and if its name and creation date have 
not changed since the record was created. If the search fai ls, the Alias Manager attempts to 
match by creation date and type only. This step locates volumes that have been renamed. 
Finally, the Alias Manager attempts to match by volume name and type only. 

If the target is on an unmounted AppleShare volume, the Alias Manager attempts to mount 
the volume. It presents a name and password dialog box if appropriate. If the target is on 
an unmounted ejectable volume, the Alia Manager displays a dialog box prompting the user 
to insert the volume. Your application can suppress the automatic mounting, as explained in 
the description of the MatchAlias function in "Resolving and Reading Alias Records .. later 
in this chapter. 
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Fast Search 

The fast-search algorithm is designed to find the target of an alias record quickly. 

Depending on how you invoke it, the fast-search algorithm starts with either a relative search 
(described earlier in "About Alias Records") or a direct search (described in this section). Fast 
search can perform a relati ve search whether or not it has identified the target volume, but it 
must identify the volume before it can perform a direct search. 

In a direct search, the fast-search algorithm first looks for the target by file ID (if the target is 
a file) or directory ID (if the target is a directory). (File IDs and directory IDs are described in 
the File Manager chapter of this volume.) Even if a file has been renamed or moved on a 
volume, the Alias Manager can find it quickly through its file ID. 

If the search by file ID or directory ID fails, fast search looks for the target by name in the 
original parent directory. This search locates the target if its file or directory ID has changed 
but it still exists by the same name in the parent directory (for example, if the target was 
restored from backup). Fast search compares file numbers on files found by name in the 
correct parent directory. If the file numbers do not match, the file is treated as a possible 
match- that is, it is put on the list of candidates and the search continues. If the target is not 
found by name in the parent di.rectory, fast search looks for a file by file number in the parent 
directory. A file with the same file number but a different name replaces a file with the same 
name but a different file number in the list of matches. 

If the search by file ID or directory ID fails and if fast search cannot find the original parent 
directory, it searches for the target by full pathname. This search finds the target if it resides 
in the same location on the volume but the directory ID of its parent directory has changed 
(for example, if the entire parent directory was restored from backup). 

If the search by full pathname fail s, fast search attempts to find the file by tracing partial 
pathnames up through all parent directories, using parent directory IDs instead of directory 
names. For example, consider thi s full pathname: 

Loma Prieta:MyReports:October:Sales Report 

If the search by fu ll pathname fails , fast search first looks for the partial pathname :Sales 
Report in the directory with the ID that the directory Loma Prieta:MyReports:October had 
when the alias record was created. If that search fail s, it looks for :October:Sales Report in 
the directory with the ID that Loma Prieta:MyReports had, and so on. 

If you do not ask for a search by relative path first but do provide a starting point for a 
relative search, and if the alias record contains relative path information. fast search performs 
a relati ve search after the direct search. The relative search succeeds if the relative path is the 
same as when the record was created and if the names of the target and its intervening parent 
directories have not changed. 
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Exhaustive Search 

The exhaustive-search algorithm scans an entire volume to look for possible matches. 

The Alias Manager typically perfo1111s an exhaustive search by calling the File Manager 
function PBCatSearch, searching for fil es or directories with a matching creation date, 
creator, and type. (See the File Manager chapter of thi s volume for a description of 
PBCatSearch.) 

PBCatSearch is available onl y on HFS volumes, not on MFS volumes. (See the File 
Manager chapter of this volume for a description of the two file systems.) PBCatSearch is 
also avail able only on systems running version 7.0 and later. When PBCatSearch is not 
available, exhausti ve search perfom1s a search of the entire volume by making a series of 
indexed File Manager calls, searching for objects with matching creation date, type, creator, 
or fi le number. 

USING THE ALIAS MANAGER 

You use the Alias Manager primaril y to create and resolve alias records. You can also use it to 
get information about and update alias records. 

The Alias Manager creates an alias record in memory and provides you with a handle to the 
record. When you no longer need a record in memory, free the memory by calling the 
DisposHandle procedure, described in the Memory Manager chapter of Volume II. You can 
store and retrieve alias records as resources of type 'al is'. 

Alias Manager functions accept and return fil e specifications in the form of FSSpec records, 
which contain a volume reference number, a parent directory ID, and a target name. See the 
File Manager chapter in this volume for a description of file identification conventions. 

Before calling any of the Alias Manager functions, verify that the Alias Manager is avai lable 
by calling the Gestalt function with a selector of gestaltAliasMgrAttr. If Gestalt sets the 
gestaltAliasMgrPresent bit in the response parameter, the Alias Manager is present. For a 
complete description of the Gestalt function, see the Compatibility Guidelines chapter of 
this volume. 

For more detailed descriptions of the functions described in this section, see "Alias Manager 
Routines" later in this chapter. 

Creating Alias Records 

You create a new alias record by calling one of three functi ons: NewA lias, NewAliasMinimal, 
or NewA liasMinimalFromFullpath. The New Alias function creates a complete alias record 
that can make full use of the alias-resolution algorithms. The other two functions are stream
lined variations designed for circumstances when speed is more important than robust 
resolution services. All three functions allocate the memory for the record. fill it in , and 
provide a handle to it. 
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New Alias always records the name and the fil e or directory ID of the target, its creation date, 
the parent directory name and ID, and the volume name and creation date. It also records the 
full pathname of the target and a collection of other information . You can request that 
New Alias store relative path information as well by supplying a starting point for a relative 
path (see "About Alias Records" earlier in this chapter for a description of relative path). 

Call New Alias when you want to create an alias record to store for later use. For example, 
suppose you are writing a word-processing appl ication that allows the user to customize a 
dictionary for use with a single text file. Your application stores the custom data in a separate 
dictionary file in the same directory as the document. As soon as you create the dictionary 
file, you call New Alias to create an alias record for that fil e, including path in formation 
relative to the user's text file: 

VAR 
textFile : FSSpecPtr ; 
target : FSSpec ; 
myAliasHdl : AliasHandle ; 

myErr : = NewAlias(textFile , target , myAliasHdl) ; 

The textFiJe parameter is a pointer to a file system specification record that identifies the 
stru1ing point for the relative search, in this case the user's text fi le. If you do not want 
relative path information recorded, pass a value of NIL in the first parameter. 

The target parameter is a file system speci fication record that identifies the target file, in this 
example the dictionary file. 

The myAliasHdl parameter is a vru·iable in which the Alias Manager returns the handle to the 
alias record that describes the target. 

The two variations on the New Alias function, NewAliasMinimaJ and 
NewAliasMinimalFromFullpath, record only a minimum of information about the target. 
NewAliasMinimal records only the target's name, parent directory ID, volume name and 
creation date, and volume mounting information. NewAliasMinimalFrom.Fullpath 
records only the full pathname of the target, including the volume name. 

Use NewAliasMinimal or NewAliasMinimalFromFull path when you are will ing to give up 
robust alias-resolution service in return for speed. The Finder, for example, stores minimal 
aliases in the Apple® events that tell your application to open or print a document. Because 
the alias record is resolved almost immediately, the description is likely to remain valid, and 
the shorter record is probably safe. 

You can use NewAliasMinimalFromFullpath to create an alias record for a target that doesn't 
exist or that resides on an unmounted volume. 

Resolving Alias Records 

The Alias Manager provides two alias-resolution functions: 

• the high-level function ResolveA lias, which performs a fast search and identifies only 
one target 

• the low-level function MatchAlias, which can perform a fast search, an exhaustive 
search, or both, and which can return a list of target candidates 
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In general, when you want to identify only the single most likely target of an alias 
record, you call ResolveAlias. You call MatchAlias when you want your program to 
control the search. 

This section describes the ali as-resolution functions. The section "Search Strategies for 
Resolving Alias Records" earlier in th is chapter describes the underlying fast and exhaus
tive searches. 

ResolveAlias 

Typically, you call the ResolveAlias function to resolve an ali as record. ResolveAlias 
performs a fast search (described earlier in "Fast Search") and exits after it identifies 
one target. 

By calling low-level functions, ResolveAlias compares some key information about the 
identified target with the information stored in the alias record . If any of the information is 
different, ResolveAlias automatically updates the record. 

Note: As with all other Alias Manager fu nctions, ResolveAlias updates the record 
only in memory. Your application is responsible for updating alias records stored on 
disk when appropriate. 

In the dictionary example illustrated in Figure 27- 1 earlier in this chapter, the application calls 
ResolveAlias with a relati ve path specification when the user runs the spelling checker on a 
document with a customized dictionary. 

my Err : = Resolv eAlias ( t extFile , myAliasHdl , t a r get, wa s Chan ged) ; 

The textFile parameter is a pointer to a ftl e system specification record that identifies the 
starting point for the relative search, in this case the user's text fi le . If you do not want 
relati ve path information used in the search, pass a value of NIL in the first parameter. If 
you provide a relative starting point, ResolveAlias performs the relative search first. 

The myAliasHdl parameter is a handle to the alias record to be resolved. In this example, the 
alias record describes the dictionary file. 

The target parameter is the fi le system specification record where the Alias Manager places 
the results of its search. After ResolveAlias completes, target contains the specification for 
the dictionary file. 

The ResolveAlias fu nction uses the wasChanged parameter to report whether it updated 
the alias record. After ResolveAlias completes, wasChanged is TRUE if the record was 
updated and FALSE if it was not. If you are storing the alias record, check the value of 
wasChanged (as well as the function's resu lt code) to see whether to update the stored 
record after resolving an alias. 

lfResolveA lias can' t resolve the alias record, it returns a nonzero result code. A result code 
of fnfE1T signals that ResolveAlias has found the correct volume and parent directory but not 
the target fi le or fo lder. In this case, ResolveAlias constructs a valid FSSpec record that 
describes the target. You can use this record to explore possible solutions to the resolution 
failure. You can, for example, use the FSSpec record to create a replacement for a missing 
file with the File Manager function FSpCreate . 
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Match Alias 

The MatchAlias function is a low-level routine that gives your application control over the 
searching algori thm. 

You can control 

• whether to attempt an automatic mounting of unmounted volumes 

• whether to search on more than one volume 

• whether to perform a fast search, an exhaustive search, or both 

• the order of the direct and relative searches in a fast search 

• whether to pursue search strategies that require interaction with the user (such as asking 
for a password while mounting an AppleShare volume) 

You can also specify a maximum number of candidates that MatchAlias can identify. 

See "Resolving and Reading Alias Records" later in this chapter for details about controlling a 
search with the MatchAlias function. 

You can supply an optional filter function that MatchAlias calls 

• each time it identifies a possible match 

• when three seconds have elapsed without a match 

The filter function determines whether each candidate is added to the list of possible targets. 
It can also terminate the search. See "Filtering Possible Targets" later in this chapter for a 
description of the filter function. 

MatchAlias returns all candidates that it identifies in an aITay of fil e system specification records. 

Maintaining Alias Records 

You can store alias records as resources of type 'alis'. 

CONST rAliasType = ' alis ' ; {resource type for saved a l ias records} 

To store and retrieve resources, use the standard Resource Manager functions (AddResource, 
GeLResource, and GetNamedResource) described in the Resource Manager chapter of 
Volume I. 

To update an alias record, use the UpdateAlias function. You typically call UpdateAlias any 
time you know that the target of an alias record has been renamed or otherwise changed. 

You are most likely to call UpdateAlias after a call to the MatchAJias function. If MatchAlias 
identifies a single target, it sets a flag telling you whether or not the key information about the 
target fil e matches the information in the alias record. It is the responsibility of your 
application to update the record. 
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The ResolveAlias function automatically updates an alias record if any of the the key infonna
tion about the identified target does not match the information in the record . 

Getting Information About Alias Records 

To retrieve information from an alias record without actually resolving the record, call the 
GetAliaslnfo function. You can use GetAliaslnfo to retrieve the name of the target, the 
names of the target's parent directories, the name of the target's volume, or, in the case of 
an AppleShare volume, its zone or server name. 

Customizing Alias Records 

An alias record contains two kinds of information: public information available to your appli
cation and private information available only to the Alias Manager. Your appljcation can use 
the first field, userType, to store its own signature or any other data that fi ts into 4 bytes. 
Your application can use the second field, ali asSize, to customize the alias record for storing 
additional data. 

The Alias Manager stores the size of the record when it is created or updated in the ali asSize 
field. To custo1ruze an alias record, you first increase the size of the record with the 
SetHandleSize procedure, described in the Memory Manager chapter of Volume II. You can 
then find the starting address of your own data in the record by adding the record ' s starting 
address to the length recorded in the aliasSize fi eld. If you expand the record through the 
Memory Manager, the Alias Manager preserves your data, even if it changes the size of its 
own data when updating the record. 

In general, you should customize only alias records that you have created. 

ALIAS MANAGER ROUTINES 

This section describes the routines you use to create, update, resolve, and read ali as records. 

Alias Manager routines use file system specification records (FSSpec records) to identify 
fi jes, directories, and volumes. To create an FSSpec record, call the function MakeFSSpec, 
described in the File Manager chapter of this volume. 

The Alias Manager routines can return the result codes listed in this section or any other 
applicable file system or memory management result codes. 

Creating and Updating Alias Records 

You use the NewAlias function to create a complete alias record. 

FUNCTION NewAlias (fromFile : FSSpecPtr ; target : FSSpec ; 
VAR alias : AliasHandle ) : OSErr ; 
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~ew.Alias creates an alias record that describes the specified target. It allocates the storage, 
fill s in the record, and puts a record handle in the alias parameter. New Alias always records 
the name and file or directory ID of the target, its creation date, the parent directory name and 
fD, and the volume name and creation date. It also records the fu ll pathname of the target 
and a ~ollection of other information relevant to locating the target, verifyi ng the target, and 
mountmg the target's volume, if necessary. You can request that it store relati ve path infor
mati on as well by supplying a starting point for a relative path (see "About Alias Records" 
earlier in this chapter for a desctiption of relati ve path). 

T he fromFile parameter represents the starting point for a relative path, to be used later in a 
relative search. If you do not need relati ve path information in the record, pass a fromF ile 
value of NIL. If you want New Alias to record relative path information, pass a pointer to a 
valid FSSpec record in this parameter. The two fil es or d irectories, fro mFile and target, must 
reside on the same volume. 

The target parameter is an FSSpec record for the target of the alias record. 

New Alias puts a handle to the newly created alias record in the alias parameter. If the function 
fails to create an alias record, it sets alias to NIL. 

Result code 
no Err 0 No error 

You use the NewAliasMinimal function to create a short ali as record quickly. 

FUNC~ION NewAliasMinimal (target : FSSpec ; VAR alias : AliasHandle) 
OSErr ; 

NewAliasMinimal creates an ali as record that contains only the minimum information 
necessary to describe the target: the target name, the parent directory ID , the volume name 
and creation date, and the volume mounting information. NewAl iasMinimal uses the 
standard ali as record data structure, but fi lls in only parts of the record. 

The target parameter points to an FSSpec record for the target of the alias record. 

NewAliasMinimal puts a handle to the newly created alias record in the alias parameter. If the 
function fa ils to create an alias record, it sets alias to NIL. 

The ResolveAlias fu nction, described in "Resolving and Readi ng Alias Records" later in this 
chapter, never updates a minimal ali as record. 

Result code 
no Err 0 No error 
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You use the function NewAliasMinimalFromFullpath Lo quickly create an alias record that 
contains only the full pathname of the target. 

FUNCTIOK NewAliasMinimalFromFullpath (fullpathLength : Integer ; 
fullpath : Ptr ; zoneName : Str32 ; 
ser verName : Str31 ; 
VAR alias : AliasHandle) : OSEr:::- ; 

NewAliasMinimalFromFullpath creates an alias record that identifies the Larget by full path
name. You can call NewAliasMinimalFromFullpath to create an alias record for a file that 
doesn ' t exist or that resides on an unmounted volume. NewAliasMinimalFromFullpath uses 
the standard alias record data structure, but it fills in only the information provided in the 
input parameters. You can therefore use NewAlfasMinimalFromFullpath to create al ias 
records for targets on unmounted volumes. 

The fullpathLength parameter identifies the number of characters in the full pathname. 

The full path parameter is a pointer to a buffer that contai ns the full pathname of the target. 
The full pathname starts with the name of the volume, includes all of the directory names in 
the path to the target, and ends with the target name. (For a description of pathnames, see 
the File Manager chapter in thi s volume.) 

The parameters zoneName and serverName a.re strings that identify the AppleTalk® zone and 
server name of the AppleSha.re volume on which the target resides. Set these parameters to 
null strings if you do not need them. 

NewAliasMinimalFromFullpath puts a handle to the newly created alias record in the alias 
parameter. If the function fails to create an alias record, it sets alias to NIL. 

Result code 
noErr 0 No error 

You use the UpdateAlias function to update an alias record. 

FUNCTION UpdateAlias (fromFile : FSSpecPtr ; target : FSSpec ; 
al ias : Al i asHandle ; VAR wasChanged : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

UpdateAlias updates the alias record pointed to by the alias parameter so that it describes the 
target specified by the target parameter. UpdateAJias rebuilds the entire alias record, and fills 
it in as the NewA lias function would. 

The from.File parameter represents the starting point for a relative path, to be used later in a 
relative search. If you do not need relative path in formation in the record , pass a from.File 
value of NIL. If you want UpdateAlias to record relative path information, pass a pointer 
to a valid FSSpec record in th is parameter. The two fi les or directories, from.Fi le and 
target, must reside on the same volume. 

The target parameter is the target of the alias record. This parameter must be a valid 
FSSpec record . 
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The alias parameter is a handle to the alias record to be updated. 

If the newly constructed alias record is exactly the same as the old one, UpdateAlias sets the 
wasChanged parameter to FALSE. Otherwise, it sets it to TRUE. Check this parameter to 
determine whether you need to save an updated record. 

UpdateAlias always creates a complete alias record. When you update a minimal alias record 
with UpdateAlias, you convert the minimal record to a complete record . 

No error 
Result codes 

no Err 
paramErr 

0 
-50 Target, alias, or both are NIL, or the alias record is corrupt 

Resolving and Reading Alias Records 

You use the ResolveAlias function to identify the single most likely target of an 
alias record. 

FUNCTION ResolveAlias (fromFile : FSSpecPtr ; alias : AliasHandle ; 
VAR target : FSSpec ; VAR wasChanged : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

ResolveAlias performs a fast search for the target of the alias, as described earlier in "Fast 
Search." If the resolution is successful, ResolveAlias returns the FSSpec record for the target 
file system object through the target parameter, updates the alias record if necessary, and 
reports whether the record was updated through the wasChanged parameter. If the target is 
on an unmounted AppleShare volume, ResolveAlias automatically mounts the volume. If the 
target is on an unmounted ejectable volume, ResolveAlias asks the user to insert the volume. 
ResolveAlias exits after it finds one acceptable target. 

The fromFile parameter represents the starting point for a relative search. If you pass a 
fromFile parameter of NIL, ResolveAlias performs only a direct search. If you pass a pointer 
to a valid FSSpec record in the fromFile parameter, ResolveAlias performs a relative search 
for the target, followed by a direct search only if the relative search fails. If you want to 
perform a direct search followed by a relative search, you must use the MatchAlias function. 

The alias parameter is a handle to the alias record to be resolved and, if necessary, updated. 

The target parameter receives the FSSpec record of the target file system object. 

After it identifies a target, ResolveAlias compares some key information about the target with 
the information in the alias record. (The description of the MatchAlias function that follows 
lists the key information .) If the information differs, ResolveAlias updates the record to 
match the target. If it updates the alias record, ResolveAlias sets the wasChanged parameter 
to TRUE. Otherwise, it sets it to FALSE. (Because ResolveAlias never updates a minimal 
alias, it never sets wasChanged to TRUE when resolving a minimal alias.) 

When it finds the specified volume and parent directory but fails to find the target file or 
directory in that location, ResolveAlias returns a result code of fnfErr and fills in the target 
parameter with a complete FSSpec record describing the target (that is, the volume reference 
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number, parent directory ID, and filename ?r fol~e1~ name). !he.F~Spec record },s ~a!!d, 
although the object it describes does not ex ist. This mformation is intended as a hmt that 
lets you explore possible solutions to the resolution failure. You can, for example, u.se the 
FSSpec record to create a replacement for a missing file with the File Manager function 
FSpCreate. 

ResolveAlias displays the standard dialog boxes when it needs input from the user" such as a 
name and password for mounting a remote volume. The user can cancel the resolution 
through these diaJog boxes. 

Result codes 
no Err 0 
nsvErr -35 
fnfErr -43 

paramEIT -50 
dirNFErr -120 
usrCanceledErr -128 

No error 
The volume is not mounted 
Target not found, but volume and parent directory 
found; if aliasCount is I , target parameter contains a valid 
FSSpec record 
Target, alias, or both are NIL, or the alias record is corrupt 
Parent directory not found 
The user canceled the operation 

You use the MatchAlias function to identify a list of possible matches and pass the list 
through an optional selection filter. The filter can pass more than one possible match. 

FUNCTION MatchAlias (fromFile : FSSpecPtr ; r ulesMask : LongI~t ; 

alias : AliasHa ndle ; VAR aliasC011n t : I nteger ; 
aliasList : FSSp ecArrayPtr ; VAR needsUpdate : Boolean ; 
aliasFilter : AliasFilterProcPtr ; yourDataPtr : UNIV 
Ptr) : OSErr ; 

MatchAlias resolves the alias record specified by the alias parameter, following the rules 
specified by the rulesMask parameter, and returns a list of possible candidates in the struc
ture specified by the aliasList parameter. MatchAlias places the number of candidates 
identified in the aliasCount parameter. 

The fromFile parameter represents the starting point for a relative search. If you do not want 
MatchAlias to perform a relative search, set fromFile to NIL. lf you want MatchAlias to 
perform a relative search, pass a pointer to a file system specification record that describes the 
starting point for the search. 

The rulesMask parameter specifies a set of rules to guide the resolution. Pass the sum of all 
of the rules you want to invoke. 

Constant 

kARMSearch 

Description 

Perform a fast search for the alias target. 

If kARMSearchRelFirst is not set, perfo1m a direct search first, 
followed by a relative search only if the fromFile parameter is not 
NIL and the list of matches is not full. 
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Constant Description 

kARMSearchMore Perform an exhaustive search for the alias target. 

On HFS volumes, the exhaustive search uses the File Manager 
function PBCatSearch to identify candidates wi th matching 
creation date, type, and creator. PBCatSearch is available only 
on HFS volumes and only on systems running version 7.0 or 
later. On MFS volumes or HFS volumes that do not support 
PBCatSearch the exhaustive search makes a series of indexed 
calls to File Manager functions, using the same search criteria. 

If you set k.ARMSearchMore and one or both of kARMSearch and 
kARMSearchRelFirst, MatchAlias performs the fast search first. 

kARMSearchRe!First If kARMSearch is also set, perform a relative search before the 
direct search. (If kARMSearch is also set and the target is found 
through the direct search, MatchAlias sets the needsUpdate flag 
to TRUE.) 

kARMMountVol 

kARMMultVols 

kARMNoUI 

If neither kARMSearch nor kARMSearchMore is set, perform 
only a relative search. 

If kARMSearch is not set but kARMSearchMore is set, perform a 
relative search followed by an exhausti ve search. 

Automatically try to mount the target's volume if it is not mounted. 

Search all mounted volumes. 

The search begins with the volume on which the target resided 
when the record was created. 

When you specify a fast search of all mounted volumes, MatchAlias 
performs a formal fast search only on the volume described in the 
alias record. On all other volumes, it looks for the target by ID or by 
name in the directory with the specified parent directory ID. 

When you specify an exhaustive search of multiple volumes, 
MatchAlias pe1forms the same search on all volumes. 

When resolving an alias record created by 
NewAliasMinimalFromFullpath, MatchAlias ignores this fl ag. 

Stop if a search requires user interaction, such as a password 
dialog box when mounting a remote volume. 

If user interaction is needed and kARMNoUI is in effect, the 
search fa ils. 

You must specify at least one of the first three parameters: kARMSearch, kARMSearchMore, 
and kARMSearchRe!First. 

The alias parameter is a handle to the alias record to be resolved. 

Your application can specify a maximum number of possible matches by setting the aliasCount 
parameter. MatchAlias changes the aliasCount parameter to the actual number of candidates 
identified. If MatchAlias finds the parent directory on the cotTect volume but does not find the 
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target, it sets the aliasCount parameter to 1, puts the file system specification record for the 
target in the results list, and returns fnfErr. The FSSpec record is valid, although the object it 
describes does not exist. This information is intended as a "hint" that lets you explore possible 
solutions to the resolution failure. You can, for example, use the FSSpec record to create a 
replacement for a missing file with the File Manager function FSpCreate. 

The aliasList parameter points to the array that holds the results of the search. 

The needs Update flag is a signal to your application that the record might need to be updated. 
After it identifies a target, MatchAlias compares some key information about the target with 
the same information in the record. If the information does not match, MatchAlias sets the 
needs Update flag to TRUE. The key information is 

• the name of the target 

• the directory ID of the target's parent 

• the fi le ID or directory ID of the target 

• the name and creation date of the volume on which the target resides 

MatchAlias also sets the needs Update flag to TRUE if it identifies a list of possible matches 
rather than a single match or if kARMsearchRelFirst is set but the target is identified through 
either a direct search or an exhaustive search. Otherwise, MatchAlias sets the needs Update 
flag to FALSE. MatchAlias always sets the needsUpdate flag to FALSE when resolving an 
alias created by NewAliasMinimal. If you want to update the alias record to reflect the final 
results of the resolution, call UpdateAlias. 

The aliasFilter parameter points to a filter function supplied by your application. The Alias 
Manager executes this function each time it identifies a possible match and after the search 
has continued for three seconds without a match. Your filter function returns a Boolean 
value that determines whether the possible match is discarded (TRUE) or added to the list of 
possible targets (FALSE). It can also terminate the search by setting the variable parameter 
quitFlag. See "Filtering Possible Targets" later in the chapter for a description of the filter 
function , which follows this syntax: 

FUNCTION My~atchAliasFil ter (cpbPtr : CinfoPBPtr ; 
VAR qui t Flag : Boolean ; 
myDataPtr : Ptr ) : Boolean ; 

The yourDataPtr parameter can point to any data that your application might need in the filter 
function. Use the myDataPtr parameter to pass global or local data to your filter function. 

Result codes 
no Err 
nsvErr 
fnfErr 

paramErr 
usrCanceledErr 

0 
-35 
-43 

-50 
-128 
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You use the GetAliaslnfo function Lo get information from an al ias record without actually 
resolving the record. 

FUNCTION GetAliasinfo (alias : AliasHandle ; index : AliasinfoType ; 
VAR theString : Str63) : OSErr ; 

GetAliasinfo retrieves the information specified by the index parameter from the record 
po inted to by the alias parameter and places it in the parameter theString. 

The alias parameter is a handle to the alias record to be read. 

The index parameter specifies the kind of information to be retrieved. If index is a positive 
integer, GetAliaslnfo retrieves the parent directory that has the same hierarchical level above 
the target as the index parameter (for example, an index value of 2 returns the name of the 
parent directory of the target's parent directory). You can therefore assemble the names of the 
target and all of its parent directories by making repeated calls to GetAliaslnfo with increment
ing index values, starting with a value of 0. When index is greater than the number of levels 
between the target and the root, GetAliaslnfo returns an empty string. You can also set the 
index parameter to one of the following five values. 

Constant Value 

asiZoneName - 3 

asiServerName -2 

asiVolumeName - 1 

asiJ\l iasNarne 0 

asi ParentName 

Description 

If the record represents a target on an AppleShare volume, 
retrieve the server's zone name. Otherwise, return an 
e mpty string. 

ff the record represents a target on an AppleShare volume, 
retrieve the server name. Otherwise, return an empty string. 

Return the name of the volume on which the target resides. 

Return the name of the target. 

Return the name of the parent directory of the target of the 
record. If the target is a volume, return the volume name. 

GetAliasln fo places the requested information in the parameter theString. 

GetAliaslnfo returns the information stored in the alias record, which might not be current. 
To ensure that the information is current, you can resolve and update the alias record before 
calling GetAliaslnfo. 

GetAliasln fo cannot provide all kinds of information on a minimal alias. 

Result codes 
no Err 
paramErr 

0 
-50 

No error 
Alias, theString, or both are NIL; the index is less 
than asiZoneName; or the alias record is cormpt 
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Filtering Possible Targets 

You can write your own filter function to examine possible targets identified by the MatchAlias 
function. MatchAlias calls your filter function each time it identifies a possible match and when 
three seconds have elapsed without a match. 

The filter function takes three parameters and returns a Boolean value: 

FUNCTION MyMatchAliasFilter (cpb Pt r : CinfoPBPtr ; VAR quitFlag : Boolean ; 
myDataPtr : Pt~) : Boolean ; 

The cpbPtr parameter points to the catalog information parameter block record (as returned 
by the File Manager function PBGetCatinfo) of the possible match. MatchAlias sets this 
parameter to NlL if it is calling your function to give it the periodic chance to terminate the 
search. (Do not use this pointer without checking for NIL.) 

Your filter function sets the quitFlag parameter to terminate the search. 

The rnyDataPtr parameter points to any customized data that your application passed when it 
called MatchAlias . This parameter all ows your fi lter function to access any data that your 
application has set up on its own. 

The Boolean return value determines whether the possible match is discarded (TRUE) or 
added to the list of possible targets (FALSE). 
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SUMMARY OF THE ALIAS MANAGER 

Constants 

CONST gesta:tAliasMgrAttr 
gesta l tAliasMgrPresent 

rAliasType 

' al is '; 
O; 

' al is '; {alias record resource type } 

{rulesMask for 
kARMMountVol 
kARMNoUI 
kARMMultVols 
kARMSearch 

MatchAlias} 
$00000001 ; 
$00000002 ; 
$00000008 ; 
$00000100 ; 
$00000200 ; 

{mount the volume automat ical ly} 
{suppress user interface} 

kARMSearchMore 
kARMSearchRelFirst $00000400 ; 

{search on multiple volumes} 
{perfo~m a fast search} 
{perform an exhaustive search} 
{perform a relative search first} 

{index values for GetAliasinfo} 
asiZoneName 
as i ServerName 
asiVolumeName 
asiAliasName 
asiParentName 

Data Types 

TYPE AliasHandle 
.11.liasPtr 

AliasRecord 
RECORD 

userType : OSType ; 

-3 ; {get: 
- 2 ; {get 
-1 ; {get 

0 ; {get 
1 ; {get 

"AliasPtr ; 
"AliasRecord ; 

zone name} 
server name} 
volume name} 
target name} 
parent directory 

{appl i cation ' s signature} 

name} 

aliasSize : Integer {size of record when created} 
{variable-length private data} 

END ; 

AliasinfoType 

AliasFilterProcPtr 

Integer ; {alias record in:or~ation type} 

ProcPtr ; {application-def ined routine ; 
{ see sample } 
{ FUNCTION MyMatchAliasFilter} 
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Routines 

Creating and Updating Alias Records 

FUNCTION NewAlias 

FUNCTION NewAliasMinimal 

(fromFile : FSSpecPtr ; target : FSSpec ; 
VAR alias : AliasHandle) : OSErr ; 

(target : FSSpec ; 
VAR alias : AliasHandle) OSErr ; 

FUNCTIO~ NewAliasMinimalFromFullpach (fullpathLength : Integer ; 
fullpath : Ptr ; zoneName : Str32 ; 
serverName : Str31 ; 

FUNCTION UpdateAlias 

VAR alias : AliasHandle) : OSErr ; 

(fromFile : FSSpecPtr ; target : FSSpec ; 
alias : AliasHandle ; 
VAR wasCha~ged : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

Resolving and Reading Alias Records 

FUNCTI ON ResolveAlias 

FUNCTION MatchAlias 

FUNCTION GetAliasinfo 

(fromFile : FSSpecPtr ; alias : AliasHandle ; 
VAR target : FSSpec ; 
VAR wasChanged : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

(f romFi le : FSSpecPtr ; rulesMask : Longint ; 
alias : AliasHandle ; VAR aliasCount : Integer ; 
aliasList : FSSpecArrayPtr ; 
VAR needsUpdate : Boolean ; aliasFilter : 
AliasFilterProcPtr ; yourDataPtr : UNIV Ptr) 
OSErr ; 

(alias : AliasHandle ; index : AliasinfoType ; 
VAR theString : Str63) : OSErr ; 

Application-Defined Routine 

FUNCTION MyMatchAliasFilter (cpbPtr : CinfoPBPtr ; VAR quicFlag : Boolean ; 
myDataPtr : Ptr) : Boolean ; 
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Result Codes 

nsvErr 
fnffirr 

paramErr 
dirNFErr 
usrCanceledErr 

-35 
-43 

-50 
-120 
-128 

The Alias Manager 

The volume is not mounted 
Target not found, but volume and parent djrectory 
found; if aliasCount is 1, target parameter contains a valid 
FSSpec record 
Target, alias, or both are NIL, or the alias record is corrupt 
Parent directory not found 
The user canceled the operation 

Assembly-Language Information 

Alias Record Data Structure 

userType 4 bytes 
aliasSize 2 bytes 
{variable-length private data} 

file type of target file 
size of record in bytes 
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ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

This chapter describes several new features of memory management on Maci ntosh® computers 
introduced in system software version 7.0, including changes to the Memory Manager-the 
part of the Operating System that controls the dynamic allocation of space in the application 
heap and the system heap. Two important additions to memory management in version 7.0 are 
support for 32-bit addressing and virtual memory. This chapter also describes changes to the 
temporary memory routines that were already available under MultiFinder® starting with 
system software version 6.0. 

The in fom1ation in this chapter supplements the chapters on the Memory Manager found in 
Inside Macintosh, Volumes I, II, and IV, and it supersedes the di scussion of temporary 
memo1y routines contained in Chapter 3 of the Programmer's Guide to Multi Finder. To use 
this chapter, you should already be familiar with the material presented in those chapters of 
Inside Macintosh. 

The changes and additions to memory management on Macintosh computers described here are 
available only in system software version 7.0. Support for 32-bit addressing is available only 
on machines with 32-bit clean ROMs (for example, the Macintosh Ilci and the Macintosh Ilfx). 
You can use the Gestalt function documented in the Compatibility Guidelines chapter of thjs 
volume to determine whether a machine was started up with 32-bit addressing and whether 
the enhanced temporary memory routines are available. Virtual memory is available only on 
machines equipped with a memory management unit (MMU). Cun-ently, these machines 
include 68030-based machines (where the MMU is built into the CPU) as well as 68020-based 
machines that contain the 6885 I Paged Memory Management Unit (PMMU). You can use the 
Gestalt function to determjne whether virtual memory is installed. Most applications, however, 
do not need to know whether virtual memory is installed. 

You need to read this chapter if your application 

• uses any of the temporary memory routines available under MultiFinder in system 
software version 6.0 and built into the Operating System in version 7.0 

• has critical timing requirements, executes code at intem1pt time, or performs debugging 
operations, any of whjch might be affected by the presence of virtual memory 

• is not 32-bit clean (that is, does not operate correctly in an environment that uses the full 
32 bits of a pointer or handle for memory addresses) 

• uses customized window definitions (resources of type 'WDEF') or customized control 
de finitions (resources of type 'CDEF') 

• uses the StripAddress function documented in the Operating System Utilities chapter of 
Volume V 

• installs routines (such as Time Manager tasks, VBL tasks, Notification Manager tasks, 
1/0 completion routines, and so forth) that execute at interrupt time or at times when 
your application is not the acti ve application 
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This chapter begins with an overview of memory manage ment on Macintosh computers and 
explains the connections between cooperative multitasking, the Memory Manager, vittual 
memory, and your application's use of its own private memory. This overview also describes 
how the user controls various aspects of memory management through the Memory control 
panel. The subsequent sections provide greater detail about 32-bit addressing. virtual 
memory, and temporary memory. 

ABOUT MEMORY MANAGEMENT 

The Macintosh Operating System manages the loading of applications, desk accessories, 
resources, and other code into and out of memory. Prior to the introduction of Multi Finder in 
system software version 5.0, on ly one application could execute at a time . As a resul t, the 
organization of the avai lable physical memory was relatively simple, as shown below in 
Figure 28- 1. The avai lable RAM was divided into two broad zones, a system zone and an 
application zone. The system zone, which resides at the bottom of memory, contains room 
for system global variables and a system heap. The system global variables maintain in for
mation about the operation of the Operating System itself (for example, the amount of time 
elapsed since the system was started up). The system heap contains the executable code for 
the Operating System, as well as some of the data structures used by the system sort ware. 

Application 
partition 

System { 
partition 

High memory 

Jump table 

Application parameters 

Application globals 

QuickDraw globals 

• Stack 

t Application heap 

System heap 

System globals 

Low memory 

- BufPtr 

-AS 

- Appllimit 

- ApplZone 

Figure 28-1. The memory organization in a single-application environme nt 
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When your appl ication is launched, it is allocated a partiti on or heap of memory called the 
application partition. That partition must contain required segments of the application code 
as well as any other data associated with the application. You allocate space within your 
application ' s partition by making calls to the Memory Manager, either directly (for instance, 
using the NewHandle function) or indirectly (for instance, using a routine like NewWindow 
that calls Memory Manager routines). The Memory Manager comrols the dynamic allocation 
of space in your application' s heap. 

The application partition is div ided into tlu·ee main parts: an application heap (which holds the 
executable code of the application and perhaps some of the appli cation's resources), a stack, 
and a set of parameters and global variables that are private to the application. This set includes 
the application 's QuickDrawrn global variables, the application' s own global variables 
and parameters, and a jump table. The divisions of the application partition are illustrated 
in Figure 28-2. 

Appllimit -

ApplZone -

Globals 

i Stack 
grows down 

l Heap 
grows up 

\ 

/ 

/ 

A5~ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 

Jump table 

Application parameters 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

pointer to 
QuickDraw globals 

Application globals 

thePort 

QuickDraw 
globals 

Figure 28-2. T he organi zation of the app licati on partition 

1---

1~ 

The Operating System keeps track of info:mation in the appli~ation yartition_by ~toring v~rious 
addresses in system global variables. For mstance, the begmnmg of the applicat1on heap is. 
stored in the global variable ApplZone. SLmilarly, the system global variable CurrentA5 pomts 
to the application parameters, the first long word of which is a pointer to the application ' s 
QuickDraw global variables. 
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Note that CurrentAS points to a boundary between the application 's parameters and its global 
variables, so the application's own global variables are fo und as negati ve offsets from the 
value of CurrentAS. This particular boundary is important because the Operating System uses 
it as a way of accessing your application's QuickDraw glob~ls and applica~ion globals as well 
as the application parameters and the jump table, both of which are fixed distances from. that 
boundary. This information is known collectively as the AS world because the Operating 
System uses the microprocessor's AS register to point to that boundary. 

Note: An application's global variables may appear either above or below 
the QuickDraw global variables because the relati ve locations of these items 
are Ii n ker-dependen t. 

Dividing Memory Among Multiple Applications 

In system software version 7.0 (or when running Multi Finder in system software versions 
S.O and 6.0) , the user can have multiple applications open at once. The Operating System 
organizes the avai lable memory in a slightly different manner. as shown in Figure 28-3. 
Here two applications are open, sharing the available memory. 

When multiple applications are open, there are multiple application partitions, each with its 
own copy of QuickDraw global variables, application global variables, and so forth. Each 
appl ication allocates and frees space within its own application zone by using Memory 
Manager routines. Even though multiple applications are open, only one application at a time 
can have control of the CPU. When your application is brought into the foreground or when 
it receives processing time in the background, the Operating System ensures that certain low
memory global variables have appropriate values and that the AS register contains the address 
of the boundary between your application 's parameters and global variables. 

It sometimes happens, however, that your routines execute at times when the low-memory 
global variables and the AS register are not set up for your application. For instance, the 
application in partition 2 (in Figure 28-3) might have installed a Time Manager ta k to run 
periodicall y. That task can execute even though that application is not in control of the 
processor because the Time Manager task executes at intem1pt time. Problems may occur if 
that task tries to access any information in its AS world, for register AS might not be pointing 
to its AS world when the task is called. Accessing this information includes reading or 
writing the values of the application 's global variables and Quick.Draw global variables, as 
well as calling subroutines that are in different segments (because different segments are 
accessed through the jump table, which is part or the AS world). 

In a task or completion routine that may run even when the application that created it is not 
the active process, you need to save and restore the value of the AS register whenever you 
access information in the application' s AS world. These tasks include all routines that execute 
at interrupt time, such as Time Manager tasks, VBL tasks, Sound Manager completion 
routines. 1/0 completion routines, device drivers, and so forth . You can use the two functions 
SetCurrentAS and SetAS to save and restore the value of the AS register. See "Setting and 
Restoring the AS Register" later in this chapter for a detailed discussion of these functions. 
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Figure 28-3. The memory organization in a multiple application environment 

Extending an Application's Available Memory 

In the Mac intosh multitasking environment, each application is limited to a particular memory 
partition (the size of which is determined by information in the 'SIZE' resource of that appli
cation). The size of your application 's memory partition places certain limi ts on how big your 
application heap can become and hence on how large the buffers and o ther data structures that 
your application uses can be. If for some purpose you need more me mory than is currently 
available in your application heap, you can ask the Operating System to let you use any 
available memory that is not yet allocated to any other application . This memory is known as 
temporary memory and is allocated from the available unused RAM; in general, that 
memory is not contiguous with the memory in the requesting application's zone. Figure 28-4 
shows an application using some temporary memory. 
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Your application should use temporary memory only for occasional short-term purposes that 
could be accomplished in less space, though perhaps less efficiently. One good reason for 
using temporary memory on ly occasionally is that you cannot assume that you will always 
receive the temporary memory you request. For example, in Figure 28-3, all the available 
memory is used by the two appli cations; any requests by either one for some temporary mem
ory wou ld fail. 

Application 
partition 1 

System { 
partition 

High memory 

Temporary memory 

Jump table 

Application parameters 

Application globals 

QuickDraw globals 

+ Stack 

t Application heap 

System heap 

System globals 

Low memory 

- BufPtr 

-AS 

Figure 28-4. Us ing te mporary memory 

Note that temporary memory is provided by the Operating System and not by the Memory 
Manager (because the Memory Manager can allocate space onl y wi thin your application heap 
or the system heap). In system software vers ion 7.0, however, you can free te mporary 
memory by using normal Memory Manager routines. In system software version 6.0, you 
need to use special operating-system routi nes to al locate temporary memory. There are also 
special routines to lock, unlock, and free temporary memory. 
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Extending the Operating System's Available Memory 

In system software version 7.0, suitably equipped Macintosh computers can take advantage 
of an operating-system feature known as virtual memory, by which the machines have a 
logical address space that extends beyond the limits of the avai lable physical memory. This 
means that a user can load more programs and data into the logical address space than if 
limited to the actual physical RAM installed in the machine. The Operating System extends 
the address space by using part of the available secondary storage (that is, part of a hard disk) 
to hold portions of programs and data that are not currently needed in RAM. When some of 
those portions of memory are needed, the Operating System swaps other parts of programs 
or data that are not needed out to the secondary storage, thereby making room for the parts 
that are needed. 

It is important to realize that virtual memory operates transparently to most applications. You 
allocate and release memory in your application heap exactly as you always have, by calling 
Memory Manager routines. You can also request temporary memory by using special 
Operating System routines. But unless your application has time-critical needs that might be 
adversely affected by the operation of virtual memory, you do not need to know whether 
virtual memory is operating. 

Controlling the System Memory Settings 

A user can alter several of the system memory configuration settings by changing controls in 
the Memory control panel. This panel contains controls govern ing the operation of the disk 
cache, virtual memory, and the addressing used by the Memory Manager. Figure 28-5 shows 
the Memory conu-ol panel. 

Disk cache 
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Virtual memory 
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( Use Defaults ) 
~i_;v~1.~0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---' 

Figure 28-5. T he Memory contro l panel 
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The Disk Cache panel is a replacement for the HFS RAM Cache panel found in earlier system 
software versions in the General control pane l. The controls allow the user to configure the 
size of the disk cache used by the Operating System during fi le access operations. In system 
software version 7.0, unlike earlier versions, the user cannot turn off disk caching. 

A disk cache is a part of RAM that acts as an intermediate buffer when data is read from 
and written to file systems on secondary storage devices. Data is saved there in case it is 
needed again in the very near future. If it is, then the Operating System reads the data from 
the disk cache and not from the secondary storage dev ice (which would take considerably 
longer). By increasing the cache size, the user can increase the likelihood that data recently 
read from or written to the file system is still in the cache. The minimum cache size is 32 KB . 
The default size is 32 KB per megabyte of installed RAM (so a machine with 4 MB of RAM 
would have a default disk cache size of 128 KB). The maximum disk cache size is 128 KB 
per megabyte of installed RAM (so a machine with 4 MB of RAM would have a max imum 
disk cache size of 5 12 KB). 

The Virtual Memory controls allow a user to set various features of virtual memory, including 
whether virtual memory is turned on and, if so, how much virtual memory is available. The 
user can also specify the volume of the backing-store file, the fil e used by the Operating 
System to store unused portions o f code and data. The user must restart the machine for any 
changes to the vi1tual memory configuration to take effect. Note that the Virtual Memory panel 
appears only on machines capable of supporting virtual memory. 

The 32-Bi t Addressing controls determine the size of the address space to use in the machine. 
The size of the address space is determined by the number of bits used to store memory 
addresses, as explained in the next section. The 32-Bit Addressing panel appears only on 
machines capable of running with 32-bit addressing. The user can use these controls to tum 
32-bit addressing off and on. Any changes made to the addressing will not take place unti l 
the machine is restarted. 

ABOUT THE MEMORY MANAGER 

On suitably equipped Macintosh computers, system software version 7.0 supports 32-bit 
addressing, that is, the ability to use all 32 bits of a pointer or handle in determining 
memory addresses. Earlier versions of system software use 24-bit addressing, where the 
upper 8 bits of memory addresses are ignored or used as fl ag bits. In a 24-bit addressing 
scheme, the logical address space has a size of 16 MB. Because 8 MB of this total are 
reserved for 110 space, ROM, and slot space, the largest contiguous program address space 
is 8 MB. When 32-bit addressing is in operation in system software version 7.0, the maxi
mum program address space is I GB. 

The ability to operate with 32-bit addressing is avai lable onl y on certain models of the 
Macintosh, namely those with ROMs that contain a 32-bit Memory Manager. (For 
compatibility reasons, these ROMs also contain a 24-bit Memory Manager.) In order for 
your application to work when the machi ne is using 32-bit addressing, it must be 32-bit 
clean, that is, able to run in an environment where all 32 bits of a memory address are 
significant. Fortunately, writi ng applications that are 32-bit clean is relati vely easy if you 
follow the guide lines given in Inside Macintosh. The major reason that some applications 
are not 32-bit clean is that their developers have violated warnings not to manipulate data 
structures directly. In particular, the single most common reason that some app lications are 
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not 32-bit clean is that Lhey manipulate bits in master pointers directly (for instance, to mark 
the associated memory blocks as locked or purgeable) instead of using Memory Manager 
routines that achieve the desired result. 

~ Warning: You should never make assumptions about the contents of Memory 
Manager data structures, including master pointers and zone headers. These 
structures have changed in the past and they are likely to change again in the 
future .... 

The following four sections provide more explanation of how to make sure that your appli
cation is 32-bit clean, with detai led discussion of several additional issues, including 
customized window and control definition functions. and the StripAddress trap. 

Using Master Pointers 

The Memory Manager on the original Macintosh computers used a 24-bit addressing system. 
To the underlying hardware, only the lower 24 bits of a 32-bit address were significant. The 
upper 8 bits were always ignored in an address reference. a circumstance that led both system 
software developers and th ird-party software developers to put those 8 bits to some other use. 
For example, the Memory Manager itself took advantage of the upper 8 bits of an address in a 
master pointer to maintain information about heap blocks. (Master pointers are pointers to 
blocks of memory in the heap.) In the original Macintosh computers, Lhe master pointers had 
a structure illustrated in Figure 28-6. 

Lock bit 

Purge bit 

Resource bit 

4 0 
Not used Address of block's contents 

Figure 28-6. A masler pointer structure in Lhe 24-bil Memory Manager 

Both A/UX® and system software version 7.0 support 32-bit address ing, where all 32 bits of 
a memory address are significant. In th is case, the fl ag bits in a master pointer must be stored 
elsewhere. Applications do not need to know where or how those flags are now stored if they 
use routines provided by the Memory Manager for selling and clearing those flags. (For 
example, to set or clear the Lock flag, you should use the procedures HLock and HUnlock.) 
If your application bypasses these routines and takes advantage of knowledge about the 
structure of master pointers to set and clear the flag bits directly, then it will not execute 
correctly in an environment where all 32 bits of the master pointer are signi ficant. On such 
systems, setting or clearing the upper 3 bits of a master pointer directly does not change the 
flags but changes the address itself. 

Note: The issue of being 32-bit clean is not limited to direct manipulation of a 
master pointer's flag bits. Rather, eve1y memory address must contain a fu ll 32 bits. 
If, under systems using 24-bit addressing, you have used any or the upper 8 bits of 
pointers or handles for anything other than part of an address, then you must find 
an alternate representation for that information. 
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Using Window and Control Definition Functions 

Two other times that you need to avoid 32-bit address violations are when using customjzed 
window definition functions (stored in resources of type 'WDEF') and when using custom
ized control definition functi ons (stored in resources of type 'CDEF'). In earlier versions of 
system software, the Window Manager stored the window variant code number (which 
defines how the window looks) in the upper 8 bits of the handle to the window definition 
procedure. Under version 7 .0, this is no longer true . As a result, if you need to retrieve the 
window variant code, use the GetWYariant function. 

Sirrularly, the Control Manager used to store a variant code in the hjgh bits of the control 
definition procedure handle. This also has changed under system software version 7.0, so 
you should use the GetCVariant function to retrieve the variant control value for a control. 

A further problem arises if you define your own controls. To define a customized control, 
you need to provide a control definition function that interprets messages indicating what 
action your function is to perform. A customized control definition function is a function 
having the followirtg declaration: 

FUNCTION MyControl (varCode : Integer ; theControl : ControlHandle ; message : 
Integer ; param : Longint) : Longint ; 

Previously, when passed the calcCRgns message, your control definition needed to test the 
high-order bit of the param parameter to detemline whether to return a handle to the region of 
the control indicator or to the region of the entfre control. In addition , your function had to 
clear the high bit of that parameter before passing back a handle to the calculated region. As a 
result, it was impossible to write a 32-bit clean control definition. The Control Manager in 
system software version 7.0 has a new mechanism for instructing your control definition to 
calculate control regions. In particular, two new messages have been defined: 

CONST calcCntlRgn 
calcThumbRgn 

10 ; 
11 ; 

{calculate cont rol ' s region} 
{calculate indicator ' s region} 

When the 32-bit Memory Manager is in operation, the Control Manager uses one of these 
two new messages in cases where it would previously have used calcCRgns. When the 
24-bit Memory Manager is in operation, the Control Manager sti ll uses calcCRgns. If your 
application uses customized control definitions, you should update it to support the new 
messages as soon as possible. Because many users will sti ll be running you r application on 
machines with 24-bit addressing, you should also continue to support calcCRgns. 

Manipulating 24-Bit and 32-Bit Memory Addresses 

In environments where the machine might be executing with a 24-bit Memory Manager, it 
is sometimes necessary to strip off the flag bits of a memory address before you use that 
address. The Memory Manager provides the Su·ipAddress function to allow you to do this. 

FUNCTION StripAddress (address : UNIV Ptr) : Ptr ; 
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The StripAddress function takes an address as a parameter and returns the value of the low
order 3 bytes if the 24-bit Memory Manager is operating. Otherwise, StripAddress returns 
the fu ll 32-bit address unchanged. 

Note: This discussion replaces the information about the StripAddress function in 
the Operating System Uti lities chapter of Volume V. 

To appreciate the need for StripAddress, you need to distinguish between the addressing state 
of the Me mory Manager and the addressing state of the underlying hardware. Macintosh II 
hardware, for example, is fully capable of handling all 32 bits of a memory address. For 
consistency with earlier Macintoshes, the Macintosh II CPU spends most of its time in 24-bit 
mode and ignores the high-order byte of all memory addresses . (The information encoded 
there is of significance onl y to the Memory Manager, not to the CPU.) However, a driver 
might temporarily switch the CPU to 32-bit mode to access a hardware address on a NuBusrn 
card . Suppose that this dri ver has an address in the heap (which is under the control of the 
Memory Manager) to which it wants to transfer data. If a 24-bit Memory Manager is in 
operation, the driver must call StripAddress on the heap address before using that address; 
otherwise, the CPU would interpret the high byte of that heap address as part of the address 
and (probably) transfer the data to the wrong address. 

Even if you are not writing Macintosh dri vers, you might still find it useful to call StripAddress. 
Occasionally, you need to compare two memory addresses (for example, two master pointers). 
If you' re using the 24-b it Me mory Manager and you compare those addresses without first 
stripping o ff the flag bits, you might end up with invalid results. You should call StripAddress 
to convert those addresses to the correct format. 

As you can see, the operation of StripAddress is not dependent on the 24-bit or 32-bit state of 
the hardware, but on the 24-bit or 32-bit state of the Memory Manager. Calling StripAddress 
is necessary only when a 24-bit Memory Manager is operating. When a 32-bit Memory 
Manager is operating, StripAddress does noth ing to addresses passed to it because those 
addresses are already valid 32-bit addresses. 

Sometimes drivers or other code must run in 32-bit mode to perform special hardware mani
pu lations. You can use the Translate24To32 function to translate 24-bit addresses into 32-bit 
addresses. 

USING THE MEMORY MANAGER 

In system oftware version 7.0, you can continue to use any memory management routines 
documented in Volumes I, II, and IV, with two notable exceptions. The SetupAS procedure 
and the RestoreAS procedure documented in the Operating System Utilities chapter of 
Volume II do not work properly when used with some optimizing compilers. The MPW® 
Version 3.0 (and later) development system provides two new functions, SetCurrentAS 
and SetAS. that perform the same operations without the problems of the earlier procedures. 
See "Setting and Restori ng the AS Register" for examples of using these two new f 4nctions. 
If you are using a development system other than MPW, you can include in line function 
definiti ons for these functions, as explained in "Manipulating AS Without MPW," later in 
this chapter. 
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Several Memory Manager routines have changed to supporl operations on temporary memory 
as well as memory allocated from your application 's heap. For example, you can now 
dispose of temporary memory by calling DisposHandle. Changes to the Memory Manager 
connected Lo temporary memory are discussed in '·Using Temporary Memory," later in this 
chapter. The behavior of Memory Manager routines on blocks in your application's heap 
remains unchanged. 

Setting and Restoring the AS Register 

Suppose you want to alert the user about something important that happens when your 
application is running in the background. To do so. you can use the Notification Manager to 
install a notification request. You request a notification by passing the Notification Manager 
the address of a notification record, which contains information about the ways in which 
the Notification Manager should alert the user. One of the fields in Lhe notification record 
(nmRefCon) is a reference constant that is reserved for your application's use. When you 
set up a notification request, you can use that field to hold the value in the AS register. 
Listing 28-1 illustrates how Lo save the current value in the AS register and pass that value 
to a response procedure. 

Listing 28-1. Passing AS to a notification response procedure 

VAR 
myNotif : NMRec ; 

BEGIN 
WITH myNotif DO 
BEGIN 

qType : = nmType ; 
nmMark : = l ; 
nmicon : = NIL ; 
nmSound : = Handle(-1) ; 
nmStr : = NIL ; 

{a notification record} 

{set queu e type} 
{put mark in Application menu} 
{no alter~ating icon} 
{play system alerc sound} 
{no alerc box} 

nmResp : = @SampleResponse ; {set response procedure} 
nmRefCon . - SetCurrentA5 ; {pass A5 ~o notificaLion task} 

END ; 
END ; 

The key step is to save the value of the CtmentAS global variable in a location where the 
response procedure can find it- in this case, in the nmRefCon field. You must call 
SetCurrentAS at non-interrupt time (or else you cannot be certain that it is returning you 
the correct value). 

When the notification's response procedure executes, the first thing it should do i. set register 
AS to the application's value of CurrentAS. The response procedure needs to set up the appli 
cation's AS because it may execute at a time when that application is not the active application. 
Listing 28-2 shows a simple response procedure that sets up AS, modifies a global variable, 
and then restores AS. 

You can use simi lar techniques with other routines that may execute when your application is 
not in control of the CPU. However, not every manager provides such fac ilities for passing 
the value of an application ' s CurrentAS to a task or completion routine. For example, the 
Time Manager task record does not contain a field that you can use to store this value. As a 
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result, you need to use other techniques to pass that value to a Time Manager task. See 
"Using Application Global Variables in Tasks" in the Time Manager chapter in this volume 
for an example of one technique for doing this. 

Listing 28-2. Setting up and restoring AS 

PROCEDURE SampleResponse (nmReqPtr : NMRecPtr) ; 
VAR 

oldA5 : Longint ; {A5 when procedure is called} 
BEGIN 

oldA5 : = SetA5(nmReqPtrA . nmRefCon ) ; {se t AS to the app ' s AS} 
g_NotifReceived : = TRUE ; {set an application global 

{ to show alert was received} 
oldAS . - SetA5(oldA5) ; {restore AS to original value} 

END ; 

Note: Many optimizing compilers (including MPW) may put the address of a global 
variable into a register before the call to SetAS, thereby possibly generating incorrect 
references to global data. To avoid this problem, you can divide your completion 
routine into two separate routines, one to set up and restore AS and one to do the 
actual completion work. Check the documentation for your development environment 
to see if this division is necessary, or contact Macintosh Developer Technical Support. 

Manipulating AS Without MPW 

Note: If you are us ing MPW Version 3.0 or later, you do not need to be concerned 
with the information in th is section. 

If you are not using the MPW Version 3.0 (or later) development system, you can achjeve the 
same results as SetCurrentAS and SetAS by including the fo llowing in line definitions: 

FUNCTION SetCurrentAS : Longint ; 
INLINE $2E8D , $2A78 , $0904 ; 

FUNCTION SetAS (newAS : Longint) : Longint ; 
INLINE $2F4D , $0 004 , $2ASF ; 

If you are programming in assembly language or are using a compiler that is not able to 
handle multiple inline functions, you can use the fo llowing definitions: 

SetCurrentAS move . l AS , 4(A7) ;store old AS as function r e sult 
move . l currentA5 , AS ; set AS to low-memory global 
rts 

SetAS move . l (A7)+ , AO ; save return address 
move . l AS , 4(A7) ; store old A5 as function :-es ult 
move . l (A7)+ , AS ; set AS c.o passed value 
jmp (AO) 
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MEMORY MANAGER ROUTINES 

You can use several utility routines to set and restore the AS world and to manipulate memory 
addresses. The routines documented in this section supplement the Memory Manager routines 
documented in Volumes I, JI, and IV. 

Setting and Restoring the AS World 

You can use the functions SetCurrentAS and SetAS to save and restore your application's AS 
world. Use SetCurrentAS to get the current value of the system global variable CurrentAS. 

FUNCTION SetCu~rencA5 : Longint ; 

The SetCurrentAS function does two th ings: First, it gets your application' s AS and returns it 
to your application. Second, SetCurrentAS sets register AS to the value of the application's 
low-memory global variable CurrentAS. 

Use the SelAS function to set the AS register to the application's AS. 

FUNCTION SetA5 (newA5 : Longint) : Longint ; 

Calling SetAS performs two tasks: It sets the AS register to the address specifi ed as new AS, 
and it returns the actual address that is in register AS before the function is called. 

Manipulating Memory Addresses 

The Memory Manager includes several routines that allow you to manipu late memory 
addresses. The StripAddress function allows you to mask out the high-order byte of a 
24-bit address to obtain an address that is meaningful to the 32-bit Memory Manager. 

FUNCTION StripAddress (address : UNIV Ptr) : Ptr ; 

You can use the Translate24To32 fu nction to translate 24-bit addresses into the 32-bit 
address space. 

FUNCTION Translate24To32 (addr24 : UNIV Ptr) : Ptr ; 

Unlike the StripAddress function, this function does not necessarily return an address that is 
meaningful to the 24-bit Memory Manager. 
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ABOUT VIRTUAL MEMORY 

Virtual memory is the part of system software version 7.0 that allows any Macintosh com
puter equipped with an MMU to extend the available amount of memory beyond the limits 
of physical RAM. Vittual memory extends the logical address space by using part of the 
avai lable secondary storage (such as a hard disk) to hold portions of programs and data that 
are not currently in use. When an application needs to operate on portions of memory that 
have been transferred to disk, the Operating System loads those portions back into physical 
memory by making them trade places with other, unused segments of memory. This process 
of shuttling portions (or pages) of memory between physical RAM and the hard disk is 
cal led paging. 

For the most part, virtual memory operates invisibly to applications and to the user. Most 
applications do not need to know whether vi rtual memory is installed unless they have 
critical timing requirements, execute code at interrupt ti me, or perform debugging operations. 
The only time that users need to know about vi11ual memory is when they configure it in 
the Memory control panel. One visible cost of this extra memory is the use of an equivalent 
amount of storage on a backing device, such as a SCSI hard disk. Another cost of using 
virtual memory is a possible loss of speed as paged-out segments of memory are pulled back 
into physical memory. Pe1formance degradation when using virtual memory ranges from 
unnoticeable to severe, depending on the ratio of virtual to physical RAM and the behavior 
of the actual applications running. 

The principal benefit of using virtual memory is that users can run more applications at once 
and work with larger amounts of data than would be possible if the logical address space 
were limited to the available RAM. Instead of equipping a machine with amounts of RAM 
large enough to handle all possible needs, a user can install only enough RAM to meet 
average needs. Then, when more memory is occasionally needed for large tasks or many 
applications, virtual memory can provide the extra amount of memory required. When virtual 
memory is present, the perceived amount of RAM can be extended to as much as 14 MB on 
systems with 24-bit addressing and as much as I GB on systems wi th 32-bit addressing. 

There are two main requirements for running virtual memory. First, the Macintosh must be 
running system software version 7.0. Second, the Macintosh must be equipped with an 
MMU or PMMU. Apple's 68030-based machines have an MMU built into the CPU and are 
ready to run vi11ual memory with only a software upgrade to version 7.0; no additional 
hardware is needed. A Macintosh II (68020-based) can take advantage of virtual memory if 
it has the 6885 1 PMMU coprocessor on its main logic board in place of the standard address 
management unit. (The PMMU is the same coprocessor needed to run A/UX.) Apple' s 
68000-based machines cannot take advantage of the virtual memory capability of version 7.0, 
even though they can run version 7.0 if they have at least 2 MB of RAM. 

Users control and configure virtual memory through the Memory control panel. Controls 
in this panel allow the user to turn virtual memory on or off, set the size of virtual memory, 
and set the volume on which resides the invisible backing-store file (the file that the Operating 
System uses to store the contents of non-resident portions of memory). Other memory-related 
user controls are combined in this control panel. These include settings for the di sk cache and 
for 24-bit or 32-bit Memory Manager addressing. ff users change the vi rtual memory, 
addressing, or disk cache settings, they must restart the machine in order for the changes 
to take effect. 
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Note that the amount of virtual memory that users select in the control panel is the total amount 
of memory that is to be available to the system (and not simply the amount of memory to be 
added to available RAM). Also, the backing-store file is as large as the amount of virtual 
memory. This backing-store file might be located on any HFS volume that allows block-level 
access. (This vo lume is known as the paging device or backing volume.) Because the 
paging device must suppo1t block-level access, users cannot select as the paging dev ice a 
volume that they mount using AppleShare®. Also, users cannot select removable disks, 
including floppy disks, as paging devices. 

USING VIRTUAL MEMORY 

The routines described in this section allow drivers and applicati ons with critical timing needs 
to intervene in the otherwise automatic workings of the virtual memory paging mechanism. 

Note: The vast majority of applications do not need to use these routines. They are 
used primarily by dri vers, debuggers, and other interrupt-servic ing code. 

If necessary, your software can request that a range of memory be held in physical memory. 
Holding means that the specified memory range cannot be paged out to disk, although it 
might be moved around within physical RAM. As a result, no page faults can result from 
reading or writing memory addresses of pages that are held in memory. 

Similarly, a page or range of pages can be locked into physical memory. Locking means that 
the specified memory cannot be paged out to disk and that the memory cannot change its real 
(physical) RAM location. (Locking, therefore, is a superset of holding.) You can also request 
that a range of pages be locked into contiguous physical memory, although contiguity is not 
guaranteed. Locking pages into contiguous physical memory is used primarily when external 
hardware transfers data directly into physical RAM. This might be useful for keeping a 
contiguous range of memory stationary during operations of an external CPU (on a NuBus 
card, for example) that cannot support a OMA action. 

Most applications do not need to hold or lock pages into physical RAM because the operation 
of vi1tual memory is usually fast enough that your application is not affected by any delay that 
might result from paging. Software that does need to hold or lock pages, such as drivers or 
sound and animation applications with critical timing requirements, normally needs only to hold 
memory, not lock it. Here are some general rules regarding when to hold or lock memory: 

• Avoid executing tasks that cou ld cause page faults at interrupt time. The less work done 
at interrupt time, the better things are for all applications running. 

• You cannot hold or lock memory (or call any other Memory Manager routine) at 
interrupt time. 

• Don' t lock or hold everything in RA M. Sometimes either hold ing or locking pages in 
RAM is essential, but if you are ever in doubt, then probably neither one is needed. 

• Whatever is held or locked must be explicitly unheld or unlocked by the application. If 
for some reason an area of RAM gets held and locked, or held twice, then it must be 
unheld and unlocked, or unheld twice. 
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This last directi ve is especially important. Your application is responsible for undoing any of 
the effects it causes by locking or holding ranges of memory. In particular, virtual memory 
does not automatically unlock pages that have been locked down. If you do not undo these 
effects in a timely fashion, you are likely to cause poor performance. In the worst case, you 
could cause the system to run out of physical memory. 

Holding and Releasing Memory 

You can use the HoldMemory funct ion to make a portion of the address space resident in 
physical memory and ineligible for paging. This function is intended primarily for use by 
drivers that access user data buffers at interrupt level, whether transferring data to or from 
them. Calling HoldMemory on the appropriate memory ranges thus prevents them from 
causing page fau lts at interrupt level. The contents of the specified range of virtual addresses 
can move in physical memory, but they are guaranteed always to be in physical memory 
when accessed. 

Note: If you use the device-level Read and Write functions when doing data 
transfers, the Operating System automatically ensures that the data buffers are 
held down before the transfer of data. 

The following sample code instructs the Operating System to hold in RAM the range of 
memory that starts at address $32500 and that is 8192 bytes long. 

myAddress : = $32500 ; 
myLength : = 8192 ; 
myErr : = HoldMemory (myAddress , myLength) ; 

Note that holding is applied to whole pages of the vi11ual address space, regardless o f the 
starting address and length parameters you supply. If the starting address parameter supplied 
to the HoldMemory function is not on a page boundary, then it is rounded down to the nearest 
page boundary. Similarly, if the specified range does not end on a page boundary, the length 
parameter is rounded up so that the entire range of memory is held. This rounding might result 
in the holding of several pages of physical memory, even if the specified range is less than a 
page. 

To release memory that was held down using HoldMemory, you must use the UnholdMemory 
function, which simply reverses the effects of the HoldMemory function. For example, the 
pages held in memory in the previous example can be released as follows: 

myErr : = UnholdMemory (myAddress , myLength) ; 

As with holding, letting go is applied to whole pages of the virtual address space. Similar 
rounding of the address and length parameters is performed as required to keep the range 
on page boundaries. 

Note: The system heap is always held in memory and is never paged out. 
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Locking and Unlocking Memory 

You can use the LockMemory function to make a portion of the address space immovable in 
physical memory and ineligible for paging. The Operating System may move the contents of 
the specified range of logical addresses to a more convenient location in physical memory 
during the locking operation, but on completion, the contents of the speci fied range of log ical 
addresses are resident and do not move in physical memory. 

LockMemory is used by drivers and other code when hardware other than the Macintosh 
CPU is transferring data to or from user buffers, such as any NuBus master peripheral card 
or OMA hardware. This function prevents both paging and physical re location of a specified 
memory area and enables the physical addresses of a memory area to be ex po11ed to the non
CPU hardware. Typically, you wou ld use thi s service for the duration of a single 1/0 request. 
However, you could use this service to lock data structures that are permanently shared 
between driver or other code and a NuBus master. 

Note: Do not confuse locking addresses in RAM (using LockMemory) with locking 
a handle (using HLock). A locked handle can still be paged out. 

The main reason to disable movement of pages in physical memory is to translate virtual 
addresses to physical addresses. This translation is needed by bus masters, wh ich must 
write to memory in the physical address space. To avoid stale data, the memory locked in 
RAM is marked noncacheable in the CPU cache. 

You can lock a range of memory into contiguous physical memory by using the 
LockMemoryContiguous function. This function is used by dri ver and NuBus master 
or driver and OMA hardware combinations when a non-CPU device accessing memory 
is unable to handle physically discontiguous data transfers. You can also use thi s service 
when it is possible to handle physically discontiguous data transfers, but doi ng so causes 
performance degradation. However, the call to LockMemoryContiguous may be expens ive 
because entire pages might need to be copied in order to make a range contiguous. 

Note: It might not be possible to make a range physically contiguous if 
any of the pages contained in the range are already locked. Because a call to 
LockMemoryContiguous is not guaranteed to return the desired results, all 
code that uses LockMernoryContiguous must have an alternate method for 
locking the necessary ranges of memory. 

To unlock a range of previously locked pages, use the UnlockMemory function. This 
function reverses the effects of LockMemory or LockMemoryContiguous. Unlocked 
pages are marked as cacheable. 

Locking, contiguous locking, and unlocking operations are applied to ranges of the logical 
address space. If necessary to force the ranges onto page boundaries, the Operating System 
performs rounding of addresses and sizes, as described in the previous section, "Holding 
and Releasing Memory." 
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Obtaining Information About Virtual Memory 

If your application or driver needs to use the virtual memory routines described so far, you 
might also need to obtain information about the operation of virtual memory. You can get two 
kinds of information: information about the system memory configuration and information 
about the page-mapping employed by virtual memory. Use the Gestalt function for the first 
sort of information, and use the GetPhysical fu nction for the second sort. 

Information About the System Memory Configuration 

To obtain in formation regarding the system memory configuration, use the Gestalt function, 
which is documented in the Compatibility Guidelines chapter of this volume. Gestalt can 
provide information about the amount of physical memory installed in a machine, the amount 
of logical memory available in a machine, the version of virtual memory installed (if any), 
and the size of a logical page. By obtaining this information from Gestalt, you can help 
insulate your applications or drivers from possible future changes in the details of the virtual 
memory implementation. 

You should always determine whether virtual memory is installed before attempting to use the 
services it provides. To do thi s, pass Gestalt the gestaltVMAttr selector. Gestalt's response 
indicates the version of virtual memory, if any, installed. If bit 0 of the response is set to 1, 
then the system software version 7.0 implementation of virtual memory is installed. 

Information About Page Mapping 

To obtain information about page mapping between logical and physical addresses, use the 
GetPhysical function. GetPhysical translates logical addresses into their corresponding 
physical addresses. It provides dri vers with actual physical memory addresses of pages in a 
spec ified logical address range. This information is needed to permjt non-CPU devices to 
access memory mapped by the CPU. Mapping information is needed to enable data transfers 
by non-CPU devices to physically discontiguous memory by means of external software or 
hardware mapping mechanisms. 

The GetPhysical routine takes as one of its parameters a parameter block with a table to store 
pairs of physical addresses and counts. 

TYPE MemoryBlock 
RECORD 

address : 
count : 

END ; 

Ptr ; 
Long Int 

{st.art of block} 
{size of b]ork} 

The translation table is an array of ordered pairs of addresses and counts. GetPhysical 
translates up to the size of the table or until the translation is completed, whichever 
comes first. 
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If you call GetPhysical with a table size of 0, it returns the number of table entries necessary 
to translate the entire address range. On exit, the virtual info1mation is updated to indicate the 
next virtual address and the number of bytes left to translate. If the translation is incomplete, 
the same translation table can again be passed to Get.Physical to continue the translation of the 
remaining addresses. The return value from the routine indicates the number of pairs of 
physical addresses and counts actually placed in the translation table. 

The translation parameter block consists of two elements, the virtual information and the 
physical translation table, and is defined as follows: 

TYPE LogicalToPhysicalTable = 
RECORD 

logical : 
physical : 

MemoryBlock ; {logical block} 
ARRAY[O .. defaultPhysicalEntryCount-1) OF 

MemoryBlock 
(equivalent physical blocks} 

END ; 

The information is stored as an ordered pair of address and count. The physical translation 
table is an array of address and count pairs that define sections of physical memory 
representing the virtual address range input parameter. On exit, the virtual information is 
updated to reflect the address range that was not translated. The virtual address field contains 
the next virtual address to be translated, and the virtual count field has the number of bytes 
left to be translated. The parameter count is used to indicate the size of the translation table 
array. The actual count value is the number of physical ordered pairs that can be returned in 
the translation table. Passing in the size of the table allows the calling software to adjust the 
table size to fit its application. Calling software can then make the necessary trade-offs 
between memory and complexity versus the overhead for multiple calls. 

When GetPhysical returns, the physicalEntryCount parameter contains the number of address 
and count pairs that were filled into the translation table. In addition, if physicalEntryCount 
contained 0, the total number of entries required to map the entire logical space is returned 
(and the contents of the table are unchanged). Listing 28-3 provides an example of using 
GetPhysical. 

Listing 28-3. Translating logical to physical addresses 

VAR 
table : 
myErr : 
numPhysicalBlocks : 

BEGIN 

LogicalToPhysicalTable ; 
OSErr ; 
Integer ; 

table . logical . address : = bufferAddress ; 
table . logical . count : = bufferSize ; 

WHILE table . logical . count<> 0 DO 
BEGIN 

{virtual address} 
{bytes in buffer} 

numPhysicalBlocks : = SIZEOF(table) DIV SIZEOF(MemoryBlock) 
myErr : = GetPhysical(table , numPhysicalBlocks) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoError(myErr) ; 
aRoutine(table , numPhysicalBlocks) ; {your routine to 

- l ; 

{ process results} 
END ; 

END ; 
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Note: The address range passed to GetPhysical must be Jocked (using LockMemory). 
This is necessary to guarantee that the translation data returned are accurate (that is, that 
paging activity has not invalidated the translation data) . An error is returned if you call 
GetPhysical on an address range that is not locked. 

Deferring User Interrupt Handling 

During the time that the Macintosh is handling a page fault, it is cri tical that no other page 
faults occur. Since no other work is explicitly done by the system while it is handling a page 
fault, the only code that can cause this to occur is code that runs as a result of an interrupt. 
Consequently, the HoldMemory fu nction must be called on buffers or code that are to be 
referenced by any interrupt service routine. You must call this functi on at non-interrupt level 
because the Memory Dispatch calls may cause movement of memory and possible I/O. 

The use of procedure pointers (ProcPu·s) in specifying I/0 completi on routines, socket 
listeners, and so forth makes it impossible for drivers to know the exact location and size 
of all code or buffers that might be referenced when invoking these routines. However, 
these routines must still be called only at a safe time, when paging is not currently in 
progress. Because the locations of all needed pages cannot be known, an alternate su·ategy 
is used to prevent a fatal double page-faul t condition. 

The DeferUserFn routine is provided to allow interrupt service routi nes to defer, until a safe 
time, code that might cause page faults. DeferUserFn determines whether the call can be 
made immediately and, if it is safe, makes the call. If a page fault is in progress, the address 
of the service routine and its parameter are saved, and the routine is deferred until page faults 
are again permitted. 

Debugger Support Under Virtual Memory 

Note: You need the information in this section only if you are writing a debugger 
that is to operate under virtual memory. 

Debuggers running under virtual memory can use any of the vilt uaJ memory routines 
discussed in the previous secti ons. For example, if a debugger is in a situation where 
page faulting would be fatal, it can use DeferUserFn to defer the debugging until paging 
is safe. However, debuggers running under virnrnl memory might require a few routines 
that differ from those available to all applications. In addi tion, debuggers might depend 
on some specific features of virtual memory that other applications should not. 

For example, because debugger code might be entered at a time when paging would be 
unsafe, you should lock (and not just hold) the debugger and all of its data and buffer 
space in memory. Normally, the locking operation is used to allow NuBus masters or 
other OMA dev ices to u·ansfer data directly into physical memory. This requires that data 
caching be disabled on the locked page. You might, however, want your debugger to 
benefit from the performance of the data cache on pages belonging solely to the debugger. 
The DebuggerLockMemory function does exactly what LockMemory does, except that it 
leaves data caching enabled on the affected pages. The DebuggerUnlockMemory function 
reverses the effects of DebuggerLockMemory. 
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Other special debugger support functi ons determine whether paging is safe, allow the 
debugger to enter supervisor mode, enter and exit the debugg ing state, obtain keyboard 
input while in the debugging state, and determine the state of a page of logical memory. 
All of these functions are implemented as extensions of the DebugUtil trap, a new trap 
intended for use by debuggers to allow greater machine independence. This trap is not 
present in the Macintosh II, Macintosh IIx, Macintosh Ilcx, or Macintosh SE/30, but it 
is present in all later ROMs. Virtual memory implements thi s trap for all machines that it 
supports, so a debugger can use DebugUtil (and functions defined in terms of DebugUtil) 
if Gestalt reports that virtual memory is present. 

When the virtual memory extensions to DebugUtil are not present (that is, the machine 
supports virtual memory but is not a Macintosh II, Macintosh Ilx, Macintosh Hex, or 
Macintosh SE/30), DebugUtil provides functions that can determjne the highest DebugUtil 
function supported, enter the debugging state, poll the keyboard for input, and exi t the 
debugging state. 

You can call DebugUtil to determine how many of the debugger functions or extensions are 
present. The DebuggerGetMax fu nction returns the highest function number supported by 
the DebugUtil trap. The numbers correspond to the fo llowing functions: 

Selector 

$0000 
$0001 
$0002 
$0003 
$0004 
$0005 
$0006 
$0007 
$0008 

Routine 

DebuggerGetMax 
DebuggerEnter 
DebuggerExjt 
DebuggerPoll 
GetPageState 
PageFaultFatal 
DebuggerLockMemo1y 
DebuggerUnlockMemory 
EnterSupervisorMode 

Bus Error Vectors 

When a page of memory is read in from disk, it is triggered by a bus error (this ki nd of bus 
error is called a page fault). The Operating System needs to intercept these page faults and do 
the necessary paging. In addition, various applications and pieces of system software need to 
handle other kinds of bus e1rnrs. Virtual memory takes care of the complications of bus error 
handling by having two bus error vectors. The vector that appl ications and other system 
software see is the one in low memory (at address $8). The vector that virtual memory uses 
(the one actually used by the processor) is in virtual memory's private storage and is pointed 
to by the vector base register (VBR). Virtual memory's bus eJTor handler handles page faults 
and passes other bus e1Tors to the vector in low memory at address $8. 

When a debugger wants the contents of a page to be loaded into memory, it can read a byte 
from that page. The Operating System detects the page fault and loads the appropriate page 
(perhaps swapping another page to disk). 

Note that a debugger will probably temporarily replace one or both of the bus error vectors 
while it is executing. A debugger that wants virtual memory to continue paging while the 
debugger runs can put a handler onl y in the low-memory bus error vector. A debugger that 
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displays memory without allowing virtual memory to continue paging can put a handler in 
the virtual memory's bus error vector (at VBR+$8). 

Because the current version of virtual memory is not reentrant, there are times when trying to 
load a page into memory would be fatal. To allow for this, you can use the PageFaultFatal 
function to determine whether a page fault would be fatal at that time. If this function returns 
TRUE, the debugger should not allow the virtual memory' s bus error handler to detect any 
page faults. This means that the virtual memory's bus error vector should always be replaced 
if the PageFaultFatal function returns TRUE. 

Special Nonmaskable Interrupt Needs 

Since a debugger can be triggered with a nonmaskable interrupt (level 7, triggered by the 
intetrnpt switch), it has special needs that other code in the system does not. For example, 
because a nonmaskable interrupt might occur while virnial memory is moving pages around 
(to make them contiguous, for example), debugger code must be locked down (instead of 
held, li ke most other code that must run at a time when page fau lts would be fatal). Unfortu
nately, the LockMemory function is intended for use by device drivers and automatically 
disables data caching for the locked pages. Because this is not desirable for the debugger, 
the debugger support functions DebuggerLockMemory and DebuggerUnlockMemory lock 
pages without inhibiting the caching of those pages. Note that both the stack, code, and 
other storage used by the debugger might need to be locked in this way. 

Supervisor Mode 

Because a debugger is typicall y activated tluough one of the processor vectors, it normally 
executes in supervisor mode, allowing it access to all of memory and all processor registers. 
When the debugger is entered in another way-for example, through the Debugger or 
DebugStr trap or when it is first loaded-it is necessary to enter supervisor mode. You can 
accomplish this with the following assembly-language instructions: 

MOVEQ EnterSuper visorMode , DO 
_ De b ug Uti l ; OS trap t o DebugUt ils 

; on e x it , DO hol ds old SR 

This code switches the caJJer into supervisor mode. The previous status register is returned in 
register DO so that when the debugger returns to the interrupted code, the previous interrupt 
level, condition codes, and so forth, can be restored. When the debugger is ready to return to 
user mode, it simply loads the status register with the result returned in DO. 

The Debugging State 

When activated by an exception, Debug or DebugStr trap, or any other means, the debugger 
should call DebuggerEnter to notify DebugCtil that the debugger is entering the debugging 
state. Then DebugUtil can place hardware in a quiescent state and prepare for subsequent 
DebugUtil calls. 

Before returning to the interrupted application code, the debugger must call DebuggerExit to 
allow DebugUtil to return hardware affected by DebuggerEnter to its previous state. 
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Keyboard Input 

A debugger can obtain the user' s keyboard input by using the DebuggerPoll procedure. This 
routine can obtain keyboard input even with interrupts disabled. After you call this service, 
you must then obtain keyboard events through the normal event queue mechanism. 

Page States 

Debuggers need a way to display the contents of memory without paging or to display the 
contents of pages that are currently on disk. The GetPageState function returns the state 
of a page containing a viltual address. GetPageState returns one of these values: 

TYPE PageState = Integer ; 

CONST kPageinMemory 
kPageOnD:..sk 
kNotPaged 

O; 
= l ; 

2 ; 

{page is in RAM} 
{page is on disk} 
{address is not paged} 

A debugger can use this information to determine whether certain memory addresses should 
be referenced. Note that ROM and I/O space are not pageable and therefore are considered 
not paged. 

VIRTUAL MEMORY ROUTINES 

This section describes the routines you can use to hold logical pages in physical memory and 
let go of them, lock and unlock pages in physical memory, obtain information about page
mapping, and handle interrupts. It also describes the routines that pertain primarily to 
debuggers; you can use those routines to determine the state of a page, determine whether 
a page fault would be fatal, enter the supervisor mode, enter and exit the debugging state, 
and obtain keyboard input while in the debugging state. You can also use special debugger 
versions of the routines that Jock and unlock pages in memory. 

Holding and Releasing Pages 

The HoldMemory function makes a portion of the address space resident in physical memory 
and ineligible for paging. 

FUNCTION HoldMemory (address : UNIV Ptr ; count : Longint) OSErr ; 
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Trap macro 
On entry 

On exit 

_Memory Dispatch 
DO: selector code 
AO: address 
A l: count 
DO: result code 

MemOJy Management 

The address parameter is the start address of the range of memory that is to be held in RAM, 
and count is the size in bytes of that range. If the starting address parameter supplied to the 
HoldMemory function is not on a page boundary, then it is rounded down to the nearest page 
boundary. Similarly, if the specified range does not end on a page boundary, the count 
parameter is rounded up so that the entire range of memory is held . 

Result codes 
no Err 
paramErr 
notEnoughMemory Err 
interruptsMaskedErr 

0 
-50 

-620 
-624 

No error 
Error in parameter list 
Insufficient physical memory 
Called with inte1rnpts masked 

The UnholdMemory function makes eligible for paging again a portion of the address space 
that is currently held. This function reverses the effects of HoldMemory. 

FUNCTI ON UnholdMemory (address : UNIV Ptr ; c oun t : Longint ) 

Trap macro 
On entry 

On exit 

_Memory Dispatch 
DO: selector code 
AO: address 
A I: count 
DO: result code 

OSErr ; 

The address parameter is the start address of the range that is to be let go, and count is the 
size in bytes of that range. If the starting address parameter supplied to the UnholdMemory 
function is not on a page boundary, then it is rounded down to the nearest page boundary. 
Similarly, if the specified range does not end on a page boundary, the count parameter is 
rounded up so that the entire range of memory is let go. 

Result codes 
no Err 
paramErr 
notHeldErr 
interruptsMaskedErr 

0 
-50 

-621 
-624 

No error 
Error in parameter list 
Specified range of memory is not held 
Cal led with interrupts masked 
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Locking and Unlocking Pages 

The LockMemory function makes a portion of the address space immovable in physical 
memo1y and ineligible for paging. 

FUNCTION LockMemory (address : UNIV Ptr ; count : Longint) 

Trap macro 
On entry 

On exit 

_Memory Dispatch 
DO: selector code 
AO: address 
Al: count 
DO: result code 

OSEr:- ; 

The address parameter is the starl address of the range that is to be locked in RAM, and count 
is the size in bytes of that range. If the sta1ting address parameter supplied to the LockMemory 
function is not on a page boundary. then it is rounded down to the nearest page boundary. 
Similarly, if the speci fied range does not end on a page boundary, the count parameter is 
rounded up so that the entire range or memory is locked. Locked pages are marked noncache
able by the CPU. 

Result codes 
no Err 
param.Err 
notEnoughMemoryErr 
interruptsMaskedErr 

0 
- 50 

-620 
- 624 

No error 
Error in parameter list 
Insufficient physical memory 
Called with interrupts masked 

The LockMemoryContiguous function is exactly like the Lock.Memory function, except that it 
attempts to obtain a contiguous block of physical memory associated with the logical address 
range specified. 

FUNCTION LockMemoryCo~tigJous (address : UN:V Per ; count : Longinc) 

Trap macro 
On entry 

On exit 

_Memory Dispatch 
DO: selector code 
AO: address 
A I : count 
DO: result code 

OSErr ; 

The address parameter is the start address of the range that is to be locked in RAM, and count 
is the size in bytes of that range. If the specified address is not on a page boundary, it is 
rounded down to the nearest page boundary. Similarly, if the speciried range does not end on 
a page boundary, the count parameter is rounded up so that the entire range of contiguous 
memory is locked. Locked pages are marked noncacheable by the CPU. 
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Result codes 
no Err 
paramErr 
notEnough Memory Err 
cannotMakeContiguousErr 
in te1rn ptsM askedErr 

0 
-50 

-620 
- 622 
- 624 

No error 
Error in parameter list 
Insuffic ient physical memory 
Cannot make specified range contiguous 
Called with intem1pts masked 

The UnlockMemory function makes a portion of the address space movable in real memory 
and eligible for paging again. It undoes the effects of both LockMemory and 
LockMemoryContiguous. 

FUNCTION Un l ockMemory (address : UNIV Ptr ; count : Longint) 

Trap macro 
On entry 

On exit 

_Memory Dispatch 
DO: selector code 
AO: address 
A I: count 
DO: result code 

OSErr ; 

The address parameter is the start address of the range that is to be un locked, and count is the 
size in bytes of that range. If the specified address is not on a page boundary, it is rounded 
down to the nearest page boundary. Similarly, if the specified range does not end on a page 
boundary, the length parameter is rounded up so that the entire range of memory is un locked. 

Result codes 
no Err 
paramErr 
notLockedErr 

0 
- SO 

-623 

No error 
Error in parameter list 

i nterruptsMaskedErr -624 
Specified range of memory is not locked 
Called with interrupts masked 

Obtaining Page-Mapping Information 

The GetPhysical function translates logical addresses into their corresponding physical 
addresses. 

FUNCTION GetPhysical (VAR addresses : LogicalToPhysicalTable ; 
VAR physicalEntryCount : Longint) : OSErr ; 

Trap macro 
On entry 

On exit 

_MemoryDispatchAOResult 
DO: selector code 
AO: addresses 
A I : physicalEntryCount in table 
AO: physicalEntryCount translated 
DO: result code 
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The addresses parameter is a translation table, that is, an array of ordered pairs (address 
and count). The physicalEntryCount parameter specifies the number of physical entries to 
translate. GetPhysical translates up to the size of the table or until the translation is completed, 
whichever comes first. If GetPhysical is called with a table size of 0, the number of table 
entries needed to translate the entire address range is returned. On exit from thi s function, 
the virtual information is updated to indicate the next virtual address and the number of 
bytes left to translate. The logical address range must be locked to ensure validity of the 
translation data. 

Result codes 
noEIT 
paramErr 
notLockedErr 
in terru ptsM askedEIT 

0 
- 50 

-623 
-624 

No error 
E ITor in parameter list 
Specified range of memory is not locked 
Called with interrupts masked 

Deferring User Interrupt Handling 

You can use the DeferUserFn fu nction to determine whether code that mjght cause page faults 
can safely be called immediately. If the code can be called safely, then it is called. If a page 
fault is in progress, however, the routine address and its parameter are saved, and the routi ne 
is deferred until page faults are again permitted. 

FUNCTIOK De ferUserFn (userFunctior. : ProcPtr ; argument : UNIV Ptr) 

T rap macro 
On entry 

On exjt 

_DeferUserFn 
DO: argument 
AO: function 
DO: result code 

OSErr ; 

You pass DeferUserFn the address of the routi ne that you want to ru n and a pointer to the 
argument to pass to the specified routine. The specified routine is called with register AO 
containing the value of the argument parameter to the DeferUserFn call. Note that the routine 
can be called immediately (before returning to the caller of DeferUserFn). DefeITed functions 
must follow the register conventions used by interrupt hand lers: they may use registers 
AO-A3 and DO-D3, and must restore all other registers used. 

Result codes 
no Err 
cannotDeferErr 

0 
-625 

No error 
Unable to defer additional user functions 

Determining Which Debugger Functions Are Present 

T he DebuggerGetMax fu nction returns a long integer indicating the highest function number 
supported by the DebugUtil trap. 
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FUNCTION DebuggerGetMa x: Long i n t ; 

Trap macro 
On entry 
On exit 

_DebugUtil 
DO: selector 
DO: highest available selector 

Memory Management 

The returned value is the highest selector number of the debugger functions that are defined in 
terms of the DebugUtil trap. See "Debugger Support Under Virtual Memory" earlier in this 
chapter for a complete list of these numbers. 

Determining Whether Paging Is Safe 

A debugger can use the PageFaultFatal function to determine whether it should capture all bus 
errors or whether it is safe to allow them to flow through to virtual memory. When paging is 
safe, the debugger can allow virtual memory to continue to service page faults, thus allowing 
the user to view all of memory. 

FUNCTI ON PageFau ltFatal : Boolean ; 

Trap macro 
On entry 
On exit 

_DebugUtil 
DO: selector 
DO: returned value 

If this function returns TRUE, then the debugger should not allow the virtual memory 's bus 
error handler to detect any page faults. 

Locking and Unlocking Memory With Caching Enabled 

The DebuggerLockMemory function performs the same operations as LockMemory, except 
that it leaves data caching enabled on the affected pages. 

FUNCTION DebuggerLockMemory (address : UNIV Ptr ; count : Longint) OSErr ; 

Trap macro 
On entry 

On exit 

_DebugUtil 
DO: selector code 
AO: address 
A l : count 
DO: result code 
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The address parameter is the start address of the range that is to be locked in RAM, and 
count is the size in bytes of that range. If the starting address parameter supplied to the 
DebuggerLockMemory function is not on a page boundary, then it is rounded down to the 
nearest page boundary. Similarl y, if the specified range does not end on a page boundary, 
the length parameter is rounded up so that the entire range of memory is locked. 

Result codes 
no Err 
paramErr 
notEnoughMemoryErr 

0 
-50 

-620 

No error 
Error in parameter list 
Insufficient physical memory 

The DebuggerUnlockMemory function reverses the effects of DebuggerLockMemory. 

FUNCTION DebuggerUnlockMemory (address : UKIV Ptr ; count : Longint) : 
OSErr ; 

Trap macro 
On entry 

On exit 

_DebugUtil 
DO: selector code 
AO: address 
Al: count 
DO: result code 

DebuggerUnlockMemory makes the portion of the address space starting with address and 
continuing for count bytes movable in physical memory and eligible for paging again. 
Unlocking is applied to whole pages of the virtual address space. Un locked pages are marked 
as cacheable. 

Result codes 
no Err 
paramErr 
notLockedErr 

0 
- 50 

-623 

No error 
Error in parameter list 
Specified range of memory is not locked 

Entering and Exiting the Debugging State 

The two procedures DebuggerEnter and DebuggerExit allow you to enter and exit the 
debugger state. These calls allow the DebugUtil trap to make preparations for subsequent 
debugging calls and to clean up after all debugging calls are completed. 

PROCEDURE DebuggerEnter ; 

PROCEDURE DebuggerExit ; 
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Trap macro 
On entry 

_DebugUtil 
DO: selector code 
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Obtaining Keyboard Input 

A debugger can use the DebuggerPoll procedure to pol l for keyboard input. 

PROCEDURE DebuggerPoll ; 

Trap macro 
On entry 
On exit 

_DebugUtil 
DO: selector code 
DO: result code 

The DebuggerPoll procedure can be used even if interrupts are di sabled. 

Determining Page State 

The GetPageState function returns the state of a page of logical memory. 

FUNCTION GetPageState (address : UNIV Ptr) : PageStace ; 

Trap macro 
On entry 

On exit 

_DebugUti l 
DO: selector code 
AO: address 
DO: page state 

The address parameter specifies an address in the page whose state you want to determine. 
The returned value is one of these constants: 

CONST 
kPageinMemory = O; {page is in RAM} 

kPageOnDisk 1; {page is on disk} 
kNotPaged 2 ; {adaress is not paged} 

ABOUT TEMPORARY MEMORY 

To operate efficiently with other appli cations in the system software version 7.0 environment, 
your application should contain a 'SIZE' resource that specifies both a minimum and a 
preferred memory partition size. The actual partition size allocated to your application upon 
launch is set to the preferred size if that much contiguous memory is available, or to some 
smaller size if that much contiguous memory is not available. Note that once the application is 
launched, its partition cannot change in size, so the application's heap must always remain 
within some predetermined limit. 
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Rather than specify a preferred partition size that is large enough to contain the largest possi
ble application heap, you should specify a smaller but adequate partition size. When you need 
more memory for temporary use, you can use a set of temporary memory allocation services 
provided by the Operating System. The memory allocated using these serv ices is known as 
temporwy memory. 

By using the temporary memory allocation routines, your application can request some 
additional memory for occasional short-term needs. For example, the FinderTM uses these 
temporary memory routines to secure buffer space to be used during file copy operations. 
Any available memory (that is, memory cmTently unallocated to any application's pa11ition) 
is dedicated to this purpose. The Finder releases this memory as soon as the copy is com
pleted, thus making the memory available to other applications or to the Operating System 
for launching new applications. 

Because the requested amount of memory might not be available, you should not rely on 
always getting the memory you need when you issue a temporary memory request. You 
should make sure that your applications still work even if no temporary memory is available 
when you request it. For example, if the Finder cannot allocate a large temporary copy 
buffer, it performs the copying using a reserved small copy buffer from within its own heap 
zone. While the copying might take longer, it is nonetheless performed. 

In system software version 6.0, any memory you allocated using the temporary memory 
routines had to be released before your next call to GetNextEvent or WaitNextEvent. In 
addition, you had to perform all operations on that temporary memory by using specialized 
MultiFinder routines rather than the usual Memory Manager routines. In version 7.0, both of 
these restrictions have been relaxed (though not completely removed). The memory you 
allocate using the temporary memory routines can now be used for longer intervals and does 
not need to be released before the next caJI to WaitNextEvent. In version 7.0, you can think 
of temporary memory simply as an extension of your application' s heap. You should still use 
temporary memory for as short a time as possible, and you must release that memory before 
your application terminates. 

Because temporary memory is taken from RAM that is reserved for (but not yet used by) 
other applications, you might prevent the user from being able to launch other applications 
by using too much temporary memory or by holding temporary memory for long periods of 
time. You can hold temporary memory indefinitely, however, in certain c ircumstances. For 
example, if the temporary memory is used for open files and the user can free that memory 
simply by closing those fi les, it is safe to hold onto that memory as long as necessary. But 
you should make sure not to lock temporary memory across event calls. 

Temporary memory is tracked (or monitored) for each application , so you must use it only 
for code that is running on an application' s behalf. Moreover, because the Operating System 
frees all temporary memory allocated to an application when it quits or crashes, you should 
not use temporary memory for procedures such as VBL tasks or T ime Manager tasks that you 
want to continue running after the application quits. Similarly, it is wise not to use temporary 
memory for interprocess buffers (that is, a buffer whose address is passed to another 
application in a high-level event) because the originating application could crash, thereby 
causing the temporary memory to be released before (or even while) the receiving application 
uses that memory. 
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Another main difference between temporary memory routines under version 6.0 and 
version 7 .0 is that although you must still allocate temporary memory by using special rou
tines, you can release and otherwise manipulate it by using normal Memory Manager 
routines. Even though you don ' t know where the additional memory comes from, you are 
encouraged to operate on that memory in the same way that you manipulate memory 
allocated from the application or system heaps. In short, temporary memory allocation 
remains specialized, but operations on existing temporary blocks can be performed by using 
Memory Manager routines. 

Under system software version 7.0, the following Memory Manager routines work even if 
the handle or pointer is allocated by one of the temporary memory routines. 

DisposHandle 
Empty Handle 
GetHandleSize 
HandleZone 
HClrRBit 
HGetState 
HLock 
HNoPurge 

HPurge 
HSetRBit 
HSetState 
HUnlock 
ReallocHandle 
RecoverHandle 
SetHandleS ize 

Prior to system software version 7.0, you need to use these seven routines on temporary 
memory: 

TempFreeMem 
TempMaxMem 
TempDisposeHandle 
TempHLock 

TempHUnlock 
TempNew Handle 
TempTopMem 

Note: In system software version 6.0, these routines. have the following 
names: MFFreeMem, MFMaxMem, MFTempDisposHandle, MFTempHLock, 
MFTempHUnlock, MFTempNewHandle, MFTopMem. For compatibility, 
you can continue to use these names. 

Note that TempDisposeHandle, TempHLock, TempHUnlock, and TempTopMem are now 
obsolete, although they still work (for the sake of compatibility) . 

..6. Warning: Although you can determine the zone from which the temporary 
memory is generated (using HandleZone), do not use this in formation to make 
new blocks or perform heap operations on your own .... 

Some of these routines rely on the current zone if the handle has been purged. They have 
been made to work correctly in this case, even if the current zone is the application or system 
zone and the handle is from a temporary block. 

The Gestalt function includes several selectors that return information about the temporary 
memory routines. See "Determining Features of Temporary Memory" later in this chapter 
for examples of using Gestalt in this manner. 
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USING TEMPORARY MEMORY 

You can use temporary memory routines to determine how much memory is avai lable for 
temporary allocation. to allocate blocks o f memory for temporary use, to lock and unlock 
relocatable blocks of temporary memory, and to release memory previously allocated for 
te mporary use. 

As indicated in " About Temporary Memory," you do not need to use the special temporary 
memory routines to lock, un lock, or release temporary memory blocks if your application is 
executing under system software version 7.0. Instead, you can employ the usual Memory 
Manager routines to accomplish those tasks. You can use temporary memory longer under 
version 7.0 than under version 6.0. Before taking advan tage of these two new features. 
however, you should make sure that they are present. Methods for doing this are presented 
in "Determining Features of Temporary Memory," later in this chapter. 

Allocating Temporary Memory 

You can request a block of memory for temporary use by call ing the TempNewHandle 
function. This function attempts to allocate a new relocatable block of the specified size for 
temporary use. For example, to request a block that is one-quarter megabyte in size, you 
might issue these commands: 

mySize : - $40000 ; {one-quarter megabyte} 
myHandle : = TempNewHandle (mySize , myErr) ; 

lf the routine succeeds, it returns a handle to the block of memory. The block of memory 
returned by a successful call to TempNewHandle is unlocked. l f an error occurs and the 
routine fails, it returns a NIL handle. You should always check fo r NIL handles before using 
any temporary memory. If you detect a NIL handle, the second parameter (in th is example. 
myErr) contains the result code from the function. 

f nstead of asking for a specific amount of memory and then checking the returned handle to 
see if you actual ly got it, you might prefer to determine beforehand how much temporary 
memory is available. There are two functions that return in formation on the amount of free 
memory available for allocation using the temporary memory routines. First, you can use the 
TempFreeMem function, as follows: 

memFree : Longint ; {amount of free temporary memory} 
memFree : = TempFreeMem; 

The result is a long integer containing the amount of free memory, in bytes, avai lable for 
temporary allocati on. It usuall y isn' t possible to allocate a block of this same size because 
of fragmentation due to nonrelocatable or locked blocks. Consequently, you' ll probably 
want to use the function TempMaxMem to determine what is the largest contiguous block 
of space available. To allocate that block, you can write: 

mySize : = TempMaxMem(myGrow) ; 
myHandle : = TempNewHandle(mySize , myErr) ; 
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TempMaxMem compacts the heap zone and returns the size in bytes of the largest contiguous 
free block available for temporary allocation. (TempMaxMem is therefore analogous to 
MaxMem; see the discussion of MaxMem in the Memory Manager chapter of Volume II for 
full details on MaxMem.) The myGrow parameter is a variable parameter of type Size; after 
the function is called, it always contains 0 because the temporary memory does not come from 
the application's heap. Even when you use Te mpMaxMem to size that avail able memory, you 
should check the handle returned to make sure that is it not NIL. 

The temporary memory routines include the TempTopMem function , originally designed to 
help you determine how much memory is available in the cu1Tent executing environment. 
TempTopMem returns a pointer to the top of the addressable RAM space. Note that the return 
value indicates the total amount of usable machine memory, not the amount of memory avail
able to your application, so you should not use TempTopMem to calculate the size of your 
application's memory partition. Because you can determj ne the amount of available memory 
by using the Gestalt function (using the gestaltLogicalRAMSize selector), you should 
consider the TempTopMem function to be obsolete. 

Locking Temporary Memory 

Under system software version 7.0, you can lock a relocatable block of temporary memory 
by calling the Memory Manager procedure HLock, thereby preventing that block from being 
moved within the heap zone. In system software version 6.0, you can do this by using the 
TempHLock procedure. 

Unlocking Temporary Memory 

To unlock a specified relocatable block of temporary memory, you can use the HUnlock 
procedure. Once again, you can accomplish the same result in system software version 6.0 
by calling the TempHUnlock procedure. 

Releasing Temporary Memory 

When you fini sh using a block of memory that you allocated using TempNewHandle, you 
can release it by calli ng the DisposHandle routine. 

In system software version 6.0, you can free temporary memory blocks by cal ling the 
TempDisposeHandle procedure. 

Determining Features of Temporary Memory 

Because the temporary memory routines are present only on systems that are running 
MultiFinder (or on systems in which the functionality of Multi Finder is a standard part of 
the Operating System) and because the features of those routines have changed in system 
software version 7.0, you should always check that those routines are available and that 
they have the features you require before calling them. This is easy to do if the Gestalt 
function is avai lable because Gestalt incl udes a selector to determine whether those routines 
are present in the operating environment and, if they are, whether the temporary memory 
handles are real (that is, whether you can use the normal Memory Manager routines to 
manjpulate them) and whether those handles are tracked. It is also possible to deterrrune 
whether the routines are available even if the Gestalt function is not available. 
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You can delermine whether the temporary memory routines are implemenLed by checking the 
return value of the TempMemCallsAvailable function LhaL is defined in Listing 28-4. 

Listing 28-4. Determining whether temporary memory roulines are available 

FUNCTION TempMemCallsAvailable : Boolean ; 
CONST 

VAR 
_OSDispatch = $A88F ; 

myErr : 
myRsp : 

OSErr ; 
Longint ; 

{trap number of temp memory routines} 

{result code returned by Gestalt} 
{response returned by Gestalt} 

BEGIN 
TempMemCallsAvailable : = FALSE; 
IF gHasGestalt THEN {gHasGestalt is set by other code} 
BEGIN 

myErr : = Gestalt(gestaltOSActr , myRsp) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN 

DoError(myErrl 
ELSE 

TempMemCallsAvailable : = BicTst(myRsp , gescaltTempMemSupporc) ; 
END 
ELSE {Gestalt is not available} 

TempMemCallsAvailaole : = TrapAvailable(_OSDispatch) ; 
END ; 

The TrapA vailable function is defined in the Compatibili ty Guidelines chapter of this volume. 
You can use similar code to determ.i ne whether temporary memory handles are real and 
whether the temporary memory is tracked (that is, you can hold temporary memory until your 
application tcrminaLes). 

TEMPORARY MEMORY ROUTINES 

This section descri bes the routines you can use to allocate temporary memory, lock temporary 
memory blocks into RAM, unlock locked blocks, free Lemporary memory, and obtain infor
mation about the amount of temporary memory available. Remember that most of these 
routines can be replaced in system software version 7.0 by their normal Memory Manager 
counterparts. 

Requesting Temporary Memory 

To find out how much memory is available for temporary use, you can use either 
TempFreeMem or TempMaxMem. 

FUNCTION TempFreeMem : Longint ; 

TempFreeMem returns the total amount of free memory avai I able for temporary allocation 
using TempNewHandle. The returned value is a long integer that indicates the total number 
of bytes free. 
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TempMaxMem compacts the heap zone and returns the size of the laroest contiouous block 
available for temporary allocation. 

0 0 

FUNCTION TempMaxMem (VAR grow: Size ) : Size ; 

The grow parameter always contains 0 after the function call because the temporary memory 
does not come from the application' s heap. 

You use TempNewHandle to allocate a new relocatable block of temporary memory. 

FUNCTION TempNewHandle (logicalSize : Size ; VAR resultCode : OSErr) : 
Handle ; 

TempNewHandle returns a handle to a block of size Size. The first parameter indicates how 
many bytes you wish the block to contain. The second parameter contains the result code 
from the function call. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFullEJT 

0 
-108 

No error 
Not enough memory 

Locking and Unlocking Temporary Memory 

You can use TempHLock to lock a specified relocatable block of temporary memory, thereby 
preventing it from being moved within the heap zone. 

PROCEDURE TempHLock (h : Handle ; VAR resultCode : OSErr); 

The first parameter is a handle to the block to be locked, which you must have obtained by a 
call to TempNewHandle. TempHLock returns a resu lt code in its second parameter. 

Result codes 
no Err 
nilHand leErr 
memWZEtT 

0 
-109 
-111 

No error 
NIL master pointer 
Attempt to operate on a free block 

In system software version 7.0, you can use the Memory Manager routine HLock to lock 
temporary memory blocks. 

You can use TempHUnlock to unlock a block of temporary memory. Once it is unlocked, 
that block is allowed to move memory locations as needed to compact the heap. 

PROCEDURE TempHUnlock (h : Handle ; VAR resultCode : OSErr) ; 

The first parameter is a handle to the block to be unlocked, wh ich must have been obtained by 
a call to TempNewHandle. TempHUnlock returns a result code in its second parameter. 
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Result codes 
no Err 
nilHandleErr 
memWZErr 

0 
- 109 
- 1 l l 

No error 
NTL master pointer 
Attempt to operate on a free block 

Under system software version 7.0, you can use the Memory Manager routine HUnlock to 
unlock temporary memory blocks. 

Freeing Temporary Memory 

You can use TempDisposeHandle to release the memory occupied by a relocatable temporary 
memory block. 

PROCEDURE TempoisposeHandle (h : Handle ; VAR resultCode : OSErr) ; 

The first parameter is a handle to the block to be freed, which you must have obtained by a 
call to TempNewHandle. TempDisposeHandle returns a resu lt code in its second parameter. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memWZErr 

0 
-111 

No error 
Attempt to operate on a free block 

In system software version 7.0, you can use the Memory Manager routine DisposHandle to 
free temporary memory blocks. 
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SUMMARY OF MEMORY MANAGEMENT 

Constants 

CON ST gestaltAddre ssingModeAt t r = ' addr ' ; 
gestalt32BitAddressing = O; 
gestalt32BitSysZone l ; 
gestalt32Bi t Capable 2 ; 

gestaltOSAttr ' OS '. 
' 

gestaltTempMemSupport 4 ; 

gestaltRealTempMemory 5 ; 
gestaltTemp MemTracked 6 ; 

gestaltVMAttr = ' vm '. 
' 

gestaltVMPre sent 0 ; 

{addressing mode at t ributes} 
{booted in 32-bit mode} 
{32 - bit compatible sys . zone} 
{machine is 32-bit capable} 

{O/S attributes} 
{temp memory support present} 
{temp memory handle s are real} 
{temp memory handle s tracked} 

{virtual memory attributes } 
{virtual memory present} 

{default number of physical blocks in table} 
defaultPhysicalEntryCoun t 8 ; 

{page states} 
kPageinMemory 
kPageOnDisk 
kNotPaged 

calcCntlRgn 
calcThumbRgn 

Data Types 

TYPE PageState 

MemoryBlock 
RECORD 

address : 
count : 

END ; 

O; 
1 ; 
2 ; 

10 ; 
11 ; 

Integer ; 

Ptr ; 
Long Int 

{page is in RAM} 

{page is on disk} 
{address is not paged} 

{calculate control ' s region} 
{calculate indicator ' s 

{start of block} 
{size of block} 

region} 

LogicalToPhys i calTable 
RECORD 

logical : 
physical : 

END ; 

MemoryBlock ; {logical b l ock} 
ARRAY[O .. defaultPhys i calEntryCount-1] OF MemoryBlock 

{equivalent physical blocks} 
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Memory Manager Routines 

Setting and Restoring the AS World 

FUNCTION SetCurrentA5 : Longint ; 

FUNCTI ON SetA5 (newA5 : Longint) Lo ngint ; 

Manipulating Memory Addresses 

FUNCT I ON StripAddress (address : UNIV Ptr) : Ptr ; 

FUNCTION Translate24To32 (addr24 : UNIV Ptr) : Ptr ; 

Virtual Memory Routines 

Holding and Releasing Pages 

FUNCTION Ho l dMemory (address : UNIV Ptr ; c ount : Longint) OSErr ; 

FUNCTION UnholdMemory (addr ess : UNIV Ptr ; count : Longint) OSErr ; 

Locking and Unlocking Pages 

FUNCTI ON LockMemory (address : UNIV Ptr ; count : Longint) OSErr ; 

FUNCTION LockMemoryContiguous (addres s : UNIV Ptr ; count : Longint) OSErr ; 

FUNCTION UnlockMemory (addre ss : UNIV Ptr ; count : Longint) OSErr ; 

Obtaining Page-Mapping Information 

FUNCTION GetPhysical (VAR addre sses : LogicalToPhysicalTable ; VAR 
physicalEntryCount : Longint) : OSErr ; 

Deferring User Interrupt Handling 

FUNCTION DeferUserFn (userFunction : ProcPtr ; argument : UNIV Ptr) 
OSErr ; 
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Determining Which Debugger Functions Are Present 

FUNCTION DebuggerGecMax : Longint ; 

Determining Whether Paging Is Safe 

FUNCTION PageFaultFatal : Boolean ; 

Locking and Unlocking Memory With Caching Enabled 

FUNCTION DebuggerLockMemory (address : UNIV Pt r; count : Longint) OSErr ; 

FUNCTION DebuggerUnl ockMemory (address : UNIV Pt r; count : Longint) OSErr; 

Entering and Exiting the Debugging State 

PROCEDURE DebuggerEn ter ; 

PROCEDURE DebuggerExit ; 

Obtaining Keyboard Input 

PROCEDURE De buggerPoll ; 

Determining Page State 

FUNCTION Get PageState (address : UNIV Pt r) PageState ; 

Temporary Memory Routines 

Requesting Temporary Memory 

FUNCTION TempFreeMem : Longint ; 

FUNCTION TempMaxMem (VAR grow : Size) : Size ; 

FUNCTION TempNewHandle (logicalSize : Size ; VAR resultCode : OSErr) 
Handle ; 
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Locking and Unlocking Temporary Memory 

PROCEDURE TempHLock 

PROCEDURE TempHUnlock 

(h : Handle; VAR resultCode : OSErr) ; 

(h : Handle ; VAR resulcCode : OSErr) ; 

Freeing Temporary Memory 

PROCED~RE TempDisposeHandle (h : Handle ; VAR resultCode : OSErr) ; 

Result Codes 

no Err 
memFullEn-
nilHandleErr 
memWZEn
notEnoughMemoryEn
notHeldElT 
cannotMakeContiguousErr 
notLockedErr 
interru ptsMaskedErr 
cannotDeferErr 

0 
- 108 
- 109 
- 111 
-620 
- 621 
- 622 
-623 
-624 
-625 

No error 
Not enough memory 
NTL master pointer 
Attempt to operate on a free block 
Jnsufficient physical memory 
Specified range of memory is not held 
Cannot make specified range contiguous 
Specified range of memory is not locked 
Called with interrupts masked 
Unable to def er additional user functions 

Assembly-Language Information 

Trap Macros Requiring Routine Selectors 
_Memory Dispatch 

Selector 

$0000 
$000 1 
$0002 
$0003 
$0004 

Routine 

HoldMemory 
U nholdMemory 
LockMemory 
UnlockMemory 
LockMemoryContiguous 

_Memory DispatchAOResu 1 t 

Selector Routine 

$0005 GetPhysical 
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_DebugUtil 

Selector 

$0000 
$000 1 
$0002 
$0003 
$0004 
$0005 
$0006 
$0007 
$0008 

_OS Dispatch 

Selector 

$0015 
$00 16 
$0018 
$001D 
$001E 
$001F 
$0020 

Routine 

DebuggerGetMax 
Debugger Enter 
DebuggerExit 
Debugger Poll 
GetPageState 
PageFaultFataJ 
DebuggerLockMemory 
DebuggerU nlockMemory 
EnterSupervisorMode 

Routine 

TempMax.Mem 
TempTopMem 
TempFreeMem 
TempNewHandle 
TempHLock 
TempHUnlock 
TempDisposeHandle 

Memory Management 
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ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

This chapter desc1ibes how process management in version 7.0 prov ides a cooperative multi
tasking environment. The Process Manager manages access Lo shared resources and the 
scheduling and execution of applications. The FinderTM uses the Process Manager to launch 
your application in response to the user opening either your application or a document created 
by your application. This chapter discusses how your application can control its execution 
and get information about itself or any other open application, such as the number of free 
bytes in the application's heap. 

Read this chapter for an overview of how the Process Manager schedules applications and loads 
applications into memory. If your application needs to launch other applications, read this chap
ter for in formation on the new high-level function that lets your application launch other 
applicati ons. 

Although earlier versions of system software provide process management, the Process 
Manager is available to your application only in system software version 7.0. The 
Process Manager provides a cooperative multitasking environment, similar to the features 
provided by the MultiFinder® option in earlier versions of system software. Use the Gestal t 
function to find out if the Process M anager routines are avail able and to see which features 
of the launch routine are available. 

The in formation in this chapter about the Finder in formation supple ments the description in 
the Segment Loader chapters of Inside Macintosh. Volume il and Volume JV. 

The information in this chapter about launching applications replaces the co1Tesponding 
discussion in the Programmer's Guide to Multi Finder. 

You should be familiar with how your application uses memory, as described in the Memory 
Management chapter of this volume, and with how your application receives events, as 
di scussed in the Event Manager chapter of this volume. 

This chapter provides an introduction to process management and then descri bes how 
you can 

• control the execution of your application 

• get in formation about your application 

• launch other applications or desk accessories 

• get in formation about appl ications launched by your appl ication 

• generate a list of all open applications and in formation about each one 
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ABOUT PROCESS MANAGEMENT 

The Process Manager schedules the processing of all applications and desk accessories, and 
allows multiple applications to share the CPU and other resources. Applications share the 
available memory and access to the CPU. Several applications can be open (loaded into 
memory) at once, but only one uses the CPU at any one time. 

The Process Manager manages the scheduling of processes. A process is an open applica
tion or, in some cases, an open desk accessory. (Desk accessories that are opened in the 
context of an application are not considered processes.) In version 7.0, the number of 
processes is limited only by available memory. 

The Process Manager maintains information about each process-for example, the current 
state of the process, the address and size of its partition, its type, its creator, a copy of its 
low-memory globals, information about its 'SIZE' resource, and a process seri al number. 
This process information is referred to as the context of a process. The Process Manager 
assigns a process serial number to identify each process. A process serial number 
identifies a particular instance of an application; this number i:; unique during a single boot 
of the local machine. 

The foreground process is the one currently interacting with the user; it appears to 
the user as the active application. The foreground process displays its menu bar, and its 
windows are in fron t of the windows of all other applications. 

A background process is a process that isn' t cun-ently interacting with the user. At any 
given time a process is either in the foreground or the background; a process can switch 
between the two states at well-defined times. 

The foreground process has fi rst priority for accessing the CPU. Other processes can access 
the CPU only when the foreground process yields time to them. There is onl y one fore
ground process at any one time. However. multiple processes can exist in the background. 

An application that is in the background can get CPU time but can ' t interact with the user 
while it is in the background. (However, the user can choose to bring the application to the 
foreground-for example, by clicking in one of the application 's windows.) Any application 
that has the canBackground flag set in its 'SIZE' resource is eligible to obtain access to the 
CPU when it is in the background. 

Applications can be designed without a user interface. A background-only application is 
an application that does not have a user interface. A background-only application does not call 
the InitWindows routine and is identified by having the onlyBackground tl ag set in its 'SIZE' 
resource. Background-only applications do not display windows or a menu bar and arc not 
listed in the Application menu. 

Background-only applications and applications that can run in the background should be 
designed to relinquish the CPU often enough so that the foreground process can perform 
its work and respond to the user. 
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Once an application is executing, in either the foreground or the background, the CPU is 
available only to that application. The application can be inten-upted only by hardware 
interrupts, which are transparent to the scheduling of the application. However, to give 
processing time to background applications and to allow the user to interact with the fore
ground application or swi tch to another application, you must periodically relinquish the 
CPU using the WaitNextEvent or EventAvail functions. (You can also use the GetNextEvent 
function; however, you should use WaitNextEvent to provide greater support for multi
tasking.) Use these Event Manager functions lo let the user interact with your application and 
also with other applications. 

How the Process Manager Creates Processes 

When a user first opens your application, the Process Manager creates a partition for it. A 
partition is a contiguous block of memory that the Process Manager allocates for the 
application's use. The partition is di vided into specific areas: application heap, A S world, and 
stack. The application heap contains the application's 'CODE' segment I. data structures, 
resources, and other code segments as needed. The AS world refers to the QuickDrawn1 

globals, application global variables, and its jump table, all of which are accessed through the 
AS register. The application jump table contains one entry for every ex ternally referenced 
routine in every code segment of your application. The application stack is used to store 
temporary variables. See the Memory Management chapter of thi s volume for illustrations of 
these areas of your application 's partition. 

When you create an application, you specify in the 'SIZE' resource how much memory you 
want the Process Manager to allocate for your application·s partition. You specify two values: 
the preferred amount of memory to allocate, and the minimum amount of memory to allocate. 
When a user opens your application from the Finder, the Process Manager fi rst attempts to 
allocate a partition of the preferred size. Jr your application cannot be launched in the pre
ferred amount of memory, the Finder di splays a dialog box giving the user the option of 
opening the application using Jess than the preferred size. The Finder will not launch your 
application if the min imum amount of memory specified for your application is not available. 

After the Process Manager creates a partition for your application. the Process Manager loads 
your code into memory and sets up the stack, heap. and AS world (including the j ump table) 
for your application. If the user selected one or more files to open or print, the Finder sets up 
information your application can use to determine which fi les to open or print. 

The Process Manager assigns the application a process serial number, records its contex t, and 
returns control to the launch ing application (usually the Finder). The Process Manager trans
fers control to the new application after the launching application makes a subsequent call to 
WaitNextEvent or EventA vail. 

The next section describes how your application can allow other applications to receive CPU 
time and how the Process Manager schedules CPU time among proce. ses. 
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How the Process Manager Schedules Processes 

Your application achieves control or how it receives processing time by using the Event 
Manager functions Wai tNextEvent or EventAvai l. By calling these Event Manager functions, 
your application agrees to yield the CPU. (Only at thi well -defined time can your application 
be switched out.) Whenever your application calls one of the. e functions. the Process Manager 
checks the status of your process and takes the opportunity to schedule other processes. 

Note: Your application can also yield process ing time to other processes as a result 
of calling other Toolbox routines that internally call WaitNextEvent or EventA vai l. 
For example, your application can yield the CPU to other processe · as a result of 
call ing either of the Apple Event Manager functions AESend or AElntcractWithUser. 
See the Apple Event Manager chapter for informa tion on using these two functions. 

In general, if any events are pending for your application, it continues to receive processi ng 
time. When your application is the foreground process. it yields time to other processes in 
these situations: when the user wants to switch to another application or when no events are 
pending for your application. Your application can also choose to yield processing time to 
other processes when it is performing a lengthy operation. 

A major switch occurs when the Process Manager switches the context or the foreground 
process with the context of a background process (including the AS worlds and low-memory 
globals) and brings the background process to the front, sending the previous foreground 
process to the background. 

When your application is the foreground process and the user chooses to work with another 
application (by clicking in a window of another application, for example). the Process 
Manager sends your application a suspend event. When your application receives a suspend 
event, it should prepare to suspend fo reground process ing, allowing the user to switch to the 
other application. For example, in response to the suspend event. your app lication should 
remove the highlighting from the controls of its frontmost window and take any other 
necessary actions. Your application is actually suspended the next time your application calls 
WaitNextEvent or EventAvail. 

After your application receives the suspend event and calls WaitNextEvcnt or EventAvaiL the 
Process Manager saves the contex t of your proce s, re tores the context or the proces to 
which the user is switching, and sends a resume event to that process. 

In response to a resume event, your application should resume processing and start inter
acting with the user. For example, your application should highlight the controls of its 
frontmost window. 

A major switch also occurs when the user hides the active application (by usi ng the Application 
menu). In general, a major switch cannot occur when a modal dialog box is the frontmost 
window. However. a major switch can occur when a movable modal dialog box is the 
frontmost window. 

A minor switch occurs when the Process Manager switches the context or a process to 
give time to a background process without bringing the background process to the front. 

For example, a minor switch occurs when no events are pending in the event queue of 
the foreground process. In this situation, processes running in the background have an 
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opportunily to execute when the foregrou nd process calls WaiLNextEvenl or EventAvail. 
(If the forewound process has one or more events pending in the event queue, then the 
next event 1s returned and the foreground process again has sole access to the CPU.) 

When an application is swilched out in this way, the Process Manager saves the context of 
the current process, restore. the context of the nex t background process scheduled to run , 
and sends the background process an event. At thi s time, the background process can receive 
either update, null, or high-level events. 

A background process should not perform any task that would significantly limit the ability of 
the foreground process to respond qu ickly to the user. A background process should call 
WaitNextEvent often enough to let the foreground process be responsive to the user. Upon 
receiving an update event. the background process should update only the content of its 
windows. Upon receiving a nu ll event, the background process can use the CPU to perform 
tasks that do not require significant amounts of process ing time. 

The next time the background process calls WaitNextEvent or EventAvail , the Process Manager 
saves the context of the background process and restores the context of the foreground process 
(if the fo reground process is not wai ting for a specified amount of time to expire before being 
scheduled again). The foreground process is then schedu led to execute. If no events are 
pending for the foreground process and it is wai ting for a specified amount of time to expire, 
the Process Manager schedules the next background process to run. The Process Manager 
continues to manage the scheduling of processes in thi s manner. 

In version 7.0, drivers and VBL tasks in the system heap are scheduled regardless of which 
application is cuITently executing. Drivers installed in an application's heap are not scheduled 
to run when the application is not executing. 

See the Compatibili ty Guidelines chapter and the Event Manager chapter in this volume for 
specific information on how your application can handle suspend and resume events and how 
your application can take advantage of the cooperati ve multitasking environment. 

How Your Application Specifies Scheduling Options 

Whenever your application call. WaitNextEvent or EventA vail, the Process Manager checks 
the status of your process and takes the opportunity to schedule other processes. Using the 
WaitNextEvent function, you can control when your process is eligible to be switched out. 

The sleep parameter to WaitNextEvent specifies a length of time, in ticks, du1ing which the 
app lication relinquishes the CPU if no events are pending. For example. if you specify 
IS ticks in the sleep parameter and no events are pending in your application's event queue 
when you call WaitNextEvent, the Process Manager saves the context of your process and 
schedules other processes until an event becomes available or the time expires. Once the 
specified time expires or an event becomes available for your application, your process 
becomes eligible to run and the Process Manager schedules your process to run at the nex t 
available chance. You can also use the WakeUpProcess functi on to make a process eligible 
to run before the time in the sleep parameter expires. 

In general, you should specify a value greater than 0 in the sleep parameter so that those 
appl ications that need processing time can get it. Jf your application performs any periodic 
task, then the frequency of the task usually determines what value you specify in the sleep 
parameter. The less frequent the task, the higher the value of the sleep parameter. 
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USING THE PROCESS MANAGER 

The Process Manager manages the scheduling of all processes. You can use the Process 
Manager routines to 

• control the execution of your application 

• use the information provided by the Finder to open or print documents 

• get infom1ation about processes 

• launch other applications 

• launch desk accessories 

The Process Manager assigns a process serial number to each open application (or desk acces
sory, if it is not opened in the context of an application). The process serial number is unique 
to each process on the local machine and is valid for a single boot of the machine. You can use 
the process serial number to specify a particular process for most Process Manager routines. 
You can use the process serial number returned from the GetCurrentProcess, GetNextProcess, 
GetFrontProcess, and LaunchApplication functions in other Process Manager routines. 

Opening or Printing Files Based on Finder Information 

When a user opens or prints a fi le from the Finder, the Finder uses the Process Manager to 
launch the application that created the fil e. The Finder sets up the information your application 
can use to determine which files to open or print. The Finder information includes a list of 
fil es to open or print. 

In version 7.0, applications that support high-leve l events (that is, that have the 
isHighLevelEventAware flag set in the 'SIZE' resource) receive the Finder in formation 
through Apple events. The Apple Event Manager chapter in this volume describes how 
your application processes Apple events to open or print fi les. 

Applications that do not support high-level events can use the CountAppFi les, GetAppFiles, 
and ClrAppFiles routines or the GetAppParms routine to get the Finder information. See the 
Segment Loader chapter of Volume 11 for in formation on these routines. 

Getting Information About Other Processes 

You can use the GetNextProcess, GetFrontProcess, or GetCurrentProcess functions to get 
the process serial number of a process. The GetCurrentProcess function returns the process 
serial number of the process that is currently executing. The current process is the process 
whose AS world is currently valid; this process can be in the background or foreground. The 
GetFrontProcess function returns the process serial number of the foreground process. For 
example, if your process is running in the background, you can use GetFrontProcess to 
determine which process is in the foreground. 

The Process Manager maintains a list of all open processes. You can specify the process 
serial number of a process currently in the list and use GetNextProcess to get the process 
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serial number of the next process in the li st. The interpretation of the value of a process serial 
number and the order of the li st of processes is internal to the Process Manager. 

When specifying a particular process, use only a process serial nu mber returned by a hiO'h
level event, Process Manager routine, or constants defined by the Process Manager. Yo~ 
can use these constants to specify special processes. 

CONST kNoProcess 
kSystemProcess 
kCurrentProcess 

= 
= 

O; 
1 ; 
2 ; 

{proce ss doesn ' t exist} 
{process belongs to OS} 
{the current proc ess} 

In all Process Manager routines, the constant k.NoProcess refers to a process that doesn't 
exist, the constant kSystemProcess refers to a process belonging to the Operating System, 
and the constant kCurrentProcess refers to the current process. 

To begin enumerating a list of processes, use the GetNextProcess function and specify the 
constant k.NoProcess as the parameter to return the process serial number of the fi rst process 
in the list. You can use the returned process serial number to get the process serial number of 
the next process in the list. The GetNextProcess function returns the constant kNoProcess 
and the result code procNotFound at the end of the li st. 

You can also use a process serial number to speci fy a target application when your application 
sends a high-level event. See the Event Manager chapter for information on how to use a 
process serial number when your application sends a high-level event. 

You can use the GetProcesslnformation function to obtain informat ion about any process, 
including your own. For example, for a specified process, you can find the application 's 
name as it appears in the Application menu, the type and signature of the application, the 
number of bytes in the application partition, the number of free bytes in the application heap, 
the application that launched the application, and other information. 

The GetProcessinformation function returns information about the requested process in a 
process information record. The process information record is defined by the ProcessinfoRec 
data type. 

TYPE Process i n f oRec 
RECORD 

proce ssinf oLength : Longint ; {length of record} 
{name of process} proce ssName : 

processNumber : 
proce ssType : 
processSignature : 
proce ssMode : 
processLocation : 
processSi z e : 
processFreeMem : 
processLauncher : 
proce ssLaunchDate : 
proces sActiveTime : 
processAppSpec : 

END ; 

Str ingPt r ; 
ProcessSerialNumber ; 
Longint ; 
OSType ; 
Longint ; 
Pt r ; 
Long i nt ; 
Longint ; 
Proc essSerialNumber ; 
Long int ; 
Longi nt ; 
FSSpecPtr 

{psn of the process} 
{file type of app file} 
{signature of app file} 
{ ' SIZE ' resource f l ags} 
{address of partition} 
{partition size} 
{free bytes in heap} 
{process that launched} 
{time when launched} 
{accumulated CPU time} 
{location of the file} 
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You specify the values for three fields of the process in formation record: processln foLength, 
processName and processAppSpec. You must e ither set the processName and processAppSpec 
fields to NIL or set these fields to point to storage that you have allocated for them. The 
GetProcessln formation function returns information in all o ther fields of the process 
information record. 

The processln foLength field is the number of bytes in the process_ in formation record. For 
compatibility, you should specify the length of the record in this field . 

The name returned in the processName fi eld is the name of the application or desk accessory. 
For applications, this field contains the name of the application as des ignated by the user at 
the time the application was opened. For example, for foreground applications, the 
processName fie ld is the name as it appears in the Application menu. For desk accessories, 
the processName field contains the name of the 'DRVR' resource. You must specify NTL 
in the processName field if you do not want the application name or the desk accessory name 
returned. Otherwise, you should allocate at least 32 bytes of storage fo r the string pointed to 
by the processName field. Note that the processName field specifies the name of either the 
application or the 'DRVR' resource, whereas the processAppSpec fi eld specifies the location 
of the file. 

The processNumber field specifies the process serial number. The process serial number is a 
64-bit number; the meaning o f these bits is internal to the Process Manager. You should not 
interpret the value of the process serial number. 

The processType fi eld ind icates the file type of the application, generally 'APPL' for applica
tions, and 'appe' for background-only applications launched at startup. If the process is a 
desk accessory, the processType fie ld is the type of the fi le containing the 'DRVR' resource. 

The processSignature field indicates the signature of the fil e containing the application or the 
'DRVR' resource (for example, the signature of the TeachText application is 'ttxt'). 

The processMode field indicates whether the process is an application or desk accessory. For 
applications, thi s field also returns information specified in the application's 'SIZE' resource. 
This information is returned as fl ags. You can refer to these fl ags by using these constants. 

CONST modeDeskAccessory $00020000 ; 
modeMultiLaunch $00010000 ; 
modeNeedSuspendResume = $00004 000 ; 
modeCanBackground = $00001 00 0; 
modeDoesAc t ivateOnFGSwitch = $00000800 ; 
modeOnlyBackground = $00000400 ; 
modeGetFrontClicks $00000200 ; 
modeGetAppDiedMsg = $00000100 ; 
mode32BitCompatible $00000080 ; 
modeHighLevelEve ntAware = $00000040 ; 
modeLocalAndRemoteHLEvents = $00000020 ; 
modeStationeryAware = $00000010 ; 
modeUseTextEditServices = $00000008 ; 

The processLocation field is the beginning address of the application p:outition. 
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The processSize fi eld is the number of bytes in the application 's partition (i ncluding the heap, 
stack, and A5 world). · 

The processFreeMem field is the number of free bytes in the application's heap. 

The processLauncher field is the process serial number of the process that launched the 
application or desk accessory. If the original lau ncher of the process is no longer open, 
thi s fi eld contains the constant kNoProcess. 

The processLaunchDate field contains the value of the Ticks global variable at the time that 
the process was launched. 

The processActiveTime field represents the accumulated time, in ticks, during which the 
process has used the CPU, including both foreground and background processing time. 

The processAppSpec field specifies the address of a file specification record that stores the 
location of the file containing the application or 'DRVR' resource. You should specify NIL 
in the processAppSpec field if you do not want the FSSpec record of the file returned. 

Listing 29- l shows how you can use the GetNextProcess function with the 
GetProcessinformation function to search the process list for a specific process. 

Listing 29-1. Searching for a spec ific process 

FUNCTION Fi ndAProc ess (signa t ure : OSType ; VAR p rocess : 

BEGIN 

ProcessSerial Number ; VAR InfoRec : Process i nfoRec ; 
aFSSpecPt r : FSSpecPtr) : Boolean ; 

FindAProcess . - FALSE ; 
process . highLongOfPSN : = O; 
process . lowLong OfPSN : = kNoPr oces s ; 

{assume FALSE to begi n wi t h} 

{s t art Erom t h e beginnin g } 

InfoRec . processinfoLength : = sizeof (ProcessinfoRec) ; 
InfoRec . processName : = StringPtr(NewPtr(32)) ; 
InfoRec . processAppSpec : = aFSSpecPtr ; 

WHILE (GetNextProcess(process) = noErr) DO 
BEGI N 

IF GetProcessinformation(proce ss , InfoRec) = noErr THEN 
BEGIN 

IF (InfoRec . processType = Longint( ' APPL ' )) AND 
(InfoRec . processSignatur e = signatur e) THEN 

BEGIN {found the process} 
FindAProcess : =TRUE ; 
Exit(FindAProcess) ; 

END; 
END ; 

END ; {while} 
END ; 

The code in Listing 29-1 searches the process list for the application with the specified 
signature. For example, you might want to find a specific process in order to send a high
Jevel event to it. 
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Launching Other Applications 

You can launch other applications using the high-level LaunchApplication function. The 
LaunchAppUcation function lets your application control various options associated with 
launching an application. For example, you can 

• allow the application to be launched in a partition smaller than the preferred size but 
greater than the minimum size, or allow it to be launched only in a partition of the 
preferred size 

• launch an application without terminating your own application, b1ing the launched 
application to the front , and get information about Lhe launched application 

• request that your application be notified if any application that it has launched terminates 

Earlier versions of system software used a shorter parameter block as a parameter to the 
_Launch trap macro. The _Launch trap macro still supports the use of this parameter block. 
Applications using the LaunchApplication function should use the new launch parameter 
block (LaunchParamBlockRec). Use the Gestalt function and specify the selector gestaltOSAttr 
to determine which launch features are available. See the Compatibility Guidelines chapter for 
information on how to use the Gestalt function. 

Most applications don ' t need to launch other applications. However. if your application 
includes a desk accessory or another application, you might use either the high-level 
LaunchApplication function to launch an application or the LaunchDeskAccessory function 
to launch a desk accessory. For example, if you have implemented a spelling checker as a 
separate application, you might use the LaunchApplicati on function to open the spelling 
checker when the user chooses Check Spelling from one of your application's menus. 

You spec ify a launch parameter block as a parameter to the LaunchApplication function. You 
use the launch parameter block to specify the filename of the application to launch, to specify 
whether to allocate the prefe1Ted size for the application's heap or to allow a partition size less 
than the preferred size, and to set various other options-for example, whether your applica
tion should continue or terminate after it launches the specified application. 

The LaunchApplication function launches the application from the specified fi le and returns 
the process serial number, preferred partition size, and minimum partition size if the 
application is successfully lau nched. 

Note that if you launch another application without terminating your application, the launched 
application does not actually begin executing until you make a subsequent call to 
WaitNextEvent or EventAvail. 

The launch parameter block is defined by the LaunchParamBlockRec data type. 

TYPE LaunchParamBlockRec 
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RECORD 
reservedl : 
reserved2 : 
launchBlockID : 
launchEPBLength : 
launchFileFlags : 
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Longint ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Longint ; 
Integer ; 

{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{extended block} 
{length of block} 
{Finder flags o f } 
{ application} 



launchControlFlags : 
launchAppSpec : 

launchProcessSN : 

Launch F'lags ; 
FSSpecPtr ; 

ProcessSerialNumber ; 
launchPreferredSize : Longint ; 
launchMinimumSize : Longint ; 
laanchAvailableSize : Longint ; 

launchAppParameters : AppParametersPtr 
END ; 
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{launch o pt i ons} 
{location of } 
{ application file} 
{returned psn} 
{returned pref s i z e } 
{returned min size} 
{returned available 
{ s.:ze} 
{high-level event} 

Specify the constant ex tendedBlock in the launchBlocklD field to identify the parameter block 
and to indicate that you are using the fields fo llowing it in the launch parameter block. 

In the launchEPBLength fie ld, specify the constant extendedBlockLen to indicate the length 
of the remaining fields in the launch parameter block. For compatibili ty, you should always 
specify the length value in this field. 

The launchFileFlags field contains the Finder fl ags for the application fi le. (See the Finder 
Interface chapter in this volume for a description of the Finder flags.) The LaunchApplication 
function sets thi s field for you if you set the bit defined by the launchNoFi leFlags constant in 
the launchControlFlags field. Otherwise, you must get the Finder nags from the application 
file and set this fie ld yourself (by using GetFlnfo, for example). 

In the launchControlFlags field , you specify various options that control how the specified 
application is launched. See the next section. '·Specify ing Launch Options," for information 
on the launch control fl ags. 

You specify the application to launch using the launchAppSpec field of the launch parameter 
block. You specify a pointer to a file system specification record (FSSpec) in this field. See 
the File Manager chapter in this volume for a complete description of the file system 
specification record. 

LaunchApplication sets the initial default volume of the application to the parent directory of 
the application fi le. 

If LaunchApplication successfully launched the application, LaunchApplication returns in the 
launchProcessSN field a process serial number that you can use in Process Manager routines 
to refer to this application. 

The launchPrcf erredSize and launchMinimumSize fields of the launch parameter block 
are returned by LaunchApplication and are based on their corresponding values in the 
'SIZE' resource. These values may be greater than those specified in the application's 'SIZE' 
resource because the returned sizes include any adjustments to the size of the application's 
stack. See the Event Manager chapter in this volume for information on how the size of the 
application stack is adjusted. LaunchApplication always returns values for these fie lds 
whether or not the launch was successful. These values are 0 if an error occurred-for 
example, if the application rile could not be found. 

The launchAvailableSize field is returned by LaunchApplication only when the memFullErr 
result code is returned. This value indicates the largest partition size currently available for 
allocation. 
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The launchAppParameters field specifies the fir thigh-level event sent to an appl ication. If 
you set this field to NIL, the LaunchApplication function automatically creates and sends an 
Open Application event to the launched application. (See the Apple Event Manager chapter for 
a description of thi s event.) To send a particular high-level event to the launched application, 
you can specify a pointer to an application parameters record. The application parameters 
record is defined by the data type AppParameters. 

TYPE AppParamecers = 
RECORD 

theMsgEvent : 
eventRefCon : 
messageLength : 
messageBuffer : 

END ; 

EventReco~d ; {event (high-level)} 
Longint ; {reference constant} 
~onginL ; {lengLh of buffer} 
ARRAY (0 .. OJ OF SignedByte 

You specify the high-level event in the fields theMsgEvent, eventRefCon. messageLcngth, 
and messageBuffer. The Event Manager chapter in thi s volume describes how to use high
level events. 

Listing 29-2 shows an example of using the LaunchApplication function. 

Listing 29-2. Launching an application 

PROCEDURE LaunchAnAppl i cation (mySFReply : StandardFi l eReply) ; 
VAR 

myLaunchParams : 
launchedProcessSN : 
launchErr : 
prefSize : 

LaunchParamBlockRec ; 
ProcessSerialNumber ; 
OSErr ; 
Longint ; 

minSize : 
availSize : 

Longint ; 
Longint ; 

BEGIN 
WITH my~aunchParams DO 
BEGIN 

launchBlockID := extendedBlock ; 
launchEPBLength : = e x lendedBl ockLen ; 
launchFileFlags : = O; 
launchContro l Flag s : = lau nchConLinue " lau nchNoFileFlags ; 
launchAppSpec : = @mySFReply . sfFile ; 
launchAppPa r ameters : =NIL ; 

END ; 
launchErr : = LaunchApplication(@myLaJnchParams) ; 

prefsize : = rnyLaunchParams . launchPreferredSize ; 
rninsize : = myLaunchParams . launchMinimuoSize ; 
IF launchErr = noErr THEN 

launchedProcessSN : = myLaunchParams . launchProcessSN 
ELSE IF launchErr = mernFullErr THEN 

availSize : = rnyLaunchPararns . launchAvailableSize 
ELSE 

DoError(launchErr) ; 
END; 
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In Listing 29-2, Lhe application file Lo launch is specified by using a file system specification 
record returned by the StandardGetFile routine and specifying a pointer to thi s record in the 
IaunchAppSpec field. The launchControlFlags field indicates that LaunchApplication should 
extract the Finder flags from the application file, launch the application in the preferred size, 
bring the launched application to the front, and that LaunchApplication should not terminate 
the current process. 

Specifying Launch Options 

When you use the LaunchApplication function. you speci fy the launch options in the 
IaunchControlFlags field of the launch parameter block. These are the constants you 
can specify in the launchControlFlags fie ld. 

CO~ST launchConcir.ue 
launchNoFileFlags 
launchUseMinimum 
launchDontSwitch 
launchin~ibitJaemon 

$4000 ; 
$0800 ; 
$0400 ; 

= $0200 ; 
- $0080 ; 

Set the IaunchContinue nag if you want your application to continue after the spec ified appli
cation is launched. If you do not set this flag, LaunchApplication terminates your application 
after launching the specified application, even if the launch fa ils. 

Set the launchNoFileFlags flag if you want the LaunchApplication function to ignore any 
value specified in the IaunchFileFiags fie ld. If you set the launchNoFileFiags fl ag, the 
LaunchApplication function extracts the Finder fl ags from the application file for you. If 
you want to extract the file nags, clear the launchNoFi leFlags nag and specify the Finder 
flags in the launchFileFiags field of the launch parameter block. 

Clear the launchUseMinimum flag if you want the LaunchApplication function to attempt to 
launch the application in the prefe1Ted size (as specified in the application 's 'SIZE' resource). 
If you set the launchUseMinimum fl ag, the LaunchApplication function attempts to launch the 
application using the largest available size greater than or equal to the minimum size but less 
than the preferred size. If the LaunchApplication function returns the result code memFullErr 
or memFragErr. the application cannot be launched given the current memory conditions. 

Set the IaunchDontSwitch flag if you do not want the launched application brought to the 
front. lf you set this nag. the launched application runs in the background until the user 
brings the application to the front- for example, by cl icking in one of the application 's 
windows. Note that most applications expect to be launched in the foreground. H you clear 
the launchDontSwitch flag, the launched appl ication is brought to the front, and your 
application is sent to the background. 

Set the launchlnhibitDaemon fl ag if you do not want LaunchApplication to launch a 
background-only application. (A background-onl y application has the onlyBackground 
flag set in its 'SIZE' resource.) 
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Controlling Launched Applications 

When your application launches another application using LaunchApplication, the launched 
application is automatically brought to the front, sending the foreground application to the 
background. If you don ' t want to bring the application to the front when it is first launched, 
set the launchDontSwitch flag in the launchControlFlags field of the launch parameter block. 

In addition, if you want your application to continue to run after it launches another 
application, you must set the launchContinue flag in the launchControIFlags field of the 
launch parameter block. 

You can control the scheduling of the launched application in a limited way by using the 
Process Manager routines SetFrontProcess and WakeUpProcess. 

If you want your application to be notified when an application it has launched terminates, set 
the acceptAppDiedEvents flag in your 'SIZE' resource. If you set this flag and an application 
launched by your application te1111inates, your application receives an Application Died event 
('aevt' 'obit'). See the Apple Event Manager chapter for information on receiving the 
Application Died event and other Apple events. 

Launching Desk Accessories 

In version 7.0, when a desk accessory is opened, the Process Manager launches the desk 
accessory in its own partition. The Proce Manager gives it a process serial number and an 
entry in the process list. The Process Manager puts the name of" thc desk accessory in the li st 
of open applications in the Application menu and also gives the active desk accessory its own 
About menu item in the Apple menu that contains the name of the desk accessory. This makes 
desk accessories more consistent with the user interface of small applications. 

Your application can launch desk accessories using the LaunchDeskAccessory function. 
However, you should use this funct ion only when your application needs to launch a desk 
accessory for some reason other than in response to the user choosing a desk accessory from 
the Apple menu. In version 7.0. the Apple menu can contain any Finder object that the user 
chooses to add to the menu. When the user chooses any item from the Apple menu that you 
didn ' t add specifically for your application, use the OpenDeskAcc function. 

PROCESS MANAGER ROUTINES 

You can use the Process Manager to get information about any currently open applications, to 
launch other applications, and to control the scheduling or applications. 

Use the Gestalt function with the selector gestaltOSAttr to see i r the Process Manager is 
available and to fi nd out which features or the launch routine arc available. These constants 
are names for the bit numbers returned in the response parameter to the Gestalt function. 
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CONST ges ta l tLaunchCanReturn 
gestaltLaunchFullFileSpe c 
ge staltLaunchControl 

= 
= 
= 

1 ; 
2 ; 
3 ; 

Process Management 

{can ret urn from launch } 
{Launc~Application available} 
{Process Manager is available} 

The bit defined by the constant gestaltLaunchCanReturn is set if the _Launch trap macro can 
return to the caller. The _Launch trap macro in version 7.0 (and in earlier versions of system 
software running MultiFinder) provides an application with the option to continue runn.ing 
after launching another application. The _Launch trap macro forces the launching application 
to quit in earlier versions of syste m software not running MultiFinder. 

The bit defined by the constant gestaltLaunchFullFileSpec is set if the launchControlFlags 
field supports control flags in addition to the launchContinue flag, and if the parameters to the 
_Launch trap macro include the launchAppSpec, JaunchProcessSN, launchPreferredSize, 
launchMin.imumSi ze, launchA vailableSize, and launchAppParameters fields in the launch 
parameter block. 

The bit defined by the constant gestaltLaunchControl is set if the Process Manager is available. 

Getting Process Information 

You can use the Process Manager to get the process serial number of a particular process, to 
get information about processes, or to change the scheduling status of a process. 

FUNCTION GetCurrentProcess(VAR PSN : ProcessSerialNumber) : OSErr ; 

The GetCurrentProcess function returns in the PSN parameter the process serial number of 
the process that is currently executing. The currently executing process is the one currently 
accessing the CPU; this is the application associated with the CurrentAS global variable. 
This application can be running in either the foreground or the background. 

Applications can use this function to find their own process serial number. Drivers can use 
this function to find the process serial number of the current process. You can use the 
returned process serial number in other Process Manager routines. 

Result code 
no Err 0 No e1Tor 

FUNCTION GetNextProcess(VAR PSN : ProcessSerialNumber) : OSErr ; 

The Process Manager maintains a li st of all open processes. You can deri ve this li st by using 
repetiti ve calls to GetNextProcess. Begin generating the list by calling GetNextProcess and 
by specifying the constant kNoProcess in the PSN parameter. You can then use the returned 
process serial number to get the process serial number of the next process. Note that the 
order of the list of processes is internal to the Process Manager. GetNextProcess returns the 
constant kNoProcess in the PS N parameter and the result code procNotFound when the end 
of the list is reached. 
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The process serial number you specify in the PSN parameter should be a valid process 
serial number returned from LaunchApplication, GetNextProcess, GetFrontProcess, or 
GetCurrentProcess, or the defined constant k.NoProcess . 

You can use the returned process seri al number in other Process Manager routines. You can 
al so use this process serial number to specify a target application when your application sends 
a high-level event. 

Result codes 
no Err 
paramEIT 
procNotFound 

0 
- SO 

- 600 

No error 
Process serial number is invalid 
No process in the process list following the 
specified process 

FUNCTION GetProcessinforoation(PSN : ProcessSer ia l Number ; VAR info : 
Processin foRe c) : OSErr ; 

The GetProcesslnformation function returns information about the specified process in 
a process information record. The in formation returned in the in fo parameter includes 
the application's name as it appears in the Application menu, the type and signature of the 
application, the address of the application partition, the number of bytes in the application 
partition, the number of free bytes in the application heap, the application that launched 
the application, the time at which the application was launched, and the location of the 
application file. The section "Getting information About Other Processes," earlier in this 
chapter, shows the structure of the process in formation record. 

The GetProcesslnformation fu nctj on also returns information about the appl icati on ' s 'SIZE' 
resource and indicates whether the process is an application or a desk accessory. 

You need to specify values for the processlnfoLength, processName, and processAppSpec 
fields of the process information record. Specify the length of the process information record 
in the processlnfoLength field. If you do not want information returned in the processName 
and processAppSpec fields, specify NlL for these fields. Otherwise, allocate at least 32 bytes 
of storage for the string pointed to by the processName field and specify a pointer to an 
FSSpec record in the processAppSpec field . 

The process serial number you specify in the PSN parameter should be a valid process 
serial number returned from LaunchApplicati on, GetNextProcess, GetFrontProcess, 
GetCurrentProcess, or a high-level event. You can use the constant kCurrentProcess to 
get information about the cu1Tent process. 

Note: Do not call GetProcesslnfo rmation from a routine that executes at in terrupt 
time. 

Result codes 
no Err 
paramErr 

0 
-50 

No error 
Process serial number is invalid 
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FUNCTION SameProcess(PSNl , PSN2 : ProcessSerialNumber ; VAR result : 
Boolean) : OSErr ; 

The SameProcess function compares two process serial numbers and detennines whether 
they refer to the same process. If the process serial numbers specified in the PSN I and 
PSN2 parameters refer to the same process, the SameProcess function returns TRUE in 
the result parameter; otherwise, it returns FALSE in the result parameter. 

When you compare two process serial numbers, use the SameProcess function rather than 
any other means, because the interpretation of the bits in a process serial number is internal 
to the Process Manager. 

The process serial numbers you use should be valid process serial numbers returned from 
LaunchApplication, GetNextProcess, GetFrontProcess, GetCurrentProcess, or a high-level 
event. You can also use the constant kCurrentProcess to refer to the current process. 

Result codes 
no Err 
paramErr 

0 
-50 

No error 
Process serial number is invalid 

FUNCTION GetFrontProcess(VAR PSN : ProcessSerialNumber) : OSErr ; 

The GetFrontProcess function returns in the PSN parameter the process serial number of the 
process running in the foreground. You can use this function to determine if your process or 
some other process is in the foreground. You can use the process serial number returned in 
the PSN parameter in other Process Manager routines. 

1f no process is running in the foreground, GetFrontProcess returns the result code 
procNotFound. 

Result codes 
no Err 
pararnErr 
procNotFound 

0 
- 50 

-600 

No error 
Process serial number is invalid 
No process in the foreground 

FUNCTION SetFrontProcess(PSN : ProcessSerialNumber) : OSErr ; 

The SetFrontProcess function schedules the specified process to become the foreground 
process. The specified process becomes the foreground process after the current fore
ground process makes a subsequent call to WaitNextEvent or EventA vail. 

The process serial number in the PSN parameter should be a valid process serial number 
returned from LaunchApplication, GetNextProcess, GetFrontProcess, GetCurrentProcess, 
or a high-level event. You can also use the constant kCurrentProcess to refer to the 
current process. 
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If the specified process serial number is invalid or if the specified process is a background
only application, SetFrontProcess returns a nonzero result code and does not change the 
cuITent foreground process. 

If a modal dialog box is the frontmost window, the specified process does not become the 
foreground process until after the user dismisses the modal dialog box. 

Note: Do not call SetFrontProcess from a routine that executes at inteITUpt time. 

Result codes 
no Err 
procNotFound 

applsDaemon 

0 
-600 

- 606 

No error 
Process with specified process serial number 
doesn't exist or process is suspended by high
level debugger 
Specified process is background-only 

FUNCTION WakeUpProcess(PSN : ProcessSerialNumber) : OSErr ; 

The WakeUpProcess function makes a process suspended by WaitNextEvent eligible to 
receive CPU time. When a process specifies a nonzero value for the sleep parameter in the 
WaitNextEvent function, and there are no events for that process pending in the event 
queue, the process is suspended. This process remains suspended until the time specified 
in the sleep parameter expires or an event becomes available for that process. You can use 
WakeUpProcess to make the process eligible for execution before the time specified in the 
sleep parameter expires. 

The WakeUpProcess function does not change the order of the processes scheduled for 
execution; it only makes the specified process eligible for execution. 

The process serial number specified in the PSN parameter should be a valid process serial 
number returned from LaunchApplication, GetNextProcess, GetFrontProcess, 
GetCurrentProcess, or a high-level event. 

Result codes 
no Err 
procNotFound 

0 
-600 

No error 
Suspended process with specified process serial 
number doesn' t exist 

Launching Applications and Desk Accessories 

Your application can use the LaunchApplication function to launch other applications and the 
LaunchDeskAccessory function to launch desk accessories. 

The LaunchApplication function launches the application from the specified file and returns 
the process serial number, preferred partition size, and minimum partition size if the applica
tion is successfull y launched. 
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Note that if you launch another application without terminating your application, the launched 
application is not actually executed unti l you make a subsequent call to WaitNextEvent or 
EventA vai I. 

Set the launchContinue flag in the launchControlFlags field of the launch parameter block if 
you want your application to continue after the specified application is launched. If you do 
not set this flag, LaunchAppl ication terminates your application after launching the specified 
application, even if the launch fai ls. 

FUNCTION LaunchApplication(LaunchPararns : LaunchPBPtr) : OSErr ; 

Trap macro 

On entry 

On exit 

Parameter block 
~ 6 

~ 8 

~ 12 

~ 14 

~ 16 

~ 20 

~ 28 

~ 32 

~ 36 

~ 40 

Field descriptions 

launchB lockID 

launchEPBLength 

launch.Fi leFlags 

_Launch 

AO: Launch parameter block pointer 

AO: Launch parameter block pointer 
DO: Result code 

launchB locklD word extended block 

launchEPBLength long length of fo llowing fields 

launchFileFlags word Finder flags for the application file 

launchControlFlags word flags for launch options 

launchAppSpec long location of application file to launch 

launchProcessSN 2 1ongs process serial number 

launchPreferredSize long prefeITed application partition size 

launchMinimumSize long minimum application partition size 

launchA vailableSize long maximum available partition size 

launchAppParameters long high-level event for launched app 

A value that indicates whether you are using the fields following it 
in the launch parameter block. Specify the constant extendedBlock 
if you use the fields that fo llow it. 

The length of the fields fo llowing this field in the launch parameter 
block. Use the constant extendedBlockLen to specify this value. 

The Finder fl ags for the application file. Set the launchNoFileFlags 
constant in the launchControlFlags field if you want the 
LaunchApplication function to extract the Finder fl ags from the 
application file and to set the launchFileFlags field for you. 
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launchControlFlags The launch options that determine how Lhe application is launched. 
You can specify these constant values to set various options: 

CONST 
launchContinue 
launchNoFileFlags 
launchUseMinimum 
launchDontSwitch 
launchinhibitDaemon 

$4000 ; 
$0800 ; 

= $0400 ; 
$0200 ; 
$0080 ; 

See "Specify ing Launch Options'" earl ier in this chapter for a 
complete description of these fl ags. 

launchAppSpec A pointer to a file specification record that gives the location of the 
application file to launch. 

launchProcessSN The process serial number reLurned Lo your applicaLion if the launch 
is successful. You can use this process serial number in other 
Process Manager routines to refer Lo the launched application. 

launchPrefen-edSize The prefen-ed partition size for the launched application as specified 
in the launched application's 'SIZE' resource. LaunchApplication 
sets this field to 0 if an error occuJTed or if the application is 
already open. 

JaunchMinimumSize The minimum partition size for the launched application as specified 
in the launched application' s 'SIZE' resource. LaunchApplication 
sets this field to 0 if an error occurred or if the application is 
already open. 

launchA vailableSize The ma~imum pa1t ition size that is available for allocation. This 
value is reLurned to your application onl y if the memFullErr result 
code is returned. If the application launch fai ls (because there 
isn't enough memory), you can use th is value to determine if 
there is enough memory available to launch in the minimum size. 

launchAppParameters The first high-level event to send to the launched application. If you 
specify NIL for this field, LaunchApplication creates and sends the 
Open Application event to the launched application. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFullErr 

memFragErr 

appModeErr 

appMemFullErr 

applsDaemon 

0 
- 108 

- 60 1 

-602 

-605 

- 606 

No error 
Not enough memory to allocate the partition size 
specified in the 'SIZE' resource 
Not enough room to launch application with 
special requirements 
Memory mode is 32-bit, but application is not 
32-bit clean 
More memory for the partition size is requ ired 
than the amount spec ified in the 'SIZE' resource 
Application is background-only, and launch 
flags don' t allow this 
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Your application can launch desk accessories using the LaunchDeskAccessory function. Use 
th is function only when your application needs to launch a desk accessory for some reason 
other than in response to the user choosing a desk accessory from the Apple menu. (When 
the user chooses any item from the Apple menu that you didn' t add specifically for your 
application, use the OpenDeskAcc function.) 

FUNC~:ON LaunchDeskAccessory(pFileSpec : FSSpecPtr ; pDANa~e : String Ptr) : 
OSErr ; 

LaunchDeskAccessory searches the resource fork of the fi le specified by the pFi leSpec 
parameter for the desk accessory with the 'DRVR' resource name specified in the pDAName 
parameter. If the 'DRVR' resource name is found, LaunchDeskAccessory launches the desk 
accessory. If the desk accessory is already open, it is brought to the front. 

Specify the file to search using the pFilcSpec parameter. Specify NIL for pFileSpec if you 
want to search the current resource fi le and the resource fi les opened before it. Otherwise, 
specify the fi le using a pointer to an FSSpec record. 

In the pDAName parameter, specify the 'DRVR' resource name of the desk accessory to 
launch. Specify IL in pDAName if you want to launch the first 'DRVR' resource found in 
the file as returned by the Resource Manager. Because the LaunchDeskAccessory function 
opens the specified resource fi le for exclusive access, you cannot launch more than one desk 
accessory from the same resource file. 

If the 'DRVR' resource is in a resource rile that is already open by the current process or if 
the driver is in the System fi le and the Option key is down, LaunchDeskAccessory launches 
the desk accessory in the application's heap. Otherwise, the desk accessory is given its own 
partition and launched in the system heap. 

Result codes 
no Err 
resNotFound 

0 
- 192 

No error 
Resource not found 
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SUMMARY OF PROCESS MANAGER ROUTINES 

Constants 

CONST kNoProcess 
kSystemProcess 
kCurrentProcess 

{launch control flags} 
launchContinue 
launchNoFileFlags 
launchUseMinimum 

launchDontSwitc h 

launchAllow24Bit 
launchinhibitDaemon 

0 ; 
= l ; 

2 ; 

$4000 ; 
$0800 ; 
$0400 ; 

= $0200 ; 

$0100 ; 
$0080 ; 

{process doesn ' t exist} 
{process belongs to OS } 
{the current process} 

{continue after launch} 
{ignore launchFileFlags} 
{use minimum or greater } 

size} 
{launch application in } 
{ backgro.md} 
{reserved} 
{don't launch 
{ background application} 

{launch parameter block l ength } 
extendedBlockLen sizeof(LaunchParamBlockRec) - 12 ; 
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extendedBlock $4C43 ; {extended block} 

{flags in processMode field} 
modeDeskAccessory 
modeMultiLaunch 
modeNeedSuspendResume 
modeCanBackground 
modeDoesActivateOnFGSwitch 
modeOnlyBackground 
modeGetFrontClicks 
modeGetAppDiedMsg 
mode32BitCompatible 
modeHighLevelEventAware 
modeLocalAndRemoteHLEvents 
modeStat i oneryAware 
modeUseTextEditServices 
gestaltOSAttr 

{Process Mgr attributes} 
gestaltLaunchCanReturn 
gestaltLaunchFullFileSpec 

gestaltLaunchControl 

$00020000 ; 
$00010000 ; 
$00004000 ; 
$00001000 ; 
$00000800 ; 
$00000400 ; 
$00000200 ; 
$00000100 ; 
$00000080 ; 
$00000040 ; 

= $00000020 ; 
= $00000010 ; 

$00000008 ; 
' OS 

1 ; 
2 ; 

3 ; 

.. 
' 

Summary of Process Manager Routines 

{process is desk ace} 
{from app file ' s flags} 
{from ' SIZE ' resource} 
{from ' SIZE ' resource} 
{from ' SIZE' resource} 
{from ' SIZE ' resource} 
{from 'SIZE ' resource} 
{from ' SIZE ' resource} 
{from ' SIZE ' resource} 
{from 'SIZE ' resource} 
{from ' SIZE ' resource} 
{from ' SIZE ' resource } 
{from ' SIZE ' resource} 
{OS gestalt selector} 

{can return from launch} 
{LaunchApplication is } 
{ available} 
{Process Manager 
{ is available} 
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Data Types 

TYPE ProcessSerialNumberPtr = AProcessSerialNumber ; 
ProcessSerialNumber 
RECORD 

highLongOfpSN : 
lowLongOfPSN: 

END ; 

Longint ; 
Long Int 

{process serial 
{ number } 

ProcessinfoRecPtr 
ProcessinfoRec = 
RECORD 

AProcessinfoRec ; 

processinf oLength : 
processName : 
processNumber : 
processType : 
processSignature : 
processMode : 
processLocation : 
processSize : 
processFreeMem : 
processLauncher : 
processLaunchDate : 
processActiveTime : 
processAppSpec : 

END ; 

AppParametersPtr = 
AppParameters = 
RECORD 

theMsgEvent : 
eventRefCon : 
messageLength : 
messageBuffer : 

END ; 

LaunchFlags = 
LaunchPBPtr = 
LaunchParamBlockRec 
RECORD 

reservedl : 
reserved2 : 
launchBlockID : 
launchEPBLength : 
launchFileFlags : 

launchControlFlags : 
launchAppSpec : 

launchProcessSN : 

Longint ; 
StringPtr; 
ProcessSerialNumber ; 
Longint ; 
OSType ; 
Longint ; 
Ptr ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
ProcessSerialNumber ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
FSSpecPtr 

AAppParameters ; 

{length of record} 
{name of process} 
{psn of the process} 
{file type of app file} 
{signature of app file} 
{ ' SIZE ' resource flags } 
{address of partition} 
{partition size} 
{free bytes in heap} 
{process that launched} 
{time when launched} 
{accumulated CPU time} 
{location of the fil e } 

EventRecord ; {event (high-level)} 
Longint ; {reference constant} 
Longint ; {lengch of buffer} 
ARRAY (0 . . 0] OF SignedByte 

Integer; 
ALaunchPararnBloc~Rec ; 

Longint ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Longint ; 
Integer ; 

LaunchFlags ; 
FSSpecPtr ; 

{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{extended block} 
{length of block} 
{Finder flags of } 
{ application } 
{la~nch options} 
{location of } 
{ application file} 

ProcessSerialNurnber ; {recurned psn} 
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launchPreferredSize : 
launchMinimumSize : 
launchAvai lableSize : 
launchAppParameters : 

Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
AppParametersPtr 

{returned pre f size } 
{returned min size} 
{returned avail size} 
{high-level event} 

END ; 

Routines 

Getting Process Information 

FUNCTION GetCurrentProc ess (VAR PSN : ProcessSerialNumber) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION GetNextProcess (VAR PSN : ProcessSerialNumber) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION GetProcessinfornation (PSN : Proce ssSerialNumber ; VAR info : 

FUNCTION SameProcess 

FUNCTION GetFrontProcess 

FUNCTION SetFrontProcess 

FUNCTION WakeUpProcess 

ProcessinfoRec) : OSErr ; 

(PSN1 , PSN2 : ProcessSerialNumbe r ; VAR 
result : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

(VAR PSN : ProcessSerialNumber) : OSErr ; 

(PSN : ProcessSerial~umber) : OSErr ; 

(PSN : Proce ssSerialNumber) : OSErr ; 

Launching Applications and Desk Accessories 

FUNCTION LaunchApplication (LaunchParams : LaunchPBPtr) : OSErr ; 

FUNCTION LaunchDeskAccessory (pFileSpec : FSSpecPtr ; pDAName : 

Result Codes 

no Err 
paramErr 
memFullErr 

resNotFound 
procNotFound 
memFragErr 

appModeErr 
appMemFuUErr 

applsDaemon 

0 
-50 

- 108 

- 192 
-600 
-601 

-602 
-605 

-606 

StringPtr ) : OSErr ; 

No error 
Process serial number is inval id 
Not enough memory to allocate the partition size 
specified in the 'SIZE' resource 
Resource not found 
No eligible process with specified process serial number 
Not enough room to launch application with special 
requirements 
Memory mode is 32-bit, but application is not 32-bit clean 
Partition size specified in 'SIZE' resource is not big 
enough for launch 
Application is background-only 
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Assembly-Language Information 

Process Information Record Data Structure 

processlnfoLength 
processName 
processN umber 
process Type 
processSignature 
processMode 
processLocation 
processSize 
processFreeMem 
processLauncher 
processLau nchDate 
processActi veTi me 
process A ppS pee 

long 
long 
2 1ongs 
long 
long 
long 
long 
long 
long 
2 longs 
long 
long 
long 

Launch Parameter Block 

0 reserved ! 
4 reserved2 

~ 6 launchBlocklD 

~ 8 launchEPBLength 

~ 12 launchFileFlags 

~ 14 launchControlFlags 

~ 16 launchAppS pee 

f- 20 launchProcessSN 

f- 28 launchPreferredSize 

f- 32 launchMinimumSize 

f- 36 launchA vai lableSize 

~ 40 launchAppParameters 

length of this record 
name of process 
process se1ial number 
type of application file 
ignature of application file 

flags from 'SIZE' resource 
address of process partition 
partition size (in bytes) 
amount of free memory 
launcher of process 
value of TICKS at time of launch 
total time spent using the CPU 
location of the file 

long reserved 
word reserved 
word specifies whether block is extended 

long length (in bytes) of rest of parameter block 

word the Finder flags for the application file 

word flags that specify launch options 

long address of FSSpec that specifies the 
application file to launch 

2 longs process serial number 

long appl ication's preferred partition size 

long application's minimum partition size 

long maximum partition size avai lable 

long high-level event for launched application 
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ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

This chapter describes the enhancements and new routines thal have been added to the Slot 
Manager with system software version 7.0. The information in this chapter supplements the 
in formation in the Slot Manager chapter in Volume V. 

You need to use Slot Manager routines only if you are writing an application or device driver 
that must address a NuBusni card directly. For example, you need to use the Slot Manager if 
you are writing a driver for a video card , but not if you only want to display information on a 
screen for which a device driver already exists. If you do have to use the Slot Manager, read 
this chapter lo see if any of the functions added to the Slot Manager by system software 
version 7 .0 are of use to you. 

There are two variations of the system software version 7.0 Slot Manager: vers ion 1 and 
version 2. Version I of the Slot Manager is supplied wi th the version 7.0 System fi le on 
disk for use wilh Macintosh® II-family computers that were designed and built before 
system software version 7.0 was available. Version 2 is included in the ROM of newer 
Macintosh II- family computers. 

The Slot Manager poll s the NuBus cards in the system and initializes the cards before patches 
to the Operating System are loaded from disk. Version 1 of the 7.0 Slot Manager polls all 
NuBus cards again in case any cards that must be addressed in 32-bit mode were not recog
nized by the older Slot Manager. It is not necessary for version 2 of the Slot Manager to poll 
the NuBus cards a second time. Both versions of the Slot Manager reinitiali ze all NuBus 
cards after RAM patches have been loaded, in case any card require RAM patches to be 
available before the card is used. Other than this difference in initiali zation sequence, the two 
versions of the Slot Manager are identical. 

You can use the SVersion function, descri bed in this chapter, to determine whether the 
system software version 7.0 Slot Manager is available and, if it is available, whether it is 
version 1 or version 2. You cannot use the other routines described in this chapter if the 
system software version 7.0 Slot Manager is not available. 

Once the sy tern software version 7.0 Slot Manager has been loaded into memory, the Slot 
Manager no longer executes the InitSOeclMgr, SlnitSRsrcTablc, SlnitPRAMRecs, and 
SPrimarylnit functions. Because these functions are used for card inilialization and all 
initialization is handled by the Operating System, the availabil ity of these functions should 
nol affect your program. See "Card Initiali zation" later in this chapter for more information 
about the initiali zation of Nu Bus cards by the Slot Manager. 

lf you are wri ting a device driver, you need the book Designing Cards and Drivers for the 
Macintosh Fa111 ily, second edition. You will also find useful infonnation in the chapters on 
the Device Manager in Volumes IT, IV, and V of Inside Macintosh. 
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ABOUT THE SLOT MANAGER 

The Slot Manager provided with system software version 7.0 addresses NuBus cards in 32-bit 
mode to ensure that the Operating System recognizes all NuBus cards. It also performs card 
initiali zation in a fash ion different from that used by older versions of the Slot Manager to 
ensure that all NuBus cards-including those that must be addressed in 32-bit mode-are 
initialized correctly. 

Several new routines have been added to the Slot Manager. You can use the new Slot 
Manager routines to 

• determine which version of the Slot Manager is available 

• determine what sResource data structures are available 

• get information about an sResource data structure, whether or not the sResource data 
structure is enabled 

• get in formation about all sResource data structures that match the type of a specific 
sRcsource data structure 

• enable and disable sResource data structures 

• restore an sResource data structure that has been deleted from the Slot Resource Table 

Note: An sResource data structure is sometimes ref erred to as a slot resource. Note, 
however, that a slot resource is a data structure in the firmware of a NuBus card and 
not a type of Macintosh resource. The structure and content of an sResource data 
structure are described in detail in Designing Cards a11d Drivers.for !he Maci111osh 
Family, second edition. 

All of the Slot Manager routines use a data structure called the Slot Manager parameter block 
to exchange information with the Slot Manager. The Slot Manager parameter block has been 
modified to add a nag field that is used by two new Slot Manager rou tines: SGetSRsrc and 
SGetTypeSRsrc. These routines search for sResource data structures. 

CARD INITIALIZATION 

When the user starts up a Macintosh JI-famil y computer, the Slot Manager in ROM searches 
each slot for a declaration ROM. It iden tifies all of the sResource data su·uctures in each 
declaration ROM and creates a table-the Slot Resource Table- th at lists all of the 
sResource data structures cu1Tently available to the system. The Slot Manager then initializes 
the parameter RAM bytes reserved for each slot and executes the initiali zation code in the 
Primarylnit record in the declaration ROM of each Nu Bus card . 
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The Slot Manager in the ROM of early Macintosh II computers (revision A of the ROM) can 
address NuBus cards only in 24-bit mode and can search for declaration ROMs only in the 
I -megabyte (MB) slot space for each slot-that is, in addresses $Fsxx xxxx, wheres is the 
slot number. Because some NuBus cards have a declaration ROM that must be addressed 
with 32-bit addresses, not all NuBus cards can be addressed or even located by the Slot 
Manager in ROM revision A. The Slot Manager released with system software version 7.0 
remedies this problem. 

There are two versions of the Slot Manager that address NuBus cards in 32-bit mode: 
version I and version 2 (see "Determining the Version of the Slot Manager" later in this 
chapter). When version 1 of the Slot Manager is loaded into memory, it conducts a second 
search for declaration ROMs, thi s time addressing all of the slots in 32-bit mode. If it fi nds 
any new NuBus cards, the Slot Manager adds their sResource data structures to the Slot 
Resource Table and executes the code in the Primarylnit records on those cards. Version 2 
of the Slot Manager conducts only one search for declaration RO Ms-before RAM patches 
are loaded into memory- and it executes Primarylnit records at that time. 

After RAM patches to the Operating System have been loaded from disk, either variant of the 
system software version 7.0 Slot Manager executes the code in any Secondarylnit records it 
finds in any of the declaration RO Ms. It does not 

• reexecute any Primarylnit records that were executed by the ROM-based Slot Manager 

• reinitialize the parameter RAM values that were initialized by the ROM-based 
Slot Manager 

• restore any sResource data structures that were loaded by the ROM-based Slot Manager 
and subsequently deleted by the Primarylnit code 

The Slot Manager executes the code in Primarylnit records with interrupts disabled before 
Operating System patches have been loaded into RAM, but it executes Secondarylnit records 
with interrupts enabled after system patches have been loaded. 

A Secondarylnit record has the same format as a Primarylnit record. To include a Secondarylnit 
record in your declaration ROM, you must include a Secondarylnit field- a field with an identi
fication (ID) number of 38-in the Board sResource data structure. (The Board sResource data 
structure is a type of sResource data structure that must be present in the firmware of every 
NuBus card that communicates with the computer. The format of a Primarylnit record and the 
Board sResource data structure are described in Designing Cards and Drivers for the Macintosh 
Family, second edition.) 

The system software version 7.0 Slot Manager allows you to disable a card temporarily until 
the Secondarylnit record is executed. The Secondarylnit record can then enable the card and 
complete initialization. You can use this feature, for example, to ensure that a card that requires 
Color QuickDrawn.1 is not used until after Color Quick.Draw has been loaded into memory. 
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USING THE SLOT MANAGER 

The Slot Manager released with system software version 7.0 allows you to do four things 
you couldn ' t do before: 

• You can temporarily disable and then reenable a NuBus card. 

• You can enable and disable sResource data structures. 

• You can search for disabled sResource data structures. 

• You can restore an sResource data su·ucture that was deleted from the Slot 
Resource Table. 

This section describes how to do each of these things and provides some sample code to 
illustrate how to do them. 

Enabling and Disabling NuBus Cards 

If your NuBus card must be addressed in 32-bit mode or requires that RAM-based system 
software patches be loaded into memory before the card is initialized, you can use the code in 
the Primarylnit record to disable the card temporarily and the code in the Secondarylnit record 
to reenable it. To determine whether the system software version 7 .0 (or later) Slot Manager 
is present and. if present, whether it is the RAM-based version (version 1) or the ROM-based 
version (version 2), use the SVersion function described in "Detennining the Version of the 
Slot Manager" later in this chapter. If version 2 of the Slot Manager is present, you can 
assume that the Slot Manager operates in 32-bit mode. However, if you want to be sure that 
all RAM patches to the Operating System have been loaded before your card is used, you can 
still use the method described here to d isable your NuBus card temporari ly. 

To disable a Nu Bus card temporarily, the initialization routine in your Primarylnit record 
should return in the seStatus field of the SEBlock data structure an error code with a value in 
the range svTempDisable ($8000) through svDisabled ($8080). The Slot Manager places this 
error code in the silnitStatusV fi eld of the slnfo record that the Slot Manager maintains for 
that slot, and it places the fatal error smlnitStatVErr (-3 15) in the silnitStatusA fi eld of the 
sinfo record. The card and its sResource data structures are then unavailable fo r use by the 
Operating System. 

After the Operating System loads RAM patches, the system software version 7.0 Slot 
Manager checks the value of the silnitStatusA field. ff this value is greater than or equal 
to 0, indicating no error, the Slot Manager executes the Secondarylni t code in the declaration 
ROM of the NuBus card. If the value in the silnitStatusA field is smlnitStatVErr, the Slot 
Manager checks the silnitStatusV fi eld. If the value of the silnitStatusV fi eld is in the range 
svTempDisable through svDisabled, the Slot Manager clears the silnitStatusA field to 0 
and runs the Secondarylnit code . In other words, the version 7.0 Slot Manager runs the 
Secondary In it code if the Primarylnit code returns no error or returns an error in the range 
svTempDisable through svDisabled. If the Primarylnit code returns any other result code less 
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than 0 (that is, any other fatal effor), the NuBus card remains disabled and the Slot Manager 
does not run the Secondarylnit code. The sExec parameter block and the sinfo record are 
described in the Slot Manager chapter in Volume V. 

For examples of Primarylnit and Secondarylnit records that test for the presence of the 
version 7.0 Slot Manager and act accordingly, see Designing Cards and Drivers.for the 
Macintosh Family, second edition. 

Enabling and Disabling SResource Data Structures 

Under certain circumstances, you might want to di sable an sResource data structure while it 
remains listed in the Slot Resource Table. For example, a NuBus card might provide several 
modes of operation, only one of which can be active at a given time. Your application might 
want to disable the sResource data structures associated with all but the active mode, but still 
list all available modes in a menu. When the user selects a new mode, your application can 
then disable the currently active sResource data structure and enable the one the user selected. 

You use the SetSRsrcState function to enable or disable an sResource data structure. Listing 
30-1 disables the sResource data structure in slot $0A with an ID of 128 and enables the 
sResource data structure in the same slot with an ID of 131. 

Listing 30-1. Disabling and enabling sResource data structures 

VAR 
mySp Bl k : SpBloc k ; 
myErr : OSErr ; 

BEGIN 
{Set r equ ired values i n parameter block . } 

WITH mySp Blk DO 
BEGIN 

spParamData : = l ; 
spSlot : = $0A ; 

{disable} 
{slot number} 
{sResource ID} spID : = 128 ; 

spEx tDev : = O; {ID of the external device} 
END ; 
my Er r : = SetSRsrcState(@mySpBlk) ; 
I F myErr <> noErr THEN DoError (myErr) ; 

WITH mySpBlk DO 
BEGIN 

spParamData : = O; 
spSlot : = $0a ; 

{enable} 
{slot number} 
{sResource ID} spID : = 131 ; 

spExtDev : = O; {ID of the external device} 
END ; 
myEr r : = SetSRsrcSt ate(@mySpBlk) ; 
IF myEr r <> noErr THEN DoError (myErr) ; 

END ; 
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Searching for Disabled SResource Data Structures 

Whereas the Slot Manager routines described in Volume V act onl y on enabled sResource 
data structures, you can use system software version 7.0 Slot Manager routines to search for 
both enabled and disabled sResource data structures . The system software version 7 .0 Slot 
Manager also allows you to specify whether the search should be for the specified sResource 
data structure or the next sResource data structure and whether the search should include 
only the specified slot or should include the specified slot plus all slots with higher numbers. 
In addition, you can specify the type of the sResource data structure for which you want to 
search; then the Slot Manager ignores all sResource data structures that do not match the 
specified type. 

Table 30-1 summarizes the Slot Manager search routines and the options available for each. 

Table 30-1. Slot Manager search routines 

State of 
sResources it 

Function searches for 

SNextSRsrc Enabled only 

SGetSRsrc* Your choice of 
enabled only or 
both enabled and 
disabled 

SNextTypeSRsrc Enabled only 

Slots it 
searches 

Specified slot 
and higher slots 

Your choice of 
one slot only or 
specified slot and 
higher slots 

Specified slot 
and higher slots 

Which 
sResource it 
searches fo r 

Next sResource 
only 

Your choice of 
specified 
sResource or 
next sResource 

Next sResource 
only 

SGetTypeSRsrc* Your choice of Your choice of Next sResource 
enabled only or one slot only or only 
both enabled and specified slot and 
disabled higher slots 

* Available only with system software version 7.0 Slot Manager 

Type of 
sResource it 
searches for 

Any type 

Any type 

Specified type 
only 

Specified type 
only 

Listing 30-2 shows how to search all slots for all sResource data structures with a spec ific 
value in the Category and cType fi elds, whether enabled or disabled. The Slot Manager 
ignores the DrvrSW and DrvrHW fields of the resource type. 

Restoring Deleted SResource Data Structures 

Some NuBus cards have sResource data structures to support a variety of combinations of 
system configurations or modes. The Slot Manager loads all of the sResource data structures 
during system initialization, and then the Primarylnit code in the declaration ROM deletes 
from the Slot Resource Table any sResource data structures that are not appropriate for the 
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Listing 30-2. Searching for sResource data structures 

VAR 
mySpBlk : SpBlock ; 
myErr : OSErr ; 

BEGIN 
{Set required values in parameter block . } 

WITH mySpBlk DO 
BEGIN 

spParamData : = l ; {fAll flag set to 1 to include } 
{ disabled resources ; fOneslot } 
{ f lag set to 0 to search specified 
{ slot plus higher-numbered slots} 

spCategory : = catDi s play ; {Category field of sRsrcType } 
{ e nt ry in sResource} 

spCType : = typeVideo ; {cType field of sRsrcType entry in 
{ s Resource} 

spDrvrSW : = O; {Dr vrSW field of sRsrcType entry in } 
{ sResource ; this field i s not } 
{ b e ing matched} 

spDrvrHW . - O; {DrvrHW field of sRsrcType entry in 
{ sResource ; this field is not } 
{ being matched} 

spTBMask : = 3 ; {match only spCategory and spcType 
{ fields} 

spSlot : = O; {start search from here} 
spID : = 128 ; {start search from here} 
spExtDev . - O; 

END ; 
my Err : = 0 ; 

WHILE myErr = noErr DO 
BEGIN 

{ID of the external device} 

{loop to search sResources} 

myErr : = SGetTy peSRsrc(@my SpBlk}; 
MysRsrcProc(mySpBlk} ; {your routine to process results} 

END ; 
IF myErr <> s mNoMoresRs rcs THEN DoError(myErr} ; 

END; 

system as configured. The system software version 7.0 Slot Manager gives you the option 
of reinstalling a deleted sResource data structure if, for example, the user changes the sys
tem configuration or selects a different mode of operation. The SDeleteSRTRec function, 
described in the Slot Manager chapter in Volume V, deletes sResource data structures; the 
InsertSRTRec function reinstalls them. 

Because none of the Slot Manager functions can search for sResource data structu res that 
have been deleted from the Slot Resource Table, you must keep a record of all sResource 
data structures that you have deleted so that you wi ll have the appropriate parameter values 
avai lable if you want to reinstall one. 
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When you reinstall an sResource data structure, you can also update the dCtlDevBase field in 
the device dri ver's Device Control En try (DCE) data structure . The dCtlDevBase field holds 
the address of the sResource data structure that is used by that device driver. For a video 
d1iver, for example, the dCtlDevBase field might contain the address of the frame buffer. Use 
the InsertSRTRec function to update the dCtlDevBase field . See the Device Manager chapter. 
of Volumes TT and V for a definition or the DCE data structure. 

SLOT MANAGER ROUTINES 

This section describes the new Slot Manager routines. All Slot Manager routines take one 
parameter: a pointer to a Slot Manager parameter block. Each routine description includes a 
list of the fields affected by that routine. Each field in the list is preceded by an an-ow that 
indicates how the fi eld is u ed. 

Arrow Meaning 

You provide the value of the parameter as input to the Slot Manager. 

The S lot Manager returns the value of the parameter after the fu nction has 
completed execution. 

You provide a value for the parameter, and the Slot Manager returns 
another value. 

For a general description of the parameter block, see the fo llowing section, "The Slot 
Manager Parameter Block." 

You can use the sVersion function, described in "Determining the Version of the Slot Manager" 
to determine the version of the S lot Manager available to your program. The routines described 
in "Getting Information About SResource Data Structures" replace or supplement three of the 
Slot Manager routines described in the Slot Manager chapter in Volume V. These routines can 
be used by applications as well as by dev ice drivers. You can use the routines described in 
"Enabling, Disabling, or Restoring SResource Data Structures." to enable or disable sResource 
data structures, or to restore sResource data structures deleted from the Slot Resource Table. 
These routines are intended primarily for use by device dri vers. 

30-10 

Assembly-language note: You can use an assembly-language macro to 
call each of the Slo t Manager routines. The assembly-language macro for a 
routine has the same name as the Pascal routine, except that the name is 
preceded by an underscore. However, these macros do not directly invoke 
the trap mechanism. Instead , each of these macros places a routine selector in 
the DO register and calls the trap macro _S lotManager. The routine selectors 
for the new Slot Manager routines are shown in ·'Assembly-Language 
Information" in the summary at the end of this chapter. 

Place a pointer to the Slot Manager parameter block in the AO register when 
you call each S lot Manager routine in assembly language. Each routine returns 
with the status result in the low-order word of the DO register. 

Slot Manager Routines 
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The Slot Manager Parameter Block 

The spParamData field replaces the spStackPtr field in the parameter block used by all Slot 
Manager routines. (The spStackPtr field was not used by any Slot Manager routines.) For 
your convenience, the entire parameter block is listed here, with a brief description of each 
field. Each Slot Manager routine uses only a subset of these fields. See the routine 
descriptions fo r a list of the fields used with each routine. 

TYPE SpBlock = 
PACKED RECORD 

spResulc : 
spsPoincer : 
spSize : 
spOffsetData : 

spIOFile Name : 
spsExecPBlk : 
spParamData : 
spMisc : 
spReserved : 
spIOReserved : 
spRefNum : 
spCatego r y : 
spCType : 
spDrvrSW : 
spDrvrHW : 
spTBMask : 
spSloc : 
spID : 
spExtDev : 
spHwDev : 
spByteLanes : 

spFlags : 
spKey : 

END ; 

Longinc ; 
Ptr ; 
Longinc ; 
Longint ; 

Ptr ; 
Ptr ; 
Longinc ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
I nteger ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
SignedByte ; 
SignedByte ; 
SignedByte ; 
SignedByte ; 
SignedByte ; 
SignedByte ; 

SignedByte ; 
SignedByte 

{result} 
{structure pointer} 
{size of scructure} 
{offset/data field returned 
{ by SOffsetData function} 
{reserved for Slot Manager} 
{pointer to SEBlock data structure} 
{flags} 
{reserved for Slot Manager} 
{reserved} 
{reserved for Slot Manager} 
{Slot Resource Table ref number} 
{sRsrc_Type : Category field} 
{sRsrc_Type : cType field} 
{~Rsrc_Type : DrvrSW field } 
{sRsrc_Type : DrvrHW field} 
{type bit mask} 
{slot number} 
{ID of the sResource } 
{ID of the external device} 
{ID of the hardware device} 
{byte lanes from card ROM } 
{ format block} 
{reserved for Slot Manager} 
{reserved for Slot Manager} 

Field descriptions 

spResull 

spsPointer 

spSize 

spOffsetData 

spIOFileName 

A general-purpose field used to contain the results returned by several 
different routines. 

A pointer to a data structure. This field can point to an sResource data 
structure, a data block, or the declaration ROM of a NuBus card, 
depending on the routine being executed. 

The size of a data block. 

The contents of the offset/data portion of a field in an sResource data 
structure. This parameter is returned by the SOffsetData function. 

Reserved for use by Apple Computer, Inc. 
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spsExecPBlk 

spParamData 

spMisc 

spReserved 

spIOReserved 

spRefNum 

spCategory 

spCType 

spDrvrSW 

spDrvrHW 

spTBMask 

A pointer to an SEBlock data structure. This fie ld is used onl y by the 
SExec function. 

A lono word that indicates whether an sResource data structure is enabled 
or di s~bled (if 0, the sResource data structure is enabled; if 1, it is 
disabled) or that sets the values of one or more of the following flags: 

Bit Flag 

O FAii 

fOneslot 

2 fNext 

3-3 1 Reserved 

Meaning 

If I , include disabled sResource data structures 
in the search; if 0, ignore disabled sResource 
data structures. 

If 1, restrict search to the slot specified in the 
spSlot field of the parameter block; if 0, search 
the specified slot plus al l slots with higher 
numbers than the spec ified slot. 

If 1, search for the sResource data structure that 
follows the one specified by the spSlot, sp rD, 
and spExtDev fields or the parameter block; if 0, 
search for the sResource data structure specified 
by these fields. 

Reserved for future use. These bits must be 
cleared to 0. 

Reserved for use by the Slot Manager. 

Reserved for future use. 

Reserved for use by the Slot Manager. 

Device-driver reference number assigned by the Device Manager. 

Same as the Category field of the sRsrcType entry in the sResource data 
structure you specify. 

Same as the cType field of the sRsrcType entry in the sResource data 
structure you specify. 

Same as the DrvrSW field of the sRsrcType entry in the sResource data 
structure you specify. 

Same as the DrvrHW field of the sRsrcType entry in the sResource data 
structure you spec ify. 

A byte that allows you to specify which fields of the sRsrcType entry in 
the sResource data structure should not be used by the SNextTypeSRsrc 
or SGetTypeSRsrc function. Set a bit to I to mask a fi eld. 

Bit Field masked 

0 DrvrHW 

DrvrSW 

2 cType 

3 Category 
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spID 

spExtDev 

spHwDev 

spByteLanes 

spFlags 

spKey 

The Slot Manager 

The number of the slot containing the NuBus card you wish to address. 

The sResource identification number from the sResource directory. 

An extemaJ-device identification number. If a NuBus card contains 
more than one device, the card can use this number to distinguish 
between the devices. 

The hardware-device identification number from the sRsrc HWDevld 
field of the sResource data structure. -

The NuBus byte lanes the Slot Manager is to use when communi
cating with the NuBus card's declaration ROM. You can read the 
byte-lane setting for a NuBus card from the card's format block. 
The SReadFHeader function returns a card's format block. 

Reserved for use by the Slot Manager. 

Reserved for use by Apple. 

Determining the Version of the Slot Manager 

You can use the SVersion function to determine which version of the Slot Manager is in use 
by the Operating System. 

FUNCTION SVersion (spBlkPtr : SpBlockPtr) 

Parameter block 

00 
04 

spResult 

spsPointer 

long 

long 

OSErr ; 

Slot Manager version number 

pointer to additional information 

The SVersion function returns the version number of the Slot Manager in the spResult field. 
The system software version 7.0 Slot Manager returns version number I for a RAM-based 
Slot Manager and version number 2 for a ROM-based SJot Manager. Older versions of 
the Slot Manager do not recognize the SVersion function and return the nonfatal error 
smSelOOBErr. The SVersion function returns a pointer to additional in formation, if any, in 
the spsPointer field. 

Result codes 
no Err 
smSeIOOBErr 

0 
-338 

No error 
Selector out of bounds; function not implemented 

Getting Information About SResource Data Structures 

The Slot Manager routines described in the Slot Manager chapter of Volume Y ignore any 
di sabled sResource data structures. However, there are times when you might want to know 
what sResource data structures are available even if they are disabled and cannot be used. The 
routines in this section perform the same tasks as routines described in Volume V, except that 
the new routines give you the option of including disabled sResource data structures. 
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FUNCTION SGetSRsrc (spBlkPtr : SpBlockPt r) OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

~ 04 spsPointer long pointer to the sResource 

H 24 spParamData long input: fAll , fOneslot, !Next flags 
output: sResource enabled or disabled 

~ 38 spRefNum word Slot Resource Table reference number 

~ 40 spCategory word Category field of sRsrcType entry 
in sResource 

42 spCType word cType field of sRsrcType entry in 
sResource 

44 spDrvrSW word DrvrSW field of sRsrcType entry in 
sResource 

46 spDrvrHW word DrvrHW field of sRsrcType entry 
in sResource 

H 49 spSlot byte slot number 

H 50 spID byte ID of the sResource 

H 51 spExtDev byte ID of the external device 

~ 52 spHwDev byte ID of the hardware device 

When you specify an sResource data structure, the SGetSRsrc function returns information 
about that sResource data structure, the next sResource data structure in the same slot, or the 
next sResource data structure in any higher-numbered slot. It performs the same function as 
the SNextSRsrc function described in the Slot Manager chapter of Volume V, except that for 
the SGetSRsrc function, you set the fAll, fOneslot, and tNext flags to specify which type of 
search the function is to perform. 

You specify an sResource data structure with the spSlot, spID, and spExtDev fields. You 
must also set bits 0, 1, and 2 of the spParamData field as follows: 

• Set the fAll flag (bit 0) to search both enabled and disabled sResource data structures. 

• Clear the f All flag to search only enabled sResource data structures. 

• Set the fOneslot flag (bit 1) to search only the specified slot. 

• Clear the fOneslot flag to search all slots. 

• Set the tNext flag (bit 2) to search for the sResource data structure that follows the 
specified sResource data structure. 

• Clear the fNext flag to return data about the sResource data structure that you specified. 

The SGetSRsrc function returns new values in the spSlot, spID, and spExtDev fields speci
fying the sResource data structure that it found, and it returns in the spsPointer field a pointer 
to the sResource data structure. If you cleared the fNext fl ag to 0, then the spSlot, spID, and 
spExtDev fields return the same values that you specified when you called the function . The 
SGetSRsrc function also returns information about the sResource data structure in the 
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spRefNum, spCategory, spCType, spDrvrSW, spDrvrHW, and spHwDev fields. In 
addition, the function returns 0 in the spParamData field if the sResource data structure is 
enabled or 1 if it is disabled. 

Result codes 
no Err 0 

- 344 
No error 

smN oMoresRsrcs Specified sResource data structure not found 

FUNCTION SGetTypeSRsrc ( spBlkPtr : SpB l o ckPtr ) : OSErr; 

Parameter block 

04 
24 

38 

40 

42 

44 

46 

48 
49 
50 

51 

52 

spsPointer 

spParamData 

spRefNum 

spCategory 

spCType 

spDrvrSW 

spDrvrHW 

spTBMask 

spSlot 

spill 

spExtDev 

spHwDev 

long 

long 

word 

word 

word 

word 

word 

byte 

byte 

byte 

byte 

byte 

pointer to the sResource 

input: fAll, fOneslot flags 
output: sResource enabled or disabled 

Slot Resource Table reference number 

Category field of sRsrcType entry 
in sResource 

cType field of sRsrcType entry in 
sResource 

DrvrSW field of sRsrcType entry in 
sResource 

DrvrHW field of sRsrcType entry 
in sResource 

type bit mask 

slot number 

ID of the sResource 

ID of the external device 

ID of the hardware device 

When you specify an sResource data structure and specify which resource-type fields to 
match, the SGetTypeSRsrc function returns information either about the next sResource data 
structure of the matching type it finds in the same slot or about the next sResource data struc
ture of the matching type it fi nds in any higher-numbered slot. It perfonns the same function 
as the SNextTypeSRsrc function described in Volume V, except that for the SGetTypeSRsrc 
function, you set the fAll and fOneslot flags to specify which type of search the function is 
to perform. 

You specify an sResource data structure with the spSlot, splD, and spExtDev fields. You 
must also use the spTBMask field to specify which fields of the sRsrcType entry in the 
sResource data structure should not be included in the search, as follows: 

• Set bit 0 to ignore the DrvrHW field. 

• Set bit J to ignore the DrvrSW field. 

• Set bit 2 to ignore the cType field. 

• Set bit 3 to ignore the Category field. 
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In addition, you must clear the fAl l flag of the spParamData field (bit 0) to 0 to search .only 
enabled sResource data structures or set the fAll flag to I to search both enabled and disabled 
sResource data structures. Set the fOnes lot flag (bit 1) to 1 to search only the specified slot or 
clear it to 0 to search all slots. 

The SGetTypeSRsrc function returns new values in the spSlot, spill, and spExtDev 
fields specifying the sResource data structure that it found, and it returns in the spsPointer field 
a pointer to the sResource data structure. The SGetTypeSRsrc function also returns information 
about the sResource data structure in the spRefNum, spCategory, spCType, spDrvrSW, 
spDrvrHW, and spHwDev fields. In addition, the function returns 0 in the spPararnData fi eld 
if the sResource data structure is enabled or 1 if it is disabled. 

Result codes 
noEIT 
smNoMoresRsrcs 

0 
-344 

No error 
Specified sResource data structure not found 

Enabling, Disabling, or Restoring SResource Data Structures 

The routines in this section are primarily for use by device drivers. The first routine enables 
and disables sResource data structures. The second routine restores sResGurce data structures 
that have been deleted from the Slot Resource Table. 

FUNCTION SetSRsrcState (spBlkPtr : SpBlockPtr) OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

---7 24 spParamData long enable or disable the sResource 

---7 49 spSlot byte slo t number 

---7 50 spill byte ID of the sResource 

---7 5 1 spExtDev byte ID of the external device 

The SetSRsrcState function enables or disables an sResource data structure. An enabled 
sResource data structure ·can be used by the Operating System and is recognized by all 
Slot Manager routines. A disabled sResource data structure is recogni zed only by the 
SGetSRsrc and SGetTypeSRsrc functions, and then only if you set the fA ll flag of the 
spPararnData field. 

You specify an sResource data structure with the spSlot, spill, and spExtDev fields and use 
the spPararnData field to specify whether the sResource data structure should be enabled 
or disabled. Set spParamData to 0 to enable the sResource data structure or to I to disable the 
sResource data structure. 

Result codes 
no Err 
smNoMoresRsrcs 

0 
-344 
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FUNCTION InsertSRTRec (spBlkPtr : SpBlockPtr) OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

~ 04 spsPointer long NIL 

~ 24 spPararnData long fl ags 

~ 38 spRefNum word Slot Resource Table reference 
number 

~ 49 spSlot byte slot number 

~ so splD byte lD of the s Resource 

~ 51 spExtDev byte ID of the external device 

The lnsertSRTRec function adds an sResource data structure to the Slot Resource Table. 
You can use the function to restore an sResource data structure that was deleted from the 
Slot Resource Table with the SDeleteSRTRec functi on, described in Volume V. For example, 
if the user makes a selection in the Monitors control panel that requires your video card to 
switch to a new sResource data structure that was deleted by the Primarylnit code, you can 
use the InsertSRTRec function to restore that sResource data structure. 

You specify an sResource data structure with the spSlo t, splD, and spExtDev fields. You 
must set the spsPointer to all zeros. Set the spParamData fi eld to l to disable the restored 
sResource data structure or to 0 to enable it. 

If you place a valid device-dri ver reference number in the spRefNum field, then the Slot 
Manager updates the dCtlDevBase field in that device d ri ver's DCE data structure (that is, 
in the DCE that has that device-driver reference number in the dCtlRefNum field). The 
dCtlDevBase field contains the base address of the memory buffer for data provided by 
the sResource data structure that is used by that device driver. The Slo t Manager calculates 
this address by using bit 2 (the f32BitMode fl ag) of the sRsrc_ Flags field of the sResource 
data structure and the MinorBaseOS or MajorBaseOS field of the s Resource data structure. 
T able 30-2 shows how the Slo t Manager determines what format to use for this address. 

The DCE data structure is described in the Device Manager chapters of Volumes II and V. 
The sResource data structure is described in Designing Cards and Drivers.for the Macintosh 
Family, second edition. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFullErr 
smUnExBusE1T 
smBadRefld 
smBadsList 

s m ReservedE rr 
smSlotOOBErr 
smNoMoresRsrcs 
smBadsPtrE1T 
sm B yt~LanesErr 

0 
- 108 
-308 
-330 
-33 1 

- 332 
- 337 
- 344 
-346 
-347 

No error 
Not enough room in heap 
Unexpected bus error 
Reference ID not found in list 
Bad sResource structure : Id I < Id2 < Id3 ... 
format is not followed 
Reserved fie ld not 0 
Slot number out of bounds 
Specified sResource data structure no t found 
Bad pointer was passed to sCalcSPointer function 
ByteLanes fie ld in card's format block was determined 
to be 0 
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Table 30-2. How the Slot Manager determines the base address used by 
an sResource data structure 

Address Address 
sRsrc_Flags MinorBaseOS MajorBaseOS format type 

Field missing $xxxxx Any or none $Fssx xxxx l MB address 
space; can be 
used in either 
24-bit or 32-bit 
mode 

Field missing None $xxxxxx $sxxx xxxx Superslot space 

Bit 2 is 0 $xxxxx Any or none $Fssx xxxx I MB slot space 

Bit 2 is 0 None $xxxxxx $sxxx xxxx Superslot space 

Bit 2 is I $xxxxxx Any or none $Fsxx xxxx Standard slot 
space (32-bit 
minor base 
address) 

Bit 2 is 1 None $xxxxxxx $sxxx xxxx Superslot space 
(32-bit major 
base address) 

Note: In a hexadecimal number in thi s table, x is any value and s is a slot number. 
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SUMMARY OF THE SLOT MANAGER 

Constants 

CONST svDisabled 

svTempDisable 

Data Types 

TYPE SpBlock = 
PACKED RECORD 

spResult : 
spsPointer : 
spSize : 
spOffsetData : 

spIOFileName : 
spsExecPBlk : 
spParamData : 
spMisc : 
spReserved : 
spIOReserved : 
spRefNum : 
spCatego ry : 
spCType : 
spDrvrSW : 
spDrv:::-HW : 
spTBMask : 
spSlot : 
spID : 
spExt:Jev : 
spHwDev : 
spByteLanes : 

spFlags : 
spKey : 

END ; 

$8080 ; {top of range of error codes to disable 
{ a NuBus card} 

$8000 ; {start of range of error codes to } 
{ disable a NuBus card} 

Longint ; 
Ptr ; 
Longin t ; 
Longint ; 

Ptr ; 
Ptr ; 
Longint ; 
Longint: ; 
Longint ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
In teger ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
SignedByte ; 
SignedByte ; 
SignedByte ; 
SignedByte ; 
SignedByte ; 
SignedByte ; 

SignedByte ; 
SignedByte 

{result} 
{structure pointer} 
{size of structure} 
{offset/data f i eld returned 
{ by SOffsetData function} 
{reserved for Slot Manager} 
{pointer to SEBlock data structure} 
{flags} 
{reserved for Slot Manager} 
{reserved} 
{reserved for Slot Manager} 
{Slot Resource Table ref number} 
{sRsrc_Type : Category field} 
{sRsrc_Type : cType field } 
{sRsrc_Type : DrvrSW field} 
{sRsrc_Type : DrvrHW field} 
{type bit mask} 
{slot number} 
{ID of the sResource} 
{ID of the external device} 
{ID of the hardware device} 
{byte lanes from card ROM } 
{ format block} 
{reserved for Slot Manager} 
{reserved for Slot Manager} 

SpBlockPtr "SpBlock ; 
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Routines 

Determining the Version of the Slot Manager 

FUNCTION SVersion (spBlkPtr : SpBlockPtr) : OSErr ; 

Getting Information About SResource Data Structures 

FUNCTION SGetSRsrc 

FUNCTI ON SGetTypeSRsrc 

(spBl~Ptr : SpBlockPtr} 

(spBlkPtr : SpBlockPtr) 

OSErr ; 

OSErr ; 

Enabling, Disabling, or Restoring SResource Data Structures 

FUNCTION SetSRsrcState 

FUNCTION InsertSRTRec 

Result Codes 

no Err 
memFullErr 
smUnExB usErr 
smBadRelTd 
smBadsList 

smReservedE rr 
smSlotOOBErr 
smSelOOBErr 
smNoMoresRsrcs 
smBadsPtrErr 
smB yteLanesErr 

0 
- 108 
-308 
-330 
-33 1 

-332 
- 337 
-338 
- 344 
-346 
-347 

(spBlkPtr : SpBlockPtr} 

(spBlkPtr : SpBlockPtr} 

No error 
Not enough room in heap 
Unexpected bus error 
Reference ID not found in list 

OSErr ; 

OSErr ; 

Bad sResource structure: lei 1 < Id2 < Id3 ... 
format is not followed 
Reserved field not 0 
Slot number out of bounds 
Selector out of bounds; function not implemented 
Specified sResource data structure not found 
Bad pointer was passed to sCalcSPointer Function 
ByteLanes fi eld in card 's format block was determined 
to be 0 
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Assembly-Language Information 

Slot Manager Parameter Block 

00 
04 
08 
12 
16 
20 
24 
28 
32 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 

spResult 
spsPointer 
spSize 
spOffsetData 
splOFileName 
spsExecPB lk 
spParamData 
spMisc 
spReserved 
spIOReserved 
spRefNum 
spCategory 
spCType 
spDrvrSW 
spDrvrHW 
spTBMask 
spSlot 
spID 
spExtDev 
spHwDev 
spByteLanes 
spFlags 
spKey 

long 
long 
long 
long 
long 
long 
Jong 
Jong 
long 
word 
word 
word 
word 
word 
word 
byte 
byte 
byte 
byte 
byte 
byte 
byte 
byte 

result 
address of structure 
size of structure 
offset/data field 
reserved for Slot Manager 
address of SEBlock data structure 
flags 
reserved for Slot Manager 
reserved for future expansion 
reserved for Slot Manager 
Slot Resource Table reference number 
Category field of sRsrcType entry in sResource 
cType field of sRsrcType entry in sResource 
DrvrSW fi eld of sRsrcType entry in sResource 
DrvrHW field of sRsrcType entry in sResource 
type bit mask 
slot number 
ID of the sResource 
ID of the external device 
ID of the hardware device 
byte lanes from card ROM format block 
reserved for Slot Manager 
reserved for Slot Manager 

Trap Macros Requiring Routine Selectors 

_SlotManager 

Selector 

$08 
$09 
$0A 
$OB 
$0C 

Routine 

sVersion 
sSetsRsrcState 
slnsertSRTRec 
sGetsRsrc 
sGetTypesRsrc 
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ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

The Power Manager, provided on ly in the firmware of the Macintosh® Portable computer, 
controls power to Lhe internal hardware devices of the Macintosh Portable in order to conserve 
power whenever the computer is not in use . The MacinLosh Portable operates only with system 
software version 6.0.4 and later versions. 

The Macintosh Portable computer operates from a builL-in banery that can be charged from 
a voltage converter plugged into an electric socket. The Macintosh Portable has no power 

switch; instead, it contains firmware and hardware that can put the computer into two 
low-power-consumption slates, the idle state and the sleep state. 

In the idle state, Lhe Power Manager firmware slows the computer from its normal 
16-megahertz (MHz) clock speed to a I MHz c lock speed. The Power Manager puts 
the Macintosh Portable in the idle state when the system has been inactive for 15 seconds. 
When the Macintosh Po11able has been inactive for an additional period of time (the user 
can set the length of this period), the Power Manager and the various device drivers 
shut off power or remove clocks from the computer's various subsystems, including 
the CPU, RAM , ROM, and 1/0 ports. This condition is known as the sleep state. 

No data is lost from RAM when the Macintosh Po1table is in the sleep state. Most applica
tions can be interrupted by the idle and sleep states without any adverse effects. When the 
user resumes use of the computer (by pressing a key, for example), most of the applications 
that were running before the Macintosh Portable entered the sleep state are still loaded in 
memory and resume running as if nothing had happened. If your application cannot tolerate 
the sleep state, you can add an entry to an operating-system queue called the sleep queue. The 
Power Manager calls every sleep queue routine before the computer goes into the sleep state. 

The user can also use the Battery desk accessory or either of two Finderrn menu items to 
cause the Macintosh Portable Lo go into the sleep state immediately. If the user chooses Sleep 
from the Battery desk accessory or from the Special menu in the Finder, the Power Manager 
checks to see if any network communications will be interrupted by going into the sleep state. 
If network communications will be affected, a built-in sleep queue routine displays a dialog 
box giving the user the option of canceling the Sleep command. If the user chooses Shut 
Down from the Special menu in the Finder, the Power Manager puts the Macintosh Portable 
in the sleep state regardless of whether any network conununication routines are running at 
the time. 

The Power Manager described in thi s chapter is the firmware that provides an interface to the 
50753 microprocessor (the Power Manager In tegrated C ircuit or Power Manager IC) in the 
Macintosh Portable computer. The Power Manager firmware also provides some services 
unique to the Macintosh Portable-such as reading the cu1Tent clock speed- that are not 
directly related to power control. The power management circuits and the microcode in the 
on-chip ROM of the Power Manager IC are described in the Guide to the Macintosh Family 
Hardware, second ed ition. The Power Manager provides routines that your program can use 
to enable and disable the idle state, to control power to some of the subsystems of the 
Macintosh PorLable computer, and to ensure that your program is not adversely affected when 
the Power Manager puts the Macintosh Portable into the sleep state. 

This chapter describes Lhe idle and sleep states and explains how your program can use 
Power Manager routines. You need the information in this chapter only if you are writing 
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a program-such as a device driver- that must control power to a subsystem of the 
Macintosh Portable computer, or if you are writing a program that might be affected by 
the idle or sleep state. 

Because the Power Manager saves the contents of all of the CPU's registers, inc luding the 
stack pointer, before putting the Macintosh Portable in the sleep state, and because the contents 
of RAM are preserved while the Macintosh Portable is in the sleep state. most applications are 
not adversely affected by the sleep state. Because the Macintosh Portable does not enter the 
idle state when almost any sort of activity is going on or even when the watch cursor is being 
displayed, few programs are adversely affected by the idle state. Therefore, it is probable that 
your application will not have to make calls to the Power Manager. 

This chapter first describes the relationships among the power management hardware, micro
code, and firmware in the Macintosh Portable computer. It then discusses the idle and sleep 
states and the sleep queue in some detail. The section "Using the Power Manager" describes 
how to use Power Manager routines to control the idle and sleep stales and how to use the 
sleep queue. 

ABOUT THE POWER MANAGER 

The power management circuits in the Macintosh Portable computer include a battery-voltage 
monitor, a voltage regulator and battery-charging circuit, and the Power Manager IC. The 
Power Manager IC controls the clocks and power lines to the various internal components 
and external ports of the Macintosh Portable computer. The microcode in the Power 
Manager IC implements many of the Macintosh Portable computer's power management 
features, such as power and clock control and the wakeup timer. A user or an appl ication can 
set the wakeup timer to return the computer fro m the sleep state to the operating state at a 
specific time. 

Figure 31-1 illustrates the relationships among your application, the Power Manager firmware, 
the Power Manager IC, the power management c ircuits, and the other subsystems of the 
Macintosh Portable computer. The Power Manager firmware in the ROM of the Macintosh 
Portable provides an interface that allows your application to control some of the functions of 
the Power Manager IC. Under control of the microcode in the Power Manager fC, the power 
management hard.ware charges the battery, provides the voltages needed by the system. and 
automatically shuts down all power and clocks to the system if the battery voltage fall s below 
5.65 volts. The automatic shutdown fu nction he lps to prevent possible damage to the battery 
resulting from low voltage. 

You can use the routines described in this chapter to 

• enable, disable, or delay the id le feature 

• read the current clock speed 

• set or disable the wakeup timer and read its cu1Tenl setting 

• place an entry in the sleep queue so that the Power Manager calls your routine before 
putting the Macintosh Portable into the sleep state or returning it to the operating state 
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Figure 31-1. Rela tionship of an appl ication to the Power Manager 

• remove an entry from the sleep queue 

• control power to the internal modem and seria l ports 

• read the status of the internal modem 

• read the s tate of the battery charge and the status of the battery charger 

THE IDLE STATE 

W hen the Macintosh Portable computer is inactive for 1 S seconds, the Power Manager 
firm ware causes the CPU to insert 64 wait states into each RAM or ROM access, 
effecti vely changing the clock speed from 16 MHz to l MHz. This condition is referred 
to as the idle state. 

Note: The inacti vity timeout interval, clock speed, and hardware implementation 
of the idle state are subject to change in future portable Mac intosh computers. 
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For the purposes of the idle state, inactivity is defined as Lhe absence of any of the fo llowing: 

• any execution of the PB Read or PBWriLe function by Lhe File Manager or 
Device Manager 

• a call to the Operating SysLem Event Manager's PostEvent function 

• any events in the event queue 

• any access of the Apple® Sound Chip (ASC) 

• completion of an Apple Desk Lop Busrn (ADB) transacLion 

• a call to the QuickDrawni SetCursor procedure that changes the cursor 

• Lhe cursor displayed as the watch cursor 

Whenever the Power Manager detects one of Lhese forms or activity, iL resets a timer called 
the activity timer Lo 15 seconds and, if the Macintosh Portable is in the idle state, returns the 
computer to the operating state. 

Neither the user nor your program can change Lhe activity Li mer ro use a period other than 
15 seconds. However, the user can disable Lhe acti vity Limer Lh rough the Portable control 
panel, and your application can reset, disable, and enable the activiLy timer by using Lhe 
IdleUpdate, Enableldle, and Disableldle routines. Your application can also use the 
GetCPUSpeed funcLion to determine whether Lhe Macintosh Portable is currently in the 
idle state. "Enabling or Disabling Lhe Idle Stale" later in thi s chapter discusses these routines. 

THE SLEEP STATE 

The Operating System sends a sleep command to the Power Manager IC when the user 
requests it (through the Battery desk accessory or the Finder), when the battery voltage 
fa lls below a preset level, or when the system has remained inactive for an amount of time 
that the user sets through the Portable control panel. 

The Operating SysLem uses the Power Manager IC to shut down power to the CPU, the 
ROM , and some of the control logic. SufficienL power is maintained to Lhe RAM so that 
no daLa is lost. Before the Operating System sends the sleep conunand Lo Lhe Power 
Manager TC, it perfo rms the following tasks: 

• It pushes the contents of all of the CPU 's internal registers onto the stack. 

• It calls all routines listed in the sleep queue to inform them that Lhe system is abouL to be 
put into the sleep state. These routines include the dev ice drivers for the serial ports and 
floppy disk drives. Each device dri ver must call the Power Manager re to stop power 
or clocks to the peripheral device controlled by that dri ver. lf the device conLains any 
inLernal registers, the device driver must save their contenls before Lurning off power to 
the device. The sleep queue i · described in the following section, "The Sleep Queue." 
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• It pushes .onto the stack the Reset vector, the contents of the versatile interface adapter 
(VIA) chip, and the contents of the Apple Sound Chip (ASC) control registers. 

• It saves the stack pointer in memory. 

While the Macintosh Portable computer is in the sleep state, the clock to the Power 
Manager IC is off so that the chip does no processing. On each ri sing edge of the 60 Hz 
clock signal (from one of the Macintosh Portable computer's logic chips), a hardware 
circuit restores the clock signal to the Power Manager IC. The Power Manager IC 
updates the time in the real-time clock and checks the status of the system to determine 
whether to return the Macintosh Portable to its operating state. The Power Manager IC 
checks for the existence of the following conditions: 

• A key on the keyboard has been pressed. 

• The wakeup timer is enabled and the time to which the wakeup timer is set equals 
the time in the real-time clock. 

• An internal modem is installed, the user has activated the ring-detect feature, and 
the modem has detected a ring (that is, someone has called the modem). 

Note that use of the mouse or trackball cannot be detected by the Power Manager IC. 

If the Power Manager IC does not detect any of these conditions, it deactivates its own clock 
until the next rising edge of the 60 Hz clock signal. If the Power Manager IC does detect one 
of these conditions, it restores power to the CPU, ROM, and any other hardware that was 
running when the computer entered the sleep state. Then the Power Manager's wakeup pro
cedure reverses the procedure that put the Macintosh Po1table into the sleep state, including 
calling each routine listed in the sleep queue to allow it to restore power to any subsystems 
it controls. 

THE SLEEP QUEUE 

The Power Manager maintains an operating-system queue called the sleep queue. The sleep 
queue contains pointers to all of the routines that the Power Manager must call before it puts 
the Macintosh Portable into the sleep state or returns it to the operating state. Each device 
driver, for example, must place in the sleep queue a pointer to a routine that control s power 
to the subsystem that the driver controls. When the Power Manager is ready to put the 
Macintosh Portable into the sleep state, it calls each of the routines listed in the sleep queue. 
Each routine performs whatever tasks are necessary to prepare for the sleep state, including 
calling Power Manager routines, and then returns control to the Power Manager. Similarly, 
the Power Manager calls each routine in the sleep queue when it is returning the Macintosh 
Portable to the operating state. 

If you are writi ng a device driver or if you want your program to be informed before the 
Macintosh Portable enters the sleep state, you must place an entry for your routine in the 
sleep queue. If you do place an entry in the sleep queue, remember to remove it before your 
device driver or application terminates. You use the SleepQinstall and SleepQRemove 
procedures to install and remove sleep queue entries, as described in "Placing a Routine in 
the Sleep Queue" later in this chapter. 
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The Power Manaaer can call the routines listed in the sleep queue with a sleep request, a 
sleep demand, a ~akeup demand, or a sleep-request revocation, as discussed in the 
follo wing sections. 

Sleep Requests 

A sleep request informs a routine that the Power Manager would like to put the Macintosh 
Portable computer into the sleep state. The routine then has the option of denying the sleep 
request. If any routine in the sleep queue denies the sleep request, the Power Manager sends 
a sleep-request revocation to each routine that it has already called with a sleep request, and 
the Macintosh Po11able does not enter the sleep state. If every routine in the sleep queue 
accepts the sleep request, then the Power Manager sends a sleep demand to each routine in 
the sleep queue . A fter every routine has processed the sleep demand, the Power Manager IC 
puts the Macintosh Portable into the sleep state. 

Figure 3 1-2 illustrates the sequence of events that occurs when the Power Manager issues a 
sleep request. 

Before calling any of the routines in the sleep queue with a sleep request, the Power Manager 
calls a built-in sleep queue entry that checks the status of certain network services, as summa
rized in Table 3 1- 1. Only if all of the network services permit sleep does the Power Manager 
continue to send sleep requests to the routines in the sleep queue. The network services in 
Table 3 1- 1 are described in the AppleTalk Manager chapter of this volume. 

The Power Manager issues a sleep request when a sleep timeout occurs (that is, when the 
period of inactivity set by the user in the Portable control panel has expired) . 

Table 31-1. Response of network services to sleep requests and demands 

Network service 
in use 

.MPP low-level 
protocol (DDP, NBP, 
RTMP, AEP) 

.XPP extended 
protocol (ASP, AFP); 
no server volume 
mounted 

.XPP; server volume 
mounted 

An application is 
currently using 
AppleTalk® 

Response to 
sleep request 

Close dri ver if 
Macintosh Po11able is 
on battery; else deny 
request 

Close dri ver if 
Macintosh Pmt able is 
on battery; else deny 
request 

Deny request 

Deny request 
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Response to 
conditional 
sleep demand 

C lose dri ver if user 
gives okay; else deny 
request 

Close driver if user 
gives okay; else deny 
request 

Close server sessions 
and close dri ver if 
user gives okay; else 
deny request 

Close server sessions 
and close dri ver if 
user gives okay; else 
deny request 

Response to 
unconditional 
sleep demand 

C lose driver 

Close driver 

Close server sessions 
and close dri ver 

Close server sessions 
and close dri ver 
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Sleep Demands 

A sleep demand informs a routine that the Power Manager is about to put the Macintosh 
Portable into the sleep state. When a routine in the sleep queue receives a sleep demand, it must 
prepare for the sleep state as quickly as possible and return control to the Power Manager. 

Figure 31-3 illustrates the sequence of events that occurs when the Power Manager issues a 
sleep demand. 
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From the point of view of the Power Manager, there are two types of sleep demands
conditional and unconditional. The Power Manager might cancel a conditional sleep 
demand if certain network services are in use; an unconditional sleep demand cannot be 
canceled. When your sleep queue routine receives a sleep demand, however, your routine 
has no way to determine whether it originated as a conditional sleep demand or an uncondi
tional sleep demand. Your device driver or application must prepare for the sleep state 
and return control promptly to the Power Manager when it receives a sleep demand. 

The Power Manager processes a conditional sleep demand when the user chooses S leep 
from the Battery desk accessory or from the Special menu in the Finder. When the Power 
Manager processes a conditional sleep demand. it first sends a sleep request to the network 
driver" s sleep queue routine (see Table 3 1-1 ). Whenever one of the network services is 
in use, the sleep queue routine di splays a dialog box requesting the user's permission to put 
the Macintosh Portable into the sleep state. The wording of the message in the dialog box 
depends on the nature of the network service in use. For example, if an .XPP driver protocol 
is in use, has opened a server, and has mounted a volume, then the message warns the user 
that the volume will be closed when the Macintosh Portable is put into the sleep state. 

If the user denies permission to close the dri ver, the Power Manager does not send sleep 
demands to the routines in the sleep queue. If the user does give permission to close the 
driver, the Power Manager sends a sleep demand to the network driver's s leep queue 
routine and then to every other routine in the sleep queue. 

The Power Manager issues an unconditional sleep demand when the battery voltage falls 
below a preset level or when the user chooses Shut Down from the Special menu in the 
Finder. Jn th is case, the Power Manager sends a sleep demand to the network dri ver's sleep 
queue entry, which closes all network drivers. Then the Power Manager sends a sleep 
demand to every other routine in the sleep queue . As always for a sleep demand, each routine 
must prepare for the sleep state and return control to the Power Manager as quickly as 
possible. In this case, the Power Manager does not display any warnings or dialog boxes; 
neither the network services, the user, nor any application can deny the sleep demand. 

Wakeup Demands 

After restoring full power to the CPU, RAM, and ROM, the Power Manager's wakeup 
procedure calls each routine in the sleep queue with a wakeup demand. A wakeup demand 
informs your routine that it must reverse whatever steps it followed when it prepared for the 
sleep state. For example, a database application might reestablish communications with a 
remote database. 

Sleep-Request Revocations 

lf any routine in the sleep queue denies a sleep request, the Power Manager sends a 
sleep-request revocation to every routine that it has already called with a sleep request. 
Your routine must reverse whatever steps it followed when it prepared to receive a sleep 
demand. A communications application that prevents users from opening new sessions 
while it is waiting to recei ve a sleep demand, for example, might once again allow users 
to open new sessions. 
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USING THE POWER MANAGER 

If you are writing an application that is sensitive to the clock speed or the computer, you can 
use the Power Manager to disable the idle state when necessary. 

Note: Do not disable the idle state except when executing a routine that must run at 
full speed. Disabli ng the idle state shortens the amount of time the user can operate the 
Macintosh Portable computer from a battery. 

If you want to ensure that the Macintosh Portable is in the operating state at a particular time 
in the future, you can use the SetWUTime function to set the wakeup timer. You can use the 
wakeup timer in conjunction with the Time Manager, for example, when you want to use the 
Macintosh Portable to perform tasks that must be done at a specific ti me, li ke printing a large 
file in the middle or the night. 

If you are writing an application that might be affected by the sleep state of the computer, you 
can place in the sleep queue a routine that handles whatever preparations are necessary to 
protect your program when the Macintosh Portable enters the sleep state. "Placing a Routine 
in the Sleep Queue'· and "Responding When the Sleep Queue Calls Your Routine" later in this 
chapter describe the sleep queue. 

If you are writing a device dri ver for the Macintosh Portable computer, you might need to 
use the Power Manager to control power to the subsystem that your dri ver controls. See 
"Switching Seri al Power On and Off' later in this chapter, for a discussion of power 
control for the serial communications subsystem. For power control for other devices. 
consult Apple Developer Technical Support. The Power Manager cannot control power to 
external peripheral devices such as hard disks and CD-ROM drives because such devices 
have their own power supplies. 

You can also use Power Manager functions to read the status of the internal modem and to 
read the state of charge of the battery and the status of the battery charger. 

Determining Whether the Power Manager Is Present 

You can use the Gestalt function with the gestaltPowerMgrAtlr selector to determine whether 
the Power Manager is available and whether certain other devices in the computer can be put 
into the sleep state. The Gestalt function returns a 32-bit field that may have some or all of the 
following bits set: 

CONST gestaltP~grExists 
gestaltPMgrCPUidle 
gestaltPMgrSCC 
gestaltPMgrSound 

0 ; 
1 ; 
2 ; 
3 ; 

{Power Manager :s present} 
{CPU can idle} 
{can stop sec clock} 
{can shut off sound circJits} 

If the gestaltPMgrExists bit is set, the Power Manager is present. If the gestaltPMgrCPUidle bit 
is set, the CPU is capable of going into a low-power-consumption state. If the gestaltPMgrSCC 
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bit is set, it is possible to stop the SCC clock, thus effectively turning off the serial ports. If 
the gestaltPMgrSound bit is set, it is possible to turn off power to the sound circuits. 

Enabling or Disabling the Idle State 

You can reset the activity timer to 15 seconds, disable and enable the idle state, and read the 
current CPU clock speed by us ing Power Manager routines. 

Keep in mind that it is almost always better to design your code so that it is not affected by 
the idle state; then the Macintosh Portable can conserve power whenever possible. Note also 
that disabling the idle state does not disable the sleep state. To prevent your program from 
being adversely affected by the sleep state, place a routine in the sleep queue, as described in 
"Placing a Routine in the Sleep Queue" later in this chapter. 

To reset the activity timer to count down another 15 seconds before the Power Manager puts 
the Macintosh Portable in the idle state, use the IdleU pdate function. The IdleUpdate function 
takes no parameters; it returns the value in the Ticks global variable at the time the function 
was called. 

If you want to disable the idle state-that is. prevent the Macintosh Po11able from entering the 
id le state-for more than 15 seconds, u e the DisableTdle procedure. If your appl ication 
cannot tolerate the idle state at all, you can call the Disableldle procedure when your applica
ti on starts up and then call the Enableldle procedure when your application terminates. 

Assembly-language note: Although MPW® prov ides assembly-language 
macros to execute the Enab le ldle, DisableTdle, and GetCPUSpeed routines, 
each of these macros call s the _ldleState trap. To ca ll the _IdleState trap 
directly, you must first put a longword routine selector in DO, as follows: 

DO <O 
DO =O 
00 > 0 

GetCPUSpeed; speed returned as a single byte in D O 
Enableldle 
Disableldle 

The Enableldle procedure cancels the last call to the Disableldle procedure. Note that canceling 
the last call to the Disableldle procedure is not the same thing as enabling the idle state. For 
example, if the user has used the Portable control panel to di sable the idle state, then a call to 
the EnableTdle procedure does not enable the idle state. Si milarly, if your routine cal led the 
Disableldle procedure more than once or if another routi ne has called the Disableldle proce
dure, then a call to the Enableldle procedure cancels only the last call to the DisableTdle 
procedure; it does not enable the idle state. 

The Power Manager does not actually reenable the idle state unti l every call to the Disableld le 
procedure has been matched by a call to the Enableldle procedure, and then only if the user 
has not di sabled the idle state through the Portab le control panel. For this reason, you must 
be very careful to match each call to the Disableldle procedure with a single cal l to the 
Enableldle procedure. Be careful to avoid malcing extra call s to the Enableldle procedure 
so that you do not inadve11ently reenable the idle state while another routine needs it to 
remain disabled. 
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Call s to the Enableldle procedure are not cumulati ve; that is, after you make several calls to 
the Enableldle procedure, a single call to the Disableldle procedure still di sables the idle state. 
Disabling the idle state always takes precedence over enabling the idle state. A call to the 
Disableldle procedure disables the idle state no matter how many times the Enable ldle 
procedure has been called and whether or not the user has enabled the idle state through the 
Portable control panel. 

The following examples might help to clarify these concepts: 

• If the application call s the Enableld le routine but the user disables or has disabled the 
idle state, the id le state is disabled. 

• If the applicati on calls the Disableldle routine and the user enables or has enabled the 
idle state. the idle state is disabled. 

• If the application calls the Disablelclle routine twice in a row and then calls the 
Enableldle routine once, the idle state is disabled. 

• If the application calls the Enableldle routine twice in a row and then calls the 
Disableldle routine once, the idle state is disabled. 

• If the idle state is initially enabled and if the application calls the Disable ldle routine 
twice in a row and then calls the Enableldle routine twice, the Power Manager fi rst 
disables and then reenables the idle state. 

To detennine whether the Macintosh Portable is currently in the idle state, read the cu1Tent 
c lock speed with the GetCPUSpeed function. The only values returned by the GetCPUSpeed 
function are l and 16, indicating the effective clock speed in megahertz. 

Setting, Disabling, and Reading the Wakeup Timer 

When the Macintosh Portable computer is in the sleep state, the Power Manager IC updates 
the real-time clock and compares it to the wakeup timer once each second. When the real-time 
clock and the wakeup timer have the same setting, the power management circuits return the 
Macintosh Portable to the operating state. T he Power Manager prov ides functions that set the 
wakeup timer, disable the wakeup timer, and read the wakeup timer's current setting. 

Use the SetWUTime function to set the wakeup timer. You pass one parameter to the 
SetWUTime function: an unsigned long word spec ifying the number of seconds since 
midnight, January I , 1904. Setting the wakeup timer automatically enables it. 

To disable the wakeup timer, you can set the wakeup timer to any time earlier than the 
current setting of the real-time clock (that is, to some time in the past), or you can use the 
DisableWUTime function. To reenable the wakeup timer, you must use the SetWUTime 
function to set the timer to a new time in the future. 

To get the current setting of the wakeup timer, use the GetWUTime fu nction. This function 
returns two parameters: the time to which the wakeup timer is set (in seconds since midnight, 
January 1, 1904) and a fl ag indicating whether the wakeup timer is enabled. 

If the Macintosh Portable is already in the operating state when the real-time clock reaches the 
setting in the wakeup timer, nothing happens. 

The power management circuits do not return the Macintosh Po1table to the operating state 
while battery voltage is low. even if the wakeup timer and real-time clock settings coincide. 
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Placing a Routine in the Sleep Queue 

If you want your routine to be notified before the Power Manager puts the Macintosh 
Portable into the sleep state or returns it to the operating state, you must put an entry in 
the sleep queue. If you do place an entry in the sleep queue, remember to remove it 
before your device dri ver or application terminates. 

The sleep queue is a standard operating-system queue, as described in the Operating 
System Utilities chapter in Volume II. The SleepQRec data type defines a sleep queue 
record as fo llows: 

TYPE SleepQRec = 
RECORD 

sleepQLink : 
sleepQType : 
s l eepQPro c : 
sleepQFlags : 

END ; 

SleepQRecPtr ; 
Integer ; 
Pr ocPtr ; 
Integer 

{pointer to next queue elew-e nt} 
(queue type = 16} 
(poin ter to your sleep routine } 
{reserve d} 

The sleepQLink field contains a pointer to the next element in the queue. This pointer is 
maintained by the Power Manager; your application should not modi fy this fi eld. 

The sleepQType field indicates the type of the queue, which must be the constant 
slpQType ( 16). 

The sleepQProc fi eld contains a pointer to the routine that you provide. The sleepQFlags 
field is reserved for use by Apple Computer, Inc. 

To add an entry to the sleep queue, fill in the sleepQType and sleepQProc fields of a sleep 
queue record and then execute the SleepQinstall procedure. The SleepQinstall procedure 
takes one parameter, a pointer to your sleep queue record. Listing 3 1- l adds an entry to the 
sleep queue. 

Listing 31-1. Adding an entry to the sleep queue 

VAR 
MyRec : SleepQRec ; 

BEGIN 

{set up the record before installing onto the sleep queue} 
WITH MyRec DO 

END 

BEGIN 

sleepQLink . - O; 
sleepQType . - slpQType ; 
sleepQProc . - @MySleepRtn ; 
s l eepQFlags : = O; 

END ; 
SleepQinstall(@MyRec) ; 

{sleep queue type , 16} 
(address of some sleep routine} 
{reserved fie l d} 

(install} 

To remove your routine from the sleep queue, use the SleepQRemove procedure. This 
procedure also takes as its one parameter a pointer to your sleep queue record. 
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Responding When the Sleep Queue Calls Your Routine 

When you add an entry to the sleep queue, the Power Manager calls your routine when the 
~ Power Manager issues a sleep request, a sleep demand, a wakeup demand. or a sleep-request 

revocation. Whenever the Power Manager cal ls your routi ne, the AO register contains a 
pointer to your sleep queue record and the DO register has a code indicating the reason your 
routine is being ca lled, as fo llows: 

Value 
in DO Meaning 

I 
2 
3 
4 

S leep request 
Sleep demand 
Wakeup demand 
Sleep-request revocation 

When your routine receives a sleep request, it must either allow or deny the request and place 
its response in the DO register. To allow the sleep request, clear the DO register to 0 before 
returning control to the Power Manager. To deny the sleep request, return a nonzero value in 
the DO register. (Note that you cannot deny a sleep demand.) 

If your routine or any other routine in the sleep queue denjes the sleep request, the Power 
Manager sends a sleep-request revocation to each routine that it has already called with a sleep 
request. If none of the routines denies sleep, then the Power Manager sends a sleep demand 
to each routine in the sleep queue. Because your routine will be called a second time in any 
case, it is not necessary to prepare for sleep in response to a sleep request; your routine need 
onl y allow or deny the sleep request and return the result in the DO register. 

When your routine receives a sleep demand, it must prepare for the sleep state and return 
control to the Power Manager as quickly as poss ible. Because sleep demands are never sent 
by an interrupt handler, your routine can perform whatever tasks are necessary to prepare for 
sleep, including making calls to the Memory Manager. You can, for example, di splay an alert 
box to inform the user of potential problems, or you can even di splay a dialog box that 
requires the user to specify the action to be performed. However, if several applications 
display alert or dialog boxes, the user might become confused or alarmed. More important, if 
the user is not present to answer the alert box or dialog box, control is never returned to the 
Power Manager, and the Macintosh Portable does not go to sleep . 

.A. Warning: If your sleep routine displays an alert box or modal dialog box, 
the Macintosh Portable does not enter the sleep state until the user responds. 
If the Macintosh Portable remains in the operating state until the battery voltage 
drops below a preset value, the Power Manager IC automatically shuts off all 
power to the system, without preserving the state of open applications or data 
that has not been saved to disk. To prevent this fro m happening, you should 
automatically remove your dialog box after several rrunutes have elapsed. • 

When your routine receives a wakeup demand. it must prepare for the operating state and 
return control to the Power Manager as quickly as possible. 

When your routine receives a sleep-request revocation, it must reverse any changes it made in 
response to the sleep request that preceded it, and return control to the Power Manager. 
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Listing 3 1-2 checks the contents of the DO register to determine whether your sleep queue 
routine is being called with a sleep request, a sleep demand, or a wakeup demand. If the DO 
register contains a value of 1, indicating a sleep request, the routine clears the register to 0 to 
allow sleep. If the DO register contains a 2, 3, or 4, the routi ne executes its sleep, wakeup, or 
request-cancelation procedures and terminates. If the DO register contains any other value, the 
procedure just returns to the caller. Because Listing 3 1-2 reads from and writes to the DO 
register, the main routine is written in assembly language rather than Pascal. 

MySlpQProc PROC 

StackFrame RECORD 
ParamBegin EQU 
ParamSize EQU 
RetAddr DS . L 
A6Link DS . L 
Local Size EQU 

ENDR 

WITH 
LINK 

CMPI . L 
BNE 
JSR 

MOVE . l 
BRA 

@1 CMPI . L 
BNE 
JSR 
BRA 

@2 CMPI . L 
BNE 
JSR 
BRA 

@3 CMPI . L 
BNE 
JSR 

Exit UNLK 
MOVEA . L 
ADDA . L 
JMP 

ENDP 

Listing 31-2. A sleep que ue routine 

{A6Link},DECR 
* 
ParamBegin-* 
1 
1 
* 

StackFrame 
A6,#Loca1Size 

#1 , DO 
@1 
RequestSleep 

(SP)+,DO 
Exit 

#2 , DO 
@2 
SleepDemand 
Exit 

#3 , DO 
@3 
WakeupDemand 
Exit 

#4, DO 
Exit 
RevokeRequest 

A6 
(SP)+ , AO 
#ParamSize , SP 
(AO) 

; build a stack frame record 
; start parameters af~er this point 
; size of all che passed parameters 
; placeholder for ret~rn address 
; placeholder for A6 link 
; size of all the local variables 

; cover our local stack frame 
; allocate our local stack frame 

; is it a sleep request? 
; no 
; function to get answer to 
; sleep request 
; SleepRequest puts answer on stack 
; place answer in DO 

; is it a sleep demand? 
; no 
; routine co prepare for sleep 

; is it a wakeup demand? 
; no 
; routine to prepare for wakeup 

; is it a sleep-request revocation? 
; no , it ' s undefined , just exit 
; routine to reverse changes 
; made for sleep request 

; undo the link 
; pull off the return address 
; scrip all of the caller ' s parameters 
; return to caller 

(Continued) 
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Listing 31-2. A s leep queue routine (Conlin ued ) 

FUNCTION RequescSleep : Longint ; 

BEGIN 
{return a 1 to deny sleep or return a 0 to permit sleep} 

END ; 

PROC EDURE SleepDemand ; 

BEGIN 
{prepare for sleep} 

END ; 

PROCEDURE WakeupDemand ; 

BEG IN 
{prepare to return to operating state} 

END ; 

PROCEDURE RevokeRequest ; 

BEGIN 
{r e v erse any changes made in response to sleep request} 

END ; 

Switching Serial Power On and Off 

The serial UO subsystem of the Macintosh Portable computer includes the following 
components: 

• the Serial Communications Controller (SCC) chip 

• the serial driver chips 

• the - 5 volt supply 

• the internal modem (if installed) 

Because serial drivers always use these components in cerlain combinations, the Power 
Manager provides fi ve serial power procedures that perform the following tasks: 

• The A On procedure switches on power to serial port A and switches on power to the 
internal modem if it is installed. 

• The AOnlgnoreModem procedure switches on power to serial port A (the modem port) 
but does not switch on power to the internal modem. 

• The BOn procedure switches on power to serial port B. 

• The AOff procedure switches off power to serial port A and to the internal modem if it is 
111 use. 

• The BOff procedure switches off power to serial port B. 
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Assembly-language note: Although MPW provides assembly- language 
macros to execute these routines, each of these macros calls the _SerialPower 
trap macro. To call the _SerialPower trap macro directly, you must first put a 
routine selector in the DO register, setting the bits as follows: 

Bit Use 
0 Set to 0 to use internal modem; set to I to ignore modem. 
2 Set to 0 for port B; set to I for port A. 
7 Set to 0 to switch on power: set to I to switch off power. 

If no internal modem is installed, then calling any of the power-on routines switches on 
power to the sec, the serial driver ch ips, and the -5 volt supply. 

To switch power on fo r port B whether or not there is an internal modem installed, use the 
BOn procedure. This procedure switches on power to the SCC, the serial d ri ver chips, and 
the -5 volt supply. 

If the internal modem is installed, then you can use the A On procedure to switch on the 
modem. In this case, this procedure switches on power to the SCC, the - 5 volt supply, 
and the modem; the internal modem does not use the serial driver chips. 

If the internal modem is installed but you do not want to use it (whether o r not the user has 
used the Portable control panel to d isconnect the modem), then use the AOnlgnoreModem 
procedure to switch on power to the sec, the serial driver chips, and the - 5 volt supply. 

POWER MANAGER ROUTINES 

This section describes the routines you can use to enable, disable, and read the idle state, 
control and read the wakeup timer, add and remove e lements from the . leep queue, control 
power to the serial ports, read the status of the internal modem, and read the status of the 
battery and battery charger. 

All Power Manager routines return the same result codes, listed in "Result Codes" in the 
summary at the end of this chapter. 

Controlling the Idle State 

You can use the IdleUpdate function to reset the activity timer, you can use the Enableld le 
and Disableldle procedures to enable and disable the idle state, and you can use the 
GetCPUSpeed functi on to read the current CPU clock speed. 

FUNCTION IdleUpdate : Long!nt ; 

The IdleU pdate function takes no parameters. It re turns the value in the Ticks global variable 
at the time the function was called. 
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PROCEDURE Enableidle ; 

The Enableldle procedure cancels the effect of a call to the Disableldle procedure. A call to the 
Enableldle procedure enables the idle state only if the user has not used the Portable control 
panel to disable the idle state and if every cal l to the Disableldle procedure has been balanced 
by a call to the Enableldle procedure. 

PROCEDURE Disableidle ; 

The Disableldle procedure disables the idle state, even if the user has used the Portable 
control panel to enable the idle state. Every call to the Disableldle procedure must be balanced 
by a call to the Enableldle procedure before the idle state is reenabled . 

FUNCTION GetCPUSpeed : Longint ; 

Trap macro 
On exit 

_GetCPUSpeed 
DO: the CPU clock speed; $1 or $ 10 

The GetCPUSpeed fu nction returns the current effecti ve clock speed of the CPU. The only 
values that are returned by this fu nction are 1 and 16, indicating the clock speed in megahertz. 

Controlling and Reading the Wakeup Timer 

The Power Manager provides one function to set the wakeup timer, one to disable the wake
up timer, and one to read the current setting of the wakeup timer. 

FUNCTION SetWUTime (WUTime : Longin t) : OSErr ; 

The SetWUTime function sets and enables the wakeup timer. When the Macintosh Portable 
computer is in the sleep state, the Power Manager IC updates the real-time clock and 
compares it to the wakeup timer once each second. When the real-time clock and the wakeup 
timer have the same setting, the Power Manager IC returns the Macintosh Portable to the 
operating state. 

The WUTime parameter specifies the time at which the Power Manager IC will return the 
Macintosh Portable to the operating state. You specify the time as the number of seconds 
since midnight, January 1, 1904. 

If the Macintosh Portable is not in the sleep state when the wakeup timer and the real-time 
clock settings coincide, nothing happens. If you set the wakeup timer to a time earlier than the 
current setting of the real-time clock, you effectively disable the wakeup timer. 

FUNCTION DisableWUTime : OSErr ; 

The QjsableWUTime function disables the wakeup timer. You must set a new wakeup time to 
reenable the wakeup timer. 
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FUNCTION GetWUTi me (VAR WUTime : Longint ; VAR WUFlag : Byte) : OSErr ; 

The GetWUTime function remrns the current setting of the wakeup timer and indicates 
whether the wakeup timer is enabled. 

The value returned by the WUTime parameter is the current setting of the wakeup timer 
specified as the number of seconds since midnight, January I , 1904. If the low-order bit (bit 
0) of the WUFlag parameter is set to I , the wakeup timer is enabled. The other bits in the 
W UFlag parameter are reserved. 

Controlling the Sleep Queue 

You can use the SleepQinstall procedure to add an entry to the sleep queue, and you can use 
the S leepQRemove procedure to remove an entry from the sleep queue. 

PROCEDURE SleepQinstall (qRecPtr : SleepQRecPcr) ; 

The qRecPtr parameter is a pointer to a sleep queue record that you must provide. The struc
ture of a sleep queue record is shown in "Placing a Routine in the Sleep Queue" earlier in 
this chapter. 

PROCEDURE SleepQRemove (qRecPtr : SleepQRecPtr) ; 

The qRecPtr parameter is a pointer to the. Jeep queue record that you provided when you 
added your routine to the sleep queue. 

Controlling Serial Power 

The five procedures in this section control power to the serial ports and internal modem. 

PROCEDURE AOn ; 

The AOn procedure al ways switches on power to the SCC and the -5 volt supply. lf the inter
nal mode m is installed and is connected to port A, this procedure also switches on power 
to the modem. If e ither of these conditions is not met, the AOn procedure switches on power 
to the serial driver chips. 

PROCEDURE AOn:gnoreModem ; 

The AOnlgnoreModem procedure switches on power to the SCC, the-5 volt supply, and the 
serial driver chips. Th is procedure does not swi tch on power to the internal modem, even if 
the user has used the Portable control panel to select the modem. 

PROCEDURE BOn ; 

The BOn procedure always switches on power to the SCC, the - 5 volt supply, and the serial 
dri ver chips. 
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PROCEDURE AOff ; 

The AOff procedure always switches off power to the SCC and the -5 volt supply if serial 
port B is not in use. If the internal modem is installed, connected to port A, and switched on, 
this procedure switches off power to the modem. If any of these conditions ~u·e not met, it 
switches off power to the serial driver chips, unless they are being used by port B. 

PROCEDURE BOff ; 

The BOff procedure switches off power to the SCC and the -5 volt suppl y if serial port A is 
not in use. If the internal modem is installed, connected to port B, and switched on, this 
procedure switches off power to the modem. Otherwise, the BOff procedure switches off 
power to the serial driver chips, unless they are being used by port A. 

Reading the Status of the Internal Modem 

The Power Manager application interface provides a function that allows you to determine the 
status of the internal modem. 

FUNCTION ModemStatus (VAR Status : Byte) : OSErr ; 

The ModemStatus function returns information about the internal modem in the Macintosh 
Portable computer. 

The bits in the Status pru·ameter are defined as follows: 

Bit Meaning 
7 Reserved. 

6 Reserved. 

5 The modem is on or off hook. If 1, the modem is off hook. 

4 The ring-detect state. If 1, the modem has detected an incoming cal l. 

3 The modem is or is not install ed. If l , an internal modem is installed. 

2 The state of the ring-wakeup feature. If I , the ring-wakeup feature is enabled. 

I Reserved; must always be set to J. 
0 The modem's power is on or off. If 1, the modem is switched on. 

You can use the constants shown in the summary section of this chapter to check the values 
of these bi ts. 

The user can use the Portable control panel to enable or disable the ring-wakeup feature. 
When the ring-wakeup feature is enabled and the Macintosh Portable is in the sleep state, 
the Power Manager returns the computer to the operating state when the modem receives 
an incoming call. 

You can use the serial power control fu nctions described in "Swi tching Serial Power On and 
Off' earlier in this chapter to control power to the modem. 

The modem indicates that it is off hook whenever it is busy sending or receiving data or 
processing commands. The modem cannot receive an incoming cal l when it is off hook. 
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Reading the Status of the Battery and of the Battery Charger 

The Power Manager monitors the voltage level of the internal battery and warns the user 
when the voltage drops below a threshold value stored in parameter RAM. If the voltage 
continues to drop and falls below another, lower value stored in parameter RAM, the Power 
Manager puts the computer into the sleep state. The Power Manager provides a function that 
allows you to read the state of charge of the battery and the status of the battery charger. 

FUNCTION BatteryStatus (VAR Status : Byte ; VAR Power : Byte) : OSErr ; 

The Battery Status function returns the status of the battery charger and the voltage level of the 
battery. The bits in the Status parameter are defined as follows: 

Bit Meaning 
7 Reserved. 

6 Reserved. 

5 The charger connection has or has not changed state. H I, the charger has 
been recently connected or disconnected. 

4 The battery warning. If 1, the battery voltage is low. 

3 The dead battery indicator. This bit is always 0. 

2 The hicharge counter overflow. If I , the hicharge counter has overflowed. 

l The charge rate. If I , the battery is charging at the hicharge rate. 

0 The charger is or is not connected. If I, the charger is connected. 

You can use the constants shown in the summary section of this chapter to check the values 
of these bits. 

Use the fo llowing formula to calculate the battery voltage, where Power is the value of the 
Power parameter returned by this function : 

voltage = ((Power/ 100) + 5. I 2) volts 

Due to the nature of lead-acid batteries, the battery power remaining is difficult to measure 
accurately. Temperature, load, and other factors can alter the measured voltage by 30 percent 
or more. The Power Manager takes as many of these factors into account as possible, but the 
voltage measurement can still be in error by up to I 0 percent. The measurement is most 
accurate when the Macintosh Portable has been in the sleep state for at least 30 minutes. 

When the battery charger is connected to a Macintosh Portable computer with a low battery, 
the battery is charged at the hicharge rate (1.5 amps) until battery voltage reaches 7.2 volts. 
The Power Manager has a counter (the bicharge counter) that measures the time required 
to raise the battery voltage to thi s level. 

After the 7 .2 volt level is reached, the power management circuits main tain the hicharge 
connection until the hicharge counter counts down to 0. This ensures that the battery is fully 
charged. At the end of that time, the power management circuits supply the battery with just 
enough current to replace the voltage lost through self-discharge. When the hicharge counter 
has overflowed, it indicates that the charging circuit is having trouble charging the battery. 

Bit 5 is set when the charger connection is changed-either connected or disconnected. When 
this bit is set, the Power Manager IC sends an interrupt to the CPU. 
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The battery warning bit (bit 4) is set whenever battery voltage drops below the value set in 
parameter RAM. The Power Manager IC sends an interrupt to the CPU once every second 
when battery voltage is low. 

lf bit 3 were set, it would indicate a dead battery; however, the Power Manager automatically 
shuts the system down when the battery voltage drops below a preset level, so this bit is 
always 0. 
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SUMMARY OF THE POWER MANAGER 

Constants 

CONST slpQType = 16 ; {sleep queue type} 

{Bit positions for ModemByte} 

= O; {1 if modem i s on} 
2 ; {1 if ring wakeup is enabl e d} 

modemOnBit 
ringWakeUpBit 
modeminstalledBit 
ringDetectBit 
modemOnHookBi t 

3 ; {1 if internal modem is installed} 

{masks for ModemByte} 
modemOnMask 
ringWakeUpMask 
modeminstalledMask 
ringDetectMask 
modemOnHookMask 

4 ; 
5 ; 

$ 1 ; 
$4 ; 
$8 ; 

= $10 ; 
= $20 ; 

{1 if incoming call is detected} 
{1 if modem is off hook} 

{mode m on} 
{ring wakeup enabled } 
{internal modem installed} 
{incoming call detec ted} 
{modem off hook } 

BatteryByte} 
O; {1 if charger is connected} 
l ; {1 if charging at hicharge rate} 

{bit positions f or 
chargerConnBi t 
hiChargeBit 
chargeOverFlowBit 
batteryDeadBit 
batteryLowBit 
connChangedBit 

= 2 ; { 1 if hi charge counter has overflowed} 

= 3 ; {always 0} 
4 ; {1 i f battery is low} 
s; {1 if charger connection has changed} 

{masks for BatteryByte} 
chargerConnMask $1 ; 
hiChargeMask $2 ; 
chargeOverFlowMask = $4 ; 
batteryDeadMask $8 ; 
batteryLowMask =$ 10 ; 
connChangedMask =$20 ; 

{charger is connected} 
{charg i ng at h icharg e rate } 
{hicharge counter has overflowed} 
{battery is dead} 
{battery is low} 
{connection has changed} 

{commands to SleepQRec 
sleepRequest 
sleepDemand 
sleepWakeUp 
sleepRevoke 

sleepQProc} 
l ; {sleep request} 
2 ; {sleep demand} 
3 ; {wakeup demand} 
4 ; {sleep request revocation} 
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Data Types 

TYPE SleepQRec = 
RECORD 

sleepQLink : 
sleepQType : 
sleepQProc : 
sleepQF'lags : 

END ; 

SleepQRecPtr ; 
Integer ; 
ProcPtr ; 
Integer 

SleepQRecPtr "SleepQRec ; 

Routines 

Controlling the Idle State 

FUNCTION IdleUpdate : Longint ; 

PROCEDURE Enableidle ; 

PROCEDURE Disa~leidle ; 

FUNCTION GetCPUSpeed : Longint ; 

{pointer to next queue element} 
{queue type = 16} 
{pointer to your sleep routine) 
{reserved} 

Controlling and Reading the Wakeup Timer 

FUNCTION SetWUTime 

FUNCTION DisableWUTime 

FUNCTION GetWUTime 

(WUTime : Longint) : OSErr ; 

: OSErr ; 

(VAR WUTime : Longint ; VAR WUFlag : Byce) 
OSErr ; 

Controlling the Sleep Queue 

PROCEDURE SleepQinstal l 

PROCEDURE SleepQRemove 

(qRecPtr : SleepQRecPtr) ; 

(qRecPtr : SleepQRecPtr) ; 

Controlling Serial Power 

PROCEDURE AOn ; 

PROCEDURE AOnignoreModem ; 

PROCEDURE BOn ; 

PROCEDURE AOff; 

PROCEDURE BO ff ; 
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Reading the Status of the Internal Modem 

FUNCTION ModemSta tus (VAR Status : Byte) : OSErr ; 

Reading the Status of the Battery and of the Battery Charger 

FUNCTION BatteryStatus 

Result Codes 

no Err 
pmBusyErr 
pmReplyTOErr 
pmSendStartErr 
pmSendEndErr 
pmRecvStartErr 
pmRecvEndErr 

0 
- 13000 
-13001 
- 13002 
- 13003 
- 13004 
- 13005 

(VAR Status : Byte ; VAR Power : Byte) : OSErr ; 

No error 
Power Manager IC stuck busy 
Timed out waiting to begin reply handshake 
Power Manager IC did not start handshake 
During send, Power Manager did not fin ish handshake 
During receive, Power Manager did not start handshake 
During receive, Power Manager did not finish handshake 

Sleep Queue Data Structure 

sleepQLink 
sleepQType 
sleepQProc 
sleepQFlags 

long 
word 
long 
word 

pointer to next element in the queue 
queue type = 16 
pointer to your sleep routine 
reserved 

Trap Macros Requiring Routine Selectors 

_IdleState 

Selector 

0 
Any positive number 
Any negative number 

_Serial Power 

Selector 

$04 
$05 
$00 
$84 
$80 

Routine 

Enableldle 
Disableldle 
GetCPUSpeed 

Routine 

AOn 
AOnlgnoreModem 
BOn 
A Off 
BO ff 
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ABOUT THIS CHAPTER 

AppleTalk® is a communications network system including personal computer workstations, 
computers acting as file servers and print servers, printers, and a variety of types of commu
nications hardware and software. The AppleTalk Manager provides an interface to this 
communications network system for applications running on Macintosh® computers. This 
chapter describes changes to the AppleTalk Manager introduced since the publication of 
Inside Macintosh, Volume V, and included with system software version 7.0. This chapter 
supplements the information in the AppleTalk Manager chapters of Inside Macintosh, 
Volumes II and V. 

This chapter describes 

• new routines for the .MPP, .ATP, and .XPP device dri vers 

• a new wildcard character for use with the Name-Binding Protocol 

• a new operating-system queue, cal led the AppleTalk Transition Queue 

• a new set of operating-system utilities, collectively called the LAP Manager 

• the application interface routines provided by a new AppleTalk protocol , the AppleTalk 
Data Stream Protocol (ADSP) 

• the .ENET driver and the routines your appl ication can use to control this driver 

Together with the AppleTalk Manager chapters of Volumes II and V, this chapter 
describes the routines that your application can use to send and receive information 
within an AppleTalk network system. Because the AppleTalk network system includes 
both hardware and software-and because the software includes not only the AppleTalk 
Manager but also file servers, print servers, internet routers, drivers for c ircuit cards, 
and so forth-the information in Inside Macintosh constitutes only a small part of the 
body of literature documenting AppleTalk. 

For a detailed description of AppleTalk protocols, see Inside App/eTalk, second edition. 
For a complete description of the LAP Manager, EtherTalk®, and alternate AppleTalk 
connections, see the Macintosh AppleTalk Connections Programmer's Guide. To learn 
how to install and operate an AppleTalk internet, see the AppleTalk Internet Router 
Administrator 's Guide and the AppleTalk Phase 2 Introduction and Upgrade Guide. 
For an introduction to the hardware and software of an entire AppleTalk network, see 
Understanding Computer Networks and the AppleTalk Network System Overview. For 
information on designing circuit cards and device drivers for Macintosh computers, see 
Designing Cards and Drivers.for the Macintosh Family, second edition. 

The changes to AppleTalk other than ADSP and the LAP Manager are collectively refen-ed 
to as AppleTalk Phase 2. (When necessary for purposes of differentiation, the previous 
version of AppleTalk is referred to in thjs chapter as AppleTalk Phase 1.) The Phase 2 
versions of the AppleTalk drivers are included as part of system software version 7.0 and 
can be installed on any Macintosh computer other than the Macintosh I 28K, Macintosh 
512K, Macintosh 512K enhanced, and Macintosh XL computers. If you want to provide 
AppleTalk Phase 2 drivers with your product, you must obtain a license from Apple® 
Software Licensing. 
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ABOUT THE APPLETALK MANAGER 

The AppleTa1k Manager includes a number of protocols that are implemented in various 
device drivers. The AppleTalk Manager also includes the LAP Manager (which interfaces 
the AppleTalk link access protocols to the higher-level AppleTalk protocols) and hardware 
device drivers for specific data links. Software that supports AppleTalk data links is con
tained in files of type 'adev', referred to as AppLeTalk connection files. This section lists 
the new features of AppleTalk, describes the organization of the AppleTalk Manager, and 
briefly discusses what each component of the AppleTalk Manager does. 

Changes to the AppleTalk Manager 

The AppleTalk features that are new or improved include 

• a new .MPP driver function that returns information about the .MPP driver (see 
"Getting Information About the .MPP Driver" later in this chapter) 

• a new Name-Binding Protocol (NBP) wildcard character that can substitute for one or 
more characters in AppleTalk names (see "A New NBP Wildcard Character") 

• the LAP Manager, a set of operating-system utilities that provide a standard interface 
between the AppleTalk protocols and the data links used by AppleTaJk, such as 
LocaITalk®, EtherTalk, and TokenTalk® (see "The LAP Manager") 

• the AppleTalk Transition Queue, an operating-system queue that can notify your appli
cation each time an AppleTalk driver is opened or closed or each time certain other 
transitions occur (see "The AppleTalk Transition Queue") 

• an implementation of parts of the IEEE 802.2 protocol, which allows you to attach and 
detach your own protocol handlers for EtherTalk data packets (see "The LAP Manager 
802.2 Protocol") 

• new .ATP driver functions that allow you to set a value for the .ATP release timer and 
to cancel all pending asynchronous call s to the A TPGetRequest function for a specific 
socket (see "The .ATP Driver") 

• new .XPP driver functions that provide information from ZIP about zones (see "The 
.XPP Driver") 

• improvements to the AppleTalk protocols that allow a single network, other than 
LocaITalk, to contain more than one zone (see "Using the .XPP Driver to Obtain 
Information About Zones") 

• the AppleTalk Data Stream Protocol (ADSP), which provides full-duplex data stream 
communications for use by applications (see "AppleTalk Data Stream Protocol (ADSP)") 

• the .ENET driver, an Ethernet driver for the EtherTalk NB card that is manufactured by 
Apple Computer, Inc. (see "The .ENET Driver") 
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AppleTalk Protocols 

The AppleTalk Manager includes the following protocols: 

• LocalTalk Link Access Protocol (LLAP) 

• EtherTalk Link Access Protocol (ELAP) 

• TokenTalk Link Access Protocol (TLAP) 

• Datagram Delivery Protocol (DDP) 

• Routing Table Maintenance Protocol (RTMP) 

• AppleTalk Transaction Protocol (ATP) 

• Name-Binding Protocol (NBP) 

• AppleTalk Echo Protocol (AEP) 

• Zone Information Protocol (ZIP) 

• AppleTalk Session Protocol (ASP) 

• AppleTalk Data Stream Protocol (ADSP) 

• AppleTalk Filing Protocol (AFP) 

The LocalTalk Link Access Protocol, EtherTalk Link Access Protocol, TokenTalk Link 
Access Protocol, and other link access protocols provide interfaces between the AppleTalk 
Manager and the different types of data link hardware used by AppleTalk. 

Note: The LocalTalk Link Access Protocol (LLAP) was originally called the 
AppleTalk Link Access Protocol (ALAP). With the addition of the EtherTalk 
Link Access Protocol (ELAP) and other link access protocols, this protocol was 
renamed to indicate the specific data link it supports. 

Figure 32-1 shows the relationships among the various AppleTalk protocols. A connection 
between one protocol and another above or below it in the figure indicates that the upper 
protocol is a client of the lower protocol; that is, the upper protocol uses services provided 
by the lower protocol in order to carry out some functions. 

Note: The various AppleTalk protocols are sets of rules, not computer programs, 
and so can be implemented in many different ways on many different systems. All 
of the AppleTalk protocol functions that you can address or control from a Macintosh 
application are implemented as Macintosh device drivers or managers. Many other 
features of these protocols are implemented in software located only on internet 
routers that are not used to run general applications. Some parts of protocols are 
implemented by server software such as file servers and print servers. Therefore, 
when this chapter refers to a protocol as "doing" or "controlling" something, you 
should understand the statement to mean that some program that implements the 
protocol actually carries out the operation. 
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Figure 32-1. AppleTalk protocols 

As shown in Figure 32- 1, a link access protocol controls the access of the node to the 
network hardware and makes it possible for many nodes to share the same communications 
hardware. Each link access protocol assigns a node ID to the node and decodes the node 
addresses of messages it receives. A link access protocol provides node-to-node delivery of 
data packets. Examples of link access protocols include the LocalTalk Link Access Protocol, 
the EtherTalk Link Access Protocol, and the TokenTalk Link Access Protocol. 

Whereas earlier implementations of AppleTalk were restricted to one 16-bit network number 
per network (that is, one network number for all nodes connected with no intervening routers) 
and 254 nodes per network number, AppleTalk Phase 2 allows more than one network 
number for each network (other than LocalTalk, which is still limited to one network number 
per network). A network of a type that allows more than one network number is known as 
an extended network. Each node in an extended network must now be specified by both 
its 16-bit network number and its 8-bit node ID. Jn principle, each network (other than 
LocalTalk) can now have over 16 million (224) nodes. In any specific implementation, the 
hardware or software might limit the network to fewer nodes. 

The Datagram Delivery Protocol (DDP) provides socket-to-socket del ivery of data 
packets within an AppleTalk internet. The address of a DDP packet includes the socket 
number, node ID, and network number. Application interface routines for DDP are described 
in "Datagram Delivery Protocol" in the AppleTalk Manager chapter of Volume II. 

The Routing Table Maintenance Protocol (RTMP) is used by routers on an AppleTalk 
internet to determine how to forward a data packet to the network number to which it is 
addressed. The RTMP implementation on a router maintains a table, called a routing table, 
that speci fies the shortest path to each possible destination network number. The AppleTalk 
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protocol software in a workstation (that is, a node other than a router) contains only a small 
part of RTMP, called the RTMP stub, that DDP uses to determine the network number (or 
range of network numbers) of the network cable to which the node is connected and to 
determine the network number and node ID of one router on that network cable. There is no 
application interface to the RTMP stub. 

The AppleTalk Transaction Protocol (ATP) provides re liable delivery of data by 
retransmitting any data packets that are lost. ATP also ensures that data packets are delivered in 
the correct sequence. ATP is a transaction-based protocol, meaning that one socket client 
transmits a request for some action and the other socket client canies out the action and 
transmits a response. Although-as you can see from Figure 32-1-the AppleTalk Manager 
provides high-level protocols that are clients of ATP, many applications use ATP directly to 
transmit data over an AppleTalk internet. The application interface to ATP is described in the 
AppleTalk Manager chapter of Volume II. There are some enhancements to ATP in AppleTalk 
Phase 2, described in "The .ATP Driver" later in thi s chapter. 

The Name-Binding Protocol (NBP) maintains a table that contains the internet address 
and name of each entity in the node that is visible to other entities on the internet (that is, each 
entity that has registered a name with NBP). The internet address includes the socket 
number, node ID, and network number. The name consists of three fields: the object, type, 
and zone. The object and type are assigned by the entity itself and can be anyth ing the user 
or application assigns. A zone is a logical grouping of a subset of the nodes on the internet. 
The zone fie ld of the name is the zone in which the node resides. 

NBP also al lows its clients to obtain the internet address of any network-visible entity in the 
internet by providing its name. NBP maps this name to an internet address, thus providing 
the link between the user-supplied name for an entity and the internet address that is used by 
DDP to send and receive data packets. The application interface to NBP is described in the 
AppleTalk Manager chapter of Volume II. There is one enhancement to NBP in AppleTalk 
Phase 2, described in "A New NBP Wi ldcard Character" later in this chapter. 

The AppleTalk Echo Protocol (AEP) listens for spec ial packets sent by other nodes and, 
when it receives such a packet, echoes it back to the sender. AEP is used by some clients of 
DDP to determine whether another node (known to have AEP) can be accessed over the inter
net, and to determine how long it takes a packet to reach another node. There is no application 
interface to AEP. 

The Zone Information Protocol (ZIP) maintains a table in each router, called the zane 
information table, that li sts the relationships between zone names and networks. In AppleTalk 
Phase 2, a single network number can be associated with more than one zone name, or a 
s ingle zone name can be associated with more than one network. You can use .XPP driver 
routines to obtain information from ZlP. These routines are discussed in "Using the .XPP 
Driver to Obtain Information About Zones" later in this chapter. 

The AppleTalk Session Protocol (ASP) sets up and maintains sess ions between a work
station and a server. A session consists of a logical (as opposed to phys ical) connection 
between two entities on the internet. ASP is a nonsymmetrical protocol; that is, only one of tlie 
two entities involved in the sess ion (the workstation) can send commands. The other entity 
(the server) is restricted to responding to the commands. ASP is used by the AppleTalk Filing 
Protocol, for example, to allow a user to manipulate files on a fi le server. As long as the 
session is open, the workstation can request d irectory information, change filenames, and so 
forth. The file server must respond to the workstation's commands and cannot initiate any 
actions on its own. ASP is discussed in the AppleTalk Manager chapter of Volume Y. 
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The AppleTalk Data Stream Protocol (ADSP) appears to its c lients to mai ntain an 
open pipeline between two entities on the internet. Either entity can write a stream of bytes to 
the pipeline or read data bytes from the pipe line. ADSP i a symmetrical protocol; that is, 
the two clients at either end of the connecti on are equal and can perform exactly the same 
operations. ADSP is especially useful for exchanging information between two equal entities, 
as in a telephone communications network, or as required by a termi na l emulation program 
for sending or receiving a continuous stream of data. Because ADSP, like al l o ther high-level 
AppleTalk protocols, is a client of DDP, the data is actually sent as data packets. T his allows 
ADSP to correct transmission errors in a way that would not be possible for a true data 
stream connection. Thus, ADSP retains many of the advantages of a transacti on-based 
protocol whil e providing to its clients a full-duplex data stream. ADSP is discussed in the 
sections "Using ADSP" and " .DSP Driver Routines" later in thi s chapter. 

The AppleTalk Filing Protocol (AFP) provides an interface between an application 
and a file server. AFP is a client of ASP and is used to access AppleShare® fi le servers on 
Macintosh computer workstations. When the user opens a session wi th an AppleShare file 
server over an internet, it appears to any applicati on running on the workstation that uses 
File Manager routines as if the files on the file server were located on a disk drive connected 
to the workstation. The application interface to AFP is described in the AppleTalk Manager 
chapter of Volume V. 

AppleTalk Device Drivers, AppleTalk Connection Files, 
and the LAP Manager 

A protocol is only a set of rules, not a computer program. The various AppleTalk protocols 
are implemented as Macintosh dev ice dri vers, including 

• the .MPP driver, which implements LLAP, DDP, the RTMP stub, NBP. and AEP 

• the .ATP driver, which implements ATP 

• the .XPP dri ver, which implements ASP and the workstation portions or ZIP and AFP 

• the .DSP driver, which implements ADSP 

• the .ENET dri ver, which implements an interface to the Ethernet data link 

A Macintosh computer on an AppleTalk network can also include one or more AppleTa lk 
connection files. An AppleTalk connection file has file type 'adev' and contains a 
link access protocol implementati on for a data link (ELAP for EtherTalk, for example). 
The LAP Manager makes it poss ible for the user to select among ApplcTalk connection 
fil es by using the Network control pane l to specify which network is to be used fo r the 
node's AppleTalk connection. The AppleTalk connection fil e and LAP Manager work 
together with the Network control panel (Network 'cdev') fi le . When the user selects a 
connection from the Network control pane l, the LAP Manager routes AppleTalk communi
cations through the selected link access protocol and hence through the selected hardware. 
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T he AppleTalk device drivers, LAP Manager, and AppleTalk connection files are shown in 
Figure 32-2. As you can see from the figure, each device drjver implements one or more 
AppleTal.k protocols. 
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Figure 32-3 shows the interfaces between a general application on a Macintosh computer 
being used as an AppleTalk workstation and the AppleTalk protocols, the LAP Manager, 
and the Ethernet hardware device driver. The lines connecting the application to the various 
components of AppleTalk indicate which components have application interfaces. As 
discussed in the preceding sect ion, "AppleTalk Protocols," each application interface is 
described, at least in part, in this or another volume of Inside Macintosh. 
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USING THE APPLETALK MANAGER 

This section describes how to determine whether AppleTalk Phase 2 drivers are present and 
gi~es so~1e advice on ~ow to select the AppleTalk protocol that best serves your purposes. 
This section also descnbes how to use the features added to AppleTalk with Phase 2 and 
provides programming examples of the use of the .DSP d1iver and several other new 
AppleTalk features. 

Determining Whether AppleTalk Phase 2 Drivers Are Present 

Once the .MPP driver has been loaded into memory, you can use the Gestalt function with 
the gestaltAppleTalkVersion selector to check the version of AppleTalk. The Gestalt function 
returns the version of the .MPP driver. If the version is equal to or greater than 53, then the 
.MPP driver supports AppleTalk Phase 2, and you can assume the other Phase 2 drivers 
are present. 

Alternatively, you can call the SysEnvirons fu nction as described in the Compatibility 
Guidelines chapter of Volume V. If the atDrvrVersNum field of the SysEnvRec data 
structure returned by thi s function is equal to or greater than 53, then the .MPP driver 
supports AppleTalk Phase 2. 

The ExtendedBit flag returned by the PGetAppleTalklnfo functi on is TRUE if the node is 
connected to an extended AppleTalk network. (The ExtendedBit flag is bit 15 of the config
uration parameter returned by this function.) Note that the presence of the AppleTalk Phase 2 
drivers does not of itself indicate that the node is connected to an extended network. 

Deciding Which AppleTalk Protocol to Use 

AppleTalk offers a variety of communications protocols at a variety of levels. Your choice of 
protocol or protocols to use depends primarily on your needs and can be influenced by your 
familiarity with network communications in general. 

You can write your own protocol handlers and call the low-level AppleTalk dev ice drivers 
directly. However, if you are not a corrummications expert and have no desire to design 
your own network protocols, you should probably use one of three AppleTalk protocols 
for sending and receiving data over the AppleTalk internet: the AppleTalk Transaction 
Protocol (ATP), the AppleTalk Session Protocol (ASP), or the Apple Talk Data Stream 
Protocol (ADSP). 

ATP is a lower-level protocol than ASP or ADSP. You carmot use ATP to establi sh a session 
and keep it open; rather, you request data from another socket client or send a response (up 
to eight packets of data) from your socket to another socket client that has requested data. You 
should use ATP if you want only to send a small amount of data and do not need the over
head required to maintain an open connection. ATP is described in the AppleTalk Manager 
chapters of Volume II and Volume V. 
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ASP is designed to support a session between a server and one or more workstations. It is 
an asymmetrical protocol: aJJ exchanges are initiated by a workstation and respon~ed to by a 
server. The server cannot initi ate an exchange of data except to send to a workstati on an 
attention messacre that directs the workstation to request data from the server. An application 
running on a w;rkstation must make calls to ASP to communicate with any server that uses 
ASP. If you want to develop a new type of asymmetrical , transaction-oriented server, you 
should consider using ASP to implement it. ASP is described in the AppleTalk Manager 
chapter of Volume Y. 

ADSP is a symmetrical protocol that you can use to establish and maintain a connection 
between two equal entities (a peer-to-peer connection). Either end of an ADSP connection 
can send data at any time. Although ADSP is a client of DDP and therefore sends and 
receives data in packets (as do ATP and ASP), to an application using ADSP the data appears 
to be sent and received as a continuous stream. In addition to the duplex data stream main
tained by an ADSP session, ADSP allows either end of a connection to send an attention 
message to the other end. You can use ADSP to establish two-way communication between 
computers, such as an interoffice party li ne or a terminal emulation program. If you want to 
develop an application that requires two-way communication, you should consider using 
ADSP to implement it. ADSP is described in "Using ADSP" later in this chapter. 

THE .MPP DRIVER 

Within the AppleTalk Manager, the .MPP driver implements the Loca!Talk Link Access 
Protocol (LLAP), the Datagram Delivery Protocol (DDP), the Routing Table Maintenance 
Protocol (RTMP) stub, the Name-Binding Protocol (NBP), and the AppleTalk Echo Protocol 
(AEP). The AppleTalk Phase 2 version of the .MPP dri ver includes a new function that returns 
information about the .MPP driver, functions that send messages to routines in the AppleTalk 
T ransition Queue. and a new wildcard character for NBP. 

Getting Information About the .MPP Driver 

You can use the PGetAppleTalklnfo function to obtain information about the .MPP driver. 
The PGetAppleTalkinfo function returns 

• a pointer to the .MPP global variables 

• a pointer to the .MPP dri ver's dev ice control entry (DCE) data structure 

• configuration nags that indicate the status of certain conditions that are set at startup 

• a value (the selfSend fl ag) that indicates whether the node can send packets to itself 

• the range of network numbers for the network to which the node is attached 

• the 8-bit node ID and 16-bit network number of the node 

• the 8-bit node lD and 16-bit network number of the last router from which the node 
has heard 

• the maximum capacities of the .MPP driver, such as the maximum number of protocol 
hand lers and the maximum number of static sockets allowed by this dri ver 
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• a pointer to the registered names queue 

• the address of the node on the underlying data link (for example, the Ethernet 
hardware address) 

• the node's zone name 

The data link address (for example, the Ethernet hardware address) and the zone name are 
returned only for extended networks-that is, network types that allow more than one 
network number per network. You must allocate memory for and provide pointers to the data 
buffers into which the PGetAppleTalklnfo function returns the data link address and zone 
name. You use the laLengLh parameter to specify the length of the data Ii nk address you want 
returned; the function returns the actual length of the data in the laLength parameter and 
returns the data in the buffer you provide. 

Note: Always use the PGetAppleTalklnfo function to obtain information about the 
.MPP driver. You can no longer rely on the validity of the global variables described 
in the AppleTalk Manager chapter of Volume ll. 

FUNCTI ON PGetAppleTalkinfo (thePBptr : MPPPBPtr ; async : Boolean) OSErr ; 

Parameter block 
f- 16 

~ 26 

~ 28 

f- 30 

f- 34 

f- 38 

40 

44 

46 
48 

50 

54 

58 
60 

62 

64 
68 

70 

74 

ioResult 

csCode 

version 

varsPtr 

dcePtr 

port TD 

configuration 

selfSend 

netLo 

netHi 

ourAddr 

routerAddr 

numOfPHs 

numOfSkts 

numNBPEs 

ntQueue 

laLength 

linkAddr 

zoneName 

word 

word 

word 

long 

long 

word 

long 

word 

word 

word 

Jong 

long 

word 

word 

word 

long 

word 

long 

long 

result code 

always PGetAppleTalklnfo 

version of function 

pointer to .MPP globals 

pointer to DCE for .MPP 

port number 

configuration flags 

nonzero if self-send is enabled 

low value of the network range 

high value of the network range 

local 24-bit AppleTalk address 

24-bit address of router 

max number of protocol handlers 

max number of static sockets 

max concurrent NBP requests 

pointer to registered names table 

length in bytes of data link address 
(extended networks only) 
pointer to data link address buffer 
(extended networks only) 
pointer to zone name buffer 
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The PGetAppleTalkinfo function returns information about the .MPP dri ver. lf the node on 
which your program is running happens also to be running AppleTalk Internet Router soft
ware in the background, more than one set of .MPP global variables may be in RAM. To 
make sure you are obtaining information about the .MPP driver that handles application soft
ware, always use the PGetAppleTalkinfo function rather than the Device Manager's 
PBControl functi on. If you are using assembl y language or want to use the PBControl 
fu nction, you must use a device dri ver reference number of - 10 for the .MPP dri ver. 

Field descriptions 

ioResult 

csCode 

version 

varsPtr 

dcePtr 

portID 

configuration 

The result of the function. When you execute the functi on asynchro
nously, the function sets this parameter to l and returns a function 
result of noErr as soon as the fu ncti on begins execution. When the 
function completes execution, it sets the ioResult parameter to the 
actual result code. 

Routine selector, automatically set by the MPW® interface. Always 
equal to PGetAppleTalkinfo for thi s function. 

The version number of the PGetAppleTalklnfo function you are 
calling. For version number 53 of the .MPP dri ver, thi s nu mber is 
always I . 

A pointer to the .MPP global variables . This parameter is reserved for 
the use of Apple Computer, Inc .; you cannot rely on the validity of the 
variables pointed to by this parameter. 

A pointer to the device control entry (DCE) data structure for the .MPP 
driver. The DCE is described in the Device Manager chapters of 
Volumes II and Y. 

The port number for the .MPP driver. The port number is always 0 
unless you are requesting information for an .MPP dri ver being used 
by a router. 

A 32-bit long word of configuration fl ags. The fo llowing tlags are 
currently defined: 

Bit Flag 

31 SrvAdrBit 

30 RouterBit 

Description 

TRUE (l) if the rouline that opened the 
.MPP driver requesled a server node 
number. Server node numbers are 
described in the AppleTalk Manager 
chapter of Volume V. This flag 
indicates only that the server node 
number was requested, nol that it was 
returned. Some AppleTalk data links, 
such as EtherTalk, do not honor a 
request for a server node number. 

TRUE (l) if an AppleTalk In ternet 
Router was loaded at system startup 
(that is, there's a router operating on 
Lhe same node as your application). A 
router can be loaded and not active. 
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selfSend 

netLo 

netHi 

ourAddr 

routerAddr 

numOfPHs 

numOfSkts 

numNBPEs 

Bit Flag 

IS ExtendedBit 

7 BadZoneHintBit 

6 OneZoneBit 

The AppleTalk Manager 

Description 

TRUE ( I ) if the node is on an extended 
network. Testing this bit is the only 
way to determine whether you are on an 
extended network. 

TRUE ( I ) if the zone name of the node 
you are on was not the same as the zone 
name stored in parameter RAM (some
times referred to as the zone name hint) 
when the .MPP driver was opened. If 
the zone name hi nt is invalid, then the 
AppleTalk Manager uses the default 
zone for the network. The default zone 
is defi ned by the network administrator. 

TRUE ( I ) if on ly one zone is assigned 
to your extended network or if you are 
not on an extended network . Use the 
ExtendedBit flag to determine whether 
you are on an extended network. 

The ability of a node to send packets to itself. Th is feature is enabled 
when this parameter is nonzero. Use the PSetSelfSend functi on, 
described in the AppleTalk Manager chapter of Volume V, to enable or 
disable this feature. 

The low value of the range of network numbers on the local cable. 
Only extended networks can have a range of network numbers. For a 
nonextended network, this parameter returns the network number. 

The high value of the range of network numbers on the local cable . 
Only extended networks can have a range of network numbers. For a 
nonextended network, this parameter returns the network number. 

The 24-bit AppleTalk network address of the node you are on. The 
least significant byte of the long word is the node ID. The middle 
16 bits are the network number. The most significant byte of the 
long word is reserved for use by Apple Computer, Inc. 

The 24-bit AppleTalk network address or the last router from which 
your node heard traffic. The least significant byte of the long word 
is the node ID. The middle 16 bits are the network number. The 
most significant byte of the long word is reserved for use by Apple 
Computer, Inc. You should always use th is address when you want 
to communicate with a router. 

The maximum number of protocol handlers that this .MPP driver allows. 

The maximum number of statically assigned sockets that thi s .MPP 
driver allows. Statically assigned sockets are described in Inside 
AppleTalk, second edition. 

The maximum number of concurrent requests to NBP that thi s .MPP 
dri ver aJlows. 
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ntQueue A pointer to the first entry in the names table for the local node. You 
can use NBP routines to look up and register names in the names 
table. The names table is described in "Name-Binding Protocol" in 
the AppleTalk Manager chapter of Volume IL 

laLength The number of bytes of the data link address that the function should 
place in the buffer pointed to by the LinkAddr parameter. You use this 
parameter when you call the PGetAppleTalklnfo function on a node on 
an extended network. If you request more bytes than the total number of 
bytes in the address, then the function returns in the laLength parameter 
the actual number of bytes it placed in the buffer. If the address is longer 
than the size of the buffer, then the PGetAppleTalkln fo function fill s 
the buffer and returns in the laLength parameter the actual length of the 
address, not the number of bytes returned. The function does not return 
an error when the buffer is too large or too small for the address. A 
value of 6 bytes for laLength is sufficient for most purposes. 

linkAddr A pointer to a buffer for the data link address returned for extended 
networks only. You use the laLength parameter to specify the number 
of bytes of the address that you want placed in this buffer. You must 
allocate a buffer large enough to hold the number of bytes you specify. 
Specify NIL for this parameter if you do not want the function to 
provide a data link address. 

zoneName A pointer to a buffer into which the PGetAppleTalk.Info function 
places the local node's zone name. You must allocate a buffer of 
at least 33 bytes to hold this data, or you must specify N1L for the 
zoneName parameter if you do not want to obtain the zone name. 
This field is returned only if the node is on an extended network. 

Result codes 
no Err 
paramErr 

0 
-50 

No error 
Version number is too high 

A New NBP Wildcard Character 

The Name-Binding Protocol (NBP) allows the use of' certain wildcard characters in 
AppleTalk names when you call the PLookupName function. NBP now supports the 
fol lowing wi ldcard characters: 

NBP wildcard characters 

= 

* 

32-16 

All poss ible values. The equal sign(=) can be used alone instead of a name in the 
object or type field. 

This zone. The asterisk(*) can be used in place of the name of the zone to which this 
node belongs. 

Any or no characters in this position. The double tilde (:::::) can be used to obtain 
matches for object or type fields. For exampie, pa::::: I matches pal , paul. paper ball , 
and so forth. You can use only one double tilde in any string. Press Option-x to type 
the double tilde character on a Macintosh keyboard. If you use the double tilde alone, 
it has the same meaning as the equal sign (=). Note that any node not running 
AppleTalk Phase 2 drivers will not recognize thi s character. 
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THE LAP MANAGER 

The LAP Manager is a set of operating-system utilities that provide a standard inte1face 
between the AppleTalk protocols and the vari ous link access protocols, such as Loca!Talk 
(LLAP), EtherTalk (ELAP), and TokenTalk (TLAP). Because the LAP Manager is running 
even when the .MPP dri ver is not open, the LAP Manager also maintains the AppleTalk 
Transition Queue. In addi tion, the LAP Manager contains protocol handlers for certain types 
of 802.2 packets. 

This section describes the AppleTalk Transition Queue and the LAP Manager 802.2 protocol 
handler, tells you how to add or remove an AppleTalk Transition Queue entry, and describes 
how to attach or detach your own 802.2 protocol handler. In addition to the LAP Manager 
features described here, you can use the LAP Manager to interface new data links to AppleTalk. 
For more information about the LAP Manager, see the Macintosh App/eTalk Connections 
Programmer's Guide. 

The AppleTalk Transition Queue 

At any given time there might be two or more applicati ons running that use AppleTalk. If 
one of these applications opens the AppleTalk drivers, the other AppleTalk appEcations are 
affected. If the Operating System closes the AppleTalk drivers, all AppleTalk applications 
are affected. To ensure that your application is not adversely affected by such an event, your 
application can place an entry in the AppleTalk Transition Queue. The LAP Manager 
sends a message to each entry in the AppleTalk Transition Queue each time the Operating 
System or any routine 

• opens the .MPP dri ver 

• closes the .MPP dri ver 

• indicates that it intends to close the .MPP driver 

• cancels its intention to close the .MPP dri ver 

• defines its own AppleTalk event and call s the AppleTalk Transition Queue to inform it 
that such an event occurred 

Each of these events is referred to as an AppleTalk transition. 

Because the .MPP dri ver is not necessarily open when the AppleTalk Transition Queue must 
be called, the LAP Manager mai ntains the queue. Each entry in the AppleTalk Transition 
Queue is defined by the ATQentry data type. 

TYPE ATQEntry = 
RECORD 

qLink : 
qType : 
CallAddr : 

END ; 

ATQEntryPtr ; 
Integer ; 
ProcPtr 

{next queue entry} 
{reserved} 
{pointer to your routine} 
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When you want to add an entry to the AppleTalk T ransition Queue, you must create an 
A TQentry data structure and give the LAP Manager a pointer to it. The qLink field is a 
pointer to the next queue entry. You should set this field to NIL; the LAP Manager fill s 
it in when an application adds another entry to the queue. The qType fi eld is reserved to 
maintain consistency with other operating-system queues. The Cal!Addr field is a pointer 
to a routine that you provide, as described in " How the AppleTalk Manager Calls Your 
AppleTalk Transition Queue Entry" later in this chapter. 

Because you provide the memory for the AppleTalk Transition Queue entry, you can add 
as many fi e lds to the end of the entry as you wish for your own purposes. Whenever your 
routine is called, the caller provides you wi th a pointer to the queue entry so that you can 
have access to the information you stored at the end of your queue entry. 

There are four LAP Manager functions you can use that are related to the AppleTalk 
Transition Queue: 

• T he LAPAddATQ function adds an entry to the AppleTalk Transition Queue. This 
function is described in the following section, "Adding and Removing AppleTalk 
Transition Queue Entries." 

• The LAPRrnv A TQ function removes an entry from the AppleTalk Transition Queue. 
Thi s function is described in the following section, "Adding and Removing AppleTalk 
Transition Queue E ntries." 

• The A TEvent procedure calls all the entries in the AppleTalk Transition Queue with an 
AppleTalk transition event of your own definition. This function is described in the 
section "Defining Your Own AppleTalk Transition" later in this chapter. 

• The ATPreFlightEvent function calls all the entries in the AppleTalk Transition Queue 
with an AppleTalk transition event of your own definition and gives each entry the 
opportunity to respond. This function is desc1ibed in the section " Defining Your Own 
AppleTalk T ransition" later in this chapter. 

Adding and Removing AppleTalk Transition Queue Entries 

You can use LAP Manager routines to add an entry to or remove an entry from the AppleTalk 
Transition Queue. 

FUNCTION LAPAddATQ (theATQEntry : ATQEntryPtr ) : OSErr ; 

On entry DO: 23 

On ex it 
AO: pointer to AppleTalk Transition Queue entry 
DO: result code 

T he LAPAddA TQ function adds an entry to the AppleTalk Transition Queue. The parameter 
theA TQEntry is a pointer to an A TQentry data structure. The CallAddr fi eld of the data 
structure holds a pointer to the routine that AppleTalk calls for any AppleTalk transition 
event. T he ATQentry data structure is described in the preceding section, "The AppleTalk 
T ransition Queue." 

Result code 
no Err 0 
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Assembly-language note: From assembl y language, you add and remove 
AppleTalk Transition Queue entr ies by placi ng a routine selector in the DO 
register, placing a pointer to your AppleTalk Transition Queue entry in the AO 
register, and executing a JSR instruction to an offset past the start of the LAP 
Manager. The start of the LAP Manager is contained in the global variable 
LAPMgrPtr ($B18). The offset to the LAP Manager routines is given by the 
constant LAPMgrCall (2). 

Here is assembly-language code that adds or removes AppleTalk Tranisition 
Queue entries: 

LAPMgrPcr EQU 
LAPMgrCall EQU 
ATQEntry EQU 

$818 
2 

* 

; entry point for LAP Manager 
; offset to LAP Manager routines 
; pointer to ATQ entry 

MOVEQ #RSel , DO ; place routine selector 
; in DO (23 to add an entry , 24 
; to remove one) 

MOVE . L LAPMgrPtr , A11 
MOVE . L ATQEntry , AO 

; put p o inter to LAP Mgr in ~, 

; put ATQ entry in AO 
JSR LAPMgrCall (An ) ; jump to start of LAP Mgr 

; routines 

FUNCTION LAPRmvATQ (theATQEntry : ATQEntryPtr) OSErr ; 

On entry 

On ex it 

DO: 24 
AO: pointer to AppleTalk Transition Queue entry 
DO: result code 

The LAPRmvATQ function removes an entry from the AppleTalk Transition Queue. The 
parameter theA TQEntry is a pointer to an A TQentry data structure. 

Note: You must not call the LAPRmv ATQ fu nction at inte1Tupt time or through a 
callback routine. This restriction is to prevent any routine from removing an entry 
from the AppleTalk Transition Queue while another routine is in the process of 
adding or removing an entry. 

Result codes 
noEIT 
qEff 

0 
- 1 

No error 
Queue element not found 
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Sending Messages to the AppleTalk Transition Queue 

Whereas it is unlikely that opening the .MPP driver will adversely affect another program, an 
application should never close the .MPP driver, because another program might be using it. 
Under certain circumstances, however, the system might close the .MPP driver. The system 
uses the .MPP driver's PATalkClo ePrep function to send a permission-to-close transition to 
each routine in the AppleTalk Transition Queue. T his transition indicates that the system 
intends to close the .MPP driver so that each routine in the queue has the opportun ity to deny 
permission to do so. 

When the system calls the PATalkClosePrep function, any routine in the AppleTalk Transition 
Queue that wishes to deny permission to close the .MPP driver may return a pointer to a Pascal 
string. The Pascal string should be the name of the application that placed the entry in the 
queue. If any routine in the AppleTalk Transition Queue denies permission to close the .MPP 
driver, the PATalkClosePrep function returns the result code closeErr. 

If any routine denies permission to close the .MPP driver, the AppleTalk Manager sends a 
cancel-close transition to every routine in the AppleTalk Transition Queue that previously 
received the permission-to-close transition. The caller of the PA TalkClosePrep function may 
display a dialog box informing the user that another application is using the .MPP driver and 
showing the name (if any) returned by the AppleTalk Transition Queue routine. The dialog 
box gives the user the option of canceling the request to close AppleTalk or of closing 
AppleTalk anyway. 

If the user chooses to close AppleTalk despite the fact that an appl ication is using it, the 
system calls the MPPClose function. AppleTalk then calls each application in the AppleTalk 
Transition Queue, this ti me informing each one that AppleTalk is about to close. In this case, 
your AppleTalk Transition Queue routine must prepare for the imminent closing of 
AppleTalk; it cannot deny perm ission to the MPPClose function. 

FUNCTION PATalkClosePrep (thePBptr : MPPPBPtr ; async : Boolean) OSErr ; 

Parameter block 
26 
28 

cs Code 

appName 

word 

long 

always PATalkClosePrep 

pointer to name of application 
that denies request 

The PATalkClosePrep function calls each routine listed in the AppleTalk Transition Queue to 
request permission to close the .MPP driver. 

ff a routine in the AppleTalk Transition Queue denies permission to close the .MPP driver, that 
routine can return a pointer to a PascaJ su-ing. The Pascal string should contain the name of the 
application that placed the entry in the AppleTaJk Transition Queue. The PATalkClosePrep 
function returns that pointer in the appName field. The function also returns the result code 
closeErr, indicating that the calling routine has been denied permission to close the .MPP 
driver. The routine that caJled PATalkClosePrep can then display a dialog box telling the user 
the name of the application that is currently using Apple Talk and asking whether to close 
AppleTalk anyway. 
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The csCode parameter is a routine selector; it is always equal Lo PA TalkClosePrep for 
this function . 

No error 
Result codes 

no Err 
closeErr 

0 
- 24 Permission to close .MPP driver was denied 

How the AppleTalk Manager Calls Your AppleTalk 
Transition Queue Entry 

When you have used the LAPAddATQ function to add an entry to the AppleTalk Transition 
Queue, the AppleTalk Manager calls your entry when any of the following events occurs: 

• A routine opens the .MPP driver. 

• A routine closes the .MPP driver. 

• A routine calls the PATalkClosePrep function. 

• One of the routines in the AppleTalk Transition Queue denies permission for the routine 
that called the PATalkClosePrep function to close AppleTalk. 

• An application calls the ATEvent or ATPreFlightEvenL routine Lo send its own 
AppleTalk transition event to the entries in the AppleTalk Transition Queue. 

When the AppleTalk Manager calls your AppleTalk Transition Queue routine, the stack looks 
like this: 

SP ~ Return address (4 bytes) 

Routine selector 

Pointer to AppleTalk Transition Queue entry (4 bytes) 

Routine-dependent parameter (4 b_x_tes) 

Previous contents 

The first item on the stack (after the return address) is a routine selector. There is one routine 
selector for each type of transition. The open, prepare-to-close, permission-to-close, and 
cancel-close transitions each have a single-digit routine selector; all other routine selectors for 
AppleTalk transition events are 4-character codes. Codes starting with an upperca e letter 
(A through Z) are reserved for use by developers. All other codes are reserved for use by 
Apple Computer, Inc. 

Routine selector 

$00 00 00 00 
$00 00 00 02 
$00 00 00 03 
$00 00 00 04 
$41 xx xx xx -$5A xx xx xx 
all others 

Transition 

.MPP driver opened 

.MPP driver about to close 
PATalkClosePrep function has been called 
Closing of .MPP dri ver has been canceled 
Reserved for use by developers 
Reserved for use by Apple Computer 
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You can use the following constants for the standard AppleTalk transitions: 

CONST ATTransOpen = 0 ; {open transition} 
ATTransClose 2 ; {prepare-to-close transition} 
ATTransClosePrep = 3 ; {permission-to-close transit.ion} 
ATTransCancelClose 4 ; {cancel - c lose transition} 

The second item passed to your routine on the stack is a pointer to your routine's entry in the 
AppleTalk Transition Queue. You can use this pointer to get access to any fields at the end of 
the queue entry that you allocated for your own use. The last item passed to your routine on 
the stack is a parameter whose meaning depends on the type of transition. 

The interface between the AppleTalk Transition Queue and your routine follows these con
ventions: your routine must preserve all registers except DO, D 1, D2, AO, and Al ; all param
eters are passed on the stack as long words. Because your routine might be called at interrupt 
time, your routine must not make any direct or indirect calls to the Memory Manager and 
can ' t depend on handles to un locked blocks be ing valid. If you want to use any of your appli
cation 's global variables, you must save the contents of the AS register before using the 
variables, and you must restore the AS register before your routine terminates. These restric
tions do not apply to the open transition or the prepare-to-close transition. 

Note: It is important that you return a 0 in the DO register whenever you receive 
a transition event routine selector that you do not recognize or do not choose to 
handle. Returning a nonzero value in the DO register might cause the system to 
cancel an attempt to close AppleTalk, for example, or might be misinterpreted in 
some other way. 

Open Transition 

When an application calls the MPPOpen function, the AppleTalk Manager first attempts to 
open the .MPP driver. If the .MPP driver is already open, the Apple Talk Manager does not 
call the AppleTalk Transition Queue. If the AppleTalk Manager successfu lly opens the 
.MPP driver, it then calls every routine listed in Lhe AppleTalk Transition Queue with an 
open transition. 

The third item on the stack for an open transition is a pointer to the start of the Device 
Manager extended parameter block used by the routine that opened the .MPP dri ver. This 
pointer is provided for your information only; you must not change any of the fields in 
this parameter block. 

Your AppleTalk Transition Q ueue routine can perform any tasks you wish in response to the 
notification that the .MPP dri ver has been opened, such as using the Name-Binding Protocol 
(NBP) to register a name on the internet. Return 0 in the DO register to indicate that your 
routine executed with no error. 

Prepare-to-Close Transition 

When any routine calls the MPPClose function to close the .MPP driver, the AppleTalk 
Manager calls every routine listed in the AppleTalk Transition Queue before the .MPP driver 
closes. If the .MPP driver is already closed when a routine call s the MPPClose funct ion, the 
AppleTalk Manager does not call the routines in the AppleTalk Transition Queue. 
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When the AppleTalk Manager calls your routine for a prepare-to-close transition, U1e third 
item on the stack is a NTL pointer. 

Your routine can perform any tasks you wish to prepare for the imminent closing of AppleTalk, 
such as ending a session with a remote terminal and informing the user that the connection is 
being closed. You must return control to U1e AppleTalk Manager as quickly as possible. Return 
0 in the DO register to indicate that your routine executed with no error. 

Note: When the AppleTalk Manager calls your routine with a prepare-to-c lose 
transition (that is, a routi ne selector of A TTransClose), you cannot prevent the 
.MPP dri ver from closing. 

Permission-to-Close Transition 

When a routine calls the PATalk.ClosePrep function to inform the AppleTalk Manager that 
it wants to close the .MPP driver, the AppleTalk Manager calls every routjne listed in the 
AppleTalk Transition Queue to request permission to close the .MPP driver. 

When the AppleTalk Manager calls your routine to request permission to close the .MPP 
driver, the third parameter on the stack is a pointer to a 4-byte buffer. If you intend to deny 
the request to close AppleTalk, you should place in the buffer a pointer to a Pascal string 
containing Ule name of your application. The PATalkClosePrep function returns this pointer. 
The routine that called the PA Talk.ClosePrep function can then display a dialog box telling 
the user the name of the application that is currently using AppleTalk . 

Your routjne can return either a function result of 0 in the DO register, indicating that it accepts 
the request to close, or a I in the DO register, indicating that it denies the request to close. 
Note that the Operating System might elect to close ApplcTalk anyway; for example, if the 
user grants permission to close in response to a dialog box. 

Because the AppleTalk Manager calls your routine agai n (with the routine selector set to 
A TTransClose) before the .MPP driver actually closes, it is not neces ary for your routine to 
do anything o ther than grant or deny permission in response to be ing called for a permission
to-close transitio n. However, you might want to prohibit the users from opening new sessions 
or establish ing new connections while you are waiting for the .MPP driver to close. 

Cancel-Close Transition 

When any routine in the AppleTalk Transition Queue denjes permission for the .MPP driver 
to close, the AppleTalk Manager calls each routine listed in the AppleTalk Transition Queue 
that has already received the permission-to-close transition to inform it Ulat the request to 
c lose the .MPP driver has been canceled. 

When the AppleTalk Manager call s your AppleTalk Transition Queue routine for a cancel
close transition, the third item on the stack is a NIL pointer. 

lf your routine perforn1ed any tasks to prepare for the closing of AppleTalk, it should reverse 
their effects when it is called with the routine selector set to A TTransCancelClose. Return 0 in 
the DO register to indicate that your routine executed with no error. 
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Developer-Defined Transitions 

Any AppleTalk transition event code that begins with an uppercase letter (that is. any value in 
the range $4 1 00 00 00 through $5A FF FF FF) indicates a developer-defined event. You can 
use such event. to send messages to your own entries in the AppleTalk Tran ition Queue. or 
you can define events and make them public for others to use. Because you cannot tell how 
the originator of such an event might interpret a nonzero function result, you must always 
return 0 in the DO register for any AppleTalk transition event code that you do not recognize. 

When you return a nonzero result code for certain developer-defined transitions, the 
AppleTalk Manager may call your AppleTalk Transition Queue routine a second time 
with a cancel transition analogou to the cancel-close transition. 

Defining Your Own AppleTalk Transition 

You can define your own AppleTalk transition to have any meaning you choose. For 
example, you might want to call every routine in the AppleTalk Transition Queue each 
time you open an AppleTalk Data Stream Protocol (ADSP) connection. 

You can use either the ATE vent procedure or the ATPreFlightEvent function to notify al l of 
the routines in the AppleTalk Transition Queue that your AppleTalk transition has occurred. 
Whereas the ATEvent procedure only calls the routines in the queue with a transition event, 
the ATPreFlightEvent function also allows each routine in the AppleTalk Transition Queue 
to return a result code and other information to your calling routine. 

Note: You can call the ATEvent and ATPreFlightEvent routines only at virtual
memory safe time. See the Memory Management chapter in this volume for 
information on vi1tual memory. 

PROCEDURE ATEvent (event : Longint ; infoPtr : PLr) ; 

The ATE vent procedure calls all of the routines in the AppleTalk Transition Queue with the 
AppleTalk transition event code you specify in the event parameter. The AppleTalk transition 
event code can be any 4-character string that starts with an uppercase letter-that is, any value 
in the range $4 1 00 00 00 through $5A FF FF FF. You can use the infoPtr parameter to point 
to any information that you want to make available to the AppleTalk Transition Queue routines; 
for an ADSP-open transition, for example, you might pass a pointer to the parameter block 
used by the dspOpen routine. If you do not want to pass any information to the AppleTalk 
Transition Queue routines, set the infoPtr parameter to NIL. 

FUNCTION ATPreFlightEvent (event , cancel : Lcngint ; infoPtr : Ptr) : OSErr ; 

The A TPreFlightEvent function calls all of the routines in the AppleTalk Transition Queue 
with the AppleTalk transition event code you specify in the event parameter. If any routine in 
the AppleTalk Transition Queue returns a nonzero function result, the ATPreFlightEvent 
function calls each of the routines that it has already called, this time with the Apple Talk 
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transition event code you specify in the cancel parameter. The AppleTalk transition event 
codes can be any 4-character strings that start with an uppercase letter- that is, any values in 
the 1~ange $4 ! 00 00 00 through $5A FF~ FF. You can use the infoPtr parameter to point to 
any mformat1on that you want to make availab le to the AppleTalk Transition Queue routines. 
If Y?U do not want to pass any in formation to the AppleTalk Transition Queue routines, set 
the mfoPtr parameter to NIL. 

Result code 
no Err 0 No error, or unrecognized event code 

Note: AppleTalk transitions def"ined by developers might return other result codes. 

The LAP Manager 802.2 Protocol 

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) has defined a se1ies of communi
cations protocols for use on a variety of networks. At the phys ical level, these protocols 
include the 802.3 CSMA/CD protocol, the 802.4 token bus protocol, and the 802.5 token 
ring protocol. At the data link level, you access these protocols through another IEEE 
protocol, the 802.2 protocol. The AppleTalk LAP Manager includes two routines that allow 
you to attach and detach protocol handlers for 802.2 Type I data packets: the L802Attach and 
L802Detach routines. You can write an application that reads 802.2 Type l data packets and 
use the L802Attach routine to install your application as a client of the LAP Manager. The 
ANSI/IEEE standards fo r the 802 protocols are published by the IEEE. 

The first 14 bytes of a packet sent or received by the .ENET dri ver constitute the header. The 
first 12 bytes consist of the destination and source data-li nk addresses, such as the Ethernet 
hardware addresses. ff the value o r the last 2 bytes in the header is greater than 1500, then the 
.ENET driver treats that fi eld as an Ethernet protocol type discriminator. See "The .ENET 
Driver" later in thi s chapter for more information on Ethernet protocols. If the value of the last 
2 bytes in the header is less than or equal to 1500, then the packet is an 802.3 protocol packet 
and this field indicates the length of the 802.3 data. The .ENET driver passes all 802.3 
packets to the LAP Manager. 

The LAP Manager receives the entire 802.3 packet from the .ENET driver. The first 3 bytes 
of the 802.3 data constitute the header for the 802.2 protocol. The first byte of the 802.2 
header is known as the destinati on service access point (DSAP). If the DSAP field is equal 
to $AA, then the first 5 bytes of the 802.2 data constitute a protocol djscriminator known 
as the subnetwork access protocol (SNAP) type. If the SNAP type field is $00000080F3, 
indicating the AppleTalk Address Resolution Protocol (AARP), then the next 4 bytes of the 
802.2 data constitute a third type fi eld, the AARP packet type. AARP is discussed in Inside 
AppleTalk, second edition. 

The first packet header in Figure 32-4, for example, indicates an Ethernet packet containing 
AppleTalk Phase I data. The .ENET driver would deli ver thi s packet to the AppleTalk 
Phase I protocol handler. 
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By contrast, the second data packet header in the figure indicates an 802.3 packet contain
ing AppleTalk Phase 2 data. The .ENET driver would deliver this packet to the Phase 2 
LAP Manager. 

Similarly, the third data packet header in Figure 32-4 indicates an 802.3 packet to be 
delivered to the Phase 2 EtherTalk AARP handler. 

EtherTalk AARP 
EtherTalk Phase 2 EtherTalk 
Phase 1 (802.3 protocol) Phase 2 

data packet data packet AARP packet 

Ethernet 802.3 802.3 
hardware destination destination 

destination address address 
address 

Ethernet 802.3 802.3 
hardware source source 

source address address 
address 

Ethernet $80 Data (less than or Data (less than or 
protocol type 

$98 length equal to 1500) length equal to 1500) discriminator 

802.2 $AA 802.2 $AA 
AppleTalk • 

header $AA header $AA 
Phase 1 • $03 $03 data • 

I I $08 $00 

SNAP 
$00 

SNAP 
$00 

type $07 type $00 
$80 $80 
$98 $F3 

AARP 
$00 

AppleTalk • 
packet $01 

Phase 2 • $80 
data • 

type 
$98 

I I 
AARP • 

data • 

Figure 32-4. AppleTalk Ethernet packet formats 

I 

When you call the L802Attach routine, you provide a pointer to your protocol handler, the 
reference number of the .ENET driver, and a pointer to a suing containing one or more type 
fields. The type fields indicate the DSAP value and any other protocol type fields (such as 
the SNAP type and the AARP type). The LAP Manager delivers to your protocol handler 
any 802.2 data packets that have the protocol type you specify. 
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Attaching and Detaching 802.2 Protocol Handlers 

You can attach to the LAP Manager your own protocol handler for 802.2 protocols. The LAP 
Manager has permanent handlers for certain types of EtherTalk packets. You cannot replace 
or override the permanent LAP Manager protocol handlers. 

There are no high-level interfaces for the LAP Manager 802.2 protocol routines. You call 
these routines from assembly language by placing a routine selector in the DO register and 
executing a JSR instruction to an offset 2 bytes past the start of the LAP Manager. The 
start of the LAP Manager is contained in the global variable LAPMgrPa- ($B 18). 

Before you call these routines, you must place the reference number of the .ENET driver in 
the D2 register and a pointer to the protocol type specification in the Al register. Before you 
call the L802Attach routine, you must also place a pointer to your protocol handler in the AO 
register. Both routines return a nonzero value in the DO register if there is an error. 

Listing 32-1 shows how to call a LAP Manager L802.2 routine from assembly language. 

Listing 32-1. Calling a LAP Manager L802.2 routine from assembly language 

LAPMgrPtr EQU 
LAPMg rCall EQU 
L8 02 Entry EQU 

L802Attach 

MOVEQ 

MOVEQ 

MOVE . L 

MOVE . L 

MOVE . L 
JSR 

$B18 
2 

* 

#RSel, DO 

#rejNum, D2 

PHndlrPtr , AO 

PSpecPtr , Al 

LAPMgrPtr , An 
LAPMgrCall (An ) 

; entry point for LAP Manager 
; o ffset to LAP Manager routines 
; L802 routine entry 

; place routine selector 
; in DO 
; place driver reference number 
; in D2 
; put pointer to protocol 
; handler in AO (L802Attach 
; only) 
; put pointer to protocol 
; specification in Al) 
; put pointer to LAP Mgr in An 
; jump to s t art of LAP Mgr 
; routines 

The L802Attach routine attaches to the LAP Manager a protocol handler for a specific IEEE 
802.2 protocol type . 

On entry 

On exit 

DO: 21 
D2: reference number of .ENET driver 
AO: pointer to your protocol handler 
A I: pointer to protocol specification 
DO: nonzero if error 
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Before callino this routine, you must put the value 2 1 in Lhc DO register and the reference 
number of th~ .ENET driver in the D2 regisLer. The .ENET driver reference number is 
returned by the OpenSlot function. If you are not using Lhe .ENET driver or a driyer that 
uses the same interface as the .ENET dri ver, you cannot use the L802Auach routine. 

You must put a pointer to your protocol handler in the AO register and a pointer to the 
protocol-type specification for this protocol handler in the A I register. The protocol-type 
specification consists of one or more protocol-type fi elds, each preceded by a length byte. 
The LAP Manager reads the protocol-type fields in the 802.2 data packel header to determine 
to which protocol handler (if any) to deliver the packet. The first type fi eld in your prolocol 
specification is the I-byte DSAP. If the DSAP type fi eld is equal to $AA, then the protocol
type specification musl contain a second type field , the 5-byte SNAP Lype. If the SNAP type 
field is $00000080F3, indicating the AppleTalk Address Resolution Protocol (AARP), then 
the prolocol-type specification must conlain a third type fi eld, the 4-byte AARP protocol type. 
Terminale the list of prolocol-Lype fields with a byte of zeros. 

The following protocol-type specification, for example, is for the permanent LAP Manager 
protocol handler for an 802.3 packet contain ing AppleTalk data. The .ENET driver wou ld 
deliver this packet to the AppleTalk Phase 2 LAP Manager. The first byte, $01 , is the length 
byte for the first protocol-type field (the DSAP type fie ld), $AA. The third byte, $05, is the 
length byte for the next protocol-type fi eld, Lhe SNAP. The final byte ($00) tem1inates the 
type specification. 

01 AA 05 08 00 07 80 98 00 

The fo llowing protocol-type specification is for the permanent LAP Manager protocol handler 
for an 802.3 packet to be delivered to the EtherTalk AARP handler. Notice that the SNAP 
field is followed by an additional type fi eld, the AARP prolocol type. 

01 AA 05 00 00 00 80 r3 04 00 01 80 98 00 

Note: The DSAP value of $AA is reserved for use with protocol-type specifications 
that include a SNAP field. The SNAP value of $08 00 07 80 9B is reserved for 
AppleTalk data. The SNAP value of $00 00 00 80 F3 is reserved for AARP data. The 
AARP protocol type value of $00 0 I 80 9B is reserved for EtherTalk AARP packels. 

See the ANSI/IEEE standard 802.2 for more information about 802.2 protocols, and see 
Inside AppleTa/k, second edition, for more information about AARP. 

L802Detach 

The L802Detach routine detaches from the LAP Manager a protocol handler for a spec ific 
IEEE 802.2 protocol type. 
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On entry 

On exit 

DO: 22 
D2: reference number of .ENET driver 
A I: pointer to prolocol specification 
DO: nonzero if error 
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Before calling this routine, you must put the val ue 22 in the DO register and the reference 
number of the .ENET driver in the D2 register. The .ENET d1iver reference number is 
returned by the OpenSlot function. If you are not using the .ENET dri ver or a dri ver that 
uses the same interface as the .ENET driver, you cannot use the L802Detach routine. 

You must put a pointer to the protocol-type specification for this protocol handler in the 
A 1 register. You must specify exactly the same protocol type as you specified for the 
L802Attach routine when you attached the protocol handler. 

THE .ATP DRIVER 

AppleTalk Phase 2 includes two changes to the .ATP dri ver: you can now cancel all call s to 
the ATPGetRequest function that are pending execution, and you can now set the release 
timer for AppleTalk Transaction Protocol (ATP) exactly-once (XO) service to one of fi ve 
different values. 

Canceling All Calls to the ATPGetRequest Function 

The A TPGetRequest function sets a socket to receive a request sent by another socket. If you 
call the ATPGetRequest function asynchronously, you can have several calls to the function 
simultaneously pending execution. The A TPKillAllGetReq function cancels all calls to the 
ATPGetRequesl function pending for a specific socket without closing the socket. 

FUNCTION ATPKillAllGetReq (thePBptr : ATPPBPtr ; async : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

26 
28 

cs Code 

atpSocket 

word 

byte 

always A TPKillAllGetReq 

socket for which to cancel all calls 
to A TPGetRequest 

The A TPKillAllGetReq function cancels all pending asynchronous calls to the ATPGetRequest 
function for the socket you specify with the atpSocket parameter. The ATPKillAllGetReq 
function also calls the completion routine for each call to the ATPGetRequest function with the 
value reqAborted (-1105) in the DO register. 

Unlike the ATPCloseSocket function, the A TPK.illAllGetReq function does not close the 
socket. You should call the ATPKillAllGetReq function before closing a socket. The csCode 
parameter is a routine selector, automatically set by the MPW interface. It is always equal to 
ATPKillAllGetReq for this function. 

Result codes 
no Err 
cbNotFound 

0 
- 1102 

No error 
Control block not found; no pending asynchronous calls 
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Setting the Timeout Value for the ATP Release Timer 

The .ATP driver maintains a timer, called the release timer, for each call to the PSendResponse 
function that is part of an exactly-once (XO) transaction. If the timer expires before the trans
action is complete (that is, before the socket receives the transaction release packet), the driver 
completes the PSendResponse function. Before AppleTalk Phase 2, the release timer was always 
set to 30 seconds. To set the other connection end's release timer to another value, set bit 2 of the 
atpFlags field in the parameter block for the PSendRequest or the PNSendRequest function and 
add a new byte field to the parameter block at offset 50-the TRelTime field. (The PSendRequest 
and PNSendRequest functions use the SendRequestParm variant of the ATP parameter block.) 
Here is the ATP parameter block for the PSendRequest and PNSendRequest functions: 

TYPE ATPParamBlock 
PACKED RECORD 

qLink : QElemPtr ; 
qType : I nteger ; 
ioTrap : Integer ; 
ioCmdAddr : Ptr ; 
ioCompletion : ProcPtr ; 
ioResult : OSErr ; 
userData : Longint ; 
reqTID : Integer ; 
ioRefNum : Integer ; 
csCode : Integer ; 
a tpSocket : Byte ; 
atpFlags : Byte ; 

addrBlock : AddrBlock ; 
r eqLer:gth : Integer ; 
reqPointer : Ptr ; 
bdsPointer : Ptr ; 

numOfBuffs : Byte ; 
timeOutVal : Byte ; 
numOfResps : Byte ; 

retryCount : Byte ; 
intBuff : Integer; 
TRelTime : Byte 

END ; 

{extended parameter block 
{ for PSendRequest and } 
{ PNSendReques t} 
{next queue entry} 
{queue type} 
{routine trap} 
{routine add~ess} 
{completion ~outine} 
{result code} 
{ATP user bytes } 
{request transaction ID} 
{driver reference number} 
{primary command code} 
{currBitMap or socket number} 
{control information - set b i t 2 
{ for extended parameter block } 
{so~rce socket address} 
{request size in bytes} 
{pointer to request data} 
{pointer to response buffer 
{ data structure} 
{number of responses expected} 
{timeout interval} 
{number of responses 
{ actually received} 
{number of r e trie s} 
{used internally for PNSendRequest} 
{release timer setting} 

The lower three bits of the TRelTime field indicate the time to which the release timer is to be 
set, as folJ ows: 

TRelTime 
field 

000 
001 

Setting of 
release timer 

30 second 
1 minute 
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TRelTime 
field 

010 
011 
100 

Setting of 
release timer 

2 minutes 
4 minutes 
8 minutes 

Note: The nodes at both ends of the ATP connection must be running AppleTalk 
Phase 2 drivers for this feature to work. 

XO service, the release timer, and the SendRequest function are described in the AppleTalk 
Manager chapter of Volume II. The ATP parameter block and the PNSendRequest function 
are desc1ibed in the AppleTalk Manager chapter of Volume Y. 

THE .XPP DRIVER 

The .XPP driver provides these functions that return info1mation about zones: 

• The GetMyZone function returns the AppleTalk zone name of the node on which your 
application is running. This function works for both extended and nonextended networks. 

• The GetLocalZones function returns a list of zone names on the network that includes 
the node on which your application is running. This function works for extended 
networks only. 

• The GetZoneList function returns a complete list of zones on the internet. 

Note: Before the AppleTalk Phase 2 version of the .XPP driver, you had to use the 
AppleTalk Transaction Protocol (ATP) to obtain zone information and request it 
directly from a router. The Zone Information Protocol (ZIP) functions provided by 
the new vers ion of the .XPP driver make it much easier for you to obtain this 
information. To ensure compatibility with future versions of AppleTalk, you should 
always use the functions described in thi s section to obtain zone information. 

For the GetMyZone, GetLocalZones, and GetZoneList functions, the .XPP driver uses the 
xCallParam variant to the XPP parameter block. 

TYPE XPPParamBlock 
PACKED RECORD 

qLink : 
qType : 
ioTrap : 
ioCmdAddr : 
ioCompletion : 
ioResult : 
cmdResult : 
ioVRefNum : 
ioRefNum: 

QElemPtr ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Ptr ; 
ProcPtr ; 
OSErr ; 
Longint ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 

{next queue entry} 
{queue type} 
{routine trap} 
{routine address} 
{completion routine} 
{result code} 
{command result} 
{volume reference number} 
{driver reference number} 
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csCode : Integer ; 
CASE XPPPrmBlkType OF 

xCallParam 
xppSubCode : 
xppTimeOut : 
xppRetry : 
fillerl : 
zipBuffPtr : 
z i pNumZones : 
zipLastFlag : 

Integer ; 
Byte ; 
Byte ; 
I nteger ; 
Ptr ; 
In teger ; 
Byte ; 

{primary command code} 

{secondary command code} 
{timeout period for . XP?} 
{retry count} 
{reserved} 
{returned zone names} 
{number of zones returned} 
{nonzero when all zone } 
{ names have been returned} 

fill e r2 : Byte ; {reserved} 
zipinfoField : PACKED ARRAY[l .. 70] OF Byte 

{reserved for use by . XPP} 
END ; 
XPPParmBlkPtr = AXPPParamBlock ; 

As for all other AppleTalk Manager preferred interface functions, the MPW interface calls the 
Device Manager PBControl function to implement these ZIP protocol functions. The qLink, 
qType, ioTrap, ioCmdAddr, and ioVRefNum fields are filled in by the Device Manager; your 
application should not have to set or read these fields. The ioResult fie ld returns the result of 
the function. If you call the function asynchronously, the Device Manager sets this field to l 
as soon as you call the function , and it changes the fi eld to the actual resul t code when the 
function completes execution. The ioCompleti on field is a pointer to a completion routine that 
you can provide; the Device Manager calls your completion routine when it completes execu
tion of the PBControl function. If you are not providing a completion routine, specify NIL 
for this fie ld. 

The value of the ioRefNum field is returned by the OpenDri ver function; you must provide 
this value in each call to an .XPP driver routine . The csCode and xppSubCode fi elds specify 
the command to be executed ; the MPW Pascal interface fill s in these fi elds for you.The .XPP 
zone information functions do not use the cmdResult fi e ld. 

Using the .XPP Driver to Obtain Information About Zones 

The Zone Info1mation Protocol (ZIP) obtains the zone information by using the AppleTalk 
Transaction Protocol (ATP) to send an information request to a router. The xppTimeOut fi eld 
specifies the amount of time, in seconds, that the .ATP dri ver should wait between attempts 
to obtain the data. The xppRetry field spec ifies the number of times the .ATP driver should 
attempt to obtain the data before returning the reqFailed (request fa iled) result code. 

The zipBuftPtr field is a pointer to a data buffer that you must allocate. This buffer must be 
578 bytes for the GetZoneList and GetLocalZones functions and 33 bytes for the GetMyZone 
function. ZIP returns the zone names (as a packed array of packed Pascal strings) into thi s 
buffer. The zipNumZones field returns the actual number o f zone names that ZIP placed 
in the buffer. You must set the zipLastFlag fie ld to 0 (FALSE) before you execute the 
GetZoneList or GetLocalZones function. If the zipLastFlag parameter is still 0 when the 
command has completed execution , then ZIP is waiting to return more zone names. In 
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thi s case you must empty the buffer (or all ocate a new one) and call the GetZoneList or 
GetLoca!Zoncs function again immediately. When there are no more zone names to return, 
ZIP sets the zipLastFlag fi eld to a nonzero (TRUE) value. 

The ziplnfoField field is a 70-byte data buffer that you must allocate for use by the .XPP 
driver. The first time you call any of these functions, you must set the first word of this field 
to 0. You must not change any values in this field subsequently . 

Listing 32-2 illustrates the use of the GetZoneList function. The GetLocalZones function 
operates in exactly the same fashion. 

Listing 32-2. Us ing the GetZoneLisl function 

PROCEDURE doGetZoneLis~ ; 

VAR 
myXPPPB : XPPParamBlock ; { . XPP parameter block} 
myErr : OSErr ; 

BEGIN 
WITH myXPPPB DO 
BEGIN 

xppTimeOut : = 3 ; 
xppRetry : = 4 ; 
zipBuffPtr : = NewPtr(578) ; 
zipLastFlag : = O; 
zipinfoField [ 1 J . - 0 ; 
zipinfoField[2] . - 0 ; 

END ; 
myErr : = noErr ; 

{timeout period for . XPP} 
{retry count} 
{zone names returned here} 
{set to 0 the first time through} 

{first word is 0 the first } 
{ time through} 

{Check the zipNumZones field to determi ne how many zone names } 
{ have been returned in the buffer . Append the zone names to t h e 
{end of your own buffer before returning to read more zone n ames . } 

{loop to get all of the zone names} 
WHILE (myXPPPB . zipLastFlag = 0) & (myErr 
BEGIN 

~yErr : = GetZoneList(@myXPPPB , FALSE) ; 

noErr} DO 

EmptyDataBuf(@myXPPPB) ; {your routine co empty } 
{ data buffer} 

END ; 
YourZIPProc(@myXPPPB) ; {your routine to process names} 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoError(myErr) ; 

{there ' s an error} 
DisposPtr (rnyXPPPB . zipBuff Ptr} ; {g i ve space back} 

END ; 
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Listing 32-3 illustrates the use of the GetMyZone function. 

Listing 32-3. Using the GetMyZone function 

PROCEDURE doGetMyZone ; 

VAR 
myXPPPB : XPPPar amBlock ; { . XPP par ameter block) 
myZoneNume : ARRAY [ 1 . . 3 3 ] OF CI !AR ; 
myErr : OSErr ; 

BEGIN 
WITH myXPPPB DO 
BEGIN 

xppTimeOut : = 3 ; 
xppRetry : = 4 ; 
zipBuffPtr : = @myZoneName ; 
z i pinfoField[l] O; 
zipinfoField[2] . - 0 ; 

END ; 

{timeout period for . XPP) 
{retry count) 
{zone name returned here) 

{first word is 0 the first 
{ time through) 

myErr . - GetMyZone(@myXPPPB , FALSE) ; 
I F my Err <> no Err THEN DoError (myErr) ; 

{there ' s an error) 
END ; 

Obtaining Zone Information 

The .XPP driver provides three functions that obtain information about zones. All three 
functions use the Zone Information Protocol (ZIP) to return the names of zones. 

Assembly-language note: The .XPP dri ver fu nctions all use the same 
value (xCall, which is equal to 246) for the csCode parameter to the XPP 
parameter block. The xCall routine uses the va lue of the xppSubCode 
parameter to distinguish between the functions, as fo llows: 

Function 

GetMyZone 
GetLocalZones 
GetZoneList 

xppS ubCode 

zipGeLMyZune 
zi pGetLocalZones 
zipGetZoneList 

Value 

7 
5 
6 

FUNCTION GetMyZone (thePBptr : XPPParmBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

16 

26 

ioResult 

csCode 
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-7 28 xppSubCode word routine selector; zipGetMyZone 
-7 30 xppTimeOut byte retry interval in seconds 

-7 31 xppRetry byte retry count 

-7 34 zipBuffPtr long pointer to data buffer 

-7 42 ziplnfoField 70 bytes for use by ZIP; first word set to 0 

The GetMyZone function returns on ly the AppleTalk zone name of the node on which your 
application is running. 

The ioResult field returns the result of the function. If you call the function asynchronously, 
the function sets this field to l as soon as it begins execution, and it changes the fi eld to the 
actual result code when it completes execution. The csCode and xppSubCode fields are 
routine selectors and are automatically set by the MPW interface to xCall and zipGetMyZone 
for this function. The xppTimeOut field specifies the amount of time, in seconds, that the 
.ATP driver should wait between attempts to obtain the data. A value of 3 or 4 for the 
xppTimeOut field generally gives good results. The xppRetry field specifies the number 
of times the .ATP dri ver should attempt to obtain the data before returning the reqFailed 
(request failed) result code. A value of 3 or 4 for the xppRetry field usually works wel l. 

The zipBuffPtr field is a pointer to a 33-byte data buffer that you must allocate. ZIP returns 
the zone name into this buffer as a Pascal string. The ziplnfoField field is a 70-byte data 
buffer that you must allocate for use by ZIP. You must set the first word of th is buffer to 0 
before you call the GetMyZone function. 

Result codes 
no Err 
noBridgeErr 
reqFailed 
tooManyReqs 
noDataArea 

0 
-93 

- 1096 
- 1097 
-11 04 

No error 
No router is available 
Request to contact router failed; retry count exceeded 
Too many concu1Tent requests 
Too many outstanding ATP call s 

FUNCT I ON GetLocalZones (thePBptr : XPPParmBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

~ 16 ioResult word result code 

-7 26 cs Code word routine selector; always xCall 

-7 28 xppSubCode word routine selector; zipGetLocalZones 

-7 30 xppTimeOut byte retry interval in seconds 

-7 3 1 xppRetry byte retry count 

-7 34 zipBuffPtr long pointer to data buffer 

~ 38 zipNumZones word number of names returned 

~ 40 zi pLastFlag byte nonzero if no more names 

-7 42 ziplnfoField 70 bytes for use by ZIP; first word set to 0 
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The GetLocalZones function returns a list of all the zone names on the local network-that is, 
the network that includes the node on which your application is running. 

The ioResult field returns the result of the function. If you call the function asynchronously, 
the function sets this field to l as soon as it begins execution, and it changes the field to the 
actual result code when it completes execution. The csCode and xppSubCode fields are routine 
selectors and are automatically set by the MPW interface to xCall and zipGetLocalZones for 
this function. The xppTimeOut field specifies the amount of time, in seconds, that the .ATP 
driver should wait between attempts to obtain the data. A value of 3 or 4 for the xppTimeOut 
field generally gives good results. The xppRetry field specifies the number of times the .ATP 
driver should attempt to obtain the data before returning the reqFailed (request failed) result 
code. A value of 3 or 4 for the xppRetry field usually works well. 

The zipBuffPtr fi eld is a pointer to a 578-byte data buffer that you must allocate. ZIP returns 
the zone names into this buffer as a packed array of Pascal strings. The zipNumZones param
eter returns the number of zone names that ZIP placed in the data buffer. 

The .XPP driver sets the zipLastFlag field to I if there are no more zone names for your 
network. If the zipLastFlag field is still 0 when the GetLocalZones function has completed 
execution, you must empty the data buffer pointed to by the zipBuffPtr parameter and 
inunediately call the GetLocalZones function again without changing the value in the 
ziplnfoField parameter. The ziplnfoField parameter is a 70-byte data buffer that you must 
allocate for use by ZIP. You must set the first word of this buffer to 0 before you call the 
GetLocalZones function the first time, and you must not change the contents of this field 
thereafter. 

Result codes 
no Err 
no BridgeErr 
reqFailed 
tooManyReqs 
noDataArea 

0 
-93 

-1096 
-1097 
-1104 

No error 
No router is available 
Request to contact router failed; retry count exceeded 
Too many concurrent requests 
Too many outstanding ATP calls 

FUNCTION GetZoneList (thePBptr : XPPParmBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

~ 16 ioResult word result code 

~ 26 cs Code word routine selector; always xCall 

~ 28 xppSubCode word routine selector; zipGetZoneList 

~ 30 xppTimeOut byte retry interval in seconds 

~ 3 1 xppRetry byte retry count 

~ 34 zipBuffPtr long pointer to data buffer 

~ 38 zipNumZones word number of names returned 

~ 40 zipLastFlag byte nonzero if no more names 

~ 42 ziplnfoField 70 bytes for use by ZIP; first word set to 0 
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The GetZoneList function returns a complete list of all the zone names on the internet. To 
obtain a list of only the zone names on the local network, use the GetLocalZones function 
instead. 

The ioResult field returns the result of the function. If you call the function asynchronously, 
the function sets this field to I as soon as it begins execution, and it changes the field to the 
actual result code when it completes execution. The csCode and xppSubCode fields are 
routine selectors and are automatically set by the MPW interface to xCall and zipGetZoneList 
for this function. The xppTimeOut field specifies the amount of time, in seconds, that the 
.ATP driver should wait between attempts to obtain the data. A value of 3 or 4 for the 
xppTimeOut field generally gives good results. The xppRetry field specifies the number 
of times the .ATP driver should attempt to obtain the data before returning the reqFailed 
(request failed) result code. A value of 3 or 4 for the xppRetry field usually works well. 

The zipBuffPtr field is a pointer to a 578-byte data buffer that you must allocate. ZIP returns 
the zone names into this buffer as Pascal strings. The zipNumZones parameter returns the 
number of zone names that ZIP placed in the data buffer. 

The .XPP dri ver sets the zipLastFlag field to 1 if there are no more zone names for the 
internet. If the zipLastFlag field is still 0 when the GetZoneList function has completed 
execution, you must empty the data buffer pointed to by the zipBuftPtr parameter and 
immediately call the GetZoneList function again without changing the val ue in the 
ziplnfoField parameter. The ziplnfoField parameter is a 70-byte data buffer that you must 
allocate for use by ZIP. You must set the first word of thi s buffer to 0 before you call the 
GetZoneList function the first time, and not change the contents of this field thereafter. 

If you use the GetZoneList function on a nonextended network, it returns the reqFailed 
result code. 

Result codes 
no Err 
noBridgeErr 
reqFailed 
tooManyReqs 
noDataArea 

0 
-93 

- 1096 
-1097 
- 1104 

No error 
No router is avai lable 
Request to contact router failed; retry count exceeded 
Too many concurrent requests 
Too many outstanding ATP calls 

APPLETALK DATA STREAM PROTOCOL (ADSP) 

One of the significant new features of AppleTalk included as part of system software 
version 7.0 is the AppleTalk Data Stream Protocol (ADSP), which provides a full-duplex 
data stream connection between two nodes in an AppleTalk internet. Like the AppleTalk 
Session Protocol, Printer Access Protocol, and AppleTalk Transaction Protocol , ADSP 
uses the Datagram Delivery Protocol (DDP) to send its data over the internet. Therefore, 
even though ADSP appears to its clients to handle data as a stream of bytes, the data is 
actually transmitted and received by DDP in packets. ADSP takes advantage of this fact by 
including control and status information in the DDP packet header. You can use the .DSP 
driver routines described in ".DSP Driver Routines" later in this chapter to control an ADSP 
connection. The .DSP driver takes care of the implementation of ADSP for you. 
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Every ADSP connection is between two sockets in an AppleTalk internet. Each socket can 
maintain concuITent ADSP connections with several other sockets, but there can be only one 
ADSP connection between any two sockets at one time. When a pair of sockets establishes 
an ADSP connection, each socket client initiali zes and maintains a certain amount of control 
and state information that it uses for synchronizing communication with the other socket 
client and for error checking. 

The combination of a socket and the ADSP information maintained by the socket client is 
referred to as a connection end. When two connection ends establ ish communication, the 
connection is considered an open connection. When both connection ends terminate the 
link and dispose of the connection information each maintains, the connection is considered a 
closed connection. If one connection end is establi shed but the other connection end is 
unreachable or has disposed of its connection information, the connection is considered a 
half-open connection. No communication can occur over a half-open or closed connec
tion. To prevent a half-open connection from tying up resources, ADSP automatically closes 
any half-open connection that cannot reestablish communication within 2 minutes. 

Using ADSP 

You can use ADSP to implement a data stream connection between any two sockets on an 
internet. (Note that although there can be only one ADSP connection between any two 
sockets, a single socket can maintain connections with several other sockets.) This section 
describes how to open, maintain, and close a connection between two sockets on an internet. 
It also describes how to establish and use a connection listener-that is, a connection end 
that waits passively to receive a connection request and then passes the connection request 
on to its clienc, the connection server. Finally, this section describes how to write a routine 
(referred to as a user routine) that ADSP calls when your connection end receives an 
unsolicited connection event. 

The ADSP Connection Control Block 

When you establish an ADSP connection end, you must allocate a nonrelocatable block of 
memory for, and provide a pointer to, a connection control block (CCB) data structure, 
which is used by ADSP to store state in formation about the connection end. You may read 
the fields in the CCB to obtain information about the connection end, but you are not allowed 
to write to any of the fields except one, the userFlags field . The CCB requires 242 bytes and 
is defined by the TRCCB data type. 

TYPE TRCCB = 
PACKED RECORD 

ccbLink : 
refNum : 
state : 
userFlags : 
localSocket : 
remoteAddress : 
attnCode : 
attns:.ze : 
attnPtr : 
reserved : 

END ; 

TPCCB; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Byte ; 
Byte ; 
AddrBlock ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 

{link to next CCB} 
{reference number} 
{state of the connection e nd} 
{user :lags for connection} 
{local socket number} 
{remote end internet addre ss} 
{attention code received} 
{size of a t tention data } 

Ptr ; {pointer to attention data} 
PACKED ARRAY [ l .. 220) OF Byte 

{reserved for use by ADSP} 
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The internet address of the remote connection end is defined in the CCB by the AddrBlock 
data type: 

TYPE AddrBlock 
PACKED RECORD 

aNet : 
aNode : 
aSocket : 

END ; 

Integer ; 
Byte ; 
By te 

{network number} 
{node ID} 
{socket number} 

Field descriptions 

ccbLink 

retNum 

state 

user Flags 

A pointer to the next CCB. This field is for use by ADSP only. 

The reference number of the CCB. This number is assigned by ADSP 
when you establish the connection end. 

The state of the connection end, as follows: 

State 

sListening 

sPassive 

sOpening 

sOpen 

sClosing 

sClosed 

Value 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Meaning 

The socket is a connection listening 
socket-that is, a socket that accepts ADSP 
requests to open connections and passes 
them on to a socket client. This state is 
ordinarily used only by connection servers. 

The socket client is inactive but capable 
of accepting an ADSP request to open a 
connection. Unlike a connection listening 
socket, which passes the open-connection 
request on to a routine that can establish 
the connection on any socket, a socket 
client in the sPassive state can accept an 
open-connection request only to establish 
itself as a connection end. 

The socket client has sent an open
connection request and is waiting for 
acknowledgment. 

The connection is open. 

The socket client has requested that ADSP 
close the connection, and ADSP is sending 
data or waiting for acknowledgment of data 
it has sent before closing the connection. 

The connection.is closed. 

Flags that indicate an unsoljcited connection event has occurred. An 
unsolicited connection event is an event initiated by ADSP or the 
remote connection end that is not in response to any .DSP routine that 
you executed. 
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userFlags (con tinued) Each time an unsolicited connection event occurs, ADSP sets a flag 

local Socket 

remoteAddress 

attn Code 

attn Size 

attnPtr 

reserved 

in the userFlags field of the CCB and calls the routine you specified 
in the userRoutine parameter to the dspl nit routine (if any). The user 
routine must read the userFlags field and then clear the flag to 0. 
ADSP cannot notify your routine of future events unless you clear the 
flag after each event. 

ADSP recogni zes four types of unsolicited connection events, one 
corresponding to each of the flags in this fi eld. The events and flags 
are defined as fo llows, where bit 7 is the most significant bit: 

Event 

eC!osed 

eTearDown 

eAttention 

e FwdReset 

none 

Flag 
bit 

7 

6 

s 

4 

3-0 

Meaning 

ADSP has been informed by the remote 
connection end that the remote connection 
end has closed the connection. 

ADSP has determined that the remote 
connection end is not respond ing and so 
has closed the connection. 

ADSP has received an attention message 
from the remote connection end. 

ADSP has received a forward reset 
command from the remote connection end, 
has di scarded all ADSP data not yet 
deli vered- including the data in the local 
client end 's receive queue- and has 
resynchronized the connection. 

Reserved. 

The socket number through which DDP transmits and rece ives the 
ADSP packets. 

The internet address of the socket used by the remote connection end. 

The attention code received by ADSP when the re mote connection end 
sends an attention message. 

The size of the attention message received by ADSP when the remote 
connection end sends an attention message. 

A pointer to a buffer containing the attention message received by 
ADSP from the remote connection end. 

A data buffer reserved for use by ADSP. 

The .DSP Parameter Block 

You execute the .DSP routines by calling the Device Manager' s PBControl func tion. Each 
time you call a .DSP routine, you provide a pointer to a parameter block that includes all of 
the parameters needed by that command. 
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The .DSP parameter block, defined by the DSPParamBlock data type, i a vaiiant parameter 
block for the PBControl funct ion. 

TYPE DSPParamBlock 
PACKED RECORD 

qLink : 
qType : 
ioTrap : 
ioCmdAddr : 
ioCompletion : 
ioResult : 
ioNamePtr : 
ioVRefNum : 
ioCRefNum : 
csCode : 
qStatus : 
ccbRefNum : 

CASE Inr.eger OF 
dspinit , 
d spCLinit : 
( 

) ; 

ccbPr.r : 
userRoutine : 
sendQSize : 
sendQueue : 
recvQSize : 
recvQueue : 
attnPtr : 

localSocker. : 
fillerl : 

dspOpen , 
dspCLListen , 
dspCLDeny : 
( 

) ; 

localCID : 
remoteCID : 
remoteAddress : 
filterAddress : 
sendSeq : 
sendWindow : 
recvSeq : 
attnSendSeq : 
atr.:iRecvSeq : 
ocMode : 
ocinterval : 
ocMaximum : 
filler2 : 

Q=:lemPtr ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Per ; 
ProcPtr ; 
OSErr ; 
S:.ringPtr ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Longint ; 
Integer ; 

TPCCB ; 
ProcPtr ; 
Integer ; 
Ptr ; 
Integer ; 
Ptr ; 
Ptr ; 

Byte ; 
Byte 

Integer ; 
Integer ; 
AddrBlock ; 
AddrBlock ; 
Longint ; 
Integer ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Byte ; 
Byte ; 
Byte ; 
Byte 

{next queue entry} 
{queue type} 
{rour.ine trap} 
{routine address} 
{completion routine} 
{resu l t code} 
{used only for dspOpe~} 
{volume reference numoer} 
{driver reference numoer} 
{primary command code} 
{reserved for ADSP} 
{CCE reference number} 

{pointer r.o CCB} 
{pointer to user routine} 
{size of send queue} 
{pointer to send queue} 
{size of receive queue} 
{point.er to receive queue} 
{pointer to attention- } 
{ message buffer} 
{loca l socket number} 
{filler for proper alignment} 

{local connection ID} 
{remote connection ID} 
{remote internet address} 
{address filter} 
{send sequence number} 
{size of remote buffer} 
{receive sequence number} 
{attention send seq number} 
{atr.enr.ion receive seq num} 
{connection-opening mode} 
{interval bet open requests} 
{retries of open-conn req} 
{filler for proper alignment} 
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dspClose , 
dspRemove : 
( 

) ; 

abort : 
filler3 : 

dspStatus : 
( 

) ; 

statusCCB : 
sendQPending : 
sendQFree : 
recvQPending : 
recvQFree : 

dspRead , 
dspWrite : 
( 

) ; 

reqCount : 
actCount : 
dataPtr : 
eom : 
flush : 

dspAtt:ent:ion : 
( 

) ; 

attnCode : 
attnSize : 
attnData : 
attninterval : 
filler4 : 

dspOptions : 
( 

) ; 

sendBlocking : 
sendTimer : 
rtmtTimer : 
badSeqMax : 
useCheckSum : 

dspNewCID : 
( 

newCID : 

END ; 

Byte ; 
Byte 

TPCCB ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer 

I nteger ; 
Integer ; 
Ptr ; 
Byt:e ; 
Byte 

Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Ptr ; 
Byte ; 
Byte 

Integer ; 
Byte ; 
Byte ; 
Byte ; 
Byte 

Integer 
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{abort send requests} 
{filler for proper alignment} 

{point:er t:o CCB} 
{byt:es waiting in send queue} 
{available send-queue buffer} 
{bytes in receive queue} 
{avai l receive-queue buffer} 

{requested number of bytes} 
{act:ual number of bytes } 
{pointer to data buffer } 
{l if end of message} 
{1 to s end data now: 

{client attention code} 
{size of attention data ! 
{pointer to at:tention data} 
{reserve d} 
{filler for proper alignment} 

{send-blocking threshold } 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{retra~smit advice threshold} 
{DDP che cksum for packets } 

{new connection ID} 
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The qLink, qType, ioTrap, ioCmdAddr, ioNamePtr, and ioVRefNum fields are filled in by the 
Device Manager; your appl ication should not have to set or read these fields. The ioResult field 
returns the result of the function. If you call the routine asynchronously, the Device Manager 
sets this field to 1 as soon as you call the routine, and it changes the field to the actual result 
code when the routine completes execution. The ioCompletion field is a pointer to a completion 
routine that you can provide; the Device Manager call s your completion routine when it com
pletes execution of the PBControl function. If you are not providing a completion routine, 
specify NIL for this field. 

The ioCRefNum field is returned by the OpenDriver function. You must specify this number 
every time you call the .DSP driver. 

The csCode field specifies the command to be executed. You must fill in this field before 
calling the PBControl function. You can use the following constants as values for the 
csCode field: 

CONST {ADSP routine selectors} 
dspinit 255 ; {create a new connection end} 
dspRemove 254 ; {remove a connect i on end} 
dspOpen 253 ; {open a connection} 
dspClose 252 ; {close a connection} 
dspCLinit 251 ; {create a connection listener} 
dspCLRemove 250 ; {remove a connection listener} 
d s pCLLi s ten 249 ; {post a listener request} 
dspCLDeny = 248 ; {deny an open- connection request} 
dspStatus 247 ; {get status of connection end} 
dspRead 246 ; {read data from the connection} 
dspWrit e 245 ; {write data on the connection} 
dspAttention 244 ; {send an attention message} 
dspOptions 243 ; {set connection end options} 
dspReset 242 ; {forward reset the connection} 
dspNewCID 241 ; {generate a cid for a connection end} 

The qStatus fi eld is reserved for use by ADSP. The ccbRefNum field is the reference number 
of the CCB. The CCB reference number is returned by ADSP in response to the dsplnit 
routine. You must specify this number as a parameter to every .DSP driver routine you call 
subsequently. 

The remaining fields are used only for specific routines; each of these fields is described in 
".DSP Driver Routines" later in this chapter. 

Opening and Maintaining an ADSP Connection 

To use the AppleTalk Data Stream Protocol (ADSP) to establish and maintain a connection 
between a socket on your local node and a remote socket, use the fo llowing procedure: 

1. Use the MPPOpen function to open the .MPP driver, and then use the OpenDriver 
function to open the .DSP driver. The OpenDriver function returns the reference 
number for the .DSP driver. You must supply thi s reference number each time you 
call the .DSP driver. 
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2. Allocate non relocatable memory for a connecti on control block (CCB), send and receive 
queues, and an attention-message buffer. If you need to allocate the memory dynam
ically whi le the program is running, use the NewPtr routi ne. Otherwise, the way in 
which you all ocate the memory depends on the compiler you are using. (Listing 32-4 at 
the end of thi s section shows how it's done in Pascal.) The memory that you allocate 
becomes the property of ADSP when you call the dsplnit routine to establish a connec
tion end . You cannot write any data to this memory except by calling ADSP, and you 
must ensure that the memory remains locked until you call the dspRemove routine to 
eliminate the connection end . 

The CCB is 242 bytes. The attention-message buffer must be 570 bytes. Whe n you 
send bytes to a remote connection end, ADSP stores the bytes in a buffer called the 
send queue. Until the re mote connection end acknowledges their receipt, ADSP keeps 
the bytes you sent in the send queue so that they are available to be retransmitted if 
necessary. When the local connection e nd receives bytes, it stores them in a buffer, 
called the receive queue, until you read them. The sizes you need for the send and 
receive queues depend on the lengths of the messages being sent. 

ADSP does not transmit data from the remote connection end until there is room for it in 
your receive queue. If your send or receive queues are too small , they limit the speed 
with which you can transmit and receive data. A queue size of 600 bytes should work 
well for most appl ications. If you are using ADSP to send a continuous flow of data, a 
larger data buffer improves performance. If your application is sending or receiving the 
user 's keystrokes, a smaller buffer should be adeq uate . The constant mi nDSPQueueSize 
indicates the minimum queue size that you can use. 

If you are using a vers ion of the .DSP dri ver prior to version 1.5, you must allocate 
send and receive queues that are 12 percent larger than the actual buffer sizes you need. 
You must do this in order to provide some ex tra space for use by the .DSP dri ver. 
Version 1.5 and later versions of the .DSP driver use a much smaller, and variable, 
porti on of buffer space for overhead. T he .DSP dri ver version number is stored in 
the low byte of the qFlags field, which is the first fie ld in the dCtlQHdr fi eld in the 
driver's device control entry (DCE) data structure. Version 1.5 of the .DSP driver 
has a version number of 4 in the DCE. T he DCE is described in the Device Manager 
chapters of Volu mes II and V. 

3. Use the dsplnit routine to establish a connection end. You must prov ide pointers to the 
CCB, send queue, receive queue, and attention-message buffer. You may also provide 
a pointer to the user routine that ADSP calls when your connection end receives an 
unsolici ted connection event. User routi nes are discussed in "Writing a User Routine 
for Connection Events" later in th is chapter. 

lf there is a spec ific socket that you want to use for the connection end, you can 
specify the socket nu mber in the loca lSocket parameter. If you want ADSP to assign 
the socket fo r you, specify 0 for the localSocket parameter. ADSP returns the socket 
number whe n the dsplnit routi ne completes execution. 

4. lf you w ish, you can use the NBPRegisrer function to add the name and address of 
your connection end to the node's names table. The NBPRegister function is described 
in the AppleTalk Manager chapter of Volume II . 
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5. You can use the dspOptions routine to set several parameters that control the behavior 
of the connection end. Because every parameter has a default value, the use of the 
dspOptions routine is optional. You can specify values for the following parameters: 

• The sendBlocking parameter, which sets the maximum number of bytes that may 
accumulate in the send queue before ADSP sends a packet to the remote connection 
end. You can experiment with different values of the sendBlocking parameter to 
determine which provides the best performance. Under most ci rcumstances, the 
default value of 16 bytes gives good perfo rmance . 

• The badSeqMax parameter, which sets the max imum number of out-of-sequence data 
packets that the local connection end can receive before requesting the remote connec
tion encl to retransmjt the missing data. Under most circumstances, the default value 
of 3 provides good performance. 

• The useCheckSum parameter, wh ich determines whether the Datagram Deli very 
Protocol (DDP) should compute a checksum and include it in each packet that it 
sends to the remote connection end. Usi ng checksums slows communjcations 
slightly. Normally ADSP and DDP perform enough error checking to ensure safe 
delivery of all data. Set the useCheckSum parameter to I only if you feel that the 
network is highl y unreliable. 

6. Call the dspOpen routine to open the connection. The dspOpen routine has four 
possible modes of operation: ocAccept, ocEstablish, ocRequest, and ocPass ive. 
Normally you use either the ocRequest or ocPassive mode. You must specify one of 
these four modes for the ocMode parameter when you call the dspOpen routine . 

The ocAccept mode is used only by connection servers. The ocEstablish mode is used 
by routines that determine the ir connection-opening parameters and establish a 
connection independently of ADSP, but use ADSP to transmit and receive data. 

Use the ocRequest mode when you want to establ ish communications with a specific 
socket on the internet. When you execute the dspOpen routine in the ocRequest mode, 
ADSP sends an open-connection request to the address you specify. 

If the socket to which you send the open-connection request is a connection listener, 
the connection server that operates that connection listener can choose any socket on 
the internet to be the connection end that responds to the open-connection request. To 
restrict the socket from which you wi ll accept a response to your open-connection 
request, specify a value for the filterAddress parameter to the dspOpen routine. When 
your connection end recei ves a response from a socket that meets the restrictions of the 
filterAddress parameter, it acknowledges the response and ADSP completes the 
connection. 

To use the ocRequest mode, you must know the complete internet address of the remote 
socket, and the ADSP client at that address must either be a connection listener or have 
executed the dspOpen routine in the ocPassive mode. You can use the PLookupName 
function to obtain a list of names of objects on the internet and to determine the internet 
address of a socket when you know its name. The PLookupName function is the pre
ferred interface version of the NBPLookup function. The NBPLookup function is de
scribed in the AppleTalk Manager chapter of Volume II . The preferred interface is 
described in the AppleTalk Manager chapter of Volume V. Enhancements to the wild
card-lookup feature of the Name-Binding Protocol (NBP) are discussed in " A New 
NBP Wildcard Character" earlier in this chapter. 
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Use the ocPassive mode when you expect to receive an open-connection request from a 
remote socket. You can specify a value for the filterAddress parameter to restrict the 
network number, node ID, or socket number from which you will accept an open
connection request. When your connection end receives an open-connection request that 
meets the restrictions o f the filterAddress parameter, it acknowledges the request and 
ADSP completes the connection. 

You can poll the state field in the CCB to determine when the connection end is waiting 
to receive an open-connection request, when the connection end is waiting to receive 
an acknowledgment of an open-connection request, and when the connection is open. 
(The CCB is described in "The ADSP Connection Control Block" earlier in this 
chapter.) Alternatively, you can check the result code for the dspOpen routine when 
the routine completes execution. If the routine returns the noErr result code, then the 
connection is open. 

7. Use the dspRead routine to read data that your connection end has received from 
the remote connection end. Use the dspWrite routine to send data to the remote 
connection end. Use the dspAttention routine to send attention messages to the 
remote connection end. 

The dspWrite routine places data in the send queue. ADSP is a ful l-duplex, symmetric 
communications protocol. You can send data at any time, and your connection end can 
receive data at any time, even at the same time as you are sending data. ADSP transmits 
the data in the send queue when one of the following conditions occurs: 

• You call the dspWrite routine with the flush parameter set to a nonzero number. 

• The number of bytes in the send queue equals or exceeds the blocking factor that 
you set with the dspOptions routine . 

• The send timer expires. The send timer sets the maximum amount of time that can 
pass before ADSP sends all unsent data in the send queue to the remote connection 
end. ADSP calculates the best value to use for thi s timer and sets it automatically. 

• A connection event requires that the local connection end send an acknowledgment 
packet to the remote connection end. 

If you send more data to the send queue than it can hold, the dspWrite routine does not 
complete execution until it has written all the data to the send queue. If you execute the 
dspWrite routine asynchronously, ADSP returns control to your program and writes the 
data to the send queue as quickly as it can. This technique provides the most effic ient 
use of the send queue by your program and by ADSP. Because ADSP does not remove 
daca from the send queue until that data has nor onl y been sent but also acknowledged 
by the remote connection end, using the flush parameter to the dspWrite routine does 
not guarantee that the send queue is empty. You can use the dspStatus routine to 
determine how much free buffer space is available in the send queue. 

The dspRead routine reads data from the receive queue into your application's private 
data buffer. ADSP does not transmjt data until there is space available in the other end's 
receive queue to accept it. Because a full receive queue slows the communjcations rate, 
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you should read data from the receive queue as often as necessary to keep sufficient 
buffer space available for new data. You can use either of two techniques to do this: 

• Allocate a small receive queue (about 600 bytes) and call the dspRead routine 
asynchronously. Your completion routine for the dspRead routine should then 
call the dspRead routine again . 

• Allocate a large receive queue and call the dspRead routine less frequently. 

If there is less data in the receive queue than the amount you specify with the reqCount 
parameter to the dspRead command, the command does not complete execution until there 
is enough data available to satisfy the request. There are three exceptions to this rule: 

• If the end-of-message bit in the ADSP packet header is set, the dspRead command 
reads the data in the receive queue, returns the actual amount of data read in the 
actCount parameter, and returns the eom parameter set to 1. 

• If you have closed the connection end before calling the dspRead routine (that is, the 
connection is half open), the command reads whatever data is available and returns 
the actual amount of data read in the actCount parameter. 

• If ADSP has closed the connection before you call the dspRead routine and there 
is no data in the receive queue, the routine returns the noErr result code with the 
actCount parameter set to 0 and the eom paf·ameter set to 0. 

In addition to the byte-stream data format implemented by the dspRead and dspWrite 
routines, ADSP provides a mechanism for sending and receiving control signals or 
information separate from the byte stream. You use the dspAttention routine to send 
an attention code and an attention message to the remote connection end. When your 
connection end receives an attention message, ADSP's interrupt handler sets the 
eAttention fl ag in the userFlags field of the CCB and calls your user routine. Your 
user routine must first clear the userFlags fie ld. Then your routine can read the attention 
code and attention message and rake whatever action you deem appropriate. 

Because ADSP is often used by terminal emulation programs and other applications 
that pass the data they receive on to the user without processing it, attention messages 
provide a mechanism for the applications that are clients of the connection ends to 
communicate with each other. For example, you could use attention messages to 
implement a handshaking and data-checking protocol for a program that transfers disk 
files between two applications, neither one of which is a fi le server. Or a database 
server on a mainframe computer that uses ADSP to communicate with Macintosh 
computer workstations could use the attention mechanism to inform the workstations 
when the database is about to be closed down for maintenance. 

8. When you are ready to close the ADSP connection, you can use the dspClose or 
dspRemove routine to close the connection end. Use the dspClose routine if you 
intend to use that connection end to open another connection and do not want to 
release the memory you allocated for the connection end. Use the dspRemove 
routine if you are completely fini shed with the connection end and want to release 
the memory. 
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You can continue to read data from the receive queue after you have called the dspClose 
routine, but not after you have called the dspRemove routine. You can use the dspStatus 
routine to determine whether any data is remaining in the receive queue, or you can read 
data from the receive queue until both the actCount and eom fi elds of the dspRead 
parameter block return 0. 

If you set the abort parameter for the dspClose or dspRemove routine to 0, then ADSP 
does not close the connection or the connection end until it has sent-and received 
acknowledgment for-all data in the send queue and any pendi ng attention messages. 
If you set the abort parameter to L, then ADSP discards any data in the send queue 
and any attention messages that have not already been sent. 

After you have executed the dspRemove routine, you can release the memory you 
allocated for the CCB and data buffers. 

Listing 32-4 illustrates the use of ADSP. This routine opens the .MPP and .DSP drivers 
and allocates memory for its internal data buffers, for the CCB, and for the end, receive, 
and attention-message buffers. Then the routine uses the dsplnit routine to establish a 
connection end and uses NBP to register the name of the connection end on the internet. 
(The user routine specified by the userRoutine parameter to the dsplnit function is shown 
in Listing 32-6.) Next, Listing 32-4 uses the dspOptions routine to set the blocking fac tor 
to 24 bytes. The routine uses NBP to determine the address of a socket whose name was 
chosen by the user and sends an open-connection request (dspOpen) to that socket. When 
the dspOpen routine completes execution, the routine sends data and an attention message 
to the remote connection end and reads data from its receive queue. Finally, the routine 
closes the connection end with the dspRemove routine and releases the memory it allocated. 

Listing 32-4. Using ADSP to establish and use a connection 

PROCEDURE MyADSP ; 

CONST 
qSize 600 ; {queue space} 
myDataSize = 128 ; 
blockFact = 24 ; 

{size of internal read/write buffers} 
{blocking factor} 

TYPE 
{modify the connection control block to a dd storage for A5} 
myTRCCB 

VAR 

RECORD 
myA5 : Longinc ; 
u : TRCCB 

END ; 

dspSendQPtr : 
dspRecvQPtr : 
dspAttnBufPtr : 
myData2ReadPtr : 
myData2WritePtr : 
myAttnMsgPtr : 
dspCCB : 

Ptr ; 
Ptr ; 
Ptr ; 
Ptr ; 
Ptr ; 
Ptr ; 
myTRCCB ; 
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myDSPPBPtr : 
myMPPPBPtr : 
myNTEName : 
myAddrBlk : 
drvrRefNum : 
mppRefNum : 
connRefNum : 
gReceivedAnEvent : 
myAttnCode : 
tempFlag : 
tempCFlag : 
myErr : 

BEGIN 

DSPPBPtr ; 
MPPPBPtr ; 
NamesTableEntry ; 
AddrBlock ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Boolean ; 
Integer ; 
Byte ; 
Integer ; 
OSErr ; 

myErr . - OpenDriver( ' . MPP' , mppRefNum) ; 
IF myErr <> no~rr THEN DoErr(myErr) ; 
myErr : = OpenDriver( ' . DSP ', drvrRefKum) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr ~HEN DoErr(myErr) ; 

{allocate memory for dat a buffers} 
dspSencQPtr : = NewPtr(qSize) ; 
dspRecvQPtr : = NewPtr(qSize) ; 
dspAttnBufPtr : = NewPtr(attnBuf Size) ; 
myData2ReadPtr : = NewPtr(myDataSize) ; 
myData2WritePtr : = NewPtr(myDataSize ) ; 
myAttnMsgPtr : = NewPtr(myDataSize) ; 

{open . MPP driver} 
{check and handle error} 
{open . DSP driver} 
{check and handle error} 

{ADSP use only} 
{ADSP use only} 
{ADSP use only} 

myDSPPBPtr . - DSPP3Ptr(NewPtr(SizeOf(DSPParamBlock))) ; 
myMPPPBPtr : = MPPPBPtr(NewPtr (SizeOf(MPPParamBl ock) ) ) ; 

WITH myDSPPBPtrA DO {set up dspinit parameters} 
BEGIN 

ioCRefNum : = drvrRefNum ; {ADSP driver ref num} 
csCode : = dspinit ; 
ccbPtr : = @dspCCB; {pointer to CCB} 
userRoutine : = @myConnectionEvtUserRoutine ; 

sendQSize . - qSize ; 
sendQueue . - dsp SendQPtr ; 
recvQSi ze qSize ; 
recvQueue dspRecvQPtr ; 
attnPtr : = dspAt tnBufPtr ; 
localSocket . - 0 

END ; 

gReceivedAnEvent : = FALSE ; 
dspCCB . myA5 : = SetCurrentA5 ; 
{establish a connection end} 

{see Listing 32 - 6} 
{size of send queue} 
{send-queue buf fer} 
{size of r e ceiv e queue} 
{receiv e-queue buffer} 
{rece ive-attention buffer} 
{let ADSP assign socket} 

{save A5 for the user routine} 

myErr : = PBControl(ParmBlk?tr(myDSPPBPtr) , FALSE) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoErr(myErr ); {check and handle error} 
connRefNum : = myDSPPBPtrA . ccbRefNum ; {save CCB ref num for later} 

(Continued) 
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Listing 32-4. Using ADSP to establish and use a connection (Continued) 

NBPSetNTE(@myNTEName , ' The Object ', ' The Type ' , 
' *', myDSPPBPtrA . localSocket) ; 

WITH myMPPPBPtrA DO 

BEGIN 
interval : = 7 ; 
count : = 3 ; 
entityPtr : = @myNTEName ; 
verifyFlag : = 0 

END ; 
{register this socket} 

{set up NBP names table entry} 
{set up PRegisterName 
{ parameters} 

{retransmit every 7*8=56 ticks} 
Zand retry 3 times} 
\name to register} 
{don 't verify this name} 

myErr : = PRegisterName(myMPPPBPtr , FALSE) ; 

IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoErr(myErr) ; 

WITH myDSPPBPtrA DO 
BEGIN 

ioCRefNum : = drvrRefNum; 
csCode : = dspOptions ; 
ccbRefNum . - connRefNum; 
sendBlocking : = blockFact ; 
badSeqMax : = 0 : 
useCheckSum : = 0 

END ; 

{register this socket} 
{check and handle error} 

{set up dspOptions parame ters} 

{ADSP driver ref num} 

{connection ref nu~} 
{quantum for data packet} 
{use default} 
{don ' t calculate c~ecksum} 

myErr : = PBControl(ParmBlkPtr(myDSPPBPtr ) , FALSE) ; 
{set options} 

IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoErr(myErr) ; {check and handle error} 

PickASocket(myAddrBlk) ; 
{routine using the PLookupName function to pick a socket 
{ that will be used to establish an open connection} 

{open a connection with the chosen socket} 
WITH myDSPPBPtrA DO {set up dspOpen parameters} 
BEGIN 

ioCRefNum : = drvrRefNum ; 
csCode : = dspOpen ; 
ccbRefNum : = connRefNum ; 
remoteAddress . - myAddrBlk ; 

fi lterAddress . - myAddrBlk ; 

ocMode : = ocRequest ; 
ocinterval : = O; 
ocMaximum : = 0 

END ; 

{ADSP driver ref num } 

{connection ref num} 
{address of remote socket 
{ from PLookupName function} 
{address filter , specified } 
{ socket address only} 
{open connec~ion mode} 
{use default retry interval} 
{use default retry maximum} 

myErr : = PBControl(ParmBlkPtr(myDSPPBPtr), FALSE) i 

{open a connection} 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoErr(myErr) ; {check and handle error} 
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{the connection with the chosen socket is open, so now send to } 
{ the send queue exactly myDataSize number of bytes} 
WITH myDSPPBPtrA DO {set up dspWrite parameters} 
BEGIN 

ioCRefNum : = drvrRefNum ; 
csCode : = dspWrite ; 
ccbRefNum : = connRefNum ; 
reqCount : = myDataSize ; 
dataPtr : = myData2WritePtr ; 
eom : = 1 ; 

flush : = 1 
END ; 

{ADSP driver ref n~m} 

{connection ref nu.~} 

{write this number of bytes} 
{pointer to send queue} 
{1 means last byte is logical 
{ end-of-message} 
{1 means send data now} 

myErr : = PBControl(?armBlkPtr (myDS PPBPtr) , FA~SE) ; 

{send data to the remote 
{ connection} 

I F myErr <> noErr THEN DoErr(myErr) ; {check and handle e rror} 

{now send an attention message to the remote connection end} 
WITH myDSPPBPtrA DO {set up dspAttention parameters} 
BEGIN 

ioCRefNum : = drvrRefNum ; 
csCode : = dspAttention ; 
ccbRefNum : = connRefNum ; 
attnCode . - O; 
attnSize . - myDataSize ; 
attnData . - myAttnMsgPtr 

END ; 

{ADSP driver re: num} 

{connection ref num} 
{user- defined attention code} 
{length of attention message} 
{attention message} 

my Err : = PBControl ( ParmBl kPtr (myDSPPBPtr) , Fl\.LSE) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoErr(myErr) ; {check and handle error} 

{Now read from the receive queue exactly myDataSize number } 
{of bytes . } 
WITH myDSPPBPtrA DO 
BEGIN 

ioCRefNum : = drvrRefNum ; 
csCode := dspRead ; 
ccbRefNum : = connRefNum ; 
reqCount : = myDataSize ; 
dataPtr : = myData2ReadPtr 

END ; 

{set up dspRead parameters} 

{ADSP driver ref num} 

{connection ref num} 
{read this number of bytes} 
{pointer to read buffer} 

myErr : = PBControl(ParmBlkPtr(myDSPPBPLr) , FALSE); 
{read data from the remote 
{ connection} 

IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoErr(myErr) ; {check and handle error} 

{we ' re done with the connection , so remove it} 
WITH myDSPPBPtrA DO {set up dspRemove parameters} 
BEGIN 

ioCRefNum : = drvrRefNum; 
csCode : = dspRemove ; 

{ADSP driver ref num} 

(Continued) 
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Listing 32-4. Using ADSP to establish and use a connection (Continued) 

ccbRefNum : = connRefNum ; 
abort: . - 0 

END ; 

{connect:ion ref num} 
{don ' t close unt:il everything 
{ is sent and received} 

myErr . - PBCon trol(ParmBlkPtr(myDSPPBPtr) , FALSE) ; 
{close and remove the connection} 

IF myErr <> noErr THEN DOErr(myErr) ; {check and handle error} 

{you ' re done with this connection , so give back the memory} 
DisposPtr(dspSendQPtr) ; 
DisposPtr(dspRe cvQPt:r) ; 
DisposPt:r(dspAttnBufFtr) ; 
DisposPtr(myJat:a2ReadPtr) ; 
DisposPtr(myJata2WritePtr) ; 
DisposPtr(myAttnMsgPtr) ; 
DisposPtr(Pt:r(myDSPPBPtr)) ; 
DisposPtr(Ptr(myMPPPBPtr)) 

END ; {MyADSP} 

Creating and Using a Connection Listener 

A connection listener is a special sort of AppleTalk Data Stream Protocol (ADSP) connection 
end that cannot receive or transmit data streams or attention messages. The sole function of a 
connection listener is to wait passively to recei ve an open-connection request and to inform its 
client, the connection server, when it receives one. The connection server can then accept or 
deny the open-connection request. If it accepts the request, the connection server selects a 
socket to use as a connection end, establishes a connection end on that socket, and sends an 
acknowledgment and connection request back to the requesting connection end. The connec
tion server can use the same socket as it used for the connection listener or can select a 
different socket as the connection end. 

Use the fo llowing procedure to establish a connection listener and to use that connection 
listener to open a connection with a remote connection end: 

I . Use the MPPOpen function to open the .MPP driver and then use the Open Driver 
functi on to open the .DSP driver. The Open Driver function returns the reference 
number for the .DSP driver. You must supply this reference number each time you 
call the .DSP driver. 

2. All ocate nonrelocatable memory for a connection control block (CCB). (The CCB is 
described in "The ADSP Connection Control Block" earlier in this chapter.) A connec
tion listener does not need send and receive queues or an attention-message buffer. The 
memory that you allocate becomes the property of ADSP when you call the dspCLinit 
routi ne to establish a connecti on listener. You cannot wri te any data to this memory 
except by calling ADSP, and you must ensure that the memory remains locked until you 
call the dspRemove routine to eliminate the connection end. The CCB is 242 bytes. 

3 . Call the dspCLinit routine to establish a connection listener. You must provide a pointer 
to the CCB. 
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If there is a specific socket that you want to use for the connection listener, you can 
speci fy the socket number in the localSocket parameter. If you want ADSP to assign 
the socket for you, specify 0 for the localSocket parameter. ADSP returns the socket 
number when the dspCUnit routine completes execution. 

4. lf you wish. you can use the NBPRegister function to add the name and address of 
your connecti on listener to the node's names table . The NBPRegister function is 
described in the AppleTalk Manager chapter or Volume II. 

5. Use the dspCLListen routi ne to cause the connection listener to wait for an open
connection request. Because the dspCLListen routine does not complete execution 
until it receives a connection request, you should call this routine asynchronously. 
You can specify a value for the filterAddress parameter to restrict the network nu mber, 
node ID, or socket number from which you will accept an open-connecti on request. 

When the dspCLListen routine receives an open-connection request that meets the restric
tions of the filter Address parameter, it returns a noErr resu lt code (if you executed the 
routine asy nchronously, it places a noEtT result code in the ioResult parameter) and 
places values in the parameter block for the remoteCID, remoteAddress, sendSeq, 
sendWindow. and attnSendSeq parameters. 

6. If you want to open the connection, call the dsplnit routine to establish a connection 
end. You can use any available socket on the node for the connection end, including the 
socket that you used fo r the connection listener. Because a single socket can have more 
than one CCB connected with it, the socket can function simul taneous ly as a connection 
end and a connection listener. 

You can check the address of the remote socket to determine if it meets your criteria for 
a connection end . Although the filterAddress parameter to the dspCLListen routine 
provides some screening of socket addresses, it cannot check for network number 
ranges, for example, or for a specific set of socket numbers. If for some rea on you 
want to deny the connection request, call the dspDeny routine, specify ing the CCB of 
the connection listener in the ccbRefN um parameter. Because the dspCLListen routi ne 
completes execution when it recei ves an open-connection request, you must return to 
step 5 to wait for another connection request. 

7. Call the dspOpen routine to open the connection. Specify the value ocAccept for the 
ocMode parameter and specify in the ccbRefNum parameter the reference number of 
the CCB fo r the connection end that you want to use. When you call the dspOpen 
routine, you must provide the values returned by the dspCLListen routine for the 
remoteCID, remoteAddress, sendSeq, sendWindow. and attnSendSeq parameters. 

You can poll the state fi eld in the CCB to determine when the connection is open. 
Alternati vely, you can check the result code for the dspOpen routi ne when the routine 
completes execution. If the routine returns the noErr resul t code, then the connection 
1s open. 

8 . You can now send and receive data and attention messages over the connection , as 
described in the preceding section, "Opening and Maintaining an ADSP Connection." 
When you are ready to close the connection , you can use the dspClose or dspRemove 
routines, which are also described in the preceding section. 
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9. When you are fini shed using the connection listener, you can use the dspCLRemove 
routine to eliminate it. Once you have called the dspCLRemove routine, you can release 
the memory you allocated for the connection listener's CCB. 

Listing 32-5 illustrates the use of ADSP to establi sh and use a connection listener. It opens 
the .MPP and .DSP d1i vers and allocates memory for the CCB. Then it uses the dspCLinit 
routine to establish a connection listener, uses the Name-Binding Protocol (NBP) to register 
the name of the connection end on the internet, and uses the dspCLListen routine to wait for 
a connection request. When the routine receives a connection request, it calls the dspOpen 
routine to complete the connection. 

Listing 32-5. Using ADSP to establi sh and use a connection listener 

VAR 
dspCCBPtr : TPCCB ; 
myDSPPBPt r : DSPPBPt r ; 
myMPPPBPtr : MPPPBPtr ; 
myNTEName : NamesTableEntry; 
drvrRefNum : Integer ; 
mppRefNum : Integer ; 
connRefNum : Integer ; 
myErr : OSErr ; 

BEGIN 
myErr . - Open~river( ' . MPP ' , mppRefNum) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoErr(myErr ) ; 
myErr : = OpenDriver ( ' . DSP ', drvrRefNum) ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoErr(myErr) ; 

{allocate memory for data buffers} 
dspCCBPtr : = TPCCB(NewPtr(SizeOf (TRCCB)) ) ; 

{ open . MPP driver } 
{check and handle error} 
{open . DSP driver} 
{check and handle error} 

myDS PPBPtr . - DSPPBPtr(NewPtr(SizeOf(DS?ParamBlock))) ; 
myMPPPBPtr : = MPPPBPtr(NewPtr(SizeOf(MP?ParamBlock))) ; 

WITH myDSPPBPtrA DO 
BEGIN 

i oCRefNum : = drvrRefNum ; 
csCode : = dspCLini t ; 
ccbPtr : = dspCCBPtr ; 
localSocket : = 0 

END ; 

{set up dspCLinit parameters} 

{ADSP driver ref num} 

{pointer to CCB} 
{local socket number} 

myErr : = PBControl(ParmBlkPtr(myDSPPBPtr) , FALSE) ; 
{establish a conneccion listener} 

IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoErr(myErr) ; {check and handle error} 
connRefNum : = myDSPPBPtrA . ccbRefNum;{ save CCB ref n um for later} 

NBPSetNTE(@myNTEName , ' The Object ', ' The Type ', 
'*', myDSPPB?trA . local Socket ) ; 

{set up NBP names table entry} 
WITH myMPPPBPtrA DO {sec up PRegisterName parameters} 
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BEGIN 
interval : = 7 ; 
count : = 3 ; 

{retransmit every 7*8=56 t i c k s} 
{and retry 3 times} 

entityPtr : = @myNTEname ; 
verifyFlag : = 0 

END ; 

{name to register} 
{don ' t verify this name} 

myErr : = PRegisterName(myMPPPBPtr , FALSE) ; 
{register this name} 

IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoErr (my Err ) ; {check and handle error} 

WITH myDSPPBPtrA DO 
BEGIN 

{set up cspCLListen parameters} 

ioCRefNum : = drvrRefNum ; 
csCode : = dspCLListen ; 
ccbRefNum : = connRef Num; 
fi l terAddress : = AddrBl oc k ( O) 

END ; 

{ADSP driver ref num} 

{connection ref num} 
{connect with anybody} 

myErr : = PBControl(ParmBlkPtr(myDSPPBPtr) , TRUE) ; 
{listen for connection requests} 

WHILE myDSPPBPtrA . ioResult = 1 DO 
BEGIN 

{return control to user while waiting for } 
{ a connection request} 
GoDoSomething ; 

END ; 
IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoErr(myErr) ; {check and handle error} 

{You received a connection request ; now open a connection . 
{ The dspCLListen call has returned values into the 
{ remoteCID , remoteAddress , sendSeq , sendWindow , } 
{and a:tnSendSeq fields of the parameter block . } 

WITH myJSPPBPtrA DO 
BEGIN 

ioCRefNum : = drvrRefNum ; 
csCode : = dspOpen ; 
ccbRefNum : = connRefNum ; 
ocMode : = oc Accept ; 
ocinterval : = O; 
ocMaximum : = 0 

END ; 

{set up dspOpen parameters} 

{ADSP driver ref num} 

{connection ref num} 
{open connection mode } 
{use default retry interval} 
{use default retry maximum} 

myErr : = PBControl(ParmBlkPtr(myDSPPBPtr) ' FALSE) ; 
{open a connection} 

IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoErr(myErr) {check and handle error} 

{Listing 32-4 shows how to use ADSP to maintain a connection . } 

END ; {MyCLADSP} 
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Writing a User Routine for Connection Events 

When you execute the dsplnit routine, you can specify a pointer to a routine that you prov ide 
(referred to as the user routine). Whenever an unsolicited connection event occurs, the 
AppleTalk Data Stream Protocol (ADSP) sets a flag in the connection control block (CCB) 
and calls the user routine. The user routine must clear the fl ag to ack nowledge that it has read 
the flag field, and then can respond to the event in any manner you deem appropriate. The 
CCB flags are described in "The ADSP Connection Control Block" earlier in this chapter. 
The four following types of unsolic ited connection events set flags in the CCB: 

• ADSP has been informed by the remoce connection end that the remote connection end 
is about to close the connection. An appropriate reponse might be to tore a nag 
indicating that the connection end is about to close. When your application regains 
control, it can then display a dialog box informing the user of this event and asking 
whether the application should attempt to reconnect later. 

• ADSP has determined that the remote connection end is not responding and so has 
closed the connection. Your user routine can attempt to open a new connection 
immediately. Alternatively, you can store a flag indicating that the connection has 
closed, and when your application regains control, it can display a dialog box askjng 
the user whether to attempt to reconnect. 

• ADSP has received an attention message from the remote connection end. Depending on 
what you are using the attention-message mechanism for, you might want to read the 
attention code in the attnCode field of the CCB and the attention message pointed to by 
the attnPtr field of the CCB. 

• ADSP has received a forward reset command from the remote client end, has discarded 
all ADSP data not yet delivered, including the data in the receive queue of the local client 
end, and has resynchroni zed the connection. Your response to thi s event depends on the 
purpose for which you are using the fo rward reset mechanism. You mjght want to 
resend the last data you have sent or in form the user of the event. 

When ADSP calls your user routine, the CPU is in interrupt-processing mode and register A I 
contains a pointer to the CCB of the connection end that generated the event. You can examine 
the userF!ags fie ld of the CCB to determjne what event caused the interrupt. and you can 
examine the state field of the CCB to determine the current state of the connection. 

Because the CPU is set to interrupt-processing mode, your user routine must preserve all 
registers other than AO, A l , DO, DI , and D2. Your routine must not make any direct or 
indirect calls to the Memory Manager and can' t depend on hand les to unlocked blocks being 
valid. If you want to use any of your application' s global variables, you must save the 
contents of the AS register before using the variables, and you must restore the AS register 
before your routine terminates. Listings 32-4 and 32-6 illustrate the use of the CCB to store 
the pointer to your application 's global vaiiables. 

If you want to execute a routine each time an unsolicited connection event occurs but the 
interrupt environment is too restri ctive, you can specify a NTL pointer to the user routine and 
periodically poll the userFlags field of the CCB . 

.A Warning: When an unsolic ited connection event occurs. you must clear the bic 
in the userFlags field to 0 or the connection w ill hang. To ensure that you do not 
lose any attention messages, you must read any attention messages into an internal 
buffer before you clear the bit in the userFJags fie ld .... 
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Listing 32-6 is the user routine called by Listing 32-4. When this routine is called, it first 
checks the CCB to determine the source of the interrupt and then clears the bit in the 
userFlags field of the CCB. If the routine has received an attention message, the user 
routine reads the message into an internal buffer before it clears the nag bit. The definitions 
of procedures PushA5, GetMyTRCCBA5, and PopA5 are shown in Listing 32-6 for 
your convenience. In a complete application these procedures would be defined in the 
caJJing routi ne (Listing 32-4). 

PROCEDURE PushAS ; 
INLINE $2FOD ; 

Listing 32-6. An ADSP user routine 

{moves current value of AS onto stack} 
{MOVE . L AS , -(SP)} 

PROCEDURE GetMyTRCCBAS ; {Retrieves AS from the head of tl:e TRCCB } 
{ (pointed to by Al) and sticks it in AS . } 

INLINE $2A69 , $FFFC ; {MOVE . L - 4 (Al ) , AS} 

PROCEDURE PopAS ; 
INLINE $2ASF ; 

{restores AS from stack} 
{MOVE . L (SP)+ , AS} 

PROCEDURE myConnectionEvtUserRoutine ; 

BEGIN 
{The connection received an u nexpected connection event . Find ouc } 
{what kind and process accordingly . } 

PushAS ; 
GetMyTRCCBAS ; 

WITH dspCCB . u DO 
BEGIN 

{save the current AS} 
{set up AS to point to your appl:cation ' s } 
{ global variables} 

IF BAND(userFlags , eClosed) <> 0 THEN TellUseritsClosed ; 
IF BAND(userFlags , eTearDown) <> 0 THEN Tel lUseritsBroken ; 
IF BAND(userFlags , eFwdReset) <> 0 THEN TellUseritsReset ; 
IF BAND(userFlags , eAttention) <> 0 THEN 
BEGIN {the event is an attention message} 

myAttnCode : = AttnCode ; {Get the attention code . } 
CopyAttnMsg (AttnPtr , AttnSize , @myAttnData ); 

{copy the actention } 
{ message i~to our buffer} 

tempFlag : = userFlags ; 
tempCFlag : = eAttention ; 
BClr(Longint(tempFlag) , tempCFlag) ; {clear the flag} 
userFlags : = cempFlag 
{do something with the message} 

END ; 
gReceivedAnEvent . - TRUE 

E::-.JD ; 
PopAS {restore the current AS} 

END ; 
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.DSP Driver Routines 

The .DSP dri ver implements the AppleTalk Data Stream Protocol (ADSP). You send 
commands to ADSP and obtain information about ADSP by executing the .DSP dri ver 
routines described in this section. Each routine is implemented as a call to the Device 
Manager's PBControl function, as follows: 

FUNCTI ON PBContro l (paramBlock : ParrnBlkPtr ; async : Boolean ) : OSErr ; 

The paramBlock parameter is a pointer to the parameter block used by the PBControl function 
for .DSP routines, and the async parameter is a Boolean that specifies whether the fu nction is 
to execute synchronously or asynchronously. Set the async parameter to TRUE to execute the 
function asynchronously. 

The parameter block is shown in "The .DSP Parameter Block" earlier in this chapter. The 
parameters used with each function are described in this section. 

For a general discussion of the use of ADSP, see "Using ADSP" earlier in this chapter. 

Establishing and Terminating an ADSP Connection 

You can use the routines described in this section to 

• establish a connection end 

• set the values for parameters that control the behavior of a connection end 

• open a connection 

• assign an identification number to a connection end 

• close a connection end 

• eliminate a connection end 

dsplnit 

Parameter block 

f- 16 ioResult word result code 

~ 24 ioCRefNum word driver reference number 

~ 26 cs Code word always dsplnit 

f- 32 ccbRefNum word reference number of CCB 

~ 34 ccbPtr long pointer to CCB 

~ 38 userRoutine long pointer to routine to caJI on 
connection events 

~ 42 sendQSize word size in bytes of the send queue 

~ 44 send Queue long pointer to send queue 
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~ 48 recvQSize word size in bytes of the receive queue 
~ 50 recvQueue long pointer to receive queue 

~ 54 attnPtr long pointer to buffer for incoming 
attention messages 

58 local Socket byte DDP socket number for this 
connection end 

The dsplnjt routine establishes a connection end; that is, it assigns a specific socket for use by 
ADSP and initializes the variables that ADSP uses to maintain the connection. The dsplnit 
routine does not open the connection end or establish a connection with a remote connection 
end; you must follow the dsplrut routine with the dspOpen routine to perform those tasks. 
Use the dspCLinit routine to establ ish a connection li stener. Use the dspRemove routine to 
elirrunate a connection end. 

When you send bytes to a remote connection end, ADSP stores the bytes in a buffer called 
the send queue. Until the remote connection end acknowledges their receipt, ADSP keeps 
the bytes you sent in the send queue so that they are avajJable to be retransmitted if necessary . 
When the local connection end receives bytes, it stores them in a buffer called the receive 
queue until you read them. 

You must allocate memory for the send and receive queues and for a buffer that holds 
incoming attention messages. You must also allocate a nonrelocatable block of memory 
for the CCB for this connection end. 

Note: When you call the dsplnit routine, the memory that you allocate becomes the 
property of ADSP. You cannot write any data to this memory except by calling ADSP 
routines, and you must ensure that the memory remains locked until you call the 
dspRemove routine to eliminate the connection end. 

Field descriptions 

ioResult 

ioCRetNum 

cs Code 

ccbRefNum 

ccbPtr 

The result of the routine. When you execute the routine asynchro
nously , the routine sets thjs parameter to I and returns a routine 
result of noErr as soon as the routine begins execution. When the 
routine completes execution, it sets the ioResult parameter to the 
actual result code. 

The driver reference number. This parameter is returned by the 
OpenDriver function. You must specify this number every time 
you call the .DSP driver. 

The routine selector, always equal to dsplnit for this routine. 

The CCB reference nu mber. The dsplnit routine returns this number. 
You must provide this number in all subsequent calls to this 
connection end. 

A pointer to the CCB that you allocated. The CCB is 242 bytes in size 
and is described in "The ADSP Connection Control Block" earlier in 
this chapter. 
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userRoutine 

sendQSize 

sendQueue 

recvQSize 

recvQueue 

attnPtr 

local Socket 

Result codes 
noE1T 

A pointer to a routine that is to be called each time the connection end 
receives an unsolicited connection event. Specify NIL for this param
eter if you do not want to supply a user routine. Connection events 
and user routines are discussed in "Writing a User Routine for 
Connection Events" earlier in this chapter. 

The size in bytes of the send queue. A queue size of 600 bytes should 
work well for most applications. If you are using ADSP to send a 
continuous flow of data, a larger data buffer improves performance. 
If your application is sending the user's keystrokes, a smaller buffer 
should be adequate. The constant minDSPQueueSize indicates the 
minimum queue size that you can use. 

A pointer to the send queue that you allocated. 

The size in bytes of the receive queue. A queue size of 600 bytes 
should work well for most applications. If you are using ADSP to 
receive a continuous flow of data, a larger data buffer improves 
performance. If your application is receiving a user's keystrokes, a 
smaller buffer should be adequate. The constant minDSPQueueSize 
indicates the mjnimum queue size that you can use. 

A pointer to the receive queue that you allocated. 

A pointer to the attention-message buffer that you allocated. The 
attention-message buffer must be the size of the constant attnBufSize. 

The DDP socket number of the socket that you want ADSP to use for 
this connection end. Specify 0 for this parameter to cause ADSP to 
assign the socket. In the latter case, ADSP returns the socket number 
when the dsplnjt routine completes execution. 

No error 
ddpSktErr 
errDSPQueueSize 

0 
-91 

-1274 
Error opening socket 
Send or receive queue is too small 

dspOptions 

Parameter block 

f- 16 ioResult word result code 
~ 24 ioCRefNum word driver reference number 
~ 26 cs Code word always dspOptions 
~ 32 ccbRefNum word reference number of CCB 
~ 34 sendBlocking word send-blocking threshold 
~ 38 badSeqMax byte threshold to send retransmit advice 
~ 39 useCheckSum byte DDP checksum flag 

The dspOptions routine allows you to set values for several parameters that affect the behavior 
of the local connection end. You can set the options for any established connection end, 
whether open or not. 
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ioResult 

ioCRetNum 

cs Code 

ccbRefNum 

sendBlocking 

badSeqMax 

useCheckSum 
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The result of the routine. When you execute the routine asynchro
nously, the routine sets this parameter to I and returns a routine 
result of noErr as soon as the routine begins execution. When the 
routine completes execution, it sets the ioResult parameter to the 
actual result code. 

The dri ver reference number. This parameter is returned by the 
OpenDri ver function. You must specify this number every time 
you call the .DSP dri ver. 

The routine selector, always equal to dspOptions for this routine. 

The CCB reference number that was returned by the dsplnit routine. 

The maximum number of bytes that may accumulate in the send queue 
before ADSP sends a packet to the remote connection end. ADSP 
sends a packet before the maximum number of bytes accumulates if 
the period specified by the send timer expires, if you execute the 
dspWrite routine with the flush parameter set to I, or if a connection 
event requires that the local connection end send an acknowledgment 
packet to the remote connection end. 

You can set the sendBlocking parameter to any value from I byte to 
the maximum size of a packet (572 bytes). If you set the sendBlocking 
parameter to 0, the current va lue for this parameter is not changed. The 
default value for the sendBlocking parameter is 16 bytes. 

The maximum number of out-of-sequence data packets that the local 
connection end can receive before requesting the remote connection 
end to retransmit the missing data. Because a connection end does not 
acknowledge the receipt of a data packet received out of sequence, the 
retransm.it timer of the remote connection end will expire eventually 
and the connection end will retransmit the data. The badSeqMax 
parameter allows you to cause the data to be retransm.itted before the 
retransmit timer of the remote connection end has expired. 

You can set the badSeqMax parameter to any value from 1 to 255. 
If you set the badSeqMax parameter to 0, the current value for this 
parameter is not changed. The default value for the badSeqMax param
eter is 3. 

A flag specifying whether DDP should compute a checksum and include 
it in each packet that it sends to the remote connection end. Set this 
parameter to l if you want DDP to use checksums or to 0 if you do not 
want DDP to use checksums. The default value for useCheckSum is 0. 

ADSP cannot include a checksum in a packet that has a short DDP 
header- that is, a packet being sent over LocalTalk to a remote socket 
that is on the same cable as the local socket. Note that the useCheckSum 
parameter affects only whether ADSP includes a checksum in a packet 
that it is sending. If ADSP receives a packet that includes a checksum, 
it validates the checksum regardless of the setting of the useCheckSum 
parameter. 
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Result codes 
no Err 0 No e1Tor 
errRefNum -1280 Bad connection reference number 

dspOpen 

Parameter block 

f- 16 ioResult word result code 

--7 24 ioCRefNum word d1iver reference number 

--7 26 cs Code word always dspOpen 

--7 32 ccbRefNum word reference number of CCB 

f- 34 local CID word ID of this connection end 

H 36 remoteCID word ID of remote connection end 

H 38 remoteAddress long remote internet address 

--7 42 fil terAddress long filter for open-connection requests 

H 46 send Seq long initial send sequence number 

H 50 sendWindow word initial size of remote receive queue 

--7 52 recvSeq long initial receive sequence number 

H 56 attnSendSeq long attention send sequence number 

--7 60 attnRecvSeq long attention receive sequence number 

--7 64 ocMode byte connection-opening mode 

--7 65 ocI nterval byte interval between open requests 

--7 66 ocMaximum byte retries of open-connection request 

You use the ocMode field of the parameter block to specify the opening mode that the 
dspOpen routine is to use. The dspOpen routine puts a connection end into one of the 
four following opening modes: 

• The ocRequest mode, in which ADSP attempts to open a connection with the socket at 
the internet address you specify with the remoteAddress parameter. If the socket you 
specify as a remote address is a connection listener, it is possible that your application 
wi ll receive a connecti on acknowledgment and request from a different address than 
the one to which you sent the open-connection request. You can use the fi lterAddress 
parameter to restrict the addresses with which you will accept a connection. 

The dspOpen routine completes execution in the ocRequest mode when one of the follow
ing occurs: ADSP establishes a connection, your connection end receives a connection 
denial from the remote connection end, your connection end denies the connection request 
returned by a connection listener, or ADSP cannot complete the connection within the 
maximum number of retries that you specified with the ocMaximum parameter. 

• The ocPassive mode, in which the connection end waits to receive an open-connection 
request from a remote connection end. You can use the filter Address parameter to 
restrict the addresses from which you wi ll accept a connection request. 

The dspOpen routine completes execution in the ocPassive mode when ADSP 
establishes a connection or when either connection end receives a connection denial. 
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• The ocAccept mode, used by connection servers to complete an open-connection dialog. 
When a connection server is in formed by its connection listener that the connection listener 
has received an open-connection req uest, the connection server calls the dsplnit routine to 
establish a connection end and then calls the dspOpen routine in ocAccept mode to com
plete the connection. You must obtain the following parameters from the dspCLListen 
routine and provide them to the dspOpen routine: remoteAddress, remoteCID, sendSeq, 
sendWindow, and attnSendSeq. Connection listeners and connection servers are described 
in "Creating and Using a Connection Listener" earlier in this chapter and in "Establ ishing 
and Terminating an ADSP Connection" later in this chapter. 

The dspOpen routine completes execution in the ocAccept mode when ADSP establishes 
a connection or when either connection end receives a connection denial. 

• The ocEstablish mode, in which ADSP considers the connection end established and the 
connection state open. This mode is for use by clients that determine their connection
opening parameters wi thout using ADSP or the .DSP driver to do so. 

You must first use the dsplnit routine to establish a connection end and then execute the 
dspNewCID routine to obtain an identification number (ID) for the local connection end. 
You must then communicate with the remote connection end to send it the local connec
tion ID and to determine the values of the following parameters: remoteAddress, 
remoteCID, sendSeq, sendWindow, recvSeq, attnSendSeq, and attnRecvSeq. Only 
then can you execute the dspOpen routine in the ocEstablish mode. 

The dspOpen routine completes execution in the ocEstablish mode immediately. 

The use of parameters by the dspOpen routine depends on the mode in which the routine is 
executed, as follows: 

ocRequest ocPassive ocAccept ocEstablish 

~ ioResult ~ ioResult ~ ioResult ~ ioResult 

~ ioCRefNum ~ ioCRefNum ~ ioCRefNum ~ ioCRefNum 

~ csCode ~ cs Code ~ cs Code ~ cs Code 

~ ccbRefNum ~ ccbRefNum ~ ccbRefNum ~ ccbRefNum 

~ local CID ~ local CID ~ local CID local CID 

~ remoteCID ~ remoteCID ~ remoteCID ~ remoteCID 

~ remoteAddress ~ remoteAddress ~ remoteAddress ~ remoteAddress 

~ filter Address ~ fi I terAddress fi I terAddress - filterAddress 

~ send Seq ~ sendSeq ~ sendSeq ~ sendSeq 

~ send Window ~ sendWindow ~ send Window ~ send Window 

recvSeq recvSeq - recvSeq ~ recvSeq 

~ attnSendSeq ~ attnSendSeq ~ attnSendSeq ~ attnSendSeq 

attnRecvSeq attnRecvSeq attnRecvSeq ~ attnRecvSeq 

~ ocMode ~ ocModc ~ ocMode ~ ocMode 

~ oclnterval ~ oclnterval ~ oclnterval - oclnterval 

~ ocMaximum ~ ocMaximum ~ ocMaximum - ocMaximum 

Key: ~input ~output - not used 
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Field descriptions 

ioResult 

ioCRefNum 

cs Code 

ccbRefNum 

local CID 

remoteCID 

remoteAddress 

filterAddress 

The result of the routine. When you execute the routine asynchro
nously. the routine sets this paramecer to I and returns a roucine 
result or noErr as . oon as the routine begins execution. When the 
routine completes execution, it sets the ioResult parameter to the 
actual result code. 

The driver reference number. This parameter is returned by the 
OpenDriver function. You must specify this number every time 
you call the .DSP driver. 

The routine selector, always equal to dspOpcn for this routine. 

The CCB reference number that was returned by the dspinit routine 
for the connection end that you want to use. 

The identification number of the local connection end. This number is 
ass igned by ADSP when the connection is opened. ADSP inc ludes 
this number in every packet sent to a remote connection end. Before 
you call the dspOpcn routine in ocEstablish mode. you must call the 
dspNewCTD routine to cause ADSP to assign thi va lue. 

The identification number of the remote connection end. This param
eter is returned by the dspOpcn routine in the ocRequest and ocPass ive 
modes. A connection server must provide th is number to the dspOpen 
routine when the server executes the routine in ocAccept mode: in th is 
case, the connection server obtains the remoteCTD value from the 
dspCLListen routine. You must provide the rcmoteCID value to the 
dspOpen routine when you use the routine in ocEstablish mode. 

The internet address of the remote socket wi th which you wish to 
establish communications. This address consists of a 2-byte network 
number, a I -byte node ID, and a 1-byte socket number. You must 
provide this parameter when you call the dspOpen routine in the 
ocRequest or ocEstablish mode. This parameter is returned by the 
dspOpen routine when you call the routine in the ocPassive mode. 
When you call the dspOpen routine in the ocAccept mode, you must 
use the value for the remoteAddress parameter that was returned by 
the dspCLLi. ten routine. 

The internet address of the socket from which you will accept a 
connection request. The address consists of three fields: a 2-byte 
net work number, a I-byte node ID, and a I -byte socket number. 
Specify 0 for any of these fields for which you wish to impose no 
restrictions. If you specify a filter address of $00082500, for example, 
the connection end accepts a connection request from any socket at 
node $25 of network $0008. Set the filterAddress parameter equal to 
the remoteAddress parameter to accept a connection only with the 
socket to which you sent a connection request. 

When you execute the dspOpen routi ne in the ocPassive mode, you 
can receive a connection request from any ADSP connection end on 
the internet. When you execute the dspOpen routine in the ocRequest 
mode, your connection end can receive a connection request acknowl
edgment from an address different from the one you specified in the 
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remoteAddress parameter only if the remote address you specified was 
that of a connection listener. Tn either case, you can use the filterAddress 
parameter to avoid acknowledging unwanted connection requests. 

When you execute the dspOpen routine in the ocAccept mode, your 
connection listener has already received and decided to accept the 
connection request. You can specify a filter address for a connection 
Ii Lener with the dspCLListen routine. A connection server can use 
the dspCLDeny routine to deny a connection request that was accepted 
by its connection listener. 

You cannot use the filter address when you execute the dspOpen 
rou ti ne in ocEstabli sh mode. 

The sequence number of the fi rst byte that the local connection end 
will send to the remote connection end. ADSP uses thi s number to 
coordinate communications and to check for errors. ADSP returns 
a value for the sendSeq parameter when you execute the dspOpen 
routine in the ocRequest or ocPassive mode. When you execute the 
dspOpen routine in the ocAccept mode, you must specify the value 
for the sendSeq parameter that was returned by the dspCLListen 
routi ne. You must provide the va lue for this parameter when you 
execute the dspOpen routine in the ocEstabl ish mode. 

The sequence nu mber of the last byte that the remote connection end 
has buffer space to receive. ADSP uses this number to coordinate 
communications and to check for errors. ADSP returns a value for 
the sendWindow parameter when you execute the dspOpen routine 
in the ocRequest or ocPassive mode. When you execute the dspOpen 
routine in the ocAccept mode, you must specify the value for the 
sendWindow parameter that was returned by the dspCLListen routine. 
You must provide the value for this parameter when you execute the 
dspOpen routine in the ocEstablish mode. 

The equence number of the next byte that the local connection end 
expects to receive. ADSP uses this number to coordinate communica
tions and to check for errors. You must provide the value fo r this 
parameter when you execute the dspOpen routine in the ocEstablish 
mode. The dspOpen routine does not use this parameter when you 
execute it in any other mode. 

The sequence number of the next attention packet that the local 
connection end will transmil. ADSP uses this number to coordinate 
communications and to check for errors. ADSP returns a value for the 
at tnSendSeq parameter when you execute the dspOpen routine in the 
ocRequest or ocPassive mode. When you execute the dspOpen routine 
in the ocAccepl mode, you must specify the value for the attnSendSeq 
parameter that was returned by the dspCLListen routine. You must 
provide the value fo r this parameter when you execute the dspOpen 
routine in the ocEstablish mode. 

The sequence number of the next attention packet that the local 
connection end expects to receive. ADSP uses this number to 
coordinate communications and to check for errors. You must 
provide the value for this parameter when you execute the dspOpen 
routi ne in the ocEstablish mode. The dspOpen routine does not use 
th is parameter when you execute it in any other mode. 
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ocMode 

oclnterval 

ocMaximum 

Result codes 
no Err 
enDpenDenied 
e1TOpening 
errState 
err Aborted 
errRefNum 

The mode in which the dspOpen routine is to operate, as follows: 

Mode Value Meaning 

ocRequest 

ocPassive 2 

ocAccept 3 

ocEstablish 4 

ADSP attempts to open a connection with 
the socket you specify. 

The connection end waits to receive a 
connection request. 

The connection server accepts and 
acknowledges rece ipt of a connection 
request. 

ADSP considers the connection established 
and open; you are responsible for setting up 
and synchronizing both connection ends. 

The period between transmissions of open-connect ion requests. If 
the remote connection end does not acknowledge or deny an open
connection request, ADSP retransmits the request after a time period 
specified by this parameter. The time period used by ADSP is 
(ocinterval x 10) ticks, or (oclnterval I 6) seconds. For example, 
if you set the oclnterval parameter to 3, the time period between 
retransmissions is 30 ticks ( 112 second). You can set the oclnterval 
parameter to any value from 1 ( I /6 second) to 180 (30 seconds). If 
you specify 0 for the oclnterval parameter, ADSP uses the default 
value of 6 ( 1 second). 

You must provide a value for the oclnterval parameter when you 
execute the dspOpen routine in the ocRequest, ocPassive, or 
ocAccept mode. T he dspOpen routine does not use th is parameter 
when you execute it in the ocEstab lish mode. 

The maximum number of times to retransmit an open-connection 
request before ADSP terminates execution of the dspOpen routine. 
If you spec ify 0 for the ocMaximum parameter, ADSP uses the 
default value of 3. If you spec ify 255 for the ocMaximum parameter, 
ADSP retransmits the open-connection request indefinitely until the 
remote connection end e ither acknowledges or denies the request. 

You must provide a value for the ocMaximum parameter when you 
execute the dspOpen routine in the ocRequest, ocPassive, or ocAccept 
mode. The dspOpen routine does not use thi s parameter when you 
execute it in the ocEstablish mode. 

0 
-1273 
-1 277 
- 1278 
- 1279 
-1280 

No error 
Open request denied by recipient 
Attempt to open connection failed 
Connection end must be closed 
Request aborted by dspRemove or dspClose routine 
Bad connection reference number 
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dspNewCID 

Parameter block 

~ 16 ioResult word result code 

--7 24 ioCRefNum word driver reference number 

--7 26 cs Code word always dspNewCID 

--7 32 ccbRefNum word reference number of CCB 

~ 34 newCID word ID of new connection 

The dspNewCID routine causes ADSP to assign an ID to a connection end without opening 
the connection end or attempting to establish a connection with a remote connection end. Use 
this routine only if you implement your own protocol to establish communication with a 
remote connection end. You must first use the dsplnit routine to establish a connection end. 
Next, you must call the dspNewCID routine to obtain a connection-end ID. Then you must 
establish communication with a remote connection end and pass the ID to the remote connec
tion end. Finally, you must call the dspOpen routine in ocEstablish mode to cause ADSP to 
open the connection. See the description of the dspOpen routine fo r more in formation on 
establishing a connection in thi s fashion . 

The ioResult parameter returns the result of the routine. If you call the routine asynchronously, 
the routine sets this field to I as soon as it begins execution, and it changes the field to the 
actual result code when it completes execution. The ioCRefNum parameter is the dri ver 
reference number returned by the OpenDriver function. You must specify this number every 
time you call the .DSP driver. The csCode parameter is the routine selector; it is always 
dspNewCID for this routine. The ccbRefNum parameter is the CCB reference number that 
was returned by the dsplnit routine. The newCID parameter is the connection-end ID returned 
by this routine. You must provide this number to the client of the remote connection end so 
that it can use it for the remoteCID parameter when it calls the dspOpen routine. 

Result codes 
no Err 
errState 
errRefNum 

dspClose 

Parameter block 

~ 16 
--7 24 
--7 26 
--7 32 
--7 34 

No error 0 
- 1278 Connection is not closed 
- 1280 Bad connection reference number 

ioResult word result code 

ioCRefNum word driver reference number 

cs Code word always dspClose 

ccbRefNum word reference number of CCB 

abort byte abort send requests if not 0 

The dspClose routine closes the connection end. The connection end is still established; that 
is, ADSP retains ownership of the CCB, send queue, receive queue, and attention-message 
buffer. You can continue to read bytes from the receive queue after you have called the 
dspClose routine. Use the dspRemove routine instead of the dspClose routine if you are 
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through reading bytes from the receive queue and want to release the memory associated 
with the connection end. The dspClose routine does not return an error if you call it for a 
connection end that is already closed. 

The ioResult parameter returns the result of the routine. If you call the routine asynchronously, 
the routine sets this field to 1 as soon as it begins execution, and it changes the fi eld to the 
actual result code when it completes execution. The ioCRefNum parameter is the driver 
reference number returned by the OpenDriver function . You must specify this number 
every time you call the .DSP driver. The csCode parameter is the routine selector; it is 
always dspClose for this routine. The ccbRetNum parameter is the CCB reference number 
that was returned by the dsplnit routine. If the abort parameter is nonzero, ADSP cancels any 
outstanding requests to send data packets (such as the dspAttention routine) and discards all 
data in the send queue. If the abort parameter is 0, ADSP does not close the connection end 
until all of the data in the send queue and all outstanding attention messages have been sent 
and acknowledged. 

Result codes 
No error no Err 0 

eITRefNum - 1280 Bad connection reference number 

dspRemove 

Parameter block 

f- 16 ioResult word result code 

-7 24 ioCRefNum word driver reference number 

-7 26 cs Code word always dspRemove 

-7 32 ccbRefNum word reference number of CCB 

-7 34 abort byte abort connection if not 0 

The dspRemove routine closes any open connection and eliminates the connection end; that 
is, ADSP no longer retains co1mol of the CCB, send queue, receive queue, and attention
message buffer. You cannot continue to read bytes from the receive queue after you have 
called the dspRemove routine. After you call the dspRemove routine, you can release all of 
the memory you allocated for the connection end if you do not intend to reopen the connec
tion end. 

The ioResult parameter returns the result of the routine. If you caJI the routine asynchro
nously, the routine sets this field to l as soon as it begins execution, and it changes the field 
to the actual result code when it completes execution. The ioCRefNum parameter is the 
driver reference number returned by the OpenDriver function. You must specify this number 
every time you call the .DSP driver. The csCode parameter is the routine selector, always 
dspRemove for th is routine. The ccbRefNum parameter is the CCB reference number that 
was returned by the dsplnit routine. If the abort parameter is nonzero, ADSP cancels any 
outstanding requests to send data packets (such as the dspAttention routine) and discards all 
data in the send queue. If the abort parameter is 0, ADSP does not close the connection end 
until all of the data in the send queue has been sent and acknowledged. 
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Result codes 
no Err 0 
errRetNum - 1280 

No error 
Bad connection reference number 

Establishing and Terminating an ADSP Connection Listener 

A connection listener is a special kind of connection end that listens for open-connection 
requests from remote connection ends. Connection listeners are used by connection 
servers-that is, programs that assign a socket for the local connection end only after they 
receive a connection request from a remote connection end. A single connection listener can 
receive connection requests from any number of remote connection ends. 

You can use the routines in this section to 

• establish a connection listener 

• cause the connection listener to wait for a connection request 

• deny a connection request 

• close and eliminate a connection listener 

dspCLinit 

Parameter block 

f- 16 ioResult word result code 

-7 24 ioCRetNum word driver reference number 

-7 26 cs Code word always dspCLlnit 

f- 32 ccbRetNum word reference number of CCB 

-7 34 ccbPtr long pointer to CCB 

H 58 localSocket byte local DDP socket number 

The dspCLinit routi ne establishes a connection listener; that is, it assigns a specific socket for 
use by ADSP and initializes the variables that ADSP uses to maintain a connection listener. 
The dspCLinit routine does not cause the connection listener to listen for connection requests; 
you must follow the dspCLinit routine with the dspCLListen routine to activate the connection 
listener. Use the dspinit routine to establish a connection end that is not a connection listener. 
Use the dspCLRemove routine to eliminate a connection listener. 

The ioResult parameter returns the result of the routine. If you call the routine asynchronously, 
the routine sets this field to l as soon as it begins execution, and it changes the field to the 
actual result code when it completes execution. The ioCRetNum parameter is the driver 
reference number returned by the OpenDriver function. You must specify this number every 
time you call the .DSP driver. The csCode parameter is the routine selector, always dspCLinit 
for this routine. The dspCLinit routine returns the ccbRetNum parameter, which is the CCB 
reference number. You must provide this number in all subsequent dspCLListen and 
dspCLRemove calls to this connection listener. 
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You must allocate memory for a CCB before you call the dspCLinit routine. The ccbPtr 
parameter is a pointer to the CCB that you allocated. The CCB is 242 bytes in size and is 
described in "The ADSP Connection Control Block" earlier in this chapter. 

The localSocket parameter is the DDP socket number of the socket that you wa_nt ADSP to 
use for this connection end. Specify 0 for this parameter to cause ADSP to assign the socket. 
In the latter case, ADSP returns the socket number when the dspCLinit routine completes 
execution. 

Result codes 
no Err 
ddpSktErr 

dspCLListen 

Parameter block 

~ 16 

--7 24 

--7 26 

--7 32 

~ 36 

~ 38 

--7 42 

~ 46 

~ 50 

~ 56 

No error 0 
-9 1 Error opening socket 

ioResult word 

ioCRefNum word 

cs Code word 

ccbRetNum word 

remoteCID word 

remoteAddress long 

fi I terAddress long 

sendSeq long 

sendWindow word 

attnSendSeq long 

result code 

driver reference number 

always dspCLListen 

reference number of CCB 

ID of remote connection end 

remote internet address 

filter for open-connection requests 

initial send sequence number 

initial size of remote receive queue 

attention send sequence number 

The dspCLListen routine causes a connection listener to listen for connection requests. You 
must have already used the dspCLinit routine to establish a connection listener before using 
the dspCLListen routine. The dspCLListen routine is used only by connection servers. 

When ADSP receives an open-connection request from a socket that satisfies the address 
requirements of the filterAddress parameter, it returns values for the remoteCID, 
remoteAddress, sendSeq, sendWindow, and attnSendSeq parameters and completes 
execution of the dspCLListen routine. You must then either accept the open-connection 
request by calling the dspOpen routine in the ocAccept mode or deny the request by 
calling the dspCLDeny routine. 

You can call the dspCLListen routine several times, specifying the same connection listener. 
For example, if you wanted to accept connections from any or all of three different addresses, 
you could call the dspCLListen routine three times with a different value for the filterAddress 
parameter each time. Note that you must execute the dspCLListen routine asynchronously to 
take advantage of this feature. 
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Field descriptions 

ioResult 

ioCRefNum 

cs Code 

ccbRefNum 

remoteCID 

remoteAddress 

fi I ter Address 

send Seq 

sendWindow 

attnSendSeq 

Result codes 
no Err 
errState 
err Aborted 
errRefNum 

The result of the routine. When you execute the routine asynchronously, 
the routine sets this parameter to I and returns a routine result of noErr 
as soon as the routine begins execution. When the routine completes 
execution, it sets the ioResult parameter to the actual result code. 

The dri ver reference number. This parameter is returned by the 
OpenDriver function. You must specify this number every time 
you call the .DSP driver. 

The routine selector, always dspCLListen for this routine. 

The CCB reference number that was returned by the dspCLinit 
routine. 

The identification number of the remote connection end. You must 
pass this value to the dspOpen routine when you open the connection 
or to the dspCLDeny routine when you deny the connection request. 

The internet address of the remote socket that sent a request to open 
a connection. This address consists of a 2-byte network number, a 
I-byte node ID, and a I-byte socket number. You must pass this value 
to the dspOpen routine when you open the connection or to the 
dspCLDeny routine when you deny the connection request. 

The internet address of the socket from which you will accept a connec
tion request. The address consists of three fields: a 2-byte network 
number, a I-byte node ID, and a I-byte socket number. Specify 0 for 
any of these fi elds for which you wish to impose no restrictions. If you 
specify a filter address of $00082500, for example, the connection 
listener accepts a connection request from any socket at node $25 of 
network $0008. 

The sequence number of the first byte that the local connection end 
will send to the remote connection end. ADSP uses this number to 
coordinate communications and to check for errors. You must pass 
this value to the dspOpen routine when you open the connection. 

The sequence number of the last byte that the remote connection end 
has buffer space to receive. ADSP uses this number to coordinate 
communications and to check for errors. You must pass this value to 
the dspOpen routine when you open the connection. 

The sequence number of the next attention packet that the local 
connection end will transmit. ADSP uses this number to coord inate 
communications and to check for errors. You must pass this value 
to the dspOpen routine when you open the connection. 

0 
- 1278 
- 1279 
- 1280 

No error 
Not a connection listener 
Request abo1ted by the dspRemove routine 
Bad connection reference number 
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dspCLDeny 

Parameter block 
(--- 1.6 ioResult word result code 

---7 24 ioCRefNum word driver reference number 

---7 26 cs Code word always dspCLDeny 

---7 32 ccbRefNum word reference number of CCB 

---7 36 remoteCID word ID of remote connection end 

---7 38 remoteAddress long remote internet address 

The dspCLDeny routine is used by a connection server to inform a remote connection end 
that its request to open a connection cannot be honored. 

The ioResult parameter returns the result of the routine. If you call the routine asynchronously, 
the routine sets this field to l as soon as it begins execution, and it changes the field to the 
actual result code when it completes execution. The ioCRefNum parameter is the dri ver 
reference number returned by the OpenDriver function. You must specify this number 
every time you call the .DSP driver. The csCode parameter is the routine selector; it is always 
dspCLDeny for this routine. The ccbRefNum parameter is the CCB reference number for 
the connection listener that received the connection request. This number is returned 
by the dspCLinit routine when you establish a connection listener. The remoteCID and 
remoteAddress parameters specify the address and ID of the remote connection end. T hese 
parameters are returned by the dspCLListen routine. 

Result codes 
no Err 0 No error 
errState - 1278 Not a connection listener 
en-Aborted -1279 
errRetNum - 1280 

Request aborted by the dspRemove routine 
Bad connect-ion reference number 

dspCLRemove 

Parameter block 
(--- 16 ioResult word result code 

---7 24 ioCRefNum word driver reference number 

---7 26 cs Code word always dspCLRemove 

---7 32 ccbRefNum word reference number of CCB 

---7 34 abort byte abort connecti on listener if not 0 

The dspCLRemove routine closes a connection end used as a connection listener. You 
can release the memory you allocated for the CCB if you do not intend to reopen the 
connection end. 

T he ioResult parameter returns the result of the routine. If you call the routine asynchronously, 
the routine sets thi s field to l as soon as it begins execution , and it changes the fie ld to 
the actual result code when it completes execution. T he ioCRefNum parameter is the 
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d1i ver reference number returned by the Open Ori ver function. You must specify this number 
every time you call the .DSP driver. The csCode parameter is the routine selector, always 
dspCLRemove for this routine. The ccbRefNum parameter is the CCB reference number that 
was returned by the dspCLinit routine. If the abo1t parameter is nonzero, ADSP cancels any 
outstanding requests to send packets (such as the dspCLDeny routine). 

Result codes 
no Err 0 
errRefNum - 1280 

No error 
Bad connection reference number 

Maintaining an ADSP Connection 

Once you have established a connection end and opened a connection, you must be able to 
send and receive data over the connection. You can use the routines in thjs section to 

• determine the status of a connection 

• read bytes from the connection end's receive queue 

• write bytes to the connection end's send queue and transmit them to the remote 
connection end 

• send an attention message to the remote connection end 

• di scard all data that has been sent but not yet deli vered, and reset the connection 

dspStatus 

Parameter block 

f- 16 ioResult wo rd result code 

--7 24 ioCRefNum word driver reference number 

--7 26 cs Code word always dspStatus 

--7 32 ccbRefNum word reference number of CCB 

f- 34 statusCCB long pointer to CCB 

f- 38 sendQPending word bytes waiting to be sent or 
acknowledged 

f- 40 sendQFree word available send queue in bytes 

f- 42 recvQPending word bytes waiting to be read from queue 

f- 44 recvQFree word available receive queue in bytes 

The dspStatus routine returns the number of bytes waiting to be read and sent and the space 
available in the send and receive queues. This routine also returns a pointer to the CCB, 
which contains information about the state of the connection end and about connection events 
received by the connection end. The CCB is described in "The ADSP Connection Control 
Block" earlier in this chapter. 
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The ioResult parameter returns the result of the routine. If you call the routine asynchronously, 
the routine sets this field to 1 as soon as it begins execution, and it changes the field to the 
actual result code when it completes execution. The ioCRefNum parameter is the dri ver 
reference number returned by the OpenDriver function. You must specify this number every 
time you call the .DSP driver. The csCode parameter is the routine selector: it is always 
dspStatus for this routine. The ccbRefNum parameter is the CCB reference number that was 
returned by the dsplnit routine. The statusCCB parameter returns a pointer to the CCB. 

The sendQPending parameter indicates the number of bytes of data in the send queue, 
including I byte for each end-of-message (EOM) indicator in the send queue. (J\DSP 
counts 1 byte for each EOM, even though no actual data corresponds to the EOM indicator.) 
The send queue contains all data that has been sent to ADSP for transmiss ion and that 
has not yet been acknowledged. Some of the data in the send queue might have already 
been transmjtted, but ADSP retains it in the send queue until the remote connection end 
acknowledges its receipt in case the data has to be retransrruttcd. The sendQFree parameter 
indicates the number of bytes avai lable in the send queue for additional data. 

The recvQPending parameter indicates the number of bytes in the receive queue, including 
1 byte for each EOM if the EOM bit is set in an ADSP packet header. The receive queue 
contains all of the data that has been received by the connection end but not yet read by the 
connection end's cl ient. The recvQFree parameter indicates the number or bytes available 
in the receive queue for additional data. 

Result codes 
No error no Err 0 

errRefNum - 1280 Bad connection reference number 

dspRead 

Parameter block 
f- 16 ioResult word result code 

~ 24 ioCRefNum word dri ver reference number 

~ 26 csCode word always dspRead 

~ 32 ccbRefNum word reference number of CCB 

~ 34 reqCount word requested number of bytes 

f- 36 actCount word actual number or bytes read 

~ 38 data Pu· long pointer to data buffer 

f- 42 eom byte I if end-of-message; 0 otherwise 

The dspRead routine reads bytes from the connection end 's receive queue and places them 
in a buffer that you specify. You can continue to read bytes as long as data is in the receive 
queue, even after you have called the dspClose routine or after the remote connection end has 
called the dspClose or dspRemove routine. The dspRead routine completes execution when it 
has read the number of bytes you specify or when it encounters an end-of-message (that is, 
the last byte of data in an ADSP packet that has the EOM bit set in the packet header). 

You can call the dspStatus routine to determine the number of bytes remaini ng to be read 
from the read queue, or you can continue to call the dspRead routine until the actCount 
and eom parameters both return 0. 
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The ioResult parameter returns the result of the routine. If you call the routine asynchronously, 
the routine sets this field to l as soon as it begins execution, and it changes the field to the 
actual result code when it completes execution. The ioCRefNum parameter is the driver 
reference number returned by the OpenDriver function. You must specify this number every 
time you call the .DSP driver. The csCode parameter is the routine selector; it is always 
dspRead for this routine. The ccbRefNum parameter is the CCB reference number that was 
returned by the dsplnit routine. 

You specify the number of bytes to read with the reqCount parameter, and you use the dataPtr 
parameter to provide a pointer to the buffer into which ADSP should place the data. ADSP 
returns the actual number of bytes read in the actCount parameter. If the last byte read 
constitutes an EOM, ADSP sets the eom parameter to I. 

If either end closes the connection before you call the dspRead routine, the command reads 
whatever data is avai lable and returns the actual amount of data read in the actCount 
parameter. If the connection is closed and there is no data in the receive queue, the dspRead 
routine returns the noErr result code with the actCount parameter set to 0 and the eom 
parameter set to 0. 

Result codes 
noErr 
errFwdReset 
errState 
err Aborted 
errRefNum 

dspWrite 

Parameter block 

f- 16 
~ 24 
~ 26 
~ 32 
~ 34 
f- 36 
~ 38 
~ 42 
~ 43 

0 
- 1275 
-1278 
-1279 
-1280 

ioResult 

No error 
Read terminated by forward reset 
State isn't open, closing, or closed 
Request aborted by dspRemove or dspClose routine 
Bad connection reference number 

word result code 

ioCRefNum word driver reference number 

csCode word always dspW1ite 

ccbRefNum word reference number of CCB 

reqCount word requested number of bytes 

actCount word aclllal number of bytes written 

dataPtr long pointer to data buffer 

eom byte l if end-of-message; 0 otherwise 

flush byte l to send data now; 0 otherwise 

The dspWrite routine wri tes bytes into the connection end's send queue. The send queue 
contains all data that has been sent to ADSP for transmission and that has not yet been 
acknowledged. Some of the data in the send queue might have already been transmitted, 
but ADSP retains it in the send queue until the remote connection end acknowledges its 
receipt in case the data has to be retransmitted. The dspWrite routine completes execution 
when it has copied all of the data from the data buffer into the ADSP send queue. 
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ADSP transmits the data in the send queue when the remote connection end has room to 
accept the data and one of the fo llowing conditions occurs: 

• You call the dspWrite routine with the flush parameter set to a nonzero number. 

• The number of bytes in the send queue equals or exceeds the blocking factor. (You use 
the sendBlocking parameter to the dspOptions routine to set the blocking factor.) 

• The send timer expires. 

• A connection event requires that the local connection end send an acknowledgment 
packet to the remote connection end. 

The ioResult parameter returns the result of the routine. If you call the routine asynchronously, 
the routine sets this field to I as soon as it begins execution, and it changes the fi eld to the 
actual result code when it completes execution. The ioCRefNum parameter is the driver 
reference number returned by the OpenDriver function. You must specify this number every 
time you call the .DSP driver. The csCode parameter is the routine selector; it is always 
dspWrite for this routine. The ccbRefNum parameter is the CCB reference number that was 
returned by the dsplnit routine. 

You specify the number of bytes to wri te with the reqCount parameter, and you use the dataPtr 
parameter to provide a pointer to the buffer from which ADSP should read the data. The 
dspWrite routine returns the actual number of bytes written in the actCount parameter. If 
the last byte written constitutes an EOM, set the eom parameter to J. You can also set the 
reqCount parameter to 0 and the eom parameter to 1 to indicate that the last byte you sent the 
previous time you called the dspWrite routine was the end of the message. The high-order bits 
of the eom parameter are reserved for use by ADSP; you must leave these bits equal to 0. 

You can set the reqCount parameter to a value larger than the size of the send queue. lf you 
do so, the dspWrite routine writes as much data as it can into the send queue, sends the data 
and waits for acknowledgment, and then writes more data into the send queue until it has 
written the amount of data you requested. In this case, the routine does not complete execu
tion until it has finished writing all of the data into the send queue. 

Set the flush parameter to I to cause ADSP to immediately transmit any data in the send 
queue that has not already been transmitted. Set the flush parameter to 0 to allow data to 
accumulate in the send queue until another condition occurs that causes data to be transmitted. 
The high-order bi ts of the flush parameter are reserved for use by ADSP; you must leave 
these bits equal to 0. 

Result codes 
no Err 
etTState 
err Aborted 
errRef-Num 

0 
- 1278 
-1279 
- 1280 

No error 
Connection is not open 
Request aborted by dspRemove or dspClose routine 
Bad connection reference number 
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dspAttention 

Parameter block 

~ 16 ioResult word result code 

--7 24 ioCRefNum word driver reference number 

--7 26 cs Code word always dspAttention 

--7 32 ccbRefNum word reference number of CCB 

--7 34 attn Code word client anention code 

--7 36 attnSize word size of attention data in bytes 

--7 38 attnData long pointer to attention data 

The dspAttention routine sends an attention code and an attention message to the remote 
connection end. Attention codes and attention messages can have any meaning that your 
application and the application at the remote connection end both recognize. The purpose 
of attention codes and messages is to allow clients of ADSP to send messages outside the 
normal data stream. For example, if a connection end on a mainframe computer is connected 
to several connection ends in Macintosh computers being used as remote terminals, the 
mainframe computer might wish to inform the remote terminals that all connections will be 
terminated in ten minutes. The mainframe application could send an attention message to each 
of the remote terminal s informing them of this fact, and the terminal emulation programs in 
the Macintosh computers could then display an alert message on the screen so that the users 
could prepare to shut down. 

The ioResult parameter returns the result of the routine. If you call the routi ne asynchronously, 
the routine sets this field to I as soon as it begins execution, and it changes the field to the 
actual result code when it completes execution. The ioCRefNum parameter is the driver 
reference number returned by the OpenDriver functi on. You must specify this number every 
time you call the .DSP driver. The csCode parameter is the routine selector; it is always 
dspAttention for this routine. The ccbRefNum parameter is the CCB reference number that 
was returned by the dsplnit routine. 

The attnCode parameter is the attention code that you wish to send to the remote connection 
end. You can use any value from $0000 through $EFFF for the attention code. The values 
$FOOO through $FFFF are reserved for use by ADSP. The attnSize parameter is the size in 
bytes of the attention message you wish to send, and the attnData parameter provides a 
pointer to the attention message. The attention message can be any size from 0 through 570 
bytes. There are no restrictions on the content of the attention message. 

Result codes 
no Err 
e1TAttention 
e1TState 
err Aborted 
errRefNum 

0 
- 1276 
- 1278 
- 1279 
- 1280 

No error 
Attention message too long 
Connection is not open 
Request aborted by dspRemove or dspClose routine 
Bad connection reference number 
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dspReset 

Parameter block 

f-- 16 

~ 24 

~ 26 

32 

ioResult 

ioCRefNum 

csCode 

ccbRefNum 

word 

word 

word 

word 

result code 

driver reference number 

always dspReset 

reference number of CCB 

The dspReset routine causes ADSP to discard all data in the send queue, a ll data in transit to 
the remote connection end, and all data in the remote connection end's recei ve queue that the 
client has not yet read. This process is known as af01ward reset. ADSP then resynchronizes 
the connection. You can determine that your connection end has received a forward reset and 
has discarded all data in the receive queue by checking the eFwdReset flag in the userFlags 
field of' the CCB. The CCB is described in "The ADSP Connection Control Block" earlier in 
this chapter. 

The ioResult parameter returns the result of the routine. If you call the routine asynchronously, 
the routine sets this fi eld to l as soon as it begins execution, and it changes the field to the 
actual result code when it completes execution. The ioCRelNum parameter is the dri ver 
reference number returned by the OpenDriver function. You must specify this number every 
time you call the .DSP driver. The csCode parameter is the routine selector; it is always 
dspReset for thi s routine. The ccbRefNum parameter is the CCB reference number that was 
returned by the dsplnit routine . 

Result codes 
noEJT 
errState 
enAborted 
errRefNum 

0 
- 1278 
- 1279 
- 1280 

THE .ENET DRIVER 

No error 
Connection is not open 
Request aborted by dspRemove or dspClose routine 
Bad connection reference number 

The .ENET dri ver is normally cal led by the AppleTalk Manager through the AppleTalk 
connection file for EtherTalk when the user has selected EtherTalk from the Network 
control panel. You can write your own protocol stack or application that uses the .ENET 
dri ver directly, rather than through AppleTalk. This section describes how to open the 
.ENET driver, how to send data to it directly for transmission over the Ethernet network, 
and how to write a protocol handler to receive data from the network. 

The system .ENET driver locates and opens the drivers for installed NuBusTM Ethernet cards. 
For each Ethernet NuB us card, the .ENET driver searches the open resource fi les for a driver 
with a resource type of 'enet' and a resource ID equal to the board ID of the NuBus card. If 
it doesn' t find such a driver resource, it then looks for a driver named .ENET in the slot 
resources in the ROM of the NuBus card. See Designing Cards and Drivers.for the Macintosh 
Family, second edition, for discuss ions of NuBus board IDs and slot resources. 
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Providing Your Own Ethernet Driver 

If you write an Ethernet driver for use with your own Ethernet NuBus card, you should 
provide the features and functions described in thi s chapter. You can store the driver in the 
firmware of the NuBus card as described in Designing Cards and Drivers for the Macintosh 
Family, second edition, and in the Device Manager chapter of Inside Macintosh, Volume V, or 
you can provide a RAM-based driver as described in the Device Manager chapter of Inside 
Macintosh, Volume II. If you place your Ethernet driver in the ROM of the NuBus card, you 
must name the driver .ENET. If you provide a RAM-based dri ver, you must give it a resource 
type of 'enet' and a resource ID equal to the board lD of your NuBus card. The 'enet' resource 
type is identical to the 'DRVR' resource type described in the Device Manager chapter of 
Volume II. 

Note: You must 1101 name a RAM-based driver .ENET, because doing so would 
replace the system .ENET driver. 

If you write an Ethernet driver for use wi th a non-NuBus network interface (such as an 
Ethernet card for the Macintosh SE/30 or an Ethernet connection through the SCSI port), 
you should provide the features and functions described in thi s chapter for the .ENET 
driver and should name your driver .ENETO. If you do so, any software w1itten to use 
the .ENET driver should work with your driver. 

Changing the Ethernet Hardware Address 

Each Ethernet NuBus card or other Ethernet hardware interface device contains a unique 
6-byte hardware address assigned by the manufacturer of the device. The .ENET driver 
normally uses this address to determine whether to receive a packet. To change the hardware 
address for your node, place in the System file a resource of type 'eadr' with a resource ID 
equal to the slot number of the Ethernet Nu Bus card. If the Ethernet device is not a NuBus 
card (it might be a slot card in a Macintosh SE/30, for example), use a resource ID of 0. 

The 'eadr' resource consists only of a 6-byte number. Do not use the broadcast address or a 
multicast address for this number. (The broadcast address is $FF-FF-FF-FF-FF-FF. A 
multicast address is any Ethernet address in which the low-order bit of the high-order byte is 
set to I.) When you open the .ENET driver, it looks for an 'eadr' resource. If it finds one, 
the driver substitutes the number in this resource for the Ethernet hardware address and uses 
it until the driver is closed or reset. · 

Note: To avoid address collisions, you should never arbitrarily change the Ethernet 
hardware address. This feature should be used only by a system adrn.inistrator who 
can keep track of all the Ethernet addresses in the system. 

Opening the .ENET Driver 

Before you use the OpenSlot function to open the .ENET driver, you must determine which 
NuBus slots contain EtherTalk cards. The OpenSlot function is described in the Device Manager 
chapter of Volume V. Use the SGetTypeSRsrc function described in the Slot Manager chapter 
of this volume to determine which Nu Bus slots contain EtherTalk cards. To find EtherTalk 
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NuBus cards, use the value catNetwork in the fie ld spCategory of the GetTypeSRsrc function 
parameter block, and use the value typeEtherNet in the fi eld spCType. If you cannot find any 
EtherTalk NuBus cards, you should also attempt to open the .ENETO driver in case a 11011-

NuBus EtherTalk card is attached to the system. You should provide a user interface that allows 
the user to select a specific EtherTalk card in the case that more than one is present. 

Listing 32-7 illustrates the use of the GetTypeSRsrc function and the OpenSlot function to 
open the .ENET dri ver. 

VAR 

Listing 32-7. Finding an EtherTalk card and opening the .ENET driver 

mySBlk : 
myPBRec : 
myErr : 
Found : 
EnetStr : 
Ener.OStr : 
myRefNum : 

SpBlock ; 
ParamBlockRec ; 
OSErr ; 
Integer ; 
Strl5 ; 
Strl5 ; 
Integer ; 

BEGIN 
Found : = 0 ; {assume no sResour ce found} 
EnetStr : = ' . ENET '; 
EnetOStr : = ' . ENETO '; 

WITH mySBlk DO 
BEGIN 

spParamData . - l ; {include search of disabled resources . } 
{ Start searching from spSlot and search 
{the slots above it as well . } 

spCategory : = catNetwork ; 
spCType : = typeEthe~Net ; 

spDrvrSW . - O; 
spDrvrHW : = O; 
spTBMa s k : = 3 ; 
spSlot : = O; 
spID := 0 ; 

{match only Category and CType fields} 

spExtDev . - 0 
END ; 

{start search from here} 
{start search from here } 
{:D.of the exr.ernal device} 

REPEAT 
myErr : = SGetType SRsrc(@mySBlk) ; 
IF myErr = noErr THEN 
{You found an sResource match ; save i t for later . } 
BEGIN 

Found : = Found + l ; 
SaveSin fo(@mySBlk) 

END ; 
UNTIL myErr = smNoMoresRsrcs ; 
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IF Found > 1 THEN 
BEGIN 

{If you found more than one sResource , put up a dialog box } 
{ and let the user choose one . I f a ny of the sResources you } 
{ found were d i sable d , let t he user know they are not a v ailab le . } 
DisplaySinfo(@mySBLk) 

END ; 

IF Found <> 0 THEN 
BEGIN 

WITH myPBRec DO 
BEGIN 

ioCompletion : = NIL ; 
ioNamePtr : = @EnetStr ; 
i oMix : =NIL ; {re served } 
ioFlags : = O; {single device sResource} 
ioSlot : = mySBlk . spSlot ; 
ioID : = mySBlk . spID 

END ; 
myErr : = OpenSlot(@myPBRec , FALSE) 

END 
{go open this} 

ELSE myErr : = OpenDriver(EnetOSt~ , myRefNum) ; 
IF myErr <> NoErr THEN DoError (myErr) 

END ; 

Using a Write-Data Structure to Transmit Ethernet Data 

When you use the EWrite function to send data to the .ENET driver for transmission over the 
Ethernet network, you provide a pointer to a write-data structure (Figure 32-5). A write-data 
structure contains a series of pairs of length words and pointers. Each pair indicates the length 
and location of a portion of the data that constinites the packet to be sent over the network. 
The first length-pointer pair points to a 14-byte header block, which starts with the destination 
node hardware address. Note that thi s is not the AppleTalk address, but is the hardware 
address of the destination node. If you are calling the .ENET driver directly, you must obtain 
the Ethernet address of the destination node yourself; AppleTalk cannot provide it. 

The next 6 bytes of the header block are reserved for use by the .ENET driver. These bytes 
are followed by the 2-byte Ethernet protocol type. Data may follow the header block; all other 
length-pointer pairs point to data. The write-data strucnire terminates with a 0 word. 

When you first open the .ENET dri ver, it allocates a 768-byte buffer that it uses for trans
mitting data packets. This buffer is large enough to hold the largest EtherTalk packet, which 
is 62 1 bytes in size. If you want to transmit data packets larger than 768 bytes, call the 
ESetGeneral function. The .ENET driver then allocates a large enough data buffer to send 
packets up to 1514 bytes in size. 
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Length of first entry 
(word) 

Pointer to first entry 
_ .. 

(long) ... 
Destination node ID 

Length of second (6 bytes) 

entry (word) 

Reserved for use by 
Pointer to second driver (6 bytes) 

entry (long) 

Protocol type 

. . Jworq_}_ 
• • . . . .. ... 

Length of last Data 
entry (word) 

Pointer to last 
entry (long) 

0 
(word) 

Data 

Figure 32-5. An Ethernet write-data structure 

Header 
block 

Listing 32-8 defines an Ethernet write-data structure and then calls the EWrite function to 
send a data packet over Ethernet. 

Listing 32-8. Sending a data packet over Ethernet 

CONST 
sizel 100 ; 
size2 333 ; 

TYPE 
WDS 

VAR 
myWDS : 

RECORD 
length : Integer ; 
aptr : Ptr 

END ; 

ARRAY[l . . 4] OF WDS ; 

{wri te - data structure} 
{length o f nth entry} 
{point er to nth entry} 

myPB : EParamBlock ; { . ENET parameter b l ock} 
wheader : ARRAY[l .. 14] OF Byte ; 
stuff l : ARRAY[l . . sizel] OF Byte ; 
stuff2 : ARRAY[l . . size2] OF Byte ; 
myErr : OSErr ; 
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BEGIN 
{se t up tl:e write header} 
whe ader[l ] . -
wheader[2] . -
whe a der[3 ] . -
whe ader[4] . -
wheader[5] . -
wheader[6] . -

whea der[13] 
whe ader [ 14] . -

$02 ; 
$60 ; 
$8C ; 
$04 ; 
$05 ; 
$06 ; 

508 ; 
$00 ; 

{dest node ID} 

{bytes 7-12 are reserved} 
{protocol type } 

myWDS[l] . length : = 14 ; 
myWDS [ l ] . aptr : = @whead e r ; 
myWDS [2] . length : = sizel ; 
myWDS[2] . aptr : = @stuffl ; 
myWDS[3] . length : = size2 ; 
myWDS[3] . aptr : = @stuf f2 ; 
myWDS[4] . length : = O; 

{the write header is always 14 bytes} 

{terminator} 

my PB . ePoir-ter : = @myWDS ; {pointer to write-data structure} 
myEr r : = EWrite(@myPB , FALSE) ; {send something} 
IF myEr r <> NoErr THEN DoError(myErr) 

END; 

Using the Default Ethernet Protocol Handler to Read Data 

When the E therTalk NuBus card or other Ethernet hardware receives a data packet, it 
generates an interrupt to the CPU. The interrupt handler in ROM determines the source of 
the interrupt and cal ls the .ENET driver. The .ENET dri ver reads the packet header to 
determine the protocol type of the data packet and checks to see if any client has specified 
that protocol type in a call to the EAttachPH function. If so, the client either specified a NIL 
pointer to a protocol handler, or the client provided its own protocol handler. If the client 
specified a NIL pointer, the .ENET dri ver uses its default protocol handler to read the data. 
If no one has specified that protocol type in a call to the EAttachPH function, the .ENET 
driver discards the data. The EAttachPH function is described in "Attaching and Detaching 
an Ethernet Protocol Handler" later in this chapter. 

The default pro tocol handler checks for an ERead function pending execution and places the 
entire packet- including the packet header- into the buffer specifi ed by that function. The 
function returns the number of bytes actually read. If the packet is larger than the data buffer, 
the ERead function places as much of the packet as will fit into the buffer and returns the 
buf2Sma11Err result code. 

Call the ERead function asynchronously to await the next data packet. When the .ENET 
driver receives the data packet, it completes execution of the ERead function and calls your 
completion routine. Your completion routine should call the ERead function again so that an 
ERead function is always pending execution. If the .ENET driver receives a data packet with 
a protocol type for which you specified the default protocol handler while no ERead function 
is pending, the .ENET driver discards the packet. 
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You can have several asynchronous calls to the ERead function pending execution simul ta
neously as long as you use different buffers and a different parameter block for each call. 

Listing 32-9 call s the EAttachPH function to specify that the .ENET driver should use the 
default protocol handler to process protocol type eProtType. The listing includes a completion 
routine that processes a received data packet and then makes an asynchronous call to the 
ERead function to await the next incoming data packet. 

In practice, you should call the EAttachPH function very early, during your program initiali
zation sequence, if possible. As soon as the connection is established and you are expecting 
data, you should call the ERead function asynchronously. When the .ENET driver receives 
a packet, it then calls your completion routine, which should process the packet and queue 
another asynchronous call to the ERead function to await the next packet. 

Listing 32-9. Using the default Ethernet protocol handler to read data 

CONST 
BigBytes = 8888 ; 

VAR 
myPB : EParamBlock ; 
EPBPtr : EParamBlkPtr ; 
APtr : Ptr ; 
myErr : OSErr ; 

PROCEDURE MyCompRoutine ; 

VAR 
myErr : OSErr ; 

BEGIN 
{If this gets called , an incoming packet with the specified protocol } 
{ type is here . } 

ProcessData (BigBytes , APtr) ; {do something with the data} 
IF EPBPtr" . ioResult <> noErr THEN DoError(myErr) ; 

{call ERead aga i n} 
WITH EPBPtr" DO 
BEGIN 

ioCompletion : = @MyCompRoutine ; 
eProtType : = 77 ; 
ePointer : = APtr ; 
eBuffSize : = BigBytes 

END ; 
myErr : = ERead(EPBPtr , TRUE) ; 

{se t up ERead parameters} 

{pointer to completion routine} 
{protocol type } 
{pointer to read-data area} 
{size of read-data area} 

{call ERead to wait for } 
{ the next packet} 

IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoError(rnyErr) 
END ; 
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BEGIN {main} 
EPBPtr : = @myPB ; 
WITH EPBPtr" DO 
BEGIN 

eProtType . - 77 ; 
ePointer : = NIL 

END ; 
myErr : = EAt tachPH(EPBPtr , FALSE) ; 

{set up EAttachPH parameters} 

{protocol type} 
{use default protocol handler} 

{tell . ENET about thi s 
{ protocol handler} 

IF myErr <> NoErr THEN DoError(myErr) ; 

APtr : = NewPtr(BigBytes) ; 
WITH EPBPtr" DO 
BEGIN 

{set up ERead parameters} 

ioCompletion : = @MyCompRout i ne ; 
eProtType : = 77 ; 

{pointer to completion routine} 
{protocol type} 

ePointer : = APtr ; 
eBuffSize : = BigBytes 

END ; 
myErr : = ERead(EPBPtr , TRUE) ; 

{pointer to r ead-data area} 
{size of read-data area} 

{wait for your packet and 
then read it} 

IF myErr <> noErr THEN DoError (myErr) 

{application-defined tasks} 

END ; {main } 

Using Your Own Ethernet Protocol Handler to Read Data 

If a client of the .ENET driver has used the EAttachPH function to provide a pointer to 
its own protocol handler, the .ENET driver calls that protocol handler, which must in 
tum call the .ENET driver's ReadPacket and ReadRest routines to read the data. Your 
protocol handler calls the .ENET driver's ReadPacket and ReadRest routines in essentially 
the same way as you call the .MPP driver's ReadPacket and ReadRest routines (see the 
AppleTalk Manager chapter of Volume II). The following sections describe how the 
.ENET driver calls a custom protocol handler and the ReadPacket and ReadRest routines. 

Note: Because an Ethernet protocol handler must read from and write to the 
CPU' s registers, you cannot write a protocol handJer in Pascal. 

How the .ENET Driver Calls Your Protocol Handler 

You can provide an Ethernet protocol handler for a particular protocol type and use the 
EAttachPH function to attach it to the .ENET driver. When the dri ver receives an Ethernet 
packet, it reads the packet header into an internal buffer, reads the protocol type, and calls 
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the protocol handler for that protocol type. The CPU is in interrupt mode, and the registers 
are used as follows: 

Registers on call to Ethernet protocol handler 

AO 

Al 

A2 

A3 

A4 

AS 

DO 

Dl 

D2 

0 3 

Reserved for internal use by the .ENET driver. You must preserve thi s 
register until after the ReadRest routine has completed execution. 

Reserved for internal use by the .ENET driver. You must preserve thi s 
register until after the ReadRest routine has completed execution. 

Free for your use. 

Pointer to first byte past data-link header bytes (the first byte after the 2-byte 
protocol-type field). 

Pointer to the ReadPacket routine. The ReadRest routine starts 2 bytes after 
the start of the ReadPacket routine. 

Free for your use until after the ReadRest routine has completed execution. 

Free fo r your use. 

Number of bytes in the Ethernet packet left to be read (that is, the nu mber of 
bytes following the Ethernet header). 

Free for your use. 

Free for your use. 

If your protocol handler processes more than one protocol type, you can read the 
protocol-type field in the data-link header to determine the protocol type of the packet. 
The protocol-type field starts 2 bytes before the address pointed to by the A3 register. 

Note: The source address starts 8 bytes before the address pointed to by the A3 
register, and the destination address starts 14 bytes before the address pointed to by 
the A3 register. 

If you know that the packet contains pad bytes and you know the actual size of the data, you 
can reduce the number in the DI register by the number of pad bytes so that the .ENET driver 
can keep accurate track of the number of bytes remaining to be read. In all other 
circumstances, you should not change the value in the 01 register. 

After you have called the ReadRest routine, you can use registers AO through A3 and DO 
through 0 3 for your own use, but you must preserve all other registers. You cannot depend 
on having access to your application global variables. 

How Your Protocol Handler Calls the .ENET Driver 

Your protocol handler must call the .ENET driver routines ReadPacket and ReadRest to read 
the incoming data packet. You may call the ReadPacket routine as many times as you like to 
read the data piece by piece into one or more data buffers, but you must always use the 
ReadRest routine to read the fi nal piece of the data packet. The ReadRest routine restores the 
machine state (the stack pointers, status register, and so forth) and checks for error conditions. 
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Bef~re you call the Re~dPacket rou~ine. you must allocate memo1y for a data buffer and place 
a pointer t~ the buffer tn the A3 register. You place the number of bytes you want to read in 
the D3 register. You must not request more bytes than remain in the data packet. 

To call the ReadPacket routine, execute a JSR instructi on to the address in the A4 register. 
The ReadPacket routine uses the registers as follows: 

Registers on entry to the ReadPacket routine 

A3 

03 

Pointer to a buffer to hold the data you want to read 

Number or bytes to read; must be nonzero 

Registers on exit from the ReadPacket routine 

AO 

Al 

A2 

A3 

DO 

DI 

02 

D3 

U nchanged 

Unchanged 

Unchanged 

First byte after the last byte read into buffer 

Changed 

Number of bytes left to be read 

Unchanged 

Equals 0 if requested number of bytes were read, nonzero if error 

The ReadPacket routine indicates an error by clearing to 0 the zero (z) nag in the status 
reg ister. If the ReadPacket routine returns an error, you must terminate execution of your 
protocol handler with an RTS instruction without calling ReadPacket again or calling 
ReadRest at all. 

Call the ReadRest routine to read the last portion of the data packet, or call it after you have 
read all the data with ReadPacket routines and before you do any other processing or termi
nate execution. You must provide in the A3 register a pointer to a data buffer and must 
indicate in the D3 register the size of the data buffer. ff you have already read all of the data 
with calls to the ReadPacket routine, you can specif'y a buffer of size 0 . 

.6. Warning: If you do not call the ReadRest routi ne after your last call to the 
ReadPacket routine, the system will crash. • 

To call the ReadRest routine, execute a JSR instruction to an address 2 bytes past the address 
in the A4 register. The ReadRest routine uses the registers as fo llows: 

Registers on entry to the ReadRest routine 

A3 

D3 

Pointer to a buffer to hold the data you want to read 

Size of the buffer (word length); may be 0 
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Registers on exit from the ReadRest routine 

AO 
Al 

A2 

A3 

DO 

DI 

D2 

D3 

Unchanged 

Unchanged 

Unchanged 

Pointer to first byte after the last byte read into buffer 

Changed 

Changed 

Unchanged 

Equals 0 if requested number of bytes were read; less than 0 if more data was 
left than wou ld fit in buffer (extra data equals -03 bytes); greater than 0 if less 
data was left than the size of the buffer (extra buffer space equals 03 bytes) 

The ReadRest routine indicates an en-or by clearing to 0 the zero (z) flag in the status register. 

You must terminate execution of your protocol handler with a;i RTS instruction whether or 
not the ReadRest routine returns an error. 

.ENET Driver Routines 

An application that uses AppleTalk Manager routines for network communication can talk 
to whatever AppleTalk network the user has selected through the Network Setup control 
panel. However, you can choose to write an application that talks only to Ethernet; in this 
case, your application has to address the Ethernet dri ver d irectly. This section describes the 
functions that you can use to control the .ENET driver, the Ethernet driver provided with 
system software version 7.0. Each .ENET driver function is of the following form: 

FUNCTION EFunc (thePBptr : EParamBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

The thePBptr parameter is a pointer to the .ENET parameter block and the asy nc parameter is 
a Boolean that specifies whether the function is to be executed synchronously or asynchro
nously. Set the async parameter to TRUE to execute the function asynchronously. 

The .ENET parameter block is defined as fo llows: 

TYPE EParamBlock = 
PACKED RECORD 

qLinl< : QElemPtr ; 
qType : Integer ; 
ioTrap : Integer ; 
ioCmdAddr : Ptr ; 
ioComplecion : ProcPtr ; 
ioResult : OSErr ; 
ioNamePtr : StringPtr ; 
ioVRefNum : Integer ; 
ioRefNum : :nteger ; 
csCode : :nteger ; 
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{next queue entry} 
{queue type} 
{routine trap} 
{routine address} 
{completion routine} 
{result code} 
{driver name} 
{vol ume reference number} 
{driver reference number} 
{primary command code} 



CASE Integer OF 
ENetWrite , 
ENetAttachPH , 
ENetDetachPH , 
ENetRead , 
ENetRdCancel , 
ENetGetinfo , 
ENetSetGeneral : 
( 

eProtType : 
ePointer : 

eBuffSize : 
eDataSize : 
) ; 

ENetAddMulti , 
ENetDelMulti : 
( 

eMultiAddr : 
) 

END ; 

Integer ; 
Ptr ; 

Integer ; 
Integer 

ARRAY[O . . 5] of Char 
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{Ethernet protocol type} 
{pointer ; use depends on 
{ function} 
{buffer size} 
{number of bytes read} 

{multicast address} 

The qLink, qType, ioTrap, ioCmdAddr, ioNamePtr, and ioVRefNum fields are fi lled in by 
the Device Manager; your appl ication should not have to set or read these fields . The ioResult 
field returns the result of the function. If you call the function asynchronously, the function 
sets this field to I as soon as it begins execution, and it changes the field to the actual result 
code when it completes execution. The ioCompletion fie ld is a pointer to a completion routi ne 
that you can provide; the Device Manager calls your completion routine when it completes 
execution of the function. If you are not providing a completion routine, specify NIL for this 
fi eld. You must obtain the d1i ver reference number from the OpenDriver function and use it 
for the ioRefNum field. 

The csCode field specifies the command to be executed; the MPW Pascal interface fills in this 
fi eld for you. The .ENET driver accepts the following constants as routine selectors: 

CONST { . ENET driver routine selectors} 
ENetSetGeneral 253 ; {set "general " mode} 
ENetGetinfo 252 ; {get info} 
ENetRdCancel 251 ; {cancel read} 
ENetRead = 250 ; {read} 
ENetWrite 249 ; {wr i te} 
ENetDetachPH = 248 ; {deta ch protoco l handler} 
ENetAttachPH 247 ; {attach protocol handler} 
ENetAddMulti 246 ; {add a multicast address} 
ENetDelMult i 245 ; {delete a multicast address} 

The remaining parameters are used only for specific functions; all of these parameters are 
described in the fo llowing sections. 

For a general discussion of the use of the Ethernet driver, see ' 'The .ENET Driver" earlier in 
this chapter. 
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Attaching and Detaching an Ethernet Protocol Handler 

The functions in this section allow you to attach a protocol handler to the .ENET driver, 
to specify which protocol handler the .ENET driver is to use for each protocol type, and 
to detach a protocol handler that you previously attached. The section "Using Your Own 
Ethernet Protocol Handler to Read Data" earlier in this chapter describes how to write and 
use Ethernet protocol handlers. 

FUNCTION EAt tachPH ( t h e PBptr : EPar amBlkPt r ; async : Boolean) OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

f- 16 ioResult word result code 

-7 26 cs Code word always ENetAttachPH 

-7 28 eProtType word Ethernet protocol type 

-7 30 ePointer long pointer to protocol handler 

The EAttachPH function serves two purposes: you can use it to attach to the .ENET driver 
your own protocol handler for a specific protocol type, or you can use it to specify that the 
.ENET driver should use the default protocol handler for a particular protocol type. If you 
attach your own protocol handler, the .ENET driver calls that protocol handler each time it 
receives a packet with the protocol type you specified. If you specify that the .ENET driver 
should use the default protocol handler, then you can use the ERead command to read packets 
with that protocol type. 

The ioResult parameter returns the result of the function. If you call the function asynchro
nously , the function sets this field to l as soon as it begins execution, and it changes the field 
to the actual result code when it completes execution. The csCode parameter is a routine 
selector; it is always equal to ENetAttachPH for this function. 

You specify the protocol type in the eProtType parameter and provide a pointer to the 
protocol handler in the ePointer parameter. If you specify NIL for the ePointer parameter, 
then the .ENET driver uses the default protocol handler for that protocol type. Specify 0 
for the eProtType parameter to attach a protocol handler for the IEEE 802.3 protocol, which 
uses protocol types 0 through $5DC. 

Note: The LAP Manager calls the EAttachPH function with a protocol type of 0 and 
thus receives all 802.3 protocol packets. Instead of using the EAttachPH function to 
install a protocol handler for an 802.3 Ethernet protocol type, you should use the 
L802Attach routine. In the case of an 802.3 protocol packet, the .ENET driver passes 
the packet to the LAP Manager 802.2 protocol handler. If the packet has the protocol 
type you specified with the L802Attach routine, the 802.2 protocol handler passes the 
packet on to your protocol handler. For more information about IEEE 802.2 and 
802.3 protocols, see "The LAP Manager 802.2 Protocol" earl ier in this chapter. 

Result codes 
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no Err 0 
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No error 
Protocol handler is already attached or node's protocol 
table is full 
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FUNCTION EDe tachPH (thePBptr : EParamBl k Ptr ; async : Boolean) OSErr ; 

Parameter block 
(- 16 ioResult word result code 

~ 26 cs Code word always ENetDetachPH 
~ 28 eProtType word Ethernet protocol type 

The EDetachPH function detaches a protocol handler from the .ENET driver. Once you have 
removed a protocol type from the node's protocol table with this function , the .ENET driver 
no longer delivers packets with that protocol type. You specify the protocol type in the 
eProtType parameter. 

The ioResult parameter returns the result of the function. If you call the function asynchro
nously, the function sets thi s field to 1 as soon as it begins execution, and it changes the field 
to the actual result code when it completes execution. The csCode parameter is a routine 
selector that is set automatically for you by the MPW interface; it is always equal to 
ENetDetachPH for this function. 

When you call the EDetachPH function , any pending calls to the ERead function terminate 
with the reqAborted result code. 

Result codes 
no Err 0 
LAPProtErr -94 

No error 
No protocol handler is attached 

Writing and Reading Ethernet Packets 

The functions in this section send and read Ethernet packets, cancel execution of a read 
operation, return information about the .ENET driver, and switch the .ENET driver from 
limited-transmission mode to general-transmission mode. 

FUNCTION EWrite (thePBptr : EParamBlkPtr ; async : Bool ean) OSErr ; 

Parameter block 
(- 16 ioResult word result code 

~ 26 cs Code word always ENetWrite 

~ 30 ePointer long pointer to wtite-data structure 

The EWrite function uses the .ENET driver to send a data packet over Ethernet. You must 
first prepare a write-data structure that specifies the destination address and the protocol type 
and contains the data that you want to send. You place a pointer to the write-data structure 
in the ePointer parameter. If you want to send a packet larger than 768 bytes, you must first 
call the ESetGeneral function to put the .ENET driver in general-transmission mode. If the 
size of the packet you provide is less than 60 bytes, the driver adds pad bytes to the packet. 
Write-data structures are described in "Using a Write-Data Structure to Transmit Ethernet 
Data" earlier in this chapter. 
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The ioResult parameter returns the result of the fu~ctio~. If you c~ll the fu~ction asynchro
nously, the function sets this field to l as soon as 1t begins execution, and 1t chan~es the . 
field to the actual result code when it completes execution. The csCode parameter 1s a routm~ 
selector that is set automatically for you by the MPW interface; it is always equal to ENetWnte 
for this function. 

Result codes 
no Err 
eLenErr 

excessCollsns 

0 
-92 

-95 

No error 
Packet too large or first entry of the write-data structure 
did not contain the full 14-byte header 
Hardware error 

FUNCTION ERead (thePBptr : EParamBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

f- 16 ioResult word result code 

~ 26 cs Code word always ENetRead 

~ 28 eProtType word Ethernet protocol type 

~ 30 ePointer long pointer to data buffer 

~ 34 eBuffSize word size of data buffer 

f- 36 eDataSize word number of bytes read 

The ERead function uses the default protocol handler to read a data packet and place it in a 
data buffer. You can use the ERead function to read packets of a particular protocol type only 
after you have used the EAttachPH function to specify a NIL pointer to the protocol handler 
for that protocol type. 

The ioResult parameter returns the result of the function. If you call the function asynchro
nously, the function sets this field to 1 as soon as it begins execution, and it changes the field 
to the actual result code when it completes execution. The csCode parameter is the routine 
selector, automatically set by the MPW interface. It is always ENetRead for this function. 

The eProtType parameter specifies the protocol type of the packet you want to read. The 
ePointer parameter is a pointer to the data buffer into which you want to read data, and the 
eBuffSize parameter indicates the size of the data buffer. If you are expecting EtherTalk data 
packets, the buffer should be at least 621 bytes in size; if you are expecting general Ethernet 
data packets, the buffer should be at least 1514 bytes in size. 

The ERead function places the entire packet, including the packet header, into your buffer. 
The function returns in the eDataSize parameter the number of bytes actually read. If the 
packet is larger than the data buffer, the ERead function places as much of the packet as will 
fit into the buffer and returns the buf2SmallErr result code. 

Call the ERead function asynchronously to await the next data packet. When the .ENET 
driver receives the data packet, it completes execution of the ERead function and calls your 
completion routine. If the .ENET driver receives a data packet with a protocol type for which 
you specified the default protocol handler while no ERead command is pending, the driver 
discards the data packet. 
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You can have several asynchronous calls to the ERead function pendina execution simulta
neously, as long as you use a different parameter block for each call. I:> 

Result codes 
no Err 
LAPProtErr 
reqAborted 
buf2Smal1Err 

0 
-94 

-1105 
-3101 

No error 
No protocol is attached or protocol handler pointer was not 0 
ERdCancel or EDetachPH function called 
Packet too large for buffer; partial data returned 

FUNCTION ERdCancel (thePBpt r : EParamBlkPtr ; asyn c : Boolean) : OSErr; 

Parameter block 

16 
26 
30 

ioResult 

cs Code 

ePointer 

word 

word 

long 

result code 

always ENetRdCancel 

pointer to ERead parameter block 

The ERdCancel function cancels execution of a specific call to the ERead function. You must 
have called the ERead function asynchronously to use the ERdCancel function . You specify 
in the ePointer parameter a pointer to the parameter block that you used when you called the 
ERead function. 

The ioResult parameter returns the result of the function. If you call the function asynchro
nously, the function sets this field to 1 as soon as it begins execution, and it changes the field 
to the actual result code when it completes execution. The csCode parameter is the routine 
selector, automatically set by the MPW interface. It is always ENetRdCancel for this function. 

When you call the ERdCancel function, the pending ERead function that you cancel receives 
the reqAborted result code. 

Result codes 
no Err 
cbNotFound 

0 
-I 102 

No error 
ERead not active 

FUNCTION EGetinfo (thePBptr : EParamBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

~ 16 ioResult word result code 

-7 26 cs Code word always ENetGetlnfo 

-7 30 ePointer long pointer to buffer 

-7 34 eBuffSize word size of buffer 

The EGetlnfo function returns information about the .ENET driver. Before calling this 
function, you must allocate a data buffer of at least 18 bytes. Put a pointer to the buffer 
in the ePointer parameter and the size of the buffer in the eBuffSize parameter. 
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The EGetlnfo function places the following information in the data buffer: 

Bytes 

1-6 
7- 10 
11- 14 
15- 18 

Information 

Ethernet address of the node on which the driver is installed 
Number of times the receive queue has overflowed 
Number of data transmission operations that have timed out 
Number of packets received that contain an incoITect address 

An incorrect Ethernet address is one that is neither the broadcast address, a multicast address 
for which this node is registered, nor the node 's data link address . A node could receive an 
incorrect Ethernet address due to a hardware or software error. 

The ioResult parameter returns the result of the function. If you call the function asynchro
nously, the functi on sets this field to 1 as soon as it begins execution, and it changes the fi eld 
to the actual result code when it completes execution. The csCode parameter is the routine 
selector, automatically set by the MPW interface. It is always ENetGetlnfo for this function. 

Result code 
noEIT 0 No eITor 

FUNCTION ESetGeneral (thePBptr : EParamBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) 

Parameter block 

16 
26 

ioResult 

cs Code 

word 

word 

result code 

always ENetSetGeneral 

OSErr ; 

The ESetGeneral function switches the .ENET driver from limited-transmission mode to 
general-transmission mode. In limited-transmission mode, the .ENET driver allocates a 
write-data buffer of 768 bytes. This buffer size is more than sufficient to hold an EtherTalk 
data packet, which can be no larger than 621 bytes. In general-transmission mode, the 
.ENET driver can transmit an Ethernet data packet of up to 1514 bytes. 

The ioResult parameter returns the result of the function. If you call the function asynchro
nously, the function sets this field to 1 as soon as it begins execution, and it changes the field to 
the actual result code when it completes execution. The csCode parameter is the routine selector, 
automatically set by the MPW inte1face. It is always ENetSetGeneral for this function. 

There is no command to switch the .ENET driver from general-transmission mode to li mited
transmission mode. To switch back to limited-transmission mode, you have to reset the 
driver by restarting the computer. 

Result codes 
no Err 
memFullErr 

0 
-108 
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Adding and Removing Ethernet Multicast Addresses 

The functions in this section add or delete Ethernet multicast addresses for a particular node. 
A multicast address is an Ethernet address for which the node accepts packets j ust as it 
does for its permanently assigned Ethernet hardware address. In a multicast address, the low
order bit of the high-order byte is set to I . Each node can have any number of multicast 
addresses, and any number of nodes can have the same multicast address. The purpose of a 
multicast address is to allow a group of Ethernet nodes to receive the same transmission 
simultaneously, in a fashion similar to the AppleTalk broadcast service. 

FUNCTION EAddMulti (thePBptr : EParamBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

~ 16 ioResult word result code 

--7 26 csCode word always ENetAddMulti 

--7 28 eMultiAddr 6 bytes multicast address 

The EAddMulti function adds a multicast address to the node on which the .ENET driver 
is running. 

You must provide (in the eMultiAddr parameter) the multicast address that you want to use. 
Each time a client of the .ENET dri ver calls the EAddMulti function for a particular multicast 
address, the driver increments a counter for that multicast address. Each time a client of the 
.ENET driver calls the EDelMulti function , the dri ver decrements the counter for that address. 
As long as the count for a multicast address is equal to or greater than 1, the .ENET driver 
accepts packets directed to that multicast address. Therefore, if any client of the .ENET driver 
in the node has called the EAddMulti function for a particular multicast address, the driver 
receives packets delivered to that address. 

The ioResult parameter returns the result of the function. If you call the function asynchro
nously, the function sets this field to I as soon as it begins execution, and it changes the fi eld to 
the actual resu lt code when it completes execution. The csCode parameter is the routine selector, 
automatically set by the MPW interface. It is always ENetAddMulti for this function. 

Result codes 
no Err 
eMulti ErT 

0 
-91 

No error 
Invalid address or table is full 

FUNCTION EDelMulti (thePBptr : EParamBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) OSErr ; 

Parameter block 

~ 16 ioResult word result code 

--7 26 cs Code word always ENetDelMulti 

--7 28 eMultiAddr 6 bytes multicast address 
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The EDelMulti function decrements the counter kept by the .ENET driver for a particular 
multicast address. Each time a client of the .ENET driver calls the EAddMulti function, the 
diiver increments a counter for the multicast address specified by the eMul tiAddr parameter. 
Each time a client of the .ENET driver calls the EDelMulti function, the dri ver decrements the 
counter for the address specified by the eMultiAddr parameter. As long as the count for a 
multicast address is equal to or greater than 1, the .ENET driver accepts packets directed to 
that multicast address. When the count for an address equals 0, the driver removes that 
address from the list of multicast addresses that it accepts. 

Note: Because more than one client of the .ENET driver might be using a particular 
multicast address, you should call the EDelMulti function only once for each time you 
called the EAddMulti function. 

The ioResult parameter returns the result of the function. If you call the function asynchro
nously, the function sets this field to I as soon as it begins execution, and it changes the field 
to the actual result code when it completes execution. The csCode parameter is the routine 
selector automatically set by the MPW interface. It is always ENetDelMulti for this fu nction. 

Result codes 
no Err 
eMultiErr 

0 
-91 
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SUMMARY OF THE APPLETALK MANAGER 

Constants 

CONST 
{AppleTalk transitions} 
ATTransOpen 
ATTransClose 
ATTransClosePrep 
ATTransCancelClose 

0 ; 
2 ; 
3 ; 
4 ; 

{open transition} 
{prepare- to - close transition} 
{permission - to-close trans i tion} 
{cancel-c l o s e transition} 

{ . XPP driver routine selector} 
xCall 246 ; 

{ . XPP driver routine selector subcodes} 
zipGetLocalZones 5 ; 
z i pGetZoneList 6 ; 
zipGetMyZone 7 ; 

{ADSP routine selec tors} 
dspinit 255 ; 
dspRemove 254 ; 
dspOpen 253 ; 
dspClose 252 ; 
dspCLinit 251 ; 
dspCLRemove 250 ; 
dspCLListen 249 ; 
dspCLDeny 248 ; 
dspStatus 247 ; 
dspRead 246 ; 
dspWrite 245 ; 
dspAttention 244 ; 
dspOptions 243 ; 
dspReset 242 ; 
dspNewCID 241 ; 

{create a new connection end} 
{remove a connection end} 
{open a connection} 
{close a connect ion} 
{create a connect ion listener} 
{remove a connection listener} 
{post a l istener request } 
{deny an open-connect ion request} 
{get status of connection end} 
{read data from the connect i on} 
{write data on the connection} 
{send an attention message} 
{set connection end options} 
{forward rese t the connection} 
{generate a cid for a connection end} 

{ADSP connection-opening modes} 
ocRequest 
ocPassive 

ocAccept 
ocEstablish 

1 ; 

2 ; 

3 ; 
4 ; 

{request a connection with remote} 
{wait for a connection request from 
{ remote connection end} 
{accept request as delivered by listener} 
{consider connection to be open} 

{ADS P connection end staces} 
sListening = l ; {for connection listeners} 
sPassive 2 ; {waiting for a connection r equest from 

{ remote connection end} 
sOpening 
sOpen 

3 ; 
4 ; 

{requesting a connection wi t h remote} 
{connec tion i s open} 
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sClosing 
sClosed 

{ADSP client event 
eClosed 
eTearDown 
eAttention 
eFwdReset 

5 ; 
6 ; 

flags} 
$80 ; 
$40 ; 
$20 ; 
$10 ; 

{connection is being torn down} 
{connection end state is closed} 

{received connection-closed advice} 
{closed due to b~oken conneccion} 
{received attention message} 
{received forward reset advice} 

{miscellaneous ADSP constants} 
attnBufSize 570 ; {size of client attention buffer} 
minDSPQueueSize = 100 ; {minimum size of receive or send queue} 

{ . ENET driver values} 
catNetwork 4 ; {spCategory for EtherTalk NB card} 
typeEtherNet 1 ; {spCType for EtherTalk NB card} 

{LAP Manager values} 
LAPMgrCall = 2 ; {offset to LAP routines} 
LAddAEQ 23 ; {LAPAddATQ routine selector} 
LRmvAEQ 24 ; {LAPRmvATQ routine selector} 

{ . ENET driver routine selectors} 
:::NetSetGeneral 253 ; {set "general " mode} 
:::NetGetinfo 252 ; {get info} 
ENetRdCancel 251 ; {cancel read} 
ENetRead 2 50 ; {read} 
ENetWri te 249 ; {write} 
ENetDetachPH 248 ; {detach protocol handler} 
ENetAttachPH 247 ; {attach protocol handler} 
ENetAddMulti = 246 ; {add a multicast address} 
ENetDelMulti 245 ; {delete a multicast address} 

Data Types 

TYPE ATQEntry = 
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RECORD 
qLink : 
qType : 
CallAddr : 

END ; 

ATQ=:ntryPtr ; 
Integer ; 
ProcPtr 

{next queue entry} 
{reserved} 
{pointer to your roucine} 

ATQentryptr = AATQEntry ; 

ATPParamBlock 
PACKED RECORD 

qLink : 
qType : 
ioTrap : 

QElemPtr ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
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{extended parameter clock for } 
{ PSendRequest and PNSendRequest} 
{next queue encry } 
{queue type} 
{routine trap} 



ioCmdAddr : 
ioCompletion : 
i oResult : 
u serData : 
reqTID : 
ioRefNum : 
csCode : 
atpSocket : 
atpFlags : 

addrBlock : 
reqLength : 
reqPointer : 
bdsPoin ter : 

numOfBuffs : 
timeOutVal : 
numOfResps : 

retryCount : 
intBuff : 
TRelTime : 

END; 

XPPParamBlock = 
PACKED RECORD 

qLink : 
qType : 
ioTrap : 
ioCmdAddr : 
ioCompletion : 
ioResult : 
cmdResult : 
ioVRefNum : 
ioRefNum : 

Ptr ; 
ProcPcr ; 
OSErr ; 
Longint ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Byte ; 
Byte ; 

AddrBlock ; 
I nteger ; 
Ptr ; 
Ptr ; 

Byte ; 

Byte ; 

Byte ; 

Byte ; 
Integer ; 
Byte 

QElemPtr ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Ptr ; 
ProcPtr ; 
OSErr ; 
Longint ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 

csCode : Integer ; 
CASE XPPPrmBlkTyp e OF 

xCallParam 
xppSubCode : 
xppTimeOut : 
xppRetry : 
filler l : 
zipBuff Ptr : 
zipNumZones : 
zipLastFlag : 

Integer; 
Byte ; 
Byte ; 
Integer ; 
Ptr ; 
Integer ; 
Byte ; 
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(routine address} 
{completion routine} 
(result c ode } 
(ATP user bytes} 
{req uest transaction ID} 
{driver reference number} 
{primary command code} 
(currBitMap or socket number} 
(control information - set bit 2 
{ for extended parameter block} 
{source socket address} 
{request size in bytes} 
{pointer to request data} 
{pointer to response buffer 
{ data structure} 
(number of responses expected} 
{timeout interval } 
{number of responses 
{ actually received} 
{number of retries} 
{used internally for NSendRequest} 
{release timer setting} 

{next queue entry} 
(queue type} 
{routine trap} 
{routine address} 
{completion routine} 
{result code} 
{command result} 
{volume reference number} 
{driver reference number } 
(primary command code} 

{secondary command code} 
{timeout period for . XPP} 
{retry count} 
{reserved} 
{returned zone names} 
{number of zones returned} 
{nonzero when all zone } 
{ names have been returned} 

filler2 : Byte ; {reserved} 
zipinfoField : PACKED ARRAY[l .. 70] OF Byte 

END ; 
XPPParmBlkPtr "XPPParamBlock ; 

{reserved for use by . XPP} 
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TRCCB = 
PACKED RECORD 

ccbLink : 
refNum : 
state : 
userFlags : 
localSocket : 
remoteAddress: 
attnCode : 
attnSize: 
attnPtr : 
reserved : 

END ; 

AddrBlock 
PACKED RECORD 

aNet: 
aNode : 
aSocket : 

END ; 

DSPParamBlock 
PACKED RECORD 

qLink: 
qType : 
ioTrap : 
ioCmdAddr : 
ioCompletion : 
ioResult : 
ioNamePtr : 
ioVRefNum : 
ioCRefNum : 
csCode : 
qStatus: 
ccbRefNum: 

CASE Integer OF 
dspinit, 
dspCLinit: 
( 

) ; 

ccbPtr : 
userRou tine : 
sendQSize : 
sendQueue : 
recvQSize : 
recvQueue : 
attnPtr : 

localSocket : 
f illerl : 

TPCCB ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Byte; 
Byte ; 
AddrBlock; 
Integer ; 

{l ink to next CCB } 
{reference number} 
{state of the connection end} 
{user flags for connection} 
{local socket number) 
{remote end incernet address} 
{attention code received} 

Integer ; {size of attention data} 
Ptr ; {pointer to attention data} 
PACKED ARRAY[l .. 220) OF Byte 

Integer; 
Byte; 
Byte 

QElemPtr; 
Integer ; 
Integer; 
Ptr ; 
ProcPt r ; 
OSErr ; 
StringPtr ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Longint; 
Integer ; 

TPCCB ; 
ProcPtr ; 
Integer ; 
Ptr; 
Integer ; 
Ptr ; 
Ptr ; 

Byte ; 
Byte ; 

{reserved for use by ADSP} 

{network number} 
{node ID } 
{socket number} 

{next queue entry} 
{queue type} 
{routine trap} 
{routine address} 
{completion routine} 
{resul t code} 
{reserved} 
{reserved} 
{driver reference number} 
{primary command code} 
{reserved for ADSP} 
{CCB reference number } 

{pointer to CCB} 
{pointer to user routine} 
{size of send queue } 
{pointer to send queue} 
{size of receive queue} 
{pointer to receive queue} 
{pointer to attention- } 
{ message buffer} 
{local socket number} 
{fille r for proper alignment} 
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dspOpen, 
dspCLListen , 
dspCLDeny : 
( 

) ; 

localCID : 
remoteCID : 
remoteAddress : 
filterAddress : 
sendSeq : 
sendWindow : 
recvSeq : 
attnSendSeq : 
attnRecvSeq : 
ocMode : 
oc i nterval : 
ocMaximum : 
filler2 : 

dspClose , 
dspRemove : 
( 

) ; 

abort : 
filler3 : 

dspStatus : 
( 

statusCCB : 
sendQPending : 
sendQFree : 
recvQPending : 
recvQFree : 

dspRead , 
dspWrite : 
( 

reqCount : 
actCount : 
dat:aPtr : 
eom : 
flush : 

dspAttention : 
( 

attnCode : 
attnSize : 
attnData : 
attninterval : 
filler4 : 

Int eger ; 
Integer ; 
AddrBlock ; 
AddrBlock ; 
Longint ; 
Integer ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Longint ; 
Byte ; 
Byte ; 
Byte ; 
Byte ; 

Byte ; 
Byte ; 

TPCCB ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 

Integer ; 
Integer; 
Ptr ; 
Byte ; 
Byte ; 

Integer ; 
Integer ; 
Ptr ; 
Byte ; 
Byte ; 

The AppleTalk Manager 

{loca l connection ID} 
{remote connection ID} 
{remote internet address} 
{address filter} 
{send sequence number } 
{size of remote buffer} 
{receive sequence number} 
{attention send seq number} 
{attention receive seq num} 
{co nnection- opening mode} 
{in terval bet open requ e sts } 
(retries of open-conn r e q } 
{filler for proper alignment} 

{abort send requests} 
{filler for proper a lignmen t} 

{pointer to CCB} 
{bytes waiting in send queue} 
{available send-queue buffer} 
{bytes in receive queue} 
{avail receive-queue buffer} 

{r equested number of bytes} 
{accual number of bytes} 
{pointer to data buffer } 
{1 if end of message } 
{1 to send data now} 

{client attention code} 
{size of attention da t a} 
{pointer to attention data} 
{reserved} 
{filler for proper alignment} 
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dspOptions : 
( 

sendBlocking : 
sendTimer : 
rtmtTimer : 
badSeqMax : 
useCheckSum : 

dspNewCID : 
( 

newCID : 

END ; 

EParamBlocl< = 
PACKED RECORD 

qLink : 
qType : 
ioTrap : 
ioCmdAddr : 
ioCompletion : 
ioResult : 
ioNamePtr : 
ioVRefNum : 
iol:{efNum : 
c sCode : 

CASE In teger OF 
ENetWri te , 
ENetAttachPH, 
ENetDetachPH , 
ENetRead, 
ENetRdCancel , 
ENetGetinfo , 
ENetSetGeneral: 
( 

eProtType : 
ePointer : 

eBuffSize : 
eDataSize : 
) ; 

ENetAddMulti, 
ENetDelMulti : 
( 

Integer ; 
Byte ; 
Byte ; 
Byte ; 
Byte; 

Integer 

QElemPtr ; 
Integer ; 
Int eger ; 
Ptr ; 
ProcPtr ; 
OSErr ; 
StringPtr ; 
Integer ; 
Integer ; 
I nteger ; 

Integer ; 
Ptr ; 

Integer ; 
Integer 

eMultiAddr : 
) 

ARR~Y[O .. 5) of Char 

END; 
EParamBll<Ptr = AEParamBlocl< ; 
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{send-block i ng threshold} 
{reserved} 
{reserved } 
{retransmit advice threshold} 
{DDP checksum for packets} 

{new connection ID} 

{next queue entry} 
{queue type} 
{rout i ne trap} 
{routine address } 
{completion routine} 
{result code} 
{driver name} 
{volume reference number} 
{driver reference number} 
{pr i mary command code} 

{Ethernet protocol type} 
{pointer; use depends on 
{ function } 
{buffer size} 
{number of bytes read} 

{multicast address} 



The AppleTalk Manager 

Routines 

Getting Information About the .MPP Driver 

FUNCTION PGetAppleTalkinfo (thePBptr : M?PPBPtr ; async : Boolean) : OSErr ; 

Adding and Removing AppleTalk Transition Queue Entries 

FUNCTION LAPAddATQ 

FUNCTION LAPRmvATQ 

(theATQEntry : ATQEntryPtr) 

(theATQEntry : ATQEntryPtr) 

OSErr ; 

OSErr ; 

Sending Messages to the AppleTalk Transition Queue 

FUNCTION PATalkClosePrep (thePBptr : MPPPBPtr ; async : Boolean) : OSEr r ; 

Defining Your Own AppleTalk Transition 

PROCEDURE ATEvent (event : Longint ; i n foPtr : Ptr) ; 

FUNCTION ATPreFlightEvent (event , cance l : Longint ; i nfoPtr : Ptr) OSErr ; 

Canceling All Calls to the ATPGetRequest Function 

FUNCTION ATPKillAllGetReq (thePBptr : ATPPBPtr ; async : Boolean) OSErr ; 

Obtaining Zone Information 

FUNCTION GetMyZone 

FUNCTION GetLocalZones 

FUNCTION GetZoneList 

(thePBptr : XPPParmBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

(thePBptr : XPPParmBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

(thePBptr : XPPParmB:kPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

Attaching and Detaching an Ethernet Protocol Handler 

FUNCTION EAttachPH 

FUNCTION EDetachPH 

(thePBptr : EParamBlkPtr ; async : Boolean ) 
OSErr ; 

(thePBptr : EParamBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 
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Writing and Reading Ethernet Packets 

FUNCTION EWrite (thePBptr : EPararnBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

FUNCTION ERead (thePBptr : EPararnBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

FUNCTION ERdCancel (thePBptr : EPararnBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

FUNCTION EGetinfo (thePBpt r : EPararnBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

FUNCTION ESetGer.eral (thePBptr : EPararnBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

Adding and Removing Ethernet Multicast Addresses 

FUNCTION EAddMulti 

FUNCTION EDelMulti 

Global Variable 

(thePBptr : EPararnBlkPtr ; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

(thePBptr : EPararnBlkPtr; async : Boolean) 
OSErr ; 

LapMgrPtr The start of the LAP Manager 

Result Codes 

no Err 
qErr 
closeEIT 
paramErr 
ddpSktErr 
eMultiErr 
eLenErr 

noBridgeErr 
LAPProtErr 

excessCollsns 
memFullErr 

0 
- I 

-24 
-50 
-91 
-91 
-92 

-93 
- 94 

-95 
- 108 

No error or unrecognized event code 
Queue element not ~found 
Permission to close .MPP driver was denied 
Version number is too high 
Error opening socket 
Invalid address, add ress not found, or table is ful l 
Packet too large or first entry of the write-data structure 
d id not contain the fu ll 14-byte header 
No router is avajlable 
Protocol handler is already attached, node's protocol 
table is full , no protocol handler is attached, or protocol 
handler pointer was not 0 
Hardware error 
Insufficient memory in heap 
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reqFailed 
tooManyReqs 
cbNotFound 

no Data.Area 
reqAborted 
errOpenDenied 
e1TOSPQueueSize 
errFwdReset 
errAttention 
errOpeni ng 
errState 
errAbo1ted 
erTRefNum 
buf2Sma 11Err 

-1096 
-1097 
- 11 02 

- 11 04 
- 1105 
- 1273 
-1274 
- 1275 
- 1276 
- 1277 
- 1278 
-1 279 
- 1280 
-3 101 

The AppleTalk Manager 

Request to contact router failed; retry count exceeded 
Too may concurrent requests 
Control block not found, no pending asynchronous calls, 
or ERead not active 
Too may outstanding ATP calls 
ERdCancel or EDetachPH function called 
Open request denied by recipient 
Send or receive queue is too small 
Read terminated by forward reset 
Attention message too long 
Attempt to open connection failed 
Bad connection state for this operation 
Request aborted by dspRemove or dspClose routine 
Bad connection reference number 
Packet too large for buffer; partial data returned 

Assembly-Language Information 

Constants 

; ADSP queue element equates & size 
csQStatus EQU CSParam ; adsp internal use 
csCCBRef EQU csQStatus+4 ; refnum of ccb 

AppleTalk Transition Queue Entry Data Structure 

AeQQLink 
AeQQType 
AeQCallAddr 

long 
word 
long 

next queue entry 
reserved 
pointer to your routine 

ADSP Connection Control Block Data Structure 

ccbLink 
refNum 
state 
user Flags 
local Socket 
remoteAddress 
attn Code 
attnSize 
attnPtr 
reserved 

long 
word 
word 
byte 
byte 
long 
word 
word 
long 
220 bytes 

link to next CCB 
reference number 
state of the connection end 
user flags for connection 
local socket number 
internet address of remote end 
attention code received 
size of received attention data 
pointer to received attention data 
reserved 
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XPP Parameter Block xCallParam Variant 

~ 16 ioResult word result code 

~ 26 cs Code word routine selector; always xCall 

~ 28 xppSubCode word routine selector subcode 

~ 30 xppTirneOut byte retry interval in seconds 

~ 3 1 xppRetry byte retry count 

~ 34 zipBuffPtr long pointer to data buffer 

~ 38 zipNumZones word number of names returned 

~ 40 zipLastFlag byte nonzero if no more names 

~ 42 zipl nfoField 70 bytes for use by ZIP; fi rst word set to 0 

Parameter Block for dsplnit and dspCLlnit 

~ 16 ioResult word 

~ 24 ioCRefNum word 

~ 26 cs Code word 

~ 32 ccbRefNum word 

~ 34 ccbPtr long 

~ 38 userRoutine long 

~ 42 sendQSize word 

~ 44 sendQueue long 

~ 48 recvQSize word 

~ 50 recvQueue long 

~ 54 attnPtr long 

58 local Socket byte 

Parameter Block for dspOptions 

16 

24 

26 

ioResult 

ioCRefNum 

cs Code 

word 

word 

word 
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result code 

driver reference number 

dsplnit or dspCLinit 

reference number of CCB 

pointer to CCB 

pointer to routine to call on 
connection events 

size in bytes of the send queue 

pointer to send queue 

size in bytes or the receive queue 

pointer to receive queue 

pointer to buffer for incoming 
attention messages 

DDP socket number fo r this 
connection end 

result code 

driver reference number 

always dspOptions 
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~ 32 ccbRefNum word reference number of CCB 
~ 34 sendBlocking word send-blocking threshold 
~ 38 badSeqMax byte threshold to send retransmit advice 
~ 39 useCheckSum byte DDP checksum flag 

Parameter Block for dspOpen, dspCLListen, and dspCLDeny 

f- 16 ioResult word result code 

~ 24 ioCRetNum word driver reference number 

~ 26 cs Code word dspOpen, dspCLListen, or 
dspCLDeny 

~ 32 ccbRefNum word reference number of CCB 

f- 34 local CID word ID of this connection end 

H 36 remoteCID word ID of remote connection end 

H 38 remoteAddress long remote internet address 

~ 42 fi 1 ter Address long fi lter for open-connection requests 

H 46 sendSeq long initial send sequence number 

H 50 sendWindow word initial size of remote receive queue 

~ 52 recvSeq long initial receive sequence number 

H 56 attnSendSeq long attention send sequence number 

~ 60 attnRecvSeq long attention receive sequence number 

~ 64 ocMode byte connection-opening mode 

~ 65 ocinterval byte interval between open requests 

~ 66 ocMaximum byte retries of open-connection request 

Parameter Block for dspNewCID 

f- 16 ioResult word result code 

~ 24 ioCRefNum word driver reference number 

~ 26 cs Code word always dspNewCID 

~ 32 ccbRetNum word reference number of CCB 

f- 34 new CID word ID of new connection 
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Parameter Block for dspClose, dspRemove, and 
dspCLRemove 

~ 16 ioResult word result code 

--7 24 ioCRefNum word driver reference number 

--7 26 cs Code word dspClose, dspRemove, or 
dspCLRemove 

--7 32 ccbRefNum word reference number of CCB 

--7 34 abort byte abort send requests or connection 
listener if not 0 

Parameter Block for dspStatus 

~ 16 ioResult word result code 

--7 24 ioCRefNum word driver reference number 

--7 26 cs Code word always dspStatus 

--7 32 ccbRetNum word reference number of CCB 

~ 34 statusCCB pointer pointer to CCB 

~ 38 sendQPending word bytes waiting to be sent or 
acknowledged 

~ 40 sendQFree word available send queue in bytes 

~ 42 recvQPending word bytes waiting to be read from queue 

~ 44 recvQFree word available receive queue in bytes 

Parameter Block for dspRead and dspWrite 

~ 16 ioResult word result code 

--7 24 ioCRefNum word driver reference number 

--7 26 cs Code word dspRead or dspWrite 

--7 32 ccbRefNum word reference number of CCB 

--7 34 reqCount word requested number of bytes 

~ 36 actCount word actual number of bytes read or 
written 

--7 38 dataPtr pointer pointer to data buffer 

~ 42 eom byte I if end-of-message; 0 otherwise 

--7 43 flush byte L to send data now; 0 otherwise 
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Parameter Block for dspAttention and dspReset 

~ 16 ioResult word result code 

~ 24 ioCRefNum word driver reference number 

~ 26 cs Code word dspAttention or dspReset 

~ 32 ccbRefNum word reference number of CCB 

~ 34 attn Code word cl ient attention code 

~ 36 attnSize word size of attention data in bytes 

~ 38 attnData pointer pointer to attention data 

.ENET Driver Parameter Block 

~ 16 ioResult word result code 

~ 26 cs Code word routine selector 

~ 28 eMultiAddr 6 bytes multicast address 

~ 28 eProtType word Ethernet protocol type 

~ 30 ePointer long pointer 

~ 34 eBuffS ize word size of buffer 

~ 36 eDataSize word number of bytes read 
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APPENDIX A: RESULT CODES 

This appendix lists the result codes returned by functions described in thi s volume of Inside 
Macintosh. They are ordered by value, for convenience when debugging. The names and 
meanings of the result codes are also listed . 

Some result codes are returned by more than one manager and therefore have more than one 
meaning. This appendix lists each meaning for these result codes. 

For a list of result codes returned by each manager, see the summary at the end of the 
corresponding chapter. 

Table A-1. Result codes 

Value Name 

0 no Err 

0 smNotTruncated 

- 1 smTruncErr 

- l qErr 

-24 closeErr 

-27 abo1tErr 

-33 dirFulErr 

-34 dskFulErr 

-35 nsvErr 

-36 ioErr 

-37 bdNamErr 

-39 eofE1T 

-42 tmfoErr 

-43 fnfErr 

-44 wPrErr 

-45 f-LckdErr 

-45 flLckedErr 

-46 vLckdErr 

-47 fB syErr 

-48 dupFNErr 

-49 opWrErr 

Meaning 

No error 

No truncation necessary 

Truncation indicator alone is wider than the 
specified width 

Not in queue 

Permission to close .MPP driver was denied 

Publisher has written a new edition 

Directory full 

Disk fu ll 

Volume not found 

IJO etTOr 

Bad file name 

No additional data in the format 

Too many files open 

Fi le not found; Folder not found; Edition 
container not found; Target not found 

Volume is locked through hardware 

File locked 

Publisher writing to an edition 

Volume is locked through software 

Section doing IJO 

Fi le found instead of folder 

Fi le already open for writing 

(Continued) 
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Table A-1. Result codes (Continued) 

Value Name 

-50 paramErr 

-51 rfNumErr 

-53 volOfflinErr 

-54 permEn-

-58 extFSErr 

-61 wrPermEn-

-91 ddpSktErr 

-91 eMultiErr 

-92 eLenEn-

-93 noBridgeErr 

-94 LAPProtErr 

-95 excessCollsns 

-102 noTypeErr 

-108 memFullErr 

- 109 nilHandleErr 

- 111 memWZEIT 

- 120 dirNFErr 

-123 wrgVo!TypeErr 

-128 userCanceledErr 

-147 regionTooBigError 

-148 pixmapTooDeepErr 

-149 mfStackErr 

-157 cDepthErr 

-188 resourcelnMemory 

- 189 wri tingPastEnd 

- 190 inputOutOffiounds 

- i92 resNotFound 

-199 mapReadErr 

-200 noHardwareErr 

A-2 Table A-1: Result Codes 

Meaning 

Error in parameter list 

Reference number invalid 

Volume is off line 

Not a subscriber; Softw::u-e lock on file 

External file system-file system identifier 
is nonzero 

Not a publisher 

Error opening socket 

Invalid address or table is full 

Packet too large or first entry of the write-data 
structure did not contain the full 14-byte header 

No router is available 

Protocol handler is already attached, node' s proto
col table is full, protocol not attached, or protocol 
handler pointer was not 0 

Hardware error 

Format not available 

Ran out of memory 

GetHandleSize fai ls on baseText or substitu
tionText; N1L master pointer 

Attempt to operate on a free block; GetHandleSize 
fai ls on baseText or substitutionText 

Directory not found 

Not an HFS volume 

User canceled an operation 

Region too big or complex 

Pixel map record is deeper than I bit per pixel 

Insufficient stack 

Invalid pixel depth 

Resource already in memory 

Writing past end of file 

Offset or count out of bounds 

Resource not found 

Map inconsistent with operation 

Required sound hardware not available 



Result Codes 

Table A-1. Result codes (Continued) 

Value Name Meaning 

-201 notEnoughHardwareErr Insufficient hardware available 

- 203 queueFull No room in the queue 

- 204 res Problem Problem loading the resource 

-205 badChannel Channel is corrupt or unusable 

- 206 badFormat Resource is corrupt or unusable 

-207 notEnoughB ufferSpace Insuffic ient memory available 

-208 badFileFormat File is corrupt or unusable, or not AIFF or AIFF-C 

- 209 channelBusy Channel is busy 

-210 bu ffersTooS mat I Buffer is too small 

- 2 11 channelNotBusy Channel not currently used 

-2 12 noMoreRealTime Not enough CPU time available 

-2 13 badParam A parameter is incoITect 

-220 siNoSoundinHardware No sound input hardware available 

-22 1 siBadSoundinDevice Invalid sound input device 

-222 siNoBufferSpecified No buffer specified 

- 223 silnvalidCompression Invalid compression type 

-224 siHardDiskTooSlow Hard dri ve too s low to record 

-225 silnvalidSampleRate Invalid sample rate 

- 226 silnvalidSampleSize Invalid sample size 

-227 siDeviceBusyEIT Sound input device is busy 

- 228 siBadDeviceName Invalid device name 

-229 siBadRefNum Invalid reference number 

- 230 silnputDeviceErr Inpu~ device hardware failure 

- 23 1 si U nknownlnfoType Unknown type of in formation 

-232 s i Unknown Qua] i ty Unknown quality 

- 299 nmTypErr Invalid qType-must be ORD(nmType) 

-308 smUnExBusEIT Unexpected bus error 

-330 smBadRefld Reference 10 not found in list 

-33 1 smBadsList Bad sResource structure: ID I < ID2 < ID3 ... 

-332 smReservedEIT Reserved field not zero 

-338 smSelOOBErr Selector out of bounds; function not implemented 

-344 smNoMoresResources Specified sResource data structure not found 

(Continued) 
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Table A-1. Result codes (Continued) 

Value Name 

- 346 smBadsPtrErr 

-347 smB yteLanesEIT 

-450 editionMgrlnitEIT 

-451 badSectjonErr 

-452 notRegisteredSectionErr 

-454 badS u bPartErr 

-460 multiplePublisherWm 

-461 containerNotFoundWm 

-463 notThePublisherWm 

-500 rgnTooBigErr 

-600 procN otFound 

-601 memFragEIT 

-602 appModeErr 

-605 appMemFuIIErr 

- 606 applsDaemon 

-607 bufferlsSmall 

-608 noOutstandingHLE 

- 609 connecti onln valid 

-610 no U serlnteractionAllowed 

-620 notEnoughMemoryErr 

-621 notHeldErr 

-622 cannotMakeContiguousEn-

- 623 notLockedErr 

-624 interruptsMaskedErr 

-625 cannotDeferErr 

- 800 rcDBNull 

-801 rcDBYalue 

-802 rcDBEITor 

-803 rcDBBadType 

A-4 Table A-1: Result Codes 

Meaning 

Bad pointer was passed to sCaldSPointer function 

ByteLanes field in card 's format block was 
determined to be zero 

Manager not initialized or could not load package 

Not a valid section type 

Not registered 

Bad edition container spec or invalid edition container 

Already is a publisher 

Alias was not resolved 

Not the publisher 

Bitmap would convert into a region greater than 64 KB 

No eligible process with specified process serial 
number 

Not enough room to launch application with 
special requirements 

Memory mode is 32-bit, but application is not 
32-bit clean 

Partition size specified in 'SIZE' resource is not 
big enough for launch 

Application is background-only 

Buffer is too small 

No outstanding high-level event 

Connection is invalid 

Attempted PostHighLevelEvent from background 
and no session yet established 

Insufficient physical memory 

Specified range of memory is not held 

Cannot make specified range contiguous 

Specified range of memory is not locked 

Called with interrupts masked 

Unable to defer additional user functions 

The data item was NULL 

Data available or successfully retrieved 

Error executing function 

Next data item not of requested data type 
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Value Name 

-804 rcDBBreak 

-805 rcDBExec 

-806 rcDBBadSessID 

-807 rcDBBadSessNum 

- 808 rcDBBadDDev 

- 809 rcD B As yncN otS u pp 

- 810 rcDBBadAsynchPB 

-811 rcDBNoHandler 

-812 rcDBWrongVersion 

-8 13 rcDBPackNotlnited 

-850 hmHelpDisabled 

- 853 hmBalloonAborted 

-854 hmSameAsLastBalloon 

-855 h mHel pManagerN otlnited 

-857 hmSkippedBalloon 

-858 hmWrongVersion 

-859 hm U nknownHelpType 

-861 hmOperation Unsupported 

-862 hmNoBalloonUp 

- 863 hmClose View Active 

-900 notlnitErr 

-902 nameTypeErr 

- 903 noPortErr 

-904 noGlobalsErr 

- 905 localOnlyEIT 

-906 destPortErr 

-907 sessTableEIT 

-908 noSessionErr 

Result Codes 

Meaning 

Function timed out 

Query currently executing 

Session ID is invalid 

Invalid session number 

Couldn ' t find the specified database extension, or 
e1rnr occurred in opening database extension 

The database extension does not support 
asynchronous ca1ls 

Invalid parameter block specified 

There is no handler for thi s data type installed for 
the current application 

Wrong version number 

The InitDBPack function has not yet been called 

Help baJJoons are not enabled 

Because of constant cursor movement, the help 
balloon wasn' t displayed 

Menu and item are same as previous menu and item 

Help menu not set up 

No ballon content to fill in 

Wrong version of Help Manager resource 

Help message record contained a bad type 

Bad method parameter 

No balloon showing 

User using Close View won't let you remove balloon 

PPC Toolbox has not been initialized yet 

Invalid or inappropriate locationKindSelector in 
location name 

Invalid port name; Unable to open port or bad port 
reference number 

System unable to allocate memory, critical error 

Network activity is currently disabled 

Po11 does not exist at destination 

PPC Toolbox is unable to create a session 

Invalid session reference number 

(Continued) 
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Table A-1. Result codes (Continued) 

Value Name 

-909 badReqEn-

-910 portN ameExistsErr 

-911 noUserNameErr 

-9 12 userRejectErr 

-915 noResponseErr 

- 916 portClosedErr 

-917 sessClosedErr 

- 919 badPortN ameErr 

- 922 noDefaultUserErr 

-923 notLogged [ nErr 

-924 no U serRefErr 

-925 networkErr 

-926 noinformErr 

-927 authFailErr 

-928 noUserRecEIT 

-930 badServiceMethodErr 

- 931 badLocN ameEIT 

-932 guestN otA I lowedEIT 

-1027 nbpDuplicate 

-1096 reqFai led 

- 1102 cbNotFound 

- 1105 reqAborted 

-1273 errOpenDenied 

- 1274 errDSPQueueSize 

- 1275 e1TFwdReset 

- 1276 err Attention 

-1277 e1TOpening 

- 1278 errState 

-1279 eITAborted 

- 1280 errRetNum 

- 1300 fidNotFoundErr 

A-6 Table A-1: Result Codes 

Meaning 

Bad parameter or invalid state for thi s operation 

Another port is already open with this name 

User name unknown on destination machine 

Destination rejected the session request 

Unable to contact application 

The port was closed 

The session has closed 

PPC port record is invalid 

User has not specified owner name in Sharing 
Setup control panel 

Default user reference number does not yet exist 

Unable to create a new user reference number 

An error has occurred in the network 

PPCStart failed because target application did not 
have an inform pending 

User's password is wrong 

Invalid user reference number 

Service method is other than ppcServiceRealTime 

Location name is invalid 

Destination p01t requires authentication 

Duplicate name exists already 

Request to contact router failed; retry count exceeded 

Control block not found; no pending 
asynchronous calls 

ERdCancel function called for this ERead 

Open request denied by recipient 

Send or receive queue is too small 

Read terminated by forward reset 

Attention message too long 

Attempt to open connection failed 

Bad connection state for this operation 

Request aborted by dspRemove or dspClose function 

Bad connection reference number 

File ID not found 



Table A-1. Result codes (Continued) 

Value 

- 1302 

-1303 

-1304 

-1305 

- 1700 

-1701 

- 1702 

- 1703 

- 1704 

-1705 

-1706 

-1707 

- 1708 

-1709 

- 1710 

-1711 

-1712 

- 1713 

- 1714 

- 1715 

- 1716 

-1717 

-1718 
-1719 

-3101 

-5012 

-5030 

-5550 

-5551 

-5552 

Name 

notAFileEn

diffVolErr 

catalogChangedErr 

desktopDarnagedErr 

err AECoercionFail 

errAEDescNotFound 

err AECorruptData 

err AEW rongDataType 

err AENotAEDesc 

en-AEBadListltem 

errAENewerYersion 

errAENotAppleEvent 

errAEEventNotHandled 

errAEReplyNotYalid 

eJT AEUnknownSendMode 

eIT AEW aitCanceled 

err AETirneout 

eJTAENoUserlnteraction 

errAENotASpeciaJFunction 

errAEParamMissed 

err AEUnknownAddressType 

err AEHandlerN otFound 

errAEReplyNotArrived 

err AEillegallndex 

buf2S ma11Err 

afpltemNotFound 

af plcon Type Error 

gestaltU nknownErr 

gestaltUndefSelectorEn-

gestaltDupSelectorErr 

Meaning 

Specified file is a directory 

Files on different volumes 

Result Codes 

Catalog has changed and CatPosition may be invalid 

The desktop database has become corrupted-the 
Finder will fix this, but if your application is not 
running with the Finder, use DTReset or DTDelete 

Data could not be coerced to the requested 
descriptor type 

Descriptor record was not found 

Data in an Apple event could not be read 

Wrong descriptor type 

Not a valid descriptor record 

Operation involving a list item failed 

Need a newer version of the Apple Event Manager 

Event is not an Apple event 

Event wasn't handled by an Apple event handler 

AEResetTimer was passed an invalid reply 

Invalid sending mode was passed 

User canceled out of wait loop for reply or receipt 

Apple event timed out 

No user interaction aJlowed 

Wrong keyword for a special function 

Handler did not get all required parameters 

Unknown Apple event address type 

No handler found for an Apple event or a coercion 

Reply ha. not yet arrived 

Not a valid list index 

Packet too large for buffer; partial data returned 

information not found 

Size of new icon and one it replaces don't match 

Could not obtain the response 

Undefined selector 

Selector already exists 

(Continued) 
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Table A-1. Result codes (Conrinued) 

Value Name 

- 5553 gestaltLocationEIT 

- 11000 pictlnfo YersionErr 

-11001 pictlnfoIDErr 

- 11002 pictlnfo Verb Err 

-11003 cantLoadPickMethodErr 

- 11004 colorsRequestedErr 

-11005 pictureDataErr 

-13000 pmBusyErr 

- 13001 pmReplyTOErr 

- 13002 pmSendS tartErr 

- 13003 pmSendEndErr 

-13004 pmRecvStartErr 

- 13005 pmRecvEndErr 

A-8 Table A-1: Result Codes 

Meaning 

Function not in system heap 

Version number not zero 

Invalid Pictlnfo ID 

Invalid verb combination specified 

Custom pick method not in resource chain 

Number out of range or greater than passed to 
NewPictlnfo 

Invalid picture data 

Power Manager IC stuck busy 

Timed out waiting to begin reply handshake 

Power Manager IC did not start handshake 

During send, Power Manager did not finish 
handshake 

DUiing receive, Power Manager did not strut 
handshake 

During receive, Power Manager did not fini sh 
handshake 



APPENDIX B: ROUTINES AND THEIR 
MEMORY BEHAVIOR 

This appendix lists the routines described in this volume of Inside Macinrosh according to 
their reentrancy and memory behavior. 

Table B-1 includes routi nes that may move or purge memory. You should not call these 
routines fro m within an interrupt, such as in a completion routine or a VBL task. 

Table B-2 includes routines that do not move or purge memory, but that for some other 
reason you should not call from within an interrupt. For example, these routines may 
examine movable memory, or they might not be reentrant. 

Table B-3 includes routines that you may call from w ithin an interrupt. 

Some routines exhibit d ifferent memory behavior when executed synchronously than when 
executed asynchronously. These routines are included in more than one list: a single dagger 
(t) indicates a synchronous execution of the routine, and a double dagger (:j:) indicates an 
asynchronous execution. 

Table B-1. Routines that may move or purge memory 

AcceptHighLevelEvent 
Ac ti vatePalette 
AECoerceDesc 
AECoercePtr 
AECreateA ppleE vent 
AECreateDesc 
AEGetAtt:ri buteDesc 
AECreateList 
AEDeleteltem 
AEDeleteKeyDesc 
AEDeleteParam 
AEDisposeDesc 
AEDuplicateDesc 
AEGetAJTay 
AEGetAttri butePtr 
AEGetCoercionHandler 
AEGetE ven tHand ler 
AEGetKeyDesc 
AEGetKeyPtr 
AEGetNthDesc 
AEGetN th Ptr 

AEGetParan1Desc 
AEGetParamPtr 
AEGetSpecia!Handler 
AEinstal I Coercion Handler 
AEinstallEventHandler 
AEinstallSpecialHandler 
AEinteractWith User 
AEProcessAppleEvent 
AEPutArray 
AEPutAtt:ributeDesc 
AEPutAttributePtr 
AEPutDesc 
AEPutKeyDesc 
AEPutKeyPtr 
AEPutParamDesc 
AEPutParamPtr 
AEPutPtr 
AERemoveCoercionHandler 
AERemoveEventHandler 
AERemoveS pecialHandler 
AEResetTirner 

(Continued) 
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Table B-1. Routines that may move or purge memory (Continued) 

AEResumeTheCurrentEvent 
AESend 

AESetlnteractionAllowed 
AESizeOf Attribute 
AESizeOFKeyDesc 
AESizeOtNthitem 
AESizeOfParam 
AnimateEntry 
AnimatePalette 
Appenc!DITL 

AssociateSection 
ATPreFlightEvent 
BitMapToRegion 
Cal I Edi tionOpenerProc 
CallFormatIOProc 
CloseEdition 
CMY2RGB 
Comp3tol 
Comp6tol 
Copy Deep Mask 
CountDITL 
Copy Palette 
CreateEditionContainerFile 
CTab2Palette 
CustomGetFi le 
CustornPu tFile 
DB Break 
DBDisposeQuery 
DB End 
DB Exec 
DBGetConninfo 
DBGetErr 
DBGetltem 
DBGetNewQuery 
DBGetQueryResults 
D BGetResu ltHandler 
DBGetSessionNum 
DBinit 
DBinstallResultHandler 
DB Kill 

DBRemoveResultHandler 

DBResultsToText 
DBSend 
DBSendltem 
DBStartQuery 
DB State 
DBUnGetltem 
DeleteEditionContainerFile 
DeleteU serlden ti ty 

DeviceLoop 
DisposePalette 
EditionHasFormat 
Exp lto3 
Explto6 
FindFolder 
FindScriptRun 
Fix2Sma11Fract 
Fl ushFonts 
FSpCreateResFi le 
FSpOpenDF 

FSpOpenResFile 
FSpOpenRF 
GetColor 
GetCTable 
GetDefaultUser 
GetEditionFormatMark 

GetEditionlnfo 
GetEditionOpenerProc 
GetFormatOrder 
Get Gray 
Get LastEdi tionContai nerU sed 
GetNewPalette 
Get Palette 
GetPictlnfo 
GetPixMaplnfo 
GetProcesslnformation 
GetSpecificHighLevelEvent 
GetStandardFormats 
Go To Pub Ii sherSection 
HasDepth 
HCreateResFile 
HiliteText 

B-2 Table B-1: Routines That May Move or Purge Memory 
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Table B-1. Routines that may move or purge memory (Continued) 

HMBalloonPict IUGetltlTable 
HMBalloonRect IULangOrder 
HMExtractHelpMsg IULDateS tiing 
HMGetBal loon Window JUL TimeStiing 
HMGetDialogResID IUMagIDPStiing 
HMGetFont IUMagPString 
HMGetFontSize IUScriptOrder 
HMGetHelpMenuHandle IUStringOrder 
HMGetlndHelpMsg IUTextOrder 
HMGetMenuResID LaunchApplication 

HMisBalloon Launchl)eskA.ccessory 
HMRemoveBal loon LowerText 
HMScanTemplateltems MatchAlias 
HMSetBalloons NChar2Pixel 
HMSetDialogResID NDrawJust 
HMSetFont New Alias 

HMSetFontSize New AliasMinimaJ 
HMSetMenuResID New AliasMinimalFromFullpath 

HMShowBalloon NewGDevice 
HMShowMenuBalloon NewGestalt 

HO pen NewGWorld 

HOpenDF New Palette 

HOpenResFile NewPictlnfo 

HOpenRF NewPublisherDialog 

HSL2RGB NewPublisherExpDialog 

HSY2RGB New ScreenB uffer 

Inj tDateCache New Section 

InitDBPack NewSubscriberDialog 

InitEditionPack NewSubscriberExpDialog 

InitGDevice NewTempScreen Buffer 

InitPalettes NFindWord 

InsertSRTRec NMeasureJust 
IntlTokenize NPixel2Char 

IPCListPorts t NPortionText 

IsOutline NSetPalette 

IsRegisteredSection OpenCPicture 

IsSpecialFont OpenDF 

IUClearCache Open Edition 
IUCompPString OpenNewEdition 

IUEqualPString OpenWD 

(Continued) 
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Table B-1. Routines that may move or purge memory (Continued) 

OutlineMetrics RGB2HSV 
Palette2CTab SaveBack 
PBDTCloseDown SaveFore 
PBDTDelete t SectionOptionsDialog 
PBDTGetPath SectionOptionsExpDialog 
PBDTOpenlnform SetDepth 
PBDTReset t SetEditionFormatMark 
PBHOpenDF t SetEditionOpenerProc 
PBOpenDF SetPalette 
PB Y olumeMount SetResourceS ize 
PmBackColor SetStylScrap 
PmForeColor SGetBlock 
PostHighLevelEvent SGetCString 
PPCAccept t SGetDriver 
PPCBrowser ShortenDITL 
PPCClose t Sma11Fract2Fix 
PPCEnd t SndAddModifier 
PPCinform t SndChannelStatus 
PPCOpen t SndControl 
PPCRead t SndDoCommand 
PPCReject t SndDolmmediate 
PPCStart t SndNewChannel 
PPCWrite t SndPlay 
RawPrinterV alues SndPlayDoubleBuffer 
ReadEdition SndRecord 
ReadPartialResource SndRecordToFile 
Record Colors SndStartFilePlay 
RecordPictlnfo SndStopFilePlay 
RecordPixMaplnfo SPBB ytesToMilliseconds 
RegisterSection SPBCloseDevice 
ReplaceGestal t SPBGetDevicelnfo 
Replace Text SPBGetlndexedDevice 
ResizePalette SPBMillisecondsToB ytes 
ResolveA1ias SPBOpenDevice 
Resol veAliasFile SPBRecord 
RestoreBack SPBRecordToFile 
RestoreDeviceClut SPBSetDevicelnfo 
RestoreFore SPBSignlnDevice 
RetrievePictinfo SPBSignOutDevice 
RGB2CMY StandardGetFi le 
RGB2HSL StandardPutFile 
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Table B-1. Routines that may move or purge memory (Continued) 

StartSecureSession 
Str2Format 
String2Date 
String2Time 
StripText 
StripUpperText 
StyledLineBreak 
SysBeep 
TEGetPoint 
TEKey 
TempMaxMem 
TempNewHandle 

TESetStyle 
TruncString 
TruncText 
U nRegi sterSection 
UpdateAlias 
UpdateGWorld 
UpperText 
VisibleLength 
WaitNextEvent 
WriteEdition 
W ri tePartialResource 

Table B-2. Routines that do not move or purge memory but may not be called 
at interrupt time 

AECountltems 
AEGetlnteractionAllowed 
AEGetTheCurrentEvent 
AESetTheCurrentEvent 
AESuspendTheCurrentEvent 
AllocContig 
AllowPurgePixels 
A Off 
AOn 
AOnignoreModem 
BO ff 
BOn 
CatMove 
Close WO 
CTabChanged 
DirCreate 
DisposeGWorld 
DisposPictlnfo 
DisposeScreenB uffer 
DisposGDevice 
FSMakeFSSpec 
FSpCatMove 
FSpCreate 
FSpDelete 
FSpDirCreate 

FSpExchangeFiles 
FS pGetFin fo 
FSpRename 
FSpRstFLock 
FSpSetFinfo 
FSpSetFLock 
GDeviceChanged 
GetAliaslnfo 
GetCurren tProcess 
GetDeviceList 
GetEntryColor 
GetEntryUsage 
GetGDevice 
GetGWorld 
GetGWorldDevice 
GetLocalZones t 
GetMainDevice 
GetMaxDevice 
GetMyZone t 
GetNextDevice 
GetOutlinePreferred 
GetPixBaseAddr 
GetPixelsState 
GetPortN ameFrom ProcessSerialN umber 
GetPreserveG I yph 

(Continued) 
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Table B-2. Routines that do not move or purge memory but may not be called 
at interrupt time (Continued) 

GetProcessSerialNumberFromPortName 
GetZoneList t 
HCreate 
HDelete 
HGetFinfo 
HGetVol 
HMGetBalloons 
HoldMemory 
HRename 
HRstFLock 
HSetFlnfo 
HSetFLock 
HSetYol 
LAPAddATQ 
LAPRmvATQ 
LockPixels 
ModemStatus 
N oPurgePixels 
Parse Table 
PA TalkClosePrep t 
PBCatSearch t 
PBCreateFileIDRef t 
PBDeleteFilelDRef t 
PBDT AddAPPL t 
PBDT Addlcon t 
PBDTFlush t 
PBDTGetAPPL t 
PBDTGetComment t 
PBDTGetlcon t 
PBDTGetlconlnfo t 
PBDTGetlnfo t 
PBDTRemoveAPPL t 
PBDTRemoveComment t 

PBDTSetComment t 
PBExchangeFiles t 
PBHGetVolParms t 
PBMakeFSSpec t 
PBResolveFileIDRef t 
PBSetForeignPriv t 
PGetAppleTalklnfo t 
PixPatChanged 
ReadLocation 
SetCurrentA5 
SetDeviceAttribute 
SetEnn·yColor 

SetEnlly Usage 
SetFrontProcess 
SetGDevice 
SetGWorld 
SetOutJinePreferred 
SetPi xelsS tate 
SetPreserveGl yph 
SndDisposeChannel 
TEContinuousStyle 
TECustomHook 
TEFeatureFlag 
TempDisposHandle 
TempFreeMem 
TempHLock 
TempHUnlock 
TENumStyles 
TestDeviceAttribute 
ToggleDate 
UnlockPixels 
ValidDate 
WriteLocation 
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Table B-3. Routines that may be called at interrupt time 

A TPKillAllGetReq InsXTime 
Battery Status IPCListPorts :j: 

DebuggerEnter LockMemory 
Debugger Exit LockMemoryContiguous 
DebuggerGetMax LongDate2Secs 
DebuggerLockMemory LongSecs2Date 

Debugger Poll MACEVersion 

DebuggerUnlockMemory NMinstall 

DeferUserFn NMRemove 

Disableldle Off screen Version 

Disable WUTime PageFaultFatal 

EAddMulti PA TalkClosePrep :j: 

EAttachPH PBCatSearch :j: 

EDelMulti PBCreateFileIDRef :j: 

EDetachPH PBDeleteFileIDRef :j: 

EGetlnfo PBDTAddAPPL :j: 

Enableldle PBDT Addlcon :j: 

EnterSupervisorMode PBDTDelete :j: 

ERdCancel PBDTFlush :j: 

ERead PBDTGetAPPL :j: 

ESetGeneral PBDTGetComrnent :j: 

EWrite PBDTGetlcon :j: 

Format2Str PBDTGetlconlnfo 4: 
FormatStr2X PBDTGetlnfo :j: 

FormatX2Str PBDTRemoveAPPL :j: 

Gestalt PBDTRemoveComrnent :j: 

GetCPUSpeed PBDTReset :j: 

GetFrontProcess PBDTSetComment :j: 

GetLocalZones :j: PBExchangeFiles :j: 

GetMyZone :j: PBGetForeignPrivs 

GetN extProcess PBGetVolMountlnfo 

GetPageState PBGetVolMountlnfoSize 

GetPaletteUpdates PBHGetVolParms :j: 

GetPhysical PBMakeFSSpec :j: 

GetWDlnfo PBResolveFilelDRef :j: 

GetWUTime PBSetForeignPriv :j: 

GetZoneList :j: PGetAppleTalkinfo :j: 

Idle Update PMgrVersion 

Ins Time PortChanged 

(Continued) 
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Table B-3. Routines that may be called at inte1rupt time (Continued) 

Portion Text SleepQRemove 
PPCAccept :j: SndGetSysBeepState 
PPCClose :j: S ndManagerS tatus 
PPCEnd :j: SndPauseFilePJay 
PPCinform :j: SndSetSysBeepState 
PPCOpen :j: S ndSoundManager Version 
PPCRead :j: SNextRsrc 
PPCReject :j: SNextTypeSRsrc 
PPCStart :j: SOffsetData 
PPCWrite :j: SPBGetRecordingStatus 
Prime Time S PB PauseRecordi ng 
QDDone SPB ResumeRecording 
QDError SPBStopRecording 
RmvTime SPBVersion 
SameProcess SPtrToSlot 
SCalcSPointer SPutPRAMRec 
SCalcStep SReadByte 
SCardChanged SReadDrvrN ame 
SCkCardStatus SReadFHeader 
SDeleteS RTRec SReadlnfo 
SetA5 SReadLong 
SetPalette Updates SReadPBSize 
SetSRsrcState SReadPRAMRec 
SetupAIFFHeader SReadStruct 
SetupSndHeader SReadWord 
SetWUTime SRsrclnfo 
SExec SSearchSRT 
SFindDevBase StripAddress 
SFindSinfoRecPtr SVersion 
SFindSRsrcPtr Translate24To32 
SFindStrnct UnholdMemory 
SGetSRsrc UnlockMemory 
SGetTypeSRsrc WakeUpProcess 
SleepQinstall 

B-8 Table B-3: Routines That May Be Called at Interrupt Time 



APPENDIX C: SYSTEM TRAPS 

This appendix includes four tables listing the system traps and routines described in this 
volume of Inside Macintosh. 

The first two tables list all of the system traps. Table C-1 lists them in alphabetical order by 
trap name and Table C-2 lists them in numerical order by trap word. If the name of the 
equivalent Pascal routine is different from the trap name, these tables list the Pascal name in 
parentheses under trap name. 

The next two tables li st the system traps that take selectors and the routines selected from them. 

Table C-3 lists the traps that take selectors in alphabetical order by trap name. For each 
system trap, the Routine column lists the routines selected from the trap and the Selector 
column lists the corresponding selector. The routines are listed in numerical order by their 
selector value. 

Table C-4 lists the routines from Table C-3 in alphabetical order by routine name. For each 
routine, the Trap name column lists the corresponding trap name and the Selector column lists 
the routine' s selector. 

Table C-1. System traps by trap name 

Trap Trap 
Trap name word Trap name word 

Acti vatePalette $AA94 - _FontDispatch $A854 

_Al iasDispatch $A823 _Gestalt $A1AD 

_AllocContig $A210 _GetCTable $AA18 

_AnimateEntry $AA99 - GetDeviceList $AA29 

_AnimatePalette $AA9A _ GetEntryColor $AA9B 

_BitMapToRegion $A8D7 _ GetEn try Usage $AA9D 

_ CommToolboxDispatch $A08B GetGDevice - $AA32 

_CopyDeepMask $AA5 1 - GetMainDevice $AA2A 

_CopyPalette $AAA1 _ GetMaxDevice $AA27 

CTab2Palette $AA9F _ GetN ew Palette $AA92 -
_DebugUtil $A08D _ GetNextDevice $AA2B 

DeferTJserFn $A08F - GetPalette $AA96 -
_DeviceLoop $ABCA _fl Create $A208 

_DisposePalette $AA93 H CreateResFi le - $A81B 

_DisposGDevice $AA30 _HDelete $A209 

(Continued) 
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Table C-1. System traps by trap name (Continued) 

Trap name 

_HFSDispatch 

_HGeLVol 

_HighLevelFSDispatch 

_HOpen 

_HOpenResFile 

_HOpenRF 

_HRename 

_HRstFLock 

_HSetFLock 

_HSetVol 

_IdleState 

_Idle Update 

_lnitGDevice 

_lnitPalettes 

_InsTime 

_lnsXTime 

_LaunchApplication 

_LowerText 

_Memory Dispatch 

_MemoryDispatchAOResult 

_NewGDevice 

_NewGestalt 

_New Palette 

_NMlnstall 

_NMRemove 

_NSetPalette 

_ OpenCPicture 

_OSDispatch 

_Pack3 

_Pack6 

_Pack8 

_Pack9 

Trap 
word 

$A060 

$A214 

$AA52 

$A200 

$A8 1A 

$A20A 

$A20B 

$A242 

$A24 1 

$A2 15 

$A485 

$A285 

$AA2E 

$AA90 

$A058 

$A458 

$A9F2 

$A056 

$A05C 

$A15C 

$AA2F 

$A3AD 

$AA9 1 

$A05E 

$A05F 

$AA95 

$AA20 

$A88F 

$A9EA 

$A9ED 

$A8 J6 

$A82B 

Trap name 

_Packl 1 

_Packl2 

Pack 13 

_Packl4 

_Pack JS 

_Palette2CTab 

_PaletteDispatch 

_PmBackColor 

_PmForeColor 

PPC 

_Prime Time 

_QDError 

_QDExtensions 

_ReadXPRam 

_ReplaceGestal t 

_ResourceDispatch 

_RmvTime 

_ScriptUtil 

_Serial Power 

_SetDeviceALtribute 

_SeLEnt:ryColor 

_SetEntry Usage 

_SetGDevice 

_Set.Palette 

_SlpQJnstall 
(SleepQinstall) 

_SlpQRemove 
(S leepQRemove) 

_Slot.Manager 

_SndAddModifier 

_SndControl 

_SndDisposeChannel 

_SndDoCommand 

C-2 Table C-1: System Traps by Trap Name 

Trap 
word 

$A82D 

$A82E 

$A82F 

$A830 

$A83 1 

$AAAO 

$AAA2 

$AA98 

$AA97 

$AODD 

$A05A 

$AA40 

$AB ID 

$A051 

$ASAD 

$A822 

$A059 

$A8B5 

$A685 

$AA20 

$AA9C 

$AA9E 

$AA3 1 

$AA95 

$A28A 

$A48A 

$A06E 

$A802 

$A806 

$A80J 

$A803 



System Traps 

Table C-1. System traps by trap name (Continued) 

Trap Trap 
Trap name word Trap name word 

- SndDolmmediate $A804 _ TEDispatch $A83D 

- SndNewChannel $A807 _TEKey $A9DC 

_SndPlay $A805 _TestDeviceAttribute $AA2C 

_SoundDispatch $A800 Translate24To32 - $A191 

_StripAddress $A055 _UpperText $A456 

_StripText $A256 WaitNextEvent - $A860 

_StripUpperText $A656 _WriteXPRam $A052 

_SysBeep $A9C8 

Table C-2. System traps by trap word 

Trap Trap 
word Trap name word Trap name 

$A051 ReadXPRam $A209 HDelete 

$A052 WriteXPRam - $A20A _HOpenRF 

$A055 _Strip Address $A20B _HRename 

$A056 - LowerText $A2 10 _AllocContig 

$A058 - InsTime $A2 14 - HGetVol 

$A059 _RmvTime $A215 HSetVol -

$A05A - Prime Time $A241 - HSetFLock 

$A05C _Memory Dispatch $A242 - HRstFLock 

$A05E - NMinstall $A256 _StripText 

$A05F _NMRemove $A285 _IdleUpdate 

$A060 _HFSDispatch $A28A _SlpQinstall 

$A06E _SlotManager 
(SleepQinstall) 

$A08B _CommToolboxDispatch $A3AD - NewGestalt 

$A08D _DebugUti l $A456 _UpperText 

$A08F DeferUserFn 
$A458 _InsXTime 

-

$AODD PPC $A485 _IdleState 
-

$Al5C _Memory DispatchAOResu It $A48A _SlpQRemove 
(S leepQRemove) 

$Al9 1 _ Translate24To32 $ASAD _ReplaceGestalt 
$A l AD Gestalt - $A656 _StripUpperText 
$A200 _HOpen 

$A208 _HCreate (Continued) 

Table C-2: System. Traps by Trap Word C-3 
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Table C-2. System traps by trap word (Continued) 

Trap Trap 
word Trap name word Trap name 

$A685 - Seria!Power $AA2A GetMainDevice -
$A800 _SoundDispatch $AA2B _ GetNextDevice 

$A80 1 _S ndDisposeChannel $AA2C _ TestDeviceAttribute 

$A802 - SndAddModifier $AA2D SetDeviceAttiibute -

$A803 SndDoCommand - $AA2E - lnitGDevice 

$A804 SndDolmrnediate - $AA2F - NewGDevice 

$A805 _S ndPlay $AA30 _DisposGDevice 

$A806 SndControl - $AA3 1 SetGDevice -
$A807 SndNewChannel - $AA32 _GetGDevice 

$A816 - Pack8 $AA40 _QDE1rnr 

$A8 1A _HOpenResFile $AA51 _CopyDeepMask 

$A8 JB - HCreateResFile $AA52 _Hi ghLevel FS Dispatch 

$A823 _AliasDispatch $AA90 lnitPaJettes -
$A82B - Pack9 $AA9 l New Palette -
$A82D - Packl 1 $AA92 - GetNewPalette 
$A82E - Pack12 $AA93 _DisposePalette 

$A82F - Packl3 $AA94 - Ac ti vatePaJette 
$A830 - Pack l4 $AA95 _NSetPalette 
$A83 1 - Pack15 $AA95 _SetPalette 

$A83D _ TEDispatch $AA96 - GetPalette 
$A854 _FontDispatch $AA97 - PmForeColor 
$A860 WaitNextEvent - $AA98 - PmBackColor 
$A88F _OSDispatch $AA99 _AnimateEntry 
$A8B5 _ScriptUtil $AA9A _AnimatePalette 
$A8D7 _BitMapToRegion $AA9B _ GetEntryColor 
$A9C8 _Sys Beep $AA9C _SetEntryColor 
$A9DC _TEKey $AA90 _ GetEn try Usage 
$A9EA Pack3 - $AA9E _SetEntry Usage 
$A9ED - Pack6 $AA9F CTab2Palette -
$A9F2 _LaunchApplication $AAAO Palette2CTab 
$AA18 GetCTable - $AAA J _Copy Palette 
$AA20 _ OpenCPicture $AAA2 _PaletteDispatch 
$AA27 _ GetMaxDevice $AB JD _QDExtensions 
$AA29 - GetDeviceList SABCA _DeviceLoop 

C-4 Table C-2: System Traps by Trap Word 
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Table C-3. System traps that take selectors 

System trap Selector Routine 

_AliasDispatch $0000 FindFolder 
$A823 $0002 New Alias 

$0003 ResolveAlias 
$0005 MatchAlias 
$0006 UpdateAlias 
$0007 GetAliaslnfo 

$0008 New AliasMinimal 

$0009 New AliasMinimalFromFullpath 

$000C ResolveAliasFile 

_CommToolboxDispatch $0402 AppendDITL 

$A08B $0403 CountDITL 

$0404 ShortenDITL 

_DebugUtil $0000 DebuggerGetMax 

$A08D $0001 DebuggerEnter 

$0002 DebuggerExit 

$0003 DebuggerPoll 

$0004 GetPageState 

$0005 PageFaultFata1 

$0006 DebuggerLockMemory 

$0007 DebuggerU nlockMemory 

$0008 EnterSupervisorMode 

_FontDispatch $0000 IsOutline 

$A854 $000 1 SetOutlinePrefen-ed 

$0008 OutlineMetrics 

$0009 GetOutlinePreferred 

$000A SetPreserveG I yph 

$000B GetPreserveGl yph 

$000C FlushFonts 

_HFSDispatch $0001 OpenWD 

$A060 $0002 CloseWD 

$0005 CatMove 

$0006 DirCreate 

$0007 GetWDinfo 

$0014 PBCreateFileIDRef 

$0015 PB DeleteFileID Ref 

(Continued) 
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Table C-3. System traps that take selectors (Continued) 

System trap Selector Routine 

_HFSDispatch (Continued) $0016 PB Resol veFileID Ref 
$A060 $0017 PBExchangeFiles 

$0018 PBCatSearch 
$001A OpenDF 
$001A PBHOpenDF 
$00lA PBOpenDF 
$001B PBMakeFSSpec 
$0020 PBDTGetPath 
$0021 PBDTCloseDown 
$0022 PBDT Addlcon 
$0023 PBDTGetlcon 
$0024 PBDTGetlconlnfo 
$0025 PBDTAddAPPL 
$0026 PBDTRemoveAPPL 
$0027 PBDTGetAPPL 
$0028 PBDTSetComment 
$0029 PBDTRemoveComment 
$002A PBDTGetComment 
$002B PBDTFlush 
$002C PBDTReset 
$002D PBDTGetlnfo 
$002E PBDTOpenlnform 
$002F PBDTDelete 
$0030 PBHGetVo!Parms 
$003F PBGetVolMountinfoSize 
$0040 PBGetVolMountinfo 
$0041 PBVolumeMount 
$0060 PBGetForeignPri vs 
$0061 PBSetForeignPri vs 

_HighLevelFSDispatch $0001 FSMakeFSSpec 
$AA52 $0002 FSpOpenDF 

$0003 FSpOpenRF 
$0004 FSpCreate 
$0005 FSpDirCreate 
$0006 FSpDelete 
$0007 FSpGetFinfo 
$0008 FSpSetFinfo 
$0009 FSpSetFLock 
$000A FSpRstFLock 
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Table C-3. System traps that take selectors (Continued) 

System trap 

_HighLevelFSDispatch (Continued) 

$AA52 

_ldleState 
$A485 

_Memory Dispatch 
$A05C 

_MemoryDispatchAOResult 

$A15C 

_OS Dispatch 
$A88F 

Selector 

$000B 
$000C 
$000D 
$000E 
$000F 

$FFFF 
$0000 
$0001 

$0000 
$0001 
$0002 
$0003 
$0004 

$0005 

$0015 
$0016 
$0018 
$001D 
$001E 
$001F 
$0020 
$0033 
$0034 
$0035 
$0036 
$0037 
$0038 
$0039 
$003A 
$003B 
$003C 
$003D 
$0045 
$0046 

Routine 

FSpRename 
FSpCatMove 
FSpOpenResFile 
FSpCreateResFile 
FSpExchangeFiles 

GetCPUSpeed 
Enableldle 
Disableldle 

HoldMemory 
U nholdMernory 
LockMemory 
UnlockMemory 
LockMemoryContiguous 

GetPhysical 

TernpMaxMern 
TempTopMem 
TempFreeMem 
TempNewHandle 
TempHLock 
TernpHUnlock 
TernpDisposeHandle 
AcceptHighLevelEvent 
PostHighLevelEvent 
GetProcessSerialN umberFrornPortN rune 
LaunchDeskAccessory 
GetCurrentProcess 
GetNextProcess 
GetFrontProcess 
GetProcesslnformation 
SetFrontProcess 
WakeUpProcess 
SameProcess 
GetSpecificHighLevelEvent 
GetPortN arneFrornProcessSerialN umber 

(Continued) 
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Table C-3. System traps that take selectors (Continued) 

System trap 

_Pack3 
$A9EA 

_Pack6 
$A9EO 

_Pack8 
$A816 

Selector 

$0005 
$0006 
$0007 
$0008 

$001 4 
$0016 
$001 8 
$001A 
$00 lC 
$001E 
$0020 
$0022 
$0024 

$01 IE 
$0204 
$0219 
$021A 
$02 1B 
$0210 
$022B 
$022C 
$0405 
$0407 
$040E 
$04 13 
$0413 
$0500 
$050 1 
$0520 
$0603 
$0609 
$06 10 
$0610 
$061C 
$0627 
$0706 
$0720 
$0723 

Routine 

StandardPutFile 
StandardGetFile 
CustornPutFile 
CustomGetFile 

IULOateString 
IUL TimeString 
illClearCache 
IUMagPString 
IUMagIDPString 
illScriptOrder 
IULangOrder 
illTextOrder 
illGetltlTable 

AESetlnteractionAllowed 
AEDisposeOesc 
AEResetTimer 
AEGetTheCurrentEvent 
AEProcessAppleEvent 
AEGetlnteractionAllowed 
AESuspendTheCurrentEvent 
AESetTheCurrentEvent 
AEOuplicateOesc 
AECountltems 
AEDeleteltem 
AEDeleteKeyOesc 
AEOeleteParam 
AEinstallSpecialHandler 
AERemoveSpecialHandler 
AEGetSpecialHandler 
AECoerceOesc 
AEPutDesc 
AEPutKeyDesc 
AEPutParamDesc 
AElnteractWith User 
AEPutAttributeOesc 
AECreateList 
AERemoveE ventHandler 
AERemoveCoercionHandler 
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Table C-3. System traps that take selectors (Continued) 

System trap 

_Pack8 ( Co111i1111ed) 

$A816 

_Pack9 

$A82B 

_Packl I 
$A820 

Selector Routine 

$0812 AEGetKey Desc 
$0812 AEGetParamDesc 

$0818 AEResumeTheCurrentEvent 

$0825 AECreateDesc 

$0826 AEGetAttributeDesc 

$0828 AESizeOf Attribute 

$0829 AESizeOfK.eyDesc 

$0829 AESizeOfParam 

$082A AESizeOtNthltem 

$091F AET nstallE ventHandler 

$0921 AEGetEventHandler 
$0A02 AECoercePtr 

$0A08 AEPutPtr 

$0A l6 AEPutAttributePtr 

$0A22 AElnstallCoercionHandler 

$0AOB AEGetNthDesc 

$0AOF AEPutKeyPtr 
$0AOF AEPutParamPtr 

$0BOD AEPutArray 

$0B14 AECreateAppleEvent 

$0B24 AEGetCoercionHandler 

$000C AEGetAffay 

$0017 AES end 

$0El I AEGetKey Ptr 

$0El 1 AEGetParamPtr 

$0E l5 AEGetAttributePtr 

$100A AEGetNthPtr 

$0000 PPCBrowser 

$0100 InitEditionPack 

$0206 U nRegisterSection 

$0208 IsRegisteredSection 

$0210 DeleteEditionContainerFile 

$0224 GoToPubl isherSection 

$0226 GetLastEdi tionContainerU sed 

$022A GetEditionOpenerProc 

$022C SetEditionOpenerProc 

(Continued) 
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Table C-3. System traps that take selectors (Continued) 

System trap 

_Pack 11 (Continued) 

$A82D 

Pack l2 
$A82E 

_Packl3 
$A82F 

Selector 

$0232 
$0236 
$023A 
$0316 
$040C 
$0412 
$0422 
$050E 
$052E 
$0530 
$0604 
$06 18 
$061E 
$0620 
$08 14 
$08 1A 
$081C 
$0A02 
$0A28 
$0B34 
$0B38 
$0B3C 

$0001 
$0002 
$0003 
$0004 
$0005 
$0006 
$0007 
$0008 
$0009 

$0100 
$020E 
$0210 
$02 15 
$030F 
$0403 
$0408 

Routine 

NewSubscriberDialog 
NewPublisherDialog 
SectionOptionsDialog 
CloseEdition 
AssociateSection 
OpenEdition 
GetEditioninfo 
CreateEditionContainerFile 
Cal!EditionOpenerProc 
CallFonnatIOProc 
RegisterSection 
EditionHasFormat 
GetEditionFormatMark 
SetEditionFormatMark 
OpenNewEdition 
ReadEdition 
WriteEdition 
New Section 
GetStandardFormats 
New Su bscriberEx pDialog 
NewPublisherExpDialog 
SectionOptionsExpDialog 

Fix2SmallFract 
Sma11Fract2Fix 
CMY2RGB 
RGB2CMY 
HSL2RGB 
RGB2HSL 
HSV2RGB 
RGB2HSV 
GetColor 

InitDBPack 
DBKilJ 
DBDisposeQuery 
D BRemoveResu I tHandler 
DBGetNewQuery 
DB End 
DB Exec 
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Table C-3. System traps that take selectors (Continued) 

System trap 

_Pack 13 (Continued) 

$A82F 

_Packl4 
$A830 

Selector Routine 

$0409 DB State 
$040D DBUnGetltem 
$0413 DBResultsToText 
$050B DB Break 
$0514 DBinstallResultHandler 
$0516 DBGetResultHandler 
$0605 DBGetSessionNum 
$0706 DB Send 
$0811 DBStartQuery 
$0Al2 DBGetQuery Results 
$0B07 DBSendltem 
$0E02 DBinit 
$0EOA DBGetErr 
$ 100C DBGetltem 
$ 1704 DBGetConnlnfo 

$0002 HMRemoveBalloon 

$0003 HMGetBalloons 

$0007 HMlsBalloon 

$0104 HMSetBalloons 

$0108 HMSetFont 

$0109 HMSetFontSize 

$010C HMSetDialogResID 

$0200 HMGetHel pMenuHandle 

$020A HMGetFont 

$020B HMGetFontSize 

$0200 HMSetMenuResID 

$0213 HMGetDialogResID 

$0215 HMGetBalloon Window 

$03 14 HM GetMenuResID 
$040E HMBalloonRect 

$040F HMBalloonPict 
$0410 HMScanTemplateitems 

$07 11 HMExtractHelpMsg 

$0BOI HM Show Balloon 
$0E05 HMShowMenuBaJloon 

$ 1306 HMGetlndHelpMsg 

(Continued) 
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Table C-3. System traps that take selectors (Continued) 

System trap Selector Routine 

- Packl5 $0206 DisposPictlnfo 
$A83 1 $0403 RecordPictlnfo 

$0404 RecordPixMaplnfo 
$0505 RetrievePictlnfo 
$0602 NewPictTn fo 
$0800 GetPictlnfo 
$080 1 GetPixMaplnfo 

_PaletteDispatch $0002 RestoreDeviceCI u t 
$AAA2 $0003 ResizePalette 

$00 15 PMgrVersion 
$0400 SaveFore 
$040E SaveBack 
$040F RestoreFore 
$04 10 RestoreBack 
$0417 GetPaletteUpdates 
$06 16 SetPaletteUpdates 
$0A l3 SetDepth 
$0A l4 Has Depth 
$ 12 19 GetGray 

- PPC $0000 PPCinit 
$AODD $000 1 PPCOpen 

$0002 PPCStart 
$0003 PPCinform 
$0004 PPCAccept 
$0005 PPCReject 
$0006 PPCWrite 
$0007 PPCRead 
$0008 PPCEnd 
$0009 PPCClose 
$000A IPCListPorts 
$000C DeleteUserldentity 
$0000 GetDefaultUser 
$000E StartSecureSession 

_QDExtensions $0000 NewGWorld 
$ABID $000 1 LockPixels 

$0002 UnlockPixels 
$0003 UpdateGWorld 
$0004 DisposeGWorld 
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Table C-3. System traps that take selectors (Continued) 

System trap 

_QDExtensions (Continued) 

$AB 1D 

_ResourceDispatch 
$A822 

_ScriptUtil 
$A8B5 

Selector Routine 

$0005 GetGWorld 
$0006 SetGWorld 
$0007 CTabChanged 
$0008 PixPatChanged 
$0009 PortChanged 
$000A GDeviceChanged 
$000B AllowPurgePixels 

$000C NoPurgePixels 

$000D GetPixelsState 
$000E SetPixelsState 
$000F GetPixBaseAddr 
$0010 NewScreenB uffer 

$001 I DisposeScreenB uffer 

$00 12 GetGWorldDevice 

$0013 QDDone 
$0014 Off screen Version 

$0015 NewTempScreenB uffer 

$0001 ReadPartia!Resource 

$0002 Wri tePartia1Resource 
$0003 SetResourceSize 

$8008FFFO LongSecs2Date 
$8008FFF2 LongDate2Secs 
$800EOO IC HiliteText 
$8012FFE2 NFindWord 
$8012FFFC GetFormatOrder 
$80160032 NDrawJust 
$801A0034 NMeasureJust 
$8202002A IsSpecialFont 
$82040022 Parse Table 
$8204FFF8 Ini tDateCache 
$8204FFFA In ti Tokenize 
$8208FFEO TruncString 
$820C0026 FindScriptRun 
$820CFFDC Replace Text 
$820CFFDE TruncText 
$820CFFE4 ValidDate 
$820CFFEC Str2Format 

(Continued) 
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Table C-3. System traps that take selectors (Continued) 

System trap Selector Routine 

_ScriptUtil (Comi1111ed) $820EFFEE ToggleDate 
$A8B5 $82 10FFE6 FormatStr2X 

$8210FFE8 FormatX2Str 
$8210FFEA Format2Str 
$82 14FFF4 String2Time 
$8214FFF6 St:ring2Date 
$82 16002C Raw Printer Values 
$82 1C0030 NChar2Pixel 
$82 1CFFFE StyledLineBreak 
$8222002E NPixel2Char 
$84080024 Portion Text 
$84080028 VisibleLength 
$84120036 NPortionText 

_SerialPower $0000 BOn 
$A685 $0004 A On 

$0005 AOnignoreModem 
$0080 BOff 
$0084 A Off 

_SlotManager $0000 SReadByte 
$A06E $000 1 SReadWord 

$0002 SReadLong 
$0003 SGetCString 
$0005 SGetBlock 
$0006 SFindStruct 
$0007 SReadStruct 
$0008 SVersion 
$0009 SetS RsrcS tate 
$000A InsertSRTRec 
$000B SGetSRsrc 
$000C SGetTypeSRsrc 
$0010 SReadinfo 
$0011 SReadPRAMRec 
$0012 SPutPRAMRec 
$0013 SReadFHeader 
$00 14 SNextRsrc 
$0015 SNextTypeSRsrc 
$0016 SRsrclnfo 
$00 18 SCkCardStatus 
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Table C-3. System traps that take selectors (Continued) 

System trap 

_SlotManager (Continued) 

$A06E 

_SoundDispatch 
$A800 

Selector Routine 

$0019 SReadDrvrName 
$001B SFindDevBase 
$0022 SCardChanged 
$0023 SExec 
$0024 SOffsetData 
$0026 SReadPBSize 
$0028 SCalcStep 
$002A SSearchSRT 
$002B SUpdateSRT 
$002C SCalcsPointer 
$002D SGetDriver 
$002E SPtrToSlot 
$002F SFi ndSinfoRecPtr 

$0030 SFindSRsrcPtr 

$0031 SDeleteSRTRec 

$000000 10 MACEVersion 
$00000014 SPBVersion 
$000400 10 Comp3tol 
$00080010 Explto3 
$00100008 SndChanne!Status 

$00100010 Explto6 
$000C0008 SndSoundManagerVersion 

$000COO lO Comp6to1 

$00140008 S ndManagerS tatus 

$00180008 S ndGetS ysBeepS tate 
$00 1C0008 S ndSetS ysBeepS tate 

$00200008 SndPlayDoubleBuffer 
$01100014 SPBSignOutDevice 

$02040008 SndPauseFilePlay 
$021C001 4 SPBCloseDevice 

$02280014 SPBPauseRecording 
$022C0014 SPBResumeRecording 

$023000 14 SPBStopRecording 
$03080008 SndStopFilePlay 
$030C00 14 SPBSignlnDevice 
$03200014 SPBRecord 
$04240014 SPBRecordToFile 
$044000 14 SPBMillisecondsToBytes 

(Continued) 
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Table C-3. System traps that Lake selectors (Continued) 

System trap 

_SoundDispatch (Continued) 

$A800 

_ TEDispatch 
$A83D 

Selector 

$04440014 
$05140014 
$05 180014 
$06380014 
$063C0014 
$07080014 
$080400 14 
$0B4C0014 
$0D000008 
$0D480014 
$0E340014 

$0001 
$0008 
$000A 
$000B 
$000C 
$0000 
$000E 

Routine 

SPBBytesToMilliseconds 
SPBGetindexedDevice 
SPBOpenDevice 
SPBGetDevicelnfo 
SPBSelDevicelnfo 
SndRecordToFile 
SndRecord 
SetupAIFFHeader 
SndStartFilePlay 
SetupSndHeader 
SPBGetRecordingStatus 

TESetStyle 
TEGetPoint 
TEContinuousStyle 
SetSty!Scrap 
TECustomHook 
TENumStyles 
TEFeatureFlag 

Table C-4. Routines selected from system traps 

Routine name Trap name Selector 

AcceptHighLeve!Event _OSDispatch $0033 
AECoerceDesc - Pack8 $0603 
AECoercePtr - Pack8 $0A02 
AECountltems - Pack8 $0407 
AECreateAppleEvent - Pack8 $0814 
AECreateDesc Pack8 - $0825 
AECreateList - Pack8 $0706 
AEDeleteltem - Pack8 $040E 
AEDeleteKey Desc - Pack8 $0413 
AEDeletePararn - Pack8 $041 3 
AEDisposeDesc - Pack8 $0204 
AEDuplicateDesc - Pack8 $0405 
AEGetArray - Pack8 $0DOC 
AEGetAttributeDesc - Pack8 $0826 
AEGetAttributePtr - Pack8 $0E l5 
AEGetCoercionHandler - Pack8 $0824 
AEGetEventHandler - Pack8 $092 1 
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Table C-4. Routines selected from system traps (Continued) 

Routine name Trap name Selector 

AEGetlnteractionAI lowed Pack8 - $02 10 
AEGetKey Oesc _Pack8 $08 12 
AEGetKeyPtr _Pack8 $0E l I 
AEGetN thDesc Pack8 - $0AOB 
AEGetN thPtr - Pack8 $100A 
AEGetParamDesc _Pack8 $08 12 
AEGetParamPtr Pack8 - $0E I I 
AEGetS pecialHandler Pack8 - $0520 
AEGetTheCurrentEvent Pack8 - $021A 
AEinstallCoercionHandler Pack8 - $0A22 
AEinstal IEventHandler Pack8 - $091F 
AEJnstallSpecialHandler Pack8 - $0500 
AElnteractWithUser - Pack8 $06 1C 
AEProcessAppleEvent Pack8 - $021B 
AEPutArray Pack8 - $0BOD 
AEPutAttributeDesc Pack8 - $0627 
AEPutAttributePtr _Pack8 $0A l6 
AEPutDesc Pack8 - $0609 
AEPutKeyOesc Pack8 - $06 10 
AEPutKeyPtr - Pack8 $0AOF 
AEPutParamOesc Pack8 - $0610 
AEPutParamPtr Pack8 - $0AOF 
AEPutPtr Pack8 - $0A08 
AERemoveCoercionHandler Pack8 - $0723 
AERemoveEventHandler Pack8 - $0720 
AERemoveSpeciaIHandler - Pack8 $050 1 
AEResetTimer Pack8 - $02 19 
AEResumeTheCmTentEvent _Pack8 $08 18 
AES end Pack8 - $00 17 
AESetlnteractionAllowed Pack8 - $0 1 IE 
AESetTheCurrentEvent _Pack8 $022C 
AESizeOfAttribute _Pack8 $0828 
AESizeOfKeyDesc Pack8 - $0829 
AESizeOtNthitem - Pack8 $082A 

AESizeOfParam - Pack8 $0829 
AESuspendTheCurrentEvent Pack8 - $022B 
Al low PurgePixels _ QDExtensions $000B 
A Off - Serial Power $0084 

(Continued) 
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Table C-4. Routines selected from system traps (Continued) 

Routine name Trap name Selector 

AOn - Serial Power $0004 

AOnignoreModem - Seria!Power $0005 

AppendDITL _ CommToolboxDispalch $0402 

AssociateSection Packl I - $040C 
BOff Serial Power - $0080 
BOn Serial Power - $0000 
Cal IEdi tionOpenerProc _Packl l $052E 
CallF01matlOProc _Pack l I $0530 
CatMove _HFSDispatch $0005 
CloseEdition - Pack I I $0316 
CloseWD _HFSDispatch $0002 
CMY2RGB Pack l2 $0003 
Comp3to l _SoundDispatch $00040010 
Comp6tol _SoundDispatch $000C0010 
CountDITL _CommToolboxDispatch $0403 
CreateEditionContainerFile - Pack I I $050E 
CTabChanged _QDExtensions $0007 
CustomGetFi le Pack3 $0008 
CustomPutFile - Pack3 $0007 
DB Break Packl3 - $050B 
DB DisposeQuery - Packl 3 $02 10 
DBEnd - Pack l3 $0403 
DBExec - Pack13 $0408 
DBGetConnlnfo _Packl 3 $1704 
DBGetErr - Pack1 3 $0EOA 
DBGetitem Pack l3 - $ 100C 
DBGetNewQuery - Pack l3 $030F 
DBGetQueryResults Pack l3 $0Al 2 
DBGetResultHandler - Pack l3 $0516 
DBGetSessionNum - Pack l3 $0605 
DBirut - Pack l3 $0E02 
DBlnstallResullHandler - Pack13 $05 14 
DBK.ill Pack l3 $020E 
DBRemoveResultHandler - Packl 3 $0215 
DBResultsToText - Pack l3 $0413 
DB Send - Packl3 $0706 
DBSenditem - Packl3 $0807 
DBStartQuery Pack l3 - $0811 
DB State - Pack l3 $0409 
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Table C-4. Routines selected from system traps (Continued) 

Routine name Trap name Selector 

DBUnGetltem Packl 3 - $0400 
Debugger Enter _DebugUtil $0001 
DebuggerExit _DebugUtil $0002 
DebuggerGetMax _DebugUtil $0000 
DebuggerLockMemory _DebugUtil $0006 
DebuggerPoll _DebugUtil $0003 
DebuggerU nJockMemory _DebugUti l $0007 
DeleleEditionContainerFile -Pack I I $02 10 
DeleteU serldenti ty - PPC $000C 
DirCreate _HFSDispatch $0006 
Disableldle _IdleState $0001 
DisposeGWorld _ QDExtensions $0004 
DisposPictlnfo - Pack IS $0206 
DisposeScreenBuffer _QDExtensions $0011 
EditionHasFormat - Pack I I $061 8 
Enableldle _IdleState $0000 
EnterSupervisorMode _p ebugUtil $0008 
Exp lto3 _SoundDispatch $00080010 
Exp I lo6 _SoundDispatch $00100010 
Find Folder _AliasDispatch $0000 
FindScriptRun _ScriptUtil $820C0026 
Fix2SmallFract _Pack l2 $0001 
FlushFonts _FontDispatch $000C 
Format2Str _ScriptUtil $82 10FFEA 
FormatStr2X _ScriptUtil $82 10FFE6 
FormatX2Str _ScriptUtil $8210FFE8 
FSMakeFSSpec _HighLevelFSDispatch $0001 
FSpCatMove _HighLevelFSDispatch $000C 
FSpCreate _High LevelFSDispatch $0004 
FSpCreateResFile _HighLevelFSDispatch $000E 
FSpDelete _HighLevelFSDispatch $0006 
FSpDirCreate _Higl1LevelFSDispatch $0005 
FSpExchangeFiles _HighLevelFSDispatch $000F 
FSpGetFlnfo _HighLevelFSDispatch $0007 
FSpOpenDF _HighLevelFSDispatch $0002 
FSpOpenResFile _HighLeveIFSDispatch $0000 
FSpOpenRF _High LeveIFSDispatch $0003 
FSpRename _HighLevelFSDispatch $000B 

(Continued) 
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Table C-4. Routines selected from system traps (Continued) 

Routine name Trap name Selector 

FSpRstFLock _HighLevelFSDispatch $000A 
FSpSetFinfo _HighLevelFSDispatch $0008 
FSpSetFLock _HighLeve!FSDispatch $0009 
GDeviceChanged _ QDExtensions $000A 
GetAliaslnfo _Al iasDispatch $0007 
GetColor - Packl2 $0009 
GetCPUSpeed - IdleState $FFFF 
GetCurren tProcess _OS Dispatch $0037 
GetDefaultUser PPC $000D 
GetEdi tionFormatMark - Pack 11 $06 1E 
GetEditionlnfo _Pack ! I $0422 
GetEditionOpenerProc _Packl l $022A 
GetFormatOrder _ScriptUtil $8012FFFC 
GetFrontProcess _ OSDispatch $0039 
GetGray _PaJetteDispatch $ 1219 
GetGWorld _QDExtensions $0005 
GetGWorldDevice _QDExtensions $0012 
GetLastEd i tionContai nerU sed - Packl I $0226 
GetN ex tProcess _OSDispatch $0038 
GetOu tli nePreferred _FontDispatch $0009 
GetPageState _DebugUtil $0004 
GetPalette Updates _PaJetteDispatch $0417 
GetPhysicaJ _Memory DispatchAOResul t $0005 
GetPictlnfo - Pack 15 $0800 
GetPixBaseAddr _QDExtensions $000F 
GetPixelsState _ QDExtensions $000D 
GetPixMap Info Pack l5 - $0801 
GetPortN ameFrornProcessSerialN umber _OSDispatch $0046 
GetPreserveGl yph _FontDispatch $000B 
GetProcesslnformation _OS Dispatch $003A 
GetProcessSerialN u mberFrornPortN amc _OS Dispatch $0035 
GetSpecificHighLevelEvent _OS Dispatch $0045 
GetStandardFormats - Packl 1 $0A28 
GetWDinfo _HFSDispatch $0007 
GoToPublisherSection - Packl l $0224 
HasDepth _PaJetteDispatch $0A14 
HiliteText _ScriptUtil $800E001C 
HMBalloonPict Packl4 $040F 
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Table C-4. Routines selected from system traps (Continued) 

Routine name Trap name Selector 

HMBalloonRect Pack l4 - $040E 
HMExtractHelpMsg - Packl4 $0711 

HMGetBaJloons - Packl4 $0003 
HMGetBalloon Window - Packl4 $0215 
HMGetDialogResID _Pack14 $0213 
HMGetFont - Pack14 $020A 
HMGetFontSize _Pack14 $020B 
HMGetHelpMenuHandle - Pack14 $0200 
HMGetlndHelpMsg _Packl4 $1306 
HMGetMenuResID _Packl4 $0314 
HMlsBalloon _Packl4 $0007 
HMRemoveBalloon Packl4 - $0002 
HMScanTemplateltems _Packl4 $0410 
HMSetBalloons - Packl4 $0104 
HMSetDialogResID - Packl4 $010C 
HMSetFont Pack14 - $0108 
HMSetFontSize Pack14 - $0109 
HMSetMenuResID _Packl4 $020D 
HM Show Balloon - Pack14 $0801 
HMS how MenuBalloon - Pack14 $0E05 
HoldMemory _Memory Dispatch $0000 
HSL2RGB _Packl2 $0005 
HSV2RGB - Packl 2 $0007 
lni tDateCache _ScriptUtil $8204FFF8 
lnitDBPack Pack1 3 - $0100 
IrutEditionPack _Packl l $0100 
InsertSRTRec _SlotManager $000A 
Intl Tokenize _ScriptUtil $8204FFFA 
IPCListPorts - PPC $000A 
IsOutline _FontDispatch $0000 
IsRegisteredSection - Pack I I $0208 
IsS pecialFont _ScriptUtil $8202002A 
IUClearCache - Pack6 $001 8 
IUGetlt!Table - Pack6 $0024 
IULangOrder - Pack6 $0020 
IULDateString - Pack6 $00 14 
lUL TimeString - Pack6 $0016 
IUMagIDPString - Pack6 $00IC 

(Continued) 
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Table C-4. Routines selected from system traps (Continued) 

Routine name Trap name Selector 

IUMagPString - Pack6 $001A 
IU ScriptOrder - Pack6 $00 1E 
IUTextOrder Pack6 - $0022 
LaunchDeskAccessory _OS Dispatch $0036 
LockMemory _Memory Dispatch $0002 
LockMemoryContiguous _Memory Dispatch $0004 
LockPixels _QDExtensions $0001 
LongDate2Secs _ScriptUti l $8008FFF2 
LongSecs2Date _ScriptUtil $8008FFFO 
MACEVersion _SoundDispatch $00000010 
MatchAJias _AliasDispatch $0005 
NChar2Pixel _ScriptUtil $82 1C0030 
NDrawJust _ScriptUtil $80160032 
New Alias _AliasDispatch $0002 
New AliasMinimal _Al iasDispatch $0008 
New AliasMinimalFromFullpath _AliasDispatch $0009 
NewGWorld _QDExtensions $0000 
NewPictlnfo _Packl5 $0602 
NewPublisherDialog - Packl I $0236 
NewPublisherExpDialog - Packl I £0B38 
NewScreenBuffer _QDExtensions $0010 
NewSection Packl I - $0A02 
NewSubscriberDialog Packl I - $0232 
NewSubscriberExpDialog - Pack l 1 $0B34 
NewTempScreen Buffer _ QDExtensions $0015 
NFindWord _ScriptUtil $80 12FFE2 
NMeasureJ ust _ScriptUtil $801A0034 
NoPurgePixels _ QDExtensions $000C 
NPixel2Char _ScriptUtil $8222002E 
NPortionText _ScriptUtil $84 120036 
Off screen Version _ QDExtensions $0014 
OpenDF _HFSDispatch $001A 
OpenEdition - Packl 1 $0412 
OpenNewEdition - Pack 11 $0814 
OpenWD _HFSDispatch $0001 
OutlineMetrics _FontDispatch $0008 
PageFaultFatal _DebugUtil $0005 
Parse Table _ScriptUtil $82040022 
PBCatSearch _HFSDispatch $0018 
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Table C-4. Routines selected from system traps (Continued) 

Routine name Trap name Selector 

PBCreateFileID Ref _HFSDispatch $00 14 

PBDeleteFileIDRef _HFSDispatch $0015 
PBDTAddAPPL _HFSDispatch $0025 
PBDTAddlcon _HFSDispatch $0022 
PBDTCloseDown _HFSDispatch $002 1 
PBDTDelete _HFSDispatch S002F 
PBDTFlush _HFSDispatch S002B 
PBDTGetAPPL _HFSDispatch $0027 
PBDTGetComment _HFSDispatch $002A 
PBDTGetlcon _HFSDispatch $0023 
PBDTGetlconlnfo _HFSDispatch $0024 
PBDTGetlnfo _HFSDispatch S002D 
PBDTGetPath _HFSDispatch $0020 
PBDTOpenlnform _HFSDispatch S002E 
PBDTRemoveAPPL _HFSDispatch S0026 
PBDTRemoveComment _HFSDispatch $0029 
PBDTReset _HFSDispatch S002C 
PBDTSetComment _HFSDispatch $0028 
PBExchangeFiles _HFSDispatch S0017 
PBGetForeignPri vs _HFSDispatch $0060 
PBGetYolMountlnfo _HFSDispatch S0040 
PB Get YolMountlnfoSize _HFSDispatch S003F 
PBHGetYo!Parms _HFSDispatch $0030 
PBHOpenDF _HFSDispatch SOOIA 
PBMakeFSSpec _HFSDispatch SOOlB 
PBOpenDF _HFSDispatch SOO IA 
PB Resol veFileID Ref _HFSDispatch S00 16 
PBSetForeignPrivs _HFSDispatch $0061 
PBYolumeMount _HFSDispatch $0041 
PixPatChanged _ QDExtensions S0008 
PMgrYersion _PaletteDispatch $00 15 
PortChanged _ QDExtensions S0009 
Portion Text _ScriptUtil $84080024 
PostHighLevelEvent _ OSDispatch $0034 
PPCAccept PPC - $0004 
PPCBrowser Pack9 - $0000 
PPCC!ose PPC - $0009 
PPCEnd - PPC $0008 

(Continued) 
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Table C-4. Routines selecled from system traps (Continued) 

Routine name Trap name Selector 

PPCi nform - PPC $0003 
PPCinit - PPC $0000 
PPCOpen - PPC $0001 
PPCRead - PPC $0007 
PPCReject - PPC $0005 
PPCStart - PPC $0002 
PPCWrite - PPC $0006 
QDDone _ QDExtensions $0013 
RawPrinterValues _ScriptUtil $8216002C 
ReadEdition Packl I - $08 1A 
ReadParlialResource _ResourceDispatch $000 1 
RecordPictlnfo Pack15 - $0403 
RecordPixMaplnfo _Packl5 $0404 
RegisterSection _Pack11 $0604 
Replace Text _ScriptUtil $820CFFDC 
ResizePalette _PaletteDispatch $0003 
ResolveAlias _AliasDispatch $0003 
ResolveAliasFile _AliasDispatch $000C 
RestoreBack _PaletteDispatch $0410 
RestoreDeviceClut _PaletteDispatch $0002 
Restore Fore _PaletteDispatch $040F 
RetrievePictlnfo - Pack15 $0505 
RGB2CMY - Pack12 $0004 
RGB2HSL _Pack l 2 $0006 
RGB2HSV Pack12 - $0008 
SameProcess _ OSDispatch $003D 
SaveBack _PaletteDispatch $040E 
SaveFore _PaletteDispatch $040D 
SCalcsPointer _SlotManager $002C 
SCalcStep _SlotManager $0028 
SCardChanged _SlotManager $0022 
SCkCardStatus _SlotManager $0018 
SDeleteSRTRec _SlotManager $0031 
SectionOptionsDialog - Pack l 1 $023A 
SectionOptionsExpDialog - Packl 1 $0B3C 
SetDepth _PaletteDispatch $0A13 
SetEdi ti onFormatMark - Packl 1 $0620 
SetEditionOpenerProc _Packl 1 $022C 
SetFrontProcess _OSDispatch $003B 
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Table C-4. Routines selected from system traps (Continued) 

Routine name Trap name Selector 

SetGWorld _ QDExtensions $0006 
SetOutlinePreferred _FontDispatch $0001 
SetPaletteU pd ates _PaletteDispatch $0616 
SetPixelsState _QDExtensions $000E 
SetPrcscrvcGlyph _FontDispatch $000A 
SetResourceSize _ResourceDispatch $0003 
SetSRsrcState _SlotManager $0009 
SetSty!Scrap _TED is patch $000B 
SetupAIFFHeader _SoundDispatch $0B4C0014 
SetupSndHeader _SoundDispatch $0D480014 
SExec SlotManacrer - 0 $0023 
SFindDevBase _SlotManager $001B 
SFindSinfoRecPtr _SlotManager $002F 
SFindSRsrcPtr _SlotManager $0030 
SFindStruct _SlotManager $0006 
SGetBJock _SlotManager $0005 
SGetCString _SlotManager $0003 
SGetDriver _SlotManager $002D 
SGetSRsrc _SlotManager $000B 
SGetTypeSRsrc _SlotManager $000C 
ShortenDITL _CommToolboxDispatch $0404 
Smal1Fract2Fix - Packl2 $0002 
SndChanne!Status _SoundDispatch $00 100008 
SndGetSysBeepState _SoundDispatch $00180008 
SndManagerStatus _SoundDispatch $00140008 
SndPauseFilePlay _SoundDispatch $02040008 
SndPlayDoubleBuffer _SoundDispatch $00200008 
SndRecord _SoundDispatch $08040014 
SndRecordToFile _SoundDispatch $07080014 
SndSetSysBeepState _SoundDispatch $001C0008 
SndSoundManagerVersion _SoundDispatch $000C0008 
SndStartFilePlay _SoundDispatch $0D000008 
SndStopFilePlay _SoundDispatch $03080008 
SNextRsrc _SlotManager $0014 
SNextTypeSRsrc _SlotManager $0015 
SOffsetData _SlotManager $0024 
SPBB ytesToMilliseconds _SoundDispatch $04440014 
SPBCloseDevice _SoundDispatch $021C0014 

(Continued) 
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Table C-4. Routjnes selected from system traps (Continued) 

Routine name Trap name Selector 

SPBGetDevicelnfo _Sou ndDispatch $06380014 
SPBGetlndexedDevice _SoundDispatch $05 140014 
SPBGetRecordingStatus _SoundDispatch $0E340014 
SPBMillisecondsToB ytes _SoundDispatch $044000 14 
SPBOpenDevice _SoundDispatch $05 1800 14 
SPBPauseRecording _SoundDispatch $02280014 
SPBRecord _SoundDispatch $032000 14 
SPBRecordToFile _SoundDispatch $04240014 
SPBResumeRecordjng _SoundDispatch $022C0014 
SPBSetDevicelnfo _SoundDispatch $063C0014 
SPBSignlnDevice _SoundDispatch $030C0014 
SPBSignOutDevice _SoundDispatch $0 11 00014 
SPBStopRecording _SoundDispatch $02300014 
SPBVersion _SoundDispatch $00000014 
SPtrToSlot _SlotManager $002E 
SPutPRAMRec SlotManacrer 

- b $0012 
SReadByte _SlotManager $0000 
SReadDrvrName _SlotManager $0019 
SReadFHeader _SlotManager $001 3 
SReadlnfo _SlotManager $0010 
SReadLong _SlotManager $0002 
SReadPBSize _SlotManager $0026 
SReadPRAMRec _SlotManager $0011 
SReadStruct _SlotManager $0007 
SReadWord _SlotManager $0001 
SRsrclnfo _SlotManager $00 16 
SSearchSRT _SlotManager $002A 
StandardGetFile Pack3 - $0006 
StandardPutFile Pack3 - $0005 
StartSecureSession - PPC $000E 
Str2Format _ScriptUtil $820CFFEC 
String2Date _ScriptUti l $82 14FFF6 
String2Time _ScriptUtil $82 14FFF4 
StyledLineBreak _ScriptUtil $821CFFFE 
SUpdateSRT _Slot Manager $002B 
SVersion _SlotManager $0008 
TEContinuousStyle _ TEDispatch $000A 
TECustomHook _ TEDispatch $000C 
TEFeatureFlag _TEDispatch $000E 
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Table C-4. Routines selected from system traps (Continued) 

Routine name Trap name Selector 

TEGetPoint _ TEDispatch $0008 
TempDisposeHandle _OSDispatch $0020 
TempFreeMem _OSDispatch $001 8 
TempHLock _OS Dispatch $001E 
TempHUnlock _OSDispatch $001F 
TempMaxMem _OSDispatch $0015 
TempNewHandle _OSDispatch $0010 
TempTopMem _OSDispatch $0016 
TENumStyles _ TEDispatch $000D 
TESetStyle _ TEDispatch $0001 
ToggleDate _ScriptUtil $820EFFEE 
TruncString _ScriptUtil $8208FFEO 
TruncText _ScriptUtil $820CFFDE 
UnholdMemory _Memory Dispatch $0001 
UnlockMemory _Memory Dispatch $0003 
UnlockPixels _QDExtensions $0002 
U nRegisterSection - Pack! I $0206 
UpdateAlias _AliasDispatch $0006 
UpdateGWorld _ QDExtensions $0003 
YalidDate _ScriptUtil $820CFFE4 
YisibleLength _ScriptUtil $84080028 
WakeUpProcess _OSDispatch $003C 
WriteEdition Packl I - $081C 
Wri tePartialResource _ResourceDispatch $0002 
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APPENDIX D: GLOBAL VARIABLES 

This appendix gives an alphabetical list of all system global variables described in this 
volume of Inside Macintosh, along with their locations in memory and a brief description 
of their contents. 

Table D-1. 

Name 

DeviceList 

GrayRgn 

LapMgrPtr 

MainDevice 

TEFindWord 

TESysJust 

TheGDevice 

WordRedraw 

Global variables 

Location 

$8A8 

$9EE 

$Bl 8 

$8A4 

$7F8 

$BAC 

$CC8 

$BA5 

Contents 

Handle to the first element in the device list 

Size and shape of current desktop 

Start of the LAP Manager 

Handle to the current main device 

The low-memory address for TextEdit' s word
breaking routine 

The system alignment whose default value is set by 
the last installed script 

Handle to current active device 

Value that indicates how much of a line must be 
redrawn after a character is entered 
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APPENDIX E: THE STANDARD ROMAN 
CHARACTER SET 

This appendix lists the standard Roman character set in Table E-1. The Glyph column 
displays a glyph example or "np" for nonprinting characters. The Hex column lists the 
hexadecimal code for the character and the Dec column lists the decimal code. The fourth 
column lists the characters' PoslScripl® names; characters that do not have PostScript names 
are li sted in square brackets. 

Table E-2 at the end of this appendix lists the standard PostScript characters that are not 
encoded in the standard Roman character set but which are in a standard TrueType 'sfnt' 
resource. You can access these glyphs using PostScript. See the PostScript Language 
Reference Manual for more information. 

Table E-1. The standard Roman character set 

Postscript PostScript 
Glyph Hex Dec name Glyph Hex Dec name 

np 0 0 .null np 12 18 [Device control 2] 

np I I [Start of heading] np 13 19 [Device control 3] 

np 2 2 [Start of text] np 14 20 [Device control 4] 

np 3 3 [End of text] np 15 21 [Negative 

np 4 4 [End of acknowledge] 

transmission] np 16 22 [Synchronous 

np 5 5 [Enquiry] idle] 

6 6 [Acknowledge] np 17 23 [End of np transmission 
np 7 7 [Bell] block] 

np 8 8 [Backspace] np 18 24 [Cancel] 

np 9 9 [Horizontal np 19 25 [End of medium] 
tabulation] np IA 26 [Substitute] 

np A 10 [Line feed] np IB 27 [Escape] 
np B 11 [Vertical IC 28 [Fi le separator] tabulation] np 

np c 12 [Form feed] np lD 29 [Group separator] 

np D 13 nonmarkingretum np l E 30 [Record separator] 

np E 14 [Shift out] 
np lf 31 [Unit separator] 

np F 15 [Shift in] 20 32 space 

np 10 16 [Data link escape] 21 33 ex clam 

np 11 17 [Device control l] 22 34 quotedbl 

(Continued) 
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Table E-1. The standard Roman character set (Continued) 

PostScript PostScript 
Glyph Hex Dec name Glyph Hex Dec name 

# 23 3S numbersign B 42 66 B 
$ 24 36 dollar c 43 67 c 
% 2S 37 percent D 44 68 D 

& 26 38 ampersand E 4S 69 E 

27 39 quotesingle F 46 70 F 
( 28 40 parenleft G 47 71 G 

) 29 41 parenright H 48 72 H 

* 2A 42 asterisk I 49 73 I 

+ 2B 43 plus J 4A 74 J 

2C 44 comma K 4B 7S K 

2D 4S hyphen L 4C 76 L 

2E 46 period M 4D 77 M 

I 2F 47 slash N 4E 78 N 

0 30 48 zero 0 4F 79 0 

l 31 49 one p so 80 p 

2 32 so two Q SI 81 Q 

3 33 Sl three R S2 82 R 

4 34 S2 four s S3 83 s 
s 3S S3 five T S4 84 T 

6 36 S4 SIX u SS 8S u 
7 37 SS seven v S6 86 v 
8 38 S6 eight w S7 87 w 
9 39 S7 nme x 58 88 x 

3A S8 colon y S9 89 y 

3B S9 semicolon z SA 90 z 
< 3C 60 less [ SB 91 bracketleft 

= 30 61 equal \ SC 92 backslash 

> 3E 62 greater SD 93 bracket.right 

? 3F 63 question /\ SE 94 asciicircum 

@ 40 64 at SF 95 underscore 

A 41 65 A 
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Table E-1. The standard Roman character set (Continued) 

Postscript Postscript 
Glyph Hex Dec name Glyph Hex Dec name 

60 96 grave np 7F 127 [Delete] 

a 61 97 a A 80 128 Adieresis 

b 62 98 b A 81 129 Aring 

c 63 99 c <; 82 130 Ccedilla 

d 64 100 d E 83 131 Eacute 

e 65 101 e N 84 132 Ntilde 

f 66 102 f b 85 133 Odieresis 

a e 67 103 g 0 86 134 Udieresis 

h 68 104 h a 87 135 aacute 

69 105 a 88 136 agrave 

J 6A 106 J a 89 137 acircurnflex 

k 6B 107 k a 8A 138 adieresis 

6C 108 I a 8B 139 atilde 

m 6D 109 m 
0 a 8C 140 aring 

n 6E 110 n 9 8D 141 ccedilla 

0 6F 111 0 e 8E 142 eacute 

p 70 112 p e 8F 143 egrave 

q 71 113 q e 90 144 ecircurnflex 

r 72 114 r e 91 145 edieresis 

s 73 115 s f 92 146 iacute 

t 74 116 93 147 igrave 

u 75 117 u I 94 148 icircurnflex 

v 76 118 v 'i 95 149 idieresis 

w 77 119 w ii 96 150 ntilde 

x 78 120 x 6 97 151 oacute 

y 79 121 y 0 98 152 ograve 

z 8A 122 z 0 99 153 ocircurnflex 

7B 123 braceleft 0 9A 154 odieresis 

I 7C 124 bar 6 9B 155 otilde 

} 7D 125 braceright u 9C 156 uacute 

7E 126 asciitilde u 9D 157 ugrave 

(Continued) 
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Table E-1. The standard Roman character set (Continued) 

PostScript PostScript 
Glyph Hex Dec name Glyph Hex Dec name 

u 9E 158 ucircumflex re BE 190 ae 

u 9F 159 udieresis ¢ BF 191 oslash 

t AO 160 dagger l co 192 quesliondown 
0 Al 161 degree Cl 193 exclamdown 

¢ A2 162 cent --, C2 194 logical not 

£ A3 163 sterling '1 C3 195 radical 

§ A4 164 section f C4 196 florin 

• A5 165 bullet ::::: cs 197 approxequal 
Cj[ A6 166 paragraph ~ C6 198 Della 

B A7 167 germandbls « C7 199 gui I lemotleft 

® A8 168 regislered » C8 200 guillemotright 

© A9 169 copyright C9 201 el lipsis 
TM AA 170 trademark CA 202 [No-break space] 

AB 171 acute A CB 203 Agrave 

AC 172 dieresis A cc 204 A ti lde 

# AD 173 notequal 0 CD 205 OLilde 

k: AE 174 AE CE CE 206 OE 

0 AF 175 Os lash re CF 207 oe 
00 BO 176 infinity DO 208 en dash 

± Bl 177 plusminus DI 209 emdash 
::; B2 178 lessequal " D2 210 quotedblleft 
;:::: B3 179 greatereq ual " D3 211 quotedblrighl 

¥ B4 180 yen D4 212 quoteleft 

µ B5 181 mu D5 213 quoteright 

a B6 182 partial di ff D6 214 divide 

L, B7 183 summation 0 D7 215 lozenge 

TI BS 184 product y D8 2 16 ydieresis 

1t B9 185 p1 y D9 217 Ydieresis 

f BA 186 integral I DA 218 fraction 
a BB 187 ordfeminine ):::{ DB 219 currency 
0 BC 188 ordmascu Ii ne DC 220 guilsinglleft 
Q BD 189 Omega DD 22 1 guilsinglright 
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Table E-1. The standard Roman character set (Continued) 

PostScript Postscript 
Glyph Hex Dec name Glyph Hex Dec name 

fi DE 222 fi 6 EF 239 Ocircumflex 

fl OF 223 n • FO 240 apple 

t. EO 224 daggerdbl 6 Fl 241 Ograve 

E l 225 period centered (J F2 242 Uacute 

E2 226 quotesinglbase 0 F3 243 Ucircumflex 

" 
E3 227 quotedblbase u F4 244 Ugrave 

30 E4 228 perthousand FS 245 dotlessi 

A ES 229 Acircumflex F6 246 circumflex 

E E6 230 Ecircumflex F7 247 tilde 

A E7 23 1 Aacute f 8 248 macron 

E E8 232 Edieresis F9 249 breve 

E E9 233 Egrave FA 250 dotaccent 

f EA 234 lacute FB 251 nng 

1 EB 235 !circumflex FC 252 cedilla 
i" EC 236 Tdieresis FD 253 hungarumJaut 

t ED 237 I grave FE 254 ogonek 

6 EE 238 Oacute FF 255 caron 

The PostScript characters in Table E-2 do not have character codes in the standard Roman 
character set but are found in a standard TrueType 'sfot' resource. 

Table E-2. Unencoded PostScript characters 

Cacute I slash broken bar 
cacute Scaron franc 
Ccaron scaron mm us 
ccaron Scedilla multiply 
dmacron scedilla onesuperior 
Eth Thorn twosuperior 
eth thorn threesuperior 
Gbreve Yacute onequarter 
gbreve yacute onehalf 
I dot Zcaron threequaiters 
Lslash zcaron 
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activation procedure: A procedure supplied by your application for highlighting 
customized dialog box items that can be the target of keyboard input in a standard file 
dialog box. 

active application: The application currently interacting with the user. Its icon appears 
on the right side of the menu bar. See also current process, foreground process. 

active field: The target of keyboard input in a dialog box. 

additional parameter: A keyword-specified descriptor record that the server application 
uses in addition to the data specified in the direct parameter. For example, an Apple event for 
arithmetic operations may include additional parameters that specify operands in an equation. 
Additional parameters may be required, or they may be optional. 

address descriptor record: A descriptor record that contains the address of the target 
or source of an Apple event. 

ADSP: See AppleTalk Data Stream Protocol. 

advance width: The full width of a glyph, measured from the glyph origin to the other 
side of the glyph, including any white space on either side. See also glyph origin. 

AEIMP: See Apple Event Interprocess Messaging Protocol. 

AEP: See AppleTalk Echo Protocol. 

AE record: A record of data type AERecord that contains a list of parameters for an Apple 
event. See also Apple event pa rameter. 

AS world: An area of memory in the application's partition that contains QuickDraw global 
variables and the application's global variables, parameters, and jump table- all of which are 
accessed through the AS register. 

AFP: See AppleTalk Filing Protocol. 

AIFF: See Audio Interchange F ile Format. 

a lert sound: See system alert sound. 

alias: An object on the desktop that represents another file, directory, or volume. An alias 
l.ooks like the icon of its target, but its name is displayed in a different font style. The style 
depends on the system script; for Roman and most other scripts, alias names are displayed 
in italic. Aliases give users more flexibility in organizing their desktops and offer a conve
nient way to store local copies of large or dynamic files that reside on file servers. 

alias file: A fi le that contains a record that points to another fi le, directory, or volume. An 
alias file is displayed by the Finder as an alias. 
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alias record: A data structure created by the Alias Manager to identify a file, fo lder, 
or volume. 

alignment: The horizontal placement of lines of text with respect to the left and right 
edges of the destination rectangle. Alignment can be flush left, flush right, centered, or 
justified (that is, flush on both the left and right edges of the destination rectangle). TextEdit 
supports text alignment that is flush left, centered, flush right, and flush according to the line 
direction of the script. TextEdit does not support fully justified alignment. The Script 
Manager supplies routines you can use to provide support for fully justified text in your 
applications. See also justification. 

alphabetic: Used to describe a type of character representation in which characters 
symbolize, more or less, the discrete phonemic elements in the languages represented by 
the script. For example, Roman script letters are alphabetic. 

alternate rectangle: A rectangle used by the Help Manager (under some circumstances) 
for transposing a help balloon's tip when trying to fit the balloon on screen. For all help 
resources except the 'hdlg' resource, the Help Manager moves the tip to different sides of 
the hot rectangle. For 'hdlg' resources, however, the Help Manager allows you to specify 
alternate rectangles for transposing balloon tips. You can also specify alternate rectangles 
when you use the HMShowBalloon and HMShowMenuBalloon functions . Compare hot 
rectangle. 

animated color: A usage category for colors in a palette. lt specifies that a palette entry is 
to be used for color animation effects. 

Apple event: A high-leve l event that adheres to the Apple Event Interprocess 
Messaging Protocol. An Apple event consists of attributes (including the event class 
and event ID, which identify the event and its task) and, usually, parameters (which contain 
data used by the target application of the event). See also Apple event attribute, Apple 
event parameter. 

Apple event attribute: A keyword-specified descriptor record that identifies the 
event class, event ID, target application, or some other characteristic of an Apple event. 
Taken together, the attributes of an Apple event identify the event and denote the task to be 
performed on the data specified in the Apple event's parameters. Compared to parameters 
(which contain data used only by the target application of the Apple event), attributes contain 
information that can be used by both the Apple Event Manager and the target application. See 
also Apple event parameter. 

Apple event dispatch table: A table that the Apple Event Manager uses to map Apple 
events to application-defined functions called Apple event handlers. 

Apple event handler: An application-defined function that extracts pertinent data rrom 
an Apple event, performs the action requested by the Apple event, and returns a result. 

Apple Event Interprocess Messaging Protocol (AEIMP): A standard defined by 
Apple Computer, Inc., for communication and data sharing among applications. High-level 
events that adhere to thi s protocol are called Apple events. 

Apple event parameter: A keyword-specified descriptor record that contains data which 
the target application of an Apple event must use. Compared to attributes (which contain 
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information that ~an be used by both the Apple Event Manager and the target application), 
parameters contam data used only by the target application of the Apple event. See also 
Apple event attribute, direct parameter, optional parameter, required 
parameter. 

Apple event record: A record of data type AppleEvent that contains a list of keyword
specified descriptor records. These descriptor records describe-at least- the attributes 
necessary for an Apple event; they may also describe parameters for the Apple event. Apple 
Event Manager functions are used to add parameters to an Apple event record. 

Apple Menu Items folder: A directory located in the System Folder for storing desk 
accessories, applications, folders, and aliases that the user wants to display in and access 
from the Apple menu. 

AppleTalk connection file: A file of file type 'adev' that contains a link access 
protocol implementation for a data link (ELAP for EtherTalk, for example). 

AppleTalk Data Stream Protocol (ADSP): An AppleTalk protocol that appears to 
its clients to maintain an open pipeline between two entities on the internet. Either entity can 
write a stream of bytes to the pipeline or read data bytes from the pipeline. ADSP is a 
symmetrical protocol. 

AppleTalk Echo Protocol (AEP): An AppleTalk protocol that listens for special 
packets sent by other nodes and that, when it receives such a packet, echoes it back to 
the sender. 

AppleTalk Filing Protocol (AFP): An AppleTalk protocol that provides an interface 
between an application and a file server. AFP is a client of ASP and is used to access 
AppleShare file servers on Macintosh computer workstations. See also AppleTalk 
Session Protocol. 

AppleTalk Phase 2: The changes to AppleTalk, other than ADSP and the LAP Manager, 
included as part of system software version 7 .0. 

AppleTalk Session Protocol (ASP): An AppleTalk protocol that sets up and main- I 
tains sessions between a workstation and a server. ASP is a nonsymmetrical protocol-that 
is, only one of the two entities involved in the session (the workstation) can send commands. 
The other enti ty (the server) is restricted to responding to the commands. 

AppleTalk Transaction Protocol (ATP): An AppleTalk protocol that provides loss
free communications by retransmitting any data packets that are lost. ATP is a transaction
based protocol. 

AppleTalk transition: A message sent by the AppleTalk Manager or by an application to 
all of the entries in the AppleTalk Transition Queue. AppleTalk transitions indicate such 
occurrences as the opening or closing of the .MPP driver. 

AppleTalk Transition Queue: An operating-system queue maintained by the LAP 
Manager. Each of the entries in the AppleTalk Transition Queue is called each time one of a 
set of predefined AppleTalk transitions occurs. An application can also use LAP Manager 
routines to call the elements in the AppleTalk Transition Queue. 
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application heap: An area of memory in the application partition that contains the appli
cation's 'CODE' segment 1, data structures, resources, and other code segments as needed. 

application result handler: A result handler that is associated with a particular 
application. Compare system result handler. 

Arabic calendar: The lunar calendar used in much of the Arabic world. 

ascent line: An imaginary horizontal line that usually marks the tops of the tallest glyphs 
in a font. 

ASP: See AppleTalk Session Protocol. 

ATP: See AppleTalk Transaction Protocol. 

Audio Interchange File Format (AIFF): A sound storage file format designed to 
allow easy exchange of audio data among applications. 

authentication: The process of establishing the identity of a user. The authentication 
mechanism of the PPC Toolbox identifies each user through an assigned name and 
password. 

A/UX Toolbox: A library that enables a program running under the NUX operating 
system to call Macintosh User Interface Toolbox routines and Macintosh Operating 
System routines. 

background-only application: An application that does not have a user interface. A 
background-only application does not call the InitWindows procedure and is identified by 
having the onlyBackground flag set in its 'SIZE' resource. 

background process: A process that isn't currently interacting with the user. Compare 
foreground process. 

backing-store file: The file that virtual memory uses to store the contents of unneeded 
pages of memory. 

backing-store order: The order in which character codes are stored in memory. 

backing volume: See paging device. 

balloon definition function: An implementation of a window definition function that 
defines the general appearance of a help balloon. 

base line: An imaginary line on which the glyphs in a line of text appear to sit. 

Bezier curve: A curve defined by three outline points: two on-curve points that serve as 
endpoints, and one off-curve point that determines the degree of curvature. 

bidirectional script system: A script system in which text is generally flush right and 
most characters are written from right to left, but some text is written left to right as well. 
Arabic and Hebrew are examples of bidirectional script systems. See also script system. 

bitmap: A set of bits that represents the positions and states of a corresponding set of 
items, such as pixels. 
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bitmapped font: A collection of bitmapped glyphs in a particular typeface, size, and style. 

bitmapped glyph: A glyph in a bitmapped font that exists in a computer file or in 
memory as a bitmap, is drawn as a pixel pattern on the display screen, and is sent to the 
printer as graphics data. 

bounding box: The smallest rectangle that encloses the bitmap of a glyph. 

brightness: A measurement of the amount of black in a color-the less black, the brighter 
the color. Brightness is equivalent to lightness in the HLS color system, and it is equivalent 
to value in the HSY color system. 

broadcast address: The Ethernet address for which all nodes accept packets just as they 
do for their permanently assigned Ethernet hardware addresses. The broadcast address is 
$FF-FF-FF-FF-FF-FF. See also multicast address. 

bundle bit: A flag in a file' s Flnfo record that informs the Finder that a 'BNDL' resource 
exists for the file. A file's Flnfo record is stored in a volume's catalog. The Finder uses the 
information in the 'BNDL' resource to associate icons with the file. 

canonical number format: A private, internal format that specifies how a number is 
written in a way that is independent of country, language, and other cultural considerations. 

caret position: A location on the screen corresponding to a leading or trailing edge of a 
displayed character. In mixed-directional text, one character offset may correspond to 
two character positions, and one caret position may correspond to two character offsets. 

catalog: A list of all files and folders stored on a volume. 

CCB: See connection control block. 

character: A symbol standing for a sound, syllable, or concept used in a script; one of the 
simple elements of a human language. A character may represent the concept of, for example, 
a lowercase "b", the number "2", or the arithmetic operator"+". Characters that can be 
displayed or printed-such as letters, numbers, and punctuation-are represented by glyphs. 
See also glyph. 

character code: A hexadecimal number from $00 through $FF that represents the 
character that a key or key combination stands for. 

character offsets: Byte offsets of the characters in the text buffer. The values of the 
character offsets correspond to the backing-store order of characters. 

character representation: The ways in which scripts use symbols in relationship to 
sounds, concepts, letters, and one another to create words as the basic components of 
language. Scripts may use alphabetic, syllabic, or ideographic methods of character 
representation. 

character set encoding: The numeric codes that represent the characters of a script 
in memory. 

client: In AppleTalk, a protocol that uses services of another protocol in order to carry out 
some functions. 
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client application: An application that uses the Apple .E~ent I!lterpr.ocess 
Messaging Protocol to request a service-for example, P.nntmg a hst of files, s~ell~ 
checkjng a list of words, or performing a numerical calculat1on-from another application 
(called a server application). These applications can res ide on the same local computer 
or on remote computers connected to a network. 

closed connection: The state of a connection when both connection ends terminate 
the link and dispose of the connection in formation each maintains. Compare haif-open 
connection, open connection. 

coercion handler: A routine that coerces data from one descriptor type to another. 

color grafPort: A data structure that describes a window's portion of the color graphics 
environment, including its pixel map, the graphics pen position, and the foreground and 
background colors. It is defined by a record of data type CGrafPort. See also pixel map. 

colorizing: The process of substituting a color for black or white in an image. 

color table: A data structure containing a number of RGB color records. Many color 
tables are used for color look-up, notably the color look-up table (CLUT) that is associated 
with a screen device and describes the colors the device can display. 

common parent: The lowest-level directory that appears in the pathnames of multiple 
files or directories on the same volume. 

compatibility: The ability of an application program to execute properly in different 
operating environments. 

connection control block (CCB): A data structure that is used by ADSP to store state 
information about the connection end. See also AppleTalk Data Stream Protocol. 

connection end: The combination of an AppleTalk socket and the ADSP information 
maintained by the socket client. 

connection listener: A connection end that waits passively to rece ive a connection 
request and then passes the connection request on to its cl ient, the connection server. 

connection listening socket: A socket that accepts ADSP requests to open connec
tions and passes them on to a socket client. Such sockets are normally used only by 
connection servers. 

connection server: A routine that accepts an open-connec ti on request passed to it by a 
connection listener and selects a socket to respond to the request. 

context: The information about a process maintained by the Process Manager. This 
information includes the current state of the process, the address and size of its partition, 
its type, its creator, a copy of its low-memory globals, information about its 'S lZE' resource, 
and a process serial number. 

context dependence: In text, when the glyph corresponding to a character may be 
modified depending on the preceding and following characters. 
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contextual script. system: A script system in which the displayed glyph for a character 
depends on the adjacent characters-for example, Arabic. See also script system. 

continuous play from disk: See play from disk. 

coi:itour: One closed loop in a TrueType outline glyph. defi ned by a group of outline 
pomts. 

control panel: A dialog box defined by a file of file type 'cdev'. A contro l panel allows 
the user to set or control some feature of hardware or software, such as the volume of the 
speaker or the number of colors displayed on screen. 

control panel file: A fil e of fi le type 'cdev'. See also control panel. 

Control Panels folder: A directory located in the System Folder for storing control 
pane ls, which allow users to modify the work environment of their Macintosh computer. 

core Apple event: An Apple event that nearly al l applications can use to communicate. 
The suite of core Apple events is described in the Apple Event Registry; Apple Computer, 
Inc., recommends that all applications support the core Apple events. 

courteous color: A usage category for colors in a palette. It denotes the color as not 
demanding a close match when the color is di splayed. 

current process: The process that is curre ntly executing and whose AS world is valid; 
this process can be in the background or foregro und. 

custom Apple event: An Apple event defined by you for use by your own applications. 
You should register all of your custom Apple events with Macintosh Developer Technical 
Support. You can choose to publish your Apple events in the Apple Event Registty so that 
other applications can share them, or you may choose to keep them unpublished for exclusive 
use by you r own applications. 

customized icon: An icon created by the user or by an appl ication and stored with a 
resource ro of-16455 in the resource fork of a file . A file with a customized icon has the 
hasCustomlcon bit set in its F inder flags field . 

database extension: The inte rface between the Data Access Manager and a data server. 

Datagram Delivery Protocol (DDP): A protocol that provides socket-to-socket 
deli very of data packets wi thin an AppleTalk internet. 

data link: A physical communications connection and the protocol that implements it, 
including the cabling and the encoding or modulation of data. 

data server: An application that acts as an interface between a database ex tension on a 
Macintosh computer and a data source, which can be on the Macintosh computer or on a 
remote host computer. A data server can be a database server program that can provide an 
interface to a variety of different databases, or it can be the data source itself, such as a 
Macintosh application. 

DDP: See Datagram Delivery Protocol. 
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dead key: A specially designated key or modifier-and-key combination that usually pro
duces no immediate e ffect when pressed, but instead affects the character or characters 
produced when the next key (called the completer ke)!) is pre~sed. F,?~·,;xamp l e, Option-E 
has no effect; however, when you press E after press ing Opt1on-E, e appears. 

descent line: An imaginary line that usually marks the furthest distance below the base 
line of the descenders of glyphs in a particular font. 

descriptor list: A record of data type AEDescList that contains a list of descriptor 
records. 

descriptor record: A record of data type AEDesc that consists of a handle to data and 
a descriptor type that identifies the type of the data refeITed to by the handle. Descriptor 
records are the fundamental structures from which Apple events are constructed. 

descriptor type: An identifier for the type of data referred to by the hand le in 
a descriptor record. 

desktop database: A database of icons, file types, applications, and comments mai n
tained by the Finder for all volumes over 2 MB. 

Desktop Folder: A directory, located at the root level of each volume, used by the Finder 
for storing in formation about the icons that appear on the desktop area of the screen. The 
Desktop Folder is invisible to the user. What the user sees on screen is the union of the 
contents of Desktop Folders for all mounted volumes. 

diacritical mark: A sign that modifies the implici t sound or value of the character with 
which it is associated. 

dialog hook function: A function supplied by your application for hand ling item hits in 
a dialog box. 

direction run: A contiguous (in memory) sequence of characters all written in the same 
direction-for example, left to right or right to left. 

directory: A subdi vision of a volume, available in the Hierarchical File System (HFS). A 
directory can contain files and other directories. 

direct parameter: The parameter in an Apple event that contains the data to be used by 
the server application. For example, a list of documents to be opened is specified in the direct 
parameter of the Open Documents event. See also Apple event parameter. 

direct pixel: A pixel whose value directly specifies an RGB color. 

disk cache: A part of RAM that acts as an intermediate buffer when data is read from and 
written to file systems on secondary storage devices. 

display list: Jn a standard fil e dialog box, the list of the fil es, fo lders, and volu mes at one 
level of the display hierarchy, from which the user can select items. 

display order: The left-to-ri ght order in which glyphs are drawn on a screen by QuickDraw. 
The Script Manager handles differences between backing-store order and QuickDraw 
display order. For example, Hebrew characters appear on the screen so that the glyph 
corresponding to the first character in the suing actually appears on the right of the string. 
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dithering: The process of mixing colors to create the effect of additional colors. 

dpi: Dots-per-inch; used to measure the resolution of a screen or printer. 

Glossary 

dual caret: A primary caret and a secondary caret, each measuring half the line's height. 
The high (primary) caret is displayed at the primary caret position for the character offset in 
the primary line direction. The low (secondary) caret is displayed at the secondary caret 
position for the character offset. When the caret position is unambiguous (for example, 
not on a direction boundary), the primary and secondary carets are at the same position, 
so the user sees one caret. See also primary caret, primary caret position, secondary 
caret, secondary caret position. 

dynamic window: A window that may change its ti tle or reposition any of the objects 
within its content area. 

edition: The data written to an edition container by a publisher. A publisher writes data to 
an edition whenever a user saves a document that contains a publi sher, and subscribers in 
other documents may read the data from the edition whenever it is updated. See also 
publisher, subscriber. 

edition container: A file that holds edition data, represented on the desktop by an edition 
icon. An edition container obtains its data from a publisher within a document. See also 
edition, publisher. 

environmental selector: A selector code that returns information about the operating 
environment that can be used by the requesting application to guide its actions. Compare 
informational selector. 

event class: An attribute that identifies a group of related Apple events. The event class 
appears in the message fi eld of the Apple event's event record. In conjunction with the event 
ID attribute, the event class specifies what action an Apple event performs. See also Apple 
event attribute. 

event ID: An attribute that identifies a pa11icular Apple event within a group of related 
Apple events. The event class appears in the where fie ld of the Apple event's event record. In 
conjunction with the event class attribute, the event ID specifies what action an Apple event 
performs. See also Apple event attribute. 

explicit color: A usage category for colors in a palette. It specifies that the color table 
index corresponding to that palette entry is to determine the color to display. 

extended network: A network of a type that allows a range of network numbers. Each 
node in an extended network must be specified by both its 16-bit network number and its 
8-bit node ID. 

Extensions folder: A directory located in the System Folder for storing system exten
sion files such as printer and network drivers and fi les of types 'INIT', 'scri', and 'appe' . 

file filter function: A function supplied by your application for determining which files 
the user can open through a standard fil e d ialog box. 

file ID: An unchanging number assigned by the File Manager to identify a file on a 
volume. When it establi shes a fi le ID, the Fi le Manager records the fi lename and parent 
directory ID of the file. The Alias Manager records a fi le's ID to help identify it if it is moved 
or renamed. 
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file system specification (FSSpec) record: A_ record that identifies a stored file 
or directory by volume re ference number, parent directory ID, and name. The file system 
specification record is the file- identification convention adopted by system software 
version 7.0. 

Finder flags: Bits in the fdFlags fi eld of a file ' s Flnfo record; these bits are used by the 
Finder and by applications for setting and reading certain information abo~1t.the file.' such as 
whether the file is an alias file, whether it has a bundle resource, whether 1t 1s a stationery 
pad, and whether it has a customized icon. 

font: (l) For bitmapped fonts, a complete set of characters in one typeface, size, and style. 
(2) For outline fonts, a complete set of characters in one typeface and style. See also 
bitmapped font, outline font. 

font family: A complete set of glyphs fo r one typeface, inc luding all available styles and 
sizes of the glyphs in that font. A font family may include both bitmapped and outline fonts. 
For example, the Geneva font family includes 9-point to 36-point glyphs in italic, bold, 
underline, and other styles. 

font scaling: The process of changi ng a glyph from one size or shape to another. The 
Font Manager can scale bitmapped and outline fonts in three ways: changing a glyph 's point 
size on the same display device, modifying the glyph but keeping the point size constant 
when using a different display device, and altering the shape of a glyph. 

font script: The script that corresponds to the font of the current grafPort. 

font size: The size of the glyphs in a font in points, measured from the base line of one 
line of text to the base line of the next line of single-spaced tex t. 

font style: Stylistic variations in the appearance of a typeface, such as italic, bold, and 
underline. 

foreground process: The process currently interacting with the user; it appears to the 
user as the active application. The foregrou nd process displays its menu bar, and its windows 
are in front of the windows of all other applications. Compare background process. 

functional-area Apple event: An Apple event supported by applications with re lated 
features-for example, an Apple event related to text manipulation for word-processing 
applications, or an Apple event related to graphics manipulation for drawing applications. 
Functional-area Apple events are defined by Apple Computer, Tnc. , in consultation with 
interested deve lopers, and they are published in the Apple Event Regist1y. 

gamma table: A table used by a video card driver to correct for the fact that the intensity 
of each color on a video display is not linearly proportional to the intensity of the electron 
beam. The gamma table helps the video driver to provide the most accurate colors possible 
for a video display. Because the user might prefer a nonstandard color correction, many 
developers of video cards provide more than one gamma table for a given card. 

Gestalt function: See selector function. 
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glyph: A di stinct visual representation of a character that a display device, such as a 
monitor or printer, can display. One glyph can represent a single character, such as a 
lowercase "a"; more than one character, such as the " fi" ligature, which is two characters 
but only one glyph; or a nonprinting character, such as the space character. 

glyph origin: A point on the base line where QuickDraw begins drawing a glyph. 
The glyph origin may not represent a visible point on the glyph, since white space to the 
left of the glyph may be specified. See also bounding box, left-side bearing. 

graphics device record: A data structure that describes the characteri stics of a display 
device, such as a video card. 

graphics environment: The combination of one or more gra fPorts, which contain 
information about windows, and graphics device records, which contain information about 
display devices attached to a computer system. 

gray region: The region that defines the desktop, or the display area of all active dev ices, 
excluding the menu bar on the mai n screen and the rounded corners on the outermost screens. 
It is the area in which windows can be moved. See also main screen. 

Gregorian calendar: The ca lendar used in Europe and America. It is not universally 
accepted-for example, entirely different calendar systems are often used in Japan, China, 
and the Middle East. 

half-open connection: The stale of a connection when one connection end is established, 
but the other connection end is unreachable or has d isposed of its connection in formation. No 
communication can occur over a half-open connect ion. Compare closed connection, open 
connection. 

help balloon: A rounded-rectangle window that contains explanatory info rmation for the 
user. With tips pointing at the objects they annotate, help balloons look like the bubbles used 
for dialog in comic strips. He lp balloons are turned on by the user from the Help menu; when 
Balloon Help assistance is on, a he lp balloon appears whenever the user moves the cursor 
over its hot rectangle. See also alternate rectangle. 

hicharge counter: A counter in the Macintosh Portable computer that measures the time 
required to rai se the battery voltage to 7.2 volts. 

high-level event: An event that your application can send to another application to trans
mit some information, to receive from it some information, or to have it perform some action. 

hot rectangle: An area defined to display a help balloon whenever the user moves the 
cursor over it. Compare alternate rectangle. 

hue: An arbitrary assignment of numbers to colors as used in the HLS and HSY 
color systems. 

icon family: The set of icons that represent an object, such as an application or docu
ment, on the desktop. An entire icon famjly consists of large (32-by-32 pixel) and small 
(16-by- I 6 pixel) icons, each with a mask, and each avail able in three different versions of 
color: black and white, 4 bits of color data per pixel, and 8 bits of co lor data per pixel. 
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ideographic: Used to desc ribe a type of character representation in which characters do 
not represent pronunciation alone, but are also related to the component meanings of words. 
For example, Japanese Kanji , Chinese Hanzi , and Korean Hanja are ideographic. 

idle state: A state in wh ich the Macintosh Portable computer slows from its normal 
16 MHz clock speed to a I MHz clock speed. The Power Manager puts the Macintosh 
Portable in the idle state when the system has been inactive for 15 seconds. 

informational selector: A selector code that onl y provides information and should never 
be used as an indication of some feature' s ex istence. Compare environmental selector. 

inhibited color: A usage category for colors in a palette. Ct specifies the devices on which 
the color should not be di splayed. 

inline input: A keyboard input method (often used for double-byte script systems) in 
which conversion from a phonetic to an ideographic representation of a character takes 
place at the current line position where the text is intended to appear rather than in a 
separate window. This allows the user to type text directly in the line instead of in a special 
conversion window. 

instructions: Commands that a font manufacturer includes w ith a TrueType font that 
instruct the Font Manager how to improve the appearance of outline glyphs under various 
conditions, such as low resolution or small point size. 

interapplication communication (IAC): A collect ion of features, provided by the 
Edition Manager, Apple Event Manager, Event Manager, and PPC Toolbox, that help 
applications work together. You can use these managers to share data, send and receive 
events, or exchange low-level message blocks. 

international resources: Resources that are used specifically by the Macintosh Script 
Management System, including the International Utilities Package. The international 
resources contain information specific to language or region, such as date and time formats. 
You can use multiple formats for different languages or regions with the same script system 
by adding multiple versions of the international resources. Each installed script has one or 
more 'itlO', 'itll', 'itl2', 'itl4', and optional 'itl5' resources, and the resource IDs are 
generally in the range used for that script's fonts. 

internet address: An AppleTalk address that includes the socket number, node ID, and 
network number. 

jump table: An area of memory in the application partition that contai ns one entry for every 
externally referenced routine in every code segment of your applicati on. The jump table is the 
means by which the loading and unloading of segments is implemented. 

justification: A type o f alignment that involves the spreadi ng or compress ing of printed 
text to fit into a given line width-so that it is flush on both the left and ri ght edges of the 
destination rectangle. Also calledfulljustification. See a lso alignment. 

keyboard icon: A small icon associated with each keyboard layout ('KCHR' resource). 
Before system software version 7.0, the keyboard icon was of type 'SICN'; in version 7.0, 
the keyboard icon includes an icon fami ly with types 'kcs#', 'kcs4', and 'kcs8'. T hese icons 
are used in the new Keyboard menu and the Keyboard control panel. 
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keyboard resources: A category of files that are stored in a resource file by the Resource 
Manager and are used by the Macintosh Script Management System, including the Interna
tional Utilities Package. The keyboard resources include some localizable in formation such as 
keyboard layouts ('KCHR' resources) as well as hardware-specific information (for example, 
the 'KMAP' and 'KCAP' resources). 

keyboard script: The script for keyboard input. It determines the character input method 
and the keyboard mapping-that is, what character codes are produced when a sequence of 
keys is pressed. 

keyword: A fo ur-character code used to uniquely identify the descriptor record for 
either an attribute or a parameter in an Apple event. In Apple Event Manager functions, 
constants are typically used to represent the four-character codes. 

keyword-specified descriptor record: A record of data type AEKeyDesc that 
consists of a keyword and a descriptor record. Keyword-spec ified descriptor records 
are used to describe the attributes and parameters of an Apple event. 

language: On the Macintosh computer, the graphic representation of words and methods 
of combining words, as opposed to the spoken representation of words. This has implica
tions for the treatment of languages, including the numeric codes assigned to represent each 
language. A spoken language that may be written in more than one script is treated on the 
Macintosh as several languages: one for each script in which the language is written. See also 
language code, natural language, programming language, script, script code. 

language code: A number used to indicate a particular written version of a language on 
the Macintosh. In system software version 7.0, constants for these numbers are defined in 
the MPW files Language.p, LanguageEqu.a, and Language.h. 

LAP Manager: A set of operating-system utilities that provide a standard interface between 
the AppleTalk protocols and the various link access protocols, such as LocalTalk (LLAP), 
EtherTalk (ELAP), and TokenTalk (TLAP). 

leading: Pronounced "LED-ing"; the amount of blank vertical space between the descent 
line of one line of text and the ascent line of the next line of single-spaced text. 

left-side bearing: The offset from the glyph origin to the left edge of the bounding box. 

line spacing: The leading of a font plus the distance from the ascent line to the 
descent line. 

link access protocol: An AppleTalk protocol that controls the access of a node to the 
network hardware. A link access protocol makes it possible for many nodes to share the same 
communications hardware. 

localization: The process of adapting software to a particular region, language, and 
culture. Script and language adaptations are necessary but not sufficient for this process. 
Localization also includes date and time formats, keyboard resources, and fonts. 

localized system software: Macintosh system software that has been adapted to a 
particular region, language, and culture. Japanese system software is the combination of the 
U.S. system software (including the Roman Script System, the Macintosh Operating System, 
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the Toolbox, and so forth) and the Japanese Script System, all of which are adapted for use 
in Japan. The French and Turkish versions of the Macintosh system software are examples of 
localized vari ations of the U.S. system software that do not include a second scri pt system. 

location name: An identifier for the network location of' the computer on which a port 
resides. The PPC Toolbox provides the locati on name. It contai ns an object string, a type 
string, and a zone. An application can specify an alias for its location name by modifying its 
type string. See also port. 

luminance: The intensity of light in a color. Color Quic kOraw uses a color' s luminance to 
convert the color to an appropriate gray-scale color. 

MACE: See Macintosh Aud io Compression and Expansion. 

Macintosh Audio Compression and Expansion (MACE): A set of Sound 
Manager routines that allow your application to compress and expand audio data. 

Macintosh Script Management System: The Script Manager and one or more 
Macintosh script systems. 

main screen: The screen on which the menu bar appears. QuickDraw uses it to determine 
global coordinates. 

major switch: The Process Manager switches the context of the foreground process 
with the context of a background process (including the AS worlds and low-memory 
globals) and brings the background process to the front, send ing the previous foreground 
process to the background. See also context. 

message block: A byte stream that an open app lication uses to send data to and receive 
data from another open application (which can be located on the same computer or across a 
network). The PPC Toolbox delivers message blocks to an application in the same sequence 
in which they were sent. 

minimum partition size: The actual partiti on size limit below which your app lication 
cannot run. 

minor switch: The Process Manager switches the context o f' a process to give time to a 
background process without bringing the background process to the front. 

mixed-directional text: The combination of scripts with left-to-right and right-to-left 
directional text- within a single li ne. 

modal-dialog filter function: A function supplied by your application for handling 
events received from the Event Manager whi le a dialog box is displayed . 

mouse-down region: T he region between the caret pos ition and the middle of an adjacent 
character mapped unambiguously to a single character offset. 

multibyte script system: A scri pt syste m that represents exceedingly large character 
sets and requires comprehensive procedures for character input. Examples of' multibyte script 
systems are Japanese, Chinese, and Korean. See also script system. 
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multicast address: An Ethernet address for which the node accepts packets just as it does 
for its permanently assigned Ethernet hardware address. In a multicast address, the low-order 
bit of the high-order byte is set to 1. Each node can have any number of multicast addresses, 
and any number of nodes can have the same multicast address. The purpose of a multicast 
address is to allow a group of Ethernet nodes to receive the same transmission simultaneously, 
in a fashion s imi lar to the AppleTalk broadcast service. See also broadcast address. 

name: In AppleTalk , consists of three fi e lds: the object, type, and zone. 

Name-Binding Protocol (NBP): An AppleTalk protocol that maintains a table that 
contains the internet address and name of each entity in the node that is visible to other entities 
on the internet (that is, each entity that has registered a name with NBP). 

natural language: The whole body of words and methods of combining words used by a 
particular group of people. 

NBP: See Name-Binding Protocol. 

notification: An audi ble or visible indication that your application (or other software) 
requires the user's attention. 

notification queue: The Notification Manager's list of pending notification requests. 

notification record: The internal representation of a notifi cation request, through which 
you specify how a notification is to occur. 

notification request: A request to the Notification Manager to create a notification. 

notification response procedure: A procedure that the Noti ficati on Manager can 
execute as the fi nal step in a notification. 

object: The first field in the name of an AppleTalk entity. The object is assigned by the 
entity itself and can be anything the user or application assigns. See also name, type, zone. 

offscreen graphics world: A graphics environment created by the offscreen graphics 
routines of the Graphics Devices Manager. 

Open Application event: An Apple event that asks an application to perform the tasks
such as di splaying untitled windows-associated with opening itself; one of the four required 
Apple events. 

open connection: The state of a connection when the two connection ends have 
established communication. Compare closed connection, half-open connection. 

Open Documents event: An Apple event that requests an application to open one or 
more documents specified in a list; one of the four requ ired Apple events. 

optional parameter: A supplemental parameter in an Apple event used to specify data that 
the server application should use in addition to the data specified in the direct parameter. 
Optional parameters are listed in the attribute identified by the keyOptionalKeywordAttr 
keyword. Applications use this attribute to specify or determine whether data exists in the form 
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of optional parameters. Optional parameters need not be included in an Apple event; default 
values for optional parameters are part of the event definition . It is the responsibility of the 
server application that handles the event to supply values if optional parameters are omitted. 
See also Apple event attribute, Apple event parameter. 

outline: The mathe matical description of the Bezier curves that make up an outl ine glyph. 

outline font: A collection of outline glyphs in a particular typeface and styl e with no 
size restriction. The Font Manager can generate thousands of point sizes from the same 
TrueType font. 

outline glyph: The model of a glyph in an outline font, described mathemati cally by 
lines and arcs between points. 

outline point: A point used by the Font Manager to calcu late the lines and curves that 
constitute an outline glyph. See also Bezier curve. 

page: The basic unit of memory used in virtual memory. 

paging: The process of moving data between physical memory and the backing-store file. 

paging device: The volume that conta ins the backing-store file. 

palette: A collection of color records, each containing an RGB color and its usage category . 

partition: A contiguous block of memory that the Process Manager allocates for an appl i
cation' s use. The partition is divided into specific areas: application heap, AS world, 
and stack. 

phonetic order: The order in which characters are pronounced. 

pixel: Short for picture element; the smallest dot you can draw on the screen. 

pixel map: A data structure that contains in formation about an image's pixels, including 
their arrangement for display , the number of bits per pixel (its depth) , and the colors the 
image requires. 

play from disk: The ability of the Sound Manager to play sampled sounds stored on disk 
(either in a file or in a resource) continuously without audible gaps. 

point: (I) A unit of measurement for type. Twelve points equal 1 pica, and 6 picas equal 
I inch; thus, I point equals approx imately !02 inch. (2) The intersection of a horizontal grid 
line and a vertical grid line on the coordinate plane, defined by a hori zontal and a vertical 
coordinate. See also outline point. 

port: (I) A portal through which an open application can exchange information with 
another open application using the PPC Toolbox. A port is designated by a port name and a 
location name. An application can open as many ports as it requires so long as each port 
name is unique within a particular computer. (2) A connection between the CPU and main 
memory or a device (such as a terminal) for transferring data. (3) A socket on the back panel 
of a computer where you plug in a cable for connection to a network or a peripheral device. 
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port name: A unique identifier for a particul ar application within a computer. The port 
name contains a name string, a type string, and a script code. An applicati on can specify 
any number of port names for a single port so long as each name is unique. See also port. 

Power Manager: The firmware that prov ides an interface to the power management 
hardware in the Macintosh Portable computer. The Power Manager also provides some 
services unique to the Macintosh Portable-such as reading the current c lock speed-that 
are not directly re lated to power control. See also Power Manager IC. 

Power Manager IC: The 50753 microprocessor in the Maci ntosh Portab le computer. 
The Power Manager IC (along with other c ircuits) controls power to the various subsystems 
of the Macintosh Portable. See also Power Manager. 

Preferences folder: A directory located in the System Folder for holding fi les that record 
users' configuration settings for applications on a pa1ticular Macintosh computer. 

preferred partition size: The partition s ize at which your application can run most 
effecti vely and which the Operating System attempts to secure upon launch of the application. 

primary caret: The high caret that is displayed at the pri mary caret position for the 
character offset in the primary line direction. See also dual caret. 

primary caret position: The screen location (denoted by a primary caret) associated 
with the character that has the same direction as the primary line direction. 

Primarylnit record: A data structure in the dec laration ROM of a NuBus card that 
contains initialization code. The Slot Manager executes d1e code in the Primarylnit record 
when it first locates a declaration ROM during syste m startup. See also Secondaryinit 
record. 

primary line direction: The dominant line directio n of the current script system, 
specified by the value of the system alignment global variable, TESysJust. 

Print Documents event: An Apple event that requests that an application print a list of 
documents; one of the four required Apple events. 

PrintMonitor Documents folder: A directory located in the System Folder for storing 
spooled documents waiting to be printed. 

privilege model : A set o f' conventions fo r controlling access to stored fil es. 

process: An open application or, in some cases, an open desk accessory. (Only desk 
accessories that are not opened in the context of another application are considered processes.) 

process serial number: A number ass igned by the Process Manager to identi fy a 
particular instance of an application du1ing a single boot of the local machine. 

programming language: A set of symbols and associated rules or conventions for 
writing programs. For example, BASIC, Logo, and Pascal are programming languages. 

publish: To make data ava ilable to other documents and appl ications through a publisher. 
When a user creates or edits the data in the publisher and then saves it, the current version of 
the data is stored in an edition. See also edition, publisher, subscribe. 
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publisher: A portion of a document that makes its data available to other documents or 
applications. A publisher stores its data in an edition whenever a user creates or edits the data 
in the publi sher and then saves it. See also edition, section, subscriber. 

query: A string of commands and data sent to a database or other data source. A query 
does not necessarily extract data from a data source; it might only send data or commands to a 
database or other application. 

query definition function: A function contained in a query document that prompts 
the user for information and modifies the query before the Data Access Manager sends it to 
the data server. 

query document: A file of fil e type 'qery' containing commands and data in a format 
appropriate for a database or other data source. An application uses high-level Data Access 
Manager routines to open a query document. 

query record: A data structure in memory containing information provided by a 'qrsc' 
resource. The query record includes a pointer to a query. 

Quit Application event: An Apple event that requests that an application perfom1 the 
tasks-such as releasing memory, asking the user to save documents, and so on-associated 
with quitting; one of the four required Apple events . The Finder sends thi s event to an appli
cation immediately after sending it a Print Documents event or if the user chooses Resta1t or 
Shut Down from the Finder's Special menu. 

region: (I) An arbitrary area or set of areas on the QuickDraw coordinate plane . The outline 
of a region should be one or more closed loops. (2) A linguistic or cultural entity that does not 
necessarily correspond to a province or nation and is associated with a number, called a 
region code, that indicates a spec ific localized vers ion of Macintosh system software. 

region code: A number used to indicate a particu lar locali zed version or Macintosh 
system software. Constants for region codes are defi ned in the MPW fil es PackMacs .a, 
Packages.h, and Packages.p. 

relative path: The path through a volume's hierarchy from one fil e or directory to another. 

required Apple event: One of fo ur core Apple events that the Finder sends to applica
tions. These events are called Open Documents, Open Application, Print Documents, and 
Quit Application. They are a subset of the core Apple events. 

required parameter: A keyword-specified descriptor record in an App le event that must 
be specified. For example, a li st of documents to open is a required parameter for the Open 
Documents event. Direct parameters are often required, and other additional parameters 
may be required . Optional parameters are never required. 

Rescued Items from volume name folder: A directory located in the T rash directory 
that is created by the Finder at system startup. restart, or shutdown on ly when it finds items 
in the Temporary Items folder, usually after a system crash. The Rescued Items from volume 
name directory is named for the volume on which the Temporary Items folder exists. When a 
user empties the Trash, all Rescued Items fo lders disappear. 

result handler: A routine that the Data Access Manager call s to convert a data item to a 
character string. 
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routing table: A table, maintained by RTMP, that specifies the shortest path to each 
possible destination network number. See also Routing Table Maintenance Protocol. 

Routing Table Maintenance Protocol (RTMP): A protocol used by routers on an 
AppleTalk internet to determine how to forward a data packet to the network number to 
whic h it is addressed. See also routing table, RTMP stub. 

RTMP: See Routing Table Maintenance Protocol. 

RTMP stub: The portion of the Routing Table Maintenance Protocol conta ined in an 
AppleTalk node other than a router. DDP uses the RTMP stub to dete1mjne the network num
ber (or range of network numbers) of the network cable to which the node is connected and to 
determine the network number and node ID of one router on that network cable. See also 
Datagram Delivery Protocol. 

run: A sequence of text that is contiguous in memory and that has the same attributes, 
such as font, size, style, script, color, and direction . See also direction run, script run, 
style run. 

sampled sound synthesizer: A sound synthesizer that generates digitally recorded 
or computed sounds. 

saturation: A measurement of how much white a color contains-the less white, the more 
saturated the color. 

script: A writing system for a human language, which may include characters that are 
alphabetic, syllabic, or ideographic. Scripts may differ in the direction in which their 
characters and lines are written sequentiaJly, the size of the character set used to represent the 
script, and context dependence. Examples of scripts include Roman, Japanese, Arabic, and 
Hebrew. Many scripts-like Japanese, Chinese, and Korean-have more than one subscript. 

script code: A number indicating a particu lar script system on the Macintosh. Constants 
for these numbers are defined in the MPW interface files ScriptEqu.a, Script.h, and Script.p. 

script run: A sequence of text that is contiguous in memory and that is all in the same script. 

script system: A collection of software fac ilities that provides for basic differences 
between writing systems, such as character sets, fonts, keyboards, text collation, and word 
breaks. Examples of script systems are Roman, Japanese, Arabic, Traditional Chinese, 
Simplified Chinese, Hebrew, Greek, Thai, and Korean. See also script, subscript. 

secondary caret: The low caret that is di splayed at the secondary caret position for the 
character offset. See also dual caret. 

secondary caret position: The screen location (denoted by the secondary caret) 
associated with the character that has an opposing direction from the primary line direction. 

Secondarylnit record: A data structure in the declaration ROM of a NuBus card that 
contains initialization code. The Slot Manager executes the code in the Secondary I nit record 
after RAM patches to the Operating System have been loaded from disk during system 
startup . See also Primarylnit record. 

secondary script: An auxi liary writing system that can be used in documents but does 
not control the defau lt behavior of the script system. 
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section: A document or portion of a document that shares its conten ts w ith other docu
ments. The Edition Manager supports two types of sections: publishers and subscribers. A 
publisher makes its data avai lable to share and a subscriber subscribes to available data. See 
also publisher, subscriber. 

selector: See selector code. 

selector code: A parameter passed to the Gestalt function indicating what information 
about the operating environment the application currentl y requires. 

selector function: The function called by the Gestalt function when an app lication has 
called Gestalt to determine information about the operating environment. 

server application: An application that, us ing the Apple Event Interprocess 
Messaging Protocol, offers a service (for example, printing files, spell-checking words, 
or performing numerical calculations) to other applications (called client applications). 
Apple event servers and clients can reside on the same local computer or on remote computers 
connected to a network. 

session: ( l ) A logical (as opposed to physical) connection between two entities (such as a 
Macintosh program and a database server) that facilitates the transmission of information 
between the two entities. (2) In the PPC Toolbox, an exchange of information between one 
open application with a port and another open application with a port. Sessions can occur 
between applications that are located on the same computer or across a network. An applica
tion has the option to accept or reject a session request. Authentication of the requesting user 
may be required before a session can commence. See also authentication, message 
block, port. 

session ID: A number that unique ly identifies a session. 

7.0-compatible: Said of an application that runs without problems in system software 
version 7.0. 

7.0-dependent: Said of an application that requires the existence of features that are 
present on ly in system software vers ion 7 .0. 

7.0-friendly: Said of an application that is 7.0-compatible and takes advantage of some 
of the special features of system software version 7 .0, but is still able to pe1form al I its 
principal functions when operating in version 6.0. 

signature: A resource whose type is de fined by a four-character sequence that un iquely 
identifies an application to the Finder. A signature is located in an application 's resource fork . 

simple script system: A script system that represents scripts with small character sets, 
requires only single-byte characters, has a text direction of left to right, and is not context
dependent. Examples of simple script systems are Roman and Cyrillic. See also script 
system. 

sleep demand: A message from the Power Manager that informs a sleep queue routine 
that the Power Manager is about to put the Macintosh Portable into the sleep state. When a 
routine in the sleep queue receives a sleep demand, it must prepare for the sleep state as 
quickly as possible and return control to the Power Manager. See also sleep request, 
sleep-request revocation, wakeup demand. 
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sleep queue: An operating-syste m queue that contains pointers to all of the routines that 
the Power Manager must call before it puts the Macintosh Portable computer into the sleep 
state or returns it to the operating state. 

sleep request: A message from the Power Manager that in forms a sleep queue routine 
that the Power Manager would like to put the Macintosh Portable computer into the sleep 
state. The routine then has the option of denying the sleep request. See also sleep demand, 
sleep-request revocation, wakeup demand. 

sleep-request revocation: A message from the Power Manager that in forms a sleep 
queue routine Lhat the Power Manager has canceled a sleep request. The routine then can 
reverse any changes it made in response to the sleep request. See also sleep demand, 
sleep request, wakeup demand. 

sleep state: A low-power-consumption state o f the Macintosh Portable computer. In 
the sleep state, the Power Manager and the various device drivers shut off power or remove 
clocks from the computer's vari ous subsystems, including the CPU, RAM, ROM, and 
IIO ports. 

slop value: The difference between the des ired width and actual width before justification 
of a line of text or of a style run. The Script Manager justificati on routines assume the slop 
value for a line is to be di stributed among the style runs on a line and among the words and 
characters w ithin a style run . 

slot: A connector into which a card can be installed to expand the capabilities of 
a computer. 

slot resource: See sResource data structure. 

Slot Resource Table: A tab le maintained by the S lot Manager that lists all of the 
sResource data structures currently available to the system. 

sound channel: A queue of sound commands created by the Sound Manager and 
linked to a sound synthesizer. 

sound-channel initialization parameter: A parameter passed to the SndNewChannel 
fu nction indicating the type of sound characteristics the specified sound channel should have. 

sound command: An instruction to a synthes izer to produce sound , modify sound, or 
otherwise assist in the overall process of sound production. 

sound file: A fi le of fi le type 'AIFF' or 'ATFC' that can be used to store sound commands 
and sound data. See also sound resource. 

sound resource: A resource of resource type 'snd ' that can be used to store sound 
commands and sound data. See also sound file. 

sound synthesizer: The executable code (stored in a resource of resource type 'snth') 
that is linked to a sound channel and manages all communication between the Sound Manager 
and the available sound hardware. See also sampled sound synthesizer, square-wave 
synthesizer, wave-table synthesizer. 
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source application: The application that sends a particu lar Apple event to another appli 
cation or to itself. T ypically, an Apple event client sends an Apple event requesting a service 
from an Apple event server; in this case, the client is the source application for the Apple 
event. The Apple event server may return a different Apple event as a reply-in which case, 
the server is the source for the reply Apple event. 

square-wave synthesizer: A sound synthes izer that generates sounds described by a 
square wave. 

sResource data structure: A data structure in the declaration ROM of a NuB us card that 
defines a function or capability of the card. There is one sResource data structure for each 
function the card can pe1form plus one sResource data structure that identifies the card. Some
times called a slot resource. 

stack: An area of memory in the application partition that is used to store temporary 
variables. 

Startup Items folder: A directory located in the System Folder for storing applications 
and desk accessories that the user wants started up every time the Finder starts up. 

static window: A window that doesn' t change its title or reposition any of the objects 
within its content area. 

stationery pad: A document that a user creates to serve as a template for other documents. 
The Finder tags a document as a stationery pad by setting the isStationery bit in the Finder 
flags field of the file's Flnfo record. A n application that is a ked to open a stationery pad 
should copy the template's contents into a new document and open the document in an 
untitled window. 

status routine: A routine provided by a developer that can update w indows, check 
the results of the low-level calls made by the Dara Access Manager's DBStartQuery and 
DBGetQueryResults functions, and cancel execution of these functions when appropriate 
to do so. 

style run: A sequence of text that is contiguous in memory and in wh ich al l the characters 
are in the same typeface, size, style, color. and script. Also called fon11at run. 

subscribe: To obtain data that a publisher makes available in an ed ition. A user subscribes 
to a publisher by choosing Subscribe To from the Edit menu and selecting the desired edition. 
See also edition, publish. 

subscriber: A portion of a document that automatically obtains current data from other 
documents and applications. A subscriber reads data from an edi tion. See also edition, 
section. 

subscript: A distinguishable subset of characters included with in a script. For example, 
the subscripts of the Japanese Script System inc lude Hiragana and Katakana (sy llabic), Kanji 
(ideographic), and Romaji (alphabetic). 

syllabic: Used to describe a type of character representation in which the characters stand 
for syllables in the language-for example, Japanese Katakana. 

symmetrical protocol: A communications protocol in which the two client at either end 
of the connection are equal and can perform exactly the same operations. 
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sy nth esizer: See sound synthesizer. 

system alert sound: A sound resource stored in the System file that is played whenever 
an application or other executable code calls the SysBeep procedure. 

system Apple event dispatch table: A table in the system heap that the Apple Event 
Manager uses to map Apple events to those Apple event handlers that are available to all 
applications and processes running on the same computer. 

system coercion table: A tab le in the system heap that contains coercion handlers 
available to all applications and processes running on the same computer. 

System file: A fi le, located in the System Folder, that contains the basic system soft
ware plus some system resources, such as font and sound resources. In system software 
version 7.0, the System file behaves li ke a fo lder in this regard: although it looks like a 
suitcase icon, double-clicking it opens a window that reveals movable resource fi les (such 
as fonts, sounds, keyboard layouts, and script system resource collections) stored in the 
System file. 

system menu: A menu that is used to provide access to system features such as applica
tion switching, Balloon Help, keyboard script systems, and so forth. All system menus use 
icons as titles. 

system result handler: A result handler that is avail able to all applications that use the 
Operating System. Compare application result handler. 

system script: The primary script system specified in the 'itlc' resource that is used by 
various parts of the Operating System-in dialog boxes and menu bars, for example. The 
system script affects system defau lts, such as the default font, line direction, and so forth. All 
other scripts are secondary or auxi li ary to the system script. Also called primal)' script. 

target: The file, directory, or volume described by an a lias record. 

target address: An application signature. a process serial number, a sess ion ID, a target 
lD record, or some other application-defined type that identifies the target of an Apple event. 

target application: The application addressed to receive an Apple event . Typically, 
an Apple event client sends an Apple event requesting a service from an Apple event server; 
in this case, the server is the target application of the Apple event. The Apple event server 
may return a different Apple event as a reply-in which case, the client is the target of the 
reply Apple event. 

Temporary Items folder: A directory located at the root level of a volume for storing 
temporary buffer files created by applications. The Temporary Items fo lder is invisible to 
the user. 

temporary memory: Memory allocated outside of an application ' s heap zone that may be 
available for occasional short-term use. 

text rendering: The process of display ing characters that are stored in me mory. 

32-bit addressing: The abi lity to use all 32 bits of a pointer or handle in determining 
memory addresses . 
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32-bit clean: Said of an appl icati on that is able to run in an environment where all 32 bits 
of a memory address are used for addressing. 

tip: For a help balloon, the point at the side of the rounded rectangle that indicates what 
object or area is explained in the help balloon. See also help balloon, variation code. 

token: An abstract category (represented by sequences of characters) that stands for a 
variable name, symbol, or quoted literal. A token may have more than one representation
for example, less than or equal to can be represented as<= or :::; . 

tolerant color: A usage category for colors in a palette. It spec ifies how closely the RGB 
color needs to be matched when the color is displayed. 

transaction: A sequence of Apple events sent back and forth between a client and a server 
application, beginning with the client' s initial request for a service. Al l Apple events that are 
part of one transaction must have the same transaction ID. 

transaction-based protocol: A communications protocol in which one socket cli ent 
transmits a request for some action and the other socket client carries out the action and trans
mits a response. 

Trash folder: A directory at the root level o f a volume for storing files that the user has 
moved to the Trash icon. After opening the Trash icon, the user sees the collection of all 
items that the user has moved to the Trash icon-that is, the union of appropriate Trash 
directories from all mounted volumes. A Macintosh set up to share files among users in a 
network environment maintains separate Trash subdirectories for remote users within its 
shared, network Trash directory. The Finder for system software version 7.0 empties a Trash 
directory (or, in the case of a file server, a Trash subdirectory) onl y when the user of that 
directory chooses the Empty Trash command. 

type: The second fie ld in the name of an AppleTalk entity. The type is assigned by the entity 
itself and can be anything the user or application assigns. See also name, object, zone. 

typeface: A distinctly designed co llection of glyphs for a particular character set. Each 
typeface has its own name, such as New York or Symbol. Compare font. 

unsolicited connection event: An event initiated by ADSP or the remote connection 
end that is not in response to any .DSP routine that you executed. See also AppleTalk Data 
Stream Protocol. 

usage category: A specification o f how colors in a palette are to be displayed. Categories 
are animated, courteous, explicit, inhibited, tolerant, pm White, and pmBlack. 

variation code: Jn the header component of a help resource, an integer that specifies the 
preferred position of a help balloon relative to its hot rectangle. The balloon definition 
function draws the frame of the help balloon based on its variation code. 

verb: An integer constant that controls the function of a multipurpose routine. 

virtual memory: The part of the Operating System that allows any properly configured 
Macintosh computer with an MMU (or PMMU) to extend the available amount of memory 
beyond the limits of physical RAM. 
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wakeup demand: A message from the Power Manager that informs a sleep queue routine 
that it must reverse whatever steps it followed when it prepared for the sleep state. See also 
sleep demand, sleep request, sleep-request revocation. 

wakeup timer: A timer that the Power Manager uses to return the Macintosh Portable 
computer from the sleep state to the operating state at a specific time. 

wave table: A sequence of wave amplitudes measured at fi xed intervals. 

wave-table synthesizer: A sound synthesizer that generates sounds described by 
a wave table. 

word: (1) In natural languages, a representation of a sound or a combination of sounds 
meaning a certain object, feeling, or idea; one of the basic components of language. A word 
comprises one or more characters whose visual representations are called glyphs. (2) Prior 
to system software version 6.0.4, as defined by TextEdit, any series of printing characters, 
excluding spaces (ASCII code $20) and including nonbreaking spaces (ASCIJ code $CA). 
In system software version 7.0, TextEdit also depends on the Script Manager's FindWord 
procedure, so TextEdit's definition of a word has been extended. The way TextEdit uses the 
Script Manager's FindWord procedure lo calculate word breaks has a significant impact on 
word selection. For example, in the system software that is localized for the United States, 
parentheses and other punctuation marks are no longer included as part of a word selection. 
However, this behavior may vary on other localized versions of the U.S . system software. 
Furthermore, when a user double-clicks a series of spaces, that series of spaces is selected 
as a word. 

word wrap: The automatic continuation of text from the end of one line to the beginning 
of the next without breaking in the middle of a word. 

working directory: A temporary directory reference that the File Manager uses to 
specify both a directory and the volume it resides on. The File Manager assigns a reference 
number to each working directory . 

worldwide system software: The system software that enables you to create versions 
of your applications that run in other regions or work with different scripts and languages. 
Worldwide software includes the Macintosh Script Management System and related 
components, such as the International Utilities Package, the international resources, the 
keyboard resources, the Macintosh script systems, and cettain keyboard-handling routines. 

ZIP: See Zone Information Protocol. 

zone: A logical grouping of a subset of the nodes on the internet. The zone is the third fie ld 
in the name of an AppleTalk entity . See also name, object, type. 

Zone Information Protocol (ZIP): An AppleTalk protocol that maintains a table in 
each router, called the zane i11formatio11 table, that lists the relationships between zone names 
and networks. 
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defined 6-10 

addresses of Apple events 6-57 to 6-59 
'addr' keyword 6-10 
'adev' file type 32-8 
'adrp' alias type 9-30 
ADSP. See AppleTalk Data Stream Protocol 
advance width of glyphs 12-6, 12-20 
AEAddressDesc data type 6-10, 6-57 to 

6-59 
AEArrayData data type 6-109 
AEArrayType data type 6-109 
AECoerceDesc function 6-100 to 6-101 
AECoercePtr function 6-100 
AECountltems function 6-45, 6-77 to 6-78 
AECreateAppleEvent function 6-55, 6-86 to 

6-87 
AECreateDesc function 6-58, 6-87 
AECreateList function 6-88 
AEDeleteltem function 6-98 
AEDeleteKeyDesc function 6-99 
AEDeleteParam function 6-99 
AEDesc data type 6-9 to 6-10 
AEDescList data type 6-1 I to 6-12 
AEDisposeDesc function 6-99 

IN-I 

I 
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AEDuplicateDesc function 6-87 to 6-88 
AEEventClass data type 6-108 
AEEventID data type 6-108 
AEEventSource data type 6- l 09 
AEGetArray function 6-79 to 6-80 
AEGetAttributeDe c function 6-77 
AEGetAttributePtr function 6-44, 6-4S, 

6-76 to 6-77 
AEGetCoercionHandler function 6-102 
AEGetEventHandler function 6-73 
AEGetlnteractionAllowed function 6-82 to 

6-83 
AEGetKeyDesc function 6-81 
AEGetKeyPtr function 6-80 to 6-8 1 
AEGetNthDesc function 6-79 
AEGetNthPtr function 6-47, 6-78 to 6-79 
AEGetParamDesc fu nction 6-43, 6-4S, 

6-7S to 6-76 
AEGetParamPtr function 6-42, 6-7S 
AEGetSpecialHandler function 6- 104 
AEGetTheCurrentEvent function 6-86 
AEIMP (Apple Event Interprocess 

Messaging Protocol) 6-3 
AEinstallCoercionHandler function 6- 101 , 

6-102 
AEinstallEventHandler function 6-28 to 

6-30, 6-7 l to 6-73 
AEinstallSpecialHandler function 6-1 03 
AEinteractAIJowed data type 6-S3, 6-108 
AEinteractWithUser function 6-S4, 6-83 
AEKeyDesc data type 6-11 
AEKeyword data type 6-10 to 6- 1 1 
AEP 32-7 
AEProcessAppleEvent function 6-74 
AEPutArray function 6-90 
AEPutAttributeDesc fu nction 6-93 
AEPutAttributePtr function 6-92 to 6-93 
AEPutDesc function 6-89 
AEPutKeyDesc function 6-9 1 
AEPutKeyPtr function 6-90 to 6-9 1 
AEPutParamDesc function 6-S6, 6-92 
AEPutParamPtr fu nction 6-S6, 6-9 1 to 6-92 
AEPutPtr fu nction 6-89 
AEQ. See AppleTalk Transition Queue 
AERecord data type 6-12 to 6- 14 
AE records 

adding data to 6-90 to 6-91 
adding keyword-specified descriptor 

records to 6-9 1 
creating 6-88 
defined 6- 12 to 6-1 4 
deleting keyword-specified descriptor 

records from 6-99 

IN-2 Index 

getting data out of 6-80 to 6-8 1 • 
getting descriptor records out of 6-81 
getting sizes and descriptor types of 

keyword-specified descriptor records in 
6-97 

relationship to other Apple Event Manager 
data strnctures 6- 14 

AERemoveCoercionHandler function 6-102 
to 6-103 

AERemoveEventHandler function 6-73 to 
6-74 

AERemoveSpecialHandler function 6-104 
AEResetTimer function 6-83 to 6-84 
AEResumeTheCun-entEvent function 6-84 

to 6-8S 
AESend function 6-62, 6-93 to 6-96 
AESendMode data type 6-108 
AESendPriority data type 6-1 08 
AESetlnteractionAllowed function 6-82 
AESetTheCurrentEvent function 6-8S 
AESizeOf Attribute function 6-98 
AESizeOfKeyDesc function 6-97 
AESizeOfNthltem function 6-96 to 6-97 
AESizeOf-Param function 6-97 to 6-98 
AESuspendTheCurrentEvent function 6-84 
'aevt' descriptor type 6-9 
'aevt' event class 6-7 
AS register 

and AS world 28-6 
and LwrString trap 14-91 
restoring 28-14,28-16 
saving 28-14, 28- 16 

when using Gestalt selector functions 
3-4S 

when using Notification Manager 24-9, 
28-14 

when using Sound Manager 22-78 
setting in Time Manager tasks 23-13 

AS world 
and context switchi ng S-13 
defined 28-6 
how the Process Manager creates 29-S 
routi ne for setting and restoring 28- 16 
setting, in Notification Manager tasks 

24-9 
setting, in Time Manager tasks 23-13, 

28-6 
setting before calling Script Manager 

rou tines 14-38 
AFP (AppleTalk Filing Protocol 2S-1 2, 

32-8 
AIFF files 22-2S to 22-34 

creating 22-93, 22- 100 



AIFF fil es (Continued) 
play ing sounds in 22- 15, 22-56 
storing sounds in 22-10 

AJFF-C files 22-25 to 22-34 
creating 22-93, 22-100 
playing sounds in 22-15, 22-56 
storing sounds in 22- 10 

ALAP. See LocalTalk Link Access Protocol 
alert boxes 

displayed by Notification Manager 24-4, 
24-5, 24-7 

help balloons for I l-33 to 11 -49 
help balloons for areas outside of 11 -58 to 

11 -6 1 
and the Help menu 11 -28, 11-63 
for multiple publishers in a document 

4-19, 4-30, 4-48, 4-51 
for new publisher 4-17 
position of 2-23 
for PPC session termination 7-6 

aliases 
defined 9-29 
resolving 9-29 to 9-32 
sty le of names 14-40, 14-4 1, 14-85, 

14-86 
Alias Manager 27-3 to 27-22. See also alias 

records 
limitations with MFS disks 25-9 
routines in 27-12 to 27-1 9 
testing for availability 3-35, 27-8 

alias records 
contents 27-4, 27- 12 
creating 27-9, 27-1 2 to 27-14 
customizing 27- 12 
defined 27-3 
getting information about 27- 12 
private Alias Manager data 27-5 
for publishers and subscribers 4- 14, 4-1 8 
reading 27-19 
relative path in 27-5 
resolving 27-6 to 27-8 

functions for 27-9 to 27- 11 , 27- 15 to 
27- 19 

resources 9-29 
storing and retrieving 27- 1 I 
updating 27- 11 

alias types 9-30 
alignment of text 

defined 14-33 
flush right 15- 16 
fully justified 14-33 to 14-34 
left 15-19 
localization issues 2-8 

Index 

in right-to-left directional scripts 15- 19 to 
15-20 

routines for handling justified text 14-64 
to 14-68 

system 15-4, 15-14, 15-l 9 
TextEdit constants for 15-20 

'alis' descriptor type 6-9 
'alis' resource type 4- 17, 9-29, 27-1 1 
AllocContig function 25-34 
AllowPurgePixels function 2 1-15 
alternate rectangles. See also hot rectangles 

defined 1 1-8 
specifying in 'hdlg' resources 11-36 to 

11 -37 
specifying in HMShowBalloon function 

11-53 to 11 -54 
alternating icon in menu bar 2- 15, 24-4, 24-7 
'amnu' folder type 9-43 
ampCmd command 22-5 1, 22-83 
amplitude of sounds 22-8 
animated colors 20- 10 to 20- 13 

allocation of 20-7 
defined 20-5 
on direct devices 20- 1 1, 20-1 2 
returned to a device 20-11 

AnimatcEntry procedure 20-23 
AnimatePalette procedure 20-23 
AOff procedure 3 1-22 
AOnlgnoreModem procedure 3 1-2 1 
AOn procedure 3 1-2 1 
'appa' descriptor type 6-9 
'appe' fi le type, and the Extensions folder 

9-41 
AppendDITL procedure 3- 19, 3-20 to 3-22 
Apple Desktop Bus, testing for last 

keyboard used 3-37 
Apple event attributes 

adding to Apple events 6-92 to 6-93 
defined 6-6 
event classes 6-7, 6-10 
event IDs 6-7, 6-10 
event sources 6- 10 
getting data out of 6-44 to 6-45, 6-76 to 

6-77 
getting descriptor records out of 6-77 
getting descriptor types of 6-98 
getting sizes of 6-98 
interaction level 6- 10, 6-44, 6-51 
missed keyword 6- 10, 6-44, 6-4 7 to 6-48 
optional keyword 6-10 
return ID 6- 10, 6-55 
setting with AECreateAppleEvent function 

6-54 to 6-55 

Index IN-3 

I 
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Apple event attri butes (Co111i1111ed) 
target address 6- 10. 6-57 to 6-59 
timeout 6- 10, 6-64 
transaction ID 6- 10, 6-55 

AppleEvent data type 6-1 2 to 6- 14 
Apple event dispatch tables 

getting entries from 6-73 
installing entries into 6-28 to 6-30. 6-7 1 

to 6-73 
removing entri es from 6-73 to 6-74 
system 6-28 

Apple event handlers 
adding to dispatch tables 6-28 to 6-30, 

6-71 to 6-73 
called from the AEProcessAppleEvent 

function 6-74 
defined 6-15 
getting from di spatch tables 6-73 
removing from dispatch tables 6-73 to 

6-74 
wri ting 6-47 to 6-48 

Apple Event Interprocess Messaging 
Protocol (AEIMP) 6-3 

Apple Event Manager 6-3 to 6- 1 17 
and Event Manager 1-7 
routines in 6-71 to 6- 104 
testing for availability 6-25 
use of Notification Manager 6-54 
user and server application interaction with 

6-51 to 6-54, 6-82 to 6-83 
Apple event parameters 

adding 6-55 to 6-57, 6-91 to 6-92 
additional 6-8 
checking for miss ing required 6-47 to 

6-48 
defined 6-6 
deleting 6-99 
direct 6-8, 6- l 1 
error number 6-48 to 6-49 
error string 6-49 to 6-50 
gelling data out of 6-42 to 6-43, 6-75 
getting descri ptor records out of 6-43, 

6-75 to 6-76 
getting descriptor types of 6-97 to 6-98 
getting sizes of 6-97 to 6-98 
optional 6-8, 6-10 
required 6-8 

Apple event protocol 5-10 
Apple event records 

defined 6- 12 to 6- 14 
di sposing of 6-50 to 6-5 1 
getting data out of 6-80 to 6-8 1 
getting descriptor records out of 6-8 1 

IN-4 l11c/ex 

relationship to other Apple Event Manager 
data structures 6-1 4 

Apple events. See also Apple event 
auributes; Apple event parameters 

accepting 6-26 to 6-27 
addresses for 6-57 to 6-59 
and application-defined events 5-3 
Appli cation Died 6-7 1, 29-1 6 
categories of 6-6 
client applications using 6-5 
components of 6-6 Lo 6-8 
create Publisher 6-38 
creating 6-54 Lo 6-59 
data structures in 6-8 to 6- 14 
defined 6-3 
determining current 6-86 
dispatching 6-74. 6-83 to 6-86 
disposing of 6-50 to 6-5 1 
from Edition Manager 4-1 2 to 4-14 
getting data out of 6-40 to 6-47 
Open Application 6-7. 6-31. 6-33 
Open Documents. See Open Documents 

event 
Print Documents 6-7, 6-32, 6-35 to 6-36 
processing 6-14 to 6-20. 6-74. 6-83 to 

6-86 
Quit Applicati on 6-7. 6-32, 6-36 to 6-37 
relationship to high-level events 6-26 to 

6-27 
reply. See reply Apple events 
replying to 6-48 to 6-50, 6-66 to 6-67 
requesting services through 6-1 9 to 6-24 
requi red 3- 11 , 6-30 to 6-37 
Reset T i mer 6-84 
responding to 6- 14 lo 6- 19, 6-20. 6-26 to 

6-27 
resuming handling of 6-84 to 6-85 
return IDs in 6-55 
Section Cancel 4-12 
Section Read. See section Read event 
Secti on Scroll 4-1 2. 4-43, 4-77, 6-38 
Secti on Wri te 4- 12. 4- 19, 6-37 
sending 6-59 to 6-63 
server applications us ing 6-5 
supporting 1- 12 
suspending handling of 6-84 
testing for avai labi lity 3-35. 6-25 
transaction IDs in 6-55 

Apple menu 
alternating icon and 24-4, 24-7 
applications in 9-32 
help balloons for 11 - 10 to 11-13 



Apple Menu Items fo lder I 0-3 
alias type for 9-30 
defined 9-4 1 
find ing 9-43 

Apple Publications Style Guide 2- 13 
Apple reserved keyboard equ ivalents 2-35 
AppleShare 

local version 25-4 
and paging devices 28- 18 

Apple Sound Chip (ASC) 22-3, 22-6, 22-54 
AppleTalk. See also ApplcTalk Manager; 

protocols, AppleTalk 
appl ication interfaces 32- 10 
connection riles 32-8 
connection listening sockets 32-39 
data links 32-4 
device dri vers 32-8 to 32- 10 
gening in formation about 32- 12 to 32- 16 
internet addresses 32-7 
names of entities 32-7 
network addresses 32-1 5 
net work numbers 

determining range 32-1 2 
and Phase 2 32-6 
value of 32-15 

and Power Manager 3 1-8 
router addresses 32- 15 
sessions 32-7 
wildcard characters in 32- 16 
zone information table 32-7 
zones 32-7 

getting information about 32-3 l to 
32-37 

AppleTalk Address Resolution Protocol 
(AARP) 32-25, 32-28 

AppleTalk Data Stream Protocol (ADSP) 
32-37 to 32-78. See also .DSP dri ver 

attention-message buffer 32-44 
attention messages 

attention codes 32-40 
connection event nag 32-40 
hand ling 32-47 
sending 32-77 
and user routines 32-56 

connecti on control block 32-38 to 32-40 
connection ends 

closing 32-67 
configuring 32-45. 32-60 to 32-62 
derined 32-38 
establi shing 32-58 to 32-60 
fi lterAddress 32-64, 32-7 1 
ID nu mbers 32-64, 32-67 
removing 32-68 

resett ing 32-78 
state of 32-39 

connection events 
types 32-40 
user routines 32-56 to 32-57 

connection listeners 32-52 to 32-55 
activating 32-70 to 32-7 1 
closing 32-72 
de fined 32-38, 32-69 

Index 

establishing 32-52 to 32-53, 32-69 to 
32-70 

how to use 32-53 to 32-54 
routi nes 32-69 to 32-78 
sample code 32-54 

connection listening sockets 32-39 
connection requests, li stening for 32-70 to 

32-7 1 
connections 

closing 32-47 to 32-48, 32-67 to 32-69 
denying an open request 32-72 
determining the status of 32-73 
establishi ng 32-58 to 32-67 
maintai ning 32-46 to 32-47, 32-73 to 

32-78 
opening 32-43 to 32-46, 32-62 to 32-66 

connection servers, defi ned 32-69 
filter address 32-64, 32-7 1 
how to use 32-38 to 32-57 
opening modes 

descriptions 32-62 
summary 32-66 

parameter block 32-40 to 32-43 
reading data 32-46 to 32-47, 32-74 
receive queue 

defined 32-44 
and dspl nit routine 32-59 
and dspRead routine 32-46 

relationship to other protocols 32-6, 32-8 
routi nes in 32-58 to 32-78 

sequence of use 32-43 to 32-54 
sample code 

connection li steners 32-54 
user routine 32-57 
using ADSP 32-48 

send queue 
defined 32-44 
and dsplnit routine 32-59 
and dspWri te routine 32-46 
nushing 32-76 

sequence numbers 32-65 
user nags 32-39 
when to use 32- l 2 
wri ting data 32-46, 32-75 

Index i N-5 

I 
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AppleTalk drivers 32-8 to 32-10. See also 
AppleTalk Manager 

.ATP dri ver 32-29 to 32-3 1 

.DSP driver. See .DSP driver 

.ENET dri ver. See .ENET dri ver 

.MPP dri ver 32-1 2 to 32-16 
testing for versions 3-35, 32- 1 I 
.XPP dri ver. See .XPP driver 

AppleTalk Echo Protocol (AEP) 32-7 
AppleTalk Event Queue. See AppleTaJk 

Transition Queue 
AppleTalk Fi ling Protocol (AFP) 25- 12, 

32-8 
AppleTalk Link Access Protocol. See 

LocalTalk Link Access Protocol 
AppleTalk M anager 32-3 to 32- 1 I 0. See 

also AppleTaJk; AppleTalk drivers; 
protocols, AppleTalk 

changes to 32-4 
closing 

denying permission 32-23 
granting permission 32-23 
requesting permission 32-20 

how to use 32-1 I to 32- 12 
references to other books 32-3 
references to other volumes P- 16 
routines in 

AppleTalk Transition Queue 32- 18 to 
32-2 1, 32-24 to 32-25 

.ATP driver 32-29 to 32-3 1 

.DSP dri ver 32-58 to 32-78 

.ENET driver 32-88 to 32-96 
LAP Manager 32-27 to 32-29 
.MPP driver 32- 12 to 32-16 
.XPP driver 32-34 to 32-37 

status change (AppleTalk transition). See 
AppleTalk Transition Queue 

testing for version 32-11 
AppleTalk Phase 2 

features 32-4 
and Macintosh models 32-3 
testing for availability 32- 11 

AppleTalk Session Protocol (ASP) 
described 32-7 
when to use 32- 1 I 

AppleTalk Transaction Protocol (ATP) 
32-29 to 32-3 1 

ATPGetRequest function, canceling calls 
to 32-29 

described 32-7 
release timer, setting 32-30 
when to use 32-1 I 

IN-6 Index 

AppleTalk Transition Queue (ATQ) 32-17 
to 32-24 

adding fi elds 32- 18 
entries 

adding 32-1 8 
how called 32-2 1 to 32-24 
removing 32- 19 
when called 32-2 1 

sending messages to 32-20 to 32-2 1 
transitions 

cancel-close 32-23 
defining 32-24 
developer-defined 32-24 
open 32-22 
permission-to-close 32-23 
prepare-to-close 32-22 
routine selectors 32-2 1 

'APPL' fil e type 9-8 
application creator string 3-42 
Application Died event 6-7 1, 29- 16 
application heap 29-5 
application icons 

creating 2-18 to 2-2 1, 9-9 to 9- 13 
default 9-10 
help balloons for 11-56 to 11-58 

application interfaces, AppleTalk 32- 10 
Application menu 

al ternating icon in 2- 15. 24-4, 24-7 
desk accessories in 9-32 
diamond-shaped mark in 24-4. 24-7 
disabled during modal dialog 3- 14 
help balloons for I 1- 10 to 11 - 13 
relationship to other menus 3-1 5 

appl ication partitions 28-5 
applications 

adding to desktop database 9-56 
alias type for 9-30 
in Apple menu 9-32 
in Apple Menu Items fo lder 9-4 1 
creating icons fo r 2- 18 to 2-2 1, 9-9 to 

9- 13 
defaul t icon for 9- 10 
he lp balloons for icons 11-56 to 11-58 
launching from the Finder 9-24 to 9-26 
removing from the desktop database 9-57 

application stack 29-5 
application-unavailable alert box messages 

9-20 to 9-22 
application zone 28-4 
ApplZone 28-5 
arrow keys, acti ons fo r selected text 15- 14 
ascent line of fonts 12-6 
ASP. See AppleTalk Session Protocol 



assembly-language infonnation 
compatibility issues 3-6 
conventions for notes P-6 

AssociateSection function 4-18, 4-43, 4-65 
'****'file type 9- 15 
'**** ' (wildcard) descriptor type 6-9, 6-29, 

6-72 
asynchronous calls, Data Access Manager 

8-10, 8-50 to 8-51 
asynchronous parameter block record 8-50 

to 8-5 1 
ATEvent procedure 32-24 
ATP. See AppleTalk Transaction Protocol 
.ATP driver 32-29 to 32-3 1. See also 

AppleTalk Transaction Protocol 
ATPKillAllGetReq function 32-29 
ATPParamBlock data type 32-30 
ATPreFlightEvent function 32-24 
A TQ. See AppleTalk Transition Queue 
A TQentry data type 32- 17 
attention codes, ADSP 32-40 
attention-message buffer 32-44, 32-59 
attention messages 

attention codes 32-40 
connection event flag 32-40 
handling 32-47 
sending 32-77 
and user routines 32-56 

attributes of Apple events. See Apple event 
attributes 

audible notificati ons 2- 15, 24-4 
Audio Interchange File Format (AIFF). See 

AIFF 
Audio Interchange File Format extension for 

Compression (AIFF-C). See AIFF-C 
AudioSelection data type 22-58 
authentication of users 7-8, 7-24 

defined 7-7 
automatic gain control 22-65 
A/UX 

accessing hardware under 3-7 
running Macintosh applications under 

3-6, 3-24 to 3-28 
testing for version 3-35 
using Sound Manager under 22-3 
writing to 'CODE' segments under 23- l 4 

A/UX Release 2.0 3-26 
A/UX Toolbox 3-24 to 3-27 
availableCmd command 22-41 , 22-83, 

22-87 

Index 

B 

background applications 
and Extensions fo lder 9-41 
making notification requests 24-3, 24-7 

background notification. See Notification 
Manager 

background-onl y application 29-4 
background processes 29-4 
background tasks, making notification 

requests 24-3, 24-7 
backing-store fil e 28- I 0 
backing-store order 14-36, 15-5 to 15-6 
backing volume 28- 18 
BackwardTable state table 14-5 I 
balloon definition function 

creating 11-64 to 1 I -65 
standard I 1-6 

Ba lloon Help on-line assistance. See also 
help balloons 

for customized Open and Save dialog 
boxes 26-1 I 

defined l 1-3 
determining whether enabled I J-65 
enabling and disabling 11 -3, I 1-5, 11 -66 
for icons 9-34 to 9-35 
for Keyboard menu 14-2 1 
user interface guidelines 11 - I 4 to 11- I 7 

base line of fonts 12-6 
battery, Macintosh Portable 

calculating voltage 3 L-23 
charging 3 1-23 
low voltage 3 1-4, 3 1-1 4, 3 1- 16, 3 1-24 
read ing the status of 3 1-23 to 31-24 

BatteryStatus function 3 1-23 
Bezier curves 12- lO to 12-12 
BIC transfer mode 17- I 6 
bidirectional script systems I 4- 16 
bidirectional text 14-30 
bitmapped fon ts 

compared to outline I 2-8 
defined 12-4 

bitmapped glyphs. See also bitmapped fon ts: 
glyphs 

defined I 2-4 
bitmaps 

for bitmapped glyphs I 2-4 
fo r out I ine glyphs I 2- I 3 to 12-14 

BitMapToRegion function 17-25 
BitTst function 3-34 
black-and-white icons 2- 19 
BlockMove procedure 22-77 
'BNDL' resource type 9- 16 to 9- I 9 

Index !N-7 

I 
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BOff procedure 31-22 
BOn procedure 31-21 
'boo!' descriptor type 6-9 
borders for publishers and subscribers 4-7 

to 4-9, 4-43 to 4-46 
in bitmapped graphics 4-50 
in compound publishers 4-44 
in object-oriented graphics 4-49 
Show/Hide Borders command 4-44 
in spreadsheets 4-48 
in word processors 4-47 

bottleneck procedures 17-19 
boundaries 

character offset 15-8 
direction 15-8 
script 15-13 

bounding box of glyphs 12-6, 12-2 L 
BreakTable data type 14-126 
BreakTablePtr data type 14-126 
broadcast addresses, Ethernet 32-79 
BTst function 3-34 
bufferCmd command 22-43, 22-84 
buffers 

ADSP attention messages 32-44, 32-59 
ADSP connection control block 

attention message 32-40 
data 32-40 
for double-byte characters 15-13, 15-23 

ADSP receive queue 32-44, 32-59 
ADSP send queue 32-44, 32-59 
dspRead routine data 32-74 
dspWrite routine data 32-75 
EGetlnfo function data 32-93 
.ENET driver data packets 32-81, 32-94 
ERead function data 32-92 
GetLocalZones function 

for ZIP 32-36, 32-37 
zone names 32-36 

GetMyZone function 
for ZIP 32-35 
zone names 32-35 

GetZoneList function, zone names 32-37 
PGetAppleTalklnfo function 

data link address 32-16 
local node zone name 32-16 

ReadPacket routine data 32-87 
ReadRest routine data 32-87 
for text 15-23 

bundle bit 9-37 
bundle resources. See also ' itlb' resource 

creating 9-16 to 9-19 
used in desktop database 9-45 

bus error vectors 28-24 

/N-8 Index 

buttons 

c 

names 2-26 to 2-28 
placement 2-29 

caching and virtual memory 28-20, 28-28 
CalcColorTable function 18- 14 
calendars 

codes for 14-11 4 
extra day and month names for 14-28 
formats for 14-28 
'itl l ' resource ex tensions 14-87 to 14-89 
localization 14-107 
multiple 14-28, 14-87 
use in worldwide software 2-5 

callBackCmd command 22-84 
callback routines. See also status routines 

with MatchAlias function 27-20 
with SndNewChannel function 22-77 to 

22-79, 22-81 
with Standard Fi le Package routines 

26- 1 I to 26- 19 
CallEditionOpenerProc function 4-56, 4-79 
CallFormatIOProc function 4-60, 4-80 
canBackground fl ag 5-15 
Cancel button 2-27 
Cancel Publisher button 4-4 L 
Cancel Subscriber button 4-41 
'card' resource type 10-7 
cards, NuBus. See also Slot Manager; 

sResource data structures 
enabling and disabling 30-6 
EtherTalk 32-79 
initialization 30-4 

carets 
dual 14-109, 15-9 to 15-10 
movement across direction boundaries 

15-11 
position 

for highlighting 15-6 to 15-7 
at li ne ends 15-14to 15-15 

ve1tical movement of 15-1 4 
case conversion routines 14-62 to 14-63 
case conversion tab les 14-90 to 14-91 
catalogs 

defined 25-10 
effects of FSpExchangeFi les 25-17 
Finder information in 9-36 to 9-38 
searching 25-20 to 25-25, 25-40 to 25-42 

CatMove function 25-35 
CCB 32-38 to 32-40 



cdev. See control panels 
'cdev' file type L0-3 

for Monitors extension 10-6 to 10-7 
cdev function J 0-4 
cedilla I 4-90, 14-97 
CGrafPort data type 21-4 
character codes 

avoiding as delimiters 14-104 
double-byte 14-34, 14-108 
and glyphs 12-5 
localizing 14-34, 14-108 
mapping from key codes 14-96 
in relation to cursor movement 2-6 
and script identification 14-23 
and scripts 14-109 
for standard Roman character set 12-5 
storing in memory 14-36 

character offsets 15-6, 15-7 
boundaries for 15-9 
determining the position of 15-31to15-32 
at line breaks 15-32 
in mouse-down positions 15-8 

characters. See also accents; character codes; 
glyphs 

alphabetic representation of 14-30 
avoiding special codes as delimiters 14-104 
context dependence of 14-32 
conversion offsets 14-92 
defined 12-3 
double-byte 15-13 
end-of-line 15-26 
ideographic representation of 14-30 
ignorable 14-27 
input of 14-35, 15-11to15-12 
leading edge of 14-68 
lowercase 14-32 
parsing into words 15-56 to 15-58 
reordering 14-33 
representation of 14-30 
Roman in non-Roman fonts 14-108 
routines for obtaining information 14-45 
syllabic representation of 14-30 
tokens for 14-12 
trailing edge of 14-68 
type offsets 14-92 
type tables 14-90 
uppercase 14-32 

character sets 
codes for and script codes 14-8 
original Macintosh 14-104 
standard Roman 12-5, 14-104 

CharByte function 14-45 
byte types 14-114 

Index 

CharB yteTable data type 14-124 
Char2Pixel function 14-45, 14-64, 15-8, 

15-27 
CharType function 14-45 

constants 14-114 to 14-1I5 
to get language-specific information 

14-103 
localizing character type tables for 14-90 

to 14-91 
modification of tables for, in U.S. system 

14-105 
relocation of tables for, in 'itl2' resource 

14-91 
ChunkHeader data type 22-27 
chunks (in AIFF and AIFF-C files) 

Common 22-29 to 22-31 
data types used to describe 22-27 
Form 22-27 to 22-28 
Format Version 22-28 to 22-29 
list of types 22-26 
local 22-28 
organization of 22-26 to 22-27 
Sound Data 22-31 to 22-32 

'cicn' resource type 10-13 
circumflex accent 14-97 
client applications for Apple events 6-5, 

6-52 to 6-53 
clients, of AppleTalk protocols 32-5 
Clipboard 5-20 
clock speed, reading in Macintosh Portable 

31-20 
close boxes, help balloon for 11-10 to 

11-12, 11-58to 11-61 
Close command 9-32 
CloseEdition function 4-25, 4-70 to 4-71 
Close WO function 25-35 
CLUT (color look-up table) 16-17. See also 

color tables 
CmpSoundHeader data type 22-47 
CMYColor data type 19-6 
CMYK color model 19-6 
CMY2RGB procedure 19-10 
codes 

character. See character codes 
key 14-15, 14-24 
language. See language codes 
number representation 14-85, 14-114 
optional calendar 14-28, 14-114 
region 14-7, 14-84 
script. See script codes 
table 14-77 
translating from key to character 14-23 to 

14-25 

Index IN-9 
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code, self-modifying 23-1 4 
coercion handlers for descriptor types 

6-67 to 6-70, 6-101 to 6-103 
color 

guidelines for use of 2-1 6 to 2-20 
introduced with Macintosh II 16-3 

color banks 18- 13 
color environment 

changing 20-6 to 20-7 
restoring 20-7 to 20-8 

color grafPort record 
direct pixels and 16-18 
in graphics environment 2 1-3 
indexed pixels and 16-16 
modifying 17-27 
off screen 2 1-5 
overview of 16-1 2 

color icons 
defining 9-10 to 9- 12 
guidelines for designing 2- 19 to 2-20 
for keyboards 14-20 
using with the Notification Manager 24-7 

Colorlnfo data type 20-5 
colorizing in Color QuickDraw 17-1 6 
color look-up tables . See color tables 
Color Manager 16-7 
color menu 9-1 2 
color models 19-4 to 19-8 

CMYK 19-6 
converting between 19-9, 19-10 
HLS 19-6 to 19-8 
HSV 19-6 to 19-8 
RGB 19-4 to 19-6 

Color Picker dialog box 
and color models 19-8 
displaying 19-8 to 19-9 
example of 19-3 
prompt string for 19-10 

Color Picker Package 19-3 to 19-13 
routines in 19-9 to 19- 1 1 
summari zed 16-7 

Color QuickDraw 17-3 to 17-30. See also 
QuickDraw; version 2 picture format 

compatibility of different versions J 6- 18 
to 16-1 9 

completion of drawing, determining 
17-20, 17-26 

converting bitmaps to regions 17-19, 
17-25 

copying pixel images 17- 12 to 17-1 7 
data structures, modifying 17- 10 to 17-11 
device-independence of 16-5 
image resolution 17-18 to 17- 19 

IN- JO Index 

luminance mapping 17-18 
new result codes 17-28 
references to other vol um es P- 12 
relationship to rest of graphics package 

16-7, 16- 17 
routines in 17-25 to 17-28 
versions of 16-6 

colors 
guidelines for using 2-1 6 to 2-2 1 
Label menu commands for 9-1 2 
matching 20-10 

color sampling methods 
constants for choosing 18-4 
creating your own 18-1 2 to 18-14 
methods of 18-4 
specifying for GetPictlnfo 18-10 
specifying for GetPixMaplnfo 18-1 0 
specifying for NewPictlnfo 18-11 

color tables 
for animation 20- 10, 20-23 
default 17-18, 20-7, 20-8 
defined 16- 10 
palettes and 20- 17 
and pixel depth 16-8 

color usage categories 20-8 to 20-1 3 
combining 20-6, 20- 12 to 20- 13 
defined 16- 10 
list of 20-8 

Command-key equivalents. See keyboard 
equivalents 

commands, menu. See menu commands 
comment information, obtaining from a 

picture 18-7 
CommentSpec data type 18-7 
CommentType data type 14- 128 
ConunonChunk data type 22-29 
common parent in alias records 27-5 
communication over a network 1-23. See 

also AppleTalk; interapplication 
communication 

Communications Resource Manager, testing 
for availability 3-36 

Conununications Toolbox 1-23, 3-10 
testing for version 3-36 

compatibi lity. See also Gestalt Manager 
accessing hardware warning 3-7 
AppleTalk Phase 2 and Macintosh models 

32-3 
assembly-language considerations 3-6 
A/UX guidelines 3-24 to 3-28 
customized standard file dialog boxes 

26-20 
defined 3-5 



compatibility (Continued) 
general gu idelines 3-5 to 3-9 
locali zing applications 3-22 to 3-24 
low-memory global vaiiables warning 3-7 
and memory use 3-6 
trap avai lability 3-7 to 3-9 
version 7.0 guidelines 3-9 to 3-22 

'comp' descriptor type 6-9 
completion routines 

for .DSP routines 32-43 
TIO 28-3 
in PPC Toolbox 7-1 3 lo 7-14, 7-37 to 7-39 

for PPCAccept function 7-30 to 7-3 1 
for PPCinform function 7-29 to 7-30 
for PPCRead function 7-32 to 7-33 
for PPCReject function 7-31 
for PPCWrite function 7-33 to 7-34 

in Sound Manager input 22-62 
compressed sound header 22- t 0 
compressing picture data 17-22 
compressing sounds 22- 13 to 22- 15, 22-55 
Comp3tol procedure 22-55, 22-9 1 
Comp6to 1 procedure 22-55, 22-91 
computers, determining model in use 13-15 
conjunct characters. See ligatures of glyphs 
connection control block (CCB) 32-38 to 

32-40 
connection ends 

closing 32-67 
configuring 32-45, 32-60 to 32-62 
defined 32-38 
establishing 32-58 to 32-60 
fi lter address 32-64, 32-7 1 
ID numbers 32-64, 32-67 
removing 32-68 
resetting 32-78 
state of 32-39 

connection events 
types 32-40 
user routines 32-56 to 32-57 

connection fi les 32-8 
connection listeners 32-52 to 32-55 

activating 32-70 to 32-7 1 
closing 32-72 
defined 32-38, 32-69 
establishing 32-52 to 32-53, 32-69 to 

32-70 
how to use 32-53 to 32-54 
routines 32-69 to 32-78 
sample code 32-54 

connection listening sockets 32-39 
Connection Manager, testing for availabi lity 

3-35 

Index 

connections, AOSP 
closing 32-47 to 32-48, 32-67 to 32-69 
denying an open request 32-72 
determining the status of 32-73 
establishing 32-58 to 32-67 
mai ntai ning 32-46 to 32-47, 32-73 to 

32-78 
opening 32-43 to 32-46, 32-62 to 32-66 

connection servers 32-69. See also 
connecti on listeners 

connectivity. See AppleTalk 
ContainerChunk data type 22-28 
content regions of help balloons I t-64 
context dependence of characters 14-32 
context of a process 

defined 29-4 
switching 5- 13, 29-6 

contextual script systems 14-16 
contours of glyphs 12-12 
control definition functions 28-12 

avoiding memory address violations 1-20 
Control Manager, messages 28- 12 
Control Panel. See control panels 
control panel files. See control panels 
control panels I 0-3 to 10-29 

and dialog items list 10-4 
installing and removing 9-39 
Keyboard 14- 18, 14-19, 14-98 
maintaining compatibility with older 

operating systems 10-4 
Map 14-1 9 
Memory 28-9, 28- 17 
and menu items I 0-4 
Monitors. See Monitors control panel 
providing icons for 2-22 
script configuration 14- 17, 14-1 9 
size of rectangles l 0-4 
Sound. See Sound control panel 
in volumes of Inside Macintosh P- 10 
where to store 10-3 
worldwide 14- 19 
writing 10-4 

Control Panels fo lder 
alias type for 9-30 
defined 9-41 
finding 9-43 

controls 
alignment of 2-8 
help balloons for 11-36 

conventions 
of a typical chapter P-5 
ofthisvolume P-6 toP-7 

Index IN-11 
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converting 
between color models 19-9 
case of text 14-62 
geographic information 14-13 
long dates 14-48 
numbers to and from localized formats 

14-1 3 
representation of numbers 14-49 
text into tokens 14-48 
time zones 14- 13 
worldwide dates and times 14-48 

cooperative multitasking 2- 14, 5-6 
CopyBits procedure 2 1-5 

optimizing for speed 21- 13 
CopyDeepMask procedure 17- 15, 17-25 to 

17-26 
CopyPalette procedure 20-23 
core Apple events 6-6, 6-7 
CouldAlert procedure 3-10 
CouldDialog procedure 3-10 
CountDITL function 3- 19 
courteous colors 20-5, 20-9 

PmBackColor and 20-22 
CPUs 

monitoring load of 22-53 
testing for type 3-39 

CreateEditionContainerFile function 4-28, 
4-65 to 4-66 

Create Publisher command (Edit menu) 
2-33, 4-25 

Create Publisher event 6-38 
creation dates handled by FSpExchangeFiles 

25-17 
creators 

assign ing 9-36 
defined 9-7 to 9-9 

CSParam parameter block type 25-20 
CTabChanged procedure 17-11, 17-26 
CTab2Palette procedure 20-24 
'ctr!' folder type 9-43 
cultural values 2-5 
currency formats 14-28, 14-86 
CurrentA5 global variable 28-5 
cursors. See also carets 

animated watch 2-14 
in mixed-directional text 15-9, 15- 11 
spinning beach ball 2-14 
tracking location by Help Manager 11 - 17, 

11 - 19 
custom Apple events 6-6 
CustomGetFile procedure 3-40, 26-23 
customized icons 2-2 1, 9-28 
CustomPutFile procedure 3-40, 26-2 1 
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DAL (Data Access Language) 8-4, 8-56 
DAs. See desk accessories 
dashes ('----') keyword 6-1 1 
'dast' resource type 9-33 
data. See also queries; query documents 

exchanging during PPC session 7-32 to 
7-34 

retrieving using DBGetltem fu nction 8-34 
to 8-35. 8-63 to 8-64 

retrieving using DBGetQueryResult 
function 8-37 to 8-38, 8-54 to 8-56 

sending 8-28 
Data Access Language (DAL) 8-4, 8-56 
Data Access Manager 8-3 to 8-73. See also 

queries; query documents; query 
records; result handlers; se sions. data 
access 

asynchronous cal Is 8- 10, 8-50 to 8-5 1 
canceling a function call 8-59 
connection with a database, illustrated 8-5 
data types 8-34 to 8-37 
di sk-space limit 8-1 1 
high-level inte1face 8-5 to 8-7 

compared to low-level 8-9 
examples 8-6 to 8-9, 8- 15 
retrieving data 8-7 
sending a query 8-6 

high-level routines 8-52 to 8-56 
examples 8-7 
flowchart 8- 13 
sequence of use 8- 12 to 8-19 
uses 8-6 

initializing 8-51 
local database and 8-3 
low-level interface 

compared to high-level 8-9 
examples 8-8, 8-30 
flowchart 8-27 
general description 8-8 to 8-9 
retrieving data 8-9 
sendi ng a query 8-9 
using 8-26 to 8-33 

low-level routines 8-56 to 8-65 
. equence of use 8-26 to 8-33 
uses 8-8 

query resources 8-46 to 8-47 
results records 8-37 to 8-38 
routine selectors 8-73 
routines in 8-50 to 8-66 



Data Access Manager (Co111i1111ed) 
status routines 8- 12, 8- 19 to 8-26 

function declaration 8-20 
sample 8-23 
status messages 8-2 1 to 8-23 

suggested uses 8-3 
testing for avai labi lity 3-36. 8-3 
user interface guide li nes 8- 11 to 8- 12 

for query documents 8-42 
database access. See Data Access Manager 
database command strings. See queries 
database extensions 

asynchronou. execution and 8- 10 
defined 8-4 
name of 8-56 

database queries. See queries 
databases. See Data Access Manager 
Datagram Delivery Protocol (DDP) 32-6 
data links 

addresses of 32- 13, 32- 16 
and AppleTalk connection files 32-4, 32-8 

data offset bit in sound commands 22-20 
data servers 

defined 8-4 
status 8-62 

data types recognized by Data Access 
Manager 8-34 to 8-37 

result handlers 8-39 
DateCachePtr data type 14- 126 
date cache record. See DateCacheRecord 

data type 
DateCacheRecord data type 14-48, 14- 126 
DateDelta data type 14- 125 
dates 

converting 14-48 to 14-49 
formatting 14-28 
localizing 14-74, 14-75, 14- 107 
long formats 14-87 
short formats 14-86 

date ti me record. See LongDateRec data type 
DBAsyncParamBlockRcc data type 8-5 I 
DBBreak function 8-63 
DBColTnfoRecord data type 8-38 
DBDisposeQuery function 8-52 
DBEnd function 8-57 
DBExec functi on 8-6 1 
DBGetConnlnfo function 8-57 to 8-59 
DBGetErr function 8-62 
DBGetltem function 8-63 to 8-64 
DBGetNewQuery function 8-52 
DBGetQueryResults function 

described 8-54 to 8-55 
statu routine 8- J 9 to 8-26 

Index 

DBGetResultHandler fu nction 8-66 
DBGetSessionNum function 8-59 
DBTnit function 8-56 to 8-57 
DBinstallResultHandler function 8-65 
DBKill function 8-59 
DBRemoveResultHandler function 8-66 
DBResultsToText function 8-55 
DBSend function 8-60 
DBSenditem function 8-60 
DBStartQuery functi on 

described 8-53 to 8-54 
status routines 8- 19 to 8-26 

DBState function 8-62 
DBUnGetitem function 8-65 
DCE. See device control entries 
DCE data structures 30-1 7 
ddev. See database extensions 
DDP (Datagram Deli very Protocol) 32-6 
dead keys 

completers for 14-97 to 14-98 
defined 14-23 
feedback in Key Caps desk accessory 

14- I 00 to 14- I 0 I 
DebuggerEnter procedure 28-25, 28-32 
DebuggerExi t procedure 28-25, 28-32 
DebuggerGetMax function 28-30 
DebuggerLockMemory function 28-23, 

28-25, 28-3 1 
DebuggerPoll function 28-26, 28-33 
debuggers, and virtual memory 28-23 
DebuggerUnlockMemory fu nction 28-23, 

28-25, 28-32 
DebugUtil trap 28-24 
defau It color tables 2- 17, 20-7, 20-8 
default help balloons 

de fi ned I 1- 10 to I 1- 13 
overriding I 1-56 to 11-6 1 

defau lt help override resources 
example of 11-60 to J 1-6 J 
fo rmat of I 1-58 to I 1-59 
header for I 1-59 to 11-60 
options for 11 -59 

defau lt palettes 20- 16 
default window positions 2-22 
DeferUserFn function 28-23, 28-30 
Delay function 23-9 
DeleteEditionContainerFile function 4-42, 

4-66 
Delete Userldentity function 7-35 to 7-36, 

7-56 
DelimType data type 14- 128 
descent line of fonts 12-6 

Index IN- 13 
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desc1iptor li sts 
adding data to 6-89 
adding descriptor records to 6-89 
counting descriptor records in 6-77 to 

6-78 
creating 6-88 
defined 6-11 to 6-12 
deleting descriptor records from 6-98 
disposing of 6-50 to 6-5 1 
getting data out of 6-45 to 6-47, 6-78 to 

6-79 
getting descriptor records out of 6-79 
getting sizes and descriptor types of 

descriptor records in 6-96 to 6-97 
relationship to other Apple Event Manager 

data structures 6- 14 
descriptor records. See also keyword-

specified descriptor records 
adding as attributes 6-93 
adding as parameters 6-92 
adding to descriptor lists 6-89 
coercing data in 6-100 to 6-10 I 
counting in descriptor lists 6-77 to 6-78 
creating 6-87 
defined 6-9 to 6- 10 
deleting from descriptor li sts 6-98 
disposing of 6-50 to 6-5 1 
duplicating 6-87 to 6-88 
getting data out of, in descriptor lists 

6-78 to 6-79 
getting descriptor types of, in descriptor 

lists 6-96 to 6-97 
getting from attributes 6-77 
getting from descriptor lists 6-79 
getting from keyword-specified descriptor 

records 6-8 l 
getting from parameters 6-43, 6-75 to 

6-76 
getting sizes of, in descriptor lists 6-96 to 

6-97 
relationship to other Apple Event Manager 

data structures 6-14 
desc riptor types 

coercing 6-67 to 6-70, 6- 100 to 6- 10 I 
defined 6-9 
determining in AE records 6-97 
determining in Apple events 6-97 to 6-98 
determining in descriptor lists 6-96 to 

6-97 
DescType data type 6-9 
design guidelines. See user interface 

guidelines 

IN- / 4 index 

desk accessories. See also control panels 
in Apple Menu Items folder 9-41 
behavior in version 7.0 1-20, 9-32 to 

9-33 
default icon for 9- 10 
Key Caps 14- 19, 14-100, 14-101 
launching 29- 16 
making notification requests 24-3, 24-7 
suitcases for 9-34 

'desk' fo lder type 9-43 
desktop database 9-44 to 9-60 

adding data to 9-54 to 9-57 
closing 9-50 
contents of 9-47 
deleting data from 9-57 to 9-58 
determining parent directory of 9-59 
determining reference number of 9-47, 

· 9-49 to 9-50 
determining space used by 9-59 
locating 9-49 to 9-50 
opening 9-50 to 9-51 
removing data from 9-59, 9-60 
retrieving data from 9-5 1 to 9-54 
saving to disk 9-58 to 9-59 

Desktop file 9-45 
Desktop Folder 

defined 9-41 
finding 9-43 
in standard file dialog boxes 26-6 

Desktop Manager 9-44 to 9-60 
routines in 9-48 to 9-60 

destination service access point 32-25, 
32-28 

device control entries (DCEs) 
.DSP driver 32-44 
.MPP driver 32- 14 
updating the dctlDevBase field 30- 17 

device drivers 
AppleTalk 32-8 to 32-10 
.ATP driver 32-29 to 32-3 1 
.DSP dri ver. See .DSP driver 
.ENET driver. See .ENET driver 
making notification requests 24-3 
.MPP driver 32- 12 to 32- 16, 32-20, 

32-23 
.XPP driver. See .XPP driver 

DeviceList global vari able 2 1-8, 21-2 1, 
2 1-22 

DeviceLoop procedure 2 1-23 
diacritical marks. See also accents 

defined 14-32 
expansion 14-27 
font considerations 14-25. 14-104 



diacritical marks (Continued) 
provided for in 'KCHR' resource 14-97 
routines for stripping 14-62 to 14-63 
sorting 14-26 to 14-27 
storage of 14-36 
tables for stripping 14-90 
treatment of uppercase characters 14-33 

dialog boxes 
aligning text in 14-109, 15-19 
for Color Picker 19-3, 19-8 to 19-10 
customizing 4-52-54 
effect on Macintosh Portable sleep state 

3 1-16 
to enable guest access 7-8 
for font size 2-34 
guidelines for design 2-23 to 2-3 1 
for invalid user names 7-25 
help balloons for 11-33-49 
help balloons for areas outside of 11-58 to 

11-61 
and Help menu 11-28, 11-63 
for incorrect passwords 7-25 
keyboard navigation in 2-25 to 2-26 
layout of 2-29 
localizing 1-22, 14-25, 14-103 
menu selection during modal 3-10, 3-13 
messages in 2-30 
movable modal 2-24 to 2-25, 3-10, 

3-15, 29-6 
positioning 2-23 
for program linking 7-19 to 7-26 
for publisher creation 4-5, 4-25 to 4-27 
for publisher options 4-30, 4-37 
for query documents 8-42, 8-43 
for saving and opening files 26-5 to 26-20 

customizing 26-9 to 26-11, 26-19 
item numbers 26-1 3 

standard file 2-31 
standard save changes 2-31 
for subscriber creation 4-6, 4-22, 4-31 
for subscriber options 4-12, 4-38 
for user identification 7-24 
for users & groups 7-7 
worldwide issues 2-30 

dialog hook functions 26-12 to 26- 18 
dialog item help resources 

compared to rectangle help resources 
11-37, 11-42, 11 -46 

example of ll-38to 11-39, ll-48to 
11-49 

format of 1 1-34 to I 1-35 
header for 11-35 to I 1-36 
options for 11-35 

Index 

dialog item list resources 11-33 to 11-34, 
11-38 

dialog item lists 
appending items to 3-19, 3-20 to 3-22 
for control panels I 0-4 
counting items in 3-19 
removing items from 3-19, 3-22 

dialog items, help balloons for 11-33 to 
11-49 

Dialog Manager 
adding dialog items 3-20 to 3-22 
counting dialog items 3-1 9 
enabling menus during modal dialog 3-13 

to 3-14 
removing dialog items 3-22 
testing for features 3-36 
unsupported routines 3-10 

diamond-shaped mark in Application menu 
2- 15, 24-4, 24-7 

digital-to-analog conve1ter (DAC) 22-6 
DirCreate function 25-35 
direction boundaries 15-8 
direction runs 14-12, 15-5 to 15-6 
directories 

defined 25-6 
described for PBCatSearch 25-20 
finding system-related 9-42 to 9-44 
specifying in HFS 25-7 
specifying with FSSpec records 25-15 to 

25-17 
working 25-6 

directory IDs in resolution of alias records 
27-7 

direct parameters for Apple events 6-8 
direct pixels 16-18, 17-4, 17-11 
Disableldle function 31-20 
Disable WUTi me function 31 -20 
disk cache 28-9, 28-1 0 
'disk' file type 9-15 
disks 

free space limit for data access 8-11 
opening 9-15 

dispatch tables for Apple event handlers 
6-28 to 6-30, 6-71 to 6-74 

display order of characters 14-36, 15-5 to 
15-6 

displays. See screens 
DisposeGDevice function 21-22 
DisposeGWorld procedure 21-5, 21-19 
DisposePalette procedure 20-1 9 
DisposePictlnfo function 18-5, 18-12 
DisposeScreenBuffer function 21-20 
DisposHandle procedure 28-37 

Index JN-15 
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DitherCopy transfer mode 17-17 
dithering, copying using 17-17 
'DITL' resource type 

for custom Open and Save dialog boxes 
26-10 to 26-1 1 

and help items 11-33 to I 1-34, 11-38 
in Monitors control panel extension I 0-12 
used by control panels I 0-4 

'DLOG' resource type 26-10 
documentation , user terms for 2- l 3 to 2- 14, 

4-4, 7-5 
documents 

creating icons for 9- 13, 9-28 
creators of 9-7 to 9-9 
default icon for 2-2 1, 9-10 
help balloons for icons 11-56 to I 1-58 
opening from the Finder 9-24 to 9-26 
prohibiting users from opening from 

Finder 9-22 
doesActivateOnFGSwitch flag 5-15 
'doub' descriptor type 6-9 
double buffers, managing 22-72, 22-90 
double-acute accent 14-90, 14-97 
doubleback procedures 22-34, 22-73, 

22-76 
double-byte characters 

codes for 14-23, 14-34 
mapping to classes 14-52 
and TextEdit 15-13 

double-byte script systems 14-1 6. See also 
inline input 

determining if one is installed 14-42 
dpi (dots per inch) 12-4 
DRA WHook field 15-25, 15-28 
DrawingProc de fproc 21-24 
DrawJust procedure 14-45, 14-64 
DrawText procedure 15-28 
drift-free, fixed-frequency timing services 

23-6 
drivers. See device drivers 
'drop' alias type 9-30 
drop folder, alias type for 9-30 
drop-sample conversion 22-39 
DSAP (destination service access point) 

32-25, 32-28 
dspAttention routine 32-77 
dspCLDeny routine 32-72 
dspCLlnit routine 32-69 to 32-70 
dspCLListen routine 32-70 to 32-7 1 
dspClose routine 32-67 

how to use 32-47 
dspCLRemove routine 32-72 

IN- 16 Index 

.DSP dri ver 32-37 to 32-78. See also 
AppleTalk Data Stream Protocol 

device control entry 32-44 
opening modes 32-62, 32-66 
parameter block 32-40 to 32-43 
routines in 32-58 to 32-78 

seque nce of use 32-43 to 32-54 
dsplnit routine 32-58 to 32-60 
dspNewCID routine 32-67 
dspOpcn routine 32-62 to 32-66 

how to use 32-45 
dspOpti ons routine 32-60 to 32-62 
DSPParamBlock data type 32-41 
dspRead routine 32-74 
dspRemove routine 32-68 

how to use 32-47 
dspReset routine 32-78 
dspStatus routine 32-73 
dspWrite routine 32-75 
DTPBRec data type 9-46 
dual carets 

determining position of 2-7, 15-1 1 
displaying at direction-run boundaries 

14-1 09 
mixed directional text and 15-9 to l 5- 10 
specifying use of 14-81 

duration of sounds 22-8 
DXJnfo data type 9-38 
dynamic windows, help balloons for 11-41 , 

11-49 to 11-56 

E 

EAddMulti function 32-95 
'eadr' resource type 32-79 
Easy Access, testing for features 3-36 
EAttachPH function 32-90 
EDelMulti function 32-95 
EDetachPH function 32-91 
edition containers 

alias record reference to 4- l l, 4-14, 4-19 
creating 4-28 
defined 4-4 
deleting 4-42 
for the GoToPublisherSection functio n 4-43 
opener verbs 4-56 
opening 4-24, 4-30, 4-32, 4-35, 4-59 
preview for 4-32 
standard opener 4-54 

calling 4-56 
locating 4-55 
setting 4-56 



EditionContainerSpec data type 4-33 
EditionHasFormat fu nction 4-35, 4-68 
Edition Manager 4-3 to 4-88. See also 

editions; publishers; subscribers 
Apple events sent by 6-7, 6-37 to 6-38 
and Event Manager 1-7 
limitations with MFS disks 25-9 
routines in 4-61 to 4-80 
sharing dynamic data I-7 
testing for availability 3-36, 4- 1 I 
user interface guidelines 4-4 

edition opener functions 4-54 lo 4-55, 4-78 
EditionOpenerParamBlock data type 4-79 
EditionOpenParamB lock data type 4-56 
editions 

closing 4-25 
creating icons for 2-2 1, 9- 13, 9-27 
default icons for 2-2 1, 4-4 
defined 4-4 
formats for 4-22 to 4-23 
opening 4-23 to 4-24 

to read data 4-35 
to write data 4-30 

preview for 4-6 
reading from 4-24 to 4-25 
relocating 4-52 
writing to 4-24 to 4-25 

Edit menu 
Create Publisher command 2-33, 4-25 
Edition Manager commands in 2-33, 4- 10 
enabled during modal dialog 3- 14 
Paste command 9-28 
Publisher Options command 2-33, 4-37 
Show/Hide Borders command 2-32, 4- 10 
Stop All Editions command 2-32, 4-1 0 
Subscriber Options command 2-32, 4-37 

to 4-38 
Subscribe To command 2-33 

edit record. See TERec data type 
EGetlnfo fu nction 32-93 
8-bit color icons 2-17, 2- I 8 
802.2 protocol 32-25 Lo 32-29 

attaching a protocol handler 32-27 
call ing routines from assembly language 

32-27 
detaching a protocol handler 32-28 
packet headers 32-25, 32-28 

802.3 protocol 32-25, 32-90 
ELAP (EtherTalk Link Access Protrocol) 

32-6 
elapsed times, computing 23-3, 23- 14 
'empt' folder type 9-43 
emptyCmd command 22-53 

Enableldle function 3 1-20 
end-of-line characters 15-26 

Index 

.ENET driver 32-78 to 32-96. See also 
Ethernet 

calling 32-86 lo 32-88 
general-transmission mode, setting to 

32-94 
obtaining information about 32-93 
opening 32-79 to 32-8 1 

sample code 32-80 
packet headers 32-25 
parameter block 32-88 
protocol handlers for 32-90 to 32-9 1 
routines in 32-88 to 32-96 

.ENETO driver 32-80 
Entry2 Index procedure 20-25 
'enum' descriptor type 6-9 
environment, getting informati on about. See 

Gestalt Manager 
Environs procedure 3-4, 3-28, 3-29, 3-30 
EOLHook fi eld 15-25, 15-26 
EParamBlock data type 32-88 
ERdCancel function 32-93 
ERead function 32-92 
'errn' keyword 6- 1 I 
'errs' keyword 6- 1 I 
ESetGeneral function 32-94 
'esrc' keyword 6- 10 
Ethernet 32-78 to 32-96. See also .ENET 

dri ver 
broadcast address 32-79 
ERead function, canceling 32-93 
hardware addresses, changing 32-79 
multicast addresses 32-79, 32-95 to 32-96 
protocol type di sc1iminator 32-25 
read ing data 32-83 to 32-88, 32-92 to 

32-93 
write-data structure 32-8 1 
writing data 32-8 1 to 32-83, 32-91 to 

32-92 
EtherTalk Link Access Protocol (ELAP) 

32-6 
EtherTalk NuBus cards, finding 32-79 
'eve I' keyword 6- 10 
EventA vail function 5- 18 
event classes 6-7 
even t IDs 6-7 
event loops 5- 10 
Event Manager 5-3 to 5-35 

and Apple Event Manager I-7 
and PPC Toolbox 1-7 
routines in 5-29 to 5-32 
in volumes of Inside Maci111osh P-9 

Index IN- 17 
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event masks 5-12 
event records 

event classes in 6-7 
event IDs in 6-7 
and event loops 5- 1 1 
for high-level events 5-2 1 
for mouse-down events 5-16 

events. See also Apple events 
application-defined 5-5 
application-died 5-8 
disabling 5-12 
masking out 5-1 2 
mouse-down 5- 16, l 5-6, I 5-8, 15- 13 
mouse-moved 5-8, 5- 19 
processing while waiting for reply Apple 

event 6-64 to 6-67 
resume 5-6 to 5-8, 29-6 
suspend 5-6 to 5-8, 29-6 

'evid' keyword 6- 10 
EW1ite fu nction 32-9 1 
expanding sounds 22- 14, 22-55 
expansion cards. See cards, NuBus 
explicit colors 20-6, 20- 12 

index collisions and 20- 13 
Exp l to3 procedure 22-55, 22-9 1 
Exp lto6 procedure 22-55, 22-9 1 
exported AppleShare folder, alias type for 

9-30 
exporting pixel map records 17-19 
ExtCommonChunk data type 22-29 to 22-30 
'exte' descriptor type 6-9 
extended networks 32-6 
Extended Protocol. See .XPP driver 
extended Roman character set. See standard 

Roman character set 
extended sound header 22- 10, 22-45 
extension fi les. See Monitors control panel 

extension files 
Extensions folder 

alias type for 9-30 
defined 9-41 
finding 9-43 

'extn' fo lde r type 9-43 
ExtSoundHeader data type 22-46 

F 

'faam' alias type 9-30 
'fact' alias type 9-30 
'fadr' al ias type 9-30 
'faet' al ias type 9-30 
'faex' alias type 9-30 

IN-18 Index 

'fats' descri ptor type 6-9 
'famn' alias type 9-30 
'fapf ali as type 9-30 
'fapn' alias type 9-30 
'fash' ali as type 9-30 
'fast' alias type 9-30 
fast search for alias records 27-7 
'fasy' ali as type 9-30 
'fdrp' ali as type 9-30 
'ffil' fi le type 9-34 
FIDParam parameter block type 25-44 
file attributes 

defined 25-22 
specifying in PBCatSearch 25-20 

file control blocks, effect of 
FSpExchangeFi les 25-18 

file filter functions 
for resolving aliases 27-20 
for standard file display list 26-12 

file IDs 
creating 25-42, 25-45 
defined 25- 10 
deleting 25-46 
exchanging 25-3 1, 25-43 
functions for manipulating 25-44 to 25-47 
preservi ng 25-1 7 
in resolution of alias records 27-7 
resolving 25-46 
tracking fil es with 25-25 to 25-26 

File Manager 25-3 to 25-53 
creating FSSpec records 25- 16, 25-30 
exchanging contents of two fil es 25- 17 to 

25- 18, 25-3 1 
fi le sharing 25-4 
file system specification records 25- 15 
functions modified to accept FSSpec 

records 25-31 to 25-34 
manipulating foreign access-control 

information 25-28 to 25-29, 25-50 to 
25-52 

mounting remote volumes 25-26 to 
25-28, 25-48 to 25-50 

opening data forks 25-52 to 25-53 
reading volume information 25-37 to 

25-40 
relation to Finder 9-3 
routines in 

high-level 25-29 to 25-37 
low-level 25-37 to 25-53 

searching a catalog 25-20 to 25-25, 25-40 
to 25-42 

testing for features 25-12 to 25- 15 
in volumes of Inside Macintosh P-14 



File menu 
Close command 9-32 
Open command 25- J 5, 26-4 
Open Query command 2-32, 8- 12 
Quit command 6-32, 6-36, 9-32 
Save As command 26-4 
Save command 26-4 

filenames, specifying in PBCatSearch 
25-20 

file reference resources 9- 14 to 9-1 9 
files. See also applications; documents 

access control in foreign file systems 
25-11 , 25-28 to 25-29, 25-50 to 25-52 

containing sounds. See AIFF files; 
AIFF-C fil es 

described for PBCatSearch 25-20 
exchanging contents of 25-1 7, 25-31 
managing 1- 18 
sharing 1-1 8 
specifying in HFS 25-7 to 25-8 
specifying in MFS 25-5 
specifying with FSSpec records 25-15 to 

25-17 
temporary 9-40, 9-41 
tracking with fil e IDs 25-25 to 25-26 
updating 25-9, 25-1 7 to 25-1 8 
user comments associated with 9-44 
user interface for saving and opening 

26-3 to 26-28 
fi le system, testing for features 3-36 
fil e system specification 25-4 
fil e system specification (FSSpec) records 

13-1 8, 25-15 
creating resource files with 13- 19 
opening documents with 25-15 to 25-16 
opening resource files with 13-20 to 

13-21 
File Transfer Manager, testing for features 

3-37 
fil e types 

'adev' 32-8 
for alias files 9-30 
'appe' 9-41 
'APPL' 9-8 
'****' 9-1 5 
assigning 9-7 to 9-9, 9-36 
defining in an 'FREF' resource 9-14 to 

9-1 9 
'di sk' 9-1 5 
'ffil' 9-34 
filtering Standard File di splay list by 

26-22 

Index 

finding those supported by applications 
9-52 

'fo ld ' 9-1 5 
'ifil' 9-34 
'kfil' 9-34 
for movable resources 9-33 to 9-34 
opening documents of particular, from 

applicati ons 9-9 
opening documents of particular, from the 

Finder 9-24 to 9-26 
'sc ri ' 9-4 1, 14-20 
'sfil ' 9-34 
for stationery pads 9- 15 
'TEXT 9-8 
user terms for 2-1 3 

Finder 
application interface to 9-3 to 9-68 
database for a volume 9-44 to 9-60 
defined 9-3 to 9-5 
environment provided by 1-4 
limitations with MFS disks 25-9 
relation to File Manager 9-3 
resources used by 9-5 to 9-24 

Finder events 6-7, 6-19 
Finder nags 9-36 to 9-38 
Finder icon help resources 

example of I l-58 
format of 11-56 
header for 11 -57 
options for I l-57 

Finder icons. See system icons 
Finder information 

files to open or print 29-8 
preserving during a file update 25-17 
specifying in PBCatSearch 25-20 
in the volume catalog 9-36 to 9-38 

FindFolder function 9-42 to 9-44 
testing for availability 3-36, 9-43 

FindScriptRun function 
extracting blocks of text with 14-108 
formatting text with 14-46 
interface to 14-130 
use of optional table in 'itl2' resource 

14-37, 14-90 
FindScriptTable data type 14-92 
FindWord procedure 

determining script boundaries for 15-3 l 
drawing and editing text 14-46 
and standard Roman character set 

extensions 14-105 
TextEdit 's definition of a word and 15-15 
used for non-Roman scripts 15-1 6, 15-30 
word break tables for 14-90 

Index IN-19 
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Flnfo data type 9-36 
fi xed values 19-11 
Fix2Smal1Fract function 19- 11 
'FKEY' resource type 13- 16 
'fld#' resource type 9-43 
floating-point unit, testing for type 3-36 
fl oppy di sks, alias type for 9-30 
'flpy' alias type 9-30 
tlushC md command 22-40, 22-52, 22-82, 

22-84 
FlushEvents procedure 5-8 
FlushFonts functi on 12-2 1 
flushing sound channels 22-7 
'FNDR' event class 6-7 
'fo ld' fil e type 9-1 5 
'FOND' resource type 13-7 

IDs for 14-23 
'FONT' resource type 13-7 
fo lder resources 9-43 
folders 

alias type for 9-30 
finding system-related 9-42 to 9-44 
in MFS and HFS 25-6 

folder types 9-43 
'fold' file type 9-1 5 
Font/DA Mover 9-32 
fo nt editors 12-3, 12-21 
font families 12-4 

and determining scripts 14-23 
font famil y resource IDs 

all script systems 13-8 to 13-9 
range of resource IDs ava ilable 13-7 to 

13-9 
Roman script system 13-8 

FontForce flag 14-44 
Font Manager 12-3 to 12-2 1 

choosing TrueType versus bitmapped 
fonts 12- 16 to 12-1 8 

erasing memory caches 12-2 1 
rendering TrueType fonts 12-10 to 12-14 
routines in 12-1 8 to 12-2 1 
scaling fonts 12-8 to 12-9, 12-1 9 to 12-2 1 
testing for features 3-36, 12-14 
in volumes of Inside Macin tosh P- 11 

Font menu 2-34 . See also Font Manager 
font numbers 12-1 6 
font resources 

icon for 9-34 
IDs for 14-22, 14-79 
installing and removing 9-39 

fontruns 14- 12, 15-3 1 

IN-20 Index 

fonts. See also bitmapped fon ts: glyphs: 
TrueType fo nts 

attributes in script systems 14-25 
compatibil ity issues 14-1 07 to 14- 108 
derined for bitmapped 12-4 
defined for TrueType 12-4 
and diacritical marks 14-104 
and 'FOND' IDs 14-23 
force fl ags 14-8 1 
in he lp balloons I I-74 to I I-75 
information in 'itlb' resource 14-85 to 

14-86 
informati on. obtain ing from pictures 18-8 
installing 14- 19 
keyboards, synchroni zation with 14- 109, 

15-11 to 15- 13 
locali zing 2-1 1, 14- 107 to 14- 108 
measurements of 12-6 to 12-7 
point size limit of 12-1 5 
removing 14-1 9 
scaling of 12-8 to 12-9, 12- 19 to 12-2 1 
and scripts 14-23 
single 14-25 
size of 12-7, 12-8 to 12-9, 12- 15 
with the standard Roman character set 

14-104 
storing names or 12- 16 
in styled TextEdit 15- 13 
styles of 12-4 
suitcases for 9-34 
syste m 14- I 04 
terminology for 12-3, 12-5 
using zero-width characters with 14-25 
verbs for retriev ing information 14-40 to 

14-4 1 
fo nt scripts 14-37, 14-79, 15- 11to 15- 13 
font size dialog box 2-34 
Font2Script runction 14-44 
FontScript function 14-38, 14-44 
FontSpec data type 18-8 
foreground processes 29-4 
foreign fil e systems, access pri vileges in 

25-28 to 25-29, 25-50 to 25-52 
ForeignPrivParam parameter block type 

25-50 
FormatClass data type 14- 124 
FormatIOParamBlock data type 4-60 
FormatOrder data type 14- 124 
FormatOrderPtr data type 14- 124 
FormatResul tType data type 14-124 
forma t runs 14-46, 15-5 



formats 
for ca lendars 14-28 
for canonical numbers 14-49 
for currency 14-28 
for date and time 14-28 
for integer format codes 14-l 14 
for long date 14-28 
for measurements 14-28 
for numbers 14-29, 14-49 
for sections 4-24, 4-60 
for short dates 14-28 

FormatsAvailable data type 4-23 
FormatStatus data type 14-124 
format strings 14-49 
FormatStr2X function 14-49, 14-92, 

14-94, 14- 13 1 
Format2Str function 14-49, 14-92, 14-94, 

14-1 3 1 
FormatX2Str function 14-49, 14-92, 

14-94, 14-131 
ForwardTable state table 14-5 l 
4-bit color icons 2- 18, 2-20 
FPU, testing for type 3-36 
frames, sampled sound 22-32 
FreeAlerl procedure 3- 10 
FreeDialog procedure 3-10 
'FREF' resource type 9-14 to 9-19 
freqCmd command 22-42, 22-45, 22-46, 

22-84 
freqDurationCmd command 22-4 l , 22-45, 

22-46, 22-84 
frequency of sounds 22-8 
FSMakeFSSpec function 25-16 to 25- 17, 

25-30 
FSpCatMove function 25-34 
FSpCreate functi on 25-32 
FSpCreateResFile procedure 13-19 
FSpDelete function 25-33 
FSpDirCreate function 25-33 
FSpExchangeFiles fu nction 25-l 7 to 25-18, 

25-3 l 
FSpGetFinfo function 25-33 
FSpOpenDF functi on 25-32 
FSpOpenResFile function 13-20 
FSpOpcnRF function 25-32 
FSpRename function 25-33 
FSpRstLock function 25-33 
FSpSetFinfo function 25-33 
FSpSetFLock function 25-33 
'fss ' descriptor type 6-9 
FSSpec data structure 25- 15, 25-17 
FSSpec record, creating resource fil es with 

13-20 

functional-area Apple events 6-6 
function key resources 13-1 6 

Index 

future execution, scheduling routines for 
23-3 

FVector data type 14-1 27 
FXInfo data type 9-38 

G 

gain control (sound) 22-65 
'gama' resource type I 0-1 3 
gamma tables I 0- l 3 
GDeviceChanged procedure 17-11, 17-27 
GDevice data type 16-1 8, 21-4 
general-transmission mode 32-94 
geographic information, reading and storing 

14-49 
Gestalt [unction 

description 3-46 
determining availability of virtual memory 

28-3 
introduced 3-30 
relation to Environs 3-4, 3-29 
relat ion to SysEnvirons 3-4, 3-29 
Script Manager selectors 14-36 
testing for available features 3-28 
testing for featu res of temporary memory 

28-35 
testing for sound capabil ities 22-3, 22-69 
testing for T ime Manager version 23-4 
use by control panels 10-4 

Gestalt Manager 3-28 to 3-53 
introduced 3-4 
routines in 3-45 to 3-47 
testi ng for availability 3-32 

Gestalt response parameter 3-30 
Gestalt selector codes 

adding 3-42 
application-defined 3-30 
defined 3-30 
environmental 3-3 1. 3-32, 3-35 to 3-41 
informati onal 3-3 1, 3-32, 3-4 l to 3-42 
predefined 3-30 

Gestalt selector functions 3-42 to 3-45 
adding 3-29, 3-42 
defining 3-45 
replacing 3-29, 3-44 

GetAliaslnfo function 27-19 
getAmpCmd command 22-5 1, 22-84 
GetAppFont function 14-43 
GetCatln fo functi on 9-36 

index IN-2 1 
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GetColor function 19-3, 19-8, 19- 10 
on black-and-white hardware 19-9 
on variable CLUT hardware 19-9 

GetCPUSpeed function 3 1-20 
GetCTable function 17-1 8 
GetCurrentProcess function 29-17 
GetCVariant function 28-1 2 
GetDateTime procedure 14-75 
GetDefaultUser function 7-27, 7-56 
GetDefFuntSize function 14-43 
GetDeviceList function 2 1-2 1 
GetDitem procedure I 0- 12 
GetEditionFormatMark function 4-24, 4-67 
GetEdition Info function 4-42, 4-76 to 4-77 
GetEditionOpenerProc function 4-55, 4-78 
GetEntryColor procedure 20-25 
GetEntryUsage procedure 20-25 
GetEnvirons function 14-40 

verbs for 14-42 
GetFinfo function 9-36 
GetFormatOrder procedure 14-46, 14-1 30, 

15-6 
getFrontClicks flag 5- 16, 5- 17 
GetFrontProcess function 29- 19 
GetGDevice function 21 -2 1 
GetGWorldDevice function 2 1- 18 
GetGWorldPixMap function 2 1- 19 
GetGWorld procedure 21- 18 
Get Info box. See informat ion windows 
GetLastEditionContainerUsed function 

4-32, 4-33, 4-71 
GetLocalZones function 32-35 
GetMainDevice function 21-22 
GetMaxDevice function 2 1-22 
GetMBarHeight function 14-43 
GetMyZone function 32-34 
GetNewPalette function 20- 19 
GetNextDevice function 2 1-22 
GetNextEvent function 3- LL , 5-18 
GetNextProcess function 5-3, 29- 1 1, 29-1 7 
GetOutlinePreferred function 12-1 8 
GetPageState function 28-26, 28-33 
GetPalette function 20-20 
GetPaletteUpdates procedure 19-2 1 
GetPhysical function 28-2 1, 28-29 
GetPictlnfo function 18-10 
GetPixBaseAddr function 2 1- 16 
GetPixelsState function 21- 15 
GetPixMaplnfo function 18-9 
GetPortNameFromProcessSerial Number 

function 5-32 
GetPreserveGlyph function 12-2 1 

IN-22 Index 

GetProcesslnformation function 5-22, 
29-10, 29- 1 1, 29-1 8 

limitations with MFS disks 25-9 
GetProcessSerialNumberFromPortName 

function 5-22, 5-32 
getRateCmd command 22-50, 22-85 
GetScript function 14-39 to 14-40 

verbs for 14-40 to 14-41 
GetSpecificHighLevelEvent function 5-28, 

5-31 
GetStandardFormats function 4-78 
GetSysFont function 14-43 
GetSysJust function 14-43 
GetWDinfo function 25-35 
GetWUTime function 3 1-21 
GetWVa1iant function 28-12 
GetZoneList function 32-36 
global variables. See also AS world 

list of D-1 
in Ti me Menager tasks 23-12 to 23-14 

glyph origin 12-6 
glyphs. See also bitmapped glyphs; 

characters; fonts; outl ine glyphs 
contextual dependence of 14-3 1 
defined 12-3 
display order of I 5-5 
double-byte 15-13 
measurements of 12-6-7 
for missing characters in set 12-5 
preserving shape of 15-17 
scaling of 12-8to 12-9, 12-19to 12-21 

GoToPublisherSection function 4-43, 4-77 
grafPorts 14-37, 14-44 
graphics 

features provided by the system software 
1-17 

overview of 16-3 to 16-22 
graphics cards (video cards) 16-8 

declaration ROM of 16- 17 
graphics device record 

definition 2 1-8 
device types of 2 1-7 
direct pixels and 16-18 
dri vers and 21-8 
in graphics environment 21-3 
indexed pixels and 16-16 
managing 2 1-20 to 2 1-24 
modifying 17-27 
overview 16-13 
use of 2 1-5 

Graphics Devices Manager 21 -3 to 2 1-30 
routines in 2 1-1 2 to 2 1-24 

graphics devices, modes of 21-2 1 



graphics managers summarized 16-5, 16-6 
to 16-8 

graphics world 
creating 2 1- 12to2l - 14 
di sposing of 2 1-19 
retrieving 2 1-18 to 21-19 
setting 2 1- 18 
updating 2 1- 16 to 2 1- 18 

grave accent 14-97 
GrayRgn global variable 16-16 
gray-scale dev ices 17-18, 20-13 
GWorldFlags nags set 2 1-5, 2 1-17 

H 

hacek 14-90, 14-97 
handlers for Apple events. See Apple event 

handlers 
handles 

to application-provided resources 14-76 
empty 3-6 
fake 3-6 
purged 3-6 
specifying handles to resources explicitly 

14-77 
hard disks, alias type for 9-30 
hardware address, Ethernet, changing 

32-79 
hardware environment 

testing for computer model 13- 1 S 
testing for features 3-37 

hardware interfaces 1-23 
hasB undle bit 9-37 
hasCustomlcon bit 9-28, 9-38 
HasDepth function 2 1-12, 21-23 
HCreate function 25-35 
HCreateResFile procedure 13-20 
HDelete function 25-36 
'hdlg ' resource type 11 -33 to l 1-49 

compared to 'hrct' resource type 11 -3 7, 
I 1-42, 1 1-46 

example of I 1-38 to I 1-39, l 1-48 to 
I 1-49 

format of 11-34 to 11 -35 
header for I 1-35 to I 1-36 
options for I 1-35 

'hdsk' ali as type 9-30 
header record for version 2 picture format 

17-25 
help balloons 

content of 
extracting I I-79 to I 1-82 

Index 

font name and size for 11-74 to 11-75 
format of, in he! p resources l l -17 to 

11-1 8 
in a he lp message record 11-50 
user interface guidelines ll-14to ll-17 

content region of I 1-64 
default ll-IOto 11 -13, 11-56to 11-61 
defined 11 -3 
determjning whether enabled I J-65 
determjning whether showing 11 -66 
for dialog items I 1-33 to 11 -49 
display ing I 1-5 to 11-10, l l-67 to 11-69 
e nabling and di sabling 11-3, 11-5, 11-66 
getti ng dimensions of 11-78 to 11-79 
for icons 9-34 to 9-35 
for menus 11-21to 11 -33, l l -69 to 11-71 
overriding default 

for application icons l l-56 to l l-58 
for inactive windows ll-58to ll-61 
for window frames 11-58 

positioning I 1-7 to 11-8, 11 -17 
removing 11-50, 11 -54, 11-70, I l-71 
routines for 11-65 to 11-82 
structure region of I 1-64 
user interface guide lines 11-14 to 11-17 
for windows 

dynamic windows I 1-41, 11 -49 to 
11 -56 

static windows 11-4 1 to I l-49 
help balloon tips. See tips of help balloons 
helpltem item type 11 -40 
Help Manager I 1-3 to I 1-88. See also help 

balloons 
methods for displayi ng help balloons 

II -S toll - IO 
routines in I 1-65 to l 1-82 
testing for availability 3-37, 11-1 4 

Help menu 
add ing items to 11 -61 to 11-63 
enabled during modal dialog 3-14, 11-28 
help balloons for 11-I Oto 11-1 3 
Hide Balloons command 11-5 
place in menu bar 3- 15, 11 - 14 
Show Balloons command I 1-4 
user interface guidelines 2-34 

help messages. See help balloons 
help resources. See also default help 

override resources; dialog item help 
resources; Finder icon help resources; 
menu help resources: rectangle help 
resources; wi ndow help resources 

getting and setting I 1-75 to 11-77 
options for I 1- 18 to 11 -20 

Index IN-23 
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'hfdr' resource type 
example of 11-58 
format of 11 -56 
header for 11-57 
options for I 1-57 

HFS (Hierarchical File System) 25-6 
HFS RAM Cache control 28-10 
HGetFinfo function 25-36 
HGetYol function 25-37 
hicharge counter 31-23 
Hide Ball oons command (Help menu) 11 -5 
Hide Borders command (Edit menu) 2-32 
Hierarchical Fi le System (HFS) 25-6 
high caret. See primary caret 
HighLevelEventMsg data type 5-28 
high-level events 5-8 to 5-10. See also 

Apple events 
accepting 5-2 1, 5-27 
defined 5-8 
handling when accepting Apple events 

6-26 to 6-27 
introduced 5-3 
masking out 5-12 
posting opti ons 5-24 
processing while waiting for reply Apple 

event 6-66 to 6-67 
receiving 5-30 
replying to 5-22 
searching for specific 5-28, 5-3 1 
sending 5-22. 5-23, 5-24 , 5-30 
supporting 5-11 
testing for availabiUty 5-3 

highlighting 
boundaries for I 5-8 
of characters in mixed-directional text 

I 5-6 
localizing 14- 109 
of mixed-directional text 15-8 
in non-Roman script systems I 5-6 
outline I 5-23 

HiliteText procedure 14-46. 15-6 
hi stograms, storing colors in 18- 13 
HITTESTHook field l 5-25, 15-29 
HLock procedure 28-37 
HLS color model 19-6, 19-7, 19-8 
HLS2RGB procedure 19- 10 
HMBalloonPict function 11-78 
HMBalloonRect function 11-78 
HMComparelte m identifier 11 -30 to 11 -32, 

I 1-80 
HMExtractHel pMsg function I I -79 
HMGetBalloons functi on 11 -50, 11 -65 
HMGetBalloon Window function 11 -79 

IN-24 Index 

HMGetDialogReslD fu nction I 1-76 
HMGetFont function I 1-74 
HMGetFontS ize function I 1-74 
HMGetHelpMenuHandle function 11-61 to 

I 1-62, 11 -73 
HMGetlndHelpMsg function I 1-8 1 
HMGetMenuResID function I 1-77 
HMlsBalloon functi on I 1-66 
HMMessageRecord data type I 1-50 
HMNamedResourceltem identifier 11-32 to 

I 1-33 
'hmnu ' resource type I 1-2 1 to I 1-33 

example of 11-23 to 11 -24 
format of 11 -22, I 1-3 1 
header for 11-24 to I 1-25 
options for 11-24 

HMPicltem identifier I 1-1 8 
HMRemoveBalloon function 11 -50, 11-54, 

1 1-71 
HMScanhdlg procedure I 1-40 
HMScanhrct procedure 11-40 
HMScanTemplateltems function TD I l -77 
HMSetBalloons function 11 -66 
HMSetDialogReslD fu nction 11-76 
HMSetFont function 11-74 
HMSetFontS ize function 11 -75 
HMSetMenuResID function I 1-76 
HMShowBalloon function I 1-49-56, 11 -67 

to 11-69 
HMShowMenuBalloon function 11 -69, 

11-7 1 
HMSkipltem identifier 11- 18 
HMStringitem identifi er 11 - 18 
HMStringResltem identifi er 11 - 18 
HMSTRResltem identifier I 1-1 8 
HMTEResltem identifier I 1- 18 
holding memory 28- 18, 28- 19 
HoldMemory function 28- 19, 28-26 
HOpenDF function 25-34 
HOpen function 25-36 
HOpenResFile function 13-2 1 
HOpenRF function 25-36 
hot rectangles. See also alternate rectangles 

defined I 1-6 
in 'DITL' resources I 1-37 
in menus 11 -22 
specifying in dynamic windows 11 -49 to 

I 1-50, I 1-54 
specifying in stati c windows 11 -43, 

11 -44 
'hovr' resource type 

example of 11-60 to I 1-6 1 
format of I 1-58 to l l -59 



'hovr' resource type (Co111i1111ed) 
header for I 1-59 to 1 1-60 
options for I 1-59 

'hrct' resource type 
compared to 'hdlg' resource type 11 -37, 

11 -42, 11-46 
example of 1 1-46 to I 1-4 7 
format of 11 -43 
header for I 1-43 
options for I 1-43 to I 1-44 

HRename function 25-36 
HRstFLock function 25-36 
HSetFlnfo function 25-36 
HSetFLock function 25-36 
HSLColor data type 19-7 
HSL color model See HLS color model 
HSY Color data type I 9-7 
HSY color model 19-6, l 9-7, 19-8 
HSV2RGB procedure 19-1 0 
human interface design. See user interlace 

guidelines 
HUnlock procedure 28-37 
'hwin' resource type 

compared to using helpltem item I 1-40 to 
11 -41 

example of 11 -46 to 11 -47, 11 -48 to 
11 -49 

format of 11-44 to 1 1-45 
header for 11 -45 to I 1-46 
options for I 1-45 to 1 1-46 

HyperCard, and format 2 'snd ' resource 
22- 19 

'ICN#' resource type 9- 10 to 9- 12, 9- 16 
icon families 2- 18 

for keyboards 14-98 
resources for 9-9 

icon 1 ist resources 9-1 0 
icon masks 2-20, 9-1 0, 9-1 2 
icon resources 9-9 to 9- 13 

for applications 9-9 to 9- 13 
for keyboards 14-98 

'ICON' resource type I 0-13 
icons. See also icon families; icon resources 

alternating in Application menu title 2-15, 
24-4, 24-7 

black-and-white 2- 18 to 2- 19, 9- 10, 9-1 2 
color 2- 19 to 2-20, 9- 12 
for control panels 2-22 
customizing 2-21, 9-28 

Index 

defaults used by Finder 2-21 , 9- lO, 9-34, 
13-10 to 13- 15 

design guidelines for 2-10 to 2-11 , 2-18 
to 2-22 

for desk accessories 9-32 
in desktop database 9-60 

adding to 9-54 to 9-55 
getting icon defini tions from 9-51 
removing from 9-60 

diamond in Application menu 2- 15, 24-4, 
24-7 

for documents 9- 13, 9-28 
for editions 9-1 3, 9-27 
for font resources 9-33 to 9-34, 14- 19 
help balloons for 11-10, 11-1 3, 11 -56 to 

11-58 
for keyboard layout resources 9-33 to 

9-34 
for keyboards 

examples of 2-1 0 
pattern substi tutions for colors 2-1 I 
relationship to dual caret 15-10 
specifying in 'itlc' resource 14-8 1 

keyboard script 15-10 
large 2-1 8, 9-9, 9- 10 
for query docu ments 9-13 
for script system resource collections 9-33 

to 9-34, 14-1 9 
selection mechanisms for 2-20 
sizes of 2- 18 
small 2- 19, 9-9, 9- 12 
for sound resources 9-33 to 9-34 
fo r stationery pads 9- 13, 9-15, 9-27 
system 2-2 1, 9-1 0, 9-34, 13-1 0 to 13- J 5 
for TrueType font resources 9-33 to 9-34 

'ics#' resource type 9- 12 
ideographic character representation 14-30 
idle functions for Apple Event Manager 

functions 6-64 to 6-66 
idle state of Macintosh Po1table 

controlling 3 1-1 9 
defi ned 3 1-5 
di sabling 31 -1 3, 3 1-20 
enabling 3 1- 13,3 1-20 

IdleUpdate function 31-1 9 
'ifil' file type 9-34 
ignorable characters in sorting 14-27 
images, resolution of 17-1 8 
implic it script codes 14-40 
importing pixel map records 17-1 9 
inactive windows, help balloons for 11-58 

to 11 -6 1 
inacti vity, Macintosh Portable 3 1-5 

Index IN-25 
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index collisions (color) 20- 13 
indexed pixels 16- I 6 to 16- 17, 16-18 
Info box. See information windows 
informational selectors 13-15 
information windows 

using the stationery check box in 9-26 
using to customize icon 9-28 
version information in 9-7, 9-24 

informing user about background activities. 
See Notification Manager 

inhibited colors 20-6, 20-12, 20-1 3, 20-14 
lnitDateCache function 14-1 30 
lnitDBPack function 8-51 
lnitEditionPack function 4-11, 4-62 
'INIT' file type, and the Extensions folder 

9-4 1 
InitGDevice procedure 21-21 
initialization parameters, sound channel 

22-38 
initialization, graphics 16-15 to 16-16 
InitPalettes procedure 20-1 8 
InitPickMethod function 18- 13 
'INIT' resource type 

making notification requests 24- I 0 
in Monitors control panel extensions 

10-14 
InitSDeclMgr function 30-3 
inline input 15- 18, 15-24 
InsertSRTRec function 30- I 7 
installing 

fonts 14-19 to 14-20 
keyboards 14-19 to 14-20 
multiple script systems 14-19 to 14-20 

ordering of script and language codes 
14-73 

updating the Keyboard menu 14-43 to 
14-44 

voices into channels 22- I 0 
JnsTime function 3-7 
InsTime procedure 23-5, 23-6, 23- 10, 

23-1 6 
InsXTime procedure 3-7, 23-8, 23- 10, 

23-16 
'inte' keyword 6- 10 
interapplication communication (IAC) 1-7 to 

1-9 
defined 1-4 
role of Apple events 6-3 

intercharacter spacing. See also justification 
modifying 14-33 to 14-34 
and multiple style runs 14-65 to 14-68 
in Roman text 14-69 
routines for formatt ing text 14-46 to 14-47 

IN-26 Index 

interface design. See user interface 
guidelines 

interlanguage sorting order 14-78 
internal modem. See modem, Macintosh 

Portable 
international resources 14-14 to 14-15, 

14-79 to 14-95 
'itlO' resource type 14-14, 14-86 
'itll' resource type 14- 14, 14-8 1, 14-87 

to 14-89 
'itl2' resource type. See 'itl2' resource 

type 
'itl4' resource type. See 'itl4' resource 

type 
'itl5' resource type 14- 14, 14-8 1 
'itlb' resource type. See 'itlb' resource 

type 
'i tic' resource type 14-14, 14-81 to I 4-82 
'itlk' resource type. See 'itlk' resource 

type 
'itlm' resource type 14- 14, 14-80, 14-82 
numbers of 14-79 
using 14-79, 14-99 
in U.S. system software 14-80 
version 7 .0 enhancements 14-14, 14-80 

international software. See worldwide 
software 

International Utilities Package 14-7 1 to 
14-79. See also international resources; 
Seri pt Manager 

case conversion tables 14-90 
character type tables 14-90 
comparing strings 14-72 
determining interscript sorting order 

14-73, 14-78 to 14-79 
diacritical mark stripping tables 14-90 
interaction with related components 14-17 
language codes in 14-75 to 14-76 
localizing dates, times, and metric 

information 14-74 to 14-75 
modify ing standard string comparison 

14-73 
overview of package 14-13, IA-7 1 
overview of routines 14-72 to 14-75 
routines in 14-75 to 14-79 
script bundles 14-85 
script codes in 14-75 to 14-76 
sorting hooks I 4-90 
specifying resource handles explicitly 

14-77 to 14-78 
word break tables for 14-58, 14-90 



internet addresses 32-7 
interrupt latency 23-6 
interrupt routines, of Sound Manager 22-63 
interrupts 

nonmaskablc 28-25 
VBL 23-9 

inteITupt time 
calling Gestalt at 3-30 
deferring code execution under virtual 

memory 28-23 
routines that may be called at B-7 to B-8 
routines that may not be called at B-1 to 

B-6 
Sound Manager callback routine at 22-78 
Sound Manager doubleback routine at 

22-77 
interscript sorti ng order 14-73, 14-78 
interword spacing 14-69 to 14-70. See also 

justification 
routines for formatting tex t 14-46 to 

14-47 
IntlForce flag 14-44, 14-76. 14-79 
lntlScript function 14-44, 14-78 
lntlTokenize function 14-48, 14-130 

character set extensions and 14-1 05 
'itl4' resource and 14-92 
localizable tables and code for 14-14 
TokenBlock data type and 14-127 
token recognition and 14- 12 

invalidating users 7-35 
110 completion routines 28-3 
l/O functions 4-59, 4-79 to 4-80 
IPCListPorts function 

description 7-41 to 7-42 
use of by PCCBrowser function 7-20 to 

7-22 
IPCListPortsPBRec data type 7- 12, 7-37 
isAlias flag 9-29 
isHighLevelEventAware fl ag 5-16, 6-26 
islnvisible flag 9-37 
IsOutline function 12-1 9 
TsRegisteredScction function 4-13, 4-65 
isStationeryAware flag 5 -1 6 
isStationery bi t 9-26, 9-37 
is32BitCompatible fl ag 5-16 
'itlO' resource type 14-86 

version 7 .0 enhancements 14- I 4 
'itl l ' resource type 14-87 to 14-89 

vers ion 7.0 enhancements 14-14, 14-8 1 
'itl2' resource type 14-90 to 14-93 

accessing the tables of 14-74. 14-77 
case conversion tables in 14-62 
changing the tables of 14-74 

Index 

custom 14-73, 14-74 
explicitl y specifying handles to 14-72, 

14-77 to 14-78 
handle caching for 14-74 
header 14-9 1 to 14-9 3 
manipulating 14-76 to 14-77 
sort ing procedures and tables 14-79, 

14- 136 
version 7.0 enhancements 14- 14, 14-8 1 
word break tables in 14-50 

retrieving 14-77 
word definitions in Roman Script System 

14-55 
word wrap break tables in , retrieving 

14-77 
ltl4Handle data type 14-1 38 
Itl4Ptr data type 14-138 
It14Rec data type 14-1 38 
'itl4' resource type 14-92 to 14-95 

accessing the fields of 14-74 
changi ng the fie lds of 14-74 
handle caching for 14-74 
manipulating 14-76 to 14-77 
retrieving tables in 14-77 
supplying your own 14-74 
and tokens 14- 12 to 14-13 
vers ion 7 .0 enhancements 14- 14 

'itl5' resource type 14-1 4, 14-81 
ItlbExtRecord data type 14-86 
ItlbRecord data type 14-85 
'itlb' resource type 14-85 to 14-86 

creating simple script systems 14-37 
GetScri pt and SetScri pt verbs for 14-41 
version 7 .0 enhancements 14- 14, 14-8 1 

JtlcRecord data type 14-82 
'itlc' resource type 14-8 1 to 14-82 

version 7.0 enhancements 14-14, 14-80 
'itl k' resource type 14-99 

keyboard character tables 14-23 
remapping key combinations 14-24 
version 7.0 enhancement 14-15 

'itlm' resource type 14-82 
version 7 .0 enhancements 14-14, J 4-80 

IUClearCache procedure 14-74, 14-76 
lUCompPString function 14-72, 14-78 
fUCompString function 14-72 

for language-specific compruison and 
sorting 14- 103 

IUDatePString procedure 14-75 
IUDateString procedure 14-75 
IUEqualPString function 14-72, 14-78 
l UEqualString fu nction 14-72 
IUGetlntl function 14-74 

Index IN-27 
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IUGetltlTable procedure L4-58, 14-59, 
14-74, 14-77 

IULangOrder function 14-73, 14-78 
IULDateString procedure 14-75, 14-1 35 
IULTimeString procedure L4-75, 14- 135 
IUMagIDPString function 14-72, 14-78 
IUMaglDString fu nction 14-72 
IUMagPString function 14-72, 14-78 
IUMagString function 14-72 
IUMetric function 14-75 
IUNSortFrame data type 14-73, 14-137 
IUScriptOrder function 14-73, 14-78 
IUSetintl procedure 14-74 
IUSortFrame data type J 4-73, 14- 136 
IUStringOrder function 14-73, 14-78 
IUTextOrder function J 4-73 
IUTimePString procedure 14-75 
IUTimeString procedure 14-75 

J 

jump tables 28-5, 29-5 
justification 14-64 to 14-70. See also 

K 

alignment of text 
defined 14-34 
differences in script systems 14-34 
in Roman sc1ipt systems 14-68 to 14-70 
routine for measuring text 14-67 
version 7 .0 improvements 14-64 

kAEAlwayslnteract fl ag 6-52 to 6-53 
kAEA nswer event ID 6-48 
kAEApplicationDied event ID 6-7 1 
kAECanlnteract flag 6-52 to 6-53 
kAECanSwitchLayer flag 6-52 
kAECreatePublisher event ID 6-38 
kAEDirectCall fl ag 6- 109 
kAEDontReconnect fl ag 6-60 
kAEFinderEvents event class 6-7 
kAEHighPriority fl ag 6-94 
kAEinteractWithAll flag 6-53 
kAElrHeractWithLocal flag 6-53 
kAEinteractWithSelf fl ag 6-53 
kAELocalProcess nag 6- 109 
kAEMiscStdSuite event class 6-38 
kAENeverlnteract nag 6-52 to 6-53 
kAENoReply fl ag 6-49, 6-59 to 6-60 
kAENorma!Priority fl ag 6-94 
kAEOpenApplication event ID 6-7 
kAEPrintDocuments event ID 6-7 

IN-28 Index 

kAEQueueReply fl ag 6-49. 6-59 to 6-60 
kAEQuitAppl ication event ID 6-7 
kAESameProcess flag 6-109 
kAEUnknownSource flag 6-109 
kAEWaitReply fl ag 6-49. 6-59 to 6-60 
kAEWantReceipt flag 6-61 
kAutoGenerateReturnID fl ag 6-55 
'KCAP' resource type 14-10 I 
'KCHR' resource type 14-96 to 14-98 

keyboard character tables 14-23 
keyboard translati on with 14-24 
obtaining a pointer to current 14-42 
vers ion 7.0 enhancements 14-15, 14-97 

kCoreEventClass event class 6-7 
'kcs#' resource type 14- 15, 14-98 
'kcs4' resource type 14- I 5, 14-98 
'kcs8' resource type L4-15, 14-98 
keyAddressAltr keyword 6-10, 6-57 to 6-59 
keyAEEditionFileLoc keyword 6-38 to 6-39 
Keyboard control panel 14-1 9, 14-98 
keyboard equi valents 2-34 to 2-36 

Apple reserved 2-35 
commonly used 2-35 
localizing 14-105 
in standard fi le dialog boxes 26-9 

keyboard icons 
design guidelines 2- 10 to 2- 1 I 
indicating location of 14-81 
Keyboard menu and 2-9, 14-20 
relationship to dual caret 15-10 
resou rce types for 14-98 
speci fying appearance of 14- 15 

Keyboard Layout file 14- 100 
keyboard layouts 2-8, 14-20 

selecting 14-2 1 
Keyboard menu 2-8 to 2- 11 , 14-20 to 14-21 

enabled during modal dialog 3- 14 
icons fo r 3-15, 14- 15 

keyboard resources 14-14 to 14-15, 14-95 
to 14-99 

icon fo r 9-34 
'itlk' resource type. See 'i tlk' resource 

type 
'KCAP' resource type 14- 10 1 
'KCHR' resource type. See 'KCHR' 

resource type 
'kcs#' resource type 14-15, 14-98 
'kcs4' resource type 14- 15, 14-98 
'kcs8' resource type 14- 15, 14-98 
'KMAP' resource type 14- 15, 14-20 
'KSWP' resource type 14- 15. 14-25, 

14-98 to 14-99 
in U.S. system software 14-80 



keyboards 
cache size 14-8 1 
character tables 14-23 
control panel 14-98 
fonts, synchronization with 14-109, 

15- 11 to 15-1 3 
icons 14-8 1, 14-98 
installing 14-19 
layouts 14-14 

changing 14-43 to 14-44 
coordinating on keyboard models 14-99 

mapping 15-11 
modifier bits 14-95 
physical layout of 14- 10 l 
remapping 14-24 
removing 14- 19 
testing for type 3-37 
translation of codes 14-24 to 14-25 
types of 14-95 

keyboard scripts 
changing 14-98 
defined 15-9 
effect on dual caret 15- 10 
and font scripts 15-13 
setting the active 14-43 to 14-44 
synchronizing with fonts 14-109, 15-11 

to 15-13 
Key Caps desk accessory 14-19, 14- 100 

'KCAP' resource type 14- 10 1 
key codes 14-15, 14-24 
keyDirectObject keyword 6-11 
keyErrorNumber keyword 6-11 , 6-48 to 

6-49 
keyErrorString keyword 6-11 , 6-49 
keyEventClassAttr keyword 6-7, 6- 10 
keyEventTDAttr keyword 6-7, 6-1 0 
keyEventSourceAttr keyword 6-10 
keylnteractLeve!Attr keyword 6- 10, 6-44, 

6-5 1 
keyMissedKeywordAttr keyword 6-10, 

6-44, 6-4 7 to 6-48 
keyOptional KeywordAttr keyword 6- l 0 
keyProcessSerialNumber keyword 6- 11 , 

6-71 
keyReturnIDAttr keyword 6-10, 6-55 
KeyScript procedure 14-43 to 14-44 

verbs for 14-43 
keyTimeoutAttr keyword 6- 10, 6-64 
keyTransactionIDAttr keyword 6- 10, 6-55 
KeyTrans function 14-24, 14-99 
'keyw' descriptor type 6-9 
keywords for Apple events 6-10 

Index 

keyword-specified descriptor records. See 
also descriptor records 

adding to AE records 6-91 
defined 6- 11 
deleting from AE records 6-99 
di sposing of 6-50 to 6-5 1 
getting data out of 6-80 to 6-81 
getting descriptor records out of 6-8 1 
getting descriptor types of 6-97 
getting sizes of 6-97 

'kfi l' fil e type 9-34 
kHighLevelEvent message class 6-26 
KiJIColorPickMethod function 18-14 
'KMAP' resource type 

keyboard translation with 14-24 
version 7.0 enhancements 14-15 

kSectionEventMsgClass event class 6-7 
'KSWP' resource type 14-15, 14-25, 14-98 

to 14-99 

L 

specifying modifier-plus-key combinations 
14-25 

version 7.0 enhancements 14- 15 

Label menu commands 9-12 
labels of buttons 2-26 to 2-28 
LangCode data type 14-7 1, 14-7 5 
language codes 

and character codes 14-34 
defined 14-7 
hierarchical arrangement of 14-80 
for International Utilities Package 14-75 
in 'itlb' resource 14-85 
li sted in rel ation to script and region 14-84 
list of 14-112 
li st of constants for International Utilities 

Packa!!e 14-7 6 
location ; f 14-14 
ordering information for 14-73 
preferred sorting order for 14-1 4, 14-82 
routines that accept 14-73 
for sorting tex t between scripts and 

languages 14-7 1, 14-78 
specification of 14-79 

languages. See also scripts 
bidirectional 14-30 
and case conventions 14-33 
defau lt 14-1 4 
defined 14-5 
identify ing 14-8 
and keyboard layout 14-24 

Index IN-29 
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languages (Continued) 
and number fp1111ats 14-49 
and regions 14-8 
representing on the Macintosh 14-7 
and scripts 14-8, 14-29 
and sorting 14-26 to 14-27, 14-78 
and text man ipulation 14-35, 14-103 
translation considerations 2-6, 14-102 to 

14-103 
version 7.0 enhancements for sorting 

strings 14-26 
and word breaks 14-35 

LANs. See AppleTalk 
LAPAddATQ function 32-18 
LAP Manager 32-17 to 32-29 

calling from assembly language 32-27 
802.2 protocol 32-25 to 32-29 

packet headers 32-25, 32-28 
protocol handlers, attaching 32-27 
protocol handlers, detaching 32-28 

802.3 protocol 32-25, 32-90 
relationship to AppleTalk connection files 

32-8 to 32-9 
LAPMgrPtr global variable 32-19, 32-27 
LAPRmvATQ function 32-19 
large icons (32-by-32 pixel) 2- 18, 9-9, 9- 10 
Larger (point sizes) command 12-1 5 
LaunchApplication function 29- 12, 29-1 4, 

29-21 to 29-22 
LaunchDeskAccessory function 29-1 6, 

29-23 
launching 

applications 29-1 2 to 29-15, 29-2 1 to 
29-23 

from the Finder 9-24 to 9-26 
desk accessories 29-16, 29-23 
example code 29-14 

launch options 29-15 
LaunchParamBlockRec data type 29-12 
launch parameter block 29- I 2 
leading of text 12-7 
left-side bearing of glyphs 12-6, 12-20 
L802Attach routine 32-27 
L802Detach routine 32-28 
LHElement data type 15-31, 15-38 
LHHandle data type 15-38 
LHTable data type 15-37, 15-38 
ligatures of g lyphs 12-3, 14-32 
light source on Macintosh :;creen 2-1 8 
limited-transmission mode 32-94 
linear interpolation 22-39 
line breaks 15- 15 to 15-1 6 

character offsets at 15-32 

IN-30 Index 

defining 14-51 
localizing tables 14-50 
wh ich routine used for 15-30 

line direction 15-9 
primary 15-7 

line-he ight table. See LHElement data type 
lines of text. See also line breaks 

alignment 15-14, 15-19 
calculating width of components 15-26 to 

15-28 
determining lengths with lineStarts array 

15-20 to 15-21 
direction 14-43, 15-4, 15-14 
drawing 15-28 
line start positions 15-25 
measuring accurately 15-16 
using WordRedraw for calculations 15-20 

line spacing of a font 12-7 
altering for glyphs 12-17 

lineStarts array 15-20 
link access protocols 32-5, 32-8. See also 

LAP Manager 
defined 32-6 

linking programs. See program linking 
'list' descriptor type 6-9 
LLAP 32-6 
loadCmd command 22-85 
localAndRemoteHLEvents tlag 5-1 6, 6-26 
local area networks. See AppleTalk 
local IDs 

in 'BNDL' and 'FREF' resources 9- 14, 
9- 17, 9- 18 

for mapping resources 9- 14 to 9-1 9 
localization 

application guidelines 14-102 to 14-107 
calendars 14-28 
conversion of upper and lowercase text 

14-62 
currency formats 14-28 
date formats 14-28, 14-74, 14-107 
defining a word 14-55 
fonts 14-107 
International Utilities Package routines for 

14-7 5 to 14-79 
measurement formats 14-28 
menus 1-22, 14-25, 14-102, 14-1 07 
metric information 14-74 
numbers 14-29, 14-107 
overv iew 3-22 to 3-24, 14-7 to 14-8 
printing 14-110 
Script Manager routines for 14-50 to 

14-70 
sorting 14-26 to 14-27 



localization (Continued) 
stripping diacritical marks 14-62 
tasks 14-24 to 14-25 
text operations 2-6 to 2-8, 14-103 
times 14-28, 14-74, 14-107 
translating text 14-102 to 14-103 
truncated text 14-59 to 14-60 
using resources in 14-102 

LocalTalk Link Access Protocol (LLAP) 
32-6 

LocationNameRec data type 7-1 6 
locking memory 28- 18, 28-20 
Lock.MemoryContiguous function 28-20, 

28-28 
Lock.Memory function 28-20, 28-28 
LockPixels function 21-5, 2 1-15 
logical RAM, testing for size 3-37 
Logica!ToPhysicalTable data type 28-22 
LongDateCvt data type 14-125 
LongDatefield data type 14-123 
LongDateRec data type 14-48, 14-125 
LongDateTime data type l4-48, l4-75, 

14-125 
LongDate2Secs procedure 14-48, 14-131 
'long' descriptor type 6-9 
LongSecs2Date procedure 14-48, 14- 131 
low caret. See secondary caret 
lowercase characters 14-32, 14-47, 14-62 

to 14-63 
LowerText procedure 14-47, 62 
low-level events 5-5 

receiving 5-18 
low-memory global variables 3-7, 3-28 

testing for size 3-37 
luminance mapping 17- 18 
LwrText procedure. See LowerText 

procedure 

M 

MACE 22-13, 22-55 
MACEVersion function 22-70, 22-88 
machine icon, testing for 3-41 
MachineLocation data type 14- 125 
machine type, testing for 3-41 
'mach' resource type, in control panel file 

10-4 
Macintosh Audio Compression and 

Expansion 22-13, 22-55 
Macintosh character set, original 14-104 
Macintosh computers, determining model in 

use 13-15 

Macintosh File System (MFS) 25-5 
Macintosh Portable. See also Power 

Manager 
activity timer, resetting 31-6, 3 1- 13, 

3 1-19 
battery 

calculating voltage 3 1-23 
charging 3 1-23 

Index 

low voltage 31-4, 3 1-14, 31- 16, 31-24 
reading the status of 31-23 to 31-24 

controlling serial power 31-J 8 to 31- 19, 
31-21 to3 1-22 

hicharge counter 3 1-23 
idle state 

controlling 31-1 9 
defined 31-5 
disabling 3 1-13, 31-20 
enabling 3 1-13, 31-20 

inactivity 31-5 
internal modem 

controll ing power to 31- 18 to 3 1-19, 
3 1-21 to 31-22 

reading status of 3 1-22 
ring-wakeup feature 31-22 

power management circuits 3 1-4 
Power Manager IC 3 l-3, 31-7 
reading clock speed 3 l-20 
sleep state 31-6 to 31-7 

Macintosh Portable Power Manager. See 
Power Manager 

Macintosh Programmer's Workshop (MPW) 
P-4 

Macintosh Protocol Package. See .MPP 
Driver 

Macintosh Script Management System. See 
Script Management System 

'macs' folder type 9-43 
'magn' descriptor type 6-9 
MainDevice global variable 21-22 
main screen 16-15 
major switches 5-13, 29-6 
Map control panel 14-19 
masks, icon 2-20, 9-1 0, 9- 12 
master pointers 3-6, 28-1 1 
MatchAlias function 27-11, 27- 16 
MeasureJust procedure 14-46, 14-64 
measurement formats 14-28 
MeasureText procedure 14-25 
memory. See also virtual memory 

finding the size allocated to a process 
29-10 

holding 28- 18 to 28- 19 
locking 28-1 8 

Index IN-3 1 
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memory (Continued) 
routines that may move or purge B-1 to 

B-5 
temporary 28-34 

memory addresses 1-20 
Memory Block data type 28-2 1 
memory configuration, obtaining 

information about 28-21 
Memory control panel 28-9, 28- 17 
memory management 3-6, 28-3 to 28-44 

in volumes of Inside Macintosh P-15 
memory management unit (MMU) 3-13 

testing for type 3-38 
Memory Manager 3-6, 28-13 

data structures 3-6 
routines in 28-16 

menu bar 
access to from modal dialog boxes 2-24 
alternating icon in 2- 15, 24-4, 24-7 
determining height of 14-43, 14-107 

menu commands 2-32 to 2-36. See also 
menu items, help balloons for 

About (Apple menu), for desk accessories 
9-32, 9-33 

for changing colors in the Finder 9-12 
Close (File menu) 9-32 
Create Publisher (Edit menu) 2-33, 4-25 
during modal dialogs 3-10, 3-13 
for font size 2-34 
Hide Balloons (Help menu) l l-5 
Hide Borders (Edit menu) 2-32 
Larger (point sizes) 12-15 
None (Color menu) 9-12 
Open (Fi le menu) 25-15, 26-4 
Open Query (File menu) 2-32, 8- 12 
Paste (Edit menu) 9-28 
Publisher Options (Edit menu) 2-33, 4-37 
Quit (Fi le menu) 6-32, 6-36, 9-32 
Save (File menu) 26-4 
Save As (File menu) 26-4 
Show Balloons (Help menu) 11-4 
Show Borders (Edit menu) 2-32 
Smaller (point sizes) 12-15 
Stop All Editions (Edit menu) 2-32, 4- 10 
Subscriber Options (Edit menu) 2-32, 

4-37 to 4-38 
Subscribe To (Edit menu) 2-33 

menu help resources 
example of 11-23 to 11-24 
format of ll-22, 11 -31 
header for I 1-24 to 11-25 
options for 11 -24 

IN-32 Index 

menu items, help balloons for 11-28 to 
I 1-33. See also menu commands 

menus 
changes to in version 7.0 2-32 to 2-37 
determining menu bar height 14-43, 

14- 107 
Edit. See Edit menu 
File. See File menu 
Font 2-34 
Help. See Help menu 
help balloons for I 1-2 1 to l l-33, 11-69 

to 11-71 
justifying text in 14-109 
Keyboard. See Keyboard menu 
localizing 1-22, 14-25, 14- 102, 14-107 
pop-up. See pop-up menus 
special script codes for symbols 14-108 
Style, marking items based on current 

selection 15-34 
system 3-15 

menu string list resources 9-25 
menu string resources 9-25 
menu titles, help balloons for 11-28 
message blocks 

defined 7-5 
reading data using 7-32 
writing data using 7-33 to 7-34 

messages in dialog boxes 2-30 
message string resources 9-21 to 9-22 
meta-characters (wildcard characters) in 

AppleTalk names 32- J 5 
metric information, localizing 14-74 
MFS (Macintosh File System) 25-5 

limitations in version 7.0 25-9 
MHStringResType data type 11-52 to 11 -53 
minor switches 5-13, 29-6 
missing character glyphs 12-5 
missing items, help balloons for 

in default help override resources I l-60 
in dialog item help resources 11-36 to 

11 -37 
in menu help resources 11-25 to 11-26 

'miss' keyword 6-10 
mixed-directional text 15-4 to 15-1 l 

caret movement 15-1 I 
dual carets in 15-9 
highlighting of 15-6 to 15-8 
mouse-down positions in 15-8 
pasting of 15-9 
TextEdit's handling of 15-4 

MMU. See memory management unit 
(MMU) 

'mntr' resource type I 0-8 to I 0-11 



modal-dialog filter functions 26-18 
Moda!Dialog procedure 3- 15 
modem, Macintosh Portable 

controlling power to 31-18 to 3 1-19, 
3 1-2 1 to 3 1-22 

reading status of 3 1-22 
ring-wakeup feature 3 1-22 

ModemStatus function 3 1-22 
modification dates, handled by 

FSpExchangeFiles 25-17 
modifier keys 14-24, 14-95 
monitor fu nction 10-8 to I 0- 1 I 

error handling 10-9 
messages I 0-10 to I 0- I I 

Monitors control panel I 0-5 to 10-28. 
See also Monitors control panel 
extension files 

example 10-5 
functions 10-5 
Options dialog box, example 10-6, 10-1 2 
as part of graphics interface 16-6 
for setting pixel depth 2 1- 12 
superusers, showing control s for 10-8, 

I 0- I I , 10-12 
Monitors control panel extension files I 0-6 

to I 0-28 
appearance on desktop I 0- 14 
canceling J0-10 
contents l 0-7 to 10-14 
controls, location of 10- 12 
detecting events 10-11 
dialog items, location of I 0-12 
gamma tables 10-1 3 
icons I 0- 13 
including another control panel 10-28 
including a system extension I 0-14 
initialization 10-10 
names of video cards, displaying 10-1 3 
sample I 0-14 to 10-21 
superusers, showing controls for 

10-8, 10-11 , 10-1 2 
version information I 0-13 

mounted folder, alias type for 9-30 
mouse-down events 5-16 
mouse-down regions, in mixed-directional 

text 15-8 
mouse-moved events 5-19, 29 
movable modal dialog boxes 2-24 to 2-25 
movable resources 9-33 to 9-34 
.MPPdriver 32- 12to32- 16 

closing 32-20, 32-23 
configuration flags 32- 14 
data link addresses 32-1 3 

Index 

device control entry 32- 14 
getting information about 32-12 to 32-16 
maximum capacities 32-12 
names table pointer 32- 16 
NBP requests, limit of 32-15 
port number 32-14 
protocol handlers, number of 32-15 
registered names queue 32- 13 
statically assigned sockets, number of 

32- 15 
status changes (AppleTalk transitions). 

See AppleTalk Transition Queue 
vers ion number of, determining 3-35, 

32- 11 
zone names 32- 13 

'mst#' resource type 9-25 
'mstr' resource type 9-25 
multibyte script systems 14- 16 
multicast addresses, Ethernet 32-79, 32-95 

to 32-96 
MultiFinder. See also multitasking 

environment 
launching applications 29-3 
and memory management 28-6 to 28-7 
support under A/UX 3-2 
and system software version 7.0 5-3, 9-5 

multiple monitors 
controls for I 0-5 
in graphic environment 16-3 
and window placement 2-22 
and zooming 2-23 

multitasking environment 1-4 to 1-6, 3-10 
NUX as 3-24 

multi-user operating systems 3-24 

N 

Name-Binding Protocol (NBP) 
defined 32-7 
names table pointer 32- 16 
requests, maximum number 32-15 
wildcard characters 32-1 6 

nameLocked bit 9-28, 9-37 
names of AppleTalk entities 32-7 
name string resources for applications 9-21 

to 9-22 
NBP. See Name-Binding Protocol 
NBPLookup function. See PLookupName 

function 
NBreakTable data type 14-126 
NBreakTablePtr data type 14-126 
NChar2Pixel function 14-45, 14-67, 14-68 
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'ncrt' resource type 10-4 
NDrawJust procedure 14-46, 14-67 
network addresses 32- 15 
network numbers 

AppleTalk Phase 2 32-6 
determining range 32- 12 
value of 32- 15 

networks. See also AppleTalk 
using shared Trash directories on 9-42 

New Alias function 27-9, 27- 12 
NewAliasMinimalFromFullpath function 

27-14 
NewAliasMinimal function 27-1 3 
NewControl function 3- 16 
New Folder dialog box 26-5, 26-7 
NewGDevice function 2 1-20 
NewGestalt funct ion 3-30, 3-42, 3-46 
NewGWorld function 2 1-1 2, 21- 13 
NewPalette function 20-1 9 
NewPictlnfo function 18- 11 
NewPublisherDialog function 4-25 to 4-27, 

4-73 
NewPublisherExpDialog function 4-52, 

4-74 to 4-75 
NewPublisherReply data type 4-26 to 4-27 
new publisher reply record 4-26, 4-27, 

4-66, 4-73 
NewScreenBuffer function 21-20 
NewSection function 4- 16 to 4-17, 4-62 to 

4-63 
NewSubscriberDialog function 4-32, 4-33, 

4-72 
NewSubscriberExpDialog function 4-53, 

4-74to4-75 
NewSubsc1iberReply data type 4-32 
new subscriber reply record 4-32, 4-33, 

4-72 
NewTempScreenBuffer function 21-20 
NFindWord procedure 14-46, 14-50, 14-58 

to 14-59 
action code fom1at 14-54 
new break table 14-52 
state table 14-54 
word selection table for Roman Script 

System 14-55 
'NFNT' resource type 13-7 
Nlt14Handledata type 14-94, 14- 138 
Nl tl4Ptr data type 14-138 
Nlt14Rec data type 14-92, 14-94 to 14-95, 

14-1 38 
NMeasureJ ust procedure 14-46, 14-67 
NMinstall function 24-9, 24- 10 
NMRec data type 24-6 

IN-34 Index 

NMRemove function 24-10, 24- 11 
node IDs 32-6 
nonmaskable interrupts 28-25 
non-Roman script systems 

checking whether enabled 15-30 
line breaking for 15-29 
word selection in 15-29 
writing software for 14-107 to 14-1 10 

NoPurgePixels function 21- 15 
Notification Manager 24-3 to 24- 11, 28-14 

and AS world 28-14 
multiple requests 24-6 
and operating-system events 5-7 
response procedures 24-4, 8, 9 
routines in 24-10 
suggested notification strategy 2-15, 24-5 
testing for availability 3-38, 24-3 
types of notifications 24-4 to 24-5 
use by foreground applications 24-5 
used by Apple Event Manager 6-54 

notifi cation queue 
defined 24-6 
installing entries 24-9 to 24-1 0 
removing entries 24- 10 

notification records 
defined 24-6 
setting up 24-8 

notification requests 
creating 24-6 to 24-8 
installing 24-9 to 24-10 
removing 24-10 
types of 24-5 

notification response procedures 24-4, 
24-8, 24-9 

notifications 24-3 
types of 2- 15, 24-4 

notifying users of background acti vities. See 
Notification Manager 

NPixel2Char functi on 14-46, 14-65, 14-68 
NPortionText function 14-46, 14-67 
NSetPalette procedure 20-18, 20-20 
NuBus cards. See cards, NuBus 
NuBus connectors, testing for locations 

3-38 
nu llCmd command 22-85 
'null' descriptor type 6-9 
nu ll events 5-5, 5- 12 
NullStRec data type 15-37, 15-38 
null style record 15-37, 15-38 
nu llSTHandle data type 15-38 
NumberParts data type 14-127 

indexes for 14- 119 



N umberPartsPtr data type 14-1 26 
numbers 

loca li zation issues 14-1 3, 14-29, 14- 107 
routines for converting to and from 

canonical formats 15-49 
Script Manager number utilities 14-49 

NumFormatString data type 14-1 24 
n WIDTHHook field 15-25, 15-26 to 15-27 

testing for availability 15-18 

0 

'oapp' event ID 6-7 
'odoc' event ID 6-7 
OffPair data type 14-126 
offscreen buffer 

size of 2 1-14 
state of 21-15 

offscreen graphics 
flags 2 1-5, 2 1-1 7 
reasons for 21-4 
routines 2 1-12 to 2 1-20 

OffsetTable data type 14-46, 14-1 26 
ogonek 14-90, 14-97 
OK button 2-27 to 2-28 
onlyBackground flag 5- 15, 29-4 
opcodes, version 2 picture format 17-20 to 

17-22 
Open Application event 

defined 6-31 
event ID for 6-7 
handling 6-33 

Open command (File menu) 25- 15. 26-4 
OpenCPicture function 17-23, 17-25 
OpenDeskAcc function 29- 16 
OpenDF function 25-34 
Open Documents event 

and alias records 9-15 
defined 6-32 
event ID for 6-7 
handling 6-33 to 6-35 
illustration of data structures in 6- 13 

OpenEdition function 4-23, 4-35, 4-67 to 
4-68 

opening 
applications 

from the Finder 9-24 to 9-26 
from within an application 29- 12 

desk accessories 9-32 
from an application 29- 16 

di sks 9- 15 

documents 9-24 to 9-26 
fil es 25-32 
folders 9-15 

Index 

OpenNewEdition fu nction 4-23, 4-30, 4-69 
to 4-70 

Open Query command (Fi le menu) 2-32, 
8- 12. See also Data Access Manager 

OpenWD function 25-35 
operating environment, user interface 

guidelines 2-14to2-15 
Operating System, testing for features 3-38 
operating-system events 5-3, 5-5, 5-6, 5-19 
operating-system queues 23-3 
optional parameters for Apple events 6-8, 

6-10 
'optk' keyword 6-10 
OR transfer mode 17-16 
outline fonts 3-12. See also TrueType fonts 

defined l 2-4 
testing for availability 3-36, 12-14 

outline glyphs. See also TrueType fonts 
defined 12-4 
instructions for modifying 12-14 
preserving shape of 12-17 to 12- 18, 

12-2 1 
outline highlighting 

enabling 15-23 
testing for availability 15-1 8 

Out I ineMetrics function 12-1 7, 12-1 9 to 
12-2 1 

outline points 12-10 
outlines. defined 12-4 

p 

package resources 13- 16 
packing of picture data 17-22 
'PACK' resource type 13- 16 
packType pixel map fi eld 17-22 
PageFaultFataJ function 28-25, 28-3 I 
page fau lts 28-23, 28-24 
pages (memory) 

holding 28-1 9. 28-26 
locking 28-20, 28-28 
locking contiguously 28-20, 28-28 
releasing 28- 19, 28-27 
testing for size 3-37 
unlocking 28-20, 28-29 

PageState data type 28-26 
paging 28-1 7 
paging device 28- 18 
Palette data type 20-4 
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Palette Manager 20-3 to 20-28. See also 
palettes 

allocation of colors 20-6 to 20-7 
color categories of 20-5 to 20-6, 20-8 to 

20- 13 
initializing 20- 18 
interactions wi th Window Manager 20- 19 

to 20-21 
restoring the color environment 20-7 to 

20-8 
routines in 20-1 8 to 20-25 
summarized 16-7, 16-1 0 

palette resources 20-4, 20-6 
palettes 20-4 to 20-6 

allocating 20-1 9 
assigning a default 20-16 
associating with ports 20-1 8 
color tables and 20-17 
copying entries 20-23 to 20-24 
creating 20- 14 to 20- 16, 20- 19 
default 20-5, 20-1 6 
drawing with 20-2 1 to 20-22 
rnanipulating entries 20-24 to 20-25 
res izing 20-24 
resources for 20-6 

palette symbols, special script codes for 
14- 108 

Palette2CTab procedure 20-24 
parameter block descripti ons, formats for 

P-7 
parameters for Apple events. See Apple 

event parameters 
parity RAM 3-38 
Parse Table function J 4-45, 14- 130 
partial resources 13- 17 to 13- 18, 13-2 1 to 

13-24 
partitions 

created by Process Manager 29-5 
defined 29-5 
finding the available free memory in 29-11 
finding the size allocated to a process 29-1 0 
sizes of 5- 14 , 28-33 to 28-34 

Paste command, and in formati on windows 
9-28 

PATalkClosePrep function 32-20 
pathnames 25-7 
pauseCmd command 22-52. 22-85 
PBCatMove function 25-47 
PBCatSearch function 25-10. 25-20 to 

25-25, 25-40 
PBContro l function 

completion routine 32-43 
and .DSP dri ver routines 32-58 

IN-36 Index 

PBCreateFil elDRef funct ion 25-45 
PBDeleteFilelDRef function 25-46 
PBDTAddAPPL fu nct ion 9-56 
PBDTAddlcon functi on 9-54 to 9-55 
PBDTClo eDown function 9-50 
PBDTDelete function 9-60 
PBDTFlush function 9-58 to 9-59 
PBDTGetAPPL fu nction 9-53 
PBDTGetComment fu nction 9-54 
PBDTGeticon functi on 9-5 1 to 9-52 
PBDTGetlconlnfo function 9-52 
PBDTGetlnfo function 9-59 
PBDTGctPath function 9-49 to 9-50 
PBDTOpenlnform func tion 9-50 
PBDTRemoveAPPL function 9-57 
PBDTRemoveComment function 9-58 
PBDTReset function 9-59 
PBDTSetComment func tion 9-56 to 9-57 
PBExchangeFiles function 25-43 
PBGetCatln fo function 25-47 
PBGetFCB info fu nction. li mitations with 

MFS disks 25-9 
PBGetFlnfo functi on 25- 10 
PBGetForeignPrivs function 25-50 
PBGetYolMountln fo function 25-48 
PBGetYolMountlnfoS ize fu nction 25-48 
PBHDe lete function 25-47 
PBHGetFTnfo function 25-10 
PBHGetYolParms fu nction 25- 13 to 25- 15, 

25-37 to 25-40 
PBHOpenDF function 25-53 
PBHRename function 25-47 
PBMakeFSS pec funct ion 25-42 
PBOpenDF function 25-52 
PBReso lveFilelDRe f function 25-46 
PBSetForeignPri vs function 25-51 
PBYolumeMount function 25-49 
'pdoc' event TD 6-7 
performance, measuring 23-14 to 23- 16 
periodic execution. scheduling routines for 

23-3. 23- 14 
PGetAppleTalklnfo function 32-12. 32-13 

to 32- 16 
phonetic order of characters 14-33, 14-36 
phys ical RAM. testing for size 3-39 
'PICT' fi le. in producing screen shot 13- 16 
Pictln fo data type 18-5 
PICT2Header record 17-25 
Picture Uti lities Package 18-3 to 18-1 8 

data structures 18-5 
routines in 18-9 to 18- 14 

pictures. survey ing 18-5. See also version 2 
picture format 



pitch of sounds 22-8, 22- 10 
pixel depths 

Color QuickDraw·s handling of 16-5, 16-8 
converting between 17-7, 17-8, 17-9 
default color tables for 17- 18. 20-7 to 

20-8 
graphics device record and 16- 14 
maximum 16-16 
palettes for various depths 20-4 
in pixel maps 16-8. 16-11 
setting 2 1-12 

pixel maps 
colorizing 17-16 
copying 17- 12 to 17- 17, 17-25 to 17-26 
direct 17-4 
dithering, using when copying 17-17 
field extensions 17-4, 17-6, 17-7 
indexed 17-4 
resizing 17- 17 
resolutions of' 17- 18 
surveying 18-5 
transfer modes for 17-16 to 17- 17 

pixels, and glyphs 12-4, 12-1 3 
Pixel2Char function 14-38, 14-46, 14-64, 

15-29 
PixMap32Bi t function 21- 16 
PixPatChanged procedure 17- 11 , 17-27 
playback synthesizers 22- 11 , 22-37 
playing audio selections 22-58 
playing sounds 22-4 1. 22-79 

as notifications 22-7. 24-4 
PLookupName function, wildcard characters 

32- 16 
PlotClcon procedure 9- 13 
Plotlcon procedure 9-13 
'pill ' resource type 20-4. 20-6 
PmBackColor procedure 20-2 1, 20-22 
pmBlack colors 20-6 
PmForeColor procedure 20-2 1, 20-22 
PMgrVersion function 20- 18 
pm White colors 20-6 
poi nL size 

changing by scaling 12-8 to 12-9 
choice or, by user 12- 15 
defined 12-7 
lirnit of 12- 15 

points. outli ne 12- 10 to 12- 12 
polite notification by Notification Manager 

24-4 
pop-up control definition, testing for 

availabi lity 3-39 
pop-up menus 2-36 to 2-37, 3-39 

creating 3-16 to 3- 19 

PopUpMenuSelect function 3- 16 
popupPrivateData data type 3- 19 
PortChanged procedure 17- 11, 17-27 
port fi lter function 7-20 
PortlnfoRec data type 7-20 

Index 

PortionText function 14-46, 14-64, 14-130 
port number, .MPP driver 32- 14 
ports. palettes and 20- 18 
PostEvent function 5-5 
PostHighLevelEvcnt function 5-23, 5-30 
PostScript characters 

in standard Roman character set E-1 to 
E-5 

not in standard Roman character set E-5 
power management circuits, Macintosh 

Portable 31-4 
Power Manager 3 1-3 to 31-27. See also 

Macintosh Portable 
activity timer 

resetting 31-13, 31- 19 
types of activity 3 1-6 

control ling serial power 31-18 to 31- 19, 
31-2 1 to 3 1-22 

how to use 3 1- 12 to 3 1- 19 
routines in 3 1- 19 to 3 1-24 
sleep queue. See sleep queue 
testing for availability 3-39, 31- 12 
testing for features 3-39, 3 1- 12 
wakeup timer 

controlling 3 1-1 4 
selling and reading 3 1-20 to 3 1-2 1 
use of 31-12 

Power Manager IC 3 1-3, 3 1-7 
PPCAccept function 7-30, 7-49, 7-5 1 to 

7-52 
PPCAcceptPBRec data type 7- 12, 7-37 
PPCBrowser fu nction 7- 18 to 7-22, 7-41 to 

7-42 
filling in a target ID record 5-26 
find ing a specific port 5-24 
use wi th Apple events 6-57, 6-58 to 6-59 

PPCClose function 7-35, 7-42 to 7-45 
PPCClosePBRec data type 7- 12, 7-37 
PPCEnd function 7-34 to 7-35, 7-48 to 

7-49 
PPCEndPBRec data type 7- 12, 7-37 
PPCTn form function 7-28 to 7-29, 7-49 to 

7-5 1 
PPCinformPBRec data type 7- 12, 7-37 
PPCTni t function 7-10, 7-39 
PPCOpcn function 7- 16 to 7- 18, 7-42 to 

7-44 
PPCOpenPBRec data type 7- 12, 7-37 
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PPCParamBlockRec data type 7- 12 
PPC parameter block 7-1 2, 7- 14, 7-34, 

7-37 
PPCPortRec data type 7-15 
PPC ports 

closing 7-35 
defined 7-4 
listing available 7-18 to 7-22 
opening 7-14, 7-16 to 7-1 8 
specifying locations 7-4, 7-15 
specifying names 7-4, 7-14 

PPCRead function 7-32, 7-53 to 7-54 
PPCReadPBRec data type 7- 12, 7-37 
PPCReject functi on 7-31, 7-49, 7-52 
PPCRejectPBRec data type 7-1 2, 7-37 
PPC sessions 

accepting 7-30 to 7-31 
defined 7-5 
ending 7-34 to 7-35 
exchanging message blocks during 7-32 

to 7-34 
initiating 7-23, 7-24 to 7-28, 7-3 1 
receiving requests for 7-28 to 7-29 
rejecting 7-30 to 7-31 

PPCStart function 7-24, 7-27 to 7-28, 7-45 
to 7-46 

PPCStartPBRec data type 7-12, 7-37 
PPC Toolbox 7-3 to 7-65 

callingconventions 7-1 2to7- 14 
and Event Manager 1-7 
high-level events 5-3 
routines in 7-36 to 7-56 
testing for availability 3-39, 7- 10 
user interface guidelines 7-5 

PPCWrite function 7-33 to 7-34, 7-53 to 
7-55 

PPCWritePBRec data type 7-12, 7-37 
preferences files 9-40 
Preferences fo lder 

alias type for 9-30 
defined 9-40 
finding 9-43 
storing fi les in 9-40 

'pref fo lder type 9-43 
primary caret 15-7, 15-8, 15-9 
Primarylnit records 30-4 
primary line direction 15-4 
primary script 14-8 
primary sorting order 15-26 
PrimeTime procedure 23-5, 23-6, 23- 17 
Print Documents event 

defined 6-32 
event ID for 6-7 

IN-38 Index 

handl ing 6-35 to 6-36 
printer dri vers. localization issues 14- 11 0 
printers, determin ing type in use 13- 16 
printing, localization issues 14-1 I 0 
PrintMonitor application, making 

notification requests 24-5 
PrintMonitor Documents fo lder 

ali as type for 9-30 
defined 9-4 1 
finding 9-43 

privilege models 25- 11 
'prnt' fo lder type 9-43 
processes 

background 29-4 
context of 5- 13, 29-4, 29-6 
creating 29-5 
foreground 29-4 
getting information about 29-8 to 29-11 , 

29- 17 to 29-20 
scheduling 29-6 to 29-7 

ProcesslnfoRec data type 29-9 
process information record 29-9 
process management 1-20, 29-3 to 29-23 
Process Manager 3-27, 29-3 to 29-23 

routines in 29- 16 to 29-23 
testing for availability 29- 16 

process serial numbers 29-4, 29-8 
program linking 

defined 7-5 
to server applications for Apple events 

6-26 
program linking dialog box 7- 18 to 7-22 
Program-to-Program Communications 

(PPC) Toolbox 7-3 to 7-65. See also 
sessions 

calling conventions 7-12 
and Event Manager 1-7 
high-level events 5-3 
routines in 7-36 to 7-56 
testing for availability 3-39, 7- 10 
user interface guidelines 7-5 

'prop' descriptor type 6-9 
protocol handlers 

802.2 32-27 to 32-28 
Ethernet 

attaching 32-90 
default 32-83 to 32-85. 32-92 to 32-93 
detatching 32-9 1 
how called 32-85 
how to call .ENET driver 32-86 to 

32-88 
using your own 32-85 to 32-88 

.MPP driver limit 32- 15 



protocols, AppleTalk. See also protocol 
handlers 

AppleTalk Data Stream Protocol. See 
AppleTalk Data Stream Protocol 

AppleTalk Echo Protocol 32-7 
AppleTalk Filing Protocol 32-8 
AppleTalk Session Protocol 32-7, 32-11 
AppleTalk Transaction Protocol. See 

AppleTalk Transaction Protocol 
Datagram Delivery Protocol 32-6 
deciding which to use 32-11 to 32-1 2 
clients 32-5 
802.2 protocol 32-25 to 32-29 
802.3 protocol 32-25, 32-90 
implementation of 32-5 
link access protocols 32-5, 32-6, 32-8. 

See also LAP Manager 
LocalTalk Link Access Protocol 32-6 
Name-Binding Protocol 32-7, 32-15, 

32- 16 
packet headers 32-25 
relationships among 32-6 
Routing Table Maintenance Protocol 

32-6, 32-7 
summary 32-5 to 32-8 
type discriminator 32-25 
Zone Information Protocol 32-7, 32-32 to 

32-37 
pseudo-i terns 26- l 5 to 26-18 
pseudo-scripts 13-9 
'psn ' descriptor type 6-9 
'psn ' keyword 6- 11 
publishing data 4-4, 4-40. See also Edition 

Manager; publishers 
Publisher Options command (Edit menu) 

2-33, 4-37 
publishers 

Q 

borders 4-7 to 4-9, 4-43 to 4-46 
canceling 4-4 1 
creating 4-14 to 4-17, 4-25 to 4-27, 4-62 

to 4-65 
defined 4-4 
locating 4-42 to 4-43 
multiple 4-16, 4-50 to 4-51 
options for 4-37 to 4-43 
section records for 4-14 to 4-17, 4-62 to 

4-65 
update modes 4-40 to 4-41 

QDDone function 17-26 
QDError function 17-28 

'qery' file type 8-41 
'qrsc' resource type 8-46 to 8-47 
queries. See also data, retrieving 

Index 

converting results to text 8-38 to 8-41, 8-55 
defined 8-6 
executing 8-61 
halting execution 8-63 
processing results 8-34 to 8-4 1 
retrieving error messages 8-62 
sample 8-29 
sending 8-28, 8-60 
sending a data item 8-60 
starting 8-53 to 8-54 

query definition functions 8-47 to 8-49 
example 8-48 
function declaration 8-47 

query documents 8-41 to 8-49 
contents 8-42 to 8-43 
creating icons for 2-21, 9-13, 9-28 
default icon for 9- lO 
dialog boxes 8-42 
query resources 8-46 to 8-47 
user interface guidelines 8-42 

QueryRecord data type 8-44 
query records 8-44 to 8-45 

creating 8-52 
defined 8-41 
di sposing of 8-52 

query resources 8-46 to 8-47 
queues 

AppleTalk Transition Queue. See 
AppleTalk Transition Queue 

notification 24-6, 24-9 to 24-10 
operating-system 23-3 
sleep. See sleep queue 
Ti me Manager 23-5 

QuickDraw. See also Color QuickDraw 
compatibility of different versions 16-6, 

16- 18, 16-19 
and font scaling 12-8 to 12-9 
and font styles 12-4 
original color system of 16-6 
and printer drivers 14-1 10 
testing for version 3-39 
versions of 16-6 

quietCmd command 22-85 
defined 22-53 
sent by SndDisposeChannel 22-41 , 22-84 
using with freqDurationCmd 22-43 

Quit Application event 
defined 6-32 
even t ID for 6-7 
handling 6-36 to 6-37 

Index IN-39 
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Quit command 
and desk accessories 9-32 
and Quit Application Apple event 6-32, 

6-36 
'quit' event ID 6-7 

R 

RAM 
checking size of 3-39 
parity 3-38 

rateCmd command 22-34, 22-50, 22-85 
ReadEdition function 4-24 to 4-25, 4-68 to 

4-69 
ReadLocation procedure 14-49, 14- 13 1 
ReadPartialResource procedure 13-22 
rece!ve buffer. See receive queue 
receive queue 

defined 32-44 
and dsplnit routine 32-59 
and dspRead routi ne 32-46 

'reco' descriptor type 6-9 
RecordColors function 18- 14 
recording sounds 22-1 6 to 22- 18 
RecordPictlnfo function 18-11 
RecordPixMaplnfo function 18-11 
records, ali as. See alias records 
rectangle for selected scrolling list 2-26 
rectangle help resources 

compared to dialog item help resources 
11-37, 11-42, 11 -46 

example of 11-46 to 11-47 
format of 11 -43 
header for 11-43 

'RECT' resource type I 0-1 2 
refCon field 26-1 8 
reference number, determining for desktop 

database 9-47, 9-49 to 9-50 
region codes 

defined 14-7 
determining current 14-10, 14-42 
list of 14-84 
preferred 14-81 
preferred sorting order for 14- 14, 14-82 
specifying for system 14- 14 
in version resources 9-23 

regions 
compared with scripts and languages 

14-7, 14-8 to 14-9 
defined 14-5 
specific feature di fferences 14-6 

IN-40 Index 

registered names queue, gelling pointer to 
32- 13 

RegisterSection function 4- 19, 4-63 to 4-64 
relnitCmd command 22-39, 22-85 
relative search for an alias record 27-6, 27-7 
removable disks 28- 18 
ReplaceGestalt function 3-30, 3-44, 3-47 
ReplaceText function 14-47, 14-60 to 

14-6 1, 14-62 
reply Apple events 6-48 to 6-50 

di sposing of 6-50 to 6-5 1 
filter functions while waiting for 6-66 to 

6-67 
timeouts for 6-63 to 6-64, 6-83 to 6-84 

required Apple events 6-30 to 6-37 
required parameters for Apple events 6-8, 

6-47 to 6-48 
Rescued Items from volume name fo lders 

9-4 1 
Reset Timer event 6-84 
ResizePalette procedure 20-24 
resizing images 17- 17 
ResListElem record 8-45 
resolution of images 17-1 8 to 17- 19 
resolution of screens when displayi ng 

glyphs 12- 13 
ResolveAliasFile function 9-30 
ResolveA lias function 27- 10, 27- 15 
resource IDs 13-6 to 13-9 

of application font 13-9 
defined 13-3 
of definiti on procedures 13-7 
of font families 13-7 to 13-9 
of function key resources 13- 16 
of packages 13-1 6 
of pseudo-scripts 13-9 
reserved for Apple Computer 13-6, 13-7 
for Roman script system 13-8 
of script systems 13-7 to 13-9 
of system fo nt 13-9 
of system resources 13-6 

Resource Manager 13-3 to 13-24 
routines in 13- 19 to 13-24 
testi ng for features 3-40, 13-1 7 

resources 
About string for desk accessories 9-33 
alias record 9-29 
bundle 9- 16 to 9- 19 
default help override I 1-58 to I 1-6 1 
defined 13-3 
for dialog item help I 1-33 to 11 -49 
di alog item list I 1-33 to I 1-34, I 1-38 
file reference 9- 14 to 9- 19 



resources (Continued) 
Finder icon help l 1-56 to 11-58 
folder 9-43 
function key 13- 16 
icon list 9-10 
icon 9-9 to 9-13 
ID numbers 14-22 
international 14-14 to 14-15 
keyboard 14-14, 14- 15 
manipulating 14-76 
menuhelp ll-2ltoll-33 
menu string 9-25 
menu string list 9-25 
movable 9-33 to 9-34 
for packages 13-16 
palette 20-4, 20-6 
partial 13-17 to 13-1 8, 13-21 to 13-24 
providing fon ts for users 13-18 to 13-1 9 
query 8-46 to 8-47 
reading a portion into memory 13-17 to 

13-18, 13-22 . 
rectangle help J 1-42 to 11-49 
setting size of 13-23 to 13-24 
signature 9-6 to 9-9 
size 9-20 
sound 9-33 to 9-34 
specifying handles for 14-77 
system icon 13-10 to 13-15 
used by Finder 9-5 to 9-24 
use in worldwide software 2-5 
user information 13- 15 to 13-16 
using 14- 102 
version 9-23 to 9-24, 22-69 
window help I 1-44 to I l-49 
writing a portion to disk 13-17 to 13-18, 

13-23 
resource types 

'alis' 4-17, 9-29, 27- 11 
available character combinations 13-3 
available for application's use 13-4 to 13-5 
'BNDL' 9- 16 to 9-19 
'card' 10-7 
'cicn' I 0-1 3 
'dast' 9-33 
defined 13-3 
'DITL' 11 -33 to 11-34, 11-38, 26-10 

in Monitors control panel extension 
10-12 

used by control panels J 0-4 
'DLOG' 26- 10 
'eadr' 32-79 
'FKEY' 13- 16 
'fld#' 9-43 

'FOND' 13-7 
'FONT' 13-7 
'FREF' 9-14 to 9-19 
'gama' 10-13 
'hdlg'. See 'hdlg' resource type 
'hfdr' 11-56 to 11-58 
'hmnu' 11-21 to 11-33 
'hovr' 11-58 to 11-61 
'hrct'. See 'hrct' resource type 
'hwin'. See 'hwin' resource type 
'ICN#' 9-10 to 9-12, 9-16 
'ICON' 10-1 3 
'ics#' 9-12 
'INIT' 10-14, 24-10 
'itlO' 14-14, 14-86 
'itll ' 14-14, 14-8 1, 14-87 to 14-89 
'itl2'. See 'itl2' resource type 
'it14'. See 'it14' resource type 
'itl5' 14-14, 14-8 1 
'itlb'. See 'itlb' resource type 
'itlc' 14-14, 14-81 to 14-82 
'itlk'. See 'itlk' resource type 
'itlm' 14-14, 14-80, 14-82 
'KCAP' 14-101 
'KCHR'. See 'KCHR' resource type 
'kcs#' 14-15, 14-98 
'kcs4' 14-15, 14-98 
'kcs8' 14-15, 14-98 
'KMAP' 14-15, 14-20 

Index 

'KSWP' 14-15, 14-25, 14-98 to 14-99 
'mach' 10-4 
'mntr' 10-8 to I 0-11 
'mst#' 9-25 
'mstr' 9-25 
'ncrt' 10-4 
'NFNT' 13-7 
'PACK' 13-16 
'pltt' 20-4, 20-6 
'qrsc' 8-46 to 8-47 
'RECT' I 0-12 
reserved for Operating System's use 13-5 

to 13-6 
'scrn' 10-9, 10-14 
'sect' 4-17 
'sfnt' 12-4, 12- 14, 13-7 
'SICN' 13-10 
'SIZE'. See 'SIZE' resource type 
'snd '. See 'snd ' resource type 
'snth' 22-8 
'STR ' 9-20 to 9-22 
'STR#' 10-1 3 
'vers' 9-23 to 9-24, I 0-13, 22-69 
'wstr' 8-42 

Index IN-41 
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response procedures of Notification 
Manager 24-4, 24-8 to 24-9 

restCmd command 22-85 
RestoreA5 procedure 28-1 3 
RestoreBack procedure 20-22 
RestoreDeviceCiut procedure 20-24 
RestoreFore procedure 20-22 
restoring the color environment 20-7 
restoring window positions 2-22 
result codes A-1 to A-8 
result handlers 8-38 to 8-41 

application 8-39 
function declaration 8-40 
getting pointers to 8-66 
installing 8-65 
provided by Apple Computer 8-39 
removing 8-66 
sample 8-41 
system 8-39 

ResultsRecord data type 8-37 
results records 8-37 to 8-38 
resumeCmd command 22-52, 22-85 
resume events 5-6 to 5-8, 29-6 
RetrievePictinfo function 18-12 
return IDs of Apple events 6-55 
return receipts 5-24, 5-26 
RGBBackColor procedure 20-2 1 
RGBColor data type, color cube and 19-4 
RGBcolormodel 19-5, 19-6, 19-7, 19-8 
RGB color record 16-9, 16- 16 
RGBForeColor procedure 20-21 
RGB (red, green, blue) values 16-3, 16-9, 

16-10 
RGB2CMY procedure 19-10 
RGB2HSL procedure 19-10 
RGB2HSV procedure 19-11 
right-to-left script systems 14-16 
ring-detect feature, modem 31-22 
ring-wakeup feature, modem 31-22 
RmvTime procedure 

introduced 23-5 
defined 23- 17 
using to compute elapsed time 23-14 

road map to Volume VI P-17 
ROM 

testing for size 3-42 
testing for version 3-30, 3-42 

Roman character set. See standard Roman 
character set 

Roman Script System 14-8, 14-10, 14- 15, 
14-37 

root directory 25-6 
router address, AppleTalk 32-15 

IN-42 Index 

routines 
list of, that may be called at interrupt time 

B-7 to B-8 
list of, that may not be called at interrupt 

time B-1 to B-6 
list of, that move or purge memory B-1 to 

B-5 
scheduling 23-3 

routing table 32-6 
Routing Table Maintenance Protocol 32-6 
'rtid' keyword 6-10 
RTMP 32-6 
RTMP stub 32-7 
runs of text 14-12, 15-5, 15-6 

s 

safe save of a file 25-9, 25-17 to 25-18 
SameProcess function 29-19 
sampled sound header 22-10, 22-99 
sampled sounds 

frames 22-32 
multiple channels of 22-8, 22- 12 
playing 22-43 

from disk 22-1 5, 22-56 to 22-57 
points 22-32 
recording qualities 22-59 
storing 22-10 
used as a voice 22-10 

sampled sound synthesizer 22- lO 
Save As command (File menu) 26-4 
SaveBack procedure 20-22 
save changes dialog box 2-31 
Save command (Fi le menu) 26-4 
SaveFore procedure 20-22 
scaling fonts 12-8 to 12-9, 12-19 to 12-2 1 
SCC, controlling power to in Macintosh 

Portable 31 -1 8 to 31-19, 31-2 1 to 
3 1-22 

scheduling 
of processes by the Process Manager 29-6 
routines 23-3 
setting options 29-7 
switching contexts 29-6 

scrap coercion 5-19 
scrap style e lement record 15-36, 15-39 
scrap style table 15-37, 15-39 
screens 

configuration information 21- lO, 21 -11 
depth 2 1-10 
main 16-15 
pixel depths of 16-8 



screens (Continued) 
RAM for 16-5 
and startup 16- 15 
vari ati on among 16-3 

screen shots 13-1 6 
'scri ' fil e type 9-4 1, 14-20 
ScriptCode data type 14-7 1, 14-75 
script codes 

and character set encodings 14-34 
distinguishing scripts with 14-22 
and hierarchy of scripts, codes, and 

regions 14-8 
implic it 14-40 
for International Utilities Package 14-75 
list of 14-84 
preferred sorting order for 14-82 
sorting text among scripts with 14-75 

script icons. See keyboard icons 
Script Management System 14-6 to 14-25 

date and time formats 14-28 
formals of numbers in 14-28 to 14-29 
overview 14- 10 
related worldwide components 14- 16 to 

14-1 9 
sorting in 14-26 to 14-27 

Script Manager 3-23 to 3-24, 14-10 to 
14-49. See also International Utilities 
Package; TextEdit 

calling 14-37, 14-38 
caJling a script system 14-38 
checking and modi fying global and local 

variables 14-40 
checking system variables 14-43 
converting 

dates 14-1 3 
long dates 14-48 
number formats 14-49 
upper and lowercase text 14-62 
worldwide dates and times 14-48 

date utilities 14-48 to 14-49 
defining line breaks 14-5 1 to 14-54 
defining word boundari es 14-51 to 14-54 
determining the features of 14-36 
distinguishing scripts 14-22 to 14-23 
drawing text 14-45 to 14-46 
editing text 14-45, 14-46 
formatting text 14-46 to 14-47 
geographic information 14- 13 
global variables 14- 12 
handling justified text in 14-64 to 14-68 
initializing 14-37 
and the International Util ities Package 

14-1 0 

interpreting different scripts lexically 
14-48 

Index 

justifying text on the Roman Script System 
14-68 to 14-70 

locali zing line break tables 14-50 
localizing word selection tables 14-50 
local variables 14-1 2 
manipulating text 14-45 to 14-47 
modifying date and time records 14-48 
modify ing text 14-47 
number conversion 14-1 3 
number parts and parsing 14-79 
number utilities 14-49 
obtaining character information 14-45 
obtaining script in formation 14-44 to 

14-45 
optimizing word break tables 14-58 
reading and storing geographic locations 

14-49 
routines, new to version 7.0 14-50 to 

14-68 
routines in, overview of 14-39 to 14-49 
setting system variables 14-43 
setting the active keyboard script 14-43 to 

14-44 
stripping diacri tical marks 14-62 
substituting and truncating text 14-6 1 to 

14-62 
substituting text 14-47, 14-60 to 14-61 
testing for availablility 14-36 
testing for number of acti ve script systems 

14-37 
testing for version 3-40, 14-36 
TextEdit' s use of 15-3 to I 5-4 
text organization 14-1 2 
time utilities 14-48 to 14-49 
truncating text 14-47, 14-59 to 14-60 
using 14-36 to 14-38, 14-70 
verifying date and time records 14-48 
version 7.0 enhancements 14-10 
working with formatted numbers 14-49 
and worldwide software 14-10 

script numbers. See script codes 
script runs 

and dual carets I 5-9 
and style runs I 5-6 
text hierarchy and 14-1 2, 15-5 

ScriptRunStatus data type 14-124 
scripts. See also languages; script codes; 

script systems 
automatic initialization 14-85 
bit flags 14-85 
character encoding in 14-34 

Index IN-43 
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scripts (Con tinued) 
character input in I 4-35 
character reordering in J 4-33 
character representation in I 4-30 
composition rules 14-35 
conjunct characters in 14-32 
contextual forms in 14-31 
default resources for 14-85 
defined 14-5 
diacritical marks in 14-32 
distinguishing 14-22 
font 14-37, 14-79, 15-11 to 15-1 3 
identifying 14-8 
interpreting lexically 14-48 
keyboard 15-9, 15-11 
and languages I 4-8 
ligatures 14-32 
manipulating text in 14-35 
overview of 14-29 to 14-34 
primary 14-8 
rendering text 14-36 
representing on the Macintosh 14-34 
resource numbers 14-79 
routines for obtaining information 14-44 
secondary 14-8 
size li mitations 14-34 
sorting strings between 14-78 
specifying when creating a fi le 25-32 
system 14-8, 14-25, 14-79 
text direction in 14-30 
uppercase and lowercase characters in 

14-32 
word demarcation in 14-33 

script system resource collections, icon for 
9-34 

script systems 
automatic initialization of 14-86 
bidirectional 14-16, 14-30 
codes for 13-8 to 13-9 
components of 14- 16 
configuring 14-19 
contextual 14-1 6, 14-32 
contrasted with scripts I 5-4 
creating s imple 14-37 
defined 14-5 
determining if a double-byte system is 

installed 14-42 
detemuning the number of active 14-37 
enabling 14-37 
font attributes in 14-25 
font family IDs for 13-8 to 13-9 
fonts in 14-23 
full y justified alignment in 14-33 to 14-34 

IN -44 Index 

how Script Manager cal ls 14-38 
icons for 2-8, 2- 1 I 
initial izing 14-37 
install ing 14- 19 
introduction to 14-15to 14-16 
keyboard hand ling 2-8. 14-23 
localized versions of I 5-4 
mixed-directional tex t in 14-30 
multibyte 14- 16 
multiple 14-8 
non-Roman 14-15, 14-23 
printing problems 14- l I 0 
pseudo-scri pts 13-9 
rang:e of resource IDs available 13-7 to 

l3-9 
removing 14- 19 
Roman 13-8, 14-10. 14-23 
simple 14- 15 
testing for number 3-40 
and TextEdit 15-3 to 15-4 
text rendering in 14-36 
types of 14- 16 
and worldwide soft ware 14-10 

'scrn' resource type 10-14, 2 1- 10 to 2 1- 11 
modify ing I 0-9 

scroll bars, help balloon for I 1- 10 to I 1-12, 
ll -58 to ll -61 

scrolling 15-2 1 
scroll ing throttle 3-38 
ScrpSTElement data type 15-38, 15-39 
ScrpStyleTab data type I 5-37. 15-38. 

15-39 
SCStatus data type 22-70 
SearchProc function 17-28 
secondary caret 15-9 

position I 5-7 to 15-1 1 
Secondarylnit records 30-5 
secondary sc1ipt 14-8 
secondary sorting order 14-26 
'sect' descri ptor type 6-9 
'sect' event class 6-7 
Section Cancel event 4-12 
SectionEventMs!!Class even t class 6-37 to 

6-38 '-' 
SectionOptionsDialog function 4-37 to 4-74 
SectionOptionsExpDialog fu nction 4-53 to 

4-54, 4-74 to 4-76 
Secti onOptionsReply data type 4-38 to 4-39 
Secti on Read event 4-12 

components of 6-37 
for new ed itions 4-16, 14-33 to 14-35, 

14-4 1 
preventing initi al 4-63 



Section Read event (Continued) 
not sent after unsuccessfu l writing 4-7 1 
sent after CloseEdition function 4-25 

SectionReadMsglD event ID 6-37 
SectionRecord data type 4- 14 
section records for publishers and 

subscribers 4-1 4 to 14-1 7, 14-1 8, 
14- 19 to 14-20 

sections. See also publishers; subscribers 
canceling 4-4 l to 4-42 
control blocks for 4-64 
defined 4-4 
reading and writing 4-2 1 
registering 4- 12 to 4- 13 
renaming documents that contai n 4-43 
saving data in 4-1 4 
saving fil es that contain 4-1 8 

Section Scroll event 4- 12, 4-43, 4-77, 6-38 
Section W rite events 4- 12, 4- 19, 6-37 
Secti onWriteMsgID event ID 6-37 
'sect' resource type 4- 17 
Segment Loader 29-3. See also Process 

Manager 
selected scrolling list rectangle 2-26 
selector codes. See Gesta lt selector codes 
selectors. See Gestalt selector codes 
self-modifying code 23- 14 
send buffer. See send queue 
send queue 

defined 32-44 
and dsplnit routine 32-59 
and dspWrite routine 32-46 
fl ushing 32-76 

Serial Communications Controller (SCC), 
controlling power to in Macintosh 
Portable 3 1- 18to3 1-19,3 1-2 1 to 
3 1-22 

serial power, controlling in Macintosh 
Portable 3 1- 18 to3 1-1 9, 3 1-2 1 to 
3 1-22 

server applicati ons for Apple events 6-5, 
6-5 1 to 6-54 

servers, alias type for 9-30 
servers, connection 32-69. See also 

connection listeners 
session TD, data access 

defined 8- 14 
getting 8-26, 8-53, 8-56 

session numbers, data access 
getting 8-59 
use of 8-33 

sessions, AppleTalk 32-7 

sessions, data access 
controlling 8-56 to 8-59 
examples 8- 15, 8-30 

Index 

getting in formation about 8-33, 8-57 to 
8-59 

ini tiating 8- 14, 8-26, 8-56 
terminating 8- 15, 8-30, 8-57, 8-63 

sess ions, PPC. See PPC sessions 
SetA5 function 22-78, 23- 12, 28-6, 28-13, 

28-1 6 
SetCurrentA5 function 22-78, 23-12, 28-6, 

28- 13, 28-1 6 
SetDepth functi on 2 1- 12, 21-23 
SetDeviceAttri bute function 21-22 
SelEditionFormatMark function 4-24, 4-67 
SetEditionOpenerProc function 4-56, 4-79 
SetEntryColor procedure 20-25 
SetEntryUsage procedure 20-25 
SetEnvirons fu nction 14-39-40, 14-64, 

14-68 
verbs for L 4-42 

SetFlnfo function 9-36 
SetFrontProcess function 29-19 
SetGDevice function 2 1-22 
SetGWorld procedure 21-18 
SetOutl inePrefeITed procedure 12- L 7, 12-1 8 
SetPalette procedure 20-1 8, 20-20 
SetPaletteUpdates procedure 19-21 
SetPixelsState function 21-15 
SctPreserveGlyph procedure 12- 18, 12-21, 

15-17, 15-28 
SetResourceSize procedure 13-23 
SetScript function 14-39 to 14-40 

verbs for 14-40 to 14-41 
SetSRsrcS tate function 30-7, 30-1 6 
SetSty!Scrap procedure 15-36 
SetSysJust procedure 2-8, 14-43 
SctupA5 procedure 28-13 
Se tu pA TFFHeader function 22-25, 22-99, 

22- 100 
SetupSndHeader functi on 22-62, 22-99 
SetW UTime function 3 1-20 
7 .0-compatible applicati ons 3-9 
7 .0-dependent appli cations 3-9 
7.0-friendl y applications 3-9, 3-12 
'sri l' fil e type 9-34 
's fnt ' resource type 12-4, 12-1 4, 13-7 
SGetCString function I 0-7 
SGetSRsrc function 30- 14 
SGetTypeS Rsrc function 30-1 5 
shared folder, alias type for 9-30 
sharing fil es 1- 18 
Sharing Setup control panel 7-6 
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Sharing Setup icon 7-6 
'shor' descriptor type 6-9 
ShortenDITL procedure 3-19, 3-22 
Show Balloons command (He lp menu) 

11-4 
Show Borders command (Edit menu) 2-33 
'SICN' resource type 13-10 
signature resources 9-6 to 9-9 
signatures of applications 

in bundle resources 9-16 
as creators 9-7 
finding applications with specific 9-53 
registering 9-6 to 9-9 

'sign' descriptor type 6-9 
Simple Beep 22-20, 22-2 1, 22-80 
simple script systems 

case conversion tables for 14-90 
character type tables for 14-90 
defined 14-15 
tables for stripping diacritical marks 14-90 

'sing' descriptor type 6-9 
single-byte script systems. See simple script 

systems 
SlnitPRAMRecs function 30-3 
SlnitSRsrcTable function 30-3 
16-by- 16 pixel icons (small) 2- 19, 9-9, 

9- 12 
size boxes, help bat loon for 11 -10 to 11- 12 
size resources 9-20 
'SIZE' resource type 

creating 9-20 
defined 5- 13 to 5-18 
required for NUX compatib ility 3-27 
required for 7.0 compatibility 3-1 l 
specifying partition size 28-7, 28-33, 

29-5 
use by Apple events 6-26, 6-70 
useTextEditServices flag 15-24 

sleep demands 3 1-10 to 3 1-11 
conditional 3 1-1 J 
and network services 3 1-8 
responding to 3 J-16 
sequence of events 3 1-11 
unconditional 3 1- 11 

sleep now 3 1- 11 
SleepQinstall procedure 3 1-2 1 
SleepQRec data type 3 1- J 5 
SleepQRemove procedure 3 1-2 1 
sleep queue 3 1-7 to 3 1- 11 

adding an entry 3 1-15, 3 1-2 1 
and network services 3 1-8 
removing an entry 3 1-2 1 
responding to calls 3 1-1 6 

IN-46 index 

sample routine 3 1-1 7 to 3 1-1 8 
sleep demands 3 1- 10 to 3 1-11 
sleep request revocations 3 1-1 1 
sleep requests 3 1-8-9 
wakeup de mands 3 1- 11 

s leep queue record 3 1-15 
sleep request revocations 3 1- 1 I , 31 -1 6 
sleep requests 3 1-8 to 3 1-9 

and network services 3 1-8 
responding to 31-1 6 
revoking 3 1-11 
sequence of events 3 I -8 

sleep state 3 1-6 to 3 I -7 
slop val ue 

defined 14-64 
distributing among style runs 14-67, 

14-70 
measuring justified text 14-67 

slot cards. See cards, NuBus 
Slot Manager 30-3 to 30-21 . See also 

sResource data structures 
assembly-language routine selectors 

30-10 
initialization 30-4 
parameter block 30-1 I to 30-1 3 
Primarylnit records, executing 30-4 
relationsh ip to graphics managers l 6-8 
routines in 30-10 to 30-18 
search routines, summary 30-8 
Secondarylnit records 30-5 
testing for version 30- 13 
32-bit addressing 30-5 
version I and version 2 30-3, 30-1 3 
in volumes of Inside Macintosh P-15 

slot resources. See sResource data structure 
Slot Resource Table 

adding an sResource data su·ucture 30- 17 
creation of 30-4 

slots 
and graphics capabilities 16-3 
testing for locations 3-38 

slotYinstall functi on 23-9 
Smaller (point sizes) command J 2-1 5 
Sma11 Fract2Fix function 19-27, 19- 11 
SmallFract values 19-9, 19- 11 
small icons ( 16-by- l 6 pixel) 

design guidelines 2- 19 
resource IDs for 9- 12 
resources for 9-9 

smRSymbol pseudo-script 13-9 
SMStatus data type 22-7 1 
smTransGana2 constant 14- 116 
smUninterp pseudo-script 13-9 



SNAP (subnetwork access protocol) 32-25, 
32-28 

SndAddModifier function 22-82 
SndChannel data type 22- 12 
SndChannelStatus function 22-44, 22-70, 

22-87 
SndCommand data type 22-1 l 
SndControl function 22-34, 22-40, 22-41 , 

22-87 
SndDisposeChannel function 22-35, 22-40, 

22-52, 22-82 
SndDoCommand function 

introduced 22-11 
and other low-level routines 22-34, 22-35 
routine description 22-83 

SndDolmmediate function 
introduced 22- l l 
issuing quietCrnd with 22-52 
and other low-level routines 22-34, 22-35 
routine description 22-83 

SndDoubleBuffer data type 22-74 
SndDoubleBufferHeader data type 22-73 
SndGetSysBeepState procedure 22-55, 

22-80 
SndManagerStatus function 22-7 1, 22-87 
SndNewChannel function 

callback parameter 22-78 
illustrated 22-36 
initialization parameter 22-38 
introduced 22-12 
and other low-level routines 22-35 
routine description 22-8 1 

SndPauseFilePlay function 22-56, 22-89 
SndPlayDoubleBuffer function 22-72, 

22-90 
SndPlay function 

illustrated 22-35 
playing compressed resources with 22-55 
playing recorded sounds with 22-62, 

22- 100 
playing sampled sounds with 22-43 
playing sound resources with 2- 10, 2- 15 
relationship to other functions 22- 11 , 

22-34 
routine description 22-80 

SndRecord fu nction 22- 17, 22-58, 22-92 
SndRecordToFile function 

description 22-93 
introduced 22-17 
using to create sound fi les 22-25, 22-59 

'snd ' resource type. See also sound 
resources 

creating 22-59 

Index 

playing 22-35 to 22-36 
storing sounds in 22-10 

SndSetSysBeepState function 22-55, 22-81 
SndSoundManagerVersion function 22-69, 

22-88 
SndStartFilePlay function 

description 22-88 
introduced 22-10 
using to play sound files 22-15, 22-25, 

22-59, 22-101 
using to play sound resources 22-56, 

22-57 
SndStopFilePlay function 22-56, 22-90 
'snth' resource type 22-8 
sockets 

addresses of 
and dspCLListen routine 32-7 l 
and dspOpen routine 32-64 

connection listening 32-39 
statically assigned 32- 15 

Sony sound chip 22-6 
sorting strings 14-26 to 14-27 

contraction 14-27 
exceptional words 14-27 
expansion 14-27 
ignorable characters 14-27 
order 14-26, 14-1 03 
primary order 14-26 
routines for 14-72, 14-78 to 14-79 
secondary order 14-26 
special cases 14-78 
version 7.0 enhancements 14-26 

sound channels 
allocating 22-36, 22-8 l 
bypassing 22-6 
defined 22- 12 
flushing 22-7 
initializing 22-38 
installing voices into 22-50 
linking synthesizers to 22-37, 22-82 
reinitializing 22-39 
releasing 22-40, 22-82 
specifying length of 22-37 

soundCmd command 22-50, 22-86 
sound commands 

data offset bit 22-20 
issuing 22- 1 I, 22-82 
list of available 22-83 
list of constants 22- 12 
overview of 22- J 0 
place in sound production system 22-6 to 

22-8 
structure of 22- l 1 
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Sound control panel 
illustration 22-16 
and SysBeep procedure 22-54, 22-80 

sound data 22-55 
SoundDataChunk data type 22-31 
Sound Driver 22-3, 22-8 
sound files 22-4, 22-25. See also AIFF 

files; AlFF-C files 
SoundHeader data type 22-44 
sound headers 22-44 to 22-50 

compressed 22- 10, 22-47, 22-99 
extended 22-10, 22-45, 22-99 
standard 22-10, 22-44, 22-99 

sound input, dialog box 22-17 
sound input devices 

closing 22- 17, 22-94 
connection state 22-66 
getting information about 22-18 
opening 22-1 7, 22-62, 22-94 
setting information about 22-1 8 

sound input parameter blocks 22-59 
setting up 22-60 to 22-6 1 

Sound Manager 22-3 to 22-1 13 
enhanced 22-3 
input 22- 16 
input completion routines 22-62 
interrupt routines 22-63 
routines in 22-79 to 22-102 
testing for features 3-40, 22-69 
testing for version 22-69 

sound resources 22- 18 to 22-24 
icon for 9-34 
installing and removing 9-39 

sounds 
compressing 22-55 
computed 22- 10 
digitally recorded 22- 10 
expanding 22-55 
as notification 24-4, 24-7 
playing 22-4 1, 22-79 
recording 22-1 6 to 22- 18 
storing 22-25 
volume of 22-8 

sound synthesizers. See synthesizers 
source applications of Apple events 6-5 
spacing in text. See justification 
SPBBytesToMilliSeconds function 22- 102 
SPBCloseDevice function 22- 17, 22-94 
SPB data type 22-59, 22-60 
SPBGetDevicelnfo function 22- 18, 22-62, 

22-63, 22-98 
SPBGetlndexedDevice function 22-94, 

22- 102 

IN-48 Index 

SPBGetRecordingStatus function 22-97 
SpBlock data type 30- 11 
SPBMilliSecondsToBytes function 22-1 02 
SPBOpenDevice function 22- 17, 22-60, 

22-62, 22-94 
SPBPauseRecording function 22-17, 22-97 
SPBRecord function 22-17, 22-60, 22-62, 

22-63, 22-95 
SPBRecordToFile function 22-17, 22-25, 

22-96 
SPBResumeRecording function 22-17, 

22-97 
SPBSetDevicelnfo function 22-18, 22-63, 

22-98 
SPBSignlnDevice function 22-1 7, 22-101 
SPBSignOutDevice function 22-17, 22-10 I 
SPBStopRecording function 22-17, 22-60, 

22-62, 22-97 
SPBYersion function 22-70, 22-88 
special folders, testing for availability 3-36 
split carets. See dual carets 
SPrimarylnit function 30-3 
square waves 22-8 
square-wave synthesizer 22-54 
sResource data su·uctures. See also cards, 

NuBus; Slot Manager 
adding to Slot Resource Table 30-17 
determining base address 30- 18 
enabling and disabling 30-7, 30-16 
getting information about 30-1 3 to 30- 16 

next 30- 14 to 30- 15 
pa1ticular type 30-1 5 to 30- 16 
specific one 30- 14 to 30- 15 

restoring 30-8 to 30-10, 30- 17 
searching for 30-8 to 30-9 

'srvr' alias type 9-30 
'ssid' descriptor type 6-9 
stack, application 29-5 
standard file dialog boxes 

help balloons for 1 1- 10, 11- I 3 
7.0 version of 2-30 to 2-3 1 

Standard File Package 26-3 to 26-28 
activation procedures 26-19 
compatibili ty with earlier procedures 26-20 
dialog hook functions 26-12 to 26-1 8 
fi le filter functions 26-1 2 
modal-dialog fi lter functions 26- 18 
opening files 26-6 to 26-8, 26-22 to 26-24 
reply record 26-4 to 26-5 
routines in 26-20 to 26-24 
saving fi les 26-6 to 26-8, 26-20 to 26-22 
testing for features 3-40, 26-4 
in volumes of Inside Macintosh P-14 



StandardFileReply data type 26-4 
StandardGetFile procedure 3-40, 26-6, 

26-22 
StandardNBP routine 3-40 
StandardPutFile procedure 3-40, 26-6, 

26-20 
standard Roman character set 

differences from original set 14-104 to 
14-105 

table of 12-5, E- 1 to E-5 
tokens and 14-12 

standard save changes dialog box 2-3 1 
standard sound header 22- 10, 22-44, 22-99 
StartSecureSession function 7-24 to 7-25, 

7-45, 7-48 
Starlup Items folder 

alias type for 9-30 
defined 9-41 
finding 9-43 

startup screen 16- 15 
static windows, he lp balloons for 11 -4 1 to 

11-49 
stationery pads 

creating icons for 2-21 , 9- 13, 9-15 
default icon for 2-21, 9- 10 
defined 9-26 lo 9-27 
handled by Standard File Package 26-5 
recognition of 5-16 

status routines, Data Access Manager 8- 19 
to 8-26 

defined 8-1 2 
function dec laration 8-20 
sample 8-23 
status messages 8-2 J to 8-23 

STElement data type 15-37, 15-38 
STHandle data type 15-37, 15-38 
Stop All Editions conunand (Edit menu) 

2-33, 4-10 
Stop button 2-28 
strings 

comparing 14-26, 14-72 
format of 14- 13 
modifying standard comparison 14-73 
replacing 14-47 
sorting 14-26 to 14-27, 14-73 
truncating 14-47 

String2Date function 14-48, 14-88, 14-130 
status value constants for 14-1 22 

String2DateStatus data type 14-126 
String2Time function 14-48, 14-131 
StripAddress function 15- 18, 28-1 2, 28- 16 
StripText procedure 14-47, 14-63 

Index 

StripUpperText procedure 14-47, 14-62, 
14-63 

'STR ' resource type, use in application-
unavailable messages 9-20 to 9-22 

'STR#' resource type 10-13 
'strt' fo lder type 9-43 
Str2Format function 14-49, 14-92, J 4-94, 

14- 13 1 
structure regions of help balloons 11-64 
STScrpHandle data type 15-37 
StScrpRec data type 15-37, 15-38 

and font script 15-13 
SetStylScrap procedure and 15-36 
TENumStyles function and 15-36 

StyledLineBreakCode data type 14-127 
StyledLineBreak function 14-47, 14-130, 

15- 15, 15-1 6 
Style menu, marking items based on cu1Tent 

selection 15-34 
style record. See TEStyleRec data type 
StyleRun data type 15-37, 15-38 

keyboard font synchronization with 15-1 3 
setting styles in TextEdit's scrap record 

15-36 
style runs 14- 12, 15-5 to 15-6 

multiple 14-65, 14-67 
number of intercharacter spaces in 14-69 
and script runs 15-6 
specifying the position of 14-68 

style run table. See StyleRun data type 
styles 

backspacing to beginning of 15-3 1 
defined 12-4 
determining, across a selection 15-34 to 

15-35 
determining number of changes 15-36 
setting in TextEdit's scrap record 15-36 
toggling 15-32 to 15-33 
verbs for retrieving information 14-40 

style scrap record. See StScrpRec data type 
subnetwork access protocol (SNAP) 32-25, 

32-28 
Subscriber Options command (Edit menu) 

2-33, 4-37 to 4-38 
subscribers 

borders 4-7 to 4-9, 4-43, 4-46 
canceling 4-4 1 
creating 4-1 4to4-17,4-31 to4-33, 4-62 

to 4-65 
defined 4-4 
modifying the contents of 4-52 
to non-edition fil es 4-54 to 4-61 
options 4-37 to 4-43 

Index JN-49 
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subscribers (Continued) 
section records for 4-14 to 4- 17, 4-62 to 

4-65 
update modes 4-41 

Subscribe To command (Edit menu) 2-33 
subscribing. See also Edition Manager; 

subscribers 
to non-edition fil es 4-54 to 4-61 
options for 4-38, 4-41 

subscripts 14-29, 14-46, 14-1 08 
suitcases for fonts and desk accesso1ies 

9-34 
summaries of managers P-6 
supervisor mode 28-25 
surveying pictu res and pixel maps 18-5 
suspend events 5-6 to 5-8, 29-6 
SVersion function 30- 13 
switching, context 5-13 
syncCmd command 22-53, 22-86 
synchronization, keyboard and font 2-8, 

15-11 
synthesizers 

sampled sound 22-1 0 
square-wave 22-8, 22-54 
specifying sound channels for 22-36 to 

22-37 
testing for capabilities 22-40 
wave-table 22-9 

SysBeep procedure 22-3, 22-54, 22-80 
SysEnvirons function 3-4, 3-28, 3-29, 3-30 
system alarm, making notification requests 

24-5 
system alert sounds 24-4 

disabling 22-55 
enabling 22-55 
playing 22-54, 22-80 
Simple Beep 22-80 
in version 7.0 22-3 

system Apple event di spatch table 6-28 
system coercion table 6-67 
system extensions 

and Extensions folder 9-4 1 
installing and removing 9-39 

System file 
defined 9-42 
testing for version 3-42 

System fil e resources 
for application icons 13-11 
available for application's use 13-4 to 

13-5 
for desktop icons 13- 13 to 13- 14 
for document icons 13-1 1 
for folder icons 13- 12 

IN-50 Index 

reserved for Operating System's use 
13-5 to 13-6 

for Standard File Package icons 13-14 to 
13-1 5 

for System Folder icons 13- 12 
for user in formation 13- 15 to 13-16 

System Folder 
ali as type for 9-30 
finding 9-43 
organization of 9-39 to 9-42 

system global variables 28-4 
routines for setti ng and checking 14-40 

system heap 3-42, 28-4 
system icons 2-21to2-22, 13-1 0 to 13- 15 

for the desktop 13-1 3 to 13-1 4 
for documents and applications 13-1 I 
for fo lders 13- 12 
for the Standard Fi le Package 13-14 to 

13- 15 
for the System Folder 13- 12 

system menus 3- 15 
system scri pt 

defined 14-25 
and IntlForce fl ag 14-79 
relation to other scripts 14-8 

system script code 14-8 I 
system software version 6.0 1-3 
SystemTask procedure 5- 19 
system traps 

listed by routine name C-3 to C-4 
listed by trap name C- 1 to C-3 
lists of those that take se lectors C-5 to 

C-1 6 
testing for availabili ty 3-7 to 3-9 

system variables, routi nes for checking and 
setting 14-43 

system zone 28-4 

T 

'targ' descriptor type 6-9 
target addresses of Apple events 6-57 to 

6-59 
target applications of Apple events 6-5 
TargetID data type 5-22 
target of an ali as record 27-3 
TAS instruction 3-6 
tasks, background, making noti fication 

requests 24-3 
TEClick procedure 15- 12, 15-2 1 
TEContinuousStyle function 15-34 to 15-35 
TECustomHook procedure 15-25 to 15-26 



TEDispatchRec data type 15-25, 15-38, 
15-39 

TEDispatch trap 15-2 1, 15-43 
TEFeatureFlag function 15-22 to 15-23 
TEFindWord global variable 15-29 to 15-3 1 
TEGetPoint function 15-3 1 to 15-32 
TEintHook data type 15-25 
TEKey procedure 

handling double-byte characters 15- 13 
keyboard font synchronization with 15- 13 
modification to 15-3 1 
texl buffeting 15-23 
and vertical caret movement 15- 14 

TempDisposHandle procedure 28-37, 28-40 
'temp' fo lder type 9-43 
TempFreeMem function 28-36, 28-38 
TempHLock procedure 28-37, 28-39 
TempHUnlock procedure 28-37, 28-39 
TempMaxMem function 28-36, 28-39 
TempNewHandle function 28-36, 28-39 
temporary files 9-40, 9-41 
Temporary Items folder 

defined 9-40 
finding 9-43 

temporary memory 28-34 to 28-40 
allocating 28-36 
defined 28-7 
locking 28-37 
manipulating 28-35 
releasing 28-37 
routines 3-1 1, 28-34, 28-36, 28-38 to 

28-40 
testing for features 3-38, 28-37 
testing for size 28-36 
tracki ng 28-34 
unlocking 28-37 

TempTopMem funclion 28-37 
TENumStyles function 15-36 
TERec data type 

accessing TextEdit hooks 15-25 
caret, detennining vertical movement of 

15- 14 
caret position at line ends, determining 

15- 14 to 15-15 
clikStuff field 15-3 1 
determining line length 15-20 
and F indWord procedure 15-3 l 
line-height element array 15-31 
lineHeight field 15-3 1 
relationship to other data structures 15-37, 

15-38 
synchronizing keyboards and fonts 15- 13 
wordBreak field 15-29 to 15-3 1 

Index 

TEReplaceS tyle procedure 15-33 
Terminal Manager, testing for availability 

3-40 
terminology in applications, recommended 

2- 13 to 2- 14,4-4,7-5 
TESetJ usl procedure 15- 19 
TESetSelect procedure 15- 12 
TESetStyle procedure 15- 12 

modification 15-32 to 15-33 
TestDeviceAttribute fu nction 21-22 
TESLyleHandle data type 15-37, 15-38 
TESLyleRec data type 15-37, 15-38 

TEContinuousStyle function and 15-35 
TESysJust global variable 

alignment of dialog box text and 2-8, 
14- 109 

checking with GetSysJust function , 14-43 
mixed-directional text and 15-4 
selling with SetSysJust procedure 14-43 
TEGetPoint function and 15-3 1 
TESetJ ust procedure and 15-19 

text. See also characters; fonts; glyphs; lines 
of text; scripts; styles 

alignment 14-33 to 14-34 
bidirectional 14-30 
composition rules 14-35 
computing spacing factors for Roman 

14-69 
converting lower and uppercase 14-47, 

14-62 to 14-63 
diacritics, stripping 14-47, 14-62 to 14-63 
direclion 14-30, 14- 109 
drawing 14-45 to 14-46, 15-28 
dual carets in 15-9 to 15- 10 
editing 2-6 to 2-7, 14-45 to 14-46 
formatting 14-46 to 14-47 
full y justified, handling 14-64 to 14-68 
ideographic 14-30 
justification 14-33 to 14-34, 14-68 to 

14-70 
localizing 2-6 to 2-8, 14-102 tol4-107 
manipulating 14-35, 14-45 to 14-47 
mixed-directional 15-4 to 15-11 
mouse-down regions in 15-8 
organizing 14- 12, 15-5 
rendering 14-36 
scali ng 14-64 
searching and replacing 14-47 
substituting 14-47, 14-60 to 14-62 
tokens for 14-12, 14-48 
translati ng 14- 102 
truncating 14-47, 14-59 to 14-60 

TextBox procedure 15-26, 15-28 

Index JN-5 1 
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text buffering 15-18, 15-23 
'TEXT' descri ptor type 6-9 
TextEdit 15-3 to 15-43. See also Script 

Manager; text 
customizing feat ures of 15- 18, 15-25 to 

15-3 1 
data structures 15-37 to 15-39 
routines in 15-21 to 15-36 
Script Manager-compatibility 15-3 to 

15-4, 15- 18 
testing 

for features 3-4 1, 15-1 7 to 15-1 8 
for Script Manager-compatibility 15-18 
for version 15- 17 to 15-1 8 

using 15- 17 to 15-21 
in volumes of Inside Macintosh P- 12 
worldwide support provided by 1-22 

TextEdit dispatch record. See 
TEDispatchRec data type 

'TEXT' fil e type 9-8 
TextStyle data type 15-38, 15-39 

detemlining styles across a selection 15-35 
toggling a style 15-33 

text style record. See TextStyle data type 
TextWidth function 

and HITTESTHook 15-29 
and TextWidthHook 15-27 to 15-28 

TextWidthHook field 15-18, 15-25, 15-26 
to 15-28 

theGDevice global variable 2 1-8, 2 1-21 
32-bit addressing 

compatibility issues 1-20 
defined 28- 10 
and master pointers 28-11 
testing for availabil ity 3-35 

32-bit clean 3-28, 28- 10 
32-bit clean ROMs 3- 13 
32-Bit QuickDraw. See Color QuickDraw 
32-by-32 pixel icons (large) 2- 18, 9-9, 9- 10 
TickCount function 23-9 
ticks 23-9 
T icks global variable 23-9, 31- 13 
tilde l 4-97, 14-98 
timbreCmd command 22-51 , 22-86 
time 

conve1ting 14-48 
formats 14- 14, 14- 16, 14-86 
localizing 14- 13, 14-74 
modifying records 14-48 

TimeDBRA global variable 23-15 
time delays 

microseconds 23-5, 23-6 
milliseconds 23-4 

JN-52 Index 

Ti me Manager 23-3 to 23-1 9. See also Time 
Manager tasks 

delays 23-4, 23-5 
extended 23-6 
original 23-4 
revi sed 23-5 
routines in 23- 16-17 
and synchroni zing sounds 22-53 
testing for version 3-33, 3-4 1, 23-3, 23-4 

Time Manager queues 23-5 
Time Manager task records 23-4 
Time Manager tasks 

acti vating 23-5, 23- 11 , 23-17 
install ing 23-5, 23-8, 23-11 , 23-1 6 
mak ing notification requests 24-3, 24-9 
periodic 23- 14 
reactivating 23-5 
removing 23-5. 23- 17 
scheduli~g 23-9 to 23-10 
structure of records 23-4 
using global variables in 23- 13 

ti meouts for reply Apple events 6-63 to 
6-64, 6-83 to 6-84 

timer, wakeup. See wakeup timer 
'ti mo' keyword 6- 10 
tip function, creating 11-72 to 11-73 
tips of help balloons 

defi ned I 1-6 
for help balloons in menus 11-22 
specifying in dynamic wi ndows I 1-53 
specifying in 'hdlg' resources I 1-37 
spec ifying in 'hrct' resources I 1-44 

TMTask data type 23-4, 23-7 
ToggleDate function 

error codes for 14- 123 
interface for 14- 13 1 
modifying date and time records w ith 

14-48 
related constants 14- 122 

TogglePB data type 14- 127 
ToggleResults data type 14-1 24 
TokenBlock data type 14-127 
TokenBlockPtr data type J 4- 127 
tokeni zer 14- 12 
TokenRec data type 14- 128 
TokenRecPtr data type 14-1 28 
TokenResults data type 14-1 23 
tokens 14-12, 14-48, 14-79. 14-92 
TokenTalk Link Access Protocol 32-6 
TokenType data type 14- 128 
tolerance, for color matchi ng 20- 10 
tolerant colors 20-5, 20-7. 20- 10, 20- 13 
Toolbox Event Manager. See Event Manager 
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LotalLoadCmd command 22-54, 22-86 
'tran' keyword 6- 10 
transaction IDs of Apple events 6-55 
transactions, Apple event 6-55 
transfer modes, in Color QuickDraw 17-16 
Translate24To32 function 28-1 3, 28- 16 
translation. See localization 
Transliterate function 

modification of tables for 14-105 
modi fying text with 14-47 
optional tables for in 'itl2' resource 14-90 
source masks 14-116 
target modifier constants 14-116 
target types l 4-115 to 14-11 6 

T rap A vai I able function , deli ned 3-9 
trap dispatch table, testing for the base 

address 3-36, 3-38, 3-41 
trap macro notes P-6 
trap macros. See system traps 
traps. See system traps 
trap table, testing for the base address 3-36, 

3-38, 3-4 1 
Trash, alias type for 9-30 
Trash directories 

appearance to users 9-40 
defined 9-42 
finding 9-43 

TRCCB data type 32-38 
triangles in pop-up menus 2-36 
Triplel nt data type 14- 127 
'trsh' alias type 9-30 
'trsh' fo lder type 9-43 
'true' descriptor Lype 6-9 
TrueType fonts 3-36. See also fonts; outline 

glyphs 
Bezier curves of 12-10 
choosing 12-1 6 
compared to bitmapped fonts 1-16, 12-8 
icon resources for 9-34 
mathematical basis of 12-10 
rendering of 12-10 to 12-1 4 
scaling 12-8 to 12-9, 12- 19 to 12-2 1 
testing for 3-1 2, 3-36 
user interface guidelines for 2-34, 3-12 

lruncaling text 14-47, 14-59 to 14-60 
truncCode data type 14-59 
TruncString function 14- 13, 14-47, 14-59 

LO 14-60 
TruncTextfunction 14- 13, 14-47, 14-59 to 

14-60, 14-6 1 to 14-62 
24-bit address ing 1-20, 28-1 0, 28-11 
2-byte character codes 14-23, 14-34 
typeAEList de. criptor type 6-9 

typeAERecord descriptor type 6-9 
typeAlias descriptor type 6-9 
typeAppleEvent descriptor type 6-9 
typeApplSignature descriptor type 6-9 
typeAppParameters descriptor type 6-9 
typeBoolean descriptor type 6-9 
typeChar descriptor type 6-9 
typeComp descriptor type 6-9 
'type' descriptor type 6-9 
typeEnumerated descriptor type 6-9 
typeExtended descriptor type 6-9 
typeFalse descriptor type 6-9 
typeFloat descriptor type 6-9 
typeFSS descri ptor type 6-9 
type-in pop-up menus 2-37 
typelnteger descriptor type 6-9 

Index 

type faces 12-4. See also fonts 
Lype Keyword descriptor type 6-9 
typeLongFloat descriptor type 6-9 
typeLonglnteger descriptor type 6-9 
typeMagnitude descri ptor type 6-9 
typeNull descriptor type 6-9 
typeObjectSpeci lier descriptor type 6-38 
typeProcessSeri alNumber descriptor type 

6-9, 6-57 
typeProperty descriptor type 6-9 
typeSeclionH descriptor type 6-9 
typeSessionID descri ptor type 6-9, 6-57 
typeShortFloat descriptor type 6-9 
typeShortlnteger descriptor type 6-9 
typeSMFloat descriptor type 6-9 
typeSMint descriptor type 6-9 
typeTargetID descriptor type 6-9, 6-57 
typeTrue descriptor type 6-9 
typeType descriptor type 6-9 
typeWi ldCard descriptor type 6-9, 6-29, 

6-72 

u 

umlaut 14-97, 14-98 
Unho ldMemory function 28- 19, 28-27 
UNIX operati ng system 3-24 
unlocking physical memory 28-20 
Un lockMemory function 28-20, 28-29 
UnlockPixels function 21 -5 , 2 1-15 
UnRegisterSecti on function 4-20, 4-41, 

4-64 
UnTokenTable data type 14-128 
UnTokenTableHandle data type 14-128 
UntokenTablePtr data type 14-128 
UpdateAlias function 27-1 l , 27- 14 

Index IN-53 
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update events, as handled by the Help 
Manager 11 -20, 11-33, 11 -54, 11 -68 

UpdateGWorld function 2 1-5, 2 1-16 
uppercase characters 

converting to lowercase 14-47, 14-62 to 
14-63 

d iacritical marks on 14-32 
UpperText procedure 14-47, 14-63 
usage categories for colors. See color usage 

categories 
user comments 

removing 9-58 
retrieving from desktop database 9-54 
setting 9-56 to 9-57 

user interface guidelines 2-3 to 2-38 
for Data Access Manager 8- 1 I to 8- 12 
for dialog boxes 2-23 to 2-32 
for documentation 2-12 to 2-14 
for Edition Manager 4-4 
for Help Manager l1-14to 11-17 
for icons 2-10 to 2- 11 , 2- 18 to 2-22, 

9- 10, 9- 12 
for menus 2-32 to 2-37 
for PPC Toolbox 7-5 
for providing feedback 2- 14 to 2- 15, 8- 1 I 

to 8- 12 
query documents 8-42 
recommended terminology 2- 13 to 2- 14, 

4-4, 7-5 
summary of design principles 2-3 to 2-4 
in volumes of Inside Macintosh P-8 
for windows 2-22 to 2-23 
for worldwide software 2-4 to 2-12 

User Interface Toolbox 1-4 
user routines, ADSP 32-56 

sample code 32-57 
users 

documentation for 2-12 
help for. See help bal loons 
information about, determining 13-15 to 

13-16 
interaction with server applications 6-5 I 

to 6-54, 6-82 to 6-83 
providing feedback for 2- 14, 8- 11 to 8- 12 

users & groups control pane l 7-7 
users & groups icon 7-7 
useTextEditServices flag 5- 16 

v 

YalidDate function 14-48, 14-1 3 1 
related constants 14- 122 

IN-54 Index 

variation code for he lp balloons 1 1-7 to 
11-8, 11 -9 

VBL interrupts 23-9 
VBL tasks 

making notification requests 24-3, 24-7, 
24-9 

and memory management 28-3 
scheduling 29-7 

verbs 
for GetEnvirons and SetEnvirons 14-41 

to 14-42 
for GetScri pt and SetScri pt 14-40 to 

14-41 
for KeyScript 14-43 to 14-44 

versionCmd command 22-86, 22-87 
version information for applications 

in 'vers' resource 9-23 to 9-24 
in Finder windows 9-23 
in information windows 9-24 
in signature resource 9-7 

version resources 9-23 to 9-24 
version 2 picture format 17-20 to 17-24 

creating 17-25 
direct pixels in 17-21 
font name infom1ation 17-2 I , 18-8 
header 17-23 
line justification information 17-21 
opcodes 17-20 
packing or data 17-22 
sample 17-23to 17-24 

'vers' resource type 9-23 to 9-24, 10- 13, 
22-69 

Vertical Retrace Manager 23-3, 23-9 
video cards. See also Monitors control panel 

declaration ROM of 16- 17 
gamma tables 10- 13 
name 10- 13 
and screen di splays 16-8 

Ylnstall procedure 23-9 
virtual memory 28- 17 to 28-33 

and AppleShare volumes 28- 18 
backing-store file 28- 10 
bus error vectors under 28-24 
CPU data caching 28-20, 28-28 
debugger support 28-23 to 28-26 
deferring interrupt code execution 28-23 
defined 28-9 
mapping in formation, getting 28-2 1 to 

28-23 
overview 1- 19 
preventing paging out to 28-1 8 to 28-20 
and removable di sks 28- 18 



virtual memory (Co111inued) 
routines for 28-26 to 28-33 
testing for availabil ity 3-1 3, 3-41, 28-2 1 
and user interrupts 28-23 

VisibleLength function 14-47, 14-68, 
14-1 30 

TextEdit's use of 15-1 6 
voices 

installing into sound channels 22-50 
using sampled sounds as 22-l 0 

volume catalog, Finder information in 9-36 
to 9-38 

volume of sounds 22-8 
volumes 

Finder's desktop database for 9-44 to 
9-60 

identified in FSSpec records 25-15 
identifying in an ali as resolution 27-6 
mounting programrnatically 25-26 to 

25-28 
searching the catalog 25-20 to 25-25 
specifying 25-7 

w 

waitCmd command 22-52, 22-86 
WaitNextEvent function 

introduced 5-1 8 
routine description 5-29 
scheduling processes 29-5, 29-6, 29-7 
sleep parameter 5-19 
use by the Apple Event Manager 6-60 
using instead of GetNextEvent 3- l I 

wakeup demands 3 1-1 1 
WakeUpProcess function 29-20 
wakeup timer 

controlling 3 1- 14 
setting and reading 3 1-20 to 3 1-2 1 
use of 3 1-12 

waveTableCmd command 22-50, 22-86 
wave tables 22-9 
wave-table synthesizer 22-9 
WideCharAn- data type 14- 124 
WideChar data type 14- 124 
WIDTHHook field 15-25, 15-26 to 15-28 
wildcard characters in AppleTalk names 

32- 16 
wildcard descriptor type (',,,,,,,,,,,,') 6-9. 6-29, 

6-72 
window definition functions 

avoiding memory address violations 
28- 12 

for color dialog boxes 2-16 
for color wi ndows 2-16 

Index 

window frames, help balloons for 11-10 to 
11-12, 11-58tol1 -61 

window help resources 
compared to using helpitem item 11-40 to 

11 -41 
example of I l-46 to 11-47, 11-48 to 

11 -49 
format of I 1-44 to I 1-45 
header for I 1-45 to I 1-46 
options for I 1-45 to I 1-46 

Window Manager 5-5 
interactions with Palette Manager 20-19 to 

20-2 1 
new features of 3-1 5 

windows 
calculating size 14-43 
color design for 2-1 6 to 2-1 8 
help balloons for 11-10 to 11-12, 11-41 

to 11-56, 11-58 to 11-61 
inacti ve 15-23 
localizing 14-102 
outline highlighting in 15-23 
positions on multiple monitors 2-22 
standard state position 2-23 
standard state size 2-23 
user interface gu idelines for 2-22 to 2-23 
zoom box effect 2-23 

word boundaries 
defining 14-5 1 
searching for 15-3 1 

word break tables 14-55 to 14-58 
offsets to 14-92, 14-93 

WordRedraw global variable 15-20 
words. See also text 

breaking 14-58, 15-29 
selection of 15-1 5 to 15-16 

working directories 25-6 
worldwide software 14-5 to 14-110. See 

also International Uti lities Package; 
localization; Script Manager; TextEdit 

control panels examples 14- 18, 14-19 
components of worldwide system 

software 14-16 to 14-1 9 
desk accessory example 14- I 8 
font considerations 14-25 
fonts. installing 14-19 to 14-20 
international resources 14-14 to 14-15, 

14-79 to 14-95 
keyboard resources 14- 14 to 14- 15, 

14-79 to 14-80 
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worldwide software (Continued) 
keyboards, installing 14- 19 to 14-20 
keyboard translation 14-23 to 14-25 
languages 14-7, 14-8 to 14-9 
regions 14-8 to 14-9 
scripts 14-8 to 14-9, 14-22 to 14-23 
script systems and 14- l 5 to 14- l 6 

cun-ently available 14-10 
installing 14-1 9 to 14-20 

system software, localized versions 
14-7 

text manipulation in 14-35 
user interface guidelines for 2-4 to 2- 12 

calendar d ifferences 2-5 , 14-28 
cu ltu ral values 2-5 
cursor movement 2-7 
dialog box layout 2-8 
font considerations 2- 1 I 
keyboard handling 2-8 
language differences 2-6 
resources, use of 2-5 
text display 2-6 to 2-8 
in volumes of Inside Macintosh 

P-11 
worldwide system software. See worldwide 

software 
write-data structure 32-8 1 
WriteEdition function 4-24, 4-70 
WriteLocation procedure 14-49, 14-13 1 
WritePartialResource procedure 13-23 
writing order 14-36 
writing systems. See scripts 
'wstr' resource type 8-42 

IN-56 Index 

x , y 

XOR transfer mode 17- 16 
.XPP driver 32-3 1 to 32-37 

getting zone name of your application 
32-34 to 32-35 

getting zone names on extended network 
32-33. 32-36 to 32-37 

getting zone names on local network 
32-33, 32-35 to 32-36 

parameter block 32-3 1 
XPPParamB lock data type 32-3 1, 32-99 

z 

ZIP (Zone Information Protocol) 32-7, 
32-32 to 32-37 

zone information 32-31 to 32-37 
all zones 32-37 
local zone name 32-35 
obtaining 32-32 to 32-37 
zones on local network 32-36 

Zone Information Protocol 32-7, 32-32 to 
32-37 

zone information table 32-7 
zone names, AppleTalk 32-13, 32- 16 
zones, AppleTalk 32-7 
zoom boxes 

help balloon for 11 - 10 to 11 - 12, 11-58 to 
11-6 1 

multiple monitors 2-23 
window behav ior 2-23 
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Inside Macintosh is a six-volume set of books that describe how to write an application for 
the Apple9 Macintosh9 family of computers. Inside Macintosh is the definitive guide and 
reference for anyone writing software for the Macintosh computer. 

Written by the people at Apple Computer, Inside Macintosh provides the essential 
information you'll need to write software for the entire family of Macintosh computers. 

Volume VI is a significant addition to Inside Macintosh. It provides new information tl1at 
describes system software version 7.0 and also contains updated information on a number 
of managers previously described in earlier volumes. This volume of Inside Macintosh 
describes how your application can use the new routines in system software version 7.0 to 

• share data with other applications 
• provide automated copy and paste functions 
• communicate with other applications 
• provide on-line assistance for users using Balloon Help'" 
• draw TrueType'" fonts 
• access data from remote sources, including databases 

Volume VI also provides 

• a road map that shows each manager discussed in the volume and illustrates a pathway 
through related information in previous volumes of Inside Macintosh 

• code samples that show how to use specific routines to perform a particular task 
• user interface guidelines that can help you develop your application to take advantage of 

the Macintosh user interface in version 7.0 
• compatibility guidelines that can help you develop your application so that it is 

compatible across the Macintosh family of computers 
• information on developing your application for worldwide markets 

The first two volumes of Inside Macintosh describe the routines in the Macintosh User 
Interface Toolbox and the Macintosh Operating System. The third volume is a summary of 
the Pascal interfaces for all routines described in Volumes I and II. The fourth and fifth 
volumes describe features and routines introduced in the Macintosh Plus, Macintosh SE, 
and Macintosh II computers. 
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